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Faculty Names List Of
Proctors For 1940- 1941

POTTLECHOSEN
Sttft

In the meeting of the Faculty
Monday. April 8. the
proctors for the 1940-41 scholastic year were named. The eight
seniors named to supervise the
ends of the four dormitories are as

«<* UCikt >onal

>^re»ait the

first

institutions

OF NEW ORIENT

and

rep-

last frontier

of democracy" Is the current Watchword being voiced abroad by this
coftege and others throughout the
country. This is a nice little catch-

the hearts of educators who seme times wonder about
their relative position in the present
economic and social turmoil of the
world. We sincerely hope it is as
true as it basically appears to be
and is not taken as a local anaesthetic to alleviate troubled minds.
s - r
EDUCATION may be the impregnable fortress of democracy unless termites have already set upon
the
it. According to developments,
direction events have taken recently
in this field might Indicate the verity
of this undermining. Certainly our
educational institutions cannot represent the bulwarks of democracy if
they themselves are not subjected to
essential democratic principles.
m - r
dismissal of Bertrand Russell.
Professor of Mathematics and
Logic at the City College- of New
York will not precisely insure the
democratic principles of American
Education and its high standards of
integrity. This attempt to poison
free education has been preceded by
previous attacks such as the imposition of compulsory teaching oaths
for public school teachers by several
states and the more recent attempt
by the ever-vigilant Mr. Dies and his
Investigation Committee to oust a
large group of Eastern school teachers who unwittingly had joined communist-controlled cooperative organizations. The ousting of Russell is important because it represents one of
the first organized attacks against

phrase to

warm

PiE

public education. It

fits in

a report handed

by the

in

nicely with

New York

of Commerce last August
which stated, "... a review of his-

Chamber

tory indicates that as culture rises,

morals and physical well - being go
" Bureaucratic groups such
down.
as this one would believe that a rea.

Henry A. Shorey And John
C. Evans Appointed

follows:

Nelson Dingley Austin
Richard Leigh Chittim
James Ammi Doubleday
Nils Arne HagstronjuAndrew Allison Haldane
Frank Fabean Sabasteanski
George Robert Toney, Jr.
Philip Whittlesey

Associates

PAUL HOLLIDAY IS
BUSINESS MANAGER
Ireland, Litmaru Tennyson,

Editors
In the recent ORIENT elections
E. Harold Pottle. Jr., '41 was chosen
Editor-in-Chief to succeed Richard W.
Sullivan '40. Associate Editors for the
1940-41 volume of the ORIENT are
Henry A. Shorey '41 and John C.
Evans '41. The Managing Editors are
Charles T. Ireland, Philip H. Litman,
Leonard B. Tennyson, and Robert G.
Watt, all of the Class of '42.
The Sub-Editors chosen from the
freshman class, are: John C. Abbott,
Frederick H. Bubier, Robert S. Burton, John V. Craven, Joseph S. Cron-

Professor

Edgerton Has Pictures Of
Falling Milk Drops

TO CAMERA CLUB

At

nolds who played at the Psi U
house Christmas will also be a*,
the Chi Psi lodge Thursday.
The Fenton Brothers who have
gained much popularity in Main**
will play for the Dekes. This band
gained fame last summer by its
broadcast on the Fitch Band Wagon. Beta Theta Pi will feature Bob
Gleason; Kappa Sigma, Lloyd Rafnel; and Delta Upsilon, Johnny
Long. All these bands have been

Burnett Was Instrumental
In Bringing Expert

To BoWdoin
Professor Harold E. Edgerton of
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in a public lecture at Memorial
Hall 8.15 Thursday evening, April 11,

at

show slides and motion pictures
of actions never before seen clearly
by man because they happen too fast.
These pictures were taken in the
amazingly short time of one-millionth
of a second by Mr.: Edgerton *s stroboscopic process. In; the non- technical
lecture' he will explain the principles
of his new method of picture-taking.
His pictures of the beautiful and
intricate forms taken by a splashing
drop of milk and the pictures of a
will

Jordan Hall

The Bowdoin Glee Club recently
returned from its latest annual tour
through New England and New York.
The week-long trip was financially
and artistically more successful than
any in its history, Professor Tillotson, Director of the Club, stated.
First on the schedule was a Thursprogram <3 n Concord,
in. Fowler Dugger, Jr., Howard L. day evening
Huff, George W. Hutchins, John F. Massachusetts, sponsored by the Mu- ballet dancer, taken by Gjon Mili, the
Jaques, Curtis F. Jones, Israel Rim- sical Club of that city. The follow- only commercial photographer to use
er, Robert O. Shipman, Laurence H. ing morning Governor Saltonstall re- the Edgerton method, have appeared
viewed the group at the State House in Life Magazine. "Flash!" a book
Stone, and Donald S. Ulin.
containing a collection of his stroboPaul H. HoUiday '41 succeeds Rich- in Boston.
Friday evening, March 22, saw the scopic photography, has been pub'40
ManBusiness
as
ard N. Abbott
ager of the Bowdoin Publishing Com- club's debut in Boston's Jordan Hall. lished and is in the Bowdoin College
pany. Assistant Business Managers Professor Tillotson stated that he Library.
The method by which Professor
showing of
are: Kenneth G. Stone, Oliver A. Wy- was well pleased with the
man, and Charles W. Redman, Jr., all the singers and the support given by Edgerton is able to photograph such
things as a bullet shattering an elecBoston alumni and friends.
of '42.
Saturday at 5:30 the first of two tric light bulb or show a golf ball's
E. Harold Pottle, Jr., is a member
broadcasts was made over station squashed shape as a club hits it is
of the Delta Upsilon Fraternity and
Monday. March 25, found the something different from regular
WEEI.
Pothis home is in Glen Ridge, N. J>
club at Providence under the auspices photography. The highest shutter
tle came to Bowdoin from Hebron
speeds possible on our best quality
Academy. He is a member of the Pol- of the Rhode Island Alumni Associa- cameras are little more than onethe local Wheatar Bears dance orchestra, has play- tion of Bowdoin and
thousandth of a second. Professor Edfollowed
dance
ed with the Bowdoin Independents on Alumni Club. A
alumni enter- gerton has eliminated the shutter and
basketball team, and has been on the the concert, and many
an incredibly rapidly
substituted
Club.
Glee
the
members
of
the
tained
Growler staff. He is also a member
On Tuesday, March 26, the club flashing light for the usual steady
of the White Key.
Photoflood bulb.
on
Page
Continued
[
4
}
president
Henry A. Shorey, who is
With the aid of his argon tube
of the Theta Delta Chi Fraternity, is
(something like the ordinary neon
from Bridgton, Maine, and attended
sign), which produces for as little as
Hebron Academy. He plays tennis
one millionth of a second a light exand has been very active in interceeding the brilliancy of forty thousEvans, a
fraternity athletics. John
[ Continued on Page 4 ]
the
former Ueutenant-Commander of

C

pREEDOM

m

Conduct

Next Sunday

'

Friday, at the antics of the Fresh-

Eight fraternities have announced their house party bands for Ivy
week. List of names includes such
names as Red Norvo, Tommy Reynolds and the Fenton Brothers.
Wednesday night Red Norvo and
his xylophone will perform at the
Zete house, and on Thursday he
will move over to the A.T.O. house
where he was featured at Christmas. Tommy Reynolds is going to
appear with his band Wednesday
night at the Sigma Nu house. Rey-

TO SPEAK LATER

Leads

Tillotson

College Singers

sonable literacy suffices for the
masses. "Nation" magazine reported
the Bertrand Russell case as "differing only in proportion to the Ten*
nesee Monkey Trial."
• - r
Sigma Nu Fraternity, comes from
of the Mind" was a Baltimore, Maryland. He attended
* theme vigorously set forth and Lower Merion High School. He is an
defended by Dr. Susanne K. Langer Assistant in the Government departin a lecture given as a part of the ment
Bowdoin Institute of Philosophy
[ Continued on Page 4 ]
1937. Professor Langer expressed it
as being an inalienable right of
humanity, a law which "must" be B. C. A. Will
obeyed. This has been denied to one
of the world's greatest living thinkService
ers by the narrow sanctifiers of
American Public Education.
Christian Association
Bowdoin
The
f - r
rpHE fate of the dwindling tradition will conduct the weekly service at
Congregational
Brunswick
the
•* of Rising Day will probably
be
April 14. Charles P. Eddetermined after Friday's annual Church on
wards '41 will deliver the sermon,
fight fest. There is little reason to
speaking on "Religion and the Indisuppose it will be carried on another
'42 and John
year unless student opinion suddenly vidual."- James Lunt
Williams '42 will be in charge of the
experiences a reversal of its present
choir respectively.
service
and
stand. Alumni will hardly object to
Other B.C.A. men taking active
its death, on the grounds of its being
one of Bowdoin's most revered and part in the service include Walter H.
'41,
C.
President;
Philip
sanest traditions. Take a good look Young
•

SHOWS SLIDES
OF^ARE SCENES

In Collection

BOWDOIN GLEE CLUB
MAKES ANNUAL TOUR

Watt Are Managing

Young

'40,

vice-president; William

I.

Unlike the policy followed three or
four years ago under which money
received was added to the endowment fund, the fund's proceeds are
now devoted to current yearly expenses. This change has been necessitated by the fact that in spite of
increases of major proportions in the
college endowment, the net income
from these investments has seriously
decreased in the past ten years.
The direction of the work on the
folder was in the hands of Roy A.
Foulke '19 and George Sewall, now
with Young and Rubicam Advertising
Agency. Other contributors included
photographer Eisenstaedt,
"Life's"

it

may

before.

Brunswick High Is Finalist
Again With Deering
Strong Rival
The

the Interscholastic
One-Act Play Contest, with eight
Maine secondary schools competing,
are to be held on Saturday afternoon
and evening, April 13, in Memorial
Hall under the auspices of the College and the Masque and Gown.
Of the fifty-two "schools that were
entered in the one-act play contest,
the field has been narrowed down
to six known contestants. They are:
finals

of

Brunswick High School and Deering

J

Faculty Board Gives Out

On

Mid-Semester Warnings

Conditions For The
Survival Of Democracy

COLLEGE MOURNS

A contest was held last night at
Rumford between Waterville, NewEdward Little and Madison
'

High Schools, the winner

to complete

First Intercollegiate Faculty

Discussion Sponsored

.

By

STAPLES' DEATH
Distinguished Maine Editor

Served As Overseer
For 17 Years
Arthur G. Staples' death on Tuesday,

April

2,

brought a great loss

not only to his college which he served as Overseer, but also to the peo-

who knew the writings ofr A.G.S.,
the Editor-in-Chief of the "Lewiston
Evening Journal." Moving from his
birthplace
in
Bowdoinham,
Mr.
Staples received his early schooling
in Bath. After graduating from the
high school at the age of 15, he entered Bowdoin College. Here he began his great newspaper career serving on the Orient as its Editor-inChief. After graduation in 1882, he
reported for the "Bath Times" and
then for the "Lewiston Journal." On
the staff of the latter paper he rose
steadily to the highest position of
editorial power, Editor-in-Chief.
President Sills paid Mr. Staples the
following tribute.
"Bowdoin College joins with the
whole State of Maine in mourning
the death of—Arthur G. Staples, a
graduate of the college in. the class of
1882; an overseer since 1923; one of
the very few men who ever received
from Bowdoin two honorary degrees
(Master of Arts in 1919 and Doctor
of Letters in 1923).
"Mr. Staples served his Alma Mater
with devotion and distinction. As a
journalist one of the greatest Maine
ple

—

—

has ever produced he showed in his
Whole career the worth of his personlast
Saturday evening; Foxcroft ality. His trenchant pen and kindly
Academy and Rockland High School spirit have made the initials A.G.S.
who were similarly successful; and known to hundreds of readers, and
Pemetic of Southwest Harbor and have spread his fame beyond the borGarrett Schenk Junior High School ders of his native state. It will be long
of East Millinocket. The winner of before we see again such a concenthe contest held Tuesday night at tration of a sound mind, a distinPresque Isle between Bridgewater guished style and a warm heart and
Classical, Merriall High School of lovable character."
Smyrna Mills, and Caribou High
School wHI be the seventh contestant.

port,

BROWN URGES

AfORE

Political

Forum

PANEL IS FOURTH t
OF FORUM SERIES
Bowdoin, Maine, Bates, And
Colby Represented
At Conference
The faculty representatives "from
the four Maine colleges and from tlie
four corners of the earth" gathered
on Monday evening in the Moulton
Union to discuss the subject: "Conditions for the Survival of Democracy."
Dr. Peter A. Bertocci, Philosophy and
Psychology, represented Bates College; Professor Norman L. Palmer,
History, came to the Forucn from
Colby College; from the University of
Maine there was Professor Rising
Morrow. History and Government;
and Professor Moritz J. Bonn, Tallman Lecturer in Economics, represented Bowrtoin. Professor Athern P.
Daggett,
faculty
advisor
to
the
Forum, was the chairman.
Ernest F. Andrews, Jr. '40, President of the Forum who prepared the
evening's program, pointed out that
Monday's was the fourth and last of
this year's series of panel discussions.
He also mentioned that this was the
first time the faculty representatives
had ever met at Bowdoin for such an
occasion, although students from the
colleges hai' held such discussions in
four previous years.
The discussion started rnmediately
into the heart of the subject of
whether we should guard our democracy against internal or external dangers. This led to one of the longer
discussions of the evening with each
man offering hjis views on at least
one or two major issues. Mr. Palmer
viewed with alarm the intolerance in
democracy today. He then mentioned
the slogan of the evening. The idea
was words versus deeds and the resulting effects on .democracy.
[ Continued on Page 4 ]
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Student Council Sets
April 12 As Rising

INDIVIDUAL THOUGHT

the schools to appear in the finals

Following the review of classes
midway through the second semester, the Faculty Board held its

meeting Monday afternoon, April

At the conclusion

here on Saturday.
This is the third successive year
that Brunswick has reached the finals. They are presenting a play en[ Continued on Page 4 1

8.

of this session a

total of fifty major warnings were
issued, together with 144 minors,

which means that approximately

courses.

thirty per cent of the students are
failing in one or more of their
The number of major

Orient Previews
"Johnny Apollo

warnings shows a decrease from
those issued at the mid-year review
of classes. At that time fifty-nine,
or nine more major warnings were

editorial staff was among representatives of some thirty eastern collegiate

*

A member of

the Bowdoin

ORIENT

issued.

Professor Herbert R. Brown speaking Monday in chapel deplored the
sameness of student thought and the
indifferent attitude of the students
toward the possibilities of education.
Professor Brown snoke of his experience in reading freshman themes
since he came here in 1924. Ninety.nine per cent of all freshmen, he
found, wrote in answer to the question "Why 1 Came to College," that
they had come to Bowdoin to be enlightened "Mentally, Morally, and
Physically." In the twenties the students wrote in the cynical style of H.
L. Menken and the "American Mercury." Today students follow the style
of "Time" and "Fortune."

'

Day

Charles Pope '40. President of
Student Council, announced
week that Rising Day will take
plaoe on Friday, April 12, from
noon to midnight, a cut of twelve
hours from previous Rising Days.
To be abolished next year as an experiment, it is quite likely that the
Rising Day will never return to
Bowdoin, Pope stated.
The Student Council has posted
notice of the rules to be observed
this year. Besides shortening the
time from twenty-four hours to
twelve, the Council insists that no
missiles or chemicals are to be
thrown, that any fighting must take
place outside the dorms, and that
the Freshman Banquet is not to be
interfered with. An added suggesthe

this

newspapers at a sneak preview,
March 15, of "Johnny Apollo, star-,
ring Dorothy Lamour, Tyrone PowThe "bull session," he. felt, was an
er, and Edward Arnold, latest fiim
expose of criminal lawyers and their example of the indifference to factual
"Facts are stubborn
clients, at Ossining, New York. The knowledge.
Professor Boyd W. Bartlett, Stan
delegate attended as a guest of things," he said. 'There is no short
Barron '38, Art Chapman '39, Bob
Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corpor- cut to knowledge." Professor Brown
This evening, Richard Chitt.m '40,
Pennell '40, and Bill McKeown '43,
closed his address with a pica for
who took many of the pictures pub- and Richard Eveleth '40. will present ation and was invited because "more reading
period."
their previously announced two-piano "Johnny Apollo" deals partly with
lished.
duet in Memorial Hall. The program, college life and editorial material
one of the student recitals, is sched- might be derived from it. Twentieth
NOTICE
NOTICE
uled for 8:15. and students and Century handled the affair in usual
Tryouts for a new chime-ringer
Hollywood fashion, lavishly enterThe 1940 Census Bureau request* townspeople are invited.
that all students remind their partaining the college newsmen who will close April 11, Professor TillotThe program is as follows: •
ents to include them In this decenstayed at the St. Moritz Hotel and son, Music Director, recently stated.
Passacaglia in C minor
nial listing. The Bureau has found
Bach-Chasins who, among other things, attended Trials are being held Monday. Tuesthat parents too often forget to
the musical comedy
"Too Many day, and Thursday afternoons of this
Sonatina in C Clementi-Kosakoff
week between 3:30 and 6:00, and the
mention their sons who are away Variations on a theme of Haydn
Girls."
at school.
"Johnny Apollo" features Tyrone deadline for the competition is defBrahms
initely set for tomorrow.
[ Continued on Page 2 ]
Intermission

STUDENT MUSICIANS
PRESENT PROGRAM

T

Panel Discussion Is Held

High School of Portland, who were
successful in their regional contests

bring Barton '41, Secretary; and James A.
down the curtain on the last of one Doubleday '41.
of Bowdoin's time-honored traditions.
According to Young, the Tuesday
a - r
morning chapel address will be ,of
AS most of us are aware, there is a interest to Bowdoin men who anti** shelf next to the lobby desk in cipate entering the ministry. The
the library exclusively devoted to Reverend J. Frank Robinson of the
modern novels and plays. One of the Dedham, Massachusetts, Congregamost outstanding features of the tional Church will be the guest
shelf is the prominent collection of speaker on this date. Following this
latest detective and murder-story fic- he will be available for interviews
tion it contains. Lurid titles such as with those men desiring to enter the
"The Corpse with the Grimy Glove," ministry.
"The Corpse with the Red Headed
Girl Friend." and a multitude of
Suite for two pianos Arensky.
corpse yarns and Ellery Queen thrilRomance
lers can be found there. For a long
Valse
time we've been wondering why this
Polonaise
constant in-flux of the detective story
Marche from "The Love of the Three
has seemed to be the predominant
The Dean's Office yesterday released the recently completed survey of
Ora nges Prokofie ff
two
into
divided
is
survey
semester
year.
The
of this
type of novel in the collection. We grades for the first
Mologuena Licuona
got curious the other night and ask?d sections, those courses with less than ten men and those with more than ten Rush Hour in Hong Kong Chasins
percentage
one of the student assistants at the men. and shows that the smaller courses award twice as large a
grades as the larger ones. The survey shows that of the marks Blue Danube Waltzes
honor
of
desk to enlighten us regarding the
Strauss-Chasins
awarded at the close of the first semester of this year 10.1% were A's, 23.5%
matter. We were told that by far
were B's, 34.7% were Cs. 23.1% were D's, and 8.5% were E's.
the detective yarn is the most popuIN COURSES FIRST SEMESTER 1939-40 - February 1940
GRADES
lar kind of book and found its circuCourses with 10 Men or Less
lation confined almost exclusively to
Total
E
certain members of the faculty. Now Courses
B VrB C rAC
Grades A
Wed., April 10—«:15
Piano
5-1 20.0 2 40.0 2 40.0
we know why there is a dearth of Aft 9
Recital" by Richard T, Eveleth
2 33.3 4 66.7
6
'40 and Richard L. Chittim '41.
good popular novels on the shelf. Chemistry 11
2 100
2
Why not buy a few more occasion- Chemistry 9
Thu., April 11 Chapel, Professdr
10 4 40.0 6 60.0
English 31
ally?
*
Burnett.
20.0 1 10.0
10 3 30.0 2 20.0 2 20.0
French 11
8:15 Memorial Hall. Illustrated
12.5
25.0
2
25.0
3
37.5
8 2
French 15
lecture by Professor Harold Ed10 1 10.0 5 50.0 4 40.0
German 13
gerton of Massachusetts InstiGerman 15
4 1 25.0 1 25.0 2 50.0
12.5
8 1 12.5 3 37.5 3 37.5
Government 7
tute of Technology on ''Strobo14.3 2 28.6
7 2 28.6 1 14.3 1 14.3
Greek 3
scopic Photography."
37.5
3
25.0
37.5
3
2
8
A series of lectures will be given German 7
Frl.,
April
12—Chapel, Richard
5 1 20.0 1 20.0 3 60.0
Greek 5
in the lounge of the Moulton Union
Doyle "40. Soloist, Paul C. Hous3 2 66.7 1 33.3
Greek 11
by Professor Moritz J. Bonn, Lecton.
1 20.0
5 2 40.0 2 40.0
13
Greek
turer in Economics at Bowdoin on
8:15 Debaters vs. Colby, Hubbard
2 2 100
History 13
the Tallman Foundation. The folHall.
1
50.0 1
50.0
2
History 21
lowing are the dates and subjects
Sat., April IS—Chapel, the Dean.
4 1 25.0 1 25.0 2 50.0
Italian 3
of the three lectures of the series:
4 1 25.0 1 25.0 2 50.0
Latin 3
2:00 and 8:00 p.m. Maine Inter3 3 100
Wednesday. April 17, German and
Latin 9
scholastic One-Act Play Contest
22.2
7 77.8
9
Mathematics 7
British Imperialism
in Memorial Hall.
1
16.7
33.3
16.7
2
333
6
2
13
Mathematics
Wednesday. April 24, The Collapse
Sua., April 14—Chapel, The Presi28.6
7
5 71.4
Music 1 ...
of International Finance
dent.
1
1 100
Music 3 ...
Wednesday, May 1, The ConseMoo., April 1.V—Chapel, The Presi1 50.0
50
2
:
Music 5
quence of Modern War on Social
50.0 1 50.0
9
dent speaking on "Pan-American
Music »
Organization
Friendship."
I Continued on Page 4 ]

men and Sophomores,

Bowdoin

MAINE SCHOOLS
OFFER ONE-ACTS

Alumni Pamphlet
Requests Funds

The Alumni Fund Committee,
headed by Roy A. Foulke '19, sought
an increase in last year's record contribution of $12,305 from 1,440 Bowdoin men, in issuing its second annual pamphlet asking for donations
from Bowdoin alumni last week.

NO."

1940

10,

Eight Fraternities Pick
Their House Party Bands

MJ.T. SCIENTIST

Board on

By Len Te*»y*»«
'TIUR

ORIENT

BRUNSWICK, MAINE, 'WEDNESDAY, APRIL

ST?

LXX

VOL.

=^

EVELETH AND CHITTIM
GIVE RECITAL TONIGHT

tion advises that the participants
retain enough clothing during the
fighting to look respectable.

President Lists

Three-Point

New

Prognm

,

President Sills, in last Wednesday's chapel talk, offered three specific suggestions
about the Student
Council to the student body. He stated that the Council should be representative of the whole student body,
that thamethods of nomination might
be improved, and that the authority
and responsibility of the Council
could be increased.
He particularly emphasized the
fact that his remarks were notlung
more than suggest ions, to be accepted or discarded at the will of the students, and that in the past he has
found the Council a great help to the
college, especially this year under the
leadership of Charles Pope.
President Sills advocated a general
election for the positions, rather than

—

—

College Office Releases Survey
Of Grades For First Semester

—
—

—

COMING EVENTS

%A

D %D

%E

Two

—

MORITZ BONN WILL
GIVE THREE TALKS

:

;

Contribution Plea, Frosh Rules

Headline

aflMflflMMi

iiMAMM

Of Doctor of

Laws from

the college

in 1926.

Of special importance to the alumthe alumand undergraduate body. The cov- ni is "The Alumni Fund—a Vital Facer of the quarterly is an attractive tor," by Hoyt A. Moore '95, Chairman
photograph of Hubbard Hall. A con- of the Visiting Committee. The chief
tinuation of the discussion of Fresh- purpose of this article is to enlighten
man Rules by Richard E. Tukey '40, graduates as to the condition of colUndergraduate Editor, and Philip S. lege finances and of the importance of
Wilder '23, Editor of the Alumnus, the Alumni Fund to the college at the
make a comparison with an article present time. An explanation is given
entitled "Freshman Recollections of of the results of the drop in income
the Seventies," from the autobiogra- of the invested funds during the past
phy of George A. Tillson '77.
seven years. It is pointed out that
One of the principle articles of this the Alumni Fund is particularly sigissue is a tribute to Henry Hill nificant in providing funds for the acPierce, LL.D., distinguished and de- tual operating payrolls. The support
voted alumnus of the class of 1896. of private institutions must come
Mr. Pierce was well known and re- primarily from the men whom they
spected in his career as a lawyer in have trained."
"Freshman Recollections of the
New York over a period of thirty
years.
He had always been closely Seventies," a selection from the autoconnected with the college, having biography of George A. Tillson '77. is
served on the Alumni Council for an entertaining account of Bowdoin
three years, an Overseer, and a during the post Civil War Years. At
Trustee for seventeen years. He was that time there were six buildings in
very generous with material gifts as the college, and dormitory rooms had
evidenced by the Lewis Pierce Book no lighting, water, heat, or furniture.
Fund and the Pierce Professorship of Mr. Tillson entered in 1873, which
English, now held by Professor Cof- was during the early part of President Chamberlain's office, and he
fin. He received the honorary degree
was one of a class of sixty-six mem£ Continued on Page 4 ]
ticles of special interest to

ni

/

i^a^M^MaMeta

New Bowdoin Alumnus

The March issue of "The Bowdoin
Alumnus" contains nine feature ar-

^__^

one based

1

!

on districts or special
groups, to insure representation of
the college as an entire unit. Secondly, he suggested that considerably
more attention bo paid to the election itself, that nominations made by
the Student Council be posted ten
days before the election and published in the "Orient" so that students
might vote thoughtfully and intelligently. He also remarked that he believed the students themselves should
have the right to put any name on
the ballot provided "that they present
petitions for the candidates with a
specified number of signatures. Lastly,
the President mentioned a new function which he felt the Council cOuld
fulfill. He suggested that a Committee on Studies or Curriculum be appointed to become a clearing-house
for student ideas and plans for study
or curriculum changes and improvements.

T
TWO

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
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COMMUNICATION

1

house were raked.
Will P.C. arise from out his ceme- Der

ORIENT REPRESEWED

tery.

AT 'APOLLO' PREVIEW
Brunswick, Maine

Established

Editor of the

1871

E. Harold Pottle,

Jr., '41

Associate Editors

John

C

Evans

'41

Henry

A. Shorey, 3rd, *41
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A COLLEGE HISTORY
As Volume LXX we

aren't quite* certain as to

ed

tradition, in a position to

intellectual" curiosity. It is at

wish

we were

a

now

we have

that

it,

what we want to do with it. We
sit back and think it over for a while.

would, quite honestly, like to
For it is disconcerting to say the

Orient

which we

find ourselves in the position

have long been working and waiting for and,

we

least to find ourselves, in true

emphasize or neglect our
times like this that

we

so-call-

devoutly

Walter Lippman or even Eleanor Roosevelt. But

custom has decreed that this first editorial be a statement of policy
and, since we have no quarrel with custom, we must perforce bow
to

BONN MOT:

—

m

it.

We have just been preceded by "The Fighting Sixty-Ninth"
which should mean something. Certainly, we have something to
live up to. For Volume LXfX has succeeded in arousing campus
opinion enough to call forth communications, the staff of life for
any Orient man.
applaud this successful effort, but are not

We

can be and

vail.

Though the powers-that-be decided And

avenge the rape of locks?

finally

internathese days of

in

changing boundaries and racial malaprops, is Tallman Lecturer Bonn.
is perhaps no man on campus
as well qualified to throw any light
on the present muddle across the
puddle. Although available in his capacity as course-giver in advanced
economics, the keen and shrewd man
the
world can really be
about
brought out in an extra-curricular

There

exposition. The ancient and occasionally honorable society of Ibis convened for one of the spasmodic vindications of itself the other evening,

The nll-nmebicwn
Sfuftt Cut

and was entertained no end by Herr
Bonn's views, past, present, and fu-

r

ture.

i
."•.'

m

ft'

c
One of the anecdotes that cropped up during the dignified chitchat (?) (nothing more than a
bull session) concerned the Profesexperiences, or treatment,
sor's
while in this country during World
War I. Seated next to a worthy
dowager at a dinner, stuffed to the
crop with Liberty and German
atrocity stories, the Professor was
asked what he thought of the terrible things which transpired over
replied,
he
Whereupon,
there.
"Madam, we have one point in
neither of us knows
common
what he is talking about." Oh, for
the good old days when a popular
brand of measles were politely
known as "Liberty Measles."
m-c
-

—

When

*
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RAPE OF THE
LOCKS?

AVENGE

THJE

Forty Three
Forty Second,

gives

ruse

to

In tradition grand, but slipping fast

away.
Will the Frosh avenge their

number

who were reckoned
Mongst the scalps so bare when
Sophomores held sway?
the tide of scholarship take from
the ranks.

Di('

As

it.

swirling,
ers'

ebbed along to Flunk-

Bay.

Too many sturdy sophomores, two
flanks.

Who, but for
day?

Epsilons. could hold the

Will the brawling, sprawling Forty-

Two

and Three

Struggle out upon the campus with
their strife.

Since within the dorms

is

barred hos-

tility,

Where

barricades

were

—

Will

and

water once

rife?

the. skeleton

LONG V/STANCE
*
*
*
*
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When you

Long Distance connections are made (on the average)
90 seconds. Quality of tran-r»i»-ion is the

in about

highest ever. Improvements arc constantly fitting the

more and more closely to the public's needs.
No wonder people turn to Long Distance about 2Vi
million times a day! *ln business and social life, it's
one of America's most reliable and economical
service

long

of Phi Chi,
its

mould'ring

grave,

Where ammoniacal

turn to Long Distance telephone service,

*

you're "there and bark" in record time.

lamented.

Be resurrected from,

short cuts.

*

*2

*
*
•
*
•

Thirty-Eight's de-

mented,
anonymous letters. There spondents ran to criticism that was
The management of the Cumber- Gassed a Nest of Thirty-Seven, then
no reason for a letter to appear in public unsigned. mostly futile, seme of the criticism
forgave ?
land Theater has announced that
However, we will more than welcome any and all communications you received was truely creative.
"Johnny Apollo" will play in Bruns- Will Frosh repeat that move prelimBILL FROST '38.
which are signed. For we believe that it is only by communications
wick on Sunday and Monday, April
inary,
When hair and Sophomore dwelling(Editor '37-'38) 28 and 29.
that we can measure the worth of the Orient, and at the same
mw—
time reflect some sort of a j£eneral campus opinion.

so enthusiastic over the publication of

one. where formerly
two clocks.
The.auestkm is. will Forty-Three pre-

an

Truly

an asset

tionalist,

—

Pubhhkcd ev«iy Wednesday .luring the College Year by the Student* of Bowdoin College.
All contribution* and rommuniration* should be riven to the Managing Editor by Sunday
ht prrredinK the date of publication.
The Editor-in-Chief U responsible for the editorial
••MUiin the ManatcinK Editor for new* and make-up. All communications regarding subxerinshouUI be addressed to the Business Manaxer of the Bowdoin Publish.!.* Company.
rriptions. 92.00 par year in advance.
W'.th Alumnus. $3. SO.
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off,

will

they be slaked?

According to Hoyle

ORIENT:

[ Continued from foge i ]
congratulations to you
Nick Cain, the boy who
personally the "fighting sixty ninth" Power
came
out
of college fnsh with bright
was emphatically a good year, I
thought. The make-up was better ideals and aspiration*; only to find
than when I was editor in '37-'38. You his father on his watf to jail, guilty
printed more (and more fiery) letters of embezzling his company's funds.
from readers, and the whole spirit Power is supported by a star-studded
cast including Edward Arnold as his
of the paper was fine.
his highNow about your March 20th issue father; Lionel s Aty ill as efforts
to
powered lawyer whose
a lot of things in it interested me.
clear Arnold are 'fruitless; Dorothy
Henry Shorey's comments on comLamour, as Mabel, the girl in Powpulsory chapel in the "Sun Rises"
er's life, who recognizes his true
deserves a blue ribbon for being one
character and tries her hardest to
of the most trenchant and well-exsave him from Incoming a hardened
pressed bits I've ever read on that
criminal: Lloyd Nolan as the sinister
subject. He has hit the nail on ihe
figure of gangdom who influences the
head, once and for all.
lives of all about him; and Charley
The Council's action on Rising Day Grapewin as the lovable old reproand the Rules, described in your lead bate Judge Brennan who dies for his
story, seems to me excellent. In my
attempts to clear Power.
day, the Orient
had a tradition
Briefly the synopsis of the picture
(which I hope will be sustained) of
follows: Power as Nick Cain finds it
opposition to the archaic hazing setdifficult to get work and calls on
up on the Bowdoin canpus.
Judge Brennan who had succeeded
I thoughl then, still think, and alin getting Micky Dwyer (Lloyd Noways will think, that the sooner the lan) off with
a two year sentence for
last remnants of the old Phi Chi pass
a crime. On the day Cain visits
into ancient history the better for
Brennan, Dwyer is released from
Bowdoin. It's not that there is anyjail.
He comes in with a job for
thing the matter with the Freshmen
Brennan, but the latter has passed
Rules it's that the manner of their
out in a drunken stupor and Cain,
enforcement on campus will always
assuming the name "Johnny Apollo"
be unsatisfactory.
takes over. He becomes the brains
A weak S.C.D.C. will always be of the Dwyer gang but Mabel <D->»ocriticized and egged on by the upper thy Lamour) urges him to give up
classes; a strong line will sooner or the life of crime. Dwyer. not knowlater lead, as it always has, to un- ing Apollo is the elder Cain's son
fortunate accidents and bad blood. plans a way out of jail for the emMy policy, as stated here, was always bezzler, but the latter when he learns
unpopular with a vociferous number his son is Johnny Apollo refuses to
of my classmates; yet people in their have anything to do with the scheme.
senior year have came to me pri- Brennan brings papers to the District
vately and told me how secretly un- Attorney which are supposed to conhappy their first year of college was vict Dwyer and clear Cain. Dwyer
made for them by the campus hazing follows Brennan, kills him and both
system. Better that the entire sys- he ami v\pollo are sentenced to jail.
tem go, I say, than that on" fresh- How a reconciliation is effected with
man suffer unjustly.
the elder Cain, how Dwyer is elimNow about the criticism in the inated and Power united with Doroform of letters which the ORIENT thy Lamour serves to attach an endhas been receiving throughout the ing to a film that promises, according
year. In the first place, it shows that to the publicity releases, to rank
people are reading your output and among the most exciting of the year.
demanding something of your jourThe making of the picture was feanalism. As long as the campus does tured by
a number of interesting
at least have opinions about
the back-stage incidents. Tyrone Power
ORIENT and cares enough to write and Edward Arnold became victims
them in letters, I think a healthy of sore backs as a result of their
situation prevails.
work with a pneumatic drill and a
Many people would call the sort riveting machine as road breaker and
of thing your readers have been send- riveter respectively. Dorothy Lamour
ing in "destructive criticism;" but to was compelled in one scene to wear
me no phrase is more meaningless a checked cap after a two week arthan these hackneyed words. You can gument in which she refused to cut
describe criticism intelligently by her famous long hair for the role.
calling it kind, inept, bitter, mali- Edward Arnold issued his autobiogcious, incisive, witty, ponderous, or raphy, "Lorenzo Goes to Hollywood,"
helpful but when you call it "de- to coincide with his fiftieth birthday
structive" or "constructive" you are and his role in "Johnny Apollo."
giving voice to windy nothings.
Charley Grapewin had the most difMay I suggest two adjectives that ficult job in the picture. He was
apply to criticism good or bad? I forced to drink a mixture of burnt
sugar and water throughout the
would say that though many correshow.

First

Editor-in-Chief

With Mustard-spiced "red blood"

to curtail

Tag —now.

Wh>

not te'ephone hon^e o'*en

is

points ere lowest

any night

J

Ru*es tc

after T P M.

-i-oi'

and

a\'

I

i

day Sunday.

.

The Orient has beeitf and, rightly enough, will always be
The general tone pf the criticism seems to run along two
lines; one is that the Orient prints too much worthless and unin-

criticized.

news and the other that the columns of this paper reflect
personal opinion ahd too little campus opinion. In answer
to the first criticism we canj merely repeat what has been said before adding very little whiclj is new. The Orient, as a weekly in a

teresting

too

®2fe£

much

Bowdoin,

college the size of

is

not a newspaper.

It

to quote

is,

President Sills once again, pimply "a college history." There are
'about seven hundred alumni and over a hundred preparatory
schools which receive the

more

Orient every week. In other words,
Orient go off the campus than stay here and
must be remembered that the Orient is written

*fe£

copies of the

consequently

it

primarily as a record for these subscribers. According to President
Sills,

Orient serves to act
Need we say more?j

the

college.

As

as a tie /between the alumni

for the second criticism,

our defense

and the

on the

fact that
the columns of this paper ai& signed. All the opinions, then, in this

paper are our

own and

rests

will {continue to be so.

We will endeavor,

campus opinion in a fair
manner. That is, we will present both sides to any issue which we
may bring up as openly and fairly as we can. We do not intend to
make any concrete suggestions of a radical kind. Rather we intend
as in the past, to reflect as far as possible

merely to raise the issue an4 bring

it before the student body. But
which we present and will equally
condemn and commend as the situation may command. It is your
paper and the ultimate decision will be yours. Although we do not

we

will stand behind

any

issue

like the abstractness of these

we will

words,

in so far as

we

are able

be constructive as well as creative.

We do not ask for enthusiastic

support, for experience

us that

What we do

ask,

has-, taught

however j

is

that those

we can never have that.
who read these editorials

and other columns in this paper bear with us and, in realizing that
these opinions and suggestions are just that and nothing more, at
least try intelligently to support them or form a logical disagree-

ment with them. In
can get you to do

that

this,

we

f&y we
te?ill

will

feel that

both be benefitted.

Volume

LXX

If

we

has accom-

plished something.

WITH SLOWER-BURNING
^

ART MUSEUM HAS
YBARRA PAINTINGS
»t

exhibit of the current week
the Walker Art Building features

by

of Alfred Tbarra. These
are being lent to the college
the Robert C. Vote galleries.

Hie art

Ybarra's works feature the use of
water-colors, and his subjects are of
definite

contemporary interest His

realistic paintings include

as

"Mexican

such works

Landscape,"

"Freight

Train." "Railroad Siding,"

"Snowed

.

Jn," "Honolulu," and "Oil Derricks."
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BOWDOIN HUCKSTERS TRAIN NETMEN RETURN
FOR COMING OUTDOOR MEETS
<

Deprived nf auoh potent point writ.

Uank

ter* mm

Dolan, high Mid

b&od

jumper, Hob Hamblen. aprint»r; OmU.
ley Melendy and Hud White, jM«i>lin
thrower* and George Ueardon, ahoi
,

FROM VIRGINIA

SUm

h«rlk Pope. Seal Alton/ And Un Rowe Are Senior
In Farewell Seanon As The Return Of Ray
Hilling BoIoWn Titular Hope*

(hick Ireland Taiee Stimul
With Two Victoria
On SpriiiK Trip

Hath GoJf < Jul) Announces
Cenree Open To Student*

Inaugural tng a revoJutkinary alep

m

At a waaHiag of the lllrwlor* of
Ihe Hath < oaotry < lub held 1-1
weak, H waa voted to allow the *ln
drat* and facility >»i Rimilnln f'ol-

(

pa*t vacation, winning one and
wo in an cHhihition deemed
loaing
very aatlafaciory by Mai Hill. Ho*(on profe**l>nal, who accompanied
the team aa coach lining Into action
without any practice, Hen Slhatluck,
Lloyd Akelry, Chick Ireland, Kr-ink
|Ml*cull, t'al Hill and Kv I'ope Mtic•

fee will he

and

ihi* doe*

(I

dollar, a person.

not

apply

tor

the

Ingtoti

Heptem

from eight

winner* of

letter

her.

.'»

Winnera Of

aweep llje furlong, and tlie
improved I hit ry Haldwln, who
to the monopoly of the
4-l(»
will rtlan lie tunning under the
liowilom mlor* Jay Hrrttt, welghlhelper
vnatly

l

Mild Silo

IriHII.

l

Jltme*. ViMHIlllle |Mllc

complete he ll*t of veteran*
who garnered :j7 paketl la*t year.
Nile* I'ctkin* hOOdl In- ll*' of new

vaulter,

I

I

nwn who
osteons
the

in

*houltl *core heavily In the
to come
Hi* contribution*

hammer nnd

keenly felt,
hi*!
spring
scon- in any

iwu

ih
pul will he
Huling, ineligible
>t

enough to
field he ebjgegeg, whether
it !>• hurdle*, sprint*, or brond JumpIng, While I'ete Habeuck Will make
I*

bounding

hi*

providing

lie

versatile

stride

1 1

lne*» be-

wmmm

meets
Miphounnr to watch
the

fore

dividend*

|iay

lick* a recent
oi;

Another

Hob NeW.

I*

houae, a qMSitsr tniler with a

amOoth

atnde

Among
er» on

the other proven parferriithe squad we rmi*i include

Dave U>vejoy

artd

Two

I*ukik»m Hen Shaltuek

(

the hut die*, iind Unrve MMgu'te
in the d-i*iie»
Jim Doublrday In lh«
hall mile will give any runner In the
atate a real battle, while "Dlnl:?"

I

••
and
Mating (I I, 'itl.
with Kv Pope I" defeat Mai

lloh

teaineil

»'.

f»

«i*.'i.

far lb* Hig

I

Hen Shattuck,

Owing

lo the ahortnesx of lite »ru
there will be two *cpainlc
league* With the play olT bt tWOB Ihe
winner of each league The
rule* which governed mf play laal
year will be u*ed again

lint

p>2,

the Rttpertj

Chinese

Laat year the title wu» captured coll lohl
by Delta Kappa IjfNillon, In the com o'Keele

—

the Ive* trophy, the
Hela'a have alx pointa mid the {ttfi
The Ives
Itnd the TU,'« five each
trophy goc* to the fraternity compiling Ihe most iMilnta lor interim-

temity competition in touch
buakeihall and aoflball

football,

JA VVKK TRACK MrJT
POSTPONKI) TO

MAV

two

t» -:»,

tl

heart

a

:*

;

LaUi
l»ri*«

v^iker to Jack
alter holding

In

AWe|<\

I.Io.mI

pointaj

ed tl
bafora

l,

II

and Kv rppr

t»,

Ti-d

Mullen g

weiil

down

8-4.

:i

Hampdaa Bydwy en

Meeting

(

J.V, track meet with Andover,
Andover, originally acheduled to

The
at

open up the apring track Maaon on
April IS, ha* heen postponed until
becauae of p«a.r weaihar and
May
Vrark conditlonit. The J.V, meet with
Thornton, Kennebunk und Hangor,
front Hunk Dolana graduation HoHU originally acheduled for Hmt dgic,
let'* indl*|Mi*ition leave* the wctghi* ban been moved hack to May 15.
Thla poatjMineinenl leave* tlje J.V.'l
the CMpable hand* of PeridHa,
In
trio which with three week* lo round into aliape,
I'rnit, und SMha*teiin*ki,
wiU hold it* own In any competition. and given any break by the weatherl

I

i

it

man

ahould be able to work outdoor*
from now on. Their pfaapaetf <»l baating Andover are problematical clc
aplte Ihe fact thai the J V '* Inal

them

in

ahapea

ii|>

the

cage

I

hi*

winter

It

aa a very clone meet with

he <f imiI hull *<pm<l hu* had scattered pointa likely lo ilecule ihe
Since
only one outdoor workout II la mm >iel outcome. The J.V.'a ae«in atrong In
im|*iHHlhte fur Adam WaUh to rttport •he daahea and middle djrttnaag, with
on the progroM of any mdividw«3«
'!*he*e apring ae»ak»na, h«»wever, Adihn
Fpredicti!, will do wonder*
for t*ta
fie*hmeii It will aid thcrn tnurji in
bridging the gap between high *t;l»ool
and college aiondarda. aiaa?e on the
freaiiman team last fall they were
only able to have three workout*; a
t

i

,,„,,. „.,,,.,

llI((|

Akl

.

|(

,

v

jll(l(

M

,

,

,.

,. t

,.

.

,

(smiHIi 6-4. 7-5 and

Ireland

.0-1
K) „ (J

lo*t

hi*

tot wing

niun

\ .-.

Ahu

.

, ;

,

liowdoln, Hiey, and l.mdley rounding
into ahupe in the dahhc\ and Wheal
et
and HratiiJcuhuig, iwo frekhmen
Who *howel up well till* winter, HIM
ning tin- halt-mile-. Tlie qyaVter will
he handled hy |Jickin*ou, a high light
of ihe winter *eaaon, |>laik l* count
ed upon lit the mile with Warren

rounding into form to
the event

Kanaon and

high

Jump, l.indley
jump, and Edward* in
counted upon in win
IIImi

I

Finals In

a iii.iiiImi

team

tin*

,1

JgyVCC

li.ee-

laal

I

I

SitnKii in afad^atdmaetta, where he
waa a innnhei nl the v.iihily ha-»ehall

llnal

fraternity

and liockey team

The other

lelt.

will

lie

candtilatea for

include Doe Luther,
poult ion*
Herb Patterson, Fred Hail, Johnny
William*. Lewis Upborn and .lack

hill

Keefc,

Tbe While

will

present

smooth

a

fielding outfit with r'tanny ROOOJMS at
Kit Coomb* at third. Hank Hon/.agnl at short and Hick Harding at
firat,

lublcplay combination Hick Hardbe
l* ihe (nun wla* ahould make
Lightning faal at the keystone aack, he i* u amoolh tiekicr who
gela the ball away faat. If he can
pick up in hi* hitting, he may v.-ry
well be the ootaleiuling man on Ihe
team, Kraiuiy Hocquc will lake over
Nel* Con-y's pis 01 ) a I firat, RoOOjttS
is
Ibdibng well ahd hai surprised
every one with hi* line hilling In
practice, If he continue* lua hitting
when the aeaaon gela under way, he
Id
prove very
valuable.
ahould
Coombs will provide ihe team with a
hard-billing Ihlrd-basemaii. Although
he played Itral aa a freshman, he haa
capably filled his new poalilon Andy
ilaldane behind the plate will be a
very important factor in the team*
MSSSgfl Aa a catcher Andy haa very
few fault.-. He handle* Itla pitcher*
• I

game of the annual Interbaakatbaii tourney wound

up on Thursday night bffotrt K|irn.g
Vacation, ami the '/clew found them*

nelvex vlclora

»be third conaei u-

faff

uve year
In

i

lie

between

M-cond game of the play-offa
rtie

RgtM and

Ihe /cli»a, Ihe

won out 13 2\, the
won In- lli>l game of

SBetea

year, Pick >^ wepeeted
to atep inio ihe aet*ond baae berth <»»•
laid
In
valally mil tit thla m'Umim
ing
Lenlngton Hi«ii
prepa red al
haii

lalti't'

ing

man

1

Haiku

the loaa of Hick

that

Basketball Tourney

l.nin

1

.,
7 U) A|
n ,.„, ,„„„.,, y| |lt ,,.,,,
White, elongated *ophoilMUc- *iar.
,

Win

Zctes

The
II,

Well*' varalty hockey team.
waa recently elected by hi* team*
niitlei. lo head UCXl year> aquad. A
hading member <>t the "Kraul Line"
ihii year, Harding ha-, been playing
hucke.v l"i r.iivviloiu llnCC li''. Iioll-

the

I Sonne' Boggy ami Harding show |xw»
developing into a fa*t
aibilliie* of

HARDING TO CAPTAIN
HOCKEY NKXT VKAR
Richard Hauling

power and tpeedi

moat potent a»ae| at tbe pteacnl.
Hitching thla year l* wiH-fully weuk.
wiiti Jack Tucker being the only one
with any vandty experience or ability, lie la alrlclly a control pitcher
with only a fair fast ball. However,
lie hit* a line hook and I* very cool
under tire. In back of him there la
ao otu with varalty expe rience, with
Pete Howie ranking second at the
present lime If Howie develops, Hie
team'* chancca would he materially
increased Then can lw« no doubt but
ita

»-ae*"

l>()Mt , jU

Look owr Qbaon and illlaon
}l u olJ
WUit
bT Hlt uils
tJu

hilling

keenly

i

i

Hmm

I

Of

pil-

l.lnn

en

lb»

allerniMin, the i.
n hit It-, peak
rm the trip and won lour alngh* and
two double* for the winning *lx
pointa Hen Shattuck paaily defeatad
"Ope" Itiehardft ti I, ti.l in Die number one duel and Akeley, I'ope and
Hill Were Ihe oilier tingle* VlcUil*.
jShalluiU and al 11)11 delealed Rich
aid* an. Smith 4-d, •» 4, %-2 m a long

MXl

and third warmup*

player*

'-.

cottiehaek again*) lloh Hill |u-i mlaa-

After three weeka of indoor pracConch I .inn Well* waa
able to take hi* baaeballera
ouUlde for Ihtce practice aeaalona,
although ihe main diamond of Flek
aid Field remain* beneath Ice pack*
The firat workout waa given over to
badly needed bulling practice In ihe
tice in the rage,

finally

Uettt, th* regular diamond la available, hitting will be itremed In
workout*. Ulilea* CVggh Wells uticovaome unkntiwn pitcher, the aurceaa of the team depend* U|atn II*

Akeley. Ireland, Drtacotl, Hill, and Pop* were defeatad by Washington ami
l.ee and V M
bUl copped a win over Ifauipden Sidney.

H -:i,

7.

(i-ii,

match

Hunt:

l-'i'inkie

oi

voUeylfig

*lar,

Infield

an ulmtiat completely ,freahman
aquad Hgalmd hi* tentative varlineup Tbeae workout* brought
in light imany weakneaaea brought
aland by the Inexperience of the

w

paaakmi ami rampad in al
t'al Hill went down before

ti-i?

Win

led

hamplouahlp.

i

Coombs, and Rocque Are Kx pec ted To
Hertht And Outfield Ih Deemed
Fentent Trio In Slate Lenffut

Honzajrni, Harding,

.IV
alty

—I polar bearing* I—
Whlli- moal of Mi hen- in Maine were Sniveling *nuw during Ka*ter
little unofficial tow nf the
vacation; iba Polar Boar not an were making
Runny tOUth Mid did remarkably well in their three matchei-. To he aure,
none nf Ihe Hi* luen who made ihe trip had more than fingered I ractpiet
Ihla aptlng but the result* were qultff gratifying 'lite learn of .Shattuck,

loo far ahead In

waa

latter

tin-

pi act ice

MUM

for

Ntate

ac

Wblte'a acorlng
cording to (' iiieti Hill, jilaved a heaii
iiiui
mutch agaJnal Praak Qannt,

Bvullable,

I

Spring Practice [^
Helps Freshmen

hated

ht*t.

will

He meet* Ihe

I

l

ing and PattvoiUe

aon,

June* should be in he running f*»r
the important place and *how |a»iI.loyit Akeley In another pe*''
tioii*
tun in r ol multiple talent* lie will
run the mile nnd then awltch lo he
where he .lent* nnariy
l*ilc vault
ifcane Gray and Jit an
twelve eel
Jame* look to be the bant In the high
jump field which *urTeied greatly

rou

Virginia Military Ittatltute proved
equally a* lough on the uc*t day and
although lite score* of the r»'*p«ctlve
matches were much closer, the team
sc< mil only two potflfa,
Ireland de

(

Charlta Kdwiarda

in

*el

in

petition

a

lo*l

I

I

ollege Title

the inlerfratetiuly muIIIhiII
league, which haa heen delayed he
cauae nf the (mmii condition <>l the
varalty tNtaeball Held, l* expected in
begin toward MM end of thl* weak
n
The baac-ball candidate* have
forci'd to use Ihe regular suflhall
Held and no *che<iule can li« drawn
up by the White Key until the field la

Hlay

Number

at

haul fought two act battle, II -1, li 1
lo Dick Pink, three aporl hero of
Waahlngton and
Mild <"al Hill,
Akeley, V.\ Popi and MaCbl] all
went down in * ingle* by ihe atraighi

Will ContOHt For

I

contributed

,

tkaihle* lo
look a default Bi number
•gatpt a Howf!uin ahuloul Capialn

;

Rowc

of

Dyer

era,

Team Moves Outdoors

necotid

year'a Jayveo oiitlti, wo wmibl predict that
provide plenty nf trouble far opposing pitch
ball aquarely and although not » long
hitler, he la dependable und a dangeriiii* man at the plate.
Ihe l'*l I inin tit of Kiiipie, Hardlug, Uoiotagnl and Cwmtb*
la Vouiparatlvely green but all have had plenty of preparalory achool and jayvee (MHnpetition, Iton/agiii. In particular,
ha* played a coo*|derablM amount of hull and, although
he haau't ahiovn much al the plate for I. Inn Well*, we've
aeeu him hit and are Jual Halting for him to get bach Into
form. Ilaldane, behind Ihe plate, will douhlle** lie ihe guiding hand of thl* outfit and he, too, poaaewaea power with
the allck. Jack Tucker will have a tremendoiia burden to
baa* a* the brunt of the pitching aaaigomeiit* will f»ll
on him and, although he got eoualderalde experience laat
dinger I* a new one. Hot lief ore
Mar, hi* po*llloii m* No.
uc delegate Hie While to a poor aeaaon, let'* give the team
Maine'* lm|M» are pretty low for thla apring
a chance.
and a* ue lolloped t'olhy through It* aotitheru tour we
didn't think the hilling looked loo Uiipre»»ive, although
Ihelr opiioailloii had had the advitulagc of more practice
and hi aome eaaea oulclaaaed the Pine Tree Mtate team,
liutc will lie without the ae/vlee« of Malwne wbe waa Ita
pitching maluatay lu*l >ear aud who led Ihe team to tbe

nine

«>n

•opbomora

la*t ae».

Captain, Neat Allen and M"
will ».«• on hand to take Ov*r
th«- hurdle pfnosi for the finnl tl?nf»,
AI»o making lie final hid of a long
iinri gloiiou* career will lie lu»< yew*
leader, Charlie I'ope, winner in Ihe
loo yard daah, Hoh Abendroth, wljn

»on

—I polar heart nga I—
tltmdoin'* aophoioiiie nutfteld wf Dyer, Martin, aad
he the faateat frto hi tbe Mate ang
their hitting ability remain* t» he te«ie4. from oh»erv-

and

Demand As

Pitchers In

Hhorey

Hell will niiiiiMiiiiniit

Playing hi* llr*t var*lty mali'h,
Chick Ireland dafagtad
Ihck Spingler ol Wa*hlngton and l.ee
and Lloyd Akeley and l"'rank l>r(*coll

WHITK KEY TO PLAN
SOFTBALL LKA(ill|{S

tlaidt

We lv»ie to aee ho much newapaprr apace lH«lng devoted lo the hopelenane*a t»f itAwdoin'* baaabatl oatm tlu* naaon when aalde from a few Indoor
witfkogt* i'i'1 I week'* outdoor pur Hat, the taga baa bad tu» real chance
to aluiw- wad it BSD do, Wc remember how well laal year'* team looked on
paper liefori th# aeaaon and II* di*ap|aiinling record at the end «»f the year,
SJe we can'f\put too much confidence in early prediction*, 'fire only known
weak uuanti^ of Ihi* year'* tilne la Ha pitching *lafT and that la admittedly
weak, but Ih^e t* plenty of ability among the group «a* a«iphomor*a who
ikd ihe pic*ef\i *tatting lineup
It
wh* Ty Cobb who recently crlticlxed
major leagui* tiVam* for aa*igning themaelvea poalllona other than Ihe top of
the circuit even lufoie Winter trading had lieen cohipleled He harked back
lo hi* active day* when no team conaidered liaelf out of the running until
alter mid aeaaon al leant.

ln*lllule

I

CM

Mv

aucceaalve daya to Wa«hl.ee and Virginia Military
by Identical *core* of 12,
and then earne hack lo defeat llamp
den Sydney ii-2

cumhed

period between (iMivneneenieiit and
the opening of College In

in-

l

laga the privilege* of the gulf
eourae during the apring aad fall.

The

lu.wiloin apring alhletic*. the vurtenni* *t(Uad luur.<d the South

*ll>

;

putter tin- Bowdoiti track force* jaie
nevertheless opt unlade on the l*a*.
Mpprixiching truck arason which officially open* with the f Im *•» M ••••! here
on April /T The aforementioned men
accounted for 22% big point* In teat
year* State Meet which tViwdn<n
captured with **', jHimta While «b>•ertating on the doleful **peet of the
picture, the Umw of mllrr Nil* Ha4<•trom and vaulter .luck
Murine
through Ineligibility mo* be completed Add lo Ihla the decialon of Wiajt
Young lo forego track thl* apring aipl
Houlter'a mending *nklc, and at
len*t aeven mote point* go elsewhere
In the »<*« >ii ik column*,
At preaeni t'owch Mm get* la cown3Ing heavily on repeal latrformejacf*

POLAR BEARINGS

A

ing

I

The
lei

at

I

itrtua hav-

the aero

D

went into the aecond nunr>
leading M, The Iktaa (led It up
be end of the third period, hut
SSetea

the /el en won out compiling 11 pointa
lo ihe lie an' none 111 the final quarter High acorer for the Zetea waa
Male with 1-', ckately followed by the
Flatter with ll Steele, Hell and l*o|»e
were high scot na for the loaera
I

Ni'xi yeae'a proapecti for the lea
very pcnmleing,
In Ihe final game of the aci leu the
according lo Cfoach Weite. Lew ttp- Setni took the ettninpfongfcfp by wmIhe giudie Boat,
n
hiun In in title
ning SP-M. The Itelaa took the lead
with ink.- Taylor ftljd Stan Sumner in Ihe lint quarter H-ti, hut the Zetca
Kn nhmnn tied it up in Ihe thud nnt\ took Ihe
Vicing lor second place
year who are
eid it m the fourth. High
*upport him in •tari On Ihe ' V * tint
lead an.i
expected lo uleangthen the greatly M-otera for the /.etc* were Flatter
Huckley in the
weakened defajnJe hue are Boh 'I'y- with IH |Hiuiih and Hale with 10.
the broad
in
nil nnd cleoigc llutchina. Charlie Steele, Hell and Auatin were high
the hurdlea are
ill. i.U
and Jim Dolan, leading wing nun for the Hctaa.
atvaral polnti
The individual high acorer of Ihe
men among the Ire^hnam lhl« year,
play iiflu wan Rd Klaher ol the Zetea
will in- Htfong oontenderi lot var*
with Date ami Steele almoal tied for
lieriliiu\i
year.
aity
second

quad would appear
I

I

i

j

l

inlleld,

well and

a

I*

haul worker

Having

good ami, he should keep stolen
base* at a minimian Last season hi*
hitting fell off, but he haa shown
pointed signs of coming out of bin
batting slump If his lulling holds up,
aud il should, he should be one of
the outstanding catchers m the state.
n

The Hlg While

have one of
the fastest no* in a long una* roaming the ouier gardens Kd Martin who
is the fastest man on ihe team will
will

t

patrol center held

He

will

lie

Hanked

by Hob HeJl and Jim Dyer. Speed und

pther

l*-cl

fre*hman

hlnger*

me

three catcher* trying out
at
present, stun Sonvner, Charlie
Hlaek and, Stan (ahmanskl None of
Iheae ha* given imy evidence of being a atrong hitter Mrad Jealous and
Will Small are battling it OU) tor the,
first
baae pnaitlon, Small I* a long,
Jeff'
distance
alugging
proapect,
Wiaailock aud Juhen Wo<idworth are
the out si tnding candidate* at the
keyajonc hug The roach ha* al*o
ployed W'KHlworth in Ihe outfield,
Tlicre

Jimmy

and George Heal are

!>>lan

the light for abort atop
a colorful, amooth-fieldlng
ahort -fielder who can also hold up
leading

I

ailan

in

i*

end a* a hitter
to have the

hi*

aeeno.

Urn

Fierce |nd

Altman

(ieorge
rail

I'lln al

above

A» on Ihe varalty, there will he a
fast outer patrol
Hrad Hrlgg*. T»d
Huhier, Matt t*nyle. HeWttt Minlch
and I km Cay are the nut field pro*pacts, A* ll look* now, Coy, Huhier
gnd Hiiggs are the outstanding trio.

TENNIS TKAM OPENS
'

SKASON WITH BROWN

Acoidlng

Captain Shattuck '40.
Howdoin's Piin tennia Outlook should
The learn la eaaily aa
la- very in id
alrong sa taat year'* and perhapa
stronger Howdoln waa State Cheep
last year, coming through the tournament without a single lo**. The
amit hern
up which tlu* team took
during the Raster holidays did much
to limber up winter »i.iled muacte*.
Before the aeaaon open* there will
lie a ladder tournament
The startiog
order tor ihi* position tournament
be Shattuck, Akely. Ireland,
Will
hnscoll, Hill, and Pope, Other* who
to

1 1

i

I

MA INK

I

man, and Shorey
The While will open

the inl

olleguiea on

May

MTfttKFT

23,

The COLLEGE BOOKSTORE
MKN OK AKT

— THOMAS t'KAVRN
— now gt.00

waa $».H0

We have the Now Victor
We now have M Title*

HK.Y ADDINt.

lit

The HMO golf aeaaon o|a*na with the
Day Tournament on April

l'aiiiot*

ef Pocket

Book*

MAt MINK
m<

il

—

SI7..VI

cents each

H

Itowdoin annually enter* tfu*
tournantent and ban been winner !of
the team prue for the paat Ave y^nr*.
keeping poM*«a*ion of the covetet'j Patriot's cup. 'l"he .scorer, of thla tiajir^a.
inent will determine
Ihe trip.

who

will

ujr»
:

F.

Gun Your

i»n

All.

A.

>

varalty ahould take up ioma -of
the alack. Rodney Rosa, a golfer ;of
Mime exiierienoe having captalnafl fila
team at Hebron Academy, ahoufel fbe
the moat important addition to- ihla
ior

year'a team. Robbtna and Gate* hawalso shown poaaibilitlea.
Hie varalty haa been vmry aueo^afui up to thla y9tr, winning the afata
champtonahip conautently La»t ?y«ar
the team placed third in the T^»w

Knglanda. only two atrokaa behind ihe
raamfNon* Bowdotn haa had tha individual champion for the pa* t five
year* and haa always placed a paaThe fram
>»rity in the aami-nnaJa
champtonahip Is decided in dual n4eiH»
played throughout the apring, and *he
Individual chaanp4an la daokled hf a
at

Au>

•#!

nil irla

at a

ill

-dance look

aaaaa

more or lOM

but in a canUid cloac-up Arrow
bacauao of
their trim, good-looking Arrow collar*.

:

ihe except ion of Al Clark, this yv*?'«
captain. At preaent there doen :dot
seen to be anyone to take the p!«ce
of ihose who graduated. Clark ta;^w>
only letternain on the team. McK^y,
Kenger and Baxter of la*t year*! jun-

fueta,

W. CHANDLER & SON

A Qose-Up?

;

TIM Hig White la preaenting ooe:of
Ha weakeat leant* In a long time; tfet*
year )ie«*auae of the total loaa of 'laal
year* MUM through graduation %Hth

match play tournament bald

Shirts Stand

alike,

*hirt« arc iitHtuntly diatinguishuble

Every day people the
world over stop a moment., .enjoy an ice-cold

Arrow*

arc prcci*ion cut, evenly atitched,
and iliupcil to fit tlu- curve of your neck, with
the pattern

on the collar pointa aymmctrically

hulunecd.

Coca-Cola. ..and go
way again with a
happy after-tense of

No

their

unsightly bunching or collar«curling haa

ever euraed an Arrow ahirt. They're Mitogu
fchuped f<» fit and Sanfori/^d-Shrunk
Inbrio
ahrinkagc leaa thnn 1%. Oct aome new Arrow*
today, before your next date ... $9 up.
.

complete refreshment.
Tbt pause that refreshes
it

a real idea, really

.

Want A
Job?
FIRST «KXL VO|TBNRI«P
mode by
IIKTTKH I'HOTOtmAHHM

Better Impression* are

freshing.

THE PAUSE THAT REFR*

Vz dozen Application Pictures $1.00

ARROW SHIRTS

Work

Beat Pertrsit Paper

Stephen E. Merrill '35

fcf

COCA-COLA BOTTLIMi PLA.NTM,

M aanond Mtraat

INC.
Auburn, Maine

fanxrits

THE WEBBER STUDIO
>

fffffffffffffffsl

-

Continuing
Saalei MMbr author io of Tk« Caca^ol* Ce.

'

.

Quality

re-

Bill

third.

It* aeaaon on
the -'3rd of Apt if against Hrown. and
on the snocooatvf four day* will play
William*. Weale^an, a yet undecided
oppoheht, and Ai^iherst. Returning lo
the campus, the jeam will play Hales,
Maine and Colby in preparation for

ISf

Golf Season To
Open April 19th

are

Dog fhay and Nclaon Morsn.

developing into one ol ihe best -tick
era that liowdoln hn* bad in tbe paat

BARKER SHOP

me

.

boat of layvoea who ahould proVkfO a few valuable addition* to next
year'a var»lty have lieen working out
with the flr»i-Mrlnger* Similar to
the varsity, the jayvees have a dearth
of llr*t da** pitcher*. At pre*ent
Hrad Hunter stands head and ahnulder* above (he other freahmen Cftndidatea He is a bright varalty pro*-

A

are in threatening position include
bur. Ciullo. Ilagslrom, Marble, Lit-

at

BRANiVS

Many of laal year'* varaity wjoiid
not report for *i»tng
practice glneo they ate valuable pi»n
In apring aporta, and according ~-to
Adam, the loot ball coaching ataft u
jn*t a* :nletc>lcd in aeeing Ihe 1ho»
win bn*ehall and golf championah^Mt
in football.
a* they

average,
The greateal weakneaa that handloapa the team at pieaenl la a lack of
good auballlutea Johnny On I* a ca|HtbM« twelver but ha*n't the nece*»ary egpetlence to reptac* Haldane
Page Stephen* la the outatanding inreplacement, but behind him
field
there is no one *vho could slap In
and fill this ««p Ih eaae anyone waa
in lured, Itank Hale and Kd Tlmhmr
will be mlaaed. all bough (here la a
l«'i»her
might turn
poaxihillty lb*t
out after he ha* completed hi* major examination*. Thera are no out
atandlng out held replacement* The
loaa or Hoc Hill, a conslalent bitter
Will be sorely fell,

the forte of ibis sll-sophomore group The only alrong hit letla Jim
Dyer who gives promise of
lielding

week.
will, of courae,

few year*. Martin, a bailor than average i***i -runner, ahould draw many
baaea on balla, Any one of Ihi* kffo
1* dangorou* on the *acka, If tbeae
men can get off to a good atari llowdoin kliould luin in a high *tolen baae

\

•

..

'
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'

THE BOWDOIN

^!

Aden Praises Bowdoin

Political

Forum Holds

By

Four-Sided Discussion

Charlea Morgandahl

Continued from Pane i
5 3 60.0 2 40.0
10 1 10.0 5 50.0
6 2 33.3 2 33.3
1
33.3 2 66.7
1
11.1 4 44.4

f

Neal W. Allen '40 was the speaker
Thursday, April 4. The fact
that Bowdoin College is a good plac-e

( Continutd from Page i ]
College students chose a male LanMr. Morrow then asked if it did
caster, Pa. accent as the most pleasnot
depend
on the strength of the
ing
to
the
Fotherears
Stephen
for self-development if the individual
goes about it in the right way w?s gill got out of going to war; said individual government whether the
Stephen: "I would allow the German internal force constituted the danger.
his theme.
high school speaker told Alleii, army to march into London, and in- Mr. Bonn pointed out the philosophy
"What you are to be you are now stead of greeting them with machine- of "see who will hit you and then hit
becoming." According to Allen this guns, I would give them cups of tea. him first" to score the first humorous
axiom would be a good one for Bow- That would completely demoralize point of the evening. He said that
doin students to think of. As a guid- them." He was sent back to work on Hitler, as a gangster, represented a
Kay Hepburn's going good example of the theory that you
ing rule, he said that "it has given a pig farm
me a stanaard with which to evaluate to play a screen version of THE should not read the Bible to a thief
for myself the benefits of a small PHILADELPHIA STORY ... The who threatens you. "Hit him on the
most popular drinks in the better U. head first, sit on his stomach, and
liberal arts college."
Allen contended that too man> S. hotels and restaurants are rated then read the Good Book to him—
men took a completely utilitarian in following order: Scotch highball, he'll be more receptive."
Following this discussion the group
point of view in their choice *f Martini, Manhattan, Bourbon highcourses. They forget the ideal of the ball, rye highball, Tom Collins, old- continued with a review of education
liberal arts curriculum and handi- fashioned, whisky sour, Bacardi, Dai- as it is affected by propaganda and
From the what democracy should do about the
cap their development by losing quiri, and Cuba Libre
fight of the fact that a liberal edu- N. Y. Times: "Twentieth- Century- situation. It soon developed into the
to
make
Fox
is\
"The
Life
of Don one intense debate of the evening
cation is one of man's greatest axAmeche" starring Tyrone Power" between Mr. Bertocci and Mr. Bonn.
gets.
The human eye is capable of Mr. Bonn argued that teachers
However, Allen warned that the .
should teach their subject and not
ftrray of extra-curricular activities is noting differences among two million
The delve into party politics and ramble
too enticing. Many men end up wi£i different colors and shades
too many activities to handle, and trouble with China is that it takes off into other subjects. "We expect
thus lose the advantages of all. 1& 750 man-hours of labor to produce certain scientific 'standards ol educoncluded by saying, "I honestly be>- one acre of rice; Americans use only cation."
The only direct statement of "Conlieve that the best results of a col- 25 ... In case" you don't like it
lege education can be gained by "a around Bowdoin you might note that ditions for the Survival of Democsane, well-balanced distribution of "non-activity" students were found to racy" was made by Mr. Palmer. He
one's activities and recreation. Con- give the least approval to their own claimed the solution lies in the atOur pet hate, Miss Craw- mosphere of peace in international
centration exclusively on any ow colleges
thing, or the attempt to participate ford, is supposed to be the fastest affairs and an .atmosphere of security
in everything with equal energy aie talking woman in Hollywood; but it's in national affairs which will permit
the extremes and the evils. The gold- nice for her to get her speeches over tolerance. Being in a juvenile, as open mean lies midway between Hie with the quicker the better ... If posed to an adult stage, American
any of you are a little short on cash, democracy will find its greatest danI
two."
we suggest that you charge ten cents ger in governmental machinery. He
a week to get up early and shut dor- pointed to centralization as the probmitory windows in the winter months able governmental method.
Hold
Club
During a trial in a Pa. court in
Mr. Bonn argued for the British
which tho defendant was charged "peaceful method" of
governmental
Contest with illegal transportation of beer, a
machinery. He claimed that i Engcase of the beer was placed in evi- land ever became
Communistic it
The Bowdoin Camera Club, follow- dence. While deliberating, the jury of would probably be by means of
a bill
ing a practice introduced two yeafs seven men and five women drank the through Parliament
with the approago, is sponsoring a photographic con- whole case acquitted the defendant priate signature of
the king.
test. Although no definite date f<»r
Personally, we think the best
Mr Morrow claimed th£ in case
the judging and exhibition of entries acting of the year was Robert Mont- of a long
war democracy could not
has yet been set, these events will un- gomery's EARL OF CHICAGO
be expected to survive, but he did
doubtedly occur in the latter part e»f Rising Day comes Friday; like us, not think it
would by iiny moans be
April, or in early May.
we suppose you're one of those peo- stamped out irrevocably
According to Pennell '40, the con- ple who is all in favor, but refuses
test is open to all students of the col- to do anything to help
Princeton
lege, and it is hoped that undergrad- students sent the following cableuates, who possess interesting or a*- gram to Benito Mussolini: "You are
tistic photographs will not fail to en- the only man capable of saving Euter them. The rules of the comptj- rope;" Benito didn't reply ... We
1940-1941
tition stipulate that prints must Use see no reason why Ivy couldn't be
five by seven inches, or larger in siz|. run over officially to Sunday. It
and must have been taken by the per- would make things easier, longer, and
[ Continued from Page
J
son submitting them, though th«-> not so intense.
Charles T. Ireland, Jr., is a memmay have been processed by anyortfc,
ber of Theta Delta Chi Fraternity,
in any manner. Prints may be eithtir
Secretary-Treasurer of the sophomore
mounted, or unmounted (mounted
class, library assistant. Dean's List
photographs will not be removtnH
member, and Sports Editor of the
from their boards), and should lie
Bugle. He has won the Deane and
submitted as soon as possible to M£.
Browne Prizes. He is sixth ranking
Beam at the Art Building. There is rh
junior tennis player in New England
entry fee.
[ Continued from Page l ]
Philip H. Litman comes from PortPictures which are entered sh
sang over station
in New land, where he prepared at Deering
be placed in one of two classes: tiJeJYork at three-fifteen in the after- High School. A member of the Thornfirst class, including campus scenejt. noon. A record, now in the hands dike Club, he is active in the Debatand local candid and action shot*; of the Music Department, was made ing Council, played freshman tennis
the second class, including all oth^r of the program.
last year, and is a member of the
photographs. In each class there wril
On Wednesday the group, sponsor- fencing squad. Robert G. Watt is a
be awarded a first prize of $5, a sek- ed by Alumni, gave a concert in member of Theta Delta Chi. He comes
ond prize of S3, and a third prize, algo Philadelphia. The following day the from Needham, Mass.,
and prepared
of $3. In addition, a Special. Merit
trip came to a close at Edgewood
Award of $5, given by President Silfe. Park' in Briarcliff Manor with a con- at Roxbury Latin School. He is a
member of the Classical Club. Leonwill be presented to the cameram&i
cert and dance.
whose picture is most outstanding.
ard B. Tennyson, whose home is in
Professor Tillotson stated that
Entries will be exhibited in the Art
Yonkers, New York, is a member of
Building. The judges are: Professor ^ ans are bem S formulated for the
Sigma Nu Fraternity and editor of
to
include
club
a
concert
at
Town
Boyd Bartlett, Assistant Professor
Philip Beam, and Mr. Stephen £. Hall, New York City, in next spririg's the Sigma News. Active in skiing, he

Philosophy 3
Physics 5
Physics 7
Physics 9
Psychology 5
Psychology 7
Sociology 3
Zoology 7
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10.4
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4.8

8
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3
1
3
1
9
3
8
15

14.3
6.7

2
1

4
3
3

5
1

27
15
33
28
90
16
86
18
32

Psychology 1
Psychology 3
Religion 1

3

7.0
5.9

j

j

i

i

1

igS'f .'EE: ::::: 1
Zoology
55
1

Zoology 5
Zoology 9

1

8.3"

10.8
11.5
23.1
20.8
5.0
5.4

4.6 10
7.3 36
22.2 7
12.5 4
25.0 4

40.0
33.3

8

51 10
14 4

7.7

23.3
26.5
38.9
25.0
33.3
18.4

15.4
1
6.7 8
9.3 32
18.5 32

44.4
37.8
30.8
25.0
16.7
46.2
22.2
42.3
16.3
17.9
19.3
7.7
26.6
37.2
10.7

5
4
8
10
22
3
20
6
9
8
4
20
22

18.5
26.6
24.1
35.7
24.4
18.7
23.3
33.3
28.1
20.5
16.0
36.4
43.1

25.0 4
3.3 15
23.1 6
25.0 8
11.5 11
11.6 7
14.3 5
9.1

28.6

4

15.4
23.1
41.6
20.8
10.0
18.9
18.3

9

4.1

s

2
7

25.5
34.1
12.8
21.1
27.1
25.0
4.8
10.0
14.3
26.6
67.4
23.5
21.1
32.3
26.2
21.8
36.4
25.0
21.6

11.7 8
8.1 14
7.7 4

8
6
3
5
2

35

18.3 13
23.1 1

11.1
13.5
15.2

2

5
20
13
5
2
12
3
4
29
4
4

47.3
8.8 11
3.8 54
7.6 43
18.2 4

6.7

18.7
5.8
11.1
12.5
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2

10.6 12
6.8 15
5.1

*
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Philosophy 1
Philosophy 9
Physics 1
Physics 3

40.0
66.7

6
5

185 10
71 13
13 3
43 2
136 10
18 4
16 2
12 3
49 2
2
. II
37 3
13 1
15 4
90 3
13 3
36 9
26 3
43 5
28 4
197 18
13 2
22 2
,2? q 8

Mathematics 3
Mathematics 5

2

20.0

7

14.9
6.8
43.6
32.5
18.7
5.0
47.6
24.2 18
23.8
46.7

20.0
33.3

4

44.4

1

20.0

5.1

28.0
14.5
19.6
28.6

38

23
23
14
32
16
10
10
53
10
3

49.0
52.3
35.9
33.7
33.3
50.0
23.9
44.2
47.7
20.0
11 25.6
5 29.4
5 26.3
14 41.2
83 40.3
67 34.0
4 36.4
7 58.3
17 49.1
10 38.4
5 38.5
5 41.6
7 29.2
6 30.0
49 26.5
26 36.6
6 46.2
19 44.2
41 30.1
6 33.3
6 37.5
3 25.0
18 36.7
8 44.4
17 46.0
4 30.8
2 12.5
29 32.2
3 23.1
13 36.1
7 26.9
16 37.2
11
39.3
69 35.0
2 15.4
8 26.6
44 51.2
30 18.5
7. 21.9
6 22.2
6 40.0
11 33.3
10 35.7
33 36.6
4 25.0
34 39.5
7 38.9
10 31.2
17 43.6
7 28.0
17 30.9
14 27.4
7 50.0

3
17

31
9
1

20
29
5
7
7

41.2
5.3
17.6
22.3 15
26.8 19

1

6
46
53

9.1
8.3
16.2
30.4
7.7
16.7
16.7

49
10
3
11
31
1

3
2
16

3
4
2
32
1

3
4
13
8
72
4
10
2
42
12
10
3
5
21
4

25
3
7

9
3
5
4

3

2
1

1

3
25.0 6
26.5 42
14.1 9
23.1
25.6 1
22.8 18
5.6
18.7
1
16.7
32.6 4

2.5
6.3

10.4
5.0
19.0
15.0

We

7.3
9.7

5.4
3.8
7.7

man's corporate life.
Mr. Anderson went 6n to say that
and Alumni Secretary Wilder gave
"Bowdoin Information, Please." The the world situation today challenges
the
individual to gijve his best. Men
elections were held at this time, with
Harry S. Childs '06 being elected as are beginning to see that God is the
answer to our confusion and our
the new president.The Kennebec Alumni Association eternal Strength.
"After the night of blind chaotic
convened in the Unitarian Church in
Augusta for its meeting. The same groping," concluded the Reverend
program as was given at the Andro- Anderson, "men see that another way
scoggin meeting was presented in Au- must be taken, another spirit manispoke, motion pictures were shown,

12.5
30.0
22.7
12.7
2.3
13.3
6.2
8.2

30.8
12.5 3
35.5 11
7.7
8.3 3
15.4
1
30.2 2
28.6
36.5
30.8 4
33.3 2
2.3
25.9 28
37.5 13
37.0 3
20.0
15.2 4

8

23.3
25.0
29.1
16.7
21.9
23.1
12.0

2

2
2

3
1

9.1

5

7.8
21.4

1

FUND PLEA HEADS
LATEST ALUMNUS

18.7
12.2
8.3
3.8
4.6

As

Total Grades

GLEE CLUB TAKES
LONG SPRING TRIP

A

B*s

C's

'AC

D's

I

.

.

C'rD

30.8
6.7

17.2
40.6
11.1
12.1

8.9
12.5
2.2
6.2
7.7
16.0
9.1
2.0

]

j

|

I

is

also a contributor to the Quill.

1.7

23.1 262

..357

3218

11.0 793

24.4 1113

34.2 720

22.2 265

8.5
8.2
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Edgerton To Lecture

As any piece of apparatus which to
the eye stops or slows

down a

i

]

in

Christ there is a chance. In the acceptance of that chance we can be
born anew to a life of hope."

Six Schools Entered
In Play Competition
{

titled

Continued from Page

"Back

to

i

]

Adam" which

should

time, military drill was compulsory be of interest
to the College for two
and part of this article describes an of the actresses
appearing in the
unsuccessful attempt of the students play
have been seen in recent Masque
in defying the college authorities in
and Gown plays of the past winter
attending these drills. Rather paraseason. Miss Lulu Caron played the
doxical are the two editorials in this
only feminine role in "Take It Away"
issue discussing the limiting of the
last winter, and Miss Wilda Leslie is
present Freshman Rules.
playing the leading feminine role in
Artine Artinian '31 is the author of
"The Petrified Forest" next month.
"Gray to Bard," an announcement of
Among the other schools making
the appointment of Professor Charles
return appearances this year are
Harold Gray of Bennington as Dean
East Millinocket, Deering and Rockof Bard College. Professor Gray was
land.
a member of the Bowdoin English deFive 'plays will be presented in the
partment from 1925 to 1933.
afternoon, starting at two pm., and
"Philatelic Bowdoin," by George H.
four more will be presented at eight
Jenkias '28, is an account of men conin the evening to raund out the pronected with the college who have
been honored on postal Issues of the gram. The judges for the contest arc
Miss
Lavinia Miriam SchaefTer, inUnited States. Henry W. Longfellow
of the class of 1825 was portrayed on structor of speech at Bates College;
a one cent stamp of the current "Fa- Miss Margaret Ellen Clifford of the
mous American" series. Franklin .Portland Players; and Professor HerPierce, 1824. fourteenth President of bert Ross Brown, member of the
the United States, is depicted on the Bowdoin College JEnglwh department.
The college wC! entertain the actpresent fourteen cent stamp. Genors and the actresses with a dinner
eral Ulysses S. Grant, recipient

Es

5.7

Continued from Page

bers. "When I arrived at Brunswick,
I was possessed of $50.00 and a whole
lot of nerve." The routine of the college was much like it is today except
for three religious services on Sunday and no Saturday classes. At this

AM, COURSES

|

|

itinerary.

3073

Courses with ten men or lest*
46 26.3 70 40.0
46 26.3 10
Courses with more than ten men
311 10.1 723 23.5 1067 34.7 710
..

.

j

WABC

Merrill.

175

[

I

l

j

Because Goct has spoken

fested.

8.1

r

',

The Reverend Wallace W. Ander-

active from Maine to California as son of the State Street Congregareports of the organizations show. In tional Church of Portland spoke in
the meetings recently held, or to be Sunday chapel on the subject
of
held in the near future, annual elec- "From Disillusion to Hope."
tions and talks by the officers and
Using the quotation "The twilight
coaches from the college constituted
that I desired hath been turned into
trie majority of the programs.
trembling for me," as his theme, the
The Cumberland Club held its Portland minister continued
by saymeeting in Portland on April fourth
ing, "What the twilight may have
and featured an address by President been we cannot say with
certainty.
Sills. Also at this time were held the
But we do know that here is the
annual elections of the Club. Alden
picture of a disillusioned man. One
H. Sawyer '27 was elected president
of the most devastating experiences
for the forthcoming year, and Josiah
through which anyone can pass is to
H. Drummond '36 became the new
be disillusioned.
know what it
secretary.
can
do to individuals, and what it
At the University Club in Boston,
can bring to a generation.
the Bowdoin Club of Boston will have
According to Mr. 'Anderson, people
Coach Jack Magee as the guest
have believed in certain lights, and
speaker on Thursday, April 18. His
one by one these lights have gone
talk will be "Shot Puts and Pot Shots
The out. The sorry plight of the world
in Finland, and Scandinavia."
program will include motion pictures. today does not proclaim the future
The Hotel DeWitt was the scene ideals, but the penalty that comes
the denial of ideals. Justice, coof the meeting of the Androscoggin from
County Alumni who gathered in Lew- operation, mutual goodwill, respect
iston on March 28.
Adam Walsh for personality are the basic laws of
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44
39
95
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Chemistry
Chemistry
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Bowdoin's alumni chapters remain
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With More Than 10 Men
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Art 1
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Alumni Groups
Anderson Gives
Hold Meetings
Chapel Address

SURVET OF GRADES

Variety

Individual Development

ORIE]

rapidly

moving object is called a stroboscope
from the Greek, strobos-twisting and
skopos-watch),
Professor Edgerton
of
[ Continued from Page i
has named his new development Doctor of Laws in 1865 «uid Mark in the Moulton Union on Saturdayand fifty watt bulbs. Professor EdgerHopkins. Professor of Mental and afternoon, and many of the more disStroboscopic Photography.
ton can take pictures of rapidly
Harold Edgerton was born in Au- Moral Philosophy at Bowdoin in 1873- tant contestants will be entertained
whirling objects as though they were
by friends of the college over Friday
rora. Nebraska. He is only 37 years 74 have also been portrayed on recent
standing still. It was to study the
and Saturday nights. The White Key
of age, but has been a Professor of stamps.
strains in a, high-speed generator that
The chapel talk by Dean Paul is to guide the visitors about the
Electrical Engineering since 1932. He
he developed the new principle of
campus after the. matinee performNixon
on
February
has been secured by the newly-form8. 1940, entitled
photography. By timing the light so
ed Lectureship Committee to co-or- ,phi HW* Kappa at Bowdoin, 1910- ances. The Walker Art Building, the
that each time the shaft of the gendinate the expenditure of lecture 1939" is also included in this issue of library and the swimming pool will
erator rotating about
ninety-five
funds at Bowdoin under the chair- the Alumnus. In this address made be open to the visitors.
miles per hour passed a certain point
at the time of the announcement of
the light flashed on. Professor Ed- manship of Professor Charles T.
the February elections to Phi Beta
issue are headed by Associate Profesgerton was able to "stop" the action. Burnett.
Kappa, the Dean reviewed the careers sor
Stallknecht's discussion of "The
of Phi Bete graduates during the last
X of Philosophy," by Phillips Mason.
thirty years. He pointed out that
Clarence H. Crosby "17 reviews "New
these men have been successful in a
England Town Meeting," by John
wide variety of vocations. He con- Gould '31.
until recently reporter for
cluded with that now famous slogan
the "Brunswick Record."
"Zoning
"unsuccess in college is no final proof
Manual for Maine Towns," a Bowdoin
of anything."
College
by Orren Chalmer
The book reviews included in this Hormell Bulletin
and Roy Hamilton Owsley is
reported on by Donald W. Philbrick

On Stroboscope Film

(

~\

{

'

I

combination oftefaut

;

FIRST NATIONAL

BANK

'17.

of Brunswick, Maine

MORTON'S NEWSSTAND

Capital, $175,000

—

Total Resources $2,700,000

STUnENT PATRONAGE SOUCITEB

CONFECTIONERS
in

CUMBERLAND
Wed.-Thurv

—

Largest Line of Pipes and Tobacco

Town

Fhe Neighborhood Market
17

April 10-11

PAGE STREET

Deaniia Durbin

Corner of Union and Page

in

In Back of Beta House

It's

A

Date

Tel. 628

also

New*

BRUNSWICK
BARBER SHOP

Sound Act

i*t

April 12

Downstair Location

House Across the Bav

149 Maine Street

with

Joan Bennett - George Raft
Lloyd Nolan - Gladys George

Pastime Theatre Building

also

News

Cartoon

Sa*-

April 13

Yes, We're Interested In

The Hill Sistets

DEFINITELY MILDER

Queens of Basketball

COOLER-SMOKING

Marjorie, Isabel, Ruth;

Betty and Heleae (A
Hempstead, L. I.",
coached by their father;
have won 80 out of 8}
fames ... a combination

V

BETTER-TASTING

.

that

look the country over
and you won't find another cigarette
that rates as high as Chesterfield^ for

you can't matcfe

of the world's best cigarette tobaccos
is way out in front for mildness, for
Coprriffht 1940,

Mviss
Tobacco Co.
ft

77m?

«oht combination of the worlds

J.

best cigarette tobaccos

i

coolness,

and

for better taste.

ALL Your

.PRINTING

also
Pictorial

Cartoon

We'' have had long experience in
producing for Bowdoin men:

^

Sun.-Mon.

the things that smokers really want.
Chesterfield's RIGHT COMBINATION

w.m

with
Martha Raye- Charles Buggies

xou can

anywhere.

I

The Farmer's Daughter

April 14-15

Shirley

Temple

The Blue Bird

.

also

!!

STATIONERY
POSTERS
ALUMNI LETTERS
FRATERNITY FORMS

TICKETS

And Other

Printing

Ask Us For Quotations
Sport Reel

Tues.

April 16

Charles Laughton

Vivien Leigh

The Record Office

In

— Telephone S —

Sidewalks of London

Paul K. Niven, Bowdoin 1916

-

Manager
Selected Short Subjects

Printers of

The Orient

'

,

.

(

THE BOW

ZIOHERA PLAYS

TOMORROW NIGHT

—

Z-2SS

LXX

VOL.

" Rises

RISING
i

Philip H.

TrIE

were

first,

ZIGHERA OFFER

BACH PROGRAM

[thing of past

i.

Student Council Head Feels Concert To Feature Piano
And Viola Da Gamba
Organized Battle Is
In Musical Duet
Only Substitute
1

A

tional Relations Club.
• - r
objectives of this

DAY NOW

By a Freshman Reporter

ARTISTS PERFORM
SOPHOMORES SHOW
TOMORROW NIGHT
LACK OF INTEREST
Will

conference

to determine

Pre-Bach

Tradition

whether

the outstanding problems of the war?
ring nations could be settled without
recourse to arms if representative*
of the nations could be brought to*
gether to discuss these problems id
a rational spirit second, to determine
the principles that should govern an
international settlement, and the ex*
tent to which these can be recon-f
cilcd with the individual interests o{
the nations concerned. The fundamental solution presented to the

Friday that the governabout ing body of the Sophomores decided

At noon orvFriday, April 12,
two hundred men were added to the
ranks of the three upper classes. Perhaps you have noticed these visitors
around the campus during the last
seven months. We are not certain
where they all came from, but the
general opinion seems to be that they
decided last fall to forsake Mother
Goose in favor of Messrs. Shakes-

#

last

Class

I

;

Continued on Page

[

2

Of

'44

Holiday Exhibition Tilt Will
300
Test Early Strength
Applicants

Of Both Teams

Three hunared applications for
admission next fall have so far
been received at Bowdoin, Professor Hammond, Director of Admissions, recently announced. The figure in larger than last year's total
at this time, but It Is the only indication that this spring's list of
applicants will exceed that of 1939,

he

LOSS OF PITCHERS

WEAKENS BOWDOIN
Dyer, Martin Will Hold
Outfield Berths For

Bell,

Polar Bears

said.

It is probable that the class of
1944 will be smaller than 1943.

•

*

Team To Open

Hammond Announces

man. Either the Sophomores were

satisfied with the qualifications of
the new men, or else they feared
over-enthusiasrn, for during the altime of demonstration, no
lotted
obliging members of '42 were to be
found around the campus.
It was unfortunate that they could
campus resembles a human alphabet not be present, for we understand
as exhibited on the prep school that a fine show had been planned.
sweaters of the new comers. Several A council-of-war was held on Thurspatches on the lawn now appear a day afternoon and that night,; the
little worn since these freshmen seem Freshmen of Maine and Appletorj had
to make it a point to keep off the even gone so far as to practice for
walks. Billows of smoke tnvelop the a.ffair by staging a spectacular
many of them as they stride across water fight. This was not very widely
the campus with a self-satisfied look, attended though, for there had been
and we dread to think what will hap- rumors that the S.C.D.C. was abroad
pen to the college if they break all and that there was a good movie in
of the former rules with so much Bath.

Provided

its reception are now in
progress, and sub-freshmen invitations will be sent within the week,

Professor

Hammond

stated.

I

j

[

SMITH TALKS TO
SCHOOL LEADERS

]

Practice

COLLEGE MOURNS
HUTCHINS' DEATH

—

'

th

of

Was

MANY

^!
«
Dr. Hutchias was

W

who

going to suffer
from the effects of the present war. Chittim '41, Gardner '42
They are the ones who must cooperPlay Bowdoin Chimes
ate with the war-wearied youth of
other nations to rebuild a safer and
Professor Frederic E. Tillotson
saner world from the ruins that must
announced the selection of
inevitably follow this present disRichanl L. Chittim '41 to play the
astrous conflict. The results of this
next year. The an; college chimes
necessarily
not
will
conference
? noancement
followed a. two-week
change the course of world affairs, period
of tryouts for the position
but it does show that not all Ameri- i
by « number of applicants.
can college youths are asleep at the j
Richard F. Gardner '42, the sec.-.__
switch; that some of them, at least,
__ - :.
...
__,«.__a__«.
,
on
d ranking
will nlav
*Z3
.1 w contestant,
J
-•
.'
__. _.i.
are interested in something other 5 ttem
durtn* ChltttnTs absence.
vesterdav's ball
the
Dan scores or me
than >cster_ays
Chlttlfn
0ardner wJ „ 8Ucceed
coming houseparties
Richard T. Eveleth '40 and Thomas
a - r
U. IJLneham '40 who are playing the
R. Bruening sounded the keynote I
cbkmm
of the conference when he said
__
that he hoped the younger generation
mi^ht learn from the mistakes of the
\y|HttlITI "
last war in 'making peace treaties.
He continued by saying that we
should leave the emotional side behind if we intend to think of a true
He expressed accurately the fAluiMtll- Declares Bowdoin
{ >cace.
spirit of the delegates when he conShould
Proud Of
cluded by saying that we must work ^
for peace with the idealism of youth,
Richards"
If the youth do not look forward to
n better world and do not have some
By George H. Rand '29
faith in their fellow men, they can
Bowdoin has long been known as
expect nothing better for themselves
the home of good musical clubs. This
than the present chaotic condition
year's Glee Club was the best we
that exists in the world today. The
ever; have had* the pleasure of hearidealism that Dr. Bruening spoke of*
ing and its program gave us some
should be one of the motivating facidea of what we might expect in a
tors behind the attempts of youth
by th ° accom
ists tne two
to solve the problem that is being j "*"£
dS
them.
they
ones

the

are

To

.

:

ud

|

D

cost several hundred dollars will now
cost less than a hundred.
The Kent's Island station, which
was founded in 1934, is one of a few
in the country maintained by colleges
to provide means for field work in
conjunction
with regular science
courses. The facilities of Bowdoin'i,
post, however, are not restricted to
the use of persons connected with the
college, and each summer for the
past Tew years scientists from other
institutions have carried on work
there.
The station was founded for the

JJ
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Be
"Two

i

for

can combine

If

with the lessons learned from
?T"j
history,
they have overcome
greatest handicap which now faces,
them.
this

j

FRANCIS Deak." formerly Hungar;„- representative
-T
* .an
at _L
the League
._.

.

.•

*

j

1

Nations discussed the present
world situation. He said that many
of our roubles come from the endeavor to hide behind generalities
ft e n
Jhfnk a n d
speak. This has often been the policy!
of world politicians. Often lacking;
the courage of their own convictions,;
or else being afraid to present them,
they evade vital issues and present

of

:

;

We

around us. We must have some faith
in mankind.

npHE

• - r
results of a conference of this

fundamentally suggestive. It gives college youth the opportunity to exchange ideas. In view
of these facts, it would be extremely
•*•

are

type

£
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Edgerton Talks
On Stroboscope

PLAY CONTEST WON
BY BRUNSWICK HIGH

•

vcar Saturday in Memorial Hall with
,Back to Adam," directed by Mrs.
.Mildred
Thalheimer.
Brunswick's
victory placed it first in Class "A."
wh ile Garret Schenck Jr. High
Sch <»l with "Six Who Pass While
the Lentils Boil" was runner up to
Brunswick in Class "A" and winner

of

Y

new

|

Thursday

'

I

<c

„

P(tnet ir High

was

'

j

first

n

th <? individual acting award
" for thc P ,avor w'ho best portrays
tho authors idea" by his performance
in th <? role of a feeble-minded factory
in

his

school's play,

Mayo

__

of Pcmetic High School,

third place was won by Miss
ijnnnfpilfill)
of*
-fi v
******** (Scabury of Rockland High.
'
**w+W

\

!

\

j

j

and
Ruth

-

I

The nine

schools which had been
selected after elimination contests
from an original field of fifty-two began the program ,at two on Saturday
-

\

j

"Lone-

some-Like." Thc second place award
m this ne]d went to Miss Audrey

Ij€tt€V lC€C€W€Ct
_.

1

cmv won

worker

j

•

j

George Atherton of Foxcroft Acad-

_ Edgerton. Professor of Electrical
Engineering, began by- explaining
hat
ordinary
camera.-?
are
not
adapted to taking ultra-high-speed
Photographs because their shutter
s Peeds do not «cccd one- thousand tli
f a second. He said that he was confronted with this problem of speed
when in 1932 he set out to take picturcs of a h 'gh speed generator.
Professor Edgertpn demonstrated
an instrument whose- principle of oporation is that now used by the EdBarton
Stroboscope
Photography.
tha t of thc regular neon bulb strohoscopc. This consists of a neon bulb
Hashing at a speed regulated by a
dlal
To d cmonstrate thus principle.
ho illuminated a spinning electric fan
with tho hght and adjusted the rapid'^ of ,ht bulb's flashing untd the
£ Continued on Page 2 ]
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J
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night.

;

in Class "B."

officers.

mm

!

Professor Harold E. Edgerton of
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology demonstrated and explained
his new process of stroboscope photography in Memorial Hall last

j

j
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An important meeting of the
Glee Club will be held in the lounge
of the Moulton Union on Tuesday
evening, April 23rd for the election

'

Henry W. Longfellow of the class
still has some of his correaddressed
to
Bowdoin
;."
_
. _ ~~TT
_
College. Some confusion was caused afternoon
with five plays being pre- rrPSIflPm
MllfK U ' l3#
S
when a letter to the famous poet was sented. These were:
"Which Ls the
found in the morning mail at the of- Way to Boston"
given by Waterville
fice about a week ago. According to
Pan-American Policy
High School; Rockland High School's!
Mr. Gerald Wilder, Librarian, an oc- "The Perfect
Gentleman;" "The Blue
casional letter comes addressed to
P1 05
1
Sdls m chapel MondayTeapot" by Pemctic High School of
James Bowdoin or to Daniel B. Fay- Southwest
Harbor; "Six Who Pass mormn K hoped for greater particierweather. Professor of Economics
While the Lentils Boil," Garret P** 10 " on the P411 1 of Bowdoin Coland Sociology '(a seat now held by Schenck,
lege m lhe pan-American polio' of
Jr.. High School's Class "C"
Professor Warren B. Catlin). Even
winner; and "Lonesome-Like" given good-will. He deplored our "profound

of 1825

spondence

-

M

n ,
p
continued
on rage

NOTICE

Opens

.

I

,

in

Bowdoin New

a

r

ing a variety of roles, including the
lead in the production "Grand Hotel"
of which Mr. Quinby was stage manager. Ecke then left the theater for
the coast to become a free-lance actor. At present he holds a long term
contract with the Paramount studios.

New

22?J*£*

^

-

:
'

;

recent' letter to President
Sills,
Dr. Hutchins showed what
President Sills called a surprising optimism and a great power of expression. In his Sunday chapel address
the President quoted a passage which
was particularly indicative of the

York Bowdoin Alumni Association,
heard Ecke read, and persuaded him
to go into the theatre. He remained
in New York for several years play-

Henry

ofl^!P
the

j

Baseball, particularly the college
brand, is handicapped at the start of
every season by the twin handicaps of
weather and a usual contingent of
players untested under competition.
Hence these cxhWRiorus. This year
Coach Linn Wells would like to biteoff a large chunk of action *rather
than the customary nibble before the
New England trip. Starting with a
fairly capable group of Varsity and
Jayvee holdovers, Linn has watched
five seniors of experience drop off
through various indispositions. Members of last, year's Jayvee outfit
should fill in the gaps, with no great
falling-off save in pitching. With a pitching deficit mounting
like the national debt, a large "X"
must be chalked up in this department until a few "K's" begin to appear in the score-book opposite opposing batters. The main drawback of
Bowdoin's staff is the lack of a standout stopper-ace. such as Rocky Mount
Bud White who can step in at any
given time unU
and hold the opposition
minimum of hits. Jack Tucker
tops the group, having in his favor
curve, control, and plenty of relief
service last year. Tucker is the competitor-type of athlete who may well
make the most of nis first ^j,
ular assignments at Bowdoin.
Since Dick Backus has been operated out of the picture. Pete Howie.
takes second rank. A jayvee hurler
Continued on Page ; ]
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hypocritical truths to the people. As
future citizens, as future leaders, we:
must stear clear of this insincere"
policy.
do not want leaders who*
are blunt to the point of stupidity;;
but we do want men of integrity.men who will serve us honestly and}
unselfishly. It is all very well to
want this nation to be the greatest!
in the world, but we must also think
of the welfare of those who live

purpose of research

trips

? r°n
Fellow
A

|

i

In

was on one of the musical club
to New York that Brooks Lea-

m

,

g^^

rard.
Dr. Hutchins, who was the first
physicist in Maine to take X-ray
pictures, did considerable research
with X-ray tubes and also made most
Brunswick High School won thc
of his own experimental equipment.'
In addition he was a student of Interscholastic Drama One-Act Play
French, Italian, German and Latin. lContest for th <? second consecutive

clubs here.

meteorology,
ornithology, biology, botany, geology,
surveying, aerial reconnaissance, pho- First Lecture In
tography, and radio. This year no
Tonight
Series
work can be done with the Island's
short wave transmitter VE1IN, because of an order from the Canadian
Prof6ssor Moritz J. Bonn, Lecturer
Government prohibiting operation of in Economics at Bowdoin on the Tallshort wave stations for the duration man Foundation, will present the first
of the war.
in a series of three lectures this evening in the Moulton Union Lounge.
[ Continued on Page 4 ]
•-_•
-n.J" _*' _
«r
mch_ **__?*:
<*?'
German and British Imperialism will
f/TT.J
tim and
Eveleth presented in Mebe the subject of tonight's address.
morial Hall on Thursday was one of
Pierce Leaves
The lecture will be delivered externwhich any musical school might be
poraneously, as Professor Bonn never
very justly proud. The selections
Bequest prepares a script.
e PassacaS lia
c
Professor Bonn will present the
J"
Minor by Bach Jto a group
by modern
»
second and third lectures in this se_
crs n(J __<,.* w| h J f
Mr. Henry Hill Pierce of Portland, ries on April 24 and May 1, respecrangcment of Strauss B , uc Danub<? who died in New York on March 18, tively. The subjects will be the colWaU _ cs by
bequested a gift of $100,000 to Bow- lapse of international finance, and the
The
,
b
with
lively rhy- doin College after the death of the consequence of modern war on social
*
£ last of four beneficiaries. William
thm was
organization.
d e n Ce Curtis Pierce filed the petition in
bv i re n probate court and he and Katharine
pin ic^ly Tell
» Pierce
were named executors.
was the opening number, the Bach
The income of the $100,000 gift Tonight 8.15 p.m. Moulton Union.
Passacaglia. The final encore, Jesu, placed in the United States Trust
First in series of lectures by TallJoy of Man's Desiring, made a very Company is to go to three brothers,
man Lecturer Professor Moritz
satisfying conclusion to a well plan- John
Alexander
Pierce,
Thomas
J. Bonn. The subject is "Gerned program.
Lewis Pierce, and Maurice ,Rumford
man and British Imperialism."
The performance was of such cal- Pierce. With thc death of the last Thursday, April 18 Chapel. Proiber that it is a temptation to criti- of these beneficiaries Bowdoin Colfessor Koelln.
cize as though it were presented by lege will receive the principal.
8.15 p.m. Hubbard Hall. Debattwo professionals. Naturally there
The will also includes bequests of
ers vs. Worcester Polytechnic Inweiie certain things which kept it $10,000 to Mrs. Grace E. MacKeni e.
stitute.
froip being perfect. The most notice- $2,500 to Stewart Carson Sloan, all
8.15 p.m. Memorial Hall. Concert
ably of these was the great differ- the real estate at the summer home
of Bach' Sonatas given by Alfred
ence in tone color of the two pianos. at Baldwin and $100,000 to Mrs.
Zighera. viola. Professor TillotThis was especially apparent in the Katharine Pierce, and $2,500 to
son, accompanist.
heavier numbers when Mr. Chittkn Henry A. Kimball.
Friday, April 19—2.00 p.m. Basewas playing the weaker instrument.
ball vs. Bates. (Exhibition)
There was considerable over-pedaling
Saturday, April 20— Chapel. Profesand, because of this good clear cut
sor Helmreich.
Election of officers for the Bowphrasing was missing in some places.
Baseball at Colby.
doin Christian Association is schedIn some pieces the desire for volume
Sunday, April 21—5.00 p.m. Chapuled for tonight, in the Moulton
el. The Rev. Edgar H. S. Chanresulted in a pounding effect which
A. room. All club memdler of Jamaica Plain.
was not wholly pleasing. Several Union B.
bers are expected to be present to
Monday, April 22—Chapel. Profestimes the players appeared extended
discuss next year's plans.
sor Chase.
[ Continued on Page 2
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made

in "Dr. Cyclops." Mr. Quinby also
said his work in "Strange Cargo," a
recent production, was highly com-

It

2

L

Amencan Association for the Advancement of Science and Fellow of
the American Academy of Arts and
Sciences, he received his degrees of
Doctor of Science from Bowdoin in
1918, and Master of Arts from Har-

Gary Cooper,

in his first starring role

This summer the Bowdoin ScientiStation at Kent's Island in the mended by critics.
The most successful Bowdoin man
Bay of Fundy will again be in operation, but under a slightly different in films, Albert Ecke was very active
system. The work of the Station will in Bowdoin dramaftt's. Shakespeare's
be in charge of a Field Director, "Hamlet," "Othello," and "Much Ado
James W. Blunt, Jr., '40. The project About Nothing," O'Neill's "In thc
will this year be run on a cooperative Zone," and "R.U.R." are the plays he
basis, and a three months' stay at has appeared in at Bowdoin. He was
the island which in past years has also dramatic reader for the musical

_

.

appearing

^ir5?^S

5Sr»
1927 until his death.

fic

j

'

tant supporting role to
is

,

|

»

<-.

v.-

fL?"S

.

;

said

v.
born at» Canton,
Maine. July 12. 1858. After preparing at Bndgton Academy, he attendand W a gr dU t(?d
Bl
H
1 t?
then studied
1883. He S.
at
Harvard
and at Leipzig. In 188o he became
Instructor in Physics at Bowdoin,
and in 1888 he was made a Professor.

,

Blunt To Direct
Kent's Isle Trip

"He

.

|

j

whom

President Sills recently
little, but when things
had to be done he was there to do

ist

said.

Moulton Union rnder the auspices of the Preparatory
Schools Committee of the College
whose chairman is Assistant Professor Daggett. Featured in the prowcre speeches by Dr. Payson
Smitn of Harvard University and
pres ident Sills. Some fifty or seventy . five delegates, principals and
students of many schools of the state,
arriV ed in Brunswick on Tuesday afternoon. From 4:30 until 600 the
college entertained the rcpresentatives gathered for a discussion of
problems pertinent to present day
educational
systems.
particularly
thosc of Mainc> with a smokcr
loun8 c of the Moulton " nion
In an intermission between tne
sm oker and dinner, the guests of the
co ii ege were given an opportunity to
inEDect xver^ features of the cam .
**• lhe Walkor Art Building with
lts p reS ent exhibit of
paintings Hubbard Hall, and the athletic
building, togethcrVith the swimming
7
last night in the

California
Doctor Charles Clifford Hutchins,
Sc.D, Professor Emeritus of Physics,
died in San Diego. California on Saturday, April 13. His passing marked
the end of the life of a great human-

ALBERT DEKKER
CYCLOPS"
PLAYS

!"

The Conference of the Schools of
Lower Kennebec Valley was held

thc

Former Bowdoin Professor
Of Physics Dies In

1

Philosophy"

Vs.

Theme Of Speech
On Democracy

Is

contrary

ard Field dries faster than Bates'
Garcelon diamond, the White national pasturtcrs will find cut just how
"Big" 4hey may become this season
by opening on their familiar pasture.

j

|

annually

this

settles down in time for normal baseball conditions, Bowdoin will
get in two much-needed exhibition
games with Bates Fridiy afternoon,
Patriots' Day. Since Bowdoin 's Pick-

weather

Plans for

j

W

2

With Bates Here Friday

to accept these two hundred recruits
into the inner circles of their ranks.

According to tradition, the Freshmen
were tb be allowed to prove their
physical equality with the Sophomores on that day from noon until
midnight, and then were free to accept the privileges of an upper class-

Professor Frederic Tillotson and
Rising Day, ancient heritage of Mr. Alfred Zighera will present a
unemaneipated Bowdoin Freshmen, program of Bach Sonatas in a Chamof
opinion
1
the
in
is a dying tradition
ber Music Recital featuring th. piano
tharies H. Pope *40, Student Council and viola da gamba in Memorial Hall
f»resident. The period of Freshman- tomorrow night. According to ProfesSophomore warfare which has dwin- sor Tillotson. this is the first time
dled from a week long campaign that the viola da gamba has been
down to last Friday's twelve hour presented before a New England auContest seems to be doomed by stu- dience.
dent disinterest and the possibility
This instrument will be played by
of damage, he stated,
Mr. Alfred Zighera. first cellist of enthusiasm.
members of the conference was FedWhen questioned on his opinion of the Boston Symphony orchestra. He
eralism, in other words, a World Un
the rise of '43, Pope termed it as a is a research scholar of pro-Bach
ion similar to the present organiza
»Jay Iwith plenty of spirit but no
music and is the founder of the sotion of the United States.
Sophomores. He estimated that only ciety of Ancient Instruments in Boss - r
one-half of the class of '42 was in ton which presents a series of conHEN a plan such as this is pre college during the time of the rising certs consisting solely of pro-Bach
sented, the inevitable reaction i4 jmd ,that the only excitement was
music each winter. Professor Tillotthat it might be possible, but that ia lhe effigy on the chapel and a slight
son accompanied Mr. Zighera in a
not probable. Others pass it off by Upheaval of furniture in Winthrop
series of Chamber concerts at the
saying it is just another Utopiari Hall. He felt that the men who pe- Middlebury Summer School in 1938.
scheme. But is it! That was the very titioned for the continuance of RisThe viola da gamba is a sixteenth
conto
the
delegates
the
that
thing
ing Day were the furthest from Bow- century instrument belonging to the
ference tried to discover. Some called doin on Friday.
viole family, which consists of inridiculous; others said that it' * Of course the rain dampened the
it
struments that were used for domight come in the distant future, but general spirit, he added, but prob- mestic purposes. Because of their
Dr. Charles Clifford Hutchin*
not in our lifetime; many thought ably the main reason for the decline
tone range, they are unsuited to be
that it would come. The important of Rising Day is the increase of op'27
played in large auditoriums before
interested*
thing was that all were
portunity for Bowdoin men to get large audiences, and to fill the deall wanted to discuss it. Many were *heir excitement around the town.
mand for this refined imusic, they
"DR.
prejudiced, but everyone was sincere With automobiles, the students are
were replaced in the last part of the
in his desire to find some solution to not confined long enough in one place
eighteenth century by the violin famour very pressing world problem; td io grow restless.
ily. The viola da gamba is similar in
Most Successful Bowdoin
find some way of preventing a recur*
Pope suggested an organized fight size to the cello, and, although
Graduate In Movies
rence of the present situation.
its the only alternative to the abolsmaller in dimensions, it has seven
- r
Active Here
ishing of the present system on Ris- strings instead of the four of the
of the readers of this column ing Day if the students still want to
cello.
Albert Ecke, *27, known as Albert
will probably say as they read Continue some of the tradition. In
The four sonatas to be presented
Dekker to the movie world, will apthis that the representatives were Ijthis case, the Student Council of next
in the program were written for the
Theater,
cither radicals, grinds or day-dream- year might ask for a supervised bat- viola da gamba and the harpsichord. pear at the Cumberland
Friday. April 19, as "Dr. Cyclops."
ing idealists. This is not so! They tle in which the danger of dormitory
[ Continued on Pane. 2 ]
Professor George Quinby, Masque
were a representative group of col» damage would be eliminated.
and Gown Director, announced that
lego students meeting with the full
( Continued on Page 4 ]
Ecke, soon to be seen in an imporrealization of the fact that they are
*

NO.

peare, Descartes, and Plato, and that
with the approval of that select in,jfh?llectual clique, the Class of 1942,
England's were to be allowed a trial period of
study at Bowdoin.
Old
Evidently most of them satisfied'
Cello
for already
requisitions,
the
the

Of Frosh Rules Audience Is New
First To Enjoy
Speed Death Of

Restriction

was
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j

the Medical School

still

receives an-

nouncements from German medical
societies.

by Foxcroft Academy of Dover-FoxDuring the interval between

croft.

the afternoon

ignorance of the culture of our friends
in South America" and expressed the
wish that we may soon have a South
American scholar at Bowdoin through
th Tallman Foundation. He spoke of
^
a former
* OI , "- r Chilean
ni
teaching fellow in
7
%Spanish
^
%**""*" Who r™nuoneu ai me ume
°' his stay at Bowdoin that Pan-

and evening performThe following is the letter addressed
ances the young actors and .actresses
to Mr. Henry W. Longfellow, dated
were conducted about the campus by
J
April 4 of this year and written on
the White Key members, visiting the
ordinary composition paper:
Walker Art Building. Hubbard Hall,
Hali!
"My Dear Mr. Longfellow,
tiw swimming
civimmin,. n^i
„
j
^
* .1!
the
pool, and dining at
11 th
the
c
"I think your pome Evangeline was
American
MouhorTininnT*
very interesting but
some Moulton Union as guests of the colI
I

'

;

;

'

sad

in

like,

"Anne," or "Shirley," "Mary," or
"Mildred' if Evangeline means the
same as the book said it means a
saints name. I think the words that
were used expressed the characters
feeling's greatly. I have not read the
ending of the book but I hope that it
is as well expressed as the beginning
was. I hope it ends happily.
"I found it quite easy to learn the
"prelude," which we had to learn for
our English teacher."
And the letter was signed "Very
Sincerely" by a Junior. High School
girl of New Haven, Connecticut.

___.

™°

relations

^^ of tne
I*a
°' Americans

,

I

Continued on Paec
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MUSEUM FEATURES
__ -utrt—.j-.
McKEOWN PICTURES
~_ v«

"

;

__

*

„
The Boyd Gallery
_,

,

,

...

Art Museum fe
an exhjbit of photographs by William
y "L c eown of the Class of
7^
o
1943. The group of pictures includes
two studies of little children, an unusual view of the Chapel taken from
the Gymnasium, and several Maine
landscapes and industrial scenes.
The display of water colors by
Alfred Ybarra which has been at
the Art Museum for same time will
remain on display during the remainder of this week.

_-_-_-_-___i

i

of the Walker
featuring this week

j

!

j

r»

of Latin

a
American

^
civ-

A ^ood

Neighbor' is betler than
a 'Big Brother' in international afirs
at ,itud c h
n
han
,7 ^ which
f
R «
irom that of a Big
Brother,
implies superiority, to that of 'Good
Nei ghbor.' which means' equality of
responsibility." President Sills said.

w?
^

'

were strained be-

ignorance on thc

,

places.
"I don't think it could be improved in any way.
"I don't think Evangeline was a
very suitable name. You should have

named her something a name

^VT?/

I

^

SS

Th e Pan-American Union was

estab-

hshed by James G. Blaine. Secretary

'

i

\

\

|

'

I

j

I

'

1889. Since then the
Neighbor" idea was inaugurat-

of state, in

"Good
ed by Stimson and has been carried
on by Cordell Hull. President 'Sills
has found that these policies have
brought about the extension of the
-

Monroe Doctrine, trade

treaties,

and

the exchange of professors and students between the United States and

South America,

______

APr?1940

y

1940

17,

12 Hour "Battle" Features Rue
Of 1943, Disappearance of '42 Baseball

»•

Lltman
FEW months ago a group of Harij
to Dr. Heinjj
went
students
vard
rich Bruening. former Chancellor o|
Germany, at present a member of the
Harvard faculty, and asked him what
they could do about the question c*j
world peace. The result of this meet-i
in« was a Conference on Peace
through a new International Order
sponsored by the Harvard Interna-

By

TILLOTSON AND

POPE DECLARES
!

H9B

BASEBALL SEASON TO
OPEN PATRIOTS DAY
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Three Debates
BRUNSWICK PLAYERS Frosh Rise Up
Stroboscope Is
Close Schedule
Against Sophs
Edgerton Topic WIN STATE CONTEST!

According, to Hsyte
of the more boisterous and
[ Continued from Page
]
[ Continued from Page i ]
young blades of the recently point in its path every time the light lege. The evening session began at
emancipated class has taken up flashed, the fan appeared to be stand- eight o'clock with Edward Little's
Deering
Spider."
"The
Singapore
ex(maybe he coined it) a favorite
ing still. Professor Edgerton explainpression which he applies quite liber- ed that in this way one could use» High School then presented a mysally on certain occasions, such occa- the stroboscope to determine how tery, "The Opening of a Door," which
sions seemingly on the increase. Fri- fast the fan was rotating merely by was followed by Brunswick's winning
day night found our. hero very much looking at a dial on the instrument. performance of "Back to Adam."
"Back to Adam" depicted the hisin his element and evidence, and by
Following the demonstration with
the time it was announced that Bow- the fan, he made the audience grow tory of an English family in which,
doin was being invaded by some dizzy with fantastic, whirling designs through the generations, the son opknights of the Bath, he was ready moving in several directions .91 once. posed his father. In 1820 and 1886
to answer the call to arms. The only These strange effects were created the conflict was due to the son's favtrouble was, the arms refused to merely by viewing in the light of oring of faster means of transportaanswer his own call when asked to the flashing neon bulb, whirling disks tion, but in some future year of this
defend his face. The brisk young on which geometrical designs had decade the father was stupified when
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blade kept reiterating, however, that
he had "the bag on;" "I can't take
the bag off," rang the more befuddled cry. Eventually, we learn, the
'43 bag did come off, and allowed the
frustrated blade full vent to his feelings, Bag, or no bag, he'd hardly be
a masked mystery.
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interesting of the year. Professor
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HOW ABOUT
In the weekly college calendar

speak on "Placement" in
teen seniors present.
ninety-six

there

men

in

last

To

No. 2

1940

IT 40?
the Dean was

scheduled to

the senior class already have jobs." Obviously,

We

are at a loss to explain this rather

we do

surprising occurrence, but

house-downing item concerned the
resistance of most species rodent
to the extent of withstanding a
charge of 806 volts during the rites
of procreation. When the Zo's had
recovered from this shock, the Professor went through' the process of
identifying the different members
of the bee queendom. Upon hearing
a description of the drones, every
good Zo wondered just what he
had descended from. Coming to the
queen, the Professor said that her
majesty could easily be recognized
by her shape, and the class could

barely constrain itself. Appetites
were whetted at the announcement
that in the near future an inspection would be made of the .more
intimate domesticity In action,

m

Saturday's chapel. There were four-

quote the Dean: "Evidently, the other

something wrong.

is

17,

- -c

Enthusiastic reports issuing from
Monday's Zoology class establish
that meeting as one of the most

Business Manager
Paul H. Holliday '41

feel that this incident serves to

[

-

c

Augusta reports that the current
investigation of its turbid finances
reveals figures in Maine's famous balanced budget which are "fantastic
and incredible." Such language is toward a more picturesque reporting,

Continued from Page

The next morning was

i

]

cold

and

During the night, some one
had climbed up on the chapel roof
and had hung an effigy of the Class
of 1942 over the main door. We noticed several Sophomores shudder as
they looked up at this bedraggled no decision.
figure hanging with his head lowered
Monday saw the return meeting
in resignation and a symbolic paddle
between E. Robert Bruce 40 and
loose at his side. All during the mornLyon Toben '40. representing Colby
ing, these second year men had worand the affirmative on the third term
ried expressions as they scurried
question, and Donald L^rrabee and
from class to class. Some protection John Jaques, both freshmen, reprehad been provided though, for during
senting Bowdoin. There was no dehis son forsook a five hundred-mile- a Munich meeting in the Dean's of- cision here either.
an hour stratosphere airplane for a flee, it was decided through petitions
In an announcement of the final
these
that"
Winthrop
walk in the woods and belief in 'a from Hyde and
results in the New England division
back to nature life. Miss Lulu Car- two dormitories would abide by the of the Eastern Intercollegiate Debatron and Miss Wilda Leslie were play- rules of the furnished ends and that ing League. Bates was announced the
ers already known to Bowdoin stu- there would be no fighting in the winner with six, wins and no losses,
Miss Caron for her part in rooms.
dents
while Bowdoin was second with four
When the zero hour of noon came, wins and two losses. Wesleyan,
"Take It Away" last winter, and Miss
Leslie because she is to have the there was a violent pealing of the Maine, Connecticut, Pembroke, and
leading feminine role in "The Petri- chapel bells. Fifteen minutes earlier, Rutgers finished in that order. In the
fied Forest" which the Masque and! the transportation facilities to the latest announcement in the Middle
north and south of Brunswick had Atlantic division of tr^e league. CrlGown will present next month.
With the conclusion of the tourna- been severely taxed by a hoard of gate and Rutgers were in the lead,
ment by Caribou High School's pre- Sophomores "taking a week end." followed by Gettysburg, Rensselaer
sentation of the comedy. "Misjudging Another foreshadowing of disaster Polytechnic Institute, Buckncll Men
Walter,"- the judges withdrew to came at the same time when a gust and Women, and Lafayette. The final
make their decisions. Serving as of wind stripped the effigy on the championship debate between the
judges for this year's contest were chapel of its pants and turned its Bates team and the eventual winner
Miss Lavinia M. Schaeffer, Instruc- dejected face to the wall. Neverthe- of the Middle Atlantic division will
tor in Speech, Bates College, Miss less, several hardy members of '42 be held at MIT. on May 3.
Margaret Ellen Clifford, of the Port- defied these warnings and lingered
A debate against Worcester Polyland Players, and Professor Herbert long enough to engage in minor technic tomorrow evening will close
Ross Brown, Department of English, skirmishes during the early part of the season for the Debating Council.
the afternoon, but there was no real
Bowdoin College.
Bowdoin will be represented by Robaction until two o'clock.
ert H. Lunt '42 and Lewis V. y*aAt this time. "Der Fuhrer" Algor fiades '42 in that debate.
Tillotson and Zighera
led the Freshmen members of Win-

been painted.
Professor Edgerton said that he
had applied this apparent stopping
of whirling objects to photography.
He designed a lamp which would give
a brilliant flash of light brighter than
forty thousand fifty-watt bulbs; but
the flash lasts only a very short time,
being controlable up to one millionth
of a second. Mr. Edgerton tried to
make the audience realize the shortness of one millionth of a second by

rainy.

j

i

'

—

i

(

I

|

if the distance between
Brunswick and San Francisco (about
3000 miles) represented one second,
the duration of the flash of his argon
photographic lamps would represent

stating that

I

i

j

!

about fifteen feet.
Then Professor Edgeiion showed
slides and motion pictures showing
the results when this flashing light
is substituted for the regular floodlighting equipment and the ?hutter

j

I
'

camera is eliminated. There
were slow-motion pictures of a house
hummingbirds, and a "gurgle

of the
fry,

gurgling."

The

last

was a shot

of

throp in a "blitzkrieg" against the
in that dorm in defiance Charles
Dies
of the "Nixon Pact" drawn up that
morning. Maginot lines were quickly
Page
]
In California
t Continued from
The latter instrument was introduced constructed out of the upper class
men's furniture, but the actkn was
to Bowdoin audiences last year durf Continued from Page I ]
soon halted when the aggressors were strength of character of this aluming the Music Institute and was
played by Putnam Aldrich accom- advised to adhere to the agreements nus.
only
made
earlier
the
day.
The
in
Boston
Laurent,
panied by George
"I must confess that I am no
martyr to the cause of '4'J during the longer greatly grieved to learn that
Symphony flutist.
Because the range of the viola da afternoon was Bim Clark, since he one of the ancients who served well
gamba is so small, Professor Tillot- was forced to sprint from the rail- beyond the expected term of years
son is going to cut down the range road back to the campus in the has departed in peace, but I do have
"semi-raw."
of the pinno about fifty per cent in
a slight sense of shame to have lived
After supper, we thought that we so long, although my enjoyment of all
order that the effect will be as ne8rwould find some real action at the things is as great as ever, my curily like th« sixteenth century intimate
pulled our hat down over osity as sharp as ever, and the opconcert as possible. To show addi- front.
tional qualities of the viola da gamba. our eyes and went slinking from tree portunity for exercise of both greater
Mr. Zighera is going to play a Sonata to tree for a while, but it was soon than ever. For old age* brings a new
by Abel, one of Bach's pupils. This apparent that there were fewer peo- freedom; not alone from the cares
sonata was written for this instru- ple around than on ordinary nights. of office and employment, but also in
Evidently the Freshmen had taken knowing that nothing more is exment alone.
The program is to be devoted to things into their own hands and had pected of us* and therefore in Hie
one composer and conforms to the pursued the Sophomores out of town, eyes of our friends wo cannot fail."
policy o'f the department in occasion- iThis question came to mind aga.n
at midnight with the pounding of the
ally presenting the complete works when a group of irate Bath boys
to care
of one man during the year. Last sea- ,'came storming down the Bath road chapel bell. We were too tired
then after a nerve-wracking day
son. Yves Chardon of the Boston Sym- close behind several wandering mem- by
how
under
fire
But
we
still
wonder
hers
of
Sonatas
phony played the Beethoven
Peace was automatically declared 'they got lhat effigy up on the chapel.
as part of the program of the institute. The program of this Chamber
Music Recital Is to be as follows:

water being poured from a jug, showing the trapped air bubbles which
produce the gurgle. The picture
which drew most applause (aside
from the photograph of a feminine
tennis player) was perhaps Professor
Edgerton's best known. It is a picture of the beautiful crown-shaped
form taken by a glass of milk splash-

To Give Music Recital
i

ing in a thin film of liquid. This picture has appeared in many magazines.

Hutchins

Sophomores

Saturday

i

,

Other pictures were of golf and
players, a bullet emerging
from the barrel of a revolver, a bul-

tennis

let liquifying

as

it

i

hits a steel plate,

if one can imagine how picturesque
and a homing pigeon in flight. Perwe have felt all year, namely that such an atti- can be a surrealistic
conglomeration haps the picture which caused the
tude has been prevalent on the campus since last September. The of "fantastic and incredible" assets most comment was one taken of a
and liabilities. Such description is re- bullet smashing an electric light bulb.
survey of grades printed in tfce last issue of the Orient strength- freshing after reading those military In the
picture the bullet was comens our belief. There is something wrong here at Bowdoin and and naval laeonicisms which seep pletely inside the bulb but had not
through the smoke screens of censor- come out the other side; however
something must be done about it.
ship. Latest Is that the Liquor Board the opposite side had already crack-

accentuate what

We

;

We have been laughed at all year for our attempts to empha-

has been pipelined into the slush ed as if in anticipation of the bullet,
which includes State and Federal bulb lit up the fan blade at the same
the student monies. What really might be "fanbody. But perhaps we weren't as funny as some would have had us tastic and incredible," however, is the
RISES
possible election upheaval. There will
be. For this last incident has clearly shown that there is such a lack. never be a swing-over; what would be
[ Continued from Page
]
Or have the seniors all got jobs? The answer must be a negative needed is a detonation.
interesting and instructive if we
one. Then why, we ask, were there only fourteen? It can't be that
Bach
could hold such a conference here at Sonata I
Bowdoin. We have men here who
Adagio
there are so many jobs available that no one needs worry about
have the ability and experience to
Allegro, ma non tanto
placement after graduation. And it can't be that the general attilead such a meeting. The Political
Andante (quasi lento)
Forum has been very successful in
Allegro moderato
tude of the seniors is one of utter complacency. Or is it? It would
Bach
its presentation of round table dis- Sonata if
'40
was
the
Charles P. Edwards
seem as i( that is just what the trouble is.
cussions. Representatives from BowAdagio
main speaker in the second annual doin have always met with success
Allegro (moderato)
One of the primary aims of a liberal arts college is to give a Bowdoin
Christian Association serv- when
they have traveled to such
Andante
well-rounded education. But they can't do that alone. There must ice held in Dr. Ashby's Congregation- meetings. There is no reason, why
Allegro (moderato)
al church last Sunday. Edwards' serbe a certain amount of co-operation and individual initiative. The mon was entitled. "Religion and the they cannot sponsor one themselves. Sonata for viola da gamba alone
There would be much work in runAbel
survey of grades showed that those courses which have ten men or Individual."
ning a conference of this type, but
Largo
In this talk, Edwards challenged
Allegro
less have twice as large a percentage of honor grades as those the congregation to develop a per- there are those here on campus who
are capable of doing it. Who knows
Menuet. Andante. Menuet
depth
and but that this might
religion
of
classes with more men. In other words, given an opportunity to sonalized
Bach
be part of the Sonata III
beauty, and he criticized churches
Vivace
work under supervision the student achieves results. That sounds for permitting a narrow and restrict- answer to President Sills' oft-quoted
statements concerning uie lack of inAdagio (expressivo)
like high school and there can be no reason for such a statement. ing dogma to take precedence over tellectual curiosity here at Bowdoin.
Allegro (moderato)

size the appalling lack of intellectual curiosity

On April 12 the Debating Team
Sent Ashtoo H. White '41 and Charles
W. Redman '42 to Waterville to debate against Colby on the subject of
a third term for President Roosevelt'.
White and Redman supported the affirmative against two. sophomore debaters. Cohen and Palmer. There was

1

brisk

among

SUN

i

\

i

Edwards Urges
Religious Depth

'

i

•

The opportunity is always there in a large or small class. Do we
have to be told how to work and be guided? And do we have to be
told when to go to chapel? There is always an incentive. We should
at least realize that after four years of college. It isn't that the sen-

true religion. He described th? presence of religion in scenes of nature
as well as in the church service and
he pointed out that this same presence could be found in every indi-

a desire to develop his

we

own

own

long since time thkt

tried to utilize

some of the op- from

his

life.

r; 000,000

fyEMORIAM

to

what appears

that the mystery of

A; heavy rain provided a

calls for a slight obituary.

can be solved

fitting curtain ultimately only by those who have
Day. There was little found the inspiration of religion in
their daily attitudes of living Conproperty, damage, something quite cluding, he declared, "Beneath all

to have beeri the last Rising

of the usual fighting and

little

A large part of the Sophomore class left town leaving but

unusual.

life

a few to protect the honor of '42. In other words, there

was no

Every-"'

things is the force of religion, inherent in man's very being. Thus armed,
he has dared challenge tlie secret of

The program was as follows:
the action of the Student Council in cutting Prelude
Rising Day to twelve instead of twenty-four hours.
we urge Invocation, Doxology, and Lord's
Prayer— Led by Lendall B. Knight
'41
that it be abolished entirely. Perhaps freshman rules are all right.
Anthem
Hark the Vesper Hymn
Even
Rising
Day.
However, we feel that they can go off without a
B.C.A. Choir
though there was a lack of enthusiasm, this year, as in previous Solos: T. A. Brownell '41, Baritone;
J. E. Williams '42, Tenor
years, the college was forced to dealings of an unpleasant sort with
Responsive Reading Selection 13
Rising Day will althe town authorities. This is unnecessary.
James A. Doubleday '41

We commended

Can Your

.

Now

Aix

ways bring about

these unpl^asantries.

We suggest that next year

Then

rise.

them go and ring tHe chapel bell until it breaks, if
But why must there be a fight? Fifteen minutes or a half

let

an hour

is

—
—Kopoloff

Announcements

enough of a Rising Day.

Hymn

Christ

Sermon—"Religion and

RAND LAUDS RECITAL

—

OF CHITTIM, EVELETH
[

Continued from Pa%C

jl
I

]

t

but a hobby for them and
practice time must be hard to fit

music

is

'41
is

—Philip Young

ual"—Charles

P.

Risen

lei"* 1

A Glose-Up?
o\\o»e

precision cut, evenly stitched,

. .

Hymn

into a full college schedule. They Benediction— James A. Doubleday '41
kept together remarkably well and Postlude
on the whole were very careful that Bowdoin Christian Association Choir
the two pianos were in good balance.
1st Tenors: F. Bliss '40, E. Tozer

ARROW SHIRTS

difficult

%
BJ

KuUon

fe&rv&fis

if

«M*

»«°

shrinkage less than 1%. Get some new Arrows
today, before your next date ... $2 up.

'41

It is too bad that more people '43. J. E. Williams, leader
nature of the Selections, which true artists often njake didn't avail themselves of the pleas2nd Tenors: P. Coie '42, G. Mason
ure of hearing such an excellent confound so simple to listeners.
'40, E. Andrews '40
Both men showed a very deep: ap- cert Those attending were very en1st Basses: T. Brownell '41, L.
and
Bowdoin
thusiastic
reason
has
to
preciation for music in their itfterof such a varied priijjfMii be proud that any two undergradu- Cronkhite '41, D. Conant '41
ates are capable of presenting such
;ir technique was quite nrarymg,
2nd Basses: A. White '41, C. Khv
especially when it hi realized that an enjoyable entertainment.
sey, W. Taylor '41

by the

bosio e5*

No unsightly bunching or collar-curling has
ever cursed an Arrow shirt They're Mitoga
shaped to fit and Sanforized-Shrunk . fabric

"40

the Individ-

Edwards

'

and shaped to fit the curve of your neck, with
the pattern on the collar points symmetrically
balanced.

—

—

»'

shirts at a distance look

Arrows are

Gloria Patri
Scripture Lesson James C. Lunt '40
Hymn The College Hymn

Prayer—Walter H. Young
they so Offeratory
Alleluia,

^iUio"

i\ alike,

—

hour for the freshmen to
Student Council set a certain
the
9
a

Shirts Stand

more or less
but in a candid close-up Arrow
shirts are instantly distinguishable because of
their trim, good-looking Arrow collars.

—

A

,

m«•*
•""•fc*. *v"*\"Z •*«»•<;
* Lfo'A *****

life itself."

enthusiasm and the freshmen rose without a struggle.

desire.

» «

:v»:

«*rt\Vc'dover"«-

religion

Edwards deplored
the tendency fostered by modern
portunities before us. How afrout it '40? It's up to you.
mass production and technological
growth to forget an underlying reIH
ligious presence and to feel that the
Rising day has come ahd gone .again. Following traditional mere attendance of a Sunday sermon
Orient policy, we feel that $his Rising Day, even above all others, to be sufficient religion. He stated
It is

:

*m&M

Jiggg^

vidual.

Quoting various passages from
iors are the only ones at fault. It merely happens that they have Thoreau, Emerson, and Luke, he
sought to encourage in the individual
unwittingly provided the first concrete example of this new atti-

tude.

*»«
v:

I

m*m
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THE BO WDOIN ORIENT
Morrell's Rule Proposal

Tennis Hopefuls Prepare
For Next! Week's Matches

Mai Morrell's proposal for a
change in the rules determining the
state of Maine tennis team championship was voted down last Monday at the Maine State Track Convention held at Lewiston. Under
the present ruling the team eham-

C
B

Team Engages
Starters,

In Intra>Squad Tournament To Select
But Shattuck, Ireland and Pope

Expected

Tjo

Hold Positions
1

With the annual spring tourtof
Brown is slated for^the opening
New England colleges leas thaw a match and little is known about their
week away, a ladder tournament; * j prospects for the coming season.
being played off this week to de^r-" However, if they continue their
mine the tennis men who will mtfkc former strength, the Bruins of Provmatches idence should give plenty of trouble
with Brown, Amherst, Mass. State, for the Big White on Tuesday,- April
and Williams.
23.
J
The State Champions boast OS a
Wednesday se^s the court men at
better team than last year and the Amherst. A few of the tennis men
showing made on the recent vacation at Amherst toured the south during
tour in the South confirms hopes for vacation. The results of this tour
a second state title. This spring t*ur are not known, but last year'-? defeat
will mean much in polishing the rjjet- by the Lord Jeffs to the tune of 8-1
men for the state matches nfrxt; hints that Amherst may still have
month, according to Captain Ben considerable power this season. TenShattuck.
nis has always been a strong 5port at
jj
The starting order of the ladqer, the Massachusetts college and the
scheduled for last week but ptlst- Big White will find plenty of opposiponed because of poor weather is' as tion here.
follows: Captain Ben Shattuck, Lliyd
A fairly well balanced Wesleyan
Akeley. Chick Ireland, Frankie Dris- team, having lost only Captain Al
coll, Cal Hill, Ev Pope, and Lou H^rr. Barrows from last year's lettermen
Other contenders for varsity berths should do well against much the same
who show considerable promise aire: schedule played last year. Jack Von
Ciullo, Hagstrom, Marble. Litrrftn, Maur, wno lost only one match last
Shorey. Morse, and Inman. Sefen year at number two position, looks
men will be selected for the trip 4nd like top mar\ this season. Captain
although the starting order inclujles Johnny Eisendrath. went South durseven men at this writing, a hot fight ing the vacation to practice and may
is anticipated for all positions on She give Jack a good run for the top
team. Although the Virginia tour ilid place. Bud Green also went South
much to polish Shattuck, Akci*y, and should move up to third position.
Ireland. Driscoll, Hill, and Pope, nrv- Bill Sinnamon, Dick Clarkson. Ray
ertheless the rest have been practic- Fraser, and Bill Weiners, all lettering regularly and all are in near spa- men, are other strong contenders
son form.
for the varsity. Wesleyan won last
i
the

trip

south,

taking

is

J

j

underwear

•

—

We

—

Long Deferred Contest

Is

Only Duel Before
Stale Meet
With both teams fairly well matchSecond Annual Bowdoin-Bates
Dual Track Meei to be held on Whit-

ed, the

Saturday, April 27th at 2.30
should be of interest to the spectators as well as the participants, according to Coach Magee.
Of course the postponement of the
indoor meet With the Bobcats will
tier field.

naturally add more interest 1o the
occasion. The meet may be slow from
the spectators" point of view because
training work ha> had to be restricted to the Cage due to ihe inclement
weather those past two weeks. With
only two workouts out of doors the
Bruin track men may find it difficult
to
give their best
performances

of new Campus and
Sportswear
t

against the Lewiston men.

GABARDINE CAMPUS HAT!

of

a few men through

Knockabout Pork- Pie] Style

be

loss

and

felt,.

in-

How-

ever Coach Jack Magee ha£ high
hopes that the Polar Bears will come
out on the long end of the scoring.
Since this is the only dual meet the
Big White harriers will engage in before the State Meet next month, the

in several colors

$1195
1

showing

in the

new

3-button center vent style

gee

meet with the Bobmean much to Coach Ma-

in this

cats will

PLAIN OR BOLD PATTERNED JACKETS
Odd Sport Coats

The

injurk*s

eligibility will naturally

a

planning his offense for that
time. Naturally the loss of good point
in

winners from last year's squad will
be felt seriously, but there is plenty

interest

cial

as the prelude to the

State Meet. Pete Babcock, who has
just recuperated from an illness that

has kept him from

much

conditioning

work

since last February is paired
Drury of Bates in the mile,
which will also be a thriller. Other
distance men and middle distance

with

men who

are also better than aver-

$10.45 to $19.50

GRAY FLANNELS
Well tailored

-

all

wool with talon fastener

^t

the

for

l

|

vees. and it is conceded that fast outfielders may cut down opponents'
or the length of hits, as well as
convert a few ordinary bingles into
extra bases on* their own behalf. Jim

hits,

Dyer, Bobby

and Ed Martin are

Bell,

the

best

marks

at Whittier. It

is

too early in the sea-

son to hope that records of that sort

broken in the Bates meet but
the Bates meet will be an interest-

will be

;

the Bowdoin

said.

NOTICE

principal

Northeastern
University

School

of

Law

DAY PROGRAM
Three Years

EVENING PROGRAM
Four Years

SPORT SHOES

•

A minimum of
werk requited

47 MT.

SALE!

SUCK

SOCKS

Seconds of famous 50c make good wear
and appearance guaranteed bold circular

$150

stripes

That's why millions enjoy
it every day. It had to be
good to get where it is. So,
get a Coca-Cola, and get

hu^rious

29c

Btapk and White
Rejd Sox moved North
Rocky Mount, N. C,
was reported that Harold
White seemed to be leading the

As the

through
farm,

iheii

it

younger pitching corps (Bangor paper inquiring of White's whereabouts please copy
the Sher.
man Anti-Trust law may have
to be brought in to break these Psi
U monopolies: first their long established golfing hold, then the first
hockey line, and now the baseball infield; and, of course, for two years
they were "the house that Jack
built" ... it never fails to happen;
every year there is some freshman
jayvee player who could supply badly needed help to the varsity; frosh
Brad Hunter would certainly help
Bowdoin will again
the pitching .
stop on its way through Boston on
the spring trip to see a Major League
game, and possibly work out in Fenway Park
.
the White will not
want for versatility, as Haldane,
Tucker, Rocque, Harding, Bonzagni,
Coombs, and Dyer have played at
)

.

.

least

two

.

.

.

.

positions.

for admission.

TONDREAU
87

BROS. CO.

MAINE STREET

VERNON ST- BOSTON
Near State House

EVERYTHING THATS GOOD
TO EAT

The COLLEGE BOOKSTORE^
Ask

*4 USE THAT

(5

ii

Bottled vader authority of

BRUNSWICK

REFRESHES
INC.
Auburn, Maine

new

Kitti edge Shakespeares

Seven now ready, three more coming soon.

The Coc» -CoU Ce. br

COCA-COLA BOTTLING PLANTS,
39 Sacond street

to see the

65 cents per volume

the feel of refreshment.

»

anm

of college

Only Coca-Cola gives
you that happy after-sense
of complete refreshment.

——

In and Outer Shirts

FIDELITY BUILDING

two years, and

LLB. Degree conferred
Admits men and women

't

durable

for

season pitched Bates to the
of
that
three-fourths
But
smoothly working infield return, with

•

two years

A limited number of scholarships
available to college graduates.

a

J

••

of

April 24.

speaker.

-

Bud White
last

top.

Colby has enough men who have
able of taking care of themselves in
this event. Add Ray Huling to the been through, the wars, and looks to
broad jump along with Charlie Ed- have the strongest pitching at preswards and Lloyd Akeley to the pole ent. Its Southern trip has proved valvault, and you have your jumping uable for the sake', of experience if
not for victories, and the way Colby
stars.
Coach Magee promises that if the stood up to one-run losses at the
weather is good and the athletes can hands of baseball-minded Dixie teams
get more out-door work than they may indicate that the Mules will prohave been getting these past weeks, duce an opening kick. Maine is anwith good prospects save for
records will fall like leaves in the other
unknown pitching. At this great dismeet with Bates.
tance no State Series team seems
"Naturally this is only the second well stocked; in every department,
helps
Bowdoin's
relative
outdoor meet between the two col- which
.,•
leges and the records set last year chances.

The Alpha Delta Phi Club

rich

tled

who

»

New York City will meet
Adam Walsh will be the

-

Gone is Bob Malone, remembered as the stocky curver who bat-

pitching.

similar in many respects, although two outfielders and the catcher.
Dyer stands alone as a hitter. All Again the brothers Thompson domthree have had summer experience, inate the lineup. Hasty at third. Julie
and should furnish the team with a converted at first, with Dick in cen<4ter^eld. Art Belliveau is still a great
age runners are Bob Abendroth, Har- all-round man, at short, Lou Hervey
ry Baldwin, Bob Newhouse, Dana at second. an£ Joe O'Sullivan catchDon "Gfoon" Webster received
Jones, Lyn Martin and Lloyd Akeley. ing.
In the weights the big trio of Per- some experience as a pitcher last
kins, Pratt and Sabasteanski should year, as did Joe Montragrano. Bates
be able to take care of anything that will take some beating before surmay come up. T>*e loss of Hank Dolan rendering its J9?9 laurels, but it may
through graduation leaves a gap in suffer the Ios| of Malone more keenthe ranks of the high jumpers. ly than Bowdoin feels White's abDeane Gray and Stan James are cap- sence.

mentor

soft

has been ex-

\

ing one nevertheless,"

SPUN RAYON

maximum

After the

tracted from the pitching staff, Bowdoin's hitting may prove the deciding factor in the team's success. The
short season and insufficient outdoor
practice usually conspire to keep
college batting averages down in the
.200 class. With the seniors the em-

capacity of a Moe Berg, can fill in in the averages. With the sophomores, another season of outside play
cold with a good performance.
After three seasons of faithful is sometimes necessary for full deservice in a utility capacity, Franny velopment.
The situation this season is the exRocque has finally merited a chance
at his chosen field at first base. Left- act converse of expectations last year
handed Fran should fit more natur- at this time. Then, every position
ally at first, with glove and arm be- was taken care of by lettermen from
ing in better position to field and a State Championship team of the
throw than is the experience of a preceding year, and prospects were
Things
right-hander at this spot. Rocque's for an even better season.
hitting seems adequate and probably never did go right with the veteran
will be considerably above the team material, however, as performances
average. Dickie Harding and Hank fell off all down the line. At present,
Bonzagni form a ground covering the 1940 Bowdoin team is composed
short-stop-second combine capable of of players, with one exception, who
stopping anything in or out of their will be experiencing their first action
way. All-round Eddie Coombs moves as varsity regulars, and who should
from first to third, is sure in the be trying all the harder. There
should be better team spirit and team
field, a fair hitter, and completes a
tight infield which should more than play.
As for the exhibition opponents, dehold up its end.
Much has been said of Bowdoin's fending Champs Bates, they probably
speed in the outfield, as three sopfr- rank as the most established team in
omores move up intact from the jay- the state- -with a usual exception,

that have -been set in those events

$3.30 to $5f.95

tion.

phasis is on graduating. Major exams
coming right in the middle of a
upon his hitting potentiality. cramped schedule and then Ivy; baseJohnny Orr. a keen senior student of ball and studies often have a bad efthe game, receives well, and in the fect on each other, which is borne out

aren't necessarily

$5.50 to $7.75

*

realize

of good talent among the varsity men
that will be revealed in the Bates af-

Coach Magee pointed out in an interview the other day that the 440,
880. and the mile will be all important events from the coaching standpoint, for on these three events will
hang the fate of the entire meet.
Pope and Maybee, both outstanding
quart er-milers in the state of Maine,
will meet each other in what promises to be the big individual dual of
the day. Closely following on the heels
of these two for the top race of the
meet will be the Doubleday and
Nickerson race in the So. Again both
men are probably the two best contenders for the half-mile crown of
the state. The race should be of spe-

games than

and catcher Andy Haldane will
not have to go far to better last
team batting figures. Haldane
has all the physical requirements for
a catching bulwark, who can gun
out most of the base burglary. Summer experience should aid Andy to

:

ances.

ball

strength,

long

is

year's

Bowdoin is g^ing to have to make good use of Ray
Huling and Pete Babcock this spring as last year's seniors contributed a good third of our total points up at Lewiston. Those seconds and thirds that helped to pile up
our huge margin over Maine, Bates and Colby are going to
come harder at Orono.

fair a week from Saturday.
The Polar Bears boast of heavystrength in the hurdles and dashes
with Captain Neal Allen and Lynn
Rowe as main point winners, plus
the added power of Ray Huling. Harv
Maguire. Dave Lovejoy and Charlie
Edwards. The Bobcat tracksters claim
superior power in the middle distance
field and in the field events, although
Charlie Pope, Jim Doubleday, Niles
Perkins, Jay Pratt, Frank Sabasteanski, Deane Gray, Stan James, Pete
Babcock, and Ray Huling are all capable of putting in stellar perform-

pitching

really

ers,

Bennett and Johnson. Then there is a runner by the name of Smith up
Seems to us that he won two firsts in the distance events last
There is also a sophomore named Gilman who. we understand, does
rather well over the hurdles. In fact, he set at least one meet record that
we know about, this winter. Another boy by the name of Rich pole vaults
with considerable skill and a certain Herb Johnson broke the college record
in the discus recently, if reports are true. Now these are just a few names,
of course, and a team to win must be well balanced, but this small group
forms a pretty good nucleus with which to start.

MEET WITH BOBCATS
OPENS TRACK SEASON

winning

through

defense, while the infielders. outfield-

that way, too.

polar bearings

of

playing standard similar to that of
the Washington Senators, recentlyknown as a go-getting bunch of
speed-abouts, who emphasize fast, if
not always sure, fielding and baserunning, backed up by average pitching and hitting. There is now a better chance of pulling down the long
balls, if less chance of nipping the
hits in the battery. And as for baserunning, this will take care of itself
after Bowdoin batsmen have concentrated on reaching the first pay-sta-

on fielding
through the inner and outer lines of

year.

:

lift

White

:

in all departments of play.
Bowdoin sizes up this year on a

[

ways

polar bearings ':
One of those two boys recently won the I.C.4As and both are reputed
to have thrown the 35-lb weight close to the sixty-foot mark in practice.
Of course, the 16-pound hammer and the 35-pound weight aren't exactly
the same thing, but there promises to be quite a contest when these three
men meet in the hammer event. These two fellows go by the name of

—

Batting Departments

Continued from Page i ]
two years ago. Howie has the natural make-up of a pitcher which he
may apply to help the team out considerably. FirehorSe Harry Houston
is not available again for relief work,
which means that any batting blaze
will have to be extinguished by a
brigade composed of Doc Luther, Fred
Hall, Lew Upham, Herb Patterson,
and Jack Keefe. Three, four, or even
five pitchers may be used against
Bates.
There are other if less essential

Magee say that but up at Maine they seem to have pretty
good authority that he did.

In

But Promise Power In Fielding

And

polar bearings :
our diagnosing, though, this
year's track seaoon Is going to bring one whale of a State
Meet. Up there in the town of Orono they aren't saying
much, but there are certain individuals at the University of
Maine who are going to come through with plenty of
points when the four state colleges meet next May at
Orono. As a matter of fact, there is a definite rumor
around that Coach Jenkins' boys are planning to figure
:

doin's Magee's statement that

T

CLOSE-UPS

Pitching;

quite prominently in the meet. There are a couple of boys
and a lot of supporters who aren't quite certain of Bow"\ iles Perkins is the world's
greatest weight thrower, bar none."
didn't hear Coach

I

j

on.

And Bobcats Both Show Weaknesses

Polar Bears

If we're not too far off In

meets. The proposal, however, was
vetoed mainly because Bowdoin
meets Maine college teams only
once while all the other Maine colleges meet each other twice.

!

Garnet To Invade Pickard
Field For Game On Friday

.

By Hank Shorey

decided in tournament

iyear from Bowdoin but with a much
'strengthened Big White team a close
battle should be the result.
A practice game is scheduled with
IMaas. State on the 26th. This is the
'first time in twenty-six years that
the State College has boasted of a
tennis team and a fine nucleus of
players strengthens all hopes for a
prosperous seasoft. Stars of last
year's tournament include Foley, Soand Siffen.
lin. Stonoga, Stallberg,
Coached by Sid Kaufman and assisted by Arnold Fischman. former New
England Court star and captain at
the -University of Connecticut, the
State team is expected to make a
good showing for a first* year organization. New courts have been built
this past year and excellent equipment has been added as well.
The final match of the tour is with
Williams on the 26th and the usual
keen rivalry will encourage a good
tussle. Williams toured the South
during the spring holidays and won
one out of five matches. Lack of
practice and conditioning accounted
for the poor showing.

.

At this stage of the sports season, the only material for the column
writer seems to be either reviews or prognostications. We hate to live in the
past but Saturday's snowfall and the continued cold seems to put the spring
season even farther from our grasp. At least, we can make believe thai there
is going to be a spring sports schedule even though we still have the winter

play. Mai wished to have the competition decided on a basis of dual

I

in

pionship

POLAR BEARINGS

s

On Tennis Voted Down .

F.

W. CHANDLER & SON

toub

k

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

Dean

BLUNT HEADS KENT'S
Discusses
END OF RISING DAY
PREDICTED BY POPE
Proctor's Duties]
ISLAND EXPEDITION

Dean Paul Nixon presented all
[ Continued from Page i ]
talk on "The Position Of Proctors't
Dr. A. O. Gross and Robert Wait
in the chapel on last Saturday mornf the Biology Department at Bowing. Due to the poor attendance o&doin will conduct research at the Isseniors. at this chapel, he postponed^ land in the early part of the summer,
the scheduled address on "Senior^ and Dr. Gross plans to visit the staPlacement," and commented instead}' t ion occasionally throughout the sumon Rising Day and the subsequent-! mer.
responsibilities of the proctors.
Blunt, who is majoring in biology
The Dean said that all Juniors? at Bowdoin and who will be the diwishing to become Proctors sign utj rector of work on the island, spent
with the Student Council each spring! last year studying at Munich, Gercnmnnrativii
liSt usually
USllallv numbers
mimhprs St*
lPntt many.
manv He
Uo is
• planning
nlonnino a comparative
The list
at least^
j

'

:i

[

There

Continued from Page

1

I

1

!

i

j

I

1

;

I

thirty. From this list the Student! study of the thyroid glands in birds.
Council chooses twenty, making suref The purpose of the work is to disthat all fraternities and the Thorn-| cover a possible connection between
dike Club are represented. Then var-{ the seasonal fluctuation of these
ious faculty members, the present* glands and the gonads which are
Board of Proctors, and the fraternity] known to have an influence on mistated.
presidents are asked to check eighty gration.
preferred men out of the list 06
T. J. Sheehy, Jr., '41 will conduct
twenty. On that basis the Dean* a study of the invertebrates of the Visiting Board
Meets
makes his final selections, submit-! island. The extreme tides of the Bay
ting the list to the faculty for finalf of Fundy offer excellent opportunity
For
Business
Session
Approval.
\ for such investigation.
The Dean went on to point out the?
W. B. Hall '41 is planning to make
The Visiting Committee of the GovDifference between the Board off
a collection of the insects of the re- erning Board of the College held its
Proctors and any other organization}
first meeting of the year on Saturgion and to study the life history
on campus. Before final appointment! cycle of certain species. Other Bow- day, April 13. This was the first of
three
meetings scheduled
before
each proctor must promise as a coir
doin undergraduates will undertake Commencement.
The duty of this
lege officer to "play ball with" th«J problems
demanding a survey of committee is the preparation of the
college authorities and give any in-j
budget of the College.
trees and plants.
All members of the committee were
formation to the Dean which he mas
present. The committee members are:
demand. Only the "proctors are asked; ously that a large majority of stuHoyt A. Moore, LL.D., of New York
to give information about studemsf dents wanted all the dorms closed to and Harold L. Berry of Portland, both
|

I

J

j

and then only
situation.

He

in the case of a grav..>f festivities,

also added that he ha>j

no spy system over

he would have Colled a

meeting of fraternity presidents, StuCouncil and White Key mem-

his eight proctors.: dent

In regard to Rising Day, the Deaot] bers, and proctors to pass legislation
stated that,

if

he had known previ

t to

that effect.

By

]

a possibility, he said, that
the students will want to copy Bates
or the University of Maine, although
the case of a coeducational college
might not apply at Bowdoin. The
University of Maine has substituted
;a mock political Campaign with the
election of a "campus mayor" who
more war, and Bates features a day
of festivities in which all four classes
join. As for freshman rules, they are
cancelled if the freshmen win a track
meet from the sophomores. There
would be little advantage of such a
system here however, now tnat tne
duration of Freshmen rules has been
presides over the Freshman-Sophoshortened to one semester, Pope
is

President Sills
SCHOOL HEADS HEAR
ADDRESS BY SMITH
Talks In Chapel

Variety
Charles Merjendahl

President Sills spoke in Chapel on

Helen Young, singer with Johnny

[

Continued from Page

t

WALSH FETCHES
SPRING SESSION

]

Returning from this circuit of the
Sunday on the deplorable difference
Long's band, didn't want
Squad Of Forty Prepares
between the promises and perform- campus, the group of teachers and
pictures taken of her legs. Said
ances of too large a number of per- undergraduates had dinner in the
State Title Defense
Helen: "Judge me by singing, not my
at which President Sills gave
Union
sons.
He
classified
them
two
under
sex;" nor me English ... As a matFor 1940 Season
types, although he mentioned that a short speech. The meeting tnen adter of fact, bulls are color blind and
this was mainly because of shortness journed to the lounge where Doctor
red doesn't make any more impresThe end of this week will wind up
Smith of Harvard University
Paysontime.
The
were
of
first
the
of
types
sion on them than green or yellow or
the "going to do something^' people spoke. The speaker for the evening Bowdoin's 1940 spring practice sespublicity

what-have-you .^„ We see that Hollywood is looking for a pair of baby
twins that look like Lana Turner to
play her children in "To Own the
World;" might we suggest that they
leave that up to Lana and keep up
their realism

in

And

.

.

.

are free with promises, but who
rarely carry their word into action.
The second group were the rarer people who "don't say very much but
are usually there when something is
to be done."
The President pointed to the so-

that re-

minds us that Artie Shaw's new
band sounds good to us plenty good
Notice from the Personal Column of a metropolitan newspaper:
"If James Morrison, who twenty-two
years ago basely deserted his helpless, penniless wife and his infant
son, Michael, will return home, Mike
will take pleasure in knocking hell
out of him."
Columbia has put

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

.

.

.

might do worse than mail Benny
Goodman's Columbia disc of 'Peace,
Brother"
Robert Donat will play
in "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde." just
released by MGM.
The longest
word in the English language is "disestablishimentarianism"
For gen.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

uine obscurity, suppose there was a
vice-president of Italy ...
just
learned that an oyster has fourteen
thousand teeth
Some one has
observed that it takes a student
twenty minutes longer to say what
he thinks than to tell what he knows
Methodist College has had bans
for some time on smoking, drinking,
dancing, gambling, card playing and
outside <d?tes, but the students went
on strike when the faculty passed a
rule forbidding boys and girls to hold
hands. Students sat in auditorium
holding hands until five participants

We

.

.

.

.

.

.

wore dismissed

spring track.

Coach Walsh has been concentrating on group work, stressing offenand defensive fundamentals. No

sive

.

.

.

May we

take up

Ihc rest of this space by saying that
the Orient policy can change as it
likes, can be radical or conservative
or factual or creative, but we guess
we'll just go along quietly as in the
past, saying anything and believing
nothing.

by pointing out that "we should not do. things
for the sak.? of doing, however, but
should be sure that we do the right
thing."
Carrying the theme from the
Iitterfraternity softball begins this
campus to public life President Sills week and will continue up to the
regretted the situation today of mar- week preceding Ivy week. The winner
riage and divorce. Saying that "many of the Ives trophy is expected to
of you students will soon be taking depend on the results of this league.
the vows -of holy matrimony," 'he
The teams will again be divided
added that "some would be taking into separate leagues, and the winthe same sacred vows later over ners of the two groups will meet in
again." Another example of discrep- a series to determfne the ultimate
ancy between promise and perform- victor. T.D.. Deke, A.D.. Sigma Nu,
ance the President found in political Kappa Sigma, and D.U., will comparty platforms and the administra- prise League A, while Psi U, Zeta
tive actions after elections. "We need Psi, Chi Psi, Beta Theta Pi, A.T.O.,
a person who is just plain honest, and the Thorndike Club are contestplain responsible." He cited as an ex- ing in League B.
ample of the political corruption in
The Dekes, winners of the crown
state affairs the current scandal in last year, are favorites again this
Augusta which can be paralleled in year, along with the Zetes, Chi Psi,
New York, Massachusetts and Louis- T.D.'s and Psi U's. Victory- for the
iana.
Betas, Zetes, or the T.D.'s will mean
Of international politics the Presi- winning the Ives Trophy. Neither of
dent said "We talk of ourselves as these teams is assured of gaining the
a great nation, of our sympathy of top position since the clubs which
smaller nations, of our hatred of ag- are representing the different houses
gression, and we do nothing." He are all capable of playing good ball,
felt that "perhaps it would be better according to John Robbins, director
for us to be quiet for a time unless of the league.
we are ready to do something."
The schedule is as follows:
The death of Dr. Charles Clifford
April 15. T.D. vs. D.U. and Psi U.
Hutchins of the class of 1883 on Sat- vs. Thorndike.
urday made particularly pertinent
April 16, D.K.E. vs. Kappa Sig. and
the subject of promise and fulfill- Zete vs. A.T.O.
ment, said President Sills, since
April 17. A.D. vs. Sigma Nu, and
Hutchins was one of these rare men Chi Psi vs. Beta.
who are able to preserve a "philosoApril 18, T.D. vs. D.K.E. and Psi
phical, calm attitude" in old age. who U. vs. Zete.
has maintained a high degree of perApril 22, A.D. vs. Kappa Sig. and
sonal integrity, and who has lived Chi Psi vs. A.T.O.
a noble life which should serve as an
April 23, D.U. vs. Sigma Nu and
example for Bowdoin students."
Beta vs. Thorndike.
April 24. T.D. vs. A.S. and Psi U.
treasurer his freshman year, Ed has
vs. Chi Psi.
played an important role in the afApril 25, Sigma Nu vs. Kappa Sig.
faire of the class of 1941. Football
and A.T.O. vs. Thorndike.
for two seasons, two letters in tennis
April 26. D.K.E. vs. D.U. and Psi
and a member of the Moulton Union U.
vs. Beta.
Board are other fields of activity in
April 29, T.D. vs. Kappa Sig. and

qualified his plea for action

—

.

Dyer. Tucker, Rocque, Coombs, and
Howie, while Perkins, Clifford, and
Smith are confining themselves to

.

out a record of the "Isle of May"
called their "Add-A-Part" disc. So if
you're an amateur musician just buy
the record, take it home, and play
the leading part on any instrument
you please as the violin part is missing
We read somewhere that "an
unladen honey bee can fly about 25
miles an hour; but bees can't swim."
They can't strike a ma\ch. either
If Rupert Brooke ever makes you
think about ".
holes in the ground,"
of the Board of Trustees; Harry L. you might note that the world's
Palmer of New York, Lyman A. Cous- deepest hole in the ground is an oil
ens of Portland, and Robert Hale of well drilled three
miles down in CalPortland. The last three members are ifornia
Our weekly vengeance
all on the Board of Overseers.
on Joan Crawford brings out the fact
that she has been named "Honorary
chief of the Junior Deputies, organization for youths who have passed
Boy Scout age and who are pledged
to give aid to law officers in any
emergency" a nice honor for Joan
Anybody sending presents abroad
.

sion in football' under the tutelage of
Adam Walsh. Because baseball and
track teams draw many football men,
the fact that between 35 and 40 are
showing up for practice every day
indicates an unusual amount of enthusiasm, Walsh stated. The present
line-up of the varsity baseball teaii
is made up mostly of football men,
Bonzagni, " Martin.
Haldane.
Bell.

is wellrknown in educational fields,
for in the past he has served as Commissioner of Education in both Maine
and Massachusetts, and at present he
is lecturer on Educational Administration at the Harvard Graduate
School. The subject of Doctor Smith's
was: "Democracy: Practice
speech
work
done
on
cial
campus and compared it with the talk full of prom- versus Philosophy." His subject was
ises which is so common today. He presented with special emphasis on
cited as an instance a group of stu- its relation to problems which are
dents from another college he over- facing educators and educational sysheard on a train. "Of course there tems today. An open discussion in remust be discussion before action," lation to this subject was helJ at the
said the President, "and I feel that's conclusion of Dr. Smith's talk.
an important part of college life." He

who

j

1

!

1

which Cooper

is

prominent.

DEKES ARE FAVORED
IN SOFTBALL LEAGUE

He

is al-

Zete

so treasurer of Theta Delta Chi Fra-

Chi

vs.

scrimmages have been held yet, and
it is doubtful whether there will be
any. Skull practice takes the place
of outdoor work on rainy days. As
Coach Walsh has stated before,
spring football practice, as well as
helping the regulars, aids the freshmen to bridge the wide gap between
football
college
and the football
played in prep and high schools.
According
to
Walsh.
Bowdoin
should be in good shape to defend
its State Title laurels, provided all
men return eligible in the fall. Next
year's schedule is far from soft, as
may be easily seen. The first Saturday after college opens. September
28, the White plays Tufts in Brunswick. Wesleyan is the next opponent
on the schedule, and reports have it
that the Cardinals, due to few graduation losses and plenty of reserve
power, will Iw much stronger than
last year. This game is to be played
at Middletown on October 5.

The newly inaugurated Amherst
is next on the list and will be
played at home. Amherst too is expected to field a better balanced club.
Using 50 men last year against
Brown, the Lord Jeffs held the Bruins to 20 points, scoring 14 themselves. On the 19th Williams, never
a push-over, will step out against the
Polar Bears on Whittier Field. Then
the State series games begin on the
26th at Colby, followed by the Bates
game at Lewiston, and winding up
with the Maine game ,at home on
Alumni Day. November ft

game

AL CLARKE TO LEAD
PSI U'S IN TOURNEY
Annual Patriots' Day Golf
Is Expected To Lure
Field
The

Psi U's five-man golf team expects to run into heavy competition

April 30. D.K.E. vs. A.D. and Psi
U. vs. A.T.O.
Stan Fisher is a graduate of PortMay 1. Kappa Sig. vs. D.U. and
land High School, where he set a
Thorndike vs. Zete.
state record in the backstroke, and
May 2, T.D. vs. Sigma Nu and
of the Cornwall School of New York.
Beta vs. A.T.O.
Last year Stan swam on the New
May 3, A.D. vs. D.U. and Chi Psi
England all-star league team and has
vs. Thorndike.
ranked high again this year among
May 6, D.K.E. vs. Sigma Nu and
Ed Cooper and Stan Fisher, both New England swimmers. Fisher plays
of the class of 1941, were named co- golf as a hobby, but swimming is his Zete vs. Beta.
captains of the swimming team in an big sport. Chairman of the Initiation
election held just before vacation. It Committee last fall, Stan is promiIS
is the first time in the history of the
nent in the Delta Kappa Epsilon FraA. T. O.
college that two men have been se- ternity.
lected to head the tank mea.
The two men have been outstandConverse Murdoch '41 was elected
Ed Cooper came to Bowdoin from ing competitors on the swimming
Moses Brown where he was an out- team for the past two years as well President of the Alpha Tau Omega
standing backstroker and captain of as J.V. swimming freshman year. Fraternity at a meeting on April 10.
the swimming team. The vice-presi- Cooper, freestyle ace sprinter, has Other newly chosen officers are: Paul
dent of his class for two years and been an excellent point gainer all sea- C. Houston '41. vice-president; Wade
son. Fisher, backstroke star and con- T. Hanscomb '41, treasurer; Philip L.
sistent point winner, is one of the Bagley '41, corresponding secretary;
outstanding New England backstroke Lewis V. Vafiades '42, recording secof Brunswick, Maine
retary; Lendall B. Knight '41 usher;
swimmers.
Capital, $175,000
Both Cooper and Fisher along with Sumner H. Peck '41, sentinel; and
Fenger and Dunbar were scheduled Joseph S. Cronin '43, reporter to the
Total Resources $3,700,000
to try for a new American record in national fraternity magazine.
STUDENT PATRONAGE SOLICITED
The officers were iastalled on April
the 600-yard backstroke relay this
past winter. However, the illness of 14 after an initiation ceremony for
Fenger ended any hopes for such an pledges Everett Manter '40 and Winston Hambleton '43.
attempt this year.

Natators Elect
New Co-Captains

ternity.

on Friday when the 21st annual Patriot's Day Tournament will be held
at the Brunswick Golf Course. Out to

i

retain the Patriots Cup, the trophy
for the low-scoring team of five men.
the Psi U's will be represented by Al

!

I

MURDOCH

Clarke '40, Jim Richdale '40, Rodney
Ross '41. Will Girard '39 and Phil
Gates '40. The boys are given a good
pre-tourney chance of winning, although trouble is expected from the
Portland Country Club quintet.
Nineteen students are out to makr
a good showing in the starting field

NEW

':

PRESIDENT

I

j

,

J

I

;

'
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FIRST NATIONAL

BANK

1

i

!

AMERICA'S

1

j

j

BUSI$T

CUMBERLAND

CIGARETTE

j
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BRUNSWICK
BARBER SHOP

Wednesday-Thursday April 17-18
Ginger Rogers - Joel McC'rea
in

Primrose Path

...a&erery cornerit's

also

News

esterfield

-

. •

. •

of cigarettes, give

the Smoker's perfect quiz ... Is it mild?
Is it c«fc>l? Does it taste better? If you do
that, you'll turn by choice to Chesterfield
it

becausb Chesterfield has

all

the answers.

j

Thdr

blend of the best tobaccos grown,
then: size, shape and the way they burn,
all help to

make

Moke

Time

—

(J

The Neighborhood Market

PAGE STREET

with
- Betty Field
Otto Kruger

Jackie Cooper

Back of Beta House
Tel. 628

also

Going Places

Sound Act

Sunday-Monday
Till

We

April 21-22

Meet Again

with
Oberon - George Brent
Pat O'Brien - Binnie Barnes
.Merle

also

Paramount News

West

-

W.

April 23
C. Fields

Little

Chickadee

also

Going Places

tory income, and an opportunity
for research and teaching in this
division of medical science and
art.

The University of Pennsylvania
has prepared more than six thousand graduates who are occupying

Sound Act

ALL Your

PRINTING
We

have had long experience in
producing for Bowdoin men:

STATIONERY
POSTERS
TICKETS
ALUMNI LETTERS
FRATERNITY FORMS
And Other

Anyone interested in this profession as a life work is invited to
apply for further information to

eame through

the resi-

Powdoin
74-scorc

U commany

for

a year.

Fordham University

SCHOOL OF LAW
NEW YORK

Case System
Three-Year Day Course
Four-Year Evening Course

The Record Office

Member

Co-educational
of the Association of

American Law Schools

— Telephone S —
Paul K. Mven, Bowdoin 1916

Manager
Printers of

The Orient

Required for Entrance
Transcript of Record Must

Be

Furnished
Morning, Early Afternoon and
Evening Classes
For Further information address

REGISTRAR OF

FORDHAM LAW SCHOOL
283 Broadway,

* MYUU Tomcco Co.

Bowdoin

College Degree or Two Yean of
College Work with Good Grades

1

Dentistry

bines have

Printing

Ask Us For Quotations

University of Pennsylvania
40th & Spruce Streets
Philadelphia, Pa.

Girard of Bath,

on the
team and who also held
dent amateur championship.
placed Harry Hood Jr., as a
winner in 1937 and the Psi
golf

(

positions of importance in the profession throughout the world. Its
course of instruction is of the
highest order.

The Dean of the School of

in

My

Yes, We're Interested In

The field of dentistry today offers to college students an attractive career. It provides a worthy intellectual challenge, a life of
professional service with satisfac-

Portland, former Maine resident and
open amateur titlist. Johnny Hichborn of P.C.C. who copped the Maine
open amateur tourney for the last

Corner of Union and Page two years, and Will
who formerly played
In

MAINE STREET

DENTISTRY

Seventeen

.Mae

!

138

April 20

l

C<*»¥riKht 1940.

i^MiATI

Saturday

Tuesday

your next pack Chesterfield
You can't buy a better Cigarette
i

of

Chesterfield America's

Busiest Cigarette.
i

BARBER SHOP

also

March

—

17

BRANN'S

Thomas,

MORTON'S NEWSSTAND

cooler-

betteMasting cigarette

Wheif you buy a pack

April 19
Janice Logan

Dr. Cyclops
News

today's definitely milder .

Pastime Theatre Building

in

s~

of 132 golfers. Senior competitors arc
Clarke,
Ross,
Richdale.
Horace
Bill
Currier, and Bunny
Bass. Charlie Hartshorn, Ray Huling.
and Phil Gates of the class of '41;
Jack Baxter, Bob Niven, Ed Kerbs,
and Bob Fenger of the class of '12;
Bill Simonton. Paul Kruse. Rocky Ingalls, John Matthews, and Al Sleeper
01 the Freshman class complete tinlist of Bowdoin undergraduates who
are expected to compete.
Johnny Brown of P.C.C. is expected
to lead the field all the way with
rivals Ernie Olsen of Riverside. Portland High School's Arnold Parker
and Ed Abbott of Martindale all out
to repeat former victories in the
CONFECTIONERS
Brunswick tournament. Other lowLargest Line of Pipes and Tobacco scorers who may make a good showing in the meet are Johnny Boyd of
in Town

149 Maine Street

Cartoon

Friday
Albert Dekker

smdking

Downstair Location

Of 132

Psi.
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FOREST" TO BE

* Rises THE

present one, a larger number of exgiven at mid-years
are to be compressed into twe fewer
days. Unless there is a corresponding
decrease in the emphasis laid on final
exam marks, this is hardly a step in
the right direction and should be corrected. In most courses the grade On
these exams is more important than
the mid-year mark in determining
the final rank. Therefore there should
be both a longer reading period and
a longer exam session at the end of
the year.

ams than were

i

Basque And Gown Will Also
Present Production
I
On Ivy Day
i
|The student performance of "The

I

TALLMAN SPEAKER
Charles Mergendahl '41 who has the
leading role in next week's production

of

"The

Petrified

Forest."

Luck Plays Important Role
In British Colonial
Expansion Policy

.

STATE OF MAINE
EXAMSARE HELD

Professor Moritz 3. Bonn, visiting
Professor of Economics on the Tallman Foundation, presented the first
of a series of public lectures in the
Moulton Union lounge on Wednesday
evening, April 17. The subject of this
initial talk in a group of three which
arc to deal with modern social and

Imperialism."
Sills
introduced
the
President
speaker after a few preliminary remarks about the significance of the
Tallman Foundation. He congratulated the college an being able to
have as a lecturer on current events,
one who has shown such objectivity
towards the political and economic
situation. In reply to the mention of
an objective viewpoint. Professor;
Bonn began by stating that he felt
that here in the culm and quiet of
this charming New England town,
everyone should be able to develop a
high degree of objectivity towards
the contemporary conditions.
He then began to develop the principal theme of his speech with a

ing except the simple provision that If 4.30 in the afternoon following the
the exams in freshman courses are I^y Day exercises,
spread out regularly over the |>eriod.
^The Masque and Gown executive
Granted that the first year men committee having discussed the matshould get the benefit of any arrange- j.gr of an Ivy Day performance with
ment that can be made, is it necesnee committees the most affected
sary that the rest of the students in
such a movement, determined upcollege should take "pot-luck?" Ad4.30 as the best time to repeat
vanced courses might conceivably be the play, inasmuch as a later hour
better spaced according to general would interfere with preparations for
classification, so that fewer unfor- formal dinners, and an earlier hour
tunates would find themselves faced <whh the Ivy Day exercises. In order
with two exams on the same day.
to offer this play to Ivy houseparties
- r
*1th as little additional expense and
Tj'iOft
one thing, the committee difficulty as possible, it was necessary
* which arranges the schedule does
receive the co-operation of the
not make full use of the time allotted
[ Continued on Page 2 }
on the college calendar. The current
calendar allows for exams to con- Chase Praises Insight
tinue through two more days than
are being utilized under the present
Historian
Of
]
arrangement. Although many of us
like to. get an early start on the ' Professor S. P. Chase in a chapel
summer vacation, the few days saved address on Monday. April 22, gave
are not worth a crowded exam ses- -> tribute to Louis C. Hatch, author
sion. Holding over the exams in some <# the "History of Bowdoin College."

given in schools throughout the state
on Monday. April 22, under the direction of a committee headed by
Professor Athern P. Daggett. This is
the eleventh time these competitive
examinations have been given for the
scholarships of $500 offered to the
four Maine secondary school students
who receive the highest mark in the
four districts in the state.
According to Professor Daggett,
this year's test differed from those
given previously in that applicants
had a choice of taking an examination in either Latin or Mathematics,
where as formerly. Mathematics
alone had been required. He* stated
that it is felt that this is now fairer
to all candidates concerned because
a student may be very good in Mathematics and not in Latin or vice
versa, and that now a candidate can
be strong all along in his examination. The second part of the test was
in English as usual, while the third
section was the customary general
Dr. Hatcn of the class of '95. was a information quiz. The various departtrained historian, a Doctor of Phil[ Continued on Page 2]
$JK>phy from Harvard, and the author
(ft histories of the Revolutionary War
find of the state of Maine. Although
aot outstanding while in college, Pro'41
^sor Chase said of Pr Hatch that
jw Bowdoin men of his generation
r
left behind him so large an achieve- College
Committee Selects

1

I

w

|

scholarly, impressionistic

IF

impossible to
* start the examination period earlier, there is still another solution.
An evening session might be added,
and if the committee would really
attempt to avoid the scheduling of
two exams for one person on the
same day. a few courses might well
be held from six-thirty to nine-thirty.
At worst, it could then be worked out
so that a few would get exams in
the morning and evening and a
chance to sleep in between.
- r
'TWERE has been a good deal of
*• talk to the effect that the College
badly needs another dormitory, which
would presumably be erected on the
site of the present heating plant. Tho
complaint is that there is not enough
room for students not living in the
fraternity houses to live on campus.
An important trouble is that some of
the freshmen have to find rooms in
private houses and consequently lose
some important advantages of college
life. In fact, the College has a rule
that freshmen must live on campus
if possible, but even if we concede
that this should be compulsory for
the first year, how would a new dormitory be filled without forcing upperclassmen who might prefer to be
off the campus to live in it?
it

ment

main

Professor Chase continued by commenting that this "History of Bow#>in College" is not quite all that we
uld wish the standard of the colilige to be, but that this is of no consequence when reviewing the solid
merit of the book. He then told of
<$;veral episodes in the book for those
*lfcho have not already read this history of the college. These included a
description of the first commencement, the Commencement of 1824
Jfhen General Lafayette was expected to appear, but when forced to be
JSbsent. was successfully impersonated; also an account of the "student

T^HE

•

move out. they should not be forced
to stay merely to keep up the College
income. Perhaps, after all, a Uttle
Theater and a hockey rink are
needed

first.

»

PASSING

-

r

on to a lighter matter.

*

we wonder if the toneless bell of
tho Science Building clock comes
within the commentarial range of
this column. This clock is an outstanding feature of Mr. Edward K.
Searles' colorful gift to Bowdoin, for
it
invariably anticipates the hourly
pealing of the chapel bell. But the
flat, dull sound of its gong is not a
thing of beauty. Somewhere in the
list of Bowdoin's endowments there
must be a maintenance and improvement fund which could be drawn on
for a new and more pleasing bell to
speed us on to classes.
»

-

r

:

Mason

'41

was

elected
I
president of the Thorndike Club at
M meeting held last week. David
laickson '41 was named vice-presijfent; Barry Zimman '42, treasurer;
Russell Kinsman '43, secretary; and
ffarold Pines '41, White Key Representative.
i Professor Ernst Helmrejch, chairman of the faculty committee that
investigated the possibilities of a
j$ouse for the Club, reported that no
Arrangements had yet been made.
"the club has been holding weekly
4ippcr meetings ror the last month,
i&id this activity will probably continue until the end of the year.

I
{

By Richard L. Chlttim
The small enthusiastic audience

for

Zighera-Tillotson
recital
last
fjhursday evening was privileged to
f»ear the three Bach sonatas and an
ftbel sonata played on the instrument for which they were written,
«pe viola da gamba. Mr. Tillotson
llayed the clavier accompaniments
the Steinway, using a restricted
nge and the una corda pedal to
,.oep a balance with the viola and to
Stive something of the character of
the clavier. It was a happy thought,
fcr the balance and the ensemble of
f|ie

.

mind destroyed

last

large

they

prove

very
evidently

little.

The

not sure
validity of its three
to make any definite
announcement of the results, and unfortunately we shall not be told how

Foundation is
enough of the
year old

{

tests

Continued on Ptge
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BATTING AVERAGES
OF TEAM ARE HIGH
Unseasoned Pitching Staff
Is Unable To Check
Bobcat Batsmen
Playing heads up ball a hard hitBowdoin baseball team defeated

ting

Coach Linn Wells who

New

is

Colby 10-6 on Seavern Field at Waterville last Saturday afternoon. This
victory followed an 11-2 defeat at the
hands of Bates on the home field on
Patriot's Day.
Although the contest at Waterville
had to be called after seven innings
of play because of cold weather, the
Polar Bear nine managed to rap out
a total of eleven hits for twenty-one
bases in chalking up ten runs. Bobby
Bell opened a first inning five-hit barrage by lashing a clean single into
center field and then advanced to
second on Hanging's perfect bunt
along the third base line. Catching
hold of one of Barry's pitches, Dyer
lined out a hit to send Bell across the
plate with Bowdoin's first run. The
team markcd up two more
when
E)y er and Harding com pi ele d the ciron Stephcns first nit of the af_
ternoon Sophomore Ed Coombs then
brought Stephens home with a tremendous circuit clout over the center
field wall
blow fmishcd Colby's
f resh man pitcher Joe Barry for the
fay
Colby came back to scort a nin
its half of the first
H atch reached
first on one of lhe two pa Sses that
Tucker issued that day. The next two

accompany-

England

tour of

Its

this

week.

DEBATE COUNCIL
Mitchell To Give
HOLDSjIECTION
Chapel Address

is

Chairman of the 1941 Institute Committee announced recently.
The purpose of this Institute has as in practice. Christianity was inbeen planned so as to set forth and troduced into Norway early in the

eleventh century during the reign of
King Olav Haralson. At this time,
England had a great deal of influence
over the church and the fine cathedrals in Trhondheim. a city which
the British are now trying to occupy,
show the strong influence of the Eng-

develop

the significant relationship
between the natural phenomena and
the life of man, by breaking down
former barriers to connect these phenomena with economics, sociology
and the field of human ecology.
According to Professor Kirkland,
distinguished scholars and outstanding men of science will be invited to
lecture during the two week period
of the Institute next spring. Topics
of the Institute will probably include
lectures by authorities on volcanic
activity,
earthquakes, meteorology
and the factors influencing communication and transportation, as well as
natural resources and the problem of
conservation.
Bowdoin's Institutes originated in
1923 with the subject that year of
"Modern History." Following ones
have included topics such as "Modern Literature," "Natural Science,"
"Art," "Philosophy," "Music" and in
1943 the Bowdoin Institute will be
planned to coincide with the Scsquicentennial Celebration of the College
to be held the following year.

lish.

Professor Helmreich went on to
give a brief background to the history of Norway. In the latter part
of the fourteenth century, Norway.
Sweden and Denmark were united
under the rule of the Danish king.
Sweden soon broke away from the
coalition, but Norway remained under the domination of Denmark. It
was during the rapid progress of the
Reformation in the early part of the
sixteenth century that the Lutheran
church becci-ne the state religion of

David D. W. Dickson

'41 Is

Educator Was
On Bowdoin Faculty
For Many Years

Prominent

Elected President Of
Organization
David W. D. Dickson '41. Debate
Manager this year, was elected President of the Debating Council for the
coming year succeeding George T.
Little '40 at the annual meeting of
the Council. Robert H. Lunt '42, an
assistant manager this year, was
elected Manager.
At the meeting it was decided that
the newly elected manager should
draw up a new constitution for the
council during the summer. The purpose of this is to clarify the conditions governing the organization, and
.also to more clearly define the qualification for membership in the council. The new constitution will be presented to the organization in the fall.
Arrangements were also made at
the meeting to send delegates to the
annual conference of the Eastern Intercollegiate Debating League. At
this meeting steps will be taken for
a possible reorganization of the
League for next year. In his report
of the activities of the present season,
Dickson states that Bowdoin placed
second in the New England division
of the league with four victories and
two defeats. The defeats came at the
hands of Wesleyan and Bates. Bowdoin took part in a total of fourteen
debates, five of which were non-decision debates, according to Dickson.
On a whole the debaters experienced
one of their most successful seasons
in recent years, according to Mr. Al[ Continued on Page 2 ]
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Professor Emeritus VV
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I

;

ings Mitchell will be the.speaker in
chapel on Sunday, April 28. After his

School.

He became

.

.

I

Instructor in Rhc-

;

toric and Oratory at Bowdoin in 1893
and in 1897 received a Professorship.

1918-1919. 1921-1922.
1934-35. he served
Dean of the College.
Professor Mitchell Is a
the Bangor Theological

and

.

^^

;

In

^^

^

,

(

graduation from Bowdoin in 1890.
Professor Mitchell studied at Harvard University, and later became
the
Freeport High
of
Principal

.

j

j

trustee of

W

men ent out in order, but Slattery.
Seminary. Colby's right fielder, came through
Bridgton Academy, and North Yar- with a long triple which scored Hatch
mouth Academy. Grinnell College with the Mule's first run. Slattery
gave him the degree of Litt.D. in was nipped at the plate by a fine
1920. and in 1938 Bowdoin bestowed throw from the Bowdoin outfield
upon him the degree of Doctor of when he tried to stretch his hit into
Humane Letters.
a home run. This ended Colby's scor-f
Professor Mitchell is the author of ing until the third,
numerous books, among which are
The Big White showed real power
"The ggh aol i nd C« tege Speaker," in the third when Stephens and
"Elijah Kellogg," and "The History Rocque lashed out triples. These exof Education in Maine." Professor tra base blows followed by successive
Mitchell is a member of Theta Delta hits by Bell and Dyer were good
Chi Fraternity.
enough to add three more runs to
Bowdoin's total. Two more ruas were
added in the fifth and seventh ina
.
-wr* »a
c%.
;

|

j

,

[

;

[

!

1

;

!

i

btudents Visit

™&
Colby

,

Harvard Forum

[

came back strong
Continued on Page
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Bowdoin's annual sub-freshman
meeting will be held at the Eastland Hotel in Portland on Monday,
May 13. The .program will be directed by undergraduates.
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A number of Bowdoin men attended a conference at Harvard Univer11U nil 1
Friday and Saturday. April
liKotKlDtJi li\( I
12th and 13th. The meetings, designed to inform college men about
The Reverend
Cadi
occupations
government and comk in ha j tomorrow on ?he
munity service were attended by Proof su mcr
Work Q
JgJ
fessor Sibley. Jarnes Hales 40 Henry
which havo bwn Q
d
,{^
VV heeler 40 Philip Johnson 40. and
studcnts througnou t the country. At
Hepburn Walker 41. Oj]Friday gen- thc same
tim J he u..„
about
eral meetings were held at which
~
American
Servicc c
several men and women prominent
At thc Bowdoin christian Association
in social service helds spoke Helen
meeti
t0
hf>ld on Fri(J
A
u
Hale of the Henry Street Settlement Us.
Reverend Cadigan
idigan will enlarge
House in New York City was one of
upon these two topics.
mstlt utl °" ,s one
According to Mr. Cad,ga»e*Pproxnf
,
h
6 mostf
e
?ff ima.ely ten to twenty
cZge
B staJ5L Nathan
/ kind.
k.I IStrauss, head of the
*
rts
dcnts form each o{
hv,
Work
Federal Housing Administration, was
Camps." and they spend two months
another of the speakers.
during the summer working on pubTen prominent men in the held of , ic conservation
projects. Each of
social service led a number of roundtnese camps is in charge of an adult
on
sity last

NOTICE

SMALL

^
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1927-1928,
as Acting

..

,

FOREIGN FELLOWSHIP

^

j

I

Stuart G. P. Small '38, student at
the Graduate School of Arts and
Sciences, University of Cincinnati, recently became the first man from
that school to be awarded a fellowship to the American Academy at

»hf!™

,

™* ™

\

..

',

.

|

Rome.

A member

table discussions

Saturday morn- civilian leader.
Examples of work
of Phi Beta Kappa. Small, who pre- ing. Beside Mr. Strauss and Miss (done
is evidenced in the many public
4
pared at Scarsdale high school, was Hale Willi™ Hocison Commissioner
Norway.
awarded
department
o
an
Welfare
anonymous
of
New
fellowship to
In 1814, the union between Denthat havc alread
buiU „ theso
mark and Norway was broken, for Cincinnati in consideration of the
of the Unrted States Civil Service
Denmark had unfortunately remain- high honors he received here.
Reverend Cadigan that enoughTurterThe 23-year-olo) University of Cin- Commission were some of the dis- est may be aroused
ed loyal to Napoleon too long during
here to organize
leaders.
These discussions a Bowdoin "Work Camp"
his attempted reorganization of Eu- cinnati classicist will take up his cussion
in the near
rope. Norway did not gain her in- studies in Rome this fall, following were conducted in an informal man- f u t U re
nor
with
which
a
-view
he
to
plans to continue working
giving the studependence at this time, but was
placed under the control of Sweden. for his Doctor of Philosophy degree, dents a clear picture of the field of
Nevertheless, on May 17, 1814, the in preparation for a position teach- social servicc.
of the

Bowdoin chapter

^^dT^witeTc^^

^
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two instruments were

gether that no great volume of tone
can be effected by increasing the
pressure of the bowing without the
danger of striking the neighboring
string. For these reasons the viola
has been replaced by the roundbacked, four-stringed violoncello with
its greater possibilities of resonance

and

[

Collapse of
nance."
Thurs.,
April

j

by

Lecture

Subject, "The
International
Fi-

25

—Chapel,

Rev.

George L. Cadigan speaks on
"The Summer Work Camp Proof the American Friends

!

gram

was an enjoyable experience toj
attend a recital made up of compo-

\

sitions of one period. Perhaps it is
the easiest kind of program, for the
listener catches the spirit in the first

Service."
3:30 p.m.

V. Baseball vs. So.
Portland High School.
Ft).. April It Chapel, The PresiJ.

ent. Soloist, Charles

number and

is not forced to vary his
outlook thereafter. Such recitals are
not new to Bowdoin, the Beethoven
and 'cello sonata recitnl and the concert

Bowers

'42,

Clarinetist.

3:30 p.m. J. V. Baseball vs. Frye-

burg Academy.
]

i

j

V. Golf vs. Lewiston High
School.
Sat.. April 27 -Chapel, The Dean.
1:30 p.m. Track vs. Bates.
2:30 p.m. J. V. Baseball vs.
J.

Bridgton Academy.
April 28 5:00 p.m. Chapel.

—

Sun.,

Wilmot
;

j

B.

Mitchell,

Litt.D..

of

the Class of 1890. Edward Little
Professor of Rhetoric and « Oratory, Emeritus.
Mon., April 29 Chapel, The Presi-

—

dent.

%
I

i

«M«

Cc'fiuuucJ on Pag,e 4

Photography Contest

]

Held By Camera Club

Carnegie Graphs Reveal Amount
Of Education Seniors Possess

Bowdoin's "streamlined organizatermed by Robert Pennell

tion," as

Bonn.

'Professor

intensity.

examples.
The Abel Sonata, played by Mr.
Zighera alone, was a delightful work.
Its
structure showed a breaking
ily, somewhat smaller than the mod- away from the polyphonic structure
fern 'cello. It has seven strings, an of the Bach. Abel was a protege of
Unusually
high
bridge
with
the Bach, but he belonged to the period
founding-post springing from a flat of the Mannheim school which began
P»ck. The resonance of the instru- the trend away from the completely
ment is small for that reason; the contrapuntal technique of its predeIfrven strings are set so close to[ Continued on Page 4 ]

Tallman

Second

[

}

COMING EVENTS

It

of modern American music of last
year's Institute of Music being other

Continued on Page 4

ing the classics.

Tonight,--8:15 p.m. Moulton Union.

excellent.
was the solo

.seniors who had their peace of
The viola da gamba
for a few days Instrument
of
the
XVIIth
February by General Record Ex- JwVlIIth centuries, and it has a body
aminations of the Carnegie Founda- e-f literature fully as large as the viotion for the Advancement of Teach- lin The viola da gamba is the aning have now learned the results of 'gester of the violoncello which has
these elaborate tests, only to be re- jrow replaced it for concert and solo
assuringly informed that by and H'ork. It is a member of the viol fam-

*

]

C.
Helmreich
Professor
Ernst
spoke on the history of the church
in Norway in hi.v chapel address on
Saturday morning. Although
last
Norway has an established state
church, he declared, there is absolute
freedom of religion in theory as well

to be the
"Man end
subjeot of the tenth biennial Bowdo: n College Institute to be held in
1941 Professor Edward C. Kirkland,

Earth"

Page 4

o

On Norwegian Church

For Next Study
his

Continued

Helmreich Gives Talk

^ighera And Tillotson Present
Three Bach Sonatas In Recital

me

fPHE

]

.

George

» - r

overflow from even so large a
class as the present one would
not fill up a new dormitory. Unless
the College plans to keep on increasing the size of the classes, unwilling
sophomores and juniors would have
to live there. If, after a year of
extremely social life in the dorms,
upperclassmen decide they want to

C-ntinuc-d on Page 4

THORN DIKES NAME
MASON PRESIDENT
I;

C

"Man And His Earth"

':

[

social
historical periods of colonization

the.

INSTITUTE TOPIC

of enduring work."

of

caused the evolution of the British
Empire as we recognize it today. Professor Bonn pointed out that the
English
faced
fundamentally
the
same problem in their relations with
Ireland that Hitler is now having
with his subject nationalities. He proceeded to compare the manner in
which the Irish were treated during
the Protectorate of Oliver Cromwell
with the policies that Hitler is using

KIRKLAND ANNOUNCES

.

summary

showing how the
and economic impulses of

British imperialism,

Bowdoin

• - r
the College feels

First Victory

j

a

dt-the smaller courses would relieve
the tension considerably.

Nine Collects
Ten Runs To Clinch

southern

German

To Bates

Polar Bear

ing the Big White nine on

economic problems Was "British and

AN

_

INTRODUCES

SILLS

by Robert Sherwood
4ill be first presented in Memorial
Kail 8.15 p.m. on May 2. It was postponed because Miss Leslie will be Tests Will Determine Four
faying for Brunswick in the New
Winners In Eleventh
ngland finals of the High School
pee-Act Play Contest during next
Annual Contest
- r
fveek end. It will be repeated on May
inspection of the schedule re- 8jd at 8.15 p.m. This performance,
The annual examinations for the
veals no particular plan of spac- ij
ilso in Memorial Hall, will be given
State of Maine Scholarships were
petrified Forest"

Irish

To Permit
Native Freedom

STEPANIAN '41
DESIGNS SCENERY

Colby, Loses

when the Commander-inChief of the Allied forces awarded
him the medal with palms for his
"bravery in evacuating badly wounded troops on the Western Front under heavy machine gun and artillery
fire." Stratton has been a driver for
the American Volunteer Ambulance
Corps since the early part of the
European war.
Stratton, a member of the Chi Psi
Fraternity, was a contributor to the
Quill during his four years here at
Bowdoin and an active competitor in
the one-act play contests. It was his
interest in journalism which led him
to enlist for action abroad. He is
seeking first hand experiences with
human emotions under stress as material for his writings. Since graduation, Stratton has been writing commercial advertising in New York City
and has also been working on a novel.
Guerre

Situation

Of The New West
.

From

English Learn

Miss Leslie To Play Lead
In Sherwood's Drama

Baseball Squad Beats

Arthur M. Stratton of the class of
1935 recently becrme the first American to win the French Croix de

REICHMIOES

OFFERED MAY 2

!

By Robert G. Watt
recently announced schedule
of final examinations has provoked an unusually large number of
complaints, and it does seem thet
something might be done to relieve
the overcrowding. With each passing
semester these schedules get more
and more compact. According to the

NO. 3

24, 1940.

Stratton '35 Awarded
Croix de Guerre Medal

BONN LECTURES
ON BRITISH AND

"THE PETRIFIED

APP1W

TALLMAN LECTURE
IN UNION TONIGHT

ORIENT

Year^r

25

r<

«****

president of the Bowdoin Camera
>-s now conducting its third pholographic contest in four years with
tne intention of establishing annual
competition among Bowdoin's, camera-men. Judges Philip Beam, Director of the Bowdoin Art Museum, Professor Boyd Rartktt, and Stephen E.
Merrill 35 are now considering the
merits of a group of entries which
Professor Beacn declares to be of
high artistic quality,
The pictures were put on displav
at the Walker Art Building, last
Monday. April 22. along with the
previously announced exhibition of
pictures taken by freshman Bill McKeown. who. encouraged by several
faculty member., has submitted scveral campus photographs.
Prizes totaling thirty dollars will
be awarded by the club in the two
classes, campus photos and photos of
general interest. In addition, President Sills will offer a ten dollar prize
for the picture of "best general
merit" submitted in the opinion of
the judges.
'40.

The results of the "General Record
Examinations." sponsored here by the
Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, were recently released to Bowdoin's seniors, who
took the experimental exams some
weeks ago. individual graphs, cobwebbed with linfes denoting norms in
each field of information, a general
average of all who took the nine-part
test, and the man's own standing on
each scale, gave each student a blueprint which cross-sectioned four years
of higher education.
* irst given in 1937. the Carnegie
e
aPB
bryo/" c The y were
f!L
J
introducedat
the graduate schools of

]

|

I

'

1

,

!

;

relative difficulty and value of a
group's intelligence quotient, or the
a college's curricular potency, a
scholastic subject
i n the attempt to obtain similar
results, the professors of the Foundation have created a purely objective test, which requires no ingenuity
or expression of opinion and contains
only multiple-choice, matching, and

I™

!

i

I

I

!

j

'

i

Nine branches of
study —mathematics, physics, chem-

selection questions.

j st ry,
the biological sciences, the social sciences, including history, gov-

ernment, and economics, literature,
the fine arts, and verbal factor-vocabulary to the layman -are includHarvard Yale. Princeton, and Colum- ed. Each graph is based
on the major
bia. and experimentation went on
course of the man whose test it is.
n
and this and his other rati "gs are in° y arS
»hT5 tv? n
OUndatl °n
^ated in terms of each group separSnfLtinn
conjunction with the deans of J"
the ately
.

j

;

I

i

1

-

1

1

!

]

;

t

S^th ^

'

TZZZt

I

'

'

j

!

|

.

four schools, the make-up of the exam
has changed but little during its in-

vided.

cubation. Conceived as a yardstick of

scale,

Then the tabulations are again

A

ladder of nine rungs

is

di1

the

and the student who reaches
student information, it may sometime the top step in a certain subject
be perfected as an accurate gauge of
[ Continued on Page 4 ]
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
RriinswWk. Maine

Establfahed

Dramatic Group
To Present Play

11)71

.

COMMUNICATIONS
To

Dear Sir:
{ Continued from Page i ]
My having borrowed the typeBrunswick Choral Society to leave the
writer upon which this is being writscenery on the stage, according to
additional evidence
ten

may

Director Quinby.

my own

j

|

complaining, I would like to take the
opportunity in writing my fust -and
communication, to
long delayed
state *hat for once I agree completely and am in total harmony with
the part of the last editorial which
the
unambiguously- declared that
Bowdoin "ORIENT' is not a news[paper. According to habit, custom
and convention. Seniors a little biter
in the year "traditionally" express
their pet views as to the needs of
the college and ways in which Bowjdoin could be improved; I should be
grateful to be now allowed to say
outright what I have iong boon whispering Bowdoin has no newspaper;
Bowdoin needs a newspaper.
There have been wailing cries from
at least one source concerning our
lack of intellectual curiosity combined with an impenetrable smugness and complacency: with no col-

—

i

I

j

i

t

c

starring Raymond Massey
last season, both received Jhe Pulitzer prize.
The latter received the
highest sum yet paid by the motion
pictures for a stage play. Sherwood's
play this season, which opened on

S

I

COMPANY

Manager

Bunfn&flM

Paul

HISG

Holliday '41

ijj.

March 29

Assistant 1^ti»ineAs Manager*

Charles

W. Redman

'42

Kenneth G. Stone

{£

Oliver

iK.

Wyman

in

j

I

—

Providence and played

in Boston for the first two weeks of
April, "There Shall Be No Night"
with the Lunts, is already being acclaimed as a probable prize winner
for this season. It deals with the Russian attack upon Finland, and for

'42

'42

?!

Wnlnesilay .lurinK th*j!CoUeK« Year by th« Students of Bowdoin College.
All rontnbmionn nntl t-oHiniuniratinnfltWaould be Riven to tot Mansion* Editor by Sunday

Pu».!i~he«l (vary

lege newspaper, if any undergraduate
had an idea (something extremely

•luht Dt.iwiiii. the date of publication. JJJIie Kditor-in-Chiaf it rasponiible for the editorial
rolun.il
tha MaMflaa: Kditci for new* ttm make-up.
All communication* retarding xubscriptionn attould I* addrtiaaj to the Hu"in<<j» Manager of tha Bowdoin PubiUhinx Company.
*
'in ,,er year in ndv»ri*.
Sudhi
37-th Alumnus, S3 60.

perhaps the first time in Sherwood's improbable), he would have to save
writing career the theme of the play it or mumble it surreptitiously to
overshadows the actors. Sherwood is an unappreciativo friend. Political
president of tlpe Dramatist's Guild forums and debates on hackneyed isand acted in the promotion of a Na- sues to the contrary not withstandNational Advertising Service, Inc.
tional Theater. As a member of the ing, I firmly believe that a college
Playwrights' Producing Company he newspaper should, ideally perhaps)
AZO Madison a*c
New York. N. Yv.
Ckicmo
lotroa -jio Aasuis
has acted in an advisory capacity tbe an organ to "try" to stir an ansab Faaaciaca
for the past two seasons on plays by mittedly
lethargic
undergraduate
Managing Edtjjwr for this Issue
Maxwell Anderson. Elmer Rice, and 'body even if some naughty little
Leonard ft. Tennyson, Jr.
S. N. Behrman.
During these two heretic attacks tradition (and there
seasons he has probably surpassed may exist such a monster under the
-15Vol. LXX
Wed
April 24, 1944)
No. S Anderson to become America's most present system, who knows?). A few
popular playwright, Director Quinby weeks 'of luck and I shall probably
r&
concluded.
be an alumnus; at that time I may
In producing "The Petrified Forest" .scream for a weekly newspaper of
the Masque and Gown was faced with graduate interest in addition to the
The rules which goverrtlthe withdrawal of books from the serious technical
difficulties. The play regular alumni publication; however,
college library are not many||r severe. But there is no check-up requires rapid fire lines and action I do not think it would be sad for
and a considerable number of difficult future undergraduates to have some
whatsoever kept on the booke
to their condition before they leave offstage and lighting effects. The list sort of a piece of paper printed for
the library and upon their retjjjrn.
book that is overdue is given of properties is considerable and va- them while they are students and beried and costumes for certain of the fore they ascend to the holy status
immediate attention with a firi$ notice to the guilty party, but that actors are not easily obtainable. By of alumni. Again, ideally, it is lor the
beginning work on the scone designs students that a college exists and I,
is the only close check which itfkept.on the books, as far
as we have early in March Charles Stepanian '41
personally, would nol be overwhelmbeen able to ascertain.
has worked out a solution to fit the ed with righteous indignation if Bowrequirements of the stage in Memowe are driving at i|this.
great number of the outside rial Hall. Two sketches for the set doin had a newspaper and not a
weekly history for the perennial
reading books for various courses are thoroughly underlined with were prepared and from the second a sophomores who make for good gate
building plan was worked out which receipts at the Maine game.
notes in the margin. Some of tjese marks are even in ink.
have has been followed by the carpenter
Thank you very much; and le'. "s
found, through experience, it te more than difficult to read a book crew under the supervision of Her- hope that there is not a new editor
bert Fisher '41, during the past few
which has been underlined by Jomeone else. Perhaps the underlines weeks. Stepanian and his painters 'next week because you published this
and that I am reasonably h'appy on
are hardly those passages whi»f|i we would have wanted to remem- are now completing a set. The off- June fifteenth.
stage noises, supervised by William
Very sincerely,
ber, and it is rather disconcerting to delete these marks as we read Nelson '42, assisted by Ben Loeb '42
F. W. KING '10.
'43, required
along.
is it that the co|ege library allows this to be done? and Frank McClelland
a certain amount of "research and Quinby. The lighting effects under
Isn't there a way to stop this?«jLibrary books are not for individual must be cued in with the utmost care the care of Robert Bell '42 and Carlefor thorough effectiveness. Louis Dod- ton Brown '43 require considerable
use, but for the use of many.
J
son '42 has been collecting properties care and finesse. Special rehearsals
Our suggestion is this. ||We suggest that the library look varying from submachine guns? to cash for the lighting and the offstage efthrough each book as it is returned and not simply put it aside to registers ever since rehearsals start- fects will be necessary after the set
ed, and various townspeople and or- has been placed on the stage tomorbe placed back in the files later on. If the marks are in pencil, make ganizations have been most co-oper- row. Special costumes have been or'42.
the borrower erase them and |ssess him with a small fine for book ative to him, according to Director dered by. Robert Davidson
:

,

Katarad aa Mcaed <!«» mattejj.at the poatoffiee at Brunswick, Maine.
•iMi:tP.HO rirS«tiON*L AOvahTiMMS av
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staff

was completely taken

by the Hollywood glamor. Country boys should be careful when they
go to the big city.
in

ARTHUR

W.

WANG

'40.
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To the Editor of the ORIENT:
The preoccupation of the ORIENT
with the lack of intellectual curiosity
on campus has long been a source of
concern to me; but I am happy to
say that it has now become a source
of innocent merriment. It was to be
hoped that the new editor would find
different theme for his intellectual harp, but the lead editorial in
the issue of April 17th nipped that

some

hope squarely

The

in

ORIENT

position as

the bud.
in

its

commendable

examining organ of the

class severeto task for its failure to attend
the Dean's scheduled talk on senior
placement on the dubious ground
that this failure to attend was an-

campus takes the senior
ly

other indication of lack of intellectual curiosity. The small attendance
be indicative of many things:
complacency, laziness, or what you
will, but it does not display lack of

may

I

"^^!
UBR/piT BOOKS

I

,

J

j

m

:

i

A

'
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A

What

i

j

j

We

I

|

|

Why

i

i

|

j

j

I

I

damage.

the

It

marks are

in inlj,

er be assessed the cost. of a

matter was taken care of.

marked by someone

we would suggest

new

book.

It is

intellectual

curiosity.
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Orient Interviews Maine Students Seek
f
4 State Scholarships
J. C. Marble 40
]
[ Continued from Page
found John Carroll Marble, Jr..
reading a book in his room on the ments make out' the separate examthird floor of the Deke Houm? last inations in Latin, Mathematics, and
Sunday afternoon. When we informed English, while Mr. Philip S. Wilder
him of the interview we wished to organizes the general information
make, he laid down his book, turned quiz.
to
Applicants for the State of Maine
in his chair, and raised his feet
rest upon the back of another nearby. Scholarship are divided into four disOn June 16. 1918. Bowdoin's out- tricts and the examinations were
standing senior first saw the world, given in eight places around the state
and found that he was in Cambridge, under the supervision of Bowdoin
Mass. For three or four years, he re- professors or alumni who were apmained in Cambridge, but then pointed by the committee. The folmoved to Dixfield, Maine, until he lowing is the list of places where the
was old enough to attend school. tests were taken .along with the name
Again, he moved to Portland school of the man who was in charge: BanHigh School, Professor Boyd
district and graduated from Deering gor
High School in June, 1936, when he Bartlett; Farmington Normal School.
returned to Dixfield where he is liv- W. G. Mallett "91; Fryeburg Academy, Elroy LaCasse '14; Houlton
ing today.
"J. C." had been accepted at Har- High School, Mr. V. L. Miller; Rockvard as well as Bowdoin, but in spite land High School. Mr. Thomas A.
of thv? fact that many of his fore- Riley; Skdwhegan High School, Asbears had attended the larger uni- sistant Professor Philip M. Brown;
versity, Johnny chose Bowdoin, and Washington State Normal School at
has never regretted his decision. For Machias, Phtlip H. Kimball '11, and
the past six summers, he Has been a a section was held in Memorial Hall
councilor at Camp Kawanhee where in charge of the members of the
he has met several' boys' from Har- committee.
vard. Princeton, and Ohio State, most
of whom he found .agreed that a good dents now know that almost any
small college would have been pref- week night. John Marble can be
erable, particularly if one planned to
found in the library doing just this.
attend a larger graduate school later.
President of his class for the past
John has always enjoyed athletics, two years, membership on the Stuevery
is
known
and at Bowdoin
by
dent Council and in both Ibis and
one for his selection as all-Maine end
Witan. number among his extra-curthis fall. But, in addition to two years
ricular activities this year. When he
of varsity, and one year of junior
was a sophomore, he was a member
vanity, football, he has had three
of the S.C.D.C.. and he admits that
years of varsity swimming, and was
he favored very strict enforcement
chosen captain of 1940's team. yUof the freshman rules. But now le
though he used to play baseball in
favors a shorter duration for the
high school, he was forced to abanrules' enforcement and an earlier Risdon it before he came to Bowdoin
ing Day, thus keeping tradition, but
because his eyes began to grow a
at the same time easing the lot of the
little weak. On the football field he
freshman. In D. K E., just as on the
has had to depend upon a good passcollege campus, he has held several

We

i

>

,

It would have been easier for the
editor to have made a case from this er, blurred vision, and luck to comevent for the unworldliness, .the mys- plete any pass, but a check of his
with scholastic seasons' records has proved that he
tical, preoccupation
matters, a curiosity so complete that has rarely failed to catch the ball.
the mundane matter of a job means
His vision has made it difficult
nothing to the senior class. Whether for him to recognize students at any
this is true I don't care to say, but great distance and he has followed
in the speech as scheduled there may the policy of "speaking
to everyhave been much that would have body." In time he is able to recognize
been valuable for seniors looking for the walks and the characteristics of
jobs, there may have been much students, so that even though he
about which the senior class should finds difficulty in discerning their fahave been curious, but it was not a cial features, he is not always at a
matter in which intellectual curiosity loss to know to whom he is waving.
played the slightest part.
English has been his major, with
Let the ORIENT have done with philosophy and history as his minors.
"intellectual curiosity."
In spite of a heavy athletic schedule
'40
R. T. EVEI.FTH
he has been on the Dean's List for
the past two years. He is now carrying a schedule of five subjects, and,
in addition, is an assistant to Professor Chase in his Shakespeare course.
Upon graduation from Bowdoin, he
[ Continued from Page ' 1
our seniors compare with the men in plans to attend Harvard Law. Althe other six colleges where the ex- though his father is with Burrows
aminations were given. Perhaps even- Business Machines, two or three gentually the cautious psychologists will erations on his mother's side have
publish a rating of the colleges of been lawyers, and it seemed rather
the country, based on results of this a logical step. One of Johnny's greattest over a period of years. For the est enjoyments is reading. This year,
present, however, we hear only that most of his reading has been for his
they are "experimental" and "objec- major, hut he finds it a pleasure, and

SUN RISES

tive."

«f
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We

1
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To the Editor of the Orient:
were all delighted to hear that
the "college newsmen" were "lavishly
entertained" by Twentieth-Century
Fox at the sneak preview of their
latest smash hit, "Johnny Apollo."
I'm sure that the Cumberland Theatre appreciated the free advertising.
I'm not so sure, however, that it
is the editorial policy of the ORIENT, or of any good newspaper, to
sell its integrity for a pleasurable
week end. There can be no doubt,
however, that the member of the

j

j

Illinois,"

.BOWDOIN

furnish

for the more cynically-minded as to
inherent hastiness and complete lack of appreciation for all that
the "ORIENT" staff is attempting to
accomplish.- Contrary to the general
idea that I am one given to chronic

Masque and Gown Director Quinby
| mentioned the familiarity of the srudent body to "The Petrified Forest"
because of its use as a text in freshAw«4ftaite Editors
man English courses and to others
John.C. Evans '41
Henry A. Shorey, 3rd. '41
because of its popularity, both on the
screen and on the stage. Like many
Managing Editor*
of Robert Sherwood's plays, it was
Charles T. Ireland. Jr., '42
Leonard B. Tennyson, Jr., '42
written for a particular star, in this
Philip H. Litman '42
Robert G. Watt '42
instance, Leslie Howard, but many
critics were as much impressed by
sii h- Editor*
Humphrey Bogart in the role of Duke
John C Ar.bott 43
Mantee, as by Mr. Howard, when it
Fowler pugger, Jr., '43
John F. Jaques '43
first appeared in 1935. Other plays by
Frederick If. Bubier '43 Robert \\. Edwards '43
Curtis F. Jones "43
Sherwood since "Petrified Forest"
Rob* rt S. Burton '43
Israel Rimer '43
Huff '43
have kept him very much in the pubJohn V (raven '43
[oopes, Jr., '43
Robert J. Stern '43
lie eye. "Idiot's Delight" starring the
Joseph S. Trunin '43
Hutchings '43 Robert O. Shipman '43
Lunts, in 1936, and "Abe Lincoln In
» Stone-. *,-,
Laurence H.
?43
Donald S. Ulin '43
Edltor-in-Chlef

E. Harcjl|i Pot lie, Jr., '41

.
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the Editor of the Orient

not a hardship, to do

it.

Many

stu-

and

offices including secretary

dent of the house.

He

presi-

now com-

is

pleting his second year as steward,
a position combining the duties of
house manager and treasurer.

He also finds politics extremely interesting, and is closely following the
present scramble for the Republican
nomination. He himself favors Vandenberg but feels that all the candidates are capable, and, admitting
that he is a "rock-ribbed Republican
from Maine." plans to vote for that
party's candidate under any circumstances.
John has few dates, but does not
at
if

all dislike girls. When we asked
he had any rules or ideas for collife to expound, he de-

lege or for

cided that the question

was

a little

too tough to answer on the spot, and
passed the question by. Perhaps his
greatest peeve is the phlegmatic at:
:

titude which so

many

students adopt

towards their studies.
After four years of Bowdoin. of
athletics, of studies, and of extracurricular activities, John is convinced that
college

is

th£

"liberal

arts

small

tbe only place."

that the borrow-

long since time that this

W^ cannot study from books which are
should not permit

else andlja college library

this to be done.

Si

SVMMEK PLACEMENT
The Student Summer Placement Bureau, although

still

in its

an innovation in ttifi efforts of the college to help undergraduates which can develop $nto an asset of considerable import-

infancy,

ance.

is

At

present, the

Lancaster

is

importance in

summer

Bureau

ijjnder

the supervision of

Donovan D.

merely trying to $ake contacts which will be of prime
its

-sucaJfcs. Concerning itself primarily with
Bureau seeks to place a man here and there who

future

hotels, the

will endeavor to establish a precedent for hiring Bowdoin men.
This yeamis merely an experimental year but ii employers do hire
undergraduates through the bureau it will mean that the ground-

work

for the service has been Established.

Mr. Lancaster has spent

considerable time in writing <§mployers in regard to openings and

the "hiring of

Bowdoin men

the success of his efforts remains

aiftd

to be seen. Maine, despite tKe reflections cast
staters,

is

really a

upon

it

by out-of-

busy and aj^prosperous «state during the summer

months and there is excellent^ opportunity for college students to
earn something toward the expenditures for the coming year. Hotel
owners, in particular,

like to djroploy college

Summer Placement Bureau
Bowdoin

students.

Very

jj|

ofteljj

working for

what the
employment of

students but
is

the

promised positions evaporate at the

minute and it is the desirtfof the Bureau to aid those men who
really need employment andkthrough one factor or another find
themselves with no prospect* for the summer. The problem is to
break into regions that have been employing men through out-oflast

and to seek recognition for a newly established servno record behindj|t and which is completely foreign to

state agencies
ice that has

employers.

The

applicants fo$such jobs have been asked to

fill

out

forms stating as much persorid information as possible and these
will be submitted to employdfc.

f

H. A.

Dickson '41 Pr

member
i

of the track

team for two

years and has played in the band. A
member of the Thomdike Club, he
has been an officer of that organization for three years. This year he
served as Sports Editor of the

[ Continued from Page
]
bert R. Jhayer, Instructor in Ei
and coach of debating this
ORIENT.
season.
Lunt came to Bowdoin from the
Dickson was one of the winm
Haverford School. He has taken part
Public Speaking, was Coach of
the State of Maine Scholarships in in the Freshman-Sophomore Debate
his freshman year. He has playejri a for two years. He was a member of
prominent part in the Bradbury 'de- the varsity debating team this year
bates, and this year participate^ In and was also on the varsity fencing
the Alexander prize speaking contest. squad. He is a member of the Classii

'

cal

Here is "sending" of the real Beale and Basin Street
variety— featuring Bob Crosby, songstress Mildred Bailey,
the "best Dixieland Band in the land," and the famous
Crosby "Bobcats." Every Saturday night-NBC, Red. See
your radio listings for local time.
*

Slower-burning Camels give

From the "funnies" to the films and now to your favorite
CBS station come "Blondie" and Dagwood Bumstead. A
grand half-hour of laughs and thrills featuring the picture
stars, Penny Singleton and Arthur Lake. Every Monday
night—CBS. See your radio listings for local time.

you_

S.

He was a member of the winning
team in the freshman-sophomore debates for two years. He was also a

Debate Council Elects

BOB CROSBY & MILDRED BAILEY

EXTRA
MILDNESS

EXTRA

In recent laboratory tests,
CAMELS burned 25% slower
than, the average of the 15
other of the largest •selling
brands tested slower than
any of them. That means, on
the average, a smoking plus
equal to

—

COOLNESS

CAM

5
EXTRA SMOKES
PER PACK!
CaarlaSt.l»M.a.7.aarDol«jTabaow4'a.. WlnMDi) BalBB.M.

Cub*
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
One Win, Three

BIG WHITE NINE

h

WINS AT

Losses,

'39 Baseball Record

Losing three games and winning
one on its spring tour last year,
Bowdoin's baseball squad is looking forward to a more successful
journey this year, according % to

BOWS TO

Coach Wells. A

Cold Weather Halk Cofcy
Contest At End Of|
Seventh Inning

the

ninth

Tufts

against

gave the Bowdoin nine
southern victory in

"39.

Win

College
only

its

to Wesleyan 8-4. dropped a
game to Massachusetts State,
and a 7-4 game to Amherst.

lost

ji

final five runs. With Hatch and fel
ers on base Mcintosh caught hoH of
one of Tucker's deliveries and slashed out Colby's second three-basorhit
of the afternoon scoring both fanners. He then scored on Stilhyftlt's
its flnaljjfun

when

Stillwell was able to scorflj on
Livingstone's grounder through sp>rt.
With the exception of this inning

Tucker had

wirhfthe
opposition. In the sixth he gave a'Sine
little difficulty

exhibition of control

and coolness Jm-

der fire, when he retired three- jf" "
in order with the bases loaded.
For Bowdoin Bell. Dyer, Bonz«ni.
Stephens and Rocque each had.'fwo support.
hits. Both Stephens and Rocqu©> d|ow
signs of developing into dangerous
1

sluggers.

Rocque

triples while

maced

out

the
still

same way as Linn Wells
look good. As a matter

ftwo

these pitchers didn't sftow
evidence of being of much use
to the team during the race for; the
state championship. Up to the sjiicth
inning except for two runs scored by
the Garnet on a wild pitch by Upftfem.
in the second inning, the latter jmd

Totals
Colby
Hatch, 3b
Peters, lb
Dennison,

to holdjjthe

In the sixth inning Bates slam|ned
out five hits and three runs when
"Patterson's control went sour. Intthe
next inning Bates continued theii*j assault on Bowdoin pitching in forfiji of
Doc Luther when they scored tow
runs on five walks interspersed with
two hits. Jack Keefe was able toijsilence the Garnet during the eighth.
but they broke loose again in&the
ninth and chalked up two more markers on Hervey's triple and Josse$m\s

3
3
2
3

2
2
2

...4

1

1

5

1

2

5.1

2
2

3

2

6

1

1

2

1

2

3

whole

much

2

If

1

1

1

1

3

1

110
3
e

1
1

LaFleur, rf, 2b
Loring, c

3
2
2

1

1

...4

1

3

3

1

2

rf

If.

Stillwell. cf

Hegan.

e

2

35 10 11 21 11
ab r h o a
3 1
1
2
3 1
3

Slattery rf

Downie, c
Mcintosh,

a

5
2
4
4

cf

Bell,

and a double. Bell showed his jpne
Harding, 2b
base-running ability when he pUfftred
Dyer. If
two bases.
J
Haldane, c
The Polar Bears officially op$ped Coombs. 3b
their season with an exhibition^tilt
Bonzagni, ss
against Bates on Friday afternoon.
Stephens, rf
Linn Wells took this opportunity to
Martin, rf.!
Althajtgh
test ,his rookie pitchers.
Rocque. lb
they looked good at times, on' (the
Tucker, p

o

z

1

10
2
2
2

1

1

Livingstone, 2b
Shiro, lb
Laliberty, ss
Lee. ss
Barry, p

3

1

5
3

2

1

1

3

1

1
1

that this year's team is made up of
comers, and, like one of Adam
Walsh's building years, this season
will be devoted to the development
of a seasoned squad of greensmen.
The J.V. squad of Paul Kruse. Cush
Hayward, Bob Niven, Jack Hoopes,
and Gene Woodard is newly chosen,
and its first step toward veteranship
will be a match with Lewiston High
in Brunswick on the 26th.

Jayvee Nine To
Open '40 Season

:

is

1

for five hits in the sixth.

He seemed

Lack Of Conditioning Will
Color Performances
Saturday

to have a good

sacker, caught hold of one to his liking and drove In

two

triple.

—

polar bearings
Bates exhibited a smooth infield with Belliveau handling a couple of
hard hit balls with ease and Josselin 'made a nice play on Stephens' bid for
a hit between first and second. He made a difficult stop and tossed to Webster, lanky Bates twirler, for the put-out. The surprising fact of Bates' eleven
hits was that six of them were made by Witty and Hervey who are not
considered particularly dangerous at the plate.
polar bearings :—
Colby made use of eighteen men and gave Freshmen
Barry and Blanchard a try on the mound. Neither Slattery or Hegan, sophomore twirlers, saw service except in
the capacity of pinch-hitters. Colby did not score in the
last four innings of the game which was called In the seventh due to the cold and the high wind.

—

:

:

:

JAYVEEOROURT
BALL SQUAD IS
BY LOSS OF STARS
ON SPRING TRIP The track team,
weakbaseball team left on
baseball tour yesterday
taking fifteen men, who
were chosen on the basis of their

The Bowdoin

its

annual

moving,

performance in the exhibition games
Perhaps the most important piece with Bates and Colby. Harding and
receiving staff,
of news concerning the J. V. baseball Orr will make up the
squad right now is the weather. The and Hawie, Tucker, Luther, Patterwill
be
the pitching
Keefe,
and
son
against
open
up
to
scheduled
team is
Deering this afternoon at Pickard corps. Tucker will probably twirl in
two of the contests, starting against
field, but at the moment of writing
a blizzard is upon us, so it is highly Amherst and Tufts. Jack pitched a
doubtful whether the J. V. schedule good ball game against Colby last
six
will get underway on time. Until the Saturday allowing ten hits and
weather clears up, the squad will runs. Three of these runs were scored
in

practice daily in the cage.

STATE MEET MAY
HINGE ON BATTLE

eurve-ball that bothered the Lewiston team. Jack Keefe
didn't do too bad a job although Hervey, Bates seeoad-

,

3

Opening Contest

control except for the third inning in which he allowed six
hits and five runs. The Bates game, however, saw a constant parade of pitchers none of whom were very effective
although Bates only earned four of the eleven runs scored.
Herb Patterson looked the best of the four Bowdoin
twirlers and went well for three innings until Bates got to

runs with a

the

third

inning,

but

after

the

greatly
J.V.
ened by the loss of several key men,
meets the Andover Academy team
on the Andover track next week.

The meet had been originally
scheduled for April 13, but was cancelled because of bad weather. When
the J.V.'s competed against Andover
during the winter season they won by
a margin of 2% points, 50 14/15 to
48 1/15. Coach Magee expects the
White to make a fair showing, although he fears that they will fall
behind the former showing. Ineligibility will prevent Captain Bob Marchildon. powerful sprinter and weight
man, and "Rocky" Ingalls, the team's
only pole vaulter, from competing.
Johrt Dickinson, owing to sinus trouble which has incapacitated him for
the past two weeks, probably will not
Bowdoin's
weakening
thus
run.
chances in the 220 and the 440. Will
Small, star hurdler who won his event
at the indoor J.V. meet, is playing

The boys have been working hard third Tucker had the situation well
lately, showing up favorah'y in prac- in hand. Rocque. Harding. Bonzagni.
2 1 'l
tice games last week. Another week and Coombs will hold down their
1
1
1
single.
of practice should bring them around regular positions in the infield. Dyer,
Thp White did their only scoring in
Martin, Bell and Stephens will be in
Totals
32 6 10 21 9 4 to mid-season form. The showing, of
the seventh on three hits and an* erthe outfield, with Stephens and Marz batted for Stillwell in seventh. the squad to date is very premising,
ror by O'Sullivan. Coombs and Hardtin alternating. Stephens has made
predict
a
good
to
Wells
Coach
leading
freshman baseball and will not comBowdoin
1—10
ing singled and were driven hom^ by
a good showing in the two games pete. This leaves the hurdle events up
season.
Colby
Stephens' double. The Polar Blars
While Linn Wells is away with the played so far. getting a double and to Dave Lovejoy. Bob Edwards and
Two
base hits Bonzagni. Stephens.
loaded the bases in the second
Mar- Clark Young. For the sprints Coach
Three base hits Stephens, Rocque 2, varsity on their annual tour, Jim a triple in the Colby game. Ed
were unable to push a tally ac:
Dolan has been named to take over tin, a good defensive player and a Magee has Nels Lindley, Bob Brey,
Slattery.
Mcintosh.
Home run
Again in the fourth they had two
fast man on the bases, will have to Seavey Bowdoin. and Bob Buckley.
Coombs. Sacrifices Harding. Rocque. the squad in the daily workouts.
on base, but their attack again bo
Ranking three deep in all positions boost his hitting. Dyer and Bell have Buckley. Hanson, Stowe, and Grey
Bases on balls off Blanchard 2, off
down and they were unable to
Chernaskus 1 off White 1 off Tuck- but tbe outfield, the squad seems been hitting well and they should will be the White's high jumpers. In
The lop-sided score was mostlyljSue er
2. Struck out
Blanchard 1; by strong at the plate and versatile cause opposing pitchers much trouble the quarter-mile there will be Newby
to Bowdoin's inexperienced pitching
house, Twomey. Young and Dickson.
Tucker 1 by White 2. Stolen bases- afield. Brad Hunter is slated to be once they get on base.
staff. In the infield Ed Coombs (was
The schedule of the trip includes Stowe and Martin in the half-mile
the mainstay of the pitching corps,
the outstanding performer, while 'pell Bell 2. Harding. Stillwell. Left on
Amherst, Wesleyan. and Warren and Wheeler in the mile
with Upham, Williams, Hall. Moran four games
and Dyer in the outfield show prom- bases Bowdoin 12; Colby 7. Hit by
and Grey also due to take their reg- Massachusetts State, and Tufts. The will just about complete Bowdoin's
ise of having good seasons. Linn Vgells pitcher
by Blanchard (Dyer). Balk ular turn. The back stopping assign- club will make Springfield its head- entrants in the running events. Art
remarked after the game that t-the
White. Losing pitcher Barry. Um- ment has developed into a battle be- quarters staying there three days. Keylor will throw the javelin; Landbase running and hitting offer gotxi
pires McDonough and Gibson. Time tween Charley Black and Stan Och- They will also stop in Boston on ley and Young the discus; and Gauvprospects for the team's first scjiedmanski, with Dee Minich, capable of Tuesday to hold a snort practice ses- reau. Goodale and Clifford will throw
—2.20.
uled encounter.
fc
,
playing almost any position, threat- sion at Harvard, and to see the Red the weights.
Blanchard, p
Chernaskus, p
White, p

—

—
—

—
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ening to break into the line-up. Will
Small seems to have the edge over
southpaw Brad Jealous at the initial
sack, largely because of his long-distance clouting. The second base bat-

between Jeff Woodlock
"Woody" Woodworth seems

tle

and

point
to the placing of the latter in one of
the outfield spots, leaving Woodlock
to handle the keystone. Dolan at
short stop seems capable of holding
the job, as does Altman at third.
But if either fails to hold up. Beal,
\

utility infielder will

)

undoubtedly step

into the vacancy. Batting left-handed,
Beal would serve to balance the line

up

Sox-Senators game

in the afternoon.
The success of this trip depends on
the pitching, since so far the hitting
has been fairly good. According to
Coach Wells, there is no doubt as to
the defensive ability of the club except for the pitching. Tucker is the
main hope and should win at least
one ball game. The remaining three
moundsmen still are in need of greater competitive experience.

FOOTBALL HIGHLIGHTS
OF '39 TO BE SHOWN

needed.

if

The

outfield positions are open to
competition and speculation, with

"Highlights of 1939." a motion picBrad Briggs, Don Cay, Ted Bubicr ture record of the great football
games
of last year's season, will be
and "Benjy" Pierce, along with inthe Moulton Union Lounge
fielder Woodworth, waging a battle shown in
next Monday or Tuesday evening,
for the three spots.
April 29 or 30 at 8:15, Donovan D.
Lancaster, Director of the Moulton
T.D.'s Upset In Opening
Union, has announced.
Secured through the courtesy of
Softball Season
Refining
Company,
Atlantic
the
The inter-fraternity softball league which sponsored the broadcasts of
was formally initiated last week at the games, the sound motion picture
Pickard Field to the delight of the will last about one hour and a half.
D.U.'s, as the team opened its sea- It will include scenes from the Rose
son by downing the highly favored Bowl, Cotton Bowl, and Sugar Bowl
T.D. outfit. Doped as pre-game favor- games, as well as portions of the
ites, the T.D.'s were unable to match action in such contests as the Texas
the spirited and aggressive play of A. and M. vs. Southern Methodist
the D.U.'s, and the latter finally game.
The film was brought to the attenemerged on the long end of a 6-4
tion of the college through Leland W.
Hovey '26, who was an outstanding
quarterback while at Bowdoin.
University
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Ted Curtis Discusses
Plans For State Meet
Although the State Track Meet is
still almost a month away, the ofof Ted Curtis, faculty manager
of athletics at the University of
Maine and chairman of arrangements for the meet which will he

fice

held at Orono on May 11, is
with signs of much activity.

filled

have
arrangements
Preliminary
been completed for the meet and an
announcement of the officials will be
made shortly. One major innovation
in the State Meet this year will be
in the changing of the stop watches
from one-fifth second timing to onetenth
timing.
Otherwise Olympic
IC4A rulings, with only slight modifications as will benefit a meet of
this size, will govern the activities.
Curtis said that the meet this year
is being planned with the spectators!
point of view in mind. "The spectators demand speed in running off the
various events," he remarked, "and
that's how we .are going to run off
this meet."
The first three place winners will
be presented their certificates according to Olympic style on the ascending
rostrum. First place winners will be
presented gold medals by their alma
maters and record breakers will be
awarded medals by the MIAA.
"If marks set previously this year
mean anything," said Mr. Curtis. "J
believe that we'll have one of the

Praying for spring skies and warm
weather, the track men of Bowdoin
and Bates are attempting to push
through a final week of outdoor training in preparation for the Second Annual Bowdoin-Bates Track Meet to
be held Saturday at Whittier Field.
Both teams, opening their respective
track seasons, are evenly matched,
with Bowdoin the slight favorite.
With the postponed indoor meet
"hot stove
of the
still a subject
league" the regular meet Ls destined
to hold interest for all who were disappointed to see the winter meet
called off. Saturday's meet is more
important to both teams than one
would think. Bates, victorious over
both Colby and Maine indoors this
winter, is certain to be a serious
threat in the State Meet next month.
The Big White, weaker than last
year, due to graduation, ineligibility,

and

injuries of stars,

must

'

Pete Babcock may find that his sojourn with sinus trouble during the
winter has left complicating results.
If it hasn't, Pete and Drury of Bates
ought to put on an individual duel
that will thrill the fans. Lyn Martin
and Dick Hanson will be in there
fighting all the way in the 880. Doubleday will also be pacing strides with
Babcock against Drury in the mile.
All three men. in spite of Doubleday's
running in the 880, are capable of

Meet by any 30-point margin this
and Bates is expected to give
Bowdoin a close battle on Saturday.

However, regardless of the importance of the dual meet in respect to
the outcome of the State Meet, the
main factor that will govern the
course of Saturday's proceedings will
not be the strength of the teams, but

winning

won 4-3, with home
runs by Al Chapman of the victors
Psi's

notably of course, Perkins

of Bowdoin,
Maine.
of

and Johnson and Bennett
Besides
weight
these

|

ent, but

cision.

who

should threaten

many

of

NOTICE

BRANN'S

BARBER SHOP*
ISt

MAINE STREET

At * meeting held by the Bowdoin Glee Club last Monday evening, the following students were
elected to offices In the club: Walter Taylor '41, President; Richard
Chittim '41, vice president; and

John Williams

'42,

manager.

Whittlesey are paired against Al Rollins and Graichen. Training and endurance will be the main factors in
the winning of this event.
Bates claims superior strength in
the field events, though the Big
White's ranks are filled with outstanding performers. The hammer,
shot, javelin and discus, thrown by
Perkins. Pratt. Clifford, and Sabasteanski shouki bring Bowdoin vic-

themselves too.
Add these
Polar Bears: Ray Huling and Art
Keylor to the javelin, Stan James and
Nels Lindley to the discus, and the
competition should be tough all
around.
Bowdoin Sacks power in the high
jump, broad jump and the pole vault.
Stan James,: Lin Rowe. Nels Lindley
and Charlie Edwards will fight it out
against Bussey and Sigsbee in the
broad jump;
State champion Don
Webster, also varsity baseball pitcher, is expected 1o compete in the
high jump, if a hall game is not
scheduled for Saturday. Jack Stowe
care, of

j

'

I

|

'

j

j

j

The Polar Bears are

especially strong in the hurdles, with
Captain Neal Allen, who has equalled

and Deano Grey will give him all the
opposition he needs in this event. The
pole vault finds four men competing
for places. Mai Holmes and Maggs of
Bates do well over 12 feet. Stan James
and Bob Brey. who v have *;hown considerable promise of late, will face
these two in this event.
Coach Magee has emphasized the
fact that the Bruins are short of conditioning. "We haven't had a chance
for time trials. The nasty weather
of last week has prevented any out
door work." he said. "Wait until next
week. This is the first meet for both
colleges. It will give us a line on them
and. them a line on us. Both teams
have good men. The 440. 880. and the
mile should be good races. Bates is
apt to win all three races. Pope, Doubleday and Babcock; noed .a li»#a

the world record in the indoor high
hurdles, Ray Huling, a star who is
well on the way for an outstanding more conditioning. Both teams are
season, and Lin Rowe, who can give potential; they've got power. Saturany one a strong race in the high and day's meet will tell who has the betlow hurdles, are heading the list of ter conditioned team. It will, neverpoint winners. Bob Abendroth. who theless, be a hotly contested meet."
helped Bowdoin sweep the sprints in
the State Meet last year. Dave Lovejoy, hurdler and dash man whose abil'36
ity has often been underestimated,
Harv Maguire, junior sprint ace, Nels
Last
Monday
night a large group
Lindley and Seavey Bowdoin, sophomore dash stars who are expected to of Bowdoin undergraduates and others
interested
attended
the showing
turn in good performances, and Gene
Redmond, consistent point gainer, in the Moulton Union of four reels of
are all good men who will be carry- motion pictures of the 1936 Olympic
ing the burden of the action in the Men and Women's Track and Field
100, 220, the hurdles, high and low. Games. The pictures were presented
Chances are that Coach Magee may under the direction of Coach John
shift Huling and Rowe, better than Magee. Especially well received were
average dash men from the hurdles the slow-motion films, which showed
to the sprints and leave Captain Al- in close detail the fine technique of
len, Edwards and Lovejoy in the hur- the runners.

MAGEE PRESENTS

OLYMPIC FILM

dles.

Sigsbee.

versatile

sprinter,

In the middle distances Bates appears to be stronger than the Bears.

winning all three
places for the Lewiston team. Charlie
Pope. Jim Doubleday, and Pete Babcock are each threatened with individual duels which ought to rival
each other for individual thrills.
Charlie Pope has been a consistent
standout in competition for the past
three years. His performance Saturout, are capable of

day should be

his best, if

he has been

\

'

but the Gai-nets assert that

tories;

len.

Bates'

'

Andrews in the hammer. Sigsbee and
Hibbard and George "the Rock" Russell in the discus, Hibbard in the shot,
who has defeated Johnson of Maine,
and Connon in the javelin can take

felt.

and Willy Fairclough of the Betas
Three sophomore stars. Irv Maybee,
throwers," he added, "there are othfeaturing the play. The Chi Psi's
220 and 440 specialist. Nickerson,
ers who might not be Olympic talhalf-mile ace. and Drury, mile standmanaged to push a run across the
plate in the sixth inning to break the
our present marks."
3-3 deadlock and salt away the de-

this event.

The two mile grind finds four men
it out. Dana Jones and Phil

fighting

men.
Without a doubt the less of Harry
Baldwin from the 440 will be severely

domination.

uiyli

'

i

year,

ing of Perkins, Pratt. Newhouse, Aland Doubleday indoors, adds
bright hopes to the aspirations for a
victory on Saturday.
In the various departments of the
two teams each boast of individual

ii«d»<>r

•!»»-

able to round into shape at all these
past few weeks. Bobby Newhouse is
a spectacular runner an<| he may
prove to be the dark horse in the
440. Jim Doubleday has shown in the
Dartmouth Meet that he is a better
than average runner. His win in the
half mile was outstanding and his
second place in the mile was also a
fine exhibition of well-timed running.

find

A leg injury suffered in the Interfraternity Track Meet has not
healed properly. Coach Magee held
great hopes for Baldwin this season.
Jack Marble and Nils Hagstrom are
Their
out because of ineligibility.
places in the pole vault, high jump
and mile will be hard to replace. Big
Carl Boulter, whose broken ankle has
failed to heal rapidly, will be missed
in the weights. Lloyd Akeley is playing tennis this spring and the middle
distance and distance runner's absence will be noticed in those events.
However, the return of Ray Huling
to active running, plus the fine show-

n-

hurdles

out whether it is still strong enough
to hold its title. The Polar Bears cannot dare to hope to win the State

rather the physical condition of the
runners themselves. There is no doubt
that the lack of good outdoor training for both teams is going to be in
evidence on Saturday. The Lewiston
track men have managed to do some
outdoor work, but, even so. their
main portion of training has been
forced into the Cage. An identical
story may be said of the charges of
Coach Magee. Two or three good hard
workouts have been held at Whittier
Field; the rest have been confined to
running around the oval in the Cage.
This brand of conditioning work for
men who hope to do outstanding work
in the Meet on Saturday won't bring
about the results that they should be
capable of giving. If the two teams
hope to put on a good exhibition, conditioning work will have to be very
heavy this week. Magee has promisea* time trials when the weather
will permit him to do so this week
and a like statement probably has
been issued to the Garnet track

rfMMtt

world's

discus thrower, and shot putter, along
most interesting meets of all time. with Bussey, the sprinter, and George'
The second softball game of the
Coorssen, the veteran hurdler, promThis year's State Meet will have
week was played the next day beise to make the going hot for the Big
many men of Olympic caliber in at- White
tween the Chi Psi's and the Betas.
tracksters.
tendance,

SCHOOL OF LAW
NEW YORK

Favored Big White
To Test Mettle In

Slightly

:

to be plenty of hatting strength In the present lineup but
that problem of pitchers still exists. Jack Tucker went
the whole distance at Colby and kept things well under

him

Meet

In Season's First

really hitting the ball.

polar bearings

Page Stephens who shared outfield duties with Ed
Martin provided some unexpected power at bat and la seven trips to tbe plate, pounded out two doubles and a triple.
Franoy Rocque also hit hard against Colby and Ed Coombs
drove a home run over tbe center field fence. There seems

j

h

—

%

indicates a change in the established
outcome.
Captain Clarke went on to say

ab r

Tracksters Face Bates

did against Bates', but those six extra-base hits
of fact, in the two games Bowdoin got 18 hits

for a total of 32 bases which

John Robbins '41 and Fred Matthews
'41, emerged from last week end's
four-day try-outs as the Bowdoin varsity golf team. The team opened its

/

The summary:
Bowdoin

Stephens had a si|gle

Herb Patterson managed
Bobcats to two bunts.

In Tryouts

REVIVES LACROSSE

r ]
[ Continued from Page
half of the third to cuff Tuckerjtor
six hits on which they added $eir

•

results of last week-end's ball games are a little baffling to wouldbe dopesters who figured that Colby packed most of the power in this year's
State Series. Against Bates, the Polar Bears looked anything but powerful
in an 11-2 loss, but at Waterville, Saturday, they knocked the .ball all over
Seaverns Field to win 10-6. Colby experimented with its pitchers in much

schedule at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology yesterday. On
successive days it will visit Amherst,
Trinity, and Williams acA new and active interest in la- Wesleyan,
cording to a statement by Captain Al
crosse as a spring sport has recently
Clarke.
made itself felt on campus, and unTrinity, Wesleyan, and M.I.T. are
official reports had it that lacrosse
Bowdoin's least formidable opponwas to be formally installed in the ents, said Clarke. On last year's
near future. At a meeting held last
Southern trip the Bowdoin men lost
week of all those interested it was only to Amherst, but this year finds
decided that the Delta should be
several top players absent through
given over to the sport. But it regraduation. Further, Harry Richdale,
mains to be seen when lacrosse can
Hod Thomas, and Ed Fisher will not
be supported as an official minor
be able to play this spring. Add the
sport. The interest has been too refact that Amherst and Williams seem
cent and the number of experienced stronger than ever, and the possibilaspirants too few to warrant giving
ity of a Polar Bear sweep of its spring
lacrosse priority over other minor
contests seems distant.
sports that are also in need of help
The state meet is a different story,
from the college, according to Mai veteran golfer Clarke hopefully statMorrell. Golf and tennis have been
ed. Bowdoin has lost but a few points
getting along on reduced financial in its many years of competition with
programs, and basketball, as well as the other three Maine colleges and
soccer, has priority over lacrosse as promising material from our freshthe next in line to receive official man and sophomore classes in no way

Coombs, Harding, Stephens
Are Spearheads Of
Bowdoin Offense

•

The

Six men, Al Clarke '40, Rod Ross
'41. Joe McKay 42, Jack Baxter '42,

The club

POLAR BEARINGS

•

By Hank Shorey

Baxter, McKay, Ross

ROCQUE SMASHES *
OUT TWO TRIPLES SUDDEN INTEREST

Colby chalked up

•

Clarke, Matthews, Robbins

last inning rally in

6-0

single.

MEN
LEAVE ON TRIP

SIX GREENS

THREE
—

r*

Walsh Will Be Speaker
At Spring: Alumni Dinner
The annual spring informal dinner of the Bowdoin Alumni Association of

New York

arid vicinity is

scheduled for this evening, April
The dinner, to be held at the
Alpha Delta Phi Club in New York,
will have as guest speaker Coach
Adam Walsh. In his short, informal
talk he will discuss the present ath24.

letic situation at

Bowdoin. includ-

ing

information on the expectations
and needs of the department.
The following week, the Bowdoin
Alumni Association of Western
Massachusetts will meet at Springfield on Friday. May 3. President

Sills will be the principal speaker
at that meeting.
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Chandler Leads

Sunday
.Asserting

that

NN SPEAKS ON

Service]

man

FOREIGN AFFAIRS

I [-imperialism Abroad Is Topic

has need

complete commitment and sacrifice
to God and his fellowman, the Rev f
erend Edgar H. S. Chandler of Jamaica Plain, Mass., spoke in chapel;
last

Of Last Wednesday's
Tallman Lecture

Sunday afternoon.

According to Mr. Chandler, a new
brought about enlightenment tto

spirit

[

1w

Continued from Page

i

]

the evil times of Biblical days.
in his modern European imperialistic
same spirit has brought something venture.
to China. The Chinese, driven by the I Professor Bonn attributed the sucbombing of their coastal borders, I cess of the Irish situation to the
have gone to the interior. There they' British method of ultimately allowhave built a new nation, pew indui-|ing the natives to continue with their
tries, new universities, almost a newaown religious, social, and political
civilization. Here a new China is ris 3 customs instead of forcing English
ing. And it is rising nearer to God, ^principles on the population in the
Their efforts are symbolic of wh4t|way that Hitler is now trying to
every man and woman ought to tye'j "Germanize" the subject nationalidoing everyday. Our coastal borders ties. He pointed out that Ireland was
are being invaded by hostile and alien j really the colonial testing ground of
forces. "We must make the most M3 the British, and their success in other
evil and also make the most of what' lands was somewhat due to the lesia vital," he said.
sons that had been learned in this
;
Youth in Europe are trading their; Irish policy. As to the relative posipersonal individuality for the uncer- tion held by modern Ireland, he men
tain fame of serving the state Mr. tioned the unique situation of their
Chandler continued. Holding up thehf neutrality in this war, and, as an
clenched fists, they dream of build* •: analogy, compared the situation of
ing a communistic kingdom, estate the United States being at war and
lished through violence, forgetting Massachusetts remaining neutral,
Along with the evolution of sound
the divinity of human personality ana
policies,
the cause of good will. They ratheft colonial
Professor
Bonn
give a commitment to the dictators thought that luck played an importhan to God. The telegrams sent t« tant part in British imperialism. The
Washington last week in a determine English went into sections where the
ation to keep us out of war seemeA backward people were easy to subto bear this thought. "We don't fcej due and after forming "daughter
lieve the principles of the state a& states" from these colonies, it was
worth sacrifice on our part." Lac* found that they clung to the Empire
of willingness to pay the price of payi because of the benefits to be gained
ing for our principles and ideas g© thereby. Although the British were
hand in hand with the spirit of the»f le ss successful in India because of
the existent civilization there, a large
telegrams.
\
The Jamaica Plain minister went amount of individual freedom given
on to show that the President of yo» to the natives proved to be the key
University of Tokio had to go in e*fl£ to peaceful relations. The speaker
because he wished to abide by h& justified the right of English interideals. The question arose whether n? vention in India because the latter
was more loyal to the Emperor <k was a country divided against itself,
[and therefore prey to other hostile
to Christ. He chose Christ.
"Sacrifice
means fellowship. m\ nations with imperialistic motives,
makes us one in spite of the differ- 1 In regard to the German policy of
ences that ordinarily separate men. Imperialism. Professor Bonn stated
The hand stretched upward is a sij^i tnat jt is not a * Hitler has argued,
of showing eternal commitment to a new policy in a youthful nation, but
God. When this comes then will we rather may be traced directly back
have an era of peace and goodwnl to the Roman Empire. He pointed
toward man," Mr. Chandler cofe out that the great fallacy in Hitler's
reasoning is that der Fuhrer is tryeluded.
ing to justify his present imperialistic actions by the supposition that
Germany is a young country and
should be allowed to expand, while
in reality, the imperialism of the
German race has been taking place
h for many centuries. While Hitler
The Bowdoin debaters held thdi* compares his actions with those of
final scheduled debate last Friday Frederick the Great and Bismarck,
evening, at Hubbard Hall, with ill Professor Bonn showed that these
unanimous victory over Worcester two famous Germans had only been
Polytechnic Institute in an intercol- concerned with establishing fixed
legiate debate. The Oregon style <$f boundaries and uniting the German
debating was in use, and Bowddji race. German Imperialism had taken
was represented by Lewis V. ^afiaefcs place when the nation was young
•42. as lawyer, and Robert H.
Lunt during the reigns of the Carolingian
'42, as witness. Walter Graham, 3s and Hohenstaufen emperors.
Professor Bonn stated that another
witness, and George Cohen, as lawcause of the failure of modenKfieryer, represented Worcester Tech
J
The question under discussion wai, man imperialism is that the Germans
"Resolved: That the United Statifc are not world-conquering people' as
should adopt a policy of strict mili- evidenced in their practical, rather
tary and economic isolation towards than idealistic methods. As an amusall natfoafc outside the western henv ing example of the deceiving mytholisphcre engaged in foreign or domes- ogy prevalent among the people, Professor Bonn told of the legend of
tic warfare." Bowdoin upheld the al
Fredric Barharossa and his flowing
finmative side of the issue and t
beard, sleeping in a cave among the
visitors defended the negative pbi
mountains and waiting to send a
of view.
representative back to establish the
Arthur W. Wang '40 served
empire of the tenth century. "Is Hitchairman for this debate. Jud
ler with his little black moustache
were: Reverend Joseph O. Purdue
the chosen emperor?" he asked.
Bath. Leon L. Spinney, Esq.
In discussing the basic imperialistic
philosophy of modern Geimany, ProBrunswick, and Professor Paul Sw
fessor Bonn defined it as Biological
of Bates College.
Calvanistic Imperialism. He said ihat
This debate marked the close of 1 Hitler believes
in
"pre-determinavery successful debating season ac- tion" instead of "self-determination."
cording to Coach Albert R. Thayefe Germany thinks herself tooea masBowdoin placed second in the Eas4 ter nation instead of a subject nation and that therefore she must
crn Intercollegiate Debating
j

Be Guests Of

and high schools, as well as many
others from other parts of the coun-
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Bowdoin Defeats

W.P.I. In Debate

|

League

winning

all

but two of

its

league cohj
"

tests.

i

ties.

He

stated that the

.

Germans un-

Jerry and Steve Carlson, two
former Bowdoin students, recently
returned to California from a seven
month trip through the Far East,
bringing back with them, according
to the Los Angeles TIMES, many
tall tales and two luxuriant beards.
After touring three thousand miles
in inland Japan and running the
gauntlet of guerilla warfare in China,
the pair visited India, where they
bodies burned and pushed into the Ganges in the sacred'

saw human

Hindu city of Benares.*
Their beards, which they claim
were grown because there was no
water for shaving, caused a bit of
trouble in India, where one's caste
is determined by the shape of the
beard. The natives did not know
whether or not to associate with
them.

who was graduated from
now doing grad-

Jerry,

Bowdoin

in 1938, is

work

uate

at the
University of
Southern California. Steve, a member of the Class of '41, intends to
return to Bowdoin in the fall.

STUDENTS TAKE PART
IN

HARVARD FORUM

Continued from Page i J
At noon on Saturday the 200 students from nearly every college in
England were guests at a luncheon, at which the principal speakers
were Mayor Tobin of Boston and
Morris Mitchell, the founder of "Macedonia," a model cooperative community in Clarksburg. Georgia. There
was another general session after
luncheon, and thus was followed by a
radio program designed to inform the
public of the aims and character of
the meeting. The broadcast was in
the form of a round-table discussion
led by Mr. Strauss, Mr. Hodson. and
[

Nw

Mr.

Fleming. Henry Wheeler of
Bowdoin was one of the five students
chosen to participate in the program.
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Case
with
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also

News
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Sound Act

Friday
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April

Lam*

Joan

George

Turner

Blondell

Murphy

.
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<n

Two

Girls

Professor

Bonn

On Broadway

feit

that

Results of the annual bridge, biland ping-pong tournaments
by the Moulton Union

liard

sponsored

The

interfraternity bridge tourna-

Germany second
The

News

Information IMeasf

Saturday

were

Yes, We're Interested In

ALL Your

April l~

PRINTING

Viva Cisco Kid
with
Cesar Romero

prize.

billiard tournament was won
by Rodney E. Ross, Jr. '41, who descene with this type of imperialism.
feated John D. Marble '41 in the
They had failed in the middle ages final play-ofTs, 50-40. Victor
of the
with the hope of federalizing central pool contest was Harland H. Carter
Europe under the German influence. '40 who defeated Rodney Ross '41,
100-91. Calvin A. Hill '40 was awardIn conclusion, Professor Bonn reed first prize in the table tennis tourmarked that the Slavic nationalities nament and
William F. Mitchell '40
were to be the next young nation to placed second.
All winners and those receiving
use dominating imperialistic policies
second places were awarded medals
in that section of the continent.
and the teams in the finals of the
Interfraternity Bridge Tournament

late on the historical

also

presented

also

We

have had long experience in
producing for Bowdoin men:

April 38-29
Sunday-Monday
Tyrone Power - Dorothy Lamourf
In

STATIONERY
POSTERS
TICKETS
ALUMNI LETTERS
FRATERNITY FORMS
And Other

Johnny Apollo

Printing

Ask Us For Quotations

of
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—
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Philosophy 4—Adams 102
Sociology 2
Spanish 2 Memorial
Zoology 6

.

.

.

.

—

FRIDAY,

—

Art 6 Memorial
Economics 4

.

.

SATURDAY, JUNE

1

German 2
German 8

Botany
English 24
German 12

Government 4
Greek 2
Latin

B

Music 2
Philosophy 2

MONDAY, JUNE

S

Art 2— Memorial
Economics 6

Mathematics 1R
Mathematics 2
Mathematics 8

state.

Professor Hammond recently attended a conference devoted to the
discussion of this, psychology's youngest brainchild. There hope was expressed that, in the future, a man's
aptitude, intelligence, and shortcomings could be evaluated as sharply
as the amount of dhange in his pocket. Professor Burnett, asked about the
future of the Carnegie tests, predicted that they will have much to do
with the awarding of scholarships and
the choice of graduate students.
Several of those who took the test
have expressed their opinions. One
man, possessor of an outstanding college record, commented on the objectivity of the questions. Accustomed

English 22

Government 12
Latin 4
Psychology 2

.

WRATH

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

31

.

screen will be TORTILLA FLAT, an
early one, but, as far as we're concerned, superior to GRAPES OF
... The census has registered Mickey Rooney as a farmer;
it states that acting is only his sideline
We are delighted to hear
that Joan Crawford will not accept
any more honorary memberships or
official positions in organizations; but
we are sorry far the western fraternities, who will have to find a new
sweetheart
Now that Ivy is on
the way, you might write your date
that a wallflower is a girl who dances
every dance
To clear up any
questions about the clanger of a black
widow spider, it is fifteen times more
potent than a rattlesnake
Jimmie L'unceford's switched to Columbia to record "Sonata Pathetique,"
and it's straight Beethoven
And
get hold of Goodman's "Night and
Day"
College musical groups are
likely to be the most conservative
and believe most strongly in Sunday
observance ... To quote Joe Berkowitz: "I do not believe in co-educa.

MAY

Chemistry 6
Education 2
Zoology 2

English 10
Latin 12

the president of the Nashville, Tenn.,
Automobile Club can't drive
The
*hext Steinbeck novel to go on the

.

—Adams 102

Mathematics 14

.

Religion 2
4

TUESDAY, JUNE

French 8
French 12
Geology 2

Economics 10
English 14
14

German

Government 8

*

Latin 2
Physics 4
Physics 6

German 4
History 10
Philosophy 10

WEDNESDAY, JUNE

,

5

—
—

French 2 Memorial
French 4
French 6 Memorial
Chemistry 12

Art 10—Walker
Chemistry 8
English 26
French 16

to exams which encourage original
thought, he felt pure factual knowledge was gnammar-schoolish and of
little import. He added that, if these
tests should prove of value in discovering a man's aptitude, they should
be given earlier so that he might more
easily select his major apd also be
reminded of any weak subjects which
he should brush up on before leav-

History 22
Sociology 4

THURSDAY, JUNE

6

English 2
History 12
History 18

Astronomy 2
Economics 2

— Memorial
— Memorial

German 6
Greek 14

.

Psychology 4

FRIDAY, JUNE

.

ing college.
7

Chemistry 4
Economics 8

Physics 2

V

Government 6
Italian 4

tion."

Pyschology 6
Zoology 12

ALUMNI GROUPS MEET
THROUGHOUT COUNTRY

REVIEWED
BY RICHARD CHfTTIM

RECITAL

IS

This year the Carnegie tests were
given at Amherst. Brown', Dartmouth. Hamilton. Wesleyan, and the
University of Rochester as well as at
Bowdoin. Hetre they were directed by
Dr. Langmuir, of the foundation, and
a committee made up of Professors
Gilligan, Kendrick, and Root, assisted
by Mr. Ernest Dalton. It is quite possible that they will be repeated next
year, according to Professor Hammond, and meanwhile the faculty will
spend some time on the study of this

In Florida, the Bowdoin club of
According to Hoyle
spring's results.
Petersburg held its third dinner
£ Continued from PaRc i ]
A three-year-old establishment at
An event of national importance
at the Yacht Club. Wednesday eveweek. cessors. The Menuet was almost the University of Rochester, where
ning, March 13. Twelve men present took place in Washington last
per- the faculty has reached a satisfactory
were Henry Eaton '69, William Wat- It involved the President, incident- Haydnish with a very definite
conclusion as to its merits, the exam
son 02, Dr. Tobey, Med. 79, John ally, along with his Crown Prince, sonality.
The rest of the program, the Bach is becoming still more wide spread.
Manson '81, Wallace Mason '82, John Jim Farley. There was the usual
Maxwell "88, Willard Woodman '88, press conference, but an unusual and sonatas, was one continuous stream Working on an individual basis, it is
with here and there a par- now being adopted in the west. There
Albert Ridley "90. C. F. S. Lincoln '91, enthusiastic gallery. For once, there of melody
Henry Wilder 93, George Webber '95 was no secrecy surrounding this mo- ticularly brilliant passage or phrase. is a strong possibility that the Carmentous gathering. The President One could mention the fugal treat- negie tests will some day be put on a
and Charles Stone '96.
Elsewhere in New England, the was not besieged with questions; ment of most of the allegro move- national footing, as are the College
Rhode Island Alumni Association is Scandinavia, Japan, The Netherland ments.especially the last one of Son- Board Examinations, Professor Hamthe solo mond stated.
to meet on May ninth for its annual Indies, and the Third Termites could ata I, the singing quality of
Sonata
meeting, which will be held in Provi- look after themselves. Der Tag had instrument in the Adagio of
subject in the
dence.
President Sills will be the arrived, and official Washington min- III. the syncopated
guest speaker of the evening. In gled with the hoi polloi in a thor- Vivace of this same sonata passed Scales '40
Springfield on May third, the Western oughly American cross-section of dig- back and forth between the viola da
Massachusetts Alumni Association nity .and fanaticism to participate in gamba and the piano; or the AnScholarship
101st
renewal of The Great dante of Sonata II in which the viola
will present its program. On the West the
had a very long trill while the. acCoast, at Los Angeles, the Association American Way, the baseball season.
Luther Damon Scales '40 has been
companiment carried on the previous
- c
of Southern California will have its
this
is
Bach, clearly awarded an $800 graduate scholarAll
figure.
This was no ordinary premiere,
annual business meeting for the elecbrought out by the interpretations of ship by Amherst College. The scholwith the royal box to be inhabited
tion of officers on May 2.
arship is awarded annually for study
Mr. Zighera and Mr. Tillotson.
for only a few scenes of our longThe music of the program was en- in the social sciences to a senior from
est-run national drama, for as soon
Williams,
or Bowdoin.
tirely optimistic irt character, and Wesleyan.
as its most venerable of leading
men took the stage, a grand old though we must admit that we nev*br Scales, named as the Bowdoin canhave been up to realizing a Bach didate, was selected by the scholarfigure quaffed deeply of some mysLiberation terious fountain of youth, and pro- movement as a whole, the recurring ship committee at Amherst. The
themes, and our occasional success at scholarship allows the recipient to
ceeded to cast officials and commoners alike in complete thralldom following the different melodic lines study at a school of his own choosing.
.•
[ Continued from Pag,e
]
Norwegian people declared their in- with a masterful performance, the gave us an extremely interesting eve- Scales will study public administra^
ning. The audience found it easy to tion and social science at Harvardlike of which may never be equaldependence only to be immediately
look beyond the artists to the com- Graduate School.
led. Robert Moses (Lefty) Grove,
suppressed by the stronger Sweden.
Scales is a member of Alpha Tauf
poser; and since that is the criterion
Sweden's hold on Norway became sinister-handed pitching nonpareil,
for good interpretation, the recital Omega Fraternity and was recently;
ancient and honorable in baseball's
weaker, and soon the Norwegians
elected to the Bowdoin chapter of
were allowed to have a separate na- every sense of the words, veteran was an unqualified success.
Phi Beta Kappa. He is a member of
of twenty organized campaigns,
tional flag. Taking advantage of a
hits were all that snarled this spell- the Glee Club, the Classical Club, the
bill
that had been vetoed by the .stepped out at the age of 40 to
pitch a near perfect game of ball.
binding skein of flawless pitching. Masque and Gown executive board
Swedish king, the Norwegian ParComplete master of his situation, When consolation mixed with the and was formerly associated with the
liament declared independence in
the great Grove allowed but two
wild congratulation at the game's ORIENT. He is a recipient of a State
1905.
The Lutheran church continued to thin hits to the host Nationals, as end. some emphasizing the "almost" of Maine scholarship, and in his sophthis Moses led his Boston Red Sox
part, "the old boy" characteristically omore year was awarded a prize <for
be the established state religion of
Norway throughout these political toward the ever-distant promised replied in gruff manner, even though a government paper. He has also
land.
secretly pleased. "No-hitters are bad served as manager of the cross-counchanges. Under the present administry track team. He prepared for
luck!" (Witness Bob Feller).
tration, the country is divided into
- c
Bowdoin at Edward Little High
seven sees over which a king of Lu- c
A setting could not have been betSchool and his home is in Auburn,
theran faith must rule, but complete ter staged. Here was a man, old
This event was really of national
Maine.
importance, a saving grace to our
religious toleration is still an impor- enough to have a son attending college, completely dominating a scene
democratic traditions so sorely
tant factor in the organization of the
that included striplings half his age.
tried at present, when the leader
country, Professor Helmreich con- As
he mowed the Capital batsmen
of a nation can meet on common
cluded.
down, inning by inning, Lefty totally ground with citizens of all strata,
won over the hostile crowd, which to enjoy and pay tribute to the persensed a no-hit game in the offing;
formance of the national pastime
[ Continued 'from Page i ]
the President sat through to the end,
and of one of its greatest exponents.
rebellion" of the 70's. Such passages
hoping "the old boy wouldn't allow
sport must really have some17
were said to be merely an introducthing if it can capture the colleca hit." It was none other than "the
tion to the insight the volume shows
tive heart of the country, and hold
old boy" himself who nudged over
Corner of
towards the changing intellectual
it for seven months of the year.
the game's solitary run, all that was
In Back of Beta House
There are other sports and other conditions and the course of higher
needed for his 287th Major League
628
education during the last century and
figures who receive heaps of attenvictory.
a half.
After retiring the first
tion. Periodic enthusiasm for footReturning to a characterization of
twenty-two men in order, a 21-year ball and basketball exceeds that for
Dr. Hatch, Professor Chase described
baseball, but these do not have the
old's error and a pair of scrawny
him during the time when the former
sustained interest, the tremendous
and traditional background which was preparing hif book during his
stay here at the college. "His life is
supports baseball. Bankers. Baba triumphant testimony to what an
bitts, bums, all figure in the comof Brunswick, Maine
$3.00
mon denominator of baseball. Pa- indomitable; spirit can accomplish
Capitol, $175,000
against great physical odds: for he
trons
like
their
baseball
because was a lifelong invalid." Louis Hatch,
$3.00
Total Resources $2,700,000
they can be served .more regularly.
STUDENT PATRONAGE SOLICITED
despite his :docforate and his publicaSt.

Awarded

Amherst

j

Helmreich Speaks On

Norway's

i

'

m

m

CHASE LAUDS HATCH
IN

BRUNSWICK
BARBER SHOP
.

149 Maine Street
Pastime Theatre Building

The COLLEGE

Paramount News
Tuesday

sets

boards.

Downstair Location

Selected Short Subjects

English 20
History 2 Memorial
History 6 Memorial

Mathematics 6

m

Awarded Union
Tournament Winners

Prizes

policy

had come too

Dr. Kildare's Strange

29
Chemistry 2

.

.

that Great -Britain

CUMBERLAND

.

—

CARLSON BROTHERS
BACK FROM ORIENT

CARNEGIE EXAMS
[ Continued from Page l ]
stands in the upper one or two per
cent of the country in that field. The
fifth rung represents the average.
Thus, a man's growth graph will
shuttle back and forth as it touches
subjects with which he is more or
less familiar, and it is likely to pyramid in the case of his major. For, as
Mr. Dalton, member of the committee on the tests, has emphasized, it is
the number of hours spent and
courses taken, not a man's intelligence, that the examination, as so far
developed, indicates.
In fact, several men have asked the
reason either for a high or low rating
in a certain subject. Mr. Dalton has
answered every question in this way:
the highest score does not mean the
brightest intellect or the most capable professor. The scale has been
introduced as a matter of convenience, and, so far, there are too many
intervening considerations for any
definite opinions to be arrived at.
Also Professor Hammond, who aided
conducting
the
examinations,
in
stressed the fact that details of the
tests are still in a highly nebulous

1.30

WEDNESDAY, MAY

.

.

—

with the hope ment award went to the Thorndike
would be recon- Club represented by the team of Harold L. Pines '41 and Jack Cinamon
ciled to this system while resting on
'40. Runners up were Boyd C.
Legate
the laurels of their own empire. In- '40
and Henry E. Dale. Jr. '40 of the
terference would mean war.
Zeta Psi fraternity, who captured the
this

.

.

Board were announced recently by
dominate the surrounding nationali- Mr.
Donovan Lancaster.
dertook

pinch of salt is greatly improved nasium.
8.30
on a cold night by dropping it in a
glass of beer
Harpo Marx's three
year old son can distinguish easily Comp. Literature 2
between the music of Beethoven, Tallman History
Chopin, Bach, Brahms, Schubert and Mathematics 3

A

.

'

•*

Examinations in courses not listed here will be scheduled by the instructors. Unless otherwise indicated, examinations will be held In the gym-

Brunswick, Friday,
May 3, for the annual Subfreshman
Week End. Director of Admissions
Hammond hopes to have the prospec- Mendelssohn; when Harpo tries to
tive students visit as many classes confuse him by strumming tunes of
as possible on Friday and Saturday his own concoction, the lad scowls
and to meet informally many of the and cries, "Improvise"
From our
Professors, as well as the Dean and dope on presidents we find that when
himself. Director Hammond will also Jackson was first mentioned for the
endeavor to interview a number of presidency, he said, "Do they think I
applicants who have special problems am such a damned fool? No, sir; I
concerning admission requirements.
know what I am fit for. I can comIn the line of entertainment, "The mand a body of men in a rough way;
Petrified Forest" is to be the chief but I am not fit to be president."
attraction on Friday evening at 8.15. Also we find that Johnson never went
This new play by Robert Sherwood to school a day in his .life, and was
which brings a varied group of char- taught to read and write by his wife
acters together in a lonely Arizona
•.
We have a feeling that a battle
gas station will star Charles Mer- between the Orient and the Growler
gendahl '41 and Miss Wilda Leslie is imminent; we place no bets, we
of Brunswick High School in the make no comments just that a furileading roles. Efforts are being made ous battle is imminent ... In an
for a musical program by Professor off moment we got to thinking about
Tillotson, but no definite plans have what might have happened to Ameryet been announced.
ican history if the British soldiers
The varsity baseball team will be at Bunker Hill had had bloodshot
playing at Colby, but the interfra- eyes ... A Philadelphia girl was arternity softball games will make up rested for doing what the State Lifor the lack of athletic events. As is quor Board called a "Chamberlain
customary, the visitors will stay in dance" she was dressed in an umthe fraternity houses.
brella
And it's unfortunate that
try, will arrive in

..«»«*

1939-1940

College

Approximately one hundred students from New England preparatory

.
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The Orient
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Largest Line of Pipes and Tebacco
in

Town

day after day, whereas it takes
some time to recover from the
high-pressured orgies

of

enthusi-

asm which accompany some

of the

tions, remained to the end at heart
a Bowdoin| undergraduate. The fellowship of those golden years from
'91 to '95 lhad been the great emo:

tional ex|K>ipence of his life."
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FRESHMAN WEEK END

THE

TO START THIS FRIDAY
Z-265

BRUNSWICK, MAINE, WEDNESDAY, MAY
Glee Club To Present
Sub- Freshman Program

BONN LECTURES
ON FAILURE OF

Th« Sun
» Rises »

WORLD FINANCE

-i

T. Ireland, Jr.
Dr. Keighton of th«*\
faculty of Swarthmore Collegfc
the Bowdoin campus an^t
visited
talked with various professors an£
students. His purpose was to investi?

RECENTLY

Tallman Lecturer Says U. S.
Will Be Richer After.
Present War

gate our honors system and approach
major work. He was only one of
many delegates being sent out bjj|
Swarthmore in an effort to compilf
data on the honors and major worjl
programs of leading colleges and uni- Lecturer Says Nazis
Unitei)
the
throughout
versities
Credit Available
States. When asked about the pla^i
Before Crisis
Swarthmore has for majors and mcji
seeking honors, his answers provef
illuminating to anyone who may eve*
Professor Moritz J. Bonn, visiting
have entertained the idea that the Professor of economics on the Tallseparation of brilliant and aver^g* man Foundation, presented the secstudents would prove beneficial
ond in his series of public lectures on

GOOD MANAGEMENT

to

NEEDED

IN

WORLD
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the other hand, despite the fSrt
that everyone at Swarthmore* is
supposed to be in a state of educational bliss, there are certain aspects
to the scheme that are unpleasant
and question its long-run efficiency.
The idea of separating the whtiat
from the chaff, practical though Lit
may be, seems to jar our democratic
beliefs that all deserve equal' at
tions and opportunities. Dr. Kei;
ton admits that those not specializing are more or less neglected by tpe
faculty who naturally cannot be personally interested in people tjri.-y
meet only in bluebooks. One instihjtively feels that this class is bfihg
tolerated and is not getting aHfit
should out of college. Then, too; jas
mentioned before, one type of fcp»
dent receives only a narrow traiaiiijj
and the other a too diversified |<$ie
whereas, in a school like Bowi
everybody theoretically gets t
ough acquaintance with the fieli
is majoring in and also has opportunity to study in several widely separated courses.
s - r
/\NE can easily see that there fris
*-* also the ever present
danger tljat
a man undergoing a two-year reading
period may fail at the end. Acting -'as
his own pace-maker he may slacken
up unconsciously with no exams 30
meet on the morrow and then I$se
everything in June of his senior year.
Or a student may lose poise under
the realization that he is staking fell'

^

t

on one examination and

this realiz*-,

tion may cause him to forget half
he knows when faced by a foreign,
examining board. Adding to thesej obi

jections the possibilities of sickoe**
during the exam period and of rt^anf

other unforseen .circumstances tljat
might arise, one begins to doubt tije
j

the

Swarthmore

jtbj-ti

ory. It seems to us that Bowdoih*
plan strikes a happy compromise
tween specialization and wide knowledge. Here everybody has his m&tafj

bW

work and

can "shop around"' in
other fields. Also there is no branding of pupils like so many cattle wtta
markings that indicate here ife;>{
brilliant student; here is a nolddy
that may get through. Our outst nding men are not slowed up by t £0r
fellows. They always have acces ;1 pk
more work if they wish and ev?Jy»
body has that old-fashioned Amer d»a
chance of studying with equal opppirstill

[

Continued on Page $
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j
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AWARDED

photography fans. Judged by thermore, aAt.Ivy. the regular fraternity picnics and outings prevent
the scheduling of the play at any
time except on Friday afternoon between Ivy exercises and formal house
dinners. For all these reasons, the
Masque and Gown has felt it unwise
to attempt two performances in the
last two years.

Professor Stanley B. Smith of the
Classics Department, Professor Boyd
W. Bartlett of the Physics Department and advisor of the club, Assistant Professor Philip C. Beam,
Director of the Museum of Fine Arts,
and Mr. Stephen Merrill '35 of the
Webber Studio, the photographs have
been on exhibition in the downstairs
gallery of the Walker Art Building
since April 22. A special exhibition
of photographs by William T. McKeown '43 is also on the main floor,
and it was one of these which won
the five dollar award given by President Sills to the photograph of "best
general merit" selected by the judges.
A picture of the Searles Science
Building by Leonard B. Johnson '43

This year, the staff of production
workers and the very large cast of
"The Petrified Forest" have agreed
to a repeat performance. The college
has permitted the setting to be left
on the stage for the two weeks. The
proceeds of this performance will go
towards drawing up plans for a "Little Theater." The college architect
has tentatively selected a sight and
will proceed with formal plans during
entitled "A Grim Reminder" won
the coming months. But it is essenfirst prize in the group of pictures of
tial that the play make good profits
college subjects. It is a winter scene
because of the cost of royalties and
showing students trudging up the
t Continued on Pane 2 }
path to the door of the Biology Department. "The Spectator," a study
of one of the Brunswick boys at a
'41
[ Continued on Page 2 J

JOHN KOUGHAN
TO
BE EDITOR OF QUILL

•

President Discusses

New Dormitory

The next

issue of the "Growler"
scheduled for May 15, Editor
Charles H. Mergeiidahl. Jr., '41, recently announced. The magazine will
appear with a cover photo of a professional model holding a loving cup.
This cover girl will represent the
typical Ivy Houseparty Queen, Mergendahl said.
Included in this issue will be an

John P. Koughan '41 will be editor
of the "Quill" next year, the present

Plans

Charles H.

editor,

is

Mergendahl

Jr.,

President Kenneth C. M. SilLs dis- recently announced. Koughan, an
cussed the question of tuition at Bow- English major, has submitted many
doin in chapel this morning. The poems and stories to Bowdoin's only
President stated that tuition here is literary magazine in the last three
years.
less than at Amherst,

Wesleyan, and

According to Mergendahl, May 15
has been set as the date for the next

at all large colleges. He estimated
that income from tuition at Bowdoin
covers less than one-third of the
article entitled, "Why I Hato Worn- running costs of the college, and
the
en," as well as an essay on "What's figures he presented showed the anWrong With The Orient." "The Story nual income from tuition to be about
of Houseparties." an illustrated in- $175,000. If the college were
dependspection of all that is likely to takeent on support from this
quarter
place during the Ivy festivities, will alone, three-fourths of the
present
be embellished by the familiar car- college staff would have to
be retoons of Stan James.
tired. President Sills declared.

"Quill." This issue will contain three
short stories: "And, Two Girls," by
E. Harold Pottle. Jr.. '41; "Afternoon." by William T. McKeown '43,
and "Interlude," by John P. Koughan
'41. "Reginald and God," a fantasy

j

by Charles H. Mergendahl, Jr., '41,
and ".
of Power and Beauty." an
essay on poetry in the modern drama
.

complete results
of
The idea of speaking on tuition was
last
month's House Party Queen Poll will brought to the President's
1 ttention
also be published, along with student by a recent incident,
when a trustee
I

comment and the summing-up re-jof the college, talking to an undermarks of the editor. By this poll the graduate, discovered the
student did
"Growler" hopes to reveal the atti-|not know the amount
he paid for
j

tudes of each house and class toward tuition. Accordingly
the President do
the entire House Party Queen ques- cided to speak
to the student body
tion.
regarding the matter.
There will be a light criticism of
He also mentioned during his talk
the forthcoming Masque and Gown that there
is a possibility of a new
production. "The Petrified Forest," dormitory,
and informed the student
among this issue's articles, and vari- body that a committee
is now examous other features, as yet undeter- ining the
advisability, expense, and
mined, will be included in the Ivy the possible
location of such an addinumber.
tion to the college.
1

'

COMING EVENTS

—

.May ]
President Sills in
chapel, speaking on "The Problem of Tuition Charges."
Baseball at the University of
Maine.
8:15 p.m.. Third Tallman Lecture
at the Moulton Union. Professor

Bonn will speak on "The Consequences of Modern War on SoCivilization."

cial

sixteen

piece

I

j

!

For the next two years the Herman combine knocked around secondrate spots in the east and middlewest until they were signed at the
Famous Door. There they made their
great hit, being accepted by columnists and dancers as the newest
coming band of the time. From then on.
for little over a year now, the
band

Thurs.. May 2
vs. Bates.

I

i

has made dance history at such class
spots as the Glen Island Casino and
the Meadowbrook, to say nothing
of
the innumerable record - smashing
one-nighters that trips have taken'
them on The Herman recordings, esi

j

!

,

i

-

pecially their

.

Med.,

Ivy Ball Will Feature Herman's
Sweeter Swing Style Of Blues
Jr.

—3:30

p.m.,

song. "Blues

Golf vs. University of Maine.
J. V. Baseball vs. Hebron.
8:15 p.m. "The Petrified Forest,"
in Memorial Hall. Tickets may
be obtained at the door, or" from
Marsh Leydon, phone 293; admission is 50 and 75 cents. The faculty and townspeople are asked
to attend Wednesday rather than
the following evening, when another performance will be given
for
Frl.,

Sub-Freshmen.

!

May 8—Sub-Freshman Week

End.

i

I

I

—

I

Benjamin Brewster, D. D., Bishop of Maine, in chapel.

j

When the latter band dis- clarinet. The publicity grapevine reWoody gathered six of the ports that Herman's band is the only
stranded musicians together to form band that can call their efforts "aua cooperative organization;
they thentically
American," since the
!

on

4

j

ned for Sub-Freshman

Week

WITH WINS AT MASS.
STATE AND WESLEYAN

End.

Prospective members of the class of
'44 will be entertained by an informal
Glee Club concert on the Art Building Terrace at 4 pxn. on Friday. At
8:15 that evening the Masque and
Gown will present "The Petrified
Forest," by Robert Sherwood, in

i

Mon.,

Successful

MITCHELL SUGGESTS
STUDENTS BE HUMAN

Memorial Hall. On Saturday after^
noon the J. V. baseball team will
meet Fryeburg Academy on Pickard
Field.

May

6

—President

SUls

in

chapel.
!

Major Exams begin.
V. Baseball at Hebron.
8:15 p.m. Stanley Plummer Prize

J.

Speaking Contest

Trip
Marred
Only By 8-6 Loss

j

At Tufts

AVERAGE
FOR TEAM

Words From Book BATTING

Friday

afternoon and Saturday Chooses
morning Professor Athern P. Daggett
IS .324
College President
will be in the faculty room in upper
Massachusetts Hall, and any subFor His
Tucker, Patterson,
freshman may talk over next year's
plans with him there. Professor KamSplit Three Pitching
Professor
Emeritus Wilmot B.
erling will meet all those interested
Assignments
in medicine or chemistry in his office Mitchell was the speaker in chapel
last Sunday afternoon. Being human
in the Searles Science Building. Dihuman in one's everyday relations
rector Hammond will also be in his
Completely disregarding the dire
on the campus and elsewhere was predictions made concerning
office Friday and Saturday.
their
the subject of his address. The servnot-too-hopeful season and playing
ice opened with a few words by Presaggressive, heads-up baseball at all
ident Sills who remarked, "No one
times, the Bowdoin baseball team

Of

—

TAYLOR '41 WILL
LEAD GLEE CLUB

Howie

—

community is more re- last week wound up the best pre-seaand more beloved than Pro- son trip any Big White nine has made

in this college

spected

fessor Mitchell."
Professor Mitchell offered several
examples of persons who had been

under Coach Linn Wells. Admittedly
starting with; nothing but a group of
inexperienced, rookies, with the possi-

Special Award For Francis notably human. He quoted a passage ble exception of battery mates Tuckfrom a book of President Hyde of er and Haldane, the team proved
Bliss Sets New Glee
Bowdoin, entitled "Are You Hu- good enough to win two
out of three
man?"
which declared. "Human, un- games against top-flight competition,
Precedent
1

Club
human, or inhuman you must be, in rap out 41 hits at 108
times at bat.
The Bowdoin Glee Club chose Wal- every relation of life." He stated that play water-tight ball afield for the
he
was not aware of any inhumanity most part, and show an
ter G. Taylor '41 and Richard L.
amazing
on
the
college campus between pro- knowledge of good
Chittim '41 as President and Vicebaseball. There
fessor and student, but that he did
President, respectively, for its next
years' officers on April 22. The plans feel that there was a temptation on
the part of the professor to treat his
for the clubs' activities for the spring
unhumanly
or
somewhat
and next year were also announced. class
Taylor and Chittim automatically thoughtlessly and indeed for the inbecame members of the executive dividual students to treat their own
friends in the same manner. He asked
committee
which
also
includes:
ThomasjV. Brownell '41, Leonard W. if perhaps most of the troubles which
Cronkhite '41. Ashton H. White '41, those in the chapel had experienced
Leonard B. Knight '41 and Roger C. in the past month weren't due to
some kind of misunderstanding or unBoyd '41.

.still

srraAJs

f

Continued on Page

LITTLE

"The Colophon" was

wins

gtrne;

with

Amherst

Sills

And Wilder

Speak To Alumni
\

Th™.

^

wi ft

nnWAni n

Ah<_j

SteSfM«S
WM *
venin ^JR""
S- P^1 *
|
Secretar
y> wiU
?£
"g»«?
*$.«***. * *"» »*«**
Thc
Ass,«:iat,on of Western
M
t
T*
Massachusetts wdl meet at Spring-

iSZTJ^^TSi
Spe* kcr « the
$"1
UdCr
A1
m

T

r

'

££2

!

interested in fine
\\
tions. and old editions of books.
It
derives its name from the colophon,
Y,a^' May 3 Pres '<*nt Sills
d
er section of the last page of old
*" d
hl lp
WlU
Speak
books on which appeared the publish
publish.?
c s''^
wlU ** tne P" n cipal
'
er's insignia or "trade mark' and the
speaker at the annual meeting of
book's contents
c
Rhode
Ufcnd Alvrnni Association,
The first issues of "The Colophon" l!?
were produced in a novel way Con- The meckjn e will be held at the Narnsett Ho cl on ^""day. May 9.
tributions in sections of eight or six- ra
,\
There
w'U
be an organization
teen pages were printed on presses,
throughout the country with each meet,ng of tn,> Bowioin club of
Western
Vermont
at the Middlebury
seetion rpniwontativn
^t
»,»
~„-4;~
section
representative of the partic
Inn
in
Middlbbury on Friday, May 10.
ular publisher's style of printing.
Thus each issue of "The Colophon" James W. Shea 15 will be the oroffered its readers* examples of the ganizer and. Philip Wilder, the Alumbest printing and engraving from ni Secretary, will represent the colpresses such as the University Press lege.
in Cambridge which has been in operThe Bowdoin Club of Portland will
ation for approximately three hun- hold its annual sub-freshman meeting
dred
at the -„_..,.....
-_ „years.
_Easllind Hotel
llw ,,, in rui
Portland
iidnu on
The publication in its first years Monday. May 13. An all-etudent }.rowas of different varieties of type. gram will be presented. The M. ddicomposed of different kinds of paper, bempsters. 'Bowdoin double quartet,
and the sections were of various sizes will furnish the musical enter tau.due to the manner in which it was ment. A group of boys from the
published. As a result of this expen- Political Forum will be
present as
sive method of publication, and due well as four .student-speakers
who
to the high cost involved in such fine will talk on various college
activities
printing and costly plates, "The Colo-

'40

i

I.

games, no matter what the
first

cancelled because" of poor * weather,
the team moved on to Wesleyan
where they showed consistent hitting power to push across 13 runs.
Jack Tucker, on the mound for Bowdoin. allowed twelve hit* and nine
runs, but was tight enough in the
pinches to take the verdict. Playing
at Massachusetts State College the
next day, tho game developed into a
pitchers battle between Jack Keefe
[ Continued on Pajje > ]

first publish-

oSZr

ball

Their

ed in 1929. a year after the idea had
been conceived by a group of persons

2 ]

VISITS
FORUM AT M.

lot to be done before
to be regarded as the

odds.

Library Offers
Colophon Exhibit

to Richard T.
Eveleth '40 for his valuable services
to the club as accompanist.
Professor Frederic E. Tillotson 00-

is

favorite in the state series, but the
boys showed the kind of spirit that

In a recent meeting of the
executive committee it voted to es- humanity between themselves and
than to any
tablish a co-manager system because acquaintances more
of the numerous new duties in the other specific cause. He suggested, in
closing, that "as Matthew Arnold
club. John E. Williams '42 was named
manager for the coming year and asked in his sad poem, 'Dover Beach,'
'we be true to one another' in all
Elliot F. Tozer and Jean C. D. Michel
of the class of '43 will fill the newly our relations."
created co-managership positions.
Establishing a precedent the club
presented awards to four of its seniors, for faithful and excellent service
in their four years in the Glee Club.
A desk clock was presented to Francis R. Bliss '40 inscribed "Most .honCurrently onsexhibit at the library
ored member of the Bowdoin College is a display of editions of "The ColoGlee
Club
1936-40."
Additional
awards were made to Charles Kinsey
'40, Edward F. Everett '40 and Fred
T. Dambric. A special letter of com- which

mendation was made

remains a

Bowdoin

T.

j

?^

£

^

I

S

i

"

1

The New England Conference on

'

Foreign Affairs will hold its final
large meeting on May 4 and 5 at
M.I.T. It is expected that about 40

New

England colleges

Previously six

were

regional

'

i

will

attend.

conferences

^

.

'

i

held.

j

,

!

, , i

held on Saturday. A dance is going to
be held on Saturday night and on
Sunday morning all the members will
gather together in a plenary session
and the resolutions of the various
committees will be adopted.
The officers of the organization
are: President, William Sayre of
Williams; Secretary, Dorothy Neil
of Mount Holyoke; and Treasurer,
George T. Little of Bowdoin.

'

I

i

!

j

j

j

I

twice

_su^mdedjts pibuca-

J

j

President Announces

Commencement Parts

Freshmen Invade
Portland For Annual Banquet

Seventy-five

President Kenneth C. M. Sills, presiding in la*t Friday's chapel service,

announced the following five Comsters responded readily to the temBy a Frnshmun Reporter
horde of enthusiastic members porary stimulus, though gourmets ^mencement .speakers: Ernest F. Anjdrews
Jr.. James W. Blunt Jr..
'43,
Jefreleased from and epicurians of the Freshman class
of the class of
books and inhibitions, journeyed en- soon became disgruntled and talked frey J. Carre. PJchard T. Eveleth.
mass to the city of Portland last Sat- of "finding a restaurant and getting jand Richard B. Sanborn. The speakurday night for the final absolute as- something to eat." The man of the jers were chosen by a faculty comsertion of their unity and maturity hour, President Wentworth turned up imittec headed, by Professor Va-rcn
|B. Catlin.
in the year 1942 A.D. The scene of at long last with a face-saving story
The President commented upon
the momentous occasion took place in and dragging secretary-treasurer Jeff
the banquet hall of Portland's Lafay- Woodlock, keeper and protector of honors recently conferred to three
iBowdoin men. Arthur M. Stratton
ette Hotel. From far off Brunswick, the funds along with him.
the lads gathered together to dine,
A thoughtful and sober member of '35 is the first American to be awardengage in lofty conversation, and lis- the half-starved group remembered jed the French Croix ('e Guerre. I;-.
ten to sparkling after-dinner speech- to mutter a quick grace, and the en- the present European confli -t he has
es by leading classmates of their al- tire throng fell to their meals with jbeen a driver for the AmeScan Volma mater. Secure from threat of wild abandon. Members of the group unteer Ambulance Corps. He was reSophomore invasion, Freshman Bibles afterwards remarked on the excel- warded for "bravery in evacuating
were, gayly abandoned to the tune of lence of the food and the waitresses. badly wounded troops on th:> Western
Phi Chi.
The lordly Freshman kings, repre- Front under heavy machine gun an 1
Seventy-five hungry Freshmen were senting each fraternity house, and artillery fire." Stuart G. P. /.™,all '3S
has been awarded a fellow ;h:,>
gently, but firmly repulsed by the ho- the class officers sat apart from the
to ti> i
American Academy at Rom.-. Small
tel manager when President Johnny hoi-poloi. quietly dining, remarking
Wentworth and the necessary funds about the weather, and strangely is now a student at the University of
for the banquet were discovered to enough, making no speeches! Presi- Cincinnati Graduate School of Arts
be absent. Lack of food and drink dent Wentworth did arise long and Sciences. Luther Damon Scales
Jr. '40 has been awarded
left the infants of '43 on the verge enough to remark shortly that a rean Amherst
to
Harvard Graduate
of rebellion. Several budding virtuosos fund of a quarter was awaiting each scholarship
banged out tunes on a convenient pi- man because of the goodly number of School. This scholarship was open to
competition
of men from Wesleyan,
ano in a heroic effort to keep the mob men present.
Williams, and Bowdoin.
from panic. Dyed-in-the-wool swing[ Continued on Page 4 ]
i
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V. Track at Andover.
8:15 p.m. Second production of
"The Petrified Forest."
Sat., May 4
Professor Hammond.
Director of Admissions, in chapel.
2:30 p.m. J. V. Baseball vs. Fryeburg.
Sun., .May 5 The Right Reverend

—

;

cession.
solved.

BIG WHITE SURPRISES

!

J.

j

j

NO. 4

Professor Edward S. Hammond,
Director of Admissions, last Monday
released the schedule of events plan-

Tennis

i

new theme

on Parade," have spread the fame of
the outfit from coast to coast and
the ten weekly airings from the
toured all the major theaters of the Meadowbrook have
brought the name
mid-west as a dancer, singer, and of Woody Herman to
the top in the
sax soloist in the next two years. At orchestra world
fourteen he mastered the clarinet.
The band employs three trumpets
and after graduation from Marquette two trombones, and a flugelhom.
for
he joined Gus Arnheim. Harry Sos- [the brass, with four saxes for winds;
nick, and Isham Jones in rapid sue- Herman solos on the saxophone and

1940

Bowdoin will send five or
by Richard W. Sullivan, Jr., '40. will six delegates. The session will be divided up into committees of five difconclude the stories.
There will be three poems. Charles ferent groups, and each of Bowdoin's
P. Edwards '41 has contributed a delegates will attend the discussion
sonnet, Paul V. Hazelton '42 a poem, of a separate group. The general topand F. Richard Andrews '40 has sub- ic for discussion will be: "America in
mitted seme verses entitled "On Be- the world at war." A keynote speaker will be present at the dinner to be
coming and Being."

The

M

i

Gown.

McKeOWn

doin's

]

"Band that Plays the Blues"
have been ttooked by the Ivy dance
committee to play at the Ivy Ball
in the Sargent Gymnasium en May
17. Probably one of the youngest topflight band leaders in the country,
Herman fronts an orchestra which
had its nucleus in the breaking up of
Isham Jones' crew a few years ago,
and which now, with changes here
and there, is acclaimed by' dancers
and musicians .as the band of the
ye
°^
wJ°f
Woodrow
Wilson „
Hei man was a
veteran of the show-world at eleven,
The son of a singer, he started playing the saxophone at the age of nine.

play,

This annual
Masque and
spring play is always scheduled to
come during the Sub- Freshman Week
End in order to assist the college in
.
'43 Receives SlHS entertaining the guests and there is
usually a time lapse of about two or
Prize For Contest's
three weeks after the first performBest Entry
ance until Ivy.
As a result, the repetition of a play
The third Bowdoin College Camera ties up the Memorial Hall stage or
Club photography contest ended last requires the removal and the re-erecweek after awards totaling nearly tion of the setting between Subthirty dollars had been made to BowFreshman Week End and Ivy. Fur-

PRIZES

|

"The

Petrified
Forest," will be repeated at Ivy in
spite of numerous difficulties involved in a repeat performance, acProfessor
Assistant
to
cording
George H. Quinby, Director of the

The spring

TO BE GIVEN THURSDAY

Theme

Also At Ivy

And

PHOTO CONTEST

GROWLER TO APPEAR
DURING HOUSEPARHES

By Orvillc B. Denison,
Woody Herman and his

Friday

Performance

Sons of Bowdoin

[

]

Masque and Gown Repeats

—Leisring

et Filiae

opened in Woody's home town, Mil- blues are America's only folk music.
waukee.
Continued
Page

tunity.

MERGENDAHL '41
HAS LEADING ROLE

soloist

MUCH

are majoring. Secondly, the systei
an ideal one for those who do jnbt
care to acquire a lot of piece-nual
data but who would rather lejsj'n
their major thoroughly even thoU jh
they clash with that school
thought which recognizes as a cultured man only one who has a bnqad
background.

To

—

a&

[

C.

Hark, the Vesper Hymn Js Stealing; Thomas Brownell '41, soloist
Now Let Every Tongue Adore Thee
Balulalow; John Williams '42.

AT

Continued on Page 4

Forest"

Petrified

Open In Memorial
Hall At 8:15

—

if

peded by backward class-room coi
pan ions and can pursue their cour;
freely with the aid of suggest
from the professor under whom

"The

Bowdoin Beata
Heavens Proclaim Him Beethoven
Death, I Do Not Fear Thee— Bach

Had

international economics and politics
- p
*
i in the Moulton Union lounge on last
Swarthmore students who, b£ Wednesday evening, April 24. The
the end of their sophomore yehf, subject of his talk was "The Collapse
wish to try for honors in their re- of International Finance." Although
spective major fields and who hav£ the topic might have been treated
been approved by a faculty boari* in a highly technical manner, Proare excused from all classes with lh£ fessor Bonn preferred to humanize
exception of a few informal confer- the subject matter for the benefit of
ences from time to time with pro- the audience. Briefly, the lecture consisted of a summary of the part
fessors in their departments. Th
played by international finance in hiswork independently for two ye
tory and then a discussion of modern
and at the end of this period th
conditions.
are examined by a group of profi
Professor Bonn began his lecture
sors from other schools at the in
by stating that the two great forces
tat ion of the Swarthmore faculty
which
had made the world of today
hono:
honors,
highest
time
this
passing grades, and even failures afc were migrations and investments. He
awarded. Meanwhile those men wfo referred to the pilgrims as an examhave not cared to try honor work $' ple of these trends, pointing out that
the financial backing of this colonizato concentrate for two years on
one subject progress in the usual Wj£y tion had been undertaken by three
classes
of shareholders, and that
quizz'
classes,
with
day-by-day
"beneficiary absenteeism" begun at
theses, and examinations. Dr. Kei]
this time has been continued to be
i^ton admitted that perhaps this lat
group lost something in the way $f used at the present time. Turkey and
Egypt were then givon as examples
attention from their professors wl|a
of situations in which international
are naturally more interested in miin
finance has played an important part
specializing in one branch of study.]
in national development.
- r
Professor Bonn went on to show
can be said both for ajjd
*" against this Swarthmore theory the effect of the World War on international finance. In 1914. Germany
which isolates brilliant men and ltf s was able to finance
herself and the
the common student stagger throfo|h allies could rely
on their resources.
to a degree after having accumulated When Great
Britain found herself in
a lot of miscellaneous knowleajjp. difficulty, she was in a position to sell
First, Swarthmore College feels, *#d her foreign,
or even, domestic investmany agree, that the gifted men prb- ments. The entrance of America into
gress faster when they are unim- the war circulated ten billion
dollars.
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Sub-freshman Weekend
Program Is Announced

DRAMATIC CLUB

a series of annual
programs, the Bowdoin Glee Club
will present a concert for the
guests visiting the college during
Sub - Freshman Week End, under
the direction of Thomas Brownell
'41, on the steps of the Art Museum this Friday afternoon at 4
p.m. The concert is to last a halfhour, and, if the weather proves
unseasonable, is to be presented in
Memorial Hall. The program is as
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he was

bom

on

the island of Curaco off the coast of
Venezuela, and when we got back to
lour room, we took out an atlas and
l|njl H. Holliday '41
discovered that there really is such
Business Manager*
Assis'
la place. He said that he spent thirCharles W. Redman
teen years there before his travels
Kenneth G. Stone '42
r A. Wyman '42
began, and upon questioning him further, we learned some very interestPubli-hed every Wednesday dur
the CoUem Year by the Students of Bowdoin College.
about Curaco.
All contribution* and mminunii
n» xhould be given to the Manaxinu Editor by Sunday ing facts
of
preceding the date of public
The Editor-in-Chief ia responsible for the editorial
It seems that the native tongue
* tn« Munaginw Editor for m <
and make-up. All communications rt uardin* subnerip- the group of three neighboring isahould be addressed to the
I \nen>
Manager of the Bowdoin 1'ublirthing Company,
riptmn*. $2.00 per year in advai «
lands is Papiamento, a combination
W.th Alumnus. *3 SO.
;ntrraj an second class
ratter at the pontoflic* at Brunswick. Maine.
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even a "college

worth

test of
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history,'

for

list
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changed hands, Cudomination of
and the rapid

colonial empires

Editor for this Issue
lip H. Litman

that every good newspaper,

have communications. For

it is

developed this
learned that
language now,
and aRhough authorities have often
yes, attempted to enforce its exclusive
Papiamento is the spoken"
u

the

enough interest so that comwhy we have always urged, even

i

to arouse

*5
tongue.

Incidentally.

Maurice

started

to

first grade and
Spanish was taken up by the fifth
And whereas we have not been over- year. When -he finished grammar
to Amersfoort, Holhave at least proven to our Own satis- school, he went his education in a
land, to further
tually read the Orient and is interest- lyree (comparable to an American

rounications are received

hat

pleaded, for cominunicati

whelmingly successful,
faction that someone does
ed enough by writing to

is

!

learn Dutch in the

Of Performance
To Go'For Plans Of

Proceeds

"Little Theater*'

ing hand of the Student Summer
Placement Bureau may prove to be a

serious handicap.
Curiel for the Orient the other
The applicant for summer work
night. He rooms on the fourth floor must sign a statement that if he acof Appleton with A.D.'s Bob Qua and cepts a job secured through the Diwhen we found him, he was playing rector of Student Aid, he promises
("Invitation to a Waltz" on a phono- not to give it up "even if something
graph and reading some sort of prop- more attractive comes along." If a

.

H

to interview

!

'43

L. Huff

went up

the Orient:
the college, and of
Mr. Lancaster in particular, to help
the students obtain summer employment is certainly praiseworthy. However, in a great many cases, the help-

To the Editor of
The efforts of

MASQUERS PRESENT
ANNUAL SPRING PLAY

1

am

afraid that Mr. Lancaster
little assistance if your
job does not evaporate until the last
.

4

." I

can be of

New

Bliss

—

—
—Mrs.

'41

Jr.

Mrs. Chisholm
gett
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other one for them.
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satisfied
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and, in this case,

feel th;
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feel

is

the

we now have ant, we hasten to assure, that we are disay of things. However, by way of ex-

with the presen

planation,

and correctly enough

of suggestions, and
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there

always room for improvement
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at our suggested

improvement
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est that this year in its elections the

Student Council make

n nominations. That
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week before
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copy of
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publish their

could appear in the

We have long felt that

election.
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|n important position and too often this
importance is not emphae |ed enough. After all, the Student Council is our main contact \ Sjth the college authorities and therefore,
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the importance
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of their position.
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third, all rehearsals will be held after
dark in order to .give the spotlight
operators an opportunity to get practice in following the actors. The entire terrace and steps of the Art
Building are to be used in this year's
play. Professor Quinby pointed out
that the unusually large number of
twelve seniors will have important
roles in the production.

me

intelligent

and careful thought and
It certainly would seem

colleges

such a procedure would be out of place

However, a candi

here.

to have his qualificati
ation

by the

entire stud

done

should be given some sort of a chance
for the position given
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body.

him was the practice
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one of the ways

comhining in an
If this is the
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*f this sort

adapted.
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ation system can
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either possible or practical.

we fed that an open
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the event that such a

ubiquitous Hoyle. by scattering a few
pearls, not of wisdom, but of common
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We're getting very tired reading
your lovely romtmuiioations, boys,
because only a few of you have
We
something worthwhile to say. The
rest of you, God bless your injured
sensibilities or whatever it is that
forces you to borrow typewriters
to ease the strain on your mentalities
every Wednesday evening,
might do well to follow a suggestions jijiri without them would lose
tion we are about to offer.
.something in reading value. They are
- e
{written testimonials in contradiction
Once we spent about two hours in to tha? group which feels the Orient
the Orient office doing nothing better
s a (j0ft,ii issue,
than reading the papers sent in from
other colleges throughout the counNOTICE
office
retry. On the average the
ceives about 100 papers in one week
Following the last chapel service
from other colleges in its exchange
on Sanilay. .May 26. a memorial
department. Of all the papers we
serviee will he held for Professor
have seen, and we have seen most of
Emeritus Charles Clifford Hutchthem, published by students in New
ins,
who recently passed
Sk-.D.,
England colleges alone, Thjp Bowdoin
away in California. President KenOrient is by far in the kip ranking
neth «. M. Sills is in charge of the
class. (Our fingers are crossed; we
arrangements for the service.
hope that we will be believed by
|

1

.

|

'

'

m

!

j

;

j

;

^

|

t

;

;

j

|

that we are sin-; or(]. A'tnp to The Orient office, and
cere in this statement). There are |ha if a ^ haur spent in reading a few
several factors contributing to this papers fron\ other colleges, will subsuperiority. First of these is the fact
stanti^te my^arguments to anyone inthat the Orient is printed on regular teres ttti enough to take the trouble,
paper— the kind used in any city vVe h*e projected our neck a condaily. The second is that the Orient
sideraWe distance outward, but we
has seven columns across every page w ij] ^nd, f >u,t present rashness and
—one less than a city daily. The third say tn^t if any conscientious objector
reason is the. fact that the type used can nn a smaji co jiege newspaper in
in the Orient is not the kind used in New England that puts The Orient
printing high school gossip sheets; it to sha*u\ we will swim the Androis regular newspaper type, the same scoggic from the Cabot Mill to the
that is used in The Brunswick Rec- pe jeps«ot Mill next Christmas.

some when we say

j
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Bowdoin athletic contest, taken by
Peter M. Rinaldo '43, won second
prize. Third prize was taken by Roger
W. Eckfeldt Jr. "43 with an action
shot entitled "Johnny Marble." It
shows John D. Marble '40 just clear-

j,j

ing the bar in ,a pole vault.
In the non-college subjects, William T. McKeown's "Maine Landscape" took first prize as well as the
prize for best picture of the show.
It is a photograph of a lonely Maine

farmhouse on a snow-covered hill.
Second prize went to Peter Rinaldo's
"The Nun," a picture of a white-clad

nun reading in a sunlit corner of a
brick wall. Leonard B. Johnson won
third award with his study of a
squinting sailor with his pipe in his

mouth

entitled "Captain Moulton."
those photographs receivwas a picture

Among

GOVERNING BOARD
COMMITTEES MEET
The Examining Committee of the
Board made its annual
the college last Thursday and
Friday, April 25 and 26. The following members Qf the committee were
Governing
visit to

by Edgar W. Zwicker '41 showing
the Trilon and the Perisphere, called
"World's Fair." Others receiving this
citation were "Missouri Farm" and
"Cliff Palace" by Leonard Johnson,
"Carbon Copies," by William McKeown, and "Ginger," by Gordon H.
MacDougall *40.

The prizes were awarded on the
present: Reverend Daniel Evans, Mr. basis of the photographers' choice
of
Edward N. Goding, Mr. Albert T. subject,
composition of the picture,
Gould, Mr. Arthur H. Ham, Mr. William W. Thomas, and the Hon. John its technical excellence, and originality.
A. Peters.
The Committee on Honorary Degrees of the Governing Board met at
the college last Saturday, April 27.
Mr. George R. Walker, Mr. William
W. Lawrence, the Reverend Daniel
Evanir,"and Mr. Luther Dana were

Hubbard

present.
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prising was the lack of political activity in the school, and he commented on the complete lack of geo-
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America's No. 1

Book—consulted millions of,times a day by
men, women and children in every wafit of life.

more

Besides being "America's Calling List," it is also one
of the most helpful buying guides. In the classified

"Where

12th

to

Buy It" section (yettowjpogej) you will

find

the names, addresses, and telephone numbers of dealers
the
sell what you want— many of them Ijfsted under

who

offer

an 8 x 10 Enlarged Portrait

The

later editions have been
confined in their printing to one
press in an effort to reduce expenses.
The third series of issues which has
recently been terminated may be the
last attempt of the magazine to survive the difficulties of securing sufficient income from such a limited
group of subscribers, for the publication is of primary interest to collectors and historians of printing and
tions.
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THE WEBBER STUDIO

the

writers would undoubtedly
refresh anyone who thinks the world
is su ff£ ng f rom broken confidence,
invariably these budding Voltaires
enter j^e Orieht office door if they
deliver' their proclamations persona ny
ith firm
j^g, eyes ag |OW.tread, &nd with the conviction that,
in then* own words, "thus letter will
blast ttis college wide open."
Now please don't misunderstand us.
~
are all in favor of eornmunieations aha are not committing ourway
selves «|ne
or the other concerning changes or recommendations they
advocat^ We Sire .simply pointing out
two of their outstanding characteristics. The Orient want.s eommunica!

blind

be considered?

all sorts. Peri

Evans

of

•• letter

lected for the competition are as folMr. Albert Thayer has announced
lows: John H. Craig, David W. Dickthe list of eight speakers for the
Stanley Plummer Prize Contest which son, Charles P. Edwards, Lendall B.
is to be held on Monday evening, May
Knight, Theodore C. Leydon and ConOne American custom that he said
6, at 8.15 in the Debating Room of verse Murdoch.

surprised

all universities, the Student Council elections are one of the maj«t events of the year. The candidates even
go so far as to prepare pwtforms and there are speeches and cam
paigns of

questioned about his opinion
of the fraternity plan here at Bowdoin, he answered that he thought
that the system is excellent and that
he felt very happy to have been
taken up so directly and genuinely
by a group of American boys as represented in the Chi Psi Lodge. He
remarked that everyday, his consciousness of being a foreigner diminishes. We asked how Bowdoin
compares with foreign universities
and he said that that college seems
to have a more friendly atmosphere
and that one feels that there is a
place for oneself here, while in European schools, one remains a distinct
foreigner for a long time.
According to him, the relation between the professor and the student
is much different here than in most
European universities. Abroad, a
teacher is a man to be avoided and
put on a pedestal in such a way that
the ptudents do not feel that the
professors belong in their own social
circle. Maurice is glad to be able to
be friendly towards the teachers here
and to have an opportunity to become
acquainted with them outside of the
classroom.

PHOTO CLUB AWARDS

C.

» - r
egotistical optimism

HPHATf
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ing honorable mention

When

graphical

many

financial standing of the club.

of Babel.

CDustard and Cress
By John

English

abandon

they bjfcst away, blissfully unaware
of misplaced or absent commas, misspelled j words and dangling participles. Their objectives are obvious, but
their weapons are bad.

is

so to us.
In

Tower

dates. In Holland, it had been
no chance for student dis- necessary
to have a chaperon on all
rits of each man and we are forced to occasions, but he said that he likes
this system after giving it a trial.
amounts to the spur of the moment. And we learned that he has invited
t the slate some time before the elec- a South American girl up for Ivy.

the present ffjstem, there

cussion on the relative

.Wouldn't

imld be elected with some thought as to
Risibility

like the

face dMty one of Bowdoin's
professors.
With perfect

I

Catherine Dag-

and action rehearsals will
be started on the Art Building steps
by May 8. During the week of June

]

typographical

»
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-yti.— «»«.,ever
at the .Age of six. If tne editor
fr*
were cjiuel enough to print these bits
supposedly
their
as thetf come from
inspired creators, the latter would
certain©' never have the courage to
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regularly,

Prize

who
about
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Glee Club Gives

do you follow
two interesting
communications and

|JW

|

ayat a aarjs bSpaas ras

Professor Quinby has announced
that the cast for "The Petrified Foreditorship
est" will be as follows:

Joseph David W. D. Dickson '41
minute.
Harold L. Oshry '40
A third possible source of irritation Jackie
Duke—William I. Stark, Jr. '43
to the applicant would be the situaRubie—Robert F. Russell '42
tion in which, having signed away his
Piles Louis B. Dodson '42
life for the summer, the student is
Legionaires Harry F. Twomey, Jr.
suddenly offered a well-paid job in
'43 and Donald J. Hamlin '43
some field of particular interest to
Sheriff—Robert L. MeCarty '41
him. It would irk me no end to be
Deputy—
Ashton H. White "41
forced to refuse a good job in order
Professor Quinby also announced
to become a night watchman in some
at this time that plans for "Henry
hotel, simply because in desperation
IV," the Commencement play, are
I had signed the above agreement.
being worked out. A representative of
I heartily endorse the purpose of
the costume company was on the
the plan, but feel that the ball and
campus last week end to take measchain must be removed from the apurements ,and it was found at this
plication blank before the Placement
time that there will be thirty-four
Bureau will be a real aid to employordinary costumes and twenfy»three
ment-seekers.
suits of armour needed for the proSincerely,
duction. This will be an all time high
WALTER G. TAYLOR '4 for costume plays at Bowdoin.
Readings of the play are being held

We

wait and probably

,

cettlmu ^ications (or
[me notices
us?J.

elected

,

w

jjran

James A.
President,
DouWeday '41 Vice-President, **"
E. Wuhams. Jr. '« Secretaiy. and
was

SFr&SSVUTiTS-^ «5*~t
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special effects.

sitions

A

W<

SPEAjKING

In the B. C. A. meeting last Wednesday night the officers for 1940-41
were elected. Charles P. Edwards '41

—
—

We

them.
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one of intellectual curiosity and
turn calls to mind Orient
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THE SUN RISES
*40

of the Freshman hand,
/-.
t
T
<An
'42
pivpn, tn
42.
James C. Lunt
to .limes
book was given>
M. Kennedy, Jr. '42 hrvik
All these men have been active in
Boze Norman O. Gauvreau '43
past year.
Mcthe
Frank
K.
for
association
Linemen
the
Telegraph
student has one or two possibilities
Walter H. Young '41 the retiring
Clelland '43 and Ben L. Loeb *42
for good jobs, he cannot honestly sign
president, was named delegate to the
Jason Robert E. Newhouse '42
such a statement until he is sure that
annual
presidents' tour. Delegates
Leslie
Gabby—
Wilda
his hopes are quite dead, and by that
from all the New England Christian
Paula Daisy Webb
time it will be too late to expect help
Allan—-Charles H. Mergendahl, Jr.' Associations were present on this
from the Bureau.
'41
tour which took place last week end.
Mr. Shorey, in his editorial last
Herb—Leonard B. Tennyson. Jr. '42
week, said, "Very often promised poHartshorn,
Chishokn
Charles
E.
Mr.
evaporate at the last minute.

meeting by stating the plans
High school). German and French ened the
that he has a legitimate quarrel with
season as well .as for
were compulsory in the first year at for the coming
of thus year. He anremainder
the
taken
us or endorses our viewp
t.
the lycee, while English was
nounced that the choir will sing in
in the second and the three lanup
However, we are f<f:ed to admit at this time that we are
Augusta on May 12th at the Interguages were 'Continued throughout
national Rotary Convention, and in
hardly proud of such co:
unications as we have printed recently, the five years. Students were requirthe Moulton Union on May 22 for the
to take Spanish, Swedish, or Maed
doubt seriously if s
convention of Art Collectors. The
efforts are representative of even the
lay in the fourth year and by gradufunds derived from these performaverage college man's mi
fear that we will appear ungrate- ation, they must have mastered the
present treasury baltwo languages of the Great Dutch ances, plus the
ful by turning to bite the
ance, will be used to buy new gowns
nd that we have asked to feed us, but, Group— Flemish and Sud Afrikans.
for the next season. The entire Glee
unfortunately, we feel th
At this point, just out of curiosity,
we must answer these collegiate woulddirection of Brownell,
we asked him what people taking Club, under the Friday afternoon at
be critics
w|H sing thus
such a course would be studying for,
just 4 p.m. on the steps of the Art Murecent communic
summed up our position rather nicely and we were assured that it was
seum for the visiting sub-freshmen.
"general education." After Holland,
we thought when it was I ted that we felt there was a "lack of in- ahe went to England to take up Eng- A similar concert is planned as a
part of the Ivy Day exercises. One
tellectual curiosity comb
d with an impenetrable smugness and lish and Economics in theofUniversity
the war, campus concert will be presented
of London, but because
either on the* steps of the Art Mucomplacency." As a ma
America.
of fact that is exactly what we feel. was forced soon to come to
seum or in Mrs. Sills' garden.
first semester of this
Another critic suggests t
we "have done with intellectual curi- During the
The program for the next year
in
school
small
a
attended
year, he
osity."
are sorry to
ve to repeat that that is just what wc Boston and then came to Bowdoin centers around joint concerts with
given by women's glee clubs. The tour will
recommendations
through
don't plan on doing.
start in Pittsfield, Mass., and end in
the English department.
Engagements have alAs long as we con
e to read accusations that we are sellWe found that he is going to major Washington.
while here the ready been scheduled for Colby,
French
and
English
in
ing our "integrity for a
leasurable week end," we must deplore
Westbrook and
Park,
Edgewood
be
to
hopes
next two years, and he
Colleges in addition
the smug, ten- year-old
tude which is so prevalent and do our able to return to his native Curaco Bradford Junior
College.
graduation. Incidentally, he told to one with Colby
upon
best to remove it.
nt Communications and we will print
Brownell then outlined some new
us at this time that his hobby is
rulings of^the club and was followed
any and all of them if
n find the space to do so. But we must languages. We asked him if he didn't by Taylor who, as the retiring manget confused in handling so many
ask for communications
the
t have something more than "innocent
and he replied that he often feels ager, gave a brief summary of

merriment"
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
Vanity Golf Team Ties
Trinity On Spring Tou

COLBY DEFEA'
WHITE IN

GAME OF

Bowdoin's varsity golf team won
one and lost three in its four-day
New England trip which ended last
Saturday. These results were rather

SEI IES

expected,

outstanding for Bowdoin, winning all
hit matches but his last one against
highly-rated Schriber of Williams.
The team scores are as follows:
M.I.T. 6 Bowdoin 3
Wesleyan 6 Bowdoin 3

WELL

AS DEFENSE
Jim Dyer Leads Povmrful
Sophomore Outfielp
In Batting

nering eight hits off the c
pitching of White and Heg,_

hit and a speedy doubl
Bell led off with a pass and Sti
attempting to sacrifice him
ond, struck out. Bobby Bell w<
caught off first on an attempt
and run down at second base,
ble by La Fleur allowed E^rf toj
reach first. Dyer then stole ifKJond.
White walked Ed Coombs, ai ej then
he and Dyer pulled a well-e: Stilted
double steal. Bonzagni doublec |Jfrshly.
scoring Dyer and Coom B'jand
then scored himself on the sai jfeplay
on a wild throw-in by the witer
fielder. Ed Martin drew a pi sai and
stole second, but Peters then robbed
Franny Roeque of a base hit JiJ retire the side.
r\
In the second, Bowdoin i^red
three more runs on 2 hits. I Jfjrlane
walked and was advanced to setond
when Jack Tucker bunted sjjjfely.
Tucker and Haldune moved up tp: sec-:
ond and third on ;• sacrifice jt Sell.
Stephens hit an infield gr luder,
scoring
Haldane
ad dicing
and
Tucker to third, and reach* ojjfirst

one

the

fervent

M

himself. Hitting sharply to rig
Jim
sent Tucker across th inflate
for the fifth run of the gam<
Then
a second attempted double st< a* failed as Stephens was nipped a| j(imo.

Dyer

;

.

Dyer, however, reached secon
play and scored when Lalabe
Mules' shortstop, fumbled
grounder.
The Big White failed to sco
\#ain
until the seventh, when one njfci'iMme
in. In the next inning Page Sjtf ^heng
crashed through with a hoiS* i to
'|JBn

in

the first frame, one in ther tiiird,
three in the fourth, one in thje Afth,
and four in the sixth. In the Ifourth,
two hits and three Bowdoinn»rrors
led to three runs, while two jtukgles,
a triple, a base on balls, andf^T error helped the Mules to fouf^itiore
runs in the big sixth.

Team
Hard To Win Third

Jay vee Baseball

The Bowdoin Junior Varsii
ball team regained its winninj
yesterday afternoon when it ti
the Edward Little High Schi
tl

for Bowdoin. but had to be
in the third inning by soj

Johnny Williams.
Williams, a pitcher of vars^ji* caliber, pitched the last six innnfci for

TRACKMEN

SHOW AMAZING POWER
IN TROUNCING

of the White's superiority. There wasn't a Bates man within five yards of
placing in the century and the high hurdles didn't even see the opposition
entered. Most exciting finish of the day was the 2-mile grind which saw
Pete Babcock come up from behind to take a first with Graichen of Bates
and Dana Jones close at his heels. Most unexpected performances were turn-

hope that the

BATES
By

Makes

Debut
Well Rounded Bowdoin Track Squad
will let them play their
schedule as planned, and with preCrushing Bates with 103 2-3 to 31 1-3 Score
season training and "southern" trips
It Points For State Meet
a matter of history, the four Maine ed in by Jay Pratt and Jack Stowe. Jay outdid himself in the shot with a
colleges this week launch the 1940 heave of 45 feet &% inches and threw the discus' almost 139 feet which
Trinity 4 1* Bowdoin 4'i
Sweepng all places in four events Bates, tt Is safe to say that the team
edition of the state baseball series. eclipses his individual record by about six feet. Stowe's high jump of 5 feet
Williams 6» 2 Bowdoin 2¥j
will be
Each team engaging in nine games, 10 inches is good climbing in any meet. Art Keylor also comes in for plenty and losing only one first place in the to beat in the State Meet
Unless Bates can improve
and playing until May 22, the race of praise for his first in the javelin throw. There's plenty of balance in this entire meet, the Bowdoin track team Maine.
overwhelmed Bates in a dual meet, rapid! > from now until the Meet at
this year has changed its make-up
track squad.
which showed the amazing power of Orono on May 11, Bowdoin and Maine
•many times in the pre-season doping.
:
polar bearings :
the Big White, at Whit tier Field last will completely dominate the field.
Bates, the defending champion, a
Bowdoin's baseball team is still on the road this week
Saturday afternoon under perfect Speculation is already arising over
team strong "down the middle," bids
Charlie the possibility of an even larger score
track weather conditions.
trip.
At
after
England
New
completing
very
successful
a
successfair to make their defense a
Pope, Stan James, and Jay Pratt by for the Big White at the track meet
Waterville, Monday, Linn's surprising outfit dropped a 10-8
ful one, while the other three teams
scoring double wins helped run up of the four Maine Colleges than was
decision; Wednesday, the opponent is Maine, and Friday
are hopeful of knocking the Garnet
Lack Of Practice
the large score of 103 2/3 to 31 1/3 made last year.
from the sunspot.
finds the team at Lewiston. It's too bad the schedule
The .meet officially opened at onefor the Big White.
As befits the champions, Bates gets
Fails
Trip
doesn't bring them home for sub-freshman week end. The
The display of power of the Polar thirty with the pole vault. Stan
first position in our ratings of the
Jayvees have been playing plenty of games while the
James came through with his first win
Hit Peak
performthe
shown
was
by
Bears
series contenders. As we say, the
varsity has been traveling and look like a smart aggreances of the tracksters in v the high of the afternoon, defeating Holmes
Bobcats are "strong down the midgation. The Brldgton Academy game was as good a conThe Polar Bear netmen returned dle" with O'Sullivan catching. Harand low hurdles, the broad jump, and and Maggs of Bates with a mighty
8>4 in. Keylor and Hultest as we've seen this year.
in the 100-yard dash. The running of vault of 11 ft.
frccn a rain*" abbreviated schedule last vey at second, Belliveau at short, and
polar bearings :
Captain Neal Allen, Lin Rowe. Ray ing won first and second places in the
week with an unprepossessing record. Dick Thompson in center field. These
Bowdoin fans had a chance to see Maine's and Bates' current pastimers Huling and Charlie Edwards in the javelin throw.! Art's hurl of 170 ft.
Rained out at Brown, Amherst, and four are veterans.- Add Webster on
was twelve feet better than HulMassachusetts State, the team won the mound, and the Bates "hine looks in action, Monday, as the poor condition of the Lewiston diamond forced the hurdles; Huling. Harv Maguire. and 8 in.
ing's throw olj 158 ft. 11 in., which
only two matches while bowing to like the team to beat. At first base game to be played at Pickard Field. It was a close tilt with Bates capitaliz- Brey in the dash; and Stan James.
Edwards
in the nosed put Cdnfion's of Bates by four
and
Lindley,
Nels
Williams and Wesleyan.
the
into
then
go
shown
as
the
game
and
up
ing on some daring base-running to tie up
freshman Josselyn has
Lindley and Edwards
However, Captain Ben Shattuck a powerful sticker .and smooth field- lead 5-4. Circus catches by Hervey and Brud Witty helped Webster, elongat- broad jump- completely blanked the inches. James,
Garnet men from placing at all. swept the broad jump without arty
pointed out that Bowdoin had never er. Captain Hasty Thompson at third
ed Bates hurler, a-plenty, Witty's one-handed catch in right cutting off two
ih^arlie Pope's two victories in the difficulty. Their respective jumps
enjoyed any startling results in her and his brother Junie in the field
Maine runs which would probably have meant the ball game. We have a^ 220-yard dash and in the 440-yard run were James, 20 feet 10 inches; Linsouthern trips. He emphasized that complete the lineup. In addition to
feeling that the Series race is going to be pretty much of a gamble with
were outstanding and prove that he ley, 20 -feet 8 inches; and Edwards, 19
the team consisting of Shattuck, Hill, the veteran Webster the pitching
Niles Perkins wort
hasn't lost any of his old vim and feet 2 inches. Big
Akeley, Ireland, Driscoll, Pope, Harr, staff included veterans Metragano, Bowdoin as strong a contender as any team.
throw from Andrews and
vigor. Jay Pratt surprised all the ex- the hammer
and Hall were definitely playing men Wright, and Whittey. Sophomore
of Bates with a heave of
perts showing potential State Meet Parmeoter
who were better than they were.
year,
last
did
not
play
ball
Shiff. who
Of
Jayvees
power in his victories in the shot and 158 feet 3% inches, which beat his
The last match, held at Williams shows promise of breaking into the
opponents by a good twenty feet. Jack
discus. Stan James also upset all exon last Saturday, ended in a 9-0 de- lineup as number two hurler. Up at
Tilts pectations of the track prognostica- Stowe came into his own by winning
Three
feat with Ireland and Akeley turn- Orono, Coach Kenyon is experimentthe high jump with a leap of 5 feet
with
pair
through
a
coming
tors
by
pering in the only near-satisfactory
ing with a veritable mass of untested
broad jump and 10 inches. It was good enough to beat
formance. The first contest was a material. His pitching corps is plentiThe Polar Bear Jayvees smashed of triumphs in the the latter event Deane Grey. Stan James of Bowdoin
Stephens Is
the pole vault. In
little more successful with the douHigh
Deering
wins
over
their way to
ful, but its quality has not as yet
Stan beat Maggs and Holmes of the and Coorssen of Bates, who all tiecL^,
ble combinations of Shattuck and been put to any valid test. Doc GerFeature In
by a, score of 10-4. South Portland
Lewiston team, who are considered to for second place with leaps of 5 feet
Hill, and Ireland and Akeley showing rish in the outfield. Bucklin behind
16-7 and lost a close decision to
c
Of Errors
be the two outstanding pole vaultcrs 8 inchffs.
well against Wesleyan. Their vic- the plate, and Roberts on the mound
Bridgton Academy 5-3 to open its
The aforementioned performances
in the state.
tories constituted Bowdoin's only vic- are expected to balance the promising
season last week. In all three games
of Jay Pratt were the best of the
It was not only in these events
tories,
however. Captain Shattuck crop of sophomores and juniors on
the Jayvees displayed plenty of power
*;hot
put his toss of 45
the
day.
In
fenceTth'AnW at bat, and good pitching, collecting that Bowdoin showed her power. Vicmentioned the fact that this dual hand. But unless the pitching hope- and
inches was good enough to
tories in every event but the 880- feet 6^
cffectivel
for
four inn gs>
meet was played in the Wesleyan fuls ccrne through and the veterans
a total of 33 base raps as against
of Bates
Parmenter
Russell
and
beat
undisputed
the
College
gave
yard run
he develo
a wi]d streak
cage and that these latter players carry the team witn some good stick- wh
their opponents' 13. Jim Dolan, Will
supremacy of the day. Jim Doubleday and al» make him the favorite in the
WeHs not taki
chanccs
thus had an advantage of experience work the Maine Bear seems due to
Small and George Altman were the
almost became a double winner in State M'j>et. In the discus his turn
Herb
PaUerson
in
to
start
the
on the indoor courts.
was one foot and ten
pay the role of the underdog in the J ftn and H erb held 'em. Throwing big guns throughout the series.
the mile and half mile. In the former and spin hurl
Before the team returned, a final st.ate-w.de battle for the crown.
The Junior Varsity would have won Jim came from behind in the last and th^ee-quarters inches better than
>,
his knuckle . ball with unerr ng ac^
practice match was scheduled with
all three games if it had not been
Coach Roundy at Waterville seems curacy, he set the
quarter mile to pass the faltering Hubbard. Pratt's throw was 138 feet
down
opposition
the Coast Guard team of New Lon- to have quite a strong squad with
that the sloppiness displayed in the
Crooker of Bates and sprint on to 11 inches. Sigsbee of Bates placed
don, Connecticut. Again, the two which to do battle. Colby has the with a lone bingle for the rest of the field in the first two contests was
again in the 880- third.
victory. Running
double teams were successful, but the advantage of training and experience route. Meanwhile the rest of the more costly in the Bridgton game.
In the running events the crowd
yard run without a sufficient rest.
team
busied
themselves
and
shoved
singles contests were both forfeited. over their other Maine rivals, and
Brad Hunter pitched beautiful ball, Doubleday nearly gained a second saw same fine performances. In the
across two runs in the fifth to take
Thus, the double teams totaled four have
" a>c shown
"-« in
uf well
"' pre-season
««*-» up
«• |t he lead and hold it to the finish for fanning 14 and allowing only five win. but the Ion;.; strides of Nickerson 100-yard dash Huling. Harv McGuire,
h«TT*—
wins on the trip, and Shattuck felt games. Paced by White and /lattery
hits, but errors figuring in four of the
was too much and Jim and Bubby Brey all finished in a dead
.
J was fine exmbition Bridgton team's tallies threw the of the Garnets
that this result was the indication on thje mound, and taking advantage a 3 2 VJC
had to be content with a well-earned heat, {n the final judgement the ofof itcni
on the
of Jack Keefe
of future success, at least by the
game. Porcella opened the 10th for place position. Art Keylor's perform- ficials picked them in the above
hat t hls B the last year
Herb
Patiersont
witn
the
rest
of
?k
doubles teams.
Bridgton with the score knotted at ance in the javelin throw was out- named: order. The time was 10.3s
hat Colby freshmen will be allowed
hUti * tfcne , * to
h
As for State meet possibilities, the to play on varsity teams the Mule the t
which Jis not poor for a race at this
3 all with a sharp single. Kouchaacro8s lhe win
r kers.
Ed lakas then bunted. Ochmanski pegged standing. His toss of 170 feet and 8 time
team feels confident that its chances bids fair to be Bates chief rival
Jtf the season. Jim Doubleday
inches was very good for an early
provided
the
fielding
gems
are good. Despite Colby's Charley
wild to first and Will Small, Bow- season match.
?° rs Cap Uin Magiurein the
should be more and Prte Babcock ran a well-timed
He
when
made
sen sat1onal
Lord, who has been rated bv some outfield
SfiiS is a strong
t
doin's first baseman threw wild to than just a threat for seizing the race in the mile run and their efforts
contender for
catches of high fouls while leaning
Both finished
coaches as the best college player in the batting crown this year.
third to let in the "Winning run. Bow- coveted first place in the State Meet. were well rewarded.
over the second row of bleachers.
this part of the country, Bowdoin's
doin errors also counted in two other Perkins in the hammer won handily well a^ead of Drury and Crooker who
The Big White has upset the dope
Saturday at Tufts, the team conhalanced squad is potentially strong- sheets of the experts by its showing
Bridgton runs.
showing
the power that he came in third and fourth. The duel
without
Maine's team is still untried, on the recent trip through Massachu- tinued its heads up ball until a fatal
er.
The Big White pushed 16 runs has exhibited all winter long. All in between Babccck and Crooker failed
while indication of Bates' strength is setts. The Bowdoin nine displayed un- seventh inning. Up until that time across the plate to smash the Capers all. a little more conditioning work to materialize. Drury didn't seem to
Pete Howie had given Tufts five hits,
unknown.
^6-7. Johnny Williams hurling hitless for Niles and he will give Johnson of have \h<* stuff for it and Babcock
expected defensive strength while
three of them of the scratch variety.
ball for seven innings might have
their highly vaunted power at the
Maine, winner at the Penn Relays was s.-jvlng himself for the two-mile
the jayvees and held the team from
Ed Coombs took two more high fouls shut South
plate lived up to expectations. More
Portland out had the Saturday something to worry about run.
off the left-field bleachers and Bobby
Auburn to only one run. Showing his
In *ine hurdles little needs to be
fielding not been so careless in the when they meet in the State Meet.
than anything else, the spirit and
Bell played the sun-field in sensausual fine control, Johnny struck out
latter part of the game. Fourteen
From the showing made by the said. The domination of the Big White
rapid improvement showed by the
tional fashion, accepting six chances
five men.
free passes aided the Jayvees in their Polar Bears in this dual "meet with in this event was already a foregone
team
serves
notice
to
its
three
rivals
without a flaw, with four of the
The team continued to show power
conclusion. Captain Neal Allen won
relentless attack.
at the plate. Lanky Will Small led that it definitely is not to be counted catches being of big-league caliber.
the high hurdles in the good time of
In the second inning of the Deering
the Bowdoin attack on the Eddies' out of the reckoning. The question In the big seventh Tufts pushed
15.6s ffom Lin Rowe and Ray Huling,
game
the
Jayvees
blasted
Bowler,
the
pitchers with a tremendous home run is, can Linn
but lout to Rowe in the 220-yard low
Wells instill enough across six runs to win whVn the Big Purple's pitcher from the mound with
clout and a double. Brad Hunter,
hurdlet in the very fast time of 24.5s.
baseball technique and polish in his White infield and pitching momen- a barrage of seven hits for seven
pitcher - outfielder, also got a douCharlie Edwards held a smooth stride
team to make them impregnable to tarily fell apart. The final score gave runs. Upham pitched runless ball in
ble. They fielded well with the inthroughout the race and placed third.
Coach Miller of the Bowdoin swimany sudden attack of jitters? This the decision to Tufts by a score of the five innings on the mound, but
field playing heads-up ball.
The announced duel race between
two hits collected from Hall and ming teams has announced that Mr. Charlie Pope and Irv Mabee was all
becomes very important when we 8-6.
three errors figured for all four of Nathaniel Parker, First Aid and Life that was expected. Mabee led for the
consider that each team plays only
According* to Coach Wells, what the visitors' runs.
Saving Field Representative of the first hfelf of the race. Pope kept paces
nine games, thus making each game happened in the seventh inning of
American Red Cross, will be here the in the back of the Bates runner with
*?
a "pressure" game.
the Tufts game was due to inexperi- ence nothing more, and it certainly week of May 6-10 to conclude the Gene Redmond running a very close
has not dampened the spirit of the work of Mr. Miller in preparing seme third position. Rounding the corner
forty students for the Senior Life prior no )he long stretch to the tape.
players, especially since the batting
Saving tests.
Pope and Mabee were neck and neck.
average of the team stands at .324,
Next week for five evenings Mr. Big lanky Charlie's long legs proved
led by Jim Dyer's sticking of ten hits Parker will give instruction in all too much for Mabee and Pope dashed
out of fourteen trips to the plate for the phases of water safety and life on to win in the commendable time
saving from 7:30 to 10:30, and will of 52.2s. Gene Redmond who was runan average of .714.
give special emphasis to artificial res- ning with a strained tendon showed
piration by the prone pressure meth- little evidence of such an injury by
od. Mr. Parker has had several years placing third a few strides behind
work in this field following his grad- the Bates Mabee.
There's no hurt
uation from Springfield College in
Graichen of Bates set a fast pace in
1935. He also obtained his master's the two mile but failed to hold it in
like forgetting
degree in 1938 at Springfield where the final stages of the event and Pete
he was football trainer for two years, Babcock showed his mettle by sprintvery useful piece of footwear for all kinds
assistant instructor in first aid, and ing past the tiring Bates runner in
of outdoor wear
instructor in corrective gymnastics the heme stretch in the excellent
and physiotherapy. During the recent time of 10 minutes 23 seconds. Dana
summers he has served as instructor Jones almost caught Graichen in the
Sunday,
12
in canoeing at New Hampshire and final Stretch but his burst of speed
Maine camps, and also at the Red was too late to beat the fast failing
This is an outstanding buy
Cross Aquatic ^School at South Han- Bates runner.
Bill Nickerson of the Bobcats gave
son, Massachusetts.
For the past four weeks Coach the befet performance for his team in
Miller has been conducting a prelim- winning the 880-yard run in the good
inary course for all students who time of 2 minutes 2 seconds. Jim Douall patterns
wish. to qualify for the highest award bleday, whose performance in the
in Red Cross work. The entire pro- grueling mile run, left little energy
gram has been planned for the pri- for him to keep stride with the strong
mary purpose of affording students kick of the Garnet runner. The race
the opportunity to secure their life was close until the final stages when
weatherman
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BIG WHITE WINS
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Lew Upham

Bobcats Have Strength To
Repeat '39 Victory

/With

BIG WHITE

By Hank Shorey
The wearers of the Garnet looked none too impressive. Saturday, for a
team that was supposed to be a threat in repelling Bowdoin from a second
straight State Track Championship. It looks as if ithe Polar Bear is going to
have something of a field day at Orono May 11. Bates was obviously undertrained, but the 103 3/3 to 31 1/3 score looks like something more than lack
of condition. In fact, Bowdoin swept four events which in itself is indicative

Shows On
As Team
To

several costly fielding lapses Mftr? responsible for the defeat.
Bowdoin made an impressivlf ftart,
in the Aral inning, tallying 3

11-3.

'40 SERIES

NETMEN UNABLE
TO WINON TRIP

The Big White dropped the
the State Series games to Co!
last Monday afternoon at Wa
The club continued to hit

wind up Bowdoin's scoring.
The Mules put across one

FOR

their first taste of intercollegiate
competition. Captain Al -Clarke was

Take Game

HITS

Matthews,
were having

Baxter,

McKay, and Robbins

Colby Scores Ten Tinf!*
First Six Innings

TEAM

since

POLAR BEARINGS

BATES FAVORED

THREE

|

:

TWO

Win Two

ON PRE-SERIES TOUR
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Comedy
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RED CROSS OFFICIAL
TO CONDUCT COURSE

j

-
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Spring

-

CAMPUS SANDALS

A

MOTHER'S DAY

$1.98

May

GABARDINE TROUSERS

$3.98

saving

REDUCED SPORT COATS

-

$10.45

jobs in

and $12.95

Ice-cold Coca-Cola

taste

pure refreshment.
satisfies

completely

\

Chocolates

29c

Your mother . . . yew children's
moth«r . . . anybody's
will bo dtlighttd with o selection from
our spoetelly decorated koios of her
favorito Whitman's Chocolates.

These are irregulars from a Nationally famous brand

The Soaoler

If

COCA-CODE
Street

G PLANTS,

Bemailts

S

INC.
AUMIIB, Maine

(
~>

«a

Mctoll.M

s

•

Allen's Drug Store
M. C. PERKINS, Ph.G.. Mgr.
Maine Street

BANK

of Brunswick, Maine
Capital, $175,600

Total Resources $2,700,000

STUDENT PATRONAGE SOLICITED

Nickerson went ahead to win by 20
yards. Lin Martin, suffering from a
heavy cold, ran a good third.
In the final running event, Bob
Abendroth, diminutive sprint man,
nearly nosed out the speedy Charlie
Pope in the' 220-yard dash. Abendroth
led Pope during the first three-quarters of the race but Pope's longer legs
outstrode the chunky Bowdoin Junior. Give Bobby two more weeks of
training and he may beat Pope in the
State Meet. Mabee of Bates placed
several strides behind the leaders. The
winning time of 22.6 seconds was a
fast race for an early Spring meet.
,i.

,

»1

Let iw mall a Box for you

US

Pastime Theatre Building

FIRST NATIONAL

$1.11 to *7. SO

Mf

Orfcsr 9*** packa^it ,

4USE THAT REFRES HE

for
resorts.

149 Maine Street

ing nothing more.

/>

required

Downstair Location

SPECIAL LOT OF HOSIERY

Its

and a refreshed feeling follows that leaves you want*

as

BRUNSWICK
BARBER SHOP

were formerly $16.95
-

is all

certificates

summer camps and

Tel. 775

KAYWOODIE FLAME
GRAIN SECONDS
$2.50
_,

Beat Line of Pipes in

Town

The Neighborhood Market
17
i

MORTON'S NEWSSTAND

PAGE STREET

Corner of Union and Page
In Back of Beta House

Tel. 628

FOUR

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

Holds Class
Stearns Leads
Edwards Talks
Dinner Saturday '43 Tennis Team
On Law To Ibis

SECONDLECTUl

[

International

Finance
[

Continued from Page

i

Continued

front

Page

t ]

After the last spoonful of maplewalnut ice cream had been downed,
and novices had extinguished the
butt of their first and last cigar, mad
scrambles ensued for early rights to
elevator transportation and rides
back to Brunswick with the few

Tallman Professor Speaks

On

WOODY HERMAN
TO PLAY AT IVY

'43

BONN DELIVERS

}

Another upset in the European
nancial status quo was caused by th
Russian Revolution, according 1
Professor-Bonn. The pre-war adm
istration in Russia wished to bo
money to pay the interest on her

car owners. Some
took a temporary detour to enjoy the
swing of Andy Kirk and his orchestra
at Old Orchard Beach, while others
attended a local movie or returned to
Brunswick for the pursuit of intellectual joys in the company of their

Freshman

jl

debts but of course was refused
the powers. The new regime merd
stated that it was against its p:
ciples to pay the debts. The Russian

class

books.

stuck to their principles and impose*
the severe Five-Year Flan in oi
Jo carry out the project.
Apart from the Russian complicaj-

to borrow money to invest in factorand when the American bubble
burst in 1929, the Germans had the
opportunity to devaluate their currency.
The next blow to international finance came when the depression hit
England. A movement rose at this
time to start inflation and Professor
Bonn remarked that at the time he
ies,

was hoped that' international
finance could be restored to normal
at the close of the war. The stabiliaferi
tion of currency was expected kb
bring about the change, Unfort unafev
ly, incompetent financiers were appointed. Professor Bonn went on ftiar
discuss the double legacy that haH
been left by the war, the question of
German reparations and the ten billion dollar debt owed the Unitjecf
States. England announced that srit*
would renounce everything owed he*
if America would do the same. Pjrot
lessor Bonn pointed out that Eagjt
land's largest debtor was Russia wji^
had no intention of paying anyway;
The economic depression of 1920
was caused in Germany by "inflated;
agricultural machinery."
Expensive
machinery replaced cheap labor catig>
'
ing unemployment. Germany bedan
tion, it

:

.

j

Variety
By

The Ibis held its fourth meeting of
With Don Stearns playing in numthe year at the Alpha Delta Phi
ber one position, a freshman tennis

Charles Mergendshl

A New
"Here

House last Monday evening. Presiteam has been organized. Following
dent Sills, who is unofficial ad'jfor
the jsame set up used by the varsity,
of the organization, was pres?.'.t at
a ladder has been made up listing
ta'ik

to go"

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

The

Reverend

George

Cadigan

y/

,

England

states.

i

To Offer Course
In Comparative Religion

Russell

Definitely Milder

these are the three good
qualities that every smoker
.

.

.

wants and every smoker gets
in Chesterfield.That's

I

The College office announced recently that Mr. Henry G. Russell,
A.M., Instructor in Biblical Literature, will conduct a course in Theological History next year. This course
has not been offered here in recent
years.
Although Religion 1-2 which was
offered this year is a study of both
the old and the new testaments of
the Bible, the new course will be in
Comparative

Religion.

will

It

Chesterfields are made of the
world's best tobaccos, blended

BRANDS
BARBER SHOP

in the right Combination.

1SS

You can V buy a

be

because

.

.

.

.

.

.

:

Dean Advises On
Choice Of Work

CHEM CLUB HOLDS

CHARTER MEETING

!

These Teams Tie
In Softball Race

—

NEW

Wednesday-Thursday
May 1-2
Loretta Young - Ray Milland

!

JAYVEE GOLFERS

in

A

The Doctor Takes

Wife

also

News

Sound Act

May

Friday

3

TIE FIRST

Morning, Early Afternoon and
Evening Classes
For Further information address

Linda Darnell

REGISTRAR OF

FORDHAM LAW SCHOOL

in

Star Dust

2SS Broadway,

•

New York

also

News

Sound Act

Yes, We're Interested In

jS***

*

Saturday

Jane Withers

May

4

PRINTING

Shooting High
also

"Vnm Yankees," *ay» JOE McCARTHY, "win chamin

th* fold"

.

.

good

in

the box, at bat

CHESTERFIELDS win mora

day because they're tops for
COolor smoking, better taste and real mildness.
snwtkars every

i**

We

have had long experience in
producing for Bowdoin men:

Selected Short Subjects

May

Sunday-Monday

5-6

My Son, My Son
Brian Aherne

with
Madeleine Carroll

-

also

May

Tuesday

with

Rosemary Lane

also

Snapshots
'

-

Wayne Morris

Today's DEFINITELY AflLDER, Cooler- Smoking, Better- Tasting Cigarette
Cfrnffe l"

7

An Angel From Texas
Eddie Albert

STATIONERY
POSTERS
TICKETS
ALUMNI LETTERS
FRATERNITY FORMS
And Other

Printing

Ask Us For Quotations

Paramount News

esterfield

ALL Your

Gene Autrey

-

.*"

pionships because they're

.

SCHOOL OF LAW

CUMBERLAND

and

sitions are in the blues style, "Wood"Blue Evening,"
Bali,"
chopper's
"Twin City Blues," "Blues Upstairs
and Downstairs," and "Blues on Parade" being outstanding.
Among the personnel, Neal Reid on
the trombone and Saxie Mansfield on
the tenor are top musicians. Reid is /
said by many to be the most under-v
rated slip-horn player in the business,
and a bit of his solo work can b
heard in "East Side Kick," a waxing
the band made for Decca last summer. Mansfield is known throughout
the music fraternities as one of the •
best on the tenor sax, his short stab
in Herman'.-, old theme, "Blue Pre-*
lude," being a good sample of hiswork. Herman himself shares the vohonors with charming Carol
cal
Kaye, a sw«?et singer who fits well
with the easy backing that usually
accompanies her solos.
Ge.tting tc Woody as a soloist, he
can really hit sky-high notes on his
woodwind. His theory, that "Results
speak louder than actions," forms his
fronting style during solos. Like
Charlie Barnet, Woody does not employ acrobatics and facial grimaces in
his work, bat retains an "inconcerned
face even in the manipulation of a
hot lick which he is famous for.
According to Herman, he has put
his band on the sweeter swing side
because he feels that the. open-brass
"jive" bands have made "swing" synonymous
witn
"ugly,
unmusical
noise." He has come to the conclusion
that in the blues there is to be found
swing without the blaring music^
which has characterized so many of"
the present swingband units. After
hearing the brand of music which the
band plays, dajneers agree that it is
swing, but that it is also sweet.
At the present time Herman is at
the Meadowbr^ok, and may be heard
several timt«s a week over the NBC
Red and Blue networks.

Fordham

MAINE 8TREET

better cigarette.

0i^

.

.

own locality. This camp will
made up of about twenty college
men and women, who will
two of the summer months.
The women will do the cooking and

New

WHAT

FROM

.

be

cation of this camp is not yet certain
but in all probability it will be in one

.

—

in their

of the

.

.

students,
work for

work around the camp, while the
men will work on different projects.
Every evening the members of the
camp will have a discussion on the
work that they are doing, and make
plans for additional projects. The lo-

Plays

the Blues"

.

.

be a Work Camp somewhere in New
England this summer, aryl that here
is an opportunity for Bowdoin students to do some constructive work

Chesterfield goes to bat with the

.

.

.

.

ferent problems of their work. They
#
also build playgrounds for the miner's
children, and try to better general
living conditions in the mines.
Mr. Cadigan said that there would

1

arranger in the country' is Adrien
Harris, a tewnty-year-old girl who Little Places Second
does the arrangements for Mark
Health
Warnow's "Hit Parade"
In Speaking Contest
experts report that the average person last year ate about 100 pounds
George T. Little '40 won second
less food than did the average person
in 1900 and that the decline has place in the State Oratory contest
probably been beneficial to public held>at Lewiston last Monday night.
health ... If you like plenty of Leonard Clough '40 of Bates won
shooting in your theater, we suggest first prize in this competition which
THE PETRIFIED FOREST on was conducted under^ the auspices of
Thursday or Friday
For your note- the Intercollegiate Peace Association.
book: certain birds can see insects
Little has been very active in
from a one hundred yard distance speaking and debating during his
than a human can't even see close to four years here at Bowdoin. He has
Newspaper headline:
been a member of the varsity debatEXPECT
1000 LAY- ing team for four years. He particiING HENS?; one thousand eggs
pated in the freshman-sophomore deWoody Herman is only twenty-five bate in each of his first two years.
And we still think the He has also been a member of the
years old
new Artie Shaw record is good; it has winning team in the Bradbury deFrom an bates twice. Active in the work of
a terrific slow swing
advertisement in a movie theater: the political forum, he has repreIT HAPPENED ONE NIGHT held sented Bowdoin at many intercollegiover for five whole days; coming
ate conferences. This year he is the
Pres- Secretary of the New England ConDIONNE QUINTUPLETS
ident Buchanan was expelled from ference on Foreign Affairs.
college for being wild and came back
In the contest on Monday, third
to graduate first in his class.
and fourth ratings were awarded to
Ivy, fair Ivy.
men from the University of Maine
When Bowdoin returns to the sod- and Colby respectively. The judges
When the student must answer to were Reverend John Stearns of the
Prexy,
Auburn Congregational Church, ProAnd the girl friend only to God.
fessor William Sauter of the University of New Hampshire, and Mr. Carl
"Preparing' for the Job" was the
Getchell of Auburn.
subject of Dean Nixon's talk in chapel last Saturday. The Dean opened by
NOTICE
stating: "Ai of you undergraduates
would agree! I think, that the man
The first meeting of BOwdoin's
The Right Reverend Benjamin who comes to college knowing what
his future vocation will be has cerChemistry Club was held April 24 in Brewster, D.D., Bishop of Maine,
tain advantages over the other felthe major room in Searles Science
will speak in chapel on Sunday,
low." He w|nt on to add that such
building with fifteen men present
May 5.
who became the charter members of
a man knows just how to plan his
time at college and during his sumthe club. The organization is open to
'
mer months^
those men who plan to major in
"This advance knowledge of course
Chemistry and have received a mark
cannot be universally and completely
of B or better in Chemistry 3-4. Jay
possible. Majny students who come *o
C. Pratt '40 was elected President of
college with| a definite vocational inthe new group, Edmund S. Lamont
According to the latest standing, tent are discouraged by the compe'40
became
Vice-President,
and the interfraternity softball teams of tition or
byli their grades in certain
Chandler Alton Stetson, Jr. '41 was Sigma Nu, Delta Kappa Epsilon and courses andjjthen too often join the
chosen Secretary.
Theta Delta Chi were leading the drifters," thje Dean went on to say.
field in this spring's pennant race, Economic conditions sometimes arise
and force Plbple to cancel their hopknown as Religion 3-4 and will in- each having won two games.
Sigma Nu won powerhouse honors ed ambition* for a particular job.
clude a study of the history of ReThe Deai» questioned how manywithya 22-7 win over Kappa Sigma
ligion along with its pffect on the
and an 11-8 triumph over the A.D.'s. students wejre tiding all they could to
social and economic status of the Meanwhile the
Deke pitchers curbed arrive earlyijat the choice of a specific
world.
T.D. and D.U. batters, shutting out business, "flire you frequently quesApproximately a dozen religions both teams for two close victories. tioning alutoini, pr other men you
1-0 and 2-0. Other results show that meet, abou& the demands of this or
will be studied. They include two
Chi Psi defeated the Beta's; Delta that busineip ? Are you trying to deprimitive religions, Hinduism, BudUpsilon defeated Theta »elta Chi and termine wh^ch department of a busdhism. Confucianism. Zoroastrianism, the Zetes won over Chi Psi. The iness you txfst fit into?" He mentionthe Greek and Roman religions, Ju- Beta's were also defeated by Psi Up- ed that the|student.« should take advantage of !the numerous vocational
silon.
daism, Christianity and Islam.
In spite of a bad break in the books on tjlf? shelves "in the library.
"Are you doing all you can, by
weather at the first of the season, the
schedule now has been about half means of books and people, to decide
University
what you definitely want or deficompleted.
The Thorndike' Club has not en- nitely don't want?" the Dean questered a team in the competition this tioned. "If you haw been doing all
YORK
year; so the present line up of the you can in these ways, and in addition have been doing all you can to
league is as follows:
Case System
.develop youf personal qualities, espeThree-Year Day Course
League A
cially in dealing with older people
Four- Year Evening Course
Delta Kappa Epsilon
you need not fear 'an Employment
Co-educational
Theta Delta Chi
Manager."
Member of the Association of
Alpha Delta Phi
American Law Schools
Sigma Nu
College Degree or Two Years of
Kappa
Sigma
College Work with Good Grades
Delta Upsilon
Required for Entrance
League B
Transcript of Record Must Be
Psi Upsilon
Furnished

CAN WE

chapel last Thursday. He
the various Work Camps
throughout the country which are
being supported by the Friends Service Committee. Mr. Cadigan described
in detail a work camp which is located in the Pennsylvania coal fields.
The men in this camp work with the
miners and help them solve the difin

Leader

Woody Herman.
of the "Band that

.

.

discussed

i

•

.

.

On New Work Camps

Continued from Page

..

.

.

TO SIN FOR JOHN D; GETS
Perhaps the only woman
DIME

George Cadigan Talks

spoke

[

Although the band does not limit itthe Herman arrangements are done in the
blues fashion; Woody's own compoself to only playing blues,

.

.

.

CIGARETTE

Will Feature Carole
Kaye As Vocalist

hear

.

.

Andetson, 8) Ben Thompson.
Stekrruf-ts reputed to be a better
than average player. He was a member of the Phillips Exeter Academy

Cooler ^Smoking
Better-Tasting

We

—

—

;

^i;

.

.

Ann Sothern has taken up the
musical saw; her mother is a noted
singer, her husband, Roger Pryor, a
famed band leader; but nobody outdoes Ann not even Joan Crawford
Seen in New York City in a
small night club: 50—GORGEOUS
doin men, emphasized h>s activities
GIRLS—
50. 45— BEAUTIFUL COSduring the days of prohibition. He
Statistics show
has been fire chief, police chief or TUMES 45 .
that the best read men in the world
selectman of Brunswick for many
are
prisoners
The first real
years. Noted throughout the state for
money ever to be shown on the screen
his political activities, Mr. Edwards
was cited by "intellectually curious will be in the M-G-M's latest Crime
Does Not Pay Subject, "Counterfeit"
Richard Sanborn '40 as a friend to
From the Daily Mirror: DROP
every Bowdoin man."
BOMBS IN FRANCE, 300 KILLED
According to Sanborn the Ibis reprobably the English
IN
SPAIN;
ceived its title from the apparent
Psychologists denaval airforce
dignity of its feathered namesake.
clare that women's favorite color is
This group was established to unite
We alred, while men's is blue
the literati of the college.
ways knew that Nelson Eddy had
The men are chosen in two groups,
talent of some kind or other, and are
:
four juniors being selected in t ie
relieved to find he's one of thq most
spring,
who in turn choose six accomplished amateur sculptors in
brother intellects the following authe country; maybe he'll give up acttumn. Richard Sanborn, John Stewing now
From the Pittsburgh
art, Richard Eveleth and Auguuus
Sun-Telegraph: MARY PROMISES

tennis team last year. A member of
the Junior Davis Cup squad, Don
should help materially to strengthen
the varsity next year. John Plimpton
had advocated stabilization by Great who is playing in the number two
slot for the frosh is also a member
Britain, ."but she missed the bus."
Professor Bonn continued by say- of the Junior Davis Cup team. Yale
comes from Worcester
ing that when this war started, there Summers
Fenn were elected to the group la?t
was no international finance left. Academy where he played number
spring, and Neal Allen, John C. MarGermany's invasion of Denmark was one on their tennis team.
Richard Doyle, Francis Bliss,
ble,
This should be a better than avernecessary since Dr. Schacht had made
Richard Sullivan and Lawrence Spinno credits available in Germany, and age tennis team for the freshmen.
garn later were named to complete
the only way to finance the war was Unfortunately, due to financial cirmembership.
to invade.
cumstances a small schedule has been the
Rather than elect officers, the club
Feeling that when this war it over arranged. Only two matches are
this year moved that the or\> nal
the United States will be richer and scheduled. They are both with DeerEurope poorer, Professor Bonn con- ing High School, one here and one four should conduct the meetings in
rotation. Another innovation of 1940
cluded by saying that depressions are in Portland. However, the freshmen
is a. triangular key chain embos,e<!
caused through the mismanagement will have one more chance to play
with an emblem symbolic of the club.
of investors, not because of bad cap- ,as the Junior Varsity has one match
italists.
with Portland Junior College.

AMERICA1S BUSIEST

.

that

the meeting which featured a
"Small Town Law Enforcement" by
Selectman i#of
William
Edwards,
Brunswick.
Mr. Edwards, well known to Bow-

the freshmen in order of their abiliy
as shown in practice. Those on the
ladder may challenge anyone not
more than two notches above if they
wish to improve their standing. Anyone not named who desires to play
may try for the team by playing off
with one of the men at the foot of
the ladder.
The lineup at present is 1) Don
St«arns, 2) John Plimpton, 3) Yale
Summers, 4) John Abbott, 5) Bob
Burfcham, 6) Phil Brown, 7) Andy

"Band That Plays the Blues"

England epitaph reads:
an atheist. All dressed

lies

up and no place

Sound Act

TheRecordOffice
— Telephone S —

Zeta Psi
Chi Psi
Beta Theta Pi
Alpha Tau Omega
The committee on Interfraternity
athletics composed of Johnny Rob-

MATCH

The BowSoin Junior Varsity

golf,

team and tfec Lewiston High School
team playe t & 3-3 tjie last Saturday
afternoon &$ the Brunswick course.
Ja<jk Hoop« and Bob Nivcn, playing in nunfjer thre> and four posibins and Hank Wheeler has drawn tions tt'speqfivvly. w^n individual
and
up a complete set of rulings. By this besV ball matches, while Cush Haycode, all out for track and baseball ward and (jene Woodward dropped
or all who are members of the Golf three points in the one and two spots.
and Tennis teams are forbidden to The teams ,wiil play a return match
play softball. Tie games should be on May 15 'at: the Martindale course
immediately

played

off.

Regulation

softball rules are to be strictly observed. All games have been scheduled to be played before May 8. The

Auburn. .The individual scores are
follows Tebel (ID defeated Hayw.urd <B>. S and 6;;Sullivan (L) defeated Woodward <B>. 2 up; Hoopes
(B) defeated Mitchell (L). 1 up;

in

as'

:

two top teams in each league will
then meet in a playoff to determine Niven (B) defeated Kneeland (L)
the championship of the series.
up.
1

1

*•-

The COLLEGE

BOOKSTORE

HARDY OF WESSEX: WeSer &• 00
MICHELANGELO: PAINTINGS $3.00
A Phaidon Press Book

Paul K. Niven, Bowdoin 1916

Manager
Printers of

The Orient
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The Sun
» Rises
By Leonard

Al

••

are en joy ig the adv
reading p jriod for
time this year, otl jers were i
tiated last spring. Most of its upf

COMMENCEMENT
WEEK PROGRAM

vs.

OfcfORRQW

t
NO. 5

Choice To

Is

Second State Tra

Committee Of Seniors Signs Walker Museum Will Lend Baccalaureate Address By
Portrait To World Fair
Donahue For Annual
President To Open
Class Dance
Exercises
Professor Philip C- Beam, Director

i

tages of

class beneficiaries

of the

I

1

;

-

r

piftST of all we
we are anxious to

•^

wj,nt

to

sUUi

see the readittj

Al Donahue, featuring his "Lowin a Top Hat," will be
the feature attraction for Bowdoin's
annual Commencement Dance on
June 13. The dance, planned for
Thursday evening, is one of the main

down Music

continued on
opponents wii
erous arguments outw ?igh its
potter* by far. They leel that tM|
average Bowdoin student is, intellej
tually. too immature tcj be entrus
with his own educational welfare
an entire month. Theyjcite the g
basLs. Its

;

individual

American

The

fitting

NEW BUGLE WILL

and the actual Commencement
ceremony on June 15.
Plans have already been, completed
12

APPEAR IVY DAY

for the class programs, invitations,
and booklets, but the announcement
of the band selection has been the
first official

deavor and the mis-use of such
plan by those men who would wi
come it merely as an excuse for t
ing a vacation from classes. Even
a considerable majority aid profit a
make good use of the reading peri
the remainder would be responsi
for dragging down tne scholas
reputation of the college, a conside:
tion which all colleges must be aw:
of, especially one with] a small s
dent body.

The

collections yet staged.

••'

BUT

there are also t^e support
They are greatly interested
the success of this experiment (
though it passed the experimestage more than a hundred years
In some colleges) and look to it a$
forward, step toward better edu
tion. They realize the difficulties'

14

official

The colortype system, a method of
printing pictures by a gelatin process,
will not be employed this year, however, and the metal cuts have been
made of athletic teams, college organizations,
and all the various
Brewster
of
Benjamin
Bishop
scenes taken from life at Bowdoin.
Maine was the speaker in chapel on The semi-gloss paper of the book willSunday, May 5. Expressing the need be decorated in a standard colorof the world of today to recognize motif.
the? "eternal realities of truth and
Mr. Stephen Merrill '35 was the
righteousness," Bishop Brewster re"Bugle's" official photographer, but
called the attitude toward the world there will be a section of photos
of his college days. At that time ev- taken by Alfred E. Eisenstat during
eryone had an optimistic faith in the his visit to Bowdoin's Christmas
inevitable progress of the world. The
Houseparties. Other variations from
United States "seemed destined to the form of the last yearbook will
grow steadily, not only in wealth and be a slightly expanded section on
economic power, but also in culture sports, and the addition of an in-

Brewster Gives
Chapel Address

in

chusetts Hall at 9.30 A.M.
Softball Game. 1930 vs. 1935,
Delta, at 10.30 a.m.
[

Continued on Pane

17

P.

urday

in quest of a second straight
State Title* with everything in its
favor except a home track. A premeet
Bowdoin
expects
favorite,
plenty of trouble in the distances and
jumping eveVits, however. Maine presents the cjuef obstacle to a Bowdoin victory but the Pale Blue is
woefully weak in the hurdles, and
Cup Which will be given to House- dashes and' cannot hope to offset
party Queen at the Ivy Ball
the BowdoJn superiority in those
events. Colby is expected to nose into
third place with sure places "in the
broad jump.; pole vault, javelin, high
jump, and possibly ^he dash.
It is a pretty safe, bet that records
will fall in at least two events with
Don Smith of Maine the most likely
j

James, and representa-

BONN DELIVERS

These judges were chosen as a

result of the recent poll conducted
by the "Growler" to test the student
reaction to this contest.
'As at the Christmas dance, each

THIRD LECTURE

judge will be given two tickets, and
during the evening, he will give them
Massaon the

to

Professor Tillotson Joins
Zeta Psi Chapter May 14
Professor Frederic T. Tillotson,
professor of music, was recently
pledged to the Zeta Psi Fraternity.

Speaks

chosen fourteen will retire

judges will cast ballots for the Ivy
Queen who will then be given the
cup'

is

conceded

the 880 .and mile run and it
highly possible that he will better
his own times in both these events.

is

On Economic
Of War

The

Effects

an adjacent room and the seven

He

figures.

firsts in

Visiting Tallman Professor

two girls whom he considers
the most attractive. At the intermis-

sion, the

;

new

to set

to the

2 ]

.

By Hank Shorey
A well-baUnced Bowdoin track
invades
team
Orono this coming Sat-

tives of the "Growler." Augustus H.
Fenn '40 and Charles H. Mergendahl
'41.

jjOr

Hammer Throw

Judges of the contest will be the

|

2 p.m:
Meeting of
at

Perkins Might
Set New Record In"

members of the Dance Committee,
Thomas A. Brownell, John C. Evans,
Bruce T. Haley, Ray G. Huling, and
Stanley

MILE

IN

n

Woody Herman.

13

Class Dd^f Exercises under the Thorndike Oak at x P.M.
Mrs. Sills will be at home at the President's House, to the families of the
members of the graduating class and
to alumni and friends, after the Class
Day Exercises.
Meeting of the Trustee* in Hubbard Hall

Meeting of the Alumni Council

yearbook of
the class of 1941, will appear Ivy
Day, editor Nils A. Hagstrom '41 announced recently. Printed by the
Room atop New York's Rockefeller Southworth - Anthoenson Press of
Center. During recent months, Al Portland, which also held last year'si
has become one of the favorite popu- printing contract, the yearbook will
be put together in the same general
[ Continued on Page 2 ]
style as has been used in the last
few years, Hagstrom stated.

The "Bugle,"

Baccalaureate Address by President
the First Parish Church at 5 P.M.

THURSDAY, JUNE

FAVORED
Johnson

sponsor a similar contest at the Ivy
Gym Dance on May 17, according to
Charles H. Mergendahl Jr.. '41, present edito* of the college humo: magazine. The award for the Queen will
be a silver cup like that given at the
Christmas dance, and it will be presented by the maestro of the evening.

Sills in

FRIDAY, JUNE

i

Responding to the popularity of
the contest for the Christmas House
Party Queen, the "Growler" will

"

the Overseers in Hubbard
Hall at 7.30 P.M.
Senior Dance in the Gymnasium at 9 P.M.

Photos Of Houseparties By
Alfred Eisenstaedt
Are Featured

word from the commit-

tee under the chairmanship of Robert N. Bass. Al Donahue, featuring
the singing of lovely Paula Kelly,
will be making his first appearance
on the Bowdoin campus. Long a favorite with society dancers, Al has
enjoyed several very popular engagements at the fashionable Rainbow

n

WEDNESDAY, JUNE

to borrow paintings from
The exhibit is planned, thereto be one of the most representative and expensive displays of
fore,

•

>

On Friday May

Commencement Dinner On

abroad.

Huling

J'-

Dance Committee To Make
Choice At Gym Dance

HELD ON THURSDAY

difficult

features of the Commencement program that really gets under way
Wednesday afternoon with the Class
Day exercises and is brought to a

Allen,

SMITH 0F MAINE

CLASS DAY TO BE

ing season. The selection of the porSaturday Finishes
trait of the wife of Governor Bowdoin from the college's collection of
Ceremonies
Feke paintings is an unusual honor,
Professor Beam said, because the
The College recently announced
Fair wishes their exhibit to be a
testimony of fine paintings which are its plans for the annual Commenceto be found in American collections. ment Week program, wich will be
The Fair has adopted this idea for held this year from Wednesday
the exhibit due to the international through Saturday, June 12 to 15. The
situation which makes it extremely complete four-day program follows:

climax on Saturday morning
a permanew
with the presentation of degrees. Thjs
h their nuify
year Class Day will be held on June
sup

periods

toward

Band With "Lowdown Music
In A Top Hat" Plays
Here June 13

rak

And Jtowe to Sweep
Hi dies Event

IVY QUEEN CUP

Walker Art Museum, has an-

nounced that the portrait of Mrs.
James Bowdoin by James Feke will
be lent by the museum for an exhibition of American collections at the
New York World's Fair for the com-

PAULA KELLY IS
FEATURED SINGER

Experts

GROWLER OFFERS

1

have something

merits or jack of me
as it may be. An earl ef writer
deal to
this column had a goo
about it last March. This for
columnist expressed th« opinion t
the experimental readii g period d
ing the montfc of May had fallen
short of its purpose ^nd set fo
some sound, but rather obvious,
sons on which he based tois argume
Furthermore, he inferred that H*
viewpoint was representative of t| £
student opinion on campus. This CO
umn has not always represented
opinion of the majority.! and at ti
it has definitely represented a sr
minority- nor do we intend to i
cate here that the majo rity is alwarepresentative of the actual truth
its

apathy

1

1940

8,

Bowdoin

COLLEGE PLANS

Announced

Is

As Commencement Band

first

eral

Donahue

M.

B. Ten hyson, Jr.

SOME of us

say about

ORIENT

BRUNSWICK, MAINE, WEDNESDAY, MAY

ir)

BASEBALL FAME

that

harr..ner throw jis another event
is likely to seei the existing rec-

ord surpassed with! probably three
Bonn, visiting nationally .respected stars
entered.
lecturer in Economics under the Tall- Bob Bennett vi Maihe, who was conman Foundation, gave the third and sidered the most likely to lead the
last of a series of talks in the lounge field, will probably fee
at a disadvanof the Moulton Union last Wednesday tage due to a knee ipjury which
kept
evening. Professor Bonn divided his him out of the meet wi|h ton
lecture into a discussion of the an- 'college last
»—• either
-•
Satur"*ay, but
cient, professional attitude on the Niies Perkins of
»wdoin or Stan
Professor Moritz

by Woody Herman.

Alumni Receive
Annual Ballots

J.

|

He

will be initiated formally on
Tuesday, May 14, and will thus
bring the total number of the Zete

part of soldiery and the modern post- Johnson of Maine rlas
the ability to
The General Alumni Association Civil War national type which was ishatter tb,. esta hTished distance,
of Bowdoin College has sent out the exemplified by the World War.
Johnny Daggett of Colby may come
faculty members up to eight.
Since conscription, blockade, m- ;into a shafe of
annual ballot for elections to the
honors ]n tfte
Professor Tillotson said that the
Alumni Council and the Board of dustrialism. airplanes, and propa-; broad jun^ and
vault aUh
h
p
pledge was one of the most sur*
Directors of the Alumni Fund, Philip ganda have forced the women and |Rieh nf Maln<J
c
„,< h g
prising and happy experiences that
children into warfare" the former tne vauj t
Wilder, Alumni "Secretary, has"
be encountered and trjat it can:
he has had since he came to Bowmailbeen
ballots
have
strict division between combatants
nounced. The
t^,
a |orerrient oned
Bowdoin
succeed without the cooperation
doin. He feels that it is a genuine
ed to over 3500 members of the As- and non-combatants has disap- strength in the hurt les will
probably
F
manifestation of the friendliness of
the entire college. Perhaps they h
'
sociation, which consists of all Bow- peared. Professor Bonn pointed out see AIleni Hu!j
nd Rovve sw
more faith in the average Bowi
the College and he considers the
Bachethe beaut.ful and fearfully complete ing tne cvent alt
doin men who have received a
1QU n Cohcn
" £
student than their opponents,
pledge a distinct honor.
The idea of; Maine or pralt of ~ b
lor's degree from the college and a unity of propaganda
have had to make a hatlf-way agi
_
few others who have become mem- modern proponents of this new art
r
C Cwi '"»"^
P*V x 1
ment regarding the plan in order
was slated as "Unite your own peobers on application.
<f
win the opportunity of setting the
The nominees for the Alumni pie, and spread pacifistic ideas among
Sills
stage. It is this half-wj»y bargaining
Council are: Neal W. Allen '07, Port- your enemies." The recent speech by
that is bringing about the defeat ff
Baldwin
"Great
land; Herbert W. Chalmers '30,*Saco; Stanley
Britain SENIORS
ji
the reading period. Joe, a Bowd
Leland W. Hovey '26, Norristown, would do almost anything rather
student, howls because 'he has rej oPa.; James M. Joslin '29, Winchester, than go to war," he said was a classic
FIVE SCHOLARSHIPS
and widespread contentment. .
terior shot of each fraternity house.
ing periods in only half his cour is
'10,
Ports- example of the pacifism which weakSeveral alumni meetings have been Mass.; E. Curtis Matthews
•
Physical science everywhere was
rBinding will be done, as last year,
and therefore can't ctit chapel
'22,
ens the opposite side.
making progress, holding out the by John W. Marchi of Portland, and held in the past week and numerous mouth, N. H.; John C. Picard
The
Committee ori Graduate Scholsleep all morning. Anolther Bowd
P.
Albert
Putnam
Del.;
near
future,
Wilmington,
the
Thus
last
in
point
about pacifism and
promise of indefinite expansion for all but a small part of the engraving others are planned
arsni
wa
because
he
with
student complains
PS.
President Sills as chairaccording to Alumni Secretary, Philip '36, Houlton; Cornelius P. Rhoads '20, several quotations from a German
."
the benefit of mankind.
has been done in this state.
to do individual work in the majoi
received
further develop- man WiH a var d the following scholS. Wilder. Tomorrow President Sills New York City; Harold H. Samp- general
According to Bishop Brewster, in
Those who assisted editor Hag- will speak to the Rhode Island Bow- son '17, North Bridgton; Perley S. ment and explanation during the !™" ps «» r rnajor examinations:
of his courses without being b
their new-found realistic point of
}
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Speaks At
Alumni Meetings

APftY FOR
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*
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|

pered by attending Jone or
classes. And so it goes. Which s
dent will the college cater to?
it

pamper one and hold back
keep

students
tellectually immature ]for the
of maintaining a stsjte schola:
standard, or will it regard Bowd
students as mature 'men with a se:
of responsibility for their own e
cational welfare?

other? Will

it

•

IUST
**

r

its

!

word about the new do
tory problem upon which a gi
a

strom in these and other details were doin Club at the Narragansett Hotel
view, men and nations have gone
John E. Dale Jr. '42, Charles T. Ire- in Providence, and the next day he
about their conquests self-centeredly, land '42/ Francis
R. Murdy '42, and plans to attend a meeting in iNew
without realizing that righteousness James
G. Zelles '42, all in the ca- York of the Executive Committee of
and truth which, after all, have, been pacity of sub-editors. Robert
L. Mc- the Carnegie Foundation, of which he
always part of religious ideals, should Carthy '41
is assistant editor, and
is chairman of the Board of Trustees.
be taken into account. Especially Robert
E Chandler '41, business
At the annual meeting of the Bowhalte the "realistic" programs of agmanager.
doir* Club of New Hampshire held at
gressive nations to solve .their probthe Exeter Inn on Wednesday, May
lems trodden down the "welfare of
1, president Scott C. W. Simpson '03
mphkind at large" for the sake of
presided. Commander Donald B. Macmaterial gain. In conclusion, Bishop
IN
Millan '98 was the main speaker,
Brewster pleaded that people recogshowing pictures of his '39 expedition.
nize those essential rights of truthThe Rabbi Levi A. Olan of the Em- Among the thirty persons
present
fulness and of the individual in their
anuel Temple at Worcester, Massawere Professor E. S. Hammond, Dr.
so-called "realisms."
chusetts, Will speak in chapel next S.
E. Kamerling, and Philip S. WilSunday, May 12. A graduate of He- der. The
officers of the club for next
brew Union College in Cincinnati, year include E. Pike Rounds '20,
NOTICE

OLAN WILL SPEAK
SUNDAY CHAPEL

i

deal of discussion has been lavis
President Sills and a lirge group
the alumni are anxiour. to have

I

Di-

|

other dormitory constructed in fhje
near future. They feel, evidently, twjt
there are too many men living bff
campus and a certain sacred part of
college life has been neglected unl
every student spends at least one
two years living in these cosy hav
They also realize, and perhaps
readily, that a dormitory will be
only type of building, among
many they have considered, wh|
will eventually be listed on the
side of the college ledger.

i

Turner
rill

'19.

'15,

Whittier

Auburn; Harold E. Ver- question period which followed the
and Walter F. lecture

!

Portland;
'27,

Cape

Elizac°th.

_

._.
.
Political

The alumni who have been nominated to serve on the Board of Directors of the Alumni Fund are as

Forum

_

^ Carro!l Everett Scholarship,
amounting to four Hundred and eighty dollars; Henry W. Longfellow,
Graduate Scholarship, three hundred
and sixty dollars, donated for work
in ,he field of En sMh or General Literature; Galon c Moses Graduate
Scholarship, one hundred and eighty
dollars, giwn for W(frk in the field of
natural science; and the O'Brien
Graduate Scholarships, totaling sixhundred and eighty jdollars. to one or
more students. Thus a total of seventeen hundred dollars is Jo be given
to three, four, or five students, deI

,

Elects

OflFirpr**
For
triiHtisroi

follows: John P. Archibald '34, Houlton; Henry P. Chapman, Jr. '30, Portland; Winslow R. Howland '29, Boston, Mass.; C. Parker Loring '31, Au

burn; Donald

_

1

Char,<

i

Xpvt Vpnr
i^exi
ieari

,

I

In a recent meeting of the

Bow-

Political Forum, new officers
for the 1940-41 season were elected.
as follows: Ashton H. White
'41. president, succeeding Ernest F.

-doin

W Philbrick^lff Cape

|

I

They are

Elizabeth; George T. Sewall '32, New
York, N. Y.; Scott C. W. Simpson '03,
Intervale, N. H.; John P. Vose '22,

1

;

Andrews

'40; Marcus L. Parsons' '41,
succeeds George T. Little '40 as
secretary; and Edwin F. Stetson '41. pending on circumstances.
The faculty comn)ittee Ls made up
successor to White as treasurer. Robert H. Lunt >42 was appointed pub- of Professors Chasci Cushing, Gi%ss,

who

Bangor; and John Whitcomb '25, Bar
Harbor.
Mr. Wilder explained that, although
there now exists a vacancy on the
Board of Overseers because of the
death of Arthur G. Staples '82, there
was not time to include space on the
ballot this year for nominations to

;

|

Koelln,

Livingston, Holmes,
Ohio, he has traveled widely throughlicity manager
The annual elections of the jout the United States speaking for rector of Admissions «t Phillips
The members outlined the activ- Hormcll, Kirkland, Mason. Means,
Academy at Exeier, president, and
Theh? has been no
Mjuque and Gown will be held peace and was one of the religious Harold H. Smith '11,
ities of the forum during the past and Meserve
secretary.
meeting
of
the
comrriittee
as yet. since
leaders who recently signed a docuyear, which included four panel dis.Monday evening, May IS, in the
The Bowdoin Club of Western
"Representation at the the results ..f the mijor exams are an
ment strongly urging peace. He Massachusetts held its annual
cussions.
lounge of the Moulton Union at
meet- the Board of Overseers. The Associateaches adult classes at the Eman- ing in
meetings of the Now England Coun- important factor in the awards. SevSpringfield's Hotel Sheridan tion has sent along with the ballots
8:30 p.ni.
en
seniors
have
applied
for scholarAffairs." "New Enguel Temple.
on Friday, May 3, president Sidney a copy of the program for Com- cil for Foreign
m
land International Relations Clubs," sni Ps at ,hl following universities:
P. Brown '27 presiding. President mencement and blanks for the reserA,len hislory at Harvard;
Service Ncal
Student
"American
and
Sills spoke, and Philip S. Wilder pre- vation of rooms in Mame and Apwere among the activities Francis R. Bliss, Classics at Yale;
sented his "Bowdoin Information, ple ton Halls during the Commence- Meetings"
^"a'd -W. Bradecnj classics at Cinof the forum.
Please" program. James P. Blunt '31 ment week.
cinhati; Jeffrey J. Carre. Romance
was elected the new president and
languages at Columbia; Richard T.
•
nr**»*
-rh
Th
J*
Warren W. Stearns '32, secretary.
jEwicth. Engi*. *]&&»*>; George
- r
P. Halekas. philosophy at Cornell or
By Orville B. Denison, Jr.
Long's style is, for the most part,
y f
VlfE believe the majority of un
Princeton; and Lawrence P. SpingIvy this year will offer four top- subdued, with a unison show through
graduates are opposed to
am, English, college undecided.
COMING
EVENTS
flight bands on the first night and the clarinets and saxes, and a solid
erection of a new dormitory at
tho.-u? same plus three others on the brass quartet. Much of the credit for
present time. We do believe thertji jk
premiere on December 20th, 1934. as
By Stanley William*, Jr., 37
the band's fine work is due drummer
a need for one, but not the press) ig second Johnny Long, Tommy Rey- Hugh Kelleher,
Thur., May 9 Chapel, Professor
New York
whose tapping is outRoughly 600 persons, including fac- "literate melodrama" by
nolds, Rod Norvo, and Mai Hallett
°
affair it has been said to be. Rather
*« nirrn c ncil I VT L'
Burnett.
Times' critic Brooks Atkinson. "The
sub-freshundergraduates,
standing.
ulty
and
In
the
trumpet
section,
will provide the best music that this
L
*^ ^UL.L.Hil»Hi
a new classroom building, if anyth
9:30 a.m. Adams Hall, Room 108,
Swede Nielson really
men and townspeople, saw the first Petrified Forest," unconventionally
college has seen on a single night in lead - man
*should stand first on the long lis
Mr. George Stephenson of Wiltwo performances of the Masque and divided into two exciting acts, is d<K^
mahy
a moon. With the Woody Her- shines, with a power and tone which
prospective building projects
Professor Emeritus Wilmot Brookmington,
good
Delaware,
cidedly
if slightly dated theatre.
speaks
on
E.
Robert
presentation
of
Gown's
few
horn
men
can
match.
On the
man show at the Gym dance and the
have been planned for the college
full
almost
Masquers
it
ings
Mitchell
"Investment
The
gave
will
Trusts."
again
be a memSherwood's "The Petrified Forest" in
second night appearance of the Fen- novelty side, Johnny himself doejs an
a matter of fact, we haven't a c
3:30 p.m. Baseball vs. University
Memorial Hall last Friday and Sat- justice, and what defects there were ber of the faculty of the Summer*
turn on his left-handed
tonj| Brothers, the current edition of occasional
room building on the
of Maine.
in their treatment of the piece may School of Bates College, according
ovathe
urday
evenings.
Judging
by
fiddle,
and
he
announces
Ivyj: will present six bands which are
his numbers
campus, unless somebody would
Fri., May
to a recent announcement by Pro10—Chapel, David E. tions following the final curtain on easily be remedied.
over the P. A. In addition to the
no# in the national limelight.
calling the former medical build
This play by the author of "Re- fessor Raymond L. Kendall, director
Brown '40 presiding. The College both occasions, cast, stage-crew and
Jbhnny Long started his orchestra several members of the band who
antiquated Adams Hall, represei
Vienna."
in
"Waterloo
Bridge,"
Double
union
for
the Bates summer session. ProQuartet
will
sing.
had
success
of
the
director
made
a
atlbuke a few years ago, and has sing, Helen Young takes her part
tive of one.
3:30 p.m. Baseball vs. Trinity
dramatic club's second major produc- and the currently important "There fessor Mitchell, one of twenty-six inclimbed steadily since thaf time. Four with the vocals and does a fine job
Golf vs. Bates.
tion of the year, chosen particularly Shall be No Night" achieved an al- structors including professors, high
yetfrs ago the outfit played at Bow- in looks and voice.
as Sub-Freshman week end and Ivy most instantaneous success and had a (school teachers, and executives from
Tommy Reynolds and his Music of Sat., May 11—Chapel, the Dean
dou*. and this year will see them here
2:00 pxn. Tennis^Vs. Colby.
NOTICE
houseparty fare. Ttie play will be pre- lengthy run. The movie was no less various parts of the country, will
agiin, at the Delta Upsilon House on Today in the Style of Tomorrow will
State Track. Meet at University
sented again the afternoon of May popular. Cleverly written with a fine again teach courses in literature
thtj first night and at the Alpha Delta hold forth at the Sigma Nu House
Tomorrow morning at 9:30,
sense of humor, it presents the
of Maine.
17th.
Last
on
ncar
Wednesday, May 15, moving to
PW House on the second. Recently
Geoffrey Stephenson of WU:
.
Sun., May 12 5 o'clock Chapel,
Competent if not excellent acting American scene of 1934 from the ...
th«| band has traveled far, breaking the Chi Psi Lodge on the following
the ccurses <* "* session which
Point of view of a man travelled »
ton, Delaware, formerly PreaMcjl
Rabbi Levi A. Olan of Temple
by student Thespians, superb type- point
all; records at the Chez Ami in Buf- evening. Reynolds and his band need
enough to be able to see the virtues are designed chiefly to provide proEmmanuel,
Worcester,
Mass.
George
Quinof the Trust Division of the
by
Professor
H.
casting
falo, and playing to crowds at the little introduction to Bowdoin, for
and faults of h » own country. For fessional instruction for teachers,
can Bankers Association will
Wi|liam Penn in Pittsburgh, and the they have played here several times
Sunday, May 26, at 5 o'clock there by, and moderately well handled seeninstance, the robustious Legionnaires
the -a^fr cniefly on
Copley-Plaza in Boston. Their fame before. Spotting Artie Shaw's clari- will be a Memorial Chapel Service ic and sound effects all fused into a
j
on "Investment Trusts" to the chill
and the senseless avariciousness of
with
one
of
Shercombination
happy
has also been spread by cuttings for net rides almost to the "T," Reynolds
In Econ omies; t. AD those lnfi+for the late Professor Charles Clif- woods most interesting and brilliant old age come out, like a cable-stitch mentary in$truct»on.
DepctL, but Varsity has recently taken has drawn well at such places as Lee*te4 are Invited to attend
plays. Described after its Hartford
ford Hut chins.
thejm over for future
[ Continued on Page 2 ]
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Lpng, Reynolds, Norvo, Hallett
To Play For Ivy House Dances
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Williams Praises Performances
Given In "The Petrified Forest
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THE BGWDOIN ORIENT

N ORIENT

THE BO
Brunawk-H. M&Iba

Established

MASQUERS PRODUCE
PLAY BY SHERWOOD

1*71

Charles Merjrendahl

'41

And

Wilda Leslie Perform
Leading Roles

*r-ln-fjluef

E. HaijUpi Pot4Jp. Jr.. '41
y

Mate

As-

John

C Evan*

[ Continued from Pa fie i 1
sweater from an urban steam laun-

auditor*

'41

Henry

:
j

A. Shorey, 3rd, '41

dry, with caustic ribbing.

Hajsajrlng .Editor*

As the

lead. Charles Mergendahl
the creative "white hope" of the
Masque and Gown, who has already
Si
achieved notable success as a student
kk-Edl^ni
playwright, gave evidence of being
John C Abbott '43
Fowler Mggerj Jr., '43
John F. Jaques '43
a rather good actor. To fill the shoes
Frederick H. Bubier '43 Robert) jL EdWfards '43
Gurtis F. Jones 43
of lanky, casual Leslie Howard in the
Robert S. Burton 43
Israel Rimer *43
Howartfljtj. Huff '43
part of Alan Squier, the disillusioned
John V. Craven 43
John WJfHoopes, Jr., 43
Robert J. Stern '43
and wandering intellectual who is the
Joseph S. Cronin '43
George'**. HutJqhings '43
Robert O. Shipman '43 protagonist of the play, was at best
Laurence H. Stcnti J43
Donald S. Ulin '43
an extremely difficult proposition.
While his handling of the role was
P I
I S fl
not "effortless and unobtrusive" nor
"full of restraint and subtlety, as
PauliM, HoHiday 41
well as devoid of theatrical gestures
Askistant 4kiM»«*% Managers
and facial contortions" (to quote the
Charles W. Redman "42 if'
>l
Kenneth G. Stone '42
critics of early 1935)
Mtvgendahl
OlivefjjA. Wfrjman '42
nevertheless performed well, giving
PtobKahad every Wednesday darinr tMi CoUasMJ Year by the Students of Bowdoin Collage- his lines full meaning, the second
A*J contributions and rommunM ation* -'aKoaid *• given to the Managing Editor by Sunday night especially.
'":
poeedinx the date £f publication ."Hie Bemor-in-Chief ia responsible for the editorial
A newcomer to the Bowdoin stage.
nn the ataiutaina: Editor for newx aMl maka-ap. All rammuniritiona rexardinx snbarripttaai thouM be addressed' to the BiiRinjMr Manager of the Bowdoin I'ublisl.iny r^inpuuy. Miss Wilda Leslie of Brunswick ac•-rriptiona. 12.00 per year in advance. ^iV.th Ar£mnua. tS 60.
quitted herself excellently in the imEntered as aedund rlam matter it be jXMtoft" lee at Brunswick, Maine.
pertinent and sensitive role of GaaJseaiecMTco rceHaikTiewaL mmmmmmm av
brielle Maple, the winsome and imNational
Service, Inc.
pulsive gas-station waif for whom
College Pi
Rtpretrm tsi nv
Squier develops a sacrificing affec420 MADItON
YOSK. M. Y.
BMTOa
tion. Miss Leslie did not perhaps, like
Sh»
Peggy Conklin in the original produc>lanaging
r for this 1
tion, emphasize "the exterior coarseRob.'
ness and interior beauty of this deG. Watt
sert virgin" (for one thing her proVeL LXX
fanity did not sound too matter-of1»4»
No.
fact and convincing) but she sustained her characterization well. With
less
vitality than Bette
Another Sub-Freshman {Week) End has come and gone. It is Davis,glandular
who played "Gabby" in the
difficult to estimate the succks of such a week end for the sub- screen version, she was certainly as
ornamental. The conflict of pseudofreshmen, the College, or thelfrateroities. But it is undoubtedly of British,
pure New England, and asmore than average; benefit fill all three or else such a week end sumed Arizonian accents might well
be resolved, however.
would not be hel<i.
wj§ definitely feel that Sub-Freshman
As the hunted gangster, Duke
Mantee, William Stark, a freshman,
End is a major event o^mportance in the college year.
was as icy and cruel as a knife blade.
Except for thq rain, we J&ave $ut one fault to find with Sub- His role did not allow much in the
Freshman
End as it is jteld at Bowdoin. The great majority way of Hnes, with its stress on physical action, and yet he was almost
of the sub-freshmesi necessarily wisfijto see the Director of
'mis- too fearsome for comfort. "Practically perfect," this reviewer would say.
sions during their brief visit ait the College. They have numerous
This character was played in both
questions to ask arid admission problems to be solved which only Broadway and cinematic versions by
Humphrey Bogart, once a member
the Director of Admissions <jin handle. Since over two hundred
of Maine's own Lakewood summer
suh-freshmen are On the cairjpus during this week end, it means theatre colony.Another student writer, Robert
that there is* in roiind numbjcj|s, a sizeable group of men
de- Kennedy '42, played as Gramp Maple,
scend on Massachusetts Halisjpver tjie week end. The Director of the garrulous old pioneer who really
deserved the title of "Gabby." In a
Admissions, as far jis we haveipeen able to ascertain, makes no ap- difficult role as a something-genarian
pointments and reqeives the sux>-freslj»men as they happen to put in Kennedy did reasonably well, with
perhaps a little too much eye-rolling.
their appearance ait his officeif-withj the result that the first floor Norman Gauvreau '43 looked the part
of Massachusetts rjlall is overcrowded with sub-freshmen many of of "the football jersey" and was quite
satisfactory as the conceited ex-halfhave to waijt, patieritl* or injibatiently, as much as an hour back, Boze, who by his own admission
"shoulda been All-American." Mrs.
or more before they can gain sidmit$nce to the Director.

Charles T. Ireland Jr.. 'M
Philip H. Litman<*42

Leonard B. Tennyson,
Robert G. Watt '42

\

Jr., '42

'41,

"

j

j
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Donahue Signed DICKSON '41 RECEIVES Program Planned For
For Gym Dance PREE SPEAKING AWARD,
Commencement Week

And

Week

Week

A

who

whom

Athern Daggett gave Bowdoin audi-

[

Continued from Page

i

David W. D. Dickson was awarded

]

"Lowdown" mu-

sic

has

captivated

dancers

first

at the
Jersey,

chief suggestion fof the riext

Sub-Freshman Week End
of Admissions available in

Continued from Page

The anniul meeting

prize in

Prize

of

i

i

Psi Lodge.

B€U

SATURDAY. JUNE
Organ

Commencement badges, or
tickets, ceuinable at the registration
desk at the Library, are required for admittance to the Dinner.
Ln-ncheoiv for ladies under the auspices
of the Society of Bowdoin Women in
the Moulton Union at the time of the
Commenicement Dinner.
nasium.

the Society of Bowdoin
the Congregational Pariah
House, at ia.30 p.m. The Society will
maintain headquarters at 83 Federal
for

Women

at

A

Street.
recital

Robert

in

the

College Chapel by

W. Woodworth

from

'42,

3 to

4

*
\

P.M.

Meeting of the Directors of the Alumni

Fund

in

Massachusetts Hall

Reunion meetings
nity houses, at 3

the
P.M.

at

at

several

3

scheduled

are

exercisers

on

support from the fraternities as

j»vell

as the sub-freshmen

Information in regard to rooms in Brunswick may be secured from the Office
of the

Sills

Alumni

Secretary.

a»—

nization
of
body-movement
and Twentieth Century Quakerism
Converse Murdoch
speech. Among the gangsters "chubby, cherubic" Harold Oshry '40 and A Real American

Lou Dodson '42 were notable as
comedians. Robert Newhouse "42 did
not take full advantage of the pompous role of the American Legion
commander but at least did it capably. Mrs. Webb lent the Mexican
touch, while the rest of the supporting cast made the most of their parts
almost without exception.

Ward

r~*

D, Jones

Pine Tree Journalism

John

II.

Craig

The Challenge
David W. D. Dickson

that of Mantee being
magnificently effective) and the fact
that, especially at the repeat perThe set, the shabby interior of a formance, nearly everyone was quietdesert-cafe, was executed realistical- ly acting every moment he or she was
ly but starkly by Charles Stepanian on stage. This attests to efficient di'41. William Nelson '42 was responrection. An instance was the manner
sible for the intricate sound effects, in which Miss Leslie hung on every
and therefore for the only two am- word from Squier, from the moment
ateuristic touches in what Is admit- of his lackadaisical entry.
tedly a most difficult problem on
There are of course always the untechnical grounds. It seems to this
sung heroes of lighting effects,, and
critic that the radio announcement,
ticket-taking. To sum up in estimatand the chattering of Mantee's tom- ing these two presentations, they
my-gun, could be better done.
were considered by this writer to be
No sables or celebrities (other than B plus and A minus respectively. The
local)
were in evidence at the cast is so large, and so much work
"premier" Friday evening, but there evidently went into the production,
was little doubt that staid Memorial that not everyone and everything can
Hall was packed with tension as the be singled out for the praise, and/or
drama unfolded. A fairly leisurely mild criticism, undoubtedly deserved.
first act gave way to a flood of acOne should not editorialize except
tion in the second, crescendo to a
in restricted columns of a newspaper,
climax of gunfire and ending witSh a
but the attitude of an undergraduate
realistic coda definitely not of the
audience could well be subject for
matinee type. The last line of the criticism. The full house on Saturday
play, as Jason is at the telephone, is
night was over-co-operative, roaring
ineffably ironic: "Yes— we had quite
loudly at the obvious bits of humor
some shooting here."
and hardly chuckling at all at the
There was a feeling on the part more subtle ones, in contrast with
of some in the audience that during the smaller but more select group of
the large part of the action the play- the evening before who laughed at
ers were merely getting through the them all but mostly at such little

jobs in general

(

v

On the following evening, with
perhaps inevitable let-down, paus-
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STtJFFRD sifrrrr— this! Arrow Shoreham,
because of its easy fitting flexible front
smart authentic collar attached, h the
most en tnfnrlabie dress shirt,
yet devised... $3. SanforizedShrunk, fabric shrtnkagc less

|

than IK.
1
j

Wear it the year 'rolind
in summer with white coat

|

winter with tux
hut ala black Arrojuv tie,
hat or butterfly .
$1. Other
Arrow dress shirts, $2.50 up.
Buy one today ... now.
in

.

.

|

]

J
'

touches as the gangster eating soup*!

who begs blood-thirsty Gramp not to
peak of gory murder, the Duke's re-

in

.

.

j

1

its

"Speed wins

.

ways with

i

lines.

es and the significance of lines were

ARROW SHIMS

!

j

1

&emxrtfs

j

!*=H

motor-cycle racing!

Slow burning wins

and

the Director could be assure^ of the! utmost co-operation.

in

the cigarette field!"
says Jimtnie Kelly. Champion Motor-cycle Racer
and Enthusiastic Camel Smoker

A7i$i/CckjRSE
It is

not often that

us something which

it

we

Bowdoin

that

feel

actually could give

But for a long time

doesn'tjL

now we have

felt that there is

a course whjfich Bcjwdoin should and could give

which

We referi tea course in

it

doesn't.

We

have heard

it

current events.

said fc^ people outside the college

much

mitted by the students themselves, that as

and ad-

as a majority of

know mere about the current, events of the
feel that this stateday than the average college ardent; does.
ment holds more than a littljeltruth in it and we base our feeling

high school students

We

upon the

fact that

emphasis

is

given in the high school to the im-

portance and value of currertf. events. Unfortunately, this emphasis,

however

slight, is entirely lost in college.

We are not suggesting a;high

school course on

paper or anything of the sortLjThe course

we

how

to read a

are suggesting

would

on the interpretation of current
events. In other words/the cjtjurse vfould, like any course in criticism, try to show the student how to judge current events in a
thoughtful and intelligent manner. At the same time it would, of
course, intensify and augmerif ja sorepy lacking interest on the part
best be referred to as a collide

of the college

We

man

further suggest tha^jthis course be required, but

(No. 43) whips into the lead on the ocean beach at Daytona.

is

to be

it

comes to

is

a riding champion, but

cigarettes, this record-breaking driver is

.

On

a

when

.

"ON THE SLOW SIDE"- That's

Jimmie Kelly's way-andjthe
saying that he prefers the
slower-burning cigarette
Camel. "That's where the 'extras' are
in cigarette pleasure and value," explains Jimmie (above).

way

of millions of other smokers

— of

. . .

taken in either the senior orj«inior; year only. Those
the course should be split

ON THE FAST SlDE-A 50-mile-an-hour skid, and Jimmie Kelly
racing motor-cycle Jimmie Kelly

in current! Nentsi

tip;

men

taking

into as small sections as possible.

The professors who are to team the course should be made up from
those men now teaching er^tiomics, government, and history.
Each professor should take a .jjection. There

are to be

no

lectures,

but discussion only.

We strongly believe thai such a course needed at BowWe are all too prone to read the comic section and the sport
is

:

doin.

page, satisfied to glance mere4|p at the front page headlines. It is
ge to make us better citizens and,
undoubtedly the duty of a

CHAMPION

Jimmie Kelly (right, above)
is just one of thousands of experienced
smokers who have discovered that Camel's
slower way of burning means several definite
advantages. Being slower-burning, Camels are
free from the drying, uncomfortable qualities
of excess heat. They give you extra mildness and
extra coolness
always so welcome. Slower
. . .

Without a more active and
the college is not f ulhlling

BRUNSWICK CONCERT
ASSOCIATION

aBBBBBBBBBBU

full,

rich flavor

. . .

smoking

in

Camels

is

a matter of the smokers'

experience as well as of impartial laboratory

more pleasure pat puff and more
per pack. Get Camels. Penny for penny,

record. So get
puffs

Camels are your best cigarette buy!

m-ouzsufaz.

• In

recent laboratory testa,
burned 25% slower
than the average of the 1 S other
of the largest -selling brands
tested— slower than amy of them.

CAMELS

That means, on the average, a
smoking plus equal to

5

major obligations.

organization were present to plan
the concerts that will be held next
season for the benefit of the town
people and college students.
tentative list of guest artists
wa» drawn up, and the results of the
for funds to present these
concerts will be known by
:

The Brunswick Concert
held a meeting in the Moulton
Ion Lounge last Sunday evening,
5. The captains and workers of

burning makes the most of the

of Camel's costlier tobaccos. Camels give you
extra flavor
don't tire your taste. The extra

standing interest in current events,
>f its

EXTRA SMOKES
PER PACK!

aate yiwtc

A

fatgn
1

13, it

Jk,

was announced.

OayailalH.lHa. at J iimiliHTiaiin
tVtHttoa-Salta. Nartn CiraUaa

Eastern

Daylight Sating Time.

P.M.

frater-

Reception by the President and Mrs.

All

the future. Such a program liipuld undoubtedly receive enthusiastic

Church

Comimencement Exercises fn the
Church ar 10.45 A- M -. followed by the
Commerfcewfent Dinner in the Gym-

The

..

each House will be able to talk with him without being forced to"
wait for indefinite periods crowded in a small lobby like sheep. It
seems to us that such a prog^n could and should be arranged for

15

Recital in the First Parish

IO A.M.

at

a. 30.

Luncheon

Orfran

to 5.30

P.M.

1

Phi

the

Kappa Society, Alpha of Maine, in
Hubbard Hall, at n a.m.
The annual meeting of the Alumni Auociation at i.jo P.M. in the Moulton
Union, preceded by a Buffet Lunch at

Speaking

better brought out. the cue and line mark that he expects "to spend the
ences another treat in her first and
excellent comic characterization as lapses were fairly obvious. The rapid- rest of my life dead," and Squier's
is this. Instead of having tjhe,DirectSor
Mrs. Chisholm, a one-time society fire ending lagged a bit the first irresistible Deux-Magots impulse to
his office over the week end ftjjr those who care to see him without hothouse flower turned bored bour- night, and was almost woeful on the quip at the very last: "It isn't all
geoise by her business-man husband,
second occasion.
right.
Gabrielle.
I'm
practically
appointment, why not have t3^e Director visit the various frater- whom Charles
Hartshorn *42 played
Also creditable were the make-up dead."
nity houses on Saturday at fixed hcajrs? Then the sub-freshmen in with distinction and clever synchro-

Our

[

the Stanley Plummer
Contest, held last
famous Meadowbrook in New
Monday night in the debating room
and at present the band is the feature of Hubbard Hall. The subject of his
attraction in the Terrace Dining talk w,as "The Challenge." "Pine Tree
Room of the Hotel New Yorker in Journalism," delivered by John H.
New York City. Replacing Bob Craig was judged second best of the
Crosby and his Dixieland Band in the eight speeches.
New Yorker. Al has become one of
Dickson and Craig will be awarded
young America's favorite bands.
the income of a sum set up in 1919
The selection of Al Donahue and by Stanley Plummer of the class of
his band for the annual Commence- 1867. These prizes are given for "exment dance has been an attempt by cellence in original and spoken comthe committee to present danceable position ... by members of the junior
music for the Commencement Week class."- Judges of the contest were
visitors and alumni. The orchestra Mr. Henry Russell, Mrs. Athern P.
is well known for its danceable melo- Daggett, and Mr. Ralph Edwards.
dies and smooth arrangements for
The complete list of speakers and
Paula Kelly's vocals. The Committee the subject of. their talk is as follows:
in
charge of the Commencement The Eternal Poet
plans is headed by Robert N. Bass.
Charles P. Edwards
David G. Doughty, Walter C. Loe- Footlights and Mascara
man, William F. Mitchell, Richard E.
Charles Stepanian
Tukey, George M. Stevens and Ken- The Lost Horizon
neth J. Welch, are also members of
Theodore C. Le'ydon
the committee.
The Angel of Mercy
Lendall B. Knight
lar dance bands. His

Union from 4

in the Moijlton

Out-door presentation of Henry IV. Part
I, by the. Matque and Gown, at 9.00
P.M. (In case of inclement weather the
play will be in Memorial Hall). Tickets
$1.00 by mail of Jeffrey J. Carre, Chi

EXTRA MltDNES

EXTRA COOMZSS

EXTRA FIAVOP
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-
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

Bates Bobcats TfcouncelPoiar Bean
8-3 To Weaken State Series Hopes
m^*—— —
_

—

i

POLAR BEARINGS
By

Afternoon At Pfckard Field
By led Bu*4*r

|p©Jar Bears scored two of their runs
the eighth
oik three hits when in
fielding lapne. the Bates ball dub th- -Tucker doubled.
Bell tripled, and
feated the Polar Bear nine last $on- Stephens singled, to produce two
day at Pickard Field by a scorejvf runs. The other run came in the sev8-3. The Big White hit solidly. g*jth- en th on Bonzagni's hit and two erering 9 hits off Dave Shiff. whil# the roijs.
* •)
Bobcats made only 7 off the combined
Bowdoin's pitching was fairly good,
offerings of Herb Patterson and U*rk with Patterson and Tucker allowing
Tucker.
only sever, hits. Patterson, however,
blew up temporarily in the seventh
tight* Iniriav Bad
when he walked four men and threw
Except for one inning, Bovftf. -in
over Haldane's head to let in two
played a good game and was rrarfrag
runs. With the bases loaded and only
only 4-3 at the end of the eightri but
out. Tucker came into the game.
Bates scored 4 runs in their ha£f of one
pitched heady ball, striking one
the ninth to sew up the game. jselli- He
out and getting another on a
man
veau led off with a line drive to *%ht
drive to Bonzagni. Tucker deserved a
that Stephens dropped. Dick Thompbetter fate than he received as he
son secured a free pass, sending; Belgave out two hits in two and
liveau to second, and then brother arily
tWo-thirds innings. The visitors colJules advanced both runners wfcfc aj.
hits off Patterson, bunch"
sacrifice to Tucker. With men on second and third J. Joaselyn hit to Ed- ing two in the first to score a run.
His chief trouble was his wildness,
die Coombs who made the thn^rf to
the Bates hitters got only one
the plate to cut off Belliveau. Andy fof
base blow during his tenure on
Haldane had the plate blocked; {per- etftra
the mound.
fectly, but he dropped the ball when
New Lineup
the Garnet shortstop crashed h. to
him. Dick Thompson and Josjjelvn
Bowdoin played with a new lineup,
then pulled a double steal \fcmch having Stephens in right and Bell at
worked when Bell's peg to the Mite second in the absence of Dick Hardwas high. "Hasty," the last of the ing. Bell fielded his position well and
Thompson trio, got a scratch hit, but made a spectacular catch of ShifTs
on the next play he was forced ott at fly to right in the fifth. He had to go
second by Witty. The latter i«»en way out into right field to take the
went down to second on a delayed ball over his shoulder out by the foul
steal and was trapped, but onj the
line.
rundown Prannie Rocque threvfc the
Bowdoin has two more league
ball out into center and Joss<%n
games this week, one with Maine and
scored from third. Stephens recov- one with Colby. In order to stand a
ered Rocque' s throw and pegged to chance of winning the series Bowdoin
third in an attempt to catch Vmty should win all the remaining games,
who had gone down on the over- for in many years past the team that
throw, but his throw also wept ^rild Has won the title has had a record
and the runner scored with'fne final ojf six wins and three losses. If Linn
Wells' men come through and tighten
counter of the frame.
their defense they stand a chance of
H aeautr Triples
making a good showing. Their hitting
Rocque led off with a triple; to
has
been as good as, if not better,
right center in the last of the neith.
than that of any other club in the
but he remained on third as the «Bxt
circuit.
three men were retired in order. TJie

J^

Bo*4pln

j

j

i

•

are a just tribute to Jack's coaching prowess in these
events.

—

polar bearings
other words there is not one track
for every event with equal facility and skill.
Harry Hillman. Dartmouth's great coach, is well-known for his great success in jumping events, especially the broad jump. We witnessed the result
of his skill in these events when his men swept the broad and high jump
in the Bowdoin-Dartmouth track meet of the past winter. But no one came
near Perkins in his event. Allen won the high hurdles handily. These things
all average up. On the other hand how much success has Bowdoin had in
the distance and jumping events ? True Jack has had some winners in these
events, but nothing to compare with those previously mentioned in this
column. However, this column is not to be construed as a condemnation of
Jack Magee; for, to the contrary, we admire his great ability. However,
we do believe that he could do much better work in a much easier atmosphere if he had a capable assistant, a man of understanding who could
work side by side with the coach to help him produce great track teams in
the Bowdoin tradition.

However, no coach

coach

|

j

I

i

JUST OUT
VICTOR RECORDS

University

School

26577— Ko-ko
Duke Ellington
Conga Brava

Law

of

Two

DAY PROGRAM
Three

Yean

2656*

EVENING PROGRAM
•

Conga Rhythm
Sunday

Gloomy
—Don't

A minimum of
of college
work required for admission.
A limited number of scholarship*
available to coUege graduate*.
LL.B. Degree conferred
i
Admits men and women
j
47 MT.

VEBNON

New and

Different

Manner
26557

A

—Dinah

Lionel Hampton
Singing the Braes
.

.

.Dickson

100-YARD

Allen
Portland, Mt.

Experts Pick Maine Tracksters To Finish Ahead Of
Bates And Colby Teams In State Meet
At Orono On Saturday
o

Continued from Pane i ]
Smith a good quarter of a lap ahead
in for a place. Pratt did the timberf the pack whidfi should be closely
topping in 15.8 seconds, Saturday, bunched at the finish. The mile is
and if he can repeat the perform- due to be a repetition of the half
jth Smith again far in the lead and
ance, he could quite possibly take
points. Bates did not enter a man Doubleday and Babcock fighting off
Bates,, Coach Magee is
in this event in the recent dual meet Drury of
undecided about using
with Bowdoin and Cohen placed sec- somewhat
ond in a 16.1 heat against B. C. In Babcock in both the mile and the
the lows, Rowe, Allen, and Lovejoy two-mile. bu£ in the event that he
should bring Bowdoin plenty of points does, Pete should place in both. The
with Cohen of Maine and Anderson two-mile will find a closer duel with
Smith out of th^ competition" and
of Colby the most serious threats.
•
Blaisdell of Maine. Graichen of Bates
440 Battle
Jones and Ba bcock are the men
The 440-yard dash should make one and
to watch. Right, now, Blaisdell is
of the best events of the afternoon
probably the outstanding long disof
Erlenback
Bates,
of
with Maybee
tance man in thejstate. but Babcock
Maine, and Pope and Newhouse of
plenty of kick and showed it in
Bowdoin fighting it out for points. has
beating out Graichen in the dual
condition
better
Maybee is in much
meet with Bates ,two weeks ago.
since Bowdoin last saw him and his
The high jump is the lone event
latest time for the distance is 51.4.
Bowdoin may be shut out,
He and Pope should make a real bat- in which
Webster of Batesj. Peters of Colby,
tle of it all the way, although Charand DexttT of Maine are all capable
lie's final kick should bring him a
doing
?° wdom s best
first. Harry Baldwin will probably °J
I
Stowe whose ceiling is
bet is Jack
not be in any shape to compete and
ft. 10 in. Stan James is a great
Coach Magee has not decided about 5
competitor, hough, and does his best
entering Gene Redmond.
when the going is rough and he
Alwood and Philips of Maine, Cof|™8ht possibly execute the unexpectfin of Colbv, and Huling, Brey, and
The broad jump will be a duel
Edwards of Bowdoin prov.de the ffbetween Daggett of^Colby an d Hulchief competition in the 100-yard
Philips,
and
Coffin
with
Huling,
dash
*fc* <?Lin Rowe of
do 23 feet and better.
the most likely place winners. Philips
Bowdoin is another who performs
placed second in a 9.9 hundred
best when the odds ,are against him
against B. C. and Coffin is capable
and he may surprise. Graham of
of a 10.3 seconds performance. Bobby
Maine and Stan James should also
Brey is also capable of placing and
be in the thick of things in this event.
[

Brey (Bowdoin)

Pope (Bowdoin)

Abendroth

220-YARD
(

1

440- YARD

DASH
Mabie (Bates)

RUN
Newhouse (Bowdoin)

Pope (Bowdoin)

Mabie

Smith (Maine)

Nickerson (Bates)

yJ3ates)

Doubleday (Bowdoin)

ONE MILE RUN
Smith

1

Maine)

Rowe (Bowdoin)

Babcock (Bowdoin)

:

1

2 S* ^

>«*«

(

I

1

•

I

*

The

dash.

TWO TEAMS WIN

real race will doubtless be a bare possibility that Bennett will
not be in shape for the meet as he
I

between Charlie and Bob.

stayed out of competition last week
'--'
knee. If such is
*u„ favoring
" an,-, injured
Don Smith of Maine, dominates thei.,
,
„
„ ..
.,
Carl Boulter of Bowdoin
„ the case.*.„,
field in the half-mile and there is no
...
„ ,,
..
.
will probably enter
..
..
the
field since,
, ,.
.-,
question of his superiority in that
..
.,
f
despite
a bad ankle, he could still
„
*
uevent. He has been winning his
races,
...
,
.,
,
..
prove a serious 4U
threat for a third
c.
in the State Meet for the past two
Scrot8
Maine * the on,y
ye ars and next Saturday will see him
°f
other hammer-thrower who can apclimaxing a brilliant track career,
proa h ,h dlslan <™ °* th * Previously
Jim Doubledav is Bowdoin's chief
f 10
me "
hope and he will be battling with rot™ "™
_j
u
.--•T^.TT?... _ t
«„:_„ and
^.._ of Maine
.Nickerson of
Jordan
Bates, Pratt of Bowdoin, and H;
Bates. This run will probably see
Johnson of Maine the best bets with
Hibbard and Pratt both getting about

SOFTBALL GAMES

Smffh. in Mile

„.,.,.,,,.,

f

,

.

.

,

•

Between the rain and sub-freshmen

ma
made

by

difficult

I

,

weekend, the interfraternity softball
teams managed to play only two
games last week. The E>. U/s defeated the Kappa fSigma-s 17-2, and the
A. T. O.v beat the Beta's 13-8. Both
games were hilling sprees, with the
play in the fie**
a wet ball.
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POLE VAULT

the same distance in competition this
year. Johnson did better during the

Tie among: James (Bowdoin). Daggett (Colby). Rich (Maine)

BROAD

indoor season than he has in meets
this spring, but he^may do a turnabout. Andrews andTSigsbee of Bates
must also be taken into account. In
Huling (Bowdoin)
Allen (Colbv)
Key lor Bowdoi n
the shot put. it will be Sigsbee and
DISCUS
Russell of Bates and Pratt of Bow(Maine)
Johnson
Hibbard (Bates)
H.
Pratt (Bowdoin)
doin who will bear watching. Sigsbee
SHOT PUT
and Pratt have been heaving the ball
Russell (Bates)
Pratt (Bowdoin)
Sigsbee (Bates)
just about the SMne all spring and
first place will probably be decided
by a matter of a few inches.
Bennett (Maine)
Perkins (Bowdoin)
S. Johnson (Maine)
Allan of Colby seems to top the
RELAY (non-scoring)
field in the javelin toss as he has
Bates
Bowdoin
Maine
done better than 177 feet in compeFINAL SCORE
tition and Bower of Maine and KeyColby 18 lor of Bowdoin have both been hitBates 23
Maine 30^
Bowdoin 68%
ting in the 'SO's. Huling of Bowdoin
may also figure in the scoring. The
pole vault will doubtless bring its
usual ties in the lower positions, but
Rich of Maine and Daggett of Colby
are looked for to take the. event.
Either raan does over 12 feet and a
record may be established. Holmes
and Mag^s of Bates will probably vie
with Jarties for third place, although
Stan fooled all the dopesters last year
by working his way up to 12 feet and

Daggett (Colby)

Huling

JU>IP

James (Bowdoin)

Bowdoin)

4

JAVELIN

THROW

(

Stowe (Bowdoin)
Dexter (Maine

Webster (Bates)

*%-?+

*???

|

inches.

Bowdoin)

120-YARD HIGH HURDLES
Huling (Bowdoin)
Rowe (Bowdoin)
220-YARD LOW HURDLES
Edwards (Bowdoin)
Allen (Bowdoin)

L

\

Seavey Bowdoin may edge in for
Pratt In Discus
points. The 220 finds Charlie Pope
The hammer throw brings together
and B00 Abendroth of Bowdoin along
with Maybee of Bates and Philips of three of the best weight men in the
Maine the leading contenders. May- country and this trio of Bennett and
bee placed behind both Pope and! Johnson of Maine and Perkins of
Abendroth two weeks ago and Philips Bowdoin will make the efforts of any
is more of a threat
in the shorter other'contenders seem petty. There is

!

Drury (Bates)
Jones

Braichen (Bates)

HIGH JUMP
Peters (Colby)

I

tied with
for first

TWO MILE RUN
Dequine (Maine)

w

:

-

Huling (Bowdoin)

Bowdoin

i

;

yard dashes in the times of 10 4-5
and 22 1-5 seconds respectively. Bill
Stark turned in a good showing by
winning the mile run and he also
finished a strong second in the 880,
while Bob Newhouse was third place
man in the 440. Dave Lovejoy was
second in both of the hurdle races
and Johnny Matthews came through
with surprise thirds in the 100 and
220 yard dashes.
In the field events, Herb Hanson
Carter of Andover at 6 ft.
place in the high jump,
while Bob Buckley followed up in
third position. J.-jck Clifford placed
second in the shot put as did Buckley in the broad jump, and Hal Bunting tied with Chapman and Shaw of
Andover for third place in the pole
vault. For Andover. J. Fisher hurled
the discus 170 ft. 6' i inches for a
first in that event and then doubled
with a winning throw of 47 ft. in
the shot put. MeLaughry heaved the
javelin 150 ft. 9 inches as a winner
in that event, and Larkin won the
broad jump with a leap of 21 ft. 5

To Win

Annual State Track Duel

DASH

Phillips (Maine)

Allen (Bowdoin)

&

Cressey
517 Congress St.

i

:

:

infallible. In

men

In continuance of a custom of several years' standing, the former snorts
editor of the ORIENT submits the following dope sheet for Saturday's State
Track Meet at Orono. These opinions are not those of the Bowdoin track
department or the ORIENT Sports Staff. They, are merely the humble observations of a campus track fan.
Third
First
Second

Swing Classic by a Master
Artist

BOSTOK
Home

ST..

Near State

Shaw
Shaw

Artie

In the

is

able to train

880^ARD BtTN

Fall Asleep

•
•
two year*

is

New

Ellington Hits in the

Four reonr

who

By Dave

,

j

Phil

:

>

Northeaster*

AND0VEI DOWNS Bowdoin Favored
J. V. TRACKMEN

Lltman
Enough has been said in other columns of this paper about the State
Track Meet; so we will confine our remarks to a brief "Good Luck." But
talking about track, it seems as though Bowdoin could use an assistant track Stark, Twomey, and Young
coach. Coach John Joseph Magee has been and still is doing a fine job turnStar As J.V. Team
ing out winning track teams consistently; but Bowdoin has very large track
Loses Meet
squads which at times seem too unwieldy for one man to handle. Although
Jocko is rightfully proud of the great track teams that he has produced
individually, he would be the first to admit that he is in need of an assistThe Bowdoin Junior Varsity track
ant. With its teams winning regularly, the Big White is rapidly improving team was defeated by the Phillips
on its already great track reputation. This year's State Meet will help ad- Andover Academy team at the Andover track on Wednesday, May 1.
vance this theory even farther.
Winning all the places in the discus
—»: polar bearings
and javelin and first and third in the
Everyone admires Jocko for his great skill with weight
shot put and broad jump, the Anmen. He has turned out a steady stream or nationally fadover team was victorious by a score
mous weight men. At present Niles Perkins is carrying- on
of 73 2-3 to 52 1-3. Although the
J.V.'s were handicapped by the loss
this tradition. There is a great possibility that Perk will
of Captain Bob Marchildon in the
win the majority of the Important titles in his events befield events. Will Small in the hurfore he leaves these portals. During the Magee regime Bowdles, and Rocky Ingalls in the pole
doin has alas produced more than its share of better than
vault, they turned in a better showaverage hurdlers. In recent years there has been Ray Mcing than was expected.
Laughlin, PM1 Good, Neal Allen, Ray Huling and Lin Rowe.
Outstanding performances of the
Who could deny that Johnny Magee has trained record
meet were Clark Young's double win
breakers in the longer dashes? In the last two years alone
in the 440 in 52 3-5 seconds and in
he has had Hamblen, Pope, Rowe, Huling. Baldwin and
the low hurdles, and Harry TwomRedmond. The results that all these men have turned in
ey 's first place in the 100 and 220

i

Bo* <fem Team 0»Oiita Opponents But Defensive Play
Is Loose In Third lories Game On Monday

Taking advantage at a

• m

THROW

HAMMER THROW

FRESHMAN MEDLEY

W-

a

Months ago we were planning
our

tie for first.

have

complete with the kind of

stoejfs

wearabtysthat

you'll

for Ivy. ;|7hether

—to be right

want

it's

something along

Formal lines—or something

wear

to

in sports-

—reft assured that we have

it

here

for you.;.
!
'

'!

.-

h
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Palm Beach %lx Coat and Trousers
Tailcoat andgVousers

Black Dress Shoes

$18.50

$35 and $50
$5.50

Regular Year 'Round Tuxedos $25 and $35
Dress Shirts
$2.50 and $3.00
Black or White Ties—$1.00 Silk Hose— 50c
ri'JK.

FOR
ters
ets

Sleevelese

Odd Sports

$1.95

$12^0

WEAR

Flannel or Gabardine Slacks

Brown and White

-

All

.

.

$5.95

-

White Shoes

$7.75
$5.50

"Delicious and refresh-

Drink

ing." These are the reasons
why the pause that refreshes

with ice-cold Coca-Cola

^
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feverife

Bottled under authority of

S
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^
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$1.50 to J7. 50
50c to $5.00
.

S

The Coca-Cola Co. by

Auburn, Maine

Let «» mail a Box for yon

Allen's Drug Store
M. C. PERKINS. Pn.G., Mgr.
141 Maine Street

^^^^--^^^^^^^^

Chocoletot.

TWFMrMI

Other f ift eackcoes ..... .91 .00 up

COCA-COLA BOTTLING PLANTS, INC.
S9 Second Street

Whitman

The Sampler

complete refreshment.

BRUNSWICK

FIDELITY $IUILDING

nd
Delicious
Refresh, -lg

your children's
.
Your metfcer .
mother . » . «nybody'i mother . . .
will be delighted with e selection from
our sitecielly decorated boiei of her

is

America's favorite moment.
Everybody welcomes the
pleasing taste of Coca-Cola
and the happy after-sense of

l«0JiBMdMB*eM

-—

Tel. 778

—

T
TOUR

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
ART GALLERY HOLDS
BOWDOIN GOLF TEAM
WATERCOL0R EXHIBIT
WINS SERIES MATCH

Houses Choose \
Bands For h

1

Names Seven

Continues Drive

Finalists

*=sb

Fifty Apply For

Fund Committee

Scholarship Committee

Work Placement

•

puring the month of

[ Continued from Pa&e i ]
vaggi's and the State ,n Boston,
Casca Madrid in Louisville, Asl
Parte Casino in New Jersey, and

Beach

Casino

exhibition at the Walker Art
Building will be a group of waterby Eliot O'Hara, lent by the
artist. Mr. O'Hara is the director of
a school of painting at Goose Rocks
Beach, Maine, and the author of two
books. According to Professor Philip
C. Beam, Director of the Museum, a
previous exhibit of paintings by
O'Hara was very well received.
The paintings are as follows:
"Silos," "Chrysanthemum Pattern."
colors

in

Hampshire. A solid band backs
maestro Reynolds and his top-:
ter clarinet riding, with the
going out with a bounce that is
ing. Office rumor has J t that To:
was once the youngest band com
1

tor in the annals of scholastic
tory, singing, playing, and leadini
the age of five. He is now twe:
five.

and

the spe-

cial

:

Hampton

May

McKay Win

Of the fifty-odd applicants for the
Clarke, Ross,
four annual State of Maine ScholarDefeat
Matches
ships, seven high school students
were recently named semi-finalists.
Golfers
Selected on the basis of three exams,
George W. Craigie, Westbrook; DonBowdoin's golf team began its
ald Philbrick, Cape Elizabeth; Robert
state intercollegiate play last ThursBrown, Rockland; Herbert E. Wing,
day at the Brunswick course by de- Kingfield High School and Hebron
feating Maine's golfers 6 la to 2%.
Academy; Kendall Cole, Bangor;
The individual matches were hotly Stuart E. Hayes, Foxcroft; and Stancontested for the most part, with ley E.
Cressey, Bath, were asked by
Bowdoin having best ball in the three the scholarship committee to visit
foursomes.
of the singles

To

Maine

were
Three
Awnings,"
"New York
Fa»\" "Cape Porpoise in the Fog." tied, but because of Bowdoin's best
ball
scores
these
not
matches
were
Fish House," "Giant Ferns," "The
Tallest
Palm," "Smudges," "Ven- played out.

"Bamboo

Marion Page handles the
a good singer, her work

is

especially in the band's
calion waxing of "Night After Ni|
After You." "The Band of Tomoi
is one of the best new bands that
come to the east, and it is likely wat
they will continue in their rqpid
Climb up the musical ladder.
After their extremely successful
notejd

tura,"
"From
Pacific
Heights,"
"Fountain," "Honolulu," "Waikiki at
-

The summary:

Clarke. Bowdoin. defeated Caouand "Sea Gulls." These have ette, Maine, 2-1; Ross, Bowdoin, debeep placed on display in the Special feated Tracy, Maine, 3-2; Bowdoin
Exhibition Gallery onHhe lower floor won best ball 2-1. McKay, Bowdoin,
defeated Burney, Maine, 7-6. Matof ^he Museum.
At the same time, 'in the Bowdoin thews, Bowdoin, and Bracey. Maine,
even; Bowdoin won best ball 6-4.
Christmas appearance, xylophqe?- Gaflery of the Museum, there will
Bowdoin.
Robbins,
Griffee.
and
tapper Red Norvo and his orcheit.' a be ja display from the permanent collections
of
wood-block prints and Maine, even. Baxter, Bowdoin, and
have been signed again, for Ivy, bf nig
Pratt, Maine, even. Bowdoin won best
at the Zete House on the first nkht decorative scenes by Margaret Jorball 3-2.
and then being at the ATO's liifm dan Patterson, the gift of the artist.
This week the team plays Colby
dancehall on the second. Ever sjr&c During the latter part of the month
and Bates, and it comparative scores
the team of Red Norvo and Mildred the^e prints will be replaced by a colmean .anything the Kg White should
Bailey made dance history with -»he "Afternoon in the Pines," "The, Red
win both matches. "Shorty" Clarke
band, they have come up. Mildred lection of photographs from the Portand Rodney Ross, who have been
land Society of Art.
band
year

Ms

Suiiset,"

a
or so back, and
the combo took another jumpl to
popularity. Last week-end the t^tnd
did a Dartmouth Green Key engagement that was a complete sucqqss.
and when they hit Bowdoin dui-ftig
Ivy they will draw heavily. Thfey
were without doubt the most popiiJar
House band during Christmas, pitying a solid brand of swing that rod
the dancers ten deep ahout the bs pdstand. The few changes that Norvo
has made since that tjme has g $en
the outfit a chance to better thajnselves a great deal, with the s«j*es
playing with perfect precision uq&er
the careful direction of leader Nocvo.
For novelty, Norvo's wood-pile cftfcpping is the last word in fast steppng
as he gazes out onto the floor
left the

ne$s is the record that Mai has hung
upj and that anniversary was celebrated amid a record-breaking dance
night by the band at the Roscland
lask month. At that night spot Hallet t and his boys were aired coast to
codst eight times a week. Originators
an* purveyors of "double rhythm,"
the] Hallett crew has played before
millions and traveled thousands of
mijes in their solidly booked tours
which carry them to ballrooms, clubs,
colleges, theaters, and hotels. Psi Upsilton plays host to the outfit on Wednesday, while the Theta Delts have
signed them for the next.
Regarding the Gym dance on Friday, May 17, Carol Kaye has been replaced by Dilla-Gene as the sparrow
for Woody Herman. The new songbird is a recent graduate of Oklahoma A. and M., is brunette, beautiful, and has a southern - exposure

Km

his usual matter-of-fact smile

shw-

ing no sign of effort.
£_'
Little need be said about Mai iitllett, who has become one of the traof
Bowdoin Houseparffcs.
ditions
Twenty years in the orchestra ha/sa:

i

voice.

Bowdoin, Tuesday, May 7.
These examinations the first in
English, the second a comprehensive
test of general information, annually
compiled by Mr. Philip Wilder, Alum-

—

ni Secretary, and the third in Latin
or mathematics, as the man wishes
selected these prospective Sub-Freshmen from the four districts into
which the committee has divided the

state.

i

During their stay here, the candifor the five hundred dollar

dates

premium were interviewed by President Sills and Dean Nixon. Professor
Edward S. Hammond, Professor Stanley B. Smith, Professor Nathaniel
C. Kendrick, Professor Athern P.

playing well of late, will be the only
two Bowdoin men to enter the New

Daggett, and Director John J. Magee
were other members of the college
faculty to meet the men. Results of
the competition will be announced as
soon as possible, committee chairman

Englands

AtheYn

this year.

PROFESSOR HAMMOND
GREETS SUB-FRESHMEN
Professor Edward S. Hammond,
Director of Admissions, welcomed
the visiting sub-freshmen in chapel
last Saturday morning. Dr. Hammond expressed his welcome to those
who had come for the weekend. He
went on to say that he hoped that
the Masque and Gown play, classes,
and other activities which the \isitcrs
would enjoy might give them some
feeling for the real Bowdoin spirit
that is exemplified in the motto over
the doorway of the players' entrance
at Whittier field, "Fair Play and may
the best man win."

P.

Daggett stated.

The Director of Admissions emphasized that hard, effective, intelligent work, putting the best you have
into

whatever activity that

may

oc-

cupy you, work in the classroom,
on the athletic field or on
that is helping you to stay
in college
all summarize the statelibrary,

some job

—

ment of Professor Mitchell in chapel
two Sundays ago; "Humanity is the
.appreciation of your fellows

and ap-

preciation of eternal values."

Professor

Hammond

"There

in

con-

is

reads and reads and does not what

one who
plows and never sows.' "
he

knows

is

plows

*
\

and

.

I

;

.

.

.

COLLEGE HOST
TO SUB-FRESHMEN

.

.

.

.

u

.

Varsity

.

.

.

.

Netmen

.

.

.

Pope and Hill or Harr
The Bowdoin College Choir will
in that order. The Colby match next sing at a meeting of
the National
Saturday should offer the Big White Rotary Convention in Augusta on.
its most stubborn resistance of the Sunday night. May 12. at 9.15. This
will be held in the Penny Memorial
campaign, Shattuck said.
Church at a meeting to be attended
The freshmen will meet their first by international
delegates.
competition today at Deering High
Harrison Lysethi '21 will conduct
School. The order of the. freshman the choir a: thus time in a program of
land, Driscoll,

"ladder" is Stearns. Plimpton. Sum- sixteenth century numbers, antiphonmers, Abbott, Burnham, Brown, An- al arrangements, and folk songs. This
derson and Thompson.
trip is considered a great honor for
the choir, according to Professor Tillotson, since

'

CUMBERLAND

BRANNY
BARBER SHOP
1S.1

Wednesday- Thursday
May 8-9
Binp Crosby - Gloria Jean

MAINE STREET

TONDREAU
87

in

If I

i

EVERYTHING THAT'S GOOD
TO EAT

in

BRUNSWICK
BARBER SHOP

The Magic Bullet
also

Paramount News

M ay

\\

Bel a Lugosi

also

May

12-18

The Neighborhood Market

fession as a life work is invited to
apply for further information to

PAGE STREET

In Back of Beta House

in

The Dean of the School of
Dentistry
University of Pennsylvania
40th * Spruce Streets
Philadelphia. Pa.

BANK

Maine

Total Resources $3,700,000

Yes, We're Interested In

STUDENT PATRONAGE SOLICITED

ALL Your

14

On Their Own

KAYWOODIE FLAME
GRAIN SECONDS
$2.50

also

Sound Act

Best Line of Pipes in

Town

MORTON'S NEWSSTAND

will learn this too, Chesterfields are

get all of the right

the

pro-

May
in

.

this

Capital, $175,000

The Jones Family

. .

in

Sound Act

Tuesday

You

FIRST NATIONAL
of Brunswick,

also

New»

answers to your smoking pleasure with Chesterfields

j

149 Maine Street

Tel. 628

Buck Benny Rides Again

cooler and definitely better- tasting.

The University of Pennsylvania
has prepared more than six thous-

Pastime Theatre Building

Jack Benny

Comedy

art.

positions of importance in the profession throughout the world. Its
course of instruction is of the
highest order.

Corner of Union and Page

and

and an opportunity

and graduates wMo are occupying

17

Selected Short Subjects

all,

tory income,

for research and teaching in this
division of medical science and

Anyone interested

Black Friday

Chesterfields, that's

dent Ls fry today offers to college students an* attractive career. It. provides a worthy intellectual challenge, a life of
professional service with satisfacfield of

Downstair Location

in

Sunday-Monday

made

have several similar out-of-town
annual
Brunswick concert!
trips next year, as well as the

DENTISTRY

May

-

that the

to

The

G. Robinson

Boris Karloff

first

BROS. CO.

Cartoon

Saturday

the

is

Plans are being

MAINE STREET

also

Edward

it

group has made under the present
organization.

Had My Way

Friday

.

MAKE AUGUSTA TRIP

BowJoin's lineup for today's contest will be Shattuck, Akeley, Ire-

Co-educational
of the Association of

News

.

COLLEGE CHOIR WILL

tuck.

NEW YORK

REGISTRAR OF
FORDHAM LAW SCHOOL
288 Broadway, New York

.

.

To Face Bates

Furnished
Morning, Early Afternoon and
Evening Classes
For Further information address

and you

.

.

American Law Schools
College Degree or Two Yean of
College Work with Good Grades
Required for Entrance
Transcript of Record Must Be

.

.

.

Member

.

.

—

Case System
Three-Year Day Course
Four- Year Evening Course

.

.

|

SCHOOL OF LAW

Just make your next pack

PRINTING
We

i

J

have had lotag experience
producing for Bowdoin men:

in

STATIONERY;
POSTERS
TICKETS
ALpMNI LETTERS
j

The COLLEGE

busiest cigarette in America.

BOOKSTORE

FRATERNITY FORMS
And

Othet* Printing

Ask Us For Quotations

MAY 12th IS MOTHERS' DAY
SEND A CARD OR A BOOK

The Record Office

Book Suggestions
PAUL REVERE SQUARE—Louise Andrews
HOW GREEN WAS MY VALLEY—Richard

A QUAKER CHILDHOOD—Helen

Cofyt,^-

;c to.

Lcarr *

Nmi Tcfckto Gf»

I

THEY SATISFY

.

'

Fordham

as quick as you can light up, you'll learn the meaning of real

.

'

.

Introducing Chesterfield s
otcn graduation cap

mildness

.

.

.

.

said

another motto not
so often quoted. This is found in the
entrance to the library. 'He who
clusion;

According to Donovan D. LancasBlessed are the meek, for they
With an avowed purpose of having ter, head of the recently organized shall inherit the earth—less 26% for
this year's contributions reach a peak
When Ann
Student Summer Placement Bureau, inheritance taxes
of
twenty thousand dollars, the some progress has been made in se- Sheridan entered a theater lobby in
Alumni Fund Directors will send out curing work for students. He stated Hollywood, Dick Brunnenkamp, a 1&the second general mailing piece on that, although the «>v'tem h*s started year-old student at U. C. L. A.,
May 14. The circular has been pre- rather slowly, it is expected that it grabbed her arm, handcuffed it to
pared by Roland Cramer '32 of a New will build up in time.
one of his own, and then happily
York advertising firm.
Letters have been sent out to announced he couldn't free her beThis year's intensive drive has been hotels in Maine and New Hampshire
cause he had swallowed the keys to
led by Roy A. Foulke '19, Chairman in which the qualifications
of the ap- the manacles. A locksmith released
of the Board of Directors of the plicants have been stated. Records
the "oomph" girl an hour later
Alumni Fund, who has developed as of past summer experience, as well And speaking of Ann Sheridan and
a symbol of the campaign a cartoon as information pertaining to present
the more intelligent college boys,
graph with the slogan, "X marks the college work is enclosed along with Harvard has informed Bonita GranSpot" at the twenty thousand dollar a photograph of the student. Several
ville that she has been selected as
mark. This graph appears on the sta- of the hotels have asked for further the Harvard Boys' choice as "Young
tionery of the Fund Committee. information, and
a few have stated Miss America"; Yeah, yeah! ... It
Fifty-one class agents have already that there v/ill be more opportunity takes two cars to make an automosent out letters, so that many are next year.
bile accident. Eliminate half the cars,
approaching their constituents for
Mr. Lancaster feels that this Bu- and we'll get rid of all the accidents
the second time.
reau is something that can be built
"Services next Sunday wilt be
Many of the former contributors up in the future, and he pointed out held at 11; o'clock at the north end
have increased or even doubled their that several colleges have already of the church, and 3:30 o'clock at
usual donations, and at the present organized
particularly
successful the south end babies will be baptime the Fund already stands at well summer placement groups. However, tised at both ends"
For. a note
over $8500. The increase in the Fund he thought that men should try to on speed, a bumblebee beats its wings
is made necessary by the fact that get jobs through thu?ir own initiative,
some 240 times a j>econd
Anythe college's income, in spite of in- since better employment can usually one who would like to give his girl
creased endowments, has in recent be obtained in this way. Also, con- a $125 diamond ring, might send
years decreased over thirty-two thou- tact can often be made for the fol- Wayne King a note on why he wants
sand dollars. This loss will have to lowing years by men who are able him to play "Let's Face the Music
be made up un part at least) by the to find their own jobs.
and Dance'; we hear it's Buduy
alumni, if the college is to maintain
According to Mr. Lancaster, it is Clark, the vocalist's, favorite num*
its present standards, according to hoped that, as the system becomes ber, and nobody's submitted it yet
Philip S. Wilder, Alumni Secretary.
better developed, opportunity will be
All women's dresses are merely
offered
for
positions
in
business variations on the eternal struggle
houses as well as hotel work. Be- between thje admitted desire to dress
IS
cause of local unemployment prob- and the unadmitted desire to undress
lems, many managers prefer to hire
From letters received by a county
local workers in preference to col- health department: "In accordance
lege men.
with your letter, I have given birth to
Over a hundred prospective stuAccording to Mr. Lancaster, about twins in the enclosed envelope"; "In
dents visited the campus last Friday fifty students
have already applied answer to your letter, I have given
and Saturday for the College's an- for jobs through
the Bureau, and he birth to a boy weighing 10 pounds.
nual Sub-Freshman week end. Both hopes
that any others who are still I hope this is satisfactory."
John
the College and the fraternities playuncertain about summer positions Kirby, exponent of subtle, swing, can
ed host to the future members of the will
come in to apply. It is expected be heard every Sunday evening at
Class of 1944, providing meals, rooms
that there may be quite a few oppor- 6:30; incidentally. John's wife is Maxand entertainment.
tunities opened in the rush at the ine Sullivan, vocalist on the program
Friday afternoon the Glee Club, unend of June.
More .news on the British from
der the direction of Thomas A.
the N. Y. Times: "The British deBrownell '41, opened the week end's
stroyers were said to have sunk
program with a concert in the lounge
British, Gi-rman, and neutral merof the Moulton Union. In the evechant ship$ in their clean sweep of
ning the Masque and Gown presented
the harbor"
And the British hail
"The Petrified Forest" in Memorial
their new film A. J. Cronin's THE
Hall. The double header ball game
STARS LOOK DOWN as the greatscheduled for Saturday afternoon, as
Rained out of the match scheduled est picture ever produced in Engwell as many other outdoor activities
for last Saturday with Bates, the land; it w^ll be shown in America
were cancelled because of the rain.
and »s supposed to be to the
On both Friday and Saturday the Bowdoin tennis team will probably shortly,
play the contest off today. Accord- coal miners of England what THE
Sub-freshmen attended classes and ing
to Captain Ben Shattuck, the Big GRAPES OF WRATH is to the mivisited the Dean and the Director of White tennis team
gratory
workers of America
should beat Bates,
We
Admissions, checking on courses and as well as all of its future opponents. foresee leaves before Ivy, but it
Howie Denny, playing number one for doesn't maHer much.
requirements for next year.
Bates, will probably be the hardest
man to beat. In two previous meetings, Ben has beaten Kenny once, and
University
Kenney has one victory over Shat-

F.

Thomas

Kent

Llewellyn
Flexner

$2.50
$2.75
$3.00

W. CHANDLER & SON

^

— Telephone 3 —
Paul K. Niven, Bowdoin 1916

Manager
Printers of

Ma«

The Orient

—

!

f
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The Sun
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Repeats '39 State Victory

0"

J

MAINE'S BENNETT
SETS NEW MARK
Power

Wins

By

-

BUT

Philip Megerve

Lauded By Dean

;

M

process of elimination and which fir*
ally settled on the broad shoulders o$
Bill Daniels '40 of Newton, Just wha;
this representative Dartmouth sti£
dent is and does might prove inter,esting Mr. Leith thought and rightly
perhaps would lead to the choosing
of a typical Bowdoin man- Bill Dan?
iels a social science major with a "Cr
average, a letter in hockey, the
agership of the varsity tennis te,
and the esteem of his classmates.
makes no particular effort to to
abreast of current events, has onl;
"Colliers" for his reading pleasu
and enjoys occasional week ends. Hi
drinks only beer except oh very s
cial occasions (according to the Dar

and his favorit

Bowdoin and remembered him as an

energetic and scholarly student. As
proof of Professor Meserve's intelligence as respected nationally, he
mentioned several trips that the head
of Johns Hopkins Institute had made
to Bowdoin to consult with the chemt
istry professor. The Dean mentioned
that, even in the scientist's last years,

students

had

noticed

occasional

flashes of exceptional brilliance that
had formerly been common in his

daily

life.

Dean Nixon stated that Professor
Meserve had accepted his own brilliant work without flourishes, and
.

that his success was recognized by
The speaker pointed out that the
chemistry professor had been a witty,
friendly, and broad-minded gentle-

all.

party is the Green Key Week En
man well liked by all of his associAlthough in his senior year, he still
ates.
ha;y about what he is getting out
The Dean mentioned that Profescollege and is only certain that ha
has enjoyed himself as an undergrade sor Meserve had been seriously handicapped by ill health in recent years.
uate.
1
In conclusion, Dean Nixon stated
do you think is the typical that he would always remember
Bowdoin man? We venture th Philip Meserve for his statement,
say that, whoever he is, he will nof "Never lose your self-respect."
differ very much from the averagi
NOTICE
Mr. Daniels with his hcusepartie^
week ends, "C" average etc. We f<
The 1940-41 Bugle will be issued
also that he might very possibly dig
from ten until twelve in the mornfer in his knowledge of current even
ing and from one-thirty to five in
and more important, what he is ge
the afternoon of Ivy Day, Thursting out of his four years here,
day, May 17, from the rear enlibrary
in
the
stream
men
of
steady
trance of Massachusetts Hall.
newspaper room helps prove the first*
and Bowdoin's sufficiently rigid cuij
ricular requirements point to a bet*
ter understanding of the worth (frofl
the scholastic side at least) of a coy
lege education. But to get down i
(Editor's Note: Mrs. Mclntire, the
personalities, who do you think i
the representative Bowdoin student!' reviewer of this issue of the Bowdoin
"Quill,"
is the wife of Mr. Glenn Mcanswer?,
The
from
you.
Let's hear
lntire, college bursar. She is a native
Mr. Leith feels, may be startling.
of Maine and writer of books about
people in Maine. Mrs. Melntire's book
"Free and Clear," published last fall,
FFICER* was reviewed by the ORIENT. To the
ORIENT she has also announced a
new novel "Heaven's Dooryard,"
Elections of the executive commit
which she hopes will be released by
tee for the 1940-41 season of th
Masque and Gown were held lai her publishers in August of this sumMonday night in the lounge of the mer. In submitting this review, Mrs.
Mclntire remarked as a foreword:
1
Moulton Union.
Fifty-one students were presented "Being mostly what Mrs. Mclntire
plaques as active members of thy likes without reason, instead of a review of the Bowdoin 'Quill' for
dramatic society. New members
May.")
the executive committee elected
this meeting are: Charles H.
By Marguerite Mclntire
gendahl Jr. '41, president;
I have a hunch that instead of a
J. Leydon "41. secretary; Charles
Hartshorn Jr. '41. senior member-a$- review of the Bowdoin Quill, this is
simply going to be a few hundred
large; Ben L. Loeb '42. produ
words about what I like in the curmanager; Robert E. Newhouse '4
Val
rent issue. And I shan't always tell
member-at-large
junior
why. Perhaps I can't.
Ringer '42, business manager;
Poetry first, because to me poetry
Leonard B- Tennyson '42, publici
is the most important and most beau,

WHO

i

Be Given Friday
Undergraduates Will Choose
For Houseparty Guests
Members From List
Of 30 Students
The third and anal production of

ELECTIONS WILL TAKE

PLACE

Presented two weeks ago to vis*
itlng sub-freshmen, this successful

melodrama

MASQUE AND GOWN
ELECTS O

t

'

^

GYMNASIUM

Broadway dramatic
be repeated for Bowdoin's Ivy
houseparty guests. Leading characters In the play include Wilda
Leslie of Brunswick as Gabby,
Charles Mergendahl '41 as Allan
Squire, William Stark '43 as Duke
Man tee and Robert Newhouse '42
as Jason Maple.
The play Is directed by Professor
George H. Quinby, director of dramatics at Bowdoin.
will

The annual

election of

men

COMMENCEMENT PLAY
WILL BE "HENRY IV"

The Masque and Gown will present
William Shakespeare's "Henry IV,
Part I" at 9 p.m. on June 14 on
the terrace of the Walker Art Building in connection with the Commencement Program. This will be the
second performance of "Henry IV" at
Bowdoin. The play was presented" for
the first time in 1928.
The play this 'year will have a
somewhat smaller cast than the 1928

Open Ivy Houseparties

Wednesday
Alpha Delta Phi—Allan Curtis
Psl Upsilon— Mai Hallett
Delta Upsilon Johnny Long
Zeta Psl Red Norvo

Tonight For 325 Guests

—
—
—Tommy Reynolds
Thursday
—Tommy Reynolds

Sigma Nu

Eferman Orchestra To Play
In Gym Friday Night
For ivy Dance

Chi Psi
Delta Kappa Epsilon
Kenton Brothers
Theta Delta Chi— Mai Hallett
Kappa Sigma Lloyd Rafnell
Beta Theta Pi Bob Gleaaon

—
—

Alpha Tan Omega

FRATERNITY BANDS
ARE OUTSTANDING

—Johnny Long

Filday

Sargent Gymnasium

Masquers To Present "The

Woody Herman

Petrified Forest"

Approximately 325 guests from all
over the country wiU attend Bowannual Ivy houseparty which
gets off to a formal start tonight
with open dancer at five of the fraternity houses. The busy three-day
program of festivities includes seven
more house dances Thursday evening,
the Masque and Gown's production of

doin's

;

Services Held

For Him In

CoUege Chapel Last
Monday Afternoon

"The Petrified; Forest," picnics and
beach parties, softball games, the traditional Ivy Day celebrations of the

of

Woody Herman whose Band
at Ivy Ball

118

Belch

Henry
Blunt

in "Twelfth Night." Prince
will be portrayed by James
'40 who has been active In the

Bell,

umber land and
'43

Sheriff; Philip

Brown

iversity.

'43

The O'Brien Graduate Scholarship
was jointly awarded this year to
Ne* 1 Woodside Allen of Portland and
Richard Townsend Eveleth of Auburn. Allen, a member of the Phi
Beta Kappa chapter here at Bowdoin, is a History major and will do
graduate work in the field of History
at Harvard University. Eveleth, a
member of Phi Beta Kappa expects

Fogg

as Carrier; George

as

another Carrier; Frederick Lovell '40
as Chamberlain; Richard Barney '42
as Bardolph; Frederic Blodgett '42 as
Peto; Francis Bliss '40 as Francis;
Richard Eveleth '40 as Vintner; Paul
Hermann '40 as Owen Glendower;
Orville Denison '41 as Edmund Mortimer; William McKeown '43 as Earl
of Douglas; Arthur Wang '40, Henry
Wheeler '40, Robert Chandler '41,
John Rogers '41, Thomas Sheehy '41,
Norton Leich '43 as poachers, travelers and soldiers. Richard Eveleth
'40 Stage Manager, Carroll Terrell
'40 Cos turner, Herbert Fisher '41 and
Robert Bell '43, Electricians.
The play will be separated into
two sections. There will be ten
scenes in the first act and six in the
second act. The entire space of the
Art Building Terrace and its steps
will

be used during the course of the

production, while the action will be

Edward

S.

Hammond,

Admissions, announced
Saturday that 118 members of
the class of 1944 had already been
admitted upon certification as recommended by their .high school princilast

pals. He said that this number will
increase from time to time as certifying credits of other candidates are
received and the annual college entrance examinations are given.
According to Professor Hammond,
the number of accepted applicants
is slightly larger this year than was
the case at the same time last spring,
and that there has been a larger
number of applications received at
this time than in past years. The total number of the incoming class will
not be determined until an estimate
can be made of the size of the three
returning upper classes.
Professor Hammond stated that
not all of the men certified by their
principals have been accepted because of scholarship uncertainties.
few of the men admitted this spring
were certified last year, but contin-

who

organized the acting group
Graduate scholarship awards were
last fall, will be seen in the role of
Hotspur. Miss Nancy Webb will play announced last night by a special
the hostess. Mistress Quickly. The faculty scholarship committee which
other parts will be played by the fol- met yesterday afternoon and selected
four members of the senior class as
lowing:
Kenneth Welch "40 as Henry IV; recipients of Bowdoin's annual postLendall Knight '41 as Earl of West- graduate study awards.
Recipient of the Charles Carroll
moreland; Robert McCarty '41 as
Prince John and Gadshill; Robert Everett Scholarship is Jeffrey James
Barton '41 as Sir Walter Blunt; Wes- Carre, major in the French departley Bevans '40 as Sir Richard Ver- ment. Carre, a resident of Needham
non; Lindo Ferrini '42 as Poins; Da- Heights, Massachusetts, intends to
vid Brown '40 as Earl of Worcester; pursue his graduate studies in the
Fred Danbury '40 as Earl of North' Romance Languages at Columbia Un'40,

Professor
Director of

Graduate Awards
Are Announced

work of the
Masque and Gown. Charles Stepanian
acting and production

MEN ADMITTED

INTO CLASS OF 1944

doin,

a career with the

junior class, the seniors' last chapel
service, and tHe ball in the Gymnasium on Friday evening, with dancing to the music of Woody Herman.
For tonight's^ dancing, Mai Hallett,
a familial name on the Bowdoin
will play
campus, will hold forth at the Psi
U house. The |D. U. house will feature Johnny Long's rapidly climbing
outfit, and Red Norvo, red-haired
xylophonist, wfll be heard at the Zete
house. Clarinetist Tommy Reynolds
is booked fori the evening with the

Present Enrollment Higher
Than Similar Period
Of Past Years

Fred Blodgett Seavey BowFrank Driscoll, Jim Dyer, Chick
Masque and Gown which has included Ireland, Bud Keylor, Bob Newhouse,
two appearances as the first grave- Niles Perkins and John Williams.
digger in "Hamlet" and Sir Toby

Bob

'40 in the role of

On

Friday Afternoon

CHAPEL SERVICE
HONORS MESERVE

production and will play a shorter
time because of the omission of the Williams and Walt Young.
Hotspur's wife and
Nominees for the class of 1942 are

Falstaff will climax

ON FRIDAY

Five Fraternity Dances

The following orchestra* are
scheduled to play during the lint
two nights of Ivy Houseparties at
the college fraternity houses:

characters, of

Lady Mortimer.
Edward Palmer

3:00 P.M.

NO. 6

Professor Philip Weston Meserve
the Chemistry Department succumbed to heart failure last Friday
afternoon, May 9. President Kenneth
C. M. Sills spoke in honor of the late
Professor Meserve at services held in
the college chapel on Monday afternoon.
"I need hardly tell you how shocked and grieved I was late Friday evening to hear in New York of the sudden and tragic death of Professor
Meserve. I had known him intimately
ever since he was an undergraduate.
Andy Haldane, Dick Harding, Ray He was appointed instructor in chemHuling. Jack Keefe, Len Knight, Ted
istry in 1915 by President Hyde who
Leydon, Ev Pope, Hal Pottle. R. G. had a great admiration for his scholPorted Frank Sabasteanski. Hank arly and personal qualities, and who
Shorey, Tom Steele, Walt Taylor, Joe promoted him to an assistant profes-

Masque and Gown To Stage
Play On Terrace Of
Walker Museum

AT

1940

to rep-

resent the undergraduate body on the
Student Council has been set for
Thursday, May 23, at the Sargent
Gymnasium from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
In view of the recent discussion regarding these elections, the present
head of the Council, Charles H. Pope
'40,
has expressed the hope that,
through the publishing of the list of
nominees at this time, the students
will be able to look over the candidates carefully and have ample time
to decide on their relative "merits.
The nominations listed below are
the thirty men selected by the Council from a list of men given to the
Council by each of the fraternity
presidents and the Thorndike Club.
Two members of the class of 1942 are
to be chosen out of the list of ten
men on the ballot, and ten members
of the class of 1941 from a nominations list of twenty men.
Nominees for the class of 1941 are
Ed Cooper, Dave Dickson, Jim Doubleday, Haven Fifield, Nils Hagstrom,

was made associate professor, and in 1928 full
professor. When he was in full health
and strength, he had as interesting
and stimulating a mind as anyone on
the faculty; and many young graduates have told me of his keenness and
of his fine teaching. Lately his health

sor in 1916. In 1927 he

had been much impaired by an insidious disease against which he
struggled bravely. I seldom knew a
more kindly, thoughtful and considA
erate person. He was all the time doing friendly things for all sorts and
conditions of people, and since his
ued a year in preparatory school,
death I have learned of many in- while" several applicants were
accept.

stances of his kindliness. Like a great
ed through their standing at the finother Maine people -heneath a ish of their February
courses. The
reserved manner he was the most geographical
distribution of those adtenderhearted of men, and in his con- mitted is approximately
in the same
sideration of others a true gentleproportion as the usual entering
man. What his death means to the classes.
to continue his studies in the field of College is well expressed in this telEnglish at the University of Chicago egram from a young alumnus:

many

Sigma Nu's

arid Allan Curtis will be
at the A. D. iiouse.
Thursday night will find these same
four bands on campus again, with
Hallett playing for the T. D.'s, Long
for the A. D.'s, Norvo for the A. T.
O.'s, and Reynolds for the Chi Psi's.
In addition, three more dance orchestras will be heard at the Deke, Kappa
Sigma, and Beta houses; the Fenton
Brothers, Lloyd Rafnell, and Bob
Gleason.
[ Continued on Page \ ]

Rabbi Oland Gives
Chapel Address
Calling for a new development of
character. Rabbi Levi A. Olan of
Temple Emanuel, Worcester, Mass.,
spoke in chapel last Sunday afternoon. Rabbi Olan termed character
"the most neglected aspect of the
world that seems to be overwhelming
%

us today."

As an answer to the questions of
what makes war and why men are
divided against one another today, he
suggested four words. The first was
color. He emphasized the fact that a
man's color jwas pure accident, a
mere chance; yet men of one skin
continue to fight, and oppress those of
another as though the choice of race
had been up to them as individuals,
Man's creed. Whether Jewish, Catholic,
Protestant, or otherwise, was
listed as a second force setting people apart in the world in spite of
the fact that most persons are simply born into their creed. His third
cause was cast, involving class struggle, the search for money and wealth,
and the ever-present struggle between the haves and have nots, which
he pointed out to b« again almost
wholly beyond man's control. As the

graduate school.
'Deeply shocked to hear of Phil
Francis Royster Bliss is the recipi- Meserve's death. My sympathies to
IS
ent of the Henry W. Longfellow the College in the loss of a great
Graduate Scholarship award. The friend of the undergraduates.' "
scholarship is given yearly to a member of the senior class who expects to
A ***** Biol ° By u has e ; last cause, he mentioned nationalism,
"""
f
f
J?
pursue his graduate studies in the
the
cently
been formed with
aid of stating that, like the other forces, it
_ ___. -SL
field of general literature. Bliss, a
Professors Gross and Copeland. The was in general, merely a question of
resident of New York City, majored
club will function next fall and plans birth, not choice.
According to a recent announcein the Classics at Bowdoin and will
In order to combat these forces
to meet with professors and other
continue his studies in the field of ment by the dance committee, the
which divide u& in this superficial
groups who are interested in biology. way, Rabbi Olan
following will be patronesses at the
Classics at the graduate school of
advocated a reliance
Ivy Ball in the Sargent Gymnasium
Officers of the new club are: Paul C. upon the strengthening of character.
Yale University.
on Friday evening: Mrs. Kenneth Houston '41, chairman; George R. He concluded by saying that, of
C. M. Sills, Mrs. Noel C. Little,
Thomas '41, recording secretary; AU- course, character, an uncompromising
Mrs. Stanley B. Smith, Mrs. Robloyalty to high ideals or principles,
ston J. Morris '42, corresponding secert P. T. Coffin, Mrs. Athern P.
often failed to cepay one materially,
Thurs., May 16-^ChapeI. The BurDaggett, Mrs. Donovan D. Lancasretary. The group will study matters but that it was good in and of itsar will present "Some Com-,
ter, Mrs. George H. Quinby and
not taken up in the regular college self, and wat the only force which
ments on College Finance."
could destroy the effects of color,
Mrs. David YV. Lusher.
biology course.
J.
V. golf at Lewiston High
creed, cast,

BIOLOGY CLUB

ORGANIZED HERE

PATRONESSES ARE
NAMED FOR IVY BALL

.

?

!

/

j
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localized in specific areas

of spotlights following

by the use

its course.

COMING EVENTS

and nationalism.

School.

>

j

IN

Ten Juniors And Two Men
From The Class Of '42
To Be Chosen

ercises.

Mrs. Glenn R. Mclntire Reviews
Final Issue Of The 1940 Quill

i

ELECTIONS

Play To

the play "The Petrified Forest" by
the Bowdoin dramatic society, the
Masque and Gown, will be presented on Ivy Day at 4:45 p.m. in Memorial Hall, following the Ivy ex-

15,

FRATERNITIES OPEN
IVY WITH DANCES

FOR NEXT YEAR

By

Charles T. Ireland, Jr.
CL again all Bowdom relaxe:
[Pope, Smith, Rowe, Hiding,
from several months' of w<
and, amid a galaxy of the "best look
Allen and Babcock
ing girls in the East, the music oi
Are Standouts
nationally famous bands, afrid the au
of abandon that is Bowdom at play
celebrates traditional Ivy Week fesjj
tivities. This year, according to usuaf
exuberant reports, the girts will
even more beau til uJ. the bands eve
better known, and the air «f abandon Bowdoin's
In Sprint
even more abandoned as Seniors le
Events Demonstrated
their collective hair down! after rig
orous major examinations and in
Hurdle
—
»
whole student body has aj last flin,
before reading period.
j
Living up to pre-meet expectations,
• - r
a favored Bowdoin track team swept
addition to two night* of ho
to its second straight State Title with
IN dancing
and the feature gym at* little difficulty at Alumni Field,
traction on Friday night, the cust Orono, last Saturday. Bowdoin with
tomary picnics, softball challenges a? 55 tt points was followed by the Uniearly morning hours, lawn parties! versity of Maine with 38 &, Bates 21,
and the like, will heighten a wi
and Colby 20. The meet saw a state
that through the years Bowdoin me
and national intercollegiate record
have felt could not be surpassed. Th set in the hammer throw and a recusual bigger and better Bugle and ord breaking height established in the
Growler will make their respective high jianp. Bob Bennett, Maine's ace
appearances today or Friday. Th* hammer thrower exceeded the old
Bugle with a new color scheme and J state mark of 168 feet, 8 iriches and
visible effort to enliven straight newt eclipsed the intercollegiate record of
stories may prove to be something 181 feet when he tossed the 16-pound
more than a record book, the Growll ball a distance of 182 feet, 3 inches.
er will, of course, point out the light! Peterfc of Colby soared 6 feet, 1 5-8
er vein of houseparties, and several inches to set a new height in the high
features highlight the issae. Charli< jump.'
Mergendahl's "Why I Hate Women,
Bowdoin placed in fourteen out of
SUn James' story of housteparties i the fifteen events scoring six firsts
cartoon form, and the Mousepart; and sweeping the hurdles events. The
Queen article are expected to enter trio of Rowe, Edwards, and Allen fintain anybody who has the inclination ished, in that order in the low hurdles
and ability to read.
and Allen, Huling, and Rowe took the
• - rhigh* The Polar Bears fared almost
we should like to warn all th* as well in the dashes as Edwards and
from
time
off
take
to
celebrators
Huling finished second and third in
revelry an attend the Ivy Day exerf the century and Pope and Abendroth
cises for two fairly good reason. Firstl took ifirst and third in the 220. Pope
they are something that should drav* with' firsts in the 220 and quarter and
a large audience. The awarding of th4 Smith of Maine with victories in the
Wooden Spoon and Seniors' Las* 880 and mile were high point men
Chapel are annual ceremonies thai for the afternoon.
ought not be relegated to positions o\
The White did not fare quite as
minor attention. Secondly; if they do
[ Continued on Pane i ]
not draw a sizeable crowd, college au$
thorities have threatened to discontinue the day and with it the excusrf
for having Ivy Week disappears. It i$
to be hoped, then, that this spring
will see Ivy Day receiving its deserve
ed importance and, consequently, asDean Paul Nixon canceled his
surance of its age-old place in Bow,;
scheduled chapel address on last Satdoin lore and tradition.
urday, and gave instead, a tribute to
•
*
i
R Eaton Leith, instructor in Mod-; Professor Philip Weston Meserve. He
per;
ern Languages, and that de* began by stating that he was
partment's nominee for most popula? sonally very grieved by the untimely
the
faculty man on campus, calls our at* death of the former head of
Nixon
tention to the most representative chemistry department. Dean
Dartmouth undergraduate selection recaied the days when he knew Prowhich was carried out by an involve^ fessor Meserve as a student here at

MAY

COUNCIL HOLDS

Team

Big White Track

~ Rises "

mouth Alumnus)

ORIENT

BRUNSWICK, MAINE, WEDNESDAY,

rothY

IVY CEREMONIES BEGIN

(

writing form—I like Mr. Edwards' "Sonnet," though I fancy it's
a bit trite. (Doesn't it remind me of
something a young Tufts student
wrote in 1925?) I especially like
tiful

i

"There is delight in things we worship least,
Sliding along the threads of aimless
song!"

But what's this? "Gladly would I
build up " Does it make your tongue

—

hop-skip, too'

"Poem" by Mr. Hazelton,

is

the

of a brief one. Short
deceptive.
so often expect a nugget of truth and beauty.
Maybe this is, but not to me. It ends
with the* words "brief eternity"
Isn't that being too clever?

chaste

title

We

poems are

"Becoming and Being" by Mr. An-

drews—A poem

should

something or sound

either

say

like something.

;

Sorry; this does neither to me.

Note:
£

Having tried

my

hand at

Continued on Page 4 I

Fri.,

May 17—IVY DAY.

Holiday

Day Exercises of the
class of 1941. Walker Art Building Terrace (if inclement, Memorial Hall).
4 p.m. Seniors Last Chapel Service, the President presiding.
4:30 p.m. Memorial Hall, the
Masque and Gown will present
"The Petrified Forest" by Robert
3 pjn. Ivy

Sherwood.
England golf meet at Watertown, Mass.
Sat, May 18—Holiday. No chapeL
Golf as on May 17.

New

Sim.,

May 1»—5

o'clock chapel.
Merrill, D.D.,

Reverend Boynton

of the Second Church in Newton,
Mass.
8 to 10 p.m. The President and
Mrs. Sills will be at home to the
members of the Sophomore
Class, at the President's home.
Mon^ May 20—ChapeL the President.

8:30 a.m. State Tennis tourna-

ment matches

begin.

Baseball at University of Maine,

Day Ceremonies
To Be Held On Friday Afternoon

Traditional Ivy
I

On Friday, May 17. the class of
1941 will take over the places of the
graduating class of 1940 in traditional
Ivy Day ceremonies. The exercises
will take place at 3 p.m. on the Art
Building
terrace.
Following
the
events which surround the planting
of the ivy, the juniors will turn thengowns over to the senior class members who will wear them at the four
o'clock service in the chapel. This
will be the seniors' last chapel. At
4:30 the Masque and Gown will
present "The Petrified Forest" by
Robert Sherwood. In the evening the
Ivy Day gym dance will be held with
the music of Woody Herman and his

ZETES AND DEKES VIE

FOR SOFTBALL LEAT

Heavens Proclaim Him" by BeethovAt the completion of the current
en. Following the short address by
the class president, Lendall B. Knight interfraternity schedule, the Dekes
will read the poem that he wrote in were leading League "A" with four
his official capacity as class poet. wins and one loss, while the Zetes
Ashton Holmes White will give the topped League "B" with four wins
oration. The Glee Club will then sing and no losses. In the first group, a
Greig's "Brothers Sing On," after triple tie for second was held between
which Fifield will present the wooden Sigma Nu, Alpha Delta Phi, and Delspoon award for the most popular ta Upsilon, each team having won
man in the junior class to Andrew A. three and lost two, while Psi Upsilon
was in second place in the other
Haldane.
The next part of the program will group with three wins and one loss.
Games played last week included
be held on the campus around the
spot where the ivy will be planted. a ten inning hitting duel between the
tTus location will be announced at Sigma Nu's and tne p. U.'s. The latter team finally won 14-13. The Zetes
the ceremonies. The Glee Club will
successfully repulsed a last inning
orchestra.
sing the "Bowdoin Beata" before the rally made by the Psi U's and won
The class president, Haven G. Fi- planting followed by the class sing- their final game 9-6.
According to Johnny Robbins, playfield, will be the chairman of the ing of an ode written by Richard L.
program which begins with the Bow- Chittim. The tune of the ode is that offs in both leagues will take place
on Monday and Tuesday, May 13, 14,
doin Glee Club's rendition of "The of "Auld Lang Syne,"
..
I

\
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THE BOWDOIff ORIENT

THE BOW

ALPHA TAC OMEGA

ORIENT

HOUSEPAKEY GUESTS
According to Doyle
last the ostrich pulls
out his noggin from that sandpile of

At very long

mt

conservatism,
Bowdoin, the

known

variously
Orient,

as
or
Custard and Mess; brushes away the
thin camouflage of a nom de typeE. Haroid Pottle, Jr., '41
writer; and acknowledges that his
feathers are probably stationed diametrically opposite to his hat. Not
John C. Evans '41
Henry A. Shorey, 3rd. '41
knowing, the cry of an ostrich, we
will emit the "too-wit to-woo" of the
Charles T. Ireland. Jr., •42
Leonard B. Tennyson. Jr.. '42
good old conservative fowl (apologies
Philip H. Litman '42
Robert G. Watt *42
to owlish Psi U*s), and hoot out this
valedictory.
£afe-E£ttore
Source Lewis Carroll
glorified the nonsensical with his
John C Abbott '43
Fowler taigger, Jr., '43
John F. Jaques '43
"mustard and cress" and "gimblings
Frederk* H. Bubier '43 Robert JL. Edwards '43
Curtis F. Jones '43
in the wabe," and we hope that the
Robert S. Burton '43
Howard L. Huff '43
Israel Rimer '43
old tradition has been carried on. Or
John V. Craven '43
John WJ. Hooped, Jr., '43 Robert J. St«rn '43
has this bird laid any eggs?
Cronin '43
George iW. Hutching* '43 Robert O. Shipman '43

a

Laurence H. Ston*

'43

Donald S Ulin'43

..

* PaulJH. Holiday 41
Aaststant^Busine** Managers
'42

Kenneth G. Stone

Wyman

Oliver A.

'42

'42

-:--
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d*U of publ icat ion, i The Editor-in-Ohi«f la rfayonatble for the editorial
if Editor for n*w» ai. I make-m>.
AU communications regarding robacrlpb* aiMr awd to the Buiinfcaj Manager of the Bowdoin PubUahlng Company.
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VCrTE Di^hE ELECTION

We were

No. 6

was a much-needed step
a few more suggestions.
this

the purpose

we

a*id

take this opportunity to offer

of publishing this

list

c

m

tfe the Student Council followed the
Orient by the publishing of the nominees for
Council on the ffent page of this issue. We feel that
glad to see

suggestion of the

next year's

-

the final audit is taken,
the Orient's tottered sheets should
show a credit balance for the year
'S&-'40. Scratching sand from our
eyes and coughing grains of salt
from an unpalatable collation of
communications, however, we must
admit that it has been an Orient
much maligned. Its escutcheon Is
daubed with misplaced printer's
ink. its banner rent from the barbs
of big-sticking, wolfish reformers
in the clothing of intellectual curiosity. Its muffled guns a target for
bombs, more often duds than incendiary' But most of this was to
be expected. The so-called "Fighting 69th" lived and died in an age
of criticism. Like the early 18th
Century, we had our Pope, right in
the midst. Though a part of the
polemics at times, we hoped to relieve the gaseous bickering with
anecdotal anodynes or commentary.
- c
During our year's suspension in
this space, changes have taken place
here, if not in the paper as a whole.
We expanded in scope, verging at will
from reporting to commentary. And
judging from some indirect fan-mail,
we did a little more than fill space.

Bua**m

W. Redman

m

When

BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY
Manager
Charles

Bowdoin

should be obvious.

It

»fg£VE«
m&SmELS,
white
with
.*

hope,
dose not only to make the Student Council a more representative
indies of type
bocjy, but it is done in order tjtrat the best men from the two classes was acquired

8 or 9 consistent
per issue. If anything
it was the knack of
may be chosen. It is for this latter reason in particular that we urge writing a page and a half about nothing. No attempt was made at humor,
the student body to consider carefully each and every man on the that being left up to the stock variety
we have said before,; we feel that the position of member of the campus Pagliacci's. To those
list.
who have read us with any degree of
of the Student Council is an, important one. And, therefore, it is consistency, many thanks. It is our
absolutely necessary that the j men on it be those who can best fill contention that, since the Orient is
not primarily a news organ (much of
the responsibilities and duty of the position. The list of nominees its contents are stale in a newspaper
has been published with the Ifope that various discussions as to the sense), personal or impersonal columns of commentary should be mainrelative merits of each man wdl arise and, when next Thursday tained for reader interest.
;

As

m-

comes around, the students will be voting for men they are certain
can fill the position. It is not a question of whether a man is personally liked or disliked. It isj rather, a question as to whether the
man can capably handle the rjosition and act in the important position as the agent for the
is

bond between the students and

and conservative. Nothing
has been effected in either or these
respects by the direct policy of the
paper, but there has resulted an
awareness that something is tacking. As we see it, the one way in
which the Orient can stimulate a
little mental activity requires some
curiosity

faculty. It

not enough that a candidate he a fraternity brother or an athlete.

We would like to urge cne more thing, namely that everyone
vote in next Thursday's
average number of

thirty-five of tiiat fifty.

In a House of say

electj jns.

men who vote
After

fifty

men, the

in the election are approximately

all, it is

c

In one respect we admit failure,
and that is the concern with those
two words which we are all tired
of hearing mentioned, intellectual-

[

Continued on Pugc 4

ALPHA DELTA PHI
Guest

Student

Place

Wesley Bevins

Catherine Strout

Smith College

Peter Jenkisson

Mary Kay Gamier
Mary Roberts

Batavia, N. Y.

Guy Hunt
Stanley Ochmanski
Neal Allen

Alice

Jean Auperin

Beatrice Crosby

Bar Harbor
Watertown, Mass.

Allison Belding

Gamage

Portland
Lasell

Frederic Blodgett

Erna Davis

Bucksport

Robert Burrill
Robert Barton

Adelaide Cinq-Mars

Dexter

Nancy Whitten
Rosamond Scott
Frances Moyer

Wheaton

Donald Cay
Donald Conant

Lasell

Philip Curtis

Shirley Johnson

Robert Cinq-Mars

Alice

Edward Dunlap

Elizabeth Riley
Joan Brown

John Clifford
Peter Donavan

Bruce Haley
John Hickey
Theodore Leydon
G. Macomber Lord
John D. Marble
Wallace Moore
Rupert Neily
Jay Pratt
William Pierce
Robert Qua

Redman

Charles

Hepburn Walker
Frederic Wilson
John Winchell
Wellington Yaple

Clark Young
Alexander Lincoln
John Hamilton
David Brown
Robert Marchildon

Skidmore

Averill

Westbrook
Augusta
Skidmore
Westbrook

Shirley Lyons

Lasell

MacDonald

Luliec

Brunswick
Lewiston

.

FOR SPRING

Birmingham, Mich.
Bangor
Baltimore, Md.
Watertown, Mass.
Brunswick
Fryeburg

Scott

Marie Mureh

THE .campus

will
soon be alive with
bourgeoning buds, green
grass
dor.

scape with 1939 left*
overs ... get some new
Arrow shirts, ties, handkerchiefs and underwear. They'll lift your
spirits to a new high.

Mo.
Pine Manor, N. Y.
Baltimore, Md.

St. Louis,

Betty Simmons
Svea Holm

Albany, N. Y.
Scarsdale, N. Y.
Scarsdale, N. Y.
Providence, R. I.
Worcester, Mass.

John CDonnell
Gordon Winchell
Harold Miller
Arthur Reynolds
Leonard Tennyson
Bertram Robinson
William Bellamy
Walter Bush
George Thomas
Thomas _inehan
Henry Wheeler

Ella Louise Hedrick

Presque

Barbara Tead
Eleanor Stackwell
Helen Wonson
Katrina Nixon
Eleanor Fuller
Virginia Cole
Dorothy Anliker

Lincoln, Mass.

Herbert Fischer
Orrin Pillsbury
John Rodgers
William Glover
Kenneth Bonenfant
Robert Bell
Frederick Lovell

Patricia Everly

Anne Blackman
Margie Hart

New
lars,

See the special
Easter Arolyn $2 shirt
and $1 tie feature today.

'Presque Isle
Brunswick
Connecticut College
Franklin, Mass.

Bath
Fall River, Mass.

Edgartown, Mass.
Concord, Mass.
Westport, Conn.
Wellesley
West Hartford, Conn.
Dover-Foxcrpft

Muriel Larcen
Marty Hultgren
Julia Robbins
Marilynn Parkhurst

patterns, new colnew colors, new

life.

Isle

West Hartford, Conn.

Marion Thomas
Amy Loock
Jean Boyd

and spring splen-

Don't mar the landPlace

Joan Chesney
Marien Palmer

Ruth Carlisle
Barbara Tubbs

Portland
Quincy, Mass.

SPRUCE UP

Wellesley

Mildred Lynch
Barbara Libby
Betty Leydic
Sylvia Sheldon

Louise Stewart
Eddie McWilliaim

]

J.

Weymouth, Mass.

Wellesley
Stoneleigh

Carlisle

Guest

Charles Gibbs

J.

Arlington, Mass.

SIGMA NU

Benjamin Loeb
Louis Harr
John Evans
Alfred Shea
James Elliot *
Keith Muzzey
Elbert Luther

Old Orchard
Bangor
Teapeck, n.
SanJord

Longmeadow, Mass.
Newton Center, Mass.
Wheaton

Rusty Williams
Madeline Stewart
Barbara Arnold
Roberta Roberts

Student

Portland
Lynh, Mass.
Portland
Portland
South Orange, N.

Bar Harbor

Eleanor Johnston
Jean Bailey
Janet Rogers
Dorothea Mayer
Virginia Campbell
Jean Edmunds

Kay

Brunswick
North Carlisle, Indiana
Brunswick
Bangor
San ford

Wellesley
.Cape Elizabeth
Boston, Mass.
Auburndale. Mass
Newton, Mass.
Wellesley

Suzanne Young

.Teanette

1

Dana Hall

June Robinson
Joan Barry Benoit
Velia Di Norsica
5ue Blackey
Margaret Carter

Mary

Martin Roberts
Richard Sanborn
Wilfred Small

Dexter
Brunswick

Sylvia Hammond
Paul Houston
Frederick Lincoln Jr Nadine Garoutte
Jean Jeannotte
Thomas Sheehy JrJane Bradshaw
William Martin
Delphine Perrault
Ward Hanscom
Laura Littlefield
George Cummings
Marjorie Dibble
Lincoln Johnson
Mary Lou Towle
Donald Bradeen
Arlene Quint
Harland Carter
Grace Mindnich
Edward Kerbs
Rena Googins
Leonard Knight
Paula Campbell
Andrew Carrington
Barbara Palmer
Frank McClelland
Pauline Howe
Donald Hamlin
Margaret Holmes
George Swallow
Dorothy Wallace
Horace Taylor
Olive Batson
Charles Colburn
Margaret McCurdy
James Warren
Priscilla Sherman
Philip Bagley
Hazel Fogg
Robert Neilson
•

Westbrook

Cinq-Mars

Mary

Stevens Frost
Nils Hagstrora

Milton, Mass.

Place

Guest

Student

{Your dealer has

it I)

ARROW SHIRTS
Sanforized-Shrunk

i%—/wriMMnl

(fabric ihrinkumm /«»» thmn

Si gtuvant—d)

***

a..LU-1 .U UUJiuJ>.'

Lewiston
Wollaston, Mass.

,

Bath

your Council, so turn out

man you want to represent you.

and vote for the

QUANTUM SVFFIC1T
Since the Growler has taken upon

coming the

girls

itself the burden of welby sponsoring a contest to choose the Queen of

Ivy Houseparties and donating
feel that, rather

an, elaborately

engraved cup,

we

than take anyj of the glory away from the Growler,

we

wi)| cut out our little speech of welcome. But as long as the
Growler has so kindly assumed this responsibility, we feel it our
duty to inform you girls as to just what the Growler really is.

We've always

liked the QrQwltr.

We know the editors pretty

well and they seem like fairly nice guys.

But we've always

sus-

pected or rather, been afraid, that they never outgrew the age
to sneak out behind the barn for a cigarette.

when they used

We've

seen them up in their room huddled together in a corner giggling
schoolboys over a dirty joke. And then they write something
about "integrity" in their editorial column and don't print them.
like

We've heard

the Growlfr called a magazine.

and

glossy paper, has a picture on the cover,

It's

printed on

about the same

is

size

American Boy. As a porter of fact, you may be surprised
as we were to find articles advising you how to take care of your
date and why they don't like women instead of instructions on how
to build birdhouses and light a fire without matches. We suggest
that the Growler editors stop reading Dorothy Dix and get that

"FASTEST PLANE off the production line
how Homer Berry describes

as the

today!" That's

the amazing new Bell Airacobra. This veteran test pilot started flying in 1913 . .
started smoking Camels the same. year. "No
other cigarette ever gave me anything like
the pleasure of a Camel," he says. "They

adolescent preoccupation with sex out of their minds.

This

is all

the Growler's idea.

They bet us a box

burn slower, smoke milder and cooler. In
26 years, that slower burning has given me

of cigars that

a lot of extra smoking." Try Camels. Enjoy
Camel's slower-burning costlier tobaccos.

more people would read their editorial than ours. So now go ahead
and talk to the poor little Growler editors and make them happy.
But mention it to us too, because, cross our hearts, we don't want
to give them any cigars. They Ought get sick.

Penny

for

penny your

TEST PILOT

A SIGMA

best cigarette buy!

HOMER BERRY

SAYS:

In recent laboratory

CAMELS

f.

Student

Guest
Regina Truskaski

Kenneth Sullivan
John Kinnard

Claire Strfigiurg

Putnam Cole

Betty Jone*

Frederick Hall
John Williams
A. Paul Calabro
Ruw Noyello

Orach
Janet Canfc&m
Joan Spencer
Natalie W«
Ruth May

Robert Russell

Roy McNiven
Robert W. Bragdpn
Lincoln Menard
Eugene Woodward
Holme*

Priscilla

Shirley Barton
Dorothy Joimson
Cainleen Dugan

Donna Ho^ejn
Margie

Ann
wilder
Douglas MacVane

DnjcJrer

Cutte*

Virginia

Betty

Chwthome

Jon&

Margaret

"No

Place

Conn.
Vernon, N. Y.
New York City
J3everly, Mass.
Colby Junior College
Medford, Mass.
Beverly, Mass.
Beverly, Mass.
Colby Junior College
Salem, Mass.
Bronxville, N. Y.
Syracuse, N. Y.
Plymouth, Mass.
Bradford Junior College
Winthrop, Mass.
Portland
Beverly, Mass.

me

my

smoked

selling brands tested
slower than any of them.
That means, on the average,

in

cigarette. I've

Prentiss Stevens

Priscilla

Robert Davidson
Peter Caxrisan
WflJtaB Neleon

Sylvia

Medford, Mass.

|S#

West

—

slower and gi\e me more pleasure per puff and more puffs

per pack.

a smoking plus equal to

Td walk a mile for a slow-burning Camel!'
EXTRA SMOKES

&#$ f&£
...MORE PUFFS PER PACK J

•

OUHtSS

Roxtoury, Mass.

mMBS«I

'
'

1

n

1

MORE PLEASURE PER PUFF

III.

Brunswick
Colby Junior College

--

tests,

burned 25%

Camels ever since tjiere have been any Camels. They burn

Bristol,

Mt

SjEringjftel d.

SSiMl

burning for

slower than the average o;
die IS other of the largest

fast

cUVVOB

.M.C.
I

flfo

SBHBSBSMBi

saasn

sflMHBl

a

m

tf_di

F

MSI
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Team Gains

Ball

Series

JEW TOURNAMENT

First

Bowdoin

Is State Title

VARSITY VANQUISHED

Holder For 25th Time

Win Over Bates Bowdoin
Team

Favored
Title

By

Last Saturday's State Track
Meet, the forty-fourth since the
competition was' established in
1895, was also Bowdoin's twentyfifth victory. In that same period
the University of Maine has captured the M. I. A. A. banner seventeen times, and Bates once. Colby,
second several times, has never

Take

Tty

Virtue

.

j

Franny Rocque Steals Howe For Winning Score In
Howie and Luther Share Pitching Honors
As Team Plajm "Heads-Up" Ball

Of Earlier Wins
8th,

Bowdoin

will play host at the Pick-

ard jHeld Courts next Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, when teams
from Bates, Colby and Maine, invade
Brunswick for the 1940 State Intercollegiate
Tennis Tournament. In
view of its 5-4 win over Colby last
Saturday afternoon and its 6-3 victory oyer Bates last Wednesday,
Bowdoin's team is a slight favorite in
the tournament. Last year at the
University of Maine, the White took
the state title by the margin of one

hThe Bowdoin baseball team wonftU
The five runs that
first series game last Monday when scored were mostly of

the Garnet
scratch vathey defeated Bates 7-5 on the Bad. riety. Two errors were responsible
cat's home field. Doc Luther and P^te for the Bates run in the second.
Howie hurled for the Big White and O'Sulliv.an led off with a hit and was
the latter got the official credit fat sent around the bases on errors by
winning the game. Howie came iifitn Bell and Bonzagni. Dick Thompson's
the contest in the seventh inning an4 three bagger in the fourth which
limited the Garnet to one hit and two scored two runs was a misjudged
runs. Luther gave up three runs in ball. Their two other counters came point.
Representatives from the four colsix and two thirds innings and re- in the eighth when the Garnet was
leges will meet next Sunday at Picktired in the seventh when he walked granted four free passes.
the second and third batters.
The Polar Bears have one more ard Field house to decide on rules
The Polar Bears pulled the gairx- game this week and two next week. governing the play. Last year each
college seeded two players and the
out of the fire in the eighth fra*he With the completion of these games
when they scored three runs. Goipg they wind up their 1940 baseball rest drew for positions. Probably the
same system will be followed this
into Bowdoin's half of the eighth the syason.
year. Charlie Lord, Colby sophomore
score stood 5-3 in favor of Batlis.
j
star, is favored to repeat his singles
Dyer singled to open Bowdoin's hah
victory of last year, although Bowof the inning, but was forced at sfps
doin's number one and two men,
ond when Page Stephens grounded jo
Shattuck and Ireland are among
Artie Belliveau at short. Andy Hi?!*
i
those conceded a good chance to updane walked sending Stephens alo$g
set him.
to second. Rocque then came throujfh
with the second of his two hits to, f Hebron Academy nosed out a close
score Stephens, and Ha Wane went to '3-4 win over the freshman tennis
third on the hit. Rocque's hit w'^s |ieam last Friday afternoon at the
handled poorly in the outfield a*d Fjckard Field Courts. Both teams
Haldane scored on Thompson's err^tr. W«i three singles matches, hut the
while Rocque advanced to third on Academy's superior strength in the
the throw in. Rocque stole home tc doubles accounted for the win.
[ Continued from Page i ]
score the third run of the inning. IjjdThe dancing program reaches its
Don Sterns, Johnny Plimpton, and
die Coombs doubled sharply, but lie. J
B^ob Walker scored winning markers climax Friday evening when Woody
was stranded on third base when tlpej fwr the Polar Bears with easy three Herman and his blues-playing band
next
two batters grounded qutl
8ft matches. Yale Summers, Phil make their first appearance at BowRocque's run in this inning proved) grown, and
Bob Burnham failed to doin, playing for the Ivy Ball in Sarto be the winning run, although Boy-;
through
£i>me
in
their
singles gent Gymnasium. Woody, who has
doin picked up another counter in tjhej
fnatches. Burnham and Walker pair- risen rapidly to national popularity
last inning.
fejl
to win the only doubles contest during the past year, has been playBowdoin bunched their hits weJl^ 0? the afternoon, while Don Sterns ing this winter and spring at the
making seven runs on only nine h$t3i .jmd Yale Summers, and Johnny Glen Island Casino and the Meadowlo the first Bell tripled and Bonzagnij Plimpton and Phil Brown found the
brook in New Jersey. His band, made
singled to score one run. In the sec- opposition very hard in their doubles,
up mostly of men from the old Isham
ond.
Bell,
Martin and Bonzagni x Remaining games for
the freshmen
bunched three hits to score two nmr>^ kiid the jayvees are with Deering Jones orchestra, wilt be fronted by a
new
songstress, Dilla-Gene.
School of Portland on May 20
runs, and in the ninth they

won a
The

title.

greatest

was

point-total

amassed by Bowdoin back

in 1896,

when the Polar Bears won with 108
points; the other colleges gained
27 points between them. In 1911
and 1925, on the other band, the
closest scores appear on the records. Maine edged Bates 41-39 in

the first meet, and Bowdoin nosed
out the Bobcats again, 41-40, in
1925.

i

Of the individual records, seven
are held by Bowdoin, seven by
Maine—now that Bennett has
eclipsed Olympic-contestant Tootell's hammer-throw, three by Colby including Peters' record-breaking high jump of Saturday and
three by Bates.

—

—

-

;

Hebron Defeats

GOLF TEAM TO HAVE

Frosh In Tennis

THREE TOURNEY MEN

j

.

,

on a base on
base and a

balls,

a single,

fielder's choice.

Seven houses have announced their
a stolen ajid Hebron Academy at Hebron on
plans for picnics and such on Thursfoay 21.
day afternoon. The A. D.'s are to go
to Aimhi on Little Sebago Lake for
their picnic, while the Chi Psi's will
be at Boothbay Harbor. The Psi U's
l

Jim Dyer

Is

I

Bowdoin Track Men Regain
Crown In Mfigt At Oreno

Bright Spot In

Dark Performance By
Bowdoin Nine

MARK UP 55>/2 POINTS TO SCOBE VICTORY

In all three tilts last week Bowdoin's baseball team met successive
setbacks losing to Colby 4-1, Maine
10-7, Trinity
fielded poorly

4-3.
The Big White
throughout last week's

games committing 13 miscues which
gave the opposition many an unearned run.

[ Continued from Page i ]
tances in the< weight events were
well in the field events as Huling's made in the mbrn&ig trials.
leap of 22% feet in the broad jump
Perkins in the jammer, $towe in
to^beat Colby's Johnny Daggett was the high jump. a*id James in the
the only first in that branch of the broad jump, all picked up valuable
meet. Jay Pratt was just edged out thirds to augment Bowdoin's total.
in the shot put by Sigsbee of Bates The freshman relay team of Lamarre,
and had Lo be content with a third in Matthews, Dickinson, and Stark pickthe discus as Hibbard of Bates and ed up a second in a race that had no
H. Johnson of Maine finished one-two bearing on the point totals.
in that event.
The summary:
j

The Maine game was a

free swing-

contest in which both teams
pounded the ball fiercely at the exDon Smith of Maine chalked up his
pense of the pitchers. Mann and
victories
Shearer of Maine were both hit hard fifth and sixth State Meet
taking both the 880 and mile runs
by
for a total of 12 bases. Tucker went
set new
the route for the Polar Bears being and would probably have
times in these events but for the poor
hit for 14 safeties.
The Big White smashed in five runs condition of the track. Nickerson of
Smith in
in three innings on seven hits and Bates seriously challenged
terrific
five walks. Maine garnered two in the half but faded under the
the third, but it looked like a certain pace and came near being passed by
ing

—

Pole vault Tic for first between
Daggett, Colby, a-.d Rich, Maine; tie
for third betwee/i Weaver, Maine,
and James. Bowdoin. Height, 12 feet,

i

2 4-8 inches.
Javelin throw

—

Won by Bubar, Colby; second, Allen, Colby; third, Bower, Maine. Distance, 178 feet, 7 7-8

•

inches.

Broad jump-rWon by Hulidg, BowBowdoin victory as Tucker apparent- Jim Doubleday who finished in third doin; second. Daggett, Colby; third,
ly had the Maine men well under con- position. Jim ran a good race in the James, Bowdoia. Distance, 22 feet, 6
Rates
and
fought
off
Drury
of
mile
inches.
trol,, fanning three in a row in the
Hammer throw—Won by Bennett,
fourth. In the fifth Maine unleased a to take a second.
terrific hitting attack. Ten men went
The two mile grind also presented Maine; second, Johnson, Maine; third,
to the plate collecting five hits to pro-

plenty of competition as Graichen of

duce four runs giving Maine a lead
6-5. Bowdoin came back in the sixth
to score two more on Bonzagni's
triple and singles by Dyer and Hal-

Bates and Dequine and Blaistlell of
Maine exchanged the lead several
times with Bowdoin's Pete Babcock
keeping a short distance behind the
pack for the first mile. Pete ran well
the whole way and timed his sprint
for the last 200 yards in which he
went into the lead and stayed there.
Dequine and Blaisdell finished in that
order behind him.
Phillips of Maine dominated the
field in the 100 but Charlie Edwards
came out of nowhere to finish second
just ahead of Ray Huling so that

At New

j

Pigh

BASEBALL GAMES

Perkins, Bowdoin. Distance, 182 feet,
3 inches. (New; state meet ajid U. S.
intercollegiate record.)

High jump- -Won by Peters, Colby;
second, Webster, Bates; third, Stowe,
Bowdoin. Height, six feet; 1 5-8
dane. It was not until Gerrish's cirinches, (new record).
Shot put— Won by Sigsbee. Bates;
cuit clout in the eighth inning with
second, Pratt, 'Bowdoin; third, Rusone aboard that the Black Bears took
Distance, 44 feet, T\
sell, Bates.
Englands
over the lead. Maine added two more
inches.
Although winner of the Maine Golf tallies in the ninth on a single by
Discus throw— Won by Hibbard,
title by virtue of a 6-3 win over Colby Homes and two errors.
Bates; second. Johnson, Maine; third,
las* Wednesday, and an 8-1 victory
Mules Beat Bowdoin
Pratt, Bowdoin:. Distance, 135 feet.
over Bates on Friday, Bowdoin will
Mile run Won by Smith, Maine;
Hal Heagan, scattering four hits,
not send its full varsity team, but
second, Doubleday, Bowdoin; third,
successive
to
its
fourth
pitched Colby
will enter only Al Clarke and RodDrury, Bates. Time 4.23 7-10.
State series victory to defeat Bowney Ross in the individual competi440-yard dash—Won by Pope, BowBowdoin lost little ground from that
doin 4-1.
doin; second, Mabee. Bates; third,
tion in the New England ChampionThe Mules opened the fifth with event. In the 220 Phillips again start- Newhouse, Bowdoin. Time 51-5.
ships, which are to be held this Frisuccessive singles by Stillwill and ed off in the lead but Charlie Pope
High hurdles—Won by Allen, Bowday and Saturday at the Oakley
overtook him in the last thirty yards doin; second. Huline:. Bowdoin; third,
Country Club in Watertown, Massa- Slattery. Howie, who had up until
not allowed one hit, lost and went ahead as Bob Abendroth Rowe, Bowdoin. Time 15 7-10 secchusetts. The college or university this inning
Peters and Li- came up fast at the finish for a third onds.
having the four lowest scores in the his control and passed
100-yard daih— Won by Phillips,
bert to force^in a run. Colby added place.
qualifying rounds played Friday will
second! Edwards. Bowdoin,
another in the seventh on singles by
The javelin throw saw Bowdoin Maine;
be awarded the team title. About
third. Huling. Bowdoin. Time 10 2-5
Peters and Allen and a poor throw by completely shut out - as Bubar of
thirty-two qualifiers will then play
seconds.
to
second.
Andy Haldane
Colby pulled a surprise by winning
Two-mile run— -Won by Babcock,
thirty-six holes Saturday to deterJim Dyer saved the Big White from over his teammate Allen with a toss Bowdoin: second. DeQuine, Maine;
mine the individual winner.
a shutout in the last half of the ninth of 178 feet. 7 7-8 inches. Bower of third, Blaisdell. Maine Time 10.09
Clarke said that he favors Am- inning with two out. Dyer reached
Maine took third. Peters of Colby 8-10.
herst to take the team title inas- first on a fielder's choice and stole
880-yard
rim— Won by Smith.
much as Harvard, defending cham- second. Stephens' infield grounder ad- was matched almost jump for jump Maine: seconq, Nickerson. Bates:
by Webber of Rates who was seekpions, will not compete due to a con- vanced him to third.
Dyer then suc- ing to defend his high jump title and third, Doubleday. Bowdoin. Time 1.56
flicting
match elsewhere. Amherst cessfully slid under Downie to steal
3-5.
the winning jump which smashed the
'finished second last year, but Clarke home. The Polar Bears made five erLow hurdlrs-i-Won by Rowe, Bowrecord was just 1-8 inch in excess of
Edwards. Bowdoin:
doin:
second,
believes that strength added this year rors, but only one affected the scorthe former mark. Johnny Daggett of third, Allen, Bbwdoin. Time 25 7-10
will give them the title.
ing. Rocque sparkled afield turning in Colby and
TRich of Maine both soared seconds.
a few fielding gems and figuring in up to 12 feet, 2% inches in the
220-yard dasH—AVon by Pope, Bowpole
two beautifully executed double vault but the state record
remained doin: second. Phillips. Maine: third,
plays.
secure. Stan James made a brilliant Abendroth, Bowdoin. Time 22 1-5 seconds.
Breaks Give Trinity Victory
attempt at this height but grazed the
Freshman r^lay Won by Bates
In a game featuring tight pitching, Mr- Both Bob Bennett and Stan
(Lyford. Thompson. Gatrs, McLaugha wild pitch and a two-base error Johnson of Maine exceeded the form- lin): second.
Bowdoin' (Lamarre,
The Bowdoin varsity tennis team spelled Bowdoin's 4-3 defeat by Trin- er state record in the hammer but Matthews, Dickinson. Stark); third,
won a 5-4 decision over the Colby ity College. Seully held the Big White Bennett's superhuman toss in the [Maine (Radlcv, Youlden, Sinkinson,
morning
trials was of national impornetmen last Saturday. May 11, on the to four hits and Keefe, hurling for
(Batleenan,
fourth, Colby
tance. Several of the winning dis- Moody);
Pickard Field courts. This victory Bowdoin, allowed only seven base
Murphy, Perley, Quincy).
was gained when three of the single knocks, all singles.
Singles by Dyer and Haldane in
PSI UPSDLON
matches were won by Bowdoin as
the fourth gave the Big White a one
Student
Guest
well as two of the doubles games.
Plack
run lead. Trinity, however, scored
Edwin Frese
In the singles, Chick Ireland, Lloyd
Dorothy Knapp
Scars&alc, Mass.
twice in the seventh. Kelly and Ford
Akeley, and Cal Hill won three set
Beaman Woodard
Carolyn Cheney
Concord, N. H.
singled and Knunich bunted. Knunick
victories over their respective oppon.Patricia Taylor
Newton Center, Mass.
while speeding down the first base- Calvin Hill
ents, Pinansky, Chase, and Jones. In
Alberta Gates
Wakelield, Mass.
line collided with Rocque and caused William Mitchell
the doubles matches, Akeley and
him to drop the ball. Kelley scored William Briggs
Mary
Curran
Pelham, N. Y.
Pope teamed together to defeat Dyer
and Ford reached third on the play. Brooks Merritt
Barbara Wilbond
Belmont, Mass.
and Chase of Colby, and Bowdoin's Harris
then singled to bring in Ford. George Fogg
Ruth Cram
South Portland
Hill and Harr fought their way to a
In the eighth. Mandra bingled to Linwood Rowe
Virginia Guild
Graftoii, Mass.
three set victory over Frederick and
center for the Visitors and reached Winthrop
Carr
Margaret Hastings
Jones.
New Haven, Conn.
third when Bell erred on Shelly's
Norma Beatty
Mt. Holyoke
Gharlie Lord, stare intercollegiate grounder. He scored later on a wild Joseph Griffith
Priscilla Twobey
North Chelmsford, Mass.
champion, was in top form as he out- pitch by Keefe. Shelley reached third Anthony Eaton
placed and out-vollied Bowdoin's cap- on the same play and scored on a Robert Inman
June Purcell
Providence, R. I.
tain, Ben Shattuck. It was, however, long fly by Kelly.
Robert Ellis
Alice Haskett
Chicago, Illinois

Al Clarke And Rodney Ross
Will Enter Competition

POPULAR BANDS PLAY
FOR IVY FESTIVITIES

score*!

IN

WILL BE HELD HERE

—

j

are planning a boat trip for the afternoon, and the D. U.'s are going to

Green Acres at Canton. The Zetes
will

hold their outing at Professor

summer home

Cushing's

in

Casco

Bay. The Sigma Nu's and A. T. O-'s
are to go to Cundy's Cove and Mer-

rymeeting Bay respectively. On Saturday the Betas plan to picnic at
Bailey's Island and the Kappa Sig's
at Aimhi. The Dekes and T. D.'s have
not as yet announced their plans.
The more formal activities planned
for the houseparty session include
the annual Ivy Day ceremonies of
the junior class, seniors' last chapel,

and the performance of "The Petrified
Forest" by members of the
Masque and Gown. A Softball game
between members of the faculty and
the "all-stare" of the interfraternity
league is also scheduled.

Fordham University

SCHOOL OF LAW
Case System
Three- Year Day Course
Four- Year Evening Course
Co-educational
of the Association of
American Law Schools
College Degree or Two Years of
College Work with Good Grades

Member

loses the freshness of appeal that fixstdeligbtedyou.

brings a refreshed
feeling that completely
it

p A USE THAT

j

j

I

third match.

BRUNSWICK
BARBER SHOP
Downstair Location

REGISTRAR OF

149 Maine Street

FORDHAM LAW SCHOOL
2S3 Broadway,

satisfies.

HOW

REFRESHES

New York

Pastime Theatre Building

TO START YOUR

SUMMER

VAC.

Bottled under tothorkr <X T5b< Coca-Col* Co. by

COCA-COLA BO
S9 Second Street

=

G PLANTS,

INC.
Auburn, 'Maine

=s
"•-

—
t

f

The Big White climbed up

inning with a walk. Stephens then
scored on a triple. Seully threw a
wild pitch bringing Stephens in. The

Bowdoin hopes soon dimmed, however, as Suelly bore

course of instruction is of the
highest order.
Anyone interested in this profession as a life work is invited to
apply for further information to

with your weekly laundry. Just as

'Phone 24-VV

PEABODYIAW SCHOOL

Anne

North Attleboro, Mass.

Janice
Elinor

Dodd
Mara

Polly Hanson
Charlotte Cox
Olive Gallupe
Beetle Seaver

Marblehead. Mass.
Melrose, Mass.
Cambridge, Mass.
Belfast

Old Town
Belfast

'Mt. Holyoke
Lasell

Margaret Brown
Sarah Guiou
Ann Shattuck
Barbara Shaw
June Daisley
Barbara Ross
Helen Chenery
Shirley

Lasell

Albany. N. Y.
Newtonville, Mass.

Betty Carmody
Ellen Alden
Jane Jennings
Hilda Wheelwright

Dewar

Frances Gates
Barbara Clark
"Cuz" Croughwell

^^

Cohasset Mass.
Maiden, Mass.
Connecticut College
Connecticut College

New York
Detroit. (Mich.

Bath
Smith
Lewis ton
Cohasset; Mass.
Wellesiey Hills, Mass.
Bradford* Junior College

s*r

Photographs
i» the

of

I

Flint

Bowdoin Bugle

Endicott-Johnson

fast,

R.

R STATION

Brunswick; Me,

RAILWA\AEXPRESS
AGENCY ^pr^

110 Exchange Street, Portland, Maine

Prints

Shoe Co.

Stephen E. Merrill '35

Summer Dress

Continuing

and Sport Shoes
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ANNOUNCES THE ARRIVAL OF

ALSO

J

:

Wellesley

Dentistry
University of Pennsylvania
40th & Spruce Streets
Philadelphia, Pa.

just as sure.

MAINE CENTRAL

-1
I

Address

The Dean of the School

Barbara Brown
Bobby Woodward
Joan Mead

•

Confidential: You can send your
baggage home " collect " by convenient
Railway Express. ..and the same

i

Catalog on request.

Frank Shaw

DENTISTRY

. . .

ate returning to school, merely repea t.
Rates are low.

William Bloodgood
James Richdale
Robert Skinner
James Dolan
Robert Hill
John Kuster
John Mitchell
William Croughwell

Joseph Sewall
Bowdoin's three and four men, Clyde Holmes
Akeley and Hill had to fight hard to
Kirby Thwing
take Chase and Jones. In the HillRay Huling
Jones match, forty-one games were
Philip Gates
played.
De Witt Minich
Bernard Shattuck
John Craig
Brooks Webster
The field of dentistry today ofBradford Hunter
fers to college students an atPhilip Whittlesey
tractive career. It provides a worthy intellectual challenge, a life of
Roscoe Ingalls
professional service with satisfacWinthrop Piper
tory income, and an opportunity
Francis Rocque
for research and teaching in this
Hugh Munro
division of medical science and
art.
Al Sleeper
The University of Pennsylvania
has prepared more than sue thousand graduates who are occupying
positions of importance in the profession throughout the world. Its

Just

r

down

to retire
the next three batters in order.

'
phone Railway Express. We'll
call for your trunks, bags, boxes and
bundles. We'll deliver them quickly and
economically direct to your home,
without extra charge in all cities and
principal towns. Off your mind
out of
your way... and you can sink into your
train seat with peace of mind. If you

to with-

in a single run of overtaking Trinity
in the ninth when Dyer opened the

Law

School announce* that under authority of the Maine
Legislature it now accepts students as candidates for the degree of
Bachelor of Laws, which will oe idfc/erred upon the satisfactory completion of a three-year course in law at said school.
A standard law course is givHk on a full daytime schedule, with
competent instructors, using th# Harvard case method.
Admission to the school is limited to those who have completed
not less than two years of collefjo training, having one-half the credits for, a bachelor's degree in a imputable four-year college. It is preferred, where possible, that th«- applicant for admission shall have
completed his college course.
The Legal Profession in Mai$eBooks now particularly to the colconservative increase in the memleges of our state for a regular
bership of the Bar. To provide (M reasonable annual increment and
facilities of the small law school
to utilize to the best advantage if
size
provide
t suitable for the case method of
classes
a
to
of
and
approximately fifteen students in
instruction, we desire to registi
Id be appropriate if the Maine
the first year class this fall. It
colleges were uniformly represented.

Peabody

—

.

•!

Required for Entrance
Transcript of Record Must Be
Furnished
Morning, Early Afternoon and
Evening Classes
For Further information address

exhilarating taste never

And

White Mules

,a hard fought match and both men
made brilliant shots that drew applause from the gallery.
Chick Ireland played fine tennis in
defeating Pinansky of Colby. Chick
won the first set handily 6-3 as both
men played cautious tennis. Pinansky
rallied to win the second set, but Ireland outplayed the Colby star in the

NEW YORK

Coca-Cola has the
charm of purity. Its clean,

Netmen Defeat

Tennis

-

Hose -Slippers
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
ZETAP8I
Guest

Student

Guest

Student
Walter Loeman

Teddy Campbell

Phil Pratt

Frances Staples

Courtland Edwards
Robert Coombs
Edgar Zwicker
Robert Shepherd

Ann Lowery

George Weeks
David James
Robert Burnham
Lawrence Hayes
Alan Watts
Rupert Hewes
Charles Mergendahl
E. Harold Pottle

Owena

Ward

Jones

James Doubleday
Arthur Loomis
Augustus Fenn
Richard Sullivan
Jean Michel
Daniel Callahan
Robert McCarty
Stanley Herrick

Frank Allen
George Mackenzie
James Gibson
Charles Black
George Hutchings

Mary Mudge
Margaret Uhl
Titus

Jenny Dunn

Shaw

I

Betty Davids 01
Jeanne Buse
Alice Herrick j;«
Betty Burroug is «
Dee Ohlrogge
Betty Bucknei:
Lucille Johns ji
Mary Simmon**
Marion Scanlon
Bette Lees
Audrey Sanchaj

Nasson
Newton, Mass.
Waban, Mass.

.

'•

Binghamton, N. Y.
Cleveland, Ohio

Dedham, Mass.
Bloomfield, N.

.'

'

Janice Parker
Sibyl Landes

j

Charles Eck
Al Chapman

Harry Baldwin
Donald McConaughy
John Wulfing
William Austin
Robert Buckley

Edward Simonds
Peter Leach
Leonard Cronkhite

Sherman Locke
Val Ringer

Basil

Philip

Rose Hayes
Ruth Burton

Twomey
Requa

James Hales

Edward Risley
Graham Bell
Andrew Anderson
Arnold Eck

Stoneleigh

Wheafon
Westbrook
,

Arlington, Mass.

Dedham, Mass.
Greenfield, Mass.
T

Newton Center, Mass.
Arlington, Mass.

Needham, Mass.
Auburn

Nancy Gaston

Douglas Wallace
William Boothby
Philip Clough
Elmer Sewall
Elmer Bird
David Brandenburg
Charles Kinsey

Portland

New York

Henrietta Brovm
Barbara Scott

Hartford, Conn.

Waldoboro
Glastonbury, Conn.

Constance Moo;

Brockton

Yvonne Higgins,

Long Island

Steele

Warren
Wendall Plummer
Norman Hayes
Eben Lewis
Charles Mason

Lowell, Mass.

Roberta Kelly
Marcia Rollins 1
Nancy Randall 9
Barbara Ward j

J.

,

Wyman

Sanford

Elizabeth Titus
Lois Jane Waite

Wellesley

Glenn

Columbia Stations

Miller's

.

became- 1 agree with the
author. ("Dear Mrs. Mclntire, I like
your book because in it you express
just what I've always thought—")
It's a workman-liH piece of writing,

Mass.
South Portland
Waban, Mass.
Maiden, Mass.
Saco
Milton,

Peg Courtney

Shirley Post

Newton Center, Mass.
West Roxbury, Mass.

Wellesley

Donald Stearns

Madge Forsythe

Wellesley

Joyce Higgins
Bobbie Eldridge
Martha Bellknap
Barbara Mattson
Kitty Dallas
Gracelyn Horner
Midge Wicoff

Bangor

Bound Brook, N.

J.

Stanley
Robert

Concord, Mass.
Natick, Mass.

Cambridge, Mass.

PI
Place

Grace Roberts
Ruth Sullivan

Lasell

Ellen Little

Maryland College

Dorothy James

Arlington, Mass.

Lasell
for

Women

Margo Christian

Concord, Mass.
Gladys Casazza
Haverhill, Mass.
Betsy Geddes
Melrose, Mass.
Jean Clark
Cambridge, Mass.
Rose Hogan
Everett, Mass.
Cynthia Hoi brook
Wellesley
Jean Curry
Squantum, Mass.
Connie Jones
West Roxbury, Mass.
Marjorie Woods
Greenfield, Mass.
/
Ethel Irving
Maiden, Mass.
Mary Lou Shoemaker Wilmington, Delaware
Cecile Cote
Wellesley
Martha Robinon
Falmouth Foreside
June Rolph
Waltham, Mass.
Newton, Mass.
Ruth Blue
Katherine Sichcls
Wellesley
Connie McGuin
New Canaan, Conn.
Sioux Falls, Montana
Dorothy Bell
Carolyn Toothaker
Brunswick
Lillian Hoyt
Walpole, Mass.
Marian Estes
Oak Grove
Emily Shoentag
Wellesley
Priscilla Lovejoy
Stoneleigh
Millicent Harrault
Elmira, N. Y.
Mary McLane
Haverhill, Mass.

Sumner
Watt

James Sturtevant
Maurice Lattlefield
Henry Shorey
John Robbins
Edward Cooper
Max Le Royer
William Barney
Ernest Andrews
Donald Beal
John Went worth
John Craven
Richard Abbot
Sidney Talbot
William Murphy
Robert Armstrong

Westbrook

Wellesley Hills, Mass.
Damariscotta
Allston, Mass.
Waterbury, Conn.
Wellesley
Connecticut College
Connecticut College
Concord, Mass.

Mardie Claverie
Barbara Wardwell
Roberta Smith
Ruth Ann Malette

Nan

Schofield

Mary

Brighton, Mass.

Betty Lovell

Wheaton

Philip Cole

Barbara Payne

Paul Holliday

Beverley Searle

Brunswick
Westbrook. Junior College

Guest

Student
Joseph McKay
Herbert Patterson
Francis Pierce

Portland
Flemington, N.

Robert Burton

Fowler Dugger

Warren Eddy
Albert Hacking
Raul LaFond
Benjamin Pierce
John Sibley
Emery Akeley
Robert Bass
Seth Larrabce
Horace Thomas
William Barton

Lawson

Alice

Drummond

Daniel

for people.

East Cleveland, Ohio
Pelham, N. Y.
Wellesley
Winchester, Mass.

come with

Comee

J.

Portland

Nasson

Rimer

Israel

Barry Zimman
Jack Cinamon
George Raybin
William Osher
Stanley Barron
George Mason
Charles Bowers

Place

Phyllis Goldberg
Eleanore Goffin
Dorothy Podolsky
Rita Ross
Gerry Traehnle
Dorothy Simpson

Portland
Pleasantville, N. Y.

Roslindale, Mass.

Wednesday-Thursday

Northeastern
University

.May 15-16

Ann Sheridan

School

in

It All

EVENING PROGRAM

Sound Act

Four

May

Friday

Wallace Beery.

-

A

in

Twenty Mule Team

available to college graduates.
LL.B. Degree conferred
Admits men and women

also

News

March

of

Time

47 MT.

May

Saturday

Stan Laurel

-

Ywxn

•
• •>
minimum of two years of college
work required for admission.
A limited number of scholarships

17th

Leo Carrilio

VERNON

ST.;

if

One means of insuring better writing on the Orient would be the institution of some system of awards,
either to be donated by the paper itself, or by some future Pulitzer. Various debating, speaking, and composition prizes encourage participation
and excellence, $0 why not rewards
for capable newg-writing or managemept? Another means of enlarging
the intellectual content might be the
installation of a group of commentators, chosen from the high-ranked
government, and economics

groups, who couW lend their bit toward the interpretation of world affairs. These are only suggestions, but
we would like to See somebody put a
shot-in-the-arm Into something, next
year.

TONDREAO BROS.
87

f
The Neighborhood Market

Cartoon

Sound Act

Sunday-Monday

May

19-20

17

with
Laurence Olivier
Joan Fontaine

TeL 628
of Brunswick,

Paramount News

Tear Gas Squad
with
Dennis Morgan - John Payne
Gloria Dickson

the millions are

making

GRAIN SECONDS
$2.50

definitely

and COOLER-SMOKING.
I

. .

the

same

have had long experience in
fofr Bowdoin men:

producing

STATIONERY
POSTERS
TICKETS
ALUMNI LETTERS
FRATERNITY FORMS
And Other

Printing

Ask Us For Quotations

TheRecord Office

The COLLEGE

BOOKSTORE

GLASS CANDLESTICKS - 19c each
TENNIS RACKETS and PRESSES

time. For real

f

\tmoking pleasure, buy Chesterfields every day.

PENNSYLVANIA - DUNLOP - W. &
TENNIS BALLS
24-HOUR SERVICE

F.

— Telephone 3 —
Paul K. Driven, Bowdoin 1916

Manager
Printers of

-

WEDDING GIFTS

W. CHANDLER & SON

WP. beam * Mra» Toaicco j

BARBER SHOP
155

ansae

BBBBBBn

nem

The Orient

D.

ON RESTRINGING RACKETS

GRADUATION CARDS
Cij jsk>r

We

MORTON'S NEWSSTAND

Chesterfield

MILDER, BETTER-TASTING

all at

Town

It takes the right

combination of the world's best tobaccos to give you
is

Best Line of Pipes In

PRINTING
1

KAYWOODIE FLAME

Sound Act

i-

a cigarette that

Maine

Total Resources $2,700,000
STUDENT PATRONAGE SOLICITED

also

Smokers by

BANK

Capital, $175,000

21

Yes, We're Interested In

ALL Your

FIRST NATIONAL

also

the Busiest Cigarette in America. ...

PAGE STREET

Rebecca

May

EVERYTHING THATS GOOD
TOt EAT

Corner of Union and Page
In Back of Bets House

Cartoon

CO.

MAIMS STREET

Near State House

18th

also

««•*«.»*«

Is

lines,

in
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Mergen-

[ Continue/ from Page 2 ]
concession by tie rest of the colWhat the paper really needs
is some courage and a few convictions, but Its readers in turn would
nave to accept said convictions
mere impersonally or Impartially
Ana has been the practice In the
past. Too often an end viewed with
foresight has been forsaken because of imagined aspersions or reflections
drawn across personal

BOSTON

Saps At Sea

Tuesday

what

does,

Mr.

story that is the result of both
talent and constant writing. To me
this story is far and away the best
of them all. And I'm not so sure but
the constant practice had as much
to do with its excellence as the talent. So write, brothers, write.
I enjoyed this Issue of the Quill
enough to read it twice. I've met
one or two of the writers, but IJcnow
none of them, so this has been an im-

Hardy

Oliver

it

than

And God?" Here

a

history,

Three Years

also

News

Law

of

DAY PROGRAM

Came True

example

t

I

CUMBERLAND

to prove that

dahl's "Reginald

lege.

Swampscott, Mass.
Portland
Westbrook Junior College'
Westbrook Junior College
Westbrook Junior College
Dorchester, Mass.

Charlotte Eigner
Charlotte Oransky
Phyllis Fisher

feeling

Literary excellence will

Mustard and Cress

THORN DIKE CLUB
Robert Stern

And

The author has a
practice.

personal job. You know the men.
Why not read "Anjd Two Girls," "Afternoon," "Interlude," and all the
rest, to see if you! agree with me?

Brunswick

Guest

Student

alive.

better

Skowhegan
New York City
Skowhegan

Jane Pierce
Cobina Wright

James Dyer

came

Cape Elizabeth

Presque Isle
Lynchburg, Va.
Winnetka, 111.
West Orange, N.

Martha Watts

Charles Walker

Somerville, Mass.
stoneleigh

Brookline, Mass.
Chicago, 111.
Wellesley
Boston, Mass.
Wellesley Hills, Mass.
Amherst, Mass.
Maplewood, N. J.

Jean Dickey
Suzanne Hazelton

John Baxter

I don't like stories about children
anyway. So often the children act

me

Portland

Jane Williams
Connie Hallett

Margaret Duncan
Toni Johnson

J.

Skowhegan

Coey
Peg Hougarter
Nancy Hyde
Katherine Doran

Inez

less.

spite of

Pffegy

Fifield

i

;

"Interlude" by Mr. Koughan struck
as being just the opposite. In
a hackneyed subject and less
expert writing, I thought this story

.

Evelyn Endresen
Dorothy Fritz
Florence Mooney
Constance Brink
Jean Rinear
Barbara Luce
Dorothy Whitcomb
June Hutchins
Pauline Lord
Evelyn Day
Joan Russell
Libby Longeway

Frank Smith
Robert Weston
Andre Benoit
,

Place

Crommett
Mary Matthews
Elaine

pig-

Not only the ending of Mr. Pot"And Two Girls" disappointed
me. The whole of it was so good it
should have been much better. In
tle's

like grown ups or the author talks ^
like a child. Maybe that's why I
didn't like Mr. McKeowns "Afternoon." And yet the straight description is good.

"

DELTA KAPPA EPSILON

lied." "He cried that night in bed."
Sounds as though English xyz was
studying the swing equivalent of O.
Henry. I only like an abrupt, upturned ending to a story if it grows
there as naturally as the curly tail

happened then? Did

Wheaton

Sullivan

that's something if you've ever filled
a waste basket trying to get where,
when, and why in the first two paragraphs. The endings, though! "She

the first part I not a clear feekng
for the place and! the people. What
I or the story
get lost? I'd like to see the story rewritten, with either more subtlety or

Manchester, Conn.
Wellesley

Arlene Cressey
Tiny Davis

too. Some of the sentences are pretty
involved; the next to the last one,
for instance.
It seems to me all the stories have
good beginnings, and you'll know

on a

Bangor
South Portland
West Hartford, Conn.

Peggy Torrance

Kenneth Ketchum
Robert Martin
Harvey McGuire
Robert Porter

Tgei., Woo*., Thvrs,

Ann Ross

Betty

story.'!

me anyway,

Milton, Mass.

Ruth Bryant

Moonlight Serenade
. .

Hyde Park. Mass.

Freeman Merrow
Henry Summers
John Murphy

MARION MUTTON

in

than a good

As to prose, Jjfr. Sullivan's "Of
Power and Beauty' would appeal to

Scarsdale, Mass.

Kennebunk

Haven

oil

[

Binghamton, N. Y.
South Portland

MacDonald

Belle

Continued f row Page i ]
both poetry and prose, I'm sure it's
often harder to Write a so-so poem

Brookline, Mass.

Dee Rice
Kitty Wynne

Stetson Hussey
Stanley James

CHESTERFIELDS

Rev|ews Quill

Laureen Simpson
Barbara Williamson

Gladys Bickford
Nancy Lyford
Hazel Strachan
Priscilla Martin
Betty McHugh

Charles Pope
Charles Marr

Augusta

Guest

Alfred

Needham, Mass
Brunswick

Judith Ashby
Ann McCarron i

Rufus Clark
Donald Mileson
Joseph Sturtevant
Edward Martin
George Laubenstein
Peary Stafford
Norman Beal
Kenneth Welch

University of Maine
Ellsworth
Brockton, Mass.

Anne Whitcomb
Thelma Bell
Sally Upton

John Matthews
Wiliam Simonton
Everett Pope
George Smith

Portland
i

James Waite

Nasson
Waltham, Mass.

Hoboken, N.
Portland

Ann Bowdoin
Luella La Mer
Kay Bascom

Babcock

Thomas

-

Needham, Mass.

!

Norman Gauvreau
Harold

Nancy Baker
Betty Woodwarf

Dorothy Cushing
Constance Carney
Beverly Barry
Anne Foster
Dorothy MacLeod
Jean Adams
Katherine Smith
Eleanore Beane

Paul Hazelton
James Cupit
David Doughty
Arthur Littlehale
Bennett McGregor
Nelson Moran
John Koughan
Robert Bell
Charles Hartshorn
Joel Williams
Richard Stanley

Place

Myrtle Freeman
Joan Parcher L
Shirley Cummtfigs
Marjorie Spinrier
Eleanor Wrigh*
Patricia Guard?
Jane Hutchinson

Phyllis Paulson

Portland

Oliver

ggg

.j

Mrs. Mclntire

Place

Guest

Robert Page

Toronto, Ontario
Winchester, Mass.
Connecticut College
Mexico City

BETA THETA

Auburndale, Mass.

'

Guest

Student

Edward Platz
Bradford Jealous
William Pendergast
Joseph Piatt
Thomas Brownell
Richard Adams

Student

cmlpsi
Hal Ciullo
Phil Johnson

Ruth Da Venne
Jean Crowley

Student

Westfield. N. J.
Scarsdale, N. Y.

J.

Nasson
Hampden, Conn.
Augusta
Swampscott, Mass.
Westbrook

,

Esther Brown

John Knowlton
James Lunt
James Bell

Dover, Mass.
Boston, Mass.
Hampden, Conn.

Maureen Mahoney
Eileen Moore
Dot Reed
Eleanor McCaijy
Anna Goodspeey
Cay Maitland

Howe
Barbara Drummond

James Girdwood
Cushing Hayward
Robert Lunt
John Babbitt
John Banks
Albert Gregory
Gerald Blakeley
Eugene Sexton
Stephen Whitney

Newtonville, Mass.
Glen Ridge, N. J.
Waterville, Mass.

;

Place

Sills

Harriet

Elvin Gilman

Auburndale, Mass.
Gardiner
Arlington, Mass.
Boston, Mass.
Swampscott, Mass.
Kingston, Penna.
Portland
Wellesley
N as son

$

Lyndall Goldsiif

Patricia

Ruth

Robert Paine
William Vannah
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THE 60

HONORARY DEGREE
Z-2«8

VOL.
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(70th

V

President

Ireland, Jr.
To Head Bugle Staff

Sill! Delivers

Ten

Two

And

Juniors

Sophomores Are
President States

We

Must

Elected

Maintain Courage In
Face Of Ruin

I

Andrew

A. Haldane and

Haven

G.

were elected President and
IVice-President, respectively, at the
President Sills of Bowdoin College annual Student Council elections May
delivered his Baccalaureate address 123. Others from the class of '41 who
on Wednesday afternoon to the
Were selected were Edward W.
bers of the senior class at Bowdoii
Cooper, James A. Doubleday, Ray G.
College. The address follows in full
Hilling 3rd, Everett P. Pope, Frank
I have been reading lately a bacca
laureate sermon preached one nun F. Sabasteanski, Henry A. Shorey
dred and twenty-five years ago b, 3rd, Thomas E. Steele Jr., and Walone of my predecessors, the Reveren ter H. Young. Robert L. Bell and
Jesse Appleton, D.D., to the class o: iCharles T. Ireland Jr. were chosen
1815. That summer, as today, the fat« s from the sophomore class.
of Europe was hanging in the balHaldane is captain-elect of next
ance; there was a terrible and bloodj } , .. s varsity football squad and one
War being waged to culminate juslf*,'the leading fullbacks in New Engyearsfof
one hundred and twenty-five
ago next Tuesday, June 18, 1815, inf land. For the past two seasons he has
the defeat of Napoleon at Waterloo ^i held down the varsity catcher's berth
But in that baccalaureate sermorf^n the baseball nine. He has also held
there is not the remotest indication^ numerous class positions, being secof any crisis in world history; the* retar . tr easurer of his class during
preacher called to the attention offl nis sopnomore year a junior student
\,
,.•
the young gentlemen he very formal-fll
_• t»
i_
Council member this year, and Populy addresWd the problem of moral
responsibility in terms that were both$ lar Man of his class. He prepared at
Bridgton
Academy
and
Methuen
High
highly theological and strictly ortho-j
dox. It needs no profound studentjlj School and is a member of Sigma Nu
of history to explain why Presidents Fraternity.
JFifield

.

and

socially

.

from Europe j»:f»« dut,es at

last

fall,

...

this position this corn-

over the air; and although we hadj\«ng season. He has also been on the
just completed the war of 1812 our-?j! Dean's List, belongs to the Math
Club, and during his freshman year
selves, the treaty of Ghent bavin,
t
been signed the previous year, th
played on the yearling basketball
momentous events in Europe seeme squad. He is President of the junior
to be of little concern; a« any rataj class and a member of Delta Kappa
not worthy of mention at Commence-! KrSwTfLTtllShJ
6 ' 10 " * aternity
ment. How fortunate we would be-| -P
Ed Cooper has been prominent in
no doubt many of you would say if w#
could so completely isolate ourselveji class affairs, holding offices since his
physically, morally and spiritually* freshman year. At present, he is Vice'

|

;

news did not come instantaneous!
President of the junior class, co-capfrom the dreadful things going on i
tain elect of next year's swimming
Europe day by day under our ver;
team, a member of the Union Board,
answe
eyes. But truth compels the
and
Treasurer of Theta Delta Chi
that, however keen our desire, wi
[ Continued on Page 4 ]
cannot do that. Whether we like
or not, whether we hide our heads iif
4too sands or hover hourly over th$< Ernest R. Dakon Intends .
our
of
background
the
radio, in
To Continue At Harvard
thought and lives are the events tha
are bound to change the course oi
human history. Americans do no!
Ernest R. Dalton, Teaching Fel[ Continued on Page 2 }
low in Government for the past
,

—

i,

On Honor

Roll

The Dean's List was announced to|5
day, its privileges to become effectiv
'

with the opening of college

in Sej

Three Seniors

Doctor's Degrees,

SEVEN GRADUATE
SUMMA CUM LAUDE

Ceremony

By

And

with

time,

of
the Class of 1940 were awarded their
Bachelor degrees and seven were given honorary degrees by President
Kenneth C. M. Sills at the 135th
Commencement exercises held this
morning in the historic First Parish
church. HonorarV degrees were presented to Alfrvd Gilmore Morton

the world facing war,
!akes on additional
"The eyes of the world,"
on the youth of America

Commencement

Society

more than ever

N.

Hills,

List

He praised the class for what
has accomplished in the last four
years. He told of its successes on
the athletic fields and in other extracurricular activities, and in scholarship. 'The Class of 1940," he said,

it

Richard Leigh

Y.,

"takes

its

we

although perhaps
should reserve, judgment until our
classes,

Richard T. Eveleth Explains H»nry
Attitnde Of Youth

Toward War

prepared at Deering High School.
Joseph Tuccio has been on the
Dean's List the last two years. He
was out for freshman football and
has also been active in interfratern-

AL DONAHUE PLAYS
mrinTi
^T ALUMNI DANCE

'

WGAN

Thorndike Club Wins
Scholarship Cups

The Thorndike Club has won both
the Peucinian Cup and the Student

Frenchman with
American? Just

a 20th century
this. Today there
are minor editions of La Rochefoucauld very much in evidence. They
have slipped into the robe of the cyn-

Council Clup, according to a release*
from the College office yesterday. Chi
Psi was the highest ranking fraternity in the Student Council Cup
standings and Delta Kappa Epsilon
was first in the Peucinian Cup race.
For the former cup the Thorndike
ity basketball and baseball. He pre- Club led with an average of 10.900
pared at Bedford Hills High School. while Chi Psi's average was 10.451.
Prominent in many fields, Richard The remaining houses finished as folChittim has been one of the most lows:
Delta Kappa Epsilon
10.238
[ Continued on Page 4 }

He

RICHARD CHITTIM IS
TO HEAD MATH CLUB
The Mathematics Club ended

its

season on Tuesday, May 21, with a
meeting in the Assembly Room of the
Moulton Union. Richard Sanborn presided and- conducted the election of
officers for the coming year. The following were chosen from the Junior
class: Richard L. Chittim, president;

Haven

,

j

'.

Sigma Nu
Beta Theta Pi
Delta Upsilon
Alpha Delta Phi

'.

Kappa Sigma
Psi

Upsilon

The final standings
Cup race:

loll

of the Peucin-

ian

Thorndike Club
Delta Kappa Epsilon
Zeta Psi
Chi Psi

G. Fifield, vice-president; WalG. Taylor, secretary-treasurer. Alpha Tau Omega
Gordon MacDougall '40 gave a lec- Theta Delta Chi
ture on Diaphantine equations and Beta Theta Pi
their application. A discussion and Delta Upsilon
*

ter

use of applications enlivened the lecture. Following the closing of the
meeting, the members adjourned to
the dining room of the Moulton
Union.

French philosopher. These minor Hawthorne Prize:
Lawrence Perry Spingarn '40
lounge in the" parks, they
Charles Henry Mergendahl, Jr. '41
in the corner drug stores, they
hold forth at great length in the arm- Sewall Latin Prize:
Frederick George Fisher, Jr. '42
chairs of a "University Club," they
write novels and essays and biogra- Sewall Greek Prize:
phies and more or less destructive
Roger Ellis Pearson '42
criticism of everything on heaven and Noyos Political Economy Prize:
earth. Ours has been the era of the
Philip Erwin Requa '40
debunker, of the mud-slinging biogBeaman Olney Woodard '40
rapher who tossed his wet and sod- Hannibal Hamlin F.-nery Latin Prize:
spotless
hitherto
at
clods
den
Donald William Bradeen '40
statues."
Nathan Gould Greek and Latin Prize:
After pointing out various fields inMatthew Washington Bullock, Jr.
'40
to which cynicism has crept Mr.
Carre continued "War is likely to Col. William Henry Owen Premium:
make a cynic out of the most idealGeorge Thomas Little '40
istic. ... a very real threat of a
Hiland Lock wood Fairbanks Prizes in
huge tidal wave of fatalistic cyniPublic Speaking:
cism threatens to engulf each and
Ernest Francis Andrews, Jr. '40
every one of us. The cry is already
Ashton Holman White '41
going up on all sides: 'What's the use
Frederic Maurice Blodgett '42
of anything? We fought for peace,
Robert Henry Lunt '42 (English 5)
we have. war. We don't want to be
William Taylor McKeown '43 (Engfiring guns again, but we can't do
lish 4)
anything about it. We are certain to
Lendall Barton Knight '41 (English
be swept in.' The feeling that it is
6)
useless to struggle is everyday more
Poetry Prize:
widespread. It is precisely that beLawrence Perry Spingarn '40
lief which will wipe out any possieditions

9.565
9.316
9.201
8.976
8.431
8.099
7.992
7.869
7.654

Psi

Upsilon

.

,

Kappa Sigma
Sigma Nu
Alpha Delta Phi

9.894
8.474
8.400
8.083
7.707
7.000
6.632
6.368
6.000
5.500
4.181
4.052

r
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f the study of composition, technique, or content, and it is illustrated
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students, ass^ted by the instructor.
spend the other two classes attemptmg to put these rules into actual
practice by drawing or painting in
the style of some selected artist that
best represents the desired quality.

Examples of all phases of the
work are displayed in the cur-

year's

*
Gardner of Auburn. William
rent exhibition, from elementary deu d to Mr phm c
0n
B
l
director, by a similar course given lineation and design to the more comCharles
M. Giveen of Topsham, ^„!firT;
by Mr. Arthur Pope at Harvard, plicated composition studies and finIreland, Jr., of Portland. Lincoln #V makes
no attempt to produce great ally attempts to produce graphic art
Johnson, Jr.. of Lynn, Mass.. Robert creative artists of its
students, but that embraces all the fundamentals
Johnson of Lowell. Mass Nelson <£. rather to give them
an understand- of color, shading, and intellectual
Lindley of Wellesley Hills. MaM., ing of
the principles involved in pro- content that have been discussed durRobert H. Lunt of Haverford. Penft. ° uculg grear
ing the year. The course was parti" B,.™ art
that
William J. Osher of Biddeford. a/%
f°
cularly rich this year in students of
tne y ""*
those w°rks
Herbert M. Patterson of Brooklit*.
a more satisfying appreciation. "ff
Mr. talent. They are: Richard Bye, '42,
Mass
<^de. H<
Holmes,
lm s '40.
J «'nes
4 °- Stanley James,
Beacn calls jt "Earning the grammar Clyde
?
Six' Soohomores may cut class!*
f
J
'41, Robert Pen«. Lincoln Johnson.
.5f- the first semester 1940-41 fti of the artist:during
nell. '40, Eugene Redmond. '40, Jon
Art
9-10
consists
of
three
classes
having received!
discretion,
their
a week o™ of wmch * devoted to a Sanborn, '42, and Charles Stepanian,
straight "AV in their subjects jh
lecture by Mr. Beam on some phase •41.
*; j
Continued on Page 2}
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The list of those who have attained
a grade of straight "A" in all their
courses for the second semester
ldws:

/

The members of the graduating they traveled widely and attained
forward to their great success and recognition in their

class of 1940 looking

fol-

careers upon receiving their degrees
ft

.Neal Woodside Allen, Jr.
Jeffrey James Carre

Richard Townsend Eveleth
Richard Bigelow Sanborn
Luther Damon Scales, Jr.
Ross Lionel Wilson
1941
Richard Leigh Chittim
David Watson Daly Dickson
Ward Theodore Hansccm
Norman Alan Workman

S22?

%^^J!fL^Ln^2

-

!

-

[

'

^l
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1942

Richard Freeman Gardner
Charles Thomas Ireland, Jr.

Alan Leslie Gammon
John Walker. Hoopes. Jr.
John Bowers Matthews, Jr.

entirely different things, though their and translations.
Elijah Kellogg was
class was small and the country still
growing, essentially the problems and ate of this class who though really
the future they faced were as real a preacher can be catalogued as a
as those the class of 1940 faces today. writer because of his numerous juTen of the graduates of the class venile books. There were also four
of 1840 became ministers and though lawyers, two doctors, one business

Peter Merritt Rinaldo

most of them were Maine-born men,

194S

Robert Smith Burton
Charles Goodspeed Colburn

New York

William Bradeen of
Portland, Matthew Washington Bullock, Jr., of Boston, Mass., Jeffrey
James Carre cf Needham Heights,
Mass., Richard Townsend Eveleth of
Auburn, Richard Bigelow Sanborn of

Augusta, and Luther
of Auburn.

Damon

Scales,

Jr.,

Magna Cum Laude

Cum

Jr., of

Port-

Laude.

Richard Newton Abbott of West
Newton, Mass., Lloyd Thomas Akeley
of Skowhegan, Ernest Francis Andrews,

Jr.,

of Bangor,

Edward Foster

ward Cutler f*almer
Francis Albert Rocque

of Portland,
of Lexington,
Mass.. Richara IWesley Sullivan, Jr.,
of Dorchester. 'Mass., Joseph Tuccio
of Bedford Hills, N. Y., and Ross
Lionel Wilson 4f Gray.
In awarding .honorary degrees the
President spoke as follows:
"In exercise of authority given me
by the two Governing Boards, I now
•
create:
f
Alfred Gilmore "Morton Soule of the
class of 1903; of Augusta. Chief of
the Division cf Inspection of the
State Department of Agriculture:
coascientiousi and capable state of1

ficial

whose
[

atdvice for

more than

Contmfxd on Page

4 ]

SCHOLARSHIPS GIVEN

TO FOUR GRADUATES
Richard T. Eveleth.

'40,

Neal W.

Allen Jr.„ '40. Jeffrey J. Carre, '40
and Francis R. Bliss, '40 have all received graduate scholarships. Allen
and Eveleth are sharing the O'Brien
Scholarship, a fund of $20,000 established by Mrs. John Washburn of
Minneapolis in memory of her uncles
John, William, Jeremiah, and Joseph
O'Brien,' for a ^scholarship, preferably ,a graduate scholarship, for a
student or students to be selected
annually by the faculty, who shall
be deemed most suitable to profit by
travel or advsneed study, either in
this country or abroad,"
Carre will receive the Charles Carroll Everett Scholarship, a fund of
$14,000 bequeathed by Miss Mildred
Everett which is "given to that :ncmber of the graduating 'class at Bowdoin College, whom :the President
and Trustees shall cfeem the bci
qualihed to Hake a post-graduate
course in either this or some other
country."

The Henry W. Longfellow Scholarship goes to Ftancis Bliss. This is a
fund of $10,057 given by the daughters of Henry W. Longfellow. Miss
Alice M. Longfellow, Mrs. Edith L.
Dana, and Mi-si. Anna ,L. Thorpe for
a graduate scholarship "that would
enable
a stucWnt, after graduation,
another gradu-

j

'

profession.

Seven of these thirty-one men
continuation of their education at turned to the teaching profession and
graduate school or the immediate they became college professors and
embarkation into fields of business, educational leaders in the East.
Three men became writers; one
aommerce and the many fields open
to the young men of today, are con- of these was employed on a Boston
scious that despite the fine cultural newspaper
soon after graduating
training they have received at Bow- from Bowdoin and before his early
doin, their way will not be easy in death had risen to the editorship of
a modern world of economic stress. the paper.
Among the most successful graduYet one hundred years ago on the
Bowdoin Campus a group of thirty- ates from Bowdoin in 1840 was Ezra
one seniors, members of the class of Abbott, who was not only a great
were presented with their scholar and theologian but also can
1840,
sheepskins by President Leonard be classed as an author of theological
Woods and though they were taught books and editor of Bible dictionaries

on Saturday morning whether toward

1940

Laude

Bliss! of

Donald

.

Make
Walker Art Museum Is Having
Problems Class Of 1840 Faced
Straight "A" List
Exhibit Of Works By Students
Are Like Those Of New Alumni
,

Francis Royst»r
City,

Everett of Portland. George Peter
Halekas of Tasinton, Mass., Walter
Ronald Harwooti of Mechanic Falls,
Payson Bernard Jacobson of Portland, Francis falter King of Haverhill, Mass., George Thomas Little of
Portland, Arthtlr Hale Loomis of
'40
Richard Townsend Eveleth
Westfield. N. j£. John Carroll MarBertram Louis Smith, Jr., Prize ble, Jr.. of Dixjfield, Donald Francis
Literature:
English
hi
Scholarship
Monell of Coecord, N. H, Russel
David Watson Daly Dickson '41
Novello of Rosnndale, Mass.. Harold
Charles Pastene Edwards '41
Lewis Oshry of Revere, Mass.. Ed-

ical

;

Zeta Psi
Alpha Tau Omega
Theta Delta Chi

Summa Cum

Scholar:
Francis Royster Bliss '40
O'Brien Graduate Scholarship:
Richard Townsend Eveleth '40

as Little '40
Jeffrey J. Carre in his address en-,
Mathematical Prteet
titled "The Cult of the Cynic" urged Smyth
Samuel Merritt Giveen '42
that we today be neither "gullible
Polyannas" or like the famous French Lucien Howe Prize Scholarship for
High Qualities of Gentlemanly Concynic of the 17th century La Rocheduct and Character:
foucaulds. Carre scorned that class
Neal Woodside Allen, Jr. '40
of individual which has developed
from the influence of La Roche- Class of 1875 Prize In American History:
foucaulds, terming their philosophy
Luther Damon Scales, Jr. '40
an unhealthy one. He said "What
connection has this 17th century Pray English Literature Prize:

R. Bliss, the cheering of
team his freshman year and has been the- halls, and Vile farewell shaking
of hands.

j

college here thi$ morning.

Graduate

Neal Woodside Allen,
land.
Honorable mention: George Thom-

ditional exercises.

Math department during his
He was also out for the track by Francis

Two

Longfellow

Neal Woodside
Ernest F. Andrews, Jeffrey J.
Carre, Richard T. Eveleth, and Rich- David Sewall Premium in English
Composition:
ard B. Sanborn were the foup memPeter Merritt Rinaldo '43
bers of the graduating class t<k deliver addresses this morning at the Class of 1868 Prize in Oratory:
Ernest Francis Andrews, Jr. '40
First Congregational Church in tra-

year.

lon fraternity. He was also treasurer
of the .New Conference of Foreign
Affairs, a. consistent Dean's List man,
and a member of the Outing Club.

W.

Allen, Jr. '40

The ceremonies closed with the
smoking of the pipe of peace, the
singing of the Ode, which was written
second

a chemistry assistant. He prepared
at Portland High School.
George Little has been president
of the Debating Council, secretary of
the Political Forum, a member of
the' Orient staff his first two years,
and president of Delta Kappa Epsi-

Bowdoin College Commencement ex- "magna cum la>.xle." and 19 received
morning were as follows: them "cum laufle" in the 135th anCarroll Everett Graduate nual commencement exercises of the
C harles

ercises this

Scholar:
Jeffrey James Carre '40

twenty-fifth reunion."
George T. Little delivered the Class
Oration. In a humorous vein, he told
of his difficulty in selecting a subject
and writing an oration, and suggested many topics that class orators
should avoid. The closing address was
given by Neal W. Allen, Jr., who expressed the feelings of the class at
leaving Bowdoin.

tis

Of Prizes And Awards Is
Announced At Commencement

FOUR SENIORS SPEAK
PARTS AT EXERCISES

place in the upper bracket

Bowdoin

of

Hon. Leverett Saltonstall

Dr. Carl M. Robinson

Payson Bernard Jacobson, '40
Portland. George Thomas Little.
tory.
of Portland, Joseph Tuccio, '40 of
Bedford

'03 of Augusta, Joseph Thomas
New York City, Edgar CurTaylor '20 of St. Louis, Missouri,
William Stark Mewell of Bath. John
Russell Bass 'OOlof Wilton, Carl Mer'08 of Portland, and
rill Robinson
Leverett Saltonitail of Boston.
Seven members of the class of 1940
of Bowdoin Coljege received degree*
Prizes ,and awards announced at "summa cum lande," one received hfe

Soule

Reisler of

before."

Following the reading of the Class
Poem by Lawrence P. Spingarn, Richy
of
'40 ard E. Doyle delivered the Class His-

Chittim, '41 of Easthampton, Mass.,
David Watson Daly Dickson, '41 of
Portland, Ward Theodore Hanscom,
'41 of Sanford, and Walter Griffen
Taylor, '41 of Needham, Mass., have
been elected to Phi Beta Kappa, honorary scholastic society, according to
a release from the College Office,
Friday. Jacobson, Little, and Tuccio
join Neal W. Allen, Jr., Francis R.
Bliss, Matthew W. Bullock, Jr., Jeffrey J. Carre, Richard T. Eveleth,
Edward F. Everett, Luther D. Scales,
and Richard B. Sanborn in the roll
'Of Phi Betes from the class of 1940.
Payson Jacobson has been on the
Dean's List for four years, a member of the Math Club since his sophomore year, and an assistant in the

Are Also

Recognized

in the world. It is the turning point
in the lives of the seniors. At this

significance.
he said, "are

Reisler

One hundred eighteen members

of Class Day. The day, he said, marks
the end of the undergraduate career
of the class, and the beginning of life

And Four

Bass

Soule, Taylor, Newell,

The Class of 1940 celebrated the
traditional Class Day on last Thursday afternoon. John C. Marble, President of the class, delivering the opening address, told of the significance

Juniors Are Selected

of the graduating cla^
attained Dean's List standing jg
.
work are Rich*!)
,...,,„,
ardD. Abbott, Uoyd T. AHeley, Near
W. Allen, Jr., Francis R. Bliss, Dor*<
aid W. Bradeen, Matthew W. Bullocki
Al Donahue and his orchestra
Anthony P. Calabro, Jeffrey J. Carrd'
Richard E. Doyle, Richard T. Eveletl% featuring his popular "Lowdowrt
the tempo
Edward F. Everett, Philip Bi GatejU Rhythm In A Top Hat" set --'---*
•-.
..
»T i_l
1IT.1,
T>
T-T n JTl
no
tha flm-,. „f 'Af\
.!._
George P. Halekas, Walter R. Ha£ as the Class of '40 entertained the
returning Alumni and their guests
wood. Payson B. Jacobson, Paul
at
the
annual
Richard
Commencement Ball
Keeler, Harold L. Oshry,
last Thursday evening.
Sanborn. Luther D. Scales, Richa
Patronesses included Mrs. Kenneth
W. Sullivan. Joseph Tuccio, an*.
r
C.
M.
Sills.
Mrs. Orren C. Hormell,
Ross L. Wilson.
The following seniors may cu*;j: Mrs. Morgan B. Cushing, Mrs. Naclasses during the first semester af'. thaniel C. Kendrick, Mrs. Herbert W.
Hartman,
received
Jr., and Mrs. William C.
their discretion, having
"BJj!>
grades or better in their subject!*;;; Root.
The dance lasted from nine until
Robert D. Barton of Foxboro, Massj^!
Chittim of Easthamptoifc.p two a.m., and was broadcast over
Richard
Mass., John H. Craig of Westbury, li.;| Station
of Portland from 9:30
David W. D. Dickson cj|j, to ten.
I., N. Y.,
Portland. Charles P. Edwards of Mi|i;|
A small crowd of 150 persons saw
ton, Mass.. Haven G. Fifield of Mont- Donahue's band that featured sing[J
clair, N. J., William Bradford Hall jers Margie Stewart and Phil Brito.
of Schenectady, N. Y.. Ward "I.;
Hanscom of Sanford, Paul C. Houston of Plymouth, Marshall J. Leydonj
of Waban, Mass., Charles H. Mergerf-i
dahl of Newtonville, Mass., Clinton EL
Merrow of Portland, Chandler A:
Stetson of Brunswick, Walter Griffe|l|
Taylor of Needham, Mass., Williatfi
The Walker Art Museum is now
E. Vannah of Berlin, N. H. Ashtofi: showing a comprehensive exhibit of
H. White of Pittsfield. Mass.. arijflj the works of the students in Art 9-10.
Norman A. Workman of Brooklin*,
•%! This exhibit, which is drawing quite
Mass.
a bit of attention and not f little'
The following Juniors receive th£ ipraise> h a fine e
le of what
same privileges, on the same basi^i,
artist can
h
Richard C. Bye of Portland. John £. | a 'closer understanding of the prinBaxter of Brunswick. Frederic ft oiples and qualilies of composition,
'
Blodgett of Bucksport Everett
technique, and content that are emBowdoin of Kennebunk. Darnel /,| braced
the works of all the
t
Drummond. Jr.. of Lewiston. John If. mas ( ers
Fenger of Brooklyn N. Y Richaij
art

L

Governor Saltonstall And
Dr. Robinson Are Given

IS

Closes

first

SEVEN ARE ELECTED
TO PHI BETA KAPPA

Members

their last semester's

COLLEGE AWARDS 118
DIPLOMAS; 7 RECEIVE
HONORARY DEGREES

Peace Pipe, Singing Of
Ode, And Cheering

year and is
Theta Pi fraternity.

Member.

who

T

ORATOR,
DOYLE HISTORIAN

LITTLE

composition last
a member of Beta

year, plans to take graduate work
at Harvard during the academic
year of 1940-41. Mr. Dalton desires
to continue the studies he pursued
at Harvard in government prior to
his year at Bowdoin. A graduate of
Bowdoin with a master of arts degree, Mr. Dalton intends to concentrate on public administration
and education while at Harvard.Dalton will work at Harvard under
a fellowship from the Tower Foundation.

Twenty-two Members 0\
Graduating Class Are h

No. 7

1940

Opening Address

extemporaneous

i

40 ON DEAN'S LIST j
FOR THIS SEMESTER

Marble,
Class
C.
President, Delivers

John

string center for the
first year. He won
the Sewall Prize for excellence In

played

<

nationally

ANNUAL CLASS

15,

ARE GRADUATE^

BY COLLEGE TQDAY

freshmen his

mem

Appleton seemed not at all concerncdl
varsity
quarterback
with the close of ^eN^^n»cwars4. Haven Fifield h
...
...
We were then remote geographically^

SENIORS HOLD

announcement made by Nils A.
Hagstrom retiring editor. John E.
Dale Jr. '42 Is associate editor of
the book and Paul V. Hasetton '42
is Business Manager.
Ireland, a member of Theta Delta Chi fraternity Is also a managing editor of the Orient, a Dean's
List man, and an outstanding member of the tennis team. Dale Is a
member of Chi Psi fraternity and
served as an assistant editor of the
Bugle this year. lie was active In
freshman basketball. He succeeds
Robert L. McCartv. Ha**lton is a
member of the football squad and

l.

Does Not Approve Of STUDENT COUNCIL IS
j
tiona,
PoUC
HEADED BY HALDANE
IsoIlt^

URGES MORE FAITH

T.

Charles T. Ireland Jr. *«
been elected Editor-in-Chief of the
1941 Bogle according to a recent

Baccalaureate Address
Sills

ORIENT

BRUNSWICK, MAINE, SATURDAY, JUNE
Charles

118

r

man and one
[

anatomist

in this class.

Continued on Page 2

]

to pursue graduate work in seme
other college, dr abroad if considered
desirable; the .work to be done in
English or General Literature."
Allen has b\>en track captain, a
member of th| student and athletic
[ Contiifyed

on Page 2
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TWO

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

Urges Necessity Of

'President Sills

Maintaining Faith In Time Of Trial
BruniwkU. Main*

Established

1871

[ Continued from Pag? J }
And vet there is some chanca councils,
,u a history major. He has
,L
and
',£\" „"""
that the very dangers encircling us
aj'^
ve in the Political
50 been a
wUl make our faith in education all fj
.
5i'
Forum and Classical Club. He bethe more vital
fraternity
Are we to lose faith in the great t° n 8? to Alpha Delta Phi
honored by adspiritual value of tolerance? One of *" February he was
our highminded and able seniors said mission to Phi Beta Kappa. He will
to me the other day that he wished study at Harvard University,
courageously whatever the uncertain this college would emphasize even
Eveleth, a State of Maine scholar
future may bring.
more than it does the importance of
participated in
For the immediate present, per- tolerance and make the students real- an d a phj Bete, has
tne Ori en t the Masque and Gown,
sonally I believe that our country
ize its necessity in their everyday
Clubs, and
classical
Math
d
moral.
should throw its economic and
*
•_
lives. Tolerance means forbearance;
«. mm n , ~ r-i..r. accompnnnnmn.
has se
weight to the aid of the nations in simplest
jy ..f* , <*lee Club
terms it implies putting
t
that are now making desperate and one's
study at Chicago Uniself in the position of another^ a ™st. He will
perhaps final efforts to defend the seeing
versity.
things from another's point of
democratic way of life against a
Carre is a major in Romance Lanview, practising as well as preaching
philosophy based on force and aggresthe Golden Rule. It does not for a guages, a member of Phi Beta Kappa,
sion. I respect the views of those who
evil or fail- Chi Psi, the Masque and Gown, the
moment
condoning
mean
on the contrary believe in isolation,
ing to condemn injustice or tyranny. classical Club, and formerly of the
though I cannot see the lqgic of their
It means treating every human being
Bxig]e board. He will continue his
position in the world as it exists to
as ,a human being and giving him
day. Frankly, I have no patience with;
k t Columbia University,
«_--.—
.. „
I
_,.
,
those who profess to see no difference* every possible right that is his simply
,nt nds to study the claS5 C
because
he
is a human being. From a
V
4
to individuals whether they live under
his
at Yale. He ran cross-country
governmental
it
implies
standpoint
a totalitarian regime or democratic
consistent
year,
has
been
a
freshman
state. I have much sympathy for the nut ting into effect the Petition of
the Dean's List, was realmost universal hatred of war pre- Right and the Bill of Rights of Eng- member of
valent amongst American undergrad- land, the Declaration des Droits de cently initiated to Phi Beta Kappa,
uates, a hatred, I need not remind l'Horrjme <rf France, the Bill of Rights and is a brother in Kappa Sigma
you, that has been prevalent in many of our owr? Constitution. These all of fraternity. In addition he has been
another country now fighting for its course are only magic formulae unless active in chapel Choir, Classical
life or already a country no longer.
and the Masque and Gown,
Si?
and maintained. Some of you may
Jt is small wonder that there is this
2
sentiment aimed at avoiding war both know the verv beautiful child storv
,
New
England town meeting where
written
Carl!
author,
Danish
bv a
for themselves and for their country.
the thing he will,
speak
everyone
may
I have often been called on to explain Ewald. published in Alexander Woollthis attitude and I have pointed out .cotfs Reader and entitled "My Little where the lowliest citizen can and
that for twenty years, all the evils Boy." One chapter deals with an in- often does express his opinion not
and horrors of war have been vividly •cident where the little boy takes part always wisely, than by the most incalled to our attention; every effort with other children in a childish at- tclligent and efficient leader or superhas been made to enlist youth in the tack on a strange little Jewish boy. visor appointed and not elected.
service of peace; only a few have in- The author tells us how he took his wanted even that he had the most
sisted that brutal and pagan and de- little son apart after the fight was loft .v ideals for the improvement of
structive and almost always futile as over and unfolds to him in simple the town.
Are we going to lose faith in
war is, there may be alternatives that language the wonderful history of the
are worse. It is no wonder then that Jewish race and of its heroes and "justice, liberty and public morals?"
youth must be absolutely convinced, sages and made him thoroughly I do not for a moment believe it unin terms not of emotion but of rea- ashamed of his treatment of the less we are all recreant to the prin
son, of the necessity and of the- jus- voung stranger. When the little boy ciples that have been kept alive in
tice of measures of defense, to say goes to sleeo that night he is rest- this countrv for generations. Human
n
less and feverish and his mother is nature is weak and frail and erring;
°Yet" we 'sho^kt^orfcrget t
worried, but the wise father answers but it is also magnificent. "I have
r
h
calmly, "That is not surprising; to- never known," wrote Montaigne, "a
§JJSu£ day I have vaccinated him against "reater monster nor a greater mirmany wars; and that some day the the meanest of all mean and vulvar acle than myself." Even in the prespresent strife will end—end as I hope disedses." There are hundreds of ent terrible state of the world where
and believe, and as I know the great fathers like him in the world— may so many of our hopes and ideals seem
majority of you hope and believe, in their tribe increase— and when one crushed beyond repair, there is no
the ultimate triumph of forces now hears of lamentable instances of ra- reason for losing faith in man. The
resisting tyranny. Therefore it may- cial
and religious intoleranc^do not| oI d virtues still have their ancient
be well to turn our attention to some forget that even
in these days of ex- Power. Deep in our hearts we know
of those lasting moral and spiritual citement
and hysteria the vast DM- the difference between right and
values that go on from generation to jority
of the common people in the wrong, though we may not know why
generation, that are important l>o1h
are sure there are moral
world are kindly and humane. Do not °r how.
in peace and in war, that are concernforcet also that you can increase the >*"-ies in individual and corporate and
ed with the inner life that can be amount
of tolerance by your own at- national life. As in the days of Horaffected and even damaged but not
titude in
college and in your ace, though the world falls broken
overwhelmed by material change or eommunitv.your
Finally, do not forget to pieces, the ruins will leave uneven material disaster.
terrified the man of inner rectitude.
There is a phrase from the Gospel that tolerance does not mean the surAnd lf we keep our faith in a moral
render of principle, nor the abandonof St. Luke that seems poignantly
world that may be temporarily cornappropriate these days; curiously ment of conviction. In Charleston, nletely out of order, we can also
South
Carolina
there
lived
throughenough it is put in the form not of
keen our faIt h in faith itself. Those
an assertion but of a question, thus out the Civil War a citizen who re- °f .vou who have studied history may
presenting a challenge to each suc- mained true to the Northern cause; remember that St. Augustine. Bishop
he was buried in the churchyard of
ceeding
generation.
"Nevertheless
of
aw the hordes of Goths
;
f
when the Son of Man cometh, shall oM St. Michael's and his "epitaph and"-PP
sweep over the Roman
Vandals
he find faith on the earth?" I should rcafj s
Empire, destroy Rome, and finally
like to put that question this afterswoop
down
on his own see city in
/ Unawed by opinion
noon tc each one of you. For myself,
Africa. While Hippo was being beUnseduced by flattery
I intend to give an affirmative anseiged and when there seemed little
Undisrpayed by disaster
swer, and to raise my voice against
or no hope of safety, undaunted St.
He confronted life
the eyenicism, against the defeatism,
Augustine wrote his magnificent City
with
antique
courage
against the despair, that are clouding
of God. an apologia for the inner
And death with
our skies and shutting off the sun of
soiritual life that nothing could deChristian hope.
hope.
file nor destroy.
need something
I plan then to raise a few questions
of that Christian courage today. All
and to suggest a few replies, quesIn the great' Civil War
that I hdve been trying to say to you
tions dealing with problems demandhe withstood his people
is bound up in the three Christian
ing the continuous attention of the
for his country; but his
virtues, have faith, have hope, have
College and all her members. First,
people did homage to the
'charity. The Christian faith. Is still
are we Americans going to hold on
man who held his conscience
working even in the hearts/ of evil
to our faith in education? Probably
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realize that May 10, 1940, may be as
fateful a date for them and for the
world as July 4. 1776; but for quite
different reasons. And in these amazingly confused and troublous days we
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As we watch

the Cla*s of 1940 progress through the various

!

formalities of graduation, we wonder deeply just what the im-lg£Sg
mediate future holds in store. During these first weeks of Tune,
i

,

c

,

hundreds

.;>..,

..

.

ol similar exercises will

f

,

speed countless groups of

.

Amer-

^ £^Sed

,

!

I

!

I

j

ican youths

on

their

way

tewfard no one

knows what. These young

!

people are individualists for the most part, wholly able to stand on
their

own

ably

much more

feet provided thai they are given firm footing,

and prob-

able to loqk out for themselves than the previous

generation. But they aren't being tossed onto firm ground.

are emerging into a

new

They

and surroundings wracked by mild
hysteria, indecision, and fear. War-scarred Europe has affected
the thought and action of the whole country. The Class of 1940
closely parallels that of

l?re

1916

in respect to the circumstances sur-

rounding their emergence, hut the present graduating

class

has the

examples of their predecessors and a cooler mind in time of stress.
•We speak with conviction ar>d we hope that we won't be disap-

American youth maintains its individualist
toward matters not directly connected with itself, and closes its ears to outside influences,
we must not fear of a repetition of 1917-18. It is youth that supplies the material for every war and as long as it refuses to hearken

pointed. Just as long as

point of view,

unto

its

disinterested attitude

supposedly wiser cWers,

its

we

can't be dragged into a Euro-

'

conflict.

won't be led astray by

false purposes.

That

is its

and stand

decision

i

i

1

,

I

We

j

in

our history has there

criticism

of educational

institutions from school through university. Probably much of such criticism is f.mitful and wise when it

role of independent citizens.
The deals with defects and not with founBut if we are to continue to
any, in ideals, will depend upon the individual's ability dations.
manifest our confidence in the Amerto withstand the knocks of the world and his ability to go against ican system of education there are
two obvious dangers to meet and
the current, if necessary. It is much easier to maintain a belief from overthrow, one material, the other

upon the eve of assuming the
change,

if

the safety of a fraternity bull-session than

it is

to keep one's bal- and

and one that reaches its peak in times
hear the necessity of armed preparedness, civilian
such as these.
training, and general defertae, from all sides and we hesitate and
opinion

is

a powerful factor

We

ponder.

It is

Due to pressing economic
social demands, including old age
pensions, national defense, and relief,
there Is cause for concern that there
shall not be adequate financial aid
either for independently supported or
public institutions of learning. The
adage "YSouth must be served'* is
capable of various and perhaps dubious interpretations; the world does
not belong entirely to youth any more
than it belongs entirely to age. In
stress of national emergency sacrispiritual.

ance in the surroundings of experienced and older minds. Public

hard to decide upon a proper course, a safe course.

Yet the more prepared we are, the quicker will we find some excuse to become involved. No one wants to engage in war person- fices will be demanded from every
one young and old. And incidentally
ally, and yet there are plenty who applaud any move that edges it may be well to
call attention to
us along on our way toward fchat end. American youth is viewing the fact that in modern warfare children in their schools and old men
the movement of the times from the distance but is deeply conscious and women in their cottages share
with soldiers at the front all possible
of the fact that everything ranges on the youth of the country. If dangers. Yet nothing can be more
shortsighted even in times of great
these thousands of young men and women keep their heads and

danger and emergency than to curtheir principles through this impending crisis, they will be able to tail and hamper educational facilities.
I have^said on previous occasions and
play an important hand in shaping our country's future. Class of I repeat today, that after the forces
'40 at Bowdoin and elsewhere, you have an important mission be- of destruction have done their fiendish work, vou can restore buildings,
fore you. You must maintain your reserve and your level headed- repair roads, rebuild bridges, rehabilitate towns and cities; but you cannot
your
world
and
ordinary
an
out
meet
to
interrupt the education of a boy or
ness. You are not setting
girl for any length of time and make
keep
yourselves
and
to
be
continue
jroti
way will be difficult. May
such interruption good afterwards.
There will be a permanent lacuna or
your heads high.
gap there that all your piety or wit
may not fill. The other danger to edH.A.S.
ucation is more subtle though just as
,

,

,
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,
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Semester Has 61 Men
Continued from Page

I

]

June. They are: Robert S. Burtwi of
Cleveland. Ohio. Charles G. Cefturn
of Wollaston. Mass.. Alan L. Gammon of Norway. John W. Hooped of

Mount Cuba.

Del.,

John B. Matthews,

of Maiden. Mass,., and Peter M.
Rinaldo of Wheaton. HI.
The following Sophomores may
take 6 cuts in each, subject dii,-*ng
the first semester, having received
and half "BTs" in th«f subhalf
jects: Robert J. Bell of Washington,
D. C. William B. Briggs of Peftam
Manor, N. Y., Charles R. Crimntfih of
West Roxbury, Mass.. John F. J jques
of Portland. Donald C. Larrabre of.
Arlington. Mass.. Israel Rimer of
fish in Mass.. J. A. TutUe of T*an•ck. N. J., James E. WoodlocK of
Brookline, Mass., and Julian E.
Woodworth of Houlton.
Jr.,

-AV

'

-11

i

I.

real, It lies in making education not
only absolutely subservient to the
State but regimented, controlled and
1840
Class
directed by the State. In more than
one countrv we have seen great eduEnter cational systems changed in a very
Fields
short time into agencies of propaganda; and consequently we have
found the attitude toward life of a
[ Continued from Page r ]
Albert G. Upham, New Hampshire whole generation of youth altered
completely by such means. Scientific
born, showed interest in his early
approach
to truth is also completely
youth for natural science. He was thwarted. A few years ago we had
the member of the Class of 1840 who on our faculty an eminent European
was skilled in anatomy. As a boy hisi^c en7is t"wno"'was riot" allowed" in~a
fine museum of minerals, plants, and treatise on physics to be published in
birds, the result of long, solitary jour- Germany to include a scientific conneys made along the seashore brought clusion based on agreement with tenhim honor and distinction from John ets of Einstein, because Einstein was
a Jew and hence persona non grata
J. Audubon the great American nato the German government. We asturalist who presented him with a set
sert roundly that such things cannot
of his famous books.
happen here. I do not believe they
From teacher in the Castleton can or will happen; but to prevent
School in Vermont as a professor of the slightest possibility of such a
perversion of the search for
fantastic
pathological anatomy to a student in
Paris where he sought further train- truth we must reaffirm and safeguard our belief in the freedom of
ing in anatomy, the tragic and sudteaching, in free education for a free
den death of Upham at the age of 28 people. Even if totalitarian forces are
in Boston of typhus fever ended a checked and*overthrown, the' victory
career that might iaave reached great will be incomplete If in the process
heights.
our system of free education is im-

Of

Dean's List Of Second

[

i

Few

We

i

Let the pulpit aud the platform produce their war enand mock-patriots. They swayed public opinion two decades ago, but they are going to have a difficult time doing it again. at no time
American youth will fight for something that's worthwhile but it been more

pean

thusiasts

Had
To

'j

higher than their praise;'
and his country heaped her
honors on the grave of the

men.

,

*

!

Philip Weston Meserve, A.M., Pro- sored or organized- by others. Often
fessor of Chemistry, died suddenly there was jio sharty, dividing line be
in Brunswick on May 10th, 1940, in tween his ^vocation and his avocations,
a fscl which, before his health
his fifty-second year.
A graduate of the College in the was shattered, gave to his teaching
Class of 1911, » student under Pro- a highly Stimulating quality. The
fessor Robinson and Dr. Cram, he range of hfe interests was exceptioncontinued his training at Harvard al; in all <|f them he liked to follow
(under Kohler), at Johns Hopkins, his own )9m> and learn' how to do
and at the Hygiene Laboratory of the things by £ doing them. Hence, the
Public Health and Marine Hospital geological iexcursio/is to the Kettle
Service in Washington; and he taught Hole or t|ae Gasp^» peninsular; the
exploration of a sea-cave on Mount
for a year in Simmons College.
In 1915, yielding to .the persuasion Ararat m-- Topsham; the weeks at
of President Hyde and Professor Monhegan &pent in learning o paint;
Cram, both of whom had a high the expert camera studies of Bowdoin
opinion of his abilities, he came back scenes; thp cultivation of T-\re and
to Bowdoin, where for many years beautiful ibises; even the suppers at
j

;

—

:

he were to con- the shore $o skilfully cooked over an
Department of Chemistry, outdoor v five. A companionablencss.
through the successive wide though selective, led to friendranks. Mr. Meserve became Professor ships with people of all ages and of
diverse walks of life; to an unusual
of Chemistry in 1928.
Within his subject, organic chem- degree, he jtvas comradely with underistry was his principal interest. Be- graduates, ilis inquiring mind, his exfore his return to Bowdoin, his most tensive anlsl exact knowledge in vaimportant work was concerned with ried fieldt. his keen insight into
Professor

Cram and

\

stitute the

j

Advanced

'

j

!

and

character

the purity of ah* in railroad tunnels.

for oddities

zest

his

From 1917 to 1919 he was with the of human ftehavior. his humorous and
Chemical Warfare Service, holding a laconic spt*ech edged often with not
captain's commission, first in this unkindly sfttire, the deep and tender
country and then in France, where he feelings masked by the air of ironical
directed the use of gas in warfare. detachmeru -these, and above all a
After the war, in collaboration with clean andjloy.al nature, made him a
Professor Cram, he worked on vari- most deliflhtful associate. The posious problems, such as persistence of tion, which he so frequently chose to
strychnine in a corpse and methods assume, df mere amused observer,
of detecting drugs and poisons in and life $pp;incie£ of expression in
tissues. Through his association with which he flighted, could not conceal
Cram, his interests gradually shifted from his 'intimates an essentially
to geology, especially certain phases wholesome; attitude toward people,
of the geological history of southern nor a fundamental; reverence. In the
Maine. He gave the courses in geol last few y^ars, when he was burdened
ogy at the College, and in 1933 took wit h care* and distressing illness,

m

I

over also the work
mineralogy. scme of t^icso bright gifts of mind
At the time of his death he was col- and spirit' were often in abeyance,
lecting material for an article on the though never extinguished and always likely to break through the
physiography of Sebago Lake.
Like the late Professor Hutchins. cloud of tifiouble and depression; and
the kindness, the generosity, and the
loyalty remained steadfast.

his

life-long friend, Philip Meserve
a pronounced individualist. Both
the serious pursuit of knowledge
and in mere recreations, he preferred
his private enterprises to those spon-

was
in

The Faculty

Four Seniors

plaqes upon

records

its

tribut? to a colleague whom
in esteem and affection.

this

held

it

century, and proves that democracy

through inefficiency."

will not die

Deliver Parts

Ernest F. Andrejws emphasized the
importance, of philosophy and psychology in " his "The Unconquered
Frontier."; He pointed out that only
[Continued front Page 1
through complete knowledge of the
bility that vigorous and constructive
mind could we effectively combat igthinking- might prevail. The cynical
norance and crime. "By conquering
attitude of hopelessness is hamstringsuch frontiers we can look with oping idealism."
timism tu the future notwithstandMr. Carre went to call the cynics
ing apparent relipses.
"pseudo-intellectuals" and comment"We have here in this iand the founed that "it is far easier to ridicule a
book than to praise it convincingly. dations upon which to begin, we have
the material wealth, we have the a
It is far easier to criticize life destructively than to criticize it con- vantages «f a society friendly to/mstructively. With many, cynicism is di vidua inquiry arid one with a growan intellectual swagger, a fad of the ing sense -of the hnportanct of each
day, but an immeasurably dangerous of its meWibers. iVe must now use
without delay and carefully that
and deep-rooted one."
He concluded by raising the ques- which we have. Vye must tie sure to
tion of what attitude we should adopt. waste nothing on' outmoded acts of
He declared "We must believe that ignorance. Intolerance, or violence."
.

.

.

1

things can be bettered. Ideals, and
intelligent, unashamed conviction
them will be necessary before
World War II has run its course."

an

Society Of Bowdoin

in

is still
transforming and will
God's good time conquer and overRichard T. Eveleth in his "Ad Bene
come the paths of darkness. "When Honesteque Vivendum" attempted to
patriot, to whom living, his
the Son of Man cometh will he find clear American
youth of the accusaown righteous self-respect
faith on the earth ?" I leave the question
that it has not the moral
sufficed alike for motive
tion for each one of you here to
and reward."
answer. Personally, I have not the strength of its predecessors. He pointslightest doubt what my answer will ed out that, in connection with the
Those noble words are a tribute to be. God. vou remember, was not in present war, youth is not confused
the conviction of an individual and the earthquake, nor the whirlwind. in its thinking, is not cowardly, and
the tolerance of his community.
nor the' fire instruments of destruc- does have moral strength.
Are we going to find in the coming tion. but in the still small voice of
He said "We youth > believe that
years that our faith in democracy conscience.
the United States should take no part
has been lost? I do not for a moment Members of the Graduating Class:
in the European war at this time or
believe it. Tlv very comparison of
For more than one hundred and at any future
time because of any
different manners of life brings its thirty years it has been the custom
own overwhelmingly approving an- here at Bowdoin for the President of military success or failure in Europe;
swer. But we may well wish that the College to address instruction and neither should this country now or in
more amongst us, particularly more counsel to the Seniors at their Com the future,' tak* steps which under
of our youth, were more steadfast mencement. Many times in the past any circumstances might draw us inin their adherence to the democratic there haveMiecn national crises and to the" conflict."
life. Personally. I am getting a bit emergencies,
but never has there
In explaining why youth has this
tired of hearing that the trains in been more confusion and uncertainty
Italv always run on time! that the about the immediate future than in attitude, Eveleth said that since the
armed legions of Germany are di- 1940 for never before have events last great conflict "war in general
rected with such ability as to arouse moved with such startling sudden- became the object of a searching hisadmiration; that the totalitarian sys- n ess. You know all this fullv as well torical and social examination, novels
tern of economics and of world trade as I. You also have learned I hope portrayed the character of
the modmay not be so bad for this country to be steady under stress, to be re- ern war of attrition; statistics were
after all. I wonder sometimes what sourceful in emergency, to live day
American bovs and girls returning bv day and week by week fulfilling computed to show the cost of war, in
from Germany two years ago with me tasks immediately before you. physical terms to the generation
and in economic
tales that German youth was opposed Here you have also had in rather which" fought it
absolutely to war, think now when abundant measure the opportunity to terms to the generations following
they read of scores and hundreds of express vour thoughts and your feel- it."
German young men marching arm in jngs franklv without too much deferHe said in conclusion that youth
arm to be slaughtered with the name e nce for the opinion of vour elders, was simply proving itself to be far
of their Fuehrer on their lips? Is that You will be lucky if you have such
less gullible to emotional appeals
the kind of efficiency we should emu- freedom in the next few years. Here,
late? It is true no doubt, as has not without toil and anxiety, you than its supposedly wiser elders. "It
often been said', that dempcracy is a have led a pretty sheltered life nur- is not youth that is now clamoring
raft and not a luxurious liner; it is tured in large part by your family or for aid to the Allies. The generation
true that in war democracy has tojbv the College; you have lived in a which now asks for action is respondpit amateurs against experts, but it community
which, though by no ing to emotional stimulation which
is not true that democracy is neces- means ideal, has vet shown more tol- youth is certain should not dictate a
sanly inefficient, and it is clear that erance for you and for vour opinions a departure from the policy of hemiwith all its imperfections on its head and worth than you are likely to find sphere isolation which the United
it affords the best way of life and the
in the outside world, and yet you States has followed during most of
most satisfactory method of govern- have not been pampered. You have
ment yet deviled by the imperfect learned that life is something like a its history. Youth in its refusal to
mind of man. Those principles that relay race, that you must do the best respond to the emotional stimuli of
I have been very inadequately up- you can in your stretch, but that the idealistic internationalists is merely
that considered foreign
holding, freedom of thought, teach* win or lose lies not in your own ef- reflecting
mg and education, and the virtue of forts. You have also learned here the policy."
tolerance, are possible only in a dejifi- curious paradox that you are to bear
Richard B. Sanborn in his address
ocratic societv. They may have^ t^be e ach other's burdens but that no less advocated the Administrative Tribsuspended in times of emergency^ and every man must bear his own bur- unal that has made its appearance
neril as is the case in England and f'en, and that is the principle of
in this country within the span of
France todav. but they are never democracy, the action and reaction
the last generation. To those who
abrogated. There is all the difference
f the individual on the group, and
feel that this may mean tyranny Mr.
the world between even temporary
f the group on the individual. Four
dictatorship, hateful as that is, and years have iped swiftly by; there has Sanborn showed up many advantages
permanent tyranny. Last year in my been cloud and sunshine, dark days of the tribunal "In the growing field
baccalaureate address I endeavored and fair; doubtless each one of you of governmental activity a well-conto point out that the totalitarian has done something of which you are stituted tribunal in many ways is
state necessarily rests on cruelty; for in retrospect not proud, and some better equipped to determine an inwhen you take away freedom of things in which you can take a quiet dividual's rights against his governspeech, freedom of assembly, freedom satisfaction. As I greet graduates rement. It is preventative, seeing to it
of the franchise, freedom of teaching, turning for their reunions it is amazthat harm doesn't come, rather than
it is a short and inevitable step to ing how much they are like their unwaiting until harm is done and then
callousness regarding human life. dergraduate selves. Finally, all virEvery event in the past twelve tues are helpful, but two I would you acting as in the trial court. It is made
months seems to me to support that all might have in full measure, Hope up of men experienced in highly
view. On the contrary, democracy and moral courage. And as I told the technical lines; it prevents harm bewith its insistence on the precious class of 1918 in my first bassalaure- fore loss takes place; and it furnishnature of the individual in theory at ate, ekep burning brightly on the es the government with a forceful
least is based on kindness, and there hearths of your home and in the and quick means of coping with an
is no danger at all that in the end citadels of your own soul an abiding equally highly organized community.
kindness, charity, love will not pre- faith in Christian democracy, and It marks the greatest advancement
vail. For this reason and others I whatever the future may bring, may
in our government In the last half
would choose to be governed by a God be with you.

Women

in

Holds Meeting

Three new officyrs were nominated
at the anou-il meeting of the Society
of Bowdoir. women! preceding a lunch|eon at 12rSi0 o'clodk yesterday afterI

noon

in

t!he

Congregational

Parish

House at Brunswick. They included
Mrs. John Bass: $lrs. Fred R. Lord,
chairman of the House Committee;
Mrs. Gilben Harrison, luncheon com-

.

(

I

j

{

mittee chsjrman.
Mrs. B*yd BartJett is chairman of
the Nominating cCmmittee. and Mrs.
William ft. Ireland, president; Mrs.

Kenneth £. M. Sills, honorary president Mrst Ciiarlefc L. Hildreth, vicepresident., 'and Miss Ruth E. Thomp;

son will continue in office.
Retiring officers are Mrs. Lyman
A. Couse^s of Portland, secretary;
Mrs. Widgery W, Thomas of Portland, chairman of the House Commit-

j

;

tee; and Mrs. Dnnald C. White of
Lewiston, fchairman of the Luncheon
committee)
Mrs. Thomas was in charge of yesterday's lwncheon. Mrs. White is in
charge of ft luncheon to be served this
afternoon *it Moulton Union for those
attending "Commencement activities,
and mothers of iT^mbers of the senior class #ill be special guests.

1

j

I

i

1

>
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COMMITTEE AWARDS
STATE SCHOLARSHIPS

I

George W. Cragjie Jr. of Cumberland Milfcl Stanley W. Crcssey of
Bath. Kciidall M Cole of Bangor,
and Stuart
Hijyes of Dover-Foxcroft havf won the four State of
Maine scholarships annually given at
this time, 'according to a recent announcement from \ the College office.
They werij choseo from more than
50 applicants from' four districts.

;

E

|

[

,

j

Craigie. valedictorian of Westbrook
High School, is editor of the school
year-book.'.president of his class, and
an active participant in dramatic af-

|

m

j

!

fairs.

{

•

I

Cressey

co-valedictorian of his
at M$rse High of Bath.
He, too, u prominent in dramatics,
is president of the student council,
and a contributor to the school paper.
Outstanding in, musical, literary,

senior

'is

claste

activities, Kendall Cole
is also editor of The Oracle and ** s
a membeit of the Bangor team in
the Bowdoin Debating League fcbrum

and speaking

'

this fall, a

Hayes

Stuart

prominent,
I

is

second ranking

at Foxcroft. Ha is
the school band and is
of the school-annual board.

scholasticiuly

a member

in

i»

—

—
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FACULTY RECORDS TRIBUTE
TO PHILIP W. MESERVE, A.M.
TO FOUR GRADUATES

SCHOLARSHIPS GIVEN

1

•MMM*.

!
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THREE

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
BONZAGNI WILL LEAD
Clarke Is State
Golf Champion 1941 ifiASEBALL TEAM

Colby Leads As Tennis

Tourney

e

a

POLAR BEARINGS

Rained Out

Is

MM

Morrell Issues List Of

.

By Dave Dickson
Midway through

Playing two-over-par golf iti a frizzling rain Friday afternoon. May 24.
Al Clarke of Bowdoin defeated team-

mate Rodney Rosa acre* and
win thar state intercollegiate

Down Shoi tfield Berth
And Paced Hitters For

Colby grabbed a 12-10 lead in the
day of the Maine State tennis
tournament on May 21, but five days
of rain followed with the result that
the tourney had to be cancelled. Behind Colby with ten points was Bowdoin,
defending
while
champion,
Bates and Maine trailed.
The Mules qualified four for the
singles quarter - finals and three for
the doubles quarter • finals. Bowdoin
qualified three for the singles and
two for the doubles. Bates had one
in each competition, while Maine had
two doubles teams but was com-

Held

first

Past Season

five to

ctanm-

pionship.

V. Bonzagni, '41 was elected
Clarke came in from the first mine captain of next year's baseball squad
five up with a two-over-par 37 to, 43
at a recent meeting of the lettermen.
for Rom, aa he shot his best golf of Bonzagni, a third haseman on this
the two-day event in spite of the spring's "star-cross'd" diamond crew,
rain which fell most of the afternoon.
batted well over .400 in State series
Continuing the same brand of play, play
and,
defensively,
improved
he sewed up the title on the par 5, enough in the course of the season to
451-yard 13th hole with a birdie f Air. be picked for all-state honors.
Clarke opened the match with a
series of five straight par holes, a
tough bit of business for
opponent
on a wet day, and slipped to only
three bogies throughout the 13 htfes
of the afternoon.
In the morning semi-final things
were more nearly even. Clarke finished Baxter of Bowdoin four pnd
two, while Ross had to go the full 18
to take Myrshall of Colby, 1 up.

Henry

from the singles.
Colby gained the advantage in the
doubles when Chase and Dyer came
from behind to topple Ireland and

pletely eliminated

m

Driscoll of Bowdoin 8-6, 6-4, after
the latter had won the first set 6-3.

Meanwhile Jones and Frederick had
also fought an uphill battle. Losing
their first set against Howland and
Whitten of Bates 4-6, they went on
to win 6-2, 6-4.
None of the seeded teams in the
doubles was eliminated but in the
singles Akeley of Bowdoin toppled
Hamilton of Maine, seeded fourth,
while Harr of Bowdoin eliminated
Svedman of Maine who was seeded

BOWDOIN TRACKMEN
FETED AT BANQUET

Bowdoin's varsity track squad 'as
eighth.
Hank Bonzagni
feted by the College athletic departBen Shattuck, Bowdoin's captain
ment at a banquet held in the MeulHank excels in football as well as and No. 2 seeded player, had
a hard
ton Union, May 30, in recognition baseball and this past fall stood out
struggle to defeat teammate Frank
of the team's successful defense of in his left-half berth despite an inDriscofl in the second round.
its Maine College Track Champion- jury that benched him
for some time.
Shattuck won the first set 6-4,
ship.
Speakers included Preskfcnt He was a regular on his frosh foot-

Kenneth

C. M. Sills, Dean P*ul
Nixon, Athletic Director Mai Morrell,
Coach John J. Magee. Retiring tjaptain Neal W. Allen, Captain elect
James A. Doubleday. and Manager
Roger C. Boyd.

President Sills extended the congratulations
of
the
College and
stressed the value of track as a developer of both individual initiative
and cooperative feeling. Athletic Director Morrell praised the score or
more team members present for th^ir
excellent record during an unusually
hectic season.

dropped the second 5-7, and came
ball squad and in his sophomore seaback to win 6-4. Lord of Colby, deson, although not a regular, was infending singles champ, had an easy
strumental through a series of daztime in both his singles matches,
zling runs in saving several games
dropping only two games to Pierce
for the Big White.
During his first two years he play- of Maine in the first round and only
three to Crockett of Maine in the
ed J. V. baseball and almost

smashed

into the varsity lineup late last year.
has also been a member of his
freshman track team and of the
strong Pst Upsilon House team.
Hank will captain a squad that

second.

He

should better its present record, according to the experts. With fresh-

man Brad Hunter due

to

come up

for

Dean .Nixon noted the keen regard varsity hurling duty, one glaring
evidenced by graduate Bowdoin frack weakness of this year's club will be
men for the discipline and drive, improved considerably. In addition

Second Round Singles.
Lord, Colby, defeated Crockett,
Maine, 6-0, 6-3; Ireland. Bowdoin, defeated Walsh, Bates 6-3, 6-4; Akeley,
Bowdoin, defeated Hamilton, Maine
12-10, 6-4; Kenney, Bates, defeated
Jones, Colby 6-2. 6-4; Pinansky, Colby, defeated Thurston, Maine, by default; Shattuck, Bowdoin, defeated
Driscoll, Bowdoin, 6-4, 5-7. 6-4; Dyer,
Colby, defeated Howland, Bates 6-0,
6-0; Chase, Colby, defeated Harr,

which Coach Magee's training infills this season's all sophomore outfield
in his track pupils. In acknowledging of Jim Dyer, Ed Martin, and Bob
th§ squad's gift of a pen and pencil Bell will return with another year's Bowdoin 6-2, 7-5.
Doubles, First Round.
set. Coach Magee warmly praised experience. Dick Harding who was
Shattuck and Hill. Bowdoin, deCaptain Neal Allen and the team for injured this season will be back and
its loyalty and spirit. In retrospect, his return may mean much to Hank's feated Pierce anil Chandler, Maine
8-6. 6-3.
he pointed out for particular praise team.
the dual victory over Dartmouth,
Chase and Dyer, Colby, defeated
Niles Perkins' weight throwing. »he
Ireland and Driscoll, Bowdoin 3-6,
53 Receive Prizes
cross-country squad, and the State
8-6. 6-4.
meet triumph.
y
Svedman and Hinkley, Maine, deAt Exercises feated
Mertens and Laberge, Maine

former President William DeWltt Hyde's famous
"Offer of the College" are the following phrases: "to lose yourself in generous enthusiasms and co-operate with others for common ends." Whether or
not President Hyde had in mind the fundamental value of a worth-while
collegiate athletic program when he wrote these words i% a matter of conjecture. In any event, the excerpt does give this writer an interesting point of
view to adopt in his attempt to survey Bowdoin athletic activity during
the past two semesters. The record books will testify to the superficial success of an athletic campaign which gave Bowdoin Maine State Championships in track and golf, a co-championship with Colby in football, and a
highly creditable season in tennis. Yet, the printed reports do not deal so
kindly with a hockey team which won but two victories in seven starts, a
baseball squad which garnered only one win in nine State Series games, or a
swimming squad which lost four out of six meets. Nor will a recapitulation
of summaries pay proper attention to fencing, rifle, winter sports, freshman
basketball, and interfraternity sports teams. Thus through highlighting a
few instances of "generous enthusiasms" and in paying tribute to a few
examples of co-operation "for common ends," some vitally important features of Bowdoin's 1939-1940 athletic campaign may be suggested.
polar bearings
:
The whole minor sports program of the past year
/
offers good evidence of sound athletic interest and praiseworthy co-operation. Prevalence of something approximating a true amateur spirit Is indicated in the growing campus
inlerest in the non-spectator sports. Fencing, still in the
early stages of rejuvenation here at Bowdoin, drew a larger squad and maintained a more extensive schedule than
previously. The Rifle Club sponsored a freahman team in a
new venture. Our heretofore un-coached, unsung Winter
Sports team enjoyed a full week of training at Cranmore Slope, New Hampshire, under the tutelage of the
excellent down-hill skier Tony Matt. The Tennis team conducted a real "southern trip" when they met a trio of
opponents in Pennsylvania and Virginia during spring vacation. The Golf team again dominated Maine collegiate
play and even boasted a few non Psl U's en its roster.

—

sports, lacrosse and yachting, were in fairly
substantial states of organization. One wishful rumor was
feebly current to the effect that pool might again be of-

fered at Bowdoin.
t

PHILOSOPHY
You say the world

Continued from
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not; I found

Team

—

The

harlot that

feared

young,
often Had

Is

Care.

6-2
,

Pope and Akeley, Bowdoin, defeated Buker and Sutherland. Bates. 6-2,
6-4.

ed

Jones and Frederick, Colby, defeatHowland and Whitten, Bates 4-6,

6-2, 6-4.

Lord and Pinansky, Colby, defeated Chase and Farrar, Maine, 6-4, 8-6.

Ernest Francis Andrews. Jr '40

Ch*

Of 76 Gate Given
George Thomas Little '40
Second
In Tribute To Packard
'43
John Frederick Jaques
I are wise;
Richard Bigelow Sanborn '40
We both have sprung some hitter
The Class of 1876 Gate was forDe Alva Stan wood Alexander Decla- mally given by that
tears
elaas in tribute
But new have dried ear eyes.
mation Prizes:
to Alpheua Spring Packard IXIfl,
For we know that only Laughter
1st William Irving Stark. Jr., '43
former Bowdoin professor, yesWears waterproof disguise.
2nd Richard Earle Bye '42
terday at noon. Professor Stanley
—Lawrence' P. gpingartt »40
Honorable mention: Harold Bayer P. (base spoke briefly at the simDondis '43
ple ceremony. Professor Packard
Sumner I. Kimball Prize for Excel- was Acting President of the College in 1883-84, Collins Professor
lence In Natural Sciences:
of Natural and Revealed Religion,
Richard Newton Abbott '40
Horace Lord Piper Prize for Best and Librarian from 1869-81. He
$2.50
died July 13, 1884 at Squirrel IsBest Mae of Pipes In Town
Eaaay on Peace:
land, Maine.
Richard Freeman Gardner '42
Phil* Sherman Bennett Prize for
Forbes Richard Poetry Prize:
Best Essay on Principles of Free
Lawrence Perry Spingam '40
Government:
Brown Memorial Prizes for Portland
George Thomas Little '40
High School Graduates:
Stanley Phromer Prizes in Public
Payson Bernard Jacobson '40
Speaking:
David Watson Daly Dickson '41
1st David Watson Daly Dickson '41
Charles Thomas Ireland, Jr. '42
Saturday
Jurm 15
2nd John Hodgman Craig '41
John Frederick Jaques '43

And yon and
And you and

I are

young

in years,

KAYWOODIE FLAME
GRAIN SECONDS
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with
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Oddities

i

Cartoon

June
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polar bearings

:

often Inept in offensive blocking and frequently showed
alarming inexperience on the defense. Man for man, it
could hardly bear favorable comparison either with its
most recent Bowdoin predecessors or with the Wesleyan or
Colby teams which It defeated. Yet this inexperienced team
was undefeated until a last minute forward pas* of en inspired 17. of M. team spelled defeat in the season finale at
Orono. The secret of its success was then the basis of much
of the peculiar glory of competitive athletics: heady, unselfish team play sparked by individual brilliance in the
tight spots. Excellent team play alone enabled Bowdoin
to check Colby's excellent offense. The individual talent
of Andy Haklane ramming through for eight yards to the
lone touchdown of the Bates game or the opportunistic
skill of Niles Perkins booting a 50-yard field goal In the
Colby tussle awakened such healthful athletic enthusiasm
as will not soon be forgotten.

Hamilton and Crockett, Maine, de
Holmes and Arlock, Bates, 6-4,

old and mad:

Is

it

:

Walsh's fifth Bowdoin football team deserve*
special mention. Its claim to gridiron fame does not follow
the more evident determinants of football excellence, a brilliant offense and firm defense. The 1939 Polar Bears were

6-1.

Joseph Somers Cronin '43
John Frederick Jaques '43
But youth Itself is
Paul Frederick Kruse, Jr. '43
And wags a bitter tongue.
Phihmore Ross '43
Aye, we're ripe enough for laughter Brown Extemporaneous English Com
Ere angelaw Is rang.
position Prizes:
1st Richard Bigelow Sanborn '40
2nd Harold Lewis Oshry '40
Yon claim the world's an ugly place;
Goodwin French Prize:
For me its look Is fair!
Leonard Mariner Hills 3rd '43
Last night I kissed • virgin's fate
Bradbury Debating Prizes:
And stroked her saaadtaa; hair.
But the young must still be after
First

It's

polar bearings

Adam

Kenney and Walsh, Bates, defeated
Harr and Ciullo. Bowdoin 3-6) 6-3,

-

:

teams, and interfraternity squads showed increased acand aroused no little athletic spirit. The yearling football and baseball teams attracted large squads and uncovered an encouraging amount
of future varsity material. The Class of '43's track squad boasted a two- lap
relay team that pushed a rival senior quartet to a new. college record, and
the team as a whole defeated the sophomores for the second time in the
history of the competition. The freshman basketball team lacked adequate
polish and a satisfactory repertoire of plays, but gave hoop action to art unusually largo squad, and a sub-par jayvee swimming team showed improvement during its eight-meet schedule. Interfraternity athletic interest
reached a new high and particularly so in basketball and track. Zeta Psi
won the hoop title, but only after a rip-roaring series of play off tilts before crowds unprecedented for size and enthusiasm. The Dekes, too, combined individual skill with amazing group co-operation and competitive
spirit in winning an excellent interfraternity track meet.

6-1, 6-2.
[

—

The freshman

tivity

Awards

Edgar O. Aehnrn Debating Prizes:
John Frederick Jaques '43

—

i
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j

j

;
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required team play of the highest order for a Bowdoin cross country team to
take a wholly unexpected second place in the Maine championships at the
Augusta Country Club, for an underdog indoor squad to topple Dartmouth
in an unforgettable exhibition, and for a jittery outdoor team to retain its
State Meet crown at Orono. Individual effort of a sort to excite real enthusiasm was evidenced in Harry Baldwin's great relay leg which gave Bowdoin
a coveted B.A.A. mile relay victory, in Neal Allen's equalling of the world
record over the 45-yard high hurdles distance against Dartmouth, In Niles
Perkins' amazing world record heave in the 56-pound weight throwing feature of the interfraternity meet, and Charlie Pope's double triumph in the
State Meel 440 and 220 races.
polar bearings :
:
Neither the hockey nor the swimming teams could
maintain the winning streaks of the last few years. Colby
regained the two-school State Meet Championship by thrice
defeating a Bowdoin team which waa missing Its 1999
stars. The great need of a covered indoor hockey rink was
manifested for the n'th time as early winter cold at a time
when few meets were scheduled was followed by late winter snows and thaws at a time of the greatest activity.
A swimming squad but one deep In most events was forced
to accept defeat from strong Springfield, Williams, Amherst, and Dartmouth teams. It is trite but accurate to
say that Bob Miller's squad was outmanned but never out*
fought. "Men doubled up and shifted events frequently in
an effort to improve team balance, and improvement in
many individual cases was marked, Lou Harr in the 440,
Art Key lor and particularly Ed Cooper In the 100 and 220,
Stan Fisher and Roger Dunbar in the backstroke. Boh Fenger in the sprints or backstroke, and Captain Johnny
Marble in the breaststroke were all outstanding.

—
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Sandy

tout trunks, bags, boxes and
bundles. We'll deliver them quickly and

economically direct to your home,
without extra charge in all dues and
principal towns. Off your mind . out of
your way .and you can sink into your
train seat with peace of mind. If you
are icrurruag to school, merely repeat.

Jut-e 18

Is

phone Railway Sxpress. We'll

call for

.

A Lady

.

.

.

Yoa

can

collect" by coav

Railway Ixraiss.

and eh* same

with your weekly laundry. Just

Women

In

War

MAINE CENTRAL
•Phone

24-W

R.

PRINTING
We

have had long experience
producing for Bowdoin men:

m

STATIONERY
POSTERS
TICKETS
ALUMNI LETTERS
FRATERNITY FORMS
And Other Printing
Ask Us For Quotations

as hut,

Just ss sure.

R STATION

Brunswick, He.

Jim Doubleday

DOUBLEDAY ELECTED

TO HEAD TRACKMEN
Has Been

Reliable Scorer

In Cross-Country

And

Middle Distances
At the recent track banquet James
Doubleday. '41 was elected track
captain for the '40- '41 season. He
succeeds Neal W. Allen, Jr. The election climaxed a long brilliant career
for Jim as a Bowdoin trackman.
Since his freshman year he has been
a consistent point winner for the Big
White in the 1000, mile, and two mile
runs. This winter he won the 1000
against Dartmouth and this spring
he placed in the mile behind Smith
of Maine. Jim can also turn in a very
creditable 440 when necessary and
this winter he was an alternate on
the relay team.

.A.

Jim

r

Fax

N

Caffaaa

c.
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Baseball Letters
'42; Captain-elect

Varsity

Robert

Bell

I..

Henry V. Bonzagni '41; Edward L.
Coombs '42; Andrew A. Haldane '41;
Peter W. Howie '41; Thaddeus J.
Keefe Jr. '41; Manager Marshall J.
Leydon '41; Edward Martin Jr. '41;
Francis A. Rocque '40; James E.
Dyer "42; Page P. Stephens '41;
Honorary Captain Payson W. Tucker
'40; Herbert M. Patterson '42; Elbert S. Luther '40; John E. Orr '40.

Jayvee Baseball Numerals
George E. Altman '43; George W.

squad which is
but which is
again loaded with promising underclass material. Charlie Pope, Neal
Allen, Lin Rowe, Gene Redmond, and
Harry Baldwin are among those

Beal "43; W. Bradford Briggs '43;
Charles Hi Black Jr. '43; James D.
Dolan Jr. "43; Frederick W. Hall '42;
Bradbury E. Hunter '43; Bradford
Jealous '41; Stanley P. Ochmanski
'43; Benjamin P. Pierce '43; Wilfred

graduating. Coming up next season,
however, will be Ray Huling in the

T. Small '43; Lewis E.

will capt.ain a

losing

several

stars

Upham

'41;

John E. Williams '42; Julian E.
and broad jump, Bob Woodworth '43; James E. Woodlock
Newhouse and Johnny Dickinson in '43; Assistant Managers Thomas U.
the middle distances. Pete Babeock Hall '42 and Robert R. Neilson '42.
and Jim. himself, in the distance

dashes, hurdles,

.

Varsity Fencing Letters
Captain-elect Thomas J. Sheehy Jr.
'41; Robert D. Barton '41; Captain
Stark. Harry Twomey and Bob
Robert E. Chandler '4l\ Thomas J.
Marchildon. Coach Magee has recentAbernethy '41; Paul C. Houston '41;
ly declared that he expects Bowdoin
James W. Blunt '40; Edwin F. Stetto be stronger in the distance events
son 2nd '41.
in the next season. If this is true and
Vanity Track Letters
Magee manages to keep the squad as
Robert W. Abendroth '41; Captain
powerful as before in the other
Neal W. Allen '40; Basil P. Babeock
events, it is expected that Doubleday
II. Baldwin '40; Carl E.
may captain another state champion- '42; Harry
Boulter '40; Captain-elect James A.
ship outfit.

events. Perkins in the weights, and
such potentialities as Bobby Brey,
Bill

Doubleday
'41;

18 Graduate With
Honors In Major

Biology
Honors: Richard Newton Abbott
Chemistry
Honors: Edmund Saxon Lamont

Charles P. Edwards
Gray '42; Raymond G.
Stanley P. James '41;
D. Jones '41; Arthur W. Key'41

Deano

Huling

Ward

;

.

B.

'41;

Harvey A. McGuire '41; Robert E. Newhouse '42; Niles L. Perkins Jr. '42; Charles H. Pope '40; Jay
C. Pratt '40; Eugene T. Redmond Jr.
lor '42;

Jt,

Classics

High Honors: Francis Royster
High

Honors:
Eveleth

English
Richard

Bliss

Townsend

Honors
Charles Edward Campbell, Jr.
Lawrence Perry Spingarn
Richard Wesley Sullivan, Jr.

The Record Office
— Telephone S —
Manager
Printers of

The Orient

Managers Kenneth G. Stone
John S. McKay '42; Arthur
nolds Jr.

Government
Little

Honors:

Wesley Everett Bevins, Jr.
Eugene Tryon Redmond, Jr.
Richard Ellery Tukey

'

Greek
Honors:

Matthew Washington

Bul-

lock, Jr.

History

High Honors:
Neal Woodside Allen, Jr.
Richard Bigelow Sanborn
Honors: Luther Damon Scales.

Announcement

Rey-

ing. Robert S. Burton. Charles J.
Crosby, John J. Dickinson. Robert L.
Edwards. Charles E. Goodale. Her-

bert Han.«on. Roscoe C. Ingalls Jr.,
Leonard B. Johnson. Benoit R-. Lamarre, Robert T. Marchildon. John B.

Matthews Jr., William L Stark Jr.,
Harry F. Twomey Jr., Albert W.
Warren Jr., George H. Buck, Edward
T. Richardson Jr., Assistant Managers Winthrop W. Carr, Peter M.
Rinaldo, Harlan D. Taylor.

Varsity Tennis Letters
Jr.

Psychology

Honors:
Ernest Francis Andrews,
Francis Walter King

Jr. '42;

P.

42.

Freshman Track Numerals
Robert L. Buckley. Henry S. Bunt-

French
Highest Honors: Jeffrey James Carre

High Honors: George Thomas

Track Numerals

V.

Everett S. Bowdoin '42; Robert N.
Jr. '42; John D. Clifford 3rd
'42; David W..D. Dickson '41; Richard C. Hanson '42; Nelson O. Lindley
'42; Frank A. Smith Jr. '42; John
Spear '41; Frank F. Sabasteanski
'41; Philip Whittlesey '41; Assistant

Brey

Jr.

! t

Legislature it now accepts students as candidates for the degree of
Bachelor of Laws, which will be conferred upon the satisfactory completion of a three-year course in law at said school.
A standard law course is given on a full daytime schedule, with
competent instructors, using the Harvard case method.
Admission to the school is limited to those who have completed
not less than two years of college training, having one-half the credits for a bachelor's degree in a reputable four-year college. It is preferred, where possible, that the applicant for admission shall have
completed his college course.
The Legal Profession in Maine looks now particularly to the colleges of our state for a regular but conservative increase in the membership of the Bar. To provide this reasonable annual increment and
to utilize to the best advantage the facilities of the small law school
and to provide classes of a size most suitable for the case method of
instruction, we desire to register approximately fifteen students in
the first year class this fall. It would be appropriate if the Maine
colleges were uniformly represented.

Captain Bernard F. Shattuck '40;
Lloyd T. Akeley '40; Calvin A. Hill
'40; Luther A. Harr Jr.; Everett P.
Pope '41; Charles T. Ireland Jr. '42;
Francis

J.

Driscoll

'42.

J. V. Tennis Numerals
John C. Abbott '43; Harold Ciullo
'41; Donald A. Steams '43; Philip
H. Brown Jr. '43; Philip Litman '42;
John Plimpton '43; Yale Summers
'43; Robert N. Burnham '43.

Varsity Golf Letters

Captain Gilbert A. Clarke '40; Captain Rodney E. Ross '41; Frederick
F. Matthews '41; John A. Robbins

Manager Richard J. Quint '41.
Junior Varsity Golf Numerals
Robert S. Niven '42; George H.
Heywood Jr. '43; John W. Hoopes Jr.
'43; Alden B. Sleeper 2nd '43; Clark
'41;

E.

Woodward

'42.

FIRST NATIONAL

BANK

of Brunswick, Maine
Capital, $175,000

Total Resources $2,700,000

STUDENT PATRONAGE SOLICITED

Catalog on request.

The Neighborhood Market

Paul K. Niven, Bowdoin 1918

ss
Railwa^AExpre
aoency >^pp m

department announced

athlfftic

the election of the following captains
managers for 1941: Baseball,
captain Heflry V. Bonzagni. Jr., '41;
baseball manager, Thcrnas U. Hall,
'42; intramural sports manager, Robert R. Neil son '42; fencing captain,
Thomas J. Sheehy. Jr.. '41; fencing
manager, Edwin F. Stetson 2nd, '41;
track captflin, James A. Doubleday,
'41; winter track manager, Kenneth
G. Stone, '42; fall track manager,
Joseph S. McKay, '42; spring track
manager. Arthur P. Reynolds, '42;
tennis captain, Everett P. Pope, '41;
golf captais, Rodney E. Ross, Jr., '41;
rifle club president. James M. Sturtevant, Jr., 13; winter sports captain,
John L. Baxter, Jr., '42.

and

Peabody Law School announces that under authority of the Maine

ALL Your
Just

teams. Baseball, track, fencing, golf,
tennis, -the rifle club, and winter
sports were among the recipients.
Albert A. Clarke, Jr., '40, captain
of the golf team was awarded a major letter for winning individual hotiors in the State golf tournament.
Each letterman of the golf and track
teams was awarded gold charms for
winning State championships.

:

:

Yes, We're Interested In

also

of

director

announced the
recently
award of 68 varsity letters and 74
class numerals to members of varsity. -junior varsity, and freshman

Honors in major subject fields an- '40; Linwood M. Rowe '40; Manager
polar bearings
The same combination of unyielding co-operation and breath-taking nounced at the commencement exer- Roger C. Boyd '41; Winter Manager
cises this morning are as follows:
Henry H. Hastings '41.
marked a thoroughly successful varsity track season. It

individual effort

with

Paramount News

Morrell,

Malcolm E.
athletics,

!

Lillian Russell

Aaee Fay* • Don Ameche
Benry Fonda

~

I

:

Two new
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Spring Sporte Awards

Address

PEABODY LAW SCHOOL

110 Exchange Street, Portland, Maine

17

PAGE STREET

Corner of Union and Pagre
la Beck of Beta House
.
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ALUMNI COUNCIL
Books Of Lawrence
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
ELECTED BY BALLOT
Are In Library Display HONORS C.S. F.LINCOLN
Directors

Of Alumni Fund

Are Named By Pres.
K. C. M. Sills

The

College library is now featuring a display of various unique D. H.
Lawrence manuscripts.

1

Fogg

Colonel George E.

PHI BETA

HOLDS ELECTION

Highest

'02

Makes Presentation
To Old Graduate

The exhibition, on loan through the
courtesy of L. Brooks Leavitt '99 of
New York City, an overseer of the
College, is considered unrivaled in
doin Alumni Association yesterd«y scope and representation among the
At' the meeting of the General
afternoon at 12 o'clock the fo"^! Lawrence coUections in private hands Alumni Association held at the Mouling were elected members of the
ton
Union Friday noon, the Alumni
embraces original and corrected
Alumni Council for three years fef, manuscripts, first editions, and a Achievement Award was presented
means of the usual alumni ballot;' hundred odd letters.
to Dr. Charles S. F. Lincoln '91 of
Neal W. Allen, '07, Edward CurtSt
Among the manuscripts are those Brunswick. The presentation- was
'02.
Matthews, '10, John C. Pickard, '22,
"Women
Love/ "Fantasia of made by Colonel George E. Fogg
and Harold E Verrill, '15. FollowingPresident of the Association who read
th *
c,0l
the ballot it was also announced thai
H£°nsRalnbow
"Charles StuD t>
S2T
" the following citation:
and
f these
Law
°
President Sills had appointed Henr«l
art Fessenden Lincoln, of the class of
P. Chapman, '30. Donald W.
Bachelor of Arts, Master of
1891
U*t ^OHien to Low"
fail "beet
brick, '17, and Scott C. W. Simpson,
book .
needs a bit of getting used Science, and Doctor of 'Medicine of
*03, Directors of the Alumni Fund
missionary
to
.
the others I don't fret my- Bowdoin College, longtime
for three years.
to the unilluminated in the Far East,
self about so much."
more recently minister to the alumni
Mr. Allen is president of F. Q,
Lawrence, the lonely Priapean, who
in the South, Class Notes Editor of
Bailey Co., Inc., and a well-know* (as poet, painter, and
novelist) carBowdoin Alumnus, a living link in
appraiser and auctioneer He *
ainst Victorian
J ried the revolt
the chain which binds the College to
former chauTnan of the Port and City
tQ
,
extremity, has
Council and a trustee of Westbrook been termed „ a tortured and exasper- its sons and them to one another."
This award made in the form of
Junior College. He has been president ated
et
on a lifel
t
is voted each year by
of the BowdoinQub of Portland aod for
and indirec tly for so- a pewter tray
ls a member of Phi Beta Kappa. He cial integrity. From no other novelist the Alumni Council "for service as
is now serving as Class Agent fcf of the period arises so powerful an an alumnus to or for the college."
the Alumni Fund.
impression of creative originality and
Mr. Matthews is president of Of co^peiu^ tf terrifying forces"."
Piscataqua Savings Bank in Porlp1940
mouth and treasurer of the Piscataqua River Towing Company. He is\& Student Council Holds
member of the City Council, a trustCandidates for the Degree of
ee of the Portsmouth Public Library
Bachelor of Arts Neal W. Allen Jr.,
Spring Election of Portland, Ernest F. Andrews Jr.,
and a former president of the Chart><
ber of Commerce and of the Y.M.C.K,
of Bangor, Frank R. Andrews- of
Worcester, Mass., Stanley P. Barron
He has been a member of the staff
[ Continued from Page l ]
of the Governor of New Hampshi^ fraternity. He is also a tennis letter- of Cambridge, Mass., Robert N. Bass
and has served as governor of the
of Wilton, Robert F. Berry of Somerman.
38th District of Rotary International.
ville, Mass., Francis R. Bliss of New
Recently elected as captain of York City, Donald W. Bradeen of
He has been president of the New
Hampshire Savings Banks Associs* track for the coming season, Jim Portland Jeffrey E. Brickates of
tion and is now a member of the Doubleday has also been connected saco, Matthew W. Bullock Jr.. of
Small Savings Banks Committee bf with the Bowdoin Christian Associa- Boston, Walter M. Bush of Concord,
the National Association of Mutual tion and the Glee Club. He was cap- Mass ., Charles E. Campbell Jr..* of
Savings Banks. He is Past Commo- tain of track his freshman year and Beverly, Mass., Jeffrey J. Carre of
dore of the Portsmouth Yacht Club, has been running cross-country for Needham Heights, Mass., Harland
and of the Sea Scouts of New Hamp- three years. He belongs to Delta Up- Hall Carter of South Portland, Milshire. He has been a director of the silon fraternity.
ford G. Chandler of South Bristol,
Alumni Fund, has served as president
Ray G. Huling has been an out- John T. Creiger of Reading, Mass.,
of the Bowdoin Club of New Hamp- standing low and high hurdler, broad Fred J. Dambrie of Portland. Richard
shire, and is secretary of his class
jump and dash specialist since his E. Doyle of Portland. Richard T.
Mr. Pickard has been with the du- freshman year. Incapacitated by in- Eveleth of Auburn, Augustus H. Fenn
Pont Company since graduating, juries from time to time, he has of West Somerville, Mass.. Philip B.
serving in various capacities and with nevertheless proved a valuable asset Gates of Waban, Mass., Herbert G.
headquarters ranging from London to Bowdoin's track teams. He belongs Gatterer of Vienna, Austria, George
to Los Angeles. He is now manager of to Psi Upsilon fraternity.
P. Halekas of Taunton. Mass., Walter
the Electroplating Division of tly
President of Beta Theta Pi and R. Harwood of Mechanic Falls, NorCompany.
an outstanding student, Ev Pope has man E. Hayes of Lewiston. Payson R.
Mr. Verrill is a member of the fint* also played football, earned his var- Jacobson of Portland, Paul R. Keeler
At the annual meeting

of the Bo\*H
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Palmer Plays Falstaff In
Shakespearean History
Play

I

Masque and Gown, was held on the
steps of the Walker Art Museum last
evening, Friday, June 14, before the
members of the Class of 1940, their
guests, and the Alumni of the College. It was the second appearance of
the play on the Campus.
The omission of several characters
such as Hotspur's wife and Lady
Mortimer cut the playing time of the
play considerably from that of the
last appearance of "Henry IV" here
in "928.
Edward Palmer '40 in the role of
Falstaff brought to a close a long
career with the Masque and Gown.
veteran of the boards Palmer may

t

j

'

j

j

'

;

I

of Hornblower and Weeks, inves;ment bankers, and is manager of the
Portland and the Bangor offices. H)s
is
a director of the Bangor and
Aroostook Railroad, the Maine Bond-

ing and Casualty Company and other
organizations. He is a former Cla.*„
Agent and Director of the Alums!
Fund, serving as chairman of tihje
Board from 1937 to 1939.

Mr. Chapman is proprietor of
Chapman and Company, dealer in lavestment securities. He is past pr&sj>
dent of the Portland Young Repuhlif
can Club and a member of the Ktf
publican City Committee. He is a
member of the Boys Committee o«
the Portlaqd Y.M.C.A. and has been
a director of the Bowdoin Club of

Choir

Portland, served in the Main*
House of Representatives in 1935J
1937 and 1939, being chosen speake;in 1939. He has been chairman of the
Cape Elizabeth School Committee, is
vice-president of Pine Tree Councik.

Boy Scouts

of

America and chairma*

of the committee on Juvenile Delin?
quency of the Council of Social Agen*
cies. He has been Class Agent for Uie
Alumni Fund, was a member of th*
Alumni Council from 1930 to 193$
and its president in the latter year
and served on the committee on th£
"Needs of the College" reporting 1$
1937. He has been secretary and president of the Bowdoin Club of Port?
land and is a member of Phi Bet?
1

Kappa.

A

business after long service as
vice-president of Benjamin H. Sarftive

&

born

Company,

He

text book publish-

vice-chairman of the New
Hampshire Republican Committee,
and a member of the Legislature,
having served one term in the Serfate and three in the House. He wa$
a member of the State Constitutional
Convention in 1938 and in 1934 served
as state supervisor of C.W.A. projects. He is chairman of the N&i?
Hampshire Congregational-Christian
Laymen. He has been president at
the Bowdoin Club of Boston, is
ers.

is

rior,

Honoris Causa Doctor of Science
Leverett Saltoustall, Bachelor of Arts

and of Laws of Harvard University,
Doctor of Laws of Northwestern
University and of Bates College,
Governor of the great Commonwealth of Massachuetts
which
gave Bowdom her charter and nurtured us in our younger years;
descendant of a Harvard great-

CLASS ODE

—

in

.

grandfather. Leverett Saltonstall.
at Bowdoin's first Commencereceived an honorary degree;
for many years active in politics;
with charm, integrity and ability,
upholding the highest traditions of
his high office and setting an example to youth of devotion to public duty; friendly ambassador of
our mother state who we hope from
his experiences today may echo the

who

ment

Bowdoin College— 1940 Seniors
Honoris Causa
(Tune: Drink to me only with
Doctor of Humane Letters
active in the Masque and Gown for
thine eyes)
many seasons. Charles Stepanian
William Stark Newell, President of
the Bath Iron Works; maintaining'
gave his usual characterization in the Here
pass we by the golden hour,
the tradition of that city and of
role of Hotspur. Miss Nancy Webb
words of his ancestor. "I almost
Pass by but unloose
this state for the building of ships;
played the part of Mistress Quickly. The
fancied myself
in
Cambridge";
golden bond of friend with friend
responsible in no small measure
The following played the remaining
known far beyond the confines of
Secured more firm in use.
for the prosperity of our neighborparts:
Harvard and Massachusetts as an
sity tennis letter two years running Jr., of West Roxbury, Mass., Thomas
ly sister community,
aiding our
Kenneth Welch '40 as Henry IV; Bright
honest and high-minded servant of
and next year will captain the Big U. Linehan Jr. of Washington. R. I.,
heart of oak and triple bronze,
Navy to go fully equipped on its
the people.
White netmen. He has won the Good George T. Little of Portland. Everett Lendall Knight '41 as Earl of WestEternal and ever new,
lawful occasions over the deep in
Honoris Causa
Doctor of Laws
win French Prize and has been out- E. Manter of Brunswick. John C. moreland; Robert McCarty '41 as My pledge is only this, that I
destroyers that are the equal of
Prince
John
And
in the name of this society of
and
Gadshill;
Robert
Marble.
Jr.
of
Dixfield,
Harold
L.
standing in interfraternity basketball.
Will still remember you.
any boats of their kind made any- scholars I declare that they are enHe was class marshal at the Ivy Day Oshry of Revere, Mass.. Edward C Barton '41 as Sir Walter Blunt;
where in the world; modest citizen titled to the rights and privileges perPalmer of Portland, Robert M. Pen- Wesley Bcvans '40 as Sir Richard The golden hour will strike and
exercises.
pass
and business executive who unites taining to theii" several degrees, and
Vernon; Lindo Ferrini '42 as Poins;
The flower of joy will fade,
Frank Sabas'teanski was a leading nell Jr T of Portland Eugene T. Red David Brown '40
technical skill with sound Ameri- that their names are to be
as Earl
forever
member of last fall's football team mond Jr of Brookhne, Mass., Rich ter; Fred Danbury '40 of Worces- Nor shall we take our gauge of gold
can common sense, and who in any borne on its roll of Honorary Memas Earl of
ard
B. Sanborn of Augusta, Luther
To
that
eternal
holding down a guard position in
shade.
j»
bers."
D. Scales, Jr. of Auburn, Eugene D. Northumberland and Sheriff; Philip
very commendable fashion. He is a
'43
Brown
as Carrier; George Fogg
_L,
But when to that more grand assize t
weightman on the track team andjfe * ton *° f fA1 US ! a \ Ken " eth £.
evacuating wounded men under vioSull,van of Dorchester, Mass., Rich- "43 as another Carrier; Fredrick Lov'1AJSUJL
next year will be chapel bell ringer.
The summoner's trump shall call,
lent machine gun fire and artillery
ard W. Sullivan, Jr. of West Roxbury, ell '40 as Chamberlain; Richard Bye
bombardment.
Henry A. Shorey 3rd is an associ- Mass., Horace A. Thomas
'42 as Bardolph; Frederic Blodgett May we at last our bond discharge
of Portland,
In honor to us alt.
Also in this issue of the "Aluma te editor of the Orient, president Joseph Tuccio of
Bedford Hills, N. ,'42 as Peto; Francis Bliss '40 as
nus" is a tribute to the late ProfesDf theta Delta Chi fraternity, and Y., Richard E. Tukey
Francis R. Bliss 40
of White Plains, (Francis; Richard Eveleth "40 as a
The story of how Arthur Stratton, sor Philip W. Meserve, written by
was on the Ivy Day Committee. He N. Y.. Kenneth J. Welch of
{first .American hero of the present Robert Hale, Portland lawyer, and
Port- vintncr Paul Herman '40 as Owen
jg a is
a frosh and J. V. tennis num- land, Henry A. Wheeler
war. refused all attempts to use his a tribute to the late Arthur G. Staof Concord, Glendower; Orville Denison '41 as
jeral winner.
sudden fame for propaganda purposes pies, long editor of the Lewiston
Mortimer;
William McMass., Paul L. Wheeler of Wilton! Edmund
and spurned the chahce of returning Journal, by John T. Gould of BrunsThomas E. Steele has been on the and Robert H. Woods of Brooklyn Keow n *43 as Earl of Douglas; Arto this country as a national hero is wick.,
th ur Wan s '40, Henry Wheeler '40,
varsity football squad for two years N. Y.
told in the June number of "The
Other articles include a short hisRobert Chandler '41, Jack Rodgers
and wpfr his leltet* at a tackle post.
Bowdoin Alumnus," which was is- tory of«"The Rise of Music a,t BowCandidates for the Degree of '41, Thomas Sheehy '41, Norton
He has been active in inferftidternity
sued
by the College on Tuesday.
doin," by Francis R. Bliss, member of
of
Preliminary work for the construcScience—Richard N. Leach '43 as poachers, travelers, and
sports and is a member of Beta, Theta Bachelor
Written by John V. Schaffner of this year.'s graduating class, and "A
Abbott of West Newton, Mass., Lloyd soldiers; Richard Eveleth '40, Stage tion of Brunswick's new Armory,
Pi fraternity.
which wil house Battery G, 240th East Harpswell. a classmate of his Boy's Recollections of Longfellow,"
T. Akeley of Skowhegan. Robert W. Manager; Carroll Terrell '40,
in the class of 1935 at Bowdoin, the by William M. Emery, of the class of
President of his class for two years
cos- Coast
Artillery, until recently the
article on Stratton, who is a driver 1889.
and secretary-treasurer this year, Armstrong, Jr. of Winchester, Mass., turner, Herbert L. Fischer Jr. '41 and only anti-aircraft
battery in the in the American Volunteer AmbuThe "Alumnus" was published unWalter Young was also an outstand- Foster T. Backus, Jr. of Marshfield, Robert Bell '43, Electricians.
state, got under way this week, follance Corps in France, quotes from der the supervision of Philip S. WilThe play was separated into two lowing final approval
j ng
trackman in his freshman and Mass., Harry H. Baldwin, 3rd of Belby the State letters of his to show his reaction der, Alumni
mont, Mass., Logan A. Becker of sections. There were six
Secretary of the College,
Armory
sophomore years. He is president of
scenes in
Commission of a site near to winning the Croix
de
Guerre
for
and
printed at the Record Ofjfice.
Jr. of Salem, Mass.. James W. Blunt, the first act and six
scenes in the the Brunswick High School building.
the B. C. A., was on last year's StuLakewood, Ohio. Wesley E. Bevins, second act. The entire space of
dent Council, is a member of the
the The commission inspected two proJr. of Springfield, Mass., Carl E. Walker Art Terrace
and its steps posed sites on Monday, and after
Chapel Choir, and belongs to Delta
their decision, engineers and archiBoulter of West Buxton, David E. were used during the course
Upsilon fraternity
of the
Brown of Hope, Anthony P. Calabro production, while the action was lo- tects started immediately to survey
The two newly elected sophomores of West Medford.
the site finally selected.
Mass., Alfred F. calized in specific areas by the
use
have both been prominent on campus. Chapman
The lot selected for the new armof Chelsea. Mass., Albert of spotlights.
Bell has been outstanding in football
ory is just south of the built-up porA. Clarke. Jr. of Scarsdale, N. Y.,
and baseball, winning letters in each Willard
tion of Curtiss Street and about 250
H. Currier* of Andover. Monellt of Concord, N. H.,
Jo;in C yards to the rear of the high school
sport. He belongs to Beta Theta Pi
Mass.. David G. Doughty of Melrose Nettleton
of Goffstown
Rus- building. Two acres in extent, it is
and is Vice-president of the sopho- Highlands. Mass.,
Edward A. Dunlap. sell .Novello of Roslindaie Mass a part of a tract of 12 acres owned
more class. Ireland is secretary- 3rd of
Georgetown, Mass.. John V. John E. Orr of East
Cleveland. Ohio' by the Town. Transfer of title to the
treasurer of his class, a Dean's List Eppler
of Morristown, N. J., Edward Edward J. Platz
land for the armory will be made
of Dumont
J
man, a managing editor of the Orient
te
to the State in the near future.
PorIland Newe11 E.: Charles H. Pope of South
'Boston!
and newly elected editor of the Bugle. Gilett
«,
I Worcester.
of
The building will be of brick or
Mass., Elvin Mass., Jay C. Pratt of Farmington
In addition, he played varsity tennis
ilman, Jr. of Ellsworth, Joseph H. George
y' stone blocks, and the Armory ComI. Raybin of Brooklyn
this spring and is sixth ranking junior
mission is cooperating to have it conGriffith
of
Longmeadovy,
Mass.,
Philip
E.
Requa
of
White
Plains
N* structed in such a way that
in New England. For the past two
Thomas A. Gross of Brunswick, Y.. James C. Richdale,
it will
Jr. of Melrose
years he has received a Brown Meprovide gymnasium facilities. The
James A. Hales of East Braintree, Mass.. Edwin A. Risley
of Westimont commission has expressed a willingmorial Prize. He is a member of
Mass
Calvin A. Hill of Waban, N. J., Francis Rocque
of l5ta£ |ness to allow these facilities to be
Theta Delta Chi fraternity.
S,
ward
Hi " of CaPe Eliz *- ton Mass - Linwood M. Rowe
of used for athletic events by both
J??2
beth, Vs?L
Clyde B. Hoknes. Jr. of Belfast, Rumford, Donald
Q. Sammis of Hunt- school and town teams.
founder and president of the Bow- Harry Houston ^of Guilford. Thomas ington. N. Y.. Bernard F.
It is expected that the building
Shattuck
will be ready for occupation by the
doin Club of New Hampshire and D. Howson of New York City, Guy of Bristol. N. H, Amos W.
Shepard,
was a member of the Alumni Coun- H. Hunt, Jr. of Brookline, Mass., Jp. of Winchester, Mass., Lawrence end of this year or perhaps a little
sooner.
cil from 1933 to 1937. He received Philip M. Johnson of Dedham, Mass., P. Spingarn
of Beverly Hills. Cal.,
Cost of construction is estimated
the Alumni Achievement Award in Francis W. King of Haverhill, Mass.! George M. Stevens, Jr. of
Bronxville,
at $40,000. of which $25,000 will be
1939, and is a member of Phi Beta Charles Kinsey, Jr. of Xenia, Ohio, N. Y., Haroid D. Talbot, Jr.
of Mel- available from the
State on July 1.
Edmund S. Lamont of Lexington. rose, Mass., Kirby
Kappa.
R. Thwing of Win- The other $15,000 will
be provided
gat
Pleasant Chester, Mass.. Payson W. Tucker. by
the town of Brunswick. At the
^°TLoeman of-| Jr., of Cranston.
C
R.
I.,
March
Arthur
town meeting, the town api,
ASrtH
miS
Wang ° f Port Chester
Y - Alan propriated $5,000 toward this Droject
2°
f WesSeW
T
v
estf eld ^^f
?
...^
l
i" Frederick A.!o. Osgood of Newton Center, Mass., and authorized the town treasurer to
Lovell,
Jr.
of
Brockton,
Mass., Brooks Webster of Lexington, Mass., borrow, on short term notes, any
Bennett W. McGregor of HaverRoss L. Wilson of Gray. John P part of the additional $10,000 that
Downstair Location
Y.. Bennett W. McGregor of
Haver- Winchell, Jr. of Brunswick, Beaman is needed before, the next annual
town meeting.
hill, Mass., John C.
MacCarey*
of
O.
Woodard of Longmeadow, Mass.,
149
Street
Newton Center, Mass., Gordon
Equipment for Battery G, which
Wellington Yaple of Detroit, Mich.,
Pastime Theatre Building
will be housed in the new armory,
MacDougall of Westford, Mass., and
Philip C. Young of St. Johnswill be entirely new and of the most
Charles H. Mason of Waterbury,
bury, Vt.
modern type. It will include two
Conn., William F. Mitchell of
Mel•As of 1939
University
three-inch anti-aircraft guns, two
rose Highlands, Mass., Donald
tAs of 1938; B. S. (MIT), 1940.
F.
ten-ton trucks for hauling the guns,
eight two and one-half ton trucks
for the transportation of men, and
the most up-to-date range-finding
It's something Coca-Cola
Case System
equipment. Part of this equipment is
gives that millions have liked
Three- Year Day Course
already on hand, but is being stored
Four-Year Evening Course
for more than fifty years,—
at Augusta, because the present armCo-educational
ory is not large or strong enough to
happy after-sense of com19c each
Member of the Association of
hold it.
j
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Mr. Simpson has retired from a<£

man and a member of the
Needham High served as

Club.

be remembered for his performances
"Hamlet" and "Twelfth Night."
Prince Henry was portrayed by
James Blunt '40, who also has been

its invest-

the mid-western metropolis an admirable school, and
in that community recognized as an
active and progressive citizen; representing today not only his class
but the large number of Bowdoin
men who are teaching in our independently supported schools and
academies, a vitally important division of our American system of
education; bringing into a wide
circle the ideals and classical background of Oxford and Bowdoin,

ducting

prep school.

in

Plato that "the true physician is
also a ruler having thb human body
as a subject and is not a mere
money maker"; rightly honored by
his Alma Mater who has sent into
his great profession many of her
able and devoted sons of whom few
are his peers and none his supe-

many

class of
1920, of St. Louis. Missouri, Master
of Arts of Oxford University, teacher and principal, founding and con-

as Manager. He is president-elect of
the organization. He has been on the
Dean's List for two years and Chapel

his

available to colleagues in
town and village; representative today of the truth asserted by

freely
city,

Edgar Curtis Taylor of the

V^alter G. Taylor is a physics major and a member of Chi Psi fraternity. He has been in the Glee Club
for three years and this year served

i

in

problems concerned with

geons of New England whose skill
has won the admiration and gratitude of hundreds of patients and
whose professional advice has been

ed funds and is in no small way
responsible for the present strong
position of our portfolio; with
gratitude.
Honoris Causa
Master of Arts

the Dean's List during his sophomore
in addition to being
a member of the Glee and Classical
Clubs. Ward prepared at Sanford
High School.

'

Mr. Philbrick. a practicing lawyer

]

invaluable aid to Bowdoin in

and junior years

Math

ef-

twenty-five years has been sought
all manner of questions from
fitting representative of class and
packing blueberries to canning
parent; known far and wide as a
beans, who is an advance guard in
member of a firm recognized for
the protection of our Maine houseintegrity of product and for fair
holds against improper and adultdealing with labor; generous Chriserated food and whose experience
tian gentleman endowed with genis highly esteemed by federal exuine Yankee traits, dry wit, high
perts; known in the world of sport
sense of duty, scorn of praise, senas the father of the Soules; earnsitive conscience,
est Churchman; fine citizen, repHonoris Causa
Master of Arts '
resenting today that large and important body of members of the Carl Merrill Robinson of the class of
1908. Overseer of the College, DocCollege who did not obtain their
tor of Medicine of Harvard Unidegree but "whose loyalty
first
versity, Fellow American College
matches that of our graduates in
of Surgeons, one of the leading surcourse.

Ward Theodore Hanscom, a native
The annual Commencement play, of San ford and a member of Alpha
"Henry IV, Part I" by William Tau Omega fraternity, is an AmeriShakespeare, and presented by the can History major. He has been on

—

Annual

i

may

Honoris Causa Master of Science
John Russell Bass of the class of
1900, of Wilton; honored today on
the anniversary of his class and
the graduation of the younger of
his two fine Bowdoin sons, as a

-

In compiling what many beone of the greatest alltime records in the history of Bowdoin, he has won the Alexander Prize
Speaking Contest, the Brown Memorial Prize, and the Hiland LockMaster of Arts
wood Fairbanks Prize. Active also in
Honoris Causa
Bradbury Prize Debating, the college Joseph Thomas Reisler, a Vice President of the Manufacturer's Trust
band, and Achorn Prize Debating, he
Company, of New York City, one
has also been prominent in track, beof the leaders in the new business
ing on the squad since freshman year,
field of investment counsel, who
and a cross-country man, too. He is
for several years without financial
a State of Maine Scholar and he precompensation of any sort has given
pared at Portland High School.

MASQUE AND GOWN
PRESENTS "HENRY IT

CLASS OF

Continued from Page

of national defense

be relied on to give prompt and
ficient service,

on

lieve to be

Dr. Charles S. F. Lincoln

^

j

"Summa Cum"

Club.

.

.

j

active men in his class. He has been
on the Dean's List ever since he has
been in college, is president of the
Math Club, a Glee Club accompanist,
and a member of the Classical Club.
Last June he won the Smyth Math
Prize. Chittim in addition is a math
assistant. He prepared at Easthampton High School and belongs to Theta
Delta Chi fraternity.

{

program

In History

Of College Receive

president

-

Number

{Continued from Page i]

David Watson Daly Dickson is
of the Debating Council,
former Sports Editor of the Orient
and now an occasional guest columnist, and a member of the Classical
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Sills Gives Seven Honorary
Degrees At Commencement Today
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Maine

Northeastern
University

School

of

Law

DAY PROGRAM
Thre* Years

EVENING PROGRAM
roar Years

• • •
minimum of two YSOra Of COllsae
work required for admission.
A limited number of scholarships

A

47 MT.

VEBNON ST. BOSTON
Near Slate House

N

W

-

H

Fordham

SCHOOL OF LAW
NEW YOBK

The COLLEGE BOOKSTORE

Required for Entrance
Transcript of Record Must

PENNSYLVANIA - DUNLOP - W. &

F.

REGISTRAR OF
2SS Broadway,

New York

D.

TONDREAU
87

W. CHANDLER

& SON

adds
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to your enjoyment of ice-cold

BROS. CO.

MAINE STREET

34-HOUR SERVICE ON RESTRINGING RACKETS

FORDHAM LAW SCHOOL
j£;

plete refreshment that

TENNIS BALLS

Be

Furnished
Morning, Early Afternoon and
Evening Classes
For Further information address

V

Drink

GLASS CANDLESTICKS
TENNIS RACKETS and PRESSES

American Law Schools
College Degree or Two Yean of
College Work with Good Grades

available to college graduates.

LLB. Degree conferred
Admits men and women
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EVERYTHING THAT'S GOOD
TO EAT

Coca-Cola. No wonder people
the world over say: get a
Coca-Cola, and get the feel
of refreshment.

v

Delicious and
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Bonled under authority of The Coca-Cola Co. by
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Battling

Team

Massachusetts Lead*

Jumbo
Defeats

Unlucky White

Youth is uneasy. War fever
rising, and each individual con-

future.
is

Pass Interceptions Nullify
Ground Drives Into
Tufts' Territory

BEARS UNLEASH A
DRIVING OFFENSE

a

WEgrown

r

-

uneasiness has
steadily since the start of
the war. We remember casual specuNovember about 'how
lations last
long it would take the Allies to win;
we remen?l)er joking, philosophical
commentaries on the date of our enthat

feel

this

Two Touchdowns And

And Government

ALL WERE ACTIVE
IN COLLEGE LIFE
Three Other New Members

|

Pennsylvania

5
2

.

Rhode Island
District of Columbia
.

2

.

Added To Faculty

Illinois

Minnesota

This

Vermont

Lew Manly's

hard-charging Jumbo
club overpowered a fast, but unlucky
Bowdoin team last Saturday at Whittier field by a score of 16-0. The Big
White displayed a powerful, fast running attack, but, each time they
threatened to score, a pass interception cut

short

their

Walsh used an array

drive.

Adam

of sophomores

who

hend what was .actually happening
abroad. We were well informed about

roles of obseryerfc

In Biology, Chemistry

j

Place

HOWEVER,

Ours were the

To Act As Teaching Fellows

j

Kick Account For 16-0
Bowdoin Defeat

stood out in the line. Although
the front line was very weak in the
first half it tightened up considerably
worried
was
really
one
try But. no
in the second half.
over the immediate future; and then
Tufts won the toss and elected to
we remember, too, increased discuskick
off. Fifield received the ball on
papers,
sion, closer attention to the
the 20 and brought it back to his own
and a feeling of uncertainty as the
systematically 35 before he was hit hard by Hanamachine
German
bury, Tufts' left end. On an exchange
steam-rollered France. It was obvious
of kicks Bowdoin lost 25 yards when
that the student body was now for
Harrison's kick rolled offside on the
danger
the
aware
of
the first time
Big White 10 yard stripe. A penalty
that loomed. Daily testimonials of
for too much time out brought the
the pitch to which interest and con- ball back to
the Bowdoin 5 yard line.
evieverywhere
cern had risen were
Then Andy Haldane's kick was hurdent. Professors, especially history ried by the charging
Jumbo line and
professors, were besieged with rethe ball went out on the Bowdoin 31
quests to forego customary lectures yard line. Here Tufts' offense began
rn course material and discuss cur- to click when West carried the ball
rent events. Whenever one of these on two successful reverses to the 20.
men did yield to popular demand After Rutter picked up five yards on
and expressed a few opinions on the a buck for first down, Harrison threw
crisis, he must have seen clearly that
a pass to West. West caught the ball
never before had he talked to such on the twelve yard marker and dancan attentive audience. By commence- ed his way down the sidelines to a
ment week every undergraduate was touchdown. Harrison's try for the con.
wondering about what was to come, version was wide, so the count stood
was grasping for factual and histori- 6-0 in favor of the visitors.
cal straws of comfort, ,and was atAfter Tufts kicked off, the Big
tempting to rationalize away his White started a march which showed
fears.
off their flashy running attack. This
s - r
drive began on the Polar Bear 30,
with the opening of when on the first play Bobby Bell
school, a different atmosphere skirted his own left end, cut back inpermeates the campus. The' interest to the center and fought his way up
more acute, of course, but the to the 40. Bonzagni was stopped once
is
rea'ity of events has come nearer. on an off- tackle play before he shot
Last spring it was hard to compre- through a gaping hole in the right

developments, but somehow we seemed to be living a cloistered existence.

After the Class of. 1944 had registered on September 26, it was found
once again that the largest geographical group came from Massachusetts.
The distribution of the entire class
of 1944 is as follows:
61
Massachusetts
52
Maine
25
I
New York
9 ,
New Jersey
J
9
Connecticut
5.
Missouri

New Hampshire

.

sciously or sub-consciously realizes
that he might easily be snatched
from his dally work at any moment
and plunged into the struggle (that
he has read, talked, and thdught
about for many months,

DUNBAR, CRAVEN,
BLlMr RETURN
TO TEACH HERE

Freshmen Distribution

[

Continued on

Pa.g,e

3 ]

Austria
Venezuela
176

PROC NIGHT IS
SET FOR TONIGHT

Arthur Dunbar '39. Robert Keenan
Craven "38. and James Wallace Blunt.
Jr. '40 were appointed as teaching
fellows and that instructors Charles
Antoine Micaud and Frederick Bryce
Thomas are to continue this yecr in
the French and English departments,

Student Board Lays Plans

For Three Football
Dances This Fall
The Student Council held its first
meeting of the year Monday night

president; Haven G. Fifield '41 vicepresident; and Henry A. Shorey '41,
secretary-treasurer.
Proc night has been officially set
for tonight at ten. An urgent plea
has qeen made that the participants
refrain from carrying any weapons
or engaging in fights. The same rules
that have governed the past Proc
nights will be enforced by the Student Council this year.
Three football dances will be held
this fall after the remaining home
games. They will take place on the
following dates: Amherst, October
12;' Williams, October 19; and Maine,
will

9.

structor in Chemistry for one year.
Dr. Campaigne received his B.S. degree from Northwestern in 1936 and
his M.A. in 1938. Last year he was

awarded

his Ph.D. in Organic and
Biochemistry. He has worked in dentchemistry and had a paper accepted by the Journal of American Dentistry Association. Dr. Campaigne is a
member of Sigma Xi. a science fraternity, and Phi Lambda Upsilon. He
will live at the renovated Mustard
House.
Dr. Walter E. Russell of Gorham.
retired principal of Western Stato
Normal School, will give the course
usually given by Assistant Professor
Philip S. Wilder in Education. Dr.
al

The dance committee

take care of

social

all

functions during the year is made up
of Frank F. Sabasteanski '41; Haven
G. Fifield '41; and James A. Double-

[

day '41.
Appointments

to the Student CounDisciplinary Committee are as follows: George W. Hutchings, William
K. Simonton, John A. Wentworth,
[ Continued on Pave 2 ]
.
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We

-

,

of

history,

the

grave.

particularly

is

find ourselves living in

changing

beliefs.

monarchy yielded
fraternity,

succumbed

as

The government is inclined to consider that students in colleges or unare performing functions
essential to the community and in
certain instances they will be abie
to postpone their military service if
they wish. The Selective Training and
Service Act of 1940 says:
"The President is authorized, under such rules and regulations as he
may prescribe, to provide for the deferment from training and service

an^era of
iversities
Just as in the 1790's
to liberty, equality,

1815

in

nationalism

to "legitimacy"

and "com-

pensation "; and as in 1848 patriotism
conquered the forces of conservatism,
so today. 1940. does democracy serm
to be fading before totalitarianism.
We may be scheduled for a period
of highly centralized governments,

WORK STARTS ON

by one man. and under

Yes.
be
say the
to concentrate this year.
r

HOWEVER,
I

-

r

difficult
<
j

enough of bem*5*Hig

Continued on Page
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NEWJ)ORMITORY

of the new building has necessitated
the closing of the road which formerly ran in back of the Union, connecting with ColTin Street. Plans for
the building indicated that a corner
of it would jut out into the road

about nine

feet.

Instead of trying to widen the
road, college officials decided to close
this short stretch altogether, and

COMING EVENTS

j }

—

Thnr.. Oct. S Chapel, Rev. George
L. Cadigan of St. Paul's Church.
7:00 p.m. Orient Smoker, Moulton Union.
FrL, Oct. 4 Chapel, Charles P. Edwards '41. presiding; Thomas A.

—

Brownell
J.

on Page

2 J

Governor Dum-

I*

5—

Oct.
Chapel. Richard E.
Doyle '40. Director of Publicity.
Varsity foothall at Wesleyan.
sun.. Oct 6—Chapel. Rev James E.
Walters of Boston.

Sat..

in

sign;

£ Continued

'41, soloist.

V. Football at

mer Academy.

higher

men

CONDITION PRAISED
Thomas Eaton

home

The

first

last Saturday.

The class of 1916 is one of the
most outstanding Bowdoin classes.
of Its members have been
elected to the governing boards of
the College, the class has been
very generous in its contributions
to the Alumni Fund, Its record in
the Wor*d War of 1917-1918 was a
most creditable one, and Its continuous loyalty to the College has
been marked. Two members have
been awarded honorary degrees at
Bowdoin.
In establishing the plan of a sil-

delivered the first chapel address of
the year, welcoming the 180 newcomers of the Class of 1944. During
.he rest of the day, the undergraduates attended first classes, registered,
and entered on the routine of their
college careers.
One foreign country. Venezuela,
and the District of Columbia are represented in the incoming croup, as
are 12 states.
Massachusetts, at
usual, has the largest number of men
in the class, with Maine having me
second largest group.
Thomas A. Ea»on. of the ass of
1869, senior aluTinus of the college,
was present ag?in this year for the
opening chapel service. In remarking on Mr. Ea ion's presence. President Sills pointed out that it was

Two

President K. C. M.

ver anniversary year, the class of
1916 hopes to set a precedent
which will be followed by succeeding 25-year classes.

Sills

:

BOWDOIN SONS IN
NEW FRESHMAN CLASS

21

Tqlks At
Sunday Chapel

Sills

75 years ago tint Mr. Eaton had
attended his first chapel service at
the college, in 1885, while this year's
entering class would be attending
their last chapel service in 1944. the
vear of the College's sesqui-cen :-nPresident
Discusses
74th
nial anniversary
the
members
of
the
176
Among
Psalm
Message
In his opening chapel address on
Class of 1944, there are twenty-one Thursday. President Sills pointed out
For Democracy
students who are sons of Bowdoin
[ Continued on Page 2 }
graduates. Of the thirteen classes repPresident Kenneth C. M. Sills resented by the fathers of these
spoke in chapel last Sunday on the freshmen. 1914 and 1917 lead with
international situation. This was the three men each. The following is a
list of the members of '44' and their
first Sunday chapel service of the

1914

And

just

1917 Classes Lead

With Three Members
In 1944 Group

As A

father'.s

year.

name and

class:

Freshmen Enter
Dramatic Group

George A.

Using Ihe seventy-fourth Psalm as Burpee (G. W. Burpee '04). TxHiglas
The Masque and Gown opened its
the text of his talk, the President Carmichael (G. E. Carmichael '97 1. dramatic season Monday night with a
compared the similarity of the prob- George W. Craigie, Jr. (G. W. Crai- smoker in the Moulton Union. Present
'07).
DeDevine
(J.
J.
James
J.
gie
lems of the people of that age with
membership of the club is fifty-two
the troubles of the people of today. vine '11>, Roger K. Eastman. Jr. (R. and President Charles H. Mergendahl
He asserted that now more than ever K. Fistman '15). Richard G. Eaton '41 was very much encouraged by *ie
'14), James E. Ellis (R.
Eaton
(G.
t.
man must keep faith, hope and trust
interest shown by the number of new
'09). William F. Flynt (L. D.
in the ultimate victory of the forces H. Ellis
(W. F. .men interested in the club.
of good against the forces of destruc- F*.ynt 'I?). Walter F. W. llay
The program for the year was an„.i
on
Pager
2
Continued
tion that are laying waste to the
[
]
nounced, consisting of three or four
world. He continue-! by showing the
short plays on October 18. ihe e\speople of the biblical passage were
ning preceding the Williams game;
able to overcome their problems by
a trip to Newton on November 23
aligning themselves with God and
with a play by Charles Mergendahl;
maintaining their faith, hope and
the Christmas Houseparty play ea
trust in His guidance.
December 16 and 20; the annual stuPresident Sills went on to say that
dent written one-act play coyest on
Editorial
the
changes
on
New
all of us here have been brought up
March 3; Moliere's "Tartuffe" with a
to believe in the democratic way of Board of the Growler, the College faculty cast on March 20; the annual
life and that all of us want to see humor magazine, will be noted in the High School one-act play competition
that way of life remain intact. He initial appearance of the magazine
[ Cininiiucti on Page 2 ]
again emphasized the need of trust- for the 1940-T941 year, when ii rolls
ing in such an outcome. He added off the presses Saturday October 19,
Williams-Bowdoin
the
that forces are on the march in the the dat'-- of
'

Initial

Growler

Due October

19

SCHOOL CHILDREN
SEE TUFTS GAME

,

world which are determined to anni- football game.
Charles H. Mergendahl, Jr. '41 and
hilate democracy because it stands in
'41 will act as
Over 2000 Maine school children
the way of their eventual domina- E. Harold Pottle.. Jr.
editor and business manager respec- attended the Tufts game last Saturtion of the world scene.
tively. Pottle is replacing Gus Fenn day as guests of the college. ALso
'40 in the financial end. Orville Den- among the guests were members of
i

i

ison '41 will assume the role of circulation manager and still continue his
duties as photography editor. Other

GLEE CLUB TO STAGE
TRY-OUTS TOMORROW

the class of 1916 who are celebrating
their 25th anniversary thus spring.
Before the game a 16 gun salute was

i

;

i

°s.

*^B^

Names

appear. This interesting
'coining year early this week. Ireland,
start with time immemorial and prowhose business manager will be Paul
ceed to the present.
V. Hazel ton '42 and whose associate
A short story. "Quid Nunc." the editor
will be John Dale '42. named
and
Growlers,
past
of
usual features
Robert S. Burton '43. Gerald Blakethe usual jokes, will complete this
ley '43, Richard Good '43. and Julian
first issue.
Woedworth '43 to positions of as-

leaves for Colby Junior College at
New London, New Hampshire to sing
Handel's entire 'Messiah." Other selections are being practiced in view
of prospective concerts at Mount
Holyoke. Wellesley, Hartford, Edgewood Park, Washington, and Colby.

sistant editors.

Burton is a sub-editor of the
assistant football manager, and a Dean's list man. Blakeley is a member of the ^. C. A., and
Zeta Psi fraternity. Good was a State
of Maine scholar and a member of
last
winter's
freshman basketball
squad. Woodworth is out for football
and has also been a member of the
frosh basketeers.
Ireland announced that work has
already begun on the book which he
hopes will be modernized considerably this fall. A call for freshmen
was answered by 20 candidates. At
present bids are being ijcceived trom
various printei-s and engravers.

Austrian Student Here Looks
Forward To Bowdoin Proc Night

ORIENT, an

•

we decided to risk it and
bottom of the situation.
introduced ourselves and found
that his name was George Muller
pronounced like the "mew" in cat.
George told us that he came from
Austria by way o" England and had
been recently working down in Pennuninteresting display ol high school sylvania, so that explained the accent
talent, but we did discover one neo- that put our down-east twang to
By Bob Edwards

!

Continuing our custom of investigating campus highlights and tail
lights, we decided the other day to
look over the incoming freshman
class for rarities and oddities. Except for a large delegation from Missouri, the frosh presented a rather

phyte

who

is

We

slvime.

a bit different.

It was while we were doing some
rushing campaign work for "the best
house on campus" that we first found
him. We were running around Appleton at the time when suddenly
out of one of the rooms flowed a
stream of words with a combined
Austrian, English, and American accent! Being rather nervous about
fifth-columnists after reading of a
little affair down in Carrara, Nevada,
we ducked behind a door and then
proceeded to investigate. The origin
of this mongrel accent proved to be
from an average appearing fellow
who was talking to our friend Joe

Seigal, so
get to the

George told us that he was born
in Vienna and had lived there for
sixteen years. He had learned English during the summer vacations
with the additional help of a little
private tutoring. After attending a
Professor Tillotson has announced
high school in England for a year, he
that before the band makes its first
left for America when the w,ar broke
appearance of the year a,t the Amout and was fortunate in getting a
herst game, a new coach will work
job in Pennsylvania.
Through a scholarship from the with the group which will include 36
membe: *. Appearances have been
International Student
Service,
he
was able to come to Bowdoin, al- scheduled fcr all the remaining home
football games, the games at Bates
though we were rather concerned to
and Colby,, the interfraternity and inlearn that that he had never heard
tersehol; stic track meets, and the
Continued
Pa$e
2
on
l
]
'state iiM'tft
in
Walerville in the

BAND TO APPEAR
AT AMHERST GAME

'

|

\

j

j

spruHS-

mam

Attends

Bowdoin College opened its 139th
academic year last Thursday morning. President Kenneth C. M. Sills

games this
was fired at

football

salute

game

'69

75th Opening Chapel
With Students

Bugle Staff

'

was

COLLEGE FINANCIAL

Ireland

:

for
of

Twelve States

grounds crew who, significantly
enough, entered the employ of the
College in the year 1916.
The salute will be repeated at

the Tufts

And

Foreign Country

I

1

.after the armistice

Freshmen Come From One

j

,

forget their aspirations
education, for hundreds

In First Chapel

Sills

I

route all traffic along the road which
runs in front of the Moulton Union.
Part of the old road, directly- in front
of the new dormitory, will be torn
such a course of instruction at such up and the area there graded. There
will, however, be a circular drive at
a college or university, is selected for
the end of the building nearest the
training and service .under this act
college infirmary.
prior to the end of such academic
The new building, which will proyear, or prior to July 1, 1941, which- vide rooming facilities for 64 stuever occurs first, shall, upon his re- dents, will be similar to the other
quest, be deferred from induction dormitories in type, and built of firematerials, brick and stone
* • * until the end of the academic proof
year, but in no event later than July blocks. Construction is expected to
be finished some time next spring.
1. 1941."

Europe

Hear

i

•

course of instruction to the pursuit
of which a degree in arts or science
is prescribed by such university as a
prerequisite; and who, while pursuing

uated at Bowdoin College twentylive yean ago next June, la elaborating on its reunion plans bv
marking the entire 1940-1941 College year as Its silver anniversary.
Accordingly, at 8 o'clock Thursday, just prior to the chapel
services which officially opened the
College year, the class of 1916
sounded a slxteen-gun salute to
the members 'of the College and
her friends.
Engaged to Are the salute was
Alonzo Totuian of Brunswick, a
member of the buildings and

than these changes, the Board re- fired in honor of this class.
Starting nearly two weeks earlier
mains intact from* last year. Stan
Mai Morrell intends to have guests
than had been expected, excavation
James '41 again will be Art Editor. at every game if he possibly can.
work btgan Wednesday morning for
Trials for the fifty-five places in
Stan James will draw the cover for There is usually extra seating space
the new, $120,000 dormitory at Bowthe Bowdoin Glee Club will open to- the first issue of the Growler. There
doin College.
which can be used to give underF. W. Cunningham & Sons of Fort- morrow in Memorial Hall, Professor will be pictures of the interior of privileged children a chance to see
land are the contractors for the job, Tillotson has announced, and rehear- every fraternity house, with at least the games free.
and on Wednesday morning they had sals will soon be held at 7:00 p.m.. fifty men in College represented. In
a steam shovel on the site to exca- every Monday and Thursday, and addition, there will be write-ups of
vate for the foundations.
4:45 p.m. on Wednesday, in prepara- each House. There will also be an exActually, work on the project was tion for the annual Christmas conpose of the various clubs on the cam-'
started Monday morning, when a col- cert in Memorial
Hall. Colby College, pus. After long useareh a list of all
'41
lege crew began the task of removing
ana possibly Westbrook Junior Col- the things Bowdoin student-; have
the trees from the grove behind the
Moulton Union, where the new dor- lege, will send clubs to participate in been led to believe to be tree, irreCharles T. Ireland Jr.. '42 announcmitory will be located. Construction the concert. On December 7 the club gardless oi the authenticity, is also to ed his Bowdoin Bugle Board for the
study will

Thus it is seen that a great number of college and university students
any person who. during the will not be included in the selective
year 1940, entered upon attendance service call. During the World War
which no personal beliefs or ideas
for the academic year 1940-41 (1) at little attention was paid to deferring
will be tolerated. If this does hapany college or university which the service of students; indeed, many
pen it is almost certain that ttte congrants a degree in arts or science, to of them seemed just about what was
no
dition would not be permanent
pursue a course of instruction satis- needed in that emergency. The Remore than a 100 years at the longest. factory completion of which is pre- public was at war;
men were needed
But to the present day student, the
scribed by such college or university in large numbers and thousands of
thought of abandoning our demoas a prerequisite to either of such college men were inducted into the
cratic way of Ufe for one of centraldegrees; or (2) at any university de- service.
ized absolute power, is unpleasant to
Even then the government did not
scribed in paragraph (1) to pursue a
least.
it will
eont rolled

180 Members Class Of '44

of 1916, which grad-

j

Times Article Explains Effect
Of Draft On Bowdoin Students

r

some students

2 ]

Now

Throughout the summer, work has
been progressing on the renovation
of the Mustard House at 234 Maine
Street. The house, which was formerly a boarding house for students.
Is now a rooming house for several
members of the faculty and one
member of the student body.
There are two housekeepers' apartments of three rooms and a bath,
and four suites of two rooms and a
bath. Another improvement is a new
entrance to two of the apartments
from Page Street. The entire house
is being furnished by the college in
furniture of a style similar to that
used in the furnished dormitories.

Brown Explains
Freshman Tests Concert

Society
Presents Artists

situation

Is

Tenanted By Faculty

cil

.

*•

Continued on Page

Mustard House

HARLOW ToT SPEAK
HERE NOVEMBER

•*jX>

daw

respectively.

and announced its program for the
Dr. Ernest Campaigne, who receivcoming year. The officers for the ed his Ph.D.. last year from Northyear are Andrew A. Haldane '41, western University, will be an in-

which

The

fall.

Total

November

16 Gun Salute Greets
College On Opening Day

the four

President Kenneth C. M. Sills announced the appointment of several
new faculty members and teaching
fellows in his first chapel address of
the year on September 26. Added to
the faculty staff are Dr. Ernest Campaigne, Ph.D., in the Chemistry department; Dr. Walter E. Russell, instructor in Education; and Dr. Burton W. Taylor, lecturer in Sociology.
President Sills reported that George

observer worried about the possibility of becoming involved, naturally,
In the first Saturday chapel talk of
but still just observers. Now we .seem
to be gradually pre|>aring ourselves the year Professor Herbert Rcss
for the new roles as participants. Brown discussed the results of the
This year the Brunswick Concert
War preparations have come to Bow- Diagnostic Test taken by the Class
Association has again arranged for
doin. Already, with no immediate of 1944 and commented on the loan
a large number of concerts and repossibility of our entry looming, the system developed by the Art Museum.
Professor Brown explained the Eng- citals, according to an announcement
personnel of the college has been
made recently by Professor Frederic
disrupted. Many undergraduates are lish Diagnostic Test winners as beE. T. Tillotson. The season will open
•way on a cruise with the Naval Re- ing in the upper one percent of IX), when
Mack Harrell, a Metropolitan
freshmen
who
000
took
the
test
in
serves. Professor Bartlett, who was
Opera baritone, appears at the
involved in the student flying pro- American colleges of liberal arts. He
gram at Bath this past summer, is named the following men as the lead- Brunswick High School on Monday
Douglas Carmichael.
Milton evening, October 21.
often found surrounded on campus by ers.
Other events on the schedule instudents interested in taking the Mills, N. H.; George W. Craigie, Jr.,
Cumberland Mills; Allan G. Ken is ton. clude a program by the Hampton
course. Several men have left their
Quartet, a piano recital by LubosVineyard
Haven,
Mass.;
Donald
A.
studies this year at least to serve
Sears, Portland; Donald L. Philbrick, kutz and Nemenoff. concerts by the
with the National Guard. The presCape Elizabeth; Geerge A. Burpee, Brunswick Choral Society, the Trapp
ence of a lew of them on campus for
Bronxville, N. Y.; Norman E. Duggan, Family Singers, and the return of the
Saturday's game lent a soberer note
Hastings-on-Hudson, N. Y.; John E. Curtis String Quartet.
to the day's activities. The sighi of
Hess, Houlton; John R. Hurley, Jr.,
familiar figures clad in businesslike
White Plains. N. Y.; Richard G. Eatbrown must have made many a
on, Bangor; Frederick B. Rolfe, Jr.,
smooth, sportscoated- individual won15
South Portland; Robert W. Brown,
der- how spon?
Ash Point; Clyde W. Crockett, Port;
s - r
Professor Ralph Harlow of Smith
land; George L. Eberhardt. Palisades
i\F course it is more than the
will be guest speaker of the
^' thought of having one's work Park, N. J. Seven of these fourteen College
men are the sons of Bowdoin gradu- Bowdoin Christian Association on
and life interrupted for the hazard- ates, while eight are from the state November 15, B. C. A. Chairman
ous career of war that may disrupt of Maine.
Charles Edwards '41 announced toconcentration thus year and make
Professor Brown also praised the day. At 8:15 in the Moulton Union,
normal student activities seem triv- system of loaning pictures that has Mr. Harlow is to talk on Marriage
ial and unimportant. It is the un- been inaugurated by the Art Museum. Relationships, and an
informal discomfortable suspicion that the things He stated that a fine choice was on cussion will follow. Tuesday
evening,
we have always believed in may r.ot hand and the small expense involved October 8, has been tentatively set
l>e virile enough
to cope with new made the offer available for every- aside for a meeting
of all freshmen
philosophies of men ;md governments. one.
interested in joining the B. C. A.
This suspicion makes the result of
next week's game, the subjugation
freshman
pledging
of the
class, the
situation, etc., shrink to positions
of relative insignificance.
;
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Charles T. Ireland, Jr.
to concentrate
IT will be difficult at
the opening
this year. Usually
the school term resolutions of
t>f
faithful study are current, and new
leaves are turned over by the bushels. But while much the same gestures may be occurring, to us there is
an air of unrest about the campus
that is almost a presentiment of the
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{ Continued from Page I ]
[ Continued from Page i
that not for over 20 years has the
]
[ Continued from Page
Russell will take the course until DeCollege faced such nerolexing nrobF.
Paul
Jr..
cember 1st, and President Sills ex- Jr., Frank W- Alger,
lems .as today. He declared that the
pressed his gratitude that the Maine Bickford, Dewitt T. Minich, Robert Colle^je must
take its chances with
schools are able to work in sucn uni- T. Marchildon, Norman O. Gauvreau. the rest of the country, and added.
AltE.
son.
Horace D. Taylor. George
"We would not wish the college? of
Dr. Burton W. Taylor, sociology man. Paul D. La Fond, and Robert O. the country to be safe and careful
lecturer for one year, is a graduate of Shipman. These men ,nre all mem- havens of refuge unaffected bv what
is happening in rhe world outside."
Yale '28, and of the Universities cf bers of the sophomore class.
He also announced the Dromotion
Chicago and Columbia, having receivAccording to president Haldane
ed his Ph.D. in 1936. For the last five the present "Student Council feels of Athern P. Daggett and Ernst C.
years Dr. Taylor has been assistant that the custom of haircutting should Helmreich to the rank of associate
profess6rSi and A bppt R Thayo
professor of Sociology at Syracuse be eliminated. The Council also disassistant professor. Professor Carlin.
University.
cussed the possibility of next year's ne said wou ri be on ]eaw aU vear
Robert -Keenan Craven '38 of Poit- group moving rushing Ihree days Professor Means for the first semesland is to be Teaching Fellow in aMead in order to permit the incom- ter, and Professors Coffin and HorFrench. After graduating wi*h hon- ing freshmen an opportunity to ac- mell for the second semester on iheir
ors in French, he received his A.M. climate themselves to the campus sabbaticals.,
from Harvard and has been teaching and the curriculum
° f thc -financial side of the co'lege
administration, President Sills said:
at the Fresnal Ranch school in Tuc__
1 have recently seen a tabulation of
son, Arizona, during the last year.
a hi
College financial structures. In a list
George Arthur Dunbar 39 or WuteriSrhAKlS
of 30 colleges Bowdoin stands numtown attended Harvard last year On
ber four in amount of endowment
an Amherst Graduate Fellowship and
IN
ner student. In another table of unireceived his A.M. in June. James Walversities, 32 in number, only IVrlace Blunt, Jr. '40 of Longnieadow.
vard and Yale exceed Bowdoin in en[ Continued ftom Pane
]
Mass., is to be Teaching Fellow in
April 12; a sludent written three-act dowment per studont."
Biology. During his Junior year he
play on May 1 and 2; and Shakestudied in Munich and he has been
are s
hrew ,» on 21
of the
directing the Bowdoin Biological Sec- j^
ne 2q
land RiChard
DO C
executive committee of the
.
*r in the
\!
40 of Portland is an assistant
u , and GoWn is as follows:
alumni off.ee this year.

>•

|
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Don't forget Proc Night

is

to-

night .at ten o'clock. -Please coopwith the Student Council

OTHErtT tomorrow night

at 7:00
„ in the lounge of Uie .Moultun
Union.

the
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NOTICE

There u ill be smoker for all those
interested in coming out for either
the editorial or business boards of

erate

roles.
ftl

ft
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ttftaria-caier
E. Harold Pottle,

AMMMt
C

John

1

Jr.. '41

I

BditoTH

Evans 41

Henry A. Shorey,

I

3rd, '41

!

MaiWfftiK Rditora
Charles T. Ireland. Jr., '42
Philip H. Litman '42

Jr.. '42

Leonard B. Tennyson.
Robert G. Watt 42

i
'

Sah-Edttan
John C Abbott '43
Fowler Pugger, Jr., '43
John F. Jaques '43
Frederick H. JBubier '43 Robert L. Edwards '43
Curtis F. Jones '43
Robert S. Burton '43
Israel Rimer '43
Howard L. Huff '43
John V. Craven '48
John W. Hoopes, Jr., '43 Robert J. Stern '48
Joseph S. Cronin '43
George W. Hutohings '48 Robert O. Shipman
Laurence H. Stone '43
DonaldS. Uljn '43

HolUoay '41
Assistant Hustaaaa Managers
Charles W. Redman '42
Kenneth

\

j

'43

Wyman

G.

'42

Stone

onril/O
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Oliver A.

'42
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BOW DOIN fCBLI«fI«fi COMPANY
Paul

,
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P»Mi»h«d e»«ry Wednwday durin* the Cofim* X«r by the Student* «f Bowdoin CoIIee*.
All contributions and cornmunimtions ahwAl be given to the MSMSimi Editor by Sunday
* preceding- the date of publication. The Bditor. in-Chief is raeponaible (or the editorial
as the Managing Editor for news and nfate>vi>. All rommunifjtionx regarding eabacrip• ahtmld be addreesed to the Baaln«« Nanaejer of the Bowdoin FsbHahing Company,
iptionn. $2.oo per year in advance. W'.eh Alumna*. *8.50.
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Freshmen Are Sons

^e

Charl(?s

Of Bowdoin Graduates

„

Mcrgemlanl

-

j,,,

41

,

p^

ident; Marshall J. Levdon.
Secretary; Jack R. Kinnard. '41. production advisor: Charles E. Hartshorn.
Jr '41, senior member at large; Val
'-11.

TIMES EXPLAINS THE

[Continued from Page

i

]

W. Hay

'20). Stuart E. Hayes (H. M.
Hayes 14), John R. Hurlev. Jr. (J. R.
'09), Franklin L. Jov (J. H.
SERVICE BILL W. Ringer, '42, business manager;, Hurley
Joy '12), Elroy LaCasce. Jr. (E. O.
Len B. Tennyson, Jr., '42, publicity LaCasce '14). Edward S. Pennell (R.
[Continued from Page
]
manager; Ben L. "Loeb. '42. produc- M. Pennell '09) George A. Perkins
ed were sent to French. English and tion manager; Robert E. Newhouse,
<Capt. N. L Perkins '03 ». Donald Philother European colleges and universi- '42. junior member at large. Professor
brick (D. W. Philbrick '17). Richard
ties at government expense to carry Quinby. director of dramatics, anRhodes (J. E. Rhodes '97), Carroll M.
on -their studies while awaiting repa nounced he program as the most am- Ross (Carl K. Ross '17). Arthur C.
triation and discharge
bit ious attempted by the Masque and Shorey. Jr. (A. C. Shorey '04), Laccy
The present situation is different. Gown since its extended road tours. B. Smith (Professor E. Baldwin 'ID,
government officials have explained.
Ivan M. Spear Roy M. Spear '18), H.
The country is not now at war. Onlv
Knowlton Trust (Rev. Harry Trust
400,000 men out of 16,500.000 expect"
'16). John A. Woodcock (Dr. Allan
ed registrants can be called up. nous
Woodcock '12), James B. Campbell
ed, equipped and trained now. This
(Major Boniface Campbell '17).
gives the government much more lee
way than it had in 1917.
[ Continued from Pane
]
PROF.
It has been made clear that while of the school until ,a few weeks ago.
each case will be decided on its mer- George said that he hopes to major
its
by the local selective service in Chemistry and consequently is
Another edition of the "Syllabus
board, these boards will be urged to taking the regular freshman course
give every consideration to real stu- at present. Incidentally, we learned of German Grammar" written by
dents who wish to carry forward their that in school in Europe, he had Professor Roscoe J. Ham of Bowdoin
educations uninterrupted. If a man is faken the same courses that are com- College has just been completed at
the Record Office and will be availa genuine student in a recognized mon in secondary schools in this able to students on
the opening

.

ARMY'S

Managing EdJter /far this issue
Philip H. Litman

i
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1940
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1944

"This year should be an interesting one at college." This was
the quoted statement which started off last years first editorial in

We cannot

the Orient.

to be most ironic.

If

resist,

printing

it

again, for,

it

1

seems to us

(

B0WD0IN~WELC0MES
AUSTRIAN TRANSFER

ever a year was interesting, certainly this one

will be.

Not

will be

something more than just that.

But

that last year wasn't interesting.

this year,

we

feel,

—

of these changes. Undoubtedly, some of these changes will be upsetting

and there

will be decisions to

of the college student

And

it is

is

make

—hard

ones.

going to be a large one. For, the

The

now

part

I"

ever-

is

a problem in ehe main for the youth of America.

upon us

that the .greater part of these changes will take

changing future

school the board will be urged to
consider his case carerully even although he is not one who obtains automatic deferment under the specific

effect.

We don't know exactly v?h*t to say to you,
quite sure

it

we

cannot be at

all

1944.

We aren't

Should congratulate you or pity you. The pas-

sage of the Selective Service

has

Bill

sure of the future.

made us

see clearly that

we

You have entered college during
we pity you. But,

a period of uncertainty and indecision. For this

we do

congratulate you

fen-

starting off

four years of college will offer you.

on the opportunities which

You

will

have

limitless

oppor-

tunities and, come what may, there will always be a place in the
world for the college man as you will soon discover if you have
not done so already.

There

will be lectures, classroom discussions,

"bull sessions."

HAM REVISES
GERMAN SYLLABUS

i

This year will be a year of changes changes not only in the
world, but right here on the campus. And it is going to be increasingly important as the year goes on that all of us be acutely aware

1

country except for a rather extensive
study of geography. We couldn't help
but remark on the vxusted time in
that course today.
law.
George assured ,us that he likes
The government hopes that the Bowdoin very much and that he
boards will place him in a deferred thinks that the fraternity system is
classification if possible, since the act excellent. Pointing out tlje disadvanwas worked out to upset the cultural tages of tradition in some English
phases of the nation's life as little as schools, he said that he thought Bowpossible. The local boards will take doin tradition added much to the
into consideration the date of the school life. We found that his hobmatriculation application of each man bies are chess, rifle shooting, and
claiming deferment, and if it seems tennis. Just before we ended our
that the registrant was trying to pleasant little chat. George looked
evade service by entering college, he at us with a gleam in his eyes and
is quite likely to land in the Army. said that he was looking forward to
all other considerations being equal.
Proc Night. So his name went down
—Reprint from the "New York beside several others in our little
Times." September 29. 1940.
Mack book.

of

Though

it

spreads across the entire nation, the Bell
is simple in structure. You can

Telephone System
think of

it

as a tree.

BRANCHES
Tlie 24 associated operating companies . . .vliieh provide telephone service in their respective territories.

TRUNK
Telejrraph Company...
which coordinates system activities, advises on telephone operation and searches for improved methods.

The American Telephone and

I

the college.

A

textbook of

this

ROOTS

German grammar,

the book has been used for a number of years in the elementary German classes at Bowdoin. It has
proved popular with teachers in other
schools and colleges.
During the past summer, Professor
Ham prepared a revision of the text,
and the printing of the revised edition of the syllabus was completed

Bell Telephone Laboratories ... whose functions are
scientific research and development; Western Electric
...manufacturer and distributor for the system; Long

V

Lines Department of A.T.&T. ...which interconnects
the operating companies and handles Long Distance
and overseas telephone service.

week.

With common policies and ideals, these Bell System,
companies work as one to give you the finest, friend-

BRANNY
BARBER SHOP
188

liest

telephone service ... at lowest cost.

MAINE STREET

and numerous

We urge active participation in all of these. There

no long individual problems. Every problem now becomes one
What we do collectively is more important than
what we do alone. And we will all need and benefit from active co-

are

of the group.

operation.

We

welcome you, 1944, to Bowdoin. In an age whefi traditions are being shattered you will find Bowdoin as yet undisturbed. It will be up to you to keep her so. Four years are ahead of
you. They will be difficult, yet pleasant ones. We envy you and we
offer you our wishes for the best of luck and success.
j" -

a

THE GROWLER-ORIENT PRESIDENTIAL POLL
Tomorrow night
will

ballots

made up by

the Growler and

Orient
Bow-

be distributed to every student and faculty member of

doin. This ballot will ask questions

on the

EXTRA DISTANCE

IN HIS

- EXTRAS

IN

HIS CIGARETTE
YES, LARRUPING LAVVS0N LITTLE,
NATIONAL OPEN CHAMPION, PREFERS
THE CIGARETTE THAT GIVES THE "EXTRAS"

-SLOWER-BURNING CAMELS

presidential nominees,

the Selective .Service Bill, the third term, and the possibility of

America being involved in the present European situation.
We would like to urge the fullest co-operation from the student body and the faculty in answering this poll. We feel that the
It
results of such a poll will be both interesting and important.
will be, in the

porary

summary, an

man and

die college

those

excellent average opinion of

who know him

what

• YOU WATCH THAT BALL go
you shake your head. How does

screaming off the tee and
he do it? Form, timing,
power, wrist action, control... he has them all— but Lawson
Little has that extra measure of each which makes the difference between a good golfer and a champion golfer. Just as

best think of contem-

affairs.

In the past, the student body has been inclined to treat polls

of any sort flippantly. However,

we would

like to see this poll re-

We

garded most seriously and an interest taken in the results.
cannot over-emphasise what we consider to be its importance and
its results

Continued from Pog«

i
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•bout the conditions. Coining down
to earth again for a moment, we feel
that life for ORIENT men and.Harry
Shulman could be made considerably
more happy if the College new*
would be released as quickly as it
was typed out. At present the Alumni Office

fills

this function

and un-

der the circumstances does a good
Job. Mr. Philip Wilder did a proverb-

ence between smoking and smoking pleasure

when certain stories should be announced and (3) a general speeding
up by the front office in checking
lists and statistics wanted for dis-

at

its

yeoman
«nd to

w—m

•EXTRA MILDNESS
• EXTRA COOLNESS
• EXTRA FLAVOR

patches. These are only common features to be found in the publicity departments of many colleges. Why not
Jiere?

WHITMAN EXHIBIT
IS NOW ON PISP1AY

At present, a special exhibit of
service in distributing
cutting official red tape pencil drawings by John Pratt Whitdates. But the ditties man are on display in the downstairs
of bis office are so many that na- gallery of the Walker Art Museum.
tamQy be cannot spend all his time Professor Philip Beam urges all
of reporters. From a. fresjbmen and -tipperclassmen to visit
»ts pout of view, two mis display. He announced that on
would solve the problem (1) October 7th a group of prima by
of one man to tak* Ohilde Hassam. famous American
of all college news relea ses artist who recently died, will be put
out these dispatcher, to on display. These prints were given
u iiiapaiJ iii. (2, a to the college by his widow. As in the
of the rigid iradi- past, special exhibits will be changed
tiaa of the college regarding Just at least once a month.
ial

the extras in his favorite cigarette... Camel... make the differbest.

should prove to be topics for discussion.

SUNRISES
[

,

• WATCH OUT, PAR -here

comes

Little!

No, Lawson

Little is

never content unless he can better par... in his golf... in his cigarette.
M
I Want all the mildness I can get," he says. "Camels burn slower

and give me extra mildness." Yes, Camels give all the qualities you
want in a cigarette plus an extra measure of each. The extra flavor
of costlier tobaccos preserved by slower burning. The natural mildness of costlier tobaccos plus freedom from the irritating qualities
of too-fast burning. Extra pleasure — and extra value (see right).

Copyritbt.lMO

R

In recent laboratory tests, CAMELS burned
25% slower than the average of the 15
other of the largest-selling brands tested—
slower than any of them. That means,
on the average, a smoking plus equal to

i

EXTRA SMOKES
PER PACK!

THE CIGARETTE OF COSTLIER TOBACCOS

MaaaaaaMaMBai

lltynoMa

WIimUmi- Satan.
North Carolina

CET THE "EXTRAS':. WITH SLOWER - BURNING CAMELS

aa

J.

TatMcr.> < 'viapany

_^

^

m ^^^^^

w

:

«

Mr

WliHe

Ground
[

Attacks

m y 25- starting from ms own 28,
Martin shook loose around the left
end and raced 10 yards before he was
tackled by Rutter. Again Martin
carried, this time on a fake reverse
through the center of the line, and
*

j

To Thwart
Marches

Continued from Pane
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and gained eighl
Bowdoin jgave the crowd
a first glimpse of its aorial attack
when Hank tossed a flat pass to Bob
Bell who dodged his way to Tufts' 38.
Bell then threw a pass intended foi
Andy Haldane, but Hanabury had
faded with the play and intercepted

side of his
yards. Then

line

:

l

'

I

play also netted a gain of ten
yards. Bonzagni then made his longest run of the fray when he crashed
off tackle, went around the secondary, and was finally caught on the
this

Tufts' 25. The Big White tried its
third pass of the game on the next
play, and like the first pass this one
also was a boomerang. This time it

the pass going down to the Bowdoin
27 before he was knocked out of
bounds. Lew Manlys charge did not
hold the oval long, however, for Bob
Bell intercepted a pass two plays later on his own 26. The first chapter
ended a few seconds later after Bell
had completed a pass to Haldane on
the 30.

was Harrison who spotted the pass

He caught

on the 17-yard line^and,
aided by two well-thrown blocks, he
went 87 yards down the sidelines for
Tufts' second score of the contest.
Harrison instead of kicking for the
extra point, faked the kick and passed to Rutter who caught the ball just
Bowdoin entered Jumbo territory inside the field in the left hand cornagain midway in the second quarter er of the end zone.
when Ed Martin sparked a drive
The rest of the first half was unwhich carried the pigskin to the eneventful except for the presence of
several sophomores in the line-up. Bob
Marehildon showed much promise in
the backfield both offensively and deYes, We're Interested In
fensively. He runs very hard and
packs enough weight to make a good
Your
bucking back. Hutchings at guard,
and Young and Altman on the ends
formed a fast trio in the Polar Bear
front wall. On one occasion Young
Altman forced Harrison back 16
We have had long experience in and
yards on an attempted pass play
producing for Bowdoin men:
showing that they are very fast
STATIONERY
POSTERS
breaking through the line and secit

ALL

PRINTING

i

|

j

i

1

And Other

Bell

the Bowdoin 38-yard line. Tufts held
Bowdoin here and Haldane got off a
(beautiful kick to the opponent's 20.
Tufts marched up to their own 20yard line before Bowdoin dug in and
held, forcing Harrison to kick on his
fourth down. Haldane kicked back to
midfield where Harrison was dropped
immediately after catching the ball.
From here the Jumbos featured
Patterson and Harrison in a 45-yard
march to the Bowdoin five. Bowdoin
held for two downs and on the third

Paul K. Nlven, Bowdoin 1916

Manager
Printers of

The Orient

Aid
Key
Attempt To Cain Vengeance For
dame
Bowdoin

j

j

I

I

;

FRESHMEN MEET
ANDOVER TODAY
behind them, the freshman
team will journey to Phillips Andover
for their opening game on October 2.
Andover will have the advantage of
having already played Nichols Junior College and the Yale Freshmen.
In the two practice sessions last

Thursday and Friday.

Coach Linn.

Wells has been forced to select from
the group of seventy-four candidates
the probable starters and alternates
for the Andover game.

John Polombo and Kent Brennan
are probable starters at end with
Jerry Hickey and John Devine as al

j

ternates.

the fourth

|

j

|

i

J

— Telephone 3 —

in-

period.

j

The Record Office

Faces Bowdoin Saturday

tack backfired.
almost air-tight pass defense which guard berths. Ralph Healey and Al
Before many minutes of the last was shown by the fact that several Qua, however, are giving them a fine
chapter had elapsed, Bowdoin had times Bowdoin passers, unable to find battle for the positions. George Perreached the enemy 10 only to be any receivers in the clear, were kins, brother to Niles, is at center
stopped again. Haldane carried on thrown for losses. Also the line did with Pillsbury as an alternate. Walt
most of the plays in this last Bow- not function well at all on the de- Davies, Beak Johnstone, Pete Hess
doin attempt to score. After Martin fense. Art Harrison too was a big and Bill Elliott are the likely starthad brought the kick-off back to the factor in Bowdoin's downfall. He ing backfield men. Gil Dobie, John
ac- Donovan. Bill Mudge. Thayer Francis
White's 33. Haldane skirted the end either indirectly, or personally
for a 13-yard gain. On this play the counted for all the Tufts scores. He and Tom Cooper are putting up strong
downfield blocking clicked. A short threw the first touchdown pass, made fights for positions in the starting
pass to Howie over the left side of an 87-yard run on the interception in backfield.
the line garnered 11 more yards and the second quarter, and finally, kicka first down. Ed Martin went through ed the field goal in the third period
center for 9 yards, and Haldane made
Bowdoin, on the other hand disit a first down on the Tufts' 25. On played a powerful offense, except in
the next play Haldane again battered the air. Andy Haldane did a good job
his way through center on a buck "kicking and backing up the line and
and got free for 15 yards. Here Bow- Ed Martin sparked the backfield while
doin tried two passes, one of which he was in there. Frank Sebasteanski Coach Miller Looks Ahead
was completed, and a line plunge, and Sonny Austin were the main cogs
rp
a
T} r l v Uia. v C P9 «s nn
1C
but Tufts took the ball on downs in the line stopping Tufts' bucks and
came right back to the 8-yard line delayed bucks constantly.
With More
doin threatened again

opened the second half by

returning Harrison's kick 18 yards to

Printing

Ask Vs For Quotations

of Whittier
Field has been considerably increased
this year by the addition of new
bleachers on both sides of the field.
There are 1300 seats in the new secMethodists In
Poffltfonr,
tions and these seats are arranged Fourteen Veterans In
so that there is no difficulty at all in
Loss of 1939
seeing the field. A striking contrast
Football
between the new and old bleachers
is that the first row of the new secWhen the Polar Bears invade MidIn spite of the walloping the Methtion is on a level with the seventh
dletown this week for their annual odists took from Brown last Saturrow of the old section.
The money for the bleachers w.as pigskin clash with the Cardinals of day, the Middle town team still feels
a fighting
confident of a victory over their antaken from the alumni fund and, if Wesleyan, they will find
eager for a victory cient, rivals from Maine. Unless the
the seats prove satisfactory the Col- team of veterans
White.
Brown game left the squad shot
lege hopes to complete the construc- over the Big
Wesleyan, the first of "The Little with injuries the Cardinals can boast
tion next year.
Three" to face Bowdoin this fall, has of 14 Jettermen, six of whom started
every right to feel cocky. By smearthe 1989 Bowdoin game. Again sophing both Amherst and Williams, the
omores are ejrowdirig veterans for key
Methodists won "The Little Three" positions in the starting lineup.
championship. Other victories last
Wesleyan ishows more strength in
year were over the University of
the line thaii last year. Such standConnecticut, Trinity, Haverford, and
outs from rast year's starters will
the Coast Guard. Looking back at the
jirobably see action: Captain Bill
records, the only losses were the opWith only seven practice sessions ener with Rutgers 13-7 and the game Lechie, 195! pound veteran t.4ckle
football

Thus far Fred Hedlund and
Bob O'Brien are the tackles with Dick
Leusen as an alternate. Vic Meyer
Tufts presented an and Bob Bassinnette are holding down

I

ondary.

I

down Sabasteanski crashed through before Kenney intercepted a pass to
and smothered Patterson five yards stop the rally. On this second drive
Bonzagni.
Martin,
and
and kicked out to 33. The Big White Haldane,
behind the line of scrimmage. With Marchildon took tbe ball on four suceight yards to go for a first down, cessive plays, to net a total of 25
Tufts elected to attempt a field goal yards. The game ended a few plays
from the 10-yard line. The angle was later with the oval resting at midnot difficult and Harrison easily made field.
Probably the biggest reason for this
the kick good. This play ended the
scoring of the game, although Bow- defeat was the way Bowdoin's air at-
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Strong Wesleyan Team

The seating capacity

(

!

ALUMNI LETTERS
TICKETS
.FRATERNITY FORMS

Bleachers Added To
Field Seating Capacity

Bowdoin's 16-0 defeat at the hands of Tufts, last Saturday, may prove to
be just what the college and team needed to shake it out of its state of complacency. Too many victories are a dangerous thing in any sport and Adam
Walsh's football elevens have had plenty in the last few years. The student
body has been taking victories as a matter of course for some time and on
no occasion has the attitude of self-confidence been more noticeable than
last week. The pre-game topic of conversation was not who would win but
what would be the margin of victory. We didn't even bother to hold a formal
rally Friday night, although some of fhe campus cruisers started en automobile parade. Tufts was reputedly weak with several inexperienced men in the
Starting lineup, so the Bowdoin supporters went to Whittier Field prepared
for an, easy win. They left in much the same manner as they walked away
from Garcelon Field in Lewiston. two years ago.
polar bearings
And what was worse, the varsity seemed to have
adopted the student attitude. From the stands, Bowdoin's
entire first string line, with the exception of Sabasteanski
and Austin, who played great ball, actually seemed disinterested In the game. When the team finally came to, It
was too late. Tufts had already scored thirteen points. The
Bowdoin fans still believed that the team could come back,
though, and at the start of the second half, Bowdoin looked
like its usual powerhouse. But one of four intercepted forward passes baited that drive,
polar bearings
It wasn't that Bowdoin didn't show strength, for the figures reveal that
Tufts was outrushed and outpassed. We chalked up fourteen first downs and
no score. The running plays looked good and defense wasn't too bad. We
certainly didn't get any of the breaks of the game and intercepted passes
killed almost every' Bowdoin march. But we shouldn't have needed to rely
upon breaks. The entire? set-up or upset looked like a bad case of over-confidence. Next week's game should show whether we're right or not.

I

I

Backfire

New

By Hank Shorey

Defeats Polar Bears 16-0
Bir

.

THREE

POLAR BEARINGS

Jumbo Eleven

Fighting
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JAYVEE SWIMMERS
BEGIN SEASON WORK

last year was outstandIlaywaTd, sturdy tackle,
other side of the line;
Stan Kay. end. whose play in the
Bowdoin game last year was noteworthy; Wallace Hussong. husky
Doug M.uKelcan,
blocking
back;

whose wonk

*

here 19-7.

,

Wesleyan was confident of a

playing on

tory last year, boasting of a veteran
team, especially in the center of .the

and

line
this

tions

Added

the backfield.

in

to

they had two sophomore sensawho had shoved regulars from

the starting line up.
The story of last year's

game

Sam

ing;

vic-

ti<e

powerhouse r,unner and punter; and
Jim Carrier; fullback. Other letter-

is

men are: Bojb Boer, end; Louise Tecchine and Harry Crrop, guards;
path and outplayed the visiting Car-,
Charlie Gariison. 202 pound tackle;
dinals in every department of the
and Bob Raymond. 220 pound center,
game. It rolled up 334 yards against
who saw action in the Bowdoin game.
66 for Wesleyan, half of the latter's
Four veterans of last year who saw
yardage coming in the final stages of»
jio action against Bowdoin but playthe game against third team substied
last season, may be in the line up
tutes.
ate
Johnny Moore, Leon Lorce.
backs, Stan Laskowski, tackle, and
George Morrill, end, saw a great deal
of action in the Brown game last
Saturday.
t

history.

Bowdoin went on the war

Fall

Trackmen

•

•

Start Practice

On
Answering

Coach

Jack

the other side of the ledger,
car. show only four letterthe starting lineup of last

'

Bowdoin

Magee's

men from

Thursday, the varsity cross
country team got off to an early fall: Perkin.l, Loeman, Bass, Scott,
Training thus far has consisted Marble, Weic^and Legate are gon<\
of road work and jaunts over the leaving only Art Benoit at left end.
golf course. Last year's team is still Sonny Austin at center. Hank Bonintact, having lost only one man. Jim zagni at half and Captain Andy HalDoubleday, Nils Hagstrom, Dana dane at the other halfback post.
Thirty-six men saw action for BowJones, Pete Babcock. and Lin Martin are all back. The varsity has its doin in last year's game, and many
are available for Saturday's clash.
first meet October 18th against the
University of Vermont at Burling- Bob Bell, Ed Coombs. Lindo Ferrini,
ton. Two years "ago, Bowdoin beat Haven Fifietd, Ed Martin, Joe WilVermont by only two points. Last liams, backs- and Jack Clifford, Bill
call last

start.

,

:

Vermont beat Bowdoin by a Georgitis, Ken MorrelJ. Butch T/oney,
scant one point margin. According to Paul Hazelk.n. and Frank Smith, all
in the line, make up the list.
will field anBonzagni was Bowdoin's premier
other strong team, since the Webster
twins, two of the best cross country' back in the classic last fall. Carryrunners in New England, are back ing the mail fifteen times for an averThis season, freshmen intending
age of 9.47 yards per effort, he ripagain.
to go out for the team were allowed
Although required physical train- ped off 145 S- yards. Bell made one
ito'sign up for swimming in the fall.
°* ** ,Jffrds whlle Haldane «>"inj for freshmen will start Octiber
In the group tha£ reported to Coach
large sized squad has already , cd hm*> e »i to line-bucks, averaging
Bob Miller Wednesday, there were S7a
answered Coach Magee's call for fall four yards Per try.
only two who had any competitiveC
d r
UntT
The greSt
experience, John Rubino and Ed PenD y°u have trouble
a
Pots
rZ
majority
of the boys, lhowever, ,are and kettles? Then it's time to revamp
nell. Alec Penny, Dave Rannseville
without experience.
the cupboard.
It probably will save
and Alex Montgomery, a diver, howyour disposition as well as your time.
ever, give signs of promise. In addii ne varsity swimming team candiFasten narrow bars
tion to Alex Montgomery, Bob Mil- dates will be called out October 14 a tall cabinM. Screwacross the back pL*
hooks to the bars
ler has seen two other boys who are to start their conditioning
exercises, and hang utensils on the hooks. Have
without experience, but look as The team "this year looks very
much a lower shelf for shallow pans that
though they can be developed into like last year's with only the losses won't hang.
good divers. At the present time, of Captain Johnny Marble and
Ken*
Coach Miller looks forward to a more ney Welsh. This season Ed Cooper,
successful season than he had with Stan Fisher, Roger Dunbar,
Bob
last year's Junior Varsity team. The Fenger, Jim Waite,
Lou Harr, Art
group of candidates have already Keylor, Phil Curtis. Pete Jenkisson
been broken up into classes A and B. and Charley Marston are back
again.
The A boys who are ready to do laps
Location
and the B class consists of those
Men should be eternally grateful
boys who must correct flaws in their that they don't understand women.
Sometimes it is better to forget
strokes before doing laps. The boys
Location Is
the past for the sake of the future!
in the A division are: James BagAs the manual worker is freed by
s.naw, Douglas Fenwood, Alexander
machinery from muscular drudgery,
Montgomery, Ben Nevin, Edward his brain is
given an opportunity to
Street
Pennell,
(year,

Coach Magee. Vermont
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Moved T« New

I
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Our New

FRESHMEN!
Not

Iji

One Rule
The Book
Here's

,

i

|

ivjlle.

wear a freshman cap, but
may have
You
there's no rule against wearing Arrow

FIRST NATIONAL

to

The popularity
of

of

is

assurance

its quality.

Four gen*

Coca-Cola

anchored buttons, and the permanent

have made Coca-Cola
to

You

will

like

too. Pause

and

it,

all.

Buy

^4USE THAT REFRES ME
Bottled under a uthon :r of

Mr*. Glenn Mdntire (Ike Bursar'* wife) has

HKAVKAS DOORYARD

S3.R0 (See review in

VIC'S

Want A

News

17

Oct. 4

Dance, Girl, Dance
with
Mauri ne O'Hara - Louis Hayward

home amd back by

also

Railway Express!

News

March

Saturday

„

Men

GRAIN SECONDS
Beat

In Back of Beta House

,,
Une

*

Town

of Pipe. In

THE COLLEGE LAUNDRY
Dry Cleaning
Superior Service

- Wendy
Edmund Lowe

CITIZEN'S

73 Maine Street,

We mend

LAUNDRY (XL INC
BRUNSWICK, ME.

Football Thrills
Oct. 6-7

Foreign Correspondent
starring
Joel MoCrea
also

Prompt Service

Oct. 8

I'm

Still Alive
with
Kent Taylor - Linda Hayes
also

M.

C.

PERKINS,

Ph.G., Mgr.

witti

Rosalind Russell

Brunswick, Maine

TeL 775

Oct.9-10

Low rates include calling for and delivering in all cities
and principal towns. Use RAILWAY EXPRESS, too, for
swift shipment of all packages and luggage. Just phone
MAINE CENTRAL

mmai

Mil

mm

aaaaaatai

STATION
Brunswick, Me.

-

Brian Afaerne

Virginia Bruce
also

News

Rai lwa\&Expre
ss
AGENCY ^j|r
*NC.

Information Please

NATION- WtO|

awamaaimi

R. R.

'Phone S4-W

Hired Wife

houses

TeL80

Sound Act

Wednesday-Thursday

148 Maine Street

Wontworth. Appteton Hal!
in all

Tuesday

ALLEN'S DRUG STORE

Direct as a "touchdown pass" is the wampus-to-home
laundry service offered by RAILWAY EXPRESS. We
call for your laundry, take it home
. and then bring
it back to you at your college address. It's as quick
and convenient as that! You may send your laundry
prepaid or collect, as you prefer.
. .

Cartoon

Sport Reel

your cloth&ic darn socks, sew on buttons,
at no adeitional charge

Sub agents

Barrio

also

Sound Act

MORTON'S NEWSSTAND

WELCOME BACK TO BRUNSWICK
MAY WE BE OF SERVICE TO YOU

Time

Against The Sky
wh»

Sunday-Monday

„

!

of

Oct. 5

New*

THE

Barber Shop

Divorce

Friday

KAYWOODIE FLAME

PAGE STREET

Corner of Union and Page

TeL 628

iiartry e*d

No Waiting

Community Sing

Richard Dix

The Neighborhood Market

& SON

Brunswick

—

in

a grand new book
New York Times)

W. CHANDLER

CUMBERLAND

Sanitary Equipment

Wednesday-Thursday
Oct 2-8
Joan Blondell - Dick Powell

as a starter

&e*zx?ifls

$1.10

COME IN and BROWSE
F.

Spaghetti Dinners

it.

ARROW SHIRTS

BOOKSTORE
Bowdoin Seal

Two Experienced Barbers

also

INC.
Auburn, Maine

Sheaffer's Fineline Pencil with

Gordon oxfords

STUDENT PATRONAGE SOLICITED

I

COCA-COLA BOTTLING PLANTS,

The COLLEGE

a stack of

Total Resources $3,000,000

Every Friday and Saturday Nights

S

Tbe Coca-Cola Co. by

SS Second Street

AH

—you'll never regret

Lobsters and Steamed Clams

(San-

fit

fabric shrinkage less than
these extra values plus authentic
styling are yours for the small sum of $2.

refresh yourself.

Next to E*so Station

3D

Capital, $175,000

forized-Shrunk,

1%).

26 Maine

function.

BANK

Maine

of Brunswick,

No doubt you've discovered by this
time that more college men wear Arrow shirts
than any other brand shirt. There are reasons
The superb Arrow collar, the Mitoga cut, the
shirts.

erations of acceptance

known

Alec Penny, David Rounseand John Rubino.
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Donald Bramley, Maplewood. N. J.
George Brown, Brunswick
Peter Clark, Kirkwood, Missouri
James Cowing, Upper Montclair, N J.
Results Of Rush
Stephen Damon, Tamworth, N. H.
Edward Ellis, Rangeley
The following is the list of pledges
Robert Greene, Cambridge', Mass.
for the year 1940-41:
Richard Hale, Longmeadow, Mass.
Alpha Delta Phi
John Harrington, Maiden, Mass.
George Morrison, Belmont, Mass.
Thomas Harrocks, Maplewood, N. J.
Walter Donahue, Milton, Mass.
John Lane, Newton Highlands, Mass.

Fraternities

mm

Announce

Week

i

,ri,»i
,

sA

u

r

*

M

An

,

S

Joseph Carey, Dorchester, Mass.
Alan Hillman, Bayside.^N. Y.

Leigh Clark, Salem, Mass.
Coit Butler, Barrington, R. I.
John Donaldson. Salem, Mass.
Robert Stuart, Portland
William McKeown, "43, Glenbrook,

eye opening

Conn.

CM

Henry Kendall, St. Louis, Mo.
Sydney Knott, Jr., Winchester, Mass.
John Rubino, Jr., Rumford

|

Allan Boyd, Jackson Heights, N. Y.
George Eberhardt, Palisades Park,
The annual fajl tennis tourney got
N. Y.
underway! Monday afternoon as a
Hugh Farrington, Conway, N. H.
huudred jupperclassmen and
half
Philip Gibbs, West Wareham, Mass.
John Palombo, Lynn, Mass.
Frederick Rolfe, South Portland
Donald Sears, Portland
Lacey Smith, Princeton. N. J.
John Walker, New York, N. Y.
Richard Warren, Lancaster, Pa.
Willard Warren, Lovell

freshmen sought- the college singles
and doubles crowns.
Outstanding aipirants for the singles title; according to Captain EvAlec Penny, Elizabeth, N. J.
erett P. Pope '4\, are Chick Ireland
Edward Richards, Arlington, Mass.
and Donald Stearns. Ireland played
Barton Thornquist, Newton, Mass.
number 'J on th£ varsity last spring
Zeta Pal
behind thje now graduated Ben ShatIrving Callman, Mount Vernon, N. Y.
tuck, an^ returns from a summer
Robert Cleverdon, Newton Center,
tour during which he won 35 out of
Mass/
42 singles matches. But Stearns who
"William Craigie, Cumberland Mills
captained! the frosh last year has
By Charles Mergendahl
Stanley Cressey, Bath
improved, according to report, and
Stewart Crosley, Bronxville, N. Y.
will be fcjKored by many, to take IreDouglas Fenwood, Yonkers, N. Y.
We're in again with a lot of worth- land should they meet in the final.
Richard Gingras,
Falls,
However. Captain Pope pointed
Turners
less facts, biased opinions, and unMass.
out that ithere jg no certainty that a
bounded predictions. We discovered
Stuart Hayes, Dover-Foxcroft
freshmanl will ndt run away with the
Nothing all summer except there are
George Hebb, Winchester, Mass.
two kinds of women: those who wish tourney. Bill McClellan, frosh star
Richard Johnstone, West Newton
from Hebron, i£ a definite threat,
to marry and those who have not
Elroy LaCasse, Fryeburg
One of Pope ad<jlrd. Otjhers likely to show
the slightest desire not to
Frederick Lee, Greenwich, Conn.
well are, fin addition to Pope, Lou
Clark Gable's hens produced an egg
Richard Lewsen, Portland
Harr. John Abtjott, John Plimpton.
within an egg, something new for
Richard Moans, Newton
Hal Ciulip. Hank Shorey. Stan SumCenter,
hens. It's a good start, but she'll
Mass.
ner. Gordon wjnchell, Herb Morse
(have to go still further to J.ny as
Sherman Page, Damariscotta
And Mr. and Ed Cooper.
{many eggs as Clark has
Alan Perry, Medford, Mass.
In the .doubles; which will be limitGable's most overwhelming passion
George Sager, Portland
ed to ltt teams^ tms y e ar. faculty
is to walk through a street car and
Russell Sweet, Medford, Mass.
teams art? as usjual eligible to play.
reverse all the seats with both hands
John Turner, Skowhegan
We The Devji and Professor Kendrick
like a street car conductor'.
Robert Maxwell, *43, Auburn, Mass.
and Processors Brown and Daggett
read in the papers that a man who
loom as strong possibilities. The leadKappa Sigma
years
hadn't kissed his wife for ten
ing student teams will be Ireland
Richard Benjamin, Beverly, Mass.
shot a man who did— which seems
Gregg Brewer, West Hartford, Conn. wrong somehow
The new OKeh and Stearns, Rope and Plimpton,
Douglas Carmichael, Milton Mills, records have Gene Krupa with his Harr anrf Abbot ti Shorey and Cooper,
and Ciulk) and Morse.
N. H.
Blue Rhythm Fantasy, parts 1 and
Gil Dobie. Newton, Mass.
2, Count Basie's Gone With "What"
John Ingram, Farmington, Conn.
Wind, and Cab Calloway's Fifteen
Walter Main, Salem, N. J.
Minute Intermission. And Columbia's
Fall Sports Schedule
Adelbert Mason, Brunswick
in there with Goodman's Cocoanut
Alexander Montgomery, West Hart- Grove, Duke Ellington's new Stormy
Football Schedule
ford, Conn.
Weather and Sophisticated Lady, and
Benjamin Nevin, Providence, R. I.
Orrin Tucker's Lady Be Good, the
Sept. J8. Tufts— home
Richard Rhodes; West Hartford, best he's done so far
From the
Oc£ 5. Wesleyjan — aw;»y
Conn.
Boston Herald: "Watertown beer
Oct. 12, Amherst home
Robert Sperry, New Haven, Conn.
carries an awful wallop, and as a reOct. 19. Williams - home
Crawford Thayer, Haverhill, Mass.
sult Jeremiah F. Murphy is in the
Oct. 'A, Colby—away
Robert Threfall, Weymouth Heights, Newton Hospital with a probable
Nov. 2 Bates, away
Mass.
fractured skull, a deep gash over the
Nov. 9< Maine- -home
Arthur Spellman, '43, Milton, Mass. left ear, and various lacerations of
Junior Varsity
Charles Bowers, '42, Newton, Mass.
The Marx
.
the head and face" .
Sept. n, M. C.
home
Russell Murdy, '42, Clinton, Mass.
brothers' new picture will be Go
Oct. 4? Gov. Dummer away
David Douglas, *41, Brunswick
West
. We'd like to grouch about
Oct. ltf. Coburn-home
John Reardon, '43. Maiden, Mass.
the raise in prices at the CumberOct. 2.V Kent's Hill— home
land, but we suppose the GovernBeta Theta PI
Nov. 1 Higgins- -home
ment's behind it. But if Boom Town
Robert Dysinger, Delmar, N. Y.
Freshman
Norman Duggan, Has tings -on -Hud- was worth fifty cents a seat we'll
strike
oil in our own back yard. And Team A
son, N. Y.
besides that, why does Hedy Lamarr
Oct. 12, Andover- away
William Flynt. Augusta
Oct. 12, Hebron- -home
get worse and worse in every picGeorge Griggs. Jr., Pelham, N. Y.
Oct. 2% Bridglon— home
Albert Long, Jr., Winnetka. 111.
ture?
Blessed are the pure, for
.
Nov. I, Ricker—home
Bruce MacGregor, Haverhill, Mass. they shall inhibit the earth
From
Richard
Morse,
Newton Center, a letter to the Relief Bureau: "I am Team B;
Mass.
,Oct. 28. Morse -home
sending you my marriage certificate
Robert O'Brien, Bradford. Mass.
Nov. %. Brunswick home
and six children. I've had seven, one State Seties Games 1.30 p.m.
William Perkins, BrookLine. Mass.
Richard Sampson. Auburndale, Mass. died which was baptized as you see Other Varsity games. 2.00 p.m.
Robert Simpson, Augusta
on a half sheet of paper by Reverend Freshman games at 3.0b p.m.
Walter Daniels, Dalton, Mass.
Cross Country .Schedule
Thomas" . . . They're digging out the
Peter Sprague, Ogunquit
Oct. 18, Vermont— away
street in back of the Union, so it
Fredrick Gilbert, Walpole, N. H.
Oct. 23, Slate Meet—Augusta
will be harder to get killed' on the
Sigma Nu
Oct. 3f, Bated mwmf
fork by the swimming pool now
Clarence Baier Jr., Melrose, Mass.
Nov. U, New Englands Boston
Philip Burke, Worcester, Mass.
Which reminds us, will someone tell
Junior Varsity
Roger Bowen. Damariscotta
the Dekes to put a muffler on that
Oct. 11. G:>rham— home
John Charlton, Minneapolis, Minn.
Nov. l£>. Farmington home
1928 sewing machine they drive
Truman Hall, Geneseo, N. Y.
Nov. 2. Bridgton home
around the campus? . .
For any
George Ewing. St. Louis, Mb.
Freshman
discouraged Freshman, we offer the
Fred Hedlund, Worcester, Mass.
Allan
Oct. 1$. Portland High
home
Keniston, Vineyard Haven, following encouragement: .No one is
Mass.
Nov. U Deering High— home
entirely useless. Even the worst of
David Lawrence, Philadelphia, Pa.
Nov. t>. Lincoln Academy home
jus can serve as horrible examples.
John Lord, Portland
William Muir, Burlington, Vt.
-

Variety

|

Psi

Robert Brown. Ash Point

I

Tennis Tourney
Gets Underway

Knowlton Trust, Bangor
Alpha Tan Omega

Alfred Lee, Boston, Mass.
John Parsons, East Orange, N. J.

George Perkins, Togu*
Richard Eaton, Bangor
Kendall Cole, Bangor
Alan Qua, Lowell, Mass.
James Bragshaw, Lowell, Mass.

S!

Milton Paige, Arlington, Mass.
Philip Slayton, Mansfield, Mass.
Hubert Townsend, Auburn, N. Y.

Richard Saville, Quincy. Mass.
Donald Scott, Jr., Grafton, Mass.
Frederick Smith, .New York, N. Y.
Ivan Spear, Cape Elizabeth
Fredrick Van Valkenburg, Worcester,
Mass.

.

.

.

',

Psi

I

.

psi Ion

Gray Bolyston, St. Louis, Mo.
Joseph Brown, 3rd, Southwest Harbor
St. Louis, Mo.
Holdcn Findlay, Albany, N. Y.
Thayer Francis, Jr., Leominster,

Mass.
Robert Frazer, Medford, Mass.
Robert GJinick. Queens Village, N. Y.
Herbert Griffith, Belmont, Mass.
Merrill
Hastings,
Jr.,
Wellesley,

Km,

Big yarn tweeds

Now

-

worth $35

James Hodges, Rye, N. Y.
John Hurley, Jr., White Plains, N. Y.
William Mudge, Jr., Barnstead, N H.
Everett Orbeton, Bangor
David Rounseville, Attleboro. Mass.
Donald Sands, Jr., Belmont, Mass.
Samuel Wilder, Orange, N. J.

|

1-2 Price

Gilbert Wilkinson, Belmont, Mass.

Delta Kappa Epsilon
Edward Babcock, Bangor

Vance Bourjoily, Bangor
Kent Brennan, Randolph, Mass.
George Burpee, Bronxville, N. Y.

No question about the worth

of these suits—everyone

is

a genuine

$35 value. They are mostly the smart big yarn tweeds and gentlemen when you can buy a $35 suit for only $17.50 you can't go

—

—

wrong.

Also one lot $35 Tweed Suits

$21.50

James Higgins, Scarsdale, N.

Y.

son, N. Y.
Franklin Joy, 2nd, Winchester, Mass.

William Loring '43, Portland
Clyde Crockett, Portland
William McLellan, West Newton..
Mass.
.Carroll Ross, Portland
Ralph Strachan, Portland
William Wcttstein, Scarsdale, N. Y.
Delta I psilon
Robert Bassinette, Brooklyn, N. Y.
'

FIDELITY BUILDING

BRUNSWICK

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

L—

.

Ardsley.on-Hud-

Jr.,

.

.

Kimball Eastman, Salem, Mass.
William Elliott, ,New Haven, Conn.
Ralph Healy, Garden City, N. Y.
John Hess, Houlton
JcriY)ld Hickey, West Newton, Mass.
Robert Lawlis, Houlton
John Matthews, East Rockaway, N.Y.
Victor M^yer, Richmond Hill, N. Y.
John Nissen, Portland
Edward Pennell, Portland
Donald Philbrick, Cape Elizabeth
Alfred Pillsbury, South Weymouth,
Mass.
Robert West, Newton. Mass.
John Woodcock, Bangor
Theta Delta Chi
Bernard Havens, Jr., Hartford, Conn.
Ross Williams, Scarsdale, N. Y.

Arthur Shorey,

.

(

James Devinc, Portland

Thomas Donovan, Houlton

$17.50

.

!

Thomas Cooper,

TWEED SUITS
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COOLER, MILDER
BETTER-TASTING
••that means Chesterfield
of

lhere's a whole World's Series
good smoking in Chesterfields . . •

that's

The

why

it's

Add Zest to Your

the smoker's cigarette.

all of Tobaccoblended together for MILDNESS,
COOLNESS and BETTER TASTE.

land

best tobaccos in

.

.

D0UBLEM1NT GUM

.

Do you smoke
cigarette that

Delicious

Chew

:..

Daily Life

the

SATISFIES
there's extra fun
=
.

.

cj^^*

doUBLEMINT GUM and

lots oif
enjoying lots0

long-lasting flavor.
chewmg this healtntuktre

And

mm

xelieve pent-up
diaestion, too,

d

^ily

**^£^£

and helps swoeie*

neaiiJjuu
Treat yourselt to

DOUBLEMINT

t

delicious,
a

GUM

y

?

heips

breath

/

every day.,

Bu,se»eralpaAaEesolOOUBlWlMT6UMtoda|
|

MORE AND MORE... AMERICA SMOKES THE CIGARETTE THAT

SATISFIES

c+rt.ju im. Union a MiiMtttatia Ci
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Student Council Plans

*

B.

DRAMATIC CLUB
TO GIVE THREE
ONE-ACT PLAYS

••

Tennyson

realms and institutions
of higher learning are often1wne3
"Sawdust Caejjars"
their
without
not
and their benign, but sometimes misdirected despots as is evident >n a
current university controversy started last week. Nicholas Murray ^But78-year-old president of CoJumbta University and head of tha-' institution since 1902 has. among our
leaders of education, been one e| the
moat active in "extra-curricular* affairs in the course of his 38-yeav position as leader of one of the la&est
universities in the country. He, has
acquired enough titles and honorary
degrees to fill two columns in "VVho's
Who." a qualification sufficient te entitle him to a top ranking in any society. His ultimatum delivered to
members of Columbia University^ faculty last week brings him again into
the newspaper headlines, this time as
the not too benevolent despot who
ler,

We

by the highest altruistic ideals.
We do not question and wonder
how he can logically believe in the
democratic state and at the came
time threaten academic freedom by
imposing restrictions on free speech
and expression of thought in an institution supposedly governed by democratic principles. For President ^Butler maintains

Psi Upallon

itr-eif

to

its high ideals unhampered,"
President Butler should have
said was that it is better and >afer
to have his own convictions upheld
and to let him do the thinking for his
faculty rather than chance anr* debate or questioning which might
bring about mild dissension on #tinor
issues. Evidently, the means by which
he intends to keep these "high ideals"
of the university are of lesser importance than the essentials ol the
democratic process.
man in "Europe thinks the ends are more important than the means too. He isn't
very naive about it though.
;-

pursue

What

A

/\NE
V

more point President Sutler
brought up which is pretty important to us is the fact, he claimed,
that the right of Academic Freedom
(freedom of speech) should 1*0 confined to "accomplished scholar** and
not extended to students. What would
President Butler like to do? Perhaps
he thinks an impregnable intellectual
hierarchy of the academic elite
wouldn't be such a bad idea.
s

i

-

¥>ERHAPS we re
* whole .affair a
It

r
stressing
little

does happen every day

—

this

too much.
parts

in all

of this country this suppression of
speech, but seldom does it come within the "purer portals" of academic
learning. When it does we're apt to
worry a bit.
wonder whethsd* our
educational leaders possess ary of
that prized "detachment" whieh is
supposed to temper their teamed
ideas and decisions. Recently $ certain National Advertising Association
came out with the results of a survey
they had made regarding the 'effects
of advertising and similar fornfe influence upon various classes of peopie in the country. Professional and

We

academic

men

stood

their "gullibility"

list.

foremost on
Obviously, not

even our professors and college

presi-

dents are exempt from subtle cilects
of propaganda in one form o4 another to any lesser degree th*fc the
man on the street. All this adkls up
to very little except a realization that
our educators aren't always or the
right sida of the fence and sometimes
they're not very sure of themselves.

.

.

Was

Stanley

Polar Bear Offense Clicks
As Bonzagni, Coombs,
And Austin Star

Man To

First

WESLEYAN SHOWS

Drive Car To Top Of

Nate Gold
Wally Harwood

Mt

FLASHY BACKFIELD

Washington
Marches Of 50, 69, and 93
Yards Lead To Three
Bowdoin Tallies

Lloyd Rafnell
Freelan O. Stanley, of the class of
77. died at his home in Newton.
Mass., on October 2, at the age of
91. Mr. Stanley, a prominent invent-

will

INTERFRATERNITY

and teacher, was born in
Kingfield, Me., on June 1. 1849, and
attended Hebron Academy before enrolling at Bowdoin.
Mr. Stanley is best known for his
Badger Is
invention of the "Stanley Steamer."
Charles
a fore-runner of the modern automoPresident Of White
bile, which he perfected in 1897 with
For 1940-41
the aid of his twin brother, Francis
Stanley. The last major attempt at
Members of the White Key. Bow- a steam-powered motor car, the
doin's official welcoming committee, "Steamer" attracted a great deal of
which is also in charge of all inter- attention. In 1906 the world was asfraternity athletic events, met for tonished to hear that one of Stanthe first time this year on Tuesday. ley's cars had set a world's record at
Oct; 2, with Charles W. Badger '41 Ormond Beach, where it traveled one
presiding. Badger stated that his or- mile in 28 1/5 seconds. The same mano important chine covered a distance of two miles
intends
ganization
changes this year except for a new in less than a minute.
This speed of better than 120 miles
for deterawarding
points
system of
mining fraternity standing In the an hour was, for a time, unrivaled,
various intramural contests which is but the steam-driven. car was always
now under consideration. This sys- a tricky mechanism. Its lack of deproved
its
downfall.
tem has not been entirely worked out pendability
yet, however, and no details of it have Shortly after the turn of the century,
one of the more recent gasoline-probeen announced.
The White Key is composed of one pelled vehicles was scheduled to race
representative from each of the elev- :i Stanley Steamer, to determine once
en fraternities and from the Thorn- and for all which was the better.
dike Club. Members of this commit[ Continued on Page j ]
tee are: Charles W. Badger '41. Beta

Union. These plays will be "Unit 26"

or, lecturer,

COUNCIL MEETS

HANK BONZAGNI

selves to the demands of special situations presented in the confined
quarters. The unit's entertainer has
lost his accordion, its guard is constantly grousing and its commander
fears his wife will return to the
States.

"Park Bench," by Charles Mergenbeing written for radio pro-

aspect in the meeting of a chance
Theta Pi. president; Ray G. Huling
lover hired by the girl's husband. The
3rd. '41, Psi Upsilon, vice-presid. r.l:
husband outsmarts himself.
E. Harold Pottle Jr. '41. Delta UpChekhov's "The Swan Song." Disilon. treasurer; Jean G. Auperin '41,
rector of Dramatics Quinby stated,
Alpha Delta Phi; Fred P. Mawhinney
has long been a popular offering of
•41. Chi Psi; Robert Martin '41, Delta
Little Theater and college dramatic
Kappa Epsilon; John A. Robbins '41.
groups. The play refers to the final
Theta Delta Chi; Bradford Jealous
appearance of a once famous, but
'41, Zeta Psi; Roland W. Holmes '42.
now forgotten actor on the emptyKappa Sigma; John C. Evans '41,
stage of a theater where he, in days
Sigma Nu; Sumner H. S. Peck '41,
past, has played many famous parts.
Alpha Tau Omega; and Harold L.
It combines comedy and pathos in
Pines '41, Thorndike Club.
the way that has made Chekhov
popular with readers and audiences
all over the world, according to Professor Quinby.
B.C.A. Cabinet Plans

spoke

"I

Mr. Russell Jack, director of music in the Auburn public schools, has
been definitely engaged to coach the

!

Advises Bowdoin Students

To Take Advantage Of
Opportunity
Mr. Richard E. Doyle '40 was the
speaker in chapel on Saturday morning.

newly-formed Bowdoin Band, it was
announced by Frederic Tillotson, Professor of Music, recently. Mr. Jack is
one of the foremost band coaches in
New England, and his Auburn bands
have met with much success, placing
first in many recent New England
Competitions
The band holds its first rehearsal
today, and plans for the season were
announced. The band will play at
both the Colby and Bates football
games this fall as well as the remaining home game, ,at the inter-fraternity and interscholastic track meets
anothcr
here and at the track meet in Wa- school system. Other plans under dis- standing work, a photographic unit
terville this spring, ITie ultimate aim icussion will be the possible assistance and historical comments. He concludfor the season is a joint concert with of foreign students, the promotion of
ed by stating, "In the final analysis,
the Auburn band here at Bowdoin, a Christmas party for the town chilthe East may be Japan's, the West
to be followed by a similar concert dren. and the presentation of several
may be Germany's, but the 'sun never
at Auburn.
forums and visiting speakers.

The 1940-41

I

|

i

i

"

COMING EVENTS

C

evitable cycle of human life, it is dis- when the
A- A. was founded, now
tracting to see it come at this lime. calls for a much greater step-up in
Wars, threats of war?, and fc&ri&h American aviation as a part of our
patriotism are always good causes national defense. By an act of Confor reactionary groups and move- gress the Civil Aeronautics Adminments to take the foreground and istration was placed under the direct
push back social reforms and. '*long surveillance of the Department of
with them, all the little people, who Cotnmerce for the purpose of prethought they saw something i*eing paring pilots by means of preliminary
built for them ahead. Selfish motives courses, to enter the army, navy, or
are still deeply inherent in me**! It's marine corps, or to take the places
the same story of the big guys push- of veteran pilots who do enlist.
ing the little guys around and a& the
Bowdoin
offers
preliminary
a
same time voicing praise and tavor course in flying, the Controlled Pilot
for such abstract terms as '*$>cial Training Course. In this course the
'\
progress" ^nd "democracy."
accepted student receives thirty-five
««
to fifty actual flying hours using
[ Continued on Page 1
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11—Chapel, Haven

G. Fipresiding; John E. Wil-

liams, Jr.

3:30 p.m.

'42.

Gorham Normal
Sat..

School.

12—Chapel,

Oct.

Professor

Daggett.
2:00 p.m. Football

Amherst

vs.

at

j

Whittier Field.

!

Freshman

football

team

I

at

j

j

!

7:30 p.m. Lecture Hall. Chemisl

try Building. Meeting of American Chemical Society, Maine Section.

j

|

I

m

j

Sun.,

Oct.

r

Continue j on

P

j

p.m.

Chapel:

Rev. Roy Minich of the
Church in Maiden, Mass.

—Chapel,

First

Mr. Henry

(

7-8:30 p.m.

Hubbard

Ashton H. White, and Walter Young.
were selected last
first
five

Hall: Trials

POLITICAL

HOLD POLL

MMMM

OCT. 29

•

.

Alexander

Prize

Speaking

CioitiHiirJ

Dii

%

Pane

.t

I

.

|
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The fathers of the member^ of the
class of 1944, will be the guests of
the College on Saturday. October 19.
be.« ,, <? wed <° **»
""*?>
in the forenoon.
From
10.30 lb 12.00 noon. Dean Nixon and
other members of the faculty will
hold a« informal reception in the
lounge of the Union.
In order that
they may attend this reception, freshmen will be excused from their 10.:U)
and 11.30 classes. Luncheon will bo
serVcd for the fathers at noon in the
Union. There \yill also be facilities for
serving- a limited number of mothers
who may be here for the week end.
Saturday afternoon, fathers may
attend the Bowdoin-William-- game
at Whittier field. Non-student reserved bleacher seats will be on sale at
$1.10. If freshmen call for scats at
the athletic office for tickets on or

*^

m

i

]

Guests Of College

r
and classes

before Monday. October l!u». they
can be assured that these scats will
be with their own reserved student
seats. Tickets Will be on sale at the
'

Whittier Field ticket

didates.

'43.

[

|?_ A3L a „ ftf CV^oU
(rdUlCia
UI

I

!

(D. 42 - B. O). and because of the
scarcity of halfback
Because of financial difficulties, all
of the Amherst games were canceled
during the next five years, but in
1896. "the season started off with a

office.

President K C. M. Sills attended a
meeting of the Executive Committee of. the Carnegie Foundation for
the Advancement of TeSchjng in New

York last Friday. Thus 'year the
bang under Captain Stearns^ Bow- President is Chairman of the Board
do n Sot a « far
BB5?i th«l year of Trustees. Dr. Charles S. F. Linin a
and P
\° *°-° deadlock
coln. Bowdoin '91. was a delegate to
game marked with a great deal of the same convention.
Jeffs accumulated a total score of
fun™l in EAfter leaving New York. President
241 points during these series, and
scheduled
Sills wjent to Kansas City. Missouri,
Bowdoin gained 106. The reason for M There were no games
dur,n B the next two *?*£• *"t the for a meeting of the National Counthis unbalanced comparison may be
whe
a
9
8
r,es
was
,n
"
cil of ihe Episcopal Church and for
attributed to the fact that Amherst f5
j
by th
wd ?'" eJ*"""**
branded? K
e en
ran up a total of 131 points during
ta the General Ccnvention. Before he
^
year as Having n o;
ORIENT of that
return!l to Bowdoin, President Sills
the first nine games, while Bowdoin
s P ir,t because of the lack of student
expectsi to visit the alumni in Chiearned a scant 17
" visited Pratt Field and was
First mention of an Amherst-Bow- interest
cago and some of "the other cities in
Amherst team
defeat d U-6.
doin series was made in the fall of'
/ The through many the middle west. In St. Louis, the
/
a,ned
,ts
vlc
tory
1890 when manager Bangs visited the g
only Bowdoin President will visit the Taylor School
former school in connection with Bow- sh crt rushes, and the
score came after an e ht n yard whose headmaster, Edgar C. Taylor,
doin's proposed entrance into the
!?
J f
In the next Bowdoin '20, was last June marie lifesweep
around
an
end
New England Intercollegiate FootC
ear Bo do,n
e ed
'^n time president of his class and given
ball League. Although Bowdoin wasiy
T" ? back
I 11-6.
i, « The
and
pushed
Amherst
allowed to join the League, the manthe degree of Doctor of Humane Letone of
agement decided to forfeit the game 8 ame was descnb!d as
„
wide open offense. ters. Dr. Taylor is also president of
with Amherst that year because of the defense, and a
the Bowdoin Club of St. Louis.
expense of a four-day Dartmouth trip
Page
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G. Russell.

Contest.
,

—5:00
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Mon., Oct. 14

i

I

An-

dover.
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The

Polar

By Robert L. Edwards
When Amherst invades Bowdoin on
Saturday, it will be for the first
time in twelve years, and renews a
series that began back in 1896. Of
the twenty-one games that have been
played during this period. Amherst
has won twelve to Bowdoin's seven.
while two were deadlocks. The Lord

soloist.

V. Cross Country vs.

J.

-

spring by the retiring seniors.
At the moment plans are theoretical, but the group hopes to meet at
least once a month, as well as conduct several joint discussions on various subjects with members of the
faculty. Dave Dickson will be chairman of the first meeting which is
scheduled for the middle of Novem-

Capadaqua opened up

Bowdoin Resumes Series With
President Visits
Lord Jeffs After 12 Year Lapse
Alumni On Trip

Church.

field '41

senior.

all

more men from the sam?

Charlie Barnet and Jimmy Dorsey,{
Bowdoin College students will be
Also, to stimulate interest, several oL
able to exercise their suffrage Tuesthe players plan to feature a jam
day, October 29. and vote for the
quintet, with trumpet, clarinet, and
President of the United States by
rhythm section. This year most of the
way of the Political Forum Poll. Balsolo work will be done by John Hess
lot boxes will probably be placed in
'44, trumpeter. Robert J. Cinq-Mars,
the Moulton Union, the Library, and
on the clarinet and tenor saxophone.
all the Fraternity houses. On MonSweet '**< on thc tronv
and
day, October 28. faculty members
none
will speak in MerrtQrial Hall for both
,„'»
•
..
the twelve-piece out.Members of lU
candidates. FollowingN^rhe speeches
fit, as so far decided, are as follows:
there will be a torchlight parade. AcTrumpets, John Hess '44. Frederick
cording to Ashton H. White '41. the
Blodgett '42, and either Richard
Political Forum does not wanj, the
Means '44 or John Hurley '44; trom- poll to turn out a farce, but hopes
bones, Russell Sweet '44 and G. A:
rather that every man will take his
Burpee '44; saxes. Robert Cinq-Mars
vote seriously so that the ballot will
'43, clarinet and tenor, and Frederick
be a real indication of the school's
Bubier '43, alto; bass. Wallace F.
feeling toward the presidential can'43
or
Moore '43; drums. Frank Allen

Frederick Wilson

Thu„ Oct. 10—Chapel, Rev. John
W. Hyssong of the Berean BapFri., Oct.

elected five

class into the organization. The new
members are John C. Evans, Theodore C. Leydon. Walter G. Taylor.

•*

j

Regulations, taught by the
flight contractor. The ground school
studies consist mainly of Meteorology, and Air Navigation, while the
Air Regulations course is a study of
the Practical Theory of flight. A
graduate of this course receives a
Private Pilot's license,
This course costs the government
about four hundred ana fifty-five dollars per man. It is offered to sophomores, juniors, and seniors at Bowdoin for fifteen dollars ~plus daily
transportation expenses to rr.d from
the Rock Hill Seaplane Base near
Bath. Six dollars for a physical examination and nine dollars for ihjS urance make up the initial expense
f fifteen dollars. Freshmen are not
'eligible for this course which is conducted three times each year, once
each semester, and once in the sumer commencing the first of July,
The age limits are nineteen to
twenty-six inclusive. One semester's

the

of Bowdoin's in-

the Ibis, was douMonday as Richard L. Chittim. David W. D. Dickson, Charles
P. Edwards. Edward C. Kollman, and

Charles H. Mergendahl.

lAustin.

the Methodist offense when he slanted off -.his own right tackle, broke
into the clear, and looked as if he
was away when he shifted past i>art
of ti»e iVjwikun secondary, but he was
finally run out of hounds on the Polar
Bear '>5 yard striixv Carrier took up
where Cappy left off with a four yard
gain through center.' but thc\ Wesleyan threat stopped here as Carrier
kicked two downs later to the Bowdoin 19 yard line. Haldane kicked
back to Capadaqua wno returned the
punt !6 yards, bringing the pigskin
down to the. 28 yard marker and
from this point Carrier tossed a flat

(

I

.|

of Air

of

Sonny

bled last

Selected

edition

Bonzagni Returns Kick

Hank Bon/agni opened the fray
with a; twisting run-hack of the opening kick-off. receiving the oval on
his 0W71 ten yard line and worked
his way up to the 10. After two end
t
sweeps. were stopped by the Wesleyan
flanks, Andy Hnldane kicked to Capadaqua who brought the ball up to the
Wcslexjsn 48 before he was hit by

will

tellectual group,

—

!

tist

The membership

Coombs galloped for gains of
or seven yards.

ni or
six

Joint Discussion

to play
possibly
a mixture of various styles
an attempted combination of those of

!

I

Is

to overcome
quarter 7-0 lead by
touchdowns before the
whistle blew. Although
final
the
Methodists' line outweighed Bowdoin's, the Big White piled up considerable yardage through it. Time
and time again the line opened up
gaping [holes through which Bonzagfirst

scoring! three

Plans For

Ibis

The orchestra has decided

:

(Editor's note: This Is the first of a sixty-five horsepower Cub Trainers
series of three articles on the (seaplanes),
seventy- two hours of
C. A. A. and Bowdoin'* participa- ground school taught by Professor
tion In the program)
M. A. Jeppesen of Bowdoin. and a
The new flying course at Bowdoin twenty- four hour course in the study

Christian living to any particular nation or race of men." Reverend Walter went on to say that the church
has always been a leader in the matter of world-mindedness and that it
should be borne in mind that religion
is a two-way highway. He pointed
out that we should not be too proud
to accept the best of what other religions have to oflTer.
The Reverend Walter asserted that
it is not the purpose of missionaries
to impose Christianity on people of
other faiths but, rather, to offer its
benefits to them and not confine
Christianity
to
any one people.
"Christianity ha* spread, therefore,
because of its winsomeness and its
demonstration of practicality." he
said in conclusion.

hundred

and end sweeps

an early

conduct a course here next semester in Latin-American relations.

citizen of the

Bears. Bowdoin's dance band, has
begun rehearsals, and Robert J. CinqMars '43, the newly-chosen leader,
has announced this year's personnel.

|

Government Offers Preliminary
Flying Course To Bowdoin Men

much a

and Northwestern. He

souri,

To Lead Polar Bears

j

ORIENT.'

too

Cinq-Mars

—

sets in the

am

Congregational

the

said Reverend Walter, "to
wish to confine the good news of

Smoker

JACK TO BE COACH
OF BAND THIS YEAR

Walter

world."

SCHOOL NEWSPAPERS

The title of his talk was "The
Press of Publicity in the Pants of
Progress," or "Creasing the Lines of
Least Resistance in the Seat of
Learning." Mr. Doyle explained his
Organization
presence to the meager audience as
"Doyle, batting for exercise," and
The Bowdoin Christian Association went on to discuss the significance of
will hold an organization smoker the pubbeSty work in the Alumni ofthis evening at 8:15 in the Moulton fice.
The speaker emphasized the carryUnion.
According
to
President
Charles P. Edwards '41. all freshmen over value of experience such as could
and upperclassmen who wish to join be obtained by working on a schoolthe .association are invited. The B. paper. According to Mr. Doyle, the
C. A. cabinet president. Charles P. writers learn individual and collective
Edwards '41; vice-president. James responsibility in such work. "The die
A. Doubleday '41; treasurer. Roy W. is cast when the type is molded, a
McNiven '41; secretary. John K. Wil- stream of ink is the writer's Rubiliams '42; and James C. Lunt *42~- con, he said. He went on to point
will present tentative plans for the out that the practical benefits of
working for a school paper were
coming season's activities.
Chief among these will be a depu- numerous in that they brought the
tation to Colby Junior College. Th e student into very close contact with
meeting tonight will discuss the the College and the alumni.
choice of delegates and the exact obMr. Doyle pointed out that the
jeetives of such a visit. It will be
ORIENT still had room for improvejmadc for the purpose of promoting
ment.
such as *
prize money for outgood will and of investigating

James E.

chapel last Sunday on the

Council
of
Churches.

W TALKS ON

DOYLE

in

subject. "Too Much the World Citizen." The Reverend Walter is the
Associate Secretary of the Mission

Fifty-five

tense fans saw; Adam Walsh's men
display a variety of off-tackle thrusts,
reverse's,

In Christianity
Reverend

'hereafter.*

fired

Dr. Ernesto .Montenegro, a native
of Chile, Mill be the visiting Tallman profes*or here at Bowdoin
during the second semester of the
current academic year, according to
a recent ar nouncement by President Kenneth C. M. Sills. Dr. Montenegro, who will be brought here
by the Tallman fund, Is a journalist
in Chile and the Argentine. This
past year he was visiting professor
at the Universities of Florida, Mis-

Speaker Shows Importance
Of Missionary Work

The

last Saturday, to score a 19-7 victory
over a lighting Wesleyan club which
sparkled in the first quarter, but mis-

Satur-

in last

Montenegro To Lecture
Here Second Semester

REVEREND WALTER
SPEAKS IN CHAPEL

Key

A revamped Polar Bear line-up
dominated the play at Middletown

EDDIE COOMBS,

and

who, along with Captain HakUne, did the scoring for Bowdoin
day's victory over Wesley an.

New

W.

be rewritten for production this fall.
Vincent Skachinske's production
"Unit 26" is laid in' an air raid shelter in London. It shows a number of
colorful Londoners adjusting them-

DE

mmm

'77

HEBRON TRUSTEE
TAUGHT IN MAINE

E psi Ion
.

Of

Class

Invented Steam Car
And Dry-Plate

Lenny Ltzotte

!

Theta Delta Chi
Beta Theta Pi

start on the evening of October 18
when three one-act plays will be presented by the Actor's Workshop at
8:15 in the lounge of the Moulton

which we have all heard so much
s - r
about is a branch of the Civil AeroACTION, defined by Noah Web- nautics Administration. This adminIV stcr as being "a backward ten- istration was founded a few years
dency or movement after revolution, ago for the sole purpose of promotreform, or great progress in sny di- ing commercial aviation. Authorities
rection" is day by day beewsning felt that more private operators in
more evident in this country. Tfjbug'i the country meant the sale of more
we have only to take the sociologist's private planes. The present situation
word for it to know it is an old in- abroad, unforseen three years ago

]

.

Delta Kappa

Academic Freedom, is "University duction, is naturally somewhat limFreedom" which he describes asV'the ited in action. It presents the comic
obligation of the university

Member Of

Five fraternity houses have abto
announced plans for tea dances immediately after the game:
Ernie George
Alpha Delta Phi

PLAY BY CHEKHOV

'41,

Am-

50 cents per per-

son.

"Park Bench," Mergendahl's
Play, Was Meant For
Radio Production

important as dahl,

that as

is

AT AGE OF 91

The ad-

this Saturday.

mission price

WE

sfeould
trary to those he holds.
hardly question the sincerity c$ his

game

herst

TWO WILL INCLUDE

The Masque and Gown's season

his

8:00 to 12:00 p.m. after the

Skachinske Sets Action Of
"Unit 26" In London
Air Raid Shelter

by Vincent Skachinske *42, "Park
*41
has grown a little senile and inpa- Bench" by Charles Mergendahl
Anton
tient with those who question' his and "The Swan Song" by
Chekhov.
authority and beliefs.
The first two. of these were writi
ten as a result of the one-act play
refer, of course, to his warning contest held last spring, but neither
Columbia faculty to of the authors had their plays acto
the
"purge" the university of any argd all cepted for production in that contest.
dissension in advising those mdn to Their scripts were so promising, howresign whose views regarding th& Eu- ever, according to Professor Quinby,
ropean conflict are in any way '^con- that the judges suggested that they
beliefs or their propriety. Certainly,
he must feel he. is being motivated
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BOWDOIN OVERCOMES
FIRST PERIOD LEAD TO
CRUSH WESLEYAN 19-7

NEWTON

DIES IN

band have
been selected by the Student Council to play at the dance to be held
In the Sargent Gymnasium from

Lou Restart and

STANLEY

F. 0.

Amherst Game Dance

ACADEMIC

—

1940~

9,
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COMMUNICATION

PROC NKHT IS FffiLD
AT PKKARD FIELD

Finds The Editor
Traditional
Battle
Bowdoin Orient
Class Of '43 Victors
E4ttor-to*Cklef
'41

*41

COMPANY
BOWDOIN PUBLISHING
Manager
Buftines*

I

bidding of the worthy class of

43.

We

it was Proc Night
to be entertained
according to the traditional custom.
Bill Elliott, the Deke Frosh King,
had called all of the other house
kings up "secretly," so that we were
'43 well organized against any possibility
of a sophomore attack, and at nine
thirty we assembled under the lights
behind the Pickard Field House.

were told that
and that we were

!

j

I

'41

•

we

which seems to

prevail about the campus.

The

insecurity of the

upon the thoughts and actions of a majority of
the undergraduates. We might do better to call this feeling one of
suspense rather than uncertainty. For, each day there seems to be
more hesitation and confusion on the part of the student body cultimes

is

reflected

minating

in a

kind of breathlessnes* or period of watchful suspense.

"The Harvard Crimson"' states that
"American youth ... is opposed to U. S. participation in the
present war." The editorial goes on to say that the youth of this
In a recent editorial

all

least.

now

attempting to

We

Bartlett Heads

.

.

.

.

.

.

Cftme on, Seniors! Good
feel good to

.

h4>pe I

.

-half

dp as well
hour left of

.

.

.

my

Senior:
I

ever

What! again!

mak*

it

.

.

.

how

did

t

|

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

C.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

I

.

j

after all. I was 18 this summer
, the President knows all about the
glad I don't have to sign up
war
what are upperfor the draft
classmen laughing about? ... the
President must have said something
funny, but what's so funny about
Gee, they don't sing very
Bath?
here come the Seniors, I
loud
Heck,
they look tired
guess
why do we have to wait for all these
.

.

.

.

j

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

A. A. Course

Continued from Page 1 ]
credit in a regular course will
given to each student.
[

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

preliminary course. This course will
give the student from forty to sixty
hours in the air using two hundred
and twenty horsepower army type
trainers. It will also offer 128 hours
of ground school. About one out of
three graduates of the preliminary
course will qualify for instruction in
this secondary unit.

.

.

Freshman

sure will
rules this fail
hop, though
did to mo. I
ought to have a chance to have some
Hurry up. I need a cigarette
fun
... the College hymn! I thought we
Come
sang that enough last year
might think you were
on, Juniors
somebody the way you strut out of
here
.ah! at last! a cigarette
.

.

.

make our Freshmen

.

.

.

what the fellows

after
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

1

.

.

Junior: He's eot
.

.

.

.

j

I

ng there

r .-jne;'

knows his stuff ... I suppose
he's been reading the papers and
very intelmagazines all summer
very intelligent man
Mgent talk
even if
it's great to be back
not as
I do have to go to Chapel
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

j

often this year, though
get
I

j

.

.

some good marks,
I pulled down last

...

after

thai

finals

.

.

.

damned

last

at

\

got to

.

be easier without those

required courses

.

.

.

group
it'll

I

can

-

1

!

attempting to find some sort of a solution to the problem.
best, this

attempt to find a solution, has resulted in a cau-

choose according to seniority (senjuniors, sophomores), in that
order.
Professor Bartlett believes
that so far \he course has been highly
successful, and that ours is the only
Civil Aeronautics Administration seaiors,

NOTICE

ORIENT

meeting Thursday evetious optimism. At its worst, it has given rise to a pessimistic youth ulna; at 7 p.m. Freshmen who are
Interested in .rymg out for either
impossible
for
to
us
that does not know which way to turn. It is
the Editorial or Business Boards will
are not equipped be welcome.
solve this problem alone. It is too big for us.

We

plape base in

New

England.

take something
or two

.

.

the finest
j

We

I like

.

.

and a pipe

.

The President is one of
hope I'll
men I know
.

.

.

.

be as successful as he Is someday
only two more years and then

.

.

.

life

BRUNSWICK
BARBER SHOP

j

^26 Maine Street

Two

Barbers

No

Waiting

J

it.

We turn to our elders for aid and direction. We urge that at
least a small part of classroom discussion

The

lem.

.

.

Hurrah! only a
8:30!

guys to get put?
Sophomore: Lord; do I have to liswonder if I
ten to this again?
can get away with more than 30 cuts
this year?
I'll bet the President
who
be is going to talk for an hour
cares about the damned war ... I
Ha! no
don't have to go. anyway ...

managed to get into the dorms. To
America is opposed to war. The present college man make matters worse, someone had
The director of this course at Bowhas had this idea before him since ras early school days. However, shut the water off, so we had to turn doin is Professor B. W. Bartlett who
in that night as best we could. We
the tremendous speed with which foreign affairs are developing can't understand yet how the Sophs himself decides the acceptance of applicants. The professor's usual mode
may have caused him serious misgivings. Not that the college man discovered our secret plans, but we of selection is first to pick out the
respect them without question from
eligible ones in all classes and then
wants war.
don't mean to say that. Rather, the college man is now on.

the youth of

to handle

cessfully
j

Chapel, Ba-

robe must mean he's a minister, too
... I guess nobody takes many cuts
in chapel, because the place is so
full
there must be more Freshmaybe
men than any other class
don't see
they all flunked out
why we have to sit in the first two
sections and wait for the other classes
to file out like it says in the handwho do they think they
book
are? ... in high school I was somebody, but I suppose I have to star*
it's a dirty trick
all over again

.

A Brunswick Airport is now in the
process of construction. It will be inspected and registered by the Department of Commerce and is expectlasses continued to flow. It was not ed to cost over a hundred thousand
long before most of us were wallow- dollars. The officials of the new airing in the molasses mud, and rather port have been working together with
surprised to find that our clothes the Civil Aeronautics Administration
had been ripped off and rested un- and the College in every possible
der us in the mire.
way. The two runways are expected
Fortunately, the Student Council to be concreted before winter and
members broke up the ma.ss.acre af- the airport to be sufficiently comter a few minutes, and the barbaric pleted for use by spring.
Sophs marched off the field, leaving
In this case, next semesyyr, the colthe entire Freshman class on their lege will offer
a more advanced
backs, a bit disgruntled, to say the
training course for graduates of the

It was a timid bunch that slipped
meekly back toward the ends later
on that night. It was cold and the
put it into practice. However, according to this editorial, the molasses was in our hair, but we
couldn't spend the night roaming the
teachers who taught them "non-intervention are not saying much/''
woods of Maine for the rest of the
find this to be the very case at Bowdoin. Undoubtedly, night, so a few of the hardy ones

age learned this idea from their teachers and are

At

we] ^

.

.

.

I

AN EARNEST PLEA

since

great and imminent danger. In view
of this very terrifying situation I was
shocked to find that the architects of
the new dormitory have omitted one
|° f the greatest necessities of modern
civilization— an air raid shelter
I view this omission with great
alarm, for it needlessly endangers the
lives of Bowdoin students. I therefore
wish to petition the college authorities to remedy this defect before it is
too late. Please construct a large and
•comfortable air raid, shelter in the
basement of the new dormitory with
a well-stocked cellar and larder, capable of withstanding a prolonged attack from the air. I feel that this is
\he very least that can be done to
safeguard the lives of the student
body.
Faithfully yours,
Robert H. Lunt.
:

wearing our
Wednesday, October 9, 1940
No. 9 "secret" markings and flinging hoards
of molasses bombs. We all shuddered
and wheeled about to face this new
foe, only to be thrown from the rear
have been impressed more and more in the few weeks again. Confusion reigned, now, as the
have been back at College by the feeling of uncertainty two forces mingled freely and mo-

We

Day

First

in

.

charging sophomores,

LXX

.

dasses:

.

m

Vol.

guess

while you've got

|

;

•

I
.

have gotten through three years suc-

Evans

C.

Freshman: Never saw a chapel like
Over Freshmen
Dear Sir:
this before
it's sideways
It has been brought rather emphaThose pictures on the walls sure are
tically to my attention that the forces
By a IresJnuui Reporter
something
just like ,an art galthe
waste
destruction
laying
are
There were no Beau Brummels°f
lery
wonder what the President
among us on the night of October 2j w°rld- These are times of national is going to talk about
must be
when we met at Pkkard field at the emergency; the United States is in something important
the black

It was cold, and as we had all
dressed rather scantily upon advice
Assistant Busifi*** Managers
that had leaked out from our su'42
'42
Kenneth G. Stone
Charles W. Redman
periors, it was not long before we all
Oliver A. Wyman '42
felt the night dampness. Some of the
Published rvery Wednesday during the CoI'wk Yew by th# Students of Bowdoin College. more ambitious of our group tried to
All contribution* and communications shauld !>• imen to the Manstginif Editor by Sunday organize attacking groups and main
(tit preceding the date qf publication. The MdUor-in-CMaf is responsible for the editorial
•*Kimu th* Managing Lditgr for news and mftke-tip. All communications regarding subscrip- defenders so that we were soon ail
ttons should be addrexsed to the Business Mssu-jrer of the Bowdoin Publishing Company. set with our "secret" markings and
iptions, $2.00 iter year in advance.
W.tli ASamnus. $3.60.
carefully planned tactics. It whs cold.
Entered as second class matter at the Postoffkea at Brunswick. Maine.
though.
puMiiisTm r,« »*w)Sfi a nunuM •»
Suddenly out of the darkness rushNational Advertising Service, Inc.
ed a howling mob of Sophomore warCalUft PubUibm KryrnimtmHit
riors. We all ran to meet tn e
anc*
4 20 Madison A VI.
NEW Yosm. N?Yi
cmtKo sosrea Los uiskii ;*a
were met with thousands of bags
full of molasses, but the fight went on
Managing Editor tor this Issne
without a flinch. Then, at our rear
Robert G Walt
came another tremendous group of
•

Thoughts

.

,-

Paul H. Holiday

kid".

i

:

Henry A. Shorey 3rd. '41
Managim: Editors
Leonard B. Tennyson, Jr., '42
Charles T. Ireland. Jr., "42
Robert G. Watt '42
Philip II. Litman 42
mm i
*|H|'
SUD-KAIfOn
'43
John F. Jaques '43
John C Abbott
Fowler Dugfcer Jr., '43
*
Curtis F. Jones "43
Frederick H. Bubier '43 Robert L. Edwards '43
'43
'43
Israel Rimer '43
Robert S. Burton
Howard L. KM?
Robert J. Stern '43
John V. Craven '43
John W. Hooocs, Jr., '43
Joseph S. Cronin 43
George W. Mannings '43 Robert O. Shipman
Donald S. Ulin '43
Laurence H. Stone '43
Evans

C.

By John

1940

5,

the boat If

bunch of boys ... must

Brunswick, Me.

Harold F<6$e, Jr.,
Amoriat* Kdltora
John

it,

Zeta Psi House
Brunswick, Me.
Oct.

fun,

1

make

1871

much

so

isn't

college

man

"Yes,

be devoted to our prob-

sir,

the slower- burning cigarette

of today wfll play a large and important

part in the world of tomorrow. Certainly,

we deserve to have a por-

tion of the burden lifted from our shoulders.

those extras

all

We ask, quite frankly,

some sort of relief from insecurity and from this quandary in
which we are rapidly becoming mir&i. We do 'not want silence or a
few terse words. We ask for activ? advice and cooperation as an
aid for us to face these problems which only a few years ago seemed
a fantastic impossibility. This cutnaant feeling of uncertainty must
for

in

is

aces with me.

I

like

Camels, including the extra smokin g"

STRATOSPHERE PIONEER

"TOMMY" T0MLINS0N,

VICE-PRESIDENT and CHIEF ENGINEER

Just before the

of America's

of

maiden transcontinental

first

TWA

flights

Stratoliners— stratosphere ace

D.'4r. ("Tommy") Tomlmson center) takes
time to enjoy a slow-burning Camel with pilots
Otis F. Bryan (left) and John £. Hariin (right).
\

be moderated.

THE RUSHIHQ SYSTEM
In three years of college

ably and well handled as

it

we Mave

was

this>fall.

not found rushing as cap-

And,

like to offer the fraternities conjjrntulations

therefore, we would
oh the way rushing

was managed.
This

fall

satisfaction.

seem to

there seemed to be a

We

saw

little

arise yearly. But, it

minimum

of confusion and dis-

of certain unpleasant feelings which

must be admitted, these incidents are
As a -matter of fact, we have always

generally few and not lasting.

been proud of the Bowdoin rushuvg system. It is not the violent
which it becomes at so many* other colleges and universities

affair

It has beejn and is, generally speaking, a
more than satisfactory system to bbth the fraternities and the incoming freshmen.

throughout the "country.

There is, of course, much to be. said for and against the system
which we use. It must be admitted that such a system does not
allow a very thorough acquaintance between the fraternities and
the

men

they wish to pledge. Tlas^is, perhaps, the chief objection
raised to it. However^ the secret of its success would

which can be
seem to lie in

its

very quickness. Ju& so long as it can be handled in

He outflew the weather

In mis "flying test tube," above, "Tommy"
Tomlinson pioneered the newest wonder of

modern

change.

snow,

expect it to be absent, in schools and
colleges, reaction grows stronger and
jeirerything from international affairs
'to national econ
ic conditions are
jused as reasons for backward steps
[ Continued from Pagt 1 ]
Labor still fights its losing battle i tn the path of progress.
People lose faith in progress beand tries to protect its gains as re-

om

armament and

"national

emergen* cause they see mistakes being made
and they feel their direct effect upon

just causes to sacrifice alL Reaction appears on the political battlefield where issue* boil

dee" appear as

their own interests. They don't like
experimentation, they don't realise
to a few major ones including that everything is theory until it ban
the feasibility of continuing forward, been tried and -prefer to remain safe
expecting to make mistakes, or re* and reasonably secure under the old
turning to the state of a static so- order. What many at them fail to
ciety and complacently holding on to realize too is that some day the old
fee old order of things. Where we order may not work at all.

He turned to Camels

for

Extra Mildness

•

the excellent manner in which »t:was this fall there can be no
reason for any objections to it whatsoever and any proposals for a

SUNRISES

for

Extra Speed
— the

•

Twenty

years

above 30,000

— 7,000

feet

hours of flying

than any other

flyer.

— more

hours

19 national rec-

In rain,
this veteran flyer "asked

ords for speed and endurance. That's the flying log of
"Tommy" Tomlinson (above). His smoking log would

for trouble" to prove that high-altitude planes

wanted more mildness in my cigarette. I
changed,to Camels and got what I wanted— extra mildness with a grand flavor."
Slower-burning Camels give you the natural mildness and coolness of costlier tobaccos plus the freedom
from excess heat and irritating qualities of too -fast
burning. Try Camels. Get the extras— including extra
smoking (see right).

can

fly

air travel

hail,

and

sleet,

Stratoliner.

over most bad weather.

Skill,

vision,

perseverance... "Tommy"

Tomlinson has them all— in extra measure.
Mildness, coolness, flavor— the qualities of
fine cigarette— he gets

them

ail in his

with an extra measure of each.
slow-burning Camels.

a

smoking,

He smokes

read:

"I

j

dawn

GET THE

tnUBlWm

SLOWER-BURNING CAMELS

THE CIGARETTE OF COSTLIER TOBACCOS

EXTRA MILDNESS
EXTRA COOLNESS
EXTRA FLAVOR
In recent laboratory tests, CAMELS burned
25% slower than the average of the 15
other of the largest-selling brands tested—'
slower than any of them. That means, on
the average, a smoking plus equal to

5

EXTRA SMOKES PER PACK!
Copnlchl 1 940 U J. RcrntMi Tohirw
Company. Winnon-stlrm. N. C.
.

.
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THREE

POLAR BEARINGS

Polar Bears To Meet

12

TEAMS TO PLAY
FOR F68TBALL TITLE

Polar Bears Repeat 19-7

By Hank Shorey

Amherst Next Saturday
Improved Big White Team
Hopes To Stop Lord
Jeff Gridsters
v
resume an old
rivalry this Saturday when Amherst
cornea to Bowdoin for the first time

The Big White

will

in twelve years with an aggregation
which looms as one of the powerhouses of the small New England colleges*.
The resumption of relation^
with the Lord Jeffs brings Bowdoin

into competition once

the members' of
Three.

the

But while Bowdoin was erasing the effects of her
none too encouraging season's start, her opponents to come
were also showing plenty of strength. A supposedly
mediocre University of Maine team held the mighty Lions
of Columbia scoreless for a half and then lost by a score
of 15-0. At the same time, little Williams was snapping
at the heels of the Army Mule and it was only by the margin of a point after touchdown that gave the cadets a
20-19 victory. Another Little Three opponent, Amherst.
gave Harvard plenty of trouble, although losing 13-0. The
Crimson did not score until late in the third period. Colby
staged a brilliant last period rally to defeat City College of
New York 14-0 in another exhibition of power. Only Bates

more with nil
famed Littl

•

Captain Andy Haldane
Bueking Bowdoin- Back

vard, while the Polar Bears are celebrating their first win of the season.
a 19-7 trouncing of Wesleyan. Against

><>pifomores, Hutchings and Hunter in
this contest, and the pair were very
Amherst's line
rffcctive both offensively and defenCrimsucceeded in botlling up the
sively.
George Smith was shifted
son offense for the first half by strafrynj guard to the lelt tackle positegic defensive shifts. Harvard also
tion where he turned in a creditable
stopped the Jeff's attack led by Bob
performance. As usual Sonny Austin
Blood. Blood is a triple threat man
sparked the line, making the majority
and possibly the best back which the
4i£ tackles for the secondary as backBears will face this season. Harvard
Waish Noncommittal
prevented Blood from doing much
Adam Walsh was evidently pleased
damage from scrimmage, but could
with the results of Saturday's game,
not stop him from ripping off. long
hut was non-committal about the
runbacks of their kicks. Coach Saprospects of the Amherst game.
brina has
brace Of smart defensive
There has been no announcement
ends in Millington and Johnson who
about the starting line-up as yet. but
were the main cogs of Amherst's dem any event the outcome should be
last

wdek,

1

game

at

Cambridge

Sat-

last

urday.

favorable if the line shows the fight
it did against the Methodists.

thai

Trounced Hobart
Two weeks ago Amherst showed
that they are to be reckoned with Townsfolk
To Be College
when they romped over Hobart ColGuests At Amherst
lege by the decisive score of 32-7.
Blood, Callahan, and Slingerland were
instrumental in the scoring, and the
Malcolm E. Morrell. Director of
line functioned very well in opening Athletics, recently announced that a
up the H/>ban defense.
section of the stands would be open
•lefts

Game

from the University of

New

The annual inter-fraternity, touchfootball competition sponsored by the
White Key will get under way on
the afternoon of Wednesday. Oct. 9,

the past, the fradikes. As in
ternities are divided into two leagues
includes
of six teams each. League
Alpha Delta Phi, Chi Psi. Psi Up-

A

strong but, from

was

lie

includes the Thorndike Club, Theta
,

should

the fact to
Charles W. Badger '41, president of
the White Key, at the Beta house.
Arrangements for the playing of
postponed games should.be made with
Jean G. Auperin '41, A. D.. before
1:00 p.m. on the day originally scheduled under penalty of forfeiture.

and

Golf Tourney To
Begin This Week

ineligi-

planned to run through
is
twelve days of competition, ending on

October 19. Held on the Brunswick
O'Brien or Berny Havens at tackles, golf course, the tournament is open
Victor Meyer and Bob Bassinette to freshmen as well as upperclassguards, and Dick Gingras at center. men. The list of qualifiers nnd their

Having had only six practice sessions, the freshman football team will
In last Saturday's game at Wes- for the townsfolk during the Amherst travel to Phillips Andover for their
leyan, Bowdoin showed much power game on Saturday. Free seats will be opening game Saturday. Andover has
in the backfield with Coombs and available for groups of school chil- the
advantage of having] already
Bonzagni leading the attack. The line dren, the highway police, the local tackled Nichols Junior College and
snapped out of its first quarter slump ii iv department, workers of the Pe- the Yale freshmen. Although Coach
and was almost impregnable in the ji p.-i.'ot Mills, and the Brunswick. Linn Wells is assured of fairly good
second half. Adam Walsh started two Manufacturing Company.
defensive strength, he is disappointed
in the play of the backfield. The boys,
according to Linn, are having extreme difficulty in learning the Notre
Dame system. The probable starting
lineup will have Jotm Polombo and
Pete Hess at ends, Jim Hedlund. Bob

Announcing

The

j

;

j
'

I

will

schedule of .matches

be cjiosen from among Kent Brennan, Walter Daniels, Jerry Hickey,
Tom Cooper, Bill Mudge, Gil Wilkin-'
son halfbacks; Thayer Francis, Dick
Johnstone. Don Sands fullbacks; Bill
Elliot, Tom Donovan, Bob Sinysson
blocking backs.
It

j

I

men

starting four backfield

also quite possible

is

that

|

i

is

posted in the

gym. Rodney Ross, member of
varsity golf team and director of
tournament, announced that a
will be awarded the winner, while
runner-up

The

will receive a

Gil

Dobie, Sam Wilder, Walter Donahue,
Bill Muir, Hubert Townsend and Phil
Burke may also be advanced during

field

of

the
the

cup
the

medal.

includes
every member of last year's golf
team except "Shorty" Clark. Since
he stood head and shoulder above
the other players in school in playing ability as well as in stature, the
scramble for thus year's title is due

]

left

tackle,

and led by a

lowed with a successful conversion

to

the count 7-0 in favor of the

qualifiers

crashed through the line, blocked
Capudaqua's quick kick and recovered on the enemy 20. Wesleyan stiffened, however, and took possession of
the ball again, kicking out nearly to
midfield. Then for the first time this

MarchJIdon Intercepts Pass

season. Bowdoin really clicked, sticking to straight running plays most of
which went for sizeable gains. Bonzagni opened up this drive by cantering around left end to the Methodist
31 where he was stopped. It was Bonzagni again on the next play, this
time through a spacious hole opened
up by Banks and Austin, going to
the 25 for a first down. From .here
Bonzagni lugged the leather on three
tackle plays all the way to the Wesleyan three before the opposition
stopped the rally momentarily. This
goal line stand lasted for only one
down, however, for on the second
down Bonzagni plunged through center ,and drew first blood for Bowdoin. Fifield's kick was wide and

Bowdoin

Wesleyan begaw the final period of
the contest by throwing Innumerable
passes, all of which were more or
less desperate attempts to knot the
score before Bowdoin got possession
of the leather. Ojne of these aerials
was intercepted by Boh Marchihjpn,
who lumbered tjj the Wesleyan 30
where he stepped offside. Two plays
later a Haldane fo Benoit pass wh
would have set up another score wi
called back on account of a holding
penalty. Wesleyau entered Polar Bear
territory a few plays later when Cagney intercepted
pass on the Bowdob) 40. Jackie Moore advanced B
ball twenty-eight: yards on two end
runs and a BowHloin offside penalty
gave the Methodists five more yards.
This last Weslejjan attack stopped
at this point, however, as the Bowdoin front wall dug in and held. With
Coombs, Dolan, and Marchildon doing most of thtf running, Bowdoin
started from their own 7 "and drove
-

<•.

j

trailed 7-6.

Kicking Duel Ends Half
Midway through the second quarter Coach Jack Blott inserted Jackie
Moore, a speed merchant, at right
half in an attempt to score again
lx»fore the half ended. After receiving
the kick-off. Moore started from his
own 38 on an end sweep around Bowdoin's left end. He w.as led by three
men on this play and raced 16 yards
over the green until his interference

93 yards for another tally. It was
Eddie Coombs wiio scored from the
29, slicing through his own
left tackle and tutting over to the
right side of the field to elude the
safety man by inches and score
standing up. The try for the extra

.

Wesleyan

was cleared out and the tackle made point was no good making the final
by Haldane. A Carrier to Hassong score 19-7 in favor of the Big White
be a wide-open affair, with last aerial
produced another substantial and, incidentally, making it two years
year's veterans playing the role ol
gain up to the Bowdoin 15 yard in a row that Adam Walsh's gridsters
taken, since the game promises to be
favorites.
stripe. Again Moore skirted the end, have defeated Wesleyan- by the same
a hard one, and many substitutes
those
who
turned
Among
in low
this time reeling off 6 more yards count.
will be necessary.
qualifying scores, and so are to be
for a first down on the Big White 8.
Hazelton Almost Scores «
considered as favorites until proven
Moore attempted to go around the
Bowdoin came within 10 yards of
otherwise, are Rodney Ross, with a
ends two more times, but each time scoring again when diminutive Paul
76, and Richard Harding, Fred Matthe Bowdoin ends crashed and some Hazelton came from nowhere to inthews, and Herbie Griffith, all with
member of the secondary would tercept a Methodist pass on the Bow7Ts. Griffith is a freshman and may
quickly stop the fleet-footed Moore. doin 40. He galloped 40 yards before
well annex the title in his first atBowdoin finally took the ball on he was brought down by Hickey who
tempt. Matthews is a veteran from downs
and kicked out to mid-field. evaded two Bowdoin Mockers to
last year's team, while Harding is to
The remainder of this half was a
be remembered as doing very well kicking duel with Haldane getting off make the* tackle- But there was no
more scoring. f<sr Wesleyan kicked
in the Patriot's Day tournament last
same beautiful boots, one of which out of danger just as the final whistle
spring.
was a spiralling 50 yard kick to the blew.
Methodist 18. Capadaqua fumbled on
NOTICE
the next play after this kick and
The Blanket Tax Committee will Fifield pounced on the ball on the
meet during the week of October 21 Wesleyan 17. The Polar Bears failed
IN
to receive requests for appropria- to capitalize on this opportunity,
tions. A schedule of appointments for however, and Wesleyan took the ball
The Bowdoin Jnyvees journeyed to
just as the half ended.
the hearing
each
the week. According to Coach Wells,

j

t

postBowdoin threatened to score late in
White Key the first chapter when Sabasteanski

its

report

ment

Andover

through

make

poned for any reason,

credit.

Visit

Continued from Pa%e

pa&s to MacKcican who was knocked
offside on the 13. Capadaqua then
lugged the ball on a reverse, cut

hosts.

Pi.

Last week the Pale Blue defeated Rhode Island State 7-0 and
With a field of the low sixteen
Brown had a tough time beating the Rhodies men 20-17, Saturday. Next,
scheduled to engage in
qualifiers
the Brown Bears come forth with practically a moral victory over one of match
play at eighteen holes, the anhad
the
same ail- nual golf tournament of the college
the biggest teams in the East. It may be that Columbia
ment as did Bowdoin against Tufts, but one has to give Maine plenty of gets .underway this week. The tourna-

To

As White

Offense CHcks
[

Delta Chi, Delta Upsilon, Zeta Psi,

bilities.

Frosh Gridsters

had to kick. Coombs angled a
kick for the sidelines which Capadaqua thought would roll over the goal
line, but instead the oval hopped offside on the two yard line. Wesleyan
immediately tried to kick out of danger, but the kicfc was hurried, and
Bonzagni caught it and returned to
the 20 before he was brought down.'
Bob Bell shot around Ifft end for a
first down on the opponent's 7 yard
line and a penalty fori interference
with the pass receiver brought the
ball to the Wesleyan 2 yard line
From this point Captain Andy Haldane easily sedted on a reverse
through the left sjde of the line. Haldane's kick for the extra point was
perfect and an inspired Bowdoin
team led 13-7 half way through the
third chapter of a game which had
started out very disastrously.

Star and
]

Kappa Sigma, and Beta Theta
If any house wants a game

member

of the year, especially after the

riddled by graduation

And Coombs

In Backfield

Sigma Nu, Alpha Tau Omega, four man interference, he crossed the
and Delta Kappa Epsilon. League B goal line standing up. Carrier fol-

unusually gloomy reports from Orono. Her backfield was supposed to be
the

Bonzagni

silon,

Hampshire.

Maine looms up as the surprise team

Victory Over Wesleyan

with the A.D.'s facing the Dekes. and
the Betas encountering the Thorn-

polar bearings

all reports,

Deke

Clubs Start Today At
Pickard Field

failed to surpass expectations as she took a 27-6 walloping

I

fensive

A.D., Thorndike, Beta,

polar bearings

Amherst Shows Strength
Amherst is rebounding from a 13-0
setback at the hands of Johnny Har-

Harvard

From all reports, the Big White displayed a complete reversal of form
from the Tufts game in their 19-7 win over Wesleyan, last Saturday. After
the first period, Bowdoin swung into action in the customary Walsh style
with rushes and passes for eighteen first downs. And what must have been
most gratifying to the Bowdoin coaching staff was the fact that hitherto
second string men did a large share of the work. In the starting lineup were
Hutchings and Hunter, sophomores, and George Smith, a substitute guard
converted into a tackle. Ed Coombs and Jimmy Dolan both flashed in the
backfield and played a good portion of the game. Coombs scored the third
Bowdoin touchdown on a 32-yard run and set up the second score with a
long coffin-corner punt. Adam must be still chuckling over the performances
of these virtually untried men who showed up .like veterans.

as

many

boys as

possible

will

to

be

JAYVEES DROP CLOSE

OPENER

DECISION

I

'

non-athletic ac-

of

The
Arrow Doubler
A
Com hot MEN-— ho!
k

.

.

j

dual purpose shirt

|

.

you asked Tor

it

.

.
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Haldane Scores
Walsh's pigskin pushers
wasted no time in hitting pay dirt in
the second half as they took the oval
in the first few seconds of play and
only relinquished it once until Haldane scored on a two yard plunge
through center. This score climaxed

Adam

THE COLLEGE SPA

.

A

two-way campus-sports shirL>hat
looks just as well buttoned up witli a tic as it
does open at the neck without one.

here

i

Governor Dummfx Academy last Friday to open their season, but Coach
Dinny Shay's charges were defeated
by .a 2-0 score. This lone score came
in the third quarter when Bowdoin
was forced deep tn her own territory
"GOOD THINGS TO EAT"
by a clipping penalty. At this point
a punt by Bunting took a freak
a 69 yard march which featured Edbounce, rolling back over the :4oal
die Coombs and Ed Martin. Martin
222 Maine St., opp. Bowdoin Campus
line where Croughwell fell on the
supplied the spark which set off the
ball for the safety.
Brunswick, Maine
rally when he danced 9 yards around
-The squad which made fhe trip
left enu and two plays later made
numbered only seventeen, and all saw
first
down by cutting through
EXCELLENT FOOD
action. Laubenstein ,and Alger were

tivity will be posted on the bulletin
board next week. The manager of
each activity asking blanket tax support must submit to the committee
an audited statement.

.

Arrow designed

it with classic simplicity. It has
low hand Arrow collar with just
the correct flare, 2 button-down flap pockets,
and french front scam.

Good

things to eat . .
and ice-cold Coca-Cola.
You see it everywhere, be-

Pelicious and

X

Refreshing

.

life

INC.
Auburn, Maine

CUMBERLAND

Sheaffer's Fineline Pencil with

Bowdoin Seal

Mrs. Glenn Mrlntire (the Bursar's wife) has a grand

* HEAVEN'S DOORYARD

$2.50 (See review in

Times)

COME IN and BROWSE

Information Please

Friday

Oct. 11

F.

Charles Btekford

W. CHANDLER & SON

-

PAGE STREET

%

Corner of Union and Page
In Back of Bete House

COLGATE'S TOOTH PASTE
COLGATE'S TOOTH POWDER

TONDREAU
40c

PALMOLIVE SHAVING CREAM
CUE LIQUID DENTIFRICE

8 for 29c
2 for 41c

87

MAINE STREET

TeL 775

PERKINS, Fh.G., Mgr.
14* Malm, Street

Brunswick, Maine

Size 42

Perfect Condition

ALLEN'S DRUG STORE
M. C.

-

E\TCRYTHTNG THATS fiOOD

Sunday-Monday

News

Stranger

Oet

On The

Third

Peter Lorre

n
William

Sound Act

mmmmammmmmmt

&

STATION
Brunswick, Me.

Campus Representative
Beckler,

Jr.,

Beta House, 1* McKeen Street

R AI LWA^feEXPRE
SS
^pF
NAtlOH-WIOI

laaaaaaaaaaaai

R.

'Phone 24-W

AGENCY

also

Cartoon

Low rates include calling for and delivering in all cities
and principal towns, Use RAILWAY EXPRESS, too, for
swift shipment of all packages and luggage. Just phone
MAINE CENTRAL

IS

Floor

Address 489 Cumberland Ave. Part-

. .

prepaid or collect, as you prefer.

Sound Act

*

Tuesday

Direct as a "touchdown pass" is the campus-to-home
laundry service offered by RAILWAY Express.
call for your laundry, take it home .
and then bring
it back to you at your college address. It's as quick
and convenient as that! You may send your laundry

We

Oet. 13-14

also

land, Maine. Dial S-9786

TO RAX

. .

\

Selected Short Subjects

Town

A MAN'S FUR COAT

JlcUl+lSuj,
HOME AND BACK BY
. .

Sisters

also

with
Pat O'Brien - Gale Pace

Bea verized Lamb

MAINE 'STREET

Oct. 12

The Andrews

$2.50

BROS. CO.

2 for SSe
t for 26c

138

Sport Reel

Knute Rockne
All American

WATCH OUR SPECIALS

BRANITS
BARBER SHOP

Capital, $175,000

with
The Rttz Brothers

GRAIN SECONDS
Best Line of Pipe* in

BANK

Maine

Argentine Nights

KAYWOODIE FLAME

MORTON'S NEWSSTAND

TeL 628

the line

Railway Express!

Irene Rich

News
Saturday

17

in

also

fe&nj&its
The Neighborhood Market

in t&eir play

for the Jayvees.

with
Rosalind Russell - Brian Aherne

News

new book

New York

of Brunswick,

outstanding

STUDENT PATRONAGE SOLICITED

with

$1.10

yardage.

necessary

9-10

Oct.

Hired Wife

Queen Of The Yukon

BOOKSTORE

the

Total Resources $3,000,000

Wednesday-Thursday

this utilitarian value today.

JACK LONDON'S

The COLLEGE

for

went to midfield where
Bowdoin was stopped momentarily
Bonzagni

FIRST NATIONAL

.

ARROW SHIRTS

Thr Coca-Cola Co. by

COCA-COLA BOTTLING PLANTS,
39 Second Street

.

c

Buy

*4USE THAT REFRES HES
Bottled under tutbority of

FOUNTAIN SERVICE

Fabric is oxford or twill flannel
both durable and Sanforized (fabric shrinkage less than
1%.) Practically two shirts (both comfortable
and smart) for the price of one. In white and
solid colors. 32 and $2.50.

and sparkle
and taste of ice-cold
Coca-Cola add something
to food that everybody
likes. Try it yourself..
cause the

.

tackle

MODERATE PRICES

a long pointed,

aaenaaeaaa^anaaaaaaaaaai

LNC,

I All-

All SIIVICI

asaaasasasaaaaasM as
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
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TBAYER AND DICKSON STANLEY 77 DIES IN
SPEAK TO DEBATERS
NEWTON ON OCT.

2

Bowdoin Renews English Department To GLEE CLUBS WILL
PRESENT CONCERT
Amherst Series File Voice Recordings

The Bowdoin College Debating
formally opened its 1940 seaaon with a smoker in the Moulton
Union on the evening of Oct. 1. Council Preaiden t David W. D. Dickson '41
presided and speakers included Assistant Plx>feaaor Albert R. Tha er.
debating coach; Robert H. Lunt '42,
manager; John F. Jaques '43, Isrwis
V. Vaflades '42. Frederick B. Hlodgett '42 and Ash ton H. White '41.
The Eastern Intercollegiate league,
in which Bowdoin placed second in
the New England division last year,
has suspended operation for one year,

Bowdoin Alumnus Was Noted For His Invention
Of Steam Car

Continued from Page i ]
The event took place at Old Orchard Beach. The Steamer quickly
thundered into the lead, but just at
the verge of success the boiler burst
under the terrific pressure, and the
"gasbuggy" was the victor. That day
marked the end of the steam-car era.
Besides founding the Stanley motor
and therefore. Bowdoin plans a more corporation, Mr. Stanley was active
varied debating program this year. in several other industries. He and
The opening debate of the season for his brother revolutionized the camera
Bowdoin will be held here late in industry with the development, in
1883, of the Stanley dry-plate. He
October with Mount Holyoke.
made a hobby out of the making of
violins, and he discovered a way to
IS
turn out excellent instruments in
mass production. He also devised a
plan for the humidifying of private
[

,

EGLOFF TO
SPEAK AT BOWDOIN

DR.

The Maine Section of the American Chemical Society will hold its
fall meeting at Bowdoin College, Saturday evening, October 12, at seventhirty in the chemistry lecture room.
Doctor Egloff, Research Director for
the Universal Oil Products Company
of Chicago and, according to Professor Kamerling, one of the foremost
gasoline chemists in this country, will

be the speaker. Preceding the meeting, a dinner will be held in the
Moulton Union for all the members
of the Chemical Society who will be
present at the evening meeting. The
lecture is open to the public.

homes.

Mr. Stanley's teaching career began
in Mechanic Falls. Me., where he
married Miss Flora Tilestone of that
town.

After

two

years'

teaching
there, he went to the University of

Columbia. Finally, in 1880, he accepted a teaching position in Farmington, and in that capacity he took
a prominent part in educational work
in Maine. In fact there is mention in
an ORIENT issue of that date telling of the active role Mr. Stanley
played in a state teachers' conference
which took place at Brunswick.
In his last years Mr* Stanley was
a well-known writer and lecturer.
Further, he owned a hotel in Colorado, and he had been a manufacturer in Lewis ton, Montreal, Canada,

and Newton, Mass.,
home.

Yes, We're Interested In

ALL Your

PRINTING
We

have had long experience in
producing for Bowdoin men:

POSTERS
STATIONERY
ALUMNI LETTERS
TICKETS
FRATERNITY FORMS
And Other

Printing

Ask Us For Quotations

The Record Office
— Telephone 3 —

Paul K. Ntven, Bowdoin

191(1

Manager
Printers of

The Orient

his

most recent

In his commencement address last
June at Hebron Academy, where he
was a trustee, Mr. Stanley enumerated several of his prized records.
He was, he said, the first person to
drive an automobile up Mount Washington, a feat which he accomplished
in 1899. He also told the students at
his old alma mater that he never
had tasted coffee or liquor, and he

had never smoked.

MAN WANTED
Student to take orders for Nash < ostora
Tailored Clothes. Swell line of Domestic
and Imported fabrics in every wanted
weave, pattern and color shade. Large selection of hiffhly attractive goods authentically styled to your customer's choice. No
investment.
Complete sample equipment
including full measuring instructions. No
experience necessary. Company guarantees
customer's satisfaction in the fit of his
clothes. Excellent commission and bonus
'arrangement. Branch offices in big cities.
Write fuUy. THE A. NASH COMPANY.
1»21 Elm Street, Cincinnati, Ohio.

[ Continued from Page i J
critics placed Bowdoin
fourth in New England that year,
with only Harvard, Yale, and Brown
topping her.
Then began a period of darkness.
In 1901, Bowdoin team, weakened after losing to Dartmouth 35-6, bowed
before the Sabrinas 29-0. "It was a
wide open game with many bucks,
sweeps, and field goals. Again in 1902
in a game in which "the playing on
the whole was pretty ragged," the
Polar Bears were defeated 16-0. The
1903 and 1904 games were both Amherst victories by scores of 23-0. The
Bowdoin teams were credited with
many fumbles, while the very heavy
Amherst eleven was ranked as one of
the best college teams in New England, and were typified as playing

Assistant Professor Thayer an- Junior College Glee Clubs will Join
nounced yesterday tha*. the English with the Bowdoin organization to
department has acquired the equip- present a Christmas Concert at Me-.
ment necessary for voice recording. morial Hall on Friday, December 6.
This machine isw be used primarily Each group will sing a series of selections, and the combined clubs will
in the public speaking courses. Pro-

Massachusetts

present four choruses of Handel's
"Messiah," closing with the "Halleluiah Chorus."
There will be a dance in the gymnasium following the concert, at
which the newly-organized Polar

Thayer feels that its use will
be highly beneficial to the students.
At the end of the compulsory public speaking course, each freshman
will make a record of his voice. The
record can be played back to the student almost Immediately, so that he Bears will play.
fessor

|

may

realize the effect of his

voice

and method of delivery on the audience and how he may improve his
speaking. The English department
will then file the record. Toward the
end of his college career, the student

COMMUNICATION

-—

Variety

ON SUNDAY

MINICH

By Charles MergeodahJ

The Colby College and Westbrook

0—1B

i

COLLEGE WILL HEAR

The Reverend Roy Minich of the
Anybody who was discouraged by
First Congregational Church in Maiden, Mass., will speak in Chapel next the Tuftn game just didn't have any
Sunday, October 13. He is the father foresight Ever onward and upward,
lads
.fFrom the Daily Texan: DR.
of Dewitt Minich, '43.
.

.

GRAY TO LECTURE ON OLD

Dr. Minich graduated from Ursinus
College, Collegeville, Penna., in 1915,
where he played on the football team
and did considerable wrestling and
boxing. He is also a graduate of Union Theological Seminary in New
York. In the last World War he was
a First Lieutenant, and last spring
he received the degree of Doctor of

GLASSWARE. Watch
watch your step

.

.

.

WRHW—

your

Girl'* with Judy Garland, Hedy LaThe author of "Adventuring With marr and Lana Turner. It's a rotten
Amateur Adults," Dr. Minich em- picture with a rotten cast, but we
Groucho
phasizes in his studies the close re- know you'll all be there

Divinity.

.

.

Note:

(Editor's

Professor

Stanley

Marx, who once mistook a railroad
for a college campus, will
in 1933-34 as Visiting Professor of
write an article on college life for
Classical Archaeology)
"rough ball."
German
force must be and will be the "Wampus," humor magazine of
air
Smedleys Hydro,
Bowdoin held Amherst to 5-0 in the first.
Which
ultimately destroyed. From the mo- U. S. C. where his son goes
Matlock, Derbyshire,
the first half of the game in 1905, but
ment that we control the air the Ger- reminds us that it's the fifth row
September 1940.
the Lord Jeffs opened up their bag
from the front that has the wide aisle
and
weapon
a
man
Army
to
be
ceases
My dear President:
of tricks and proceeded to walk away
becomes a responsibility. And from at the Cumberland. Take notice,
I was delighted to hear from you.
with the game 22-0. Although winthe moment we begin to state our freshmen, and fight Tor it when you
I will do what I can for your friend
ning the Maine State Championship
Perhaps the rest
peace
aims, not before. And believe want comfort
hut expect that his case has by now
during the next year, Bowdoin lost to
of you that spent last week end at
will be definite enough.
been dealt with under revised regu- me those aims,
Amherst 17-0, in a game characterizdeter- Westbrook discovered rather sadly
have
seen
the
British
people
I
lations. In any case I will enquire.
ed by many forward passes and a very
Philip Wilder, alumni secretary, is
mined and obstinate during the last that jealousy is the friendship that
Life here is very interesting and
heavy Amherst line.
now busy doing Red Cross work as there
war but they have never before as exists between a couple of girls
is a great deal to do. I have
At last, in the game of 1910, after
assistant to the National Director of
nation been determined and angry From the Cincinnati Enquirer: PRISa
now been in harness for precisely a
a relapse of two years, the Polar
the Roll Call. Mr. Wilder's territory
angry at the destruction of a world ONER SLIPS OUT TO EAT, AND
Bears came through with a 3-0 win
year without respite. During the
RETURNS. Maybe he tried a Union
by a very dramatic field goal in the is comprised of the Lewiston- Auburn course of that year I had two spells in which there was, before Hitler's hamburger
the downfall of man
chapter
and
seventeen
chapters
in
plans
became evident, a very large
first quarter. The ORIENT reported
abroad, the second during the most
is generally caused by the upkeep of
New
Hampshire.
His
territory
measure
of
goodwill
that
have
incould
of the game, "The line which ha*
active period in May. I suffered no
woman
On Columbia listen to
been Bowdoin's weak place up to this cludes the student bodies of Dart- damage and saw many astonishing settled any reasonable dispute.
But Germany has too often bred Harry James' "Cross Country Jump."
time, became a veritable stonewall mouth College. Bates College, the things.
Raymond Scott's "Four Beat Shufat times when the backs in spite of University of New Hampshire, and
The air raids here are continuous megalomaniacs. Soon she will learn fle," and Goodman's "How High
the
that it does not pay. No one here has
E.
Curtis and I was
the damp, chilly weather, played like Colby Junior College.
on the coast for some
Moon"
We'd love to spend a
Mathews,
Roll
Call
the
slightest
chairman
doubt
as
for
to
the
outcome
clockwork and made few fumbles.
months. But the damage done by
page on Vaughn Monroe's new band
Again, after no scheduled games for Portsmouth, and Howard Davies, Roll raids is amazingly little. Jennifer and of the war.
American opinion is. I take it, playing on Bluebird. Anything he does
three years, Bowdoin won from the Call chairman for Lewiston- Auburn, Joan remain at our cottage in
HampLord Jeffs in 1914 with the score 7-0. both Bowdoin graduates, are at work shire and, beyond the nuisance of the much in the same condition as was is good. So is Glenn Miller's "Beat
British opinion in, say. 1937. But the Me Daddy, Eight To A Bar" and
The points were made when Colbath in Mr. Wilder's territory.
noises, are as .unalarmed as the rest
Bunny Berigan's "Ain't She Sweet"
intercepted a pass in the last two,
of the countryside. Jennifer remarked speed of events this last half year on Victor
From another letter to
will speed your views faster than
minutes of play and raced 55 yards' second half of the 1923 game to win, to me the other day,
"Daddy I do so ours.
13-0. Captain Mai Morrell was out of
down the sideline.
Self-preservation is an instinct the Rel«?f Bureau: "In accordance
wish^I
could
see
a
really
good air
which produces immediate reactions with your instructions, I have given
Amherst came back in 1915 with the game during the first half, but at raid." She spells it
"airade" in letbirth to the enclosed envelope"
.
the determination to win and finished his return, "the few formations which ters,
which seems to me a word that once it operates.
with a one touchdown victory. It was were used were run off with prac- deserves
Forgive all this sermonizing. I rare- About one fourth of the American
perpetuity.
said at the time that the PofarBears Uced smoothness."
ly indulge in it as you know. But we nation is inflicted with ncar-sightedBritain is now rather in the posiThe game of 1924 was won by Bow- tion
lacked punch and were defeated be
now live in an age when each coun- nesk which doesn't mean much exof Constantinople in the eight to
cause of poor tackling. The 1916 game doin with the help of some very lucky
tenth centuries. As far as I remem- try and each individual has to ask cept\thc draft laws can't do too
featured a touchdown in the last two breaks, as the Sabrinas completely
himself whether he can see his life
ber, Constantinople survived it all
choosy
Anybody that wants a
minutes of play by Bowdoin to assure outplayed the visitors. "The game was
once she had got used to siege con- extending more than a few months,
a victory of 12-10. Because of the a contest between two sets of passahead. One acts swiftly when that ride in »n airplane cheap, go. up and
ditions.
war, no regular games were sched- ing, crashing, dashing backs operat
hang around the airport on the Bath
My own view is that every ambi- is so.
ing behind mediocre lines." During
uled during 1917 and 1918, and Am
Roosevelt, I need hardly say, fills road. The boys are
tious power is bound in time to make
dying to take you
herst came to Brunswick in 1919 to the next season, an outclassed BowAis with admiration for his humane
up and our best wishes fdr coming
win by a field goal in the last of the doin was trounced 28-0 in a game hin- great miscalculations. So far Ger- and brilliant handling of affairs.
many
has
done
too
well.
Greek
hubris
dered by a high wind and bitter cold.
fourth quarter.
Let's hope there
Frankly, this war has saved Brit- down again
We read of the 1920 game, "M. E. In spite of '''the remarkable defen- illustrates my point. Now she has be- ain from sliding into a condition of aren't any closed tea dances during
gun making her miscalculations and
Morrell '24 showed up very well for sive work of a powerful Amherst
inertia down to the level of a second the fodtball season
this year, or has
the
results
of
her
war
in
the
air
show
his first start this season." In spite line." the Polar Bears were able to
rate power, just as France declined.
of Mr. Morrell's good showing, Am- tie the 1926 game, 7-7. "At the begin- it. The German Air Force has only The last Government would have that practice finally burned out?
one theory, and that is mass attack.
herst won, 13-0.
Nevertheless, two ning of the third quarter, Captain
broken our morale. Now we have
years later, Bowdoin triumphed 28-7 Farrington caught «one of Cadigan's And that is a military doctrine that changed almost overnight into
a peoover the Lord Jeffs. The famous Hil- punts and raced thirty yards to the won't suit sea and air, where perfec- ple who are completely united in the
dreth twins starred in this game, and Bowdoin 40 yard line." The 1928 gamo tion of technique far outweighs mere defense of a mode
of life and in the
mass.
And
the
only effect of her air
Bowdoin was credited "with marked was the last of the series, and Bowdetermination to make the Germans
superiority, especially in running." doin lost 7-3. Mai Morrell was coath- attacks on our morale is that every- learn once and
for all that war does
The Nsw York Association of Bowone is completely convinced that the
The Polar Bears came back in the ing the eleven at this time.
not pay—or as Thucydides said, that doin Alumni holds its
annual fall dinit is a hard taskmaster.
„
.. „
_ er
Q , ,_.
„,
tomorrow
n, S ht at p«*lon Hall
"
I hope to survive to assist in the
schooling of the Germans on their on the grounds of
World's Fair.
own soil. I think I can help.

may make

another record and, by
comparing the two records, notice
the improvement of the second over

Casson occupied the Tallman chair

lationship between religion and psychology.

station

.

WILDER WORKS FOR
NATIONAL RED CROSS
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NEW YORK ALUMNI

HOLD FALL DINNER

SATISFIES

Remember me

to everyone at

.

With kindest regards

After dinner, through the courtesy

Bow-

doin where I imagine a new year Ls
beginning. Poor Oxford is virtually
defunct since every young man is
gone and only the halt and blind
remain.

THE

to Mrs. Sills,

Yours very sincerely^
Stanley Casson.

of

Dow

Bowdoin Alumnus Harvey

who

Gibson,
...

thxs

has directed the Fair
>

season

thc
'

aIumm and
,

their

\

guests will tour the grounds and be
'admitted free to such attractions as
j

the American Jubilee, Winter
j

derland. and
.

Gay

New

Won-

Orleans.

—
-

Definitely Milder, Coo/er-Smok/ng

/I

decidedly Better-Tasting,
Chesterfield is one up on 'em

£&
'

off

'M
\

^Smokers say
one
completely satisfying ciga-

that Chesterfield is the
--"'*''

•

rette.

'em
./

Everybody who

tries

likes 'em. Chesterfield's

right combination of
ittfcw

Amer-

I ican and Turkish tobaccos is
the best that money can buy.

Do you smoke

of Life

For

the cigarette that

Satisfies

Mote fun Out
Chew Delicious

DOtlBUMIHt 6»«

~\
*&>%

velvety

The

f

I

I

K

smootoess °
hevHng.
adds

SMOKING

Every Chesterfield must conform to the one
right standard of size

Las

and shape for a cooler,

battor-tatting, definitely milder smoke.
(AlMMitlfttM* him "TOBACCOUND, U S. A.

»•£

vow bieatn—
helps svreeten
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u daily to
Treat yourself
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^
treat
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Delicious.

«peosive
leel refreshed...
healthlul. ln
Chewing this

DOUBLEMD" GUM.
BETTER
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MADE FOR

:

,

j

i£3fc

BETTER

.

I

DO YOU SMOKE THE CIGARETTE THAT
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IT'S

step, Doc.
in on

Try tuning

station
980 on your dialrequests for records welcomed at all
hours. It is your station, meant to
serve you ... In case you don't know
what movies to watch for, there's a
poor one coming up called "Ziegfield

WW,

Limctt &
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Ernie George Will Play
In Gym Saturday Night

DRAFT PROGRAM

The Sun
» Rises "

REQUIRES 168 IN

SCHOOL TO SIGN
pOR

some reason, possibly custom.
lack of initiative, or a lack ot
interest, the columns of this paper
have been singularly free of political
comment. Although hoping not to upset too suddenly the hallowed applecart of tradition, I do feel that in
these momentous and troubled times
such comment is not out of place,
however controversial the issue may
be. Discussion of this type is rapidly
assuming a place of importance In
the college newspapers of this counmere glance at the columns
try.
of any of them will instantly reveal

*

A

this fact.

-r
RECENTLY the New

Deal government was accused of attempting
to curtail the freedom of the press.

The

basis of .this

argument was that

the government gave out only the information that it wanted printed;
the primary example of the curtailment of official information being the
recent destroyer deal. At the mo*t
this could be only an indirect method
of controlling the press, for the papers received complete information
of this action when it was completed.
It was the time element that irked
the predominantly pro-Willkie pre*.
the time element and the secrecy
with which the deal was carried out.
The press attacked the President a*
this point declaring that the transaction was carried out in a thor-

oughly un-American manner, in

fact,

Professors
lett

Van

Cleve, Bart-

and Little Serve On
Advisory Board

studentcISgn AT
TOWN HALL TODAY
Men

SIR WILFRED T.
GRENFELLDIES

The machinery for the registration
of 168 Bowdoin students eligible for
the first peace-time draft swung into
full force today at the Brunswick

Labrador Missionary Was
Awarded LL.D. From

Town

.

.

A

m

S.

-

r

were to believe

all the pubof the Republican
party, we would marvel at their candidate's ruse to national prominence
without political experience or machine backing. True, his rise was unusual, but are we to believe that
sheer enthusiasm brought a man from
political obscurity to the top of the
heap? Can a man become candidate
for the highest national position without any planning beforehand? Is
Wendell Willkie really the people's
choice, or is his candidacy the result
of a carefully planned campaign supported by big business?
» - r

licity releases

By

2trsr;

t d ntfour studen^.
two fishermen, and a good cook lived
(ox nine weeks this summer spending
a total of only $140 for food? Do you
know where Bowdoin is hiding a 1927
Chevrolet, now converted into a
ruck, from the eyes of the outside
world? And do you know where a
Hew member of Bowdoin's faculty has
been cutting an average of eleven
week
a
throats
gulls'
herring
throughout the summer? The answer

Do you know where

,im
umn

f

'

-'

'

Trials

Held For

Prize Speaking

Hassam's Works
Are On Exhibit

Need

I

Moulton

2:00 Football at Whit tier
Williams vs. Bowdoin.

On Kent's

Of
Island

Lsaasiawss
*

Scientific Station

iscovered after a thorough in-

*

JJ
»**

•

an?

^

u

"

lower

animals

and

starflsh)

Uni

zone around the
Due to the unusually high tide in the
Bay of Fundy—22 feet—ho found
more than 400 different species, some
of which have not yet been recorded
in the annals of zoology-. These have
been sent to Harvard to be examined
ldal
in the tidal

and

'

by experts.
Sheehy and Jim Blunt,

classified

Tom

in ac-

cordance with the tradition of the
island, grew full beards which they
didn't shave off until the end of the
summer. Fred Crystal allowed his
beard to start growing, but ran afoul
of

a

girl,

and was forced

to forego

'41 and Dave Wells from
the dictates of tradition in spite of
Johnstown, N. Y., have been studying himself.
the gulls and other forms of animal
Jim Blunt, with the assistance of
life on the island.
Dave Wells, made a study of the
Among the more interesting find- endrocine glands of the herring gull
ings of the expedition is the work in order to establish the fact that
done by Fred Crystal '41. In order there is a fluctuation in the size of
to have a more definite understanding the* glands, according to their funcsrf the expedition's work, he made a tions, with the changes of the seacount of the nests on the island to de- son. In making the study, he cut up
termine the size of the colony. He more than 100 gulls. However, the
counted well over 11,000 nests, which, statistical data has not yet been comallowing 30 per cent for error, indi- piled, and hence no new fact has as
cate that there are over 30.000 birds yet been established.
On the island, the largest recorded
As fellow companions, the memcolony of herring gulls in the world.
[ Continued on Page 2 ]

Tom Sheehy

His winning touchdown run came on
a play which saw him carry the ball
through left tackle and race down
the sidelines without any Big White
backfield man coming near him.
»
BvnuKgnl Outstanding
Hank Bonzagni, capable Polar Bear
left halfback,
rivalled Blood with
some capable running and scored
Bowdoin's touchdown in the third
quarter when he took Bobby Bell's
lateral pass on the 29-yard line and
scampered through the Lord Jeff out'

j

the devel-

ing to the Rev. Minich,

is

opment of the

and dreams

ideals

Fourteen Obtain Private Pilot's
Licenses In C.A.A. Flying Course

necessary for the obtaining of mental
stability in a chaotic world.

COMING EVENTS

By Kictuiti I^wmhi '44
were Miss Ann Wood of Waldohoro
At the Rock Hill Sea Plane Base and Daniel T. Drummond '42.
A precedent was set when, at the
near Bath. Bowdoin held her first
preliminary flying course last sum- consent of the Dean. Miss Wood was
Stanley P. Chase.
mer. Since the nearest airport to accepted as one of the students. Thl<
Fri.. Oct. 18—Chapel. Everett P.
Pope '41 presiding; the double Brunswick (the Lewiston Airport) encroachment upon tradition was
was too far from the college to use considerably publicized by newspaquartet will sing.
3:00 p.m. J. V. Football vs. Co- ,as a training base, the novel idea of pers and afl a result. Profosor Bartusing sea planes for instruction was lett received a sudden avalanche of
burn.
conceived hence the only seaplane letters from other hopeful candidates.
3:00 p.m. Freshman Football vs.
The government inspector from the
unit of the Civil Aeronautics AdminHebron.
Department of Commerce who gave
1st ration in New England.
Cross Country at Vermont.
The course opened on the eighth flight tests at the completion of the
,8:15 p-m. Moulton Union. Masque
of July and ended on September 26. course said that the group as a whole
and Gown One-acts.
During this time the south end of was among the best he had encountSat.. Oct. 19— FATHERS' DAY.
lower Appleton Hall was kept open ered.
Chapel. Professor Edward S.
Thurs., Oct. 17

—Chanel.

Professor

The game opened with Bowdoin

;

Hammond.
The

faculty

is

to serve as living quarters
eight members of the group.

invited to attend

for

on their own 20-yard line.
A pass by Bonzagni was incomplete
and on the next play Coombs tried a
rush which was good for a slight
gain. Art Benoit, Polar Bear left end.
was injured <>n the play and Clark
Young replaced him in the lineup. On
third
down.
Mullington
stopped

ball

Coombs

be excused.
2:00 p.m., at Whittior Field.
Football vs. Williams.
San.. Oct. tO Chapel. Professor J.
A. C. F. Auer of Harvard.
Mon.. Oct. 21—Chanel. Professor

—

Fritz Kolln.
8:15 p.m. Brunswick High School.
Mack Harrell, Metropolitan haritone. Open to students presenting blanket tax books and to
member*, of the Brunswick Concert Association.

Frank Simpson of Bath who has obtained
had several thousand hours flying experience was the chief flight instructor. His assistant was Harold Hersey
of Lewiston. The fact that Mr. Hersey has since been promoted to chief
instructor in another C. A. A. training base speaks well for the ableness
of the instructors at the summer

!

!

school.

At the completion of the

after

littk* gain.

On

the next

play. Johnson! blocked Coombs' punt
and the Lord! Jeffs recovered on the
Big White 25;
Three rushes by Bobby Blood failed
to net AmherH a first down and. on
fourth down; Sabasteanski spilled
Mulroy still s&ort of the required dis-

tance.

A Bowdoin
[

pass.

GxNnbs- to Steele

Continued on Pege

.;

}

DR. KGLOFF SPEAKS

TO MAINE CHEMISTS
American Chemical Society
Has Dr. Gustav Egloff As
Guest Lecturer
The Maine section of the American Chemical ,Society met for its annual fall meeting in the Physjcs lecture room in; the south end of the
Searles Science building on last Saturday evening. Professors and students from each nf the four Maine
colleges and many oilier represcnt.itives were pjjesenl at the meeting
which followed a dinner at the Moul-

ton Union.
The meeting was called to order by
the chairman'- Mr. Mabee. of Rates
College} and tpe minutes of the previous meeting \ind thi treasurer's report were given by the secretarytreasurer. Mr.-Th«>ma<. Mr. Laurence.
of Bates College, presented the report
of the nominating committee. In p-ist
years the American Chemical Society
has held two meetings annually, one
in the spring and one in the fall, but
it was decide^ to hold an additional
meeting in Mftreh. this year, at Portland. At this meeting, the CheVnicnl
Society will loin with the Portland
f Ciottmueii on Page 4 ]
j

RECORD CONCERTS
TO;
The

first

BEGIN OCT.

formal

conceit

of

23
tin-

Simpson Sound Series System will be
held on Wednesday evening. October
in the Mjoulton Uniyn at H:l">.
These concert^ held during the academic year contain some of the finest
recordings of classical music to be
found in the jworld. Along with the
music of the rhasters will be running
descriptive cianments as an aid to

23.

Professor Bartlett, the direclor of
the course said: "Information I have
from several independent
sources leads me to believe that the
A
Bowdoin Summer Unit was certainly the listener.
On Wednejpay, October ."»0. the
as successful as any in New England.
Actor's
will
give
Workshop
a reafiiiiiV
Speaking as the director of the unil
I have the highest praise for the en- of one of Gilbert and Sullivan's op**thusiasm and whole-hearted coopera- erettas with $te Simpson Sound reof all its members in making cordings as a musical supplement.
I ion
Mimeographed lists of the entire
Bowdoin's first experiment with^a
collection of classical recordings ownflying unit an unqualified success.'^
The following fourteen completed ed by the Bowdoin College music dethe course and received Private Pi- partment are: available to studenls
upon request to the department. Fulot's licenses:
Henry V. Bonzagni Ml. William D. ture concerts^ will be announced in
Bloodgood M2. Stanley P. James Ml. the ORIENT $hrouj«h Vincent J. SkaStanwood E. Fisher Jr. Ml. Roger D. chinske '42, supervisor of the Simp-

the

I

an informal reception for the fathers of the freshmen in the Union from 10:30 until 12:00. Freshmen 10:30 and 11:30 classes will

re-

ceiving the kwkoff and, when three
plays failed to net a first down. Amherst took over. The Lord Jeffs failed to advance much in three attempts
and kicked, Bowdoin receiving the

:

—

-

to score.

fit

For

most

pRANK KENT

a

^^

solve

*

mam

lo all these questions is the Bowdoin
on Kent's Island.
This summer, from June 17 to Seprjember 3, under the leadership of
Wallace Blunt, new teaching
in his political coi- James
biology, Fred Crystal '41.
acclaims Mr. Willkie for fellow in

conducting his campaign with almost
unprecedented candor and honesty.
Thi« writer prefers to believe that
what appears to be unusual candor
and honesty is nothing more than
sheer bullheadedness. Who can deny
that fact ? Even Mr. Willkie's closest
advisors and .staunches t supporters
admit that he refuses to take advice,
that he is unusually independent in
his campaign statements. Independence is a fine quality in a man. None
of us would want a "yes" man at the
head of our government. But do we
want as a leader, someone whose
[ Continued on Page 4 ]
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Blunt, Teaching
Odd Incidents

*

IF we

2£*S

Undergraduate

!

;

Fellow, Tells

;

'

;

!

i

•* r 2

£

'

j

i

the

2 3?

i

Forum

|

in

Duty

m
TO mu

'

'

.missions.
8:30-10:30 Opportunity to visit the
freshman classes and to tour campus
with sons or other guides,
10:30-12:00 Informal reception by
ot the
the Dean and other members
lounge ot me
faculty in the

Moulton Union.
12:00 Luncheon
Union

t

n
Of

j

EdHammond. Director of Ad-

Win

!

I

Chapel— Professor

Jeff

t

oAlUlillAl O LHAl

|

1

1

DAGGETT SPEAKS

i

j

j

Lord

j

j

tickets for luncheon.

ward

Touchdown Run For

the lounge of the Moulton Union
Outplaying
Amherst throughout
will be presented as the opening fc.aIN
tures of the Fathers' Day program. the game and coming from behind to
[According to Director Quinby, the lead the Lord Jeffs, Bowdoin's Polar
saw
the game slip through
CjL general public as well as visitors on Bears
the campus are inviteti to attend and their fingers.: Saturday at Whittier
_,
charge. field, when a 35-yard run down the
*•
"°
M l
Professor Discusses
sidelines
by
slippery Bobby Blood
Un,t ^ 6 by Vincrnt J- Skachinski
rvc
u
College
The
42 will have a cast including Robert early in the final quarter placed the
visitors on the long end of a 13-7
soapie Theodore
'^J*
score.
J* Saba 42 as
R.
Copplewait he, Robert
Blood.
Amherst right halfback,
Professor Athern P. Daggett spoke E Newhouse '42 as Stevvason. Rob- played sjx^ctaeular ball all day. turnort L MacCarthy '41 as Sampson,
in chapel last Saturday on how the
ing in a number of outstanding runs.
college may help an undergraduate Richard Lewsen '44 as Peter. Mrs.

'

liams on Saturday afternoon. Friday
night a series of one-act plays will
be presented in the Moulton Union.
Saturday's program is as follows:
8:00-11:30 Registration at the office
guest
in the Moulton Union. Receive

13-7

Blood Makes Fourth Period

In

•

j

a

Tally In Contest

AMHERST DEFEATS
BIG WHITE

The three one-act plays on Friday

.

freshman football game with Hebron
Academy on Friday afternoon and
the varsity football game with Wil-

I

Skachinski

Morss « s P*k. »"<* MB" Nancy
some of the major problems of
the present day. Leading up to the Webb as Molly.
"Park Bench" by Charles H. Mermain part of his address, he said that
grams by world-renowned musicians to an ordinary passerby this college gendahl '41 will feature Lindo Fermay never be so favorable.
year would seem no different from rini '*'* as AIex Alfred Lee '44 will
play the part of Edwards. John
Mack Harrell began his musical any other.
>44
wUi *•
career as a violinist, playing in orpoliceman,
"But the familiar pattern of activ- Wa,kor
chestras in and about his home town ity can't hide the fact that this col- George Eberhardt '44 a tramp and
of Celeste. Texas. In 1930, he won a lege year isn't the same." said Pro- Miss Eleanor Walsh will be MIrabell.
"
The Swan Song" by Chekhov will
scholarship to study violin in Phila- fessor Daggett. "The ever mounting
delphia with Emanuel Zetlin. Becom- noise and turbulence and chaos and havo Charles Stepanian '41 as the old
ing interested in voice lessons, he brutality of the world outside threat- aclor and Maurice Curiel '42 as the
gave up the violin to study voice un- en to break through our sheltering prompter.
academic walls at any moment tp< T" 4 P ,a > s art being directed by
[ Continued on Page 4 ]
engulf us. To many bf you it maywell Professor George H. Quinby. William
mean, at best, a rude break in what E Nelson '42 and Charles Stepanian
Will Hold
Political
President Hyde called the best four 41 They will produce the plays with
First Discussion Tuesday years of your life. The resulting per- the simplest possible scenery and
plexity and uncertainty are natural." lighting effects.
The Political Forum will hold, its
rht executive committee of the
Professor Daggett went on to say
first meeting on October 22, with
that the same problems which face
[ Continued on Page 4 ]
Ashton White '41 presiding. The topic
the students also confront the faculty
of the panel discussion will be "The
«of the college and that no one can
Real Issues of the Presidential Camsolve these problems satisfactorily.
paign." Professors Kirkland, Daggett,
[ Continued on Page 4 ]
and Bartlett will present their views
on this subject. White hopes to have
Professor HormeU and several other
members of the faculty to speak also.
Trials for the AlexamkM- iYize
According to White, the Political
Speaking Contest were held last MonForum should have a successful year
day at seven p.m. in Hubbard Hall.
as the student body is taking more
Out of a field of 21 competitors
Thirty lithographs and etchings by
and more interest in world affairs.
who took part in the trials on MonWhite also hopes to have good at- the American painter. Childe Hassam.
are now on exhibition at the Walker day evening, the following ten stutendance at thfSA discussions, since
Art Building. These prints were re- dents were selected to take part in
the Forum has made plans for many
cently given to the college museum the final contest. They are: Vance
interesting meetings.
by Mrs. Maude Hassam of New York, Bourjaily '44; Thomas Donavan '44;
Philip Burke '44; William Stark '43;
widow of the artist.
Childe Hassam, bom in Boston in Richard Bye '43; Harold Dondis '43;
Minich Stresses
1859, was very early subject to the Lindo Ferrini '42; John Jaques '43;
influence of the Impressionist move- Vincent Skachinske '42; and Charles
Mental Stability ment,
according to Professor Beam, Redman '42.
Director of the Museum. Much of The Prize Fund was established in
Reverend Roy Minich of the First his work exhibits the preoccupation 1905 by De Alva S. Alexander 70.
Congregational Church of Maiden. with problems
of depicting light The contest Ls open to all freshmen,
Mass.. was the guest speaker at the which Ls so great
a characteristic of sophomores and >uniors and offers
afternoon chapel services last Sun- Impressionistic
painting. This trend is two prizes of forty-five and thirty
day. Taking his theme from the sixth shown, not only in his paintings,
but dollars for excellence in e lected decchapter of St. Paul's Epistle to the in his prints. BeJ.m
stated, and he lamation.
Ephcsians, Reverend Minich asserted accordingly
Each of the twenty-one applicants
displayed
considerable
that there is a need for youth to gird solidity and firmness
in his work. gave five minute speeches
in
the
themselves with an armour with Painting was always
his chief inter- trials, and from lhe.st- applicants nine
which they can withstand the evil est, although lithographs
and etch- finalists were chosen for the contest
forces rampant in the world today. ings came
in for much of his atten- on November 18. These winners in the
He pointed out three methods by tion, particularly in the years just preliminary contest will learn an
which such an armour might be before his death in 1935.
eight to twelve minute selection of
moulded.
Of the prints to be shown in the prose or poetry to present at the conThe first is to develop an inward exhibit a large number were first test. The contestants are to be judged
discipline, that is. to be morally upmade public in the World War years. on the method of deliverance and the
right, mentally and physically. Sec- These include
a representative cross- mode of interpretation of the selecondly, one must build self-reliance so section of the artist's work, with
ar- tion. The judges are to be Professors
that he may face the world or any chitectural and figure studies, por- Herbert R. Brown. Athern
P. Dagperplexing problem with courage and traits, and landscapes. The college is gett, Albert R. Thayer, and Kennel h
inner stamina. The third point and.
J. Boyer.
[ Continued nn Page 2 ]
important, accordprobably the

bowdoin guests

8:20-8:30

Harrell

_

in Boston would cost at least fifteen
dollars, and. Professor Tillotson added, the opportunity' to hear pro-

This Friday and Saturday approximately seventy-five fathers of the
freshmen are expected to attend the
Eleventh Annual Fathers' Day Week
End as guests of the College.
The program provides varied en-

.

Mack

Society on Monday evening, October
21 at 8:15 In the Brunswick High
School.
The concerts are to be held monthly throughout the year, and as usual
the only admission charge to students
of the College will be the presentation of a blanket^tax card. Professor
Tillotson states that the entire program affords the student body an
exceptional opportunity to see and
hear some of the foremost figures of
the musical world. A similar series

fatherTmlTbe

;

By

To Bonzagni
Good For Only White

Bell's Lateral

And Mergendahi

Harrell, talented young MetOpera baritone, will prefirst of a scries of concerts
sponsored by the Brunswick Choral

V

include

Plays

Mack

VH

will

Masquers Present Original

ropolitan
sent the

honored Sir WilKing Edward
fred with a companion of the order
of St. Michael and St. George, and
extended the honor to a
George
[ Continued on Page 4 ]

which

To

Opera Singer

tive in writing.

tertainment

THREE PLAYS TO
BE GIVEN FRIDAY

Be Given By Young

-

.

ments?

Season's First Concert

The Faculty Advisory Committee
Sir Wilfred Thomason Grenfell died
of Chairman Professors Thomas C.
Van Cleve. Noel C. Little, and Boyd at his home on October 9th. Sir WilW. Bartlett had previously arranged fred was attributed as having done
for
plans for the registration and a "more than any other individual
of
smooth- program was followed. In a the spiritual and physical needs
of
meeting held Monday evening in Me- Eskimos, Indians, and fishermen
Newfoundnorthern
and
Labrador
morial Hall an outline of the routine
dewas discussed by the Committee be- land." He received an honoraryBowof Letters from
fore all possible registrees. It was gree of Doctor
been in close
made known that all forms of the doin in 1929 and has
with Robert E. Peary and
registered men would be mailed to contact
Donald MacMillan durCommander
their respective home towns from
career in the north.
yhere they would be called, if se- ing his
President Sills spoke of him at the
lected.
time when the degree was awarded
Registration took place all day beas a "medical missionary'' and "one
tween 8 a.m. and 6 p.m. and will conwho is as true a hero as our modem
tinue until 9 this evening. Confusion
world has brought forth." Bowdoin
was lessened through registering of has also been closely connected with
students by fraternity houses, rather
his great work through trips that
than by alphabetical groups. Dupli- Bowdoin men have made on his miscate forms were made out by each sion supply boat which left Portland
student, one to be sent to his home for about a decade beginning in 1930.
town and the other to be kept by the
Sir Wilfred started his work in
registree. Out of Bowdoin's quota 02 Labrador in 1882 and since that time
168 men only three will be subject has established five hospitals, seven
to Naval Reserve training.
nursing stations, two orphanages, two
Sixteen million men will be regis- large schools and cooperative stores.
tered, out of which 140.000 will be He also inaugurated a great deal of
called in the first draft. Out of every industrial work and child welfare. His
forty registered only one will be se- active participation in the work of
lected.
the Grenfell Association ended in
1934, and since that time he was ac-

College Glee Club
Lays 1940 Plans

Society

CONCERT IS FREE
TO ALL STUDENTS

Bowdoin In 1929

Hall.

POLAR BEAR ELEVEN
LOSES CLOSE GAME
TO AMHERST TEAM

Will Present Outstanding
Concert Series

Lizotte.

Register Throughout Nation In
Defense Effort

Sixteen Million

the manner of a dictator. They
did admit the merits of the deal, but
thought that it should have been put
in the hands of an election-conscious
Congress. Mr. Willkie has accused
the President of inefficiency in national defense, yet in bis usual contradictory manner, he attacks the
President when he provides one link
of our defense with a decisive stroke.
s - r
TOHE present political campaign
•*
seems to be boiling down to a
personal battle between the suave,
experienced politician Roosevelt, "the
betrayer of his class" and the experv
enced, efficient business man Wendell
Willkie. "the barefoot country boy"
from the Hoosicr state. One must
admit that President Roosevelt is astt
The Bowdoin Glee Club has begun
experienced politician, but this ex- work on its 1940 repertoire, accordperience came from kmg years «*" ing to Director Frederic Tillotson.
public service, years in which h*> At its -first New England performgained vast knowledge of national ance, the club will present "The
and international affairs. Has Mr Ride," a composition written by the
Willkie this knowledge or experience? contemporary American composer,
He bases his claims on his Mabel Daniels, for organ, piano, brass
Mo!
theoretically sound training as a section, and chorus. It is the organibusiness man. According to him, a sation's policy to include at least one
business man can get things done American composition in each year's
more quickly and more efficiently bst of selections, Professor Tillotson
than a politician. But we must re- stated. This season's program will inmember that the President is no mere elude Caesar Franck's "Song," and
politician he is not a ward heeler or *Dirge for Two Veterans," by the
a petty boss; he is a leader who will English composer Hoist.
go. down in history, a man of initiaIn view of the unprecedented numtive and courage. Experience is a ber of candidates and the f,act that
great asset Mr. Willkie's lack of it is only fifty-five members can be taken
most evident every time that he on trips, competition for quartets will
speaks.
be held early in November. Each
» - r
man's performance in these will demost clear»cut example of Mr. termine whether he is to be one of
Willkie's inexperience is shown ihe fifty-five. As many members as
in his treatment of the question of possible, however, will take part in
aid to Great Britain. After many con- he various campus concerts.
tradictory statements to the press on
Professor Tillotson states that inhis attitude toward such aid, we fin- creasing stress is to be laid on joint
favor of concerts with the larger women's colally discover that he is
it and would continue to give aid if
leges, a fact which undoubtedly has
elected. Yet, in almost the same ho adverse effect on the club's membreath he attacks the President on hership roll. Plans are already being
the grounds that the President is laid for a joint concert with Mount
leading us into war. We are told Holyoke sometime in March, and one
that the democrats are the war party. With.Wellesley in April. As yet, howBut. we also find that in spite of the ^ver> pians for the major tour of the
latter statement and also the fact year are incomplete.
that the Republican candidate proposes almost the same foreign policy
as that now being pursued, the Republican party is the peace party.
How can we reconcile these statein

ny

Choral

*£

:

NO. 10

TO SING HERE
NEXT MONDAY
Brunswick

%

1940

NACKHARRELL

Ernie George and his orchestra
will play for the Student Council
gym dance following the Williams
game this Saturday, according to
an announcement made this week.
The dance will begin at 8:15 p.m.
There will be three house tea
dances following the game. Alpha Delta Phi will have Ernio
George; Delta Upsilon, Doc Harmon; and Zeta Psi will have Len-

By PWHp H.

16,

17 OCT1940
ONE ACT PLAYS IN
THE UNION FRIDAY

ORIENT

course.

were attained by Henry
V. Bonz-igni '41, Stanley P. James
Ml. Robert T. Marchildon '43 and W.
R. McNeil of the University of Maine
and a resident of Bath. Those receiving honors in ground school work
flying honors

f

Continued on Page
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son Sound System Concert Series.
I
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TWO

BrnnmvK-li, Main*

Harold Potfle.
Afworlair

C

John

Evans

3rd, '41

M&n&fflftx ISdltoi*

Charles T. Ireland.

R

Philip

Litman

Mm C

Abbott 43
Frederick H. Bubier '43
Robert S. Burton '43

John V. Craven

* Leonard B. Tennyson,
Rohert G. Watt '42

42

Jr..

'42

Fowler Dugget4 Jr.,
Robert L. Edwards
:

Howard

Jr., '42

'43

John F. Jaques

'43

Curtis F. Jones '43

L. Hiiff '43

Israel

Rimer

'43

'43

Robert J. Stern '43
John W. Hoopet v Jr., 43
Cronin '43
George W. Hutching* '13 Robert O. Shipman
Laurence H. Stone '42
Donald S. Ulin '43

Jeaeph S.

'43

Baalnea*.

Paul H. HoUiday

8

6
10

.

.

'41

buy a set of false teeth. These persons made .up the entire population
of the island, and the small number
Charles W. Redman '42
Kenneth G. Stone '42
Oliver A. Wyman '42
proved so satisfactory that in the future the expedition is to be limited to
PobHahad *very Wednesday durintt th« ONee* Y««r by th« Students of Bowdoln College.
All contribution* and communication! ahculd be jriven to the Managing Editor by Sunday ten men, eight from Bowdoin. and
preceding the date of publication.
Tb<. Editor-in-Chief la re«ponn(ble for tbe editorial
ft
two from M. I. T.
B the Manas'iiK Editor for newa and >bjSka-up. AU communication* reg arding rabscripThe expedition made several imahoutd be add re uaed to the Boalne** Manager of the Bowdoln Publishing Company.
iptiona, }2.00 par year in advance.
jprovements in the physical equipWin Ayimnos, $S 50.
Entered a* nerond claaa matter «1 ih<i poatoAee at Brunslrick. Maine.
ment of the island last summer. The
IM1IINTIO POtl M#T10M*J. ADVSKTiaiNa BV
old packing shed by the wharf was
National Advertising Service, he.
converted into a laboratory with adeColUf PaUUkn RtfrrtienUthx
quate window space and running waXtw VOWH M. Y.
420 MAOWON A vr
ter. Through the generosity of SumcaicM*
aertea
w* ftaekMi Ma
ner Pike, a fireplace and small lounge
Manmring Editor for this
room was added to the main building.
Leonard B. Tewynon, Jr.
Next year Jim Blunt hopes that a
meteorological building can be set up
TaL LXX
Wednesday, October 16, 1846
No. 10 to take weather reports. In the sumAssistant Batfacm Managers

History 22

j

Italian

|

4

,.

Latin 4
Latin 10

j

.

I

Mathematics 8
Mathematics 14
Music 2
Music 6
Music 10

I

;

i

.

•

•

i

KEG1SKRATIOH DAT
As one of the approximately one hundred and seventy-five
students who must register under &he provisions of the Selective
Service Bill we attended a meedngsin Memorial Hall last Monday
night. The meeting was called by tfre professors who are handling
this matter of registration for the. College. At this time, we were
tokJ just what was expected of u4 and when, how and why we
would or would not be

drafted.

Yes, the impossible has

c

(

finally'

come.

It

was

strangely notice-

on the faces of the group in the Memorial Hall. There was
some laughter and a little kidding.- But, it was of a strained sort.
able

The

was

tenseness of the situation

who have

so long regarded Hitler's youth

youth plans casually are

ment of

reflected in every action.

now

We

movement or Mussolini's

finding ourselves a part of a

move-

<

just that sort.

Phychology 8
Sociology 4
Zooloijy 8
mer of 1939, Bob Cunningham devel- Zootogy 12
oped a system whereby the place
from which the fog has come can be Art 2
determined through a process of Art 6
chemical analysis. Bob has since gone Astronomy 2
to Mt. Washington Observatory to Botany 1
continue his work.
Chemistry 2
Kent's Island was given to the col- Chemistry 4
lege in 1935 by John S. Rockefeller,
Chemistry 6
and Bill Gross '37 has been largely
Chemistry 8
responsible for the development of
the island's equipment. Rockefeller Economics 2
originally purchased the island as a Economics 4
sanctuary for the eider ducks (from Economics 8
which comes the eider down), almost Economics 10
extinct in the area as far south as Education 2
Kent's Island. Since that time each English 2
duck has increased one-hundred fold English 6
until there are now 600 eider ducks English 10
on the island. Five or six years ago, English 14

make

are in favor of the Bill as

we

we

in the

ger and bigger and allowance must? be
It is hard, nevertheless, for

we

new

be a

feel is to

world

made

is

becoming big-

for that very fact.

admit that

it

is

we have

year

will

be $25 tuition for repairs

We

We

our own.

have tended to neglect outside issues and have
blinded ourselves to the importance and far-reaching effect of the
possibility of this latest measure.

Last year the

Orient

we do

feel that

y

suggested the need and value of a cur-

rent events course at Bowdoin.

but

-

Of

course,

we

cannot be certain,

such a course, would have been very helpful as

a means to aid the college student to cope with this problem.

And

s

^—

do so.
Today, the youth of America enters into a new period, a
period which will unquestionably make marked changes in the life
and habits of each individual. Just what these implications and
better position to

complications

There

may be we wonY

are college

We

At

we
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•ports,

it is

not in keeping with our general policy to discuss

but offer our congratulations to the football

335
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will
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interest in the contests

be strong. Unquestionably, they will

ticipate in contests outside of the state as

the addition of the Little Three to

little

be.

its

much as possible and, with

schedule,

Bowdoin

this
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148 Maine Street

Brunswick; Maine
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NOTICE
Junior,

6.2

'

12.5

$5.00

will as-

good at the game with Amwe shall feel as if our entrance into the already well-known
Three is of the primary importance that we consider it to
look forward to a win over Williams.

game

21.1 168
" ""
I

•

27.3

We

AB

^— — —*

larger place of importance in the football world.

If the

herst,

572

3.1.0

-4-

13S

2.1
6.4

:

3
20

^<E

22.4 164

— $1.00

TeL 775

Fine Felts in a
manner that has never before been achieved—
These hats have a luxurious look and feel—yet
it will take an awful lot of hard wear to make
them lose their smart shape.

make good competition and, besicks that, will add prestige to the
Bowdoin schedule. We have always felt that Bowdoin should par-

sume a

E's
5.7

ALLEN'S DRUG STORE

DOBBS

•

with these three teams

8.3

ALL COURSES

—

2701

OG<&&o&eve®^^

team for the game with Amherst last Saturday. The Big White,
we feel, made an impressive showing and, even though they lost
the game, should be proud of the way they played.
are more than glad to se% Bowdoin enter into the Little
Three. Although the primary intenest of the Bowdoin rooters is, of
course, in the State Series,

4.8

2.1

WHILE UP FOR THE WILLIAMS GAME

we

We

have awakened to die

we cannot help

4.9

19.1

.

OH TO WfLUAMS

While

24.4

Park Lane Pipe (1941 model) 2 Tins Briggs Pipe

32.6

28.6

6.7

21.8

A's

Courses with ten men or fewer
...
62 32.5 65 34.0 49 25.7 11
Coarse* with mere than ten men
273 10.9 616 24.6 896 35J.7 561

L<

5

15.8
18.2

1

BRIGGS

8

1

10
4

47,8

24.4

GET ACQUAINTED OFFEL.

15.4

22
4

16
3
23

a£o
1+3

29.2

7.3

mm

21.4
54.6

26.6

10
10
14

47.7

12.5

14.3

33.3

22.0
23.5
43.8

2

20.2
22.8

48
46

12510

6

9.1

3
3
6
10

41
21

3.3

7.7

38.7
12.5

;

Sociology 2
Spanish 2
Zoology 2
Zoology 6
4.2 Total Grades

35.7

1

i

you were to walk hibition Galler.« of the Art Building
into his office and ask him for his until October jjl.
Philosophy 2
29
5 17.2
6 20.7 15 5Jv7
3.4
2
6.9
Philosophy 10
27
6 22.2
9 33.3
7 2Si9
5 18.5
5Physics 2
80
8 10.0 18 22.4 28 35,0 21 26.2
6.3
Physics 4
15
1
6.7
5 33.3
6.7
5 33s3
3 20.0
1
Physics 6
11
1
9.1
5 45.4
5 454
Psychology 2
80
6
7.5 13 16.2 17 21.2 38 47.5
7.5
Psychology 4
16
1
6.2
2 12.5
9 5t!?.2
4 25.0
Religion 2
33
4
12.1
6 18.2 14 42.5
6.0
7 21.2

8.3

1

29
3

.

if

.

3

2
54

23.1

45.9

|

.

8.0

10

4,

Hall.

4

23.1

28
5

,

33.3

37.5
5.6
22.5
18.0

.

.

a

4
4
4

.

.

.

12.8

31

.

even break ...

50.0

72
5
5

.

Memorial

30.0
5.0
35.3

12.2

18.2

26

22
15

1

13.0

6.8

.

30
10

5

13

.

12

35.3

14
4

189
15
13
36

.139

22.3
15.0

4.5

16.7
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8.3
14.3

19.4

.

.

.

1

53.8

.

44.8

9
3
2

6

.

3
30
15

33.3

2

.

J

14
4

21

4

9

27.6
40.0
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2.6

.

.
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29.3

12.8
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.
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10 .MEN
5
22 53.6

16.7
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40

89
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40.0

5
2
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66.7

1
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37
13
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2
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3
4
9
2
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50.0
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1
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4
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:"A prize of. Forty-five Dollars, contributed by the Class of 1868, is given
annually to that member of the Senior Class who shall write and deliver
the best oration." Six speakers will
be chosen from the above list at the
trials, January 13 to compete in the

facts.
are face to phia. Charles H. Mergendahl, Jr.,
Newtonville, Mass., Chandler A. Stetface with reality. October 16th will be a day which our genera- son. Jr., Brunswick, Edwin F. Stetson 2nd, New York, Ashton H.
tion will never forget.
White, Pittsfield, Mass., and Walter
H. Young. Dedham, Mass.
last,

12.5

1

24
18
173
61
13
27
118
17
16
13

l

.

We

face contemporary problems.

courage.

2

12
11

.

member of the faculty, if we are to rived at Pi«. klira Field one afternoon
judge by the number of visitors he ;iasl week witn crib notes to help him
usually drives three a iong?
receives daily
Bowdoin's fashion plate,
or four students to away games
Joe Berkowitzi has discarded last
has a green Pontiac which has an
ear g black K^ it tie for one with
ashtray on one front door and none d i agona i red Gripes
Certain small
on the other ... has a Freshman and scatt ered gjroups cheered at SatBible of his own
which he keeps urrtay s gamp , ha jf f (nese groups
records of all the undergraduate body had scnoo i sp i r; t: the other half had
by a system of checks ... if you have gp^n, of anotn er kind ... The uilcnce
two checks by your name, you're do- in tne second «oor of the library is
ing well ... if you have one. you're deafening
iOn a Darkling Plain"
doing all right ... if you have none, a now i by Wallace Stegner, is a
watch out! ... teaches Latin
rather strange psychological study,
was a Rhodes scholar
climbed but qui te enjovhble reading
Pat
mountains in Italy years ago, and O'Brien is the only Irishman who
walked miles across beds of lava ... cou ld play a Swede and get away
went to. a small and insignificant col-,' wi th it
ilex's hope the breaks
lege in Connecticut about which he pome our way
Any
$,£ Saturdav
is wont to boast exceedingly, espeinquisitive soul who wants an opinion
nally in regard to its so-called foot- of Bowdoin's rushing system may reball team ... is a member of Phi|
ceivo same b>? sending a stamped.
Nu Theta, the "Eclectic Society." self-addressed 'jnvelbpe to this coland an honorary Delta Upsilon
umn.
once had his garage doors painted a
violent shade of green by a group of
soreheads ... is a fine speaker and
Etchings (H
a lover of anecdotes and reminiscences
shows lantern slides in
Artist
Exhibit
class one day a week ... is undoubtedly one of the best listeners we
,
know ... has heard 6.784 alibis. 5,473
C Continvkd from Page i ]
tales of woe, and 8.734 hard luck fortunate in acquiring such a Jarxe
stories
knows when you're lying, and characteristic collection of Childe
even though he professes to believe Hassam's worijts, Professor Beam
you
has lived over half a ccn- went on to say^jas he hns always held
tury and hasn't had the^-ooi pulled a high position? in the field of Amerover his eyes in 30 years
plays ican art. The gh>up will be shown in
no favorites, but giws everyone an the corridor and in the Special Ex|
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new life on its way
men and, as such, we
a

is

Fourteen Bowdoin College seniors
have been appointed by the Faculty

as provisional speakers for the annual Class of 1868 Prize Speaking
Contest, the trials of which will be
held January 13, with the finals taking place February 27. The provisional speakers are: Richard L. Chittim,
can- Easthampton, Mass., John H. Craig,
attempt to say. However,
change that there will undoubtedly Westbury, L. I.. N. Y.. David W. D.
Dickson, Portland, Charles P. Edfor us.
are thankful that
words, Milton. Mass., Lendall B.
will be in a far better position to Knight, Alfred, Ward T. Hanscom,
Sanford, Edward C. Kollmann, New
register hesitantly, but with York, Theodore C. Leydon. Philadel-

not over-emphasize the decided
be.

FACULTY CHOOSES 14
FOR PRIZE CONTEST
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PRELIMINARY FLYING
UNIT HELD AT BATH

Mathematics
Mathematics
Mathematics
Mathematics

40.0

.

.

I

22.2

14.3

22

History 2
History 6
History 10
History 12
History 18
f Continued irom Pa%< t ]
History 24
Dunbar '42, Daniel T. Drummond '42, Latin B
Roy W. McNiven '41, Robert T. MarLatin 2
childon '43, Omer R. McDuff '41, W.
Latin 12
R. McNeil, University of Maine, Miss
Ann W. Wood of Waldoboro, E. A. Literature 2 ....

Curtis of Dartmouth and G. S. Davis
a course.
of Williams.

we feel that now more than ever there is the need for such
There are many and absurd rumors continually travelling about the
campus. Whether we want to be or not, we must admit that these
rumors do have their upsetting effect upon us. The average college
man cannot, we feel, face these rumors intelligently. But, with the
aid of a current events course he wbuki, at least, be in a somewhat

Government
Government
Government
Government
Greek 2

3

Is

|

2

1

...108

and has no summer courses 41s do German 4
most of the others.
\^
German 6
The expenses of the island nexTyGerman 12

hardly on the island and a $50 deposit for
been prepared for this recent development of things.
hold our- food with a rebate of all the unspent
money distributed at the end of the
aelves largely responsible for this lack of preparation. For, as college summer.
men, we have been perhaps somewhat too idealistic in a world of
life.

10.0

28.6
25.0

... 41

German 2

used purely for research

1

25.0

.

i

us lo reconcile ourselves with what

We must

cause

37.5
33.3

!

.

j

1

.

French 6
French 8
Geology 2

And

man

.

.

2
2

33.3

•

.

—
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r

2
5

50.0

.

Dean Nixon."

Evans
ProMe: He's short and stubby
was
gray and
has hair that once

By John

tfie

j
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COURSES WITH MORE THAN

English 26
French 2
French 4

think every common-sense as

We

editorial, the place of the college

;

Dr. Gross, Professor of Ornithology English 20
at Bowdoin, went to the island with
English 22
four students from the college to
English 24
also

a study of petrel,
known
Mother Carey's Chickens. Mr.
Rockefeller stopped In and was so
American is.
sincerely believe that, in the present crisis, it is impressed with the attitude of the
the only thing to do.
we definitely approve of the allowances students that he gave the island to
Bowdoin for research. It is unique
which are being made to the college man. For, as
said in a recent among college scientific stations be-

We

2

2

2

Philosophy 4
Physics 8
Physics 10
Psychology 6

f

4

5
4
9
5
7

*.
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OtNtervatioas at random: The attendance at Friday night's rally tias
don't 'blame those in chafge
pitiful
also btae eyes of the program; blame your b'rotHprs
now almost white
that can pierce through the moat
fe"lt Tndisfjosed to" attend
«*E rockbound personality ... has been
.
p^iy^ dynanfite would help
called by various nam«s, most of have
hea^/about the Sophomore
wears who did nQ{ hl%ve tjme to study h|s
them complimentary
tweedy suits ... is the most popu Ur plays for footbW1 practice, aod ar-

5
5
3
3
2
4

9

Government 8
Greek 4
Greek 6
Greek 12
Greek 14
Greek 17

expedition with tales of his eleven
years in the Coast Guard in the days
of the square riggers, while Carrie
spent the summer debating through
which mail order house she should

BOWDOIN PUBLI 8 JH IN G COMPANY
Itftasgw

MEN OR LESS

B

9
10

-ta

he would probably comply with
when you leave his
adage
.office you usually do two things:
heave a Sagh of relief; second
first
(if you are poljte) say, "Thank you.
shirt,

|«w* andc*ss
.

master carpenter, mason, and me- German 8
chanic, a barber, an undertaker, and German 14
a cook. Ernest Joy entertained the German 16

'43

10

Total

Grades A
3 33.3
9
2
10

Courses
erman, dubbed a Professor in the Art 10
University of Hard Knocks by the Chemistry 10
Portland Telegram; Ernest Joy. the
Chemistry 12
warden; and Carrie, Ernest's houseEconomics 6
keeper. Lester transported the expeEnglish 32
dition across the 24 miles of water
French 12
his
to the island and has added to
list
of accomplishments that of a French 16
*

Henry A. Shorey.

i

COURSES WITH

the summer and Boh Cunningham
from M. I. T. for two weeks. Other
residents included Lester Tate, a fish-

Jr.. *41

fa;«fitor»

'41

!

The following is the summary of aH grades received during the second
semester last year. As usual the courses with the fewer men made a better
showing, although botany 1 ant! English 22 were major exceptions to the
r ]
[ Continued from Puge
hers of the expedition had Brad Hall rule. On the other side of the ledger, French 2, Latin B, and Latin 12 reveal
'41 for a week at the beginning of the highest mortality rate.
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BIG WHITE TO FACE

•

POLAR BEARINGS

•

•

TENNIS TOURNAMENT

•

FINALISTS TO PLAY

By Charles T. Ireland
In addition to Saturday's loss to Amherst, Bowdoin received news of
Curiel Slated
only faint hope from the results turned in by her State Series rivals on dis- Stearns
tant gridirons. Colby edged Vermont, thanks to that brilMant opportunist,
Meet Ireland In
Eero Helin; Bates turned in the impossible by upsetting Tufts, 16-0, conFinal Match
queror of the Big White; and only Maine lost to brighten the dimmed prospects of Adam Walsh's much-revamped lineup. But here, too, there is posThe annual fall tennis tournament
sible future trouble. For the Black Bears were coasting along comfortably has advanced to the semi-final stages
behind a thirteen-point lead, piled up through a dazzling pass attack, when in both the singles and doubles, with
liacks.
Purple
the clouds burst, and inspired play, plus "the breaks," allowed New Hamp- the finals in both to be played this
Rated
Turning to the Army game the line- shire to score thrice
week. Chick Ireland has advanced
in the final nine minutes of the struggle.
Outstanding Elevens
tip that started then will probably be
The lone bit of "good" news had its unpleasant aspect. Word comes from to the finals in his bracket, with Don
the same against Bowdoin, barring
Stearns and Maurice Curiel slated to
In
England
the breather with Waterville that Captain Johnny Daggett, spearhead of the Mule attack, is fight it out for the final spot in the
any injuries
ftuffalo last Saturday. The line aver- through active football for life as a result of a shoulder injury sustained in other half of the draw.
i»ges 192.9 per man and the backfield the opening moments of the Vermont game. While this means that Bowdoin
Ireland advanced to the finals by
The starting has one less threat to worry about if the news is true still it is a source of virtue of a hard- fought victory over
averages 177 pounds.
23
tram will average 1S7 pounds. Five regret that as fine a sportsman and athlete as John will not be able to finish Lou Harr, 2-6. 6-4, 6-4. Harr led in
Will seniors who have had two years' var- his already brilliant career. John, a genuine whirlwind in both football and the third set by 4-2, but his splendid
Williams
ssty experience with six juniors with track, has had his share of bad luck during
the past couple of years. Two *! game and overhand smashes fell
Display
Powerful
qne year's experience compose this years ago in the State Track Meet
he pulled a ligament while running even apart at that point just enough to alteam. At the time of this writing no
Passing Attack
with Charlie Pope in the 100; and injuries suffered at various times have *ow 1 Ire| and , to * H P through to the
**>phomore has been able to replace a
finals. Harr lost four deuce games in
left him with a pair of ankles that might go at any time on the football field.
Iv'tterman in any varsity berth.
a row in the final set. The match was
With the Amherst game behind
John Daly, 210 pounds, rated as Nevertheless Colby is still very powerful for the impending State Series that a fine exhibition of baseline running
them, the Polar Bears prepare to (Jne of the best line backers in New looms this year as an even more unpredictable event than ever before.
steadiness, with Ireland's constant reface the Purple and Wnite of Wil- England last Fall, has been converted
polar bearings
trieving tactics the deciding factor.
liam* Saturday at Whittier Field
from a tackle to a center. HLs work
Personalities: Dynamic Linn Wells is evidently not
Maurice Curiel thus far has proved
what promises to be the hardest en- last year in the Bowdoin- Williams
overrating the speed of his Frosh backfield. Walking Into
to be the sensation of the tourney,
counter of the current campaign fbt tussle was largely the reason thei
eliminating Ev Pope in his last match.
Jocular Jack Magee's track office one rainy afternoon last
the Walsh men.
Although Bowdoin game ended in a scoreless tie. Johnny
3-6, 8-6, 7-5. Pope led in the final set
week, Linn interrupted Jack, who was reigning supreme
lost to the Lord Jeffs, the running, Meehan, 190-pound half back, considby 4-1, but he suddenly lost his touch
over a group of listeners, to ask if he might work out
passing and punting attack were bet- ered as capable as Daly will be backat this point, and Curiel lost no time
three sets of backs on the cage floor.
ter according to the statistics than ihg up on the other side of the line,
in knotting the count and thfn win"Sure, sure, go right ahead, Linn," replied the ever
those of Amherst. The Big White afc*> • Only fourteen men saw action
ning the set. He had previously beatled in first downs and runbacks of against
amiable Jack. "I'll just run my trackmen around them."
the Cadets.
Substitutions
en Hal Ciullo and Bill McLellan.
punts.
Saturday's play conviocfi were Francis Dolan going in forj
"Well, John," boomed Linn with a philosophical smile,
<j In one of the best of the earlier
^
power,
many that the Bears have
Hearne at right end, Ed deWmdt and
"that wouldn't be hard, that wouldn't be hard.". .Jack was
"matches, Lou Harr defeated Jack
speed, and a passing attack which Forbes replacing Meehan and Morin a very jovial mood this particular day, and, after Linn
Plimpton in three sets, the final gothey can use effectively against the gan in the backfield. The others saw
ing to 7-5, while Al Sleeper beat sevhad
gone his way, turned to face an ambitious-looking canPurple.
sixty minutes of rugged service, withenth-seeded Hank Shorey in another
didate
he
wanted
to
jro out for
who
announced
briefly
that
When Coach Barr Snively leads hla rkit showing signs of weakening. In
three set match. Don Stearns beat
the weight events this year.
Williams football team to Whittier Che Army game Williams scored the
Sleeper 6-1. 6-4.
"Oh," said Jack, without flinching, "Want to Walt
Field next Saturday, he will boast of final touchdown in the closing minIn the doubles the favorites adaround the cage all year, eh"?
a team consisting of twenty-three ules of play. Army tallied twice in
vanced through the first round easily
veterans and a national ranking as the initial period and another in the
Maurice Curiel, the mild-looking fellow from Veneenough, but in their next match the
one of the best small college elevens. j^econd stanza, pressed Williams all of
zuela, is proving to be poison in the fall tennis tourney.
top-seeded pair of Stearns and IreThe close win by Army 20-18 tw^? Oie second quarter but faired to score.
Unseeded, unheralded, and almost unheard of, Maurice has
land barely managed to eke out an
weeks ago gives proof that William* Ihe Purple grew stronger as the|
8-6. 2-6, 9-7 victory over the tandem
bowled over- Hal Ciullo, Bill McLellan, and finally Captain
has a powerhouse aggregation this i»ame aged and in the second half it
of Professors Brown and Daggett. The
Ev
Pope, on his way to the semi-final. Possessing what
Fall.
was all Williams. They scored touchfaculty members displayed courageous
looks like a very unformidaMe game, Maurice thus far
The advance information sent oul downs in the second, third, and
retrieving and fine court covering, and
has been just too steady.
by the Williams Athletic Office shows fourth quarters.
confused their young opponents with
polar bearings
that the Purple have twenty-three
Williams boasts of a strong passan orthodox style of play. Stearns
Plans are already under way to send" the tennis team down south this
varsity lettermen. two non-lettermec. ing attack to balance its tremendous
and IreJand an f to
bbott and
t
who had plenty of experience last smashing running plays. The aerial coming spring vacation for the second year. Last year the team took per- Harr in a semifinal ma tch this week.
season, and twenty-three sophomores Sttaek against the Cadets was good haps the longest trip of any organization on campus when it invaded lower
The second seeded team of Pope
available for the 1940 season. Inci- enough for two tallies. Herb I Iolden Virginia and managed to take one out of three matches. Intended as a trainand Plimpton was upset by Professors
dentally the Freshman team last Fall ehucked a 35-yard slant to Forbes for
ing trip, and financed on a cooperative basis, the journey is a big factor in Bartlett and Cushing by a score of
was one of the best in the history oi the first score, while Marshall HanThe victors possessed too
getting the squad ready for the State Tournament. Ev Pope and the Athletic 6-3, 6-3.
the Big Purple.
nock rifled a short bullet pass to Department are now trying
to line up. a schedule from a group including much experience, and Pope played the
Disregarding the Freshmen of last de Windt who galloped some 65 yards
match after only a fifteen-minute rest
Forest,
and
HampWake
Duke,
North
Carolina,
Washington
and
Lee,
V.M.I.
Fall, none of whom have landed var- fbr the other score. The final touch
from his singles match. Bartlett and
sity starting posts, the twenty-thrc? down came as the result of a 55- ^"-Sydney. Mai Hill, brother of Cal Hill, '40. and a pro of national repute
Cushing will meet Dean Nixon and
lettermen are: John J. Daly 210 and 3?ard sustained drive, Hoiden plung- is slated to handle the team for the second year.
Professor Kendrick in the semi-finals.
Meridith Hall 190, centers; Bob Heri ing from the one-yard stripe.
The latter defeated the tandem of
guth 190, John A. Earle 175, William
John Earle, weighing 185 pounds, half, 175; and Herb Hoiden, fullback,
Ciullo and Fisher.
Third
Golfers
Sebring, Jr., 175, Bob Taylor 166, senior, is the lightest man in the 180.
The Big White, definitely outweighguards; John Rice 190, John Irwin ?tarrl i ng line up He and Bob Herguth
ed Bob Paine 2 and 1; and Fred Matthe ]ino bv 13 pounds to each
172, Edmund Calahan 188, Hugo
Of
thews ousted Ralph Hayward 1 up.
790 w jn. piay a t left and right guards **
Oswald, Jr., tackles; Charles Broth- respectively, the tackles, Johnny Rice man ^"^ l ® pounds in the backfield,
Other first round winners were John
well 185, Alonzo G. Herrne, Jr. 20C,
Robbins who eliminated Larry Stone
Meridith Hall are listed at 19o' muSt count on speed to offset such a
first
iMarked by only one upset, the
Francis Verdery 167, ends; Howard a-jjecp the ends Charlie BrothweH disadvantage. Adam Walsh has such
4 and 3; ind Hank Dale who downed
Martin. Bonzagni. Bell, and second rounds of the Bowdoin John Kuster 1 up.
F. Detmer, Jr. 180. Harry A. Fisher. -^j AJonzo Hearne, 185 and 200 re- j*P*«l
«"
were
stroked
off
golf
tournament
Marchildon, Beckler. and
Jr. 150. William Floyd 161, Marshal] *pectively center John Daly 210 The CtK)mll,s
In the second round. Hinkley, who
Dolan
Hannock 160, Herbert Hoiden 180, l+ackneld
of whom arp •"a* mPn this week according to form. Rod failed to make the varsity team last
Oswald
Jr
l+acK,,eia
lower, jr.,
** uswal
!" be'
? Tower
to
dQWn m tnp <jpen lieW wah Ross, member of last year's varsity year, continued his fine play by deBurton MeCan-165. John Meehan 190.
quarterback.
Johnny
Meehan,
162;
who
New
Engteam,
competed
in
the
a strong line opposing them the Polar
Cyrus Morgan 175. Oswald Tower, Jr.
cisively outstroking Robbins, 5 and 4.
162, E. Wayne Wilkeas, Jr. 17$-, left half, 190; Cyrus Morgan, " right Bears will have to either go over or lands, was unexpectedly eliminated in Harding defeated Dale in thorough
"—-•
around that line. The aerial display the first round. 4 and 3, by Bob Hink- fashion, 6 and
5; and Matthews downley,
dark
hors?.
Ross
large
a
bulked
of both the Wesleyan and Amherst
ed HoooesTTand
2.
*^ *
games should be an advantage for the as one of the favorites, after the qualBig White in this department. Trick, ifying round in which he chalked up law
"He's not so dumb, Peg.
1 •
an
r»
1
•
speed plays will probably be in order the best score a 76
Bowdoin
Sharpen you? ayes on that
for use against the toughest opponAnother favorite, Dick Harding,
Arrow Shirt- not bad, eh?"
ent Bowdoin will face this Fall.
w"ho had a 77 in the qualifying round,
Third In State League
advanced as expected by trimming
Joe MacKay 2 up. Herb Griffith, an
The rankings of the Lambert
outstanding

POWERFUL WILLIAMS
TEAM ON SATURDAY
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Bonzaglti AfHf Blood Sparkle then Martin km six yards on an at.
tempted pass. He kicked outside on
On Spectacular Runs
the Amherst 2-yard line and Blood
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JAY VEE RUNNERS

j

freshman golfer, continued along the low strata of his qualifying score by eliminating John BaxPaced by two freshmen, Al Hill- ter
4 and 3. Griffith, in the second
man and Joe Carey, the Jayvee cross round,
will meet the winner of the
country team trounced Gorham NorCraven-Flynt match which has not
mal School 25-32 last Friday. Al Hill- yet been
played. John Hoopes defeatman's time for the 31a mile course
was 19 minutes and 46 seconds.
FIRST
The summary: Bowdoin: Hiliman 1,
of Brunswick, Maine
Carey 2, Benjamin 6. Jones 7, New-

WIN OVER GORHAM

NATIONAL BANK

house
-•-

9,

Hastings

10, C.

K. Wheeler

.

;

Bowdoin was unable to gain a first
the Lord Jeffs fumbled on
and the Polar Bears

down but

fheir first play!

Bonzagni lost one yard
around right end and Bell made five

recovered.

yards through left tackle. A pass was
incomplete atul a reverse with BeH
carrying through left tackle failed to
net a first down. The Lord Jeffs received the ball; and Sweeny lost four
yards when he was stopped by Hutchings. Bell next 'tackled Sweeney after
a five-yard advance. Blood kicked and
Bonzagni, taking the ball on his own
40, returned it to the Amherst 44 beBonzagni made
fore being stopped.
five yards' on a: sweep around left end
and Bell made four yards through the
center of* the line. Coombs brought
the ball Up to She 34 on the next play
for a Big Whi^e first down.

down. Martin was stopped by Skeel
and then a pass from Bonzagni to
Young which brought the ball to the
Bowdoin 39. gave the Big White a
first down. After two passes failed to
gain, Bonzagni picked up five yards
before he kicked outside on the Amherst 25-yard line.

On the first play, Hutchings spilled
Blood after a gain of two yards and
then "Hutch" nailed Mulroy after a
three-yard
advance.
Mulroy was
then stopped by Sabasteanski and
Bowdoin Takes the Lead
Blood kicked to Martin on the BowBonzagni m-ide five yards around
doin 20 and Martin brought the ball
up to the 25 before being tackled by right end and then Bell tossed a lat
Johnson.
eral to Bonzngni, on his left, and
Skeel dropped Coombs after a one- Hank took the ball the remaining 29
yard gain and then Mulroy stopped yards for a touchdown to tie the score
Coombs after little advance. Bell at 6*6. Haldane converted with Bell
kicked outside on the Amherst 38.
holding the Nfll and the Big White
Sweeny was stopped by Young for lead 7-6.
an eight-yard loss and Blood kicked
Haldane kicked off to Kuchne who
and Bonzagni. who took the ball, was carried the ba>fl from his own 20 to
downed on the Bowdoin 45. Haldane the Lord Jeff £5. Kuehne then made
took a lateral from Coombs on the two yards around left end but the
first play and went for a first down next play lost^ three yards. Amherst
at about the Amherst 40.
After a kicked and Fbnzagni returned the
rush by Bell, Sawyer intercepted a pigskin to the Bowdoin 42. MarchilBig White pass and was nailed on his don went in for Bonzagni.
own 37.
Coombs made a yard through left
Slingerland
gained
one
yard. tackle and Boll made three in the
tackled by Coombs, and Mulroy was same place before being spilled by
stopped by Austin after little gain, Blake. Bell, standing in kick formaBltood kicked and Bonzagni took the tion. fumbled the ball but recovered,
m ^
ball on his own 15 and carried it back losing 10 yardf Bell kicked to Mager
to the 44 before being tackled by who brought the ball hack to his own
Skeel.
27. Kuehne fu*ib!od on the first play
Bell made four yards for the Big and Sabastoartski and Austin recovWhite and was stopped by Sawyer ered for Bow<%>m on the Amherst 17
and Skeel. A pass failed and, on a as the quartet ended,
kick. Blood was run out on his own
Marchildon Injured
35.
Marberger kicked to Marchildon
Fin© Running
who was smetired on his own 22.
The Lord Jeffs fumbled on the first Marchildon injured his right leg on
play but recovered for a 10-yard loss, the play and was removed from the
Haldane stopped Blood after a .six- game at this £oint. Bonzagni returnyard advance. Blood kicked and Bon- cd to action.
zagni carried the ball back from his
Bonzagni failed to gain around
own 15 to the 48, turning "in some 'right end and ttien Williams made two
thrilling running.
yards through left guard. Dolan
Bonzagni gained a yard,
and! kicked to Blood, on the Amherst 49,
Coombs was stopped by Hasse. Bow- ahd the latter was run outside on the
doin kicked and Blood returned the Polar Bears' fe.
1
ball to his own 27. Blood lost four
An incomplete Lord Jeff pass was
yards and Amherst failed to gain- on followed by tt»o winning play of the
the next play because of a fumble. game. Blood carried the ball throu,
Blood then kicked outside on the Big left tackle ar&l eluded the Bowdo
White 22.
secondary to "travel 35 yards for
Rushes by Bell and Bonzagni were touchdown. Thb attempted conversion
followed by Bell's kick outside on the by Mulroy wfls good and Amherst
visitors' 36-yard line.
Blood made a took the lead, 13-7.
first down in two rushes and then
Fifield took the kickoff on his own
Mulroy made six yards before being 25 and brought the ball up to the 43.
Ranked
stopped by Coombs and Haldane. Hal- A pass. Bonzagni to Dolan, netted fivv
dane stopped Blood after a two-yard yards and the* Hank turned in some
advance and Sabasteanski threw the thrilling broken-field running, bringnext runner for a four-yard loss. Bon- ing the ball ko the 3^. for a first
zagni took the Amherst kick on his down. Coombs' lost two yards at cenTrophy committee show Cornell. own 2-yard line and turned in anoth ter and Dolan made seven. Bonzagni
made a yard at right end and then
Boston College, and Georgetown, er exceptional run to the 44.
Hah? Ends 0-0
tried a pass which failed.
leading the eastern football teams.
Bell made two yards and then
Amherst lost four yards at right
According to the rankings, Bownetted the Big White a first down by end and Blood gained two at left
doin's odds are not good since only
going to the Amherst 23. Martin tackle. Blood then kicked outside on
Bates is ranked beneath the Big
passed to Young and this was follow-! his own 46. Three attempts failed to
White among future opponents. In
ed by a play which netted no gain. give the Big White a first down and
the list of teams which Bowdoin
The half ended following a rush which Martin faked a kick and fumbled
will play, Williams is highest with
resulted in a loss of one yard.
while running. Amherst recovered on
a rating of 869, which tops that of
Following the kickoff, opening the the Bowdoin 42.
Maine by only nineteen points. second half, Haldane stopped Blood
Two rushes netted four yards and
Colby (807), Bowdoin (791), and after a gain of 10
yards for a first Blood kicked outside on the Bowdoin
Bates (743) follow in that order.
down. Hutchings tackled Sweeny who 25-yard line. Martin gained a yard
made four yards. Sweeny fumbled oft for BowdoinShrough the right side or
the next play but recovered for a loss the line and Bonzagni picked up two
of four yards. Blood kicked outside more. On fourth down. Bell kicked
on the Bowdoin 15.
and the ball 'went out on the Lord
Possi stopped Bonzagni for a one- Jeff 49.
26 Maine Street
yard loss on the first play and Martin
Amherst fa&ed to gain' much in
fumbled and Amherst
recovered.
then Blood went
Two Barbers
No Waiting Sweeny then passed to Blood, 11 yards three attempts and
.
>'
away, for the first score and the Lord throu«h cenU r for n,np ards an6 a
Jeffs were out in front, 6-0. The try first down. Bowdoin came into poster the point failed
session of the ball once or twice again
Bowdoin returned the kickoff to its during the frw remaining moments
own 49. Rushes by Martin and of play but was unable to become
Wednesday-Thursday
Oct. 16*17
Coombs netted about five yards and dangerous
J
Brigham Young,
i

I

,

.

j

£
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!

j
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,

j
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1
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Capital, $175,000

j

(

I

j

1

I

;

*

!

Bowen 14,-Cre*sey_15, Ingram 16.
Gorham Normal School: Hodgkins
3, Jeffery 4. Hancock 5. Cummings 8,
Cameron 12, Alden 13.
11,

.

30.

Team

1

i

immediately retaliated with a punt
which went ou)> of bounds on his own

Continued from Page i ]
was good for one yard. The ball then
changed hands twice when both sides
failed to gain. Bowdoin receiving it
on their own 25 after Blood had kicked outside at that point.
Bonzajrni r» Young
Bonzagni made three yards before
being tackled by Lindsay on first
[

Total Resources $3,000,000

.

(

STUDENT PATRONAGE SOLICITED

Fine Beverages
Meats
Groceries

BRUNSWICK
BARBER SHOP

j

[

i

;

THE NEIGHBORHOOD

Lobsters and Steamed Clams

Neophyte Nonsense

n

Every Friday and Saturday Night*
1

Note to rtfiSGfes: No matter
what the alignment yott'll
never look

ririfrnlous

in

Spaghetti Dinners

VIC'S

j

,

"

Page Street
Tel. 628
In Back of Beta House

KAYWOODIE FLAME
GRAIN SECONDS

an

Arrow Shir* and Arrow Tie.
They're happliy combined to

MARKET

$2.50

I

'

!

CUMBERLAND

1

Tab

ButtOn>down

go together.

Arrow Shirt* for fall are
new and dtherem. Exclusive
patterns, new collar Models
and new color*. Expertly tailored the Arraw way; topped
with the authentic

Beat Line of Pipes in

Town

MORTON'S NEWSSTAND
9e

also

SHARPLY REDUCED PRICES

Join the

ArrW

On

Fraternity

today for $2.

—

r

IH
ill

999

records?

aervteo

CITIZEN'S LAUNDRY CO., INC.
78 Maine Street, BRUNSWICK, ME.
We mend your clothing, darn socks, sew on buttons,
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at no

TA.80
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We

& ALLEN

517 Congress Street, Portland

Railway Express!

Douglas Fairbanks, tr.
Rita Hay worth
also

News

Sound Act
Oct.

1
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CCsar Romero

Cartoon

""X^

1ft

11

1

BOOKSTORE

Adam
5ft

20-J1

Ann Sheridan

News
1

Tuesday

cents

1

1
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Margie

below east.

Nan

W. CHANDLER & SON*

We

.
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AHWAY

sound Act

Walsh's signature en cover
t

F.
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Oct

Direct as a "touchdown pass" is the eampus-to-home
laundry service offered by RAILWAY EXPRESS.
sod then bring
your Isundry, rake it home
it back to you alt your college address. It's as quick
and convenient as that? You may seno* your laundry
prepaid] or collect, as you prtfer.
Low rates include calling for and delivering in all cities
and principal towns. Use R
EXPRESS, too. for
swift shipment of all padtagas aad luggage. Just phone
call for

City For Conquest

good picture.

FRATERNITY BANNERS marked down
FATHERS' DAY CARDS

Ryan

HMb

Sunday-Monday
James Cagney
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1

ROCKNE, ALL AMERICAN was a

have the book with

.Many

Sheila

-

Stranger Than Fiction

MM

The COLLEGE

agetrta <n all Kootfes

ServJiS£

.

HOMt AMD BACK BY

wtfll

Saturday

1

Hall

Prompt

Jlou+i&uf,

The Gay Caballero

HBE

LAfJKiTSY
Laundry aad Dry Cfoudag

. .

Oct. 18

Angels Over Broadway

Records

•

Combinations

THE COLUBCtt

Sub

Columbia

Your favorite selections can now be bought at about '* the prices
that you would have paid up to a few weeks ago.
Is your name on our mailing list for monthly pamphlets of new

RCA VICTOR
CAPEHART

&€*&&<.S
I

and

Wide spread

ARROW SHIRTS
—
III

Victor

Sound Act

Friday

collar.
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with
Tyrone Power - Linda Darnell
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Arrow

1

Frontiersman

^
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STATION
Brunswick, Ma.
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DAGGETT ADDRESSES
ANDOVER GRIDSTERS
Jack To Develop
STUDEWmN CHAPEL
DEFEAT FROSH 6-0
Concert Band

A

,

[Continued from Page t }
Bt pointed out, however, that the
college can help the undergraduate by
acquainting them with the record of
mana conetant fight for truth and
Justice, by teaching them the difference between opinion and fact, end
reason and feeling. From this the
Indents may come to realize just
how difficult their teak Is, and thus
•how a broad tolerance of the ideaa,
beliefs, and feelings of other peopJe.
Pi o fsmoi Daggett's talk ended
with his idea of the main purpose of
the college.
"And most of all—the college
should teach you that there Is no
ready certain answer to your questions—the college cannot give you an
answer; it can at most teach you
bow to search for the answer, an
answer which we as well as you are

Rehearsals of Bowdoin's newly reorganized band got under way last
week as Mr. Russell Jack, director
of music for the Auburn public
schools took over the leadership and
direction of this musical group. Membership in the band is expected to
be increased shortly and arrangements are being made for the organization of a larger group.
It is the hope of Mr. Jack, one of
the foremost band coaches in New
England, to place the dormant Bowdoin band on a plane with all of the
outstanding college bands in the New
England states. To accomplish this

SUNRISES

contingent in three starts.
A scoreless deadlock until the last
two minutes of play, the game was a
hard fought battle all the way, with
both teams displaying strong defense.
After a scoreless first half with play
being confined to the middle of the
field, Andover opened the third period by marching to the frosh five
yard line. Here their attack crumbled
as Bowdoin held for four downs. It
wasn't until the waning minutes that
Andover again threatened, and this
time they capped a 40-yard advance
with a pass good for a score. The
pass went from Furseto Vose, while
Shaw and Keufell did the most of the
carrying from midfield. For the freshmen, Daniels and O'Brien played outstanding ball.

«

it is expected that the
tinue in
similar vein,
well endanger the entire structure ©T band will be transformed into a concert-band by the end of the current
Pan-American defense.
school season. Although the instru- r
MR. WILLKIE is an efficient an-1 mentation of the band will vary
"* experienced business man, at" through graduation, the number of
least he publicly proclaims himself: the band will remain constant, Mr.

to be such. If he were elected ho. Jack thinks.
The playing schedule of the band
would put our millions of unemployed'
back to work, he would bring about has been announced, and the group
greater
governmental
economy. will play at the Colby and Bates grid
Where will he find the millions hfi contests, at the interfraternity and
necessary Jobs, where will he pare. interscholastic track meets, and at
down the budget? The present situa- the state track meet in Waterville
tion calls for more spending, not this spring.
economy. You can't defend a vast nafighters, and both are experienced in
tion by pinching pennies.
own fields; Mr. Willkie in pri-

ly

qb, Elliot,

Donovan

Shaw, Pyle, Vose, Drake, lhb
lhb, Johnstone,

Furse, rhb
Keufel, fb

rhb, Daniels,
fb,

Donohue
Brennan
Francis

Touchdown, Vose (Andover). Referee, N. R. Higgins; umpire, E. Hallington; head linesman, J. Reid. Time,
4 11-minute periods.

hating

Council

will

entertain

the

Mount Holyoke team, the judges and
guests at

th<f Eagle Hotel for dinner.
freshman-sophomore Achorn
debate will be held in the near future
and the subject of debate, in this discussion, will deal with the feasibility

The

of lending aid in Europe's food shortvate business, President Roosevelt in
a highly person national and international affairs. age. Winners in this debate will receive cash prizes. Trials will be open
alized one between two extremeBoth have similar beliefs in many
colorful
candidates.
Both ere international and national policies. to all freshmen and sophomores.
s

•*

their

-

r

is
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POSTERS
STATIONERY
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Printing
;

Ask Us For Quotations

TheRecordOffice
— Telephone S —
Paul K. Ntveu, Bowdoin 1910

Manager

The Orient

Printers of

To

Bowdoin

have. had long experience in
producing far Bowdoin men:

And Other

Thus, the issue becomes one of leadership. In time of peace, it would be
possible to let an inexperienced man
take over the government, but these
are not peaceful times. Let us fall
[ Continued from Page i ]
back upon experience; let us not dis- Industrial Chemists in a joint session.
After the business meeting, Dr. Gusrupt our entire national scheme; let
us support Franklin D. Roosevelt for tav Egloff of the Universal Oil Products Company, of Chicago, HI., gave a
re-election.
lecture on petroleum, its numerous
Debaters
octane ratings and its synthetic products. His lecture was illustrated by
•
Holyoke slides and samples of various gasoMeet
lines and by-products of the oil inThe annual meeting of Bowdoin dustry including rubber used in autodebaters with Mount Holyoke will mobile tires, sponge rubber used in
take place October 25 at 8:15 pjn., self-sealing gasoline tanks and parafin the lounge of the Moulton Union. fin.
Dr. Egloff described the new procThe question will be, "Resolved that
all women between the ages of 21 ess by which crude oil is "cracked"
and 35 should be subject to draft for by use of a catalyst producing gasoline and various other by-products.
non-military purposes."
This subject is somewhat of a de- He also described several peculiar
parture from the usual debating top- methods used to power automobiles
ics. Bowdoin will uphold the affirma- in foreign countries, other than the
tive while Mount Holyoke will defend use of gasoline. One unusual method
the negative. The lawyer - witness was by attaching a wood burner to
style of debating will be in use. Pre- a car which is operated by the power
ceding the debate, the Bowdoin De- from the general producer gas. An-

CHEMISTRY SOCIETY
MEETS AT BOWDOIN

Yet, We're Interested In

Orient Operating Statement
Ike following

ike operating statement of the
Volume 69 (1988-40)

is

COMPANY

Apparently frowned upon by Dame
Fortune as were their older brethren
of the varsity, the freshmen football
team dropped a 6-0 game to Andover
last Saturday afternoon. It was the
first victory for the Blue and White

task, Mr. Jack is willing to work individually with students before the
weekly band rehearsals on Wednesday nights. In the revamping of the
band technique many more instruments can be used including 26 clariseeking," he said.
nets, French horns, woodwinds, and
flutes. Mr. Jack stated last Saturday
that any Bowdoin students with idle
instruments in their rooms would be
The lineup:
welcomed into the group.
[ Continued from Page I ]
Andover 6
Bowdoin Frosh
Mr. Jack has 66 pieces in his band
very stubborness would endanger and
Basidsley, Furman, le
weaken our country? Bar. Willkies at the Edward Little high school,
le, Palombo, Devine, Burke
extras
Six
has
forty
for
fill-in.
and
statements have a tendency to do
Esniol, Carrington, It
Just that. In a careless and petty majorettes and one drum major comIt, Hedlund, Havens. Perkins
manner the Republican candidate plete his own musical organization. Stillwell, Ig
lg, Meyer, Qua
vigorously attacked the purchase by The ultimate goal of Mr. Jack will Fishei c
c, Wilder, Gingras
the present government of a few he two combined concerts of the Au- Twombley,
Bolter, rg
conbands,
the
Bowdoin
burn
and
thousand dollars worth of Argentine
rg, Bassinette, Healey
beef for the navy. Over such a small certs to be given both here and in Lure, White,
Reed, rt
matter as this, Mr. Willkie thought- Auburn.
rt, O'Brien, Lcwsen, Havens
Hall
with
the
Working
in
Memorial
lessly offended the second largest
McKirnen, Nelson, re
re, Hess
American power. If he were to can-< Bowdoin group on Wednesday nights, Coxe, Rockefeller, qb
Big White
he might very
a

rpHIS campaign

a
Mission Leader
Of North Dies
j

BOWDOIN PUBLISHING^

for

Blanket Tax

$

[

Continued from. Page
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25.00

.

table.

Sir Wilfred. was born in Parkgate,
82.06029 England, on February 28, 1865 and
educated at Oxford and the Lonwas
3 553.23
don Hospital. King Edward VII fitted
him out a missionary hospital ship for
$1,715.69
the North Sea, and at this time, he
25.00
18.4
met Baron Southborough Hopgood

Operating- Profit

Surplus Statement
Surplus, May si, 1989
Credit for Depreciation of Equipment

.
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be the best of movies. And we still
think it was Steinbeck's best book

...

If brain size

makes any

All

Surplus,

May

31, 1940

Checking Account
Savings Account
Deposit (N.E.T.

AT.)

Balance due from Bank

..

May

-

31, 1940

Sub. Rec'd
Surplus

$1,027.00
633.60
15.00

Liabilities
in Adv.

•.
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Chekhov's "Swan Song"
[

SERIES ^CONCERTS

Continued from Page

l

}

Masque and Gown has announced
"Room Service" by John Murry and

.

Alan Borctz as the Christmas Play.

The first three days of competition
[ Continued from Page i )
touch football der Robert Lawrence and later with
leagues were intense with teams com- Madame Schoen-Rene in New York.
posed mainly of last year's veterans In 1934, Mr. Harrell did solo work
coming out on top. Last Wednesday with the New York Philharmonic
the Dekes, boasting an aggregation Symphony Orchestra and in the
intact from last fall's campaign, beat Bach-Handel Festival conducted by
the AD.'s by a score of 18-0. The Albert Stoessel. Not only has he toursame day, the Betas, having a club of ed this country, hut has won acclaim
equadl calibre, rolled over the Thorn- in The Hague, Amsterdam, Vienna,
dikes 32-0.
Budapest, Milan, Berlin, and Munich
On Thursday the D.U.'s bowed to on the Continent.
the Zetes by the score of 19-6, and
In the spring of 1939. the Metropolthe Psi U's toppled the Sigma Nu's itan Opera Auditions of the Air gave
by the same score. Friday's tilts fea- him a thousand dollar prize and a
tured a contest between the T.D.'s contract for winning first place in
and the Kappa Sig's which ended in a the contest which they sponsored.
scoreless tie, and a 33-7 Chi Psi vicThe Boston Evening Transcript wrote
tory over the A-T.O.'s.
of Mack Harrell in a recent story: "A
fine voice, remarkably well controlled
great warmth, purity and variety
of tone, unusual musical taste."
in the inter-fraternity

BOWKER

$1000

It

—

79 GIVES

TO COLLEGE

was announced

last

week that

a bequest of $1,000 was left to the
College by the late Heber Durgin
Bowker *79 of Mirror Lake, N. H.,
who died last January in San Mateo. Fla. Mr. Bowker was born in
Turner and taught school in Laconia, N. H., and Westboro and
Groveland. Mass. In later years he

maintained several clothing stores
in Haverhill, Milford,
dale, Mass. He was a

and Hope-

member

of

the Theta Delta Chi fraternity.

VARSITY HARRIERS TO

MEET lUff VERMONT

.

.

ACHORN PRIZE DEBATE
TO BE HELD NOV. 12
Preparations are being made for
the annual debating competition at
Bowdoin, culminating in the Achorn
Prize Debate, whose final contest is
scheduled for November 12. This
competition is open to members of
the freshman and sophomore classes.
The Achorn Prize, consisting of the
annual income of $1,214 bequeathed
by Edgar O. Achorn of the Class of
1881, is awarded to the winning
freshman or sophomore two - man
team.

The argument

for the contest

is:

The Bowdoin varsity harriers will "Resolved, that this country should
journey to Vermont University, Fri- aid in providing food, clothing, and
day, to open the cross country sea- medical supplies for the peoples of
son. As is shown by their defeat of Continental Europe who have been
Dartmouth last Saturday, Vermont defeated by the Axis Powers."
still has the Webster twins, two of
Dana Jones, all of whom scored in
the best harriers in New England.
The Polar Bears, however, will field last year's Vermont meet which ended in a scant 27-28 victory for VerPete Babcock, Jim Doubleday and
mont. The following men will make
other peculiar method was the carry- the trip: Bill Stark, Jim Doubleday,
ing of a large gas bag above the car, Curtis Jones, Frank McClelland, Bob
bus or truck from which the gas is Newhouse, Caleb K. Wheeler, Dana
led to the engine by the means of Jones, Gordon Winchell and Pete
Babcock.
tubes.

.

.

reserve

closed

the

in

library

vember

23.

The

cast

will

.

.

spiders. and the black widow is
the only deadly one; so recondition
yourself to, ignore the other 39,999
Listen io Raymond Scott's "Four
Beat Shuffle" and "Birdseed Special"

and of

should be consulted by anyone interested in parts or work on the scenery, lights or properties.
Charles H.
Mergendahl's
"The
Twig" which was presented during
Christmas houseparties last year, will
be given at Newton High School, No-

.

include:

Miss Christine Harlow, Miss Jane
Rideout; Mrs. Harlow, Mrs. Emily
Holmes; Philip Damey, Kenneth H.
Sowles '42; Ralph, James Blunt '40;
Erik, -Charles Stepanian '41; Ramsey,

William Stark '43; a detective.
Charles H. Mergendahl '41 Mr. Goldman, Vincent J. Skachinski '42. Students may obtain tickets in advance
through Val Ringer '42, business manager of the Masque and Gown.

.

',

.

on Columbia, Count Basie's "Blow
Top" on Okeh, Vaughan Monroe's
"Donkey Serenade" on Bluebird, and
if you like ballads try Tommy Dorsey's "Shadjpws on the Sand," a Victor
F£om the St. Louis Globe
Dispatch 'Woman struck by stray
bullet becofaes mother"; the whole
thing sounds rather haphazard
There seeirls to be a lot more fights
going on around campus than ever
before. Why the sudden urge to be
.

.

:

.

;

;

|

.

Each contestant will present a five
minute argument favoring one side
of the proposition. He will also be
called upon to give a .short rebuttal
to the argument of an opposing

Psi,

terest in the debates should be high.

Tau

We

.

League A: Alpha Delta Phi, Chi
Psi Uptsilon. Sigma Nu, Alpha
Omegjii and Delta Kappa Ep-

silon.

I;

League

GROWLER TO
APPEAR ON SATURDAY

The first issue of the Growler will
appear at the Williams game on Saturday, according to a recent announ cement by editor Charles H.
Mergendahl Jr., '41. The cover will
be an original one drawn by Stanley
'41.

usual

Quidnunc,

features,

Factum and

Theta

\

.

This issue of the Growler, according to Mergendahl, will feature pictures of all the fraternities and a
brief description of each. Besides the

at

j

j
!

Dictum

Pi.

1

Oct. 9 AD v>. DKE. BETA vs.
Thorndike.'Oct. 10 Psi U vs. Sigma
Nu. DU vs. Zete; Oct. 11 Chi Psi vs.
ATO. TD vi Kappa Sig; Oct. 15 Psi
U vs DKE. pU vs. Thorndikc; Oct. IB
Chi Psi vsA Sigma Nu. TD vs. Zotc;
Oct. 17 AD>vs ATO, Beta vs. Kappa
Sig; Oct. 2'4 Chi Psi vs. DKE. TD vs.
Thomdike; Oct. 23 AD vs. Sigma Nu.
Beta vs. Zc£c; Oct. 24 Psi U vs. ATO,

DU vs. Kappa Sig; Oct. 30 Psi U vs
AD, Beta vs DU; Oct. 31 DKE vs.
Sigma Nu, Zete vs. Thorndike; Nov.

AD vs. Chi Psi. TD vs. Beta; Nov.
DKE vs. ATO. Kappa Sig vs. ThornTD
vs. DU; N«v. 8 ATO vs. Sigma Nu,
1

others, there will be a

'

description of the various organiza-

and clubs

Theta Delta Chi. Delta
Kappa Sigma. Beta
TOorndike Club.
l ,-

Upsilon, Zefra Psi.

INITIAL

James

Bowdoin and a

6

dike; Nov. 7 Chi Psi vs. Psi U,

Kappa Sig

.

want most

vs. Zetc.

is
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Smoker's Cigarette.

cause

Refreshing
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and sparkle

Coca-Cola add something
to food <that everybody
likes. Try it yourself..

4US£ THAT REFRE SUES
Bottled under authority of

.H9

the) life

and taste of ice-cold

j^

!

. .

You see h everywhere, be-

Delicious and

\

lesteni

to eat

and ice-cold Coca-Cola.

the finest tobaccos grown ... a definitely milder,
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Good [things

in Chesterfield's right combination of

Second Street

The

Coo -Col a Co.

by

Auburn. Maine

COCA-COLA BOTTLING PI^ANTS, INC.
Si>

Second Street

.

Touch Football Schedule

'

speaker. According to Mr. Thayer,
coach of debating, with the subject
under debate already having aroused
a world-wide controversy, campus in-

P.

.

physical? ... A cockroach is the only
form of life ithat doesn't require Vitamin A
Understand the Psi
U's are having Vaughan Monroe for
Christmas ^Houseparties. Let's hope
it's not just jan idle rumor.

BETTER TASTE
like yourself

.

.

DEFINITELY

smokers

.

.

According to Director Quinby, this
popular, fast-moving comedy will be
presented on the evening of Decem- tennis courts"; but not at Bowdoin
There ?are 40,000 knowq species
ber 20. Copies of the play are now on

America

What

.

.

HARRELL WILL BEGIN

LEAGUE CONTESTS

.

writing thitf let tec to the relief bureau to tcir;you that unless I get my
husband's jmoney soon I will be
forced to lead an immortal life"
Hedy Lamarr will wear her first
nightgown ijtn "Comrade X''; in real
life she always wears pajamas
Women aril like sparrows; it doesn't
pay to lookj up to any particular one
too long
I From the Syracuse Daily
Orange: "Lpve matches permitted on

Actors' Group Gives
$1,674.60

81,674.60
Certificate 337.74

FAVORED TEAMS WIN
IN

.

.

Balance Sheet
Assets

has a

"TMf lAMPAtTS Wl WATCH*
Tlw March ot Tmm*

differ-

who introduced him to Labrador. He ence in intelligence, Ivan Turgeneff.
88 .50 wrote his experiences in the book Russian novelist came out on top.
"The Romance of Labrador" and has His brain weighed four pounds, ten
31,668.60
Motorbeen called since that time "The Good ounces, largest on record
ists in Idaho are running their cars
Samaritan of Labrador."
on potato Suice
From
another
8.80
8
letter to tfe Relief Bureau: "I am
1,668.60
$1,757.10

Less Charge for Typewriter

THE CIGARETTE THAT SATISFIES

THE SMOKER'S CIGARETTE, because
line on their

.

.

he left us (jonfused
Keep an eye
open for "fortilla Flat" with Spencer Tracy, it looks as though it will

•

on Savings Account

tions

IT'S

From the way it looked Saturday,
we pick Bowdoin to walk all over
Williams. Maybe we'd better not say
anything about the rest of the week
end. Wherqver we went people had
that fierce "I'm having a good time"
attitude. And we believe they did
If anybody -has figured out what Robert Lunt's letter to the ORIENT
was all about, kindly let us know;

]

11.67

„

short story by the editor.

DO YOU SMOKE

i

Variety
By Charles Mergendaal

1.067.00
1,165.63

Printing
Mailing
Stationery and Supplies
Telephone and Telegraph
Depreciation
Miscellaneous

Interest
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,

knighthood. He was awarded honorary degrees from Harvard, Williams,
Princeton, Middlebury, New York,
82,613.52
Bowdoin, Toronto, McGill, and Oxford. He received medical honors
$1,907.43
from many sources and in 1928 was
46JJ6
given the fifth honorary knight for
21.56
48.07
life of Loyal Knights of the Round-
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Bowdoin- Williams Game

Lineups,

STUDENTS' POLL

The Sun

ELECTS WILLKIE

» Rises »

WUlisjns (IS)
Broihwell. to
Rlee. It

NEXT PRESIDENT
By Robert

RETRENCHING

Watt
this week from
O.

Eighteen Per Cent Support
President Roosevelt
For Third Term

the field of national and internawe are going to rake
some leaves in our own front yard.
And this despite the heartening intional affair*,

crease of undergraduate Interest ir>
world events and the coming election!
as shown by the successful roundtable discussion last night and the
tentative plans of the Political Forum
for

Thomas

£

^ ^^

^d

i

Bartlett, Kirkland,

book

Professor Hammond officially op(without thoso expensive capital ened the annual Bowdoin Father's
letters) is a much simpler proposi- day by his address in chapel last Sattion. We now have a second-hand urday. He welcomed the fathers of
book exchange in the Union, which; the class of 1944, praising the father
if our faculty jid not have the unwho lets his son make the arrangepleasant habit of using newer and ments of college entrance himself.
bigger books each year, would opProfessor Hammond expressed the
crate with great success aod benefit hope that a large delegation of fato all. Our modest proposal is to add thers would
meet the freshman facto its function the selling of new ulty. He also made * nlea for
a wellbook*. This would mean, in effect, ap» ordered
day for the student with
pomtiog the College as a purchasing eight hours for sleep, two for recreaagent. Professors could either place tion
and at least seven hours for
their orders directly with the pubf
studies' Stating that an estimate on
Ushers or else notify one man, who the time spent in fraternity
and colwould do all the ordering.
lege activities was hard to determine,
To go into greater derail, we admit he said. "Those things too. belong
that this would make the second floor
here, and they are a part of what
of the Union a fairly busy place at
you are here for new friendships to
the beginning of each semester. But.
be made and old friendships cementexcept for those busy occasions, when
ed."
a full-tin<e undergraduate staff would
He closed his address by advising
be necessary, the store could be run
the students to read and discuss polin much the same way as the seconditics and world affairs, but to stick
hand exchange is now open only o»
to their work program in spite of
demand or at a certain hour of the
distractions.
day. Thus, there would be no great
expense to the College, or, if it shouki
prove necessary, a small service
charge might be added to the cost or

"

:

—

J.

Leo

Fojey.

third term, the qualifications
the presidential candidates, and
the attitude of these candidates on
foreign affairs were the three topics*
discussed last night in the MoultoS
Union by a panel of Bowdoin professors talkifig on "The Real Issues of
the Campaign" under the auspices ot
the Political Forum before more than
150 persons. Professor Athem Daggett was the chairman and Professors Boyd Bartlett, Edward Kirkland.
Morgan Gushing, Samuel Kamerling,

The

"Park Bench"

And "Swan Song" Given
Last Friday

C. A. A.

™

.

,

gS?^*" 22?

.

.

^

',

;

:

ne

*****

Hutchiifes, Gauvreau,

Bolster Line

[

Continued un Page

H

HELD THIS EVENING

Th*> College uns shocked and
smddemed to learn of the suicide
Peter Wendell Howie '41.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Wendell
Howie of Cambridge. "lass.,
last Saturday morning.
Howie was a member of Alpha Delta Phi Fraternity and
was majoring in history. Until
a few weeks ago, he was an

bate,

During the summer he had
a concussion of the
brain. The Injury kept him out

suffered

football

during these

last

weeks and no doubt contributed to the consequent tragedy.
Very rarely has Bowdoin found
it necessary to half-mast the
College flag to symbolize our
raourning of a student who
died during term time. Peter

trials

12.

Auer Talks At
Sunday Chapel

abilities and possiwe can ill afford
his parents. Mr. and
Mrs. Wendell Howie, and to his

which

to lose.

To

pathy.

FLYING COURSE
designated time. It might be noted
that football players are not allowed
to take the course during the first
semester, since practice and game
schedules would surely conflict at
sometime or other with the courses
of instruction at the flying school.
Football men, nevertheless, were enrolled in last summer's courses and
will be considered on an equal basis
with other men among the upperclassmen for next semester's course.
Several other activities also may conflict, but such matters may be ironed
out after talking with Professor Bartlett. The students meet for ground
school instruction three nights a
week; on Sundays at 6:30 p.m., and
Tuesday and Thursday evenings at
seven o'clock. Some of the students
in this semester's course have already

[

The following 20 men are

—
—

enrolled

Aeronautics Adi

'

clarinet.

1

W. Keylor

'42,

Edwin W. Frese

Garth L. Good '41, Robert G. Porter
'41, Albert E. Hacking '43, James E.
Woodlock '43, Donald I. Beal '41.
James B. Waite *42, Oliver A. Wyman
Jr. *42. Edgar W. Zwicker '41, Robert
E. Hewes '42, Peary D. S«£ fford '4L'.
Roger C. Boyd '41. John H. V.'iLson
"41, Pago P. Stephens '41, Richard C.
Hanson '42. Richard E. Stanley '41,
James L. Warren '43 and H L MeClellan '42

3:00 p m.

'41.
1
'

i

'

'

V. Football vs. Kents

Hill.

gusta.
Sat.. Oct. 2«—Football at Colby.
Sun., Oct. 27 Chapel, Professor
Robert Calhoun of Yale Divinity.

j

.Hon., Oct.

28

—
—3:00 p.m. Freshman

Football (team
High School.

B)

vs.

}

Morse

Bugle Staff Prepares
Outline For '42 Book
Charles T. Ireland
il\
etjitor of
the Bugle, announced yesterday that

work on the yearbook has already begun. According to Ireland, an effort
will be made this year to modernize

Club. All of the young Democrats

without the cooperative

of the College and any others interested in the Democratic party

was shown by

;

;i few days.
The following assignments have
been made' to the sub-editors: John
Earlier, to prevent students from E. Dale, associate .nlitor. has charge
of the senior, punior. sophomore, and
[ Continued on Page 4 }
freshmen sections; Richard W. Goode
handles the facultv section; tteraki
Blakeley has charge of fraternity and
informal snapshot sections; Julian 1*.
Woodworth is sports editor; and Robert S. Burton is assigned to activi-

Straggle In

spirit

cal details in

which

all.

And Seaweed

Barrels, Buggies,

From Frosh "Rides"

Betas treked all the way home tixwn
Lailey's Island carrying a bushel of
sea weed, a lobster buoy and a Sears
fraternities once again held their anRoebuck catalogue.
nual Freshman Walks, distributing
Starting about 11:00. the Psi U
their pledges throughout the beautifreshmen groui>ed in fours journeyed
f,ul Maine countryside by truck and
in all directions within a twenty miio
car. forcing the young neophytes to
radius of Brunswick. Bailey's Island,
walk hack so that they might be
beyond Bath, and four miles north of
better acquainted with the nature of
Bowdoinham were the spots where
the state in which they will spend
the neophytes were abandoned. The
the next four years. Blindfolded, the
.pledges were compelled to brim; lm*k
**
terrdied freshmen presented an eerie f
two great big barrels weighing ahout
sight as they set forth for unknown
sixty pounds apiece which smelled of
destinations.
fish. It took on the average of about
An aggregation of A. D.. Beta and an hour for the groups to find their
D. U. novices were questioned by the respective barrels. The first pair arauthorities of Frceport and Bruns- rived at l':30 a.m.; the last one
gM
wick for tearing down a political home at 6:00 a.m.
poster and for various other misdeThe Chi Psi and T. I), yearlings
meanors. The Delta Upsilon pledges tound thomso i vcv at T> ,,ham Bench.
were deposited 15 miles from Yar- n , e c,.j Rsi ft^gjimeh were left in'
mouth in an apple orchard about 30, th(1 confmes of un oM dark dungeon

By Don

ties.

I'lin

1

contact hin:

FORUM FORCED TO
CANCEL ELECTION

i

-

.

.

.

.

,

,

,

The
j

29.

.

I

-

«>.... mi ~v... -.. «•'!of
Fort
rt Popham.
()l j.ropnam. The boys promptly!
each group was required to hired a truck for a dollar apiece,
bring back one of the following items: p^ed up a bed spr
iwing on the way
the signature of the hermit of the (back and arrived at Bowdoin jusDesert of Maine, 12 Buss Ale Caps tnree hours after , hHr dcoailurc The
which are only sold at Portland forj T D s afler i uggin g two barrels for
sixty cents a bottle, a truck tire, five six mik>Si r^iv^ a rid(< ..,, tho wav
burned out light bulbs, a live fish and home.
a Haig and Haig pinch bottle. TinThe neophytes of Kappa Sigma
various groups returned home be- were divided into three contingents.
tween 3 and 5 in the morning since One group was deposited at Sebago.
almost all of them got rides imme- another in Windsor and a 11111^1 at
diately. The A. D. freshmen started Bailey's Island. Braving the -freezing
U..U,.,

i.w...

pairs,

'•

j

m

gjf,

Ag^a^gftMSMsis*mmms*as*ms**>*s**l

*simas****

s****j0j

failure

*o

01

secure outside speakers WhO WsJTv
to have presented the campaign s>sues caused the Political Forum Is
cancel its mock election, aecordinc.
to an announcement this week. The
election was scheduled for October

Another factor in the cancellawas the faei hat Forum offi-

tion

believed the mock election
would be soMtewhaf repetitious considering the recent student presidential poll 1 here, 'he results o.
cials

{

I

which are published

in the

ORIF:NT

today.

.

.

JtOTICE

j

their mareh from a spot in the wood weather, the boys, carrying suitcases
ten miles outside of Falmouth. The
[ Continued on Pa%e 4 1

Applications

must be

*sas***M

tS*SMSM«***«***^*SJS*«««l

for

Scholars)****

the office of the
Director of Student. Aid, Moulton
Union, on or before Friday. November 1st. The; Director of Student
Aid is not permitted to accept m\\
file^ at

apphr-ntion after

i!

.j-jgjgj

\

Paul Hazelsjbn '42. business manager, anrouneed that th-re are still
positions open on the business department, and that anyone interested
in competing tV>r a place there .shouki

The upperclassmen of the various

;

3:00 p.m. Freshman Football vs
Bridgton.
State Cross-country meet at Au-

|

Miss Marguerite Staples and Mr.
'39 will hold a
meeting in the lounge of the Moulton Union on Thursday evening at
eight o'clock, for the purpose of
organizing a Young Democrats'

j

J.

3

Myron Mackentyre

arc cordially invited to attend.

I

Thau*.. Oet- 24 Chapel, the Rev.
Alfred G. Davis.
FrL. Oet. 25 Chapel. James A.
Doubleday '41 presiding; Charles
H. Bowers '42 will solo on the

Continued on Page

:

J

COMING EVENTS
j

ministration flying school at Bowdoin: Robert D. Barton '41, Arthu

Continued on Page 4

|

flights."

in the present Civil

f

the book, txit still to preserve the
high standards- of good taste found
in previous issues. It will not be the
The card* of the registrees were policy of the present board to turn
but rather on«
divided into piles by states and ai>- out a flashy book
proximatoly 165 were sent to the which will incvease in value over th«
various state governors. This com- years.
Bids have Veen received for th
pleted the registration work for the
committee and Professor Van Cleve printing, engraving, and photogi an?*,
stated that this phase of the program and the editorial board expects to
could never have been accomplished come to a decision on these mechani-

NOTICE

There is no greater thing in life
than to ask a question. There is no
greater moral thing in life than to
ask a courageous question," said Professor J. S. C. F. Auer of the Harvard
Divinity School to his congregation
at the Bowdoin chapel service Sunday
afternoon. Speaking on the subject
"Asking Questions," Professor Auer
stated' that the younger generation
would have to ask questions to get
ahead in the world today.
Professor Auer submitted three reasons why men do not ask questions
today. We are too bewildered today,
and we have come Ki the end of our
knowledge. Men do not ask questions,
therefore, because they are too ignorant, the speaker stated. "Questioning
is an art." said Professor Auer, and
so today men do not ask questions
because they do not know how.
Training schools were suggested by
the speaker as a possible reason for
the lack of knowledge in question asking. Questions are often answered and
facts given before the student asks
the question. Professor Auer stated
that such was his case, and "that
deadened my desire to inquire of a
great many things of life." The third

uncle and aunt, Mr. and Mrs.
.David H. Howie of Cambridge.
Mass., with whom he lived, the
College offers its deepest sym-

had their "solo

minutes of the* third quarter. At that
time a beautiful kick by Bobby Beil
from his own 47 -yard line pushed the
Purple back to their ten. At tills point
Ed deWindt attempted to kick out
from behind his own goal, but Brad
Hunter cut In from his end position to
smother the ki?k. Ted Morrell recovered the ball lor the Polar Bears on
the Williams 16-yard line. Six play*
later Bowdoin made the first seorr q\
the game.

1

i

Howie had
bilities

DRAFT REQUIRES
165 TO REGISTER

David W. D. Dickson '41 will coach
the sophomore team and Lewis V.
Vafiades '42 will be the freshman
coach. The queston at issue will be:
"Resolved, that this country should
aid in providing food, clothing and
medical supplier for the peoples of
Europe who have been defeated by
the Axis Powers." The winning team
The next concert to be presented residence, parents' or guardians'
will receive the Achorn Prize, which
by the Brunswick Concert Associa- names, personal description
and idenconsists of the annual income of $1,tion will be on November 9, and will tification
marks. On the whole, there
214 bequeathed by Edgar O. Achorn
include a program by the duo-pian- was no hostility
towaiti the procedure
of the\ class of 1881.
ists. Luboshutz and Nemenoff
leven from the conscientious objectors,
Professor Van Cleve stated.

active member of the Bowdoin
football squad and also a member of the varsity baseball
team Ui the spring.

of

November

T

E

About 165 student? re^isteied at
Brunswick High School auditorium Town Hall, Wednesday. October 16.
last Monday evening. This was the under the provisions of the National
first in the series to be presented by Selective Service Bill. They were 'suthe Brunswick Concert Association pervised by the special faculty adduring the winter, and was typical visory committee for the draft. The
of the type of program to be offered committee, which was appointed by
during the season. Mr. Harrell was President Kenneth C. M. Sills after
accompanied by Mr. David Steimer. the passage of the draft bill, includes
Mack Harrell began his musical ca- Professors Van Cleve. Bartlett and
reer as a violinist, and was able to Little.
study under Emanuel Zetlin in PhilAs the students gathered at Town
adelphia. After becoming interested Hall, last
Wednesday morning, there
in voice, he worked under Robert
was considerable tension among them
Lawrence and Madame Schoen-Rene and all were serious
about the matin New York, as well as appearing ter,
according to officials. Each man
with the New York Philharmonic required about
three minutes to regSymphony orchestra and in the Bach- ister. Included in the information on
Handel Festival. He has been praised the registration cards were
the appliabroad as well as in this country.
cant's home telephone number, home

were originally scheduled for Monday but a two-day postponement was
announced last week. Two teams will
be chosen from tonight's competition,
which is open to freshmen and sophomores. These teams will then take
part In the fr?shman-sophomore de-

of

^seasons™™!
li?SJiJ

Mack Harrell, Metropolitan Opera
baritone, presented a concert in the

lor

bard Hall debating room. The

MEMORIAM

with

Metropolitan Baritone Pre-|
Twice in th<j lirst period a fast
(One-Sixth Of Student Body breaking RowMoin running attack
sents Concert In The
was stalled wimin the Williams fiv>Called To Town Hall
Higrh School
yard line. Thr>btg White didn't seriBy Service BUI
ously threaten again until the fading

the Achorn Prize Debate will be held tonight, in the Hub-

IN

filled

After having been thrust back to
their own one-yard line by a wellplaced kick fr^im the toe of Captain
Andy Haldane; of Bowdoin, Williams
attempted two! last-ditch passes from
behind their owln goal-line. On the first
play Marsh Hinnock, Williams pussHere is .Moehan of William* cutting behind an unidentified Bowdoin tackier throwing specialist, faked a kick and
then threw a short pass which was no
who is trying to bring down Means. Sunny Austin (44) is just too lute to good. However,
still pulling the unatop Meehan from sooting.
expected. Hannock passed again mi
the next play and this time Big Bill
Forbes pulled the ball from the air on
his own 33-y;4*d line and raced 67
yards for a tduchdown. Jack Banks
knifed through, the Williams defense
to block Oswald's try for the game
winning extra point.

2 }

TiiaLs

game

tie

down.

PRIZE DEBATE TO BE

headed the cast with his
portrayal of the cockney Copplewaithe. Others in the cast were Rob'42

;

thrills reminiscent of Ned Brant •*
Carter, a fightSng Underdog Bowdoin
team saw victory snatched rrom it*
grasp in the l^st two minutes of pla>;
when a desperate Williams pass from
behind their goal line was good for
99 yards and; a game-tying touch-

and Albert Abrahamson completed

Saba

a 13-13

Ir.

the panel.
the opening feature of the Fa
The consensus of opinion on the
ther's Day week end, the Masque
third term was that under ordinary
and Gown's acting workshop presentcircumstances the added concentraed three one-act plays in the Moultion of power in the hands of the
ton Union last Friday. Two of the
President would be politically danplays were student-written. Vincent
gerous. But disagreement arose as to
J. Skachinski's "Unit 26" and Charles
whether the foreign situation today
H. Mergendahl's "Park Bench." The
warranted a break in this precedent.
other, Chekhov's "Swan Song." was
The qualifications of Roosevelt and
the
offering
of
presented as the final
Willkie for the presidency were
evening. .
termed a second issue. All agreed
Skachinski's "Unit 26" was presentthat -Roosevelt was the more experied as the first of the three plays on
enced in governmental matters, but
Friday night. Laid in a London Iwrnb
only two of the professors felt that
shelter, the story concerned typical
business
Londoners in a bombing raid. The Willkie's connections with
called for his election if previous
plot, according to the author, was
[ Continued on Page 4 ]
humanof
subordinated to the study
ity with its hair down. Theodore R.

TWENTY STUDENTS ENLIST
IN

Sophomores Hunter, Young,

As

—

books.
Undergraduate
charges would be added either to the:
College term bill or the Moulton Un
By Richard Lew sen
ion accounts. The result would be'
The second pre'iminary flying
that the student body would save an
Bowdoin comestimated one dollar in five on book cbursc to be offered at
menced on October 5. After the sucpurchases.
cessful completion of last summer's
* - r
° f "*"*
ALTHOUGH a handful of New York ta
ke the course given to Bowdoin
.
f\ t
.
x
theological students did stage
* was raised from 15 to 20 studen Ls.
conscientious strike, the official dayi
Tne director of lhis ^n. as in the
of registration under the draft law,,
fc Pro fessor Boyd W. Bartftrst
which governmental genius magically
chU?f flignt instructor, Mr
l€ n
transformed into the Selective Sen- ,
•*Simpson of Brunswick. also
k
ice Bill —a most alluring title— passremains at his post. Since the former
«*d almost unnoticed. Here at Bow*
assistant flight instructor, Mr. Harold
'loin there whs no demonstration. The
Kersey of Lewiston, has been profaculty members serving on the board
rioted to chief instructor at the Unihandled things efficiently. Everyone
versity of Vermont flying school, Mr.
knew just what he was to do and'
Simpson has a new assistant. Because
when. There was little disruption oj
of Bowdoin's quota having taken a
classroom routine. The schedule of
rise, a sreond assistant was added.
the
interfraternity
touch footbal* The two new men are "Pete" Giamleague suffered a slight setback b» petruzzi. an alumnus of Colby College
cause some of the players were regiand "Ted" Blaisdell. a former student
stering, but a rainy day would have
ajt the University of Maine. Professor
had the same effect.
ft. A. Jeppesen is conducting the
»
r
Meteorlogy
i
\ ground school courses in
npHE Actor's Workshop's present* and Air Navigation, and Mr. Giampetion of two student-written one* truzzi, besides instructing in living, is
act plays in the lounge of the Moui- I teaching Air Regulations and the
ion Union last week brings to mind'j Theory of Flight.
again the crying need for a Little ]
Each student in the course normTheater here. Certainly the Masque 1 »*lly spends some time in the air at
and Gown has proved itself deserv* \ l^ast twice each day. Sometimes,
ing of better facilities than are of' However, weather conditions prevent
fered in Memorial Hall, for the num :;< the students from taking off. The
her of students participating in dr&- is'tudents fly on Sunday as well as
matlr activity is increasing annually. if every other day in the week, because
tlie course is to be completed at a
Mtmicrt om Pagf 2

SHIFTY BACKFIELD
OUTPLAYS WILLIAMS

of

"Unit 26,"

store:

new

Owning,

1

B. Dowd.
Tin*-- 16m.

WORKSHOP OFFERS
THREE SHORT PLAYS

—

the

;

Make Up Board

—

—

11

Bonzagni
And Williams
Traii Forbes In Race Down
Fiel^ For Score

Kamerling, Abrahamson

;

—

NO.

Campaign"

—

Hazelton
backs: Bonxagni. Dolan, Kifield. Williams, LeRoyer.
Umpire Carl
Re(er<>e J. A. Cronin.

FATHERS IN CHAPEL

- r
college

4

Twomey.
substitutes Ends.
Bowdoin
Steele: tachles: Simonton, Tbney, Clifford:
iruards: Oeortritis, Alger. Banks: center.

HAMMOND TALKS TO

Ucality.

Professors Hold Discussion
On "Real Issues Of The

Mwtin
IS— 13
IS— IS

McPhemon. Lineman—Thomas

"

»

8

kina.

Field judge
periods.

j

a

«>•

DAGGETT IS HEAD
OF PANEL OF SIX

Hi

Student Vote

(

ELECTION

Bonxaitnl
touchdowns Oswald
niter
Point*
(placement), Hatdano (placement).
Wallace.
substitute—
Williams
Lare,
Hall.
Callahan.
Mueha: tackles:
Irwin; jruards: Renzi. Taylor. Detmar
backs: deWlndt. McCuun, Hannock, Wil-

Collects Scant

Results of the Growler-Orient presend of this concern with what is go011 of several weeks ago reing on in thX^kfl portion o? The »«**! P
veal
that seventy-eight per cent of
world not bounded by our academic
the Bowdoin students who can vote
walls.
intend to vote for Wendell Willkie
a - r
for President while eighteen per cent
P>OR a long time now we have wish will vote for President Roosevelt. Two
* ed something
might be done
*:...-_„ f per cent will vote for Norman Thomcollese-operated. non-profit
i
caMMtLlei
anmaking book store. For even longer, other two Der cent are indifferent
to
we suspect, the air has been thick, the election.
with shouts of "Monopoly!" and
Among the students who do not
"Racket!" vented by students with
intend to vote next month, seventythin wallets against a prosperous litriine per cent favor Willkie while
tle house of business downtown. Far
eighteen per cent support Roosevelt.
be it fr*»m us to advocate drugging
One and four tenths per cent arc for
individual enterprise by introducing
Thomas and one and eight tenths per
unsound, socialistic schemes. A growcent are indifferent. This group,
ing tendency toward this sort off
which does not intend to vote at the
thing, we hear on good authority, »'
election, offers as one reason for staysapping the life-blood of American
ing away from the polls, the fact
then,
That
is
all
bad.
But
industry.
that ninety-five per cent of them are
the thought of spending about twenty
under the age limit. Two per cent of
per cent less on books each year
somehow overcomes our larger scru-: them will not vote because of residential reasons and another two per
plea, and we cannot help thinking
cent will not cast ballots because
that a co-operative store would be,
tjiey are not registered,
very nice.
In spite of the fact that Willkie is
- r
tjhe preference of students, the poll
SXF course, Bowdoin is not large; j«ihows
fifty-eieht oer cent of the stuenough to have a co-op of the dents expressed
the belief that Roosevariety now prospering at Harvard
velt will win the election while thirtyor Yale, where one can purchase all two per cent
looked for a Willkie trithe things for which we ordinarily
umph. Ten per cent were undecided,
trek to Chandler's, Benoit's, Wool-:
Another fact brought forth by the
worth's, the drug store, and even the
poll is that only twenty-eight and
State Liquor Commission. (Yes, we five
tenths per cent of those ballotheard
have
that the co-op at one
ing intend to vote in November. The
large, urban university has a departremaining seventy-one and five tenths
ment for beverages soft and hard.* per cent will ;ic*
vote for some oi
An enterprise of these ambitious pro- the reasons which are
mentioned
portions is obviously out of the quesabove.
tion a* Bowdoin, for the present «t
[ Continued on Page 4 ]
least, although it is something to
dream about. It would require •
building of its own and other maintenance expenses demanding a considerable volume at business for prac*

UOWWER.

ab.
rob. Hnldsne
-••• Ihb. boll

Touchdowns— Forbes, Meehan.

mark the

-_

12

Yowur
Coombs

Bowdoin

One
And Four-Tenths Of

to support this sort of thing. Now
we rejoice. rmd hope that the announcement of the results of the pres-

election will not

Tower, qb
Mocbaa. lbb

MAJORITY BELIEVE
ROOSEVELT WINNER

a monster pre-election rally. The,
timeworn policy has been

idential

to.

Forbw. rkb
Hotden. fb
Score by periods:
William*

'40

tiouvreou

It.

n

TO

Austin
Hutching*
*•

In.

2.
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harm 44
vvalsh as Mirabell. Alfred Lee '44
pYayed Edwards and the part of the
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Jo hn Walker '44.
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loudly and carried
the oasmry is now suffering
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from
-rhp Swan Song" by Anton Chek
Now, perhaps because he hov was presented by Charles Steprealizes the seriousness of the anian '41 and Maurice Curiel '42.
j

this policy.

Stone *?
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that, while a, bluff could be called, a
good hand could never be beaten. Unfortunately. F. D. R. has never learned the value of this. He has talked
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situation,

or perhaps because he hears This play, describing the decline of a

Wednesday during the ColleA* Y««r by the Student* of Bowdoin Cottefe. the rumble of a voting public, he has
All eontnbationa and eommuairatloiw *hould tm riven to the ManadnK Brfitor by Smday turned
industry for help in arming
to ifKlUStrV
preeedtn,; the date of publication.
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The RSfeV-in-CWef ia reoonafble for the editOrhU
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fcvn« should »,* adtiro^aed' to the Burftim MartaeW of the Bowdoin Pnbltatosr Compnny jthetic. it would be fun..;,. For seven
ffebarription*. $2.00 p*r >•. it In advdnre.
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years the Roosevelt administration
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business and to smother its capital;
National Advertising Service, Inc.
i'AtUef Pmklishcrs RiprwmHHtx
now the government realizes that the
ttd-w Vowk. N. Y.
420 Madison Avt
large concerns, with facilities for
Cairo*
tfOtfOM
lei kmnJx
mass production, are the only ones
who can save the nation. He is begManaging Bdttor for 1Mb Issue
ging their cooperation. You'll get
Charles T. Ire&Rd, Jr.
their help, Mr. President, not because
rc
your actions, but in spite of them.
of
Oa, LXX
M'ednenday, Oct^lHr 23, 1940
No. 11
One must remember that a large
company is not ipso facto a bad one.
•Judging' from his remarks. Mr. Lit'man must have been frightened by a
have enthusiastically noted the active interest which the (big busmess"wherThe was a baby
But we must certainly give Mr.
•tudent body is taking in the coming election. With the attempt
Litman credit for his courage. "Fools
to organize Young Democrat and Vwung Republican Clubs* it is! rush in where angels fear to tread.'
estioned
c °! umn h e
apparent that Bowdoin is going to vote intelligently.
The Political spontaneity
*
„ *?fV\£V
J*T
*
of ,the
Willkie movement,
orum is especially prominent in attempting to stir up not oniy dis- Can n be that he is unaware of the
caU "
cussion about the election, but, by means of speakers discussing ! I l cler? f
led the Democratic National Conven,
•
,
,
current day problems, to help the student body face the present uon of 1940? For a political writer
s
idate of that conrting ,he c
crisis intelligently,,
heartily endorse the obviously
successfu!i "£^
'
.
vention to assail the sincerity ol the
;
panel discussion which was held under their auspices last night.
supporters of Mr. Wilikie shows a
•incerely hope that there will be n«ore programs of that sort at wanton carek^sr.ess for the paper's
reputation, or else a decided blindn*»ss
Bowdoin
.with regard to the facts. The Repul>;
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George H. Quinbv. William E.
Nelson '42, and Charles Stopanlan '41.
flie production crew inchided Jack
r. Kinnard '41, Ben L. Loch '42. Don*
;M T beVfm '43. Jack W. Hoopcs
-43, George Ewing '14 and Sydney
Knott '44.
Before the performances, Professor Quinby, Director of Dramatics,
announced that the Masque and Gown
thus year dedicated its thirty-eighTh
season to Albert (Ecke '27) Dekker,
who, as an undergraduate, performed
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of Coburn was carried off the field
on a stretcher. Altman pounced on
[a Coburn fumWe on the lalter's 37
jyard line. On the next play BeckkM
ambled through left tackle, cut back,
jand crossed the goal line untouched
He then converted to make the score
7-0 for Bowdoin. After a scoreless
'second quarter, some beautiful sprints
by Grant produced a Coburn touchdown. The try for the conversion failed and the Polar Bears led by one
point going into the final period.
ith the ball in midfield. Minich.
p i av ing center for Bowdoin, grabbed
a Coburn lateral and sped 30 yards
to score. Beckler's kick was Mocked.
Later, after Coburn recovered a Eowdoin fumble, Sullivan tallied on a
long pass from Grant, but the extra
point was missed, leaving Bowdoin
ahead one point. An interception by
Twomey, and tackling by Croughwell
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both volum-* and

I

why

have the

rallies atari right after tmc*

when everyon^ is on hand?
The opening ofi the State

been
series
Before against Colby nesit Saturday means
that the season ts approaching its

there was none, until ft few carloads of students drove
honking around town after they gave
up waiting for an organized demonstration. When the team left for Middletown no one apparently knew or
cared. Two weeks ago there was .a
creditable rally before the Amherst
game, hut last week's affair was an
unqualified Hop. We do not believe

j

iri

per

rallies

football

worse than ever

the Tufts

improving

'coordination. The,' fault lies rathe.'with the organizefs. No audible announcement Ls n^ade i-ven as \whether there will be a rally, to say
nothing of When afld where. Last IFY1j** *»* «arcial fanfare bei?an at 7:30
but by then everyone had drifted off
[to the movies or «ilsewhere.
n •

r

-

;

....

climax, for interest in the four-sided
j

battle always rufcs high. We don't
worry much abous the Maine gam
rally,
because there are always
enough alumni baek to spread spirits
of loyalty. But lei's give the players
a good show of support.

p*

«

1

1

I

1

and McGuire balked Coburn's frenzied aerial attack for the rest of the
tfume.
>
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No wmber

23. and a repeat
performance in Memorial Hall on
Deceml>er 16. In December "Room
Service" by John Murray and Allan
Borefz will be presented at Memorial
Hall. The eighth annual studentort

written one-act play contest will Ik.
held in Memorial Hall on March 3.
In the Hall ..r\ March 20 will be the
faculty
presentation
of
Molierea
"Tartuffe." This will be repeated on
May 1. The next ni^it there will be
1

We

Do you know what week
This

is?

liiis

the wkek every

sclf-rc«pectin<> rollepe
man eliottld look, over his shirt drawer imd his
thrn
tir rack . . . pec what he
.
.
. and
lni<*tle to hi- Arrow dealer. For it's JSational
is

Mm

Arrotv

ff

rhi«« in

i*rk!
all the new patterns arrive
week *tock« of Arrow Shirts. Shorts,

the week

this i« the

.

Ties and Handkerchiefs arc at their
your eenie«tcr"s Supply of Arrown now.

.

.

pritk. fiet

BRUNSWICK
BARBER SHOP

a

we

[

in
eleven successive Masque and
presentations. Mr. Dekkvr has
appeared on Broadway and in Hollywood. He was last seen in' 'T . v'y- a production of a student - written
clops" and "Rangers of Fortune."
three-act play, and on May 23, there
Professor Quinby also mentioned will be presented, for the
.jenefit of
that programs covering the whole houseparty guests, a repeat performyear's activities of the Masque and nnce of the most popular
play of
Gown had been distributed to the authe season. Shakespeare's "Taming
dience. According to plans, last Friday's offering will be followed by a of the Shrew" will be Um annual
presentation of Charles H. Mergen- Commencement Play to tw presented
dahl's "The Twig" at Newton High June 20.

houses.
President Roosevelt is seeking a
third terfn. Even for a man with an
excellent record behind him *o ask
jlican candidate was choseh because
17™. .» .*,,..~„~*
-~
ror a moment,
mustk l.
be inconsistent with ^.l
the foregoing } 3f tne insistence of non-political or- as much would offend Americans of
# both parties; for this administration
,-.
J»ragraph.
have been asked quite often in the past few weeks ganizations which were impressed to attempt to perpetuate its tenure
with the man s abilities; the Demoand its policies is asking too much of
•ince
held a Presidential Poll with the Growler, just
forrtKl
a once-tolerant public. The columnist
hadn't printed the results which VOW will find in this issue of the Convention in a manner reminiscent has asked us not Jto "disrupt
entof some of the now infamous Nazi tire national scheme." I ask you al
/%„,_„_
•>.
\\7^ _ .
1.
r__-i» 1 . ^t.
i.
-^Lt.
j
Orient.
answer you quite frankly that
have withheld
have Z*» ofjto do your best to disrupt our presresults simply because
weren't satisfied with die
the poHjftciai but a Ja. 1 do not deny that ent scheme, and to return to the
American way with Wendell Wilikie.
was received. There was a decided Ufck of co-operation not only on

I

and, what m perhaps more important,
.there arc more or thevr plays written
. .
Uad S U !**"!? each year by undergraduates The
J^'_^.,f< ba „
^.irI
JL^
, o , J
Ooburn Classical Thstitute, 13-12, Fri- M
nilvl(, tnr
lin j. p
oiiinhv
|day afternoon at Pickard Field, with
nofemg The^r need for a
,runs. blocked kicks, and interceptions
long white now. We jrjpe"*"they wjj]
while a small crowd looked on.
get results soon.
Early in the first period, aftrr Brett

fess0r

.

Wide Open Struck

,

I

j

I

several

Were

Gown

We

^f

actor,
included
rrtwn Shakesnrai-p

SnaKespeaie.
^
Dil"CCtOrs Of the plays

np(z

that a lack of j-nthusiasm is the
'cause, for ihe chefrlns at games has

SUN RISKS

ilHH?n

Three One- Acts

™ ™?

a

Jayvees Edge Ceburn

Bowdoin Orient,
I was much interested in the iirsi
feeble example of political comment
]
[ Cmttinwrd from Pugt
to appear in the ORIENT; ft is too
rt
Kennedy -42 35 Soapy, Rich d
X
ho
rorl CO" M
!** d_ th
'Loosen '44 as Peter, Nancy Webb as
_
*i.! _^
..
!to*»n a little more sound in iLs argu- y[
"44
as Mi\fy Barton Thornuuist
tmetiLs, and the author a little more chaeI
Kobert L. McCarthy '41 as
jWWe m his political affiliations.
Samson, Betty Morss as Elsie, and
May I comment more specifically ? Vincent J. Skaehmski '42 as StevenThe column states that the Repubh-Json. Skachinski. on short notice and
can party, proposing almost the same witn only one rehearsal, replaced Roforeign policy as the Democrats, can- ^^ E Newhouse *42. who was unnot call itself a peace party, and at |ablp to
presont
the same time attack the Democrats
Mergendahl's "Park Bench" was a
fas "war-mongers." I take exception salire- Protesting the American soto this. There was once another clal system quite seriously one mo;ftoosevelt, prominent in public af- ment, it poked fun at it the next.
fairs, who believed in "talking softly Lindo Ferrini '42 had tlu* lead role.
and carrying a big stick." T. R. knew Others in the cast were George Eber-
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sure,
fairly

wc do not know.

why jutman

complete in hopes that the
pointed out in the

resiilts
first

may prove

present-day affairs since the poll was taken.
tinue to hold this attitude.

We

The Orient, unwisely

is

as regards

"

much emphasis

who
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live

Everett P. Pope
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all

concerned, and
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can only

that co-operation will be in evidence everywhere next Fri-

the great question

ZENITH RADIOS

Yours for a Wilikie victory,

mind the prov-

.

election.

perhaps, witl not take a stand either

the campaign issues or the candidates.
all

people

to

day evening no matter what the program

We urge that they con-

cannot place too

on the importance of the coming

|N»

paragraph* the College as a

whole seems to be more interested and co-operative

utmost to support any and

(

ever, without the co-operation of

which was

interesting.

shouw can

?rb about

But, under pres-

are printing the results of ;dhe student opinion

As we

I

Mr^UueTtS iwhKr!

je^^j

j

there was this lack of cooperation,

Waiting

ow

way

the part of the students, but on the part of the faculty. Just

No

.

the,^^™^^ ^^

1

we

Two Barbem

We

S/eZE'S EXTRA l/S&MA/G ft£AS(/ZE

on
j

will,

however, do our

i

attempts to bring the election closer to
j

the student body. For,

we

believe that

it is

only by such attempts

. . .

Bowdoin College, can successfully cope
any measure with the perplexing conditions of the world today.

that we, the students of
fo

from the cigarette that gives you extra smoking pleasure

... -.v.

TO RALLY OR HOT TO RALLY

.

.

4.

.

In the Mustard and Cress column in bat week's Orient,

observed that the rally before the Amherst game wasn't

could have been.

The

we

that

all

SLOWER-BURNING CAMELS GIVE YOU

it

speakers were «good and the cheerleaders did

their best to inspire spirit in the ranks of the student body.

EXTRA MILDNESS
EXTRA COOLNESS
EXTRA FLAVOR

The

student body, however, was not behind the leaders. But* although
the Amherst rally was lacking in spirit and enthusiasm, it was still

a better

rally

liams game.

than the one

Once

we saw

la«t

Friday evening for the Wil-

again those in change are not to blame as

much

as the undergraduates are.
Nevertheless, we would like to t|take the suggestion that, since
Maine State Series championship starts this Saturday with the
Colby game, something should be dofee to add a little variety to the
rallies in the next three weeks. The tally for the Maine game two
years ago, when Governor Barrows and President Sills spoke downtown on the Mall, was one of the bfest rallies we've ever seen anywhere. We don't suggest having a program on such a grandiose
scale as the program was for that rafiy, but the prospect of hearing
a well-known outsider speak at a rally should draw the attention
and approbation of the student body; And how about having some
of the members of the team present to speak? The purpose of the
rallies is, unless

we

courage the team

—

Mm

j

brings you a hilarious 30 minutes
of merriment and music featuring

I

Carl Hoff and his orchestra
that
I-

— and

The

mar^

students,

was "a sad

famous low-pressure salesman,

CAMELS
<

aaa-

"BLONDIE"...

affair."

attendance could not have totaled over 100. It does not seem

a poor state of affairs when we have to stump
and better programs to bring out the students. The initiative should naturally come from the undergraduate body, Kit, m
the great lack of this unknown quantity at Bowdoin, we are compelled to cry for variety and to ky the blame unjustly oft the
shoulders of chose m charge. If we can cheer twice as loud and as
long as we did at the Williams game in the rally next Friday night,
then this whole situation may be remedied. It cannot be done, how-

ent at the

-NBC

THE CIGARETTE
OF COSTLIER TOBACCOS

inconceivable that at least half of tht student body should be pres-

.

Dixieland Band in the land" and the
famous Crosby "Bobcats." Every Thursday night

ImerBIurt ( "I hope-I hope"). Every

Friday night-CBS.

are laboring under a misapprehension, to en-

to quote

hot half -hour of "solid sending"
Bob Crosby, with "the best

featuring

5 EXTRA SMOKES PER PACK!

to give

rally,

A

largest-sotting

AL PEARCE...

them something to work for. And, if
we are unable to stir up some spirit for the glory of Bowdoin, why
not try at least to arouse some enthusiasm for Coach Adam Walsh
and the fine work he is doing with tike team?
Last week's

BOB CROSBY...

CAMELS burned 25% slower

than tbe averbrands tested - slower than
mny of them. That weans, an the average, a smoking plus equal to
In recent laboratory teat*,
age of tna 15 other of

:

the

rallies. It is

UNCLE EZRA...

America's favorite young marrieds, straight from

Thirty minutes chock-full of
chuckles with that lovable,

of howls and

tbe funnies and films, give

you a grand

half -hour

Featuring screen stars Penny

Singleton and Arthur Lake as "Bloodie" and

laughable cracker-barrel philosopher of Rosedale. You'll

for bigger

thrills.

Dagwood Bumstead. Every Monday nsght-CBS.

laugh with him-you'll love
him. (very Saturday night

ILKA CHASE...

NBC

Join sophisticated Ilka Chase for Luncheon at the Waldorf;'
You'll meet tbe personalities of the day. You'll heat the

mkM*Mmam*i+mmemmm. wtmm+mmm.e.

en

latest

gossip

who's

who and

fads and fashions.

You'd get the

what's doing. Saturday—
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HJRPLE ELEVEN
GRABS 13-13 TIE

THE- B0WH01N* OHlfcN T•

Game Tickets Are
On Sate Now At Office

M«l*

•

POLAR BEARINGS

Mttifle

•

--

*

*

•

IRELAND COPS TITLE

Defeat Faculty Pair
In Doubles

;

>

SPEEDY BACKFIELD
OUTPLAYS WILLIAMS

The game will be played
Nov. §.
Students making reservations for

date.

Forbes Leads Bonzagrni And
Williams In 99- Yard

[

Continued from

Pdj(e

tickets
must bring their
Blanket Tax card with them to the

i

}

Because the demand for tickets
On the first play Ed Coombs smashed through left guard for seven yards. * ** greater than the supply, these
Dolan then smashed through centerl rules are essential. They will be
for five yards and a first down on 3 strict ly enforced. Stop in at the
Williams four-yard line. Bonzagni
Athletic Office for further inst ruearound right end and Dolan through? tk»ns or" information,
J

center

and

Kendrick

in five sets.

Chick

]

|

I

»

i

1

Inland and Don Sterns took a deep
breath, swapped courts, and began
their battle for the singles crown.

Bonzagni, Coombs, And Art
Benoit Exoected To

After another five sets, red-headed
Chick emerged the winner, but only
after both finalists had put on a fine

Play Saturday

exhibition

of

MAY DECIDE GAME

almost fnvzing temperature, but with the court in excellent
shape, Chick won by virtue of a
steady game at the baseline by mi\ing his long fore-hands with lobs that

Impressive Colby Squad Is
Likely To Use Fancy
Passing Attack

Playing

6,

6

in

threw Don

off

light.

as the third
polar bearings
Rl
p,ay of l:
*han heaved a long pass to Hearne and,
The Bowdoin backfield, although sparked by senior Hank Bonzagni and 7 o.
?k
the fourth quarter. ^f
Coombs hit the* Williams had another first down on
cantiirf
Haldane, contained three juniors and a sophomore at different
The next set found the positions
fine for a yard before bong stopped
tht White
interfer8
Vlth a crushing tackle by Daly. Both |rtence Mee han
"*_ game. Ed Martin and Ed Coombs played a greater portion of, reversed. Trailing 5-3 and two
again took the ball and
players were injured on the play and|, his time ^ined
the game, and Bobby Bell was among the starting quartet. Jimmy Dolan points away from elimination. Chick
right end for aeven°C
ad t0
the £"" e ^'"Stteen yards and a fourth consecutive also turned in a good performance combining speed with a driving type of ewne through at 8 6. in the final set
^!L by
u Joe
,
«f^
replaced
lead
Williams. On the next i flrst do**, 7** ball rested
on the ball-carrying. This Bowdoin backfield took plenty of punishment, too, from Ch:ck overcame an early 2
play behind beautiful blocking Bon-'Bowdoin
21-yard line. William* took the bruising tackling of Daly and Oswald. What the team lacked in weight, of Don's to win at 6 3.
r ,he ""^(to the air again, and this time Holden lit made up in scrappiness
The match lasted five hours and
«
Bowdo-n touchdown. Haldane
mad^ rifled a flat pass to Meehan who went
twenty minutes with frequent deuce
polar bearings
games, and, up until the final point,
or a
< his p,ay Mee should
Adam Jnd the eo.le*e oh** of
point,
pSt Howaom 7, imams So.
s
|!;
SfSffSi
°T by three or four
the result was in doubt. Don adnan
^jj covered
satisfaction. It ha., not looked impressive on paper, but ft
For the next few minutes the play | teammates. Oswald kicked the
vanced to the finals by easily defeatextra
has outplayed every opponent to date despite Ike resultwas concentrated between the 40{ point, and the game was
ing Maurice -Curie! in straight sets.
ex-en again,
yard stripes. Neither team was able fBowdoin
ing scores. It is a team that has improved with every
6-0. 6—2.
7, Williams 7.
to gain much ground But la the lasti
„*. -_
.
.
.
_
game but which, may not reach Its peak until the Maine
/v W
tt ^. 1
JiJ#
[ Contmved on Page 4 ] v
*° Y
six minutes, the air was blue wlthl
tilt. But, regardless of its progress ft should continue next
*£f
th b
b
t
">*"
flying footballs as both teams took
%* ?**?*
year withoot the usual period of experimentation.
doin
made another first down.
B°W(?° n £. ft, f?
lh
1
the air with forwards. An enthusiastic 2
i n" and picking
Coombs then picked up two yards,
Mgni runnin« carefully
crowd was treated to one of
-f the most .i
°n the fim P»a> of the
*$*• and a pass, Bell to Young carried the
ft^arda^iTatt!? ^ame hroke throu&n «" d nailed Mep daring aerial games ever wiMnessedat}"^
for a three-yard loss. A Holden starting in place of Bor.zagni who had ball to
Vw^ fr. «^
r^w»1 e "" V-T
the Pu-p!e 24. Bell could gain
W uf^ han
™" "f"
Whitier field. Holden and Hannoek.;„"
to Callahan boomeranged as a slight injury hit ri^ht tackle for nothing through
I**s
the center of the
0,d l b ke iiu
h *"d dropped
for Williams and Martin for Bo#-*"
Martin intercepted it and carried it eight yards. On a fake reverse Bob line, but Martin passed to Hunter for
T
doin were shooting spot passes bothj"*™^ *
n
t2! back to the Williams 30. There Bow- Bell picked up the necessary distance six yards. Coombs was stopped by
n««°<
long and short.
tK
initU,x first
«
ni
,h
firjit
*down
"<
of
8
the
initial
the
game,
in
on
tor
the
"
"
*&*
I*** "P
[gj
Daly on the next play, but not until
Williams took the ball on their ownlf £? V,hlto stn>ck aK&jn !*JTfe*"* two plays with Williams carrying the On the next two plays Bob couM gain
u
t«saS
!^ balL Bonzagni picked up two more on;y a yard, but 'Martin carrying the he had picked up the yardage neces^-yard line. On t^e first play Bon- 5 J*00*?*1"
sary for a first down. In four plays
r
decePt,v*:
zagni who played a sparkling defenstopped
by
Meethe
first
time
carried
to
the
yards
before
being
for
ball
'SLfiftfcSS
2fi
wh
wh,ch
ch Mt
m-'iL^mr'^l
the °P
open
en>» "* £-- -*™
«*??
„.«» Will;ams five behind excellent block- with Coombs carrying the ball three
sive game knocked down a paVs
-» ~...Vo^««„
pass from
hvKP***
outstanding game
Iftf a long
/
ft han who played* an
times and Martin once, the Polar
pass
from
Ed
Mart
and
Holden which was intended for
for Williams. Captain Andy Haldar.e ing. In three plays Martin, Bell and Bears could collect only
seven yards;
*?* what then provided the crowd with another Coombs picked up. fourteen yards afHeame. Forbes smashed the line for! 0111 ™" l?° ^'» iam8
and Williams took over on her five.
8
for a ^""^
time to be the game
,
three yards, andSthen Holden com-i ? wned ~-""rHwAr^
"rv,"rt.;«'«w\ w^ thrill as he punted out of bounds on tftr Bowdoin had been set back five
The second quarter opened with the
to Meehan for
the William^ one-yard line. At this yards for being offside on the first ball in Williams' possession
on her
yards On this play Sonny Austin,
the Williams cause looked black play of the sequence. Wkh the ball own "
37. On the first play of the pej
?*«* *!**? »» j» 1*°*"
outstanding Polar Bear center, tni11t4g^
tc on theirtwo-yard line the huge WilThei-e were but two minutes left to
Mart i n ; 'catching The ^aVfover
Haldane
!»««<>«•
s
try
for
the
extra
ed the spectators oy breaking thnnigh
forward wall rose up and! his 8houldpr liko a baseba
ball rested on their one- lla^s
play
and
the
01
„
"*"
a doud of blockers and making a shoe P ? 11 .*** 8 SSf •?taffi!
yard line. Playing wide open and stopped Bell short of the necessary Hclder interccptod a
from Hol .
Jmained Bowdoin 13, Williams 7.
string tackle on Meehan.
throwing all caution to the wind, they *****£*• ...
.
„
,_ den and brought the ball back to midHolden skirted the end for threei After the kick-off the purple team sent Hannock back to pass. The secyards and a first down. After a Bou*.j from Williamstown again took to the ond pass that he threw clicked as yard hncOn the first ptey Coombs
of thp ^ta^^^^ plavs of the
doin time out, the Purple took up thej air A P"-Ss frotn Holden mtended for Forbes got behind the Bowdoin de- Wf
aftW *
* ^°Ppe^,b'
Urame. After making one first down.
attack again. A completed pass Mee-f Mucha was incomplete. Holden then fender, plucked the ball out of the air ain
n Dftly
Bowdoin attack stalled and Wilhan to Wallace went for naught asi thrcw a flat P*855 O" 1 to the left to and twisted and turned 67 y&rds for ?
for Wdhams at thecenter post in- hamK
took over pumm]tn of the bfeft
VthBlin Meehan,
ft'M nr>tlfili7«<1
I'urrtu forf
fr\r'\\io
MaMiAH hilt
Allctin who
urhA the tying touchdown.
Williams wa<
big Shaun
penalized 1ft
15 yards
but Austin
Bowdoin 13, tercepted a pass by Coombs. Tbe Pur- Aftel an exchanKe
punl8i Williams
interference. On the nett play Mee-|wa* playing an outstanding defensive Williams 13.
at aC
C
P
passed their way to three
.L
^ii
Bears
down
period
the
Polar
yardage
on
the
Mee*
first
and
third
the
'
'
"
»
!
JH_g,..LJl-JJL
J-Liia-tLim, ., » _
l'i-L -aigi*
Wk
consecutive first downs before being
Meehan
fumkicked
Bell
who
nan
to
carrtrd the forced to kick.
had threatened twice.
bled the opening kick and Mai-tin re- ball back to the White 45. From this
With a few minutes left in the half
covered for Bowdoin on the Purple point Bowdoin started anothet march to play. Bowdoin was pushed back
From
then
until
which
went
50
yards
to
the
William* deep in her own territory by a fifteen
the
23-yard stripe.
end of the period the Big White car- 5-yard marker. On a revdiia to the yard holding penalty.
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overhead game.

his

splitting the first two sets.
Chick jumped to a lead of 5- 2. 40love in the third .set when Don took
to the net and ran off with the set

By Ted Bubier

^

.

^^T^L°i^ ^d

When Adam
line

-

Walsh's Polar Bears

up at Seaverns

[

field for their first

f6r a point

into this fray with a

record not afe impressive as Colbya,
having woti-wmly one game in four
ea'h contest the statistics show thtft the Big White has Odtplayed their rivabt. Against a WtiHams' aggregation, the Bowdoin line
was immemaK outrushlng the Purple
line all thro«gh the game, in spite of
the fact thai they were outweighed
almost 13 pounds per man. In the
Haldane.
Martin.
Bail.
backfield
Coombs, and Bonzagni, all flashed. Although he h4d a bad leg. Hank Banzagni kept ip the pace he has toen
setting all senison. ."coring once on ah
off-tackle sttmt, and again when he
clutched Ed Martin's long pass aa
the Williams' 35 and flew away from

State Series contest, they will be fao
ing a highly touted Colby team which
the safety hjan to score.
is undefeated in its first four starts,
Although fit the time of the Wtand. despite the loss of its ace ballcarrier. Johnny Daggett, has one of liams game Sowdoin was ha.idicappcd
the best offenses in the league. These by several injuries, the squad should
four victories, however, were made be at full strength for the game wilh
against mediocre clubs, with the ex- the Mules. Art Benoit was "out with a
ception of the New "Jampshire Wild- bad ankle, but will probably be ready
cats. Last Satuiday against MiddJa- for next Saturday. Eddie Cor .Tibs sufjbury the Mules played without Dag- fered a legjinjury when he clashed
w'th Daly. i00-ixwnd center, but he
but managed to roll up
Jgett.
points, showing a powerful air attack also will be available in a couple r>t
which featured Bobby LaFleur. La- days.
On the Coiby squad. Daggett is tatt
FTeur. a sophonvore playing in the
tailback spot, threw two touchdown only one w!k> will not play. Wawiei!
Brooks, in Ifeggett's spot at left half,
threatened
no
shared the Hbnors last. Saturday along
too short, and Williams
with the sophomore sensation Bobby
more drring the first half.
The game was filled wifi spectac- LaFleur. Al McCoy started five sophBowdoin
The
both
sides.
iular play by
omores agams. Middlebury, although
line surprised by outcharging and out- he has man> veterans on his squad.
playrng a heavier Williams forward This same line-up will probably face
wall. Ted Morrell played an outstand- Bowdoin anil this means that McCay
ing game at tackle, while Frank Sa- will have plenty of experienced rebasteanski and Sonny Ai.stin 'contin- serves to ins«Tt into the duel if noee * 1

.
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work

of the past

ued their sterling
three weeks. More than once Austin
followed the play behind his own line
and then broke through and stopped
the runner. The sophomores Hutchins, Gauvreau, Young and Hunter all
played heads-up football. Too much
can't be said about the speed of the
Whit." backfield. No one man can be

ary.
;

!

j

I

singled out for specia' attention.
For Williams Daly, Detmer and Os-

In the line Colby has Helin and Bubar or the ends, Bubar being a thraat
as pass receiver. Hughes, Weidul, and

Wolfe

j

'

J

forni '^i trio of rugged lacklaa.
all of whonr; have had plenty of aftperience.
the guard poattioai
.Vt
Baum and f->aly have been the maki
cogs in the (Mule defense so far tarns
season. Dal^ is acting captain in thv
injured Daggett's absence. Duly may
also see serf ice in the center position
in place of Loring. who nad played
there until the Middlebury game. Hassan, 3rooks». LaFleur nnd Haj'ward
formed the fegular bitckfield last Sat-

wald looked good in the line. In Meehan. Holden and Forbes Williams had
three backs who play a brand of ball
that will be hard to equal. All three
are bi^ and fast. Holden, a junior, and
Forbes, a sophomore will be back urday, but this quartet may be
changed before the Bowdoin game.
next year.
,

'

,

j

-

i

j

Ha>-ward.

.

sbphomoi-e. has just reDun Seioleiii's place at

fullback. Seiolciti lias figured prominently in. the Colby scoring, and has
set several scoivs with coffin-corner
k».?ks. Agamst
Hassan was outstanding on defense and was also a

CCNY

j

The Chi Psi's and the Psi U's
At this point
ried the play to Williams, smashing, left side Coombs picked up 5 yards. Shaun Meehan attempted a ileld goal moved into a tie for Br** place this
driving, never easing the pressure for Using the same play but With Martin for the Purple from the Bowdoin 21 week in league A of tiie Interfracarrying the ball to the right Bow- after three previous plays failed to temUy Touch Football Tournament.
a moment.
On Wednesday the Chi P-i's edged
bring a first down. The placement was
'the Sigma Nu's hy a scoiv of 12 to
;6. and on Friduv the Pal U's downed
the Dekes 13 to 6. The Beta's, with
one win and one tie, are leading
League B. On Thursday they were

ft

cently taken

THREE TEAMS LEAD
IN TOUCH FOOTBALL

]

j

and tossed another

BOwdoin g*es

(

After

passes,
after.

starts, but hi

3.

4

:

LOSS OF DAGGETT

competitive

top-flight

The scores were
5—7. 8—*. and 6-3.
spirit.

to gain

failed

After winning the college doubles
by defeating Dean Nixon and

title

I'rofessor

polar bearings
of these underclassmen since thr
beginning of the season has been amazing. Hunter did not
even come back for prc-college practice and broke Into the
•starting Hae-up after about a week's workout. Morrell f*aw
eomparaOvety little action on either the freshman or jeyvee squads. His performance to date establishes him as a
rtvture hi the starting line-up. Last Saturday, Bowdoia's
inexperienced line outcharged a William*' forward wall that
hHd nearly a 15-lb. weight advantage per man. And this
Bowdoln line of underclassmen played at least three-quarters of the game. It was a remarkable exhibition of spirit

Athletic Office. No student cah reserve extra tickets for another student.
i

j

The development

extra

Race For Tally

j

j

I

TO FACE
HEAVY COLBY TEAM
AT FULL STRENGTH

Teams With Don Stearns To

IN FINAL PERIOD;

i.

I

BIG WHITE

TOURNEY FINALS

IN

By Hank Shorey
According to an announcement
Whatever the season's record of this year's eleven may be, Ad&m Walsh
from the Athletic Office, students,
will, at least, have the satisfaction of knowing that he has built tip a com\ as well as
Alumni, are limited to
'»n tkrtwts in a First Choice Joca- bination that will remain practically intact for the 1941 season. Starting at
end last Saturday were Clark Young and Brad Hunter, two sophomores who
u tkm. This mcam one ticket in ad*
time alter time outflanked the formidable Williams blockers. At the tackles
dinon to the Blanket Tax Ticket
Austin, Hanks, babasteanski -, Any number of tickets may be pur. (were Norm Gauvreau and Ted Morrell, both unknown quantities until this
chased in a second choice location,
year. Morrell spent last year in the ranks of the jayvees and Gauvreau came
Spark Stubborn Big
as long as the tickets last.
Up from Ltata Wells' freshman squad Ted is a junior and Norman has two
White Defense
a
Reservations for those wanting
more years of varsity play. Teaming up at the guard posts were the veteran
extra tickets must be made by SatFrank Sabasteanski and George Hutchings, another sophomore. Hutchings
urday, Nov. 2. No reservations for
gives promise of developing into arother "Doc" Loeman. He is big and agstudents will be made after that
gressive and few plays will ever go over him.
i

THREE.
*

1

powerhouse as a

I

;

i

j

i
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PRICE

1-2

Ci«sl££
" lit* <fUi*u£r.u'.
*ftU4.

mom*

HMtl

taJ-tmet"

CASHEW
SPECIAL

B^BTTl

COOKED MERE FRESH

ALLEN-A RECULAR $1

Md

Ufe
Zest to Your Daily

Chew

I

I

QUALITY ALL WOOL

87

ARGYLE HOSE

DOUBLEMINT GUM

MAINE STREET

CUMBERLAND
Wednesday-Thursday

The Ramparts

Oct. 23-84

We

Watch

I

«v<-i

».i

<i<ulv

MARCH OF TIME

50c

afiM&atppPw
*£
.

the

Kappa

have gained no

.
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I
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y

BRANN'S

Meats

1»X

also

,

I

News

17

MAINE STREET

A

h«ll»

Oct, 85

The Great

limited quantity of fine colorful Argyles.

FIRST NATIONAL
of Brunswick,

GRAIN SECONDS
MORTON'S NEWSSTAND

STUDENT PATRON AC. r SOLICTTBn

T
• •

• •

home and back by
Railway Express!

also

News

Sound Aet

Sataraay

DOUBLEMmT<WM*t<«T<ttt.
•a- tMani Mckases ol OOUBUIHin

Oct. 26

The Quarterback

HM WW!

with

Wayne
Fidelity

Brunswick

BuUdin*

.!! a.n.'t

i.

'if,.

i

ii

in

.1

i

n

n

i"'ia"wn ssmooasmmeaeaaaa

Morris

-

Virginia Dale

Selected Short Subject*

Sunday-Monday

Oct. 27-88

The Westerner
Watch

for our

New

Low* Cut Prices an

Toil*

AH

Popular

j^rticles

ALLEN'S DRUG STORE

The COLLEGE BOOKSTORE
Books that are aaUlag eveiyaaj

NEW ENGLAND:

Brunswick; Maine

77ft

INDIAN MTMMEfc

AS I BSMEMBEK HUM
REAVaW* DOOBT ARD
COLLECTED POEMS

We

.

F.

Paramount News

—

Van Wyek Brook*

.

Bam ttmmr
Baaert P. T.

W. CHANDLER & SON

,

Of*. 2t

Laddie

Ca«n

Tim Raft

Direct at a "touchdown pass" is the campus-to-houn
laundry service offered by RAILWAY EXPRESS.
call for your laundry, take it home
i and then hring
it back to you at your college address. It's as quick
and convenient as that! You may send your laundry
prepaid or collect, as you prefer.
j

We

.

-

Virginia Gthnore

Joan Carroll
also

Selected Short Subjects

.

Low rates include calling for and delivering in all cities
and principal towns. Use A ILWAY EXPRESS, too, for
swift shipment of all packages and luggage. Jusr phone

R

MAINE CENTRAL

Tuesday

aaafaartta Mafattre

t

have a Special Bargain la » Eoyal PortaWa, tad haaa, »87J»

148 Mktne Street

TeL

Gary Cooper - Fred Stone
Dorta Davenport

'Phone 84-%

R. R.

STATION
Me.

CampuH Representative
William Redder,

Jr.,

Beta House, 14 MeReea afreet

R AI LWA^&EXPRE
SS
^Pr
AGENCY

INC.

NATION-WIDI (All-Alt SIIVICI

i
u
mm

BANK

Maine

Total Re*otirc*n $8,000,000

Town

Mary Beth Hughes

John Barryroore

ffi*

Capital, $175,000

$2.50
Best Line of Pipes In

Profile

with

Regular length and anklets styles.
Blues - Greys - Greens

Page street
Tel.
In Rack of Beta House

Football Thrills

i

Friday

V

Fine Beverages
Grocer ie

THE NEIGHBORHOOD
MARKET

KAYWOODIE FLAME

Delicious

long-la&>9

draw by

Ear,

the

jand short laterals behind the line of
scrimmage.
Although the Muk? team will probably be favored, they will have a hard
time stopping an attack like the one
that the Big White used against Williams, nor will they be able to run
roughshod over the Bowdoin front
wall, as thoy have been doing to their
opponents this year.

BROS. CO.

First Feature Picture from the

'

ti

line bucker.

McCoy has brought

(

BARBER SHOP

TONDREAU

-

held to a 6 to
who so

Sig's.

decisions, having tied the T. D.'s last
week. Also on Thursday, the A. D.'s
rolled over the A. T. O.'s to the tune
bf 18 to 0. The scheduled contests
of the D. U.'s with the Thorndikcs
and the T. D.'s with the Zetes were
postponed until a later dtte.

This year

famous Colby razzle-dazzle back into i-rominerjce. using an array of lat[erals and shovel passes. Middlebury
w»s bewildored with a dazzling attack of laterals on the end of passes
'

w

-

r!

i;

FOUR

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

FALL NET TOURNEY
ENDS IN LONG FINAL

FRESHMEN NIPPED
Freshmen Lose
IN HARRIER MEET
Second In Row Although taking the
two

GOLF TOURNAMENT

STUDENTS REGISTER

UNDER SERVICE BILL

IS

Students Elect

—

INHNAL ROUND Willkie President

first

Continued from Page j ]

C

Apparently styi frowned upon by
luck, the Bowdoin freshmen dropped
to *—8, ft-3, 2—6, ft-4. 7—5, More another game at Pickard Field last
atiminetlng De«n Nixon and Piwfes- Friday, this time
to Hebron Acad•or Kendnck. The youngster*' driving emy, to the tune of 19-6. It was a
gun* was neutralized by the lofcbing game that featured passing with
and court covering of tbelr oppownts, neither team being able to gain contactics which forced the winners! into sistently on
the ground.
frequent errors on attempted smashStarting off as a kicking duel bees, i he final set went to 5—5 bjrfore tween
Francis and LaChance, the
the undergraduates were able to game provided nothing very spectacubreak the Dean s service and lake lar, except for a 15 yard run by Bill
Chick's for the title. In the *ftnal Ellon, until midway in the
second
game, Stearns and Ireland reached period when Ahern ran a Bowdoin
match point four tiroes before* the punt back 30 yards io the White's 17.
lasers finally erred.
Ahern then took the ball to the 4,
Ireland and Stearns gained tb* fin- and Ross to the 1, 'from which point
als of the doubles by edging Lou Sanders scored on a plunge.
CarpenHarr and John Abbott 4—6, 6—4. ter's kick went wide. The second He6—4. Ireland was tar off form; and bron tally came shortly after when
Stearns barely managed to pu$ his Sanders ran from his own 46 to
the
team through. Harr and Abbot? led Bowdoin 37 and tossed a 20 yard pass
4—2 In the final set, but Ireland re- to Ahern. followed bv another to Kirgained his touch at this pojit tc run rane, who hauled it down in the end
oil fo~r straight games.
zone, makine the score 12-0. Sanders'
The Dean and Professor Keofrick kick failed.
trounced Professors Bartlett and
After taking the next kickoff on
Cushing 6—4, 6 1 in a semifinal their own 46, the Frosh unleashed a
match. The winners employed taeir pass from Brennan to Donahue in a
usual steady retrieving games in the play which carried 54 yards for
the
pinches to coast through. The Dean only Bowdoin score. The half ended
and Professor Kendnck had little as Donahue
failed to make the condifficulty in breaking the services of
version.
then* opponents while they continued •a
The ball see-sawed back and forth
to hold their own.
during the next auarter. netting to

Mud

\

and Stearns were extended

.

—

NOTICE
The first meeting of the Camera
Club will take place this evening in
the Moulton Union at eight o'c.'ock.
Officers for the coming vear will be
elected and all interested are invited
to attend.

Yes, We're Interested In
-

ALLY©

PRINTING

[ Continued from Page t ]
Hedy Lamarr is making another
neglecting to register, the faculty
new picture, this time with Jbnmle
committee made up a list of students
Stewart—
"Come Live With Me"
who were 21 years of age on or be•
From a Colorado paper: "Dr.
.
fore October 16 and posted this list,
said color-blindness occurs most often
corrections.
request
jig
came in first in the time of 19:33. He
Only
in
people
intelligence.
of
high
Special hours were set aside for
was followed by Carey (B), Wheat1% of the women examined are found
ley (P), Beking (P), Orlando (P), different groups to appear at Town
Mrs. Emerson
Hall to register. On the Monday night to be color-blind" .
and Benjamin (B).
before registration day, a meeting of Longnecker of Paris, Mo., saw a rooster having convulsions and killed it.
those eligible for the draft was held.
the Bowdoin 18 on a 32 yard heave
At this meeting the terms of the bill The autopsy disclosed it had swalfrom Ahern to Kirrane and then bog- were explained and the need for the lowed a match which evidently had
ging down there. In the final stanza, law
and the spirit of the law was been ignited by the grit in the bird's
after the visitors took a punt on their
gizzard .
The Marx Brothers' "Go
brought out.
own 37, a fumble occurred and was
West" will have its preview in a
recovered for Bowdoin by Havens on
tepee in the Black Hills of South Dathe 27. Donahue then made 8 yards Political
kota
The newest breed of orchids
and Johnstone passed to Brennan for
will be named Judy Garlands, after
12 and first down on the 7, but four
Sponsors Panel the movie ingenue. Somehow orchids
plays failed to get anywhere and Hedon't seem the right flowers for Judy.
bron took the ball on downs.
from Page
How about something wild and un-

places, the freshman
team lost to Portland

cross-country

High 25-30 in
a dual meet on the three and one
half mile home course last Wednesday afternoon. Hillman of Bowdoin

.

.

.

Forum

.

.

.

.

.

.

(Continued
1)
Shortly after, LaChance intercept- training for the office were the sole cultivated like daisies?
This came
ed a pass deep in Bowdoin territory campaign issue.
from the National Record: THE
and took it down to the 9. Sanders
Professor Kirkland led the discus- WEATHER—threatening. Continued
picked up 8 yards and Ahern plunged sion in foreign affairs favoring Roosesqualls in G. O. P. Commonwealth &
over for the score. Carpenter's kick velt, whom he said the necessity of Southern, $1.25 (was
And
$24)
.

was good, leaving things at

game ended immediately

19-6.

The amicable U. S.-South American

after the en-

suing kickoff.

was a game marked on the side
home team by an unusually
large number of penalties for offsides,
It

of the

a fault which should be corrected before the game with Bridgton on Friday at Pickard Field.

bolstered the backfield and
strong reserve support.

.

.

.

rela-

support of labor,
and the preservation of civil rights
made the logical choice. Professor
Bartlett declared that the President's
bungling of the London Economic
Conference and his tendency to
threaten without an armv or equipment to back the threat made Willkie
the preferable candidate.
Internal policy was discussed under the first two topics. The decision
most nearly representing the board,
although Professors Cushing and
tions, of the united

BOWDOIN PRE-SERIES CHOICE
AS TEAMS DRILL THIS WEEK
Maine pre-Series week-end games
point to a Polar Bear championship
this season if Walsh's eleven whips
Colby this Saturday. On its own gridiron, Northeastern handed the Bates
Bobcats a 12-3 defeat and Connecticut outplayed University of Maine 136, while Colby routed Middlebury 26for its fourth straight victory.
Displaying power and deception in
running and passing attacks, the
Mules gained 214 yards rushing to
Middlebury's 35 and completed 8 out
of 16 passes, two for touchdowns. For
the first time this season, Colby used
several laterals hinting that the Big
White's next encounter will have
plenty of aerial fireworks. Sophomore
Bobby LaFleur, McCoy's fullback,
sparked the pass attack with Hegan
and Helin, ends, doing spectacular
work in the receiving department.
Jack Johnson also tossed several
passes, but proved most valuable with
his punts, consistently booting the
pigskin 35 to 40 yards with a 37-yard
average for ten kicks. Baum and
Daly, together with the ends, pushed
Middlebury back 48 yards allowing

.

.

disagreed,
was that
Willkie would be the best candidate
promise in peaceful times.

Abrahamson

.

.

does anybody know what Robert H.
Lunt's letter to the Orient was all
about? Personally we didn't get it
.
.
From the Mo ran Times: "Mrs.
.

George Earl, who gave birth to a 19year-old daughter, is reported as getting along fine. A. J. Dill of Farley,
who also suffered a broken leg in the
same accident is recovering" . . And
from the Chicago Tribune: "She has
two famous brothers and seven halfsisters noted for their abundant production of milk" .
There are 33,000
flying students enrolled in the C. A.
And the U. S. Mint had to inA.
crease its production of nickels to
account for the nickel-in-the-slot-machines .
The first painting of a
man wearing spectacles was done in
1360 by an Italian painter
Don't
miss E. B. White's article, "The Sevenfold Pooh" in last week's "New
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Northeastern's win over Bates, Blue offense with Pollock heaving
coupled with the Bobcats' poor show- consistently accurate passes. Stearns,
ing against the University of New Stahl, and Briggs in the line and BarHampshire 27-6, indicate that Bates rows in the backneld displayed .good
will probably be the weakest con- defensive ball throughout the game.
Yorker" ... A watch is something
tender for the state crown. North- Maine's only score came in the first
which, if you look at long enough, it
eastern's Huskies "battered the Gar- period when Roger Stearns stole the
will be too late to do what you were
net line fpr three first downs in the ball from Connecticut's star back,
going to do before you looked at it
third quarter- before Tubbs crossed Donnely, for a 55-yard jaunt to pay
Charlie Barnefs "Night and
dirt.
The
Bricemen
couldn't
stop
Consix
for
up
the goal-line standing
powerless necticut's march for a score in the Day," is one of his best yet, though
proved
Bates
points.
he tune is practically unrecognizable.
against the long march, and two min- next quarter, but a bad break was
utes later saw Grey intercept a pass responsible for the visitors' second Also on Bluebird is Harlan Leonard
intended for Belliveau, veteran Bates tally. Pollock's kick was carried back and his Rockets, playing "Rockin' and
Mickey to his own eleven-yard line by a high Ridin'." We don't know who he is,
back, for a second score.
Walker,, a sophomore, and Belliveau wind and in four plays Connecticut out he's colored, and he's awfully
took the ball to the three-yard stripe smashed the remaining distance to jood ... A mirror is something which
in the second quarter, but couldn't the goal. In the third quarter. Bar- if you ain't there ain't necessary
break the Northeastern line and gave rows tallied, but the play was called And may God keep you from the first
O'Sullivan the ball for Bates' lone back for an off-sides. Again, a Pale draft.
field goal.
Although Walker, Belli- Blue threat, after a sustained 76-yard
veau and Flannagan were not a drive, was silenced when Connecticut
strong enough running threat, the intercepted a pass in the end zone for Webster Twins Pace
Bobcats did take complete mastery of a touchback. Seconds before the end
the air, outpassing their hosts €9 to of the game Po'lock took the ball on
32-25
the fourth down from the one-yard
_N
13 yards.
Maine's squad bowed to Connecti- line but missed the goal by inches.
Led by two brothers, who finished
13-6, but exhibited a tricky of- Maine has defeated Rhode Island and
cut
the Vermonters a net gain of only
fense that challenged Connecticut's showed up well against Columbia, but in a tie for first place, the University
five yards in sixty minutes. Substiheavier line three times in the second exhibited several weaknesses in the of Vermont harriers mushed home
ahead of Bowdoin last Friday to take
tutes Frank Downie and Bob Ryan half. Crowley and Stearns led the Pale New Hampshire game.
.

.

.

-

.

.

The 1940 edition of the College golf
tourney moved into its final stages
week, with Dick Harding gaining
the finals in his bracket, and Griffith
and Matthews slated to battle for the
final spot in the other bracket. The
winner will meet Dick this week.
Harding gained the finals by trouncing Bob Hinkley 6 and 4. The latter
had his game in high gear when he
disposed of Rodney Ross and Johnny
Robbins in his march to the semifinals, but faltered against Harding.
Harding shot a 38 on the outward
last

nine.
Griffith, freshman standout,
with difficulty in disposing of

\
{

Continued from Page

1 )

Sixteen per cent of the poll voters
favor a; third term while the opponents of the third term offer three
main reasons for defeating the third
term. Twenty-six per cent believed
that it should be defeated because it
is contrary to tradition. Thirty-three
per cent did not favor the third term
because they were opposed to New
Deal policies and twenty-three per
cent because they feared that the
third

term would lead to dictatorship.

Voting on the Selective Service Bill
met revealed that 82 per cent were in

Jack favor of the bill, while eighteen per
Craven 2 and 1. Rated as the under- cent opposed it. Among the poll vodog on the basis of the qualifying ters wbo are between the ages of
ounds, Craven furnished Gritfith with twenty-one and thirty-five, seventyhis stiffest battle of the tourney fir- one perl cent have done nothing to
ing an 84. Craven was deadly with his prepare for the bill. Twenty-nine per
short irons, but the longer drives of cant have applied or been accepted
Griffith finally provided the margin into military service of some sort.
of victory. As a freshman, Griffith
Answers to the question of whether
threatens to break precedent by win- the U. S. would eventually become
ning the title his first time out. To do active in the European situation show
so, however, he must get by Fred that flf*y-two per cent of the voting
Matthews and Dick Harding.
students believe in the affirmative.
The golf tourney this year has been Thirty-four per cent hold that it will

more than satisfactory both in the not mean eventual participation by
number of interested participants and this country, while fourteen per cent

in the calibre of play, according to
are undecided. Five and five tenths
Captain Rod Ross. He feels that in
per cent think that involvement will
view ot the golf shown in the tourcome in five years, one and four
ney the fight for places on next
tenths per cent in three years, twenspring's golf team will be a wide open
ty-two and nine tenths per cent in
proposition, with three or four newtwo
years, thirtv-two and one tenth
comers dated to make their bid for
per cen> in one year and one and four
varsity positions.
tenths per cent in four years.
Fifty^five per cent of those balloting in the poll claim that they can

HARVARD PROFESSOR

honestly say that they are not influenced by campaign sDeeches or war
propaganda while fifty-five per cent
claim >hat they influenced by these
[ Continued from Page 1 ]
two instruments. Five per ceu do not
and final reason why men do not ask know whether they
are influenced or
questions today was explained by the
not.

SPEAKS AT CHAPEL

fact that men are afraid of the ansThe poll figures cover only the balwers. Speaking of his dislike of asking
lots of students and not :i.e faculty
questions of a doctor, Professor Auer
results because of the small number
said, "I have died in my day of a
of professors and instructors who
great many diseases which haven't
took part in the voting.
taken me off."

.

We

have had long experience

in

producing for Bowdoin men:

POSTBttS
STATIONERY
TICKETS
ALUMNI LETTERS
FRATERNITY FORMS

And Other

Printing

Ask Us For Quotation*

T he Rebord Office
— Telephone S —
Paul K. Nlven, Bowdoin 1*16

Manager
Printers of

The Orient

•
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Vermont To

DO YOU SMOKE THE
-***.

n.

i+-

.

.

I

CIGARETTE THAT SATISFIES

>

COOLER

Win

is

"You are living in a
a statement which

states

is

a

common one

time"
speaker
every age.

critical

the
in

Houses Stage

"Ever since I was born," he said, "1
have had people telling me that I am
living in a critical

Freshman Rides

time." Professor

Auer concluded, however, with tne
statement that

in times like the preswould have to be
answered,
"What was
wrong with the world that has been
left you ? Is it in the power of man to
correct these faults ? If man has pow-

ent, three questions

faced and

% Continued from Page i }
of books from Windsor and Sebago.
arrived at Bowdoin at 10 In the morning. Th«? fortunate few, however, who
were left at Bailey's Island came back
at 2:00 a.m..
i

er to correct these faults, what means
The freshmen from Sigma Nu Were
must he use to do so?" "There is no ordered to bring a wagon wheel witn
greater thing in life than to ask a twenty-three snotcm About five
feet
question," he concluded.
high baek from Tripp Lake, a distance
the cross-country meet by a 25-32 of 45 miles from Bowdoin. Wagon
score. The time was 24 minutes and wheels of this size are not made
24 seconds. It was snowshoe weather which added to their problems. The
up at Burlington since a rain earlier boys arrived at Bowdoin at 7 a.m.
After a hearty razoo the Deke
in the day had turned into snow which
hampered the hill-and-dalers. Charles yearlings were taken to Durham
and Fred Webster were the Vermont about twelve miles away. Despite th«men who took first laurels, and they shortness of the distance they did
were followed in by Dana Jones of not get home until 6:30 since they
Bowdoin.
spent three hours looking for two
Jones, with only one season of ex- barrels.
perience behind him, ran his best race
According to the Zetes their walk
so far for Coach Magee. Bill Stark, from Mere Point was merely a prestepping out of his short distance liminary hike. After the whole house
class, and Gordon Winchell, running had a weinie roast on the point, the
his first race, gave Bowdoin fifth and freshman had to find a buggy and
seventh, respectively. Captain Jim lug it back to Bowdoin. A long exDoubleday, also above his distance in cursion' of twenty miles is planned
the four-mile tour, was up with the
Hell Week. The A. T. O.'s are planleaders until the last mile and finishning a walk in the near future.
ed ninth.

MILDER
BETTER-TASTING
Chesterfield has
that's

why

it's

all

. . .

the qualities that smokers like best—

called the smoker's cigarette.

smoke and pack

after pack, they give

Chesterfields are

made

Smoke

after

you more pleasure.

of the RIGHT

COMBINATION

of the world's best cigarette tobaccos.
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Everybody knows what
happens when thirst meets
ice-cold Coca-Cola. That
thirsty feeling leaves and a
refreshed feeling comes.
Pure, wholesome, delicious, ice-cold Coca-Cola

—

satisfies

completely.
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Bottled under authority of

MORE AND MORE... AMERICA SMOKES THE CIGARETTE THAT
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Auburn. Maine
INC.
Auburn, Maine
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SATURDAY IS DEADLINE
FOB MAINE TICS ET S

—

Rises ~

*

is

no

i*

sense involved in a league with the
above three colleges, many feel i hat
the "Little Three" has automatically
been inflated to the "Little Foujrf by
the entrance of the Big White' The
same observers raise a question >~hat
has been brought out before, thai/has
been emphasized with the appearance
of Amherst on the Bowdoin schedule,
and that will, grow in significance
over a period of years; namely, tfiaicli
is
more important to Bowdofe, a
clean sweep against its "Little Tlitfee"
rivals or a Maine championship
.'

j

s

-

r

rj

Alumni Fund Agency Helps
Balance Income For
The Fiscal Year

Low

Interest Rates Curtail

New Endowments
For the first time since the college
year 1934-35, Bowdoin College's inits expenses. Total income, exclusive of income from schol-

come exceeded

arships, prizes, etc., was $568,121.35
against expenses totalling $563,751.40.
In the ten-year period from 1930 to

1940 the amount of this income was
exceeded only in 1936-37 by a total of

'

,

prove us wrong. Wesleyan, Am^rst,
and Williams are unquestionably bigger and better known schools !ihan
Bates, Colby, and Maine. Bo&doin
gains more prestige from defeating
any two of them than it dot$# in
sweeping the Maine round robin!. The
financial returns from such an official league would probably be greater
over a period of years than !*iosc
from the Maine Series. But, for various reasons a broader view of the
subject reveals that the "Little Pour"
would have to be secondary
the
State Series at least for a few jeans.

W

»

of

-

r

there

as yd* no
* "Little Four" and there j j,«iay
never be any. There is no indication
to our knowledge that shows:, the
"Little Three" is eager to exjwnd.
There is, of course, no abstract, rea*
son why Bowdoin shouldn't join ffcem.It is certainly on the same -'level
scholastically and Is backed b> at
all.

is

least an equal amount of ivy, and
tradition, but geography, transporta-

and history balk the cementing
of an organization that would Ue as
strong as the Maine League. Tlw"'oir
Maine schools are separated by is distance that is at no place greater: than
a hundred miles. The "Little Hfrur,"
on the other hand, is so widely parted
that the traveling teams are |at a
more than ordinary disadvanta^. If
these concrete difficulties went* by
some method circumvented or Itertion,

ated, there still remains the jjears
of tradition behind the "Little T*ree"
that Bowdoin would have difficulty in
penetrating. Just as alumni o# the
Maine schools have a stock of jSltate
Series legends that they fairly; worship and air on every occaskia. so

does a graduate of Amherst. Wif&ams
or Wesleyan feel himself attaCfc^d to
his "Little Three." The additfcii of
a fourth member might be redded
with hostility.
'I!

s

IF we

-

-

r

!

have given the impression
thus far that we are not in favor
of Bowdoin joining a "Little Sfour,"
there has been a misunderstanding.
feel that the College is asking
the right step in drifting toward rivals with which it is more scholastic

We

and traditionally akin thpi its
present opponents. In our opinion, the
process will take time, but oncvKxmv
pleted will be worth the effect in-

ally

5

volved.

»

-

m

r

A PAT on the* broad back <if Mai
Morrell is in ord«r. His poJsby ri
admitting school chiktren, mill: porkers, and soldiers to the pre -State
Series games has drawn much tJfcvorable comment. Thus far this *sason
5500 school boys and girls, 700 &abot
mill employees. 500 National G^ardsmen and 200 miscellaneous polirvmen
and firemen have seen Bowd$m in
action.
Bowdoin's principal vet urn
from all this generosity Ls gootf will.
As Mai points out. he feels thi$ the
College should particularly express
its
appreciation to the ofteitfimes
rabid rooters among the fjafctory
workers who pay in regularly k$ the
College's early games but are Ifbrced
out when the rush for State 'iSeries
tickets

opens. The school chftiren,
thinks, are in a position to <&sorb
sound principles of sportsmanship by
attendance at these games. Sir^e as

Mai

many

girls as boys are admitted, no
justifiably claim that '^Bow-

one can
doin

is

simply trying to lure school-

boy athletes here. Healthful enthusiasm and love of fair play is ect the
College aims to instill in the minds
of

its

young guests.
[

r

Continued on Page 4

The game

will

be played Nov.

Art Museum Exhibits
Paintings Of Eldridge

Co-Champions Of

SOPHOMORES STAR
FOR BOTH OUTFITS
Walsh Maintains Record Of

No

To Be

Calhoun Speaks
In Sunday Chapel

Mr. Eldridge, who now lives at South
Brewer, Maine, was born at Orringand is a graduate of Bangor High School. After graduating
from high school, he went to Boston
and became a student at the Vesper
George School of Art, The School of
Fine Arts and Crafts, Boston Normal Art School, and The South Boston School of Art. .Upon completing
this extensive training, he opened his

;

I

Eleanor Walsh; Edith. Mrs. Betsy tire religious feeling and worship to
Morss; Ruth, Susan Chandler; Kate, God alone, not bestowing it upon
Nancy Webb; Isabel, Margaret Treg- man-made objects of power. Pointing
anowan. John W. Hoopes '43 is stage out that for the sake of the security

ton, 'Maine,

j

manager
{

-.-ruin* trust in God. Professor Calhoun asked that we be less
impatient for manifestations of the
power of God. By having faith in this

Place ou»-

1

bucks, $1 free-for-all razzle-dazzle
passes and superb blocking, co-state

champidns Bowdoin and Colby had
to be content with a 13-13 tie last
Saturday afternoon at Seaverns field,
Watervifle. before 5000 thrill-filled
(Courtesy of Portland Sunday Telegram)
Ted Morrell (36) sets the stage for the second Bowdoin touchdown as spectators. The crowd saw the lead
he intercepts a pass on his 48-yard line. Hughes (M) and Brooks (69) of Col- change hands twice.
by close In to make the tackle. Bowdoin players Haldane (19) and Fifield
Colby upheld its reputation for be(15) come up too late to help him.
ing one of the most pass conscious
outfits in the East, by having Brooks
and Lafieur throw 33 aerials. A strong
forward wall for Colby compelled
quarterback Haven Fifield to switch
Big White tactics to running long end
SERVICE"
runs, short passes and off-tackle cutbacks. a*id to rely on the speed of his
Masquers Also Schedule
backs to offset the weight advantage

TRYOUTS FOR "ROOM
ANNOUNCED

NEGRO QUARTET
TO APPEAR HERE

A

Second Production

Of "The Twig"
"The Twig." by Charles H. Mergendahl '41, last year's Christmas
houseparty play, will be presented by

Hampton Institute Singers
To Feature Program
Of Folksongs
The

Hampton

Institute

done work

in oils, water-color, pascharcoal, pencil, and linoleum
block prints. Exhibitions of his work
tels,

Students Form
Democratic Club
On Thursday evening, October 24,
a group of Bowdoin undergraduates
organized the Young Democrats' Club
of Bowdoin. The following officers
were

!

chemistry; Professor Bartlett, engineering; Professors Copeland
and Gross, biology positions including
government jobs;
Professors
Cushing and Abrahamson. general
business; Professors Brown and Hartman journalism
?
The Dean will also
be glad to interview any student desiring postgraduate work in any of the above:
branches. The Bowdoin placement
system, according to Dean Nixon, depends upon volunteer service by ihe
faculty and the merest the alumni
show
giving positions to Bowdoin
men. This method has worked out satisfactorily since a very small percentage of graduates have been unable to obtain employment of some
kind. The Dean expresses th« tope
that in the future the College might
dustrial

TEACHERS' DINNER

G. Tappan Little '15, teacher at
Portland high school, was chairman
at the dinner of the Bowdoin Teachers' Club held Thursday, October 24,
at the Columbia Hotel in Portland.
Maine.
Speakers for the evening included
Professor Herbert R. Brown, Dr. Walter E. Russell and Coach Linn WelLs,
m
all of the Bowdoin faculty. Dr. Russell,
formerly principal of Gorham
Normal School, has temporarily replaced Professor Philip S. Wilder.
Fifty persons attended the dinner
which is given annually for all Bowdoin graduates who are teaching in hire a man for full-time serv.c?

j

!

,

Achorn Prize debate held

THAYER SPEAKS AT
SATURDAY'S CHAPEL
Professor Albert R. Thayer discussed the morale of Bowdoin students
t and presentt in his chapel
talk last Saturday morning. Professor

Thayer recalled several incidents in
Bowdoin tradition which point to the
fact

that

the

despite

ever-present

in the

Hub-

bard Hall Debating Room last Wednesday, October 23, have been announced. The sophomore team, to bo
coached by David W. D. Dickson '41
will consist of John F. Jaques, Joseph S. Cronin, and Israel I. Rimer,
with Philmore Ross as alternate. On
the freshman team, coached by Lewis V. Vafiades '42 will be Crawford
Thayer, Robert Levin, and Kendall
Cole. George Muller will act as alternate.

INFIRMARY BUYS
DIATHERMIC BATH

Professor Hormell Summarizes
r Or
U*

___

j

"T?

CLffTON FADIMAN TO

,

I

,

SPEAK

;

IN

PORTLAND

1

j

Clifton Fadiman. noted editor and
critic, will lecture in Portland at the
City Hall on Wednesday evening. November 13, at 8.30 p.m. Mr. Fadiman.
well known for his witty comments
on the radio program "Information

I

i

j

j

COMING EVENTS

Six convincing reasons appeal to of all above the selfish interests of
me for supporting Wendell Willkie any group.

Thursday. Oct. 81

for President.

—Chapel,

Pro-

1—

j

|

of preparedness against the threats
of totalitarian efficiency, the industrialists, the laborers, the farmers,
the business men, and the consumers.
Wendell Willkie, I believe, is pre(eminently the champion of American

j

|

;

Higgins.

;

3.00 p.m. Frosh Cross

j

1

vs. Deering.
Saturday, Nov.

1

Country

2—Chapel,

Pro-

fessor Newton P. Stallknecht.
Football at Bates.

;

j

—

i

[
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Sunday, Nov. 3 Chapel, Reverend John F. Robinson of Dedham. MassachusettsMonday, Nov. 4 Chapel, the

—

1

!

1

!

President Roosevelt has long clearly foreseen the dangers which now
By Athern P. Daggett
confront us. As early as the Chicago
. ._ that .. ;r
American
j of. 1937
Q ,- he
u „ warned
..,„
On November fifth the
us ^at if
speech
people must choose a President. They such things happen in other parts o
are called on to do it in a period Of the world let no one imagine that
unprecedented international catastro- America will escape." He has tirelessphe. The United States is surrounded ly sought to awaken the American
by a world in chaos. To that world people and their representatives to
we are indissolubly bound by every the seriousness of the peril. He has
agency of modern science and inven- pressed forward the- more earnestly
tion, by every interest of our complex
this task of education because he
economic life. Even if we would, we knew that an effective program of
^rannot now escape the consequences national defense was impossible until
of that fact. In the last year we have the need for such a program was recseen war engulf three continents. To- ognized. Now that the need has been
day Great Britain is the last impor- recognized, and now that the people
tant European democratic power, and and Congress are united in support
Great Britain is fighting for her life. of such a program, he is bringing to
Faced with tha't situation the Ameri- its execution the tremendous recan people have given unmistakable sources of his knowledge and experievidence that they have decided that ence and prestige. These are his by
their interest requires them to pre- virtue of a lifelong interest in and
pare with all the speed possible to devotion to the problems of our armdefend themselves, and to aid in ed forces, especially our naval forces;
every practicable way those whose
{ Continued on Page 2 ]
readers.)

fessor Cecil T. Holmes.
Cross Country at Bates.
Friday, Nov.
Chapel, E. Harold Pottle, Jr. '41 presiding.
Duet for trumpet and trombone by Frederic M. Blogettt
'42 and Jon G. Sanborn '42.
3.00 p.m. Frosh Football vs.
Ricker.
3.00 p.m. J.V. Football vs.

No other philosophy and no other
Wendell Willkie possesses an leadership, in my opinion, can bring
invigorating and wholesome political together, as an effective instrument
First:

j

!

Professor Daggett Favors 3rd
ani Schuster and book cmic
Term For Franklin, D. Roosevelt] ofsimon
"The New Yorker" magazine.

I

I

;

>

<

unity based upon mutual understanding and goodwill among all economic,
social, and racial classes or groups in
America.
Second: Wendell Willkie has demonstrated a courageous independence
which creates confidence that he will
never be a tool of either party or industrial bosses. For example, he refused to capitalize, in thus campaign,
[the isolationist sentiment.— refused to
fall into the "appeasement" trap; he
has boldly stated his approval of the
to
[ Continued on Page 4 ]

that, up to the present time.
Maine has been the only state without a Democratic youth organization.
Speaking on reasons for being a
Democrat, Miss Staples concluded
that the best two reasons for supporting Roosevelt were first. Roosevelt, and second, Wendell Willkie.

said

A whirlpool bath has recently been
added to the equipment of the Infirmary to aid in easing the aches
and sprains of Bowdoin athletes. This
piece of apparatus uses the same prinMr. Mclntire invited Bowdoin stuciples of the application of heat and
massage and exercise under water dents to the Maine Convention for
Young Democrats which was held at
that are applied in infantile paralyWaterville, Sunday. October 27.
sis treatment. It consists of a tank

slip_ up of some crring fc „ ow
the
The debate will be held in the MoulBowdoin spirit is a real and powerful ton Union at 8.15 on November 16.
force
The question will be: "Resolved, that of water through which a stream of
He told of comi
across an old this country should aid in providing air is driven under pressure The
newspaper article b ya gentleman who food, clothing, and medical supplies boys sit on high stools around the
perhaps registered the first "corn- for the peoples of Europe who have edge of the tank and put their sprainplaint" against the lax conduct of been defeated by the Axis powers." ed limbs into the liquid.
Dr. Johnson explained that the air
Bowdoin merry-makers. The incident
the winning team will go the
a took place in a Brunswick "tavern," To
Achorn Prize, the annual income of bubbles have the same massaging efthe state.
this vocational field.
where the hero of the tale sought $1,214. This prize was established by- feet as a stream of water; but that
the air makes a much softer stream.
supper after the long journey to Edgar O. Achorn '81.
Brunswick. There were six collegians
present at the time, and they seem to
nave been ZVWty of Some noisiness or
1 ittZ
tie l^WaC
(sttSP 1 Ul WW
wVPllnPil
J.
eilUVll fj Wllllsie
ff lUtllV indiscret ion. At any rate, the traveler
took it upon himself to show the boys
(Editor's note: Professor Hormell was) be erecting insurmountable barriers
the error of their ways, and com„
^
asked to write this article for the between classes. Our rulers then.
mended himself on having advised
interest is the same as their own.
(Editor's note: Professor Daggett was
Orient. The editor felt that such an shall not be agents for special classes, them so well.
primary task before us.
article just before
asked to write this article for the That is the
the election nor bosses, nor dictators but genuine
Continued
on
Page
[
4 ]
for that task that we need the
would be of interest to the Orient leaders, big enough, wise enough and
Orient. The editor felt that such an It is
before the election continued leadership of President
readers.
article just
brave enough to recognize every lewould be of interest to the Orient Roosevelt
By Orren C. Hormell
gitimate interest and put the welfare
,

president, James M.
'41;
vice-president,
'41; secretary-treas-

urer. George W. Hutchings '43.
The speakers of the evening were
Miss Margaret Staples and Myron
Mclntire '39. The latter assisted in
the organizing of the group and outlined the extent of similar groups
throughout the country. Mclnlire

!

work

elected:

Sturtevant Jr.
Ashton H. White

Teams

!

15.

may seem

carried the ball to the Colby 14 and
13 yard lines only to be stopped by
the low charging Colby forward wall.
Early in the second quarter the Mules
launched a sudden, relentless attack,
marching 63 yards in eight plays to
put Colby on the Bowdoin 7. Brooks
then neatly lateralled to Lafieur who
scampered over the remaining stripes
to pay dirt. John Banks, Big White,
left guard, crashed through the Colby line io block Loring's attempt for
the extra point. It was Banks who
{ Continued on Page j ]

Quartet

the Masque and Gown at the Newton will come to Bowdoin on Wednesday.
(Mass.) High school on the evening November 6. to offer a program of
of November 23, at 8.15. The author, negro spirituals, and folk songs. Repwho will play a small part, and Wil- resenting the Hampton Institute of
liam I. Stark, Jr. '43, who is replac- Hampton, Virginia, the quartet first
ing David E. Brown '40, are both visited the college in 1938. The four
men, who are all graduates of the ingraduates of Newton High School.
Bowdoin alumni of Boston will see stitute, went on a concert tour beHorace K. Sowles '42 of Brookline in cause of their love of music and bethe leading role, and Charles Stepan- cause of their appreciation of the fine
education the institute offers to the
ian '41 of Newton and Lindo Ferrini
negrogs of the South. In a short talk
'42 of Lynn in important parts. Other
actors will be James W. Blunt '40 and between selections, one of the men
will tell of the institute and outline
Vincent J. Skachinske '42.

!

BROWN SPEAKS AT

which

Colby entered the scoring column
aftor they had set back two serious Big White threats in the first
period. Bell. Bonzagni and Haldane

Two

have been shown in New York, and
in Maine at the Bangor Public Library and the University of Maine.

philosophy concerning the place of
the individual in the social order. To
me, hia political philosophy is the
"Hoosier philosophy" upon which
every son of Indiana was, and I trust
still is, brought up,— that no matter
how humble the origin may be, the
door of opportunity shall be kept
open to every industrious, thrifty, and
enterprising youth. To me this philo?ophy is in no sense "merely a prayer
for the good old times,"—a charge
made by the proponents of class war
and social stratification. This philosophy cherishes as a central concept
there is a public welfare superior to
the welfare of any one class, a we!fare which, if earnestly sought after,
will eradicate or harmonize the con-

of the Mules.
first

ADVISORS SELECTED

work.
Although he has devoted himself
chiefly to Maine landscape and portraits of Maine people, he has also

Bv Team

By Robert O. Shipman
In a game featured by a 65-yard
run by Bobby Bell, smashing line

Miss Mar,
garet Treganowan and Mrs. A. B. its work.
Having had no voice training, in
unseen God, we can make our loyalty, Holmes will appear in the parts that
professional sense, the quartet
our heroism, and our self-sacrifice, they played last year, but another the
makes no virtuoso display, according
which sometimes go for naught, serve actress must be substituted for Miss
to Professor Tillotson. Imbued simply
Jane Rideout.
Dean Nixon announced recently and help others in their distress.
The author and director are revis- with a love and knowledge of the un"Much of the difficulty of the
that notice will be shortly posted readulterated spiritual, they sing in the
ing
the
script
at
present
and
rehearssaid,
comes
Professor
Calhoun
world,"
garding registration at the College
traditional manner. They put the oid
Office for those seniors who wish from the very attempt to fix invisible, als will be started next week. Ben L. songs across in the spirit of the field
'42 will continue as stage mancollege help in placement following intangible forms to which loyalty can Loeb
hands who originated the negro spirContinued
on
Page
that
an
inbe
given."
The
very
fact
[
4 ]
graduation.
itual.
Those who desire guidance in job stitution is made to take the place of
A non-professional organization,
seeking should consult one of the fol- God, takes away any good that that
the quartet receives no remuneration
might
have,
because,
as
institution
Judges Announce
lowing advisors: Professors Hormell
for its popular concerts. They rely on
and Abrahamson for government Professor Calhoun remarked, religion
voluntary contributions for the funds
service; Professor Korgen. actuarial becomes destructive when it is cenAchorn Debate
with which to continue their singing.
work; Coach Linn Wells, oil industry; ttred u P° n man-made images or obThe concert is scheduled for 8.15 in
Professors Kamerling and Root, in- Jects.
the
for
trials
Memorial Hall.
The results of the

studio in Boston, painting portraits and doing commercial art work
there for two years. He then moved
to New York where he opened another studio, specializing in
portrait

exhibition of his

and prosperity of the nation, we must

;

SENIOR VOCATIONAL

own

run through November

of the production.
Continued on Pag* 4]

Defeats

Of Coach McCoy

UNION CONCERT
Of
Workshop

Season

tn Tight Battle

On

GIVEN TONIGHT

'39

Employ Aerial Game

ACTIVITIES

Students making reservations for
International
Authority
extra tickets must bring their Blanket Tax card with them to the AthEconomics
Teach
letic Office. No student can reserve
At Princeton
extra tickets for another student.
Because the demand for tickets is
Professor Etienne Dennery, French
greater than the supply, these rules
are essentia!. They will be strictly economist and Government Commislast night in the Moulenforced. Stop in at the Athletic Of- sioner, spoke
ton Union on "The Reasons for the
fice for further instructions or inof France." Professor DenCollapse
formation.
nery was secured as a lecturer when
was found that Professor Charles
it
Cestre, previously slated to lecture
here, would not be able to get out of
France. Today Mr. Dennery conducted conferences for all those inter «?s<e<4
in his field of international economics.
Professor Dennery has had a great
line.
deal of experience in this
"Pirates
Penzance"
Awarded the Albert Kahn fellowship
for round-the-world travel by the
Will
Given;
University of Paris in 1926, he has
Read Parts
taught at the institut des hautes
etudes internationales in Paris since
The presentation of Gilbert and 1931. In 1932, as a member of the
Sullivan's "Pirates of Penzance" will Lytton Commission, he was advisor in
mark the second of this season's the League of Nations inquiry into
Simpson Memorial Sound System Manchurian
economics.
Professor
Concerts tonight at 8.15 in the Moul- Dennery was always active in French
ton Union. This is being made possible colonial politics as economic advisthrough Professor Cushing's gener- or." and he has been affiliated with
osity in offering to the College tho
[ Continued on Page 4 ]
use of his Gilbert and Sullivan recordings. The program will be further supplemented by the reading of
parts in the score by members of the
'Actors' Workshop. The reading will
be under the direction of Charles
Stepanian '41. The reading cast jnProfessor Robert Calhoun, Presi
eludes Frederick, George Eberhart
'44; Pirate king. Clyde Crockett '44; dent of the Yale Divinity School, was
Samuel, William Pierce, 3rd '43; Ma- the guest speaker in chapel last Sunjor-General, Roland Holmes '42; Ser- day. Professor Calhoun stressed the
geant,
John Walker '44; Mabel, necessity of man's devoting his en-

j

,

AMONG

•

The works of William Eldridge,
well-known Maine landscape artist.
will be on exhibit in the Walker Art
Building beginning on November 1.

will

NO. 12

COLONIAL POLITICS

9.

j

The current

1940

COLBY TIES BOWDOIN
13-13 IN AERIAL DUEL
FEATURING 51 PASSES

j

flicting interests

]

Reservations for those wanting extra tickets must be made by Saturday, Nov. 2. No reservations for students will be made after that date.

30,

To

Budget In Spite Of

that
the present time there can Ih> no
doubt which is more important.
The outstanding contribution to
Since we are not officially ire the this year's income was made by the
"Little Three" and since the State Alumni
through the agency of the
Series has been a traditional feature Alumni Fund with
an amount of $19,of Maine football for over fifty ySeiTS, 579.67. In addition to the amount conit, of course, ranks first in puuUu intributed to income the Alumni gave
terest. But, even if Bowdoin wire a
$4,527.25 to the endowment of the
member in official standing in a 'Lit- College. The sum of $19, 579.67 for
tle Four" would this league imrnediincome, resulting' from an intensive
ately take on more significance than
drive on the part of the administrathe State Series? In this writer's tors of the Alumni
Fund represented
opinion it would not.
a substantial increase over the
s - r
amount contributed in the year endr OOKING at
the question s^per- ing 1939 of $12,785.11.
*** flcially, one would find mu§ft to
[ Continued on Page 4 ]

"

French Economist Analyzes
Reason Of Collapse
Of The Republic

tickets last.

RECORDS INDICATE
SUBSTANTIAL GAIN

$589,561.59, although expenses
year were in excess of income.

AT

THIRST

an announcement
to
the Athletic Office, students, as
are limited to two
well as
tickets in a First Choice location.
ticket in addition to
This
the Blanket Tax Ticket. Any number
of tickets may be purchased in a second choice location, as long ,as the
According

Charles T. Ireland

Bowdoin

DENNERY TALKS
ABOUT FALL OF
MODERN FRANCE

SHOWS NORMAL from
Alumni,
COLLEGE BUDGET
means one

the first time in its focftball
history Bowdoin finds itself, entangled in two leagues, officially in
the first and semi-officially in: the
second. We are, as usual, contending
in the Maine State Series and &a ye
already played the famous "Little
Three;" Williams, Amherst, and Wes-

Although

Ticket Sale For Maine
Game Closes Saturday

BURSAR'S REPORT

ITOR

leyan.

f]|jWEDNESDAY, OCTOBER
BRUNSWICK, MAINE

(70t&Year)
=£-

The Sun
Br

ORIENT

BR

VOL LXX

••

THE

S
V

TEAM PUYS BATES AT
LEWISTON SATURDAY

President.
8.00-10.30 p.m. Moulton Union
Tryouts for Masque and Gown
Christmas Play.
N

..

_

m

i

^^^^^~_

j

Born in New York City in 1904.
Mr. Fadiman was graduated from
Columbia University in 1925 and has
since
had much experience with
'books. At one time or another he has
n
'**>'< sh °P- served as librarian,
designed books, sold them on the
road
and Published them
translated them ffrom French and
h reviewed and lectured on
microphone and on
th<? lerture P atform
Mr
adiman rrcent y abandoned
his
Uion as editQr of Simon an(J

'

i

I

I

!

™

!

-

I

f^J

>

,

i

,

;

|Schustrr to seAre as editori al advise.to thtf concern. Several years ago.
Fadiman assured himself of a position among the fading young critics
witn a series of literary appraisals in
The Nation.' Well known for his
i

I

j

j

•

j

<

I

j

i

weekly comment in "The New Yorke r," he recently has gained a new audience with the appearance of his ar*
tides in "Stage."
For; his lecture in Portland, Mr.
Fadiman will be able to draw upon
10 years of literary experience in
which he has examined 25,000 manuscripts and books submitted in four
languages, interviewed about 2.000
writers, and read about 3.000 new
books.

__^m

—

i
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%
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TWO

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

W!

THE BOWDQiN ORIENT
Maine

ItraitKHirJc,

E 0110. DISCUSSES

PROFSSOR DAGGETT
SUPPORTS ROOSEVELT

t

VENEZUELAN STATUS

I

frteMfched 1871

\ Continued from Page

conetttnt contact
with international affairs; by •great
prestige, not only in Europe, but also
vmtnr oeVlrief
in the, for us, vitally Impartant Latin
E. Harold Poisle, Jr., '41
American countries ind by the conifidence of the great mass of the
American common people. We cannot
J«.hn C. Evans '41
Henry A. Storey, 3rd, '41
ftnd another leader so equipped, if for
Managing ;fcditor»
no other reason than that there is no
'.*
fliarlcs T. Ireland. Jr., '42
Leonard 15. Tennyson, Jr.. '42
other leader who has had his opporI'h.lip II. Litman '42
j* Robert G. Watt '42
tunities and experience, la this cmergency there will be neither time nor
John
Abbott '43
John F. Jaques '43
Fowler DuggiA*. Jr., '43
opportunity for another to acquire
Frederick H. Bubier '43 Robert L. Ed&nrds '43
Curtis F. Jones '43
them.
Mobi-rt S. Burton '43
Israel Rimer '43
That this its an emergency must be
Howard L. H&t '43
recognized. It Ls no phony scarecrow
John V. Craven 43
Robert J. Stem '4Z
John W. Hee#H, Jr., '43
Jo*«ph S. Cronin "43
George W. Hfftchings '13 Robert O. Shipman '43 crisis called up by a political genie
to terrify the electorate. To so regard
Leurence H. Stone '43
Donald S. Ulin '43

Of

Junior Relates Effect
Present War On His

i ]

by eight years of

I

!

;

1

(

I

]

C

'

no w

n o

rrRiinixG CO MP AN

n

to court disaster. Under these
m3!,'^"_ P_°°^C
may well, of their own volition,
aban
don for once the cherished tradition
that limits a president to two terms.
In times of danger the institutions
of a democracy must prove to be flexit

IT

^?!I!!^^J:^_±

asinoM flpmiojtg
Heyday '41

Paul H.

Assistant BtuhfttM

Redman

Charles W.

G

Kenneth

'42

'4?

Stone

is

;

Oliver A. \fepnan '42
j

PaMixhad every Wednesday (hiring the CoS<art Year by the Stadents of Bowdoin College.
Alt contributions «nd communication* -IwttVi Se itivea to the Mjuuuring Editor by Sunday

ible
j

and adaptable

is

to survive.

It is frequently slid that the only
pramadinK the data of publication, t he Sgfear-in-Cbiaf 4a responsible for the editorial hooe for America IS
re to Solve
*n)vi> HS
it* OWn
n\in
«•*>*» the Manaalitr Bditor .or news and mat**». Alt •oauwinications rewrdrng jobscrip- ""*?.
Uoah ahouM be addiesMd to the BnafaicM Mraatrer of the Bowdoin Publishing Company. Problems alone, and to let the rest
tt*t»or,pt><m*. tl.dii par year la advar.ee, W.th JBMtaua. 13.60.
iof the world take care of itself. Such
tittered u« wcond c» s* matter at twr, postofTicc uc Bruns-rick, Maine.
"*"
la neat separation of internal and exto w«t wawoha i
;ternal affairs is, however, impassible.

arfafct

™ ™>«ca

!

:

I

—

.

National Auvertitas

The world crowds in upon us. it will
not let us alone. World chaos has interfered with the program of the

4 20 n*a>iaOM Ave

New
Managing Bditer tor tkfe Issue
Philip H. ^tnuui

grsm

***

%OL

Deal. It will continue to do so.
do likewise to any other prothat may succeed to the New

It will

Deal. That must be understood before
No. It there can be any real consideration
of domestic issues. It is not, however
an excuse for not considering 1hem

IXX

on PAripnsM

j

We

j

'

]

\

somewhat rudely shaken. With thfe situation in Europe, conscrip- j™^"^ directed at the complicated
problems facing our economic and so,
V.
.,
,
,
tion, the commg election and manpower perplexing and upsetting cial order, it \mtmm into
being m
problems before us, we have aB looked for something upon which i,**™?* of stres s and uncertainty.
Thc t,mes have demanded action.
r
rr,
1
wc might release some of our pent up -emotion. The natural result Mistakes have been made and rec'
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has been an intense

ufied

of patriotism.

spirit

-

!

Some

devices have been tried
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put out by the editors of
box

"The

Watch."" Undoubljcdly, these pictures have a great
appeal
and the movie rff"
magnates have well profited
by
rr
Y
f**+ "7
we ask, are pictures paling with the brutality of the

triotism a yd does

it

They

.». *?L*g*J!*!"f
15

a point of view,

^T

it

a president in the hope that he can
restore it is to bring certain disillusionment. To me at least Mr. Willkie
seems to hold out hope of just such
a restoration. He wijl continue the
chief features of the New Deal, if
necessary. That is hi* appeal to the

»«

represents

j

that the Te
1
[snip between gOT'errrment and}*l}
bu~.

K^JSSEf'S
"^ >>as changed.

The development
01
try and the allered
the mejins to a true expression of pa- icharact er of
our foreign trade have
justify box oftice appeal?
hardly think so. made that change inevitable. The
it

BRANN'S

common man. But

,

will

it

not

this piece of apparatus as the

Amplifier.

MAINE STREET

men
OK- V

an "exploring amplifier,"

It is

—

many

of which contain as

The

cable

headphone

in the

as

4242

wires.

man explores this raassof wires

with the pencil-like probe.
18*

I

developed by Bell System engineers to idensome
tify pairs of w ires in telephone cables

BARBER SHOP

found the right

tells

A tone bounding

him when he has

pair.
j

Ingenuity

ZENITH RADIOS

10 details

— special equipment — attention

—play an

important part in mak-

ing your telephone service the dearest and
fastest

m tfie world.

"Always a Year Ahead"
»

be

necessary. That is his appeal to the
business man. With his election busithrough, restored confidence will
ness
rapidly expanding markets which abso flourish that it will not be necesform of condemna- sorbed the products
of our agricul- sary. That is dangerously close to
folrekase of such pic- ture and industry are gone. The old lowing the mirage.

know

Why

not report "All's well" to the folks

'

We

that our patriotic spirit tfiust take the

tion, of hatred?
tures.

called

j

Nazis and condemning

it

<§d "Life" magaanes

»

office

them. But,

Why is

Time"

We

Ramparts

sltlon

Telephone

—

^

i

Married"" and others culminating in the recent picture

'

]

j

j

I

i

1

l

~Thc Man

j

,

I

i

,

I

t™™'

,

l

i
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This patriotism has come out
a number of ways, chiefly
lklvl »nown immeai£££|!
'
7
,
e
le Promise and have been developed
through thc medium of the, movie* and *OOgS.
heartily favcr
and perfected. The whole program
mtrinticm as
ic a.l
a ! Ideal
irl» a l mpjnc
B ^n HI
« rU»
patriotism
means of
Ot #Yi>r«
expression
these troubled ti
times, has been given .unity and coherence
But, we are not at all in favor of i^e turn patriotism has taken in and directlon by the President's leadership. It is he who has ceaselessly port Bank in Washington,
the money
the past few months.
labored to teach the country a new to be used solely for the purpose of
The spark that started the fire of patriotism, or rather propa- social consciousness. The measure of encouraging agriculture in trie counthis success is to be found in the fact try.
*anda because that is what it ha* become, for the wcrld of the that almost the whole program is enThe future of Venezuela lies entiiccinema was a bit entitled "Confessions of a Nazi Spy." This wasl??"**1 by his opponent. The New
order cannot return. To believe that
1 without the New Dealers
j-<i
.~ D.
i
„ 1
seems
; u
L....W
10
followed in short order by pictur^ «uch as the Mortal Storm,
it can is to follow a mirage. To elect
to be the chief promise of the o
o,

f

,

Americans and we age proud of that very fact. But, at _? 11
Roosevelt
administration's ^PP^during the past few months' our £ridc, we must admit, has been New Deal is a vast collection of
are

j

Editor's Note: The following is a
discussion of the South American
question by Maurice Cwricl '42, a
j
native of Caracas, who is now a
resident of Venezuela.
t
At the present time there is an aci™ te shortage ef American doHars in
IVenezuela because-cf the effects of the
war. Under the pre-war trade system,
the country imparted textiles, tools, crnstitutional provisions. The two
canned goods, and French 'parfumes main candidates are the present minin exchange for coffee. The bulk of ister of war, and the Ambassador to
this -commerce was carried on with the United State*, Signor Dr. EscaEngland and France, as well as a lante. Thc election of Dr. Escalante
very extensive barter system with will assure the continuance of the proGermany. But, naturaHy, the war has American policy cf Venezuela todisrupted this old balaftce consider- ward.", the United States.
ably.
The tactics of the government toAll of the trade from the continent wards any traces of a fifth column in
has been discontinued, and. although V< nezuela has been to send any
the English commerce has suffered a suspicious people .to Central America,
drop .of' only 5% prices have be?n There have been several unsuccessful
greatly increased because of the war attempts to blow up English and
pnsurance. No coffee is exported to American held oil wells, but the plot?
'Europe at all now. except for a slight have all been discovered in time. Most
jbit to England.
of the Germans in the country are in
These goods that were formerly the commercial class, although there
purchased in Europe are beir-g im- are about 3,000 so-called tourists
ported from thc United Stn«e>. but stranded because of the war. and the
under the importa-tion organization in fecb'ng of the native population is
this country, no coffee is brought
definitely pro-ally (curiously enough,
from Venezuela. Thus, there is a need especially so among those of Spanish
lei* more American dollars lo pur- stock) and, although there is no great
{chase these exports from the United liking for the British, the influence
States. Before the war, the Standard of France is wide spread and respect^H1 Company of Venezuela used to ed.
Venezuelans still remember the
royalties to the government for
gallon sent to Europe, and this role played by Uncle Sam in the Anwas P8
in American dollars. Birt, glo-German blockade of 1-902, and the
now the exports have virtually present administration in the United
and consequently, the Vent- States has created a spirit of new
zue!an g°vern
n « has not *?" lv ' confidence between Venezuela and
ceiving this former income cf about America', as well as with other South
The name of
$18,000,000 yearly. This accounts a American Republics.
great deal for the shortage of money. Ccrdell Hull makes a great impression
The government has appropriated in the country.
Venezuelans are rather skeptical of
all dollars exchanged in the country.
Mr. Willkie, although not denying
If this goes on at the present rate
and it -can't indefinitely the govern- that he might be as good as Roosement of Venezuela will have' to stop velt. Since the people look upon government officials only from an outnportin§ from
C
tn g an increase of prices within the sider's point of view, there is even a
country. To meet the emi rgency.
plans are being studied to t;ive a
S5,000,000 loan to tne Agricultural
|Bank of Venezuela by the Import-Exj

J

I

if it

-

wheat, and other grains could be
produced extensively here except Tor
the lack of workers to farm the land.
The government is promoting 1 program of immigration for the purpose
Df attracting farmers to the land.
In and with -this problem of nationsi economics, Venezuela is also faced
with the complicated issues of a coming Presidential election in February.
At present, the country is under the
control of Lopez <?ontreras. but he is
unnble to ht^ld office ngam because of

Native Country

i

•J-

lice,

\

i

j

I

-

Roose*>" in agriculture and all of the one-' possibility <of misjudging Mr.
NOTICE
,
essary requisites for fanning are to be velt, but WWkae ha* gotten a great
The cornerstone of the new dormifound in the fertile coastal mountains •deal of infelicity from the pro-German
t«ry wflf be tisid on Alumni Day, Noof the land. This section is as large newspapers in *ke country, and peoas thc entire Middle West andnas » jple are inclined to think that. he will vember 9, befofe the Maine football
jaopulation of 3.000,000 only 1,250,000 'get this country into war quicker tnan game.
of which are active. Products such as the present administration,

We can see little rpaaon for the

;

Brunswick Hardware Co.
Prompt Service

—*Fair

Trices

at

home?

Rates to most points are lowest

any night after 7

P.

m.

and

all

day Sunday.

are merely serving to^create uneasiness and ill-feeling

and are hardly an expression of patriotism.

"God Bless America" has had a tremendous
music and records. «%is was the torch of patriotism

Irving Berlin's
sale in sheet

and was followed by tunes such

lor the song publishing field

as

**I

Am

an American" and "He"s Kfy Uncle" to mention only two.
The intense plugging of these songs has resulted in the attempt of
,v
some misguided patriots to adopt God Bless America" as the national

anthem. Perhaps, there

Why should

can't see k.

?

is

,aome justification for

We

this.

a second rate jazz tune replace the time-

proved "Star Spangled Banner""?

And how

in echoing words?

?

can there be patriotism-

Undoubtedly', these pictures sjad songs have been put out with
the best of intentions. But, can picsures which unquestionably raise

hatred and songs which are
sions of patriotism?

to war. True, there is a crying

must develop

it.

vague be called good expres-

msiptrjfly

On the contrary, they must just be steps closer

But,

is

for national defense

(jfeed

the right technique for mass psychology? Frankly,

3

that to be the case.

ij

There

is,

well aware of

of course, another
it.

and

<x

we

the publication of such pictures and tunes

This technique

we

don't believe

••

to this question and

.i-ide

be directed

wfrist

we

are

at a certain part

of the masses, probably the majority. The short speech of President
Roosevelt praising the co-operatic^ given by the registrces on conscription

day

is

ample evidence

said that such a technique has

Our point in the main
be drawn
lege
It is

man

in

sirnfjy this.

is

And, perhaps,

?

it

may

be

successful.

As college men, let us not
Too often the col-

by these expressions «f patriotism.

unwittingly allows hrmsdtf Co over-emphasize such things.

up to us

straint.

«tf this.

beep inspiring and

True, patriotism

to promote

it.

Copyrirtt.

1M«. B. 3. Reynolds Ttkacro Company, Wiaiton 8uliu, Xerlb CaroUn*

Co rationalize these things carefully and act with re-

But,

is

a

fine

t&ng ami we ought to do our

we must he c^rsful

best

to distinguish between real

WITH^^^>i SLOWERBURNING

patriotism and things leading to ar.ob hysteria.

Camels

SB
4he students and professors who
be interested in the devolpin these specialized fields a
examine the books easily.
*******
tStsl Ul IN
rahrey do not deal solely with scienttfic treatises, for there are volumes
Mr. Gerald G. Wilder, librarian, re- to lie connected with almost every deeentry
announced the addition of jpartment hi College. Although pera «et of shelves in the main lobby of j hap* oaly a few people will be attract to these books, the shelves will
the library in which are to be displayed the new technical books purchased Wtv* to display all of the most upby the College. In the past, there has !$©«date additions to the library,
Approximately 200 new books a
been a section reserved for the new
popular books received by the library jpaonfh are purchased or received as
in order that students and faculty fctfta, 4
fl
to Mr Wilder The

NEW BOOK SHELVES

it

TfnrntiT

^

LIBRARY]
1

1

1

1^
J

j

JURl

w*e

ap"* ** <*
^riJ^^Jil? - ^•»»—
*—— tbe summer
/

1

11

4

.

to Mr.
ptrlsmad text books are to be
played Cor the same purpose.

It

int
sixth floor stack in the
will allow

so that room for
books may be found in then*
f**
will. proper places in the main stack.
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tests, CAMELS burned
25% sleuwr than the average of the 1 5 other

In recent laboratory

of die largest-selling brands tested— slower

than any of them. That means, on the average, a

smoking pins equal

to

5 EXTRA SMOKES PER PACK!

i
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Tharsday ** Final Dap
To Bny Bates Tickets

COLBY DISPLAYS

•

POLAR BEARINGS

•

•

FLASHY ATTACK
TO TIE BOWDOIN
Attack With €5- Yard
Dash For Score

T'Stadent tickets for the BatesItewdoin game at Lewiston this
Saturday are now on sale in the
&m. The blanket tax card and 55
jtfifit ticket will admit the undergraduates to the came, provided
t&y buy their student tickets at
#*» gym before Thursday evening.
JUter Thursday night all student
i&fkets will be returned to Lewis-

RANKS BLOCKS TRY
FOR WINNING POINT

ite. All tickets will cost $1.65 Friday and Saturday. To avoid any
confusion all seats for Saturday's
Krone will be reserved.

Bob BcU Sputa Polar Bear

Maine And Bates

By Hank Storey
One thing that is certain about Bowdoin's footbsfll team, there is never
a chance of a man's taking his position in the starting *"*ewp «s permanent/
Last week at Waterville. "Butch" Toney and Jetormy Barks took the fleM
at the kick-off and stayed t*»ere for the majority Of the game. Bobby Beil
was at fullback for all but a few minutes of the game as Ed Martin looked
on from the sidelines. "Butch" has been swinging his heels from a position
on the bench ever since the Tufts game. Banks has been second string afi
year and Bell has been forced to yield precedence to Martin for tine last few
«ames. Martin was hampered by a knee injury, to be Hare, but we *re placing oar bets on Bell to start the Bates game. Toney gave a. good account ct
himself and Banks was ail aver the field. Another man who has been working his way into plenty of playing time is Charlie 'raomesmm" WaBwr.j
After having kept Adam guessing as to whether he was an end «r a tackle,
Walker has bolstered up the tackle post with his consistently steady performances.
polar bearings
Banks, in particular, burst snddenly into print. He
v
broke up Loring% try /or point after touohdown in the
second period and managed to vend a good part of the
xCter weo i i in the Colby baokfleM. A transfer from V. M. I.,
Banks spent last season with the jayvee* and Ms rise to
prominence ttns season has been astounding, t
polar bearings
Linn Wells has had more than has share of tough luck with the freshman -squad this year. Faced with an unusually hard schedule, Linn's team
has been fighting under the handicap of frequent injuries and lack of good)
reserves. At present, seven of his men are laid up witii broken bones and
sprains. Against Andover, the freshmen lost two men from broken wrists
and against Bridgton, two men left the game with assistance on the same
play. The remaining stalwarts are taped up and bandaged for the most part.
There is apparently no possibility of getting a team into shape with the limited practice sessions which the frosh have. The present system of two or
*
three practices a week is really taking its toll this year.
polar bearings
One aspect of Hie frestaraan play that must be gratifying to Lbm is tile passing attack. Hebron looked powerless
at times against the frosh air rands and Bridgton had
trouble. Unless we're mistaken, it's a hoy by the name of
Johnstone who is doing the hurling. We've watched those
phases being ftunp and we respect the man behind them.
|

i

Hunter Scores Second Big
While Touchdown On
Pass From Befl
(Continued from Pago 1)
week in .the Williams game block-

last

ed a conversion that spelled the difference between a victory and a defeat.

Bowdoin was not to be discouraged by the sudden score of the McCoy
still
crowd,
men. The partisan
breathless from Colby's razzle-dazzle
swoop down the field, had settled
down to watch Colby hold the slight
^6 lead. Bobby Bell then slipped off
his

own

left tackle,

cut for the side-

lines and raced 65 yards for the first
Big White count. On this play, a perfectly executed trtock by Captain Andy Haldane cleaned the way to pay

dirt for Bell. Haldane's place kick for
the extra point shot squarely between

le*5

Hunter dodged Brooks

to score

standing up. Haldane's attempt for
tbr conversion was wide.
.TJolby came right back a few plays
later forcing Bowdoin to kick from
tfccv 16. Taking the ball on the CoJkg 86. late in the third period. Lafleur
a#d Brooks loosened up their arms
ai»»f cut loose with a display of -aerial
networks. Helm and Hegan. Colby
eiitfe. alternated on the receiving end,
gfsbbing two first downs to place the
baft on the Bowdoin 25 at Die close
of the period.
iiobby Lafleur, sophomore sparkpj»js for the Mules, hit his passing
s&Me, setting up^the final score -of
tfes game with two perfectly executed flings to Helin and Hegan. Bonzateni stopped the latter on the Bowdtyn one-yard line, indhes from a
se)»re.
Dick Hayward. burly Colby
finback, battered his way across for
tl*» tally.

'5ft was a tense moment when Lori%g stepped back to convert the extra
Bowdoin's second score came as a pffcot. But instead of kicking toe
McCoy masterpiece of strategy boom- whipped a' bullet pass to Lafleur in
eranged. A long pass on the end of a tf^j end zone, only to have a Colby
triple lateral. Scialetti to Lafleur to penalty for offside nullify the point.
Brooks, went astray as Hank Bon- (Jh his second try for the conversion,
zagni came up with the ball on the Luring chose to boot the ball. It was
Bowdoin 38. The Bonzagni intercep- gj?iod.
?7*he game opened with Haldane
tion sparked the Big White attack,
for. with Bell sprinting some dozen kicking off to Hayward who carried
yards twice to pick up two first fifctm his own 20 to the 38. Lafleur
downs, the Polar Bears marched 62 nfpde 10 yards, bringing the ball to
yards to score their second tally. t»e 48 for a first down and, there,
Stopped temporarily on the Colby 22 Bowdoin held. Lafleur kicked offside
after two short passes failed, Bobby c* the Bowdoin 19 and Haldane went
Bet! stepped back, sported Brad Hunt- Zf yards on the first play to the «6.
er, sophomore end sensation, and Shot ASpass, Bonzagni to Bell, brought the
"
H to the Colby 36 and, two plays
a scorching bullet pass down the al-

the uprights and Bowdoin held a slim
lead of 7-6.

—

Haldane went

off tackle for 14 spinner, swept off left tackle and
down on the Colby sprinted down the sideline behind -expass and a line buck cellent blocking by Haldane to score
netted the Big White only four yards the first Big White tally. With Bell
and Colby took the ball on their own holding. Haldane's placement was
14.
good.
Lafleur kicked offside on the BovBowdoin's kickoff went outside on
doin 42 and a Polar Bear first down the White Mule 39 and an exchange
on the Colby 46 was followed by a of punts netted Colby 17 yards by virpass, Bonzagni to Bell, who went to tue of Lafletir's runback from his 20
the .Mule 21, where the McCoy men to the 43. Lafteur's kick, hurried by
held.
Austin, -went only five yards and BonScialetti made one first down and zagni passed to Bell for 14 yards and
a pass from Brooks to Lafleur brougnt a first down. Another pass intended
another on the Colby 47. Lafleur kick- for Bell was intercepted by Lafleur,
ed outside on the Bowdoin 21 and bringing the baH to the Colby 21the Big White were in possession of yard stripe. Lafleur kicked outside at
the ball as the quarter ended.
midfield and Lafleur intercepted anBowdoin kicked to the Colby 3G other one of Bonzagni's passes.
and on the next play Brooks went 15 Scioletti, Lafleur and Helin, on runyards for a first down.
pass, La- ning plays and passes, brought the
fleur to Helin, brought the ball to the ball to t he Colby 40 and a first down.
Polar Bear 25 from where four rush- Haldane intercepted a pass and ran
es netted a first down on the 11. La- to the Colby 22 where the Mules held
fleur made four yards and then took and received the ball as the half enda lateral from Brooks to cross the ed.
goal line for the first score of the
The second half opened with Brooks
game. Banks rushed in to block Lor- returning Haldane's kickoff to the
ing's attempt for the extra point.
Colby 49. The ball changed hands
Young brought the kickoff back four times, Bowdoin gaining possesfive yards from his own 30. Bell then sion both times by virtue of pass intook the ball from Bonzagni on a half terceptions. With the ball on the Bowlater,

yards and a
21

.
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An end run, a
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Life
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championship.
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And Cant. Buccigross
To Spark Bobcats

van.

BOWDOIN TEAM TO

SHOW TOP POWER

*dvety

national

toe! wlteshed...

«**•«-.

and Northeastern.
At the start of the season. Bates
had two backfields composed entirely of lettermen but had very little

j

j

j
i

j

I

j

I

Colby

Then two

46.

Brooks to

passes.

Stevens, and Lafleur to Helin, gave
Colby a first down on the Big White
34. Lafleur, unable to find a receiver,
ran the ball nine yards for another
first down on the Bowdoin 26 as tl>e
quarter ended.
pass, Lafleur to Helin. placed ihr>
pigskin on the Bowdoin 15, and another pass. Lafleur to Hegan, put it
on the «ne-foot line. Hayward then
bulled «ver center for the score. Colby's tiy for the conversion was a
pass, Lormg to Lafleur. good, but it
was called back by a Colby offside
penaJty. Loring's second attempt was
good by placement and the score was
tied at 13-13.
Bell returned the Colby kickoff to

A
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CUMBERLAND
Wedmeday-nmnday

THE

CTTIZEN'S

LAUNDRY CO. INC
BRUNSWICK, ME.

\ We mend your clothing,

d&fr socks, sew on buttons,
at no additional charge

-

will
to top

A

See your
today.

!

.Watch for our

New Low Cat Prices
V ToifetArfecles

on All Popular

1

ARROW SHIRTS

14*

G.

Nov.

THE NEIGHBORHOOD

Waiting

Page Street
Tel. 628
In Back of Beta House

™$T NATIONAL BANK
ot BruBSWiok
'

Msine

Capital, $115,000

$2.50
i_
,
Best* Line
of» «i_
Pipes in

T °t»I Requires

m,

Town

$3,000,000

STUDENT PAtR0NAGE solicited

1

SoMnaoa

-

home and back by
Railway Express!

Edna Beet

News

March of Time

Saturday

Nov. 2

'also

Seneifis

Sh»rt Subject**

Monday

SSBO0BB

Nnv. 8-»

Down Argentine Way

The COLLEGE BOOKSTORE

with
- Betty Grable

Don Amecne

*>»o

Ernest Hemingway: For

Whom

in

Direct as a "touchdown pass" is the campus-to-home
laundry service offered by RAILWAY EXPRESS.
call for your laundry, take it home . . . and then bring
it back to you at your college address. It's as quick
and convenient as that! You may send your laundry
prepaid or collect, as yon prefer.
Low rates include calling for and delivering in all cities
and principal towns. Use RAILWAY EXPRESS, too, for
swift shipment of all packages and loggagt Just phone

We

.

Paramount News

the Bell Tolls $2.75

Used Typewriters

Bowdoin Mascots and Souvenirs

*

Tuesday

4

jftf
i

F.
i

i

"

SOcctod

flk6., Mgr.

W.7W

Fine Beverages
Groceries

with
Richard Dix - Florence Rite

Many Bargains

C PERKIMB

Meats

Cherokee Strip

ALLEN'S DRUG STORE
M.

Last Thursday, at the Brunswick

also

Tel 80

|

Golf Final Ends
In Close Battle

GRAIN SECONDS

From Reuters

Dispatch

Edward

Agent, John Wentworth, Appleton Hall
Sub agents in -all houses

Prompt Service

the first line's

Sound Act

Friday

Superior Servkc

73 Maine Street,

fill

Lionel Barrymore

-

News

Laundry aad Wry Cleaning
Special Rates

to

MARKET

No

Barbers

MORTON'S NEWSSTAND

Home

men

wttk

lebrity.

Arrow dealer

Oct. 90-31

Dr. Kiidare Goes
Lew Ay res

Another buck
buy an Arrow tie

THE COlXEGli LAUNDRY

able

26 Maine Street

KA YWOODIE FLAME

favorite to

off.

many

shoes. What they lack in the line,
however, the Bobcats make up for
with their strong backfield.

11

1%). Invest $2. today
in this time-honored ce-

it

BelJ.
Martin and Fifield.
Bowdoin's ground attack continued
crushing work. Saturday, against
Colby outrushing the Mules throughout the game. The line, sparked by
Johnny Banks, also was good for most
of the game, opening holes for Haldane, Bonzagni and Bell consistently
in the first half. Martin and Coombs
should be ready by Saturday, and
with the return of Art Benoit. who
was out with a leg injury, the Polar
Bears should be at top strength with
the possible exception of Bob Marehildon who has beqp nursing a bad
leg for two weeks. Bowdoin has one
advantage over Bates in the matter
of reserves. Mansfield is lacking in
its

l

Two

Gordon Oxford has the
famous button-down
Dover collar, Sanforized-Shrunk (fabric
shrinkage less than

.-;

*r

Coombs,

Golf Club, in ;: birdie-studded match
that wasn't decided until the last putt
on the final hole, Dick Harding '41
Outplaying their rivals for three edged Herbie Griffiths '44 for the
periods and leading them 6-0 going in- 1940 college golf title. Harding imto the fourth quarter, the Bowdoin pressively cheeked the dark-horse
Junior Varsity gridders dropped a winning streak of Bob Hinkley '41.
close 7-6 contest at Packard field, 6 and 4. to gain the final round
Friday, nvhen Kents HUl climaxed a against Griffith who defeated Fred
60-yard march with a touchdown and Matthews '41. 7 and 6 in the semifinal. It was Harding's deadly putts
conversion to win 7-6.
The Jayvees scored in the first pe- against Griffith s long drives, as both
riod on a 13-yard pass from Crough- men were extremely steady in the
well to Altman. Beckler's kick for crucial match, the former chalking
the point was blocked. Prior to the up a 77 and the latter a 79.
At the end of the first nine. Hertouchdown. Beckler started the drive
by carrying around left end for 16 bie, who came <o Bowdoin from Belyards to the 29. Picken skirted right mont High, was leading by one hole,
for 12 and Bockler gained six at the and it looked ns though he freshman
other end to set the stage for the might nose out the senior. Dick, however, canned several difficult putts
score.
In the second period. Bowdoin got to hold his own, and the turning
as far as the nine-yard line on one point came at t|*o par four 13th hole.
occasion and to the Kents Hill seven Each man reached the green in two
strokes, and then Griffith proceeded
another time.
A 30-yard Kents Hill pass, Lovitt to sink a long putt for a birdie 3. It
to Palmer, started the victory driv;? looked all over, until' Harding coolly
and put the ball on the Bowdoin 29. dropped one equally long to halve the
Another pass, Lovitt to Stello. car- hole. He then stroked his way into
ried to the 18. Stelk) mad eight yards the lead, and on the last hole, clinchthrough tackle and Nasuti .made a ed the match aad the title. Ironically
enough, neither man will play golf
first down on the six. From there,
Stello carried over in 1wo plunges. for the team ic the spring. Harding
Then he converted to give Kents Hi!l going out for baseball, and Griffith
being ineligible as a freshman.
their victory margin, 7-6.

BRUNSWICK
BARBER SHOP

win on any campus.

<>

BOW TO KENTS

service as either a blocking back or a
guard. He set up many of the Bobcat gains against Maine by opening
spacious holes in the Bear line.
Bowdoin, tot;, presenls a versatile
group of backs in Haldane, Bonzagni,

HILL IN L4ST PERIOD

VIC'S

—

is

I

material in the line. O'SuIlivan, BelPaced by Al Hillman and Joe Car- liveau, Gormhn and Captain Mike
ey, the junior varsity cross-country Buccigross made up the first backteam defeated Bridgton Academy 19- field, while Parmenter, Flanagan,
43 last Wednesday. Hillman was Hervey and Malone composed the secclocked at eighteen minutes and fifty- ond quartet. Both of these units coneight and one-half seconds, which is sisted of lettermen who have had
the fastest time he has done this year three years of varsity experience. In
the line, however, the only holdover
and a new course record.
of much experience from 1939 team
doin 38, a rush and a Bonzagni to is big Al Topham, 209-pound all-state
BeH pass brought it to the Mule 49 tackle, and Bates suffered a severe
for a first down. Another pass. Bell blow Saturday when he received a
to Hunter netted a first down on the concussion in the Maine game which
32 and Bell took a pass from Bon- may keep him out of action against
zagni and went to the 20. Two plays the Big White this week. The only
later, Bell tossed a short, pass to
other holdover in the line is left end
Hunter, Who slipped by Brooks for Bernard Francis.
Coach Wendell
the second Polar Bear score. Hal- Mansfield, however, has succeeded in'j
dane's try for the conversion was moulding a fairly strong line out of
wide by inches.
last year's reserves and some material
Brooks returned Haldane's kickoff from the 1939 freshman squad. Lou
to the Colby 36 and an exchange of Hervey, a backfield veteran, has
punts found Colby losing 16 yards, been out of action two weeks with a
the ball resting on the 20. Bell inter- fractured rib and it is not known
cepted a Colby pass, -but on the nevt- whether he will play Saturday.
play, he fumbled and Loring recovAt ends. Mansfield has Francis,
ered for Colby. Lafleur kicked over James and Brud Witty, who missed
the goal line and Bowdoin was given
a year of football because of a shoulthe ball on the 20. Bell kicked to the

IT!*

. . . ami arc wo proud of that handsome Gordon
Oxford shirt! In fact we have proudly skated
coHcgc men for generations;
and today Arrow-

iMxpel»ive ti«t

Mansfield has shifted his starting
backfiejd from lime to. time this season and has finally decided upon the

New Hampshire

Cross Country Runners
Topple Bridgton Harriers

Lobsters and Steamed CUms

WE MADE

doin.

Bowdoin has its second State Series combination of Belliveau, Johnsoa,
Bob McLauthlin of Bates led the
pack home in 19 minutes and 5 sec- encounter next week when the Big O'Sollivan and Buccigross. Buccigrotss
onds to clip 32 seconds from the old White journeys to Lewiston to meet co-starred with Art Belliveau in the
record. Ken Blaisdell of Maine, run- the surprising Bates club which up- Maine game. Belliveau is always a
ning right behind McLauthlin over set Maine last Saturday. 7-6. The threat because of his speed in sweepthe entire three and three-quarter Bobcats have won three games and ing the ends. Saturday, he made
mfle -course, faded at the close of the lost two, beating Tufts, American In- much yardage through .center and off
ternational, and Maine, and losing to
race to come in 11 seconds behind.
tackle. Parmenter wiH be ready for

every Frtday and Saturday Xights

fflSmS chewing- Delicious

Johnny Daikus nave done most <rf 1*»e
work, and Daikus will probably get
the starting assignment against Bow-

To Work In
Unison With Strong
Forward Line

Versatile Backs

Spaghetti Dinners

V»

injury. The absence of Topham
leaves, Johnson, Stirling, Ayer and
Olson to bear the brunt of the work
at the tackle positions. Sigsbee and
Parmenter are the first string guards
and the latter in also a backfield man.
serving last year as quarterback. At
the pivot post. Harold Beatie and

Beifivean, Johnson, CSuIli- der

and New England championships,
augmented by four of last year's

possession.

Daily

To Oppose Polar Bears

m

|

Delicious

Chew

The University of Maine, fielding' a
splendidly balanced team, placed *ve
in the first six places to win the
second annual State cross-country
meet last Friday afternoon at Augusta. Maine wan handily, scoring 26
points, 32 points better than thennearest competitor. Bates. Bowdoin
placed third with 65 points, while Colby was out of the running with 108.
Maine has probably the strongest
team in the history of the school, acis
cording to Coach Jack Magee.
a team composed of three men who
helped last year to win the Maine

Strong Bates Backfield

men

the Bowdoin 29 and from then on the
game seesawed back and forth with
both teams throwing many passes.
Neither team seriously threatenc d until late hi
the done of the period
when Bonzagni and Bell teamed to
put Bowdoin on the Colby 49, but
Stevens intercepted another Bonzagni
pass to end the threat. The game
ended a few moments later with Bie
baH on the midfield stripe in Colby

r
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Bursar Reports
Balance For '40

Mr. Philip H. Litman.

Managing Editor,
The Bowdoin Orient.
Dear Mr. Litman :-

{Continued from Page
]
policy Is sound. It does
spread good will for the CWlege
and, as he himself is quick to point
out, does not damage financial returns appreciably. Those end seats
would probably be vacant aavway.
The Athletic Department could have
found no better way to utilize them.
It would be a gesture in the, right
direction if the other Maine colleges
Adopted a similar program.
i

NAJL'S

m

[Continued from Page

i

in discussing national elections.
Yours sincerely,
Ernest L. Brigham, 1904,

Bronxville, N. Y.

UNION WILL PRESENT

}?

Jack R. Kinnard '41 as producand John W. ifropes,
'43 as property man. The entire

ftger,

SIMPSON RECORDINGS

tion manager,

and costumes
Newton.

will

Continued from Page i ]
The first of the concerts this year,
that of Beethoven's works, had a
very large attendance, according to

be taJbwi to

[

In a review of the play las', year,
Professor Herbert R. Brown torote,
"No one will be likely to deny the
significance of the problem (Which
the author presents). How may n sensitive artist save his soul alive in a
commercial civilization of bulling
two-fisted Regular Guys? What answer is there for a girl who believes
there is more to life than strapless
evening gowns and a book»of-thethe action has
month culture?
.

its

.

.

memorable moments.

Mergendahl'8 heightening
idioms of ordinary speech

.

is

...

.

poof Song"? If so, we're glad to tell
that the record's going into both
Pop's and Vic's this week, and is one
of the nicest things we've ever heard
We'd like to
•
in a nickelodian
•
throw a word of praise in here for

him

.

We

"The Ramparts

Watch," even

J. Skachinske '42. Through
the rest of the year the concerts will
be given bi-weekly. Two weeks from
today the concert will be composed
entirely of Tchaikowsky's works.

Vincent

if

the acting was as bad as that of a

Which reminds
us that a new serial has started up
down at the Pastime; we saw chapPastime

serial

.

.

•

ter pne, and we're afraid we're caught
A slight change in the policy of in- now for the other eleven chapters;
vestments was found necessary wh»n the name slips us for the moment,
offer
high grade bonds continued to
but what difference does it make?
a low yield. A large portion of long It's a Western, and there are loads
term Government bond holdings ac- of beautiful horses . . . From the
quired some years ago was sold at Oregon
College
News:
State
a profit. Part of the proceeds was re- SWANEE RIVER DUE AT OREinvested in Federal Housing Admin- GON STATE TODAY; they'd better
Perhaps the
istration Title II Mortgages, and t':e get out of the way
.
.
remainder in public utility bond.; and best new song coming out is "If We
in selected bank and insurance stocks Never Meet Again I'll Remember";
yielding on the average 4% or more, but don't let it fool you; it was inwhich compared with a return on spired by the words of a lonesome old
Perhaps the one bright side
long term Government bonds of lady
to the European war is that Hollyaround 2.30% at the time.
wood is finding it hard to get varicolored beads and embroidery to put
on their extravaganzas; so pictures
like "The Great Ziegfield" may be
gone forever; we've got our fingers
crossed
The Maine Forestry
.

Freshmen Lose
To Bridgton 6-0

of
a$ once

a score of 6-0, in the last period.
Profssor Quinby also stated that
natural and theatrically effective."
In the third frame, a 29-yard pass
the manuscripts for the one-act play
This will be the third Maso/k* and
from Thayer to Hess carried to the
contest
must
be
Disubmitted
to
the
Gown production to play in <«• near
Bridgton 36, but the next pass was
Boston in the past four years. Earlier rector of Dramatics not later than intercepted by Sheehan. This started
January 10. Manuscripts for the fulltrips were made with "The Milky
march which continued unlength play in May must be submitted another
Way" and "Take It Away." i
was stopped on the Bowdoin 18
at the annual meeting of the Masque til it
Professor George H. Quinby. di- and Gown, February 13. A corrected by another interception, this time by
rector of the Masque and Gow>v also schedule of plays to be given includes Elliot. In the final quarter, taking the
announced this week that tryojts for the one-act play contest, March 3 at pigskin on their own 32 and substan"Room Service," the Christmas 8.15 p.m.; Moliere's "Tartuffe," with a tially aided by a 28-yard run by Harhouseparty play, will be held Monday, faculty cast, March 20 at 8.15 p.m.; rigan and a 23 by Amoroso, Bridgton
November 5 from 8.00 to 10.30 p.m. the high school one-act play contest, worked down to their opponents' 6,
in the Masque and Gown room in the
which point Devine scored on a
April 12; a student written full-length from
Moulton Union. The play, written by play, May 1 and 2 at 8.15 p.m.; a re- plunge. His kick failed, leaving the
John Murray and Alan Borefe, will peat performance of the most popular
score at 6-0. In the remaining min16
will
presented
December
artel
be
play of the year, May 23 at 4.00 p.m.;
be repeated December 20 at 4.00 p.m. and Shakespeare's "Taming of the utes the frosh team tried to open up
an aerial attack which failed to click.
for the houseparty guests.
Shrew," June 20 at 9.00 p.m.
"

|

I

|

(Continued from Page 1)
the Pacific Relations since 1939.
His four or five visits to this country include an extended lecture tour
in 1935, when he spoke at more than
twenty colleges and universities in
this country. A recognized authority
in Asiatic, contemporary, and social
economics, he will be a member of
the Institute for advanced study at
Princeton University during the fall
semester this year.
Professor Dennery's agents wrote
President Sills some time ago that
the economist would be glad to
speak either on "The Reasons for the
Collapse of France," "Franco-British
Relations," or "The Economic War

Great Britain and
Germany." Because of its very pronounced historical and general sigPotentialities of

nificance, the first topic was chosen.
In his lecture last night Professor
to

Continued from Page i ]
Mr. Thayer is of the opinion that
too many of these reports on student
conduct from that day to this have
been over-emphasized. As an example
of a man who tries to face only the
good side of life, he cites someone
whom he met once; the hindoo mystic who devoted one hour and a half
to meditation each day before sunrise. Mr. Thayer went on to emphasize the value of emulating the best
rather than deploring the worst.
He spoke of the origin of the custom of wearing robes at the Class of
1868 Prize Speaking Contests, a tradition which originated when the opponents of a crippled speaker suggested that robes be worn so that ar.
otherwise obvious infirmity- wouldn't
bother this man during his speech.
And then, several years ago, there
was the Bowdoin man who was partially paralyzed. For four years his
classmates carried him by sled, cart,
[

|

Dennery stated what he believed

be the three primary reasons for the
downfall of the French nation: first, or automobile to all his classes. These
France did not prepare as did Ger- are only a few of the stories, Thayer
many in the total effort for war; sec- said, which are illustrative of the less
ond, the policy of defensive warfare publicized side of Bowdoin activity,
and he closed by expressing the hope
could not meet the weapons of the
that these traditions and others like
mobile German plan; third, there
them would always be maintained.
were forces at work both externally
and internally to divide the French
people and the military machine.
Declaring that social gains held
Service tells us that nine million
toothpicks can be made from a cord back production, Professor Dennery
went
on to say that the numerous To the Editor of the Orient:
of wood. Thank you, Maine Forestry
The discussion of the campaign by
Service that's a helpful little thing cabinet changes prevented a continWhile passing out cig- uity of policy. These factors caused Philip H. Litman, in "The Sun Rises,"
to know .
.
between the different current Orient, is less convincing
ars to his friends and reporting that a division
than it might be if Mr. Litman, like
he was the father of a son, Jack classes of people.
Continuing he told how Germany every New Dealer, did not seek to
Smooth, sailor on the U.S.S. Idaho,
was called to the telephone. "Con- tried to disorganize the French gen- meet the most vital of all the issues
gratulations," said a doctor, "Two eral staff through attacks from the by dodging it the threat of dictatorspreading tanks, sometimes ship the third term implies per se.
girls just arrived." Smooth fainted rear,
... If any of your girl friends are aiming at headquarters before the Why not discuss that, Mr. Litman? Is
hankering to go Hollywood, tell them front-line troops had felt a real shock. it possible that it cannot be defended
that M.G.M. is looking for twelve He defended Geraud (French gen- and must, therefore, be ignored? Is
lassies who have the looks and figure eral who was late in arriving to pro- there one argument in support of the
of a Venus de Milo, and are strong tect the Meuse), pointing out that he third election of Mr. Roosevelt in
enough to wear full armour; we know couldn't be blamed as he had received 1940 that could not be advanced for
the strong ones, but that's as far 'as orders to march only at night; con- the continuance of Hitler as head
man in Germany? Does Mr. Litman
Shep Fields has put out sequently he was slow.
it goes
.
.
question that Mr. Roosevelt has proa record on Bluebird called, "When
France's greatest mistake in the
the Mush Begins to Rush Down Fa- opinion of Professor Dennery was the ceeded already far down the road
traveled by Hitler and Mussolini in
ther's Vest"; and it's all right. So is
Rhineland in 1936. This was an electheir rise to power? There is no obGlenn Miller's "Five O'clock Whistle" tion year, so action was
postponed. jection to discussing
politics in the
on Bluebird, but personally we like
Contending that there was no real Orient if the discussion is
forthright
Duke Ellington's better.
antagonism between France and and honest. None can be either which
Great Britain, the lecturer was of the ignores the third term question.
opinion that the French people hope
WALTER L. SANBORN, 1901
overwhelmingly for a British victory. Lansdale, Pa., October 18, 1940
.

Mimeographed copies of the list of
recordings in the Carnegie Library
are now available in the music room.
Requests included in this list will be
The Freshman football team, alhonored in future concerts. All rethough battling hard, again went
Mr. quests shoud be given to Vincent J. down to defeat last Friday at Pickard
'42.
the Skachinske
Field, losing to Bridgton Academy by

Of France

.

.

.

i

f_

anybody that hasn't gone

to the Eagle to hear the record
of Ella Logan singing "The Whiffen-

down

.

production including settings, furniture,

$8,436,039.85.

HORMELL FAVORS
Thayer Talks In
WENDELL WILLKIE
Saturday Chapel
Speaker's Topic
Continued from Page

Fall
Is there

[ Continued from Page i ]
Don't be in the least discouraged
Bowdoin's endowment has increasby the outburst from the pen of Mr.
ed
over
$2,000,000 in ten years, yet
'41
Everett P. Pope
in the Orient of
its annual income has not changed
October 2^.
Your column. "Sun Rises," in the materially, since the rate of interest
previous issue of the paper was very has correspondingly decreased. In
well written and your arguments pre- spite of its increase in endowment
sented in a clear and forceful man- Bowdoin's income is little more thin
ner. The article was the opposite of it was in the year 1930-31. In that
"feeble." The first sentence
Mr. year the endowment funds totalled
Pope's letter shows that he "gets hot $6,259,183.85, while in the year j'ist
under the collar," as many others do completed, the amount had reached

Masquers Offer
Play At Newton

Jr.

i

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
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.

—
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COLLEGE RECEIVES
SILLS ELECTED TO
GIFT FROM CLARK
RELIGIOUS COUNCIL
«

A

bequest of $12,500 for a scholarPresident Kenneth C. M. Sills was
ship fund at Bowdoin College is in- elected last Thursday as one of 11
cluded in the provisions of the will members of the national council of
of Samuel Clark, Jr., retired Portland the Episcopal Church. The appointwholesale grocer who died October ment, for a six year term, was made
11. The will was filed in Cumberland by the Church's House of Bishops at
County Probate Court last Saturday. a .meeting in Kansas City.
Glenn R. Mclntire, Bursar of the
President Sills was in Kansas City
College, said last Monday that, al- last week attending the meeting. He
though he was aware of the bequest, and Mrs. Silis are now on an extendthe College had not been officially in- ed trip through the middle West and
formed of it. When the fund would will return to Brunswick the end of
be available was not known.
this month.
t

j

!

Wat<* For Our New
.

Fall Line of

$5.00 SHOES

ENDICOTT-JOHNSON CO.
Maine Street

Brunswick

]

Hull reciprocal trade agreements, and
he has supported the major reforms
of the Roosevelt administration. But
he has just as courageously attacked
the financial and fiscal policies of the
administration, its "hostile" attitude
toward business and. industry and its
encouragement of "class warfare."
Third: A sound financial program
for the government and a sound fiscal
policy for America are proposed by
Candidate Willkie. He believes that
public debt is something to be avoided if possible, and to be paid off if
incurred. He courageously confesses
that ^ith the effects of a lingering
depression still over us and the colossal cost of "total preparedness," immediate balancing of the budget cannot be attained. Willkie- recognizes
that a sound financial policy for the
government is inextricably bound up
with » sound American economic and
fiscal system. He recognizes that, facing totalitarian efficiency in production, *he eontmuatioiwpf "adjusting
production to consumption" (see F.
D. Roosevelt Looking Forward, p 32)
is littte less than national suicide. He
proposes to find the 'way to utilize
the production capacity of all our
labor ;ind of all our capital. He warns
us of the absolute necessity of improving at once the efficiency of outeconomic system and providing for
economic stability over a long period.
Through no other device (pump priming and government spending have
failed' according to Willkie, may we
develop a system of distribution combined
with
maximum production

which

will

result

a

in

rise

our

in

national income sufficient over a period of years to maintain a high
standard of living and pay through
taxation the cost of preparedness.

Fourth:
to retain
civil

A

vote for Willkie

and strengthen

liberties.

The

is

a vote

and

political

foundations

of

democracy are crumbling when rights
of minorities are disregarded.

Amer-

has created and cherished a sys-

ica

tem

of protection for minorities, ra-

religious, social, and economic,
through the instrumentalities of the
courts and the constitutional limitations upon the executive, the legislative, and the judicial branches of the
government. Disregard for such constitutional instrumentalities combined
with the doctrine of "one man's indispensability" may jeopardize our
political and civil liberties. The doctrine of "one man's indispensability,"
which has aided European dictators
firmly to entrench themselves in powcial,

er, is the chief reason, in

my

opinion,

for opposing

a third term Jor the
President at this time. A less important but nevertheless weighty reason
for opposing a third term in 1940 is
the aid and comfort which such a
term would give to the entrenched
local political machines of the NashKelley type.
Fifth:
test,

ait

A

vote for Willkie is a prothe weakening

least, against

or overthrow of our two party system; also a vote against the creation
of ••one-party" founded upon personal
rather than party loyalty. The appointment of, leading Republicans to
the President's cabinet in peace time
when it should be possible to maintain and enforce party responsibility
should he condemned. The creation of
a "collation" government in 1940 suggests at least a movement toward a
"one-party" system. An attempt to
purge from the. party leaders who
did not support loyally the President's "must" legislative program is
another mild suggestion of a "per•ori

A*

sonal one-party." It is worth notiiny
..
c
that if Willkie should be defeated in
a close race he will be in a favorable
position to lead an active, wideawake opposition so essential to democrative government.
Sixth: A vote for Willkie strengthens the liberal element nf our state
local republican party organizations. Thi* "unbossed campaign"
with
national party support given to the
"Young Republicans" and to independent liberal republicans means
much for the future of the party.
vote for Willkfe is our act of aid
and comfort to such courageous fighters for sound government as the
republican mayor of Cleveland, Harold
Burton.

and

FALL JACKETS
A SPORTSWEAR
Leather

-

Corduroy

LINE OF
-

SMART JACKETS

Corduroy Reversible

-

A

Zelan
NOTICE

Calfskin
be

&I0&

of Student Aid. Moulton Union,
on
or before Friday, November 1st. The
Director of Student Aid is not permitted to accept any application after

also

November

MacGregor Sweaters
rut

JLoday,

more than

ever, people are taking to Chesterfield

$2.95

because Chesterfield concentrates on the important things in
in the

You smoke Chesterfields and find them cool and
pleasant You light one after another, and they really taste better. You buy pack after pack, and find them definitely milder,,

Applications for Scholarships must
filed at the office of the
Director

-

$3.95

-

1st.
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PRINTING

$5.00
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have had long experience in
producing for Bowdoin men:

new Tones and Models

smoking.

STATIONERY
POSTERS
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ALUMNI LETTERS
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Printing

Ask Us For Quotations
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can't
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DAY

By Leonard Tennyson
American

alism have had their field <fc»y
their accusations are falling
heavily upon some of us. The new
revolt of the liberals is being expressed in books of protest and in

and

book* of unhappy realizations by sutth
middle-aged intellectuals as Archibald MacLeish, Lewis Mumford, Waldo Frank and Reinhold Niebuhr. As
exponents of the American liberal
movement, these men are decryiKg
what they seem to consider a ra*W
disintegration of liberalism and are
attributing its downfall to a general
attitude manifesting itself in the
youth of today.
-

George's orchestra will
play for the gym dance sponsored
by the Student Council after the
Maine game on Saturday. Dancing
will begin at 8:15, and the admis-

Ernie

FESTIVITIES

liber-

r

w

Bates

sion charge will be fifty cents.
The following is the list of houses
having tea-dances after the game.

Dormitory Cornerstone To
Be Laid As Feature
On Alumni Day

Bob

Alpha Tau Omega

*#&

Announces

Plans For

New Bugle

scenes around campus has already
been chosen. Mr. Gherin, a Bowdoin
alumnus, and one of a group who
submitted bids for the job, was selected. Mr. Gherin has done work before and it has been most satisfacMumford: "The twentieth centary tory, according to Ireland. It is expected that he will start on the task
inherited a morality which it )*ad
in a week or two.

¥ EWIS Mumford's "Faith

for Living" presents the convenient parthe fall of the Roman Empire through its failure to re-crette
anything new or lasting in the culture it inherited from Greece. Quotfs

*-i

allel of

never worked for, which it had never
At the present, time, the Bugle
examined and criticised and associated, which it was incapable of re- Board is considering the choice of a
printer
who is to do both the enproducing in fresh forms that coald
be handed on to its children." Prag- graving and the printing. It was

Perclval

FROM VACATION

By Phil Litman
A re-awakened Bowdoin team led
by a quintet of fleet backs running
behind a hard-charging, sharp-blocking line completely swamped an outplayed Bales team 12-2 last Saturday
at Lewiston. Before a large, rainsoaked crowd a Bowdoin team that
has been carefully molded by Coach
Adam Walsh since the beginning of

President Elected Member
Of Episcopal Church
National Council
President K. C. M. Sills returned
Tuesday, October 29, from a trip
through the midwest which he took
as an October vacation this year at

.

(Courtesy of Portland Sunday Telegram)

Big White Favored Over Maine In
Final Encounter Of Football Season

Maine.

The College

'

|

J

of

New
[

College to make a plea for the
student whom he had been
obliged to take into custody.
For many years as Chief of
Police, as Chief of the Fire Department, as Deputy Sheriff, he
I

J

York.

Continued on Page 4

]

HARLOW TO SPEAK
AT

B.C.A.

Department under his
guidance and the Bowdoin students. He knew youth and the
lice

failings of youth. On more than
one occasion when a student
had overstepped the proper
bounds and been arrested, Billy
Edwards asked for the privilege of coming before the administrative commitlee of the

MEETING

was a Brunswick
and it was fitting

reer should have been crowned
by his election to the Board of
Selectmen and by his chairmanship of that board. He was
very influential in all town affairs, and knew the sentiment
of the voters of the town probably better than any other
man. Most important of all in
these days, he was an honest
and incorruptible public serv-

times he might have made a
good deal of money, but he
never allowed a cent to come

goes on
eration

anyone
gue for

but not .against the attractions
of success and security."
ice,

-

his possession dishonorMr. Edwards was one of
the best products of the town
life of New England; a man
with little formal education, he
valued education highly. He

was an

intelligent and effective
public official, and one who was
well aware that politics has its
necessarily practical side. He
will be greatly missed by Bowdoin College in the years to

come.

COMING EVENTS
•

Tunight
I

Hampton

.

Glee Club
Publishing Company

>

we

[

Continued on Page 2
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50.00
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MIDNIGHT RALLY
i

Professor

$ 3,364.33

$12,843.24

$12,564.33

$278.91

9,200.00

Sat.,

$12,903.77

DAY.

11:45

ALUMNI LUNCH-

a.m.

EON, Sargent Gymnasium.
a.m. LADIES' LUNCHEON, Moulton Union, under the
Bow-

auspices of the Society of
doin

Women.

1:30 p.m. Football, Bowdoin vs.

$ 3,286.35
9,200.00

$12,486.35

60.53

339.44

9— ALUMNI

11:45
]

Maine
the

$339.44

$12,903.77

THE BLANKET TAX COMMITTEE

at

Whittier Field. After

game

President and Mrs. Sills

will be at

home

to

Alumni and

friends of the College.
Sun.,

60.53

Nov.

on the low-

Street.

Chapel. Dean Paul Nixon.

30.00!
.$ 3,643.24
.
9,200.00

Maine

er Mall,

2.55

. .

shifty,

and

MIDNIGHT RALLY TO
HIGHLIGHT WEEK END

all

season.

Black Bears Beady
The Black Bears of Orono may not
have an impressive season record. A
win over Rhode Lsland, and losses to
Columbia, New Hampshire, Connecticut University, Bates, and Colby
surely don't bolster the Pale Blue on
paper. Yet, Maine has shown even in
these losses considerable power, deception and versatility. Disregarding
their past performances, tossing aside
season
records,
Saturday's
game
won't be .an easy encounter. The
tiouncing inflicted by Colby last week
end will in all probability make

Maine ready
[

Continued on Page

CLASS OF

1916

3 ]

MEET ALUMNI DAY
The plans of the class of 1916
for Alumni Day have been announced by P. K. Niven '16. The
plans include a class meeting in
the Hotel Eagle at ten-thirty in the
morning, lunch at the College, and
mass attendance at the Maine
game. After the game, the alumni
of the class are invited to tea at

Carl de Suze

'38,

who

announce the midnight
tion

will probably
rally

over sta-

WGAN.

Donald B. Conant

'41

making plans

In case of rain or inclement weather,

fifth

the rally will not take place.

of President SilLs.

Mem-

to hold their twentyreunion in June.

Nov.

—5

10

o'clock

Chapel.

President Sills will take as his
subject, "Armistice vs. Peace."

Mon.,

Bates, broke through. Benoit couldn t
hold Bell's pass. But Martin, running
£

Nov.

II

—Armistice

Day

College Holiday.
10:45 a.m. Chapel Service.

Continued on Page 3

Draft Check Reveals That Nine
Students May See Service Soon

WAAB

radio station
in Boston. The
question for the debate will be, "Resolved: That the United States Air
Force should be put at the disposal
of Great Britain."

A Bowdoin team of John F. Jaques
'43 and Jiavid W. D. Dickson "41 will
probably support the negative side at
this debate. This will be the first
meeting with Harvard for several
years and will be the first radio debate since the contest with Tufts a
few years ago. The judges for this debate will be Boston business men, and
the entire program, consisting of two
main speeches by each team and then
a rebuttal, will take about an hour.
The return debate with Harvard is in
the process of being arranged. Plans
are to hold it in December at Portland over station WGAN.
The annual meeting of the Bowdoin
and Mt. Holyoke debaters, scheduled
for October 25, has been postponed
and will take place sometime during
November. The postponement was
caused by conflicting college activities at Mt. Holyoke. The subject of
[

Continued on Page

2 }

BROADCAST TO HONOR
HARRIET STOWE HERE
On

Sunday
the

afternoon at two
National Broadcasting

how Secretary of War Stimson. Ward Company will broadcast a tribute to
many Bowdoin students are liable for Dana Jones '41 of Newton, Mass., Harriet Beecher Stowe from the
conscription in the near future, the was also among the early numbers Stowc home afv 63 Federal Street.
In

an attempt

to

find

out

ORIENT took a poll this week, and
discovered that out of the sixty-two
men who have learned their draft
numbers, nine may be summoned to
the service within the next year. According to Professor Thomas C. Van
Cleve, chairman of the advisory committee for the draft here at Bowdoin,
these figures are not at all accurate
because of the many complicated determining conditions within the various states.
Professor Van Cleve stated that he
thought that men whose serial numbers were drawn within the first 2,000
may be required to enter the military
service sometime within the next
twelve months. ThLs will naturally
depend upon the number of men who
volunteer in each state in addition to
the number that are recruited in the
present draft.
Of those nine among the 165 who
registered, H. Lynwood Martin '41 of
Providence, R, I., was among the first
in the country, as his serial number,
105, was the third number drawn by

as his 2748 was drawn on the eighty - This broadcast will be the fifth in a
sixth time. Other men whose numbers series originating in the actual home*
were drawn among the first 2,000 in- of great American writers. Ted Maclude Sumner H. S. Peck '41 of Lew- lone is the director of these programs
iston, 252; Hollis Maynard Coffin '41 which he calls- the "American Pilof Freeport, 271; David Weston Dou- grimage."
Malone, by next May, will have
glas 11 of Brunswick, 696; Ray
Greene Huling 3rd '41 of Newton, visited the homes of some thirty-one
iMass.. 1227; John Emery Woodwarc American writers in a 12,000 mile
of Taunton, Mass., 1300; Henry
Augustus Shorey 3rd '41, of Bridgton,
1702; and Clark Eugene Woodward
Jr. '42 of Newton, Mass., 1915.
The drawing of these conscription
numbers took place on Wednesday,
October 30, in the Interdepartmental
Auditorium in Washington. Secretary
of War Stimson was blindfolded and
drew the first number the now famous "158" in the presence of President Roosevelt and a distinguishea
group Of guests. Mr. Clarence A. Dyk'41

!

1

—

—

stra, director of the national selective
service, continued the drawing of the

radio Pilgrimage with his "third dimensional biographies." The Bowdoin
English department participated in a
national survey to determine the authors to be honored.

Malone has taken his microphone
homes of Noah WebFrancis Parkman and Mark
Twain. He comes to Brunswick to
honor the author of "Uncle Tom's
Cabin" from Pittsfield, Mass., where
so far into the
ster,

he visited the home of Herman Mellast Sunday. Fetor weeks after

ville

this

Brunswick

will visit the

home

broadcast,

[

Continued on Page 2

in

Salem, Mass.

]

Malone

of Nathaniel

numbers from the same glass
bowl that was used in the drawing thorne, once a student

7,836

3

am

]

According to Robert H. Lunt "42,
manager of debating, arrangements
are being made for two radio debates
between Harvard and Bowdoin. The
first of these will take place on November 15, probably at 4 p.m. over

bers of this class, which lias provided the sixteen-gun salute heard
at every home game this fall, are

home

line.

Opening the Maine week end program, Bowdoin will have its annual
torchlight
parade to Brunswick's
mall at midnight on Friday, for the
Maine Game Rally. The parade, immediately following the fraternity ini-

has announced that a collection will be taken at
each fraternity house on the campus
in order to help pay for the Public
Address System and for the torches.

the

15 yards to the Bates 17 yard

Here the Bobcats dug in and threw
back the Big White two yards in the
next two plays. Haldane lost two
yards when McDonald, guard for

Bowdoin Plans .
Harvard Debate

route from the A. D. house, past the
Deke and Zete houses, and down the
dormitory road to the mall.
Inasmuch as preparations for the
rally were still incomplete at press
time, only a partial list of the evening's speakers was available. Alumni
Secretary Philip S. Wilder, the master of ceremonies, has announced,
however, that both President Sills
and Thomas McMahon, second selectman of the town, will speak.
Other expected speakers will be
either Governor Lewis O. Barrows or
Governor-Elect Sumner Sewall. Mr.
John C. Fitzgerald 16 of Portland,
head of the W. P. A. in Maine, and

TO

tain Andy Haldane faked to Martin
and then spun through the line for

Torchlight Parare Will Go
From A.D. House To
Town Mall

tiation banquets, will follow its usual

for retribution.

Haldane Scores
Attempting to punt from the Bowdoin 40, Harry Gorman fumb'cd a
poor pass from center. Bow.lon recovered, and that was the beginning
of the end. On a reverse Ed Martin
darted from the Bowdoin 41 to the
Bates 32 for a gain of 27 yards and
a first down. On the next oUty, Cap-

o'clock

presiding:
Eliot F.
Tozer, Jr. '43 will be the soloist.

Appropria-

balance forward of $339.44 is the sum of the receipts in excess of appropriations
($60.53) and the unexpended balances returned ($27891)

can.

7

Nov.

Fri.,

tion

Band

I

and

has a powerful runner in Ed Barrows
at fullback, as well as two broken
field runners, Tom Pollock and Nat
Crowley at left halfback. The club
also displays an aerial attack that
has clicked for a 60 per cent average

Bartlett.

$12,539.44

Returned

tions

fTIHUS. we find these men all ve£y Cheer Leaders
*•
much concerned with the moral Masque and Gown
and intellectual attitude of the gen- Political Forum
eration that succeeds them. What of Rifle Club
they themselves break White Key
it? Didn't
Outing Club
away entirely from the Puritanic, Camera Club
the convention and conservatism of Radio Presentation of Poetry
their predecessors? The Humanist
Totals, Non-athletic
movement and the sweeping away <»f
Total, Athletics
19th century taboos were part <of
their revolt They were the iconoTotals
clasts of their day and their elder*
Add receipts in excess of
found them lacking in any outward
appropriations
signs of morality. We stated ear&rr
that it might be possible to evaluate "Balance Forward
some of this criticism from our own
point of view. We are to answer' it *
The
if

Expended Balances Recommended

$

."

Quill

1

$12,903.77

Appropria-

p.m. Memorial Hall,

Institute Quartet.

Nov.

Thu.,

12,200.00

$12,868.77

—8:15

Kamerling

Debating Council

r

12,585.00

12,550.00

Printing B. T. cards
Bowdoin Christian Association

|

clever

fast,

is

attempt to recapture the original
spirit of the melodies which were
first sung by negroes working; in
Southern plantation fields.
Between the selections one of the
singers will give a brief talk on the
Institute and give an outline of its
work. There will be no admission
charged and the public is Invited.

ably.

,

Total Receipts

I

into

Faculty Approves Recommended
Appropriation For Year 1940-1941

problems of the nation." tie
to say that "the present genhas been immunized agairM
who might really try to i^rdemocracy in terms of juiitt-

field
I

ant; particularly in prohibition

MORTIMER

political

institution,

that his ca-

present a concert of Negro spirituals. These singers, who have visited Bowdoin before, are nationally
known for their work, according to
Professor Tillotson, because of their

Game

By Bob Shipman

of Bowdoin students. He always took great
pride in the friendly relations
that existed between the Po-

To

Memorial

When the University of Maine invades Whittier Field on Saturday for
the final game of the State Series
with the Big White before a capacity
crowd of returning Alumni, it will
find a Bowdoin squad keyed to a
high fighting pitch. The game will
mark the close of both teams' schedules for the current football season.
Maine is rated a very dangerous
underdog for this contest. The back-

generations

.

Church on church unity. On October]
25, he had an informal luncheon at
the Central Y. M. C. A. with Bowdoin
Alumni, and returned to Bowdoin by

way

Series

the

Town of Brunswick in mourning the passing of William B.
Edwards, First Selectman, who
died Sunday morning. Billy Edwards was known to several

City.

He addressed the students at Park
College, a Presbyterian school of 500
students in Kansas City, and visited
Kansas University in Lawrence, Kansas, where he attended the memorial
service of a former chancellor of the
Carnegie Foundation of which he is
the board chairman. In Kansas City
he spoke over the radio in a round
table discussion on "Problems of International Education," and later visited the University of Kansas City.
In Chicago, on his return, he attenced a meeting of the Commission o:
the Episcopal Church, conferring with
the Commission of the Presbyterian

with

joins

Hampton

Capacity Alumni Crowd To
See Bears Clash In

MEMORIAM

IN

While at the convention, he was
elected a member of the National
Council of the Episcopal Church,
which is the executive body of the
church organization throughout the
country. He spoke briefly two or
three times at the convention itself
and. at the dinner of the Province of
New England, but most of his worK
there was limited to activities other
than speech-making. The majority of
the talks that he made on the trip
were at other points near Kansas

the season finally came into its own
to the Bates while dazzling the spectators with as
flashy a running attack as has been
let loose in the State Series in the
past few years.
Quartet
Sing
After having been stalled inside of
In
Hall Tonight the Bates 25 twice early in the first
period, the Big White finally started
At 8:15 this evening in .Memorial the drive which culminated in a
touchdown from their own 40 midHall, the Negro Quartet from the
Hampton Institute in Virginia will way through the period.

Ed Martin (arrow) is here carrying the ball on a long run which brought the Polar Bears almost
goal line. Two plays later Haldane smashed over for the first score of the game.

the suggestion of the executive board,
since he had found it necessary to
remain in his office throughout the
summer. The President termed his
vacation as a "busman's holiday,"
however, because he spent most of his
time at the General Convention or
the Episcopal Council in Kansas City,
Mo., as one of the Lay Deputies from

is

Blanket Taxes

Long Runs And

Malone's Kicks Shine
For Garnets

Doctor of Philosophy in Sociology,
the pro- of
and has served as head of the DeAdler. the University posed plan to include an individual
partment of Sociology at the Interna*'* of Chicago's best seller autJw
shot of every junior and also snaps tional and American Colleges in
and thorn in the side of progressive of typical campus activities.
Smyrna, Turkey.
educators, also has something to add
to the discussion in a recent "Harper's" article "This Pre- War Generation." He finds modern education
the villain of the piece and clai£»s
that "defeatism in the schoolroom*"
and "Deweyized leadership" has -fctThe following is the verbatim report of the Blanket Tax Committee on
flcient ly debunked and falsified all the
expenditures last year and their recommended appropriations for 1940-41.
principles of ideal liberalism. Ackrr The report was approved at the Faculty meeting on Monday, November 4th.
becomes the past-master of the art
Summary for year 1939-1940
1940-1941
Actual
Estimated
of making sweeping genera lizatitib*
Estimated
«
Receipt*;
Receipts
Receipts
as he finds "the real 1 rouble is thjat
Balance
Forward
318.77
318.77
339.44
$
$
$
our college students and recent gradthe fraternities soon. It

seriously, whether about their personal affairs or the economic aAd

Crushes Bates

t§*S®£t

HALDANE, BONZAGNI
SCORE TOUCHDOWNS

The Bowdoin Christian Association
matic liberalism, a label aptly phras- thought best not to give separate will hold an open meeting for the
ed by Mumford, has taken the indi- contracts on this work. The selection College in the Moulton Union on Frividual personality for granted, wor- has been narrowed down to two day evening, November 15, at 8:15,
ships only the doctrine of scientisoi. firms, according to Ireland. This year at which Dr. S. Ralph Harlow of
has minimized the role of instinct, the informal snapshot section will be Smith College will speak. Dr. Harlow
tradition, and history, and in srwirt under the direction of Leonard B. will take as his subject, "Whom and
has reached a degenerate philosophy Johnson '43. He has already mapped When to Marry."
Dr. Harlow was awarded his degree
out his schedule and will appear at
of positivism in its outlook.

uates do not take any moral issues

Big White Running Attack
Sparkles As Bowdoin

&>*

In Chapel
will celebrate its seventeenth annual Alumni Day this Sat-

the empty religious doctrines of the Ireland '42
day. To all of these men we can
ascribe some degree of accuracy in
diagnosis. They have all over-emphasized their pet theories to impress us
According to Charles T. Ireland Jr.
and show their concern with an altitude which concerns us because ve '42, editor of the Bowdoin Bugle,
are accused of being the irrespoiwi- work is progressing at a good pace
on the yearbook. The photographer
bles.
for the juniors' pictures and the
I - r

r

'j*?„:-:

RETURNS

SILLS

Bowdoin

'

-

State Series Lead, 12-2

Belliveau's

Dean Nixon Will Start The
Program With Speech

are tempted to say that here urday with a varied program which
1
JE
are a few more examples of «h will feature the laying of the cornerolder generation, who, unable to j«fc- stone of the new dormitory and the
tify their own mistakes, are con- football game with the University of
veniently blaming their successors. Maine, the last game of the season.
This doesn't happen to l>e the case in
The program starts off with an adthese instances; but it is interesting dress by Dean P.aul Nixon in the
to note and evaluate the grow**!? chapel at 8:15 a.m. Following this
amount of criticism that is facing >». there will be meetings of the Alumni
» - T
Council and Executive Committee in
rnHE first notes of alarm were Massachusetts Hall at 9:30. Mr. Har* sounded last June as college old Lee Berry '01, a member of the
presidents and commencement speak- board of trustees and chairman of
ers appealed for a return to idealism the construction committee, will preand criticised the failure of college side at the ceremony to take place
youth to consider the validity of assy at 11:00 of the laying the cornerstone
cause that was not justified by rea- of the new dormitory. This building
son alone. The particular cause they is being erected behind the Moulton
had in mind was that of democracy. Union and is the gift of Mr. Hoyt A.
They and their contemporaries coald Moore of the class of '95.
believe in its implicit moral right
The Alumni Luncheon will be held
when they found it threatened on vll in the gymnasium* at 11:45 with Mr.
sides by opposing ideologies of fatfh, William S. Linneli '07 of Portland,
tragic
been
has
disillusion
but their
president of the Alumni Council servfor they find youth without illusions ing as toastmaster. Speeches will be
and unsympathetic to their pleas Jor made by President Sills and by Presa renewal of faith.
ident Arthur" Hauck of the Univers - r
sity of Maine. The 350 alumni who
UACLEISH. in his book "The Irre- are expected to attend will be enter-'
•" sponsibles," accuses post - war tained with some musical selections
x writers Pos Passos. Remarque afud sung by a double quartet, which is
Hemingway for contaminating tfie also to sing at the luncheon for the
ideals of youth. Mumford finds' v!»e Society of Bowdoin Women in the
basis of the prevalent attitude in an Moulton Union. This luncheon is in
adoption of pragmatic liberalism by charge of Mrs. Gilbert D. Harrison
this generation and accuses John of Lewiston.
Dewey and William James for its in[ Continued on Page 4 ]
by
Recent
articles
doctrination.
Frank and Niebuhr find its cause 6*1

8
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MARTIN'S RUN SETS UP FIRST BOWDOIN SCORE

Ernie George
Lennie Lizotte
Psi Upsllon
undecided
Delta Kappa Epsilon
undecided
Zeta Psi
Nat Gold
Beta Theta Pi
Lou Paul
Sigma Nu

TO TALK AT
ALUMNI LUNCHEON

1940

From

Alpha Delta Phi

SILLS

6,

Big White Offense Clicks To Topple

At Maine Game Dance

OBSERVE ALUMNI

» Rises »
critics of

Ernie George To Play

BOWDOINISTO

The Sun
LATELY

THE

HAMPTON QUARTET WILL
UNO HEBE TONIGHT

Haw-

at Bowdoin,

S^

vm

I

TWO

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
_^!L!!PJL"igggiiniiiinrtr!zn^!

_

«¥*•

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

Cast Continues

On

Stallknecht Talks

Work On "Twig"

Ideals

Were
tion to the College catalogue: English far, in our humble opinion
11-12 should be changed to Seduction 'all for mow? placards, speeches, green
».2, because every book that is read hair ribboofe, and hot dogs mounted

y-»

/%•%

U/U$t2XQ and L/TCSS

'

J m the course tells of the downfall
By John C. Evans
at least one unsuspecting maiden
Profile: He looks like Santa Claus The S. C. D. C, is doing a fine job

Of Stefansson

.

Brnnswlrk, Maine

EiUfclNbed

1871

The Masque and Gown will give a
return performance, of the Christmas
Houseparty play of last winter, "The
Twig," by Charles H. Mergendahl,
•
Edltar-ln-Chler
Jr., '41. before the Boston Alumni in
E. Harold Pottle, Jr., '41
Newton on (November 23. Miss Alice
Cooper of Brunswick will play the
leading feminine role.
John
Evans '41
Henry A. Shorey, 3rd, '41
According to Director Quinby, reM.naffl K Editors
hearsals for the play are well underLeonard B. Tennyson, Jr., '42
Charles T. Ireland. Jr.; '42
way. Author director, and cast are
Robert G. Watt '42
Philip II. Litman 42
enthusiastic over the improvements
in the manuscript resulting from cutting and a general tightening up.
Robert J. Stern '43
Fowler bugger. Jr., '43
Frederick H. Bubier '43
Robert O. Shipman '43 "Not only is the action more rapid, but
Robert I*. Edwards '43
Robert S. Burton '43
Laurence H. Stone '43 the thesis of the play is more clearly
Curtis F-. Jones '43
Joseph S. Cronin '43
pointed than in the production last
Donald S. Ulin '43
year," Professor Quinby, Director of
Dramatics stated. "Both author and
Buainesa Manager
actors are learning much from rePaul Hi Holliday '41
peating the play in a rewritten verAssistant Basincm Managers
sion," he said.
Kenneth G. Stone '42
Charles W. Redman '42
Richard Sampson '44 has been asOliver A Wyman '42
signed to the position of advance man
Publithad every Wednesday during the College Year by the Students of Bowdoin College. on publicity and business manageAtt foaaribotiona and communications rfcauld he given to the Mnnairirn Editor by Sunday ment for the trip.

Speaking in chapel last Saturday
morning. Professor Newton P. Stallknecht read selections from the theory of the ideal life as put forth by
Vilhjalmur Stefansson in the book
"I Believe," edited by Clifton Fadiman. Mr. Stefansson. who will lecture
here this spring in, the institute on
Man and His World, presents' a very
interesting theory of what he considers to be the ideal life, according

]

|

C

•

to Professor Stallknecht.

summon

SUN RISES

•

To

Board

—

SIXTH

Program

:

Saturday. Although the record of games

last

theologians who talk
about goodness and truth and politicians who rave about the merits
of our system of government, it is
because their hypocrisy has caused
it. In high offices we see corruption
and graft, we see some of .our educators perverting the very ideals they
cry to the high heaven for, and industrial leaders of the nation, "the
true defenders of democracy" underpaying workers and employing spys
to prevent the democratic right of
labor to organize.

won and we

lost by the Bowdoin team is »ot outstanding, there can be little
doubt but that the 1940 team is one of the best that the Big White

has ever had. Starting the season with an inexperienced lineup for
the most part,

Coach Walsh

is

commended

certainly to be

team which he has developed. Having won or

fine

for the

tied for the state

for five consecutive years, this year's team unquestionably

question

had
Although getting off to a slow start,
the team has definitely proven that it has what it takes.
When Bowdoin added Amherst to its schedule and thus became a member of the "Little Three," there was a great deal of YTOUNG men
title

a

difficult

mark to shoot

for.

r

s -

Board met to make arrangements for
ithe recent Freshman Fathers' Day,
and to outline the program for the
coming year. At this meeting it was
decided that members of the board
would act as hosts of the college, welcoming the freshmen and
fathers
and introducing them to the Dean
and to the members of the faculty.
J

|

this.

And,

certainly,

on Saturday the

We

all
j

!

women between

We have pushed aside the third term issue. What we want
And

a sixth term!

if

has been playing as

the team continues to play the type of ball

we

feel

sure

it

well in judging with lesser regard for military purposes,"

ALUMNI DAT
Every college has its Alumni Day, but few if any, we believe,
have an Alumni Day which is so consistently successful as that of
BowdourTs. For three years w* have marvelled at the enthusiastic
have been justly proud of that

And,

quite frankly,

so

j

is

Saturday.

.

•

-

•

•

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

and

likes

Chopin

.

.

.

.

.

amazing,

It's

too, because his fingers are rather
Has been known
short and blunt
to come out of Hubbard Hall on many
a sunny day singing merrily, oblivious
Has blue eyes of
to the world
extraordinary dejpth and penetration
Occasionally mecte obstacles in
English grammar, but in general hi*
command of 'the language is far above
.

.

..

.

.

.

.

.

.

A famous example was
word "corwhich ho translated as "cor-

average ...

his pronunciation of the

puscle,"

puss-kull" ... He regularly attends
the Episcopal Church, and last year
taught an adult Eible class ... He is
sporting a light blue cabic-knit sweat-

.

.

.

;

.

.

Some

21,500 cars and trucks are in regular day to

day service with the Bell System. The great majority

.

.

and

may

neers.

Many

are equipped with power winches, air

compressors and pole derricks. Each of the

many

.

.

types is designed to handle particular functions in the

construction and maintenance of telephone plant.

.

.

Planning, purchasing and operating the world's
largest fleet of

>ob in

itself.

providing the
the millions

commercial motor vehicles

Yet

finc«l,

who

but part of the

is

a big

far bigger job:

fastest, friendliest service to

daily use the telephone.

JT7iv rial gire the family « ring tonight?
Hate* to muMt point* are loteett after
7 P. M, any night— und all day Sunday.

#11

26 Maine Street

Two Barbers

it is

.

BRUNSWICK
BARBER SHOP

be changed.

have bodies specially developed by telephone engi-

'*-*:tA

No Waiting

YOU NEVER SEE HIM-BUT HIS EXTRA SKILL
FLIES WITH YOU EVERY MILE!
WILLIAM

we

MILLER -Flight

H.

Supt., American Airlines

fact.

To Bowdoin, Alumni Day means
number of

guests

on campus.

the various classes on
tions

and

ideals of

something more than a
means something more than confor a mere reunion. The reunion of

It

groups in the fraternities

vivial

Alumni Day

is

a fitting tribute to the tradi-

Bowdoin. For, there

is an indomitable spirit on
week end not only among the alumni themselves, but among the student body as well.
We have felt and do feel that there is a very strong tie between
the alumni of the College and the undergraduates. There is a genuine feeling of friendship between the two which is not often to be

the

campus on

this

in other colleges. Perhaps, as we have tried to point out, this
due to the fact that tradittoq is so strong here. The recalling of
"the good old days" is merely $n echo of the present. For Bowdoin
has changed little through the years. The campus, the fraternities,
and even the students are the same today as they were yesterday.

found

is

So it is that we extend a hearty welcome to you alumni this
week end. We invite you to be one of us for a few days at least.

We sincerely hope that you will
ards of Bowdoin as

we

find that

up

live

to the stand-

always has been and that you will leave us
feeling that the College has \ypt changed.
will do our best to
make your week end enjoyable as we look forward to our Alumni
it

We

Day6.
i.m

mi

i i

.

i

.i

in

i

i

i

i

i

.

.

.

!

Curtis Hanson
of Larchmont, N.
Draft Affects
Charles Eugene Hartshorn
of
Walpole, Mass., Ernest Harold Pottle
Nine In College
of Glen Ridge, N.
and Wal'42

'41

Y.,

Jr. '41

J.,

ter Hardy Young '41 of Dedham,
Mass.
[ Contin tud froai Page I ]
In connection with the selective
of 1917. It is planned that about 800,service bill, it has been decided that
will
000 men
be in service by June.
those who are called to report to serQuestionnaires and physical examinavice will be divided into the following
tions will be seat out in the near future, and the first compulsory mili- classes: (1) those eligible for servtary training in the nation's history

ice;

(2)

those deferred because of

employment in essential work; (3)
wfB be under way.
In this same poll conducted by the those deferred because of dependents;
and
(4) those deferred because of
u*an
found
that
five
was
ORIENT, it
in

school

are conne c ted

with

tfte

^

ARMCHAIR above
THEmany
100 planes
as

New

Rese rve

.

is his cockpit -but Bill Miller flies

a day. North, south, east,

CopTrieht. 194(1. R. J. RrjMldl
Tobacco Co.. Wlnston-Hilaa. N.

C

Flier, navigator, engineer, traffic executive all in

gets the

smoking

is

a

man with

one—yes,

the extras — a

flight

EXTRA

MILDNESS

— slower
on the

man who

extras, too ... in Camels.

For Camel's costlier tobaccos and slower way of burning give you
more than mildness— they give you extra mildness and coolness

with a flavor that holds its appeal right through the last extra
Camels also give you extra smoking per pack (see right),

25% slower than

testis,

EXTRA

COOLHSSS

5

than any of them. That means,
smoking plus equal to

average, a

EXTRA SMOKES
PER PACK!

puff.

GET THE "EXTRAS" WITH SLOWER-BURNING

EXTRA flAVOR

unfitness for military duty. It is gen-

CAMELS
^^^

CAMELS

the average of the

15 other of the largest-selling brands tested

York's LaGuardia Field (air view upper right) his radio

superintendent Bill Miller

In recent laboratory
burned

and west from

control-room directs the flying course of American's flagships.

These men were xn« erally understood that college stuexcused from the draft. dents who are called may wait until
They art as follows: Lendall Bartjan the end af the school year before reKnight '41 of Alfred, Me., Richard porting for active duty.

Naval

tfltw«>tfi»aiifr

as

••

.

it

for the Polar Bear.

turnouts of the alumni at this week end.

the ages of 2\

It is believed that the lawyer- witness
regard for the truth, those problems style of debating will be used, howwhich will confront us.
iever,
as originally planned.
is

be a sixth term

will, there will

.

35 should be subject to draft for non-

I

crown.

.

.

—

College will be out at Whittier Field clamoring for a victory and at misplaced emotion, but with a true
least a share of the state

Cheer loud and
Maine game

.

.

VARSITY DEBATERS
TO MEET HARVARD

titude of detachment that will serve

entire

.

.

No

been ample evidence of

.

.

we

games has

.

.

we

at the

.

;

I

are still idealists. We,
haven't lived long enough to bespeculation as to whether this would minimize the importance of come completely disillusioned. Perthe state series to Bowdoin sv^pporters. In a recent editorial, we haps the older generation is trying to
compare their naivety at college age
stated that
were definitely in favor of Bowdoin adding Amherst to our present attitude. It can't be
to its schedule.
still are, but
are quite certain that nothing done. We are products of one of the
most rapidly changing eras in hiscan or will take the place of $fie keen rivalry and interest in the tory.
have not yet asserted our
fight for the state tide.
matter how many outside games the Big true personality, nor can any generation do likewise until it has supplantWhite may add to its schedule, the state series games will still be ed the older. Perhaps some of this
youthful cynicism fs wearing off. We
the important ones on the schtjdule.
prefer to think it will as we grow
This year, more than ever, the entire student body appears to older. Meanwhile it may leave in its
place something worthwhile an atbe wholeheartedly behind the eeam. The support
1

.

Me

*•

We

.

.

er this year ... He used to wear a
black tie four days a week and a
blue striped one the other two days
The greatest Ihing about him is
The Dean has
his sense of humor
often remarked that alumni are prone
to ask, upon coming back for a visit,
'How's 'Fritzie?'
Observations at Random: Have yoy
ever seen the framed "catalogue" on
the mantel in the reading room at the
.This winter, the Board will again
Pickard Field House? ... In those
sponsor a series of motion pictures, days. 1821 to be exact. "Catalogue"
but the program has not been de- must have meant a list of the stucided as yet. At this meeting, the dents enrolled in the College
question of the "peanut fights" was There were only seven faculty members then, and one of them taught
brought up, but no definite action
medical surgery or something like
was planned. Plans were also discuss- that . Some students lived in pried for a series of faculty teas to be vate homes listed on the catalogue
held throughout the year. The Union as "Mrs. Manning's" or "Captain
The cheering at the
Board also selected the various com- Toppan's
game Saturday was the best we've
mittees ,to govern entertainment,
heard in a long, long time, but who
tournaments, and movies.
could help cheering at a game like
that? ... I never knew before that
it took an entire game to drink a
bottle of Coca-Cola ... I have gotten
past Benoit's five times in the past
neck without going in to look long(Continue from Page 1)
ingly at the new neckties
Correcthe debate which was "Resolved: that

I

over Bates

on coat-hangers

'cross your fingers— the

-Wty"-?

.

.

according to the Golden Rule."
Mr. Stefansson's final phrase, a
searching into the future, was expressed thus: "Perhaps we could live
[ Continued from Page i ]
as happily in a metropolis as in a
rpHE environment that accompanied fishing village, if only we could subNational Advertising Service, Inc.
CMUge PmblUnrt ktprtsentstttm
* the past two decades can hardly stitute the ideals of cooperation for
420 Madison Ava
Near Yomc. N. V.
be acclaimed as an American renais- those of competition."
Cmcm* tomnm La*
f *» reaacMca
sance period. Post-war cynicism, the
open crime of prohibition days, the
Managing Editor far this Issue
get-rich-quick attitude of a Coolidge Union
Meets
Robert G. Watt
era, the depression and its accompanying defeatism scarcely led us in
Outline
1940
Vol. LXX
Wednesday, November 6, 1940
No. IS
the "path of righteousness" or to a
new realization of the fundamental
TERM.'
Mr. Donovan Lancaster, Manager
good of mankind and the awakening
of the Mculton
presided at the
Once again, we would likt? to offer our congratulations to the jof a universal altruism. If we still first meeting ofUnion,
the Union Board on
'retain some of that suspicion that
The
football team and Coach Adata Walsh for the impressive victory our environment forced upon us, if Tuesday evening. October 15.
|

,

.

.

.
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A
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who know the savage at first hand
who really believe his way of life
better than ours." He then went on to nounced in many different ways
tell of the life of the Stone Age Es- Has a wife and several small children
Has a very mild disposition and
quimos in Northern Canada, among
whom Mr. Stefansson has lived for a loses his temper only twice a year
Once a year the Sigma N.us try
number of years. His readings illustrated the passage: "The chief fac- to put a softball through one of his
tor in the happiness of the Stone Age windows, and he becomes justly proEsquimos was that they were living voked ... He is an excellent pianist,

.

•

.

.

.

'In* advancing Stefansscn's ideas,
Professor Stallknecht based his readings upon the thi»mo: "It is only those

BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY
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Subscriptions. $2.00 per year in advance. With Alumna*. tS.60.
Entrred as second cIjjib matter at the post office at Brunswick, Maine.
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without the red suit and white whiskHe has cheeks like apples
. . His hair
is very light and defies
the law of gravity ... He has been
rightly termed "the most intellectual
member of the Bowdoin faculty"
He has been in this country over ten
years now
His famous tangents
have been known to last lor a whole
Teaches German but
class period
Invariably
likes philosophy better
holds the tip of the second finger of
his left hand with the thumb and
middle finger of his right hand while
lecturing
Has two middle names,
and his last name has been misproers

of
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Polar Bears

Down Bates

HIGGINS
J.V,

OVERPOWERS
GROWERS, 12-6

Beckler
Amid Driving Rainstorm Marchiidon,
Drive For Lone

Spark

J.V.

r

Re-Awakened Polar Bear Team Hits Pay Dirt At Last
As A Powerful Line Outclasses Bobcats;

Win Maintains

Htate Series Tie

POLAR BEARINGS

•

•

•

Bowdoin To Face Maine

#

By Ted Bubier
Maine game left to play this

With only the
season, Bowdoin may look
upon the 1940 edition of the Big White as a team which has played a conbrand of football. Previous to the Maine game last year,
Adam Walsh's club was undefeated, while this year it has won only two
games, beating Wesleyan 19-7, and the Bates Bobcats 12-2. But this year's
team has played as good if not better football, outplaying every one of their
rivals to date, and they stand a very good chance of winning or tying for the
State Series title. An array of sophomores have come up from the freshman
team to fill the shoes of men lost this year by graduation. Saturday against
Bates, Hutchings. Gauvreau, and Simonton started and later Dolan, Hunter,
Young, and Altman all entered the fray. All these men have seen considerable service this season and give Adam much to hope for next year. The
presence of these sophomores has also been largely responsible for the
constant change in the line-up throughout the season.

Touchdown
Bob Marchiidon, who has been out
of action with injuries most of the

I.

i

|!»ver right

]

;

i

»

liance, will start at the right end
post. George Grant and Jim Russell,
tackles, play ,a hard, fast game. Fred

Briggs and

Bill Irvine

hold

down the

guard positions. Both are scrappy,
strong and rugged men. Harris at
center completes the Bricemen's line.
Hard-driving Ed Barrows heads the
backfieid. His backing up of the line
on defense almost surpasses his offensive ability. Tom Pollock and Nat
Crowley ,at left halfback pack a load
of dynamite. When they fail to break
out into the open where they are

.

,

Harriers Edged
By Bates 30-25
Bowdoin's

=

'

.

..

SB

..

to

cross country
defeat at the

Wednesday, by
the score of 30-25. The meet was featured by the fine running of Gordon
Winchell and Dana Jones who took
third and fourth respectively. Bill
Stark and Jim Doubleday also placed,
finishing in sixth and eighth places in
the order named. Drury and Mchands of Bates,

last

Laughlin, of Bates, tied for top honors with a time of 23 minutes and 11
seconds.
The following men will probably
enter the annual New England cross

'

•

varsity

team went down

1

Witty at mid-field and carried it back on the Bates forty. Later In the eleven yards before Bonzagni made
for interference gave Bates the bill
back to the Bates 35. On a reverse second quarter, he got away for * the tackle. Continuing to pass, Bellion the White 20. However, this is as
sophomore Jimmy Dolan cut back gain of thirty-five yards. Added to veau threw another, but this tine
far as Bates went because Belliveuu
Clark Young intercepted it on hr=
own fifteen. Unfortunately a penalty fumbled on the next play.

country meet at Boston next week:
Dana Jones, Jim Doubleday, Bill
Stark, Bobby Newhouse, Pete Babcock, Curt Jones, Frank McClelland
and C. K. Jones.
A
The freshman cross country performers had a tight squeeze, Friday,
when they defeated Deering high
school by the score of 28-29. Carey
and Hillman, of the frosh, tied for
first place with a time of 19 minutes
and seven seconds. Benjamin of Bowdoin took fourth place and the next
four places went to Deering men.
Freshmen runners going to the New
In the second half Bowdoin cou'.l England meet
have not been definiteget no farther than the Bates 23. In
ly selected but will be chosen from
the last minute of play Bowdoin took among the following:
Hillman, Carey,
the ball from the Garnot on downs Benjamin, Cressey, Bowen, Kendall,
inside of the Bates 25, but two plays
Campbell,
Ingram!
Hastings and
blew

,

j

later the whistle
was over.

and the

!

»

i

*
[ Continued from Page x ]
Maine's line is outweighed a few
pounds by the Polar Bears, marking
the first time that the Big White has
outweighed any line it has faced this
season. On the flanks for Maine,
Roger Steams, one of the outstanding
wingmen on small New England elevens, will be at left end, while Jack
Stahl, who has shown occasional bril-

l

for

I

Both Teams Expected To Count On Speed And Deception
In A Game That Finds The Bears Seeking
State Series Championship

season, paced a third period drive
Jayvec touchtackle for five yards. On and scored the only
a game against Higgins
like a will-o'-the-wisp, then slipped to the next play Haldane picked up a down in
Pickard Field last Friwithin inches of a score before a des- scant two yards. Dolan then cut over Classical at
of the visitors, led his
perate lunge by O'Sullivan forced him 1» -ft tackle and picked up 15 yards day. Derosby,
to two tallies in the secout of bounds. The Polar Bears then before Flanagan stopped him on the teammates
they protected the
Kent Haldane into the line on a power Bates 13. Dolan running low and ond quarter and
win 12-6. In the final quarplay which didn't gain, but on the 'carefully threading his way through lead to
polar bearings
intercepted a Bowdoin
very same play Andy went over for ihe Bates team was almost away on ter, Emerson
Among the backs who sparked the backfieid during
and carried to the three yard
the first score of the game. Hal lane's this play. Bonzagni made six yards in pass
the Bates game was Jimmy Dolan who showed that he
nailed. The Jayvees
being
before
line
try for the extra point was =» freak the next two plays. However, Bowwas a package of dynamite in hitting the Bobcat front
this point.
kick which hit the cross-bar and doin was set back ten yards by two held at
Hne. On one particular occasion he personally conducted
Derosby provided two broken field
bounced back to the playing field. But consecutive penalties. The half ended
Higgins, one of them on a
for
runs
a march, making- three first downs in a row on off-tackle
Bowdoin had a lead which was never- a tew plays later.
pass interception. Myshrall and Park
smashes. Weighing only 1)5 pounds he hits the line with
relinquished. Bowdoin 6, Bales 0.
Ronbark*
Long
By Bell
scored for the winners. For the Jayterrific drive and once through the line he is as hard for
Early in the second quarter. Bates
It is difficult to pick out any one vees, Altman, Lafond and Howard
the secondary to stop as many heavier backs that have
took the ball on its own twenty after Bowdoin back as outstanding. They
stood out in the line, while Beckler
played against Bowdoin this fall. Ed Martin, also playing
Bell had kicked over their goal line. all turned in superb performances.
and Marchiidon were the back field
the fullback berth, was among the many outstanding backs
After two plays which were stopped Bob Bell must be mentioned for his stars. Lafond, a former back, was
Saturday. In the first period he led the 60-yard drive with
by Sonny Austin and Frank Sabas exceptional runbacks of punts which converted to a guard and looked good
teanski. Bud Malone dropped bai:'>. to more than neutralized Bates punting
runs of 27, and 16 yards, setting up the first score when
on defense.
punt. At this point he unleashed on? advantage. Early in the first period
he was stopped by O'Sullivan one foot away from the goal
of the longest kicks ever witnessed at behind the hard blocking of his teamline. In Martin and Bell, Adam Walsh has two very capable
his spectacular running, Belliveau
Garcelon field. It traveled 65 yards mates he carried one of Gorman's
performers who possess the- spark and drive to keep the
played an outstanding game defensthrough the air and then rolled 1$ boots 35 yards to bring the, ball deep
team fighting. Also the shifting of Haldane back to his old
Time after time he broke
ively.
more to the Bowdoin 2 where Bell 'into Bates territory. It was shortly
spot at half hack has helped the Big White gain considerthrough to stop the Whit? runners.
was stopped in his tracks. Bo!) Bell after this that the Big White started
able yardage against their first two State Series rivals. It
Line play was brilliant throughout
couldn't get his kick away on the its first touchdown drive. He also
must also be remembered that the backfieid was tremendnext play, and before he could gel took the kick-off at the beginning or the game. The entire Bowdoin forously aided by the large holes opened in the Bates line.
to keep Bates
charged
hard
ward
wall
back to the line of scrimmage Brud the second half and carried the ball
polar bearings
Witty broke through and dropped him from his own 16 to his 39, a total of on the defensive throughout the
or
justly
proud
game.
may
be
Adam
in the end zone. It was a safety and 23 yards. Later in the period he caIt was interesting to note the way Adam shifted his team in each
Bates had gained two points. Bow- ried a punt of Gorman's 23 yards be- this group of underclassmen which he quarter against Bates, At the start of the second quarter, a new team, with
has welded into a smooth-functioning
doin 6, Bates 2.
fore Belliveau came up from th*
of Haldane and Austin, was inserted in the game. This new
unit. The two seniors who started, the exception
Bonzagni Scores
safety slot to stop him.
Sabasteanski and Austin, again prov- line-up took up where the first club left off, scoring before the period was
Late in the second quarter the
Hank Bonzagni continued his fine ed that they are the outstanding men half over. This time it was Bonzagni who went off tackle and danced 44
Bears again began to spark. Taking work of the season topping off hjs in their positions in this state. Sabe yards to score. Hank has been one of
the outstanding backs in the state this
the ball on the Garnet 47 they went sparkling play with a 43 yard touch- spent most of the afternoon in tha
for a touchdown in just three plays. down run. Ed Martin also reeled off Bates backfieid. Parmenter was out- season, constantly featuring in the backfieid, although he has been hamHaldane could gain nothing through some long runs as did Jimmy Dolan. standing for Bates at the guard po- pered by a leg injury. Bob Bell, who played in the safety spot turned in his
the line, but Dolan picking his hole The latter makes the fut re liok sition. He was the only Bates lineman best performance of the season handling all the punts flawlessly. Although
carefully managed to collect four t>right for Bowdoin if his play Satur- who seemed to be able to get by the
Harry Gorman averaged over 40 yards a kick, the actual gain on these kicks
yards. Hank Bonzagni then treated day is any criterion. It is almost su- Bowdoin blockers.
was cut in half by the spectacular runbacks of Bell who, aided by some very
the fans to an exciting display of prrfluous to say that Captain Andy
Bale* Offense Weak
brilliant running when he went on" Haldane played a strong 'game. Wirh
timely downfield blocking, kept the ball in Bobcat territory by virtue of
Almost all of the game was played
his own right tackle, cut over to the him it is the usual thin*:.
in Bates territory. Except for Belli- these returns.
left, and then scooted down the sideBelliveau Bates Star
veau's long runs, the Bobcat attack
polar bearings
lines for 43 yards and the second
Art Belliveau was the number oner did not function. Early in the fourth
Bowdoin touchdown. Haldane again Bobcat
If the Big White can set hack Maine next week they are
back. He was always a threat quarter Bates did get as far as the
missed the extra point as the heavy,
of
assured
at
least
a
tie in the Series and perhaps a victory
and several times threatened to break White twenty, but there Ed Martin
water-soaked ball made it difficult away.
The first time that he handled recovered Belliveau's fumble. Gorman
if Bates succeeds in tripping up Colby.
glance at the comto kick. Bowdoin 12, Bates 2.
the ball in the opening period he cut had kicked out of bounds on the Bowparative scores would indicate that Bowdoin should have
Neither team could score after this, over left tackle on a reverse and ran doin 12. Haldane's return kick went
although the Big White started an- to Bowdoin 's 40 before Bobby Bell to Belliveau on the Bates 48. From
no difficulty in defeating the Brown Bear. .Maine, however
olher drive which stalled inside of came up from behind to force him out there he carried it back 14 yards to
is always tough as last year's game shows, and can be exthe Bates ten shortly before the end of bounds after a gain of 39 yards. the Bowdoin 38. The Garnet could
pected to put up a fierce battle next week. Boudoin will
of the half. On the first play after This play might have changed the gain nothing through the line, but on
have to stop such men as Stearns, Arbor, and Barrows in
the touchdown, Hank Bonzagni inter- whole complexion of the game, but a the third play Belliveau tossed a pass
order to get revenge for last year's defeat.
cepted a pass from Flanagan intended Garnet player was detected clipping to Brud Witty which was good for
f Continued from Pane

Game

In Season's Final

sistently fighting

game

i

Rhodes.

i

plenty hard to bring down, both are
available for. and capable of tossing
accurate passes. Charlie Arbor at
right half is the clever runner of
the group, fooling the opposition with
his cagey reverses. One hundred arid
fifty-seven pound Parker Small is
Maine's signal caller. Playing a number two back on the offense he does
most of the blocking. Dalrymple at
end, Serota arid Johnson at tackles,
Smith and Grover at guards, and
Gardner at center, are all line replacements ofi high calibre. Edlestein
at full, Brody- and Ward at half, and
Holy ok e at quarter are backfieid substitutions who are also prepared to
perform capably.

Bowdoin has an advantage over
Maine with more reserves on call.
With two complete backfields and
two strong lines Adam Walsh should
not be troubled with the same problem that has faced him all season.
He should be able to substitute more
thus giving lighter backfieid
intervals of needed rest.

liberally,

men

Sabasteanski, Austin,

E n noit. Hun-

ter, Young, Steele, Banks, Hutchings,
Gauvreau, Simonton, Smith. Morrell,
and Toney will probably all see action in the line. In the backfieid, Haldane. Bonzagni, Bell. Martin, Coombs.
Dolan, MarchUdon. and Beckler, will
display their speed on Saturday.
Both clubs will, in all likelihood,
toss caution to the winds and play a
wide open brand of football. A
Maine-Bowdoin game, played before
an alumni crowd always boosts speculation. Spinners, reverses, delayed
bucks, passes, laterals, and whathave-you will be on order for Saturday's tussle. Both teams are light sc
that speed will be the password. Since
neither team has a game left on its
schedule, every trick in the books
will be brought out and used to make
the crowd sit up and take notice. A
real ball game is on handffor Satur-

J

day.

Frosh

B Squad

Beats

Brunswick Team, 13-0
Scoring in the second and fourth
quarters and never threatened by the
opponents, the Freshman B team defeated Brunswick High School last
Monday with an ease not indicated
by the score, 13-0. Bowdoin showed
fine blocking, tackling, and running,
and threw only four passes, as they
played nearly the entire contest in

enemy

"

territory.

'

Soon after the opening kickoff.
Cooper ran back a Brunswick punt
30 yards from midfield, and several
plays later, gave Bowdoin a first
down oft the opponents 10 yard line.
The attack bogged down here, however, and Brunswick quick-kicked out
of danger to midfield. Bowdoin didn't
wait long before making another bid
for a score, and in the second quarter
a pass from Cooper to Wilkinson advanced the leather to the 20. On the
next play a big hole was opened up
at left tackle and Muir romped across
the goal line to draw first blood. He
then booted a place-kick between the
posts and Bowdoin led 7-0. The half
ended soon afterward, as two hard
tackles by Hickey checked a deter-

Get More
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pass interception by Gingras. Several
long end runs then lodged Bowdoin
on Brunswick's 3 yard line, but here
again the opponents' line held. In the
final
period
PilLsbury
blocked a
Brunswick punt to put Bowdoin in
scoring
position.
Cooper slashed
through right tackle for 24 yards and
scored on the following play, through
center. The try for the conversion
failed and Bowdoin held a 13-0 lead.
With no serious threats by either
team, the game ended.

THE CRINKLE CHEST (Every fraternity has one).
He's miserable enough with his ancient off-color
dress shirt, bat when it buckles and leaves its
mooring and goes "crinkle crunch," he dies a
million deaths.

Delirious

Muuwn

mined Brunswick drive.
Bowdoin kicked off to open the second half, but promptly took possession of the pigskm in midfield on a

Since you can't keep

locked in the cellar,

tell

him
him

I

about Arrow Shoreham, the
soft

bosom

pleated

dress

with the comfortable
semi-soft collar attached,
$3. See your Arrow dealer.
shirt
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MORTON'S
Pipes
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very

smart,

very

Kirk,
smooth-
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ice-cold Coca-Cola
never loses the freshness
of appeal that first charmed
you. Its clean taste is exhilarating and a refreshed
feeling follows. Thirst
asks nothing more.
£
ing,"

$3.)

fitting.
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Beat Assortment

Cigars for Smokers

"Delicious and refresh-

'AVSt THAT REFRESHES
Bottled under authority of

Oj&w&Ts

—you know!

Magaain»s <md

Fine Beverages

Meats

Groceries

THE NEIGHBORHOOD
MARKET
17 Pace Street
Tel. 638
In Back of Beta House

TONDREAU
87

BROS. CO.

MAINE STREET

The Coca-Cola Co. bf

COCA-COLA BOTTLING PLANTS, INC.
S9 Second Street

EVERi THING THAT'S GOOD
TO EAT

Auburn, Maine
'.
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The COLLEGE BOOKSTORE
Bowdoin Banners

-

Bowdoin Stickers
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for our
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Prices
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Books
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ALLEN'S DRUG STORE

Books
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F.

W. CHANDLER & SON
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mifinpn,
144 Maine

Tel 775

"

Ph.G., lugr.

Bwnswiak, Maine
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THE MISS BRUNSWICK DINER
ACCOMMODATIONS FOR PARTIES
to Portland

BRANN'S
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BARBER SHOP
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STUDENT PAT80N iJGE SOLICITED

On the road
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of Braniwiak, Maine
Capital, $175,000
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Books
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GROWLER TO APPEAR Choral Society
Robinson Speaks
In Sunday Chapel ON ALUMNI WEEK END
To Give Concert
The second

is to push goodness and
far as it will go," said
Reverend John F. Robinson of Dedham. Mass., in chapel last Sunday.

"Our task

Paraphrasing Victor Hugo, he said,
"Nothing is more exciting than to
explore the growth and development
of an idea."
Reverend Robinson showed the development of the idea of God from
its primitive stages when the Hebrews thought of Him as the God of
the mountains, of storm and of war;
a jealous God, limited and partisan,
to the

Him

as

]

the qualities of goodness, mercy and
In the same manner. Reverend
Robinson traced the development of
the idea of goodness and loyalty. He

showed

its

narrow development

in

family relationships and its progress
with regard to the clan, the tribe,
and the nation. The idea of applying
goodness and loyalty to the whole
world, he pointed out, was born only
yesterday and, although we are handling it poorly, it has a glorious future.
Reverend Robinson said that goodness and loyalty have gone a long
way perpendicularly in the family
and the nation, but, horizontally as
applied to the whole world, they have
fallen far short. The development
has been intensive rather than »extensive. It has had quality but not
quantity. He pointed out that our
main task today was to make goodness and loyalty horizontal. We must
not weary in the task. It belongs to
the future and the future belongs to
God.
Reverend Robinson said that we
face again the question in the parable of the good Samaritan: "Who is

neighbor?"

"It will be a

shame

to us," he said
with all our hearts,

in conclusion, "if,
not give that
Christian answer."

we do

question

the

j
|

the

usual

will contain

features,

the

a freshman's

of Bowdoin written by
Vance Bourjaily '44, and an article
entitled "To Hell" by editor Charles
H. Mergendahl Jr. '41. There will also
be a short, short story by E. Harold
Pottle Jr. '41 entitled "Mr. Loring's
Secret."

Koughan

Issues

First Quill Call
John

P. Koughan, editor-in-chief of
the Quill, announced Sunday that
special consideration will be given

to freshman
for the first

manuscripts submitted

issue of the Quill, literary publication of Bowdoin College.
A special call for literary material
has been sent out by the Quill Editorial Board, and it is expected that
material from the four classes will
be printed in the first issue.
Contributions must be submitted
for this first issue before the end of
the month to any one of the following men: Charles H. Mergendahl Jp.
'41 at the Delta Upsilon house; Allston J. Morris '42 at the Alpha Tau
Omega house; or John P. Koughan
'41 at the Beta Theta Pi house. Literary endeavors of the student body
of any type will be considered, according to Koughan.

for

their concert at
last spring.

church

the

Continued from Page i ]
This trip was the longest the President had spent in the midwest which
he believes is a great region, one with
which every American should become
acquainted. However, he remarked,
that the people were not so aware of
[

what

is going on overseas in
this
region. He also witnessed the registration for the draft in Kansas City
which he termed surprisingly peaceful. He has been particularly interested in the manner in which the

country as a whole has accepted this
unusual change in American policy.
When asked if his visits to various
colleges had given him any new plans
for Bowdoin, he remarked that they

COMMUNICATION
To the Editor

of the Orient:

.

Episcopal
«

Included on the program is a group
of sixteenth century choruses which
will be dedicated to Professor Stanley P. Chase and the English department. There will be no admission
charge for the entertainment. The
Bowdoin students who will provide
the instrumental accompaniment are:
Jon G. Sanborn '42 and Arthur E.
Sullivan '44, tromb"nes; Frederick
M. Blodgett '42, first trumpet; John
R. Hurley '44 second trumpet; Richard N. Means '44, third trumpet;
Thomas A. Brownell '41, cymbals;
Hugh F. Farrington '44, sousaphone;
Frank R. Allen '43, drums.

.

.

.

.

The

biggest factors contributing to
our dilemma are our complete selfconfidence, lack of even the most
fundamental concepts of good government, and our weak-kneed unwillingness to face facts as they exist.

How many
as

we

of us relax in our chairs
listen to those chaotic yells of

hate coming from over the seas by
had not. but that he did have two the safe medium of our radio, and
bless our stars that we are not emimprovements in mind which he parbroiled in the mess ? How many of us
ticularly would like to see developed
are prepared to swear that those de-

an Honors Day for generate
political
philosophies
of
those who have distinguished them- Europe
are not insinuating themselves scholaslically, thus giving them selves into this country? True, we
this

year:

(1)

general college recognition at some
time other than graduation, and (2)

aTe rearming to face the dangers
without; but what are we doing to

a Student Council that will become meet the moral dangers within?
more of a clearing house for new stu- Could we call the present political
dent ideas.
campaign with the disgraceful vege-

.

.

.

.

MEET

.

.

.

.

.

A touchdown pass, Daniels to
Johnston, culminated an eighty yard
march which allowed the freshman
gridders to defeat Ricker Classical
Institute at Pickard Field last Friday
afternoon. The score came in the
final quarter of the game after a
touchdown march which started In
the third period. In the closing minutes of play, Ricker threatened to
score when Stevens paced the visitors
in a drive which brought them to the
Bowdoin 12 yard line. After being
halted there. Ricker rallied again,
this time coming to the 20, but failing to score.
v
For Bowdoin, Johnston and Daniels stood out, the former going for
24 and 13 yard runs, while the latter supplied two 20 yard runs. Hess
and Frazer were the stars in the line.
Crippled by injuries received in recent games, the freshmen played the
entire game with only three substitutions.

COMMUNICATION
To

the Editor of the OrientfFaint voices from the hinterlands

.

he said, It was
Roy Leighton who said, "Folks
unemployment has remained as high
are just egging Willkie on to victory"
as ever, only a small degree of reCOLLEGE
And it was Winston Churchill
covery has appeared, despite the
who said, "The British seek only to
money that has been spent, individual
beat the life and soul out of Hitler;"
ARMISTICE IN
liber ty^ has been tied down with red
did he say soul? ... At last we're
tape, preparedness has been neglectgoing to get the real dope on the
[ Continued from Page i ]
On next Monday. November 11, ed, and an artificial demand has been American cowboy through M.
G. M.'s
The football game is scheduled to
Bowdoin will hold its twenty-second created for a third term by tremend- "The
Saga of the American Cowboy," start at 1:30 p.m. The alumni are to
ous
government expenditures.
Armistice Day service in the chapel
and we bet they smash your illusions be seated in the stands according to
Mr. Robbins pointed out that young
at 10:45 a.m. As has been the custom
Bill Tilden claims that Mickey classes, with the oldest
classes getof the past, President Kenneth C. M. Republicans are a manifestation of
Rooney has possibilities of being a ting first choice of location. After the
Republican interest in youth, an inSills will preside. The program will be
really great tennis player. How about game President and Mrs. Sills will
be
exactly the same as that held on terest which would not be forgotten
acting possibilities?
Earthquakes at home to receive the alumni with
Bowdoin's first Armistice Day in after the election. He then analyzed
are said to begin as deep as 450 miles their guests and friends. The day
1918. There will be no address, but the campaign from the viewpoint of
below ground before they rock the will close with the Student Council
a list of those who gave their lives party organization, which he had obsurface
From the Blinnville Pilot:
in the gym at 9:00.
in Me last war wili be read. This will served in a trip to California, just
WOMAN HURT WHILE COOKING dance
It is expected that many alumni
be followed by two minutes of silence completed. He stated that the West
HUSBAND'S BREAKFAST IN A will be present at fraternity initiaat 11:00 o'clock. The service is the will give Willkie a large vote because
HORRIBLE MANNER; that will tions Friday and at the football rally
only recognition of the holiday at of his personal appeal, its belief that
teach her
And does anybody to be held on the Mall at midnight
Bowdoin, but attendance is not re- Roosevelt will get us into war, and

taking the right step in drifting toward rivals with which it is more
scholastically and traditionally akin

the unpopularity of Wallace whom
the West considers an impractical
table bombardment of candidates a farmer, Mr. Robbins said.
In the organization meeting held
sign of a healthy stable nation? Can
we deny the imputations of a grow- immediately after the talks, Robert
ing class hatred in the statement of a S. Burton '43 was elected president
socially snobbish son of the President, and Charles J. Crosby '43 secretary
who called Willkie "A babbling brook of the Bowdoin Young Republicans'
who can rise no higher than his Club.
source"

most
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What do you know
Constitution?
represent our rights
What is the Declara-

Washington ?
Independence?
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know when
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new dorm will be Friday
Duke Ellington's got a
new record out on Victor, "Rumpus
finished?
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Political Economy. Every child who
recites the Creed should be impressed

WHAT DOES

its significance. He should be
terrogated daily lest he forget.

by

NOTICE

in-

The first student recital of the season will take place in the lounge of
Aliens who apply for citizenship in
Our colleges despite all said to the
the Moulton Union next Wednesday
this country are obliged to answer
contrary have been the least active
these questions. Yet, we who are born
evening at 8:15.
and bred in these United States know and the most self-satisfied. Many colalmost nothing of our government leges and universities have hot-beds
Most of our colleges require that
of radicalism burning at their foun- students pass a comprehensive test in
functioning.
proficiency.
But, should
National Socialistic States are dations, because the students have English
aware of the importance of training not been prepared to meet the argu- they not be required to pass an examination
in
Citizenship,
ments
and
persuasions
are
to
and failing
that
fed
their youth in the ideals of socialism.
IT

SAY ?

,

;

j

i

!

j

We

have done little to promote
democracy. Some grade schools have
courses in Citizenship; most children
are required to salute the flag and to
recite
the American Creed. How
much can these things mean when we

)

it should they not be required to take
them. The student goes to college.
impressionable youth, knowing a course in Political Economy at colnothing whatsoever of the concepts lege ?

an

of good government,

he

adverse economies.

.

.

.

He

It

open to

is

pseudo-logical arguments in favor of
!

is

the po-

is

fitting

take the

initial

Bowdoin should
step in the right di-

that

rection.

JOSEPH

allow them to be forgotten as soon' tential leader of tomorrow.

night.

.

.

American

How many men

.

In Richmond," that has one of the
trumpet introductions we've
ever heard, and Vaughn Monroe's
putting out new records all the time,
which ought to interest a lot of you
Incidentally, since her vocal on
"I Hear Music," Peggy Mann has
been signed up to sing regularly with
as they pass into the high schools anil
Larry Clinton on Victor, and Ford
colleges of the country?
Leary has gone over to Charlie BarEvery high school boy should be renet ..
We're putting our money on
quired to take a thorough, compreBowdoin for Saturday's game.
hensive and comparative course in

All Americans today are aware of
the fact that the democracy of this
country is facing one of the biggest
challenges in its history. Professors,
politicians, and work-a-day people
discuss, learnedly or otherwise, the
most expedient way to answer this
If you are so confident that this
challenge. The general reply has been
that there is no solution, and that we nation cannot become a national soare paying for the mistakes of our cialist state; what are you prepared
fathers.

.

By Charles Margaodahl

.

RETURNS FROM
MIDWEST VACATION

SILLS

FR0SH BEAT RICHER
State Debaters
6-0, FOR FIRST WIN
Will Speak Here

We understand a number of BowThe State Oratorical Contest,
For its first meeting since its or- doin rooters got tricked into sitting
ganization two weeks ago, the Bow- on the Bates side last Saturday. They which is sponsored by the Intercollegiate Peace Association, will be held
doin Young Republicans' Club pre- changed the
gates around or somesented a program in the Moult on thing. What's the story? And what's this year at Bowdoin. No definite
Union last Thursday entitled, "Why the story on the stands for the Maine date has been set as yet, but the consometime during the last
Willkie Will Win." The speakers were game?
Are the sea's 'reserved or test will be
One speaker from each
Mr. Horace Hildreth, Senator-elect what?
From an article in For- week in Mayof the four Maine colleges will comto the Maine state Senate from Cumtune: "If you ask the average Amerberland County, and Mr. Chauncey ican
pete. Prizes of $50.00, $30.00, and
for a detailed description of the
$20.00 will be awarded to the reRobbins of Houlton, chairman of the bed he sleeps in,
he will probably be
Maine Council of Young Republicans' unable to oblige
spective winners of the first three
you. He can precisely
places. The manuscripts of the first
Clubs. The talks were followed by a
visualize his cravats, his overcoats,
place winners of each state contest
short question period and then offihis golf clubs, or his automobile; but
will be submitted to a national judgcers were elected for a permanent
his bed and furniture in general are
ing committee. The writer of the
organization of Young Republicans at
merely nebulous conveniences in his
speech which ranks number one naBowdoin.
mind. And the same thing is true of
tionally will receive an additional
Mr.
Hildreth
remarked
tha't
his wife"
Katharine Hepburn
prize of $60.00, the writer of the secFrance's fall had been largely due to
went to Hollywood to make "The
ond best speech, $40.00. In this case
the impotency of the popular front,
Philadelphia Story," bought a beach
the contestants do not speak again,
the unstable government which was
wagon, got frowned upon, left Hollythe selection being based entirely
in power immediately before the war.
wood, returned a few weeks later,
upon the manuscript. In the State
England is now being shaken, he
and found every star io the place had
Oratorical Contest last year George
went on, because for years she albought a beach wagon to keep up
Little, Bowdoin, '40 won second prize.
lowed her government to take an
with her
From the U. of Virginia
A preliminary contest which will
easy, unrestricted course. He then deNews: MID- WINTER TRACK
determine the Bowdoin representaclared that Roosevelt's administration
SET FOR NEXT JULY; and the tive will be held early in March. All
had been guilty of both these faults
Maine game will be played as an ad- those
interested in entering the consince its inception. As a solution, he
ded attraction at Christmas Housetest should get in touch with Profescalled for the election of Willkie to
parties
15.000,000 bottles of pop sor
A. R. Thayer at once.
offset the record of the present adare sold in the U. S. every day
ministration, under' which,

issue of the "Growler"

its

it.

Besides

more modern conception of "Growler"
the God of all the earth with impression

love.

my

make

Variety

And Robbins

Hildreth

The Brunswick Choral Society,
appearance on Satur- composed of
over one hundred voices,
day, November 9. at the Maine game,
will present a program in Memorial
according to an announcement by
Hall next Tuesday evening at 8:15,
business manager E. Harold Pottle Jr.
featuring solos by Miss Georgia
'41. This issue will feature "the GrowThomas, a protege of Philip Cobb,
ler at Topsham," a story and pictures
famous Bowdoin alumnus, and an arof the recent fair held there. The
rangement of "Exultate Deo" with a
photographs were taken by Orville
special
brass
accompaniment by
B. Denison Jr. '41 and include shots
members of the Bowdoin band. Miss
of the fair itself and some underThomas has sung previously in chapel
graduates and professors who attendand appeared with the Bowdoin choir
ed
will

loyalty as

Hear

Willkie Backers

S.

McKINNEY

'38

Speaks On
Western Schools

Sills

rise in rebuttal to the last issue of
"Sun Rises." No less authorities than

Jack Moran and Norman S. Thomas
of the" "Bangor Daily News" and the
"Lewiston Evening Journal," respectively, feel that we were very bad
little boys because we stated in regard to Bowdoin's leaning toward a
"Little Four" that "the college is

than

present opponents."

its

We have no quarrel with Mr.
Thomas, although he has misinterpreted our remarks as badly as Mr.
Moran. But. in his last sentence he
<

admits that possibly a mistake has
been made, so with that, grace and
benediction to the "Journal."
But, Mr. Moran has strayed far
afield. He says about the writer of
the last "Sun Rises:" "That young
man should l>e given a lecture by his
elders to the effect that all the brains
weren't parcelled out to colleges with
ivy on their walls.

Furthermore

there is no more traditional rivalry
in the United States than the Maine
President Kenneth C. M. Sills in State Series.. Gridiron rivalry is built
his talk in chapel Monday morning over the years, not' by wishful think- >
fc
pointed out that the people in New ing."
All of which is true, even if trite.
England are so often too complacent
and self-satisfied in their educational But, it almost seems as though Mr.
institutions that they rarely realize Moran read .some other column than
that in other parts of the country "Sun Rises," because he is all upset
there are fine young colleges. Presi- about something we did not say. On
dent Sills spoke about the colleges second thought, though, he must have
which he had visited on his trip read the same column for he obtains
most of his ideas from it.
through the mid-west.
That column did not say that "all
President Sills brought out the
many different types of educational the brains" were parcelled out to ivy
institutions all contributing to the colleges; that column spent about oneeducation of the American people half of its space admitting that the
and stated that he was very much Maine State Series is a traditional
interested in Park College in Kansas, fixture; and. that column time and
one. of the many sectarian institu- again reiterated that the spirit of
"gridiron rivalry is built over the
tions in that part of the country.
Park College requires that every stu- years."
What that column did say was this:
dent work a minimum of fifteen
hours a week. Kansas University, a Bowdoin is making an intelligent
state school, although only 75 years move (a move not necessarily unfavold, already has an enrollment ot orable to Maine, Colby, and Bates)
5,000, a fact which definitely shows in allying itself with colleges "with
the rapid strides which the college which it is more scholastically and
traditionally akin." That column cast
has made. The University of Kansas,
no reflections on the scholastic standan urban university in the city of ings of
the other Maine colleges. It
Kansas City, also is a fine and neces- simply said, and it is true, that Bowsary educational institution, stated doin's standards are more like those
of Wesleyan, Amherst, and Williams.
President Sills.
As far as tradition and background
are concerned, there is, of course, no

NOTICE

doubt which

more

The Dean's

Office has announced

trio

Bowdoin approaches

closely.

what has this to do with the
that there Hill be double cuts in all State Series? Nothing of harm. The
classes Saturday, Tuesday, and Wed- Series will go on and draw thousands
of fan's every year. Last week's colnesday, because of a class holiday on
.umn did not advocate the breakup of
Monday, Armistice Day. On account the league. It said that Bowdoin was
of the Alumni Day activities, all wise in joining another group as well
be adjourned on

11:30 classes will

Saturday.

CUMBERLAND
Nov. 6-7
Wednesday-Thursday
Cary Grant - Martha Scott
*»

as

The Howards of Virginia
also'

News

Information Please

Nov. 8

Friday

World In Flames
The Screen's most earth-shaking
drama, "the drama we are living

But,

as remaining in the

first.

Perhaps

in

time the "Little Four" will be of
greater importance than the State
Series. But the latter will always exist. We meant no ill will to our Maine

We

opponents of years' standing.
respect them ,-ill as institutions doing
the work for which they were intended. The general tone of our column
was not one of disparagement for
Maine, Colby, and Bates, but rather
one of praise for Wesleyan, Amherst,
and Williams. As for Mr. Moran and,
to a less extent, Mr. Thomas, we

might say
arguments
cations."
carefully

if they must hunt for
"undergraduate publimight at least read
wh3t they attempt to tear

that
in

t

u °y

down.
Charles T. Ireland,

Jr.

'42.
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The Sun
Rises

••

JOIN STUDENTS

••

IN

Philip Lltman
gun has been fired, and
once more the autumn sun has
on the playing fields of Maine as

By

rwmE
*•

set

Student Recital To Be
Held In Union Tonight

450 GRADUATES

This evening at 8:15 in the Moulton Union, the first student recital
of the year will take place. The
program is being supervised by
Professor Frederic E. T. Tillotson
of the music department and the
program will be_px£sented by many
of Bowdoin's student\musicians and

ALUMNI DAY

last

Alumni Swell Attendance At
All Meetings To

the warriors of the gridiron put away
their uniforms for the last time. Some
of them have taken these clothes off,
never again to carry the colors of

High Records
IS 19-0

MAINE TILT

Whiffenpoof Song
John Williams, Tenor
Every Valley Shall be Exalted

Laying Of Cornerstone For

Moore Hall Draws
Large Crowd

to his team mates and those that
watch him each Saturday afternoon
during October and November.

3.

Bowdoin's annual Alumni Day was
marked by the return of a large group
<jf graduates last Saturday as Bowdoin's Polar Bear eleven played their
final game of the State Series with
the University of Maine. Initiation
ceremonies at the fraternity houses,
Alumni committee meetings, the laying of the cornerstone for Bowdoin's
new dormitory, luncheon banquets,
the football game and a dance on Saturday evening presented a crowded
schedule of events for this alumni

r

ball season. It

Handel
But Thou Didst Not Leave His
Handel
Soul in Hell
Fred Blodgett and Jon Sanborn,
Trumpet and Trombone
Neapolitan Nights

4.

at Bowdoin we can be very
proud of the results of this lootis not that we have a
great team, for we haven't; but we
have had a fighting team, a "neversay-die" team. They have been defeated twice, but never did their faith
in their coach and what he has
taught them waver; for them it was
always forward. It was in their last week
end.
two games that they were rewarded,
At nine-thirty on Saturday mornand they richly deserved it. Satur- ing the Alumni Council and the Execto
climax
day's victory was a fitting
utive Committee of Bowdoin held
a season of hard work and even dis- their annual meeting in Massachuappointment.

HERE

will be as follows:
Meddiebempsters Double Quartet

My E valine
2.

to the school; for football is a game
that shows a man's true colors, both

-

The program
1.

J. S. Zanecnik
Paul Houston, Baritone
Handel
Rendi'l sereno ciglio

5.

Eliot Tozer, Tenor
Barbara Allen-English Folk Song

6.

7.

Charles Bowers, Clarinet
Cantabile
Cesare Cui
Thomas Brownell, Baritone
Thus Saith the Lord
Handel
Behold Darkness Shall Cover the

8.

Handel
Handel
Meddiebempsters Double Quartet
Got My Head Wet
Shortnin' Bread
Earth

All

Colby Downs Bates For
Second Co-Championship

Day on

the Prairie

Maine football enthusiasts crowded into the Garcelon Stadium in
Lewis ton on Armistice day to see
the Bates College eleven go down
in defeat as the powerful Colby
team scored a 12-7 victory over the
Bobcats to tie for the State Series
Championship with Bowdoin for
the second consecutive year.
Bates scored early in the first
period as blocking back Sullivan
carried the ball over to score the
first touchdown, and the Bobcats
added the extra point in a success-

DIAMI^TQ TA
RE
IV DL
rlAMMd

r

time ago, here in Brunswick, many of us witnessed a motion picture depicting the life of the
greatest coach of all. That picture
was "Knute Rockne. Ail-American."
Most of those that saw the picture
had the same thought, "How fortunate we are to have as coach a
pupil of this great man." Never were
truer or more honest words uttered.
Adam Walsh is a great student ot a
great coach; he has proved it over
and over during his six years here at
Bowdoin. We are justly proud of him
and the teams that he sends out onto
the field. For above all, he has imbued them with the spirit of fighting
hard, but fighting clean.

A

»

-

TALKS ON
ENDURING PEACE

Geria Nemenoff and Pierre Luboshutz, duo pianists, will present the

second in a series of concerts sponsored by the Brunswick Concert Society on Tuesday evening, November
at 8:15 in the Brunswick High
School. The only admission charge for
students of the college is the presentation of blanket tax cards.
19.

IS

SPEAKER

Pierre Luboshutz, a Russian by
birth, was graduated from the Conservatory of Moscow. He made his debut in that city as guest soloist with
the Koussevitzky orchestra, under
the personal conducting of Koussevitzky. He has not only given recitals

IN

Is President's

at the Moulton Union the Society of Bowdoin Women
sponsored a ladies' luncheon. Mr. William Linnell, Chairman of the Alumni
Council, presided at the men's luncheon. Ross McClave and President Sills
spoke to the gathering. President
Hauck of the University of Maine was
to have appeared as guest speaker at
the luncheon but was unable to come.
More than 10,000 people attended
the football game at Whittier field
and saw Bowdoin defeat its tradi-

MANY who read this column will say

Sunday Chapel address, "Armistice versus Peace," speaking on the
eve of Armistice Day. The President
stated it was obvious that the armistice which ended the first World War
has not led to the peace it was designed to accomplish, as has been ascertained by the present war, merely
a continuation of the struggle of
twenty years ago, and the intermittent economic and class strife.
The failure of Versailles has turned
the present world into a place where
the primitive law of the jungle holds
sway, President Sills remarked, pointing to the fact thafr the Pope, head
of a great Christian church, had re-*

that the previous paragraphs are
[ Continued on Page 2 ]
sentimental nonsense. That is
hardly true. Who can deny having received some emotional thrill at the
tremendous ovation the crowd gave
the departing seniors last Saturday?
As Austin, Sabasteanski, Bonzagni,
Haldane and company left the field
Harvard Graduate
last Saturday every one of the thouVaried Experiences
sands of Big White supporters roared
their approval of the fine game these
Photographer
boys had played. Each one of them
had played his hardest, each was a
Tomorrow night at 8:15 in Meproven star, and all were outstanding
morial Hall the College will present
in the last game of their college caa lecture by Mr. Vincent Palmer, unreer.
derwater photographer and adventur» - r
extraordinary, who, with the aid
IT was fitting that Captain Andy er
of motion pictures and colored slides,
*•
Haldane should have had a hand will discuss some aspects of his life
thirteen of Bowdoin's
in scoring
and work.
points in Saturday's great finale.
Mr. Palmer was graduated from
Known to the thousands of Bowdoin Harvard in 1935 and has been very
supporters as "Handy Andy," he has active in the past' few
years. In his
played every position in the backfield
undergraduate days, as an editor of
during his football career here. In the Harvard Lampoon,
he had a share
each position he has been a star. in stealing the sacred codfish from
Equally good on offense and defense, the Massachusetts
state house and in
a fighter, he has been one of the out- kidnapping the. sacred bulldog of
standing small college backs in New Yale. He
has photographed the OlymEngland for the past three years. pic Games
of 1936 in Germany and
When the curtain fell on the Maine parts of the Spanish civil war, hurlgame, the results showed that he had jng fire crackers among
the populace
thrown a forward pass to Bongarni to produce
a photogenic bomb scare.
for one touchdown, kicked the point
A disciple of the famous William
after; and later in the game he had
Beebe, he has developed a technique
personally carried the ball across the
for taking movies underwater and,
goal line for another score. This pervery properly, married a woman who
formance was a fitting last act to a paints
under water. In 1937, Mr.
great Bowdoin career.
Palmer, with a group of companions,
a - r
went searching on Mona Island, in
f\S Saturday, for the third consecu- the Caribbean, for
buccaneer treastive year, we were co-holders ure. They found
no chests of gold,
with Colby of the State of Maine but plenty of adventure.
each
This
year
football championship.
team defeated Maine and Bates afcer
having played a 13-13 tie with e**h
other. This is the sixth time dur.ng
Adam Walsh's stay here at Bow.ioin

PALMER WILL SHOW

DEEP-SEA PICTURES
Has Had
As

cently had a

we have

won or shared more

We

other Maine school.
'

the

title

than any
have captured

titles

outright fourteen times, and
five times.
note that three of

have been forced to share
It is interesting to

the co-championships have come in
the last three yean. Maine has won
the title seventeen times and has
never shared it. Colby and Bates are
third and fourth respectively in the
number of titles won and shared. The
fact that we have won or shared almost one-third of our titles in the
last six years is only one more fact
attendant to Adam Walsh's ability as
a coach and moulder of great teams,
capable teams.
-

^

Colby team on
a fighting

against

By Joseph Cronin
The annual

a

to

its uphill

[

Continued on Page 4

"I

And Pope Co-Chairmen
'43

Dean Paul Nixon is chairman of
the college drive and he delegated
Pope and Dickson as undergraduate
co-chairmen. The Brunswick chapter
of the Red Cross will use the money
received from the membership campaign to further its activities locally
in such fields as providing facilities
for nursing and swimming training,
first aid classes, home hygiene, production of garments and war relief.
Special window stickers will be given
to all fraternities whose members
have joined the Red Cross one hun-

.

j

the Red Cross. He further stated that
non-fraternity men as possible.
Last year, the college had 591 mem- it is essential for every citizen to lend
berships in a student body number- his assistance for defense by contribmg about 640. This amounted to ap- uting to the Red Cross which keeps
proximately 92 per cent which was the morale of the military forces high
about the same as the record-break- by taking care of the family needs.
ing year -of 1939. Other membership He expressed hope that this year's
figures follow: 1929, 385 members;
[ Continued on Page 2 ]

victory

)

was

inscribed,

Nov. 12. 1849.** It appears that the
book was a journal of the proceedings
of the Executive Government— a sort
of disciplinary committee.
Dean Nixon quoted a few of the
entries in the journal. Among them
was a report concerning three or
more students who had entered a
freshman room in a state of intoxication. The freshmen "earnestly requested to be excused from stating
specifically the names of the students
concerned," and although "it was
moved that, in view of the importance
of the case, and the necessity at
whatever hazard to arrest the use of
intoxicating drinks by the students,"
the freshmen be required to divulge
[ Continued on Page 2 ]

Geria Nemenoff and Pierre Luboshutz

[

Continued on Page 3

Forward Wall
By

Walsh-coached Bowdoin team assured
itself no worse than a tie for its sixth
consecutive State Series title as it
rolled over a sluggish Black Bear
from Orono to win by the topheavy
score of 19-0. After a slow first period, the Big White team went on to
score in every period as a weak Maine
line had no chance against a quintet
of winged-foot Bowdoin backs.
Although driving inside of the
Maine 20 twice within the first period
to no avail, the Polar Bears really
got going soon after the start of the
second period when they scored first
blood with seniors Bonzagni and Haldane doing the honors. Taking the
ball on the Maine forty-nine as the

Hank

j

PRIZE SPEAKING TO BE

HARLOW TO

,

win G. Walker of Biddeford.
The program is to be as
There Can Be No Peace

GIVE

ADVICE ON MARRIAGE

follows:

"Whom and When To

Debate With Harvard

Marry."
Howard Grossman
Harlow who heads the departThomas Donovan '44
Smith promises The Bishop Orders His Tomb at St.
to speak frankly on some of the ways
Praxed's Church, Robert Browning
by which young men and young
John Frederick Jaques '43
women of this generation may be Emancipators True and False
guided into wise choices in this probAlfred M. Landon
lem of marriage which is so closely
Philip B. Burke '44
related to their future happiness.
The Death of the Hired Man
For seventeen years Dr. Harlow
Robert Frost
has been giving a course at Smith
Vance N. Bourjailly '44
College 'in this field of marriage and The Call of the Dead, Robert Johnson
the home. The course deals with a
Charles Whitney Redman, Jr. '42
and its inhabitants.
group of social problems which youth The Steel Worker
Archoboler
President Sills then said a few
must
face in this generation.
Lindo Ferrini '42
words, mentioning the fact that Mr.
[

Continued on Page 2

be,

Dr.

COMINGIvENTS
The

public

is

invit-

14-Chapel,

Pro-

fessor Coffin.

8:15 p.m. Memorial Hall, Vincent

Palmer.
Friday, Nov. 15—Chapel, Andrew
A. Haldane '41 presiding; Thomas
A. Brownell '41, soloist.
3.00 p.m. Junior Varsity Cross

Country

vs.

Farmington Normal

School.
7.15 p.m.

Moulton Union, ProfesRalph Harlow will speak
on "Whom and When to Marry."
Sponsored by the Bowdoin Chrissor S.

tian Association.

—

Saturday, Nov. 16 Chapel, The
Dean.
Sunday, Nov. 17—Chapel, Rev. John
C. Schroeder, D.D, of Yale Divinity School.

—

Monday, Nov. 18 8.15 p.m. Alexander Prize Speaking at Memorial Hall.

—

Tuesday, Nov. 19 Luboshutz and
Nemenoff two-piano concert at
the High School.

series of radio discussions held weekly by Harvard; will be on the air from
3 to 4 o'clock in the afternoon.

A

group of Boston business

mm Mi

mmmmmm

Mm

j

j

Torches blazed and the band blared
as the Maine week end program got
underway last Friday night following
the fraternity initiations with a midnight parade to Brunswick's mall for
the Maine game rally. Gathering followers all along the route, down the
Bath Road and then directly to the
mall, the parade consisted of almost
the entire student body.
'Alumni Secretary Philip Wilder introduced the speakers at the rally,
John C. Fitzgerald '16. Maine
Administrated, Ross McClave, former

WPA

Bowdoin football coach. Governor
Lewis O. Barrows and President Sills.

WGAN

Breaking
down
the
common
thought that football was more of a
in the old days, Mr. Fitzgerald claimed that the modern player needs as much courage and certainly more intelligence than did the
player of ten or fifteen years ago.
The speaker went on to dispel the
idea that to be a good loser was not Adam Walsh has' done the college a with Bates about a month later. Deto be disappointed in losing. He prebates are pending with Amherst and
great service," Sills said.
dicted a Bowdoin victory.
Williams,
The rally ended with the singing freshman away, and a varsity and a
After the glee clut> sang, "Brothers
debate with Dartmouth,
Sing On," Ross McClave spoke brief- of "Bowdoin Beata."
here and at Hanover.
j

man's sport

1

I

'

'

,

I
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will

And Rally On

i
»

men

serve as judges.

Mall Feature Pre-Game Activities

ed.

Thursday, Nov.

WAAB

Bowdoin's debaters will open their
season tomorrow afternoon when David W. D. Dickson '41 and John F.
Jaques '43 wtH travel to Boston to
meet Harvard in a radio debate over
station WAAB. The debate, one in a

Bowdoin will uphold the negative
of the question: "Resolved, that the
United States air force should be put
at the disposal of Great Britain."
Jaques will present the opening argument and will be followed by Dickly, expressing the hope that the best son. Both main speeches will be ten
team would win and he was certain minutes in length. There will be one
that that team would be Bowdoin.
five minute rtbuttal for each team.
Governor Barrows, a Maine grad- A return radio debate is tentatively
uate, paid tribute ,to the athletic planned here later this semester to
teams of Bowdoin for the fine show- be broadcast over station
in
ing they have made. Saying that he Portland.
hoped Bowdoin would be one of the
On November 22. in the Moulton
names engraved on the intercollegiate Union. Ashton H. White '41 and Rotrophy of which he is the donor, the bert G. Watt '42 will represent. BowGovernor wished Bowdoin all the doin in a debate against Mount Holsuccess he could muster as a Maine yoke. This debate was postponed
man.
from October 25. The subject will be
Following the singing of "Phi Chi," the same as the one used in the
President Sills addressed the stu- Achorn prize debate, last night: "Redents, citizens of Brunswick, and the solved, that fthis country should aid
radio listeners who were hearing the in providing food, clothing, and medrally over station WGAN, Portland, ical supplies for the people of conPresident Sills paid tribute to Adam tinental Europe who have been deWalsh for the debt that the college feated by the Axis Powers." Bowdoin
lowed him. He stated that Walsh has will uphold the affirmative and Mt.
kept the interest of the boys above Holyoke, the negative.
everything else. "By his character,
There .will he a debate here with
personality,
religion
and ability, Wesleyan in early December and one

Torchlight Parade

Wednesday, Nov. 13—8.15 p.m.
Moulton Union, first Student Recital of year.

To Be Heard On

of sociology at

—

}

HaldaneS paw opened

Frederick Birchall
William Irving Stark, Jr. '43
The People. Yes (From No. 50)
Carl Sandburg
Richard Earle Bye '42
Selection from "Air Raid"
always moving forward like a mighty
Archibald MacLeish
[ Continued on Page 3 ]
Vincent Jonathan Skachinske '42
"Music
breaks lose ... a great player.

Professor S. Ralph Harlow of
Smith College will speak in the
Lounge of the Moulton Union this
Friday evening at 8:15 under the auspices of the Bowdoin Christian Association. The subject of his talk will

ment

of

period opened Bonzagni and Dolan
alternated in carrying the ball to the
Maine 29 from which point Dolan
kicked out of bounds on the Maine 6.
Here the Bowdoin attack moved into
high gear as Pollock's return kick
bounced out at exactly the point from
which Bowdoin had punted, the
Maine twenty-nine. Running wide
Bonzagni skirted right end for four
yards, but on the next play Jim Dolan
failed to gain. 'Leaping high between
two Maine men Senior Hank Bonzagni snared a twenty-five yard Haldane
pass which must have appeared as a
bolt from the blue to the Black Bear
cohorts as Hank dropped in the end
zone for the first White score. Captain Haldane split the uprights with
his try for the extra point, and the
score was Bowdoin 7, Maine 0.
From this stage of the game there
was no doubt as to the probable outcome; for the Bowdoin machine was

The annual Alexander Prize Speaking contest will be held in Memorial
Hall on November 18, according to an
announcement made recently by Assistant Professor Albert R. Thayer,
faculty adviser of the contest. Wilmot Brookings 'Mitchell, Litt.D,
L.H.D., Professor Emeritus of Engmany.
lish, will preside at this year's conThe two artists began their duo test. The judges are to be Professor
piano playing privately for the en- Brooks Quimby. Bates College; Printertainment of friends, and out of cipal Stanley W. Hyde, North Yarmouth Academy; and Attorney Ed[ Continued on Page 4 ]

DR.

Bonzagni. touchdown artist,

the scoring for Bowdoin.

HELD MONDAY EVENING

harmonic Symphony Orchestra under
the direction of Arturo Toscanini.
Geria Nemenoff, his partner in this
parents, she studied under the disrecital, is in private life Mrs. Pierre
Luboshutz. Born in Paris of Russian
tinguished Isidor Philipp at the Paris
Conservatoire. Following her debut at
Paris, she toured through Algeria,
Holland, Belgium, Spain, and Ger-

Phil Litraan

up the yards to the delight
of the thousands of partisan fans a
^tolling

whose catch

of his own, but has appeared as guest
artist with major symphony orchestras, including the New York Phil-

Cornerstone Of
New Hall Is Laid

1930, 388; 1935, 461; 1936, 482; 1937,
543; 1938, 587.

Red Cross memswung into action, Moncollege

1

underdog Bates

flyleaf

"Private Records of the College Government" and the book was dated on
the following page, "Bowdoin College,

have been taken
throughout the last twenty years by
individuals, societies,
and nations.
The oft-condemned Versailles Treaty

1

team on Monday. The Mules from

Chapman. The

efforts

•
dred per cent.
In expressing hope that the drive
An appeal is being made to have
,all the fraternities join one hundred this year would surpass last fall's sucper cent. One of the features of past cessful campaign, Professor Cushing
campaigns has been the fact that stated that the Red Cross has an immost of the houses have had very portant part to play in national dehigh membership percentages and the fense by way of maintaining morale.
'committee hopes that such a policy This fact is recognized, he said, by the
will continue this year. A spirited War and Navy Departments of the
drive will be made to enroll as many government who work closely with

fine

Sills

President Kenneth C. M. Sills laid
the cornerstone to the new dormitory,
Moore Hall, at 11 o'clock last Saturday morning before a large crowd.
Mr. Harold Lee Berry of Portland.
Trustee of the College and Chairman
provided for the establishment of the
League of Nations, whose failure was of the Business Committee, presided.
In his opening remarks, Mr. Berry
due not to the idea, but to the adtraced the steps leading tp the conministration. He explained how much
struction of the dormitory, mentioncou'd have been contributed by the
ing first the appointment of a comparticipation of the United States,
in February, 1939, to study the
and by the use of firmness by all mittee
advisability of* such a building. This
peace-loving nations when the first
committee reported to the boards of
acts of aggression were made. Presithe college, advocating construction.
dent Sills said that though the BriThe boards favored construction, and
and-Kellogg Pact had led to the rethe Executive Committee of the Colnunciation of war, only to have the
lege
construction
last
authorized
same signers revert to arms, it was September
before school started.
an effort in the right direction and
Mr. Hoyt A. Moore '95 of New
should be regarded as such.
York City, Trustee of the College and
In conclusion the President said
donor of the building spoke briefly,
[ Continued on Pane 2
stating why he felt the dormitory was
necessary and expressing the hopes
he had for the future of the building
situation,

bership drive
day, under the direction of Everett
9. Pope '41 and David W. D. Dickson
'41, co-chairmen of the campaign. The
drive will continue for a few weeks,
probably closing before the end of
the month. Professor Morgan B. Cushing, chairman of the Brunswick chapiter of the Red Cross which is the local unit for towns in this vicinity, announced this week that one-half of
every dollar membership fee will go
to the National Red Cross and the
other half will go to the Brunswick
chapter for its work in this locality.

r

/CONGRATULATIONS

Many Americans seem

forgotten that peace

Cross Launches Drive With

Dickson

either won outright or
shared the State Series title. This is
a record of which any school or coach
may be proud. I think that here at
Bowdoin we are proud of our teams'
achievements and appreciative of the
outstanding work that our coach has
done.
» - r
IN looking over a recapitulation of
* all State Series championships,
one would discover that Bowdoin has

bomb

shelter constructto have
is not negative
in quality, entailing only an abstinence from actual warfare, the President added, but that true peace is
dynamic and implies justice, righteousness and freedom. The people of
this country also have failed to realize that peace cannot be attained
through the efforts of an individual
country.
President Sills went on to say that
despite the darkness of the present
ed.

^

that

President

Dean Paul Nixon discussed a book
given to him last year by President
Sills in chapel last Saturday. The book

had been found in a house formerly
President Sills took as a topic for occupied by Professor Henry Leland
his

just

Red

Dean Nixon Discusses Book
Presented To Him By

Versus

Peace"
Tonic
For Chapel Talk

"Armistice

Gymnasium and

r

SATURDAY'S CHAPEL

SILLS

Austin, Sabasteanski Prove
Big G ns In White

Realizing the complications that the
picking of an All-State team would
cause, the ORIENT this year is selecting an All-State opponent team. This
team is based principally on the performances of players on the Maine
teams that have faced Bowdoin this
Fall as the performances of these men
against the Big White is the only fair
criteria upon which the ORIENT can
base its choice.
The choice of ends is fairly easy as
Stearns of Maine and Helin of Colby
both played very well against Bowdoin, although the diminutive Stearns
had a less brilliant day on the defense. Offensively Stearns ranks easily as the best in Maine, featuring in
every game on end arounds and making remarkable catches of passes. He
was tried out in the Maine backfield
in pre-season practice because of his
speed, but was shifted back to his old
end post, limiting his ball carrying to
the end around plays for which he has
been noted for the past two years.
Weighing only 155 pounds he has
played good football defensively and
in spite of his weight has managed
to stop roost of the line sweeps the
opposition has sent his way.
Ero Helin, Colby's rugged left end
has played every minute of the State
Series games so far this season. He
was especially effective in his defensive work against the Big White,
time and again turning the ball carrier back into the line. He is only a
junior upon whom Al McCoy is depending for next year. Among the
other ends in the state who figured
prominently in the State Series are
Jack Stahl of Maine, and Ernie Wiedul and Hal Hegan of Colby. Probably
Colby presented the strongest group

Second Concert

.

MAINE THREATENS
WHITE ONLY ONCE

And Maine 2

Duo Pianists Nemenoff And
Luboshutz To Play In

setts

-

SHORT

I

HEARD TUESDAY

Not until the second quarter did
the Colby Mule score and it was
Bobby LaFleur'' who started his
team on to a winning score as he
carried the ball over for a touchdown. Again near the end of the
last quarter, Colby scored to win
the game and lie for the State
Champonship as Scioletti drove
over the Bates line on the fourth
down from the Bates two-foot line.

Haldane And Martin Score
Touchdowns In Win
Over Brown Bear

Team

Colby Dominates Team With
6 Men; Bates Places 3

1

ful conversion.

DEAN

Hall. President Sills presided
over the cornerstone laying ceremonies for Moore Hall at 11.00 a.m.
and before a large gathering, read a
letter written by a Bowdoin Senior to
posterity which was placed in the
copper container of the cornerstone.
Four hundred persons attended the
Alumni Luncheon held in the Sargent

Orient Sports Editors Choose
First All- State Opponent

K

singers.

HIGHUGHTOT DAY

their school; some in victory, some in
defeat. But all of them should be
happy in, the thought that they played their hardest and gave their best
out of love for the game and loyalty

•

New

BOWDOIN SWAMPS MAINE 19-0
TO TIE COLBY FOR STATE TITLE

^^A.

,

TWO

NBC Broadcasts
in Stowe

BnuwwMc,

Mali

IfttfclrtUhtd

Home

1M1
Ted Malone, writer and critic\
brought the "American Pilgrimage/'
a feature of the National Broadcasting Company to the Brunswick home
of Harriet Beecher Stowe last Sunday
afternoon. The broadcast originated
frOm the authoress's home on Federlal Street now owned by Miss Whitmore, and occupied by her and her
niece, Mrs. Appleton.
The broadcast, in sketching the life
of the great abolitionist writer of
"Uncle Tom's Cabin," depicted the
setting and circumstances which in-
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all

the colleges in the country.

As

a

always be unflattering, even insulting,

made by one party about the other

And, consequently, we must accept
However, there
is

is

which we

one thing

seemed to us that

Which

ten in this last campaign.

cannot accept.

He

is

this

was

is

And

such a thing as

generally forgot-
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Dynamic World Peace
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speaking ... is extremely alert; is an entirely justifiable position.
The President closed his talk with
misses very little that goes on around
him
gives long assignments, but the statement that {he world is not
often repents when he feels that the less barbarous, that there is no belief
burden has gotten too heavy
will yet in free commerce among nations,
probably crack his face smiling some- but that human nature reflects a deday
never is too busy or preoccu- sire for peace, in pursuit of which
pied to speak to everybody; whether this country must engage though it is
he knows you or not is unimportant a difficult and costly task.
will do you a favor most readily
... he will still be making quips
when we come back for our reunion
IS
"Have you heard Herby Brown's
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

crack?"

Get out your sheepskins, the
leaves are* almost all gone, and the
long, Maine winter will soon be here
There are furnished rooms in the
Library where Mr. and Mrs. Hubbard
.
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.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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Monotonous?- tne

history of the other dorms, pointing
out that Maine Hall, originally built
in 1808 as The College (named Maine

Hall

make

1™<* l >
3. phone snppH-

Moore had forgotten to state that the
building was to be called the Augustus E. Moore Dormitory in memory
of the donor's father and would be
known as Moore Hall. He gave a brief

f'-°

ol
the thousands

products n«
can
What distributor

a
£

«

,

CORNERSTONE
LAID
FOR NEW DORMITORY

in spite of

tie

it?

™erea.Ben«elephon«~.«

.

used to stay when visiting the college
the DU house has a secret passage
the accounting laboratory
is on the fourth floor of Adams Hall
who has the rumored option on
the Baxter estate? ... we heard the
Betas mentioned mosr often in that
connection
The Sigma Nu house
has four fireplaces on the first floor,
two in the living room, and three
units in operation as well as 2,886 upstairs
The Betas have a bathhighway aid stations. The families of tub
hour exams are looming up
get out the books again
the
150,000 American war veterans were
football flurry is over
Shucks.
assisted and 40,000 men in the

iob, never

when Maine became a

,

compam«-l><-

state) and rebuilt in 1822 after a fire,
had seen nearly 135 years of history,
from Napoleon to the present.
For the undergraduates' share in
the program, the President read a
letter written by a member of the
student body to the Bowdoin students
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tary service of the United States were
this country. The Red Cross certified
aided by Red Cross field directors. 354,000 first aiders and trained 94,000
Seventy-five thousand sufferers were life savers during the rJast twelve
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.

months.
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MAINE STREET

we were for matters little,
The President of the United

party

for the point holds true for either one.

States deserves the respect, honor

campaign.

.

.

.

mili-

the alarming tendency to forget that there

presidential dignity. It

ican.

in every

this fact.

.

n

.

statements

.

football

|

]

.

j

[latest

[ Continued from Page i ]
"cent to the Red Cross.
appeal would meet with a very generous
response.
There is no need for us to discuss here the merits of the Red
During the' past year tie Red Cross
Cross, for they are well known by everyone. With the percentage has established a $20,000,000 war refigure that Bowdoin has consistently held there can be no excuse Uf* fund to aid innocent victims of
Europes warfare. One million garfor Bowdoin not giving this drive its entire support. Let us make ments were made for war refugees by
volunteers,
and 7,000,000 surgical
this year the year, and answer the Red Cross call one hundred per
dressings were completed.
cent. It can be done with your hel£!
In this country, public health
nurses helped one million sick persons, and 62,000 persons were trained
Perhaps, there is some excuse for the so-called mud-slihgirtg in home care of the sick. During the
which is part of every presidential campaign. Whether tnere is or year, there were 2,906 mobile first aid

not, there will undoubtedly

.

.

1940 Red Cross
Observations at Random.
was
season
Bribe Organized wonderful
the
scores and bad breaks, wasn't

few percentage points to make its sup|x>rt
one hundred per cent. And, therefore, we would like to take this
opportunity to urge that.this year Bowdoin give one hundred per
lacks only a

i

and win the co-championship of

.

.

.

1

A TIME AHD PLACE

19-0,

.

.

j

Bowdoin

.

.

series of thirty

a matter of fact,

.

.

SUPPORT THE RED CROSS!

supporters of

Continued from Page

tional rival, the University of Maine,

.

.

men we know the state.
stares fixedly at the knot of your
Many alumni were guests of Presinecktie when talking to you persoh- dent and Mrs. Sills following the
ally
tilts his head back at a game as they stopped in at the Presprecarious angle most of the time
ident's home on Federal street to rehas trouble getting away from a new acquaintances and college ties.
large brown dog who follows him Bowdoin's eleven fraternity houses
everywhere ... his lectures are in- were hosts to many who came to
formal, conversational, and pithy
dance after the game. At 9.00 p.m.
keeps a consistently high average in students and alumni attended the
his punning
only one in ten falls dance at the Sargent Gymnasium
flat
used to be a newspaper re- where Ernie George and his orchestra
porter in Pennsylvania, and has been supplied dance music until midnight.
Likes
at Bowdoin for many years
Activities continued^ to Sunday as
blue striped shirts and three-button many alumni stayed to revisit many
coats, but we haven't seen the red places
they had formerly known
rubber soled white shoes lately .
about the campus and in Brunswick.
can invariably be found on a sunny
day playing tennis on the Pickard
. j
.
.,
Field courts
/attends all college rreSlfleilt
functions and parties
never misses
a gathering of any kind, for that matter, and is often the center of attrac(we didn't want to say life
tion
[ O- itinued from Page 1 ]
of the. party)
his American Literature and English novel courses are that our attitude concerning neutralpacked with students
plays ping ity, in the present conflict should be
pong as though his life depended on considered carefully. Our foremost
winning every game
never walks thought should .not be to stay out of
slowly
writes for several literary war, but to contribute to future
publications
can quote the titles, peace. If we wish to stay out of war
authors, publishers, and dates of pub- because of unwillingness to risk our
lication of books pertinent to almost security, wealth, and lives, we hold
any subject ... is a voracious reader very selfish ideals, President Sills
... is called on to speak often, and said, but if we wish to avoid warfare
constantly
draws attention while in the interests of worrd security, it
.

ington.

No. 14
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This broadcast was the fifth in a
which are to be presented every Sunday afternoon from
the home of some immortal of AmerThe annual Red Cross drive has started. While we are per- ican literature. In the eighth presentation of the series on December 1,
fectly aware that it is unnecessary to make an appeal to the stu- microphones will be set up in the
dent body of Bowdoin, we feel it our duty to come up with our Salem home of Nathaniel Hawthorne,
a Bowdoin graduate. At the compleplea.
tion of "The American Pilgrimage,"
Bowdoin has an enviable record in its support of the Red next May, Malone will have travelled
some 12,000 miles in presenting his
Cross, for the College has consistently ranked among the highest "three dimensional biographies."

VoL i.xx

i

ener-

and well-liked

friendly,

.

were students here. It was in the parlor of their home, which is still visited by many interested sight-seers,
that the Stowe family gathered to
hear the chapters which brought Uncle Tom and Little Eva close to the
hearts of millions of readers, and
which Mrs. Stowe sent on to the
"National Era" magazine in Wash-

National Advertfeaig Service, Inc.

C*icmo

!

Longfellow and his brother while they

;

tion* nhould be addressed to the Business Manager of the Bowdoin PdMishlng
SobsYriptlons. 12.00 per year in advance. W'th Arumnua, $8.50.
Kntered a* second chaa matter at the poetofflce at Brunrwlck, Maine.
MMiirNTiD pert «*n<»wL AbvaanaiMa »t

By John C. Eva»»
He is "short, dark,

m

one of the most affable
t

i

faculty of Professor Calvin
Stowe contributed much to the writing of the most powerful of all abolition literature, for his appointment
sufficiently increased the resources of
the family to enable Mrs. Stowe to
devote her time to writing. The Federal Street home to which the Stowes
brought their family in 1851 was .also
the residence of Henry Wadsworth

BuslneM

Charles

getic,

doin
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Profile:

Robert J. Stern '43
Robert 6. Shipman •43 fluenced and inspired the famous
Laurence H. Stone •43 writer. The appointment to the Bow-

'43

Fowler Dugger, Jr.,
Robert L. Edwards

Frederick H. Bubier '43
Robert S. Burton '43
Joseph S. Oronin '43

3rd, '41

Leonard B. Tennyson,
Robert G. Watt '42

Charles T. Ireland, Jr., '42
Philip H. Li .man '42

that

a.

ion of the present time and placed it ing consisted of Mr. Berry, Mr. Wila copper box in the cornerstone. He liam W. Thomas of Portland, Mr.
next put the mortar on the stone, Leonard A. Pierce of Portland, Mr. E.
which was put in place by Mr. Ma- Farrington Abbott of Auburn, and
loney, foreman in charge of the work. Mr. Earl S. Thompson of New York
The Committee in Charge of Build- City.
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and admiration of every Amer-

the leader of our government and, as such, retains a cer-

which should and must not be disturbed.
What bothers us most of all is the display of partiality so badly
are not blaming any one group
displayed in the movie theatres.
in particular. Rather, we speak generally. As we have said before,
perhaps immediately preceding the election there is some excuse
tain dignity

SMOKES CAMELS

We

for

some

sort of

an expression of

dislike

or like as the case

may

FOR EXTRA PLEASURE

be

of the presidential candidates. However, such expression should be

moderate and should not take the unpleasant vocal form that it
does. And, most certainly, there is rto excuse whatsoever for ariy
expression of adverse feeling to the President after the election has
to an end. It must be remembered that the President is elected
by popular vote and, therefore, he is the chosen leader of the

com

As

people.

this

country and

all

To make

chosen leader, he holds the highest position in our
the respect which goes with such an office.

use of a time-worn adage, there

for everything.

is

a time and place

His "Fireball"

Joe Morris to Camel cigarettes

The

is

not a place to express

No question, though, how Joe Norris gets the extras in
his cigarette.

Camel

. . .

He turned to the slower-burning brand.

for extra mildness

.

and found several other

pleasing extras as well, including extra smoking.

Slower burning... costlier tobaccos— -what pleasure

WHAT A MAN in a bowling alley!

He was the "boy
wonder" a decade ago. Today, with a long list of national titles at his belt, the bowling world still wonders
Just how he gets such pin-blasting power and such hairline control
such extra power and extra control!
. . .

movie theatre

made him a bowling
won

champion. Slower burning

they can add to smoking! More mildness and coolness
because Camels are free from the irritating effects of
too-fast burning. More flavor— because slow burning
lets the flavor come through. And along with extra
pleasure—extra smoking per pack (see below, right).

THIS

feelR. J. Reynolds Tobarro Co. Winston- Silcm N. C.
.

ings. In these

days when patriotism

is

.

so important and emphasized

IS the "Fireball." Joe Norris (above) uses a
two-finger mineralite ball with narrow grip
quick-breaking hook throws one of the fastest

—

—

so strongly, surely the people's attitude towards the President is
thoroughly important. Let us have no more of this kind of thing.
Let us do away with this expression of feeling which is in bad taste

bowling. But no speed ... no fast burning .
for Joe in his cigarette. It's always slow-burning
Camels. He says: "Camels give me extra mildness.
balls in

And

there's

.

nothing like a Camel for

flavor."

to say the least. Let us forget our party affiliations and treat our

President with the respect which he deserves.

DEAN N1X0N SPEAKS
IN SATURDAY CHAPEL
[

Continued from Page

1
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the names, President Leonard Wood*
suggested a postponement of the motion. Dean Nixon remarked, "Maybe
that is why he was the president."
Dean Nixon said that there were
frequent references to a certain Junior Pike who was suspended for participating in a "Class Cut," admonished for "irreverence at Chapel worship" and "got himself In a position
where he felt it advisable to promise
the college "to abstain from liquor

^

EXTRA MILDNESS
EXTRA COOLNESS
EXTRA FLAVOR

_

Choral Society Gives
Concert At College
The Brunswick Choral Society unProfessor
of
direction
the
der
Frederic Tulotson presented the first
of a series of fall and winter concerts
last night in Memorial Hall. The program featured solos by Miss Georgia
Thomas, a protege Of Philip Cobb,
Bowdoih alumnus, and an arrangement of "Exultate Deo" with a special brass

bers

of

In recent laboratory tests, Camels burned
25% slower than the average of the 15
other of the largest-selling brands tested
—slower than any of them. That means,
on the average, a smoking plus equal to

accompaniment by memBowdoin band. Miss

(

5 EXTRA SMOKES

the

Thomas has sung

previously in the

Bowdoin chapel and appeared with
the Bowdoin Choir for their concert
in the Episcopal Church last Spring.
Dean Nixon said that
Included in the program was a
may smile at some of these entries, group of sixteenth century choruses
they are significant of an age that which w ere dedicated to Professor
lived by standards. Today, in our dia- Stanley Chase of the Bowdoin English
gust at some standards, we have gone department.
for life."

although we

too far toward discarding all standards. "We today, in our passion for
tolerance, have gone too far toward
tolerating everything except intolerance," he stated.
In conclusion the Dean said that we
must regain some of the stalwart vfr*

\

tues of the past at which we are apt
to laugh in Order that the history we
make today, like the history which
was made in the time of the journal,
will be a decent one.

GETTHElXTRASLWITH SLOWER-BURNING CAMELS
I
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THE CIGARETTE OF COSTLIER TOBACCOS
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Bowdoin Swamps Maine To

1

By Hahk Shorey
tffc

admitted

fts Inability

foy selecting

1940 SEASON RECORD

equal effectiveness, it is rather difficult to single out individuals for special
honors. The team came along so /ast toward the end of the season that
Powerful lint
Bowdoin
Capitalizes
even Adam had difficulty picking out a starting lineup. Our line outcharged
every opponent and backfield honors were unusually evenly divided.
Capture lis Sixth Title
Shifty Backfield
polar bearings
SJtakv Earty-Season Start
After
By tfcefr \t1 win over Bates, last Monday, Colby tied
with BbwdOtn tS State Series champion* for the third sucthe
point
try
extra
for
tfirt. Fifield's
O. Shlpman
cettivfc setsoh. Bat we are quite snre that Al McCoy bad
Saturday's victory' over the Univer- was wide. Andy Haldane climaxed a
his moments of uneasiness. Bates completely outplayed a
with a plunge from
sity of Maine brought the football £5-yard march
favored Colby team for ah entire half and it was only
2. Coombs angled a fcfck
ithe
Cardinal
season of the Big White to a close,
through a great comeback in the last period that the
completing a schedule that reads tor the sidelines which landed oh the
Colby Mule ended the season undefeated. Art Belliveau,
Wesleyah's
kick
was
hurline.
2-yard
three victories, two ties, and two despeedy
Bates back, was the chief cause of unrest in the
Bonzagni ran the ball back
feats. It was an unusual season, fea- ried and
Waterville camp. He continually broke through the Colby
turing high spots of brilliance and to the 20. Bell lugged the bal} to the
sweep.
pass
end
A
For
7
on
an
penalty
line
and
his repeated long run -backs of punts kept the Boblow ebbs of less sparkling football.
cats In Colby territory for a good part of the game. For
On the whole it was a season that interference put the ball on the i,
produced a great Bowdoin team fast, from where Haldane bucked over for
three periods the Lewis ton team looked as if it would pull
speedy, clever, and tricky -meeting tally. Haldane's placement was perthe upset ef the series but Colby came back in championstrong opponents in every encounter, fect and Bowdoin led 13-7. The fourth
ship fashion with a fourth quarter march into pay-dirt.
outplaying them in a majority of de- period of the game saw Bowdoin
polar bearings
after
a
long
93-yard
niarch
was
score
partments of the game, and coming
Most surprising, aspect of the 1940 football season was the complete reout of the contest either with win, ended by a 27-yard rati By Eti
Coombs. With Coombs, Dolan, and lapse Of the University of Maine team. Starting out with a praiseworthy
tie, or lose.
Rhode Island, the Pale
Tuft* traveled to Brunswick to Marchildon doing most of the runhfhg, performance against Columbia and a victory over
open the football season on Septem- the ball started from the Bowdoth 7 Blue immediately went into a decline and dropped every one of its State
went
to
the
Wesleyan
frdm
8nd
27,
team could not do
Maine
Against
Series
games.
Bowdoin,
Saturday,
the
ber 28. with a 6-0 win over the favored Big White eleven. Tufts broke which point Coombs skirted the end ftnythfng right and only threatened the Polar Bear goal-line once. And that
into the scoring column toward the and outraced the safety man to the one threat was maihry through the efforts of one Roger Stearns, an amazing
close of the first period. A pass Har- goal line. The conversion was good. pass-snatcher. Standing only 5' 9", Stearns continually stole the ball from
The Lord Jeffs of Amherst invaded
rison to West clicked for a tally, af-'
under the noses of the Bowdoin secondary. The Pollock-Steams combine
ter an exchange of punts left the ball Whittier Field on the following Sat- '
tion was Maine's only offensive weapon of the day that gave satisfactory
on the Bowdoin 31-yard stripe. Harriresults as even powerful Ed Bafrows was bottled up by the Bowdoin line.
son's try for the extra point was
yardage by rushing for the entire game was less than 20 yards.
short. The Big White came right back. Bobby Blood. The first half saw a Maine's net
to carry the ball to the enemy 25. A brilliant kicking duel between Bell;
pass at this point fell into the arms *"<* Blood and ended without a score. to the goal line. It wasn't till late in Jack Banks knifed through the Colby
A Howdom fumble on the 15-yard the third period that the Big White line to block the kick. Bobby Bell
of Art Harrison, who romped some 87
lhe L"5 ™1 Jeff!
came to life and displayed a flashy hardly gave the crowd a chance to
yards down the left side line to score
standing up. Harrison faked a kick score. Possi stepped back and tossed^ attack. Bowdoin drew blood on six settle down before dashing along the
pass
Sweeney.
Amherst
ledlW).
to
a
after Ted Morrell garnered a side lines for 65 yards and the score
plays
extra
and passed to Rutter for the
try for the extra point was ho] Williams fumble on the Purple 16- .that tied the ball game. Haldane put
point. Tufts now led 13-0. Tufts came The
back in the second half marching good. The Big White came back. With yard line. Coombs, Dolan, and Bon- Bowdoin out in front with a perfect
carried the ball to the Williams placement. The Bears then marched
down to the Bowdoin 25, finally reach- the ball resting on the Amherst 34
ed the 10, where Harrison booted a Bonzagni made five yards off tackle. 3, from where Hank sliced off tackle some 62 yards to score their final
clean field goal for three more points.- On the very next play Bell tossed a feir the first touchdown. In the final touchdown. Temporarily bogged oh
Determined to make up lor the up- short lateral to Hank, who theh six minutes Williams tied the score the Colby 22. Bell spotted Brad Huntset of the week before, a revamped romped the remaining 27 yards for when Hblden passed to Meehan for er and tossed him a perfect pass ih
Bowdoin team traveled to Middle- the first Bowdoin touchdown. Hal- seventeen yards and the* score. Hank the end zone. Haldane's try for the
town to face Wesleyan. Bonzagni, dane's placement was good. Bowdoin Bbnzagrii andEddie Martin thrilled the extra point was wide.
Bobby LaFleur hit his passing peak
crowd by executing a perfect pass, Ed
Coombs and Haldane sparked a bril- took the lead 7-6.
Dolan late in the final period kick- 'to Hank, for a total of 64 yards and in the final quarter and sparked the
liant Bowdoin victory 19-6 by each
scoring touchdowns. Wesleyan drew ed to Blood who carried the ball back a touchdown. Then after Haldane Mules to the tying score. Passing and
to the Polar Bears 35-yard mark. had punted beautifully to the one- running he broughj-.the ball to the
first blood after Haldane's punt from
behind excellent blocking Bob- yard "line, Williams uhfolded the des- one-yard stripe from where Hayward
his 25 was brought back 16 yards Then
by Capadaqua. Carrier then passed to by galloped 35 yards for the winning Deration pass for the winning touch- plunged over for the tally. Loring
booted the extra point. The final score
MacKelcan who was knocked out of marker. Mulroy booted the extra down
The State Series started the fol- read 13-13.
bounds on the 13. Capadaqua cut point
Williams was next on the schedule lowing Saturday, with the Bears
The Big White running attack
through left tackle on a reverse in
White. With less than two facing the Colb> Mules. Both Co- reaUy sparkled as Bowdoin beat Bates
the next play to score standing up. for the Big
final
to
play
in
the
period
minutes
'39
Lawiston before a rain-soaked
at
Champions
of
the
season
pitched
Carrier's placement was good. Wesleyan led 7-0. Bonzagni then led a and with the ball resting on their 51 passes In att^ and their respective crowd two weeks ago. The Big White
own 1-yard line, Marsh Hahnbck sophomores starred for both outfits. led from the opening period and held
spirited Big White attack, slashing
entered the scoring first. the lead all through the game. Martin
off tackle twice to carry the ball to faded back into his end zone, spotted Colby

Oh A

team

And

Win

Hrst time ih several years, the ORIENT sports department has
to pick oat an All-State team and has evaded the issue
ah Ail Opponent lineup from the other Maine colleges. For one
reasoh. We cah't see all the series games and for another, "we hate to leave
ourselves open for Internal criticism. When a team, such as ours of the past
season, has two comparatively equal lines and at least five backs of almost

T&t

COMPILES BRILLIANT

Ah

Simi

6th State Series Title
td the
Haldane, Bonzagni, Fifield Majhe

Show Speed

To

A

—

,

i

J

!

;

<

!

?

In Backfield

A

left for

seventeen yards to the

30.

Weil-covered by his blockers, Andy
Haldane shot a long pass diagonally
into the left corner to Bob Bell, but
a nice tackle by Ward stopped him
with a gain of eleyen yards when it
appeared that he was away.
Martin then reversed the usual procedure and faking a pass drove off
right tackle for five yards. Well-pro-

t)eeefoti<m

[ Continued from Page 1 }
avalanche. It was the pay-off for a
year's hard work by a team composed
of only a few veterans, the others
being inexperienced but spirited Underclassmen. The line opened tremen- tected, triple-threat Bob Bell tossed
dous gaps in the Maine forward wall a nine yard pass to lan'cy, sophomore
as the backs went romping by. If the end Clark Young to set up the touchteam was weak in any department, it clown on the Maine 5. Gathering their
was the dbwnfield blocking that {sagging spirits after a time out, the
sometimes didn't click, but the high Maine forwaH wall rose up to smash
stepping backs more than made up Bell back for a total loss of six yards
on the next two plays. A long pass
for this.
Maine made but one serious threat from Haldane threatened heart failcoming midway through the third pe- ure to the Maine supporters as It
riod after the second Bowdoin touch- grazed Bell's fingertips in the end
down as it unleashed Its famous pass- zone.
Back on the ten yard line with the
ing attack. It was helped considerably
in its 60 yard drive to the Bowdoin fourth down coming up, a cool, everfive by two penalties for defensive deceptive Bowdoin team pulled anJiolding against an over-eager White other of its patented precision plays
iline. Pollock passed to Stearns for from its bag of tricks. Martin, behind
nine yards after the kick-off to set blocking that cleared every potential
up the initial first down of the drive. Maine tackier out of his path, dashed
On the next play Haldane intercepted (untouched through a gaping hole in
a pass but Maine was awarded a first the Black line to score standing up.
down as Bowdoin was detected hold- >Haldane's try for the extra point
ing. Immediately Roger Stearns took 'failed, but the Big White had ina long pass to send Maine deep into creased its lead to 13-0.
Marching thirty-four yards after
Bowdoin territory for the first time.
The combination of a Pollock to Bonzagni had run Pollock's kick from
Stearns pass and a line buck by big mid-field back to the Maine 34. BowiEd Barrows gave the Black Bear dojn had little trouble adding its third
from" Orono its third consecutive first touchdown half way through the final
down and placed the ball on the Bow- quarter as Haldane smashed the
doin sixteen. After another holding Black line for a yard and the score.
penalty gave Maine its fourth first After a penalty had set the team
down, a pass, this time from Pollock back five yards, Dolan made this up
to Barrows, and two line plunges by with a delayed buck on a fake pass
the latter carried the ball to the play. Haldane shot a perfect pass
White nine. Here Pollock tried to down the line to big Tom Steele on
cross up the defense by running with the next play and the Big White had
the ball, but could pick up only four chalked up eleven more yards and anyards after cutting back over nrs own other first. down. Again using a reright tackle. Apparently losing faith verse play, Dolan .swept around left
end for four yards to set up the third
in its pass attack with pay dirt
.sight, the Black Bear tried to bull and final touchdown of the afternoon.
its way to a touchdown by hurling Haldane again missed the extra point,
Barrows at the center of the Polar but no one cared as Bowdoin had
Bear line, but this inspired unit rose amassed an overwhelming lead at
up and yielded but one yard to Bar- that stage of the game.
Even with a nineteen point lead the
rows' two magnificent though wasted
efforts. Sonny Austin put the finish- Bowdoin team never eased up as they
ing touches to this valiant drive by recovered a Maine fumble on the
knocking down Pollock's desperate kick-off following the final touchfourth down pass into the end zone. down. On the very first play Bonzagni
It was a mighty effort by an out- circled the Maine left end for twentyclassed Maine team, but a worthy one yards to bring the" ball to the
Bowdoin team showed its courage Maine fifteen. Although the Big
and fight within its own five yard White attack stalled on the nine yard
line, not one person in the victory
line.
Starting its second scoring drive mad crowd cared, for they had seen
early in the third quarter after a great Bowdoin team humble an outMaine had opened the period with a manned Black Bear team from the
pass attack that fizzled, the team University of Maine. In direct condrove sixty-five yards to the goal trast to last year, it was the White's
with a display of speed and deception day to cheer.
I

!

j

'

Bobby

whose runs were outdie Maine game.

Belt,

standing

in

I
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1940

I

ALL-OPPONENT
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Topham

Al

!

1

in

1

and

Hughes of Colby are two

Bill

pillars of

strength at the tackle posts, weighing
209 and .190 respectively who have
been outstanding all season. Topham
is the main cog in the Bobcats' line.

Having made the all State team for
two years running he has a very good
chance of repeating again this year.
His play against the Big White was
brilliant until he was removed from

j

game

the

at the close of the

first

half

because of an injury. Although he
was held back to some degree by this
injury his play in the second half was
Against
also of considerable note.
Maine Topham was^ne of the factors in the Bates victory, crashing
through Maine's line to stop the backs
before they even were started.
Bill Hughes has started every game
for Colby since his sophomore year,
and although he has been handicapped by injuries this year, he has still
been one of the best men in the Mules
line all season long. Helin, Loring,
Daly and Hughes form a quartet
which stopped Bbwdbin's attack to a
certain extent. There were no other
tackles of outstanding note in State
Series competition with perhaps the
exception of Serota of Maine.
Acting Captain Jimmy Loring of
Colby was considered by Al McCoy
the best rtian on the Colby team,
starring for the past three years. He
took over the leadership of the Mules
the 25. Temporarily stopped on the Big Bill Forbes on the 35-yard line, Marching 63 yards in eight plays to started the ball rolling late in the first
in the absence Of Johnny Daggett and
three-yard lfrte for the moment Bon- fired a perfect pass, and Forbes out- the Polar Bears 7, Brooks neatly lat- period when he romped along the side has directed the club to a successful
zagni knifed through center to pay raced Williams and Bonzagni 65 yards eraled to LaFleur who scampered lines to the Bates one-yard line after season. He weighs 185 pounds, hits
very hard, and has been very successover the remaining stripes to pay dirt.
[ Continued on Page 4 X.«
ful in diagnosing the opponents' plays
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j
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j

all

J

;

Bates

of

]

Bowdoin

of ends that have faced
this trio plus Bubar.

year.
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Parmenter originally one of the
eight Bates backfield holdovers from
last year was shifted to a guard by
Coach Mansfield in an attempt to bolster the weak Bobcats' line. He is
very fast in leading the interference
for the Garnet backs. Although he
was good against Bowdoin, his best
performance of the season was
against Maine in which game he was
instrumental
[

up

breaking

in

Continued on Page 4
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BRUNSWICK
BARfcER SHOP

that had the Black defense befuddled.
Sharp accurate passes, dazzling runs
and bewildering deception on reverse
plays gave Bowdoin this score. The
first play saw Bell draw most of the
Maine team to the right while Ed
Martin who had taken the ball on
the reverse circled wide around left
end for eleven yards before the Maine
secondary could pull him down. Bell's
the
end sweep and a short pass from
Haldane to Steele gave Bowdoin seven yards before another quk'c-opening reverse play again sent Martin
slipping

down

The summary:
Bowdoin (19)
Young, le
G. Smith,
Banks, lg

re,
rt,

It,

Grant

Stearns

le,

qb

Small
Arbor
Crowley
Barrows
6 6—19

qb.
rhb,

Bell, Ihb

Haldane, rhb
Martin, fb

lhb,
fb.

Bowdoin
[

Harris
Briggs

c,

lg,

Hunter, re

the sidelines, this time_

Stahl
Serota

rg, Irvine

Austin, c
Sabasteanski, rg
Simonton, rt
Fifield.

Maine

(0)

It

7
Continued on Page 4
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26 Maine Street

Two

No

Barbers

Waiting

FIRST NAftON AL BANK
of Brunswick, Maine
Capital, $175,000

VACATION ECONOMY:
Sen ynt tvfyaye home

Total Resources $8,000,000

STUDENT PATRONAGE SOLICITED

atilmkly

CUMBERLAND
Wednesday-Thursday

Nov. 13-14

Too Many
Lucille Ball

Girls

with
Richard Carlson

Right from college direct to your own front door and vice
versa, without extra charge, in all cities and principal towns.

-

also

n'"

its taste

AUS

and

S

HE

Auburn,
'

T

—

'
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-
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News
.

in
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ffffi

Green Waterproof Bag
We have some wonderful valors for
$1.25 and $1.50

MarJorie Ramheau

j

W. CHANDLER & SON

---

••*

all

-

Judy Garland

In

houses

Tel 80

Up the Band
also

CO., INC.

Wallace Beery

-

Leo

a

R. R.

STATION
Brunswick, Me.

24-

Inc.

8treet

MORTON'S
Pipes

Carrlllo

Cartoon

-

Beat Assortment

Cigars for Smoker*

—you know!

Magazines and

Nov. 20-21

Wr »m inj
ft***

it is

with peace of mind.

NATION-WIDE RAIl-AlR StftVICE
Campus Representative
William Beckler, JrVBetn House, 14 McKeen

Paramount News
Wednertay-Tnursday

train

.

8—DAYS—
Mickey Rooney

you know, by

you're packed, strapped and

phone us and take your

'

1

Alan Hale

.

trth, Appleton Sail
John Wentworth,

n
Sub agents in

-

"collect,"

as college laundry goes. Yes,

when

RAILWA^AEXPRLSS
agency

Sails

Sunday- Monday-Tuesday
Nov. 17-18-19

at no additional charge

Prompt Service

Phone

Selected Short Subjects

-

and you can send

MAINE CENTRAL

a

also

Ma*

78 M&ihe Street, BRUNSWICK, ME.
We nKeiid jfcur doth ing, darn socks, sew on buttons,

$li5

^••^r*

»

Tugboat Annie
Again

Superior Service

(fttaMIS LAUNDRY

-

Nov. 18

Strike

a

* "*

-»'

MAIM
-

rates are low,

locked, just

Sound Act

with

«M.
Rate*

The

Railway Express, same
very popular service. So

also

S

Laundry and Dry Cleaning
Sfffeefal

Drew

its

TmS COLLEGE LAUN DRY

BE COLLEGIATE

Ellen

-

In

Christmas In July

COCA-COLA BOTTLING PLANTS, tNC.
'-

F.

REF RE

S9 Sacond Street

The COLLEGE

Cfiair Cushions

TriAT

And all you dq is phone RAILWAY EXPRESS. We 11 call for
your trunks, bags and bundles. Away they'll go at passenger
train speed, and be delivered straight to the street address.

i-

Saturday

Bottled under *uthorit7 of The Coca-Cola Co. bf

Bvn&ts
Carry Your Books

I

r

Nov. 15

Dick Powell

after-sense of refreshment.
fi

Cartoon
7'

Friday

of life. Coca-Cola is one of
those good things whose
quality stands out. You

welcome

—

News

A drink has to be good
to be enjoyed millions of
times a day by people the
world over in every walk

tmntly

RAILWAY

Meats
TtiE

Fine Be veragies
Groceries

NEIGHBORHOOD

Lobsters and St earned Clams
Every Friday and Saturday Nights

Spaghetti Dinners

VIC'S

MARKET

IT Piqpe Srrteet
Tel. 028
In Back of Beta House

****

*«

.

POUR

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

SOPHOMORES DEFEAT
FRESHMEN IN DEBATE
Last night a sophomore debating
team defeated a freshman team in
the annual Achorn Prize Debating
contest held in the lounge of the
Moulton Union. The subject of the
debate was: "Resolved that this country should aid in providing food,
clothing, and medical supplies for the
peoples of continental Europe who
have been defeated by the Axis powers." The affirmative side was upheld
by the freshman team while the sophomores defended the negative. Judges
gave the Sophomore team a 2 to 1
decision over their opponents
yid
chose Kendall Cole '44 as the best
speaker of the evening. John Jaques
'43 was awarded honorable mention.
Professor Albert R. Thayer of the
College faculty served as chairman.
and the judges were Professor At hern
P. Daggett, Kenneth J. Boyer, and
George A. Dunbar. Coaches were David W. D. Dickson '41, for the sophomores, and Lewis V. Vafiades '42, for

Duo Pianists Will

—

Appear Tuesday
\

\

Continued from Page i ]
this grew their public tours. In their
recitals,
they have played under
Koussevitzky of the Boston Symphony, Pierre Monteux of the San
Francisco Symphony, and Max Kinder of the Washington National Symphony. During their first three years
of public playing, they have made 198
appearances.
[

The "Richmond News Leader"

re-

cently wrote of them: "The playing
of these two artists is so perfect, so
completely merged in thought and
technique, that one feels it is but the
enlargement of one instrument and
one playing."

PUCE 7th

HARRIERS

Carey Leads Freshmen To
Fifth Place At The
New England's
Coach Jack Magee appeared satisMonday's New England

fied after last

Cross Country Meet, despite a rather
bad break in the freshman race. Perhaps the reason was the capable performance of Bowdoin's five varsity
harriers, who clinched seventh place
among thirteen of New England's
strongest teams in a very fast contest. Undoubtedly the fine showing of
Joe Carey, Dick Benjamin, and Stan
Cressey, three much improved country-siders,

who

finished

third,

elev-

in the freshfreshmen. Freshmen speakers enth, and twenty-third
man meet to help win the fifth spot
were Crawford B. Thayer, Robert W. for Bowdoin is a hopeful note that
Levin and Kendall H. Cole. The soph- marks the coming winter track seaomore class was represented by Jo- son.
The one disappointment was a parseph S. Cronin, John F. Jaoues and
alyzing cramp that seized Al Hillman
Israel Rimer.
toward the last of the yearling run.
With about a mile tt> go, Al was in

the

m

n

second place, and, considering the
kick the Bayside speedster .always has saved up, first place looked

final

pretty well established for the right
team. His stomach tied up, though,
and finally forced him into a walk.
Even at that Al beat fifteen men
around the two and three quarter

mile course.

Bowdoin

A

first

in front of

would have slid
Maine and Con-

necticut and into third place.

Jim Doubleday led in the thin
white line and finished twenty-seventh. Pete Babcock, who is slowly
getting into shape,

came

in six places

and eight seconds behind. Dinty Jones
was forty-third, Gordon Winchell,
forty-sixth, and Bill Stark, Bowdoip
"anchor man," finished like the halfmiler that he is in a burst of speed
to advance himself into the fortyninth position. Gordon has been in ,a
slight slump for a week or two, but
Doubleday has balanced matters with
marked improvement in each of the
last two meets.
Although Rhode Island State also
took team honors in the freshman
race, the winner himself was the chief

phenomenon

of the day.

a 112-pounder,
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day.
DOUBLEMINT GUM every
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pachages
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Roy

Phillips,

running for the

first

.and his victory in the
freshman meet was his fifth straight
win. "I guess I'm in a rut," was the
only explanation of the Tufts ace.
Still, Joe Carey was only twenty sec-

time this

Daily Life

DOUBLEMINT GUM

is

1

fall,

onds behind him, and Dick Benjamin
ended his labors forty seconds later.
Stan Cressey was twenty-third. Rod
Bowen was fiftieth, Al Hillman finished an unaccustomed fifty-second,
and Jack Ingram and Dick Rhodes
soon followed.
There is a possibility that a threeman freshman team will be sent to
the I. C. 4A Cross Country Meet in
New York next Saturday. It would
include Al Hillman, Joe Carey, and
Dick Benjamin.
Now that cross country is over, but
for one more meet with Farmington,
Bowdoin can wonder how much it
will benefit those who are going on
with winter track. Charlie Pope cut
two seconds off his time for the 440
the year he ran cross country, and
Jack Magee expects to see improve-

ment
miler,

in Bob Newhouse, quarterJim Doubleday, Bill Stark, and

Joe Carey, middle-distance men, and
those several
>.<*.

who

will

stay in the

long runs this winter.

Football Season
Ends In Victory

SIMPSON SERIES TO

TRACKMEN
WIN ROAD RACE
TO GAIN CROWN

A.D.

MEET AT BOSTON

IN

CONTINUE NEXT WEEK
third concert In the Simpson
Series will be given in the Moulton
Union Lounge on Wednesday evening, November 20, at 8:15 p.m.
This program will consist of
Tchaikovsky's Fifth Symphony and

The

Al Hillman And Joe Carey
Capture First And
Second Places

the Nutcracker Suite.
The fourth concert hi this series
will be made up of requests from
the student body, an all request
program. All requests made up till
the date of the fourth concert will
be given consideration.
Attention is directed to the
weekly bulletins which give time
and station schedules for important
musical radio programs, with supplementary listings of records in
the Music Room.

ALPHA DELTS SET
A NEW LOW MARK
Term Hopes Are
Dashed As Alpha
Delts Win

D.U. Third

We

SUNRISES

!

recovered

all

.

.

.

Continued from Page

.

.

.

.

.

The Alpha Delts usurped the crosscountry minded D.U.'s hopes of a
third-term rule over the interfraternity road race last Thursday, as
Freshmen Al Hillman and Joe Carey[ Continued from Page i ]
forded their way over an abbreviated Waterville sparked by sophomore Bob
McKeen street course to capture the LaFleur really put on a great offense
first two places. The total of the first during the last quarter of the Armisthree A.D.'s to finish was 13 points, tice Day game. It was a well-deserved
a new low, against the D.U. score of victory with a superior backfield
24. Hillman came in 12:37, just after proving the margin of victory. As
he and Carey had taken the lead from usual Art Belliveau of Bates was imJim Doubleday and Dana Jones, D.U. mense in ,a losing cause. He is a constandouts, who finished in that order stant threat and gives heart failure
only a few seconds behind the lead- to opposing coaches every time he
ers.
breaks loose ... a great player.
Close to second place were the
Sigma Nu's with 27 points. Their ance plus Lynn Martin's ability, made
nine-man team captured most-men- Sigma Nu another threat to the D.U.
entered honors hands down, while
The Alpha Delt victory was its first
Gordon Windhell, Lynn Martin, and in 19 interfraternity road races. RecCay Wheeler made a strong bid for ords indicate that the D.U.'s have
the championship. Gordon, who can triumphed five times and the Psi U.'s
run "just so fast," was out of his ele- at least four since competition began.
ment in the two and one-half mile Psi Upsilon entered 17 men in 1928,
run, although he managed to finish for an all-time record, as against nine
sixth. Bothered last year by legs that Sigma Nu's this year. In early days,
failed to keep up with his great wind the road race, inaugurated by Coach
and stamina, he at last hit the head- Magee in 1921. to stimulate crosslines this fall with his performances country, was run with five men from
over the tough four-mile courses at each team to place. When two more
Bates, Augusta, and the University of houses had to fill out their quota with
Vermont. Lynn Martin, who placed weight men or high jumpers, howninth for Sigma Nu, has had a bad ever, the number to place was lowknee all fall, and was running his ered to three. The total number enfirst race of the season.
tered has varied from 50 men this
After Hillman, Carey, Jones, and year to 58 in 1931 and more than
Doubleday came Bill Stark, lone T.D. 100 in 1927, and the course has been
varsity harrier, who makes it a point changed several times in the history
to finish well at any distance. Win- of the event.
chell followed, and then Pete BabThe point-scores of each house folcock, Dick Benjamin, Lynn Martin lows with the complete list of men
and Curt Jones. Benjamin led a pret- entered:
ty well balanced team of Kappa Sig
AD. 13: Hillman, 1; Carey, 2;
freshmen, and his two teammates In- Jones, 10; Morrison, 43; Edwards, 45.
gram,
nineteenth,
and Spellman,
D.U. 24: Doubleday, 3; Jones, 4;
twentieth, gave Kappa Sigma 47 Chellman. 17; Ruth, 18; Wheeler, 24;
points and fourth place. Babcock, Cowing, 38; Ryan, 4L
state two-mile champion last year
Sigma Nu 27: Winchell, 6; Martin,
and one of Jack Magees mainstays, 9; Wheeler, 12; Bowen, 15; Ewing,
of knee trouble. 30; Lord, 39; Bauer. 42; Bowdoin, 44;
is another victim
Despite this and lack of conditioning, Kenniston, 47.
however, he de/nonstrated hLs usually
Kappa Sig 47: Benjamin, 8; Inpowerful
quarter
kick
last gram, 19; Spellman, 20; Rhodes, 26
last
Thursday, whan he climbed from the Threllfall, 35.
middle of the pack into seventh place.
Psi U. 53: Newhouse, 11; Piper, 13
A prediction made last year about Mitchell, 29; Long, 31; Hooke. 32.
this fall's race would certainly have
T.D. 64: Stark, 5; Campbell, 23
favored Delta Upsilon. Every man of Stradhan, 36.
their 1939 winning combination was
Zetes 67: Cressey. 14; Edwards, 25;
returning. Al Burns was unable to Callman, 28; Craigie, 37.
run, however, and lack of a strong
Beta 69: Babcock, 7; Flynt, 22;
third man pulled down the D.U. rat- Abendroth. 40.
ing, although Dana Jones was runDeke 103: Dickinson, 21; Crosby,
ning strongly and Jim Doubleday 33; Benson, 49.
came into his own on the shorter
Chi Psi 110: Kendall, 16; Buckley,
course. Winchell and Wheeler were 46; Hanson, 48.
two men who changed the picture
Thorndike 111: Dickson, 27; Spear,
somewhat. Their improved perform- 34; Colton, 50.

presume you've

[
3 ]
From the
from the week end
a sustained Bowdoin drive had stallBoston Herald: "Mrs. Carrie Mundy
ed for the moment on the Garnets 17.
celebrated her 63rd birthday today at
Haldane bucked over for the toucha family party attended by her 32
down. His placement was no good.
grandchildren, offsprings of eight
Bud Malone's beautiful 65-yard kick
married children who have promised
was indirectly responsible for the only
Mrs. Mundy she would have 100
Bates score. With the ball resting on
grandchildren before she died. The
the Bowdoin 2, Bell stepped back to
only .unmarried daughter, Edith, 19,
punt and Bobby was nailed behind
has promised to do her bit later to- the
goal line b.ward bringing the grandchild total to Late in the secondWitty for a safety.
quarter the Bears
100"
Recommend reading, "For completed
the scoring of the day.
Whom the Bell Tolls," Hemingway's Taking
the ball on the Garnet's 47,
Rec- Haldane
latest, and perhaps his best
and Dolan picked up four
ommend seeing, "The Long Voy- yards, and then Bonzy cut back off
age Home," three of O'Neill's one- tackle, headed for the
sidelines, and
acts rolled into one movie with as raced 47 yards
to the Bates goal line
fine a cast as anyone could ask for to score
standing up.
Recommend hearing, "You've Got
Maine invaded Whittier Field last
Me this Way," a Tommy Dorsey Vic- Saturday and left defeated. Bowdoin
tor record from a week or so back, outplayed the Pale Blue all
the way.
and "Love of My Life," Artie Shaw's Jimmy Dolan started the ball rolling
latest
Introduced to a newspaper- in the second period with a well-placman, on the "Go West" set, Groucho ed punt on the Maine six. With the
Marx said: "I was an old newspaper- ball on the 28 Andy. Haldane behind
man, myself, until I found out there perfect blocking tossed to Hank Bonwas no money in old newspapers"
zagni in the end zone for the score.
Do all seniors get this restless, stale Andy's placement was good. Bowdoin
feeling about this time of year, or is drove from its 35 for the next touchit something personal with us?
down. Martin sliced off tackle for
Keep an eye out for one Georgia eleven yards. A pass Haldane to
Carroll, acclaimed above Lana Turner Steele was good for another eleven.
and Hedy Lamarr for that glamorous Martin reeled off 16 yards, while Hal"oomph," whatever that is
From dane passed to Bell orrthe Maine 19.
Life: "In every Italian plane that Martin ripped off five yards and
carries parachute troops there is a Young nailed a pass on the Maine five.
crew of twenty men. A pilot, a co- On fourth down and the ball back on
pilot, a navigator, a radio operator, the ten, Martin cut off tackle for the
a parachutist, and fifteen men to second Bowdoin score.
The third
push the parachutist out," and that's Bowdoin touchdown was scored after
why we're putting our money on the a 34-yard march in the fourth period,
Greeks
Exactly half the normal Haldane belting through center from
peacetime number of students are en- the two-yard line for, the tally. Firolled at Oxford this winter, and field's placement was blocked.
The season saw some veterans finevery one is under twenty
John
Kirby broadcasts every Sunday af- ish their football careers for the Big
ternoon at 2:35 over CBS
From White. Austin, Sabasteanski, Bonthe Los Angeles Times: "In her zagni, Captain Andy Haldane. WilWalker,
LeRoyer,
breach-of-promise suit Miss Manton liams,
Toney,
alleges that on June 10 last her em- Steele, and Fifield, all seniors, are
ployer put his arms around her and graduating in June. Haldane and
tried to kiss her. June 20 he suc- Bonzagni with Fifield doing most of
ceeded"
And watch the papers the blocking were outstanding all seaAustin and Sabasteanski
for the Boston shows; its theater son long.
game after game put in great perseason looks better than ever
We feel a sincere pity for the Deke formances. Sophomores played a
goat; we only hope they get their great part in the favorable season.
deposit money back
From the Dolan, Young, Hunter, Altman.
West Point Republican: "For Sale: Beckler, Gauvreau. Simonton, HutchBath tub in good condition. Double ings and Marchildon are notable ex.
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doors, could be used for garage"
We're sorry we can't hint you up on
the Christmas gym band only that
we're betting half on Bobby Byrne,
half on either Count Basie or Bob
Chester. But then, it's only rumor.
.

.

.

—

Hazehon at center was good.
Banks came through with two very

amples.

timely blocks of placements that saved the Big White from defeat. George
Smith, Martin, Bell, Coombs and
Georgitis were also players of note
throughout the season.

BOWDOIN WINS FINAL
ORIENT Reviews The
STATE SERIES GAME
1940 Football Season
[ Continued from Page 3 ]
Substitutions: Bowdoin, ends, Altman. Hunter, Benoit, Steele, Walker;
tackles, Toney, Gauvreau, Morrill,
Georgitis, Clifford; guards, Hutchings,
G. Smith, Alger; center, Hazelton,
Minich; backs, Dolan, Bonzagni, Williams, Twomey, Coombs, LaRoyer.
Maine, ends, Dalrymple; tackles, Harlow,
Russell,
Kinghorn, Johnson;
guards. J. Smith, Robinson, Austin;
center, Gardner, Geneva; backs, Brody. Pollock. Holyoke, Dingley, Ward.
Edelstein. Touchdowns Haldane, Mar-

[ Continued from Page 3 ]
Bears' passing attack, forcing the
passer to pass the ball before the
receivers were clear.
Loring was picked at center mainly because of his offensive value in
converting extra points. He has made
twelve points in six games this season and is also the best backer up
that Bowdoin faced this season in
the series. Only a junior he should be
of infinite value next year to Colby,
as the Mules lose a good group from
.

tin, Bonzagni. Points after touchdown
their line.
Haldane (placekick). Referee. S. H.
There were
Mahoney. Umpire, Stephen Patten.

innumerable
good
backs in the State who played against
F. J. Kelleher. Field Bowdoin
a few of whom are BucciShaughnessy. Time four gross, Gorman,
Arbor, Small, Hay15's.
ward, Sarbeth. and many others. The
ones who caused the most havoc to
the Big White were Belliveau, Brooks,
Barrows, and LaFleur. Artie Belliveau of course was the main offense
of the Bates eleven all year. Against
Sunday meals in the Moulton Union the Big White he broke away for two
are now being served in banquet long sprints, only to have them nullistyle at the same time as the meals fied by penalities. He was a;' constant
in the fraternity houses, according to threat lest he should shake loose bea recent suggestion of the Moulton yond the line of scrimmage. He failed
Union Board. The price of the dinner to have a bad day this year, starring
throughout the season. Brooks is the
remains at fifty-five cents and each boy who
stepped into Daggett's spot
week a different member of the Union at left halfback and performed very
Board acts as host. Following the well there. He is Colby's second triple
dinner, coffee is served in the lounge. threat man, LaFleur being the first.
LaFleur a sophomore has been ColPrevious to this year, all Sunday
by's offensive flash this season, satismeals in the Union were served in the fying McCoy's demand for a good

Head Linesman,
Judge E.

Give 'em the SMOKER'S cigarette
and watch 'em register

J.

UNION TO SERVE
SUNDAY DINNERS

COOLER

. . .

MILDER

BETTER-TASTING
With

Chesterfields
the smoking situation is
always well in hand be-

—

cause Chesterfields have

what smokers want.
Chesterfield's right combination of American and

Turkish tobaccos makes

same manner as on week days, cafe- passer. Bobby has run well in every
teria style. The Union Board hopes game and is Colby*s most consistent
ground gainer. Barrows was picked
that the new plan, adopted five weeks
because of his defensive ability, al-

ago, will serve to bring many friends,
alumni, and members of the Union
Board to the gatherings, and to bring
students who eat regularly at the

Union in closer contact with profesand Bowdoin graduates.

sors

THE ORIENT'S
Line

it

Yes, We're Interested In

the smoker's cigarette.

Do you smoke
cigarette that

though at times he has shown proma runner. Against Bowdoin he

ise as

didn't have a chance to display his
talents, but saved Maine considerable
embarrassment by his hard tackling.
He is husky, quick to spot a play, and
is fast getting to the right spot.

ALL Your

the

PRINTING

SATISFIES

Up

All-State

Selection

Right End. Steawis. Maine
Right Tackle, Topham, Bates
Right Guard. Daly, Colby
Center. Loring, Colby
Le/t Guard, Parmenter, Bates
Left Tackle. Hughes, Colby

We

have had long experience
producing for Bowdoin men:

in

STATIONERY
POSTERS
TICKETS
ALUMNI LETTERS
FRATERNITY FORMS
And Other

Left End. Helin. Colby
Quarterback, Belliveau, Bates
Halfback, Brooks. Colby

Halfback, LaFleur, Colby
Fullback. Barrows, Maine

Printing

NOTICE

Ask Us For Quotations'

The Record Office
— Telephone S —
Paul K. Niven, Bowdoin 1916

Manager

At a meeting of the executive
committee of the governing boards,
held Saturday morning, the term of
assistant football coach George D.
Shay was extended to include the
entire academic year. In taking this
action, the boards accepted the rec-

Printers of

The Orient

ommendation

of the committee

athletics.
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Film Company Offers To
Lend Movies To College

HARLOW ADVISES
Ry Robert

STUDENT GROUP
ABOUT MARRIAGE

G. Watt

at last the great problem
of how to get the student body
to attend lectures has been solved,
and the credit goes to the Bowdoin
Christian Association. For the \<-<>
ture sponsored by that organization

WELL,

URGES ALL TO

MARRY
Professor

on the subject of "Whom and Wh«?n
To Marry," which was delivered by
Professor S. Ralph Harlow of Smith
College in the Moulton Union Lounge
last Friday evenine, was signally successful both in attendance and en-

it

-

•

Of Marriage
Speaking on "Whom and When to
Marry" to an audience of Bowdoin
undergraduates in the Moulton Union,
Friday evening, Professor S. Ralph
Harlow of Smith College said, "A
young couple should get married as

r

must be stated that this
was made up almost early as they possibly

can, if they
can financially make it, even if they
have to start out in two rooms.
Struggling together is a great thing."
The speaker stated that two persons
can not live on ihe same amount
one person can live on, however.
As a key to a successful marriage,
that
recommended
the
speaker
"whenever you have a quarrel, take
a pledge before marriage never to go
to bed until you have settled that
quarrel and you can kiss and make
up." The speaker stated that occasions might arise when it would be
necessary to stay up quite late, but
sooner or later one of the couple
would laugh, thus paving the way for
"Don't
a peaceful reconciliation.
marry a person who hasn't got a
sense of humor," added Professor
Harlow in this connection. His second key to happy marital relations
was also in the form of a prc-marriage pledge that you "never take
your quarrel to any third party." The
speaker qualified his statement, however, in suggest: ng "Jf there is a fine
minister whom you ti jst, go to him."
Professor Harlow spoke of the
pressures which affect the attitudes
of young people today in regard to
life, but he said "If into your life
.
there can come a great love
there will be something in life which
has made life triumphant and worth
." The speaker stated that*
living.

entirely of students, lacking the nucleus of faculty members and townspeople who usually attend College
lectures and such. These latter, it
seems, did their duty Thursday evening by attending a lec t ure by a sen-

sational and adventurous Mr. Palmar
on the subject of deep sea photography a lecture, by the way, which

—

brought out but a handful of stydents.
h

-

r

it would seem simpie to explain the interest lr\
Professor HarloWs talk and declare
It only proof that the least mention
of the subject of sex will immediately
get attention and that the swarm of
students who filled all the available
chairs and even sat crowded on the
floor were seeking amusement rather
than education. This thought indeed
entered the speaker's mind, and he
hastened to state that his talk would
not be racy but highly serious. Still
no one was obvious about hurrying
off, and the invariably favorable comments passed after the lecture must
be admitted as indication that Bowdoin students have a d^Pniie concern

"

|"|N the surface

marriage

problems

regarded

and sociologically. Which
to put a question to the au-

sincerely

seems

To

It

Lecturer Advises Students
On Various Problems

audience

about

Decuares

*

The

s

AND

ABLE

Be Good For Couple
To Struggle

audience, estimated at
250, outnumbered even that which
turned out for the panel discussion
on the national election which was
held last month and hailed as a success beyond expectation.

thusiasm.

IF

.

thorities.
-

r

.

.

.

in chapel last week.
[ Continued on Page 4 ]
President Sills mentioned the
number of requests that have been
made by students for a course here
in marriage problems, but he seemed
to feel that insufficient interest had
been shown to warrant such a thing.
He spoke of last Friday's lecture as
The first intercollegiate debate to
the sort which was supposedly want- be held at Bowdoin College this seaed and hinted that the attendance at son will take place Friday evening
that lecture would be a reasonable at 8:15 in the Moulton Union lounge
gauge of the probable success of such when the Bowdoin Debating team
a course here. Now the students have meets members. of the Mt. Holyoke
shown the inclination, and the bur- Debating Council on the topic Reden of proof, or argument, rests with solved, That this country should aid
the College.
in providing food, clothing, and medI - r
ical supplies for the peoples of conUNDOUBTEDLY, a course in any- tinental Europe who have been de*^ thing so unacademic and prac- feated by the Axis powers." The
the Achorn
tical would be a departure from Im- same question was used in
memorial custom, a transgression of Prize Debate last week, but the Orethe liberal arts tradition which myds gon system wiii be used here Friday.
some examination. Properly enoi^gh, Bowdoin will uphold the affirmative
colleges like Bowdoin. disseminating side of the question, favoring Amerian intangible substance called cul- can aid abroad.
For Mt. Holyoke, Miss Alice Van
ture, have always refrained from dispensing honeyed pills of learning and Ess, president of .he Mt. Holyoke
shied away from fields of knowledge Debating Council, will be the lawyer,
whose claim to importance has been and Miss Barbara Bemis. Debating
witness.
too .utilitarian, fearing to adopt pass- Council manager, will be the
Ashton H. White '41 will be the
ing fads of education. But. in these
days when the need for more socially lawyer for the affirmative team, and
[ Contint*;d on Page_£_]
enlightening instruction is being cried

SPEAKING

Debaters Open
Schedule Friday

loudly down the wind, if the students
here want authoritative advice on
marriage problems, they should hgve
it. Never, of course, should we substitute Dorothy Dix for Descartes Or
Fanny Farmer for Freud, but, pipe or
no pipe, we believe that a competently conducted course, dealing with
more or less personal problems which
lie outside the provinces of courses
in Psychology and Sociology, wcaild
be a worthwhile success.
s - r
/CONGRATULATIONS are in orcJer
for Coach Dinny Shay, whose position as Adam Walsh's right hand
.

^

man was improved

:

it

j

Andrew

A. Haldane '41, president
of the Student Council, announces
the receipt of an offer from Castle
Films, Inc., for the showing of two
Castle Films, "Pleasure Time" and
"Tobaccoland, U. S. A." These films
show the popular orchestra leader,
Fred Waring, as he presents his
nightly radio program, the preparations behind the scenes, and the
life of the tobacco belt of our
South. Both these pictures have
been produced by the March of
Time, and should prove entertaining and worthwhile, Haldane said.
He requests that the student body
express its opinion in the matter in
letters to the ORIENT.
Haldane also said that the Student Council had sent flowers to
the funeral of William B. "Billy"
Edwards, late First Selectman of
the Town of Brunswick.

COLLEGE GRANTS

By Robert

L.

Edwards

can Indians taken by Edward S. Curtis, famous authority on Indian life
and customs. These photographs are
of special interest because they are
from a forty volume set compiled by
Curtis between the years 1907-1930 as

First Prize

In Contest

Former Notre Dame Ace To
Coach Four Sports
This Year
The Executive Committee of the
Governing Boards of the College announced the appointment of George
D. Shay to a Cull time position on
the Athletic Staff, in a meeting held
Saturday. Hereafter he will
last
coach freshman basketball, varsity
and junior varsity

tennis,

and

will

continue as backficld football coach
and chief scout for Adam Walsh.
There are possibilities that Shay will
coach a varsity basketball team next
winter.

Shay is a native of Hartford, Conn.,
graduating from the local high school
in 1926 with tiuee years of varsity
football experience. He played fullhack on the Knute Rockne coached

Dame from 1927Johnny Law was captain of the
team which won the national
championship. Moon Mullins and
Bucky O'Connor of football fame
were Shay's room mates during his
four years at Notre Dame. Upon,
graduation in 1930, "Dinny" went to^
LaSalle Academy- to coach football,
basketball and track. He changed
elevens at Notre

Lindo Ferrini '42 won the annual
Alexander Prize Speaking contest of

Bowdoin College on Monday night
in Memorial Hall with his recitation
of "The Steel Worker" by Arch Obler. Ferrini was awarded the first
prize of forty-five dollars as specithe fund established by the

—

The program will include
Symphony and
Simpson
from

series, will consist of requests

the students. Consideration win be
all requests which are made
up to the date of the fourth concert.

given to

PALMER SPEAKS ON
BATH0SPHERE HERE
Underwater

Photographer

Of

"particularly in the payment in full
in part of their tuition or room
rent."
Another Portland man, the late
Samuel Clark Jr., bequeathed $12,500
to Bowdoin College to establish "The

Samuel Clark Jr. Scholarship Fund."
The income from the fund is to be

Miss Hideout
The Masqu? and Gown

will give a
return performance of the Christmas
house-party play of last winter, "The
Twig," by Charles H. Mergendahl Jr.
Charlie Mergendahl whose play "The '41, at Newton. Mass., this Saturday.
Twig" will be given Saturday at the The play, with a revised cast, will be
presented at 8:15 in the auditorium
Newton High School.
of the Newton High School.

DR.

JOHN SCHROEDER
GIVES CHAPEL TALK

Advises Complete Devotion

And Worship To Reach
Fellowship Ideal

last

NOTICE

lio volumes. The photographs are half
tones for the most part, although
there are a few excellent natural
color studies, and in spite of their
age, they have retained most of their

finish.

Curtis started taking Indian pictures in 1898 as a hobby while working as a photographer in Seattle. He
specialized in taking pictures of "true
American scenes" by using as. subjects Indians in their native surroundings. Encouraged by friends, he
decided to extend his works to include records of all the tribes in
North America, but naturally the
question of finances for this gigantic
undertaking was the chief problem.
For eight years he spent several
months each summer living in various neighboring Indian settlements,
and in the course of this time, he incurred a total expense of $40,000 for
field work alone. At that time, he estimated that it would cost approximately $1,000,000 to complete the

Each year faculty members and
townspeople are very glad to invite
undergraduates for Thanksgiving dinner. They ask for the names of students who will be in Brunswick on
Thanksgiving Day.
Undergraduates who wish to avail
themselves of this hospitality should
leave their names with Donovan D.
Lancaster at the Union not later
than Monday noon, November 25. It
is essential that this Information be
secured in advance of Thanksgiving
Day so plans can be made by your

used "for services rendered as assistants in the various departments and
administration of the college," with
preference to students from Portland.
Such conditions ,are to be established
that the awards "shall be considered
Dinny Shay, who has been appointed by the recipient and the other stuto a full-time coaching position and dents as a special honor and distincwill handle freshman basketball, var- tion."
hosts.
sity

and

The Lead Instead Of

—

"The Twig'* is a three-act drama
which depicts the struggles of a
young college boy who is trying to
decide whether to marry the girl he
is in love with and live the conventional life such a decision would involve, or give her up, fight the conventions of society, ^»;d seek h'
"freedom." Throughout the play the
author attempts to show the tendency of everyone to cling to some
triviality which he loves. Philip, the
college boy, has nothing to cling to
is the victim of an unexplainable
fear of the "race of kindly men."
Chris, his sweetheart, clings to Phil;
a model Judy, clings to Erik, a Bohemian painter who shares his Greenwich Village apartment with Phil.

and

'

Simpson

Tschaikovsky's Fifth

original clarity

Miss Alice
lice Own
Cooper Will Play

—

or

the Nutcracker Suite.

!

—

amount which the college will receive converse of this theory is also talked
cannot be determined at this time.
[ Continued on Page 2 ]
The income from this Thomas Smiley
Fund will be used to aid students

sound concerts will be given in the
lounge of the Moulton Union tonight

concert, in the

House Parties
Play To Be Given
InN
Newton, Mass.

Funds

NOTICE

The fourth

Production First Appeared
Here At Christmas

—
—

Sasha Maurice Curiel '42
Miller—tGeorge Eberhardt '44
Gribble Douglas Carmichael '44
Binion William McKeown '43
Faker—Theodore Saba '42
Christine Miss Eleanor Walsh
Davis George Craigie '44
Hilda Mrs. Robert Craven
Wagner—Clyde Crockett '44
Jenkins Charles Hartshorn '41
Hogarth—Howard Huff '43
Dr. Glass—Robert McCarty '41
Messenger Crawford Thayer '44
Blake—Curtis Jones '43

The final rehearsals are progressing
very satisfactorily, according to Director George H. Quinby. The replacements for the cast of last year
have been accomplished successfully.
Miss Alice Cooper of Brunswick will
the
leading
play
feminine
role
handled by Miss Rideout in the performance at Christmas. Other newThis "formal" dress of the diver, sion to reading. If one starts with
comers to the cast are William I.
which all told weighs over two hun- the Rover Boys, one progresses slowStark '43 and Charles Mergendahl
dred and fifty pounds, consists of a ly C«. the point where Shakespeare
'41, the author, who will play a small
thin flannel undersuit, a tight rubber seems the ideal author.
part.
Dr. Schroeder also asserted that
suit with very close cuffs, the breastMiss Cooper, who appeared in the
plate, or helmet, which is fastened to great technical interest was closely
allied to spiritual things; that the Brunswick production entered in the
( Continued on Page 4 ]
state
one-act play contest held here
lo
/e
fundamental
of decency and honesty were involved in these pursuits. last year, will play the leading role
Smiley, Clark Estates
Taking care of oneself adequately in the Senior play at the Brunswick
leads to careful watching over the High School tonight, as well as in the
Leave College
family, which, in turn, results in the play to be given in Newton on Satcare of the community affairs and urday. Miss Cooper was recently
According to a ie:..">nt announce- then, world interests, is a theory awarded a scholarship for dramatic
ment by the College office, Bowdoin which is advocated much, said Dr. study at Rollins College, Winter Park,
"So
life
goes
from Florida.
will receive 22 per cent of a trust Schroeder.
Professor Quinby stated that the
fund established by the late Thomas strength to strength." he said. NaturSmiley of Portland. The exact ally, he explained, the negative, the entire production including scenery,

that job.

j

December 20, last Monday.
The cast will be as follows:

Dr. John C. Schroeder of the Yale
Divinity School was the speaker in
Sunday's chapel. He was introduced by President Sills, who told
of his being a former member of the
Yarmouth Academy; and Attorney accompanied by blackboard illustra- faculty at Bowdoin. Once a year, exEdwin G. Walker of Biddeford.
tions, of the two distinctive types of plained President Silis, this man, viFerrini's declamation was charac- equipment
Bowdoin,
is
used by divers.
Mr. tally interested in
terized by an interpretation of the Palmer, with a sense of humor that brought here to speak. "We feel -that
Steel Worker's dialect and attitude was evident during the entire eve- he belongs to the Bowdoin family,"
toward his work. "The Steel Work- ning, named these two types as the added the President.
er." used by consent of Rudy Vallee, "informal," consisting merely of a
Dr. Schroeder told of the theory
offered opportunities for varied ex- bucket or a helmet, and allowing the prevalent today that, if one meets
pression and for shaded voice tones. diver to descend to a depth of sev- the smaller, simple things of life sucBecause of these conditions, the enty feet, and the. "formal" attire, cessfully, he will be able to handle
speaker was able to establish imme- which allows the diver to go down the large problems and crises. He
[ Continued on Page 4 }
almost two hundred and fifty feet. explained this 1%-rothesis by an allu-

the recreational activities of the
Hartford High School. In 1936 Shay
to Bowdoin to coach the backfield' under Adam Walsh. This fall
marked the end of his fifth year at

at 8:15 p.m.

Newton High Saturday

dramatic club, December 16 and

Shows

'29

third hi the series of

"The Twig" To Play At

Professor George H. Quinby, director of the Masque and Gown,
named the cast for "Room Service,"
the play to be presented by the

De Alva S. Alexander, LL.D..
Pictures
of the class of 1870. Richard Earle'
Bye '42 won the second prize of
Life
his
recitation
of
with
thirty dollars
a selection from "The People, Yes"
Mr. Vincent Palmer, underwater
by Carl Sandburg. Honorable mention photographer, presented a lecture last
was given to John Frederick Jaques Thursday evening in Memorial Hall
'43 and to Vance Nye Bourjaily '44.
on the different aspects of his adNine Bowdoin students from the venturous life. Mr. Palmer, who gradthree eligible lower classes partici- uated from Harvard in 1935, is a
pated in the contest finals. Professor pupil of William Beebe, and has acWilmot Brookings Mitchell, LL.D., companied him on many descents in
L.H.D. presided over the meeting. Mr. Beebe's bathosphere.
Judges for the contest were ProfesMr. Palmer's lecture, which was
sor Brooks Quimby. Bates College; entitled "The Threshold of a New
Principal Stanley W. Hyde, North World," began with the explanation,

came

j

'44

.

1929.

The

NO. 15

—

Jaques '43 And Bourjaily
Tie For Honorable
Mention

'+,C

—

RICHARD E. BYE IS
AGAIN RUNNER-UP

over the next year, however, to aid

j

Five Freshmen Selected
For "Room Service" Cast

fc.

AT NEWTON SATURDAY

1940

Ocean

recently when the
Executive Committee of the Govern- the result of his desire to preserve
ing Boards recently voted to extend actual pictorial records of "the vanhis term to a full year. His broad ishing race."
grin will now be with us all >«isar
Only 500 sets of this series of
long. Now if some satisfactory rravtns books were published, and Bowdoin
can be found of lightening Unn was fortunate to receive one set as
Wells* oppressive burden during 'jjhc a gift from Frank A. Munsey, donor
winter months when he has the al- of the Thomas Bracket t Reed Chair
most impassible task of coaching Iwth of History and Political Science. The
<
'hockey and basketball, all shouM-bo first volume of this remarkable colwell in the Athletic Department.
lection of Indian pictures was completed in 1907, and the library re• - r
'T'HE announcement of the choices of ceived the last of the forty volumes
•"
Bobby Byrne and his orchestra in 1930. Because of the tremendous
to play at the Gym dance during work done in field study and the
field work and the subsequent pubChristmas houseparties is gratifying. expense incurred in printing this limlishing of the photographs and recOnce again Bowdoin will have top- ited edition, the cost of each com- ords, but who
was to back him in
flight music, continuing the tradition pleted set was $3,850.
this enterprise?
of Artie Shaw. Jan Savitt. Hajrry
Curtis titled his work "The North
Fortunately, Theodore Roosevelt
James, Charlie Barnet. Larry Clin- American Indian." It was his aim to
saw some of his pictures in 1904 and
ton, and Woody Herman. We have photograph every tribe in the United
promised the ambitious photographer
had a reputation for getting f£st- States, and thus have an accurate as much assistance as he could give
rising bands at dances here and account in writing and in picture of
him. At the same time, J. Pierpont
Byrne's outfit is no exception. Hi* the fast disappearing race. After
Morgan became interested in the
rise to popularity since last spring twenty-three years of research while
work and realizing its great value to
has been practically meteoric, ami living with the various tribes, he finstudents in the future, he pledged
he has by no means reached his pdfck. ished publishing the records, and they to
buy twenty-five sets of the work
The Student Council's selection is are contained in twenty books of at the price of
$3,000 for each group.
[ Continued on Page 2 )
quarto size and twenty large portfo[ Continued on Page 2 }

wm

To Award

Johnny Law with pie backfield at
Manhattan. Law decided to go into
prison work and "Dinny" went along
too. While at Connecticut State Prison at Wethersfield he coached football
and basketball, as well as handling

On

exhibit in the display case in
the main lobby of the library are
several photographs of North Ameri-

Judges Are Hard Pressed

fied in

LIBRARY EXHIBIT CONSISTS OF
COSTLY INDIAN PHOTOGRAPHS

;

WINS ALEXANDER
PRIZE SPEAKING

SHAY PROMOTION Hon.

i

j

UNDO FERRINI'42

20,

"THE TWIG" TO APPEAR

and J.V.

tennis.

NOTICE
There

First Issue
Is

COMING EVENTS

—

—

—

—
—

—

Continued on Page 4
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Several Houses

Announce Bands
Several of the houses have already
chosen bands for Christmas houseparties. Most of these hands are well
known at Bowdoin, and the new ones
come with recommendations from
Yale, Harvard, and other New England colleges.

Alpha Delta Phi plans to have Ray
Bellaire, who leads a Massachusetts
band. Bellaire hasn't played much in
this vicinity but seems to have been
well received in the more southerly
parts of New England. The Chi Psi's
chose a band well known at Bowdoin,
that of Lenny Lizotte, Lewiston
leader. It is an eleven piece outfit
and includes a vocalist. Newt Perry,
a Yale graduate and playboy maestro, will bring his new fourteen piece
of the program here, November 9. band with soloist to the Psi U house.
Included in this article, is i:ie account The Fenton Brothers of Lewiston.
of the laying of the cornerstone for which is considered by many to be
Moore Hall, the new dormitory now the most popular group in Maine, will
being built behind the Moulton Un- play at the Deke house. This band
ion. There is a picture of the corner- has fifteen pieces, a vocalist, and a
stone laying as well as a discussion bag of tricks. Kearney Kallander's
of the alumni banquet program and eleven p'ece;New England band will
play .at the T. D. house. Delta Upspeeches.
Among the other pictures in the is- silon remains undecided in its choice.
sue is one of the Commencement pa- The Kappa Sigs are bringing back

Of Alumni Magazine

be an open duplicate
/
contract bridge tournament held in
the Moulton Union Lounge under the
direction of the Union Board, SaturThe first issue of the current volday afternoon. Any number of pairs
may enter from one fraternity. All ume of the "Alumnus," alumni pubpairs should register in the Union lication, appeared early this week
office not later than the day before featuring the largest collection of
content matter it has ever had. A
the tournament.
review of the summer CAA aviation
course, a story on Alumni Day, details of the plans of the 25 year
class, a resume of the football seaThurs., Nov. 21
Chapel, Professor
son, and a treatise of the Business
Ernst C. Helmreich.
Men's military training camp at Fort
Fri., Nov. 22
Chapel, Charles T.
Devens were the headliners among
Ireland '42 presiding; John E.
the articles in this week's issue.
Williams '42 will be the soloist.
A picture of the main gate at Whit8:15 in the Moulton Union, Detier Field adorns the front cover of
baters vs. Mount Holyoke.
the "Alumnus." One of the leading
Sat., Nov. 23—Chapel, Dean Nixon.
stories is ,an account of last June's
The President and Mrs. Sills will Commencement by Paul Sullivan '35.
be at home Saturday afternoon
This account reviews the whole profrom the hours of 4 until 6.
gram in a novel manner, going into
"The Twig." by Charles H. Mer- a great deal of detail. Also includes
gendahl, Jr., will be presented at
in the current issue are extracts
Newton high school, Newton, from the opening chapel address by
Mass.
President Kenneth C. M. Sills and a
6:45 in the Moulton Union, movbrief tribute by the President to the
ing pictures of the State Series.
late William B. Edwards, prominent
Brunswick resident and town First
Sun., Nov. 24
Rev. G. Everett
Selectman who died recently.
Lynch, First Parish Unitarian
A story on the alumni fund has
Church, Portland.
been written by John Baxter '16.
Mon., Nov* 25—Chapel, the PresiIn this story, Mr. Baxter presents
dent.
information about the fund and reMid-semester review.
leases recent figures pertinent to it.
4 p.m. Faculty meeting.
There is also, in this issue, the anTues., Nov. 28 Chapel, Dr. Ashby.
nouncement of the anniversary proWed., Nov. 27 Chapel, the Presigram of the class of 1916 which will
dent on the state of the College.
observe its 25th graduation anniver12:30 p.m. Thanksgiving Recess.
sary this coming June.
Mon., Dec. 2 8:20, college opens;
A story on Alumni Day activities
the President will speak hm chais complete, covering the major points
pel.
will

[

Largest Copy Ever Published

rade

last June showing Governor
Lewis O. Barrows, President Kenneth
M. Sills, and Professor Edward C.
Kirkiand. parade marshal.
Richard E. Doyle '40, acting alumni secretary, is the author of an ar-

Lloyd Rafnell. The Zete house

will

introduce to Bowdoin a new and
highly recommended nine piece band
which has the distinctive novelty of
a girl leader, Ginger Ballou. This is
a Boston hand. Wally Harwood's
ticle reviewing the past football sea- band, one well known to Bowdoin,
son. In thjs^-article, Mr. Doyle, a will furnish dance music .at the Beta
former associate editor of the ORI- house. The Sigma Nu house will preENT, presents an interesting and sent Gene Brodman's thirteen piece
C.

complete account of the seven games band with v-jcalist. This Connecticut
on the schedule this fail. He has re- band is another popular repeat at
viewed the "Little Three" games and, Bowdoin houseparties. Bob Gleason
in more detail, the state series en- will again bring his group of thircounters. The article mentions the teen pieces to the A. 1. O. house.
successful record established at BowNOTICE
doin by coach Adam Walsh and tells
of the results of six years of comPresident K. C. M. Sills spoke in
petition in
Maine against Bates,
Portland,
Monday, at a meeting of
Colby, and Maine. Doyle was among
those in charge of the publishing of the Business and Professional Womthis first issue of the .alumni maga- en's Club. The subject of his address
was, "Making Democracy Work."
zine.

One of the mast timely features of
the "Alumnus" is the article outlining the work at the Business Men's
military training camp at Fort Devens in Massachusetts. This story tells
how business men in and around Bos[ Continued on Page 2 ]

NOTICE
The proofs

of the Individual Junbe back the first of
next week. Watch bulletin for noChick Ireland at T.D.
House.
ior pictures, will

tices or call

—

'
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Indian Pictures
Feature Exhibit

Established

1871

Jr., '41
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John
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Evans

'41

Henry A. Shorty,
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Charles T. Irefend.

Lrtman

PfciHp H.

J

3rd, '41

Jr., '42

Jr., '42

Leonard B. Tennyson,
Robert G. Watt '42

Fowler Dufcger, Jr..
Robert L- Edwards

J. Stern '43

Robert
Robert O. Shipman
Laurence H. Stone

'43
'43

Curtis F. Jones '43
Donala S. Mlin '43

'43
'43

Manager
Holiday '41

Paul

H..

Assistant Bostoess

Kenneth G. Stone

Wyman

Oliver A.

,
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'42
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Charles

lie

After twenty-three years of work, jyou can't study if you're lying down,
you're
the research and publishing was com- ^and if you're not lying down,
pleted, and it was found that $350,- not as comfortable as you might be
000 alone had been spent in the field, if you were lying down. So far it's
while the total cost of the project !a vicious circle. Next you open your
amounted to $1,500,000. In spite of 'book and proceed to read. After a
this
tremendous expenditure, the page or two. it dawns upon you that
project was not a money making ven- it is the wrong book, so you get up
ture, and the original cost of $3,000 a land get the right book. .Next you
set was necessarily raised $850 to jfind that you need a pencil, so you
cover expenses. The completed work 'get up 'again. You have just gotten
includes a written account of Indian the third page read when your roomrushes in with a singularly
life and customs as well as the actual imate
amazing story about what Joe Smith
photographs.
Thus, the set will prove to be in- said to Bill Jones in front of Adams
valuable to students of the Indians. Hall. When you are on page 4, the
The expense incurred in publishing telephone rings and some forgetful
these volumes is a direct manifesta- classmate wants to know if the protion of the precise scientific research fessor said to read both chanters or
employed in their organization. The jjust one. After coming back to your
"American Magazine" of December chair, you make great progress for
fully five minutes, until one of the
1910, said of Curtis, "he is a historibrothers decides to have a little jive
cal photographer—and one with a
and jam on the radio downstairs.
vision."
You get up wearily, trudge downAccording to Mr. W. K. Lowry,
stairs, and ask him in a panned way
Reference Librarian, no one has reif he would please turn
the radio
quested to examine the volumes since
down. Of course, you could ask him
they have all been in the library, but
to turn it off but that takes too
perhaps in the future, some student
much nerve and is very likely to
in this field will want to refer to
incur the wrath of the second party.
them. Probably very few small col'Now you are in the spirit of things,
lege libraries claim this unique set on
so you even begin to interrupt yourtheir shelves.
The donor of the set, Mr. Frank jself. First you need a Coca-cola to
(help you study better, and then a
A. Munsey, was given the degree of
cigarette for no particular reason
Doctor of Letters by Bowdoin in
1919. He became interested in the other than that you want one, and by
college during his youth in Mercer, golly you're going to have one! The
Maine, and .although he was never (drudgery continues with too 'many
able to attend the school, he con- interruptions when finally the house
begins to qOiet down. Well, isn't that
tributed generously to various collecinice?, Now you can study. Why is it
tions and departments. He received
so quiet? Because it's 12:30, fool, and
his wealth in the publishing business,
and at his death in 1925, most of his they've all gone, to 'bed which is exactly where you should be, in case
estate went to the Metropolitan Muyou don't know it. The trouble is
seum of New York.
that you do know it and the psychological effect of finding out that it is
past bedtime is sudden and devastatjing. You try to study more, but it's
futile. With great disgust you hurl
various uncomplimentary epithets at
the head of the unsuspecting professor, who probably doesn't like the
[ Continued from Page i ]
of and believed in. Failure in simple marking system any better than you
[do, slam down your book, and stagthings assures failure in greater.
"My generation." added Dr. Schroe- ger off to bed. The moral of the
der, "was brought up on Horatio Al- story? Well it might be: when bigger
ger." The idealistic attitude of doing land better hour exams are built, profaithfully one's small duties leads to ifessors will build them, you will study
i

SaB-Edtters
Frederick H. Bubir r '43
Robert S. Barton '43
Joseph S. Cronin '43

a comfortable chair. Look carefully,
because they are hard to find. You
can't

•

Managing Editor tar tbh issue

;

i

j

j

Charles T. Ireland,
Vat.

Jr.
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debating sea-

its

IT

!

United

States

air

force

of

should be put at the disposal
Great Britain." Jaques was the first
speaker, and Dickson followed with
his arguments. After both colleges
had given their main speeches, each
of which was ten minutes in length,
one five minute rebuttal was delivered by each team. Dickson gave the
rebuttal for Bowdoin.
Harvard had arranged to have some
Boston business men act as judges
for the debate, but these men were
unable to attend, and, as a result,

as possible will attend. This
written by an undergraduate,
last Christmas. Since
then it has undergone revision and,
with a somewhat changed cast, is
ready for a repeat performance.

play,

was given here

DEBATERS TO MEET
MT. HOLYOKE HERE
[

Continued from Page
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Red Cross

contribu-

tions is still on, and as usual the
fraternities are coming through with

1

i

toitt

many

as

!

the

the College in
take note of the

of

friends;
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Masque and Gojrvn's presentation of
"The Twig" at the Newton High
School this comihg Saturday and that

.

that

and

l

Bowdoin Alumni

tHat

Greater Boston

I

WAAB

Continued from Pane

truly a coup.
is hojaed

Continued from Page I ]
ton qualify for training at this speson last Thursday, November 14,
when David W. D. Dickson '41 and cial camp and outlines the activities
John F. Jaques '43 were the guests in which they participate. Among
these activities are drilling, the use
of the Harvard Debating Council in
gas masks^ and bayonets, and other
one of Harvard's weekly series of ra- of
important precautions in the interest
dio debates broadcast over station
from the Hotel Buckminster of national defense. There are two
action pictures taken at the camp.
in Kenmore Square, Boston.
Bowdoin took the negative side of
the topic under debate: "Resolved,

Bowdoin opened

Robert Lunt '41, manager of the Bow- full strength donations. With Bowdoin Debating team, will act as the doin's connection with that organization strengthened this year because
witness.
The Oregon system, according to of the work of Alumni Secretary
Coach Thayer, brings out the value Philip S. Wilder, who has been deof cross-examination, tending to be of voting his full time this semester to
more interest to a listening audience. work for the local Red Cross chapEach witness presents a fifteen min- ter, there are jhigh hopes that unbe
ute constructive speech. The two law- dergraduate contributions will
yers then cross examine the opposing nearly 100 per ornt.
witness individually. After a cross
no decision as to the winner was renexamination time of fifteen minutes their cases in a six minute speech to
dered. However, those people who for each lawyer, the
lawyers sum up the audience.
listened to the debate were requested
f
by the radio announcer and the Hari

i

vard
their

Dehating Council to send in
opinions in regard to which

college

presented

better

the

ments.
A return radio debate

is

argu-

tentatively

!
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For a number of years a lecture in the Moulton Union has
it was attended by any more than a mere

been considered popular if
handful or two of people.

it

a topic for undergraduate discission.

There have been editorials
paper on the advisability of such a course and, at various
times, the student body has expressed an enthusiastic desire for the
in this

institution of such a course here at

authorities have taken this

planned here later in the semester to
in
be broadcast over station

WGAN

Portland.

.

|

j

i

And

was with some surprise that we
noted the capacity audience which was present at a lecture by
Professor S. Ralph Harlow of Smith College on "Whom and When
to Marry" last Friday night in the Union.
The question of a marriage course at Bowdoin has long been

Bowdoin. Whether the College
matter under consideration, we do not

know. However, we do know

this, namely, that judging from the
response to the lecture last Friday the question of a marriage course

;

i

SCHROEDER SPEAKS
AT SUNDAY CHAPEL

j

i

EVERY COURSE

Bowdoin

one which can no longer be ignored.
Of course, there have been a great number of arguments proposed both for and against the course. Some feel that the introducis

GOOD BASS BOOTS
Uphill or down,

them and you may pass them if
you are a good boy!
Observation at Random: There is
only time and space for one observation this week and it is a secondhand one.
"Life

The answer of

the College !to the popularity of the lecture

is

so

full

of

a

number

of

things

A medley of extemporanea;
Love is a thing that never goes
*

God the

service of all our devotion
and worship, he concluded.

on open slope
or

Two

I

wrong.
am Marie of Roumania."
Dorothy Parker
(or thereabouts)

if

there's

you're

wearing Bass Boots.
From dub to pro, skiers everywhere agree that the fine leathers
and special construction features

Coca-Cpla with food

of these smart looking boots put
the fun in, take the ordeal out, of
skiing.

the

is

Drink

./

for

partner of

men and

A

natural

good things

to

Coca-Cola sends
you back to work with
eat,

women. Whatever model you
choose, you'll fall for, but not
with, Bass Boots.

a taste experience mil-

lions welcome.

Let your dealer show you

many models

\

*\

Delicious and
Refreshing,

/

that feeling of complete

refreshment.

p 4uTe

that refreshes

Bottled under authority of The Coca-Cola Co. bf

SKI

26 Maine Street

Ne

tough

BASS
BOOTS

BRUNSWICK
BARBER SHOP
Barbers

trail,

nothing too

ifor
I

Christianity teaches that human And
Another argument which has been raised against the course is
fellowship comes to man only when
that a number of students who signed up for the course would be he sees
the vision of God, and comtaking it simply because they are interested in the biological aspect in prehends that man is his brother because all men are the children of
a crude sort of way. Such an argument is mere foolishness. For the God. One cannot
learn this lesson
lecture the other night brought before the student body a number slowly, gradually, by carefully performing small, unimportant "things,
of problems which they obviously had not been aware of before explained Dr. Schroeder.
The ideal
and resulted in a great deal of .serious discussion all over campus can be reached only by giving to

to the discussion which

A SNAP

i

greater responsibility and trust.
That these theories may be untrue
in many instances and that, on the
tion of such a course to the college curriculum would be an upset of
whole, they are not correct, was then
tradition. In answer to this argument, we merely wish to point out advanced by Dr. Schroeder. One may
perform one small duty to such a conthat a great number of other colleges, both men and women's,
scientious degree that he loses sight
throughout the country have added a marriage course to their list of the larger, more important things.
"Men learn how to take care of
of courses. So, obviously, college officials everywhere have realized themselves
properly only when their
chief concern is for somebody else,"
and are realizing that such a course is of primary importance.
said Dr. Schroeder.

after the lecture.
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,

j
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'Alumnus' Comes
Out This Week

Evans

to Study Tor an Hour Examination: The first thing you need is

!

Editors

'42

C.

How

Continued from Pa%e i }
Thus, Curtis started to obtain the
necessary finances and assistance, so
he started in earnest to catalogue the
vanishing race.
I

E. Harold Pottle,

i

\

Speak On Air Debate
By John

BraiMwMc, Maine

Jaques And Dickson

Oustard and Cress

COCA-COLA BOTTLING PLANTS!,

INC.
Auburn, Maine

89 Second Street

Waiting

and

aroused can be only one thing. The time
has long since come that a marriage course be added to the list of
it

--'

DO YOU SMOKE THE CIGARETTE THAT

...ITS

THE

SMOKERS CIGARETTE

college courses. Perhaps, however, financial reasons or other like

reasons

make

the"

induction of such a course at this time not only

impractical, but impossible. In that event,

Why doesn't

our suggestion

the College offer a series of lectures

is this.

Smokers

on the marriage
k

problem at intervals during the remainder of the school year securing

men

like Professor

Harlow who teach such a course

colleges throughout the country? Certainly, this
isfy the

is

CHESTERFIELDS

at other

one way to

like yourself find

sat-

ever-growing demand of the undergraduates for a course
The time has come and something should and must

very refreshing with their

Pi

in marriage.

be done.

mm

WE ARE PROUD
The College
two

has been most fortunate during the past month or

number of

in receiving a

from Bowdoin graduates
mater and her constant

bequests. Usually, the bequests are

whp

"

have never forgotten their alma

needs.' It

was with some

surprise

and with

we noticed that several liberal bequests
who were not graduates of Bowdoin.
Yes, we are justly proud of Bowdoin and we are deeply grateful to the men who have made these bequests. We feel that it is a
fine tribute to Bowdoin to receive such gifts from men who are only

a great deal of pride that

COOLER

were made by men

remotely connected with the College.

It is

a fine tribute to

all

the

BETTER TASTE

m
ELLEN

DREW

JCivery time

t oromovnt Star

standards and ideals that the College stands for.
It is

has become widely
cles

known throughout

Bowdoin has always stood

street in

and 1940 Choke

only within the past decade that the name of Bowdoin

New

the country. In educated cir-

high. But, to the average

you

light

up a

Chesterfield

for

Mijj Veteran of Fore ion

you know why

Wa n

toon to rppeer in
"Texoi longen tide Agoin"

man on the

Mm

York, for example, the name of Bowdoin carried

called the Sinoker's

Cigarette. It's because Chesterfield's right

combination of the
gives

little or no significance. However, this is hardly true at this time.
These bequests are ample evidence of that fact. The name of Bowdoin is well-known everywhere and it is highly respected and

it is

finest tobaccos'

grown

you everything a smoker could ask

for... a cooler, better taste that is

milder.

You

can't

buy a

(finitely

better cigarette.

honored.

MAKE YOUR NEXT PACK

We

have always noticed with interest the number of bewhich are made to Bowdoin. Especially since the College
makes no visible effort to secure such gifts. There cannot be much
higher praise for any college. And k m our sincere hope that Bowdoin will continue to hold the place of admiration which it does not
only with her graduates, but with people not connected in any way
quests

«° oU

u. rho

"•*

with the College.
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

A

Finds 1*40 Football Team
Superior Unit In AH

Drummond And MacDonald
To Positions
Of Co-Manager

Elected
L

Robert

'

-

Bel1 42

was

ele(?ted

who has been outstanding since his first varsity game. That game
Inst year in the opener against Mass. State where he performed like a
veteran. Previous to that he had been an outstanding player at Bridgton
Academy going there from Everett, Mass. high school. As a freshman he
fulfilled his prep school promise and even then was spotted by the experts as
a coming varsity star for the Big White. Although he has proved a better
than average player in every game that he has played, his greatest performances, like those of Karsokas, have come in State Series battles. This year,
was

car"

of the Bowdoin football team
the 1941 season last Monday at
a meeting of the letter winners of the
(,1940 season. At the same time Daniel
if. Drummond Jr. '42 and DougaM
MacDonald '42 w^re named as CO- with the exception of Andy Haldane and possibly Haven Fifield, Bob played
agers of the team for the coming more minutes in the State Series than any other Bowdoin back. Probably
one of his greatest assets is that he rarely is kept out of a game due to iny r
Bell is a native of Everett, Mass., jury, coming through the hardest fought games unscathed. He was always in
ijtain

TK«* r'«;««J
1975 Total Yards

there fighting and was one of the hardest men on the Bowdoin team to bring
Bowdoin he was an down. Gifted with unusual leg power in a man of his size, he was always in
there driving for the last inch. A triple-threat back, Bob was always an everpresent threat to the opponents throughout the season, all of which dkm't
detract in the slightest from making Bowdoin's reverse plays so effective this
witness, his perfect teamwork with Ed Martin in the Maine
past season
game on a "naked reverse" to score a touchdown for the Big White. One of
Bob's greatest performances was in the Bates game when he nullified the
effects of Harry Gorman's great punting by his sparkling long runbacks. In
the first period of that game he carried one of Gorman's kicks 35 yards to
start the Polar Bears' first touchdown drive. He also carried two other punts
23 yards each to drive Bates deep into their own territory on the defensive.
In the Colby game he accounted for both touchdowns. The first was a dazzling
65-yard run down the sidelines through the entire Mule team; while on the
This season
.
second touchdown he passed to Brad Hunter for the score
Bob played in both the fullback and halfback positions while alternating with
Bob and
Congratulations
Hank Bonzagni as safety man on the defense

^outstanding player at Bridgton Academy. Bob was one of the outstanding
nr en on the freshman team his first
'
The ORIENT is printing, throughf > rar at Bowdoin Moving up to the
his great
the courtesy
iirtesy of
- Harry Shulman, Port-!i varsi, y last year, he fulfilled
land Press Herald. Portland Evening ^promise and since that time has been
of the outstanding hacks in the
Express
;

^

thcS

e<

™

yards gained, yards lost, passes completed and incompleted, of all thc>;|
Bowdoin backs who saw action in the
seven games played this season. These j

j!

\

figures ,are the result of much work
on the part of Mr. Shulman, and an;
not only of much general interest!
but also have proved of aid to Adam
for the various games.

'

i

p
j

B

a successful season

]

''-

unit

lost is

if

m

air for a total of 1 975 yards, where** \
the 1936 club made only 1142 yards luob Bell, chosen to lead 4941 eleven
by rushing, and 173 yards by punting for a net gain for the season of Jstate. Thus year he played both full1315 yards. There is. then, a differ- jback and halfback. A real tripleence of 660 yards which represents jlhreat man, Bell can run, kick and
a harder charging line and a better :p«'»ss. On the defense, he proved himfunctioning backfield. Computations fajtff one of the foremost safety-men
of the averages show that in 1940 th«« tin the state. He performed most
average gain per carry was 3.69 [.spectacularly in the State Series this
yards, and in 1939 2.93 yards. In the agar, particularly in the Colby and
matter of passing this season Bow-i jjMaine games. In the Colby game he
doin completed 34.7 per cent of passes ,«had a hand in both scores, running
thrown whereas the 1939 passing at- psixty-five yards for the first touchtack clicked for only ,a 26 per cent Lddnra and passing for the second.
Besides playing on the varsity footaverage.
«.

L*

As

for the individual backs.

Hank

Bonzagni led in yards gained for the
whole season with a total of 57Q
yards. The most consistent gainer.
however, was Bob Bell, who had an
average of 4.56 yards per carry. In
the state series Bell again led with
an average of 5.91. Five Bowdoin
backs had an average of over 4 yards
per carry in the state series. Martin
had an .average of 4.76, Dolan 4.44.
Haldane 4.23, and Bonzagni 4.27. The
following are the completeJigures:
[ Continued on Page 4]

.

.

as far as games
concerned, the figures j
show that the team this year was!
better
every department of the jl
game except punting. This year the '<
Big White made a net gain of 1530
j
yards on the ground, and 445 in the I

won and

Bob LaFIeur And Art
Of Bobcats
Named As Backs

Mules'

Belliveau

.

.

.

j

Although the 1939 Bowdoin team

was a better

.

fit* 11

team

Bell also plays basketball
He was a member of
freshman basketball team; last
>

sand baseball.
,.the

=year he was a regular on the varsity
baseball team. On the baseball team
as a member of last year's allV**
'sophomore outfield; and when a hole
^developed in the infield, he moved in
* tu fil1 a &ap at second base,
Drummond is a member of Delta
i
Kappa Epsilon. He comes from LewI
*ton, Maine. MacDonald is also a
jjmembe. of the same fraternity. He
*
Mass.
* i» a native of Waban,
)

w

!

.

.

.

.

.

polar bearings
Congratulations to Harry Shulman for his fine job In
compiling the statistics of the past football season. Harry
did a truly remarkable and painstaking; Job in totaling up
the season and State Series ground and air figures. Hank
Bottzagnl led the ground gainers for the season with a net
yardage of 310 yards for an average of 3.65 yards per try.
In the championship fight Captain Andy Haldane was the
leader with 2§3 yards in forty-eight tries for an average of

-

.

.

AH But Two Men Return As

.

Outlook For Season
Is Bright
The varsity
way this week with

a bright outlook
on the 1940-41 season. Training table opened Monday noon and time
trials in the pool will probably start
this week, co-captain Ed Cooper '41,
announced.
The loss of only two seniors last

.

.

.

June leaves the team still intact.
Johnny Marble and Kirby Thwing
will naturally be missed. Cooper said,
but it is encouraging to see new men

.

.

.

polar bearings

While in the mood, let's pass congratulations on to Dinny Shay on his
appointment as a full-time coach ... a more capable and more popular
thanks to the powers-that-be for their
man couldn't have been chosen
Linn Wells will get a much-needed opportunity to give
popular choice
his undivided attention td the hockey team "this winter ... Is Dinny's apWe all hope so!
pointment evidence of future varsity basketball?
Dan Drummond and Dougald MacDonald have been named as co-managers
.

.

.

.

.

double the entries in their prospective
events, the breaststroke and dive. In
the sprints Cooper, Bud Keylor and
Steven Carlson are slated to score

.

line. He climaxed
with an excellent
performance against Maine, stopping
Barrows and Arbor, and rushing the
passers so that they did not have
time to let their receivers break into

other part of the

his football career

the clear.

Jimmy Daly

took over the leader-

;

Sabasteanski, Bowdoin;

Daly. Colby.
Center Austin, Bowdoin.
Backs Bonzagni, Haldane. Bowdoin; Belliveau, Bates; LaFIeur, Col.

—

—

by.

swimmers got under-

Hank Bonzagni, climax runner and
scoring punch of this year's varsity,
starred for three years.

who has

ship of the Colby Mules in the abThe ORIENT'S team follows:
Stearns, Maine, Helin, sence of the injured Johnny Daggett,
Ends
and led them to their first undefeatColby.
Tackles Topham, Bates Hughes, ed season in many years. McCoy considered him his best player. Maine
Colby.

—
—
TRAINING PERIOD
Guards —

yards ... all of which goes to prove that if you need
Bob Bell,
s few yards hand it to "hammerin' Andy" .
next year's captain, had the best average per try both over
In the
Series.
State
course
season
and
in
the
the
of the
State championship battle he picked up 189 yards for an
for
the
average
his
while
per
try,
average of 5.91 yards
entire season was 4.56 yards for each attempt at carrying
Hank
Bonthat
show
passing
on
.
The figures
the baft
zagni led a quartet of Bowdoin passers with nine completions in twenty-one attempts for an average of 43% and
a total gain of eighty-nine yards. Although Bob Bell had
the lowest percentage of completed passes, his throws
Bonzagat
gained the greatest number of yards— 140
and Ben were the leading pass catchers picking op a total
.
of 1SI and 100 yards respectively

side-step-

considering the year's records of the
State series contenders, taking the
bit in its teeth, and ducking in adAndy Haldane, consistent ground vance the charge of local prejudice
gainer and captain of the 1940 Polar and short-sightedness, the ORIENT
Bean, who climaxed a brilliant ca- upholds precedent by announcing its
reer against "Maine Alumni Day.
1940 edition of the All State team,
all selections being based on State
Series performances.

NATATORS OPEN

.4.33

ORIENT

Last week the

ped the main issue of any sports department at this time of year. The
ORIENT refused to select an AllState football team because of the
complications that picking such a
team would involve. This week, after

j

jf

making plans and change-

in

Positions

COLBY ALSO GETS
FOUR OF ELEVEN

^J^V^Z

Pla * ed h[ &
And Bonzagni Star Wff*
Before coming to

Walsh

Haldane, Bonzagni, Austin,
Sabasteanski Land

T

T . OM

.statistics

BOWDOIN PLACES FOUR
MEN ON ORIENT'S ALL
MAINE FOOTBALL TEAM

:<

TO BE STRONGER

reporter,

•

great back

)!

BA( KFIELD PROVES

•

Phil Lit man
CsngrartufartkHM to Bob Bell on his being elected to the captaincy of the
1941 edition of the Bowdoin football team. It is a well-deserved tribute te a

By

itljtar

But Punting:

Bell

POLAR BEARINGS

BOB BKLL IS CHOSEN
TO LEAD 1940 TEAM

HARRY SHULMAN
MAKES RECORD
OF STATISTICS

THKEF

Roger Stearns, diminutive Maine
continued to perform in the

left end,

same aggressive way

that has characterized his play for the last two
years. He was probably the state's
most dangerous pass receiver, causing rival coaches' hopes to sink every
time he cut into the clear. His defensive play too_was good, although
not equalling that of Helm.
Ero Helin, .along with Daly, was
the bulwark of the Colby line. Al McCoy considered Helin to be easily the
best end in the state. He is. a good
pass receiver and his defensive play
was almost flawless throughout the
season. He played sixty minutes of
every game except the Bates game
and was just as powerful at the end
of a gruelling fourth period ,as he was
for the first.
The picking of the tackles was
comparatively easy as Topham and
Hughes were outstanding all season.

could not gain an inch through his
position, and Bates, although they
did run several plays over him, preferred the other side of the line for
iheir line bucks.
There were only two possibilities
in the choice of center Austin and
Loring. Austin was chosen for his
uncanny ability to diagnose plays. On
pass defense, he was immense, spotting every pass that came his way.
Very few passes were completed in
his territory, and those that were

—

made

little 01 no tainbad passes from center.

He made no

Artie Belliveau was practically the
whole Bates offense this year, starring in every game for the Bobcats
and giving his best day against Colby. He weighs around 150 pounds, is
very shifty, and hard to stop once
he is through the line of scrimmage.
He reeled off long runs all afternoon
against Colby. Opposing teams found
it a good policy to kick away from
him on fourth down.
Scoring once against Bates on a
44 yard off-tackle slant, and against
Maine on a spectacular catch of a
pass from Haldane, Bonzagni accounted for 12 points in the state
series. He averaged 8 yards a carry
against Maine and Bates, and although he did not play the whole
game in either case, he was instrumental in the scoring. Always dangerous on runbacks of punts, Hank
also forced the opposing backs to
punt offside which often resulted in
loss of yardage on these kicks.
LaFIeur was the answer to McCoy's prayer for a capable passer
and runner who could fill Daggett's
shoes. LaFIeur, only a sophomore,
did more than that as be also did a
greater part of the kicking for Colby.

heavily this year. Cooper and Keylor
are old hands from last year while
Carlson has been out ,a year. Three
years ago Steven was on the fresh.
of the football team for the 1941 season again, congratulations
man team that placed second at the
New, Englands, so he must be rated
been delayed only because they are
as a ranking dash man.
'not allowed to grant donations as a
Co-Captain Stan Fisher and Johnny
'
body.
hold down the backstroke Al Topham, a charging
209 pounder,
D Dickson '41, co-chair- Fenger
David
should perform capably again has already made the all-state
team
man in charge of collecting donations and
this season, if past performances are two
years in a row because of his
from men not actively connected with
to be considered at all. Pete Jenkis- smashing
style which has stopped
The annual College Red Cross any house, has also predicted success son, Don Ulin and Tony Eaton are
many plays before they start. This
for the drive. As assistants in colDrive is well on its way to its goal
listed for the breaststroke. Pete and
year he was the nucleus around
lecting donations, Dickson has named
of 100 per cent membership. Co- George L. Mason '41, Harold L. Pines Tony saw plenty of action last year, which Mansfield built his line.
chairman Everett P. Pope '41 has '41, Barry Zimman '41, Roger Pea- while Ulin is a jayvee swimmer who
Bill Hughes, one of three big cogs
has yet to face varsity competition. in the Mules'
already announced that six fratern- body '43, Vernon L. Segal '43, Robert
front line, has also
The Big White swimmers have two played stellar ball ever since
his sophities have officially pledged 100 per Lenin '44, Louis B. Dodson '42, and
divers this year instead of the single
omore year. Weighing 190 pounds, he
cent support by vote of the chapter [George H. Buck '43. All those not man that has performed in that event
was instrumental in opening up holes
in
the past few years. Jones and
roll. It is expected that the other reached by the drive through f rafor LaFIeur and Brooks. Although
Croughwell, both jayvee swimmers of
houses will soon have announced corn- ternities are asked to get in touch
handicapped by injuries, he was eslast winter are ready to step into the
pecially effective against Maine and
plete enrollments} since they have with these men.
place left vacant by Thwing. Lou
Bowdoin.
Harr, Jim Waite and Cole Marston
Sabasteanski and Daly were head He passed Colby to a second half
swim the distances. Lou has perand shoulders above any other guards victory over Bates. As a runner he
formed well in the past few years
in the state. Sabasteanski, in our was Colby's consistent ground gainer,
and has shown in what little work
opinion, was the best defensive guard proving especially powerful on off
that har been done in the pool this
in Maine, making the center of the tackle thrusts.
fall that he is ready to continue.
Andy Haldane, the man who could
Bowdoin line impregnable all season.
Marston and Waite .also are in good
There was not an opposing lineman block, pass, kick, or run.—an undLscondition and are expected to turn in
that
stopped him from crashing putaNe choice for one of the halfgood performances.
through either to break up the play back spots. He averaged 4.23 yards
or to turn the play towards some per carry in the state series, rankDickson went on to say that the Red
ing as one of the best ground gainNOTICE
Cross needs universal support this
ers. When no*: carrying the ball, he
year to aid in maintaining and caring
is a deadly jblocker, leading other
On December 6, 1940. the Bowdoin Bowdoin backs around the ends. In
for the families of conscripts. One
half of each dollar membership will. Glee Club is presenting a Glee Club the Maine game, h£ threw a touchFestival 'in Memorial Hall at 8:15. down pass to Bonzagni, scored once
This concert will be in conjunction himself, and kicked an extra point to
with the Westbrook Junior College figure in all the scoring of the game.
Choir under the direction of Mr. RuAmong the other men whom the
pert .Neily, and with the Colby Col- ORIENT considered for places on the
lege Choir directed by John Thomas. team are: backs. Barrows of Maine,
.
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Nov. 20-21
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taste.

on delivery). They're made to assist foot ac-
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they're Walk-fitted for comfort
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-

Ann Rutherford

also

News
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.
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!

March

of
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Time
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!
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also

News
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money

Street of Memories
with
Lynne Roberts -

Bell, Martin and Dolan of Bowdoin,
and Brooks of Colby; ends, Hunter,

Young. Benoit of Bowdoin, Hegan of
Colby; tackles. Smith of Bowdoin, Seprograms as swimming instruction,
rota of Maine; guards, Parmenter of
first aid classes, war relief, nursing Bates,
Banks of Bowdoin; center,
and home hygiene.
Loring of Colby.
the

with

This Fall put your money on easy, casual flexible
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cooling.
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THE BOWBOIN ORIENT

New Art Gifts

54 CHOSEN FOR GLEE

Harlow Discusses

«Gp To Museum

Matrimonial Problems

Philip C. Beam. Director of the
Museum of Fine Arts, announced recently the acquisition of two new collections given as gifts to the college.

in 17 years of experience with young
people, only one had argued that
promiscuity was all right. He showed

[

The

the Gardiner Collecticti

first is

Continued from Page

1

]

that such an attitude was destructive
to all higher ends. "What our fathers

Ceramic Relics which w?$* have made beautiful, and fine, and
presented by William Tudor Gardinc*. high should be kept beautiful, and
No children should
The second gifj was received fro*n fine, and high.
Yale and consists of etchings by Sam- be born into this world who are not
wanted." Marriage is "a pilgrimage
uel Chamberlain.
The Chinese collection of potted together through the years. Marriage
and porcelain is of especial signiti- does have to do with open covenants
cance, according to Assistant Profes- openly arrived at." Speaking of the
sor Beam. The donor. W. T. Gar- ceremony of marriage, Professor Hardiner, is an ex-governor of Maine. low stated that he believed in such
It is/ a sizable collection consisting ef ceremony "because religion binds peo72 nieces of very good quality artd ple together as no other force does."
Student papers from the speaker's
widjr range of variety. It has be^n
placed in a special cabinet in tfte class at Smith College revealed that
Walker Art Museum and. with its qaulities of equal intelligence, comof Chinese

.

.

.

addition to the collection already ob- radeship, religion, respect, character,
tained by the Museum, the history similar background, ,a sense of humor,
of porcelain may be traced from t$e love of children, eye to eye underseventh century to the eighteen* standing on financial matters, happy
century. This includes all the maj^jr sex relations, and good health were
considered necessary in the men the
types of Chinese development.
The collection of etchings present- Smith girls desired for future mates.
ed by Yale are originals by Samuel The speaker read two undergraduate
Chamberlain of Marblehead. They de- papers, and expressed his realization
pict the famous Harkness Group >( that the papers would be more debuildings at Yale and are in the mem- sirable to the Bowdoin men if he
ory of Charles A. Coffin, long a per- should reveal the names. He neglectsonal friend of President Sills and if ed to do so, however.
Professor Harlow presented five esBowdoin. Mr. Coffin gave a collection
of etchings to the College some yeafcs sentials to a happy marriage, and
stated that "if any of these five
ago himself.
Assistant Professor Beam also an- things is lacking, there is danger that
nounced the exhibition of etchings Ijjr the marriage will go on the rocks."
the nineteenth century French artist. The first was expressed as "love for
Focain. These were lent to the C-J- cue .another," meaning a "strong
lege by Knoebler of New York. These physical sexual attraction to one anetchings are technically very goo£. other." "Real passion is pure," he
and it is said that Forain model*! said.
"The young couple must love each
them in the style of Rembrandt. Bo*
of these artists showed great intent other." it was stated, for "young peoin the poor people, and Forain w.4s ple who do not find out whether they
especially socially conscious in hfs like each other are making a fundawork. He is noted for b»s law court mental mistake." The speaker showed how two personalities would have
scenes in which he depicts the gregt to
be similar. "A person who has a
burden that the law places on tae symphony mind can not get along
poor. This exhibition will inclufje with a jazz mind. It is worth waiting
for the person you not only like, but
about twenty etchings.
the person you love."
The mother-in-law relationship was
the third essential mentioned, and
good relationships only can lead to
i
married bliss. "If you let your inlaws
run you, you are running a great
danger of wrecking your happiness."
The speaker recommended that personal difficulties should be worked
[ Continued from Page 3 ]
out together, and not taken to relaYARDAGE BY CAMS FOR 1»4« SEASON tives or close friends.
Quarrels will
Bomacm
develop, it was warned, but Professor
Game
Carried Gained Lo-t Net Averj«ri
"
Harlow said that he "wouldn't give a
TbIU
12
71
2
69
rap for a couple who didn't have
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enough personality to disagree so it
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developed into .a quarrel.
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he said, "and I think that ideal. On
the whole it is better for the girl to
I think the wife should
look up to the husband ... a little
287
bit more. It is easier for a wife
i
Net Average younger to look up to
a man who is
*.«•
8
107 older rather than a wife who is older
99
».6J
62
to look up to ,a man who is younger."
46
f.70
The speaker felt, however, that "age
-.00
2
is a mental thing."
13
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new novel, "Random
From our own Bowdoin

Mustard and Cress: "The

.

.

.

.

.

.

i

once. Professor Tillotson announced.

Dean Speaks On
Red Cross Drive

.

.

.

Dean Nixon spoke last Saturday in
Chapel on Bowdoin's part in the Red

are

He told of the past excellent
record of the College, but expressed
hope that last year's record of 92 2 rA
membership on the part of the College would be bettered in the present
membership drive of the Red Cross.

Cross.

have been appointed as the undergraduate leaders of the Roll Call.
Together with the ,aid of the fraternity presidents, White Key, and Thorndike Club committees, they plan to
conduct a vigorous drive, the Dean

swering the questions asked by

DUNN WILL SPEAK AT
FORUM, FEBRUARY

The Dean emphasized the fact that
and the. College are not
using "strong arm" methods in sofraternities

he

added that this is the only project of
this type backed by the College. It
would bo hard to spend a dollar to
greater .advantage, he emphasized.
afid said that though there might be
hesitation at supporting a College
sponsored project, the student body
•should

remember

of past

;

the unselfish spirit

tributed

to

scholarships,

buildings

many

|

Bowdoin men who have con-

through

the

such

as

students'

j

'

welfare

endowments,
the Union, and

of the fraternity houses.

mem-

bers of the audience.

stated.

However,

filled

with all species of fish, living in conditions as nearly similar as possible
to those of their native haunts. Boats
are sent out daily to find additional
species and plant life with which to
maintain the conditions of the Oceanarium. These studios have been very
valuable to scientists in the study of
the habits and the diseases of fish.
Mr. Palmer closed his lecture by an-

that Everett P. Pope
and David W. D. Dickson '41,

membership.

.

—

.

liciting

HE

We

.

writers
There are two kinds of
people good .and bad. The classifying is done by the good
Drop in
at the Brunswick ooxing matches
some night; it's a rough business,
but some of the boys can really fight
From the Carolton Chronicle:
"It is proposed to use this donation
to purchase new wenches for our park
as the old ones are in very de lapidated condition"
We passed
through the Union tne other night
and noticed the place was overcrowded with people trying to hear Dr.
.

.

.

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

Charles Whitney Redman, Jr. '42
The Steel Worker
Arch Obler

Lindo Ferrini

For X-Country Course

"Whom and When
may you all have

fat red-faced children.

Paced by Al Hillman and Joe
Carey, the Junior Varsity harriers
trounced Farmington Normal, 1939
state champions. 22-35 last Friday
afternoon. Hillman set a new record
for the three and one half mile
course, finishing in 18 minutes and 40
seconds despite poor weather and a
wet course. The Jayvees made their
best showing of the year in this contest by defeating a team which still
has four men from the state championship outfit of last year. Only one

terday.

of the five

Forum.

In connection with this,
Charles P. Edwards '41 has announced that the association has secured
the services of the Rev. Angus Dunn
of the Episcopal Theological School
of Cambridge, Mass., to speak on the
last

|

day of the Religious Forum.

men who

ALL Your

perience before this year.

The

following

was the

Joe Norris to Camel cigarettes

WHAT A MAN

bowling alley! He was the "boy
wonder" a decade ago. Today, with a long list of national titles at his belt, the bowling world still wonders
just how he gets such pin-blasting power and such hairline control
such extra power and extra control!
in a

No question, though, how Joe Norris gets the extras in
his cigarette.

Camel

. .

.

He turned to the slower-burning brand

for extra mildness

. .

and found several other

pleasing extras as well, including extra smoking.

Slower burning ... costlier tobaccos — what pleasure
More mildness and coolness
because Camels are free from the irritating effects of
too-fast burning. More flavor — because slow burning
lets the flavor come through. And along with extra
pleasure—extra smoking per pack (see below, right).
they can add to smoking!

THIS
,
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8
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66 19 26

21
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nothing like a Camel for flavor."

EXTRA MILDNESS
EXTRA COOLNESS
EXTRA FLAVOR

86
30

18

there's

Camels burned

In recent laboratory

t.

other of the largest-selling brands tested

25%
!

have had long experience *n
producing for Bowdoin men:j

POSTERS^
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ALUMNI LETTEftS
TICKETS
FRATERNITY FORMS
Printing
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Ask Us For Quotations
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tests,

slower than the average of the IS

—slower than any of them. That means,
on the average, a smoking plus equal to

<yuuuUii tuUi

t*04*

toe* taA-tea"

5 EXTRA SMOKES

CASHEW

PER PACK!

•.

SPECIAL
fr;

TheRecordOffice
— Telephone S — 4

COOKED HERE FRESH

•

K. Nlven, Bowdoin ltll

<

Manager

TONDREAU
87

BROS. CO.

MAINE STREET

Tk» Orient
I

1

EVERYTHING THAT'S GOOD

j/

GET THE EXTRASL.WITH SLOWER-BURNING
THE CIGARETTE OF COSTLIER TOBACCOS

CAMELS

\

II
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quick -breaking hook — throws one of the fastest
.balls in bowling. But no speed ... no fast burning
for Joe in his cigarette. It's always slow-burning
Camels. He says: "Camels give me extra mildness.

And

12

12

Fi field

IS the "Fireball." Joe Norris {above) uses a

two-finger mineralite ball with narrow grip

.

14

m
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finishing

1, Hillman
B; 2, Carey B;
Moseley F; 1, Newhouse B; 5,
Paine F.

order:

3,

Q

We

Printers of

placed for Bow-

doin has had any cross country ex-

FOR EXTRA PLEASURE
made him a bowling
won

'42

New Mark

Hillman Sets

SMOKES CAMELS
champion. Slower burning

'44

Robert Johnson

.

NOTICE
A meeting of the B. C. A. will be
held in the assembly room of the
Maulton Union tonight at 8:15. The
Richard C. Johnstone of West Newmeeting is expected to be the largest ton, Mass., was elected honorary capone so far this year.
tain of the freshman 1940 football
A tentative list of subjects to be rfam at a meeting of the squad yesdiscussed includes plans for deputations to Colby Junior College and to
the Mission Church at Lisbon Falls,
the collection of old clothing for refugees, and the annual collection for
Thanksgiving baskets for the poor.
All Cabinet members are expected to
be present as they are to report on
the work being done on the Religious

Vance Nye Bourjaily
The Call of the Dead

.

.

Harlow's talk on
To Marry;" and

19

.

BOWLS WITH EXTRA SPEED AND EXTRA POWER

His "Fireball"

]

.

.

.

j

'41,

1

.
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Net Average
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B. J. Reynolds Tobin-n To. Wlruton-Silem. N.
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Continued from Page

diate contact' with the audience, and
interest was maintained by vocal
modulation: and vivid animation.
"The People, Yes," presented by
Richard Bye enabled the speaker to
interpret various different emotional
feelings. The particular passage recited by thf; speaker was one of great
audience appeal. The piece, which
was sprinkled with bits of humor,
stood out from the anti-war type of
speeches that were in prominence
among the speeches of the group on
Monday night.
The Bowdoin choir, under the
leadership of Director Frederic Tillotson, sang the following four numbers at intervals during the speaking

My

DouQua; second basses Aniderson, Mitchell, McCarty. Any man
iwho has not had a trial or who
wishes a new one should see him at

. . .

3

Simon ton

|

.

PINTS RUNBACK

Net \vrf*ue

J^=
{Yes.

Geria Nemenoff
and Pierre Luboshutz, presented the
second concert of a series sponsored
by the Brunswick Concert Society,
last Tuesday, at 8:15 in the Brunswick High School Auditorium.
Pierre Luboshutz, a graduate of
the Conservatory of Moscow, first
played there under the personal direction of Serge Koussevitzky. Since
then he has appeared in many symphony orchestras as guest soloist, and
has also given many personal recitals.
Geria Nemenoff, in private life Mrs.
Luboshutz, studied at the Paris Conservatoire. She made her debut there
and then toured Algeria. Holland,
Belgium, Spain, and Germany.
These two artists, beginning their
duo playing privately, continued on to
public concerts. They have played under Koussevitzky of the Boston Symphony, Pierre Monteux of the San
Francisco Symphony, and Max Kindler of the Washington National Symphony, making in all 198 appearances
pianists,

MGM

.

Hilton's

.

He announced
The *duo

.

Harvest"

[

.

—

Beckler

Tweatey

Game

GIVE CONCERT HERE

.

James

.

'

LUBOSHUTZ, NEMENOFF

.

'

10

Bell

Totals

Game

Sager, Bacon, Swallow, Nevin, Piper;
second tenors: Robb, Herrick: first
basses: Cay, Roberts, Hamlin. David-

.

on "Ziegoddly enough, the movie
opens with Lana Turner in a bathhas just bought
And
tub
started shooting

they've

,

glas. Knight.

I

Meegendahl

field Girl;"

.

Cunningham,

which

£«4
V69

i

IS
14

5

are: first tenors:

that a wife often trans-

Coombs
Total.

They

first

tenors: Leach, Callahan;
basses: Armbnuster, Jones W.,

Cfcartea

Now what are we supposed to do
Well,
on Saturday afternoons?

.

j

ond

By

Is

Contest Winner

Sigma' <Nu house has four fireplaces
on the first floor, two in the living
invention. These pictures, taken off
room and three upstairs;" maybe
the reefs of Florida or Bermuda, or
we're just reading it wrong. And
at the Marine Studios, near St. Authey've got another house out back
gustine, Florida, showed many differFour out of five children
too
ent species of underwater fish in their
who
have difficulty with reading are
natural color and beauty. As the picboys
Science is resourceful: it
tures were flashed on the screen, Mr.
windows,
Palmer identified the fish for the au- couldn't pry open pullman
so it air-conditioned the train . . .
dience and described many characterPersonally, we haven't been to the
istics of the lesser-known fish. The
program:
white shark of twenty to twenty-five movies for a long time, but we under- Laudamus
Protheroe
stand Myrna Loy and William Powell
feet in length, is the only one of the
Purcell
are making a new picture that's go- Thou Knowest, Lord
shark species that will actually
Walsh
ing to be pretty good "Mr. Co-Ed" All Through the Night
bother the diver. Mr. Palmer pointed
Sibelius
Civilization today commands all Finlandia \
out that sharks are much less danThe Bowdoin undergraduates who
things necessary to create a heaven
gerous than they are believed to be
on earth and uses them to blow itself participated in the Alexander Prize
because they have no jaw bone to
to hell
Something new and a bit Speaking contest for 1940 were as
hold their teeth in place. As they
different is Dinah Shore's recording follows:
start to bite anything, their teeth
of "Yes,
Darling Daughter," a There Can Be No Peace!
fall out; this difficulty is partially
Frederick Birchall
overcome by the existence of no less Bluebird; and Johnny Long's got a
William Irving Stark, Jr. '43
really fine recording out of "A Shanthan seven sets of teeth in the shark's
ty in Old Shanty Town" with some From The People, Yes!
mouth.
Carl Sandburg
Much more dangerous a fish than of that singing between the lines
Richard Earle Bye '42
stuff
Cannibalism can be cured
the shark, is the barricuda. This fish,
Archibald MacLeish
by increasing the salt content of a From Air Raid
if treated in the right manner, can
Vincent Jonathan Skachinske '42
cannibal's diet; yes, but who's- going
be easily scared away and will not
to feed it to him?
From the The Monster in the Public Square
bother the diver. This matter of fish
Howard Grossman
Morristown
Register: "Calvin Foulke.
psychology is important to the diver,
Thomas Joseph Donovan '44
of Whitemarsh, won two distinctions
as many of the more dangerous fish
at the annual class elections of the The Bishop Orders His Tomb at St.
will be scared off if first impressed
Praxed's Church Robert Browning
seniors of Princeton. He was voted
by the size of the man.
John Frederick Jaques '43
the "most likely bachelor" and the
Mr. Palmer then told the audience
"greatest woman heater;" which all Emancipators True and False
of the work being done by the Marine
Alfred M. Landon
goes to show that a Princeton boy
Studio at their Oceanarium about
Philip Beaven Burke '44
can do it every time
undereighteen miles from St. Augustine,
stand the "Quill" is looking for new The Death of the Hired Man
Florida. There they have two large
Robert Frost
material; come on, you freshman
glassed - in tanks, which

!

Shaw, McEwing, McDuff; sec-

]

the suit with thirty-six bolts, a heavy
each alone weighing
pounds, and lastly, a
weighted leather belt weighing one
hundred and twenty pounds.
After his description of the diving
equipment, Mr. Palmer then showed
movies taken underwater with a new
bathographic camera, one of his own

j

ors:

1

pair of shoes,

\

Cinq-Mars, Mason A., Eastman: first
basses: Brownell, Conant, Hall, Houston, Haley, Michel, Ingram, Woodward, Montgomery, Duggan. Sewall,
Kenniston; second basses: Chism,
Holmes,
Pierce,
White,
Taylor,
Zwicker, ttonavan. Burns, Curtis,
Small, Golden, Jones H., Winchell,
Blodgett, Allen, Barney, Stephens.
Dale and McNiven.
According to Professor Tillotson.
this list is incomplete. The balance of
the men will be picked from the B
list. These men are definitely elected
to Glee Club membership and are expected to sing at all campus concerts.

Continued from Page

thirty-five

|

fers her attention from the husband
to their new baby, a transference

is not always flattering to the
husband. The speaker recommended
that instead of calling downstairs to
74
;
her husband, she meet him at the
332
216
door, as usual, but bring the baby
Net Avenge along too. "Don't transfer your affection from your husband to the
:£M5
is
B.oo baby," warned Professor Harlow to
12
(?.(H)
16
wives in general.
: 11
e*K)o

-6
51

11

M.rrhildon
Carried Gained Lo.t

Game

J.62

•
67

i

208
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be younger.

in was warned

Lost
8

[

[

!

i

280

1

11

Continued from Page 1 ]
properties, and furniture will be
transported to Newton by Saturday
noon. The dress rehearsal will be
held Saturday afternoon at Newton.
The support of Boston alumni has
Professor Frederic Tillotson, Dibeen solicited by postcard. Professor
rector of the Glee Club, announced
Quinby explained, and the method of
Monday night that Handel's "Mes- obtaining reserved seats made clear.
siah" has been chosen as the club's
Professor Quinby added that "the infeature number for this year. It will
terest in Newton, both among the
be featured April 26 at a joint conhigh school students and our Boston
cert with Wellesley College.
alumni, is very gratifying." Until
Professor Tillotson also announced
Thursday noon reserved seats may
that the itinerary of the annual
be secured from Val Ringer '42 at
spring trip has been tentativelythe Chi Psi Lodge. After that time,
drawn up and includes concerts at they may be secured only by teleBoston,
Hartford,
Philadelphia,
phoning the Newton High School. The
Washington, and Edgewood Park. usual
Masque and Gown prices will
The Meddiebempsters are scheduled be in effect.
for a part on every program.
Men slated to make the trip have !son, Fenwood, Francis, Maxwell; secdefinitely been chosen and include the ond
Donaldson,
basses:
Gardner,
following: first tenors: Bragdon, Bur- Woods, Luscomb.
pee, Cole P., Doubleday, Johnson,
The following men are elected to
Lee, Long, Miller, Russell, Sleeper,
JGlee Club membership and are exThornquist, Tozer, Williams; second
pected to attend rehearsals and sing
tenors: Boyd, Mason G.. Cole K.,
at all campus concerts. They may be
Neilson, Turner, Harrocks, McKeown,
chosen for the 1941-42 list: first ten-

Meddiebempsters To Travel
With Sixty-Man Club
On Concert Tour

Lindd Ferrini

Variety

Are Shown Here

Appear In Newton

'

15

26
30

Undersea Films

MergendahFs Play To

TOUR

!

Carried Gained
8
46

Wckyan

CLUB'S SPRING

«

Martin

Game
TnfU

religious understanding comto both persons. It was stated
that the moment a young couple began to cross religious lines "you begin to increase your difficulties."
During the discussion period, Processor Harlow expressed his opinion
ithat generally the husband should be
older than his wife, although he
named many instances where this
did not hold true. "My wife is a
:year and a half younger than I am,"

mon

23

1

.

and a

310

Bell
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WESTBROOK AND COLBY
6
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Westbrook, Colby To Sing

«

too often misused in t$ici
Journalism of opinion. It offers, a
convenient, impersonal plane of cc*>
versation or debate and seems to abv
solve the writer of the danger of a
challenge to his individual convfr;
TftV
then!
tions. Overboard with it

With Bowdoin In
Annual Concert

PRESENTATION TO
FOLLOW VACATION

opinion expressed in this week's e«9umn happens to be a purely persorht

one and so— with a slight twinge Artconscience that comes in violating?*!
sacred law. I revert to the
son singular.

READERS

first

Fraternity

» - r
of the column (the p*-;

uled for

I've said too

college glee club festival. Each club
is to sing a group of songs of its own
choice, while all 225 voices will unite

\
The opening number on the

pro-

follows:
I

choruses from "The Messiah"

(a) Unto Us
(b) Glory to
f

a Child

Is

Handel
Born

God

Continued on Page

2 ]

go and do something for y«jr

to

country? Don'tcha like to get yaju* Frank Sabasteanski
hands dirty?" Wish I hadn't said; a
thine. "Listen young feller." Heif'd
Represents School
the same man 1 saw down »t- $i£
station last month completely de&*
Frank F. Sabasteanski '41, Zeta
ed out in his Legion uniform, wiling for the Boston train. He stands Psi, will be Bowdoin s representative
over me and looks mad. "The trou- at the annual dinner of the National]
ble with you colleee bovs—vou neve* Inter-fraternity Conference at the
worked for a living. You don't £p^ Hotel Commodore in New York City.
predate what this country me«*is on November 29. Sabasteanski was
." Why
delegated by Andrew A. Haldanc '41,
Why when I was your age
didn't I keep my mouth shut. These* president of the Bowdoin Inter-frathe minister coming over. I'll bet he's ternity Council, to attend the 32nd
got something else to hand me. "Lis^ annual two-day session of the conten young man, when are you snd ference, which will be the largest
the rest going to realize that there's get-together of college Greeks in hissomething worth fighting for taal tory. A handsome, four-foot high,
we must even by war-^uphold the bronze statue, the work of a noted
European sculptor and the gift of an
moral standards of the world."
I

'

.

.

—

—

To Colby Junior
And Lisbon Falls

Trips

i

"What

is

Man"

will be the topic for

discussion,

these meetings with discussions based

NO. 16

Lancaster Announces
Scholarship Requisites
More than one

of three Bowdoin
undergraduates think* he needs
scholarship aid this year according
to Donovan D. Lancaster, Director
of Student Aid, to whom applications were made through Novem-

ber 1st. Awards, which are not
honors hot financial aid, are made
by a Committee of the Faculty,
with President Sills as Chairman,
directly after grades for the first
semester are recorded. The size of
the individual scholarship la determined by the comparative needs
and grades of the applications. The
Committee has adopted a policy of
gradually, year by year, awarding
fewer and larger scholarships. Last
year only 15S awards were made
by the Committee. No scholarships
are awarded to students whose
rank, for the two semesters preceding the consideration of the application, is below the grade of C
minus. Freshman awards are made
in the same manner as those of
upperclassmen, except, of course,
only the rank of the semester just
completed is considered. Men with
a grade average below B minus, regardless of need, receive somewhat
smaller scholarships than those
men securing honor grades.

conditions be coped with, is there a
plan that is compatible with the interests of Great Britain and democ[ Continued on Page 2 ]

Trapp Family Singers
Present Next Concert

—

CLASSICAL GROUP TO

——

»

Fafhiiy Singers are to
be presented as the next attraction of
INITIATION the Brunswick Concert Association
series, appearing at the high school
The Bowdoin Classical Club will auditorium at 8:15. Monday. Dec. 2.
hold its first meeting and initiation This group is composed of the wife,
of this year tonight at the Zeta Psi two sons, and five daughters of Baron
Georg Von Trapp, conducted by the
House at 8 p.m.

The Trtopp

HOLD FIRST

Following the usual short business
meeting, Dean Nixon will preside
over the initiation, which is in the
form of an ancient ceremonial service. The following students will be
admitted at this time: Charles N.
Bacon Jr. '43, Roger N. Bragdon
'43. George E. Brickates '43. Howard
L. Huff '43, Joseph S. McKinney '41,

young composer Dr. Franz Wasner. A
feature of their music is the enthusi-

spontaneity characteristic of
family singing in their Tyrolean home.

asm and

The program

follows:

Dean Talks On
Aid For British
Dean States Increased Aid
For British Bolsters
Our Own Defense
Dean Paul Nixon, speaking in Saturday Chapel, asserted that it was
that the United States
should send all possible aid to Great
his opinion
Britain.

The Dean said that he had never
been called a "ranting, hysterical patriot-" He also admitted that "The
United States is not a perfect nation," and went on to mention the injustice,

and

dirty

politics,

which, he said, "are far too common."
"Yet." he said, "perfection is a big
word and a big undertaking." He explained that, since the people of the
United States are the ones to formulate plans "to make the United States
a better place." if the country is not
perfect, it is our fault the people's
fault
The main question today seems not
to be how we shall run the country,
but whether we shall have any country to run, was Dean Nixon's next
point. Although he had kept quiet
throughout last year about a question
that was very much on his mind, he
said, this year conditions have changed and issues are clear. "This year, I
feel that I can and should, as an

—

I

American

my

opinions,
said Dean
Nixon. He added that it seemed to
him that men are facing a choice of
for

I

graft,

citizen, state

what they are worth."

Surrexit Pastor Bonus (Motet in 5
di Lasso
parts)
dangers. They are dealing with a man
de Victoria
Ave Maria
who "sneers at everything but force."
(from Missa Brevis)
Agnus Dei
[ Continued on Page 2 ]
Palestrina
Wasner
Children's Blessing

n
John B. Matthews Jr. '43, Roger E.
Pcabody '43, and Israel Rimer '43.
Entrance into the organization maybe secured by an A in Latin 1-2,
Trains, Weelkes
Greek 1-2. or Greek 3-4 or by any On the Plains, Fairy
Gibbons
MTS.
HI
The Silver Swan
of being drafted next fall, of txjing the undergraduate fraternity council student merely being a member of The Cuckoo
Stefani
the
in
educational
institution
any
advanced Latin or Greek course.
forced To" give up a year of college, at any
Mozart
Stupid Old Martin
You
On Monday evening, December 9,
O
country, which has made the most
The Classical Club is the only
of. wasting twelve months learning
III
at Memorial Hall, Mr. Clifford Smith
how to efficiently destroy life and constructive contribution to the edu- fully endowed extra curricular activ- Under the Green Linden
of Hamilton, Mass., and Rockport,
coming back waving a flag and look- cational and social program of its in- ity at Bowdoin. Yearly from its fund
Anon. 17th century Me., will give, a lecture on the expethe group buys books to supplement
ing for a job—maybe. Lots of otl A-rs stitution that year.
[ Continued on Page 4 ]
dition to the Himalayan Mountains
its
At
the
formal
banquet,
approxifine
library.
in college are worrying about it foo.
in which his brother, Mr. Dudley
In the organization are these facSome of them won't have to wdrry mately 3,500 fraternity men will hear
Wolfe, lost his life in the summer
guest
speaker.
Wendell
the
L.
Willulty
members:
President
Kenneth
C.
theft
two
perhaps—
for a year or
of 1939. The lecture will be illuskie,
Beta
Theta
Pi.
Lowell
Thomas.
M.
Sills,
Dean Paul Nixon, and Prothey may be out of college, the War
trated -by color movies which were
peapk> news commentator and member of fessors Robert P. T. Coffin, Thomas
disappear,
might
hysteria
taken by Mr. Wolfe before he was
may become "national budget con.- Kappa Sigma, will be the toastmas- Means, Stanley B. Smith, and George
killed trying to make one of the
ter,
and
the
combined
orchestras
and
H.
Quinby.
The officers for this year
sckms" again or perhaps they ran
For the first time, sound recordings most difficult climbs in the Himaacquire a few convenient dependents. glee clubs of Cornell and Dartmouth are: president, David W. D. Dickson were taken this year of the speeches layas. Fortunately his pictures were
will furnish music and entertain- *41; secretary. Robert H. Lunt '42
Isn't it fine how generous we can) be
delivered at the annual Alexander recovered by other members of the
and treasurer, Lewis V. Vafiades '42.
when someone else is asked to make ment of the collegiate typo.
Prize Speaking contest. According to expedition.
a personal sacrifice, but when wc
Professor Thayer, these recordings
Although a graduate of Harvard,
arc asked ourselves we begin to quespurposes. They Mr. Wolfe left a legacy of $150,000
will serve several
'35,
tion the real worth behind the appfaj.
will preserve the speeches of the win- to Bowdoin.
i»t?il
who
have
and
doubt
those
No
ners for comparison with those of
arc ardently advocating full selective
future years and will give new conservice would freely and gladly voltestants a better idea of just what
editorial staff. While he was in colBy Joseph Cronin
unteer—at least some of them would.
is expected of them. The speeches of
lege, he also belonged to the Ibis
"I believe thoroughly what the proMost of the students are still wary
several men were also recorded beand
was a member of Chi Psi fraof the issue. Certainly they ,arfc fessors here say when they say we
fore the contest to enable them to
ternity. He did much writing and was
neither as articulate nor as certain {must get into the war," is the opinBy Vincent Skachinske
an active contributor to the one-act spot and correct errors in delivery.
ion expressed by Arthur Stratton, a
today, as they appeared last Jun<
It is expected that this apparatus (Editor's note: This is the first in a
play contests. In those days, he was
Bowdoin graduate in the class of
•- r
will be used a great deal for this
known
as
"Quincy
the
boy
series
reporter."
of articles on Music at Bow6
1935, who was the first American to
/CHARLES A. Beard once said that receive
According to Stratton, "we are up same purpose in English 6 next sedoin).
the croix dc guerre decoration
wartime is never an appropriate from the French government in the against the black ages" in which Hit- mester. It has already been used in
Measured
in terms of participation
moment to engage in pacifist ic spec- present European conflict. Stratton, ler "has made a civilization of ma- some sections of English 4, the voices and enrollment in Music, Bowdoin
of men from New York City, Camulations and demonstrations, for it who is now resting in Brunswick, chinery" and in which he has killed
holds a foremost position among
bridge,
and
northern
Maine
being
reonly serves to fan the fever and Nafr bases his opinion upon the enormity all "that has made Germany great."
corded to demonstrate the differences other New England Colleges. At least
of the opposite side of the contro- of the present day situation and upon The young American states that Hitin accent brought about by geogra- a third of the undergraduate popuversy. He is wisely keeping sifrnt the fact that the United States is not ler has killed people and has "thrown
lation maintains a regular interest in
now following his own sage advice. amply protected by the Atlantic ocean away all" in his quest to rule the phy. The system is also of great use musical affairs. With so much reprein recording the envs-oxaminations
There are still many active pacifist but is actually in danger of invasion. world. He claims that Americans do
sentation there is reason to believe
debates,
of
thus
giving
the
speakers
not
realize the enormity of
situorganizations in the country tocia;,;.
that music is a most important extraA volunteer ambulance driver in ation today. "It's enormous"the
and "it a clearer idea of their mistakes.
Their membership is largely comcurricular activity.
the American Volunteer Ambulance affects
all our lives," Stratton said,
prised of young men and womcr* of
Corps. Stratton was under consider- urging that the
Aside from industry on the part or
United States fight
college age. Somehow they beSbve
able fire while he was aiding the Al- against this machine
the Music Department and good use
of the black
that in this unity there is strengkirjlied cause near the town of Rouhling, ages.
.Mon., Dec. 2
8.20 a.m. Thanksgiv- of facilities here at College, perhaps
strength to defy popular opinion.
in Lorraine, France, between Noveming Recess ends.
the most significant factor in the rise
In addition, Stratton maintained,
Their organizations were fine and huber. 1938. and July, 1940. While in this country can
8:15 p.m. Trapp Family singers of musical interest is the fact that
not feel sufficiently
mane a year and a half ago. T/Meir
France, he wrote daily a journal of safe just because the Atlantic
at High School.
we
succeed because of the times and
ocean
views were those of the majcjriiy
events in his life as an ambulance separates us from Europe. He told
Thui^, Dec. 5—8:15 p.m. Wesleyan, not in spite of them. The times are
a
then but now there are a l$dfdriver. From this journal, a part of! story about a German whom
Debate in Moulton Union.
critical. Of this we are assured by
he met
dozen choice epithets of an unpkia.-;- which
he read a few weeks ago to
Fri., Dec, 6—8:15 p.m. Westbrook
the newspapers, the eleven o'clock
ant character attached to them and Professor Herbert W. Hartman's class while he was held captive in a GerJr.. Colby College, Bowdoin Joint
news faces, and the utterances of the
man concentration camp last Spring.
their organizations.
in English composition, the ORIENT The
Glee Club Concert in Memorial Big Boys. As a matter of fact, heightGerman
said that Germany
- r
was able to learn of the viewpoint would rule the world and would deened musical activity seems to come
Hall.
fXWSCJENTIOUS objectors aj?* a from which this Bowdoin alumnus feat England as she had defeated Sat, Dec 7—Glee Club at Colby from insistence on values which have
headache in any war. They dbri't looks at the current world situation. France. The German further said that
lost their impact in other parts of
Jr., New London.
the world. The challenge to the spirit
Tuee., Dec, 10 7 p.m. Professor
Stratton who is now 29 years of| "if America does not stop sending supwant to do this or that and draft
Abrahamson Lectures on Place- is obvious; a solution is not. Still, the
boards aren't very fond of t&to. age is a former editor of the "Quill" plies, we will have to fight America,
and a former member of the ORIENT
fact remains that man cannot live
ment, Moulton Union.
{ Continued on Page 4 }
[ Continued on Page 4 ]
anonymous friend of fraternities, will
• r
fipHE weather's fine. I'm glad I $ot be presented by the president of Union College, Dr. Dixon Ryan Fox, Al*•
ddn't
row.
I
still
aw%y from that
It is to be awarded anlike the draft! Why? Well, perhaps pha Chi Rho.
I'm selfish. I don't like the prospect nually for temporary possession to

U
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SMITH LECTURES
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.
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Stratton
War Volunteer,
Advises U.S. To Enter Conflict
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"Count Of Swing" Has Been

Making History Since
He Began In 1934

BASIE

WASTUPH OF

WALLER AND MONET
Swing Band Features Helen
Humes, Jim Rushing

As

Vocalists

By Bob Oysinger
Christmas houseparties will bring
that torrid man of the torrid keyboard, the Count of Swing, Count
Basie and his famous orchestra. This
solid group will swing out with their
sizzling rhythm at the annual Christmas formal on Friday, December 20,
from ten to three.
In addition, to himself, the Count
will present a full fifteen piece unit
his
bring
Count Basie, who will
and two top notch vocalists, Helen
outstanding band to Bowdoin to play
Humes and Jimmie Rushing. Five
for the annual Christmas Formal,
years have passed since Bowdoin has
has long been recognized as one of
heard any of Basie's soh^d jive in
the foremost colored band leaders in
person.
the country. His famous "Jumping
Count Basie is one of the old timers
at the Woodside" is known to all colof swing. H.s story starts back in
lectors of popular records.
1926 when he joined Walt Page's
Blue Devils in Kansas City as an

MASQUE AND GOWN
NAMES STAGE CREW

Large Number To Produce
Annual House Party
Presentation

A production crew of twenty-one
and a business and publicity staff of
eighteen have been assigned work
on "Room Service." the Masque and
Gown's offering for the Christmas
House Party. Heading the production will be Jack Kinnard '41. scene
designer, and Ben Loeb '42, permanent production manager. Robert Davidson '42 will be in charge of properties. Donald Ulin '43 of scenery,
and Bruce Thayer '43 of lighting.
As stage manager Caleb Wheeler '43
work of each department head with the actors and
director. Business Manager Val Ringer '42 will use seven ushers, and
Publicity Manager Leonard Tennyson
'42 will use four men each on posters
and photography.

arranger and piano player. Page

Baise's bass player. A few
months after joining the latter band,
the Count, receiving a better offer,
joined Benny Moten's Kansas City
group a great band and one of the
top hot units of its time. It was in

—

1932 that this outfit attained the top.
and in that year made fine records
such as "Moten Swing" and "Toby"
featuring solos by the Count. Until
1935, at the death of Benny Moten,
he stayed with this group. At that
time he formed his own band recruited from many of Moten's men. Since
then this band, augmented and im[ Continued on Page 4 ]

Boston Students Are
Eligible

For New Fund

will coordinate the

The Dean's

has recently announced the creation of a new scholfund which is available to
office

arship

Bowdoin students who are residents
of Greater Boston. It will be known

as the Grace M. Edwards Scholarof "Room Ser- ship Fund
and any student at any
seventy-four of the one hun- college may
apply if he is a resident
dred and twenty men on the Masque of greater Boston as
designated by
and Gown roll of workers will ha\c Miss Edwards.
been used. The Executive Committee
Alls ton.
Brighton,
Charlestown,
announces that only two delegations Dorchester,
East
Boston,
Forest
on the campus are not represented Hills, Hyde Park.
Jamaica Plain,
by at least one man on the roll, the Mattapan, Readville.
Roslindale. Roxbest spread interest in the history bury.
South Boston and West Roxof the organization. With the un- bury are the
sections which are conusually heavy schedule over one hun- sidered to
be part of Greater Boston.
dred and twenty men should be a?cd
Assistance under this fund is not
during the season.

With the production

vice"

limited

FORUM DISCUSSES
GERMANY IN WAR

to

any

particular

field

On Wednesday

evening, November
the Political Forum held a meeting at the Chi Psi Lodge. The topic
for the evening was "What Would
Happen if Germany Wins the War?"
Professor Daggett of the Government
department and Professor Kendrick
of the History department were present as guests.
Plans were discussed for sending a
delegate to the New England Conference of Foreign Affairs to be held at
Brown University early in December.
13,

i

ing help from

some outside source.
The amount of the scholarships

vary, each application being
judged on the terms di the applicant's qualifications to carry through
his program of study and the amount
of aid he can expect from home and
through his own efforts. The awards
must be used toward the payment
of tuition or the cost of living. The
maximum award available is one
thousand dollars, but the trustees will
attempt to aid a larger number of
students with small awards rather
than a few with the large sums. It
is expected that seventy-five to one
hundred awards will be availabl*.
There will be no legal obligation to
pay back the money received, although it is hoped that all sums adby bread alone. Music ever is a
vanced by the fund will '-a rcpa'd
source of tangible inspiration.
whenever a candidate is in a posiDue to the exigencies in specific
tion to do so. However, there "s no
societies, the progress of art is sometime limit on the latter.
times erratic. Too often it is a case
will

for scholarships mat
it and now you
be filed not later than April
erJ
show that here, at must be
accompanied with a complete
least, such is not the case; that mufinanc al statement of the applicant's
sic becomes more important with the
parents. Announcement of the awards
passing, of the seasons, that it, like
will be made on or before July I.
the goblins on Harpswell

"Now you

of

Applications

see

1

don't." Statistics

:

roads at

All applications should be mailed to
Edwards Scholarship Fund, 49 Fedcampus, the opportunities ioneral Street. Boston, Mass.
both active and passive participation
arc manifold, and fall into about five
night, is here to stay.

On

general groups.

They

lar Concert Series, the

are: the regu-

Chamber Mu-

Programs, Choral Concerts (offered by the Glee Club, the Brunswick Choral Society, combined College Sings, and groups like the Meddiebempsters which show undergraduate initiative, the Music Room (the
Carnegie Record Library and Simpson
Memorial
Concerts),
Music
sic

CARNEGIE BOARD
NAMES PRESIDENT
President Kenneth C. M. Sijis was

electeX chairman of the board of the
Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching at the annual meeting of the trustees of that
Courses, interest in private lessons, organization which he attended last
week. President Sills is also a memand Student Recitals.
In each of the groups, student in- ber of the executive committee
which is composed of the pres ilents
terest has been mounting by the sea-

Upon the inauguration of the of most of the leading universities
the country. Bowdoin is one of the
Glee Club (not so long ago as years of
very few small colleges represented.
[ Continued on Page 4 ]

son.

i
-

Mi

*
(J

:

of

study.
However, awards will be
granted only to persons who are in
financial need and who could not go
on to advanced study without obtain-

H

1

is

now

At Bowdoin
Has Greatly Increased Recently

Interest In Music

.

COUNT BASIFS BAND
TO PLAY AT ANNUAL
DECEMBER GYM DANCE

.

ALEXANDER CONTEST
RECORDS PRESERVED

;

BEGINS WED. NOON

1940

j

clubs in honor of the
its composer, the celebrated Jan Sibelius. The remainder of the program

Two

Lunt Announces Plans For

27,

•

wv gram Is the well-known "Finlandia."
the combined
JM which will be sung bv
75th birthday of

right looks up. "I don't like
draft either son. but we gotta have 4t,
Do you think we're going to let tbrm
come over and push us around? |4o
open my motvta
. sirrie!" Before I can
the thin, grey-haired bank clerk o^ei
in the corner speaks up. "WhaddE^a
mean you don't like it. By God f'd
gp to training camp tomorrow i* I
was a couple of years youngfcr;
What's the matter, are you too pnjid

"WHAT IS MAN" WILL
BE THE FIRST TOPIC

upon books of the Hazer Foundation,
with active participation between
Two members of the Mount Hol- and*
the faculty and the students. Profesyoke debating team traveled here to sors Fritz Koelln and Henry Russell
Brunswick on last Friday and defeat- will take part in the first of the seed the Bowdoin team by a two to ries. The student
ly is invited.
one decision. Debating for the nega.ssion arose from
This plan for
tive were Miss Alice Van Ess and
of the B.C.A. exthe undergraduat
Miss Barbara Bemis; for the affirma- pressing, at the
st regular meeting
tive Robert H. Lunt *42 and Ashton
on November 20,1 the felt need for a
H. White '41. Mrs. Henry G. Russell spiritual and intellectual communion
presided over the meeting and the
along religious lilies, and the desire to
judges were Stanley W. Hyde, Rev- set up an organirfciton to satisfy that
erend Joseph O. Purdue, and Harold need. The group felt that the B.C.A.
Blackman.
should be re-organized for an expresThe question under debate was: sion of its activities.
Resolved, that this country should
The Deputation Commission under
aid in providing food, clothing, and James Lunt '42 has plans for two
medical supplies for the peoples of trips in the immediate future. On Decontinental Europe who have been cember 8. James Doubleday '41, Air
defeated by the axis powers. The den Sleeper '43, and John Williams
first speaker for the affirmative was '42 will take active part in the. DepuRobert Lunt and he stated that the tation to Colby Junior College. Those
wording of the question, "aid in pro- taking part in the Deputation to Lisviding food, etc.," meant that United bon Falls on December 15 will be
States should be alone in this en- Louis McCartney '44. Martin Roberts
deavor. He went on to explain that '43. Alfred Burns '43, and George
the affirmative was examining the Morrison '44. The B.C.A. Choir under
question on the questions of does
[ Continued on Page 4 ]
Europe really need the aid, can these

•

club.

From Now On

Discussion

in four choruses from Handel's "Messiah" as the feature of the program.
All students will be admitted free. A
general rehearsal is to be held at 3.30
that afternoon, following which the
members of the visiting clubs will be
entertained at the various houses. After the concert, there will be a dance
in the gym with music furnished by
the Polar Bears.
Mr. Rupert Neily, father of Rupert
Neily, Jr., Bowdoin '41, will be the
conductor for Westbrook, while Mr.
John Thomas will serve in the same
capacity for Colby. Professor Tillotson will, as usual, direct the/Bowdoin

much

already. The old gentleman on

FOOD BASKETS

Wednesday, December 4,
at the first newly instigated bi-monthly meetings of the Bowdoin Christian
Bowdoin Drops 2-1 Decision Association. A commission, headed by
James Cupit '42, is making plans for
In European Aid

this year on Friday, Dec. 6, at 8.15 in
Memorial Hall, when it will take part
with Westbrook Junior College and
Colby College in the annual three-

say. The following bit of dogmatic
opinionism may offend Mrs. P. 'RThistlewaite from East Qshkosh fat
frankly I don't give a tinker's d—n.
s - r
1. DON'T like the draft. I thinK
4,000,000 men in the reserves
sounds more like an expeditionary
force, not an army of defense. Better

FOR

Association Plans To Hold
Bi-monthly Discussions

DEBATERS DEFEATED
BY MOUNT H0LY0RE

The Bowdoin Glee Club is schedits first campus appearance

few) frequently are distressed because it very seldom says
anything very nice about anything";
or anybody. Perhaps it should beg!;n
every week with a little prayer aboyt
how we love everyone and what nfect
weather we're having. In that case'
even the few patient ones wouldn't
bother to read the column for th£y
would be deprived of the privilege .of*
criticizing our varied and sometimes
opinionated viewpoints and we migtiK
getAa slight case of frustration tor
mild dyspepsia because we'd alwa>s
be afraid of offending someone ajnd.
never quite saying what we want ito
tient

keep quiet now,

House Dinners

And Gym Dance
To Comolete Day

per-

INITIATES

1940 DRIVE

in charge of the enrollment of the
eleven fraternities on campus, announces that the response has been
100%, every house contributing its
share gladly. David W. D. Dickson
'41, co-chairman in charge of collecting donations from the Thorndike club and men not actively connected with any house, announces
that his volume of contributions has
reached last year's total, and with
the prospect of a last-minute surge,
it is hoped that last year's fine record will be surpassed.

traditional use of the cditor|kf

"vvc -

JL

Large College Response B.C.A.
The students of Bowdoin College
have once more responded unselfishly to the annual Red Cross Drive.
Co-chairman Everett P. Pope '41,

CONCERT HERE

By Lea Tennyson
rW%tE

Red Cross Drive Shows

GLEE CLUBS TO
PRESENT JOINT

» Rises "

ORIENT
BRUNSWICK, MAINE, WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER

(70th Year)

The Sun

THANKSGIVING RECESS

THE

1

TO SING HEME DE£

r

7
1.

* 1

TWO

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
55TE

THE BOW0OIN ORIENT

Glee Clubs Join
Mount Holyoke
DEAN DECLARES
Beats Bowdoin
In Concert Here
FOR BRITISH AID

1

CDustard and Cress

\

j

By John

Brantmlck, Main*

E*tabll»bed

C. Evans

1871

Profile: His dignity is the most
noticeable thine about him ... He
is very gracious in manner
t^e acme
of courtesy
will give you a zero
in quizzes if you write the meanings
'41
Ha*old
E.
Fettle. Jr.,
of the words between the lines
has a son who teaches French at
John C. Evans '41
Henry A- Shorey, 3rd. 41
; |
Yale
there is a small sofa in his
In
living room covered with black maMaaaflag Editors
terial that looks like satin, and it
Charles T. Ireland. Jr., '42
Leonard B. Tennyson, Jr., '42
could be stuffed with horsehair
PhiUp H. Litman 42
Robert O. Watt '42
has a very high forehead and a mousttm-EUItom
tache
the color of the latter is
Frederick H. Bubier '43
Fowefr Bugger, Jr., '4$
Robert J. Stern '43
undecided
the width and breadth
Robert S. Burton '43
Robert
Edwards 43
Robert O. Shipman '43 of his stomach adds considerably to
Joseph S. Cronin '43
Curtfc
Jones '43
Laurence H. Stone '43 his dignity ... he seldom wears an
overcoat
likes to go to bed early
Donald S. Ulin '43
and get up early
says this generation is soft and unvirile
the
Basis4ss Manager
trouble is, he's right, as> in most
Paul H, HoUiday '41
other subjects, too
you can talk
As«iatan~ Business Managers
to him about anything, and he'll
Charles W. Redman '44
Kenneth G. Stone '42
know more about it than you do
.
Olivia- A. Wyraan '42
is particularly interested in the Rusknows as much
-*** WxtMMUr 4nrin« «V Oill t Vaar kr the fHrwliii>l of Bowdota Collem. sian language
Ail contribution! sad «ommuiieatlona ahoald he a**M to U» M Tl"rha Editor by Sunday chemistry as most chemistry profes-rawSte* *>* date «f publication. The- KdUar-m-C** !• MMJaSU for the editorial
was born somewhere in
tha H«ntr«/ Editor for w»a And roaka-up. AM rnwimlwiiwi iMfiStin aubaerip- sors do
abould be addrow ad to tba Bw!»m Mana«— at the Bowdoin Pi*Hahin« Company. Massachusetts, but you'd swear he
ription*. 92.00 par year ia a/ham-a.
*:tli A1"r-Tir $3 M.
has a Maine accent ... is irked often
EatoMi aa fi M Bi cfcaa matter at IS* poatotW at raanrlrk. Main*.
at students* who overcut his classes
r«*a MM
has been known to give warnings
National Advert*** Settee, lac
to students who overcut, even though
420 Maoioom **«
they are passing
•a.Y.
you appreciate
CaicMO
aorroyi
01
his conscientiousness, however
.
always wears .a blue worsted suit and
Managing tfmtor tar tass
high stiff collars
you seldom see
PhiUp H. Lit man
the same necktie twice in a row
has a deep resonant voice
likes
at, LXX
Wedae*4*y, November 27, 1944.
No. 16 to have students visit him for a chat
the subject of talk is immaterial
'09
at the top of his examinations
he always writes, "Please use pen if
T. Times, Nov. 14
possible"
doesn't give hour exam«
inations
watch out for those
In the General Catalogue of Bowdoin College
find in the daily quizzes, though.
always
Class of 1909 these two among some sixty-four names: Ralph stipulates that you must write your
name and the date in the upper leftBrewster, Harold H»ti Burton. Young Mr. Brewster was hand corner of your
quiz paper after
corrects
of Dexter, Me.; young Mr. Burton of Jamaica Plain, Mass. Mr. it has been folded once
quizzes with amazing speed in red
Brewster has been a Representative in Congress and Governor of ink ... is a stickler for the absoMaine. Mr. Burton has bees Mayor of Cleveland. The two class- lutely correct meanings of words,
and will sometimes go the vocabulary
mates will meet as Senators
the next Senate of the United States. in the book one better
probably
doesn't ever have to read the text the
Senators are comparatively fare.
in a class is remarkable.
night before, since he can read Gerin a class must be unique. Probably the thirty-fifth anniversary of man as if it were English
converses with Professor KoelJn often
'09 in 1944 will he rich in *aog.
in German
has one of those
Bowdoin is an old hand at statesmen as well as authors. Franklin "storehouse" memories
often
Pierce, S. S. Prentiss, Williaro H. Fessenden, John P. Hale, Gover- goes out of his way to help you if
you are down ... is probably the
nor Andrew, William P. Fi7e>
Reed, rise in the memory; but most polite member of the faculty
.
his first name is Roscoe, but it
two Senators in one four->cp.r flock are something of a miracle.
doesn't suit him ... it should have
Henry Dodge and his son, Augustus Caesar Dodge, both Senators been Franklin or Thomas
and
he certainly doesn't live up to his
from Iowa in the late Fortws: and early Fifties, may
more
.
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we
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.
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Two
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Tom

.
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of a

last

.

.

name!

Memoria

Negro

Vittoria

Spiritual, arr. Neily

Contralto Solo by
Miss .leannette Quincannoa

we

help,

how

shall

we

help."

Cross-examinations by both sides
Mana-Zucca
followed and then the summations
Soprano Solo by
were given. Miss Van Ess argued for
MiB» Marjorie Wltherell
practicality. She mentioned that we
Westbrook Glee Club
should not play "big brother" to all
IV
the starving countries of Europe, hut

Rachem

Gloria in Excelsis (12th mass)

Mozart
Tschaikowsky

Cherubim Song

Two

choruses from "L'Allegro"

(a)

Or Let

the

Merry

Bells

Handel
Ring

;

should endeavor to air directly, as
personified by England. White's summary reiterated the practicality of
the affirmative's plan for aid, pointing out that it had worked in the
last war.

Round

(

i

members

'41 for

Observations at Random: the first
batch of hour exams is gone
hurlege class may he more of a Wonder.
rah for the first batch of hour exams!
have you ever eaten pea soup a
la Infirmary?
get sick sometime
By the time this publication reaches its readers, those ill- so you can try it ... an excellent
book for just before oed reading is
foreboding epistles, major and minor warnings, will have been
The Humming Up, by W. Somerset
issued from the college ofl*c£ with the usual unpleasant results. Maugham ... we don't get paid for
like this, but listen to Will
Some of us will snap out ofc ?he state of lethargy which they have squibs
Bradley's Celery Stalks at Midnight
"that great monstrosity of brick
been in, some will give up the- cause as lost. Those who have escap.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

W. Morse

second; while R.

and R. Harrington

'41

,

'43

took fourth

p!ace.

The tournament held

in the miin
C. W. Edwards
42; J. F. Williams '41 and R. E. Stanley '41 second; R. G. Watt '42 and J. B. Waite
'42 placed third; and the team of
F. K. McClelland '13 and L. Smith
'44 tied ,W. M. Roberts '43 and J. F.
Holmes "43 for fourth place.

lounge jwas

won by

'43 and- J. S.

McKay

I

Friday night they played in the
Brunswick High School before a large
group of students. Cinq-Mars has already booked many engagements for
the winter season, and hopes to have

Chapel Speaker Urges

discussed plans for future

and expansion. A committee composed of Maxime F. LeRoyer
*41, John M. Wulfing '42. William J.
'Croughwell '43, and Pete Clarke '11
was appointed to try to raise fund
to build two more dinghies. The club
'already owns two sailing dinghies
which the members have built at
their own expense, and hopes to have
ione or two more before the soring
'season opens. Gray A. Boylston ,'44
jhas given a twenty-five foot motor
activities

In the upstairs tournament J. P.
'41 and L. E. Upham '41 won
by two and one half points; D. B.
Conant '41 and R. D. Barton '41 tied
with H. G. Fifielcl '41 and R. Martin

Koughan

Spirit

Of Thanksgiving

some recordings made some time

af-

ter Christmas.

The Polar Bears feature

sol-

five

—

Speaking on the "Spirit of Thanks- oists Cinq-Mars, Hess, Hurley, Burgiving" at Sunday Chapel, the Rever- pee, and Sweet. These five have had
end G. Ernest Lynch of the First Par- much experience in orchestra work.
ish Unitarian Church of Portland em- Lately the orchestra has been playphasized the need of Thanksgiving ing several numbers from Artie
even if we are in the grasp of pov- Shaw's old library in order to feaerty, death and sorrow. He stated that ture the sax section. The brass seceven now in the turmoil of war, Eng- tion, with a little more practice,
land unites on Sundays to give thanks should prove to be one of the best
boat for the use of the club.
"There are in any of the college orchestras. This
that she still survives.
The club's two boats were sailed people in America," he went on to section is entirely composed of fresh'in the Massachusetts
Institute of say, "who believe that our nation and men; so Cinq-Mars has great hopes
Technology races this fall and gave our people have nothing for which to for next year. The sax section, weak
an excellent account of themselves. be thankful. But these cynics are a at first, has improved to such an exThe Bowdoin crews led until the last minority; the intelligent, religious, tent that after a year's experience
race in which they were defeated, and understanding people of America it will rival the brass for top honors
and consequently they lost to Holy still realize the true significance of in the organization. The personnel is
Cross
by three points. William giving thanks to God for His bless- as follows:
Croughwell and Hugh Monroe '41 ings. These people recognize that God
Trumpets: Hess, Hurley, Means;
skippered the boats, and Leonard appreciates, thanks as do we ourselves Trombones, Sweet, Means; SaxoIMillican '43 and Harvey McGwire '41 when we aid a poor child or a blind phones, Crosby, Good, Bubier, Cinqman."
(were crew members.
Mars; Drums, Allen; Piano, Holmes;
Dr. Lynch closed his talk by point- Bass, Moore.
across the way"— Professor Coffin ing out that the Pilgrims had little
(about Adams Hall
"Memorial for which to give thanks in 1621; that
they could give thanks only for their
Hall is an architectural abortion"
Professor Brown
what will hap- harvest and their freedom of souls.
those two
pen to the new dormitory?
don't Now, wc in America have
know about you, but we could eat vital elements in our civilization plus
turkey every day of the week, and an abundance of other worldly gifts
we're plenty ready to start on Thurs- for which we should give thanks to
1S2J MAINE STREET

GOOD BASS BOOTS

I

PASS EVER? TEST WITH
The next time you
take to the slopes,
sure of the
fun ahead by wear-

kmake

I

i-

ing Bass Boots.
Through any test, whether

j

be Uphill or down, you'll find that
Bass ijoots rate an "Ah" for performance, as well as for smart appearance.
it

I

;

!

Fine leathers and special construction
features

.

.

.

.

your

.

day!

.

BARBER SHOP

.

thee to your

resistance.

BASS
BOOTS

.

|

.

this superiority possilassie, hie

nearest dealer today. He'll show you
what we've told you, and gone will be

BRANN'S

.

|

make

So. lad or

ble.

j

pair sentimentally, but one fo&y-eighth of the Senate from one col-

REHM&AHCE HEEDED

III

j

At the first meeting of the BOWdoin Yacht Club last Tuesday the

.

Owen

be

Czechoslovak Folk Song
Lawton
Casey Jones
Bowdoin Glee Club

Discuss Active

.

.

.

The apmual duplicate bridge tournament Jwas held in the Moulton Union last ^Saturday and the '.vinners nt
the two'.sections were J. P. KoMghnn
'41 and L. Upham 11 and C. W. Edbate by presenting many comparisons wards '43 and J. S. JlcfcLay '42. The
of
the
situation
with conditions, contest was under the auspices of the
around us. The standards of the neg- Moulton Union Board. Twelve teams
ative were expressed in the questions, competed in the section thni played
Where is our respoii^:">iiity, and how in the lounge, while ten trams met
can we aid most efficiently? "The together upstairs. All scores in both
question." she said, "is not should tournaments were consistently high.

Waters Ripple and Flow

Jesu Dulcis
Crucifixion

Annual Bridge Match

l Continued from Page l ]
racy, and is there a humanitarian
obligation involved?
Miss Bemis, the first speaker for
Mount Holyoke, continued the de-

]

II

.

N

One

l

Combined Glee Clubs

]

(b> These Delights If Thou Canst
Give
Freshmen Dominate
Four-hand aeeompaniment by Miss
credit, or financial gift, that is necesJanet Pfleger and Mr. Harold Polls
Polar Bear Orchestra
sary. And if 'that's unneutral, as it is,
Colby Glee Club
and if, the Axis powers wish to make
V
something of it. as they may, we
The College dance band, under the
from "The Messiah"
should have to face the consequences." Two choruses
'43,
Handel direction of Robert Cinq-Mars
has
been progressing rapidly, and has
(a) Surely He Hath Borne Our
already played several engagements.
Griefs
Last Saturday night the band playYacht Club
b Hallelujah Chorus
ed at Farmington Normal School lor
Combined Glee Clubs
the Thanksgiving Formal dance, and
Season

:

.

i

—

—

.

.

Continued from Page

Force must be used against him. "It
is no time now to meet him with genhe said,
tle
Christian
virtues,"
"though thc«e are the only virtues
that will sustain a decent world." He
further said, "Our one big job now,
whatever be the cost in money, toil,
and sacrifice is to stand together in
a United effort to save for our successors this land, which we inherited
from courageous and hardy forefathers, a land which is, with all its imperfections, at least a land of far
greater opportunity than any other,
and a land well worth saving."
Only if Englano remains England,
with her mastery of the seas, said the
Dean, can eventual fighting be kept
from the United States.
"This being my conviction," he added, "my choice of evils, and of dangers, is made. I, for one, am ready
and eager for our government to sell,
or give, to England, immediately,
every plane and every ship that our
army and navy experts believe can
now be spared, and every financial

.

.

Continued from Page
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Are Tied In

Finalists

SKI

God.

ed by a narrow margin wig Jcongratulate themselves and secretly
smile over their ability to g£t*by with so
are trying to get at

is

little

studying.

What we

IN

A CIGARETTE

nES/tf<?/(£$the mm/

the fact that this rude awakening has be-

come more and more of a; necessity with each passing semester.
The rolls of those who are 'not making the grade or who are just
getting by seem to be swelling with the passing of time. We are
speaking entirely on prestation in the case of the November
warning period, being particularly influenced by known situations.

We may be erroneous in respect to the college at large and, frankwe hope that we are. Byt from acquaintance with the student
body for the last three yearSi we would say that the gradual movement of scholarship has htgrt a downward trend. And Bowdoin
ly,

THE SMOKE OF SLOWER-BURNING CAMELS GIVES YOU

where this condition has arisen. Eduover the country^Have found the college student taking

hasn't been the only college

cators

all

his studies less seriously

LESS NICOTINE

student and institution. T\&, division between honor and average
scholars

dent
It

may

is

becoming more abrupt.

And

the less than average stu-

surpassing the high- ranking group in respect to numbers.

is

be that the adage

being overworked or

it

of? all

learning not coming from books

than the average of the 4 other of the

is

may 4C a pessimistic attitude that is conquer-

ing the present generation

students.

'of college

We

young once" has taken

We

aren't sure of ourselves

possession of a large majority of us.

largest-selling cigarettes tested

feel that the

idea of "what's the difference, I'm only

than any of them

is

true that our college days arc the happiest that

we don t fed

primarily to pleasure.

we

that that justifies devoting

WHEN

will

them

hope that

we

are

wrong about

(see left).

more
those warnings.

burning

s

The Bowdoin debating team, in its
second home contest, will face a 'Wesleyaa group at the 'Moulton O^ob,
Friday evening. Dee. 5, on the gsestion "Resolved. That the nattawj of
the western hemisphere should **rsa
inant sIMmct for
ferniga aggression."
svtU take the affirtnaliv* on
and Wesleysn the negative. The
bate is to he aonductod under the
Cmsgoa system, snth Kendall M. Cole
'44, who received the award for individual excellence in the Achorn de-

is

only as flavorful—

That means a smoke with more mildness, more coolness, and

...

confirms another important advantage of slower

of Camels.

Less nicotine
bate, giving the constructive speech
'42 making

— in

the smoke! Less than any of the 4 other of the

largest-selling brands tested

«nd with Lewis Vsfiades

the eross-esamination.
At the same time, another Bowdoin
debating team will be on tour, meeting Amherst at Amherst, Mass.. on
December 4 sad Willisms at Williamstown an December 5. The question for
these two debates will be the same as
lor that with Wesleysn, and the Oregon system will be used for both. On
both these occasions, however, Bowdoin will take the negative aide, with
Wand Ha a&eom '43 presenting the constructive argument. W. R. Levin '44
wiU ba Use exass-eaaminer against
Williams, while the c*ass-e*aminer
against Amherst will be chosen December 2 from about fifteen candidates,

a cigarette

flavor.

Now — Science

HAS.

Debating Group
Faces Wesley an

it,

burns.
Science has pointed out that Camels are definitely slower-burning

We don't urge a monkish existence but mere-

ly ask for a consideration if the purpose of a college education.

And we

you get right down to

Itself

only as cool— only as mild— as it smokes. The smoke's the thing!
Obvious — yes, but important -all-important because what you get in
the smoke of your cigarette depends so much on the way your cigarette

V0*CL

ing the opportunities for which our forebears slaved or went with-

ever experience but

— Jess

according to indepen-

dent scientific tests of the smoke

and the future looks unpleasant. The incentive for improvement is
lacking when we realize what little effect our introduction into a
realistic world will have. The day of the pedant in institutions of
learning has definitely passed but there is no excuse for disregardout. It

AND_

EXTRA MILDNESS, EXTRA COOLNESS, EXTRA FLAVOR,

warranted for the benefit of both

trtfui is

Light

By burning

25%

slower

than the average of the 4 other of the
largest-telling brands tested— slower
than any of them—Camels also give you
a smoking plus equal, on the average, to

f

EXTRA SMOKES PER PACK!

up

a

Camel

facts for yourself.

...

— 28%

less

than the average!

a s-1-o-w-burning

Camel

. . .

and smoke out the

The smoke's the thing!

"SMOKING OUT" THE FACTS about nicotine Experts,
chemists analyze the smoke of 5 of the largest-selling
brands

.

.

.

find that the

smoke of slower-burning Camels

contains less nicotine than any of the other brands tested.

a

I.
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POL AR BEAR INGS
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To Display

Billiards Acfe

Bowdoin Places Four

..

Here December 12

Skill

World's Fancy Shot Billiard
Champ To Talk HerjfM

December 12

HAS TOURED COUNTRY

.

Ajtiy

Man To "Show Me Ore

:

Can't Maken

I

Charles "Show

Me A

\\

Shot

tact.

Peterson, considered o«*e,' of
the greatest billiard players c* jail
time, will appear at the Moulto;* I?n-

Thursday, December

12.

.

tried,

toire of

in

amazing

Charles "Show Me A Shot I Can't
Make" Peterson, considered one of
the best billiard players of all time,
will appear at the Moulton Union.

m

shots, and he will even
ball describe a curve

MM

make

the cue

and a circle.
"Anyone can learn three-cushion billiards with simple addition, subtraction, multiplication and division," Pete
declares.
understand that soliciting his aid in math assignments will

)

Pete will display his own vyi^ty
of three cushion billiards Dect9n|ier
12—^incredible billiards." One #t jiis
feats is making 1000 straigHj-feil
billiards in 4:27, a little longer; life n

We

be discouraged, however.

Anyway, Pete's instruction has
!-.< 7n|l>-.
it takes Cunningham to run
been most beneficial to billiard playand an unrivalled record. Last*, year ers. Sponsored by the National Bilmtklng
he opened his annual tour by
liard Association and by the Amerififteen shots in an airplane, an out
can Association of College Unions,
of-the-ordinary
accomplishment 'at he has helped spread the sport all
least. Ripley featured this incident over the country. Today there are
i

his Believe-It-Or-Not column. rTo
be mathematical, Pete lists a i<fci5?rtoire of 500 trick shots.
And there seems to be a greatjdjjal

billiard tables in thousands of colleges, clubs, and community centers,
and we can credit much of this expansion to his indefatigable lectur-

of math in billiards. For the benefit
of the Math 1R major, Pete, "usbifc a
cue for his pencil and a billiard fdblc
for his notebook," will show by, simple arithmetic that there is no stich
thing as an impossible situation.
He solves mathematical proNwms

ing and a sure eye.
Experts are not the only ones

in

who

can converse with him. He devotes
part of every lecture to billiard fundamentals. If Bowdoin billiardsmen
can not outsmart him, he'll at least
be glad to help them try. "The game
is a wholesome, competitive sport for
through the game of billiards. iHe
anyone," Mr. Peterson says, and he
illustrates practical geometric fujiiis always giad to show novices how
lions,
lie .makes
"routine" <i^le to pick up the game quickly.
.,

,,

i

atijiiiu

i

.

outfit has

been considerably strengthened with the addition
Burnham. Woodworth, and Good.

polar bearings
the weather is favorable, hockey will get under
after Thanksgiving. Linn Wells will feel the loss
of Dave Doughty, Jack Tucker, and Bunny Bass, but his
club will be improved by Charlie Blaek, Duke Taylor,
Jimmy Dolan and Bob Tyrrell who are coming up from last
year's Jayvee team. Linn will not be without goalie material as Lou Upham is back after two years of varsity
experience, and Duke Taylor, Fred Hall and Stan Sumner
are capable men who will be contending with Lou for the
position. Dolan and Black worked very well together on the
Jayvee's and will provide Linn with good materiaLfor the

|

Among htUdentS

And

All

—

•

•

i

Boxing may soon be an established
sport at Bowdoin, predicts "Rupe"
Neily who is now conducting two
courses here in the "manly art" of

j

j

To Gain Honors

A

amateur
former
With no coach or scout being alheavyweight champion of Connecticut Valley, Rupe initiated boxing in- lowed to pick any man from his own
struction at Bowdoin last year with a club, the mentors of the four State
self-defense.

Series contenders last week picked
their mythical all-Maine team in the

class of ten beginners. This fall a second group of advanced students is

working out three times a week on "Portland

|

FENCING TEAM PLANS

n m

•

(

"

I

;

polar bearings

;

I

note with surprise the choice of Ed Barrows of Maine over Andy
Haldane in the sports writers' All-Maine team. Of course, the only time that
we saw Barrows this year was when he played against Bowdoin. Although
he was good defensively, he did not come close to approaching Andy's performance on that day. Barrows was held for no gain at all in the last half.
while Andy averaged over 4 yards per carry, scored once, threw a touchThe freshman indoor track seadown pass, and kicked an extra point
son starts soon with Al Hillman and Joe Carey as the mainstays of the
team. Hillman and Carey paced the frosh harriers this fall breaking the
course record by almost a minute. Al had hard luck in Boston, however,

We

.

when he was handicapped by a cramp

.

,'

j

Tom Sheehy
to depend

.

.

The

Combination punching will
Bill Whiton '43 stance.
Scnny Austin, Bowdoin. and Eriti:^
the foils depart- 'follow, and the complete course of Loring, Colby.
practice, plus rigorous training, will fit
Backs
the beginner for the advanced group.
Art kgunma, Bates. Robert La-

and

'41,

upon

in

j

ment. The epee will be handled by
Bob Barton '41, Sheehy. and Phil Lilman '42. Chandler, Val Ringer '42,
and Rod Bragdon '43, are the candidates for the saber division.

.

.

It

starting of boxing classes

early to judge the ability of

is

the freshman fencers, Sheehy stated,
under the instruction of Rupert Ncily is interesting, and we hope that this but one man, Coit Butler, has so far
Congrat- shown up favorably in matches with
activity wUl play a more important part in Bowdoin athletics
ulations to Bob Bell, Andy Haldane, Sonny Austin, and Frank Sabasteanski varsity men. He was a fencer at
Mount Hermon, and seems quite fafor making the coaches' All-Maine Team.
miliar with both saber and epee. The
varsity
schedule is still undetermined
an
by
stiff to row, having been hit
.

FORMER CREW COACH

.

-

;

j

j

i

1

;

probable opponents, however, are
Harvard. M.I.T., Yale. Amherst. Wil-

In 1880 he came to Bowdoin as a
rowing coach, then went to Yale.
Harvard and Columbia. He coached
for ten years, beFrederick PJaistcd, former rowing the New York team
fore he began residing in Philadelphia
coach here at Bowdoin, is still active
in 1918, where he has lived ever
and rowing almost daily according to
an article in the "Portland Press Her- since.
Among Mr. Plaisted's rowing vicald" a few days ago. He was born
on November 7, 1849, in Saccarappa, tories are two of recent years. When
was 74 he defeated Ten Eyck and
he
ninetyWestbrook).
The
(now
Maine
one-year-old gentleman has been row- Jim Riley at Saratoga for a thousand
ing professionally for seventy-five dollar prize. Three years ago he celeyears, and recently regretted missing brated his 88th birthday by beating
a rowing date "to get some exercise" J. B. Kelly, Commodore of the
on the Schuylkill river, as he was too Schuylkill Navy in a special half mile

STILL ACTIVE AT 91

and

I

|

fi

^

-

.

I

I

j

j

f°r W< third successive term. The
only sophomore to break into the
select company was Bobby LaFeur
of Colby, that team's main threat

after Johnny Daggett
early season injury.

pounds:
J. Sewall '43. F. Wilson '43, M.
Picken '43, R. Warren '43, R. Threlfall '44, R. Eckfeldt '43, B. Pierce '43,
and H. Walker '41.
Lightweight Division— 135 pounds
and under:
el
42
J **£
\ ^tf' y? .^ f?"
'43.

mous vote, but both Jack Serota of
Maine .md Bill Hughes of Colby netted four votes apiece in the battle
'

brilliant play against
;

!

-

Moore
Morse

M.

Cunel

43,

and

D.

'44.

T nn/^.TT niT ., „ r, T T
t RUSH RU> WfcLL
F. Crosley, Arthur P.
AT \FW YORK
1V ****
F. Damon, Walter T.

I

T

Wound up
tne

mam

Third Finder, Left

was

fac(or in his choice, while

^

Hughes' play against Bates enabled
him to draw
yotes from
Mansfield and Scout Spinks.
Sonny Austin of Bowdoin and Eddie Loring of Colhy were deadlocked
for ttt& pivot s P° t
witn Austin's
more powerful line play being balanced by Loring' s adept ness at placekicking, a factor that provided the
Mule's 13-13 deadlock with Bowdoin.
No coach or scout of the same

^^

Three Bowdoin Freshmen were en-

team made
'

identical

team

choices.

but the Bates board of strategy was
unique in agreeing upon Haven Fifield of Bowdoin as their blocking
back.
The votes went as follows:
Stearns.

Ends
Maine (5). Helin. Colby

Bubar. Colby (2), Francis, Bates
Hunter, Bowdoin U), Stahl.
(1).
(6).

Maine 41)
[

Coach Magce.

ConfjTiufd on Page 4

]
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School

Hand

Jof

Dentistry

also

fill

chcW.

Cartoon

Friday

Nov. 29

taste of ice-cold Coca-Cola.

Villain Still

The minute

Anita Louise

know

it

passes your lips

News

And you welcome the refreshed

Saturday

feeling that follows.

Pat O'Brien

it

-

for

REFRE

S

Pursued Her

with
Richard Cromwell
also

what it is,—
pure, wholesome, delicious.

p AUSt THAT

March

Time

of

Nov. SO
-

Constance Bennett

The University of Buffalo
A

four .year curriculum completed in three calendar years, by
means of the quarter plan. (Four quarters of eleven weeks each,
to the school year).
The dental and medical schools are closely affiliated, instruction
in the basic medical sciences being under the supervision of the
medical faculty.
Clinical practice of dentistry, in all its varied
aspects is supervised by the dental division and there is an intimate
association with the clinics of several hospitals. Periods of internship
in two general and one children's hospital during the senior year,
offering unusual experience in clinical observation, diagnosis and
treatment of dental conditions.

Next regular session will start the Srst week
For further information address

in

HE

S

Bottled under lutbority of The Coca-Col* Co. by

—

News
something delight*

is

about the clean, exhilarating

jtou

*

Escape To Glory
also
Selected Short Subjects

INC.
Auburn, Maine

Street

Sunday-Monday

School of Dentistry, 25 Goodrich Street,Buffalo, N.Y.

Dee. 1-2

Claudette Colbert

THE COLLEGE LAUNDRY

The COLLEGE

Laundry and Dry Cleaning

BOOKSTORE

OLIVER WISWELL
The New Novel By KENNETH ROBERTS
hei^-Price $3.00

W.tHAiNDLER & SON

in July, 1941

COCA-COLA BOTTLING PLANTS,

-

MORTON'S

Ray Milland

BRUNSWICK
BARBER SHOP

hi

Arise

Love

at io additional charge
tokm Wentworth, Apptoton Hall
Sub scents in all house*

Prompt Strvke

Tel 80

^u*«M«AM*^^^^^a^^Ms*s*ss*s**s*i^^i^iM^i*^Ma«*«ss*asss*a*a*4*h*l*a*ssses*i

Pipe*

also

Superior Service

CITIZEN'S LAUNDRY CO., INC.
78 Maine Street, BRUNSWICK, ME.
We mend your clothing, darn socks, sew on buttons,

My

-

Beat Assortment

Clears for Smokers

Paramount New*

THE

L-

i*«m«

line Serot a s
Bovvaoin as he

his collegiate career

;

_

Gilmour

A del be rt

on the otner side of the

Wednesday-Thursday
Nov. 27-28
.My ma Loy - Melvyn Dougtaa

luctaeeloiyoulfe^howeni

taie**********aasasseaasm

ti

—

CUMBERLAND

everywhere
»nd women

F.

an

suffered

With each player able

receive
a maximum of six votes, only four
men received this number. The/ were?
Helin of Colby, Topham of ^sfes,
Sabasteanski of Bowdoin, and Belliveau of Bstes. As mentioned abo\<\
three tackles and two cent-rs were
to share their positions. At Topham.
Stewart '44.
Bates 190-pouhder, dipped iuij one
Middleweight Division— 135 to 175 of the tackle Do.si'io:is by a unani-

tered in the National Intercollegiate
Mason. Victor J. Meyer. William F. Crosscountry meet for Freshmen that
Flynt, Thayer Francis, Jr., George M.
was held at Van Courtlandt Park,
jMuller, John M. Walker, Willard C.
.New York on Monday. November 18
Warren, Hyman L. Osher, John A. Of the three men, Al Hillman ran
Woodcock, Alan M. Qua. Edward A.
the best race although he stumbled
Richards, Arthur C. Shorey, Robert over
a sharp rock while running along
W. Simpson, Philip L. Slayton, Fred- in fifth place and therefore was not
erick T* Smith, Ivan M. Spear, Robable to finish the race. All hough
ert S. Russel.
Bowdoin's hopes of finishing very
The manager is Donald G. Scott.
high in the meet were shatlered by
this accident, Joe Carey and Dick
Benjamin finished 11th and 33rd respectively out of the 105 entries, and
ran remarkably well according to

|

,

Colby, co-champions with Bowdoin.
Rupe's experience in boxing has come
not only from actual competition, but contributes five men. Bowdoin four
tes 3nd Maine two each.
also from a course in coaching tech- mcn
F«ve of these men are repeats from
nique at Springfield College.
st year's choices, and five are naIf real improvement is shown in laboth classes, an "All-Bowdoin" Ama-^tives of the state of Maine. The five
teur Boxing Show may take place, men to repeat their ail-star pernext February. Rupe hopes to stage formances are Art Pc-'iveau of Bates.
some really capable bouts in the town Al Tppham of Bates, Andy Haldane
hall then. The success of this venture of Bowdoin. Rog Stearns of Maine,
might mean money enough to take an(1 Bill Daly of Colb>. Belliveau
several of the men to the Knights of ,hus earns the distincti-.n of having
Columbus Amateurs in Lewiston. 0**° elected to the all-Maine team
i

I

schedule of games being prepared is
longer than usual, owing to the fact
that the team can accept games away
from Bowdoin. The Freshmen out for
basketball this year are:
Edward B. Babcock, James H. Bagshaw, Clarence W. Baier, Jr., Vance
N. Bourjaily, Thomas J. Donovan.
Norman E. Duggan, J. J. Devine, Jr.,
George S. Hess, James R. Higgins,
John R. Chariton, Sidney Chason,
John R. Hurley, Robert N. Cleverdon,
Richard C. Johnstone, Sidney
Knott, George W. Craigie, Robert M.

•

pMwdom

Haldan
boxing;^ BfMt BcAndy
„ B0wdoin

self-control.

liams. Springfield College, Tufts. Norwich, and possibly Boston University.
Captain Sheehy and Assistant Coach
Jim Blunt '40 will aid Mr. Quinby in Rupe's hope is to develop a strong
getting both freshman and varsity interest among Bowdoin students for
teams in shape for the season's com- the sport of boxing. Many of the stu
dents and alumni are behind this enpetition.
deavor, he believes.
There are still several positions
open in each of the three weight diand interested students
visions,
should see Neily after Thanksgiving
The following men have
vacation.
Last week a large and promising signed up this fall:
Heavyweight Division 175 to 190
squad of Freshmen reported to Dinny
Shay, who was recently appointed pounds:
J. Reardon '43, F. Alger '43 and R.
coach of freshman basketball. The

FROSH REPORT FOR
WINTER BASKETBALL

^

Rupe em-

his instruction,

the two key-notes of

—co-ordination

;

.

automobile.

Throughout

.phases

I

is

'

I

!

I

smootiuaG*?

Be-

Telegram."

j

j

velvety

Sunday

i

'

Lawlis, Stewart

Che*

Five Players Repeat Last
Year's Performance

EIGHT VETERANS AID

Curtis, Stephen
Daniels, Richard B. Lewsen,
Dobie, Jr., John T. Lord,

We-

Sabasteanski

To Sponsor THIRTEEN PLAYERS
Bowdoin Amateur
CHOSEN FOR TEAM
Boxing Show

Students Plan

I

—

So«al

Name

Scouts

Austin, Bell, Haldane,

the finer points of boxing science.
cause of the high degree of competiThe men who signed up last fall tion evidenced this year, a team wai
make up this advanced class. Cross- chosen that includes 13 men, three
parrying, counter-punching, and the tackles and two centers sharing 'ionmechanics of ring generalship havelors in their respective positions. Ti'.c
been added to their boxing curricu- team k as follows:
lum. These beginners of last year are
Ends
already showing promise. Neily states.
Rog ^r StearnSi Maine, and Earo
Mark Parsons in particular has dis- e y Colby
tinguished himself. He went into the
lack,*:s
National Guard this year and, with no
..:
Alber * Topham. Bates. Jack Semore experience than last year's rudWilliam Hughes,
The return of eight veterans to the gmentary training, has so far cleaned ™'£ Maine, and
Colby.
fencing team this year points to a up in National jGtiard competition. He
Guards
be
defeated.
good season, Captain Tom Sheehy re- has yet to
Frank Sabasteanski, Bowdoin, and
The men entering the beginners'
cently announced. Professor Quinby.
fencing coach, has Bob Chandler '41, class will be started in on the funda- Jim Daly, Colby.
Paul Houston '41, Link Johnson '42, mentals of blocking and offensive
Centers

race.

Sports. Wo*.
Delicious

And

Coaches

Boxing Popular

Al Tophara, Bates, It
Sonny Austin, Bowdoin, c
Frank Sabasteanski, Bowdoin, rg
Bill Hughes, Colby, rt
Roger Stearns, Maine, re
Haven Fifieid, Bowdoin, qb
Art Belliveau, Bates, rhb
Bob LaFleur, Colby, rhb
Andy Haldane, Bowdoin, fb

front line. Now that Linn has been relieved of his freshman basketball coaching duties, he will be able to give his
undivided attention to both varsity and jayvee hockey.

UO

this year's trip.

.

If

Nowjin

but so far they have ©£ly
broadening his reperstrikes, as a hil; is
termed in the language of billi?rc$>.
also visited .BowPete
Last year
doin and left a bewildered aui.Ue?ce
of fans behind. Peterson now yojds
the title of Fancy Shot Bi$iij|rd
Champion of the World. Since
he has exhibited his skill at ove* J00
t$iis
colleges and recreation centers
country. Last year 100,000 p5«iHe
heard him lecture, and Pete
to visit about fifty colleges dBarjng

have

.

way

his eighth tour of the country. foHe
will lecture on the "game of jail
ages," demonstrate his skill, and dAre
anyone and everyone to trick" Kfim
with an impossible shot. Thou&gds

succeeded

.

The D.U.

Make"

ion,

.

of sophomores Cook, Bunting.

tint

I

Adam

Bowdoin seems more certain than it ever has in the past, more and' more
interest is shown in this sport, as the exceptionally large freshman squad
indicates
While on the subject of basketball, the race for the interfrateroity hoop crown promises to be very close with the Zetes, Betas, Chi
Psi's, Dekes, Psi U.'s and D.U.'s in the thick of the fight. The Zetes lost a
valuable floor man in Ed Fisher but the remainder of the team remains inat

9\

Veteran Exoert Dares

and Johnstone, were prominent in
fall, and with a little experience should be good varsityWalsh next fall
Now that a varsity basketball team

Team

Coaches' All-Maine

wm

this year. Daniels, Hess,

frosh football this

material for

vm

8 times since

Four Bowdoin varsity grftdders.
Sonny Austin. Frank Sabasteanski,
Haven Ftfietd, and Captain Andy
Haldane were named to the Boston
Post's All-Maine team which
announced this week. Colby and
Bates placed three men apiece and
Maine placed one. Among the Big
White men receiving honorable
mention were Brad Hunter, Clark
Young, Johnny Banks, Bobby Bell,
Hank Bonzagni, and Ed Martin.
The selection of the team was
based en report** from coaches,
graduate managers, and experienced observers. The Pest team:
Ere Helin, Colby, le

attention in the world of
Now that football is
sports to the various winter activities— basketball, hockey, and track. Freshman basketball, under the tutelage of Dinny Shay is coming along at a rapid
pace with an unusually large group of men bidding for positions. It would
be very hard to predict a starting line-up from so many talented players.
Pinny has divided the squad into two groups so that he can watch the individual men to better advantage. Among those who are in what seems to be
the more experienced group are Walt Daniels, Pete Hess, Eddie Babcock.
John Devine, Djck Johnstone. All these boys should see much service in the

freshman games

Bowdoin Places Four On

On Post All Star Team

By Ted Bubier
over we may turn our

Magazines and

28 Maine Street

—you knew!

Berbers

No

Waiting

Dec. S

The Lone Wolf Keeps

A

Meats

Frances Robinson
also

Cartoon

FIRST NATIONAL

Fine Beverages

Date
with

Warren William
Sound Aet

aeaaei

of Brunswick,

Groceries

THE NEIGHBORHOOD
MARKET
17 Pace Street
In Back of Beta

t******e

^b*aa**i

Tel.

House

BANK

Maine

Capitol, 9178,000

Total Resource* $0,000,000
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THE BOWBWIN ORIENT

!

I

THE SUN RISES

Bowdoin Succumbs To

Variety

Renaissance Of Music

Professor Stallknechts
the other night, we noticed
of those vest pocket editions «of
Agatha Christie's "Murder in the
Calais Coach" lying on top of Piatt's
Republic; we wish to commend Mfca
Christie
Teddy Powell will stirt
.
recording on Bluebird shortly; we.Ve
sort of glad he's back, since we pureed him a year ago as the best corning band we ever heard
Frqfrn
the Philadelphia Inquirer: W. JC
at

.

.

.

.

.

FIELDS PLEADS

FOR FRIEND
WHO INADVERTENTLY DRCVPED A WILD OAT
And we rj&ll
.

.

.

think Dinah Shore's the best vocafisi
there is
We were told of a sailor
and a girl kissing at the gate oftrain station. Neither of them ffot
on the train. They simply walttbd
from one gate to another, and joined the crowd
After "Strike Up
the Band," we think Mickey Roo»ey
makes a far better drummer thfcn
he does an actor ... We notice t»t
.

.

.

.

.

.

Smilin' Jack has finally married £>y
Beaverduck; Isn't that something
new for the funny papers?
Fiwi
the Willard Times: "George
hkd
charge of the entertainment during
the past year. His birth-provoki|ig
antics were always the life of Uv
party and he will be greatly mishap'
Vaughn Monroe will open an Actended
engagement
at
Boston's
Brunswick Hotel soon, or rather hi'opened it all ready
Carl Kennedy
of Baton Rouge, La., quit his job -as
a human cannon ball at fairs to join
the marines. Said Carl, "About twenty 'cannonballs' have been killed. K'a
me for a nice quiet life"
Londpo
has organized a vice squad of wom*?n
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

police

to protect
on, Greece!

the

.

.

soldiers

! L

.

Come
From the East
Coast Shipping Record: "Alice
has been engaged as stewardess and
social hostess aboard the S. S. Alexandria, which sails tomorrow. Ketone leaving port she will have Her
barnalles scraped" ... It only takes
one ""twenty-eighth of an ounce of
.

.

.

arsenic to kill a man
The number, of lobsters caught off the Maine
coast has dropped seventy-five per
cent in the last forty years
Well,
we were fifty per cent right in euv
selection of a houseparty band; it's
beginning to look like Count Basie.
.

.

B.C.A. Plans For Alumnus Tells Of BASIE TO PLAY
Team
Volunteer Work
Active Program
Swimming

Divers Bolster

.

.

.

.

HALDANE AND BELL
IN STAR BACKFIELD

[ Continued from Page 1 }
Generously this most recent draft
bill has provided for C.O.'s. That is
Continued from Page 1 ]
they are provided for if they have
come) thirty-five stalwarts appeared
for the first rehearsal. This fall, there the proper religious affiliations. The
were a hundred and six applicants government still feels a little uneasy
for admission into the Club. The about questioning faith or belief but
Chapel Choir is the largest in the never do they consider rational obhistory of the College and the only jectors. That might be entirely too
limitation appears to be the lack of troublesome. For they explicitly state
gowns for new members. In January, "Only registrants who are conscienthe College Band, directed by Mr. tiously opposed to combatant or nonRussell Jack of Lewlston, will es- combatant military service by reatablish a precedent by giving a first son of their religious training and
belief shall be considered." I know
Band Concert
In the regular Concert Scries, un- several students who qualify under
dergraduate attendance has reached these terms. They're going to take
an average of a hundred. The most advantage of it and consider themplausible reason seems to be the high selves very fortunate. I also know
quality of programs offered; perhaps, two recent college graduates who are
to
object
on rational
too, the fact that there is no ad- planning
mission charge. In any event, it is grounds. I have a good deal of symthe aim of the Department to bring pathy and respect for them. They
the very best programs to the atten- are doing what is commonly known
tion of the student body. Towards as "sticking their necks out." Very
this end, there is a separate series or few people stick their necks out toChamber Music Programs planned day for fear of public pressure. Too
that's
for this season, featuring such artists few people* did it in Germany
as the Curtis String Quartet, Yves why they can't even try to do it toChardon, cellist, and Norbert Lauga, day.
s
r
violinist, both of the Boston Sym|>UT it's too late to think about
phony Orchestra.
An infallible barometer for student ** "sticking out my neck." Better
interest in music "per se" (and not take the safe side and play ball with
for its rhythm content alone) is the the crowd. Maybe all this rot about
Simpson Concert Series, presented by army discipline (which according to
means of recordings from the Can- service men is the poorest discipline
negie Library in the Moulton Union on earth) will do some good, perLounge on alternate Wednesday eve- haps I'll be reformed, or resigned to
nings. Every possible musical taste it all. I'd better read the article
is there given a chance to be appre- "And So You're Drafted" in the curmost gratify- rent "Reader's Digest" over about
ciated and cultivated.
ing result of the Simpson Series has seven more times. I. still can't stombeen the augmented use of records in ach the last few lines. Maybe you
can. The writer describes the heartthe Music Room.
In the field of choral music, re- rendering departure from a military
sults are commensurate with the care training camp. "Then one day your
and effort expended in bringing con- hitch is up. You turn in your equipcerts before the public. In last year's ment, draw your final pay, stick your
Inter-fraternity Sing, every house on honorable discharge in your pocket.
the campus was represented 100 per Your civvies don't fit; they're uncent, and the program was broadcast comfortably tight. A last beer with
from a Portland station. Plans are the gang and you're off for home, a
being drafted for further choral pre- free man. Your girl and the family
sentations by such organizations as meet you at the station. They're all
the Brunswick Choral Society and glad to see you. Down at the shop
the Glee Club.
you sit at the bench that was once
Increases in enrollment for Music so familiar. You think, "It's swell to
Courses of fifty and four hundred per be here." You see the sun, listen to
cent emphasize the new attitude to- the kids in the street. You smell the
wards music, Professor Tillotson re- clean air. All of a sudden your heart
ports.
jumps a little, and you wish you
The week of December 1 seems to were back." (What pathos! I'm com[

AT GYM DANCE

According to Coach Bob Miller,
this season's varsity swimming squad

—

one of the best working and well
balanced groups that have started
winter training for some years here
at Bowdoin. The swimming coach
went on to say that he was highly
pleased with the practice sessions
that have been held thus far this
is

year.
In the diving division, Bill Croughwell '43, John Williams '42. and Curt
Jones '43, are doing excellent work,
and Jones promises to be one of the
best divers that Bowdoin has ever

had, according to Miller.
The varsity A Group is beginning to
take hard workouts now. and the return of Frank Allen '43 and Jim
Waite '42 will reinforce the squad.
At the beginning of the season, a
few of the more advanced freshmen
were working with the varsity squad,
but they have now been returned to

the B group. The first competition
of the season will be held on Decem-

—

ber 7 with an open AAU swimming
meet in the Curtis pool. As a specialty of this meet, there will be a
quarter mile Senior A.A.U. championship race and also various girl's

'

A

—

•

For

Sets Date
'40

Sleeper

testant will participate in four of the
five events that he draws. Coach Ma-

gee ordered

all

trackmen to compete,

;

for almost anyone has a chance of
placing because of the uncertainty of
the draw. As usual, there will be

(

prizes awarded.

The track department also released
the names of those men who won
their numerals and letters in the season's cross country competition. Varsity letters were awarded to the following: Basil P. Babcock, Jr. '42,
James A. Doubleday '41, W. Dana
Jones '41, Robert E. Newhouse '42.

'.

1

.

NOTICE

LaFleur. Colby (3>,
All those who are interested in
(4), Barrows, Mti'.c
earning their ticket or part of their
(3), O'Sullivan, Bates (3). FifJtfu.
ticket for the Gym Formal by workBowdoin (2), Bonzagni, Bowdoin fit, ing in the gym, please get in touch
-Brooks; Colby, Buccigros, Bates, kr,i with Frank Sabasteanski as soon as
ScioUetti.

Colby

.

V

Eriskey Love Lilt (from the Hebrides)
setting by H. S. Roberton
Just as the tide was flowing (Engarr. Williams
lish folk song)

I

Home on

j

the

Range
Guion, arr,

possible.

(1 each).

William

j

J

I.

Starke

'43,

and Gordon D.

'41,
'43,

James Cupit '42, Alden
Louis McCartney '44,

Martin Roberts '43, Alfred Bums '43,
George Morrison '44. Harold Pines
'41. Donald Sears '44. and Roy McNiven '41.

Gambols

The annual track Christmas Gambols will be held December 9-14 this
year according to an announcement
recently made by Coach Jack Magee.
This nightmare of the one-eventtrackman will begin shortly after
Thanksgiving vacation and each con-

'

(5),

individ-

—

Knight

Magee

THIRD BRUNSWICK

Bowdoin

communion between

—
—

CONCERT ON

Bejl.

spiritual

uals and small groups of individuals
and small groups of individuals in the
world today. He gave an account of
his experiences as leader of the Fall
Conference of the Maine Christian
events.
Movement, urging that in the future
The Jayvee swimmers are being Bowdoin should take an active part
trained to form a reserve or materia! in such conferences.
for next year's varsity team. OutHarold Pines '41 told of his attendstanding freshmen in the group in- ance at an inter-faith conference at
clude Spcrry, Rounsevillc, Rubino, the University of New Hampshire,
and Penny. In addition to these men, but he pointed out that there was no
there are thirty other boys in train- great inter-faith problem at Bowdoin.
ing, and according to Coach Miller, He was of the opinion that the conthey form a much stronger team than ference had little or no value in
last year's Jayvee team.
breaking down creed barriers be•The
tentatively tween different faiths.
meqls
Jayvee
Alfred W. Burns '43 attended a
scheduled are as follows:
deputation conference at the UniverBrunswick High— Dec. 19.
sity of New Hampshire on November
Portland High Jan. 10.
23-24 as a representative of Bowdoin
Lewiston High Jan. 17.
College.
Hebron Academy— Jan. IS.
Among those present at the meetEdward Little High—Feb. 28
ing November 20 were Professor Fritz
Lewiston High March 7.
Henry Russell,
Professor
Kolln,
Hebron Academy Marcn 3
Charles P. Edwards '41, Lendall B.

be a high water mark in musical pletely won over.)
affairs at the College, for the Trapp
Family comes to Brunswick on Monday evening, the fourth concert in
the Simpson Memorial Series will be
[ Continued from Page 3 ]
(featuring
on Wednesday
given
DEC. 2
Tackles
Brahms' "Variation on a Theme by
Topham, Bates (6), Scrota. Mamo Haydn" and some requests from the
]
[ Continued from Page
(4). Hughes, Colby (4), Simon ton, audience), and the Colby, Bowdoin, La Volta
Byrd
BoNvdoin (1), Morrcll. Bowdoin t)
Westbrook Combined Glee Clubs will Jesus. Joy of 'Man's Desiring
present a program of choral music
Guards
J. S. Bach
?
Dame Nightingale
Wasner
Sabasteanski, Bowdoin (6), Daly, on Friday the sixth.
Wasner
Landler
Colby (5), Parmenter, Bates (3),
NOTICE
IV
Banks. Bowdoin (1), B^gs. Maine
Juniors, the glossy prints are back Die Gamserl schwarz und braun
ay.
Hunting song from Styria
from the photographers. They may
Centers
be obtained from Chick Ireland at Die Auglan voll Wasser
Austin, Bowdoin (4), Loring, (£j*~
Farewell Song From Carinthia
the T. D. House. Please call for yours
by (4).
Wia mei' Diandle, mei kloans
right away.
Love Song from Carinthia
Backs
Tyrolean Song
Der Spaete Abend
Beliiveau,
Bates
Haldune.
(6),
Bowdoin'

[ Continued from Page 1 ]
the direction of John Williams '42 will
furnish music.
At the present time, the annual
drive for Thanksgiving baskets is under way. Financed by various fraternity houses and under the leadership
of Roy McNiven '4L thirty needy families will receive
baskets of food.
Charles P. Edwards '41 and Roy McNiven '41 are now planning for the
Christmas party to be given in the
gymnasium for the children of the
town, Alden B. Sleeper '43 is in
charge of collecting old clothes for
the refugees of Europe.
Because of the interest shown by
the undergraduate body in the talk
given by Professor Ralph Harlow, the
B.C.A. is making tentative plans for
a student poll concerning a course in
marriage relations, or a series of lectures on the subject.
At the meeting last Wednesday,
Professor Fritz Kolln spoke briefly
stressing the great need for a sense of

GROWLER PREPARES
CHRISTMAS NUMBER
On Thursday, December 19. the
Houseparty Issue of The Growler,
featuring an editorial entitled "Something For The GirLs," according to
Editor Charles H. Mergendahl '41.
On a green cover. The Growler will
display a photograph, taken by Steve
Merrill, of Brunswick, of Stan James
'41,
and Miss Martha Watts, of
Lynchburg. Virginia, dancing in evening clothes.
Editor Mergendahl will also contribute an anecdote, "The Few Precepts," and Houseparties will be covered by Orville B. Denison '41. The
Growler will recall Miss Gladys Biokford of Portland, last year's Ivy

[

Continued from Page

1
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but one war at a time." He added that
Hitler wants to rule the world and
will do so by force or by trade agreements. "England guards our Atlantic
coast and protects us; if England's

'

'44,

and Hastings

Carty

'44.

'41;

Quidnunc;

and

He claimed that the United States
buys much of South America's exports and that England buys a great
deal. "If England falls, Hitler gets it,"
he asserted. "For purely selfish reasons," Stratton further maintained,
"we should be actively in the war."

Practically speaking, Stratton beare
"we are in the war."
aiding England, he claims, but we

We

lieves,

Needle

V-

Band Leader

has helped materially in their success.

Sensational engagements have been
played in such places as New York's
"The Famous Door," Chicago's "College Inn" and Boston's "Southland."
Today, Basic's band is rated as one
of the ranking colored bands, a popular record seller and a veteran of
the airla"cs.
To his wonderful aggregation of
individual soloists, his two top vocalists and his forceful but never
blasting arrangements are due much
of the credit for his popularity. Todayhe is a favorite of musicians and
critics alike, not to forget thousands

should grant her more assistance. We
must give her credit and send all,
navy, planes, pilots, volunteers and
facilitate the sending of men, the
young American volunteer asserts.
"We've got to get over there and stop
Hitler," Stratton said as he added
that we are in danger of invasion, not
swing enthusiasts. Much
only from without, but also from with- of college
of this attraction is derived from the
in via the fifth-columnist and internal
fact that his band is able to handle
Hitlerism method.
jam numbers so well and is not tied
He admitted that France had been down to strictly commercial arrangethe victim of poor management and
ments.
corruption but that the nation "still
His rhythm section is made up of
is great and there still lives a part of
himself at the piano; Joe Jones,
the greatness of France. It may be
drums; Freddie Green, guitar, and
killed if we do not show that we want
Walt Page, bass—one of the finest
it 'to live. If we abandon France to
rhythm sections in the business. Joe
Germany, it may die."
Jones, a competent drummer and a
"Don't think that I am an adven- driving, colorful figure, with the
turer," Stratton warned as he assert- Count's hot solos
which often have
ed, "I haven't done much." He declarbeen termed a combination of the
ed that he went to work as a volun- styles of Earl Hines
and Fats Waller
teer in Europe because he could not
plus Page's and Green's solid backsit still and see people whom he loved
ground work, combine to give the
fighting and dying while he did nothband an effective, pounding rhythm.
ing. "I wish I were back there," he
Basie's sax section with Lester
said in spite of the fact that he hated
Young and Buddy Tote on the tenhis job in the war. "I am trying to
ors, Jack Washington on the baritone,
go back to France," he admitted,
and Earl Warren on the alto, is perplanning to continue his work in medhaps the best part of the band. Three
ical supplies.
of them. Young, Tote, and Warren
Stratton, who was born in England are among the top
jazz reed men of
and is half English, was decorated all time. At present,
Lester Youns
twice by the French government for is
leading in the "Downbeat" magahis work in the war. From June 23 to
zine poll for the best tenor man alive.
July 14, this year, he was a prisoner
His style is partly his own, partly
in a German concentration camp. He
true "Kansas City" his phrasing
reported that American volunteers
displays, excellent swing and imagiwere kept separate from French prisnation. Buddy Tote is perhaps the
oners, saying, "we were treated much
best "Kansas City" style tenor sax
better than the French." He told of
today (replacing Herschal Evans,
passing a field which the Germans
king of the "Kansas City" men before
used to house French prisoners. The
his death last year, in the Basie
prisoners were without shelter and
band). Earl Warren's brilliant alto
blankets, and were lacking food and
water for 48 hours. There were so ranks high among the country's alto
many prisoners in the field, Stratton saxes. The clarinet honors in the outfit are shared by Young and Totesaid, that they all could not lie down
Young probably being the better.
at once. Stratton was freed on July

—

The brass section is composed of
Bucky Clayton. Ed Lewis, Al Killian.
,and Harry Edison (trumpets), and
"An ambulance driver is a nurse, a
Dickie Wells. Vic Dickerson, and Dan
mechanic, a comforter of the afflictMinor
t rombones
Buck Clayton
ed" and many other things, Stratton
14, Bastille Day. a short time after
the surrender of France.

(

says in his journal. He wrote the
journal daily and admitted that he
had much free time in which to do
this. "Toujours le bon morale" is what
friends said of him, according to the
journal.

)

—

and Dick Wells being two of swing's
great stars. Bucky, although comparatively new to the swing business,

has already gained a great deal of
recognition among swing critics. His
muted work has much imaginative
phrasing, and. in the quieter moments of his non-muted work, his
style recalls that of the great Joe
Smith. Dick Wells, old timer, has
been praised highly by Hugues Panasie in his book "Hot Jazz" as "at
times the greatest of the trombonists." His work varies a great deal
but remains steadily solid.
Adding to the punch of the outfit,

like" him. He claimed that he derived
friends and a multitude of enemies from his college education. It
is now his hope to publish the journal and to return to Europe as a vol- Helen Humes and Jimmie Rushing,
250 pounds of low down blues, take
unteer medical supply worker.

some

Points.

Has Had

Meteoric Career As

navy falls, we have no way to protect
[ Continued from Page 1 J
South America, we would have no proved, has steadily grown in
popuway of keeping Hitler from accom- larity. Benny Goodman, a staunch
plishing his desires," said Stratton.
backer of the band from the first,

Houseparty Queen, with photographs
"The war is an immense educaWincheU '41.
tion," Stratton maintained as he deThe following men have reecived and a story.
Other features of the issue will be scribed it as a good finishing school.
their numerals for cross country: C.
K. Wheeler '42, C. Jones '43. R. C. an informal write-up of the Masque He revealed that during his underBowen '44, Campbell '44. Carey '44, and Gown's Christmas production, graduate days, in his opinion, "people
were always perfectly willing to disHillman '44, Threlfall '44, Ingram '44, "Room Service." by Robert L. Mc-

Wasner Kendall

Versatile Pianist

the vocal honors.

5
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DO YOU SMOKE THE CIGARETTE THAT

3$^&?**

ITS

BOWSER COACHES
"PURE" PITT TEAM

THE SMOKER's'ciGARETTE

December 20th will see this Basic
at Bowdoin
"the band that
everything with a kick"—

—

band

plays

dreamy, sentimental, slow,
particularly

g9Ej

Coach
Bowdoin

jump and

fast,

and

blues.

Charles

Bowser,
former
football mentor, is experi-

encing the

27 RECEIVE VARSITY

trials of a "lily-white"
football team in his present position
as coach of the once powerful Pittsburgh eleven.
Well received by some Pitt supThis year twenty-seven men were
porters. Bowser is still not liked by
awarded varsity football letters. The
other Pitt partisans, the same type group included
eleven Juniors and six
that
begrudged the famed Jock Sophomores which
means that Coach
Sutherland's
succession
to
"Pop" Walsh will have a nucleus of sevenWarner.
teen lettermen around which to build
There are also rumors that the his 1941 team.
The letter winners
current freshmen team has players are:
of the type that carried Pitt's banA. A. Haldane '41. E. L. Coombs
ner to the top, but the Pittsburgh *42, E.
Martin Jr. '42, H. V. Bonauthorities maintain that there will zagni
Jr. '41. H. G. Fifield "41, J. D.
be no subsidation. The test of "pure" Dolan
Jr. '43, R. L. Bell '42.
Ferfootball will be made next year when
rini '42. C. C. Young Jr. '43. A. H.
Pitt faces the following schedule: Benoit "42.
B. E. Hunter '43. T. E
Purdue, Michigan, Minnesota, Duke, Steele
Jr. '41, W. N. Walker '41. G.
Fordham, Ohio State, Nebraska, R. Toney '41,
G. E. Smith Jr. '42.
Penn State, and Carnegie Tech.
J. R. Banks '42. G. W. Hutchings '43.
N. D. Austin '41, P. V. Hazelton '42.
W. J. Georgitis '42. F. F. Sabasteanski '41, K. E. Morrell Jr. '42. J. D.
Clifford. 3rd '42. N. O. Gauvreau '43,
Yes,

FOOTBALL LETTERS

^^^^^sssf

L

We're Interested In

ALL Your

Junior Varsity Football this year are:
F. W. Alger Jr. '43. G. E. Altman
'43, W. A. Beckler Jr. '43, H. S. Bunt-

PRINTING

>*>..*

We

have had long experience
producing for Bowdoin men:

ing
3rd
in

STATIONERY
POSTERS
TICKETS
ALUMNI LETTERS

™

FRATERNITY FORMS
And Other

1 os/e.

Printing

MAKE YOU* NEXT PACK

— Telephone S —

Every stop. in »h* making of Chesterfield
it supervised by skilled inOn* is here shown examining

spectors.

starred in

PA VIS

Warnex

"THE

Bros, current hit

WJUf
"

a "hand" of tobacco before

it

goes to

Ml* stemmery where •very port of the
stem is removed. {A* seen ><• Hi* New film

" rOtUCCOLAND, U.S. A. ")

Paul K. Niven, Bowdoin 1916

hesterri

1

Ceerriffct 194*,

*

'43.:

W. Deacon

'43, R. T.
D. T. Minich '43, R.
W. Morse '43, F. A. Smith Jr. '42,
H. F. Toomey Jr. '43. L. V. Vafiadcs
'42, J. E. Woodworth '43, D. F. Mileson '43. E.
Howard '43, H. A. McGuire '41, G. A. Laubcnstein '42.

'43,

R

Manager
Printers of
Ucutrr A Mis** Tesuxe Ce.

The Orient
=a

Boylston. J. K. Brennan, P. B. Burke,
T. A. Cooper, W. T. Daniels, W. S.
Donahue. B. J. Havens, R. S. Healy,
Jr., F. K. Hedlund, R. C. Johnstone,
R. B. Lewsen. V. J. Meyer, W. M.
Muir. R. G. O'Brien, J. J. Palombo.
T. Francis Jr., G. W. Perkins, W. H.
Elliott, A. S.< Perry, T. J. Donovan.
R. N. Frazer, A. M. Qua, R. C. Gingras.

H

h
1

mmtmmmmm

P. J. Clough '43,
P. D. La Fond

winners in Freshmen
football this year are:
Julian Anscll, R. Bassinette, A. G.

The Record Office

Cigorettes

BETTE

'43,

Marchildon

Numerpl

Ask Us For Quotations

.

Williams '41, M. F. LeRoyer '11.
The men who won numerals in

J. F.

1
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PETERSON TO PRESENT

CHRISTMAS CONCERT

THE

BILLIARD EXHIBITION
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—
(70th Yettf)
—
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The Sun
By

And Claude
To Be Among

Sudden

SINGERS STAGE

FRIDAY EVENING
-

At

—

ATO House

Of Jan

TD*S

TO FEATURE
KALLANDER'S BAND

CLUB

AD's And Beta's Will Dance

Entire

JR.

of the commonly accepted benefits of a fraternity with m
similar consideration of their equally
commonly accepted shortcomings re*
vcaled that, while here, wc clearly
possess the former, it is necessary to

been taken ill suddenly and will be
unable to meet his classes until after the Christmas vacation. He
has been taken to the Brunswick
Hospital where he Is to remain

On

Sibelius

COLBY
COLLEGE DEC.

Belaire

quiet for

"The Messiah"

Nine houses have chosen their
Christmas house party bands, many
qf which have been at Bowdoin be-

In Memorial Hall last Friday night,
three Maine college glee clubs gave

fore, either at houseparties or at the
fall tea dances. The D. U.'s and Dekes

The Westbrook Glee Club

!

i

Gleason, but later were very fortuin signing Claude Thornhill, popalar western band whose style is
much like that of Glenn Miller.
Thornhill, formerly an arranger, first
Started a year ago on the West Coast,

"

Democracy Ought To

val.

popular young band

This

leader,

TO ENTERTAIN
BRUNSWICK CHILDREN

|

Lecturer

«*

With Color Movies
Last Monday evening in Memorial Hall Mr. Clifford Smith of Hamilton, Massachusetts, and Rockport,
Maine, showed colored movies and

an expedition in the Himalayan Mountains last year. The expeworked in the Karakoram
range of the mountains, its chief interest being the ascent of "K2," the
second largest mountain in the world.
One member of the 1939 party reached a point only 800 feet from the
peak. The pictures were taken -by the
late Dudley Wolfe, who lost his life
on the trip. Mr. Wolfe left $150,000
in his will to the College.
slides of

dition

Gymnasium

,

5

,

—

—

films.

Films were taken of

J. Curtis

j

I

1

RELIGIOUS FORUM

j

!

I

"

Quill

teamwork reflected in the
desire to work for the group rather
than the individual. They offer a
of

spirit

thorough drilling in the social niceties which although superficial and
even boring if carried to the excess
do have importance. And finally they
offer to the seniors the very real re*
sponsibilities of running an organization that is both a home and a busi-

ness— a

training

that

is

of course*

beneficial in later years.

»

-

r

OUT

what are the faults of th^i
** system and in what degree are
here? Fraternities
they apparent
have always been criticized for their
tendency to "narrowness." their spiri*
of "it's not for knowledge that w$

came to college but to raise hell while
we're here," and. despite ,what theii
official

magazines claim, their

intol-

erance.

Here

don't feel

I

we need worry

two of the above criticisms. Fraternities have little "narrowing" influence on this campus at
is true of most small colleges. Here
where almost everyone knows almost
everyone else, where a really tremendous program of extra-curricula?
activities exists, where "open house"?
is the rule at Christmas and Ivy, and
where whole delegations visit a
about the

I

first

Continued on Page 3

By Robert

roundings

Edwards

their stay. Mr.
to say that one of the
to give a dor-

during

Moore went on
reasons

]

L.

Bowdoin students of the class of
the year 2040 A.D. may be well informed of the activities of the Bowdoin flying course given this fall, the
score of this season's Colby game,
Christmas Houseparties of 1939, draft
regulations, and even of the qualities
of one Wendell Willkie. This uncorrelated group of facts will come to
light if the cornerstone of Moore Hall
should happen to be opened that year,
for inside the copper box in the corner stone are many accounts of the
Bowdoin of 1940.
These records were placed there
during the ceremonies on Alumni Day
this fall, and they are for Bowdoin
posterity, perhaps of 100 years from
now or of 500 years. President K. C.
M. Sills spread the mortar that sealed these reports in the presence of
Mr. Hoyt A. Moore '95, donor of the
building, and a large group of trustees and alumni.
At the time of the laying of the
cornerstone, Mr. Moore gave a short
talk on his hopes for the future of
the new dormitory. He began by expressing his desire that the new hall
would help to unite the college more
firmly by providing rooms for students that are forced to live off campus. He hoped that boys occupying
the dormitory will enjoy their sur-

Hio*h School
Srhflfll

Will Hold

j

.

41, as the witness, gave the constructive speech for Bowdoin, and Robert

HphaTPrC
Debaters

W. Levin

'44,

as the attorney,

the cross-examination and gave the
summation. On Thursday evening, at

Forum Here

why he wanted

—

'

.

Bowdoin Forum Sends

which

gett.

they

had

met

Skachinske Appraises Student
Interest In Music At Bowdoin
,

j

Delegates To

Brown

This past weekend at Brown University, Provident*, Rhode Island. 34

New

England

colleges

were

repre-

sented at a regional meeting on International Relations. The representatives were George Thurston and
Joseph Siegal of the college Political
Forum. The meeting was backed by
the Carnegie Foundation, and the discussion this year was on democracy
in the United States. Latin America.
Europe, and its relationship to Japan
and the new order in the Far East.
The meeting lasted from 10.30 Friday morning to 2.30 Saturday afternoon. At the Friday night banquet

Dr. Max Werner was the principal
speaker. Again at a luncheon on Saturday the speaker was Mrs. Vera
Deanc of tin? Foreign Policy Association.

:

;

j

i

j
'

—

Concert To Be
Given Tonight

j

A program

of

Christmas Music

will

j

—

j

j

j

>

j

;
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Coffin, professor

Williams, Hanscom again made the ORIENT by Professor Charles T.
The annual forum of the Bowdoin constructive speech, and Robert H. Burnett.
The Quill will contain short stories
'42 did the cross-examining.
Lunt
Interscholastic Debating League will
be held on Saturday, December 14. Bowdoin won by a combined decision by AlLston J. Morris, Jr., '42, William
T. McKeown '43, Charles H. MergenThe participants, who will represent of the judges and the audience.
dahl '41. and Editor Koughan. In adseven Maine schools, are to be guests
In its second home contest, Thursof the college at a luncheon in the day evening, in the lounge of the dition to the offering of Professor
Moulton Union after which they di- Moulton Union, the debating team Coffin, there will appear poems by
vide into two groups and convene at lost to Wesleyan by a vote of the Jack R. Kinnard '41. Paul V. Hazel'42, Charles P. Edwards '41. and
2 o'clock. One group with Professor judges, 2-1. Dean Nixon was the ton
Albert R. Thayer as chairman will chairman, and the judges were Rev. George Ebcihardt '44. Last week the
Quill
sent out an appeal to alumni
meet at the Moulton Union while the Cornelius Clark of Portland, Mr. Ar
other group meets in Hubbard Hall nold Westcrberg of Auburn, and Mr. for subscriptions which are available
under the supervision of Professor John P. Carey of Bath. Bowdoin had at one dollar per year.
Athern P. Daggett. The judges will the affirmative side of the question
be: Professors Brown, Lusher, Helm- against Hoskins and Holmes of Wesreich, Stallknecht, and Mrs. George
leyan, who were on a tour during
H. Quinby and Mrs. Athern P. Dag-

t

mMMi

lished three times annually, will feature a poem by Robert P. Tristram
of English, called
"The Herring Dipping." The issue
will be reviewed in the December 18th

made

Dartmouth,
The winning school will receive a Bates, and Maine. For Bowdoin, Kentrophy and each participant will re- dall M. Cole '44, winner of the award
ceive a certificate. The contestants for individual excellence in
the Acand the schools they will represent
horn debate, gave the main speech,
are as follows: Orono, Robert Allen,
Donald Crossland; South Portland, stating the case, and Lewis V. VaJoanne Marr, Mary Hosty; Portland, fiades '42 made the cross-examinaRaymond Thompson, Myron Waks; tion. Immediately after the vacation,
Newport, Leon Gray, Waldo Pyay;
the debating team will meet Maine
service in some field of public en- Turner Center, Clifford Worthing,
in two scheduled contests, one here
mitory to the school was that it deavor. In addition to all this, she Herbert Knight; Bangor, Charles Jeland
the other at Orono, and in Janmight provide a real source of rev- was a most lovely and gracious per- lison, Nicholas Brountas; Lewiston,
Eugene Cronin Jr., Lawrence Spell- uary will oppose Bates in the annual
enue to the college. He hoped that son."
the new building would add beauty to
man.
debate.
the campus and that the workers
would be able to progress without difficulty. In conclusion, Mr. Moore said
that he hoped that the new building
would be furnished and ready for oc- Wednesday, Dec. 11 8.15 p.m.
Moulton Union. Simpson Concupancy next fall.
cert: A Program of Christmas
President Sills was then presented
By Vincent J. Skachinske
Music.
by Mr. Harold Lee Berry '01 of Portyou wiU> finds much use n music^ for
Much misuse is made these days of like the other arts, music goes beland, chairman of the committee suThursday, Dec. 12—Chapel, David
pervising construction of the buildadjectives which declare a composer's yond mere manipulation of strings
W. D. Dickson '41.
ing. The President reminded the asworks to be spiritual, historical, folk, or keys, words or pigments. The prop4.30 and 7.30 p.m. Moulton Union.
sembled group that Mr. Moore gave
impressionistic or intellectual.
The er approach Ls the same, that of inExhibition of billiards by Charles
more important ones to bear in mind terest and desire to learn. In addithe hall in memory of his father, the
Peterson.
late Augustus E. Moore. He then went
intellectual and spiritual for we tion, whether it is descriptive music
are
Friday, Dec IS Freshman Baswritten
Charles
read
a
letter
by
on to
define intellectual activity as the play like Tchaikovsky's, or abstract like
ketball at Edward Little High
P. Edwards '41 which expressed the
of the mind on issues which other- Beethoven's, it demands work and
School (Auburn)
opinions of a present-day undergradwise find mere emotional or percep- perseverance before the most desir14 Chapel,
Saturday,
Dec
the
uate and which was to be sealed in
tive responses by the layman, and the able aims are reached, it precludes
Dean speaks on "The Right to spiritual is that part of man's exist the desire to know the question
the cornerstone.
Drink"
In addition to this letter, many
ence which insists on the presence or "what is this, and why is it?" Hard
2.00
p.m.
Moulton
Union
and
other representative articles of intervalues in other than material things. work is the chief ingredient in progHubbard Hall. Annual Forum The combination of terms produces ress. One learns through industry
est of the college and of the world of
to
of the Bowdoin Interscholastic
1940 were deposited in the copper
abstract and descriptive music. Like say "this makes me think." Here at
Debating
League.
box. The list of things to be placed]
the early poetry of every race, then, the College, music and classrooms and
there was copied mainly from a sim- Sunday, Dec 15—5 o'clock Chapel,
music represents awareness and com- pastimes are resigned to serve this
the President will speak on
ilar list that was sealed in the cornerwith environment, and, end. Little does it matter whether a
patibility
"Christian Meekness." The Choir
stone of the Moulton Union at itsj
further, the sense of vitality is not sonata makes you recall the Washwill sing a Balkan Candle Carol
dedication in 1928.
restricted to any particular society. ington Monument or a blonde in the
Some of the things left that were Monday, Dec 16—8.15 p.m. Memo- Music can be considered as the spirit rain at North Station, even apple
rial Hall. The Masque and Gown
of mankind expressing itself through trees. The result is salutary, and
particularly interesting concerning the
presents "Room Service"
different ages, but it is timeless be- that's what counts. If one overlooks
actual construction of the new halli
were a picture of its donor, Mr. Hoyt Tuesday, Dec 17—7.30 p.m. Fresh- cause the ideas remain the same the thinking aspects of college life,
one might as well sink, for he is
A. Moore '95, the votes of the Boards
man Basketball ys. Portland Jun- through the years.
ior College.
The spirit, or enthusiasm, or what doomed before he begins to swim.
Continued en Page

COMING EVENTS

Coffin

*

—

Records Of College Preserved
In Cornerstone Of Moore Hall

companions of varied backgrounds
and even more varied dispositions.
They offer a sense of unity and thy

To Publish

Poem By

was employed.
on the covffr. The Quill, the college
On Wednesday evening Bowdoin literary magazine, will make its first
where they had been developed and took the negative side of this argu- appearance of the year on December
ment at Amherst and won by a vote 18th, according to Editor John P.
[ Continued on Page 4 ]
of the audience. Ward T. Hanscom Koughan '41. The Quill, which is pubr

—

RUSSELL ATTENDS

phases of

the expedition, and in order to insure
accident, the reels were
sent by runner back to civilization
where they were printed up. Two of
the reels taken in India by the expedition were lost for a time, and after
writing to jseveral countries, the missing reels \were located in Burma

them agaihit

\

''

all

moving Comedy
On Monday

Debating Team
Gains Victories

The original pictures were shown
at Bowdoin, but copies of these reels
have been made by most of the members of the expedition. Although the
copies are good, Mr. Smith stated
here that the colors in them were not
so vivid as the colors of the original

Lauds Mrs.

William

Hormell Praises
U.S. Democracy

Trip

Illustrates

Critics Acclaim

Service" Fast-

night of next week at
8:15 and on Friday afternoon at 4:00
the Masque*, and Gown will present
"Room Service" by John Murray and
Allen Borets. This play, with Professor George H. Quinby in charge of
production, Was chosen by the executive committee of the Masque aVid
Gown primarily for its appeal to a
*
house-party gathering.
"Room Service" was first produced
by George Abbott at the Court Theater in New York City in May. 1937.
It was acclaimed as a fast-moving,
riotously funny, farcical comedy. It
deals with the efforts of a shoe-string
producer to locate money with which
to rush a production onto-thje stage.
The play ran for sixty-one ^eeks in
New York and. has been extremely
man life, and our membership is more popular outside iNew York with sumimportant in that institution than in mer theatre coriipanies and amateurs
any other in our modern world."
all over the country. According to
Professor Quinby, although it is played in only one set, the number of
properties, such as mooseheads, theater posters, bunjehes of bananas, and
serving wagons' and the speed required in the pjaying make the play
a difficult one rb produce.
The Masque and Gown cast is
In a series of three debates last
Wednesday and Thursday evenings made up very largely of new mate[ Continued on Page 4 ]
against Amherst, Williams, and Wesleyan, the Bowdoin debating team
registered two victories. In all three
contests the question was "Resolved:
that the nations of the western hemisphere should form a permanent alliance for defense against foreign aggression," and the Oregon system
With a winter scene of the chapel

Made By Dudley Wolfe

Bowdoin's Chapel Choir began the
program by presenting "Finlandia"
by Sibelius. This was in commemoration of the composer's seventy-fifth
anniversary. The other two clubs and
the remainder of the Bowdoin singers
then came onto the stage and the
united group filled the platform to
capacity. Under the direction of Pro-

adopting Glenn Miller's style. He re- Newt Perry, will play at the I'm l
cently brought this 17 piece outfit House on the first night of houseeast and has been very popular espe- parties, Thursday, December 19.
cially at the Roseland State in Boston. This summer he played on the
Fitch Band Wagon, and through this B.C.A.
fessor Tillotson, the entire company
into their respective folds, satisfy his appearance he gained much popularsang two of the choruses from Hansocial instinct and by so doing nullify ity. Recently he has been playing at
del's "Messiah," "For Unto Us a
colleges,
and
England
New
different
the possibilities of his forming any
Child is Born," and "Glory to God."
"cliques" or leagues that would not will play at the University of Maine
Following this, the three clubs gave
be conducive to his general welfare. Military Ball. His appearance here Annual Party To Be Held In their individual performances. The
A well known educator remarks: Christmas will be his first at BowWestbrook Junior College singers' enSargent
"The fraternity sets as its supreme doin.
tertained first and were extremely
Ray Belaire's band, whose specialty
goal a contribution toward truth.;
December 19
well received by the audience. They
U playing for college dances, will apjustice, and the well - being of man
sang "Jean Dulcis Memoria," "Crukind. It aims to develop among its pear at the A. D. house. This band
The Bowdoin Christian Association cifixion," and "Rachem," featuring
members the highest standards of homes from Providence where they will present its annual Christmas Miss Jean Quinqannon, contralto sohonor, chivalry, tolerance; unselfish- played this summer in the Bacchante Party at 2 p.m., on December 18 in loist, and under the direction of Mr.
ness, friendship, and loyalty to fra- Room at the Hotel Biltmore. Among the gymnasium, Charles P. Edwards Neily.
ternity ideals and Alma Mater. In> the college dances he has played at '41, president of the organization, re[ Continued on Page 4 ]
furthering this end, it is the belief are the Dartmouth Green Key, where cently announced. Six hundred chilof both educators and fraternity men he has played for the last three years, dren front the town of Brunswick will
in general, that no finer means is af[ Continued on Pane 4 ]
enjoy refreshments, games and movSills
forded the university man than the
ies. The program, which has been
brotherly association of men with
drawn, up by Edwards and Roy Mcand inclinations."
tastes
similar
Niven '41, will also include a magiThere, in somewhat exuberant terms.
cian, and Santa Claus will be the
is one of the great aims of the fra
guest of honor.
Speaking in chapel on December 2.
ternity a benefit that, almost all
The party will open with a wel- President KenneUi C. JA. Sills paid
win agree, is clearly seen In the BoWi
come and the .subsequent singing of the following tribute to the late Mrs.
Professor Orren C. Hormell gave Christmas carols, Edwards stated.
doin chapters.
William J. Curtis:
s - r
a talk in chapel last Wednesday en- Santa Claus will then dispense candy
there died at her home
P^RATERNITIES offer to their titled "Our Constitutional Democra- and good cheer, and Steve Merrill's in "Yesterday
New York, Mrs. William J. Curtis,
* members other conspicuous as- cy ." In this speech commending our demonstration of sleight
- of - hand
widow of one of the great trustees
sets all of which are prevalent in the constitutional government. Professor tricks will follow. Mickey Mouse, popof Bowdoin, and herself associated for
Bowdoin fraternity system. From the? Hormell discussed the conditions at ular hero of the movies, will be fea- more than fifty years,
through famday the first fraternity was founded the time the national government tured on the screen. The B. C. A. has ily
ties on both sides, with the ColPhi Beta Kappa in 1817 at William was formed and the plight of Europe planned a fitting conclusion for the
lege. Her brother, the late Thomas
and Mary down to the present time, under the reign of Napoleon.
affair ice cream.
H. Riley, was for iong Secretary of
The speaker stated that today we
all accredited national organizations
Edwards also announced that the Board of Overseers; her daughhave been interested in maintaining face a problem similar to that with James A. Doubleday '41 represented ter, MrS> Henry
Hill Pierce, is one
England
was
confronted
durwhich
their
among
ratings
high scholastic
the B.C.A. at Colby Junior College of the very few honorary
women
undergraduate scholastic members. ing the time of Napoleon's threat to last Sunday. As head of one of
members of the College; her nephew
At the annual conventions of these .invade the British Isles. He said that the delegations which the organiza- is today Secretary of the
Board of
framers
the
constitution
were
the
of
bodies, trophies are usually awarded
tion plans for this winter Doubleday Trustees; her son-in-law,
Mr. Pierce,
realists; they were interested in creto the fraternity's highest ranking
delivered a morning Ch,apel address. was a well-known trustee and genchapter and to the chapter that hai rating a workable instrument and in
erous benefactor. She has had husna
establishing
a
strong,
effective
improved the most scholastically durband, daughter, brother, son-in-law,
ing the year. Within the respective tional government. This constitution
grandson, nephews and grand-nephchapters themselves there are usually preserved nationalism for the people
ews
in the College and a grand-niece
in
spite
states'
rights
of "Jeffersonian
study rules and scholarship commit*
in the Alumni Office. In a family coltees that are instrumental in raising \ and frontier individualism."
lege such as Bowdoin this means
Professor
Hormell
went
on
to
say
Professor
Henry
Russell
will
All
athouse.
of
the
the general rating
much. She represents those countless
of these things, although perhaps in- \ that he thought that our democracy tend the University of Maine Embasmothers and wives who have done so
significant separately, together fom* would withstand any attempts by sy Week, Dec. 10 to 12, at Orono.
much for the College in so many
conflicting
groups
to
disrupt
the
sysProfessor
Russell
explained
that
this
improving
a strong force toward
f
ways.
With Kate Douglass Wiggin
Their effectiveness is. ditions of each generation. Conclud- institution corresponds to the Bowscholarship.
and with her daughter, Mrs. Pierce,
proved by the National Interfratern-; ing, he said that it was inconceivable doin Religious Forum Week, and will Mrs. Curtis
was one of the founders
freedom
would
that
our
charter
of
be
attended
largely
prominent
by
ity Conference's finding that the na-i
of the Society of Bowdoin Women,
tern. He said that this was true be- clergymen. While at the University,
tional scholarship average of fra ternthe pioneer society which has done
the
flexible
cause
constitution
was
Professor
Russell
will
said,
be
the
he
than
the
AH;
been
higher
has
ities
so much to tie families to the Colenough to include the changing con- guest of one of the fraternity houses
Men's Average.
lege. For many years she served as
ever become lost to the nation.
there.
s - r
president of the organization. She
and her children founded, in memory
4S any fraternity catalogue or magof her husband, the Bowdoin Prize,
azine will tell you in glowing:
the income of which is given every
fraternities also offer td>
phraiies,
five years to a graduate of the Coltheir fellows the ability to live amialege who has rendered distinctive
bly but independently among the

New York

Work Together
Dr. Angus Dun. Dean of the Episcopalian Theological College in Cambridge, Mass., speaking in chapel last
Sunday, began by stating that he
thought that although most of us
profess Christianity as our religion,
we usually hold some other organization closer in our thoughts, and
went on to say that he thought
there was a chance for democracy
and the church to go hand-in-hand
in these troubled times. He said that
the individual needed a strong power
such as the church to unify his private life with the events of the complex world.
Dr. Dun's main thought was that
there is inevitably a bond between
the individual, the state, and the
church. He criticized the modern
youth for his rather indifferent attitude
toward the church. "The
church is the crowning society in hu-

SMITH TALKS ON
HIMALAYAN TRIP

Tillotson united in this choral festi-

nate

1

combined concert.
directed by

their fifth annual

KINNARD DIRECTS
PRODUCTION CREW

And

"Room

Mr. Rupert Neily, Colby Glee Club
under the direction of Mr. John
Thomas, and the Bowdoin Glee Club
directed by Professor Frederic E. T.

have not yet named their bands, but
expect to decide within a week.
The A.T.O.'s originally booked Bob

stop and meditate before concluding
that we have even mild versions of;
the latter.
i
s - r
f\NE of the primary functions of a
fraternity is a social one. Psychologists tell us that even if there]
were no official organizations on a
college campus, the natural instinct
of man to associate with his fellows
would compel him to form clubs of
his own. And in this respect colleges
owe much to the well organized fraternity. For these groups by taking
the more or less "green" freshman

—

VITAL RELIGION
Scholar Says Church

to active work.

consideration

Play To Be Presented Both
On Monday Night And
Friday Afternoon

DUN CALLS FOR

a week or two. During
his confinement the work of his
classes will be carried on by Professor Hoelln and Mr. Riley.
There is every reason to hope
that Professor Ham's recovery will
be swift and to expect his return

VISITS

Company Presents
Two Choruses From

And
Wally Harwood

To Ray

MASQUERS OFFER "ROOM
SERVICE" NEXT WEEK
FOR HOUSE PARTIES

To Bed

•

Choir Sings "Finlandia"
75th Anniversary

NEWT PERRY

Ham

Students and friends of the College will be saddened to learn that
Professor Rosooe J. Ham, head of
the department of German, has

is

ferry To Play For Psi U*s;
Thornhill To Appear

Illness Confines

Professor

JOINT CONCERT

Xmas Houseparty Bands

T.

a law which brings men
together in group*; it acts like
the law of gravity, and regardless of
what is done to divert it. it holds
true. Thus we have the. college Ira-:
Charles Wesley Flint.
ternity."
Chancellor of Syracuse University.
Here at Bow do in where college life
is inextricably entwined with that of
the fraternity we are in an opportune position to judge whether the
virtues of these social organizations
outweigh their faults. On this campus, at least, it is undoubtedly true
that the faults are negligible. For a;

T1ERE

Perry

Thornhill

»

Rises

•

jftewt

i^^a*

be presented in the fifth Simpson Memorial Concert this evening at 8:15
in the Moulton Union Lounge.
The nucleus of the program will be
"Concerto Gross No. 8" of Corelli.
which has been chosen in keeping
with the advent of the Christmas
Season. This work by Corelli is not
universally known, but bears the
stamp of great Christmas Music, being full of yuletide color and pastoral

charm.

>

Christmas carols by Vaughan will
also be presented. Many of this composer's works are known to the student body, among which the most
favored is "We've Been Awhile Awandering."

p
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

CDustard ahd Cress

To Perform Thursday
1RTI

Evans

'41

Henry A. Shorey,

.

M anaglug

3rd, '41
Jr., '42

Leonard B. Tennyson,
Robert G. Watt '42
Sa»»fklito»

Frederick H. Rubier
Robert S. Burton '43
Joseph S. Cronin '43

Fowler Hunger Jr.,
Robert L. Edwards

'4.1

,

Robert O. Shipman
Laurence H. Stone

'43
'43

Donald

Curtis F. .Tones '43

'43
'43

S. Ulip '43

BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY
BubIimW Manager

W. Redman

'42

Wyman

.

'42

.

.

.

.

.

—

!

.

.

tache

.

.

.

Robert Taylor says to the ing?

German general, 'Td like to see you
in my own back yard!" The general
"I can assure

replies,

will!"

.

.

.

now

isn't

you that you

the'

... we fear for
gym when Count

the rafters in
Basie blasts

forth with Biewtop and
sizzlers

that interest- parties

.

.

.

.

.

.

some other

Plenty ready for housearen't you?.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

I

.

.

.

.

.

Shot Artist of the World. To prove
this he dares anyone in the audience
to trick him with an impossible shot.
Sponsored by the National Billiard
Association and by the American Association of College Urfions, Peterson
toured the country last year, lectur-

.

.

j

.

i

.

I

.

ning will be "Billiards, the Sport of
All Ages."

'42

.

the big-wigs in the field
has written hundreds of pamphlets and articles; many of them relate to governmental problems right
adhere in the state of Maine -r-—
vised town of West Hartford in drawlives in a
ing up its charter
rambling old house on Potter street
filled with comfortable furniture and
plants of almost every kind ... is
plays a
an enthusiastic gardener
consistent game of golf, and is often
seen on the Brunswick links with the
President as his golfing partner
depth, tone, and understanding, knowruns a Bureau of Municipal Research
.
ing Miss Parker's famous quips
in Hubbard Hall which is said to be
We like Escape almost as well asi
one of the most complete bureaus of
drives Our Town, even if it was full of propits kind in New England
a green Ford Sedan like the wind.
aganda ... it was chock full of subhas a great fear of New Hampshire tie digs at the man with the mouspolicemen, for reasons which' are oblikes to watch the scenery
vious
and chat while driving, but he gets
you there and brings you back that
is, if you don't have a weak heart.
his most famous characteristic is the
interspersing of sentences in his lec26 Maine Street
yep!"
tures with "Yep
yep
No Waiting
maintains stoutly that he is not Two Barber*
every sumon the plump- side
mer goes on a reducing campaign
which he calls "girth control"
In all fairness, he is past sixty and is
more active than most men are at
thirty ... in fact, he is the most
energetic member of the faculty
when a certain student fell asleep in
the front row during a Government
all

.

Kenneth G. Stone

Oliver A.

.

knows

ing before 100,000 people. The subject of his. lecture for Thursday eve-

Paul H. Holliday '41
Atmfetant BastnesH Managers
Charles

is

Evans
shorter and stubbier

than the Dean ... is one of the foremost authorities on government and
political science in the country

Peterson, who is on his eighth annual tour, holds the title of Fancy

Editors

Charles T. Ireland, Jr.. '42
Philip H. Litman "42

He

Profile:

Charles Peterson, well-known bilace, returns to Bowdoin on
Thursday, December 12, to display
his trick shots in the Moulton Union.
Last year he gave his exhibition before many interested fans who watched his performance. He will put on
his act at 4:30 and again at 7:30.

A-woesa<b Editor*

C

John

.

.

liard

E. Harold Rottle, Jr., '41

\

C

By John
Brumwiek, Maine

son and daughter
the son is
studying to be a doctor at Harvard
smokes like a fire everything
but "those infernal cigarettes"!
.
smokes paper matches in his pipe instead of tobacco
can't keep his
pipe going longer than 30 seconds,
because he is always so busy talking
.doesn't bother with lecture notes
in his advanced courses because he
knows everything cold from his long
years of research and study
If
anyone ever had apple cheeks, Hormie
has a wealth of puns and
does
stories on tap that he will divulge
without any urging
and if he
likes you, and he usually does; he'll
give you the Brooklyn Bridge ... he
probably could, too!
Observations at Random: One of the
best short stories we've read in a long
time is Dorothy Parker's Clothe the
you'll be surprised at its
Naked
.

Peterson, Billiard Ace,

.

.

.

.

j

.

ruUI«h€d -very WiHlnp-day <Jurinir the College Year by the Student* of Bowdoin College.
All contribution! ami mmmnniration* nuouKl be given to the Managing Editor by Sunday
Bight preceding the date of publication.
We. Editor-in-Chief ia responsible for the editorial
aoiumn the Managiny Editor for Be** and iiwke-up. All communication* regarding subscription* ahoald be addresx** to the Business Manager of the Bowdoin PubUshing Company.
ription*. (2.00 per year in advance.
VT.t:< Alumnus. S3 50.
Entered as aag a ajj Hraa matter at the postoffice at Brunsvr>k. Maine.
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Continued from Page i }
neighboring house on guest nights,
there is practically no danger of fra[

for this Isaue

LXX

Wednesday, December

11,

1940

.

many

students will be in no shape to drive safely. If you intend to

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

the usual houseparty conditions prevail, /"VNLY

if

.

.
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HOUSEPARTT DRIVING

conditions will be poor;

BRUNSWICK
BARBER SHOP

.

doin houseparties are week ends that
are becoming justly famed throughout the land. But generally speaking,
fraternity life here, aside from these
With the Christmas Houseparties rapidly approaching/ many special occasions, is quiet. Scholastic
warnings will no doubt be forthcoming concerning the use of au- requirements are too strict to permit
levity during the course of the year.
tomobiles at that time. If the present weather continues, driving
s - r

Vol.

.

—

becoming self-centered, isolated groups. As for criticism number 2, it must be admitted that Bowternities

Robert G. Watt

.

"

in the third criticism, i.e., intolerance, is there ,*»ny justification for concern both here and in the

.

.

.

5 lecture last year, Hormie showed
or whole system. Fraternity magazines his great sense of humor by throwing
chalk
at the culprit ... I know; I
and
pledge
manuals constantly emhave some non-drinking friend ;do your driving for you. Househas a grown
phasize the tolerance displayed by was the culprit!
parties are a time to have fun, bwt not a time to court death. Some the fraternity men and yet almost all

drink during this period, either put your keys

away and walk

.

people are so proud of the fact
sober, but

&at

they can drive a car drunk or

only takes one icy spot in the road, one

it

— —

of the groups are guilty of "caste"
consciousness, that is, pledging men

judg- on

SILLS PRESIDES

Everything seems to point that

way

house to pledge
men who are well able to pay bills
and for obvious and practical reasons,
Basie's band it is difficult to admit certain races
to a fraternity. But that is the probcar. It takes
lem and the test that the national

time.

you have a craving for speed, listen to Count
take otf on some fast numbers; but stay out of your
only a few drinks to dull one s senses to the point where
If

are too slow to respond to
the Eagle aren't so far

minutes walking

if

any sudden emergency. After

away

you haven't someone

reflexes fraternal organization faces. It is a
real problem. For this discrim-

to drive for you.
it

stability of a

Vic's or very

all

that they can't be reached in a

houses are conveniently located, and in the time

cial

few

The

takes to button

your coat you can go from one to another. Bowdoin Houseparties
have a certain reputation, one way or the other, but intoxicated
drivers do not help sustain a reputation for fun and frolic; they

down upon

member.
The annual meeting of the Assoall
ciation of Schools and Colleges in
American traditions of intellectual New England took place in Boston,
freedom and complete tolerance that Friday, December 6. Professor Roshas made the United States the last eoe J, Ham, Professor Athern P.
Daggett, Professor Philip S. Wilder,
stronghold of liberty. Here at Bowand President Sills represented the
doin this intolerance Is ik>t nearly so Bowdoin faculty. The next day the
acute as at some schools. But every- President presided at an annual conination

us cries of "stupid, drunken college boys." Let us where, difficult as the problem may
have none of that this year! Not only do we endanger the safety be, there is room for quick improveand lives of ourselves, but we ailso jeopardise the well-being of the ment. With the exception) of this one
fault, little can be found wrong in
girls we are escorting and the townspeople who are kind enough
the modern fnternity system. That
to overlook many other things;which are done in the hectic whirl fault, however, is a la.fge one.
bring

of houseparties. Think not of ^ourselves, but of the others

1

whom

tive

completely in opposition to
democratic principles and all
is

Now

England college preswho meet yearly to discuss

ference of

IS

A SNAP

IN

ATHLETIC MEETING

at the present

EVERY COURSE

AT

President Sills recently returned
from a business trip during which he
attended several committee meetings
in .New York and Boston. Last Wednesday he was present at a gathering of the trustees of Athens College of Athens, Greece, an institution
which is administrated in this country. On Thursday the President met
with the National Council of Episcopal Churches, of which he is an ac-

their social

killed.

piest in history.

.

background, money,
and, what is worse, hard and

slip in

when pfft one more car ruined, one more driver injured etc.,
fast racial discriminations. I admit
The Orient editorial is not meant as a sermon, but it is that practical considerations perhaps
make such policies necessary. For exan attempt to help make the coming festivities the best and the hap- amples, it is
necessary for the finanment,

or

.

idents,
athletics in the small colleges of

New

England and vicinity. It has also been
announced that President SilLs has
been named honorary chairman of
the Greek Relief Fund.

GOOD BASS BOOTS
Uphill or down,

on open slope

"^

Or

\

there's

nothing too

_-

\^r

trail,

tough if you're
wearing Bass Boots.

From dub

to pro, skiers every-

where agree that the fine leathers
and special construction features
of these smart looking boots put
the fun
skiing.

the

in, take the ordeal out, of
Let your dealer show you

many models

for

men and

It

sounds crazv— but

let's

see

how it would be

perfectly possible in the telephone business,.

^Suppose an improved method is devised that
clips just

one second from the time required

to handle one toll ticket in the acconnting de-

partment. Apply this method throughout the
handling an average of some
Bell System

—

each month-and it would
monthly saving of nearly 1 % years!
A second saved here, an unnecessary step
cut out there —on such close attention to
5.">.000,000toll tickets

effect a

women. Whatever model you

"little" things rests the Bell

choose, youll fall for, but not
with, Bass Boots.

to provide the finest, fastest, cheapest tele*

BASS
BOOTS
SKI

phone

System's ability

service in the world.

Why not telephone home

often?

Long Distance rates to most
points are lowest any night after
7 P. M. and all day Sunday.

—-5-

you endanger by your drunk<jn driving! If President Sills makes
this same warning in chapel either this week or next, don't leave
chapel muttering to yourself as many do, "the same old story, so
what?" That was the reaction »f many students to the President's
warning at the beginning of the year concerning drinking. He was
in earnest; he always is when hk makes that plea. He is not thinking
of himself, but of the safety arsd welfare of some six hundred students for whom he is responsiW^. We do not intend to hang up a
skull and crossbones over a bottle on a field of black and say "Beware, ye sinners!" We just want to say simply if you intend to

—

DO NOT DRIVE!!

drink during houseparties,

P.H.L.

HOUSEPARTY FEVER
Many

of the invariable signs that herald the approach of

Bowdoin's Christmas Houseparties are making their annual appearance. Jewelry salesmen have already

mages to

made

are being waxed, dress clothes over-hauled
readily in

their fall pilgrim-

fraternity houses, students are ordering corsages, floors

all

corners

on the

and discussion waxes
and merit of the

relative popularity

eleven bands scheduled to blare forth noisily in fraternity houses

from the middle of Thursday evening to the
next day.

The

earlier

hours of the

fever of anticipation starts to break forth in a kind

of rash about this time.

It is *"*he

big" semi-annual social affair at

Bowdoin during the season and every year undergraduates attempt
to outdo themselves in making it "even bigger and better." At times
the efforts of Bowdoin students; doing things "in a big way" are
not unlike those of a frantic society matron trying annually to reinstate herself into a vague sacred circle of the socially elite. Actually, houseparties are of considerable

graduate and they should be, but
year to make
circus?

The

it

importance to the under-

why do

students endeavor each

reach the spectacular proportions of a three-ringed

point

—

is this

it

seems that there

is

too

much

evidence

of the affair becoming comr letefy out of proportion to the average

means and need of Bowdoin
rather than entertain seems

students.

tri

The tendency

to impress

be the goal of houseparties. Even

during recent years, houseparties have had more activities taking
place at the same time than students could possibly take part in.

House bands costing two hundred

and upwards, huge banquet expenses, five dollar gym Jance tickets, and all the other expensive accompaniments come gut of the pockets of most students
who can scarcely afford them. How about a little less quantity and
a little more quality? Two hot&es might combine and engage one
good band at half the cost of heading separate dances. The elimination of the usual "middle men*' on dance committees would cut

expenses at

gym

dollars

dances plus the elimination of

paint and fancy trimmings

th& adorn
I

much of

CAMELS

PRINCE ALBERT

• For those who prefer cigarettes, give Camels and you can be sure your gift
more smokers prater slower •burning Camels than
They are the cigarette of costlier tobaccos that gives more

will be appreciated. For

any other

cigarette.

pleasure in every puff. Ybur dealer

is

featuring Camels for Christmas in the

two handsome packages shown above There's nothing
Camels to say: "Happy holidays and nappy smoking."
ffT
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• No

problem about those pipe-smokers on your gift list! You just can't
miss when you give them a big, long-lasting one-pound tin of the world's
most popular smoking tobacco— Prince Albert! (Or a one-pound real glass
humidor.) Pipe-smokers call Prince Albert the National Joy Smoke. Your
local dealer has Prince Albert's Christmas-wrapped "specials''
on display now! Get your Prince Albert gifts today!

'

*H*T ARE SURE TO PLEASE IN BEAUTIFUL

the plush,

the whole atmosphere.

L.B.T.
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
.

Bowdoin Plays Host To
Aed
Eddy Capture Firsts
In Four Events

in the

same

POLAR BEARINGS

FRATERNITIES START

.

BASKETBALL SEASON

By Joe Cronln

State A.A.IL In Opener
Cooper, Fenger, Penny,

.

heat, placed third.

8

Lou Upham, varsity hockey goalie for the past two seasons, may be
The basketball league this year
moved up the ice this yew to play defense unless Coach Linn Wells can unpromises to be even hotter than last
cover more material to replace Dave Doughty and Bunny Bass, last year's
year when the Zetes copped the title
with
only
two
men
Wells
leaves
defensemen. The ineligibility of Bob Tyrell
by nosing out the Betas in the last
who have had much previous experience. Charlie Marr saw action last year,

and George "Hutch" Hutchings, a sophomore who played guard on this fall's
football team, did not go out for hockey last winter but has had a lot of
experience at Newton where some capable puck outfits are produced. If Upham moves up the ice, either Duke Taylor or Stan Sumner will, in all prob\
ability, tend the cage. Both saw service with the jayvees last year, and TayY placed fifth.
'41
IN
In the next event, the 100 yard lor, a former all-scholastic goalie in Massachusetts, got into a number of the
ibackstroke for novice men, Warren varsity exhibition games. Diminutive Charlie Black, who played on the
Eddy '43, won his heat in 1 minute, jayvee line a year ago, and Frankie Driscoll, regular wingman, are also in12 2-5 seconds, and later emerged the eligible at this time. This leaves the Big White pucksters with only four
Brunswick High, Auburn V, victor in the final heat in the slower forward linemen who had much experience last year, the Psi U "kraut" line
time of 1 minute, 13 2-5 seconds.
who sparked
And Portland Boys'' T,»ylor of the Auburn Y won the of Captain Harding. Bonzagni, and Munro, and Jimmy Dolan,
the season's prospects

TRAILSX

onds behind Harr. In the first heat
Coburn Marston '42, qualified for
fourth place in the t jne of 5 minutes,
(58 2-5 seconds. Glover of the Auburn
I
j

HARR
QUARTER BY FOOT

Club Also Compete
By

The

j

Robert O. Shipman

first

swimming

activities .of

the current 1940-41 season got utwfer
Saturday evening wnfcn
Jast
Bowdoin played host at the StAe
A. A. U. Invitation Men and Wc*nen'i Novice and Championship Meet
in the Curtis Pool. Brunswick HSgh
School, the Portland Bays' Club, fie
Auburn Y. M. C. A., and the College
were represented.
The Meet, under the' direction p(
Coach Bob Miller of Bowdoin. Sectary of the State A. A. U.. tx«g*n
with the running of thf? first eveet,
the 75 yard medley swim for men -jn
four heats. Merrigan of 'the Portland
Boys' Club and Steve Carlson '41. frf
Bowdoin finished first and second jin
the first heat to qualify for the finals.
The winning time was 4ft and 2-6 seconds. Ed Cooper, co-captain of the
Bowdoin team, and G. Anderson *>f
the Auburn Y finished in that'ordter
In the second heat. Cooper's time **%s
47 seconds flat. Stan Fisher '41. «>captain of Bowdoin, and Belangei jof
Brunswick were disqualified in the
third heat for illegal kicking leavifig
Pete Jenkisson '41 of Eowdoin, winner of the fourth heat, an opportunity to qualify for the final, with :lhe
slower time of 51.7 seconds. In the
final Cooper won handily in the good
time of 47 2-5. Merrigan and Carlson
finished in the second and third posi-

way

tions.

Bob Fenger

'42

and Lu Harr

'41 of

Bowdoin thrilled the crowd in the
senior men's 440 yard State Championship.
Fenger, maintaining! an
early lead throughout the race, found
Harr closing the gap in the final
stages but squeezed through by half
a stroke to win. Fenger's time was 5
minutes, 40 1-5 seconds, while Harr's
time was 5 minutes, 40 4-5 seconds.
Art Key lor

'42,

thind heat in 1 minute, 19 2-5 seconds, while Libby, also of Auburn,
won the second heat in 1 minute,
18 2-5 seconds. Taylor placed second
in the final, 1 2-5 seconds ahead of

the jayvees last year. On paper, according to Wells,
are none too promising.
polar bearings

With the track gambols In full awing, It might be interesting to sit back and watch how last year's leaders are
performing this season. Bob MarchiMon, who led the parade a year ago as a freshman, looks dangerous again this

Libby.

The 50 yard

men had

freestyle for novice
list of entries

the largest

year in the 40-yard dash, the high hardies, the broad Jump,
and the shot put. The dash and shot are his regular events
and a lot will depend upon what he can do in the hardies
and the broad Jump. Deane Gray, who held the lead for two
or three days in 1939 and finally finished very near the top,
la entered in the high jump, his regular event, and may be
expected to provide plenty of dose competition. Nels Lindley. Bay Haling, and Stan James are regarded as dark
With
horses, in some corners, and will bear watching

Divided into six -heats with the
ten fastest times qualifying for the
semi-finals and the five fastest times
32.

from the semi-finals qualifying for
the final, Alex Penny '44, Bowdoin,
eventually emerged the winner in
the good time of 26 3-5 seconds. John
Rubino '44, Bowdoin, won the first
heat in 28 2-5 seconds. Dumais of
Brunswick High School, captured the
second heat in 28 3-5 seconds. Boucher of Auburn and Bruce Thayer
'43, of Bowdoin, swam the third heat
in 29 flat and 29 3-5 seconds to qualify

for the semi-finals.

Houghton

of

slower.
In the first heat of the semi-final
heat in 28 2-5 seconds. Dumais, of
mais was second in 28 2-5 seconds,
and Jordan was third in 28 3-5 seconds. Penny won the second semifinal in 26 4-5 seconds, with Houghton and Butt placing behind him in
27 seconds flat and in 28 2-5 seconds.

Penny, Houghton, and Rubino fin1, 2, 3 in the finals. The winning time was 26 3-5 seconds. The
25 yard freestyle Junior High School
girls was originally scheduled for two
heats but was changed to a final,
with Jane Smith of Portland Junior
ished

High School winning in 16 2-5 secBowdoin, swimniing onds. Barbara Sewell, Nancy Rounds

ger,
tin.

.

.

.

polar bearings
The freshman basketball team opens its schedule with Edward Little
high school at Auburn on December 13. The frosh have been working out for
some time under Coach Dinny Shay and will meet a lot of competition after
The interfraternity basketball competition opened Monday,
.
.
vacation.
and
and, on paper, it looks like a red hot race with the Zetes, Betas, Dekes,
Niles Perkins,
D.U.'s as probable favorites, but anything can happen
stride again,
his
old
hit
have
to
seems
star,
grid
and
track
White
former Big
judging by his performance last Saturday when he broke the sophomorefreshman meet record at the University of Maine with a 35-pound hammer
.

.

.

star who
feet, 3 inches ... It seems that Pat O'Brien, movie
ran 97
playing the part of Knute Rockne in a current screen hit, once
Marquette,
for
touchdown
winning
yards against Notre Dame to score the
Two practical reasons why two people picked Tom
his alma mater. .
Harmon as All- American: "kicks like an outboard motor with water in the
gas line"; "weaves like the Tacoma Bridge."

throw of 48
is

.

.

In the 50 yard freestyle Girls' Novice event, Barbara Baldwin, Beverly
Auburn finished second and third.
Ruth Anderson of Portland Boys' Garsoe, and Jane Lawrence, all 'of

of Webster Junior High School of

Club Auxiliary outclassed her rivals
to win the Girls' Open Diving with
a superb display of form and grace.
Jane Wright of Portland and Betty
McLaughlin of Brunswick followed
in***tecond and third positions.

Portland, placed

3 in the

1, 2,

finals.

The winning time was 34 3-5 seconds.
Marie Zukunft of Portland won the
5C yard backstroke Girls' Novice in
43 1-5 seconds. Jean Ring of Portland was second and Eleanor Leslie

various members of the
swimming team.

Of Winter Track Team
Bowdoin To Hold Barrows Loss Of Allen, Rowe, Pope,
And Others May Be
Football Trophy Till May
Seriously Felt
Bowdoin, co-champion with Colby
for the State Series title this fall, is

the possessor of the Governor Barin the first year of competition for this new prize. Colby,
who lost in a coin toss to determine
first possessor of the new award, will
take the trophy to Waterville after

VARSITY MILE RELAY

rows Trophy

Bowdoin has had

for six months,
winner of next
year's State Series has been deter-

holding

it

it

until the

TEAM

IS

PROMISING

Freshman Harriers Assure
J.V/s Of Strength In
Distance Events

mined.

Governor Barrows announced the

The big question about Bowdoin's
offering of the new trophy at the 1940-41 track squad is one that comrally held on the Mall before the petition alone will answer: Can the
Maine game this year. The donor of men who startled everyone last year
the award has stipulated that com- with one of the best freshman te^ms
petition for permanent possession of in our history fill the competent shoes
the trophy run for twenty years, and of the departed seniors?
in 1960 the team having won the
The 1943 team had beautiful balmajority of State Series over the ance, but individual stars like Pope
twenty - year period is to gain per- and Allen could always pile up the
manent possession.
big scores that win meets. Their absence might conceivably leave-holes

Frosh To Open
CourtlSchedule

al-

Bowdoin quite a

bit

of

ball.

Johnny Devine,

hard for a guard post,
though he may be shifted to forward,
Dick Johnstone,
looks very good.
NOTICE
slated for one of the guard posts, has
Three Bowdoin football players re- been forced out of action by an old
ceived honorable
on the knee injury.
cat l

Let n^wto*

Strength

in

Coach Jack Magee's always

fear-

some offense.
The 440 prospects, though, are

def-

comforting. Three-fourths of
the fastest relay team in Bowdoin's
lied with veterans Hal Pottle, Jim
history may have graduated, but one
Gibson, and Bob Coombs, seem to be
The freshman basketball team will almost a* good remains. The sizeable
the biggest threat to the supremacy open its season Friday night, when
gaps left by Gene Redmond. Charlie
of the Zetes and the Betas. Chi Psi, they journey to Auburn to meet the
Pope, and Harry Baldwin will be fillfeaturing the Eck brothers and Ash Edward Little court cluster.
This
ed by Johnny Dickinson, Harry TwoWhite but minus Al Chapman, will game is scheduled for 7.30, and marks
mey, and Clark Young. And Benny
make plenty of trouble for any and the opening of a very busy court Lamarre's place should be taken
all of their opponents. The AT.O.'s schedule for the freshmen. With the
over b: Bob Newhquse, who ran
will floor three veterans in Peck, Lin- appointment of Dinny Shay as fullcross-country like a veteran this fall.
coln,
and Tonon, with Thurston, time coach, more emphasis is being
At pre r ent the weak point on the
Hamlin, and McClelland helping them. placed on the game. The schedule
squad seems the weights. Niles PerThe Dekes will undoubtedly have a now lists eight games with twelve kins, who distinguishes himself whergames to be the probable number
strong team, with Jim Dyer, Joe Mcever he is, is now breaking records
upon completion of the slate. WhethKay and Haven Fi field forming the er this marked emphasis upon the at the University of Maine. The graduation of Jay Pratt, supreme last
nucleus for what bids fair to be one freshman team is any indication that
year in shot and discus, has left a
varsity basketball will be established
of the fastest teams in the league.
hole in these departments, and right
of conjecture
The other six teams, with fewer next season is a subject
as if Frank Saamong the followers of the game in now it doesn't look
veterans returning, key men rendered college, but the official word has not basteanski, a good man in any event,
time
to compete this year.
have
will
ineligible or out for other sports, do yet been announced.
been improving in
The freshmen have been out since Nels Lindley has
not look so strong on paper, hut they
weights and the discus, however,
before Thanksgiving, with the
are all capable of as good a brand of the week
should be a
Gauvreau
Norm
and
the squad of twenty-five drilling on
basketball as displayed by any of the
stand-out. once a bad arm mends.
the fundamentals, passing and shootso-called favorites and will make ing. They have been practicing five Versatile Bob Marchildon has always
the shot, an event he
days a week, and should be in good specialized in
trouble for all opponents.
under complete conphysical shape for their strenuous may well have
and
he has also thrown
year,
this
trol
the
taller
men
on
The
campaign.
of Brunswick was third.
the discus and weight in odd moPortland Boys'
Club Auxiliary squad are making a determined bid
ments.
again swept honors. In the Girls' 50 for starting positions and include
The high jump looks better than
yard breaststroke, Betty Kirvas, Jane Babcock, Crossley, and Francis. Deever. Jack Marble is a militarist now,
White and Sally White, placed in spite their lack of exceptional height,
and Bob Buckley has been bothered
that order. The winning time was some of the smaller men are showing
themselves to be very smooth ball- by a bad ankle, but Jack Stowe and
37 4-5 seconds.
men Nellie Gray are forever defying progOfficials Cor the meet were: Ref- handlers and crack shots. These
nostications. Stan James is also on
eree and Starter, H. Paulson; An- are Daniels. Simpson, Higgins, Woodhand, and Herb Hanson promises
DanWhiting.
and
Muir,
Hess,
cock,
nouncer, Robert Miller; Judges, Harfirst year with the
iels especially, and Simpson and Hig- great things in his
ry Shulman, and Jack Magee; and gins, are very fast and have played varsity.

Woody Woodworth, Dick Goode,

.

.

Steele, Ev Pope, Charley BadBob Harrington, and Sonny AusThe sophomore group hopes to

bolster this quintet, and this group
includes Larry Stone, Bob Morse,
Mill Patten, and Sandy Moran.
The D. U.'s, with several members
of last year's freshmen slated to do
the heavy work, also seem to be
strong. Eton Cook, Bob Burnham,

Speaking of 1942 schedules, reports reveal
competition
that the Colby and Bates basketball slates include a number of open dates. Is it just a coincidence, or is it that the
Mules and Bobcats expect Bowdoin to be represented by a
varsity hoop quintet?

heat in that order, qualifying for the
semi-final with 26 4-5 and 28 1-5 seconds respectively. Butt and Spear of

of their play-off series. No less
than four or five teams leave the
starting line this year with numerous
veterans to back up their enthusiasm.
And the other teams, though not as
strong in the pre-season dopings, are
determined to have their say before
the champion is crowned this year.
The Zetes are in as favorable a
position as any of their contenders,
with four veterans from last year's
championship quintet returning. The
veterans include Hank Dale, Undo
Ferrini, Pinky Horsmjan, and Brad
Jealous. This group will be augmented by last year's reserves led by Jim
Lunt and a couple of freshmen. The
Betas plan to relinquish their runnerup position and take over the title
themselves this year, and with six
veterans from last year's squad, they
look formidable. The veterans are:

Tom

the welcome announcement that the state and New England track meets will be held here In 1942, track begins to
attract more attention. The team Is due for a busy and difficult schedule this season with meets set with Dartmouth, Bates, Holy Cross, the Harvard weight events, and
other meets as well as the IC4A, New England, and state

Auburn and Thalheimer of Brunswick High School placed in the fourth

Portland were timed in 27 flat and
28 1-5 seconds in the fifth heat; while
Penny won the sixth heat in 27 flat,
with Jordan of Portland 2 seconds

.

.

game

May Be

Sophs

battling

—

i

initely

Marble's loss will be felt in the pole
vault, too. but there are three competent sophomores coming up, Ingalls, Brifgs. and Bunting, and are all
climbing: and, of course, there is the

veteran Stan James. With Lin
[ Continued on Psge 4 ]

Rowe

recently announced "Little All- Amer-

They are Frank SabasAndy Haldane and
Captain elect, Bobby Bell.

ican" team.

teanski, Captain

CUMBERLAND
Wednesday-Thursday

Dec.

VACATION ECONOMY:

11 -It

South Of Suez

fc^

with

George Brent

Brenda Marshall

-

y»nr

<">d he<k

also

Add Zest teYour

Chew

News

Daily Life

Sound Act

Dec

Friday

A

IDelicious

GUM

DOUBLElnINT

Little Bit

Gloria Jean

ioffsp home

by hamly

RAILWAY EXPRESSI

IS

Of Heaven

with
- Robert Stack

Right from college direct to your own front door and vice
versa, without extra charge, in all cities and principal towns.

also

News

And

Cart

all

you do

is

phone RAILWAY EXPRESS. We'll call for
Away they'll go at passenger

your trunks, bags and bundles.

Dec

Saturday

and be delivered straight tc the street address.
and you can send "cotiect," you know, by
Railway Express, same as college laundry goes. Yes, it is a
very popular service. So when you're packed, strapped and
locked, just phone us and take your train with peace of mind.
train speed,

14

The

Gallant Sons

to «hewtog^m
DOUBUMWT GUM *m »!«•»—*

™ deUclou8i

there's extra

long-lastog Uwt-

Jackie Cooper

There's always a

,„i,l„l treat daily neVps

- Bonita Granville
also
Selected Short Subjects

moment

Sunday-Monday

with ice-cold Coca-Cola. The

GUM;«wy

day-

It

ic

tmm

——

99 Second Street

Dee. 17

Beta Boot*, 14 McHaea Street

FIRST NATIONAL

BRANN'S

Montgomery

M
e

Jr.

—

.»__

BARBER SHOP

Haunted Honeymoon
also

Auburn, Maine

Selected Short Subjects

1S2J

MAINE STREET

BOOKSTORE

8TUDBNT PATRONAGE MUGITEO

Bay Herbte Brown's New Book

FOR THE FORMAL
Bt Comfortable

Hie Sentimental Novel In America 1789-1860
Rave him autograph
M.

and send

it

to Dad, Mother or the

You Could Not Find

A

Better Christmas Gift

It

Drug Store

C Perkins,

Capital, $175,0©e

Total Resources M,00*,*00

MORTON'S

CHOCOLATES!

Allen's

Mgr.

148 Maine Street

F.

-

Best Assortment

Cigars for Smokers

Our Black Dress Shoes

Magazines

ana*

yon know!

1

$3.35

Qui Friend

W. CHANDLER & SON

In

Pipes

-

$5.00
Fine Beverages

Meats

ENWCOTT-JOHNSON SHOE
Maine Street

CO.

Brunswick, Maine

,

17 rajre Street

:*&&
\

Groceries

THE NEIGHBORHOOD
MARKET.
la Back of Beta

*

BANK

of

here for

The COLLEGE

i

William Beckler,

Paramount News

COCA-COLA BOTTLING PLANTS, INC.

COME

NATION-WIDE IAIl-AI« SERVICE
Campus Repr esentative

——^———
Robert

AvJt THAT REFRESHES
Booted under authority of The Coca-Cola Co. by

Brunswick, Me.

_Y

Tuesday

daily.

W

XPRESS
Railwa
AGENCY ^jpPiNC.

Nelson Eddy

Bitter Sweet

brings

always welcome. Millions

enjoy
fi

-

15-1«

in

you a refreshed feeling that
is

Mar Donald

Coca-Cola

delights your taste.

--u-rEwirr

Jeanette

Dec

STATION

MAINE CENTRAL
'Phone 24

for the pause that refreshes

taste of ice-cold

rates are low,

"!—
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FOUR
RECORDS PRESERVED
IN

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
Fraternities

NEW MOORE HA11

{ Continued from Page i }
Tufts house parties, and various functions at Harvard. Belaire has played
t ion with the dormitory, and a photo;
graph of "logging operations" during little in Maine although he did have
[

Ccntinued from Pag}

and Executive Committee

m

1

}

in connec*

the clearing of the ground of the site.
For general Bowdoin background, the
1940-1941 college directory, a copy of
the college "Catalogue," the President's report of May 1940, were also
placed in the box.
In order to give a good picture of
the college and our modern world,
several appropriate publications were
also collected. These included the
June issue of the "Alumnus," the
"Bowdoin Orients" of October 16, 2&
30. and of November 6, 1940, the
"Brunswick Record" of November 7,
and the Bowdoin copy of "Life." Articles of particular significance in the
"Orient" were those dealing with registration of the draft, the flying
course given this fall, the Presidential
campaign, an article about the freshmen walks, Professor Etienne Deanery's attitude towards the present
European war, an editorial on partrio tism. and plans for the Alum to

engagement in Kennebunkport
summer.
Another outfit well known to Bowdoin, Wally Harwood, will be at the
Beta house. Harwood is the Portland
studio band at WCSH. He plays the
saxophone and has played in many
bands locally. Although the band has

Day program.

band

an

this

been organized for over a year, it is
just beginning to come into prominence, and now is one of the popular orchestras in Southern Maine.
For the first time in history Bowdoin will have a band with a girl
leader in Ginger Ballou who will feature at the Zete house. Ginger leads
the band, sings, and plays the sax.

The hand comes from Boston where
it is known as a band which plays
fast

swing music.

One of the most colorful bands Is
Newt Perry, millionaire Yale graduate, who is rapidly gaining promi-

He

nence.

also played

wagon

this

on the Fitch

summer

besides

Other appropriate examples of the staying at Old Orchard for a week.
day were a pictorial booklet of the He features his singer, Sheri Lang,
college, a freshman proclamation, the 19 year old vocalist who also comes
Williams game football program, the from New Haven, and Perry also
1940 commencement program, and sings and doubles on the sax on some
an airline timetable. Concerning the numbers. The band is to offer its
executive part of Bowdoin, the letter sweet swing at the Psi U House.
of the President under the date of
Kearney Kallander will be the
August 9, 1940, concerning the Pilot Theta Delt's orchestra. Jerry KearTraining Program and a copy of ilv ney leads the band and does some of
College weekly calendar of November the vocals while Kallander plays in
3-11, 1940 were included The finan- the sax section. The band has played
cial reports for the year ended June before at houseparties and was very
30, 1940, and the fund report of Auj- well received. Dartmouth, Yale, Bowgust 15, 1940, were added to reprej- doin, Tufts are among the colleges
sent the condition of the Bowdoin fi- where the organization has played.
nances at this time.
Lenny Lizotte, a Lewiston band
Other things that Were included which plays at the Silver Slipper,
that should prove of general interest
to the future Bowdoin man were a
postage stamp commemorating thwork of Henry Wadsworth Longfellow, the 1 cent, 2 cent, 3 cent current
defense stamps, a freshman handbook, a Bowdoin ashtray, and the
1941 issue of the Bowdoin "Bugle."
All of these articles taken together
should prove to be very enlightening
to the person who uncovers the cppper box in the future.

YACHT CLUB PLANNING
Smith Presents
Himalaya Films TO BUILD 12 DINGHIES

Announce

Bands For Christinas

Chi Psi's entertainer.
Lizotte is another fast swing band
that has been at Bowdoin many times
will

be

the

In the line of cocktail parties
(about the best we've been to this
[ Continued from Page I ]
year), was Joe Berkowitz's nine
printed by a concern which did not
o'clock on Thanksgiving morning job
have facilities for developing color
.
Good records are being put out films. For that reason some of the
now by the barrel; get hold of Tom- movies shown in Memorial Hall Monmy Dorsey's "Another One of Them day were in black and white.
Things," Charlie Bamet's "Redskin
The pictures themselves showed
Rhumba" and "Southern Fry," Al- skill in photography, not only showvino Rey's "Row, Row, Row Your ing the
beauty of the snow-capped
Boat" and "St. Louis Blues"
.
mountains, but also illustrating the
What's this about banning Cole Por- beauty of the rural life in the remote
ter and George Gershwin and Steph- mountain districts, according to Mr.
en Foster from the radio? Is that the Smith. Shots of Apricot trees in full
reward of success? Personally we blossom were striking in their beaudon't get it
Said Daniel Webster: ty. Leaving no stone unturned in por"A diplomat is a person who is ap- traying the life of the expedition, the
pointed to avert situations that would movies in one instance showed the acnever occur if there were no diplo- tual killing of two sheep for food, a
mats"
Wind is air in a hurry
scene which offered no consolation to
Often one sees signs on cars with the the digestive organs of the large auwords, "Just Married," but the other dience.
day while we were walking up Maine
"K2," which the expedition recogStreet, we noticed a Jersey car bear- nized as its goal, is 28,250 feet in
ing a rather different inscription. The height, second only to Mount Eversign read, "Just Married. Watch est. Mr. Smith stated that the AmerP'burg Grow."
Vaughan Monroe ican expedition did not attempt to
will be in the Statler for the winter climb Mount Everest because the
not the Brunswick ... The best English have come to consider that
years of a girl's life are the first five mountain as their goal.
she's eighteen
And if anybody
On the Baltoro Glacier, which the
doesn't follow Dahl's "The Bicycle expedition's films showed so well, sevBoys" in the Boston Herald, he's eral of the carriers of the group were
missing a good after-breakfast laugh stricken with snow blindness. The acSaid Walt Disney: "Of course, tual suffering of these stricken portpeople will think I am a liar and a ers was vividly shown to the audience
fool, but I don't care about making in one of the later reels. The Baltoro
any money from this picture (Fan- Glacier is covered with black rocks
tasia)
as if he didn't have enough which came down from the "Black
already
The Bremen has been Rock" mountains. "Ice pyramids"
sunk again; you just can't keep a were shown protruding from the
good boat down
The world's glacier bed. The speaker stated that
widest street is the Avenida 9 de "ice pyramids" are only known to exJulio in Buenos Aires, capital of Ar- ist on this one glacier.
The late Dudley Wolfe, who died on
gentina. It covers a full block from
curb to curb ... A visitor in the "K2" last year, was a graduate of
Bahamas finds the Duchess of Wind- Harvard College. The exact cause or
sor much changed since he last saw type of accident which caused his
her, in London. In fact, the craze for death will not be known until anlooking like Wally has died every- other expedition can return to that
where
Spencer Tracy's next pic- area. It is known that he remained
ture will be "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. in one of the upper camps on the
Hyde"
This draft business might mountain while his companion went
be sort of interesting; you never can down to investigate the lack of food
.

.

.

.

Sigma Nu has signed Gene Brod-

man who

has played several times for
house parties and tea dances. Lloyd
Rafnell, another Lewiston band, wilt
be back at the Kappa Sig house. Rafnell plays arrangements of the name
bands, and has become well known
as an imitator of different styles.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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Club

last

of the Bowdoin
Thursday night

Maxime

F. LeRoyer, treasurer, reported that contributions are progressing steadily and that there is
good promise of the sanction and support of the college if sufficient interest continues. The club plans to build
several more twelve-foot dinghies. It
now has two of the dinghies in addition to the use of a power boat and
three sailboats owned by members.
Several students have made creditable showings in the past in the
races at M.I.T. and the formation of
a yacht club may make the college
eligible to compete in intercollegiate
racing. The next meeting of the club

.

Colby Jr. In Concert

.

.

.

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

To

you might bunk with Robert in the stations on the mountain.
Taylor or Joe Louis or just any old Three guides returned for Mr. Wolfe,
Chinaman
Date or no date, good and none of them returned to the
luck at houseparties anyway.
base camp.
.

.

.

[

"Room

Will

Continued from Page

i

]

Miller, the theatrical producer,

rial.

be played by George L. Eberhardt '44, and opposite him will be
Miss Eleanor Walsh as Christine. G.
William Craigie '44 will play the author opposite Mrs. Robert Craven as
Hilda. Other freshmen taking important parts are Douglas Carmichael
'44 and Clyde W. Crockett '44 as
Gribble and Wagner, while Crawford

Thayer

plays .a character part.

'44

designer, and Ben L. Loeb '42, permanent production manager. Robert

"I am sure that a man who is cynabout everything that is fundamental is taking an attitude that is
," said
very unwise and harmful.
Dean Paul Nixon at the chapel exercises last Saturday morning.
"It may be that we Americans
have in recent years made some
progress in emerging from a long
ical

.

.

protracted era of cynicism. If true,
that is something upon which to be
congratulated, even though' the new
era into which we are ushering ourselves seems to be largely one of be-

wilderment and pessimism and carpe diem," he said.
"Cynicism implies a sneer. I am not
sure that a man who is cynical about
anything that is fundamental, or even
about anything that is rather precious and rather sacred to a large
number of fellows, is taking a wise

and helpful

attitude*"

needs no prophet," concluded

"It

Dean Nixon, "to foresee that still
more troublous times surely would be
in store for a world that allowed itself to become so blase or so superior

charge of prop-

or so covetous or so hedonistic as to

deny or ignore the "Great Simplicities." Perhaps the greatest of them

'43

is

in

has the job of coordinating the
of each department head with

this: 'To do justly, to love kindness and to walk humbly with thy
is

work

God."'

the actors and director. Businessmanager Val W. -Ringer '42 will use
seven ushers, and Publicity manager
Leonard B. Tennyson '42 will use four
men each on posters and photog-

OUTLOOK UNCERTAIN
FOR WINTER TRACK

raphy.

members

sented in the Sargent Gymnasium served seats. Others will be charged
with the Bowdoin Polar Bears play- $.50 and $.75.
ing.

the

Criticizes

Cynical Attitude

erties, Donald S. Ulin '43 of scenery,
and R. Bruce Thayer '43 of lighting.
As stage manager Caleb K. Wheeler

Season tickets are now on sale to
of the faculty and townsBowdoin to finish off the program by people. Admission to individual perfrom
Hanchoruses
singing two other
formances for students will be by
del's "Messiah." "Surely He Hath
blanket tax to the unreserved seats
Borne our Grief and "Hallelujah."
and
by blanket tax plus $.25 to reAfter the concert, a dance was pre-

On Saturday almost

Dean

Service"

will

C. Davidson '42

of

Miss Janet Pfeger and Mr. Harold
Polis, Colby then sang "Gloria In Excelis." "The Cherubim Song," and two
choruses from "L" Allegro," by Handel. "Oh Let the Merry Bells Ring
'Round." and "These Delights If Thou
Canst Give." As an encore the club
presented "I'll See You Again" from
Noel Coward's "Bittersweet." Bowdoin then sang "Waters Ripple and
Flow" and "Casey Jones," under the
leadership of Professor Tillotson.
Colby and Westbrook again joined

.

tell;

Continued from Page i ]
the piano accompaniment
[

.

.

Offer

William T. McKeown '43, remembered for his Douglas in Henry IV, and
Theodore R. Saba '42, who has appeared in several acting group plays,
have important parts. Charles E.
Hartshorn '41. Howard L. Huff '43,
will be held on Tuesday, December
Robert L. McCarty '41, Curtis F.
17, at 7 o'clock in the Moulton Union,
Jones '43, and Maurice E. Curiel '42
and .new members will be welcomed complete the cast in minor roles.
at that time.
A production crew of twenty-one
and a business and publicity staff of
eighteen have been assigned work on
Glee Club Joins With
"Room Service." Heading the production is Jacw R. Kinnard '41, scene

—

.

before.

.

.

At the meeting
Yacht

Masque And Gown

entire

NOTICE
Bowdoin club journeyed to Colby
Junior College in New London, New
Tickets for the Christmas Gym
Hampshire. In the evening a com- Dance are on sale afternoons at the
bined program by the two clubs was
Gym from. 2 to 4. The price is five
presented, after which a dance was
dollars. Get yours early.
held in the Colby Gym.

[ Continued from Page 3 ]
gone from .he broad jump, Ray Huling who has won the event consistently in inter - college meets, will

number

among

this event

his activi-

ties,
necessary. Other capable
if
jumpers arc Stan James and Charlie

Ed wards.
Bowdoin is strong as ever in the
distance events. Dinty Jones, Pete
Babcock, and Al Burns leave little
to be desired in the way of twomilers. Jim Doubleday's ability should
be evident in the mile and 880. Lyn
Martin has recuperated from a faulty
knee and is once more in harness,
while workhorse Bill St#rk should
scare anyone in his favorite event,
the half-mile. The only loss in the
distance events is Lloyd Akeley, who
mixed his running with some able
pole-vaulting.

With Christmas

This

A

Is

Parties

At Hand

The 40 yard dash has lost Rowe
and Lamarre, but Marchildon, Nels
Lindley, and Kay Huling should take
care of that event. As for the hurdle department, a large delegation of

Natural

sophomores has come up from

and
do well. Dave
Lovejoy and Charlie Edwards can at
last come into their own. For two
years able to run on even terms with
any men in the state, they have always been edged out by Neal Allen,
Ray Huling, and Lin Rowe, ,the trio
that made it a habit to finish 1-2-3

Bob Edwards should

Sale

all

in every event last winter.

CUMMINGS TO TALK
TO BIOLOGY CLUB

»

Tailcoats

Dr. George O. Cummings, of Portland, father of George O. Cummings.
Jr., '42, will give an illustrated lec-

and

ture on Bronchoscopy at the next
meeting of the Biology club in the

Trousers

Biology lecture room at 7 o'clock,
Tuesday evening, December 17. The
policy of the club, as revealed by
chairman Paul C. Houston '41, is to
invite

specialists

from nearby

tricts to give lectures

interest

$29.50

There

to

is

that the

a

possibility,

name

dis-

on subjects of

pre-medical

students.

Houston

said,

of the club will be

changed to the Pre-Medical club.
At the last lecture sponsored by

*»**

This

last

year. Will Small, Clark Young,

a large group from our
regular $37.50 stock

is

the organization, Dr. Merrill E. Joss

spoke on "Aftasthesia," and there was
a large crowd in attendance. The lecture

of*

December 17

will be

open to

the public.

Just

when

you're getting ready for Christmas parties here at
school and later at home we offer one of the most attractive values in many a year. The tailcoat and trousers at reduced price
are from our regular $37.50 stock—correct right in every detail.
It is truly a timely sale
and one well worth looking into.

—

—

—

Always Top Quality
Steaks

Chops
Fancy Groceries

Single and

Double Breasted Tuxedos

T0NDREAUBR0S.
Maine Street

Brunswick

$25 and $35
Collar attached Tux Shirts $3.00
Link and Stud Sets $1.50 to $5.00
Black Silk Hose .... 50c - $1.00

Stiff bosom shirts
White or Black Ties

Patent or Calf Shoes

$2.50
$1.00
$5.95

Yes, We're Interested In

ALL Your

PRINTING
We

Rental Tuxedos and Tailcoats

have had long experience in
producing for Bowdoin men:

POSTERS
STATIONERY
TICKETS
ALUMNI LETTERS

FRATERNITY FORMS
And Other

Printing

Ask Us For Quotations

ie
inl

Bcmmts

the attractive Gift carton
that says...

The Record Office
— Telephone S —
Paul K. Niven, Bowdoin 1918

FIDELITY BUILDING

BRUNSWICK

Manager
Printers of

The Orient
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For Campus

TO DRAFT CALL

••

By PhiUp H. Litman

Twelve Bands To Play

MAY ANSWER

122
'

Rises

••

House

1IAPPINESS

and beauty invade the]
Bowdoin campus tomorrow. The, Many Bowdoin Students Are
festive air pervades the atmosphere^
Likely To Be Inducted For
as the undergraduates prepare to receive the hundreds of girls who are
Service In July
coming here to enjoy the annual;
Christmas houseparties. Last year's
dances were very successful as fine
IN LIST
bands played and a LIFE photographer took pictures. Everything points:;
to an even better party this year as Questionnaires Are Received
a heavy layer of snow adds a touch
As Preliminary Step
of authenticity to the Christmas
spirit. At the gym formal the beauIn Draft Program
tiful gowns of the girls will contrast
Of the 165 Bowdoin students who
strikingly with dark clothes of the;
men as they dance to the music of' were required to register under the
Count Basie. Let everyone join to provisions of the National Selective
make this the biggest and best Service Bill, twenty - two of them
have already been sent questionnaires
Christmas houseparties in history.
by the government, and will be subS - T
IF all reports are true they should; ject to a physical examination some* place mattresses in the aisles of': time in the future. All these men,
numbers were drawn afMemorial Hall on Friday afternoons since their

"Room

Service." Those

who

The

» - r

GEORGE

Eberhardt as Miller the
producer is tops in his first appearance on the Memorial Hail stage.
As a chiseler par excellence he keeps
the audience in stitches with his mad.
ideas or really with his colossal nerv<
As a director with a dead "lied
Sparks type" voice, Bill McKeown
,

supplies many of the punch lines
that leave the audience groggy. Bill
Craigie attracts the audience with his
portrayal of the unsuspecting play-

Oswego. Watch him
commit suicide. That is just one 'of

wright
the

from

many

hilarious scenes in the pi ty

Ted Saba plays the part of the st*gc
manager with admirable ignorance:
His bright ideas would short circait
all the lights on Broadway if he
weren't restrained.
•

r

-

HOLLYWOOD has nothing on

Bow-

doin when it boasts of its galaxy
of foreign stars; we have one of our
own, Maurice Curiel. As Sascha, the
Russian waiter, who
stagestruck
feeds the starving actors in order to
get a part in their play, he is excellent. Clyde Crockett, another freshis ludicrous as the self-import
tant hotel man who "God Damns" »U

man,

over the stage. Watch him rant an<i
rave at the impoverished actors and
then fall for all of their tricks. There
are many others in the cast who are
worthy of mention, but this column
is not supposed to be a review of the
play—it is merely a few impressions
gathered from watching the performance.
8

r

-

event that everyone should lobk
AN forward
the presentation
to
is

late

in

anian's

February of Charles SUcpin Sound" which

"Symphony

based upon the poetry of Hart
Crane. This is an experiment in antiphonal chorus work which has
never been presented her* before, tin
fact it has been attempted only; a
few times anywhere in this country.
is

following,

the

first

nine

of

which were drawn among the first
2,000, are the twenty-two students
who have received questionnaires: H.
Lynwood Martin '41, Ward Dana
Jones '41, Sumner H. S. Peck '41,
[

Continued on Page

3 ]

EDUCATION 34 TAKES

UP NEW CLASS WORK
Students Receive Practice
In Applying Principles
Of Teaching
By Robert Davidson

'42

Belaire

Sigma Nu

crockettTjones
and saba praised

Gene Brodman

Bob Gleason

Delta Upsilon
Zeta Psi

Kappa Sigma
Betta Theta Phi

.

.

Ginger Ballou
Lloyd Rafnell
Wally Harwood

Play

Alpha Tau Omega
Claude Thornhill
The Gym dance on Friday, featuring Count Basie, will be held
also from 10 to 3 a.m.

Is Called

.

KAPPA SIGMA GIVES
ALPHA RH0 PLAQUE

Friday afternoon at four o'clock in
of the less publicized courses
Memorial Hall.
in college this year is Education 3-4,
Director George Quinby exhibits
a class intended for students who
his keen eye ibr comedy, for stage
'42,
John E. Williams, Jr.,
definitely plan to teach. It is essenof the pictures, for deft, imaginative busitially concerned with the "Principles Alpha Rho chapter of Kappa Sigma ness. More than once his ideas are
of
Teaching
in
the
Secondary at Bowdoin received a leadership responsible for long belly-laughs from
School," a study of teaching meth- plaque for permanent possession at the audience, who seemed to enjoy
ods. For the last two weeks this class the Carlton Hotel, Washington, D. C, the show throughout. Mr. Quinby has
has swerved from the usual class rou- last Tuesday evening, Dec. 10, at the probably had to work harder than
Day Banquet at which ever before at Bowdoin, because the
tine, for it has attempted to combine Founders'
the practical with the theoretical; it time Dr. Fred H. Albee, an alumnus
[ Continued on Page 4 ]
has put these teaching methods to of the Bowdoin chapter, was named
work. In order to do this success- the Kappa Sigma "Man of the Year."
Dr. Albee, who became an initiate
fully, a new class procedure has been
adopted, one which has proved stim- of the Bowdoin chapter of the national fraternity on October 11, 1896, -^
ulating to all its members.
The recent New England Band AsEach student has been asked to is" a famed orthopedic, bone and joint
>n, and president of the Inters sociation meeting at Boston Univergive a very definite "unit" in any
chosen field, to teach a definite step national College of Surgeons. He was sity was ^attended by representatives
in some one subject. The class is as- named th ^ winner of the 1940 "Man of Bowdoin as well as of Boston Unisumed to be a group of inquisitive, of the Year" award as the result of a versity. Boston College, Williams,
appropriately intelligent, somewhat nation-wide ballot among active and University of Connecticut, and Masalumni chapters and officers of the sachusetts State College. The purpose
r.aive, secondary-school pupils. The
student whose name is selected in a fraternity, with the final decision of of the meeting was to discuss various
record vote was cast problems confronting collegiate mudrawing is obliged to ascend the ros- the judges.
Also taken up
trum, grasp a piece of chalk, or sink this year for the candidates of this sical organizations.
award, with a very substantial mar- were questions of financial problems,
into the speakers chair, draw forth
gj n being given to Dr. Albee in a field difficulties of keeping members inter[ Continued on Page 3 ]
ested in bands after the completion
[Continued on' Page 4 3
of the football seasons, and the or
ganization of the New England Band
a
:_.:
t>i
r
x_ •_ _
Association.
Plans
for a concert to be
held at Massachusetts State College
on the first of May were made. Jack

One

is in

BAND ASSOCIATION
MEETS

IN

BOSTON

\

A

1

Professor Charles T. Burnett

.

Reviews December "Quill" Issue

four

—

—

—

—

—

,

Turner '44 and George Burpee '44
were the Bowdoin representatives at
the meeting. It was announced that
the next meeting of the organization
would take place sometime in February.

NQTICE
Applicants for the seaplane flying course sponsored here at Bowdoin next semester under the auspices of the Civil Aeronautics Authority must make known their intentions of taking part in the projjram before the Christmas holidays. All those students are to see
or notify Professor Boyd Bartlett,
director of Bowdoin's flying unit,
before December 19. Students will
be chosen to take part in the course
according to their seniority in class
ranking.

"4

"

WORLD DIMENSIONAL"

** a stage production,
[

passes from .anxious foreboding to to expression first. He retorts with
hot conviction; the parental attempts to! well, a sort of verbal criminal asallay
his grief; his father's well- sault. And with that the little affair
Has
.meant but suspected effort to comfort
[ Continued on Page 3 ]

r

but
Continued on Page 3 ]
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HOUSE DANCES WILL
BEGIN TRADITIONAL

CHRISTMAS PARTIES
Gym Dance Featuring Count
Basie To Climax Two

wick early.

SILLS

Day

TALKS ON

Festivities

ROOM SERVICE

DRAFT PROBLEM

IS

TO BE PRESENTED^
College Will

President Upholds Need Of
Selective Service In

300

Girls

Be Hosts For
Expected

At Houseoai ties

Chapel Address

By Robert

President Kenneth C. M. Sills, in
his last Wednesday chapel talk, discussed the Selective Service Act as it
affects students in college. He mentioned the change in the opinion of
the American people since the fall of
France, and said that his own opinion
had likewise changed. The present
war is a struggle "between two different kinds of governments and attitudes toward life, and that if victory
came to the totalitarian forces it
would only be a question of time before they would extend their attempts
at conquest to this continent," was
President Sills' reason.
The President asserted that Senator Tydings of Maryland had best
summed up the argument for the
draft in these words: "It is better to
have universal service even if it
should not be needed than to need it
and not have it." He said that he did
not advocate military training as a
necessary or desirable aid in education, but as "a necessary evil, something that must be accepted and carried through, because of the emer-

Final

O. Shlpman

preparations

are

COMING EVENTS

—

Thursday, Dec. 19 Chapel, Professor Herbert Brown.
Christmas Houseparty activities
begin.

Friday,

Dance.

dred girls at the various activities
will open the parties tomorrow night
with the fraternity dances. The big
gym dance, with Count Basie's wellknown band furnishing the music, a

VARSITY SKIERS
START TRAINING

play, banquets, sleigh rides, and skating parties will all aid in rounding
full program of activities for
Thursday and Friday.
The Masque and Gown will present "Room Service," fast moving
comedy hit of New York of a few
seasons past by John Murray and
Allen Boretz, for the annual Christmas play before the Houseparty
guests Friday afternoon at 4. Earlier
this week, on Monday, the play was
presented for the student body. At
12:15 on Friday afternoon, the College will hold the traditional Christmas carol service, witn President
Kenneth C. M. Sills presiding.
.The D.K.E.'s, and the D.U.'s late
last week announced
their house
bands. The mtfeic of Jimmy Walsh

out a

Past Experience, Increased

Squad Practice Make
Prospects Better
Looking forward to an improved
season this winter, Captain Jack Bax-

ter '42 of the Bowdoin Ski. Team recently pointed out the more concentrated practice sessions planned
for 1941, the increase in skiers out
for the team this year, and the fact
that every man on the varsity team
gency in which we live, and somehas had past experience last year.
thing that is not valuable or necesBaxter has not yet picked the six
sary if we were living in security and
regulars who will compete after
peace."
.Christmas because there have been
President Sills said that he considno time trials to date. Following the and his orchestra will be heard at
[ Continued on Page 4 ]
vacation the team will work on sla- the former fraternity house tomorlom, down hill, and cross country at row night. Walsh, a New England
Bowdoinham and jumping at Bridg- band leader, has played at many colIN
ton. Skiing competition will be very lege dances h^re in the East. Rehigh in Maine and elsewhere from cently he played at the Dart mouth
colleges such as the University of fall houseparties where he was very
Maine with fifty men out and two popular. During the summer he apcoaches, but if there is enough snow peared at the dance pavilion on KenSenior Uses
for consistent practice, the Bowdoin nebunkport Beach. The D.U.'s have
Robert
prospects as a whole are the best for booked Bob Gleason's band for their
some time.
His
dancing on Thursday. Gleason, a faThe schedule is still indefinite with miliar figure 09 the Bowdoin campus
David D. Dickson '41 spoke in chapat houseparty time was originally
[ Continued on Page 3 ]
el Thursday on the challenge to modscheduled to appear at the A.T.O.
ern man to find a more idealistic aphouse. Last summer the band played
proach to life. As the theme of his
in Newport, R. I., and appeared durtalk,
he chose these lines from
ing the fall in Boston.
Browning's "Andrea del Sarto":
The A.T.O.'s will dance to the mu"Ah, but a man's reach should exsic of Claude Thornhill. popular westceed his grasp,
Thursday night the Zeta Psi ern band sensation, who recently
Or what's a heaven for?"
hoops tcrs took the Sigma Nu's into brought his seventeen piece unit east.
He stated that the contemporary camp in the second intra-fraternity Appearing on the Fitch Band Wagon
world's economic and political chaos. basketball game of the current
[ Continued on Pane 2 ]
seaits failure to abolish war. its inabilson
Starting slowly but gaining
lty to cope with current social prob- strength as each
minute ticked away,
lems is "a stern indictment of that the Zetes won by a comfortable marblase apology for a way of life which
g n 38-26. Hinkley proved to be the
has put its emphasis on the grasp in shining light in a losing cause doing
INITIAL
human effort and paid too little at- Herculean work under both baskets
tention to the reach."
and ringing up a total of ten points Yearlings DropContest
Our generation's desire to meet besides. Miller for Sigma Nu and
with these problems, he pointed out. Dick Adams for the Zetes both played
Little High,
is present, as evidenced, especially in
a kind of defensive ball which made
30-24
this country, by a greater social con- the game a close
one and kept the
sciousness and an attempt to cure scoring down. Horsman
and Ferrini.
The Freshman basketball team lost
our economic maladjustment. But, al- the two Zete forwards, backed up by
their first game of the season last
th <>"gh the spirit is strong, the flesh Frank Comery, a Gibralter
on the deM weak.
WcaU "More
"Morn frankly,"
franlrlv " he
Ho said,
caiH "the
"»V.« r
*_.__ j between
,._..
..
~~ Friday night to the Edward Little
is
fense,
totaled
them 30
five at Auburn. Although the Frosh
spirit is not strong enough to em- points.
Flashy little Hank Dale entermanaged to pretty well bottle up
bolden, invigorate, and exalt thcjjng the game in the
third period
giant Francis Parker, Edward Litflesh, for the world lacks sufficient seemed
to rally his team and really
tle's main threat, they were not quite
bring it to life.
C Continued on Page 4 )
able to stave olT defeat at the hands
of Parker's inspired teammates. Although there was little scoring (Idling
the first period, the score at the end
of which being five to four favoring
Edward Little, the home team forged
By Robert L. Edwards '43
plea for better dancing by a Bath in- ahead during the second period which
We have felt the Christmas spirit structor.
private instructions ended 16-12 in favor of Edward Little.
in the air for quite a while now, and in all the latest Ball Room dances; The Auburn boys increased their lead
after our last hour exam two days new One Step, Modern Waltz, new 1° 23-15 in the third period, and manago, we began to actually bubble over Fox Trot with a Waltz movement."
a Sed to hold off frantic Bowdoin atwith joyeux Noel.
It was a good
Then came a section of general tempts during the last quarter to win
wholesome feeling and we scon no- news. Many of the articles struck a 30-24. Direnzo spark-plugged the Edticed that almost everyone had that familiar note as we read of the be- ward Little outfit while Daniels and
"Merry. Christmas" look. About this ginning of winter football practice, a Devine stood out in the Freshman
time, we happened to go down in the review of the November "Quill." and club.
cellar of the library for something, a report on summer military instrucand during our exploration, we came tion camps for students. Also reportDebaters
across a lot of the old ORIENTS ed was an account of early relay'
tucked away on a shelf.
practice and a revision of the state
We picked out a volume to glance track rules as compiled in a meeting
Entertain Bates
through and it happened to be one of attended by one John Joseph Magee.
the years 1915-1916. Of course, we
The topic of a debate in English 5' On January; 15 in the lounge of the
immediately thought of little canons also seemed quite timely in relation Mculton Union the teams of Bowdoin
in connection with the class of 1916, with modern current events. "Resolv-- and Bates will meet in the only deand while we were reading through ed: that Secretary Garrison's plan for bate which is scheduled between Bowseveral issues of the paper to find out military reorganization
should be doin and another Maine team. The
which one of the "boys" started the adopted." Four Bowdoin men were Bowdoin team, represented by David
noisy custom, we came across the reported to be in active service in the W. Dickson '41. witness, and Lewis V.
Christmas issue of the "Orient." We French trenches. Evidently they also Vafiades '42, attorney, will uphold the
decided to read it through to see if had their sidewalk foremen since we affirmative of the question: "Resolvthey had as much Christmas spirit read, "The Bowdoin Union is rapidly ed: that it is to the best interests of
then as we seem to have now.
nearing completion and the prospects the United States to declare war on
The paper, itself was about the size are bright for the opening in Jan- Germany and Italy immediately." The
of an ordinary page in a book. Evi- uary.
Bates team will consist of Sumner
dently the business manager in those
The editorials were particularly in- Levin and Patrick Harrington, and
days was a powerful man about cam- teresting. One advocated that the col- the argument will be carried on in
pus, for he inserted three complete lege hire permanent athletic manag- the lawyer-witness style.
pages of advertising before the editor ers. Another was titled "College vs.
President Sills will preside over the
got in a word. These first ads were Fraternity Dances at Christmas." meeting. After the debate there will
run-of-the-mill, suggesting everything "We
believe that
the fraternity be an open forum for questions and
from diamond rings to •The Hudson dances at this time should be merged general discussion by the audience,
Six Predominates." One that partic- into one college dance. It might af- and the decision will be given by vote
ularly struck our attention was a
of the audience.
[ Continued on Page 3 ]•
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DICKSON SPEAKS

CHAPEL ON IDEALISM

Bowdoin
Of
For

Poem

Browning

Theme

Win Over
Sigma Nu Team

Zetes

\

l^

j

,

,

:

.

1

FROSH COURT TEAM

j

i

;

.

GAME

LOSES

j

!

To

|

|

Edward

j

I

1

!

\

|
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I

j

J

i

Modern Waltz, Bull Durham And
Board Walks Feature 1915 Noel
"...

j

!

!

1

:

'

Bowdoin

To

Team

|

j

1

Dec

20

— No morning Chap-

p.m.

\

j

el service.

12.15

rapidly

drawing to a close for what promises
to be one of the mo.st successful
Jimmy Rushing, 250-pound blues Christmas Houseparties ever held at
singer, will do the vocalizing for Bowdoin. Eleven bands, bolstered
by
Gym
night
at
the
Count Basie Friday
the attendance of almost three hunL_J6ft

j

Annual

j

Christmas

'

Carol Service

in

the Chapel.

'

4.00 p.m. Second performance of
"Room Service."
10.00 p.m. Christmas DanCe'.' Sar-

|

•

NO. 18

The Bowdoin Polar Bean have
been delected to play for the American Legion Ball at Lewiston on New
Year's Eve. According to Robert
Cinq-Mam '43, manager of the band,
the engagement is one of the biggest

gent Gymnasium.

—

Dec 21 No morning
Chapel service.
12.30 p.m. Christmas recess be-

Saturday,

gins.

—

Tuesday, Jan. 1 College
j venes at 8.20 a.m.

recon-

.

I

!

1

|

1

•

1

(

j
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1940

Polar Bears Will Play
Jn Lewiston On Dec. 31

Best Farce

DEAN NIXON SPEAKS
SATURDAY CHAPEL

.

TUESDAY, JANt'ARY

Here In Years

movements
By Professor Charles T. Burnett
with the vague notion of canine implus a prologue. Roland Holmes "4*2
The December Issue of the "Quill" mortality; the child's sudden resolve
will write some of the music whiie
the "Exhortation" from "The Funcrsjl presents contributions from each of to face the full, dreadful fact by
of Orestes" by Darius Milhaud wijl the four college years and one from stealing down alone at night to view
be used as the background for the the faculty. As reviewer I am inter- his pet lying dead in the cellar. How
poem "Atlantis" which is part of the ested in what occupies the minds of he returns, a realist, I will not disclose. But he got into bed and pulled
third movement. Stepanian has done these makers of literature.
admirable work, assisted by Vincent
In "Who Is the King of Glory?" the covers up around him, and, for
Skachinske, in composing this sym- Koughan '41, takes the lead among a while after, the only sound in the
phony.
contributions of prose in the creation room was "the queer hissing noise a
- r
of a mood. His story, chiefly con- small boy makes when he tries vainrpHE work is powerful and moving; cerned with thought and feeling, is ly to whistle through his teeth."
* the poetry being a part of the sparing of phrase and grim. A mu- Allston Morris '42, in "Good Bye,"
very heart and soul of the poet. It is nitions worker, worn and losing hope, investigates the case of a young
his impression of the mad town trist in a Totalitarian State, and feeling woman who is fed up with her hus- minded
is New York. Yet there are mairty upon him the coldly critical «ye of a band's selfish and absent
parts in "A World Dimensional" 'uniform' weakly confesses his fatigue carelessness, and, though herself in
which will hold the audience spell- and is promptly marched off to the a family way, is about to leave him
bound with their tenderness «jrid Superintendent. Thoughts of vain but for a divorce. As she packs up and
beauty. Other scenes are magnificent earnest efforts, his own and his prepares supper, we are given a view
as they drive against one's sensks. wife's, to idealize the all-demanding of her self-justifying reflections. The
creating a powerful impression wiih State go in long procession through young couple sit down to a supper
their strength. Tney demand great his disillusioned mind as he waits for of their favorite foods rarely indulged
understanding on the parts of the the expected sentence that will dis- in artichokes and alligator pears
players in order that the audience pose of him forever as useless and (her provision). So with the further
may fully grasp the meanings. THis ungrateful. The story ends as expect- details of campaign tactfully and
of course presents a great difficultly, ed and with a special jolt for the unexpectedly provided by the inconbut the preliminary' rehearsals haye reviewer. But this I leave to the read- siderate husband, and of politely
worded reminiscences of faults op
revealed some very fine voices amofig ers of the "Quill."
Mergendahl '41, in "Small Boy's both sides, the story moves to a
the performers. Mixed choruses will
be used in the various scenes. An»i- Sorrow," examines the effect of a clever climax. Kind husband ready to
phonal chorus work is in many ways dog's sudden death upon his young drive her to the train what hapmore difficult than that of the musi- master, a boy of nine, who, missing pened?
In "God Is Love" inaptly chosen
cal chorus as it is •more complex to the usual excited welcome on returnblend speaking voices than those of ing from school to an empty house. title by Charles Stepanian *41, a
singers. Stepanian plays the part of gradually learns of the sad fact. The selfish young pair who are supposed
the poet whose impressions the sy*n- story is told through the boy's eyes to be in love are shown through an
phony is conveying. As yet the filial and feelings. Skillfully it emphasizes. exchange of letters, to be politely
make-up of the choruses is not def- with a wealth of small detail, the covering up their respective greeds,
items that hold his attention as he hers, security; his lust. Hers comes
inite.

The symphony

By Murray And Boretz

Reviewed by Charles Stepanian '41
A surprisingly large group of students and townspeople braved the
sleet and ice on Monday night to witness the funniest comedy the Masque
IN
and Gown has produced for the last
four years. "Room Service," by John
Speaker .Discusses /'Right Murray and Allen Boretz, is a perfect example of that fast, spicy,
To Drink" In Appeal
Broadway farce, known as "an Abbot show." "Room Service" had a long
To Students
run on Broadway, as do most George
Dean Nixon gave a talk in Chapel Abbot shows, and was exceptionally
last Saturday morning entitled "The successful on tour. Unfortunately, the
Right to Drink." Admitting the possi- Marx Brothers used it for a vehicle
bility that some students might mis- for their slapstick antics a few years
understand him, the Dean began by ago, and the life and brilliant diastating that college men have every logue of the play was lost. There is
right to drink provided that they a laugh almost every line and the
avoided "drinking too much, drinking characters who come together in the
and then driving, or drinking if there play are the strangest group one
is alcoholism in the family."
could ask for in this modern, urbane
He made further restrictions by bit of marvelous nonsense. The play
stating that a student should have concerns the efforts of one Gordon
parental permission if under twenty- Miller, a Broadway producer of quesone, should be financially independent tionable reliability and reputation,
if over twenty-one, and should not and his associates, to produce Goduse college scholarship money for Speed, an original play by Leo Davis
liquor at any time. The Dean stated from Oswego. The efforts of the hotel
that if all of these restrictions were managers to bounce them from their
taken into consideration, a student room are useless and Miller pulls
might "have every right to drink."
some ingenious gags, one after the
Concluding, the Dean said that this other, to trick the irate manager.
right would be automatically can- Miller is never at rest and in the
celled if drinking leads one to some- third act he sums it up in one of the
thing "that is not right
that is best lines of the play: "What's the
vicious and harmful." "You may re- use? I'm like Hercules in the stables.
serve the right as a comfort and a ... I think I've got the place swept
crown for your declining years, if clean. ... I turn around and there's
that is the kind of comfort and crown more there." If you happened to miss
your declining years need."
the stage production or if you want
to renew a really rood time at the
theater,
see
"Room Service" on
.

18,

Stepanian Gives Review Of Jobs available for New Year's Eve
in southern Maine. In order to be on
Houseparty Play For
hand for their engagement the memFriday Night
bers of the band will return to Bruns-

Newt Perry
Jimmy Walsh

Delta Kappa Epsilon
Theta Delta Chi
Kearney-Kallander

INCLUDED

in

Ray

Lenny Lizotte

Psi Upsilon

TWO JUNIORS ARE

seen the Broadway or Hollywood ver-; drawn among the first 2,000 will have
to enter the military service within
sion of this famous play will appre-.
the next year. There are nine stuciate the fine performances of the?
dents in this group. However, the
Masque and Gown players. If the Fripossibility of being called for traingood!
as
half
day presentation is only
ing rests not only upon one's position
as Monday's, the girl guests are as-:
in the drawing of serial numbers, but
sured of a hilarious afternoon. There
also
upon the number of men who
are many actors in the cast who aVe
new to the Bowdoin audience. There volunteer in each state and the number who are recruited in this first
is an unusually large number of taldraft.
ented freshman actors this year.

ER FINDS
REVIEWER
"ROOM SERVICE"
A RIOTOUS PLAY

Orchestra

Alpha Delta Phi
Chi Psi

L

ter the beginning of the college year,
to take care of the audience as theyj
may defer their service at least until
fall from their seats roaring with
is generally belaughter at the antics of the players! July, 1941, and it
have lieved that only those who were

Festivities

The following is a list of the Fraternity dance bands that will play
tomorrow night from 10 p.m. to 3
a.m.:

ATENDOFYEAR

1

ORIENT

BRUNSWICK, MAINE, WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER

(70th Year)

The Sun

COLLEGE RECONVENES
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
i

THE BOWD0IN ORIENT

SIGMA
III

BiiHWfrli,

Main*

STUDENT

1871

Alfred Shea

Edltor-le-Chl*f

A tfteWafto 'E4H tor*
John C. Evans

'41
.

Henry A. Shorey, 3rd,
\
ManaglM* Fallen
Leonard B. Tennyson,
\
Robert G. Watt '42

Fowler DuggW, Jr.,
Robert L. Edwartis

Frederick H. Rubier '43
Robert S. Burton "43
Joseph S. Cronin '43

'43

Donald

Curtis F. Jdjhes '43

KOWUOIN

KmlMM

Manager
Paul H. Holiday '41
Assistant Basing** Managers
Charles W. Redman '42
Kenneth

Wyman

Oliver A.

'43
'43

S. Ulin '43

:

Vol.

LXX

Wednesday. Desferaber

National AdvertiiAig Service,
c »'"w
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—area

Ave.
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to*

.

t *a

Ir.

Jr.

Wyman, Jr.
Henry Summers
John Murphy
Oliver

LEAT/FICATUl^l SALUTAMUS

We

Barbara Tower
Virginia

beings and get along happily with one another, it is pleasSTUDENT
ant to witness this miracle of mass amusement, where eight or nine Robert Tyirell, Jr.
Elmer Bird
hundred people are trying their darnedest to have a good time Nelson Moran
together and succeeding magnificently.
Robert Sampson
Each year, in these days befofe the Christmas holidays, Bow- Robert Bell
Laurence Stone
doin comes to life. Incidentally, it was just a year ago that the sit- Charles Badger
Robert
Chandler
uation was reversed, when Life came to Bowdoin and afterwards
Howard Huff
painted^uch a politely pretty picture of us. You among our visitors
John Koughan
who are here for the first time, case you may be under the illu- William Simonton
sion of that filtered feature, must fefc told that our festivities are not John Congdon
Charles Boolhby
precisely what Life portrayed. If sightly less polished, they are conAllen Warren
siderably more spirited. The recipe- is as follows: take six hundred Paul Gardent

Dana Jones

Now

•

Stanley Herrick,

Jr.

con- John McKay
Robert Hewes
David Luscombe
Henry Bunting
Robert Bumham

Norman Cook
Howard Jones

Frank Allen
Alfred Burns
his portfolio of Assistant Professor of Education, to keep a com- George Buck
Edward Richards
plete schedule of classes hi full swing.
Peter Clarke
One afternoon in his office in Massachusetts Hall will con- Steven Damon
vince anyone of what a dynamo he really is.
watched him last John Harrington
John Parsons
June during Commencement Week and were amazed at the way he Alfred Lee
handled a mass of problems that would have driven almost anyone John Ryan

We

gun, rope, or knife. Old grads were besieging him seek- Donald Bramley

Robert Greene
ing room reservations; the Orient and other newspapers were com- Richard
Hale
plaining of the red tape that held »q> the names of award winners, Burton Thornqulst
Phi Betes, etc., until the last minute; printers from downtown were Richard Goode
Robert Shepherd
submitting proofs of Commencement programs that had to be re-

turned immediately; students were asking for their ranks in Education 1-2; last minute faculty meetings

demanded

his presence; data

Mass.

Great Neck, L.

I.

Noedham, Mass.
Manchester, N. H.
Hingham, Mass.
Cambridge, Mass.
Wilmington, Del.
Johnstown, N. Y.
Walpole, Mass.
Newton, Mass.

*

Martha Hoyt
Carol Toothaker

Bangor
Brunswick

Barbara Stine
Helen Wade

Haverhill, Mass.

Mass.

Jr.

Everett, Mass.

Winifred Taylor
Jane Oliphant
Gine Copp

Brockton, Mass.
Maplewood, N. J.

Cornish
West Roxbury, Mass.
West Newton, Mass.
Portland
Gardiner
Arlington, Mass.
Marblehead, Mass.
New London, Conn.

Margery Claverlie
Doris Carter
Betty Haggas
Frances Staples

Ann Lowery
Kathryn Zwicker
Helen Francis
Buff Stoothoff
Bette Davidson,

Williston, L.

Anne Asman

New

Dedham, Mass.
Haven, Conn.
Hamden, Conn.
Dedham. Mass.
Belmont, Mass.
Arlington, Mass.
Waban, Mass.
Goffstown, N. H.
Dedham. Mass. •
Norwood, Mass.
Reading, Mass.
Swampscott, Mass.
New Haven, Conn.

Eileen Nooiio
Martha Bird
Sally

Hobson

Shirley Ma mi
Alice Herrick
Caroline Nichols

Mary Young
Gerre Slavin
Barbara Jones

Mary Mudge
Gretchen Asman
Ellen Brown

Marion, Mass.
Needham, Mass.
Arlington, Mass.

Jean Toney
Helen Hamilton
Eleanore Johnston

Ann Hamel
Katherme Murphy
Christine Hill

Marjorie MacNeil'
Therese Zernitz

Joan Wyatt
Justine Burns
Marjorie Henry
Ruth Lucas
Ruth Bunker
Jean MacNeil

I.

Bar Harbor
Portland
Cambridge, Mass.
Andover, Mass.
Newton, Mass.
New Haven, Conn.
Chestnut Hill, Mass.
Winchester, Mass.
Springfield, Mass.
Waban, Mass.

•

Calais

Rumson, N.

J.

\

is

overlooked. Ehfl and several oth-

.

.

.

"Swanee River"; and on the vocal
list, add Dinah Shore's "Smoke Gets
From the Blue
In Your Eyes"
Leader: "Dr. James F. Bogardus,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Claude Thornhill, popular western
band leader, will lead his seventeenplere band at the Alpha Tau Omega
hcuse tomorrow evening.

.

.

.

.

they just wouldn't mix in a techniThe modern autothe Bacchante Room of color movie
contains some 15.000 separate
mobile
the Hotel Biltmore in Providence. He
They've got a "fifth down"
same time ... is built like the rock- is a very popular band leader among parts
bound coast of Maine ... his face the college dances and prom-goers.
sundae up at Hanover now to celeshows his character, if we can apply
Wally Harwood and his newly or- brate the CornelF game; it's made up
such platitudes to a master of the ganized band will swing out at the of five (one per downl scoops of ice
coffee,
vanilla.
arts of rhetoric and writing
Beta House. Harwood has been the cream chocolate.
picks up interesting bits of informa- stidio orchestra at Portland's radio strawberry and orange sherbet- artion about all things ... if ever ho station WCSH. an NBC outlet. The ranged in a square with one\in the
minted
syrup,
chocolate
should fail to write successful books band may be new, but Harwood has center;
or to be a successful professor of been on the campus before, playing marshmallow sauce (for the Green).
English literature, he could out-Rip- the sax in various organizations.
red cherries (for Cornell) -and the
decorated with whipped
ley Ripley with a syndicated column
Ginger Ballou, western girl band whole dish
Personally we agree with
of little-known facts about little leader sensation, marks her first ap- cream
known people
we doubt very pearance on the Bowdoin campus the New Yorker, thai said Dartmouth
greatly that such a case will ever when she leads her band at the Zete should have let Cbrnell get away with
man could
arise, however
once on a trip, house
tomorrow evening. Ginger the game so a Dartmouth
he got into conversation with an Eng- sings, arranges, and composes, as well always make nasiy ternaries when he
And
\
lishman and his wife who were din- as playing the saxophone.
met a man from? Cornell
"Merry Christner companions. The Englishman askGene Brodman, familiar to Bow- now for the inevitable
ed him. in the course of the convermas."
1
doin houseparties, will again be heard
sation on literature how ho like T.
at the Sigma Nu house. It marks his
S. Eliot. He gave several reasons for
second appearance at that house.
disliking T. S. Eliot and closed his
Brodman appeared recently at the
discourse with, "Why do you ask?"
Dartmouth houseparties. He features
The Englishman replied, "Oh, I jusl
a trombone section that is rated very
t ]
wondi red. You see. I'm T. S. i.ilot Y
[ Continued? {mm Ptijje
high for small New England outfits.
o presentation.
brother"
it's been said before,
The Kearney-Kallander band will been planned foi-i r;n\
but we can say it again, he has a
first presentation the Simpthe
For
be at the T.D. house. Kearney fronts
place high in the list of American
System in the Moult on
the band and handles the vocals, son Sound
poets and writers, and is especially
However, at a
while Kallander heads the sax sec- Union will be u*e{.
well known in New England ....
it is h>>r>e.| that the work
date
later
tion. The band is familiar at Bow"Bowdoin?
dh I know
will be presented over the radio,
doin. Dartmouth, Tufts and Yale.
that's where Robert P. Tristram Cofthe Portland
The Chi Psi will have Lenny Liz- probably from ope of
fin teaches!"
rJ^OJ>1e will bo upset
otte and his popular Lewiston band. stations. Many
Facts Culled frcni Corners Far and
and disturbed by; this symphony, but
It
appeared
here
twice
during
the
Near: Jefferson's hill for liquors
once they understand the poet's feelwhile in the While House was over Kill and is considered one of the best ings and get in the mood of the poebands in Southern Maine. Lenny and
$10,000 (E.C. Kirkland
George
try, they will be irrci/eJ and gratified
girl vocalist will handle that dea
Washington had a still in his cellar
by its beauty and power, its deep
(same) "Did you know that a partment. Lloyd Rafnell's music will emotion and tenderness. No one
bombshell is whiskey with a beer bo heard at the Kappa Sig house. His should miss "A World dimensional."
arrangements,
imitating
popular
chaser?
That's a New Jersey
name bands, are familiar to Bowdoin It is a magnificent experiment.
the
part

summer

at

.
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.

.
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term ... in
northern
of
Maine they are called 'boiler-mak- houseparties.
Count Basie leads
ers' "... the record for drinking

his famous col- years experience playing in big name
a
made at Vic's three ored fifteen piece outfit and two vo- bands. From this hr has been able
calists.
Helen Humes and Jimmy to carefully selecl stellar men in imseconds, and it was
by one A. H. Fenn of the Class Rushing for dancing at the annual portant positions d'jring the many

beer was

liter of

years

made

ago— 22 tt

of 1940

... A

liter,

of these men.
friend.

The College could

ask for no

more

we have been Christmas Gym Dance,

sponsored by years he has been active. Les Young,
tenor sax in the band, is considered

pretty darned close to a quart the Student Council on Friday evemore than a quart ning from ten to three. Basie, an old
not that we are trying to en- timer in popular swing circles, will
courage anyone ... to the contrary, feature himself at the piano. The
festive spirit at houseparties goes a band, famed the world over for its
ability to play fast and slow, will
lot farther than alcoholic spirit
the latter causes too many unhappy probably concentrate on the former.
incidents
here's to a successful Basie can boast of top-notch musihouseparty
and may Santa Claus cians in all key positions in his band.
split your stockings from heel to toe. He started back in 1934, after several
told, is

...

.

.

in fact, it's

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

one of the finest .players in the business. Joe Jones On the drums, Freddie Green at th<> guitar, and Walt
Page, arranger for the band, on the
bass, round out a'rhyihm section that
forms a solid background for the
Count's famed piaii'j arrangements.

Helen Humes and Jimmy Rushing
in, forming a verJimmie is a 250
pound low dowrt blues singer who
puts pretty near^all of his weight in
his singing. The Count Is not unfamiliar to Bowdoin houseparties. He
appeared here five years ago, but his
records for the Brunsw iek Record
Corporation have kept his popularity
intact at Bowdoin.
The Student Council has been basy
help aid the band

satile organizatioji.

STUDENT
Francis Pierce
Herbert Patterson
John Nissen

Frank Smith
Richard W. Hyde

Benjamin Pierce
Joseph McKay
Frederick Fisher

Edward Babcock
Daniel

Drummond

Paul Akeley
Eugene Benoit
Stetson Hussey
Robert Burton
Charles Crosby
Robert G. Porter
Robert Martin
Stanwood Fisher
Stanley James
Robert Woodworth

John Sibley
George A. Burpee
John E. Hess

Meyer

Kimball Eastman
Joseph Matthews
Garth Good
Robert Weston

James Dyer
Vance Bourjaily
Arthur Benoit

Thomas Donovan

John Dickinson
loyal and efficient
George Heywood
C.T.I.
Dougald McDonald

DELTA KAPPA EPSILOX
GUEST
Virginia Sims

FROM
Portland
Newtonville, Mass.
Portland

Doris Martines
Ann Fisher

Margaret Goodrich
Grata Robinson
Deborah Burton
Jane Pierce

W.aterville

Portland
Cleveland, Ohio

Leola Williams

Portland
Freeport

Ruth

Bangor

Carlisle

Hilda Bolster
Libby Longeway
Peggy Irwin
Constance Hallett

Lewiston

La

.

Audrey Good
Martha Watts
Leslie Marsh
Dorothy Leaman
Nancy Palmer
Barbara Perry
Betty Sutton
Evelyn Rice
Alice

Comee

Mary

Curtis

111.

gram affair, will start at ten.
The houses blan hanquets

J.

Presque Isle
Cleveland, Ohio
Brunswick

Little

Barbara Marschat
Suzanne Ha^elton

.Grange,

Trenton, N.

Martha Horn

Mary

work .arranging details for the
decoration for the gym and all the
furnishings for the dance on Friday
are complete. Small trees, lights, colored crepe paper; will be the general
decoration scheme. The dance, a proat

Frances Bower
Madeline Smart
Patricia Sehanahan
Barbara Leal
Joanne Jordan
Heleoe Maring
Priscilla Leonard
Alice Robertson
Kathleen Clare
Til lie Williams

New York

either

A

J.

at houseparties,

Monticello

dropped

Lynchburg, Va.
Winchester, Mass.
ffempstead. N. Y.
Holyoke, Mass.
Houlton

the

Garden City,
Bangor
Brunswick

L.

I.

Salem, Mass.
Garden City, L. I.
Houlton
Manchester, N. H.
Bedford, N. Y.

Bangor
Bridgeport, Conn.
Cape Elizabeth

Orono
-Athol, Mass.

Freeport

iMMMMIIlHi

for
nights.

A.T.O.'s, D.K.ll's. Zete's, and
the T.D.'s will hold sleigh rides for
traditional feature
the first night.

City

East Orange, N.

Thursday or Friday

The

the sleigh ride has
Bowdoin in

in popularity at

past few years.

house banquets

will,

Favors at the
again be a fea-

ture.

The general use of greens, boughs,
small trees, crepe p.tj^r, and electric
lights, and the other usual Christmas
trimmings will be, another traditional
feature of the fraternity houses. The
D.KE.'s and the Psi U's plan lighting trees out af doors this year. The
Sigma Nu's haw decorated their
porch with green trimmings, and. the
T.D.'s plan to have 'small trees indoors in their main room. The A.T.
O.'s will have a jspeeial novelty act
by the Thornhill; sextet during the
intermission in -thejr large living
room tomorrow nigHt. All the fraternity houses wil| display the festive
air of the season with their attractive

Christmas ddcorjaliops.

'

mmmmmmmmmmmmmm^m

.

county health physician, vaccinated a
group of twentyfBix summer high
school girls Tuesday. Dr. James F.
Bogardus was in St. Louis Wednesday consulting an eVe socialist"
An abstract noun is something we
can think of but cannot fee! as a
And vapor is dry
red hot poker
We want to congratulate
water
anybody who saw Nelson Eddy in "Bitter Sweet," because he had more
nerve than we did. We've got a little
respect for Noel Coward, and a decided hatred for Mr. Eddy; somehow
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Dorsey's new "Stardu.st" with
Dorsey's
Pipers.
and
Pied

the

.

hand
just like Gary
Cooper does in the movies
the
"roll-your-owns" always have to be
relit once or twice
why doesn't
he ever burn his moustache?
hope he has it insured
wears his
glasses close to the end of his nose,
so that he can look through them at
the book on his desk and over them
at the students in front of him at the
in his free

.

Tommy

.

.

.

Shaw's "Stardust" and "Temptation."

prefers td roll his own
pulls the
bag of cigarette tobacco shut with
one string in his teeth and the other

Victor

—

too often his value to the school

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

From a Fort Wayne
Bulletin: "As the ushers bring
the offering forward, the congregaOn the
tion will rise and sin"
record side, give a listen to Artie

.

men about the campus who are in a quiet way responsible for John- Woodcock
"making things go," as it were, in the college machinery are some- John Baxter

er

managed to do two or three things at once and keep three shadow those of Mr. Wilder and others like him men who are
or four more on his mind, it was a remarkable exhibition of cool- always willing to lend their talents to anything^that will go toward
ness, cheerfulness, and efficiency under fire.
furthering the interests of Bowdoin. Mr. Philip Wilder is typical
all

.

(

Church

and collections of poems and still
marks hour examinations and prepares lectures for Bowdoin College
has burned more than his snore
of midnight oil
has been known
to smoke ready-made cigarettes, hut
.

emerges from the partial eclipse ?)
later Gable persuades her to
don a sheer silk negligee." Good for
you, Clark
An estimated twenty-four million American women wear
lipstick

quite proud of it too
loves
tricky metaphors and clever ways of
saying ordinary things
is known
to his friends and associates as '"Rob"
.
the great mystery about him is
how he ever writes all of his novels
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

when

.

.

.

.

know in an instant ... his ancesi irs
came from Wales, I think ... he i^

.

FROM

Maureen Mahoney

Phil

mertdrjns these incidents about Phi. because

.

way when

.

picked up most of his education at
Oxford
knows the English countryside like a book
if >ou are
uncertain where an English town is
situated, just ask him, for he will

.

recipients of honorary degrees called for his approval; and a times overlooked when laurels are passed out in favor of a brilliant
thousand other duties, unclassified and insignificant by themselves, few members of the faculty whose contributions are undeniably
all combined to make his office a maelstrom of activity. But through great. But their contributions should by no means completely over-

The Oribnt

.

.

.

our

Ford out of Vic's ... We understand
Mussoiini wants to buy up all the
glass bottom boats at Cataiina so he
Love makes
can review his fleet
the world go round; but then, so does
.
a good swallow of tobacco juice
W^read somewhere about Heddy Lamarr's latest picture, "Madame X":
"Preferring the plain and simple burkip bag, she makes this her choice for
a honeymoon nightgown. But beauty

.

.

.

what

l

Pittsfield,

on

it all

.

don't care, peraj. you keep out of
you begin backing that

'

kinds of problems Edward Zwicker
that drifted into his office in Massachusetts Hall.
that he has Philip Pratt
just returned to his post after a leave of absence, perhaps the time Courtland Edwards
David Kupelian
is ripe to point out just what a vafc&ble individual he is to the ColDavid James
George Hutchings
lege.
11
Warren Wheeler
Phil's value lies not in any oo$ activity with which he is conFrank McKeon
nected, but in the extent of his Interests. Besides being Alumni Robert McCarty
Secretary of the College and tbi.i in itself is a job requiring tact, Walter Young

else to the

.

to tell

We

.

Everett, Mass.

GUEST

all

drawing up programs, receiving visitors, ana* speaking before Bowdoin clubs and organizations. The
Orient depends to a large extent on Phil for information; the
Bugle board makes use of his practical knowledge in yearbook management to guide its destinies; and the out-of-town newspapers
indirectly benefit from Phil's releases. And withal he manages, in

.

we wnn't bother

guess

couple of days.
sonally, as long

.

DELTA UPSILON

We

stantly answering questions,

Everett,

Hoyt

Patricia Morin

STUDENT

is

.

.

Biddeford
Wallingford, Pa.

»

Barbara Donnellan
Louise McCarthy

R.G.W.

—he

-

Mary Shoemaker
Mary Calderwood

PHIL

Parley technique

Lewiston
Rockland
Melrose, Mass.
New Jersey

Barbara Fincke
Barbara McKee ,
Jean Clark

Lilian

We

Charles Merge ndahl

you to drive carefully for the next

.

Mary Flynn

Harry Callahan
Has anyone paused lately to* give Phil Wilder a pat on the James Gibson
George Mackenzie
back?
have been intending to.ileditorialiy, ever since last Com- Orville Denison, Jr.
Charles
MergendahL
mencement Week when the opportunity was ours of seeing

Ji|n

.

.

FROM

Anne O'Sullivan
Nancy Maddock

Bruce MacGregor
stocked subterranean larders, a spirit of high enthusiasm; and, finMillard Patten
ally, mix in the flavorful presence of a few hundred imported young

—

PI

Swift

Dorothy Walker
Rose Hogan

normal young men after thr^e months of sheltered academic William Beckler
Joel Williams
existence spiced only by the tempting taste of an occasional football Elmer Sewall
weel; end; add elaborate and extensive plans and preparations, well- John Wallace

an inexhaustible memory, and a

Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
Wellesley College
West Newton, Mass.
Portland

Virginia Till

Mary

fairly

Phil

.

.

.

.

Searsdale, N. Y.

Maxine Bragg

m

and diplomatically any and

Portland

BETA THETA
GUEST

;

human

skillfully

Murphy

Mary Berry
Jane Thomas
Bimmie Wright
Nancy Waddell
Betsy King

Houseparties in general, and; our peculiar brand in particular,
Richard Chittim
are important social phenomena, hi these senseless days when man- Stanley Williams
kind all over the world is exerting ftselt prodigiously to prove con- Franklin Joy
clusively that men can not live
$p to their fundamental job as

handle

Brunswick

Geraldine Catlin

Littlefleld

Philip Cole

A PAT FOR

Bronxville, N. Y.
Connecticut College
Connecticut College
Portland
Newton. Mass.
Newton, Mass.
West Roxbury, Mass.
Wheaton College
Portland
So. Orange, N. J.
Wellesley College
Wellesley Hills, Mass.
Lasell Jr. College
Lasell Jr. College
Lasell Jr. College
Searsdale, N. Y.
Wellesley College
Plainsboro, N. J.
Newton, Mass.

Marjorie Wicoff

of ours possible, and expresses herejthe hope that while you are our John Craven
James Higgins
guests you will have as much fur. as wc expect to.

results are obvious, interesting, delightful.

Brookline. Mass.

Marie Louise Thaxter
Taudy Bigelow
Virginia Hinch
Barbara Eldredge
Hazel Strachan
Jean Barnes
Betty Gorton
Beverley Williams
Gracelyn Horner

tend to have the best time ever. T|is issue of the Orient, accord- Edward Cooper
William Stark
ingly, welcomes you, the bits of fenjininity who make
these revelries

The

Brook lino, Mass.

Virginia Campbell

We

Maurice

FROM

June HaTlenbrook.
Ruth Hallenbrook
Ann King
Priscilla Martin
Christine Ferguson
Bonnie Rossman
Betty Jane Goss
Ruth Bryant
Shirley Post

Robert Paige
'Once again that almost unnatural tingle of excitement is in the Carroll Ross
air. Voices are louder, everyone &more lively than
usual, for this John Wentworth
William Barney
is one of the two times in the year when Bowdoin
sloughs off all Robert Watt
academic externals except the hollow ritual of class attendance and Edward Martin
goes thoroughly social.
have a; fresh press in our pants, a clean James Campbell
Robert Stafford
shave, maybe even a gleam in our eye, all ready to run the maraJohn Tuttle
thon of Christmas Houseparties «t a forty-yand dash pace.
in- John Robbins

ladies.

.

.

.

Dover-Foxcroft
New York, N. Y.
Portland
Fall River, Mass.

^

.

.

.

.

Bath

THETA DELTA CHI
GUEST

James Waite

raaaciaca

.

.

.

No. 18 Paul Holiday
George Laubenstein

Nnt Ye** *. V.

i>t—w

Concord, Mass.
Quincy, Mass.
West Hartford, Conn.

Mary Geer
Marion Thomas

Donald Mileson

420 M AtxeoM

Providence, R. I.
Searsdale. N. Y.

Patricia Fitzgerald

Henry Shorey, 3rd.
Freemont Merrow,

1940

it

.

Mass.
Mansfield, Mass.
Arlington, Mass.
WelLs College
Yonkers, N. 'Y.

Pittsfield,

Marty Hultgren
Barbara Young
Julia Robbins

Bradford Hall
William Glover
David Lawivnee
John Lord
George Thomas

By John C. Evans
[ Continued from Page l ]
He has an itchy moustache program and at the Roseland State
requires continual scratching in Boston this summer and early fair,
.
lives on Harpswell Street, and Thornhill is rated as a fast rising
has many children
when walking orchestra. The band has also played
across campus he is always immersed engagements at New England college
in his thoughts
drives a red dances all fall.
Pontiac with great decorum
can
Newt Perry and band, with Sheri
do a match trick at parties which
doing the vocals, will be the
either burns, the rug or the hostess Lang
feature at the Psi U house.
main
was born into a large family
Perry,
a Yale graduate, sings and
which lived very near Brunswick
on the saxophone. He also
knows reams of nature lore
for doubles
on the Fitch Band
appeaned
has
example, the runt in a family of 'swalOrchard
lows may be crowded out of the nest Wagon and played at Old
summer. Sweet swing is
in the day time, but at night is given Beach this
of the band.
tempo
general
the
due consideration and warmth
The A.D.'s will have Ray Belaire.
he also knows what will grow on a
who had a successful engagement this
Maine farm and
won't

Variety
By

Profile:

...

.

Milton, Ma»s.
Austin, Texas

Tiltou

Mary Harlow
Mary Curry

STUDENT

18,

Ogunquit

Barbara Dean
Doris Hellmann
Peggy Windel
Jean Hamilton
Betty Simmons
Jane Cline

Milton Paige
Herbert Fischer
Harry Hultgren
Elbert Luther

Maiuhgteg Editor for this
Jr.

"

Alice Lloyd

Andrew Haldane

G. Stone '42

r

Leonard B. Tjetmyswn,

Nancy

Orrin PiHsbury

"42

Albany. N. Y.
Presque Isle
Melrose, Mass.
Burlingame, Cal.
Beverly, Mass.

Glen Tower
Joan Calkin

Harry Miller
Caleb Wheeler

PublUhad every Ww*ne«Iay during the Col.'ete
ol.'«fce Ye*r by the Sttident* of Bowdoin College.
All contribution* and rommanirationn kHou^C be CHren to the Manarinv Editor
by Sunday
aisht prwedln^ the date of publication.
Tee Holtor-i*.CMef h responaiblr for the editorial
•otumn the Manaifini- Editor for m«i and malty-op. AN eemnttmteatlons .re«ardinir aobscriattona dwiil.I be addresacd te the Benin** M xfmttt i *f tfce Bowdoin PuMUhin*
Company.
Soberription*. I2.0O per year in advance. With A loams*. tJ 60.
Entered a* second ctr *a n-.atter at iNt poshafttea at Bruin* >k. Maine.

FROM

Virginia Tirell

HOUSEPARTIES BEGIN
TOMORROW EVENING

I

CDustard and Cress

j

Marian L. Palmer
Helen Wonson
Meryl Baier
Betty Han-

»

Philip Burke
Philip Slayton

Jr., '42

COMPANY

AM ISO

I'l'BL!

'41

Robert O. Shipman
Laurence H. Stone

'43

M

NTT

GUEST

Arthur Reynolds
Jack Rodgers
Ben Loeb
Donald Keaveney
Burton Robinson
William Muh*
Fred Hedlund

K. Harold Poitle, Jr., '41

Charles T. Ireland. Jr., '42
Philip H. Litman '42

i

BOWDMN'S CHRISTMAS HOUSEPARTY GUSTS

ateeteMeMeMeMael

—

UNN WELUS

'41

Season With Contest

With Cyclones
The hockey team opened

its

sched-

ule yesterday in an exhibition game
with the Lewiston Cyclones at the
St. Doms' covered rink in Lewiston.
The team will report back to Brunswick for extra practice sessions on
January 2 in order to prepare for thf
official opener here against Colby on

•

lly

The Thorndike Club has thus far provided the surprise of the interfraternity basketball league. In their opening game last Wednesday, the Thorndemonstrated beyond doubt that they are to be a dangerous contender
for the campus crown this year when they trounced the Kappa Sig outfit by
a one-sided score. Earlier in the week they scored over 60 points to swamp
the Betas in an exhibition game. Generally rated as just another hoop team,
dflces

the non-fraternity boys made the other lads sit up and take notice when
they »ent into action one of the smoothest working units that has been seen
on the gymnasium floor in some time. They won themselves a place in the
minds of undergraduates as a definite threat and of the favorites to win the
title. Led by shooting John Stanley, the Thorndikes not only had a victorious quintet but one which used a clever passing attack and featured some
mighty capable shots. George Altman, Marty Clenott, Seigal, Crystal, and
Pines, all showed they had a real eye for the basket. Stanley, who gbt off
to a flying start in the first game, is considered by many to have the inside
track for the individual scoring honors in the league this winter. He will be
pressed, however, by such recognized performers as Jim Dyer, Joe McKay,
Hamilton, Ash White, the Eck brothers, and the D.U. trio of Bumham, Cook,

^^

p^H^y

Draft Likely To
Call On 22 Here

available for utility duty.

David
Ray Greene Hul-

Maynard

Hollis

Coffin

'41,

Weston Douglas '41,
'41, John Emery Woodward '41,
Augustus Shorey, 3rd '41,
Clark Eugene Woodward, Jr. '42,
Theodore Conley Leydon '41, Stetson
Harlowe Hussey, Jr. '41, Elbert Sising

Henry

j

i

son Luther '41, William Bradford
Hall '41, John Spear '4L Garth Lowell Good '41, Nils Ame Hagstrom '41,
Everett Loring Giles '41, Andrew Al-

This year's regular schedule in- lison Haldane '41, Henry Harmon
cludes eight games of which all are Hastings, Jr. '41, Maurice Bragdon
home except the New Hampshire Littlefield '41, Leonard Bernhard
and the second Colby encounters. The Tennyson, Jr. 42, Theodore Roosevelt
at

New Hampshire game

j

be played Saba*

will

I

'42.

VARSITY SKIERS PUN
TRAINING FOR SEASON

Bowdoin Swimmers Win

{ Continued from Page i 3
only the State Meet and the latercollegiate Ski Union meet in February accepted. In January, Bowdoin
will face several small colleges, including dual meets with the Maine
colleges. Last year, the White skiers
placed third in the State Meet, but

Lu Harr, Bob Fenger, Steve Carlson Capture Four Firsts
In Men and Women's Novice and Championship
Invitation Meet

their effectiveness

was

curtailed

ton.

Nine freshmen reported, giving rise
to plans for a freshman Squad. However, due to the fact that the college
cart not supply expense money for
such a team and that freshman competition for the first semester is prohibited in Maine, the plans have been

dropped. The college helps the varsity to the extent of $100 from the
Athletic Fund and $75 from the blanket tax for the Outing Club, but
supplies no equipment. A ski-tow is
to be constj-ucted at Bowdoinham
with the help of the team during vacation and there are prospects that
the college may construct a jump
there next year.
Men who reported for the varsity
include Captain Jack Baxter, Art Benoit, Bob Weston, Len Tennyson, Art
Warren, Frank Smith. Joseph Sewall and John Sibley: for the freshmen, J. Brown, R. Glinick, M. Hast-

getting 1000-watt bulbs. Coach Wells will have his men retarn to college January 2 for a series of the usual rugged
practice sessions which take place each year during the
latter part of the vacation.

ings,

S.

Damon,

Wilkinson,

J.

J.

Walker, R. Warner, W. Warren, and

polar bearings
Stan James, with three firsts and a third, set the pace to cop the annual
Christmas track gambols last week. James, who was rated a strong contender, lived up to advance predictions by taking the 35-po.und weight throw,
the pole vault, and the broad jump. Brad Briggs finished in the runner-up
position after turning in some fine performances including a fast victory in
the hurdles. Al Hillman, midget freshman distance runner, came to the fore
and rated as one of the leaders when the final totals were added up. Hillman
turned in an exceptionally good performance in the half-mile, beating the

J.

Places In A.A.U. Events

by

previous injuries to Captain Phil
Johnson, Jack Baxter, and Bob Wes-

polar bearings
Still lacking a covered rink and with the present outdoor one not yet ready for use, the Polar Bear icemen have
thus far been compelled to go through indoor limbering up
exercises and to travel to Lewiston to practice in the covered arena there. About 10 days ago, there was a question as to whether or not the Delta hockey rink would be
equipped with 1000-watt lamps as it partly was last year.
On the other hand, Colby, operating on a $1500 budget last
year, provided her Icemen with 1660- watt lights, while our
hays, working under a $990 budget, are now having trouble

i

According to Coach Linn Wells, the
prospects for this year are none too
bright with the limited supply of
material on hand. Three of the men
who were counted on for service are
now ineligible but this fact is partially made up for by the appearance
of S*ndy Lincoln, a wing, who has
had some hockey experience but did
not play last winter.

lae rronln

and Woodworth^

afternoons of the past week practicat Durham, N. H., on January 11 and
ing at the Lewiston rink. The squad
the Colby game will be at Waterville
will take to the ice locally as soon as
on January 15. The season will close
there is sufficient ice at the Delta
.on February 15 with M. I. T. here.
rink probably during Christmas vat^t the team
fc a
cat ion when the Polar Bear icemen
wil| p]ay a few more exhibition games
return,
with outfits in this region, particuThe varsity squad, which number^ ] ar j v during the Christmas recess
20 at the opening of the season, now Wh Pn .the team returns.
has only 11 men available for servThe complete schedule is as folice. These include Lou Upham and lows:
Duke Taylor, goalies who have had Jan. 9 Colby, here experience. Upham is a two year vet- Jan. 11 New Hampshire, away
eran while Taylor has seen much ser- Jan. 15 Colby, away
vice with the junior varsity. Only Jan. 17 Northeastern, home
three defensemen are now on th»> Jan. 18 B. U., here
team, George Hutchings, Dee Minich. Feb: 11 New Hampshire, here
and Charlie Marr, who also plays Feb. 13 Colby, here
wing on the second line. There are Feb. 15 M. I. T.. here
two lines, the "krauts" made up of
Hank Bonzagni, Hugh Munro, and
Captain Dick Harding, and the second line of Jimmy Dolan, Sandy Lincoln, and Charlie Marr. Jeff Woodlock, a sophomore who saw considerable action with the jayvees last
[ Continued from Page i ]
is

THREE

I

POLAR BEARINGS

•

January 9.
The team has been training indoors
for three weeks, and has spent the

year,

—

I

HOCKEY TEAM OPENS
SEASON AT LEWISTON
WITH EXHIBITION TUT
Puckmen Open

>

THE BOWDOIN
I— ORIENT
!

ttfifittHH

Iiowdoin

W

Farrington.

B15 ORIENT REVEALS
OLD HOLIDAY SPfltrT

nme out of fifteen, posthe Bowdoin swimmers
portjan'of the medals 9X
A. A.';U. Invitation Men

Capturing

FROSH HOCKEY TEAM
IS FORMIDABLE UNIT

sible places,

won a good

the State
and Women's Novice and Championship Meet in the Portland Boys' Club
Pool at Portland last Saturday eveInclude Experienced
ning. Brunswick High School, the Auburn Y. M. C. A., the Portland Boys'
Prep School
The 22 freshmen hockey candidates, Club, and Bowdoin College were reptogether with
the
upperclassmen resented.
In the 440 yard junior championavailable for second-string ice duty,
form one of the most promising jay- ship race, Blake of the Portland Boys'
vee outfits to assemble here in some Club took an .early lead with Fairtime. The jayvees, and particularly weather, also of Portland, and Lou
the freshmen, have had a lot of ex- Harr of Bowdoin trailing. Oddly
perience and they would not produce enough, the swimmers finished in the
a surprise if they took the varsity in- reverse order. Fferr spurted out in
to camp.
front after 150 yards and FairweathA schedule is now being lined up er passed the tiring Blake at the 200
for the team, and Coach Wells is op- yard mark. Easily maintaining his
timistic about the prospects for the lead, Harr finished well out in front
squad. The frosh representation inthe time of 5 minutes 40 3-10 seccludes one man from last year's star onds.
Hebron outfit, one three-year veterBob Fenger of Bowdoin, the only
an at Taft, one five-year player at double winner of the evening, capThayer, one Andover vet, and two tured the 150 yard individual medley
boys from Belmont. The yearling can- relay through the disqualification of
didates are: Ross, Hay, McLellan, Co-Captain Stan Fisher. Stan had
Sampson, Hedges, Callman, Clever- won easily but illegal kicking in the
don, Fraser, Sweet, Turner, West, breast-stroke automatically disqualiWilkinson, Mudge. Gingras, Graham,
fied him. Merigan of Portland and
Harrington, Harrocks, Glinick, Bag- Bulgar of Portland finished second
shaw, Brennan, Eastman and Burke. and third after Fenger. Fenger com-

Freshmen Hockey Prospects

Men

!

m

pleted the distance in one minute and
45 seconds.
Bowdoin swept all three places in
Continued from Page i ]
the 100 yard freestyle dash. Steve
ford a good opportunity to interest
Carlson, Art Keylor and Coburn
time of both Jim Doubleday and Pete Babcock last year; and he also showed sub- Freshmen in Bowdoin." In this
Marston finished one, two, three. The
The track team will join the group of Big White connection it was announced that To the Editor,
well in the broad jump . .
winning time was 59 seconds flat.
there would be Christmas dances at Bowdoin Orient,
athletic outfits which return to college early from vacations in order to seIn the ORIENT of Dec. 11th I
In the dives Bowdoin again had its
the
Zeta
Psi,
Delta
Upsilon,
Kappa
in
will
back
be
cure additional practice sessions. Jack Magee's proteges
Sigma, and Beta Theta Pi houses. An- came across a little article in "The share of winners^ Piscopo of the PortBrunswick the first week in January to prepare for the coming meet with other editorial
made an earnest plea Sun Rises" column which interested land Boys' Club Ipok first place while
Boston College.
for "board walks to bridge the deep- me yet disturbed me very much. It Bill Croughwell and Alex Montgompolar bearings
est channels" during the approaching was the article regarding the rather ery of Bowdoin finished in second and
unjustified intolerance of the frater- third.
Spring floods.
number of Bowdoin's natators will venture into
Additional news featured an article nities in their "hard and fast racial
Springing the surprise of the eveFlorida during the coming vacation to receive advanced inby Dr. Lucien Howe 70. of Buffalo, discriminations." Mr. Ireland men- ning. Bob Fenger, backstroke and
struction at the swimming school which is conducted in that
in favor of military education. "... tions that this discrimination forsakes freestyle specialist, entered the novswimming
Bear
Polar
state yearly. Several members of past
the present (educational) system is our democratic principles of freedom ice breaststroke, winning in the time
The fencing team
teams have received this instruction
conducive to spinal curvature, near- and tolerance which is true and I think' of 1 minute 53 and 5-10 seconds. Ed
will engage in live matches on its trip to Massachusetts
sightedness and many communicable very unfortunate. But I am some- Lambert of Portland just out-touched
and Connecticut over the week end of January 18. The team
diseases." There followed a brief what appalled and disturbed when he Don Ulin of Bowdoin to nail second
paragraph entitled "Joke." "Anyhow, says: "I admit that practical consid- place.
will fence Harvard, M.I.T., two Springfield teams, and Yale.
the chap with an extremely long nose erations perhaps make such policies
Among the men who are waging a hot fight for varsity
always has something to' look forward necessary. For example, it is necesMcKeown,
Bill
positions are Roger Bragdon, Val Ringer,
to." Since we have Christmas spirit, sary for the financial stability of a
in the saber department. Line Johnson, Bob Chandler, Joe
house to pledge men who are weH
we laughed.
Siegal, in the foils, and Tom Sheehy, Phil Litman, and Bob
And then we came across several able to pay bills and for obvious and
Barton in the epee branch.
articles that we are sure are the bas- practical reasons, it is difficult to adis of some of the Bowdoin traditions. mit certain races to a fraternity." Alan introductory lecture in English
A very curt notice announced that ready Mr. Ireland is discriminating
History, the universal 'appeal of La
{ Continue** from Page I }
there would be double cuts on the against certain races, and for what„
Fontaine, and the conception of a
flares out.
day
before vacation. Incidentally. reasons I do not know. He says "for
"limit. " Although the lecturer conAnother title which does not quite
Dean
Nixon
was
only Professor of obvious and practical reasons" for
cHck is "Like Little Children," the
siders his class to be a secondary
Latin at the time! Then we discover- which I believe he has no logical
school one, theirs are not secondary
choice of William McKeown '43. An
ed the ancestor of English
in the backing. I think we would all be far
school pupils' elusive thoughts. For
eleven - year - old boy tells tiie story
[ Continued from Paze i ]
following notice: "The classes in Eng- better off if we would judge people as
his notes and teach. It is his 1 ask when the speaker has completed his lish for foreigners are progressing individuals and by their individual in a series of anecdotes. It concerns
two playmates, an imbecile lad of
to give an adequate background to unit, they advance a criticism, con
Well. Two classes are held each week merits rather than by their race.
his subject, let his class realize what structive or otherwise, of the pre- and about forty mill-hands are at- Think of all the excellent men of good eighteen and another young boy who
courses have already been mastered, sentation.
character that the fraternities here seems to be the leader of "the gang,"
tending regularly."
but strangely incompetent and cruel
The advantages of such a class
and plunge into his own selected unit.
It was announced that 80 r/r of the at Bowdoin miss because the fraterThis unit has to be a complete step, seem to be numerous. While too much freshman class had signed Y.M.C.A. nites forbid men of certain races to to be presented as a leader. The story
or section, in his field, including & stress is often laid on practicality to- membership cards.
We
thought of join. Let us face this problem with contrasts their behavior much to the
body, day, while too many schools stress one present organization that might a broad mind rather than make up credit of the imbecile. The small narfavorable introduction,
form over matter. Bowdoin has a sort do well to look into that article. Also our minds against certain races right rator's sympathetic account seems
and a conclusion in other words,
over-full
of
detailed
descriptions,
a complete lesson. Those given thus of synthesis. Given the knowledge, in the news from "The Other Col- at the start.
most unsavory to the senses, that add
far have been of such scope as the the material for presentation, from leges." we read that "Brown's experiVery sincerely,
little by their precision to the sig'44
Colby football team's offensive plays, our classes, from our major work; ment with denatured fraternity rushBERT
nificance of the story and much to
given the teaching theory, we now ing has been attended with disastrous
may apply both. It is a step in the results." We wondered if that was the the last word beginning with a full the reader's discomforts A teiling climax leads to the pathetic t-iuse.
right direction, the next move should basts of our system at Bowdoin now.
page advertisement asking one to
And now the undergraduate poems.
be a much closer connection with the
Then the business manager got in "Roll your own with genuine 'Bull'
I prefer two
"Debtor" by Kinnard
local high school.
Durham."
were also advised to
'41, is sparing of words. Its form,
Wednesday-Thursday
Dec. 18-19
'Exchange your mandolin for a Gibmoving from regular to irregular,
son,"
while
the
Cumberland
announcDr. Kildare's Crisis
seems to sharpen the emotional coned that the current show was "Marwith
trast between kind lady and rejected
guerite Clark in 'Still Waters,' a ParLew Ayres - Lionel Barrymore
lover, which is the life of this poem.
amount Feature."
also
We came up out of the cellar still George Eberhardt '44, on the other
Cartoon
News
hanging on to our Christmas spirit hand, had to choose regularity for
but we looked up the latest '^Orient" his "Song of the Moving Wheel." His
rhythm seems drawn from the very
to see if there was any dancing school
Friday
Dec 30
advertised. There wasn't, so we here- thing itself; and his line "grind them
Night In
Tropics
by give warning of our dance steps in with a clicking heel" is excitingly
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that we learned in 1930. Anyway, apt.
Kmnard's "Pogrom," a poetic snap
we're just as glad that this is 1940,
and not 1916, so Merry Christmas shot of air raid desolation, sets me
puzzling both as to content and adeeverybody!
quacy of title. "Nocturne," too, by
Hazelton '42, leaves me confused in
the sequence of images by which he
wakes night fall. But the mood is
" Pipes - Best Assortment
there in the quiet movement of lines
and in the pauses; and I note the fine
Cigars for Smokers
observation, well used in the middle
Magazines and you know!
four lines.
Finally, the paired tetrameters of
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into the stiff and mocking
forms of death by Man the Egotist.
With words, few and precise, that set
the scene and personalize the hurrying host, he flashes the poignant picture on the eye. It is enough. The
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he has gone again to a moment of
tragic contrast in animal life intensest vitality (herring rushing upstream to spawn) changed on the in-

emotions respond.
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P. T. Coffin, a verse form he has
used so skillfully and often, to the
pleasure of his readers and listeners.
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Alexander Montgomery
Bruce Thayer, Jr.
Charles Bowen
Robert Johnson
Robert Davidson

Roy McNiven
Forrest Wilder
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Douglas MacVane

C
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Woodward,

Jr.

Fred Morecombe
Benjamin Nevin
Paul Carrigan
Gregg Brewer

STUDENT

FROM

Barbara F. Jillson
Jane Senier
Betsy BUsell
Gladys Atbonica
Mimi Wise
Pat Picken
Helen Tripp
Carolyn Spinney
Virginia pawthorne
Frances jStohl
Wini Nefaon

Haverhill, Mass.

Walnut
Walnut

Hill School

Clifton,

N.

Hill School
J.

Burlington, Vt.
Westbrook Jr. College

Simmons College
Topsham
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Greenwood, Mass.
Wayland, Mass.
Hartford, Conn.
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Edgewood, R. I.
Med ford, Mass.
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Jr.
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William Bloodgood
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Roscoe IngaUs, Jr.
Samuel Wilder
Merrills Hastings Jr.
Winthrop Carr

Breed
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Elizabeth. N. J.
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Worcester, Mass.
Albany, N. Y.
Portland
New Haven, Conn.
Orange, N. J.
New Haven, Conn.

'.

Barbara! Griswold

Joan Ashfey
Peggy Hiwkell
Marcia Barnes
Barbara ^Wheeler

Robert Skinner
Anthony Eaton
Thayer Francis

Carol Benedict
Constance Seronton
Barbara Ellsworth

Westbrook

\

Jr.

College

STUDENT
William

Owen

Stewart Crosley, Jr
Paul Bickford
Robert Edwards

Sherman Page

Bradford Jealous

Virginia Wells

John Babbit i
John Turner
Stephen Whitney
James Lunt

Mary Favreau

Stanley Cressey

Arthur Link

Edwin Stetson
Robert Maxwell

Bronxville, N. Y.

Cornell University
Tufts College
New York City

Robert Lunt
Frank Sabasteanski
Richard Lewson

Portland

Edward Woods

Philip Curtis

STUDENT

Ridgewood, N. J.
Connecticut College
South Portland

Wheaton

Nancy ybiitten
Suzanne Young
Louise Nystrom
Ruth NeWbold
Jean Edmunds

Skowhegan
Milton, Mass.

Dover-Foxcroft
Wellesley, Mass.
Charlemont, Mass.

Augusta
New London, N- H.
Cambridge, Mass.

Upton

Mary Vannah

Berlin. N. H.

Gerry Andrews
Louise Gross
Leota Schwulst
Ranie Crowley
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New York
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Winchester, Mass.
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Springfield, Mass.
"Medford, Mass.
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Barnstable, Mass.
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June Wiley
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Jean Doyle
Constance Edwards
Beverly Searle
Barbara Benjamin
Betsey Perry
Barbara Paine

Brunswick

Ruth Wyer

Auburn

Elaine Cothin

Portland
Portland

Lucia Derry

Wellesley College
Barrington, R. I.

Converse Murdoch
George Cummings
Philip Bagley
William Martin

FROM

Mary Call
Mary Ewing

Chester, Ptnna.

Machias

Framingham, Mass.

Sylvester Whiton

Horace Taylor
Lincoln Johnson

Barbara Lealand
Margaret Dibble

Brunswick
Smith College

Elizabeth Wood
Elizabeth Blakney

Skowhegan

Wilma

Gorham

Charles Colburn
Harlan Taylor
Frank McClelland

Barbara Palmer

Teaneck, N.

Paul Houston
Donald Sears
Carleton Brown
Hugh Farrington

Sylvia

PJirlser

Rochelle, N. Y.

FROM

Phyllis fisher

Westbrook

Lillian Kjjpelow

University of Maine

:

Jr.

College

Brunswick
Massachusetts State

Hammond

J.

Radcliffe College

Virginia Fall

Conway, N. H.
Lubec

Braintree, Mass.

Margaret McCurdy
Evelyn Smith

Rena Googins
Marguerite Belleau

The President mentioned that when
the time comes to go into service, the
analogy between the service of the
draftee and his elders will be present,
in that older people will have to pay
additional taxes, serve on juries, and
do like tasks of great personal inconvenience.

President Sills concluded by saywar should come, remember

Lewiston
Old Orchard
Lewiston

that warfare nowadays is total warfare." Old people and children will be
in almost as much danger as the
armed forces, he said. "My only point
in

mentioning this," he warned, "is
your country expects you

that, while

to get ready to perform service that
may interrupt your normal life,
should war actually come or should

the emergeny deepen, you would not
be the only ones obliged to make sacrifices."

$

ii

been

He mentioned

ing, "If

Brookline, Mass.

Portland

Lendall Knight
Joseph Cronin

•

Bangor
Brooklyn, N. Y.
South Hadley, Mass.
MoUnt Holyoke College

Jean O'Brien
Ruth Lewis

James Warren
Sumner Peck

and do one's work now

college

the case for some
that he had
been very pleased by "the attitude
of steadiness" that the undergraduates have shown.

Wellesley College
Wellesley College
Mt. Airy, Pa.

New

and work not immediately related to the armed forces, such as forconservation, agriculture work,
and other projects dealing with actual defense. He said that the allowances made were very liberal.
That it was the duty of all the students to stay in college and finish
their work here, was President Sills*
next point. He said that he thought it
required "more character and more
fortitude, more real stability, to stay
etc.,

est

than has

T

GUEST

*

i

that fee'"/

. . . for cooler milder
better taste, Chesterfield
is the smoker's cigarette

.Hunt the world over and you
can't find the equal of Chesterfield's
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"Room
Is

Service"

Shown Here

[ Continued from Page i ]
cast is for the most part entirely new
to the Masque and Gown stage, and
most of the important parts are play-

ed by freshmen and sophomores,

who

in spite of their obvious inexperience
did remarkably well by the play.

They were a

slow in the first
second and in the

little

act, better in the

third they really hit the tempo. Every
member of the cast missed a laugh
here and there by lack of good timing. They could all learn a lot by
what is called "afterplaying" waiting for laughs at every opportunity
of life."
and speaking their gag lines with
The President also mentioned the more voice and conviction. They
two kinds of service for conscientious could also get more out of the situobjectors, the non-combatant branch- ations by building up to the big gag
es, such as stretcher-bearers, nurses, lines with tempo and voice.

in

ALPHA TAL OMEGA
STUDENT

[ Continued from Page i ]
ered the provisions for college men
"very liberal and very considerate,"
although there were no "peculiar
privileges and exemptions." President
Sills deplored the popular attitude
that college men have these special
privileges, and for this reason opposed
President Seymour's plan of having
college students "perform their military service of four years in the summer months." "We must," said the
President, "have as little distinction
as possible raised between college
men and their fellows in other walks

years."

June Robinson
Jane Ashworth
Madeline Emerson
Mary Abbott

Muriel Farnurn
Charlotte iEigner

«

Waltham, Mass.

Betty Lane
Sally

PRESIDENT TALKS ON
PROBLEMS OF DRAFT
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words which have lost their meaning,
including the words "virtue" and "piety." " 'Meekness' is one of those
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<Se
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Portland
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meaning," he

said.
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Joseph Piatt
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Hagstrom
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Wilfred Small

Peggy Bowen

Kay

Speaking of the beatitude 'Blessed
are the meek, for they shall inherit
the earth," President Sills stated that
in the French translation of the Bible our English word "meek" is translated "debonnaire." The French word
infers someone of light spirit, said
the speaker, whereas our English
word has lost some of its savor and
meaning as it passed down through
different languages into the English.
President Sills spoke of some of the

Hughes
Ruth Burton

Marjorie Bell

Beverly

1

Auburn

Phyllis

Carla Garrison

Portland
Pine Manor, N. Y.
Montclair, N. J.
Bradford Jr. College
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Meanings

1

Marcia Rollins
Nancy Randall
Marilyn Smith

Ann McCarron

Henry Kendall

Talks

"Words are very interesting things.'!
said President Kenneth C. M. Sill* v
during the chapel service last Sunday
afternoon. "If you learn in college
to search deeply into the meaning of
words, they will start you in thoughts
you never thought of before."

Norman Workman
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Norman Gauvreau
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Kenneth Snow
Maurice Cunel
Val Ringer
Frederick Smith
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George Hebb, Jr.
Murray Chism, Jr.
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William McKeown
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Belmont, Mass.
Keene, N. H.
Lewiston

Mary Hazard

Frank Shaw
Donald Sands
James Hedges
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Charles
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right combination of Turkish and
American tobaccos... the best tobaccos that grow in all of Tobaccoland.
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Jack Kinnard's set was a triumph
department of the
It has a very good
floor plan, and it is built and constructed without any of the usual
amateur flaws that we expect from a
non-professional show. Kinnard was
for the production

Masque and Gown.

President Sills stated that "that
phrase which is so correct and so well
understood" should be added to the
definition of "meekness," "Can you
take it?" It is possible to face the
uncertainties which the future may
bring with faith based on a firm
Christian character, he said.
The French word "debonnaire"
used in the beatitudes of the French
Bible, meaning to accept life with
high spirits and with high courage,
would aptly apply to the "courage
and bravery of the people in London,
particularly of the common people."
President Sills stated that the common phrase "Business as Usual" has
taken on a meaning of high courage
as it has been used in the bombed
business, districts of London.
further personalization of the word "debonnaire" is expressed in the story
of the bomb crater in Trafalgar
Square. A Cockney happened along
and said casually, "It weren't there
yesterday."
"There are opportunities in college
to exercise this same kind of spirit.
When things go badly, then is the
time to show this Christian spirit
and to see if you can take it," said
the speaker.

A

"As you

go back

your own

to

a scenic designer for the New London homes, as you go to face a new calPlayers last summer and the Masque endar year, I think you can get a
and Gown has certainly profited by little thought that will be some help
his experience. The gay colors, the to you if you think of that phrase.
many doors, the built-in bookcase, 'Blessed are the/meek. L .' 'Blessed
the two beds, the amusing proper- are the "debonnaire.' " Can you take
ties, all contribute to the spirit of it?" When you have learned to understand the deep meanings of words*
the play.
I think
the best performances " you will see that these beatitudes
were given by Ted Saba, as the in- will take on new meanings.'
ventive Faker (played by no less
than Teddy Hart in New York);
1
Clyde Crockett '44, who made the
irate and explosive Gregory Wagner
one of the best characters in the
play, and Curtis Jones as the Southj
^^
ern Senator Blake. Saba was charmf Continued from Page i )
ing as Faker and he has the best idealistic enthusiasm
to lend force,
timing of anyone in the cast. If, on unity, and direction
to human efFriday, he uses a little more voice, forts." Enlarging
on this point, he
he will be entirely satisfying. Clyde contended that ('Grecian
Athens had
Crockett gave a really sustained per- such an idealistic force in
its allegformance in a difficult part, and if iance to the Golden Mean.
Republican
he knows his lines a little better, he Rome had such glowing unity
in its
ought to hit his high on Friday. Cur- exaltation of hearty stoical virtues.
tis Jones has a beautiful southern col- The high Middle Ages
had such ethiconel's accent and was delightfully al direction in the power
and univerconvincing. He should learn to take sitality of its religious faith.
But mamore room and command more space, terially, modern man has lost contact
however, for such a domineering with satisfactory ethical moorings."
character as the Senator.
Dickson pointed out in conclusion
I enjoyed William McKeown's Bin- that we are not wrong in our belief in
ion immensely, although I think he "the all importance of finite human
can get many more laughs if he takes reasons" fostered by Descartes and
his time with his wonderful lines. Wil- the development; of modem science if
liam Craigie has some grand ideas we do not carry it to the extreme of
for the youthful Leo Davis and his putting "a fatal emphasis on the halfperformance was well sustained. He truth of the self-sufficiency of man";
needs to get his body into the play if we do not let science obscure our
more and command more energy on spiritual insight; if man will but realthe stage. Robert McCarthy played ize that "With the advantages of
Dr. Glass with a good sense of humor greater cultuial agencies, with a
but he needs to find more ideas in more nearly correct historical perspective, with a clearer and nearer
characterization.
Maurice Curiel was an amusing understanding of the mysteries of
'Man. of Nature, and of Society,' he
may more clearly understand the social significances of that conscience,
THE NATIONAL POLITICAL that soul, that better self."
CAMPUS
The Nation's Leading Political Campus Paper in its Sasha; Lucille Craven a giggling Hilsecond successful year announces its da; Charles Hartshorn a proper and
intention to have associated with it a bewildered Jenkins; Howard Huff a
local
campus representative from naive, Irish Timothy Hogarth. If the
every American College and Univer- whole cast can speak a little
more
sity campus.
These representatives clearly and work together more,
Friwill serve as its agents to sell subday's show ought to be worth more
scriptions and act as political correlaughs
for
your
money
than 'any comspondents in furnishing to the National Political Campus News all the edy bargain in Brunswick for a long
news of a political nature originating time. By all means see Room Service
on his particular campus.
if you
haven't already. And bring
Exceptionally liberal commissions are your date. It's just what you need
to be paid. Students interested please for
an afternoon between dances.
write immediately
.
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Poem For Talk
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of over 100 candidates.
Senator Warren R. Austin, last
year's winner of the award, made the
presentation at the banquet last
night. The Bowdoin representative of
Dr. Albee's local chapter received the
leadership plaque in behalf of the
,

Printing

Ask Us For Quotations

Alpha Rho chapter here. •
The first award was made by the
Chicago Alumni Chapter in 1937.
when Cyrus R. Smith (Tau), president of the American Airlines, Inc.,
was declared winner. In 1938 Lowell
Thomas (Beta Omicron) was given
the award, and last year Senator Austin of

Vermont was the "Man

of the

Year."

The Record Office
— Telephone 3 —
Paul K. Niven, Bowdoin 1916

Manager
Printers of

The Orient

Over 300 members of the Kappa
Sigma fraternity assembled from
coast to coast to be present at the
event. Hamilton W. Baker, Worthy
Grand Master of Kappa Sigma,
headed the group of national and district officers vho were in attendance.
Roy St. Lewisf, president of the Washington Alumni Chapter, was the
toast master,
i
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MEMORIAL HALL
WILL FEATURE A
MOVIE PROGRAM

I

•*

Robert O. Watt
ji

nnHE trouble with vacations is not
* that they end. It's that they are not 'Death Takes A Holiday" To
followed immediately by another. For
Be Given In Mem Hall
a while last week it looked as if that
Saturday Night
might really be going to happen this
time. Noses ran, sneezes echoed, tjie
infirmary filled up. as an epidemic of
influenza hit Bowdoin.

short-lived

Rumor had it that Bates and Cojky
were closed up tight, and in the min£s

FOUR MORE FILMS
TO APPEAR LATER

of many who felt that another weelt
"General Died
of idleness would be just right to gift
"Carnival In Flanders"
rested from the holidays, there grew
the hope that Bowdoin would follow
Movies
suit Some, optimistic if slightly selfish, urged all their friends who and
The first in the fifth annual series
the slightest sniffle to head for ihe
of motion pictures sponsored by the
infirmary in the vain hope that
Moulton Union Student-Faculty Board

At Dawn"

And

Are Next

swamped Doc Johnson would
college. But,

cljose

claimed Doc, the disease

was not here when the students came
back. They had brought it with thejn,
so that there would be no point; -in
sending everyone back where it came
from. Thus another dream was shattered, and "there was nothing left 1o
do but begin the grind anew."
•
r
the announcement iof
-

PYXXOWING

*

every exam schedule there i;re
those who find themselves with th^ir
exams all bunched. Some even hajve

a great many hJHSve
two on the same day, and with tHdse

five in three days,

tests counting as heavily as they do.

we still don't think the arrangement
fair. There has been considerable talk
about having a special week. in
the middle of each semester for hcjsrexams, the complaint being tha^j in
studying for his hour-exams the student gets painfully behind in his dass
work. Whether or not that is b&ng
seriously considered by the faculty; it
is a good idea, but not so important
lately

as is the revising of the systeni of
scheduling semester examinations,! An

hour-exam week would mean

rrtore

than ever that the students would find
themselves with two or more exams
on the same day. It would knock a
week out in the middle of the semester, making a break in the study of
courses where there would often be
no logical break in the materia! at
that point.

And hour-exams

are; no-

where near so important anywayij
s • r

being serioifcly
this move
BUT
We
conRiderad by the faculty,
is

if

max

suggest what seems to be a more important alternative? If there is a posthat a week of instruction (tan
be spared from the curriculum, it
would be well to add it onto the; examination period. That way, t^ith
eighteen days for examinations, (hey
could be scheduled one per day; At
present there are eighteen examination groups listed in the catalogue,
not counting a few small cotjijses
sibility

whose exam dates are at the
tion of the instructor. These

dis<ire-

la'ter,

almost certainly, could be fitted into
the eighteen-day schedule somewflere.
This complaint has, of course, keen
offered before. Under the present (system there is probably no hope for improvement as long as the examinations are to be packed into less than

an examinaf|onweek at mid-semester is being considered, it seems decidedly more: important to improve the mid-year' fcnd

two weeks, but

final

if

schedule instead.
s

-

r
J

/"|NE of the best things about house^-^

the pleasure of hashing
them all over afterwards. This is
more noticeable at Ivy when everyone has to stay right here and drag
through the letdown afterwardsi Joeing cheered somewhat by remembering what great fun the picnic was .ind
parties

is

how mad So-and-so was when 'his
date got sleepy and went to bed just
after midnight. Christmas ho^separties are kinder somehow, being sollowed as they are by a vacation, but
when everyone gets back and is too
restless to do much studying right toff.
they do get their reviewing.
(

- r
last parties seem in rejrospect to have been very gene^Jilly
The weather was much
successful.
better than it usually is. No one 'got
much sleep at night but made up, for
that during the dragging class hours.
Festivities could not be complete
without mention of that increasingly
popular houseparty feature, Profes-

nnHESE
•*

accompanied on the piano
by Mr. Alfred Brinkley, who has

regret to .announce that due
to the flu epidemic all College athletic and social events for the remainder of the week have been
canceled. Since Ahis news was not
relayed to the ORIENT until late
last night and since the ORIENT
has a definite publication schedule
to follow, some of the athletic and
social events reported in this issue
will not take place as scheduled.
The following events have either
been canceled or postponed until
further notice: the Colby hockey
game today, the Freshman basketball game with Portland Jr. College
today, J. V. Hockey at Cony to-

composed special

morrow, the Northeastern hockey

The public is invited to a Silver
Tea at the home of President and
Sills on Saturday, Jan. 18,
from 4 to 6, it was announced Monday by President Sills. The Tea is
for the benefit of the Bundles for
Britain drive. Mrs. Sidney St. Felix
Thaxter of Portland, well - known
read "The White
will
reader,
Cliffs," by Alice Duer Miller. This
is the story of an American woman
who married an Englishman, and it

Mrs.

gives the American viewpoint of
the present situation. Mrs. Thaxter
will be

.nusic for this oc-

$35,000 IN GIFTS

"Death Takes a Holiday," will be presented this Saturday evening in Memorial Hall. Frederic March, Evelyn
Venable, and Sir Guy Standing are
featured in the film.
Pickard Donate
Moore
The plot of this fantasy concerns
Funds
Generously
masquerading
Death,
the activities of
Of Their
as a Prince at a nobleman's houseparty, in his three-day visit to earth
It was announced by the College
to see why mortals fear him. Critics
have acclaimed Frederic March's por- office that in the period between
trayal of Death in this picture, whose Christmas and New Year's the Coltheme is generally difficult to treat lege has received about $35,000 in donations from various persons. Among
acceptably, as excellent.
Student tickets for the series of the outstanding gifts were two, confive shows, now on sale by Student sisting of various securities, from
Union Board members in the various Mr. Hoyt A. Moore of New York and
All Mr$. Frederick W. Pickard of Wilfraternities, will be forty cents.
single admission tickets will be twen- mington, Delaware, both members of
ty cents each, and will not be reduced the Board of Trustees. These gifts
at any time during the series. The will add to funds, which have been
members of the Board are Donald steadily increasing over a period of
Conant, Alpha Delta Phi; Nelson years, bearing the names of the donLindley, Chi Psi; Francis Driscoll. Psi ors. The Moore Fund is being used to
Upsilon; Robert G. Porter, Delta Kap- build and equip the new dormitory,
pa Epsilon; Edward Cooper, Theta Augustus Moore Hall.
Mr. Frank H. Swan of Providence.
Delta Chi; Charles Mergendahl, Delta
Upsilon; Robert H. Lunt, Zeta Psi; R. I., also a member of the Board of
Fred Hall. Kappa Sigma; Richard Trustees, has given a sum of $6,000
Hanson, Beta Theta Pi; Gordon Win- to be used to complete and furnish
chell, Sigma Nu; Lewis Vafiades, Al- the Faculty Room in Massachusetts
pha Tau Omega; Max Weinshel, Hall, a project left unfinished when
the building was renovated in 1936.
Thorndike Club.
An addition of $5,000 was made by
The other films to be shown during
Gordon N. Maynard of New
Mrs.
the winter are as .follows:
York to the Henry Brewer Quinby
February 15 "Carnival in Flanders"
Scholarship Fund, which she estabat
Died
22 "General
February
lished in 1930 as a memorial to her
Dawn"
from
father, who graduated
late
March 8— "Cleopatra"
Bowdoin in 1869. This fresh increase
$35,000.
fund
to
the
22—
raises
Arms"
to
"Farewell
March
One of the most' interesting' gifts
was that made to the Alumni Fund
by a certain New York graduate, who
said that while his 'son was in college
he hoped to reimburse the college as
nearly as possible for all the cost incurred by it in the boy's education
Professors Chase, Brown, not covered by the tuition fees.

AWARDED SCHOOL

—
—

"

EIGHTH ANNUAL PLAY
COMPETITION BEGINS
And Beam To Be The

The eighth annual one-act play
contest is now under way. Originated
by undergraduates and carried out by
undergraduates, the one-act play contests have developed the play-writing
activities of Bowdoin during the last
seven years to such an extent that
more original plays by students are
produced here than at any other college where no credit is given for
work in the drama, according to Professor George L. Quinby, Director of
the Masque and Gown.
At the beginning of this year thirteen men signed as being interested
in the play-writing opportunities of
the Masque and Gown; two seniors,
three juniors, four sophomores, and
four freshmen. It is expected that
some eight or ten manuscripts will
be received from them or from other
contributors during the present week.
These manuscripts will be read by a
committee of judges consisting of

ART EXHIBIT FEATURES
SHEETS WATERCOLORS
The Bowdoin Art Museum

is

fea-

turing a special exhibit of watercolors by Millard Sheets from January
10 to the end of the month, according to an announcement by Assistant
Curator George Edwards. These studies loaned by Robert C. Vose Galleries of Boston, include such titles
as "River Bottom," "Aground," "Eve-

Red Barn,"
Haze."
"The
ning
"Spring in the Canyon," "The Ridge
Route," "Four Little Pigs," "Rosalitas House," "Magnolias," "Mountain
Ranch." "Summer Pasture," "Oyster
Gatherer," and "Deer at Dawn."
Millard Sheets was born in California in 1907. He is at present chairman of the Art Department of
Scripps College, Claremont. California.

day.

MASS. HALL TO

BE REMODELED
1

39- Y ear-Old Building

Rebuilt According
Original Plans

Dates

To

Is Deadline For
Junior Professional
Assistant Tests

January 20

Of special interest to members or
the senior class of Bowdoin is the reannouncement of the Junior Profes-

is

the schedule of mid-year examinations for the

first

J

Examinations

ors.

&30

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY

29
Chemistry 3
Economics 7

Government 9
Italian 1

Psychology 5
SO
French 7
French 11.

THURSDAY, JANUARY
Mathematics A
Mathematics 1
Mathematics 2R
Mathematics 9

Government 1
Greek 3
History 9

QUINSY

[

Continued on Page 3

)

Bear Sprinters
An

first announced in January 1939, is to recruit young college
graduates for junior professional and
scientific positions in the Federal
Government. College seniors who are
now in residence and expect to graduate in June 1941, may also be admitted to the examination provided
they meet the educational and other
requirements. No experience is required of the applicants for this examination.
Each year there are hundreds of

old track rivalry will be renew-

ed on Saturday afternoon in Hyde
colorful Boston Coilege squad travels to Brunswick to
meet the Polar Bears. The meet
promises to be a close one and with
each team boasting of two victories
in a rivalry that dates back to 1914,
almost anything' can happen. The
Eagles will count heavily on their
weight men, while the Polar Bears
will rely on their' sprinters and hurdlers to garner a victory.
Much of Bowdoin's chance to cop
the meet will depend on the ability
of the men to withstand contagion
from the epidemic of the flu which
now pervades the campus. Another
factor which wii weigh against the
Big White is the decided lack of
strength in the jweights, a contrast
to the situation last year when Coach
Jack Magee had. his best track team
and weight department in the pasi

which was

Cage when the

Jack Magee

Mr. Montenegro

To Join Faculty
Native Of Chile To Lecture
On Latin-American

vacancies in positions which require
formal college training. There are
many types of Governmental positions that do not require college
training, and there are also many
that require experience in addition to
the college training. The Junior Professional Assistant examination is designed specifically to provide qualified
persons for those positions that require college training, but no experi-

Relations
With the opening of the second semester at Bowdoin College on Febru*,
ary 10, Ernesto Montenegro becomes

not being
made into an air-raid shelter. Although the historic building is now in
the grip of wooden scaffolding and its
occupants appear strained and wan
after their day's work inside, it is
only the result of the noise and confusion accompanying the remodeling
of the third floor.
ence.

a member of the College faculty as
Lecturer on Latin- American Relations under the Tallman Foundation.
Mr. Montenegro is a native of Cen- decade.
tral Chile and has been associated
The visitors wjill bring here a cafor many years with leading publicapable team including such headliners
tions of this country and of South as
Gil Walker, brilliant dash man
America. He began his work with "El who took second place
in the
Mercurio," oldest of the Spanish- meet in Boston
Garden last SaturAmerican newspapers, at Valparaiso. day, and Zibilskiand Manzo, of footSoon after this he became managing ball fame, who are reputable weight
editor of "Pacifico Magazine," an im- throwers. Zibilski
is expected to capportant Chilean monthly. In 1915 he ture honors with
the shot put while
visited the United States as a travel- Walker
may; enter the 300 as well as
ing correspondent in connection with the
40 yard dash.
the Panama-Pacific Exposition.
[ Continued on Page 3 ]

According to Bursar Glenn R. McThe new Junior Professional AsIntire this work is the culmination of sistant examination includes 19 opa project started in 1936 when the tional topics made up of the followfirst and second floors were complete- ing:
Junior Administrative Technily refini'shed. At that time, there were cian, Junior Agronomist, Junior in
not ample funds to complete the work Animal Nutrition, Junior Biologist
on the third floor, but now. through (Wildlife), Junior Business Analyst,

VFW

gift by Mr. Frank H. Junior Chemist. Junior Economist,
of
Provjdence, Rhode
( Continued on Page 4 ]
the original plans are being
carried out. Mr. Felix A. Burton '07
He remained in this country for
President
Mrs. Sills
of Boston is continuing to direct the
fteen years, serving as a regular
reconstruction as it is being done by
Cards contributor to the New York "EveX Co^ttaf/d on P*ft«.i.}
Ining Post.' rhe Ncw~Y6rk' 'Times."
President Sills recently announc[ Continued on Page 4 J
ed that he and Mrs. Sills are very
grateful for the many greetings
Professor
Morgan B. Cushing.
sent to them during the Christmas
Chairman of the Brunswick Chapter
holidays from members of the Colof the Red Cross, announces that
lege all over the world. They were,
close to six hundred dollars was realMr. Ralph H. Derby. College tech- he added, particularly appreciative
ized from the 1940 Red Cross Memof those cards from undergradunician for many years, recently acDr. Irving Langmuir, a member of bership Drive at Bowdoin. Through
ates. Since more than 800 greetings
cepted a position in the Mico Instruthe staff of the Graduate Record .almost complete co-operation of the
were
received,
he
said
that
it
Is
Mass.,
in
Cambridge,
ment Company,
Foundation supported by the Car- College's student bodv with the drive,
impossible to acknowledge each one
a program to be carried on under the
negie Foundation for the Advance- Professor Cushing states, the local
individually, but that he wishc i
national defense emergency measment of Teaching, will speak to mem- chapter includes almost 12 per cent
publicly
to
thank
the
senders.
ures. According to President Sills,
bers of the Bowdoin faculty about of the people of Brunswick and neighMr. Derby is the most qualified perplans for next year's test tomorrow boring towns on 'its membership rolls,
son in school at the time to step forand Friday.
JThe following is a letter addressed
ward into the defense program.
Tests by this foundation were giv- by Professor Cushing to the editor of
'
Students in the science building
en to Bowdoin juniors and seniors last the ORIENT to thank Bowdoin's stuwith
are well acquainted
Mr. Derby's
April and will be given again this; dent body for its whole-hearted
supwork in the machine shop and his aid
spring. The tests have been only po r t
in rnaking apparatus for the various
A student music recital will be pre- slightly
modified. Originafly they were
.._.
h
Um _1 W .'?. t0
laboratories. He came to Bowdoin af- sented in the Moulton Union Loungegiven to students entering graduate L
ter an apprenticeship in the General on Sunday afternoon at 3 p.m. Ac&* 9 , I wdoin st ? dcnts
School*, but in more recent years
(who joined the !?
Electric plant in Lynn, Mass., and cording to Thomas Brownell '41, this
Red Cross in the anscope has been extended to underwhile here has demonstrated mary (recital will differ from those preced- graduates in 10 or 12 colleges in the nual Roll Call Jast month, the sincere thanks of the Brunswick Chaptimes his proficiency at making deli- jing in that tea will be served after- East. The information about
the stuter for their splendid support. Again
wards, in accordance with a new dents gained from these
cate instruments.
tests eight
In addition to his regular work in Union policy which plans to serve or nine in number, was used by the this year the college membership
the Science building, Mr. Derby con- tea after a number of campus events. Dean in counselling undergraduates reached a new hjigh with 95% of the
tinued to develop his two hobbies,
The program will feature several and could be forwarded to graduate student body enrolled. To Ev Pope
photography and printing to a ve~y brass sextet numbers. There will also schools with the student's application and Dave Dickson, co-chairmen, and
their committee, I express the gratihigh degree. He has helped the cam- be vocal solos, including "Morgen," if he wished.
era club on many occasions, has taken "She Never Told Her Love." "MounTo date, the tests have been com- tude of the local and national Red
for
their
the freshman pictures for several tains," "I Hear a Thrush at Eve." piled by committees from four univer- Cross
record breaking
years, and has taken colored photo- "Mavis," "The Silent Hour," and sities, Yale, Harvard, Princeton, and achievement.
graphs for the Art Museum. Accord- "Last Night." Several cello and clar- Columbia, in an effort to get objec"The money retained by the Brunsing to Professor Wilder, he also fau inet solos are planned, and the Med- tive information about students en- wick Chapter (S300) from this memdone successfully such things as mak- diebempsters will sing "The Whiffen- tering their schools. Dr. Langmuir's bership total will meet the cost of
ing and projecting lantern slides used poof Song," "Winter Song," "Czecho- visit tomorrow is for the purpose of approximately 400 free visits by our
in Memorial Hall, lecturing on th.> slovakian Folk-song," and
'Got My talking over the tests with the fac- public health nurse to sick or cripAmerican railroads, and for a s.'iorl Head Wet."
pled persons in town. Or alternativeulty.
time running a popcorn business.
ly, the college contribution more than
covers the $200, chapter subsidy for
the
maintenance of the summer
swimming session at the Bowdoin
pool for the benefit of the children
16 Chapel,
Thu.,
Jan.
*
Walter
and young
of the vicinity. BeA story in pictures, depicting Him- level. The British-American expedi- cause they people
Young '41.
have this opportunity to
alayan mountain beauty and climbing tion of 1936 went the highest to date enjoy
5:00 p.m. Moulton Union. Meetswimming and receive expert
danger, is the featured exhibit in the when they went 25,645 feet
ing of Faculty members with Dr.
instruction under safe and sanitaryIncluded in the display is a maga- conditions,
Langmuir of the Graduate Rec- College library showcase this week.
there have been no drownThe exhibit marks a change from the zine colored photo of majestic Mount ing accidents
ord Examination.
locally
for
several
usual policy of featuring reading mat- Masherbum, and two views of the
Frl., Jan. 17
Chapel, Mr. parley
years. The community deeply appreter, and an attempt is being made upper basin of Godwin Austen glapresiding. Paul C. Houston '41,
ciates these services, and their genthis week to tell a story in pictures cier; one looking north and west from
baritone, will be the soloist.
erous support by students.
as a supplement to the Himalayan Windy Gap and the other looking
3:00 pjm. Hockey vs. Northeast"The other half of the Roll Call
mountain lecture given here recently. from a point below Chogolisa Saddle. membership! receipts
ern University.
goes to the NaThe Himalayan exhibit required There are numerous other pictures o: tional Red Cross to finance
J.
V. Swimming at Portland
its many
more time in preparation than any icy slopes, peaks, and stretches
Boys' Club.
1 activities,— disaster
relief,
accident
icy
land.
There
is
also
a
lengthy
clear
Other arranged by Kenneth J. Boyer,
Sat., Jan. 18
Chapel, The Dean.
prevention, service to veterans, the
assistant librarian. It includes four photo of the East Ronigbuk glacier.
1:45 p.m. Track vs. Boston Uniof the armed forces of the
A statistical chart accompanies a members
statistical charts which contain inversity.
country, and their dependents, information about the height of the dif- distance picture of Nenga Parbat struction in first aid. life saving,
2:00 p.m. Swimming vs. M.I.T.
and
ferent mountains, attempts to climb showing that four expeditions have home hygieine. Braille for
5:00 p.m. J. V. Swimming vs. Hethe blind,
tried
to
climb
the
mountain
and
all
bron Academy.
them, and the number of persons inand various other services. All Red
but one attempt have included casvolved in these attempts.
6:45 p.m. Memorial Hall. The
Cross members are stockholders in
Moulton Union Student-Faculty
At one end of the showcase is a ualties. In the last attempt in 1937. this humanitarian program.
Board presents the first in a ser- picture of Mount Nonda Devi, the 16 persons were killed.
A very effective view of Mount Ev- the"Thanks to the college enrollment,
ies
five
of
motion pictures, highest mountain in the world which
Brunswick Chapter enjoys an an"Death Takes a Holiday."
has been climbed. The statistical erest highest in the world, shows the nual Roll Cjall rating which would be
camp
base of one of the expeditions.
Swi., Jan. 19 3 p.m. Moulton. Unchart, prepared by Mr. Boyer, shows
otherwise unattainable, with a memion. Student Recital, followed by
that six expeditions have tried to The statistical chart reveals that in bership of more than 12',4 of the
poptea.
climb this mountain during the period the last climbing attempt in 1936. an ulation in Brunswick and surrounding
5 o'clock Chapel, Rev. Raymond from 1883 to 1936. The first four expedition reached a height of 23.000 towns. Very few chapters exceed this
groups failed to reach even the base feet. This was 5.100 feet less than the figure, and it undoubtedly contributes
G. Putnam of the Class of 1922,
of Bath.
of the mountain. On the 1932 trip the record height of 28,100 feet attained
to the excellent relations which exist
Mod., Jan. 20 Chapel, The Presiexplorers of the Shipton - Tilman in 1924 and again in 1933 by English
[between tottfn and college."
dent.
reached a point 20,000 feet above sea
I Continued on Page 2 ]
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B.C.

Weig-htmen And Polar

Assistant examination made
recently by the United States Civil
Service Commission. Washington, D.
C. The purpose of this examination,

is

Twice

Which
1914

May Hinge On

Contest

sional

By Bob Edwards
No, Massachusetts Hall

From

FLU EPIDEMIC MAY
WEAKEN BIG WHITE

1

The following
semester:

Philosophy 5

mmmmdmmm

To Be

Won

In Competition

SEVERAL CLASSES

|

COMPLETE SCHEDULE OF MIDYEAR EXAMS IS ANNOUNCED

manner.
H.

Each Team Has

EXAM TO~TNCLUDE

{

!

GEORGE

Commission To

Recruit Hundreds Of
College Men

1

Mr. Edwards also announced that
Professor Stanley P. Chase, chair- throughout the winter, there will be
man, Professor Philip Brown and
a loan exhibition of paintings from
Professor Philip Beam. The manuthe collection of Mr. and Mrs. Booth
scripts will be rated by each judge Tarkington featured in the loan gal[ Continued on Page 4 ]
lery.

to and from performances in Portland on either Saturday evening Feb.
Hygiene
1. or Saturday evening Feb. 8 If a
sufficient number of students and! (ac- English 15
uity members will make the trip, a
substantial saving in cost of tickets
both on the railway and at the ilpea1

SERVICE EXAMS

I

Contest Judges

,

W

Friday, the J. V. swimming
meet at the Portland Boys Club'
Friday, the hockey game with Boston University ^Saturday, the Boston College track meet Saturday,
the swimming meet with M. I. T.
Saturday, and the J. V. swimming
meet with Hebron also on Satur-

And

To
Names

TO RENEW OLD
TRACK RIVALRY WITH
BIG WHITE SATURDAY

B. C.

-

game

casion.

NO. 19

SUPERVISE CIVIL

Civil Service

FOR

15, 1941

GOVERNMENT TO

We

COMMUNICATION

If interested
ter can be effected.
or writ* me
please telephone 639for reservations by Jan. 20. State; the
date or dates on which you wild
make the trip. Unless I could recommend the play very highly. I should
not assist the management in this

NOTICE

President And Mrs. Sills
To Give Tea Saturday

in courses not listed here will be arranged by the instructUnless otherwise indicated, examinations will be held in the gymnasium.
1.80
MONDAY, JANUARY 27
English 1
History 7, Memorial
Literature 1
Mathematics 3
Mathematics 5
To the Eidtor:
TUESDAY, JANUARY 28
The New England Town Hall! iinc. English 27
German 1
i£Z
sponsor of the Boston Company of Religion 3
German 3
Life with Father, have arranged <With
Germans
the railroads to run special fare rains
German 7

sor Herbert Ross Brown's special; »eeture ir English 25 on Friday aftd*
'it
noon.

ORIENT

BRUNSWICK, MAINE, WEDNESDAY, JANUARY

(70th ¥ear)

SILLS GIVE -EA

BRITISH AID SATURDAY
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Jr., '41

*4l

Henry A. Shorey,

|

!j

8ab-&fat«rs
Fowler Duiker. Jr., '43
Robert L. Sjhvards 43
Curtis F. Jiyies '43

I

Jr.,

42

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY

'42

Kenneth G. Stone

A IWyman

Oliver

History 1
Sociology 1
Zoology I

'42

poitolTice at

Brunswirk. Maine.

1

Spanish 3

English 11
4

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY
Economics 13
Government 11
Psychology

1

Chemistry 5
Chemistry 9
Education 3
Spanish 1
Zoology 1
FEBRUARY 6

Religion 1

LXX
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we

°

emphasized the feeling

was so prevent on the campus. While that
has not by any means disappeared, it seems to us that a new

feeling has arisen, a feeling that wfe all

be prepared to take some action.

And

must

in the

very near future

with the necessity of taking

COustard and Cress
j

By John

C. Evans
particularly remember
meeting him on the street one day
last spring ... he needed a shave,
because he had been correcting final
Profile:

.

I

some action staring us in the face we look for a belief or beliefs
upon which we can lean. For, tojtake any action, we desperately examinations ... .he had
need some strong belief to give us Confidence, to give us a new sense ma hat, sneakers, and was
.

.

on a pana-

.
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was
throughout the whole country have given the same results. What month or so ago that he was an iso- Katharine Hepburn the award for
we wonder if Franklin playing Katharine Hepburn, and what
we are getting at is simply this. There is no room in the present lationist
has broken down his resistance on does Bette Davis get for really actstate of things for any statements; such as "I don't like the draft." that count yet ... it is very doubtthose
hard
I

know ...
.

keep telephone

to

^wates

low

.

iHw**

aJogical cabinet, while the top floor
included the entire medical school in
"chemical lectureaddition to a

.

.

Study

.

.

1

~

"The building was completely remodeled in 1873 through the generosity of the Hon. Peleg Chandler of
the Class of 1834, who wished it to
serve as a memorial to Parker Cleaveland.' At this time the third floor was
taken out and replaced by a gallery
which looked down on the hall formed
by the second floor. The ground floor
served as offices for the treasurer and
the President, and it is in this arrangement that most of the living
alumni remember the building.
The tablet dedicating the remodeled building of 1873 to the memory
of Parker Cleaveland remains in its
position of honor inside the front
door. Mentioning the remodeling in
his address at the opening of College
in 1986, President SilLs said, "The renewed building thus fittingly symbolizes

the passage from the nineteenth

Developing better apparatus of many kinds at lower cost
a continuous process in the Bell System. It plays a major
part in making your telephone service the finest and cheapest
in the world. Here is one of many cases in point:
Above you see two telephone loading coils— one old, one
new. Such coils are spaced at regular intervals along telephone circuits. They reduce electrical losses .. \ help to bring
is

your voice through

Through the

years, engineers at Bell Telephone Laborahave succeeded in making these coils smaller and
smaller. In so doing, they have greatly reduced the cost per
tories

to

.

clearly, strongly over long distances.

which... multiplied by the millions in use. ..has helped
*
keep the cost of out-of-town service low.

coil,

to the twentieth century."

BRANN'S

Why not telephone home at least once a week?

BARBER SHOP

Long Distance rates to most points are lowest
any night after 7 P. M. and all day Sunday.

..

.

!

room."

got his A.B., A.M., and
ful ..
the Ph.D. all at Princeton
has writ- three-hour torture periods are commerely a disturbing fac- ten a book called Studies of Phil- ing!
.

obviously out of place, to put

it

mildly. It

is

.

is

things help

chemicals, etc." The second floor
housed the famous Cleaveland miner-

it

ing?

such

Little

.

.

ajs

and comment, and

attention

.

.

.

tor for the successful carrying oijt of a

much

.

.

opinion of a small minority and

to indicate the different parts of a tion regarding rending matter on this
mountain. The exhibit has attracted subject.

arrangement in such a way
it will look as much as possible
like a building that would have been
built from the ground up in 1802.

.

We

is

ence since 1939 bias been paid In full,
'according to Charles T. Ireland, Jr.
*
Continued from Page t ]
*42, Secretary-Treasurer of the clasa.
parties. There were no casualties in
Ireland announcer! this week that the
the latter trip.
had been paid Just beAmong the other featured pictures last creditor
Housepartiefc.
are ones showing K2 mountain, sub- fore
ject of the recent Himalayan lecture
here, and another containing figures Mr. Boyer is available for consulta-

that

carrying a
just as business-like as al- with a preoccupied stare while speakcane
of security which this period of uncertainty has undermined.
ways ... I am convinced he has a ing either out of the windows or over
shoes
the the heads of the students
has
are not going to come out with a slogan such as "Make hobby of collecting
most amazing pair we've seen buckle a mind stocked with a fund of knowlthe world safe for democracy," nqr are we going to urge the adop- at the sides, instead of the conven- edge, philosophical and otherwise,
tional shoe-laces
more than one that should make some scholars green
tion of any set of rules. But, in the realization of the critical period
alumnus has been heard to say that with envy ... was a Phi Beta Kappa ...
in which we are living, we are gding to advocate strongly full co- he thinks that Philosophical Aspects wears a tan striped sport coat about
of Literature was the most important the size of a small blanket
has
operation with any and all national defense measures.
course he took in his college career at the best nickname in the entire facBowdoin ... we agree
Study- ulty
it's "Stalky."
It is undoubtedly true that die question of national defense is
ing at Harvard, I think, during his
Observations at Random: Who the
the most important problem in ithe United States today. And, sabbatical was the inspiration for the heck is ASCAP anyway?
sounds
course, for he came back to Bowdoin like the scientific name for trenchtherefore, we are quick to accept ithe inevitable controversy which
with a lot of new ideas that were mouth or something
. wish they'd
must arise over such an important matter. However, we cannot fighting with each other for expres- bury the hatchet before several thoussion
they continued fighting all ands of radios are chopped up for fireaccept the flat-footed statement "I don't like the draft" which apthrough Phil 10, and the results were wood
every pre-medical and
educational and enjoyable
both
peared in one of the columns of this paper not so long ago.
every other student should read MJsa
are
his middle name is Phelps, and his Susie Slagfe's
Miss Susie runs a
at a loss to see any justification and any propriety for such a state- last name causes a .great deal of
boarding house foivmedical students
it has
trouble to lazy spellers
at Johns Hopkins
Baltimore
ment.
probably been misspelled at least 10 The author, Augusta Tucker, was a
The Tale Record recently took a poll of the undergraduates different ways ... he was born in patient in the Hopkins psychiatric
East Orange, New Jersey, not too
and one of the questions on the poll had to do with the draft. The long ago to keep from getting caught ward, but that didnt' prevent her
from writing one of the best novels
that, as a matter of the year
results showed that the undergraduate body of Yale was over- in the draft
we hear there's to
of fact, is a sore subject with him be another reading period this May
whelmingly in favor of it.
poll taken by the Orient last fall prov- ... he doesn't care any more about
Hooray for the faculty and goved exactly the same thing of the Bowdoin students. Other polls military training than 600 other fel- erning boards!
So they give
reported a
lows

Such a statement

be interested

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY
English 25
French 15
Sociology 3

of uncertainty which
feeling

will

[

This building once included the enphysical equipment of Bowdoin
College. In 1802, it housed the rooms
of President McKeen, Profersor Ab6
bott, the entire student body, and a
History 15
single recitation room. The eastern
MathemaUcs 11
end of the ground floor included a sitPhilosophy 7
ting room and a parlor, while the college chapel occupied the other end.
Professor Alpheus Spring Packard of
osophy In Creation ... is very much the Class of 1816 wrote that during
interested
in
Wordsworth's phil- his first year as a studeni, the second
to receive the Bowosophy, and has written articles on floor was fitted
doin gallery of paintings and it also
the subject
never uses lecture served as a lecture room and examnotes
speaks well and carefully, ination hall.
After the establishment of the
giving each sentence due thought and
medical school in 1820, the entire
consideration
walks back and building contained class rooms. The
forth across the room about 20 times ground floor included a lecture hall
during the class .
.
always looks and "rooms for apparatus, minerals,

Chemistry 7

J*» r*»nci*co

fall

The Junior Claim

to hear that the class debt in exist-

tire

Physics 3
Physics 5
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Continued from Page i }
Brown & Berry, contractors from
Portland.
The plans for the remodeling of the
third floor provide for a large faculty
room and two private offices. In the
northwest corner, Mr. Don Potter,
Superintendent of Grounds and Buildings, will have an office, .while the
northeast corner will include a small
private room to be used by the Dean.
The faculty assembly hall is also to
be furnished attractively. At the east
end of the room, one of the original
thirteen fireplaces of the building is
to remain and will be flanked on either side by a wall of pine paneling.
Heavy supporting beams will arch
over the ceiling. The roof of the small
ell on the eastern end of the building
will be raised in order to extend that
stairway to the third floor.
Thus, when the remodeling is completed, Massachusetts Hall will be
neared its original design than has
been the case since the changes made
during the year 1873. The architect
has endeavored to reconstruct the in[
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Hall Is Started

Of Mid-Year Examinations
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Work On Mass.

College Publishes Schedule

Editor irt-tkW
E. Harold PoMIe,

-»
NOTICE

.

.

198

MAINE STREET
9*51

much- needed national de-

fense plan.
t

As we have pointed out in a fjrevious editorial,

the place which
an important one.

the college student holds in the present crisis

is

Upon

outcome of the

his shoulders

whatever

it

may be

and

his shouldbrs alone the

crisis

TOBACCOLAND *U*S*A

This book

will rest. Ancfjthe authorities of educational in-

r^-:

gives thousands of smokers like yourself

throughout the country are well aware of this. At the
National Association of State Universities last fall this group expressed " 'unalterable" opposition Jo any legislation granting all col-

stitutions

^_,

facts about tobacco

the
tlie

ami
i

>dCopt

. •

the causes for die need of our

some

tafcing action of

sort.

for national defense.

plan* rout* between Camden,
N. i. and the Philadelphia Pott
Office, it shown here enjoying

We can

no longer hide behind the cloak of uncertainty. Perhaps the future
is insecure. In that case we must! plan for the present. Whatever
we do, we must act. Wc must cooperate with any and all plans

Chesterfield's now interesting

Oiesterfi

A fact which has too easily been overlooked in the adaptation
is

new

University more than a dozen

lo

men and women who
our Chesterfield factories, we
owe the idea of publishing the book.
"TOBACCOLAND, U. S. A." It is a
comprehensive picture story about
the growing, curing and processing
of tobacco, telling you why Chesterfields are milder, cooler-smoking and
visit

studies have been

University the authorities have instituted a course

management

in research laboratory

realizing the rising importance

of industrial research in the defense program.

The announcement
U. S. Navy Air

of Civil Service exams and a call for pilots in the

Corps

in this

ities like

week's Orient projves conclusively that special

those found in civilian

life

are required by the

<*>.

SETTER-TASTING.

Army

and

We are proud of the hundreds of letters

s

i from smokers tike yourselfwho have seen "TOBACCOLAND^U. S.A," Many have asked us to send'

No, we

men

are not trying to mollycoddle the "I don't like the

into enthusiastic participation.

flags in front of

them.

#-

in sending

We are simply trying to point out the error

which we must

We would take Pbfml
you a copy—just mail your request to
Myers Tobacco Co., 630 Fifth Avenue,

copies to their friends.

We aren't waving any

Liggett

New

of their ways and in so doing we' have the belief or beliefs for the
action

&

abil-

Navy.

draft"

A"

the keen interest of the

thousands of

added to the current year's curriculum including such a course as
Naval Science and Tactics whici has proven to be most popular.

At New York

U. S.

that "the range

of special abilities required by the Army and Navy is almost as
wide as that found in civilian life!" As proof of this we site definite
actions which have already been jtaken at educational institutions.

At Brown

book "TOBACCOLAND,

MILDER, BETTER TASTE

jf

of the individual to national defense measures

JOHN M MltLH, Amsrice's

No. 1 outogiro pilot and pioneer
of the world's only wingless mail

and university students deferment under the Selective Service
Act." We would point out that |uch a statement has been one of
lege

&

York,

N.

.4.

Y.

%
.*a*3-

*

take, namely, support of the national de-

fense plans. In every draft, there must be the conscientious objectors.

But

cation

is

let's

not have them

in the colleges

behind national defense, Let us act

co-operation with

j

it.

j

;

and

universities.

now by
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Bowdoin To Open Track

THREE

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

-

a*

i

POLAR BEARINGS

..

.

.

5*

BOWDOIN FACES

Hank Shorey
This coming Saturday will be a busy one for Bowdoin teams provided
that Doc Johnson doesn't add to his already unwieldy squad of sheetwrinklers. The "Doc" has had plenty of candidates since vacation, but if the
schedule is carried out as planned, four visiting teams will be on campus.
Jack Magee's squad will get its first taste of competition of the year when it
faces Boston College in a dual meet that should produce some good running
events. The hockey team meets a strong Boston University sextet and M.I.T.
swims against the Bowdoin squad on the same afternoon. The fourth athletic

M.

I.

MERMEN

T.

'

Season With B.
TWENTY-FIVE YEAR

Meet

C.

®& RIVALRY RENEWED

Continued from Page i ]
Opposing Walker in the 40 yarn
dash, Bowdoin will have available
such capable performers as Ray Huling.
John Dickinson, Brad Briggs.
Charlie Edwards, Seavey Bowdoin.
John. Matthews, Al Sleeper, ;and Hal
Bunting. Hilling and Dickinson an
expected' to cause Walker plenty of
trouble in this event.
In the 45 yard high hurdles Bow[

event of the day sees the Hebron

Academy swimming team

in action against

the jayvees.

polar bearings
B.C. brings a strong, well-balanced squad to Branswick and should come out on top. Bowdoin can't count on a
point in the weight events which is sufficient handicap to
lose almost any dual meet. Morrow, B.C. discus-thrower,
capable of 15© feet, although Hyde Cage greatly hinders

to

approaching that distance. Although the B.C. roster was
not available, Zabllski and Manzo are expected to star in
the weight events. In the high jump, Bowdoin's Buckley,
Stowe, and Gray will meet Jack Ryan who has reached
a 6 ft. 2 In. height. The S00 and 600 should provide plenty
of excitement with Bill Dowd, B.C. flier, coming up against
Dickinson, Abendroth, and Newhouse. Boston College
brings a dashman of repute in the person of Gil Walker,
colored flash, who took a second at the NEAAU event in
probBoston, Saturday. Hie hurdles will find Jack MacNeil
ably battling it out with Ray Huling. Bowdoin will be
lacking Pete Babcock in the distance events, although Jim
Doubleday and BUI Stark along with Dinty Jones will be
competicarrying the burden. Not much is known of their
the twotion, although Bill Harktns is B.C.'s best bet in
for Bowmile. Hiding, James, and Edwards will be entered
Ingalls
doin In the broad Jump and Stan James and Rocky
and
will do the pole-vaulting. Lindley, Bowdoin, Huling,
Walker.
extend
to
Dickinson in the dash should be enough

doin will have Hilling. Bob Edwards.
Small, and Gray, all fast men. Jn the
low hurdles, the Polar Bears will
have Brad Briggs in addition to the
boys who will be running the high
hurdles.

The *op event of the day may be
the 300 yard run in which there i*
possibility that Gil Walker will be
entered against Bob Newhouse, Bowdoin veteran, and sophomore speed
Jim Doubleday
merchant Johnny Dickinson, and Bob
Abendroth, one of the fastest men on
Prospects are anything but promthe Big White squad. The race will ising in the shot and 35 pound weight
be red hot and many look fori the events. Inexperience reigns supreme
Polar Bears to collect a number ox| pi the face of the Eagles' Zibilski and
points in this event. Among others Manzo but big Ted Robb, Norm Gauwho may be entered in the 300 are j/rea^i. and Goodrich will put Up a
Charlie Crosby, Clark Young, and jfighl for the Polar Bears.
polar bearings
Harry Twomey.
The Big White team returned to
opponent in Boston
Newhouse and Dickinson will also ffirunswick early during Christmas
Linn Wells' hard-working sextet is facing a tough
be available for the 600 run, and ^vacation, a number of the men ar- University B.U. holds wins over Harvard and New Hampshire and Bowdoin
meet from
swimming
Bowdoin stands a good chance to cop Viving here, Friday, January 3. The
its
has yet to register a win. Bowdoin should take
the event. Crosby, Young, and Bill iraining table eating was resumed
Intercolalthough the Cambridge team has Howard. New England
Stark, a mighty strong distance run- Wlonday, January 13. after a week ol
not be at
may
Bowdoin
dashes.
the
legiate diving champion, and strength in
ner, are others who may see service hard training in preparation for Satovercome.
yet the handicap should not be too great to
strength
full
in the 660. Boston College will enter urday's meet, the first of the season.
BUI Dowd who took third place in
The rivalry between the two clubs
the
meet. Stark, with Captain llates back to the spring of 1914 when
Jim Doubleday, Martin, and Hanson the Big White defeated a fast Boswill carry the Big White hopes in the* Ion College relay team in Boston,
1000, and Stark and Doubleday wij) delations were severed until the
run the mile. Bowdoin is expected to ppring of 1921, at which meeting the
After nearly a four week gap In
show well in both of these runs. In ^Eagles gained a 35-20 victory. The
With the Interfraternity Basketdue to {he holidays and
the two mile, Dana Jones, a veteran ftwo clubs did not meet again until ball League still in the first round, the schedule
because oi'
with a lot of experience, will be the 3933 when Boston College set back several clubs are looking very strong several game cancellations
the
flu epidemic, the Freshman basnucleus of the White entries and will £he Polar Bears 78%-56'/4 in an out- and likely to take the trophy from
idle still another
be aided by the particularly strong door meet. In the following year in the Zetes, winners of last year's com- ketball team will be
with' Lewiston
and spirited sophomore trio of Al fun early spring meeting outdoors, petition. Both the Dekes and the week before a content
High next Wednesday, January 22.
Burns, "Jump" Warren, and Cay
wdoin turned back the track men Thorndikes,
judging
from
early
on the home floor the FreshWheeler.
rom the Hub by almost the reverse scores, appear to have steam roller Playing
garner their secStan James, Ingalls. and Bunting core of the previous year, 79-56. outfits. Several teams, however, have meit will be out to
ond win in three starts. They dropare the pole vault ers, and James, Again track relations were discon- yet to take the floor.
initial tilt to Edward Little
winner of the Christmas gambols. is Unued because of lack of room on
The Thorndikes, in their initial en- ped their
opponents' floor in Auexpected to take the event. He will Jjthe prospective schedules until 1937 counter, crushed a Kappa Sig five High on the
burn, but several men, particularly
also be in the thick of the fight fot Svhen the Bears trimmed the Eagles minus two regulars by a score of 56Johnny Devine, looked good for the
honors in the broad jump. Among Jby a margin of eleven points, 64-53.
27. John Stanley tallied 30 points to
obviously Only lacked a litothers in the latter event are Huling,
The meeting of the teams this year spark the former's attack and was losers andpractice to start clicking.
tle more
Warren Wheeler, Charlie Edwards, lis unusual for the Big White track- seconded by George Altman. The
Against Portland Junior College, In
no
runners
have
were
the
A.
D.'s
mauled
the
to
Ordinarily
Dekes
by
Bowdoin, Lindley, Ingalls. and Briggs. |men.
the Bowdoin
its first home game,
^competition until after the mid ynr the tune of 67-38, the combined ef'quintet began to work together and
James, Stowe, Gray, Hanson, and
'^examinations late in January and forts of Garth Good. Jim Dyer, and
Wheeler will be ready for the high Jcarly February. This year Director Joe MacKay overwhelming their op- managed to ring up a victory by a
comfortable margin. Devine continjump, but material in the discus will Ml Athletics, Malcolm Morrell, be- ponents who were led by John Hamued to find the hoop from his guard
not be so plentiful. Bob Shepenl, cause of the numerous requests of ilton.
post; and. this time Walt Daniels and
The Zetes showed that they still
hhe trackmen themselves for an early
Small, and Lindley are just about all
Ed Babcock kept pace with him in
jne*>t. was able to secure the open have something by defeating the Sigstarting line-up was
Bowdoin has in the discus.
ma Nu's, 38-26, and last Friday, in the scoring. TheDaniels
and Johnnya fast game, the Beta's, featuring made up of
forward, Babcock at
Pope, Austin, and Harrington, edged Woodcock at
center, and Pete Hess and Devine at
the T. D.'s 40-33. The losers kept in
the guard spots.
the game on the tallies of Hank
Babcock's height is useful in the
Shorey, John Abbott, and Freemont
under
Merrow. The remaining contests in pivot job, and Woodcock is fast
the basket, with his running male,
the first round of the tournament will
Daniels, deadly on the long ones.
see the Psi U's against the A. T. O.'s
Coach Dinny Shay, whose appointand the D. U.'s facing the Chi Psi's. ment as full-time coach hints of varHank Bonzagni and Ed Coombs are sity ball at Bowdoin next winter, is
strong members of the Psi U quin- not giving the hoo^Ssiers any set
tet and the D. U.'s boast Bob Coombs, plays, but is drilling them in the basic
screening and passing that will enHal Pottle, and three regulars from
able them to do their own maneuverlast year's freshman
team, Cook. ing in the games. Devine and Hess
•

jj

MIT

FAVORITES OPEN COURT FRESHMEN TO PLAY
LEWISTON HOOPMEN
season wrra victories

VFW

!

Burnham and Woodworth.

are both

good

floor

men, with the

former leading in the scoring. Thaydate with Boston College. Mr. Mor- er Francis,
a center, and Sid Chasrell declared, "I don't know whether
sen and Higgins, guards, are seeing
this new plan will work out since the
action, with Bill Muir, Herbie Grifboys must return to Brunswick early fiths, Bob Simpson, and Tom Donoto train for the newly added meet. van, liable to break into the line-up

But

it

how

it

was their idea and we'll see at any time.
meets with their approval."

Jan. 15-16

This Thing Called Love
with
Rosalind Russell

-

MeJvyn Douglas

News

EVERY COURSE
Two words
Coca-Cola

describe ice cold
do/icfous ami f»-

Drink

flashing. Delicious,

because

always a pleasure to tosfo.
Refreshing, because it leaves
delightful after- sense of je-

it

whan you pavsa
throughout the day, make it
the pause thai refreshes w<th
freshment. So

h
H

ice-cold Coca-Cola.
Bottled under

with

it

a

Conrad Veldt

(mfiefa
Delicious
R
!

I

-
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GOOD BASS BOOTS

Sabu

!

.

Sunday- Monday
-

Jan. 19-20

News

Sound Act

Auburn, Maine

Tuesday

Jan. 21

San Francisco Docks

The COLLEGE BOOKSTORE

wit*
Burgees Meredith - Irene Hervey

NO ONE CAN GET ALONG WITHOUT A WORLD ALMANAC

Comedy

1

Ma

Edition has juet arrived—60 cents

fV

Sound Aet

trail,

there's

tough if you're
wearing Bass Boots.

From dub

to pro, skiers every-

where agree that the fine leathers
and special construction features
of these smart looking boots put
the fun

in,

take the ordeal out, of

Let your dealer show you
the many models for men and
skiing.

women. Whatever model you
choose, you'll fall for, but not
with, Bass Boots.

W. CHANDLER & SON

Team To Seek Revenge For
10-1

Linn Wells

Frosh Favored
In Opening Meet
Quality And Not Quantity
To Prevail On Frosh

Track Squad
If

past

performances

in

Bowdoin

Trouncing Given
Last Week

With three games in as many days,
the Bowdoin puckmen will be glad to
call it quits for a little while after
the present series is over. Colby,
Northeastern, iand Boston University
are scheduled to face Bowdoin on this
afternoon, Friday and Saturday afternoons
respectively.
The Colby
game will be' played away, but the
other two wil^ be on our own rink.
In the Coliy struggle today, the
Bears will be 0ut for blood, since the
defeat last w<?ek by the Mules was
not exactly flattering to Bowdoin's
strength. In this afternoon's game,
Coach Linn Wells will rely upon such
men as Hank Bonzagni, Hugh Munro,
and Captain Dick Harding of the famed "Krauts." and Jimmy Dolan. Sandy Lincoln, arid Charlie Marr for two
George
fast steady forward walls.
Hutchings an*H Dee "Minich will play
the defense posts. Leu Upham and
Duke Taylor will guard the nets while
Bob Morse, johnny Plimpton, and
Jeff Woodlock will be on hand for
utility service for all three coming

the team Freshmen-Deering High School dual
track meets mean anything, the
Frosh should win without any trouble
on Wednesday afternoon in Hyde
Cage. Bowdoin has won by large
scores for the last two years running.
Coach Jack Magee may not have
the largest freshman track squad in
some years, but he has strong men
games.
Four men will represent Bowdoin in -every department, which makes
This group had its first test of the
in the sprints, led by Co - Captain the old adage quality not quantity season when it met the Colby hockey
Cooper and including Keylor, Carl- quite fitting. In the sprints Jerry team in St. Dom's Arena in Lewiston
Hickey,
Gil
Dobie,
and Ralph Strachson, and Marston. Co-captain Fisher
last week. Colby started moving from
will swim the backstroke aided by en are very capable performers. They the opening bell and was never headFenger and Eddy. Fenger was a dou- will see action in the 40 yard dash. ed. WheelockJ Wallace, and Weidul,
Dobie,
John Kendall and Jinmy
ble, winner in the recent State A.A.U.
the latter scaring twice, pushed the
Invitation Meet at the Portland Boy's Campbell will be entered in the 200 Mules into a 3-0 lead early in the
Club. Jenkinson, who has supported yard dash. Dobie seems to be the first period. Then Wallace and Weidul
Marble for two years, heads the best sprinter in the two groups, al- chalked up three more tallies in the
breaststrokers, the least experienced though Strachen and Hickey, doub- second stanza, and Bowdoin came
group. Others are Uhn, Allen, and ling in the high and low hurdles, are back in the third to make their only
sure point winners.
Eaton.
score of the game. It happened afCampbell and Kendall will prob- ter Hayward: had scored for the
The long distance duties will fall
upon the shoulders of two men, Harr ably double in the 600 yard run. Both Mules, and Captain Harding took a
and Waite. Harr indicated that he is are fast, tall, and lanky and are anx- pass from Hank Bonzagni to ring up
in shape by winning his event in the ious to pick up valuable points.
the Polar Byar marker. Laliberte
In the distance events, Coach Ma- recorded the 'final tally just before
Invitation meet. Waite. who also<>
swam last year, is showing marked gee probably has two of the best the game ended. The work of Lou Upfreshmart
track
men
in
the
history
of ham and Duk»> Taylor in the goal was
improvement. Croughwell and Benoit,
a recent transfer from skiing, will the College— Al Hillman and Joe Ca- nothing short of sensational since berey, frosh crosscountry men, who saw tween themselves, they managed to
face Captain Howard in the diving.
the heels oT few rivals this past fall. stop 42 shots.
Both are far more than average runIn the game with New Hampshire
ners. Hillman last week beat all var- last Saturday, the puckmen showed a
J.V.
sity comers in the mile and in the faster steadier squad in spite of the
1000 yard run. Carey has not dis- effects of the grippe epidemic. In this
played his form since the holidays contest again, the opponents collectbecause of a heavy cold. Both will be ed an early lead and were able to
The Big White hockey teams will in top notch physical shape on Wed- hang onto it, fighting off a desperate
be kept busy steadily from now until nesday. Merle Hastings, Dick Benja- Big White attack in the third period
February, 16, games being scheduled min and Stan Cressey are three more under the leadership of Goalie Whitevery day, either for the varsity or distance men who will be on hand for zel.
for the jayvees, with the exception of service. All have had valuable
The opening tally was made by
prep
the mid-year exam period.
school experience.
Conway of New Hampshire while
The jayvees took over the Brunsrecorded another
quickly
In the field events, Perkins, Clarke, Brunei
wick K. of C. team at the Delta rink Hickey, Pillsbury, and Strachen
marker for the Wildcats in the first
will
last Friday night, 2-0 with Mudge receive
Coach Magee's nod. Pete period. Quinn made the only score in
and Hedges doing the scoring. On Clarke in the pole vault
shows con- the second pvried when he "soloed"
Monday they entertained Lewiston siderable promise. George Perkins past Duke Taylor. The Harding-Bonhigh school and on Tuesday they will put the shot and
throw the 35 zagni combination came to life in the
played the Lewiston St. Doms, a lb. weight. Hickey and
third period
Al Pillsbury opening minutes of the
strong club in the state amateur will be entered in
Hank and
the shot and the when Dick got a pass from
hockey league. An attempt is being weight respectively,
Wentzel. L. Perkins
while Strachen pushed it past
made to arrange a game with Cony will compete in the broad
of New Hampshire came back within
jump.
high school of Augusta, Thursday.
a minute to chalk up another marker
The squad material is still plentiful
for the Wildcats on a pass from his
and promising, and Coach Linn Wells J.V.
brother Don. Jimmy Dolan completed
is looking forward to a successful seaa neat pass from George Hutchings
son. Among the jayvee headliners are
and Brunei of New Hampshire ended
Varsity
Wilkinson, Mudge, Hedges, Coyle,
the scoring when Duke Taylor pushFraser, Burke, Beal, Black, Clovered his shot bito the net.
Immediately
following
the
varsity
don and McLellan on the lines, BrertConsidering1 the coming games. Colnan, Tyrell, Finley, Sands and Hay at meet Saturday afternoon, the jayvee by promises to" present one of the
the defense posts, and Hall and East- swimming team will meet Hebron. strongest opposing teams. Loring in
The latter is pretty much of an un- the goal cannot be overlooked since
man in the nets.
known quantity, with Geun, former his game on ice is almost as good as
mid-western schoolboy champ, the those on the gridiron last fall. Laonly known threat.
liberte and Hayward at defense are
The jayvees should be able to af- very good. Weidul, Johnson, and Walof Brunswick, Maine
ford the visitors plenty of opposition, lace on the forward wall were rewith such performers as Penny, Ru- sponsible for almost all of the ten
Capital, $175,000
bino, and Rounseville in the sprints, Colby tallies of last week.
Total Resources $3,000,000
Sperry in the breaststroke, and PenAgainst Northeastern on Friday,
nell doubling in the backstroke and the Bears will face such men as CapSTUDENT PATRONAGE SOLICITED
sprint relays.
Montgomery,
who tain Johnny Chipman, Jackie Cander,
placed after Croughwell in the recent Bob Samniegle, Bob Fernberg. Bill
Invitation meet at the Portland Boy's Hutchinson, George Ross, and Fred
club, should score a number of points Cusick. Of these, fast and shifty Chipin the dives. The rest of the team
man is considered one of the finest
Pipes - Best Assortment
will be made up of Cooper, Fernwood,
puck handlers in New England. CanCigars for Smokers
Hall, Havens, Nevin, Sager, Smith,
der and Hutichinson in an early seaThayer, VanValkenberg, Good, Wett- son game against Boston College
Magazines and you know!
stein, Burpee, and MacCourtney.
showed up very well. Both skate well
and know how and when to shoot the
puck. This year's attack has been
this year.

For the

first time,

chosen co-captains as leaders,
and if the group stays intact, it promises to be a very strong aggregation.
The swimmers have been training
since before Thanksgiving, and, provided that they can successfully withstand any attacks of the flu, will be
in excellent condition Saturday.
has

PUCKSTERS FACE
BUSY TWO MONTHS

Swimmers To Face

Hebron Squad

BANK

—

BAND MAKES PLANS

Yes, We're Interested In

ALL Your

PRINTING
We

have had lone experience in
producing for Bowdoin men:

POSTERS
STATIONERY
TICKETS
ALUMNI LETTERS
FRATERNITY FORMS
And Other

FOR NEW FEATURES

squad, it showed up well indeed. AlThe Bowdoin Polar Bears played though the Huskies lost that encountwatchful critics have not lowered
er,
their biggest engagement of the season on New Year's Eve in the Lewis- their opinion of the team in any way.
ton Armory where they entertained
with the band during the second se3,600 people attending the annual
mester, among which will be the conCharity Ball. The band was offered a
tinuance of :the five-man reed section
return engagement for another charthe outfit used New Year's

which
dance at Easter time.
Eve.
There will be a few changes made

ity

_^_
Fine Beverages

Meats

Printing

Ask Us For Quotations

built around Captain Chipman and
even against Boston College's strong

Groceries

THE NEIGHBORHOOD
MARKET

Always Top Quality

Jan. 22-2S
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Durbin
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The Record Office
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SKI
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The Orient

Steaks

Chops

Tel. 838
17 Page Street
In gaek of Beta Houee

Fancy Groceries
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BRUNSWICK
BARBER SHOP

TONDREAUBROS.
Maine Street

Brunswick

Maine Street
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MEET FAST-MOVING
COLBY TEAM TODAY

tercollegiate

been turning in some very fast times

Low

--*'

AMERICA

by He rbert Hose Brow s f» .00
U and
i\
by R. P. T. CotTia—*30«
COLLECTED POEMS
Are two books that eve*? Bowdoin man skooM owe

F.

Cartoon

Captain Howard, New England Indiving champion, will
lead the invasion of the rejuvenated
engineers, and will also double in the
quarter mile. Two other outstanding
competitors will represent M.I.T. In
the sprints, Deuhart and Fredman,
the former already registered a w:n
in his specialty over the strong Amherst team.
Bowdoin will be represented by h
small group of performers who havo

Is

Reserve Power

men.

nothing too

Olivia Dehaviland

Santa Fe Trail

«

The

or

in

YOU TASTE ITS QUALITY

As Squad

strong outfit because they have had
ample opportunity to practice in their
own tank. In former years they have
been forced to enter their schedule
after very cramped practice sessions,
and as a result showed good form
but little stamina. The Bowdoin
swimmers have had the advantage of
fine conditioning periods, and due to
this advantage, have registered their
victories in the past over the Tech

Uphill or down,

on open slope

COCA-COLA BOTTLING PLANTS, INC.

THE SENTIMENTAL NOVEL

A SNAP

IN

Paramount News

Errol Flynn

+

IS

;i

Mtkerhy aETk* Coca-Colt Company by

Street

Jan. 17-18

The Thief of Bagdad

. . .

Prospects Are Very Slight

MORTON'S

Sound Act

Friday-Saturday

This Saturday afternoon at 3 p.m.
the varsity swimmers will be host to
M.I.T. in the College pool. The Big
White can point with pride at their
record of past years against the visitors, and hope to keep up the victory
string. But this year the natators
from Cambridge loom as a ver>

FIRST NATIONAL

CUMBERLAND
Wednesday-Thursday

Big White Well Conditioned
For Initial Encounter
On Saturday

HOCKEY TEAM
WEEK-END
AFTER SHAKY START

t

No

Waiting

'

'

WW

—
1

M

I

«
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
I

HOUSE LECTURES ON
Authors Submit
MOUNT K2 EXPEDITION
Judges
Plays To
ill

Continued from Page
with an eye to its dramatic effect[

its literary excellence, and
adaptability to the Memorial Hall
stage. Three or four of the best manuscripts will be announced for -production. The authors will cast ?heir
plays after having consulted wit| Di-

iveness,
its

rector Quinby, and will either direct
the plays themselves or pick ail undergraduate director to direct! the
play.

<

The plays will be presented art the
evening of March 3 in Memorial £-tall
and will as usual be awarded prizes
of $25 for the winning play and£ 515
for the runner-up. The decision? will
be made by the same judges as Originally read the plays.
f

Variety
By

Unfortunately,

mountain
William
House,
climber, gave a lecture on his climb
of Mount K2, the second highest
mountain in the World, in Memorial
Hall last Friday evening. Mount K2,
situated in an almost inaccessible
part of the Himalayas, is 28.880 feet
high. There have been only three attempts to climb this lofty peak, all
of which have turned out unsuccessMr.

SILLS VISITS

was rewritten and presented with a new play by Mergendahl and a play by Chekov at the
opening of this year's Masqutv and
Gown's program.
chinske's play

Last year, for the

first

tim<\

thc-

much

Me All Over for the Army"
Ballad: "All the Things You
Are"
Worst: "He's My Uncle"
Best Band: Tommy Dorsey
Worst: Lawrence Welk and his
"Champagne Music"
Best Vocalist: Dinah Shore
Worst: Lil Johnson
Best Play: "Life With Father"
Worst: "Flight to the West"
Best Book: FOR
THE BELL
ing

Best

WHOM

TOLLS
Worst: Practically

all

the rest, except

THE BELOVED RETURNS
Best Comic Strip: Terry and the Pirates"

Worst: "Orphan Annie"
Best Cartoonist: George Price
Worst: Jaro Fabry
Best Magazine: "The New Yorker"
Worst: "Liberty"
Best Musical Program: John Kirby's
"Flow Gently Sweet Rhythm"
Worst: "Manhattan Merry -go-round"
Most Beautiful Woman: Zorina
Incidentally, we've already seen
what will be the worst movie of 1941

—"The Son
Tillotson

NEW

YORK AND BOSTON

Spingarn '40 was the wS>ner.
'43, Kinnard '41, and JKennedy '42 also had plays pres&ted.
Other plays submitted last yea# but
not accepted by the judges weft by
Mergendahl '41, Skachinske '42£ McKeown '43 and Curtis Jones '43.3Ska-

don't get

gentine Way"
Best Record: Artie Shaw's "Frenesi"
Worst: Leo Reisman's "They're Mak-

fail to reach the top. Each member
of the expedition carried from seventy-five to eighty pounds of baggage.
It was agreed that they would turn
back rather than risk the danger of
accident, since storms and avalanches
made the going very treacherous. The
been a Shakespearean production mountain is so steep that the avasince 1912. In 1938-1939. a full-lrttgth lanches are able to
fall 1200 feet
musical Take It Away" by Wifcliam without hinderance. For this reason
H. Brown *39 and Robert K. Crfiven climbers only ascend over places
'38, now a Teaching Fellow in Fr§»»ch,
where avalanches are not likely to ocopened the season. It was a direct cur. Traveling at night and before the
outgrowth of a musical one-act fplay rise of the sun in the early morning
called "Nero My God to Thee," writ- before the warm rays reach
the ice
ten by Brown for the one-act ».play and snow is the usual procedure of
contest the previous year. Notjonly such mountain climbers. Mr. House
was the play well received on fam- and his party slept in tents.
ous, but it played to enthusiastic auUnfortunately this expedition also
diences of alumni in Boston * and met with failure, for it was forced
Portland during the spring.
%
back 2,000 feet below the summit beThe contest that year inctiied cause of the adverse weather condiplays by Vergarson '39, Fernalcf '39, tions and a shortage of food.
and Mergendahl '41, who receive? the
Mr. House had great difficulty in
$25 first prize and the Masquejj and getting the superstitious natives to
Gown "Oscar," a woodcarvingipre- approach the mountain .In order to
sented to the winner each year.*
find their way back, Mr. House gave
Later in the spring Verga^ion's each of the natives forty-five stones,
full-length
play
"No Peace^ on one for each day of their trip to the
Earth," a modern treatment ofiPas- home base. At each
nightfall the nasion Week, was played to thejsub- tives dropped
a stone so that the exfreshman week end audience.
pedition was able to know when it
In last year's season appeared ^'The was near the return
base.
Twig." a full-length play by Jtfergendahl, as the Christmas Housgparty play. It was repeated this f«l at
Newton High School for the NcSvton
alumni as well as for the alunrni of
Mergendahl's own high school. *
President Sills returned Sunday
Last spring the one-act playScontest had representatives from §each from a short visit to New York and

direct result of the onkvact
play contest, the Masque and <&>wn
was able to produce a season exclusively of plays by undergraduates in
1938-1939 with the single exception
of the Commencement play whicrjrhas

class.

Mergendahl

we

chance to become educated in college,
since we have to study all the time.
But in our off moments this past
year, we read a few books, went to
a few movies, saw a few plays, and
listened to a few records. Maybe our
opinions aren't worth much, but- here
they are anyway; and if you disagree,
let us know. For the year 1940
Best Movie:
"The Long Voyage
British,
of
Swiss,
ful. In 1901 a party
Home"
and Australians were forced back afWorst: Typhoon"
ter ascending 21,000 feet. The Duke
Best Acting (male): Robert Montof Grazze in 1909 turned in the secgomery In "The Earl of Chicago"
ond unsuccessful attempt after climbWorst: Nelson Eddy in "Balalaika"
ing 22,000 feet.
Best Acting (female): Joan Fontaine
Mr. House's party of five Ameriin "Rebecca"
cans set out in 1938 to try to find an
Worst: Betty Grable in "Down Araccessible route even if they should

As a

Howard

Cfcarle*

of

Monte

Cristo."

Announces

( Continued from Page i ]
Junior Engineer, Junior Forester,
Junior Geologist, Junior Home Economist, Junior Horticulturist, Junior
Legal Assistant, Junior Meteorologist, Junior Physicist, Junior Range
Conservationist, Junior Soil Scientist,
Junior Writing and Editing Assistant,
and Junior Zoologist (Parasitology).
Applicants may be examined in only
one of the preceeding optional sub-

[

Stearns during the chapel service last
Sunday afternoon. The Rev. Stearns
is the pastor of the High Street Congregational church in Auburn. "Evidently civilization has been built
largely on morals. In the long run
nothing has been as important as
they have been. Science has not afjects. Examinations in all of the op- fected one bit our dependence on
tional subjects will not be held on moral distinction."

the same day.
Calling attention to the Bible charApplications must be on file with acter of Jacob, the man who tried to
the United States Civil Service Com- get something for nothing, the Rev.
mission at Washington, D. C, not Stearns queried 'How did these storlater than January 20, 1941. January ies of trickery get into the Bible?
23, 1941, is the final day for applica- The Bible is supposed to be a moral
tions
from the extreme western book." Jacob, said the speaker, was
states.
a cheat, sneak-thief, and a deceiver,
The 1941 announcement of the ex- and yet he became one of the "most
amination, which is in the office of revered of patriarchs." In his shabby
the Dean carries a list of all towns treatment of his fellow associates,
and cities in which the examination Jacob "apparently got/away with it."
may be given. While the exact date Only when he had -t**' work an extra
of the examination can not be set seven years to win Rachel, his ultiuntil after the close of receipt of ap- mate wife, did he get the short end
plications, it is expected that the ex- of a deal. "God himself," said the
amination will be held soon after the speaker, "was
actually with Jamiddle of February. Cards of admis- cob. God was speeding him on with
sion will be mailed to all applicants his deception." In very old testament
who meet the preliminary require- days "such a thing as conscience was
ments. The date of the examination undreamed of." It was called to the
will be given on these cards, and they attention of the Bowdoin undergradwill be mailed to the examinees far uates that Jacob's trickery finally
enough in advance of the examination served its purpose, and because of
to enable them to make necessary Jacob's ingenuity certain of the tribes
preparations \o report. The United of Israel were made to succeed more
States
Civjl
Service
Commission than others. Jacob was "the man of
urges all applicants to study the ex- the hour."
amination announcement carefully,
In contrast to this story of seemand to comply with the requirements ing lack of conscience was the story
which it sets forth. Under the 19 op- of Laban and David which shows an
tional subjects made available in the ultimate peak in moral distinction.
examination, specialized study is re"Were the Bible just a collection ol
later than the following June. From
time to time other examinations, as such stories it would not be a very
needed, are announced for other edifying book," said Rev. Stearns of
types of junior grade, trainee, and the tales of Jacob. The advancement
student positions. While this examin- from lack of moral reasoning
as disation is to be reannounced annually as
played by Jacob to the fi ne conscience
a matter of policy, it does not necessarily mean that all optional sub- behavior makes the Uible "a more injects will be included every year. The teresting book, ... a more dependent
.

.

.

needs of the service, the adequacy of book."
registers
to
meet those
"In spite of all of the political reaProfessor Frederic Tillotson, head needs, and the facilities of the Com- sons for England and France's stand
of the Music Department, has an- mission for holding additional exam- against Germany in Poland, there
nounced that a program of Chamber inations will be determining factors. was a moral issue involved. There are
existing

Boston on Friday and Saturday, reNew York, he attended
committee meeting of music, in which he will appear with
Foundation for Advanc- Yves Chardon and his wife, will be
of which committee he presented Thursday evening, January

an executive
the Carnegie
ed Teaching,
is Chairman.

The following day the 23, in Memorial Hall at 8:15.
President was speaker at the SecYves Chardon and his wife will preondary School Principal's Associasent a group of cello solos by the
tion's annual meeting in Boston. The
seventeenth
century composer, CoupPresident of the Principal's Association is a Bowdoin alumnus, Manfred erin. Also on the program will be two
L. Warren '18, principal of the Lex- sonatas by anonymous French comington, Massachusetts, High School. posers to be presented by Mr. Char-

such things as moral distinctions and
moral people have got to make them

EARNS
HIS CADET RATING

SMITH

'38

our world, and they have got to
in a collective fashion.
I feel that the future will not be
Denholm Smith -^38 of Worcester,
Mass., has recently received his ap- a reversion to barbarism," but will be
pointment as an Aviation Cadet, like a magnificent "city whose builder
in

make them

r

...

U.S.N. R., and will shortly depart for and

advanced

flight training at

!

maker

God."

is

i }

j

Air Station, at Pensacola. Jacksonville, or Corpus Christ i, Texas. Upon:

don and Professor Tillotson. Featured
on the program will be two cello sold
completion of this intensive course of'
numbers with an accompaniment of
seven months, he will be commisioned
male voices supplied by members of
an Ensign, U. S. Naval Reserve and
the Bowdoin Chapel Choir.

Smith was manager of the swimming team while at Bowdoin, and. after graduation he was employed by
Hood Rubber Co., Inc., of Watertown,
Mass., as a chemist.

He

served

as of Worcester, Mass., Charles T. Ireland Jr. ^42, editor of the book announced this week. Mr. Russell
Knight, vice president of the company wih handle the make up and
Tribune." In 1929 he visited Europe, act as general advisor to the staff.
traveling extensively in Portugal, With Robert S. Button on activities,
Italy, France and Spain.
Richard W. Goode on faculty, GerReturning to Chile in 1930 he lec- ald W. Blakeley on fraternities, and
tured for several years on American Julian Ei Woodworth on sports, work
life and letters at the National Uni- is progressing rapidly with quite a
versity of Chile and at the Southern bit of the Junior section already comUniversity of Concepcion.
plete, although it has not yet been
In 1933 he was awarded the lit- decided Whether to have two or three
erary prize of the magazine "Atenea" Junior's 'pictures on a page. How-

of

Literature."

also

North American editor for daily
newspapers in the Argentine, and as,
an, occasional contributor to the book
section of the New York "Herald-

:

"

for his book "Mi Tio Ventura," an ever, sin?e the emphasis in the publiinterpretation of local folk-lore. He cation this yea ris to be on the phoalso published a collection of tographs instead of the write-ups,
American short stories translated the two-^>icUire-per-page plan will be
into Spanish, with critical introduc- used if that method does not increase
tion and biographical notes, and a the budget too much.
volume of miscellaneous writings on
Most of the "group" pictures are
the United States. In 1934 he pubto be taken the first or second week
lished "Puritania, ,, a book dealing
after mid-year exams. However, all
with American life. For two years
fraternity pictures will be taken behe lived in Buenos Aires where he
fore mid-years. It is important to
contributed literary essays and social
note that this year the ifraternity
studies to "La Prensa," leading newsgroup pictures will be taken in the
paper of South America. Since his
Union, because of the number of rereturn to the United States on inviquests for a more formal picture. Actation of the Carnegie Endowment
cording Jo Ireland, a number of stufor International Peace, he has lecdents have suggested that the fratured in the Universities of Colorado,
ternity group pictures be taken inMissouri, and Florida, and has taught
doors, not only because of the better
at Northwestern University. During
pictures that v-ould result, but also
the first semester of the current year

has

because of the unfavorable weather
he has been in New York, where he
conditions that would make outside
has been editing and advising a pubgroups too much of a hardship.
house on Latin-American publi-

licity

cations.

His course at Bowdoin will concern
with Latin American relations
and with the historical, economic and
cultural background of the LatinAmerican countries.
itself

RIFLE TEAM STARTS
SEASON'S PRACTICE
The Bowdoin

Bowdoin Band

To
Present New Program
Is

team

Rifle

will start

its season directly after mid-years
with a scries of postal matches, probably several matches with local or-

ganizations. The executive board, Jim
president,
Ed Woods,
Sturtevant,
For the first time in the history of range officer, and Sam Belknap, manthe College, the Bowdoin band will
ager, have planned an interesting seapresent a program of concert music.
son which will culminate with a trip
This will take place in Memorial Hall,
to Boston where they will have a
Friday, March 21, at 8:15. Playing in
match with the M.I.T. club. The
conjunction with the Auburn High freshmau team will also make this
School band, the group will include trip along with the varsity to com125 musicians. On the program will
pete with the Tech freshmen.
be solos and group features, includDr. Ernest Campaigne is the new
ing selections by the newly formed
faculty advisor and will meet the
brass sextet directed by Frederic M.
marksmen in Adams Hall next FriBlodgett '42. The same week, the
day night to give them some idea of
program will be repeated in Auburn. the activities for the season. The NaThis concert will constitute the tional
Rifle Club is helping the club
first major performance of the Bowby sending material on army reguladoiri band since its recent reorganitions and other useful information
zation. Those in charge are making
regarding the care and use of guns.
bring the

every effort to

the Naval will be designated a Naval Aviator.
\

!

Continued from Page

"There are such things as moral the Boston "Transcript," "Current
The 1941 "Bugle" contract has
John F. History," and the "Saturday Review been obtained by the Stobb's Press

distinctions," said the Rev.

January 23rd Recital

spectively. In

actors in the one-act plays wer£ lim- entirely from the upper classes. Beited to men not already membra of
cause so many freshmen acted in the
the Masque and Gown. This innova- bill
of one-act plays in October and
tion was an attempt to locat^ and
in the Christmas play this fall, it is
develop new talent because* the not felt necessary to limit the acting
Christmas play had been cast ainost in the one-act play contest this year.

TALLMAN FOUNDATION Ireland Names
Stearns Leads
TO HAVE LECTURER
Bugle Printer
Chapel Service

COMMISSION TO GIVE
CIVIL SERVICE EXAMS

•

band up to

the standard of a ranking varsity,
extra-curricular activity.
Professor
Tillotson makes an earnest plea for
the support of every man who plays
an instrument to attend rehearsals.
Since the close of the football sea-

band has rehearsed every

the

son,

week under

the direction of Russell

According to

all

reports the team

is

practicing diligently and Sturtevant

urges apy amateur

marksman

to try

his skill at the range.

College, the convention of the

New

England College Band Association

in

Boston.

Jack, supervisor of music in the Au-

The Bowdoin band plans

to parti-

burn schools.

cipate in the New England College
Next year, the band will be man- Band Festival held in April at Amby John S. Turner '44 and herst. Each band will perform by itGeorge A. Burpee '44. They recently self in addition to a massed'perform-

aged

attended,

|r""V

THt

as

representatives

of

the

ance by 400 instrumentalists.

-

SMOKE OF SLOWER - BURNING CAMELS GIVES YOU

EXTRA MILDNESS, EXTRA COOLNESS, EXTRA FLAVOR

AND-

LESS
NICOTINE
Add Zest to Your

than the average of the 4 other largest-selling brands
tested — less than any of them — according to independent laboratory tests of the smoke itself

YES, the smoke's the thing! After all,
you don't get anything from a cigayou've lighted it
until it's
burning. And there is the secret of an
advantage Camel smokers have enjoyed
for years. For Camel's costlier tobaccos
rette until

.

.

.

are slower-burning.

and

flavor because

Now

slow burning pre*
and fragrance.

Science confirms

still

irritating qualities

of too-fast burning. Slower-burning for

Delicious

\

D0UBLEM1NT GUM

another

advantage— less nicotine in the smokethan any of the four other largestselling brands tested . 28% less than

less

.

gSSkS^a^SSf S 3 deUcous,

.

the average!

Slower-burning for more coolness
and mildness— tor Camels are free from
the excess heat

more

serves tobacco flavor

Chew

Daily Life

Make Camels your
enjoy

all

smoke and
the advantages that only
steady

long-lasting flavor.

And chewing

Camel's slower burning
costlier tobaccos can give—even economy {see left).
. .

this

^W5£

hel

Aids your

.

B. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company, Winston-Salem. North Carolina
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semester should certainly jjrove
be interesting and worthwhile.
not lnow
about South America is being brought
much into evidence these days. \ Obviously, we know very little ^bout

And

the*Southern Hemisphere, and lnow
that we too recently turn our attention to those countries we find they
have not waited for the United Spates
helping hand in creating

many markets
a

for their exporifc or
stable economic struc-

ture. The unhappy situation wejface
is that of seeing all but two of &>utn
America's principal nations already
largely controlled financially a* an
aggressor nation of Europe What
threatens our own economic independence. Maurice Curiel. one o? our
own students and a resident of Vene-

zuela, doesn't hesitate to chide u» occasionally when he hears us ta3t of

confidently gaining back the respect
and cooperation of the South American nations. True, it isn't completely
our fault. United States has jbeen
partly forced to turn her back {ipon
these countries because of the difficulty in establishing balanced $rade
relations with countries whos*} exports compete so strenuously jwith
»

our own.

s-r
T) UT we do not know a good* deal
** about the South American [peothemselves.

ples

We

do

not

$i»w

whether they are really attracted by
the future of fascism, how their jptate
and municipal governments arf organized or the cultural influences of
their modern, cosmopolitan $ties.
And these are things to learn fif we
are sincere in our sudden concern
over South America. Senor Mjwtenegro who comes here in February
to lecture on Latin American ?relations has had wide experience
his
native Chile as a prominent journalist, man of letters and a kees observer of Pan American affair*. He
has traveled extensively both h\ this
country and abroad in order toSgain
a broad perspective of condition* and
progress in foreign nations. As a visiting member of the Bowdoln fshilty
he will have much to offer the! students in the College.

i

t \NE

"

of the nicer things
College newspaper, considering

few saving graces, is the subdued
air of disagreement among itn editorial writers that goes by comparatively unobserved except when someits

one's pet corn is trod upon. Thi^t the
editorial page condescended to i take
issue with this column last week is
a healthy indication. What it said is

a horse of a slightly different anade.
Under the title of "Let's Cqbpersome rather strong and Commendable things ( too strong in jjlaces
but hardly odiferous) were voictd. by
the editor. It's too bad to hafc to
rake this matter up again b)£ this
time it's getting a little moldy.j

ate,"

—

fi
A YEAR ago American colleges were
** called the last frontiers o# Democracy, now we are told thej jare
the

of national defense

The

page obviously doesn'|

like

first line

editorial

who say

people

don't lik£ 'the
draft." In fact it considers the Statement to be extremely bad tajAe as
an "opinion of the small minority"
and definitely not in keeping wffh all
that the American youth holds gmost
sacred. This must be that thing? called heresy. And would it abf> : be
heresy to the editorial page if Some"I

one innocently claimed they di?l&ed
baked beans at New England Sfefurday night suppers but would rather
eat them than go hungry? Bu% this
is a small matter
merely a nf ^understanding. What we should l&e to
have some justification for i*j the

—

high

and mighty attitude of j that

same

editorial in stating that jtfrere

is

no place

in

the colleges anc| Uni-

Bowdoin Religious Forum,
in 1931 by the Reverend Gordon E. Gillett '34 of Old Town, while
an undergraduate here, will commence its tenth annual session at the
chapel on Sunday, February 16, when
the Reverend Wallace W. Anderson,

The

founded

is not unlike saying that aHere
no room in the country for *? partisan government. The writer cj ithe
editorial evidently has no patfencc
with those whose honest religions .Reis

place

liefs

objectors.

them in the category? of
As author of the cmurnn

that the editorial page took to; task

am

by no means z\ conscientious objector, but I ceriamly
there
is room for those
that
believe
who can stand by their beliefs- in
spite of much misplaced patri«ftism.
Most of the students at Bowdout who
last

week,

I

are conscientious objectors belong to

a religious organization that has

-of-

Feeling the importance of the President's proposed lease-lend program,
the ORIENT, believing the student
body would be interested in the opinion held in the matter by a student
of Government, questioned Professor
Athern P. Daggett of the government
department.
The complete statement by Professor Daggett to the ORIENT is as
follows:

"That the safety, security, and
democracy of the United States can
best be secured by prompt and full
aid to Great Britain and to those
other countries which are engaged in
a life and death struggle with the totalitarian powers is an opinion which
seems to be held by a majority of
the American people. It is the opinion
which is certainly held, not, only by
the President and the members of his
administration, but also by the man
who led the Republican party in the
campaign last November. If we do
believe that our safety can best be
secured by the victory of Great Britain and her allies, and if we do believe that Great Britain and those

Officer

Explains Draft
J.

the

Professor Favors Passage
Of Lease-Lend Bill
In Statement

t

Major H.

of

DAGGETT WOULD GIVE
FULL AD) TO BRITAIN

of the State Street Congregational
Church of Portland, will deliver the
keynote address.
The theme of this year's forum,
according to Lendall B. Knight '41,
chairman of the Forum Committee,
other members of which are John S.
McKay '42 and Alfred W. Burns '43.
will be "Youth and Religion." This
theme will be discussed on Wednesday evening, February 19, in the
Moulton Union by Dr. Richard Stanley Emrich, Ph.D.. a member of the
faculty of the Episcopal Theological
School in Cambridge, Mass. Other
for discussions during the
topics
three-day period of the Forum, February 17, 18, and 19, will include the
connection between religion and education, as well as business, marriage,
and war.
An innovation in the Religious
Forum this year will be a panel discussion on marriage, including the
matters of divorce and mixed marriages. This will take place in the
Moulton Union on Tuesday, February
18, after the discussions in the fraternity houses break up. This panel
discussion will be led by the visiting
clergymen under the chairmanship of
Mr. Henry G. Russell of the Bowdoin
[ Continued on Page 4 ]

[

Continued on Page 4

SILLS

SPEAKS ON

]

Schwabaeher, advisor

to the Selective Service Headquarters
of the State of Maine, spoke in the

Lounge of the Moulton Union
Monday evening to students and

last
fac-

INAUGURATION DAY

ulty who are interested in
lective Service Bill.

j

|

By Joe Cronln
This year at Bowdoin College something entirely new, not only to the
College but to America will be presented in an experimental program
for the radio. The poetry of Hart
Crane, modern American poet, is arranged in a new dramatic form intended especially for radio, a "symphony in sound" as it is called by its
composer, Charles Stepanian '41. The
program will be given a special presentation at the College on Tuesday,
February 25, over the Simpson Sound
System in the Moulton Union. After
that, the program is expected to be
produced over a Portland station for
the radio audience in Maine.
After writing some of America's
most unusual poetry, Hart Crane

cate recording instrument for the
sensations of urban life. He attempts
to follow in the footsteps of Walt
Whitman and "his message is similar
to Whitman's but colored by the machine age. Hart Crane tries to find
the meaning and the future of these
terrible forces which today plunge
the world into chaos. He tires to seek
order out of the madness created by
the new factor in human life the
machine. In the "symphony" we see
the machine as it crushes men and
also as it is tamed by man to make

—

more

beautiful. The symphony
is a search of the spirit of modern
man to find a reason and a deeper
meaning to modern life.
his life

j

"The World Dimensional" is written and directed by Charles Stepan-

more to the peace-time J con- committed suicide in 1932. "The »an '41. Vincent Skachinske '42 is in
struction and betterment of society World Dimensional." which is the ti- charge of the technical production,
j

i

type of
than perhaps any other grouur the tie of the program, is a new
dramatization including the poet's life
Society of Friends. Less ferveiJt ; utin his search for a meaning and a
terances in the name of patri*>t:sm better civilization out of the chaos of
and a little more tolerance oj) khe America in the twentieth century.
part of those who shout the k^est The location of the "symphony" is
New York City, with its kaleidescopfor it might work very well ft j»ait
k?. chaotic forces, its madness, and

defend

too.

7

its

beauty.

The

He

I

'

I

is assisted by Fred Crystal '41 and
Robert Paine '43. Jack Hoopes '43 is
the production manager. Original music is being composed for the produc-

ti«n

by

Roland

Holmes

'42

and

.Charles Stepanian. The scoring and
orchestrating will be done oy Roland
'Holmes, assisted by Robert Cinq-

j

poet becomes a delij

[

Continued on Page 4
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Faculty Judges Choose

was announced yesterday .that
three members of the senior class
have been excused from regular

Ashton White '41 Organizes
Bowdoin Chapter Of
National Club

AID TO BRITAIN TO

BE PRIMARY PLAN
South American Relations
To Be Emphasized By
Committee

For Annual

Finalists

course requirements for the second
semester by vote of the College
Faculty. These men, all of them
high ranking students, will devote
themselves to special work under
the supervision of their major departments. Ward Theodore Hanscom of Sanford and Marshall
James Leydon of Waban, Mass.,
will do their, work in the field of
history, while Walter Giiffen Taylor of Needham, Mass., will work
in the department of physics. Hanscom and Taylor were both elected
to Phi Beta Kappa at the end of
their Junior year.

One-Act Play Contest
TILLOTSON,

Playa Of Previous Winners-

CHARDON

Are Again Selected
For Production

WILL GIVE RECITAL
Famed

Cellist Has Visited
Bowdoin Each Year

AUTHORS TO CAST

/ AND DIRECT PLAYS

Since 1930

"Room

To Present

Service"

Professor Frederic E. T. Tillotson

According to Ashton H. White

Repeat Performance
and Mr. Yves Chardon will present a
concert of chamber music in MemoriFor Veterans
al Hall tomorrow night at 8.15. According to Professor Tillotson, no muThe Masque and Gown announcsic on the program has ever been pre- ed yesierday the four plays selected
sented in northern New England be- for production in the One-Act Play
fore.
Contest to be held on March 3 in MeMr. Yves Chardon has been coming morial: Hall. "My Last Duchess" by

'41.

president of the Political Forum, an
organization will soon be formed in
Bowdoin for the immediate purpose
of sending aid to Great Britain. This

1868 SPEAKERS

ARE ANNOUNCED

"Student Committee for Democracy"

was

originally established at Union
College about a month ago and many Dickson, White, Taylor, Leyhere annually since 1930, but this is
eastern colleges have adopted the
the first time he has brought his wife,
don, Mergendahl,
plan. White reported that after ah
Henriette
d'Estournelles de Constant,
organization meeting can be held,
Selected
a noted cellist. For the past fifteen
probably one of the first actions of
years, Mr. Chardon has been with the
the Committee will be to sponsor a
Dean Nixon announced in chapel
dance or a concert for the purpose of last Saturday the six members of the Boston Symphony. He is the winner
first
raising funds to be forwarded for senior class who have been chosen by oil the Prix de Rome and the
prize of the Paris Conservatoire. He
British Relief.
a faculty committee to compete for
with
appeared
many
important
has
White said that a friend of his first the Class of 1868 Prize in public
conceived the idea, and after having speaking. The annual competition orchestras in this country. Besides
formed such a group at Union Col- will be held in Memorial Hall on his solo work, Mr. Chardon is an em•minent conductor.
lege, he began to contact his friends Thursday, February 27.
The following is the program:
in other schools to spread the idea.
The men who have been selectee
minor in one moveAlready the Committee has been ap- are: David Watson Daly Dickson, Sonata— F sharp
ment
Gabriel Pierne
proved by Mr. Walter Lippman, fa- Ward Theodore Hanscom, Theodore
[Continued on Page 4]
mous newspaper columnist, the Pan- Conley Leydon, Charles Henry MerAmerican Union, and by the United gendahl, Jr., Walter Griffen Taylor,
States
Department of Education. and Ashton Holman White. Lendall
"We should be very proud here at Barton .Knight was named alternate
Bowdoin to be the first college here speaker.
in New England to be asked to join
The financial award, as specified by
such a group." White remarked.
the Class of '68 Prize contest rules,
All those students who have a deThe primary purpose of the Stu- is given to "that member of the sendent Committee for Democracy is to ior class who shall write and deliver sire to fly in the Naval Reserve or
acquaint college students with the the best oration." The seniors who Marine Corps Reserve will have an
part that democracy piays in the will compete this year were chosen opportunity to learn more about this
[So^^^orid,"Sto'iiJite them bet- from an original list of fourteen can- department of flying sometime in late
ter fitted to take an active part in its didates. Faculty judges were Profes- February or early March, at which
furtherance, according to White. The sors Herbert Ross Brown, Thomas time a member of the Flight Selecpresent definite plans of the Commit- Curtis Van Cleve. George Hunnewell tion Board of the First Naval District will visit the College. This news
tee in the various schools is to raise Quinby. and Athern Park Daggett.
was communicated to Dean Nixon in
money for British Relief and also to
[ Continued on Page 4 ]
a letter from Lieutenant E. F. Plank,
[ Continued on Page 4 ]
USNR., a member of the Flight Selection Board. In this letter Lieutenant Plank «e§b forth the requirements
for entranoe" into these two branches
of the flying service and outlines the
plans for his visit to Bowdoin. The
Robert H. Lunt '42 has announced following is the complete text of the
an extensive schedule for the debat- letter:
On Sunday afternoon at 5 o'clock,
ing team in the near future. Selected
"Captain South has referred to me
Robert W. Woodworth '42 will give
members of the team will make a your welcome letter of yesterday, as
the first organ recital of the year in
tour the last week in February, Lunt
[ Continued on Page 4 ]
the College Chapel.
said. Included in the itinerary will be
According to Professor Tillotson.
the University of Pennsylvania on the
this program of organ music promises
27th; a radio debate with Columbia,
'41
H.
to be of unusual musical value. It is
the 28th; and a radio debate with
rare in colleges to find student organSwarthmore
on
March
2. In the Coists of virtuoso possibilities, but Prolumbia and Swarthmore debates, Bowfessor Tillotson feels that Bowdoin
doin will take the affirmative in the
has an artist of outstanding abilities
question, "Resolved: that there are
Walter H. Young '41 speaking in
and musical talent in Woodworth.
too many colleges and universities in chapel last Thursday morning used as
Professor Tillotson stated that two
the United States." The other ques- a subject "Bowdoin College and What
numbers in the concert have very
tion will be the same as the Mount it Stands For." Young pointed out
gpeat musical value. The first, a sonHolyoke statement, "Resolved: that that although the subject might seem
ata in three movements by the modthe United States should help the peo- to be obvious, we should all appreciern composer Hirdernith, is in the
ple of Europe who have been con- ate more the "atmosphere, traditions
modern idiom late style. The sonata
was given to Woodworth by the com- quered by the Axis Powers.' Bowdoin and distinctiveness of Bowdoin." He
will again take the affirmative. Lunt said that one of the most important
poser personally. The sonata will be
also mentioned the possibility of a de- factors contributing to the general
followed by a piece by the great 17th
bate with Haverford on this same spirit here at Bowdoin is the custom
century composer Johann Sebastian
trip.
of speaking to everyone as we meet
Bach. The latter is represented by
The plans for the radio debate with them on the campus and thus estabone of the greatest compositions in
organ literature, "Passacaglia and Harvard here in Portland over station lishing a fine warmth of friendliness.
have been nearly completed,
He continued by saying that the mFugue in C Minor." This is built on a
and the debate will occur soon after formality between the fraternities alnoble theme of eight measures which
mid-years.
so helped to develop a strong college
is
repeated throughout the entire
The Bates debate, which was post- spirit. Also the cultural freedom and
composition. It is a theme that once
heard forever remains an integral poned on account of the flu, will also the versatility of the opportunities
take place after mid-years. The de- here aid in creating an air that s
part of the spirit, according to ProV
bate will resolve itself around the far from being pseudo-intellectual.
fessor Tillotson.
question of the United States' imme- "There is every opportunity to show
The program is as follows:
diate declaration of war on the Axis our talents and encourage them."
Grand Jeu

Charles H. Mergendahl, Jr., '41,
"World's Fair" by Jack R. Kinnard
'41, "The Bright Boys" by Richard E.
Bye '42, and "Brotherly Love" by
Vance N. Bourjaily '44 were the plays

Hanscom

Are

selected.

The judges who

that all the manuscripts require certain revisions and promised the beneof their criticisms to the playwrights in question.
This-; is the fourth play to be submitted" to the One-Act Play Contests

fit

•

:

by Mergendahl and the second to be
accepted for production. His "StandRiom Only" written like "My
Last Duchess" in an approximation of
blank verse won the contest two years
ago. Jpck Kinnard's play, "Modern
Erato." was accepted for production
last year but was defeated for first
prize. Both Bye and Bourjaily are

Quietly agitated
Passacaglia and Fugue in

WALTER

C

Tillotson,

pianist,

Reveals

Many

Woodworth
Jan.

—Exam

period
iwick. Canada. The work covered in
be played in 'the report includes that done in the
the chapel from 4.15 until 5.30 summer of 1939 under Charles E.
on exam days.
Ruckstuhl. Jr. and in 1940 under
Thursday, Feb. 6 The last exam James W. Blunt, Jr. '40. The report
will be held.
is 46 pages long, contains 18 pages of
%
College will reconvene at 8.20 on statistical data, and has two pages of
Monday, Feb. 10.
charts and figures. Topics such as
j

will

—

!

m

;

j

,

,

.

1

'

wm

^

.

"^^

.

large in their entirety.
Ke'nt Island, given to Bowdoin by
Sterling Rockefeller of New

Type Of Senior Exam
Mr. Charles R. Langmuir of the
Carnegie Foundation, for the Advancement cf Teaching and of the associated Graduate Record Foundation addressed the College faculty in Massachusetts Hall last Thursday on the
graduate record examinations given
by his organization. This series of
short- form examinations
is
taken
every spring by the seniors of ten se-

York City, has proven ideal for sci- lected liberal arts colleges to deterexploration
into
the Gull mine their relative achievements in
world. Its thousands of sea birds, sta- various fields of knowledge during
ble
temperature for physiologica. their undergraduate years. These
studies, truly excellent location for tests have been given in Bowdoin in
radio research, and general climatic the past two years with considerable
conditions' for meteorological work success. Mr. Langmuir came here priall have helped in making it such a marily to arrange for the cooperation
desirable location.
of the Bowdoin faculty in making up
One of the continuing, important the examinations for 1942, as it is the
projects of the station has been the desire bf the Foundation to have it
banding of birds, thus making it pos- composed by the faculties of undersible to have some gauge on the age graduate, rather than graduate, instiof the Gulls. Ivan Spear '44 was in tutions. It has not yet been ancharge of the banding. He and his co- nounced, however, which members of
operators banded 3.110 Gulls includ- the faculty will take part in this task.
While here Mr. Langmuir also ading 110 adult Herring Gulls. He not
only banded the Gulls with numbered dressed Professor Wilder's Education
aluminum U. S. Biological Survey 3 class; on the purpose and techinque
of these exams.
[ CciiMiitifd on P<zge 4 ]
.

opens.

Organ music

>

'

,

!

'42.

27

I

entific

!

Sunday, Jan. 26—5.00 to 5.30—Organ recital in the chapel by Robert

I

iJohn

I

,

Interesting Facts

"The Gull as a Psychological Sub"Gland Fluctuations through
the Seasons," and "Marine Invertebrates of Kent Island" are revealed to
the student body and the world at

I

—

ous acting awards deals with the im-

j

ject,"

—

j

companied by the chapel choir.
The public is invited.
Friday, Jan. 24 Review Period be-

The plot of the 1934.film that was
praised! by critics from coast to coast
and won for Frederic March numer-

Langmuir Urges New

I

ac-

Union {Student-Faculty Board was
presented last Saturday night when
"Death; Takes A Holiday," starring
Frederic March, and a review of the
1940 foptball season were shown.

I

I

Memorial Hall, a recital
by Yves Chardon, cellist, of the
Boston Symphony Orchestra, and

1

The first in a series of five motion
picture^ to be given in Memorial Hall
under jthe auspices of the Moulton

YOUNG

—

—

lege."
8.15 in

Monday,

March Stars In
First Union Film

^

We might just as well admit that
fourth year Herring Gulls, perhaps
or perhaps not better known as
JLarus Argentatus, do breed. We
might just as well decide right now
that the female gull will show definite
reaction to large quantities of estrogen when injected at the season of
gonadal dysfunction. And to deny
that there may be a connection between the fluctuations of the suprarenals of both sexes of the Gull and
its migratory instinct is a futile attempt. "The Fifth Annual Report of
the Bowdoin Scientific Station," buljletin number seven, has established
jthese and many other results.
The station is located on Kent Island in the Bay of Fundy, New Bruns-

—Last

on works by other
is an at-

Last puchess"

Continued from Page j]

WGAN

'.

chapel of
will
President
speak on "The State of the Col-

gins.

[

houseparty. His appearance on earth
as a mortal comes from a longing to
know jirhy men fear him. It is his
hope
three days he will find the
answer, to his question. In the process of learning this he tries all the
pleasures of a mortal. In his masquerade he has sought the confidence
of the duke, who promises not to reveal h|s secret to anyone on penalty
of forfeiting the life of one of his
guests, The climax of the play occurs when Death finds he has fallen in love with the fiancee of the
son of the Duke and wants to take
hcr with him lt is only after he sees
that hs is wrecking tnc Vlves of nol
only everyone connected with the
houseparty, but ls
Ls
destroying any
destrovirtg
hope the girl may have for mortal
happiness that he departs at the
stroke of midnight. However, Grazia,
the girl, follows him. proving that
"love is stronger than Death."
Powers. There will be an open forum
Young concluded by saying. "It is
The next film, to be shown Fobruafter the debate.
these somewhat intangible things that
„
;ary
A c drnWal jn F , an
Lunt also announced that plans really make Bowdoin what it is. 1
a
re " ch ,,lm recorded In
are being formulated for future de- could end with no more-fitting words Jf'
.^
,.
French w,th Eng,lsh
bates with the University of New than those of H. H. Pierce of the
"... There is no fairer
Hampshire, the University of Maine, class of '96
and Dartmouth.
mother neath the sun.' "

Minor
Bach

The

"My

authors.

personation by Death for three days
ADDRESSES STUDENTS jof
a Prince attending a nobleman's

By Robert Burton

Thursday, Jan. 28

to the contest.
of the plays for this year's

Two

On Week's Tour

Kent Island Report Of 1939-40

COMING EVENTS

Frederic

newcomers

contest; are based

Debaters To Go

Moderate
Very slow

semester.

ing

,

Woodworth '42
To Give Recital

selected the plays

were Professor Stanley Chase, Professor Philip Brown, and Professor
Philip Beam. They were in accord

NAVAL RESERVE WILL
WELCOME CANDD)ATES

W

Charles Stepanian Will Present
"Symphony In Sound" Next Month

\

NO. 20

It

—

fered

tional

WILL ORGANIZE
TO AID BRITAIN

the SeAt the Monday morning chapel
Professor Van Cleve explained the service. President Kenneth C. M. Sills
purpose of the meeting and intro- conducted special exercises in recogduced the speaker. Major Schwaba- nition of the third inauguration of
eher divided his lecture into three President Roosevelt. The national anparts. First he explained the purpose them was sung and prayers were ofof the Act, secondly, he explained, just fered for the United States and for
what it is and what it means to call- the President.
ed men, and finally he conducted a
In a brief address President Sills
discussion period.
called the day historical as it marked
According to Major Schwabaeher, the first occasion when any President
the Selective Service Bill is primar- had entered on a third term. He conily to supply the necessary number
tinued by saying that we should keep
of men for the armed forces of the in mind that there is only one Presicountry, but has the secondary pur- dent of the United States and he
pose of instilling patriotism and pro- needs the loyal support of all Amermoting unity. The government feels icans in these critical and dire days.
that it is better to train men and He went on to say that giving such
then not fight than to fight without support does not mean that the Prestrained men. In the second part of ident should not be criticized or h;.s
the lecture, dealing with the explana- policies opposed. According to Presition of the bill and its interest to dent Sills, "Criticism is the essence
college men. he went back to the of the democratic spirit; but it does
years immediately after the World mean that in all important decisions
War and explained that even as early affecting the welfare of this country
as 1920 plans were laid for the mo- in its relations with other nations, we
bilization of the nation's manpower, must be behind our government."
which finally resulted in the BurkeThe President then refeVred to a
Wordsworth Bill as we know it. The letter which he recently received
speaker emphasized that there are no from a young alumnus now in China
Du Nage
exemptions in this bill. ,but men who who happened to be in this country
have dependents, or who have other in the fall. The alumnus stated that Before the Image of a Sain
Karg-Elert
[Continued on Page 4]
[ Continued on Pane 4 ]
Gavotte
Samuel Wesley
Third Sonata for the Organ
Hirdernith
In three movements on old German
tunes

versities for conscientious obj«ijtf»rs.

This

In

E. Gillett '34

"*,

t.this
about

a meeting

A

THIRTEEN MEN TO
VISIT FRATERNITIES

Army

at

tee to present $500 or to sell 175
tickets before the dance.
representative at each fraternity house,
will sell tickets, and John A. Wentworth, president of the class, hopes
that enough tickets will be sold by
this Friday to insure the holding of
the dance. Tickets are to cost $2.50
per couple.
The band has not been selected
as yet, but Frank F. Sabasteanski
'41 is aiding in securing a suitable
orchestra. The dance will be held
on Friday night, and most of the
Houses will probably hold "vie"
dances on Saturday evening.

Religion" As This
Year's Theme

Forum Was Established
1931 By Reverend G.

21-23,

Sophomore class last Monday. The
Dean has consented to the dance
on condition that the class guaran-

Committee Selects "Youth

to

in building

ary

16

<next

What we Americans do

to lend a

was voted to hold a class
dance on the week end of FebruIt

J

22, 1941

College Excuses Three
Seniors From Classes

TENTH RELIGIOUS
FORUM TO BEGIN

The Sun

ORIENT
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Year)

IMS NEEDS SUPPORT
FOR MID-WINTER HOP
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Maine

CHURCH HEAD TALKS
Contest Plays
IN SUNDAY CHAPRL
Are Selected

CDustard and Cress

doesn't
tory of

i

The Reverend Rodney E. Roundy,
state superintendent of Congregation-

[

Continued from Pase

.

I

.

.

BOWDOIN

CBLMBIN

COMPANY

.

.

.

.

sixth concert in the Simpson
Memorial Concert series which was

by Rimsky-Korsakoff
13 by Haydn

Symphony No.

.

.

.

.

.

postponed last week will be presented this evening at 8.15 in the
Moulton Union Lounge. The program is as follows:
Schubert's Unfinished Symphony
Scheherezade Suite for Orchestra

The

]
tercollegiate boxing champion at one
tempt to interpret Browning's poem
time in his college career
always
of the same name from a modern
gives adjourns at the most needed
Edl tor-fa Chief
point of view. Most of the poem is
times
is an immaculate dresser,
used in one place or another in the
E. .laroW fertile, Jr., '41
and has a blue suit of an unusual
adaptation. Bye in "The Bright Boys"
AftHoctato Editor*
shade ... is one of the best lecturhas transferred Hemmingway's short
John C. Evans '41
ers in the college ... his delivery
Henry A. Shorey, 3rd. '41
story, "The Killers," to the stage with
is calm and smooth; he often weaves
ManaglM*;
little variation from the original. Kina spell so that you forget that you
'42
Charles T. Ireland. Jr., '42
Tennyson,
Jr.,
Leonard B.
nard's play, like "The Bright Boys,"
are in a classroom and only come back
PhUip IL Litman '42
Ls laid in a lunch wagon and has someRobert G. Watt '42
to reality when the bell rings at the
what the same atmosphere. Accordn
end of the hour
lives in Topsing to Professor Quinby, Director of
Frederick H. Butter '43
Fdwder
Robert O. Shipman '43
r, Jr., '43
ham and drives a blue Ford coupe
Dramatics,
it will be particularly in'43
Robert S. Burton '43
'43
Laurence H. Stone
Robert L
dwards
doesn't mind stopping to help
teresting
to
two
treatthe
compare
was
S. Cronin '43
you out of a ditch, either
Donald S. Ulin '43
Curtis F. ifwes '43
ments of a similar environment when just married not so long ago
P
O
the plays are produced. Bourjaily, the
helped Mr. Quinby in drawing up the
Buftlnesa ^Manager
only
freshman
a
manuto submit
Paul H. Hailiday '41
plans for the College's proposed Litscript, has written an unpretentious
tle Theater
believes in extreme
the heritage of the present genera- farce-comedy
of college life. The modernism in architecture ... he
Charlea W. Redman '42
Kenneth G. Stone '42
5
tion.
'42
judges
wish
it
to be distinctly underOliver A. JVyman
According to the Reverend Roundy, stood that the lack of originality in undoubtedly has his own thoughts on
the architecture of the College
Wvdaeaaay during the Cedrrfe Y«r by the Stoncnta of Bowdoin Collage. in view of the many blessings of our Bye's play
.
might count seriously is that subtle enough ?
All eontrlbutlona and commiraieationa xhorjld he given to ihe Managing Editor by Snndmy
he is the
preradlng th« date of publication. T1i< TKdltor-in-C'hief la renponaible for the editorial country, the individual often is apt against it unless it is considerably reArt Department, and he would like to
Managing Editor for ae» * and iDatu up. All ooanmaniraUoBA retarding aubaerlp- to take them for granted — noble and vised.
put it on a wonderful basis ... he
s* add rawed to the murine** HNi«ger of the Bowdoin Publishing Company. effective ways for living,
common
tt.W per yvar in advance. W'.tH Alumnus. S3 60.
As customary, the authors will tried to put the modern art class on
ideals, freedom cf thought, speech,
fiMavad aa —oon d ckn matter at $ie poatolhee at Brun*w>k. Maine.
either cast and direct their own plays an unlimited cut basis, but the idea
conscience, press, and religion which
or enlist the services of an undergrad- didn't get to first base
believes
summarized, amount to liberties of
Editor, tor thl« Issue
uate director in whom they have con- in modern educational methods
thought and action.
Philip H^Litman
fidence. Because of the necessity for more power to him!
us. the
To
The Reverend Roundy pointed out
4consultation with the judges and Pro- most memorable thing he has done
VoL LXX
Wedneaday, *unt*ry «, 1*41
No. 30 that while the individual receives just fessor Quinby, it is expected that defi- was the writing of a long sketch in
what he puts into things, it is also
nite casting will be delayed until the The Quill a couple of years ago in
alpnliMTlo
«L aomaTiaaaia »
possible to get infinitely more from
end of the examination period and memory of Professor Henry Andrews
National Advertfcrng
Vdvertfcrng Service, Inc.
these things. A challenge is presentthat rehearsals will commence with who used to be the head of the Art
i^lUse PmtiMwh Ktpr tmmi nr
ed to utilize such things and make the second
420 llADl«ON Avt I
semester.
Incidentally, his
New Yowk N. Y.
Department
the most of our lives, the speaker
catcaao
» raaaciaco
Professor Quinby also announced prose style,- as we recall it, was just
maintained. Such blessings which we
as clear and lucid as his spoken lechave come to take for granted are yesterday that a repeat performance
of the houseparty play, "Room Serv- tures ... is deeply interested in phillike rods in our hands, similar in purMORE-:
ice," has been proposed for the pa- osophy and in Greek philosophy in
pose to the rod which God put into
used to sit in on Protients at the Veterans Hospital at particular
The capacity crowd which ifllied Memorial Hall last Saturday the hands of Moses.
Togus, Maine, and preparations are fessor Kdlln's class in Aesthetics last
The fact that personal existences under way to make a trip there on year, and this year the latter is often
night was more than ample eviderice of the popularity of the movies
are the closest things in individual February 15.
The theater at Togus present in the modern art class
sponsored by the Student-FacultyjMoulton Union Board.
wish lives was emphasized by the Rever- will seat 800 of the 1300 veterans in When President Sills was away on
to take this opportunity to comraend the board on the unusually end Roundy, as he pointed out that residence and is one of the most mod- business, Mr. Beam gave the best lecour lives are useful rods in our hands ern theaters in Maine.
ture of all the visiting lecturers when
line pictures they have selected tt> fee shown this year. With a new to be used in the best manner posAccording to Prof. Quinby it is hop- he spoke on the Greek Spirit
sible. Speaking of our elemental ined the trip will not only benefit the the applause was loudest, anyway.
screen and a better camera the n|ovies should turn out to be even
tegrity, Roundy said that, "if that is
atcors by acquainting them with a was graduated from Harvard, Cum
more popular than they have in rjreceding years.
lost, all is lost." He went on to say
he is a lecturer cum
new stage but will also be enjoyable Laude
that greater realization of this fact
laude, too
you can major in muto an audience now rarely able to see
The advantages of College sponsored movies have long since would lead to a better appreciation of anything but motion pictures. The sic, why not art? ... we think Mr.
this possession. He also recommended
Beam would like to see it happen,
been extolled. Needless to say, \*e are enthusiastically in favor of the use of Calvin Coolidge's motto, original production with scenery and and we know many students who are
properties will be carried to Togus
we exthem. However, we have one fault to find with them, a fault "Do the day's work."
and most of the original cast will ap- greatly interested in art
In conclusion the Reverend Roundy pear. Inasmuch as the hospital has no pect that some day someone will
which should and must be coi^ejcted.
refer to the peanut declared that we are "our brother's funds
write a sketch in The Quill that will
for such a purpose, the cost will
throwing battles which for soijtie reason or other accompany keepers," a fact which men have tried have to be covered from College or do him justice, too.
Observations at Random: Thanks
and failed to deny since Cain's first Masque and Gown funds. If the roy1
shows.
negation of its truth. He stated that alties can be waived, the principal ex- to Luther Harr '41, for some of the
above
looks as if the epidemic
by
mutual
assistance
the law of pense will be transportation. Any stui
The p.U.'s
This matter has been discu*ddd at some length before in pre- Christ is fulfilled; and, that inasmuch dent with an automobile who could has run its course
were evidently hit the hardest
as
"we
are
the
children
make
the
trip
carrying
members
of
of
the
jiving
vious years, both in this column^ ajnd everywhere on the campus.
time
had
13 members in
at
one
they
God," we should always maintain the cast should get in touch with ProAnd, unfortunately, nothing has|been done about it. This year a faith in the life He has created for fessor Quinby. As liberal a payment the infirmary ... we know someone who Ls convinced that war will
will be made for the use of automovote was taken in the various fraternity houses as to whether pea- us.
be declared by the United States two
biles as is possible under the circumdays before Bowdoin's major examnuts should or should not be soldat the movies. Evidently, the constances.

Churches in Maine, speaking in
chapel last Sunday stated that, "faith
is for us to use as a lifting power to
nobler lives." The Reverend Roundy
spoke from a Biblical text taken from
the book of Exodus where God makes
a stone turn to a serpent, and then
to a rod in the hands of Moses.
Speaking of the modem instruments of living which have been
handed down from past generations
to the present, he said that we are
apt to take such blessings for granted. The Reverend Roundy mentioned
homes, libraries, schools, and institutions which help to build character
noble ways of living as examples of

al

his-

NOTICE

By J«*n C. Evans
He used to have a pair of
blue- tinted glasses
Was an inProfUe:

1ST1

Kenneth Roberts write a
Maine weather ?
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and a simple solution
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When
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lem arose:
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As the System grew and the telephone network
became more complex, this problem of supply grew
more difficult. But it was solved thii way.
Western Electric was given responsibility for manu-

.

facturing, purchasing

.

costs

i

that peanilt* should be sold,

and

we

are to

COMMUNICATION

body is child-like enough To the Editor of the ORIENT:
With all gratitude for use of your,
out cf throwing peanuts at each other. columns and in a not too critical a
It seems to us that such conclusions would hardly be arguments for frame of mind, I wish to correct the
letter over my name last week con-

believe that the majority of the prudent

to get some sort of a

thrill

*

«t

college education.

*

We

have always admired t|e manner in which the studentwritten and produced one-act pl§ys have been received. The audience is always quietly receptive *$id the performance is enjoyed by
-everyone.

cerning a proposed theater party to
"Life With Father" in Portland. The
play is and will continue to be in

What we are getting a^ii simply this. There, is no reason
why the movies cantwfc be received in the same man-

We are convinced that the general excitement aroused by pea-

ner.

f^nthe wisecracks,

Many

•

inations
mistic
.

feet

.

.

.

.

.

that's just a bit pessifor the skiers; wet

for the rest of us

.

.

.

Western Electric

BRANN'S

.

George H. Quinby.

1S.H

—to the benefit of every telephone user.

why

BARBER SHOP

thanks,

down

snow

.

.

hark

is

<>f

your

llrll

I

<l<piunu> >rni<r

MAINE STREET

ANOTHER BIG ADVANTAGE FOR YOU

"whatsoever

nut battles

Boston at the Civic Repertory Theater; and although the prospects lor
a theater party at •reduced rates appear very dim, I heartily recommend
the play to any of your readers who
may be in Boston while it is there.

and distributing the equipment

needed by the telephone companies. The concentration
of these functions has resulted in keeping quality up and

j

was

X

.

.

sensus of opinion

—a depend-

cost

and uniform standard?

.

.

very young, a prob-

.

.

We

.

still

How to assure —at lowest

able supply of telephone apparatus of high quality

]

.

the Bell System was

.

.

IN

which also
accompany the shows and are mAst unpleasant to a good many in
is

the audience

largely responsible

who

wish to enjoy

|foe

etc.,

SLOWER-BURNING CAMELS

picture.

Enough of this. Let's have ^d| more peanuts sold. If peanuts
must be thrown and if the dem§njd is great enough, perhaps the
College would be willing to dra^ jup two teams and have a swell
peanut fight in the middle of tljfc jcampus some nice day. Come,
come. Let's grow up a little. If peanuts must be had, lets have them

THE SMOKE OF SLOWER . BURKING CAMELS GIVES YOU

'

at the circus.

\

EXTRA MILDNESS, EXTRA COOLNESS, EXTRA FLAVOR-AND

J>

i

\

A TUmOH-hU&pFTIHG PLAN
was

Last December there

Tribune to the
boken,

at* article in the

effect that StevetiMnstitute of

"Hew *Tor\ HeraldTechnology in Ho-

New Jersey, had adopted phut they called a tuition-budget-

We were singularly im$r|ssed with the plan and
worth consideration.
\ %

ing plan.
it is

The

plan in brief

is

to spreacj the cost of a students college

education over a period of

"upon the

feel that

five

attla half to eight years. It

is

LESS
NICOTINE
j

SMOKES
THE THING

based

idea of actually enrollifjjgia student during his high school

or preparatory school years
his entering college

—

— preferably four years

so that the {latent

may

in

set aside

advance of

five; and a half years, the total
and minimum expenses" for£tie college of his choice.
[

The advantages

than the average of the

over a period

of eight years, or not less than
tion

THE

tui-

of such a plan are obvious, particularly here

many a year your
and your tongue
FOR
ve about
told you there was somethi ng
taste

distinct

Bowdoin where such a large percentage of the student body requires scholarships. Such a plan we feel would help avoid disappointments and interrupted careers' of students due to unexpected
finandal problems or circumstances. That is, by setting aside a
small amount of money each mon*h the parent or individual who is

,

it

stands to reason that

and more

tests—impartial laboratory tests of

the smoke itself—confirm

still

smoke. Less than any of the four other largestselling brands tested— 28% less than the average!
And when independent laboratory tests reveal
such a distinct advantage for one brand of cigarettes over all the others tested— that's worth your
looking into—right now!

Try the slower-burning

flavor in the smoke.

Now, new

where the amount of the sdMarship

is barely

another advantage

Camels. Compare them

.

.

.

cigarette

.

.

.

try

compare them by

\

smoking them. The smoke's the thing!

.

BY BURNING 25% SLOWER than the average of the 4 other largest-

—

—

Camels also give you a
brands tested
slower than any of them
smoking plus equal, on the average, to 5 EXTRA SMOKES PER PACK!
selling

enough to help

the student cover his expenses. %fith the adoption of a tuition*

"SMOKING OUT" THE FACTS about nicotine. Experts, chemists
analyze the smoke of 5 of the largest-telling brands
find that the
•moke of tlower-burmug Camels contains 28% less nicotine than
the average of the other brands tested—less than eny of them!
. .

individual scholarships.

Bowdoin is unusually fortunate i$i?bdng able to distribute a high
number of scholarships each year.; However, there are a number of

•mite

You learned that this slower way
more mildness, more coolness,

of burning meant

of Camel's slower burning: Less nicotine in the

less .personal sacrifice.

and when such a plan is idopted
will be more money avaifckble for

If

cases

. . .

slower-burning.

the expense in a short four-year pfayod and could thus meet college

there

i

something you just couldn't seem to
find in any other cigarette.
Then scientific research told you Camels were

Camels

sending the boy through college cbuld do so without concentrating

more promptly and with

other largest-selling brands

I

at

bills

4

tested— less than any of them —according to
independent laboratory tests of the smoke itself

*

budgeting plan perhaps this difna^ty might be remedied.

CAMEL

THE SLOWER-BURNING CIGARETTE

i

u
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LOSES DECISION I
tar ninnm r> I/nfm Versatile Athlete Has Won
IN FIRST FIGHT, v a«™ty utter* m
Three Sports

ML\

BUPE

THREE
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POLAR BEARINGS
By Hank

'

i

Bowdoin Fighter Loses To

t .

.

Adam WaUh Denies He
PUCRS1ERS INACTIVE
Will Leave Here In 1941
UNTIL AFTER EXAMS

.

Sfcorey

Bowdoin's athletic activities continne to be non-existent as the result of
a follow-up of mid-year blues after the recent siege of -the flu. All major
sports contests have been set ahead until after examinations although the
freshman basketball and track squads are seeing action this week. Interest
has been confined, in the main, to interfraternity basketball this past week
with the speedy Defce quintet piling up wide margins of victory over three

Renew Schedule
With Game On February

Colby To

With

were ***** a convivial Sunday
BERNIER OUTWEIGHED* *»
breakfast in the Psi U dining room.
NEILY BY FIVE POUNDS I$ve feet ten inches
and no

but

it

tall,

j

.

Up

his

in

room we made admiring

In an eight round fight last Friday
evening in the Brunswick Town Hall,
Rupert Neily "41 lost a decision to
Gene, Bernier of Lisbon before a large

rote of a new glass belt, a red and
hiuc
neck-tie,
and,
professionally
speaking,' of a gray pin-striped suit
which a studying roommate had time
crowd of College and town fight en- te term a "Bonzagni special." "Sure,"
thusiasts. Four matches made up the s*ud Hank, when we asked him. "I
evening's program.
i always look like this when I dress
Neily tipping the scales at 190 |i4>." His roommate, by the way, who
pounds was five pounds lighter than | vvould no doubt prefer to remain unthe Lisbon fighter, but towered two named, helped a lot with information
J
to three full inches above Bernier, jthat "Bonnie" was too modest to reveteran of pugilistic circles. The fight f v»al.
saw very few hard punches landed a* I j Christened "Benito" by Adam
both men preferred to fight in close § Walsh, for no apparent reason, Hank
and hold.
I declares his name has been murdered
The first round waj the usual teener than that of anybody else in
"feeler out type" with neither man i^ollege. **e picked up one nick name,
showing any decided aggressive tac- iP**1 News." from a story in the Boston Post. This title is understandable.
tics. Rupe came out straight at the
bell and circled around his opponent I -j from the Amherst viewpoint, any»W{
Bernier seemed more content to let |^ay
Neily do the early fighting. In the fc "Bonzie" graduated from Melrose
second round both missed on long h**igh School and Hebron Academy,
looping lefts in the early minutes |where he played football, baseball,
and then resorted to grabbing and £*{»d «* v hockey for one of the best
holding whenever the opportunity SPfaP school teams in the country. At
presented itself. Neily was out of his ^Bowdoin he was a freshman star,
corner at the ten second warning g and there j" a famil »ar description in
whistle, ready for the slower Bernier §a ] 1937 ORIENT telling how he
who preferred relishing the added {Ttwisted and squirmed" his way to
2** touchdown that beat Ricker
minutes of rest.
The crowd came to its feet in the Academy. Since then he has spent
-

,

'

*

test played this

-

also.

polar bearings
We read with interest an article in the sports section of
tbe Portland Sunday Telegram on Archie San Bomani by
Dick Doyle. Dick pounded out copy far the Orient for four
years and was something of an authority on the sports
section of the paper.

We

have to remind you
of that first Bowdoin touchdown,
when Bonzy juggled a twenty-yard
pass on his finger-tips, and finally
snagged it from between two U. of M.
backs, just before he dodged the goal
posts and fell out of the end zone.
game.

don't

Curiously enough, baseball is his
favorite sport. Bonzie doesn't know
f
middle of the third round when Neily ftlT... exPlosive yea» on Adam why, unless it's because he's played
lsh
s
v
"s»ty.
more of it. It's another of his specialhad Bernier on the canvas for the E" aT ,
count of three. His failure to go to t .»*"£ «2*d«CTW»? times ">""??' ties, at any rate, for last spring he
1
1938 and 1939 but he "2 ade "» also led the College in this line of ena neutral corner permitted Bernier fc"
„
record last falL
to remain on the floor touch longer f** st
7" en he deavor with a .426 batting average.
maf? d a
to * al of six "Skip the fielding," he hastened. "I'm
than ten seconds. It was Nelly's last
->uchdowns, and he dimaxed a the human sieve."
real flare of any aggressive boxing.
It seems he's a good enough shortFrom there in Bernier kept Rupe fs^rklmg season by running Amherst
zzy A ftei that game the Amherst stop to make the all-state team,
pretty much away and In the later
:
„
al
a dy play
?' though, and Hank forgot to mention
rounds menaced Neily's; face, espe- kT"' T*?
K
another insignificant item that he's
ciaUy the nose, with short left jabs. $***•
nes human th d chased all sea to captain the Bowdoin team this
Neily would move in only to find the
i
,
;
Json. There
wasn't any reason for
it
spring.
Lisbon veteran tying him up
dl Hank states, except that "I felt
His first year at Bowdoin Hank was
t« th«
firvt light
fl»hf of the evening »
fc
in
the nrst
,
..
,
, ,
„
,
, T _
I was darned lucky.
i..^„ tr„^
4i
iiknocked
i
j SPretty good and
Rudy
Hanson ofMir
Westbrook
- - -- ^„ I.TTf?. a track man, and he placed in the
rt»»JL«r
__„„
Hank
calls
football
the
toughest
£
«... v- .
t-v_ u_i
c r,
i
out
Young Dechatne
of Brunswick h>f,l* rt tlukPO Jt? 0>wl Ka h.j«i,o a.,.*., low hurdles in several meets. "I had
sport there is, and he thinks Andy a lot of trouble, though;" Hank re.._
w« a—.4 «
i
, ,.
c
h
fiF
iHaldane is the ablest man he has ever flected. "I could never prevent myx?
f
round.? Jimmy ?•
Cook off Rumford
and ft }
with
bi
u
w<?r self from reaching the last hurdle on
rt
f
re ,aiI ,
the 1940 Maine the wrong foor>s|t even stuck Jack."
°
J out- {!<_:
f^ lt was sco"ng
in the second encounter. ^
Cook
classed Perry throughout the match Svely pounded each other for eight There has also been mention (roomand received a popular decision after Ibjtter rounds. Both fighters were mate's) of Bonnie's being the Nationsix rounjJs^Qf^ boding,.. The. semi : final pstrelcbed .out xjp.„the_canvas mare al Ten-yard Rush Champion, but as
was the best fight of the evening in ethan once, but Ladd's flicking left and yet investigation has revealed no data
which Everett Ladd and Mike Green plimely rights gave him a very close on the subject. His second year Hank
experimented,
rather successfully,
of Westbrook and Lewiston respect- .fight round decision.
with hockey, and earned the first of
ij
.'.-.
ij
ii
i~i
.
his three letters as right wing. From
this experience with the sport he has
decided that hockey is the fastest
game there is . "but not for me."
he added hastily. Despite his claim of
>
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clumsiness on skates he was the high
scorer of last year's sextet, making
around he isn't sure ten or eleven

—

—

goals.

But football, track, baseball, and
hockey are only the beginning of the
story.

The afore-mentioned roommate

was able

Hampshire

to stave off a last period
surge by the White to win 5-3..
Just what will be done with the
three games cancelled last week is
still an undecided problem. The most
important game of the trio cancelled
was with Colby. That game, if Bowdoin should win on February 11,
would be the deciding issue for the
State Championship. Coach Linn
Wells will not let that game be passed up. As he said last week, "We
might find ourselves in a similar position in the future that Colby now
holds, and we would want the same
break."
As far as the Northeastern game
is concerned. Linn Wells is noncommital. The Huskies were on a tour
of Maine last week end, prepared to
face the Polar Bears on Friday and
then swing up to Waterville to meet
the Mules Saturday afternoon. Since
neither game was played, there is a
strong possibility that Northeastern
may try a second road trip to both

polar bearings
Further interfraternity activities are scheduled to begin after midyears. TTie semi-recognized bowling league gets underway with the Sigma
Nu's as probably the strongest team. The T. D.'s, defending champions, lost
their entire team by graduation while the Sigma Nu's have Hinkley, Martin,
and Elliott from last year. The Dekes should produce a high-scoring trio,

.

New

year

managed

side of the state.

i

^H°

games can-

pionship Series encounters.
The Colby Mules won the first contest by a large score and with the
game at Waterville originally scheduled for last week wiped out, the Big
White will be seeking their first win
of the season. In the only other con-

.

n^

of last week's

mid-year examinations when, on February 11, Colby comes to Brunswick
for the second of the State Cham-

Jooks like an unusually close league race.
polar bearings
hope that the int ended plan of using the new
Brunswick armory for varsity basketball next year doesn't
go astray. Of coarse, there's a hare possibility that the
armory may be «ned for other purposes. It is pretty apparent that tbe other Maine college* are making a go of
the sport and there seems to be plenty of interest here at
Bowoei n. Interfraternity and freshman basketball baa
brought out about all tbe available talent In school but considerable more might be anticipated next year if the college
were to make some announcement relative to plans for
basketball. Colby has been building up the sport for three
or four years and has been doing well in competition out-

We

heavier than EC's Charley O'Rourke,
Hank wouldn't strike a stranger as
the fellow who has won eight varsity
letters in three sports during the
last four years.

Neily Knocks Bernier Down
In Third Round Of
Final Match

T

all

to recite scores of activities

which Hank participates. Space
forbids details, but included were potato-peeling, bridge, bar-tending, and
ping-pong (one of the ten best in
school). Further, Hank has proven
himself one of Dinny Shay's most capin

PSTS THREATEN

There have been rumors during
the past few weeks that Adam
Walsh would not be here in the fall.
When questioned by an ORIENT
reporter Coach Walsh answered:

Zetee Display Strength In
Defeating Thorndikes;

Betas Kept Idle

DEKES SHOW HIGH
SCORING OFFENSE
Schedule Riddled

Of

i

j

j

j

FENCING SQUAD SETS
TENTATIVE SCHEDULE

With the

Bob

swimming

Miller,

coach,

an-

the date of the Carnival

is

tentatively

March 22, and since there are
no swimming meets in the East on
that day, a fairly large group from
colleges and clubs all over this section of the country is expected to
participate. Four divers from Bow-

set for

Spring

Parade

atoo

Y»«#'ll

anjoy the relaxation of a

Vt*

~

paste navor fails to please,

and H brings a refreshed

feel-

when you
p«aso throughout the day, make
it ifte povso that refreshes with
ing you will like. So

YUU TASTE ITS QUALITY

ice-<old Coca-Cola.
et

mm

6rt t»o*
Snort*. *»"*•

pause more iff you add the refreshment off ice-cold Coca-Cola.

Chew

Sound Act
Jan. 24

Friday

Sw ,at\

JT

Tall,

Dark and Handsome

Witt
Ceaar Uomtro - Milton Berte

M

t

March

Announces

Schedule At Meeting

team postponed?

With the first flurry of the games
out of the way and midyears cutting
further activity, it appears that the
race will be even closer than predicted. The Zetes still reign supreme
with the Deices pressing them hard.
The Chi Psis aiul the Betas also have
clean slates and must await further
competition to determine their real
strength. The D.U.'s dropped their
opener to the Dekes, but once organized should be as strong as predicted. The Thorndikes will find the
road back tb 'victory 'difficult' unless'
they can uncover a couple more ball
handlers. No team can be counted
out of the vace yet with each team
having eight or nine games left.
In the case of some of the leaders
one or two men have been doing most
of the scoring. The Dekes, employing
a style that emphasizes offense, are
utilizing the eyes of Jim Dyer and
Joe McKay to their best advantage.
The Zetes, by contrast, employ a fiveman offense as well as one of the
best defenses in the league. The Betas were led by Pope, Steele, and
Harrington in their opening game
and employed a tight defense led by
Sonny Austin. The Chi Psis have a
rangy team and a fast team and may
well prove to be the dark horse of
the league.

A

meeting of the Rifle Club was
held last Friday evening at the range
in Adams Hall. James M. Sturtevant
'42, president of the club, spoke briefly about the activities of the cluo
and the plans which have been made.
According to him, quite a large number of postal matches have been arranged this year with other colleges.
Yale, Harvard, Coast Guard, and the
University of Indiana are included in
the list which Bowdoin will compete
against by mail. A shoulder to shoulder match has also been scheduled
with the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology team, and the freshman
team will accompany the varsity on
this trip to shoot against the Tech
Freshmen.
A new Rifle Club has just been
formed in Brunswick, and the team
plans to shoot several shoulder to
shoulder matches against them during the season. This shooting will
give the members valuable experience
in marksmanship under match conditions which they could not obtain
otherwise. A meet is usually held between the freshmen and a squad from
Cony High School, but it has not
been definitely scheduled as yet. As
in other years the Club has joined
the National Rifle Association, and
will receive the literature which they

Brown
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Jan. 25
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Jan. 26-27
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Coast Guard
Feb. 22
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Capital, 1 175,006
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Meats

Beat Assortment

you know!

ALGERIAN

Groceries

THE NEIGHBORHOOD
MARKET

Cigars for Smokers
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Beta House

Superior Service

THE CmZEN'S LAUNDRY CO., INC.
73 Maine Street, BRUNSWICK, ME.
We mend your clothing,

darn socks, sew on buttons,
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Agent, Jafcn Wentworth, Applet™ Hall
Son agents in all houses
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THE COLLEGE LAUNDRY

Jan. 28
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U. of Indiana varsity and freshmen
week ending Feb. 22
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Neafle
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varsity

Hampshire freshmen

week ending Feb. 15
Harvard Varsity week ending Feb.
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THE HISTORY OF BOWDOIN COLLEGE
by Loui»C. Hatch

U.

—

15.

Mags flnea

Auburn, Maine

I

New Hampshire

ending Feb. 15

tTU»BKT PATRONAGE SOLICITED _

Law Ayre*

COCA-COLA BOTTMNG PLANTS, ISC.

you *>•

ending March 8
U. of

Amherst away; Yale week ending March 1
and March 22, B. C, at home. Other Northeastern U.—week ending March
meets are being arranged with Wes15
leyan, Williams, and M. I. T.
According to Manager Link John- Shoulder to- Shoulder matches
son, the team is trying more to build Cony High School against freshmen
(away and home)
up a team for next year than to win
meets this year. They are also trying Lincoln County Rifle Club." frosh and
to keep an interest in fencing alive
varsity (away and home)
and to help spread the sport through
M. I. T. varsity and freshmen week
New England.
ending March 22

Pipes

The Con-Cola Comptny by

The COLLEGE BOOKSTORE

March

MORTON'S

with
-

—week

j

lege away;

Was A Lady

Ann Sathem

freshmen

University

26 Maine Street

Saturday

its

Benoit, Croughwell, Williams,
will be entered and
Miller expects that they will give a
good account of themselves.
Coach Miller also said that this
should be the most spectacular championship ever held here. The championship held last year was the 150the A.D.'s 63-29. Hamilton and Haley
yard breaststroke.
played well for the losers, while the
winners looked strong with Buckley,
White and the Eek brothers. The
Rifle Club
Betas had their game with the A.T'.O.

and Montgomery-,

of

Delicious

epidemic taking

]

—

News

flu

unable to find the ranges against the
defending champions who displayed
their usual well-knit and winning
brand of team play. The Dekes, featuring Jim Dyer and Joe McKay employed a wide open defense and an
even more widely opened offense o
register two victories, the first over
the dangerous D.U. team. The latter
were unfortunate in that they only
had five men, but when they get their
full strength assembled should prove
tough enough for the opposition. The
T.D.'s fell before the Dekes by 80-50.
Jim Dyer dropped in 47 points for the
winners and Hank Shorey registered
29 in a losing cause. The T.D.'s maintained their average by defeating the
Sigma Nu club 34-30. The Chi Psis
kept their slate clean by trouncing

The following is the rifle schedule
for the second semester:
with Link Johnson '42, Joe Seigal '42. Postal matches
and Robert Lunt '42 wielding the foil; Brown University Varsity week endTom Sheehy '41, William Barton '41,
ing Feb. 15
and Phil Litman '42 handling the
epee; and Roger Bragdon '43. Val the saber.
Meets have been scheduled as folRinger '42. and Bob Chandler '41 on
lows: February 1, with the Bangor
Y.M.CA.; March 7, a conference meet
at Boston University with B. U., B.
C, and Tufts; March 14. Boston ColSmu. 22-23

Seige

ments. The defending champion Zetes
showed that they are set to defend
their laurels' by topping the Thorndike Club 42-30. The Dekes continued
their high geared attack and rolled
over two more opponents, the, D.U.'s
by 81-60 and the T.D.'s by 80-50.
The Thomdike Club which defeated the Kappa Sigs last week were

nounced recently that Bowdoin has
been selected to conduct the National three meter high board diving
championship for men. Eligibility requirements for competition state that
the contestants must not have won a
Senior Championship.
Tne A.A.U. awards one national
championship to be held here each
year in recognition of Bowdoin's
Olympic Carnival, which is given
each year for the benefit of the Olympic Fund. The national championship
is held during the Carnival and supplies its principal feature. This year

For the first time in three years.
Bowdoin has a complete fencing team

DnrMn

By

Main Action

toll in several postponed games, the
interfraternity basketball league progressed just Ifar enough last week to
bring forth some interesting develop-

DIVING CHAMPIONSHIP

send out.

CUMBERLAND

Flu;

After Mid- Years

BOWDOIN WILL HOLD

doin,

colleges.

Boston University was originally
able proteges in the Basketball-everyafternoon Club. In fact, it's been said scheduled to face Bowdoin last Satthat Hank might have been a better urday afternoon. That game too is
player. still unscheduled for the future, alhockey
than
basketball
"Well," remarked Bonzie, "I wouldn't though the Terriers have, contacted
the Athletic Office for a game on
be surprised."
We would like to comment on his February 22 here. That brings up the
roommate's statement that Hank is problem of whether there will be any
Casanova's greatest rival. This priv- ice at that late date in Brunswick.
ilege is forbidden us, however, as cer- Usually the outdoor rink on the" Delta
tain principals in the case have cau- doesn't have ice suitable for hockey
tioned us not to mention the subject at that time.
Intensive scrimmages were held
at all.
Bonzie hopes to keep up baseball last week for both the Varsity and
to some extent after leaving Bow- J. V. teams and practice will condoin, but he plans to make golf his tinue up to the reading period on
real recreation from then on. Hank Friday. Coach Wells still has the
went on to say that Bowdoin, its pro- original eleven men that started the
fessors, and its students are absolute- season, but the grippe and flu have
ly the best there are. Asked about taken their toll. It is a toss up
athletics, he listed persistence, oo- whether Wells will get any more men
ordinartion, love for the sport, and an after the exams on his squad. As he
"athleMc brain" as requisites of ath- savs himself, "We have an unusually
letic Success, and cited Oakley Me- small squad and with the flu epidemic
lendy, another Bowdoin great, as the we are up against it." In a position
best example he knew. "And if you'd such as that the absence of men ttke
like to know what I'd like to see most Hank Bonzagni, Captain Dick Hardof all at Bowdoin,'' he added, "It's a ing,
Munro from the
or Hugh
covered hockey rink."
"Kraut" line would be severely felt.
But the biggest subject in his mind Hutchins and Minich on defense are
right now must be flying. He won his also men it would be difficult to repilot's license at the Civil Aeronautics place. In the nets Duke Taylor and
Training School whicb was conducted Lou Upham have proved without a
here last summer, and he hopes to go doubt their value to the team. In
directly from college to Pensacola. both games played this season it has
The U. S. Navy's air force should be been their work in the nets that has
able to use the skill, co-ordination, kept down the scores. In the Colby
and control that make a real athlete. game alone they registered 42 saves.
On this tack we left Hank to study
mate laugh and chortle, "I guess I
French, his major, but not too quickly
to hear the previously noted room- fixed you up, Bonzagni."
Well. Hank, you've fixed things up
pretty well yourself.

Wedneaday-Thvnday

PLAY

IN fcOURT

be here as far as I know." A
hinted
newspaper
metropolitan
that Walsh had received an offer
to coach Dartmouth in 1941. Since
that time Tuss McLaughry, Brown
mentor this fall, has signed to pilot
the Hanover team. Other rumors
have also been circulated that
Walsh has received other offers of
coaching positions.
When asked whether he had
signed a contract to remain at
Bowdoin, Walsh replied, "I never
sign a contract with a school."
"I'll

hadn% unUke •^ other Bow " opponents. Jim Dyer, the Charlie Peterson of the backboard, seems destined celled because of the influenza epiJ f wemen.
known Hank Bonzagni by to lead the league scorers this year with a phenomenal point total to date. demic on the campus, the hockey
«>m
sfeht. we could never have picked him The Ou Psi outfit has also been zooming along with its aggregation of doudteam is at a standstill. No contests
}«Jit of the group of burjy collegia tes
dusting pastimers. It's a little early in the season to make any predictions have been scheduled until after the

Bernier In An Eieht
K
n
Roundj Encounter
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

FOUR
STUDENT COMMITTEE
FORUM WILL DISCUSS
DEFENDS DEMOCRACY
MARRIAGE PROBLEMS
*

i
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Dance Or Concert May Be
Given For British Relief
In Near Future

!

As has been the custom in thefpast.
President and Mrs. Sills will Ave a
tea in honor of the visiting grojjfi on
Tuesday afternoon. Students afe; inI
vited to attend.
Included among the men whip will
lead the after-dinner discusstanl in
the various fraternities an^ r;the
Thorndike Club are the following:
Rev. Gordon E. Gillett '34. Old S^wn,
founder of the Forum; Rev. Qv£t?nan
Beckley, O.U. Catholic ChapMirt at
Princeton University; Rev. Arcjiiiala
Crowley. Grace Church. Lawience,
Mass.; Rev. Richard S. EmrichiBpiscopal Theological School, Cam$>1ge.
Mass.; Rev. Harry B. Schojefceld.
First
Parish
Church,
Glou«Se>ter,
Mass.; Rev. Frederic B. Chirrier,
North Parish Congregational CnuVch,
Sanford; Rev. Harry Meserve^ J?irst
Parish Church. Cohasset. Mass j Jtev.
George Cadigan, St. Paul's c|i|rch,
Brunswick; Professor Fritz ICftOn,
Bowdoin College; Rev. John F%aiter,
Hammond Street Congregational
Church, Bangor; Rev. H. Svmner
Mitchell. Unitarian Church, Safifbrd;
Rev. Wallace W. Anderson. 'JSijtate
Street Congregational Church.jFjortland; and Rev. George Ernest K-yhch,
Jr., First Parish Church, Portland;.
The Bowdoin Religious ForuCi .was
founded ten years ago by thej Rev-

tions.

And add

According to White, the Committee
being organized separate from the
Political Forum because of the desire of the latter group to remain
is

erend Gordon E. Gillett, who v*i\\ be
in attendance at this Forum. j.\yith
the backing of President Sills, $iu invited fourteen ministers of diijerent
denominations to live in fraternity
houses or in the Moulton Uni Jn for
three days and hold discussions on
religious subjects with the stt^l"nts.
That first Forum and the sucqjeHing
ones have been so successful th£i for
ten years in a row they hav« been
held entirely on the students .own
initiative under the leadership of
the Bowdoin Christian Association.
Among the themes of forums pi .past
years have been "How to Find^f^od,"
"The Function of the Church iij Modern Society," "A Christian's* jponduct," and "Why Christianity *">The
attempt is made in these for^rrjB to
present as many different pojyigs of
view as possible, and therefor* Clergymen of many different den^rfjinations are invited to attend.
, j
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To Play Here

t

.

have had long experience in
producing for Bowdoin men:

STATIONERY
POSTERS
TICKETS
ALUMNI LETTERS
FRATERNrTY FORMS*
And Other Printing

sible.

3.

Sonata

Inauguration Is

i t

Monday Chapel Topic

-

'

I

Paul K. Niven, Bowdoin 1»18

Manager

J

Debussy

Serenade et Finale: Moderement
anime; Anime
Preludium-Air-Sarabande-Le je
ne
scay quoy
Couperin
The Mystic Stars
Arensky
The Crystal Brook
Arensky

[Continued from Page i]
during his brief stay in the states he
{gained the impression that all too were entirely too complacent. He confew people recognized or were will- cluded this letter by saying that all
ing to recognize the gravity of the too few people seem to realize that
international situation as it affects tremendous sacrifices on the part of
the United States. He went on to say everyone will be necessary if we are
that he could not help feeling that to survive the chaos sweeping the
too many otherwise intelligent people world today.
j

1

!

The Orient

Christus der uns Selig Macht

Prologue: Lent

:

TheRecordOfftke
— Telephone S —

.

|
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Speaking

in chapel last Saturday,
his

Dean Paul Nixon again drew from

Continued from Page I ]
"Black Book" that now-famous ree
allies are in grave danger and in ord book of the Executive Governdesperate need of aid which we can ment of Bowdoin College one hundred
supply, then it is suicidal not to give years ago. The Dean's talk described
that aid as Fully, as efficiently, and the misadventures of a certain "Set
as promptly as possible. I believe on' " a member of the college in the
that to be the case. I therefore favor mid-nineteenth century. An item in
whatever measures will promote full, the book says: "Sept. 1853. 'Seton'
efficient, and prompt aid. I therefore was informed las term that he could
favor speedy and favorable action on not rejoin his classes on account of
the "lease-lend bill." An emergency neglected themes. 'Seton,' however,
calls for emergency measures. As Mr. has returned without his themes
Willkie has said: 'It is the history of President is to see him." On Dec. 22,
democracy that, under such dire cir- " 'Seton's' connections with College
powers are dissolved" was the vote of the
extraordinary
cumstances,
must be granted to the elected Exe- Executive Government. The Commitcutive. Democracy cannot hope to tee again dissolved "Seton's" connecdefend itself from aggression in any tions when it was discovered that he
other way.' Mr. Willkie also pointed had broken into the locked College
out that he believed such powers buildings and had "passed the night,
should be granted after full consid- and kindled a Are" in his room.
eration and for a limited time only.
But they must have reconsidered,
With that I think we would all agree. for the next item cited by Dean NixHowever, if this analysis of the situa- on tells us that "Seton" cannot contion, and that of the President, is tinue in his class "until he passes a
correct, then the grant of power must satisfactory examination in the studbe prompt and full. It must not be ies of the Junior and Senior years
given under terms that will hinder that he is deficient in."
the achievement of the objective."
The Dean's final example from the

Reserve Officer Will

book was that " 'Seton' has not yet
been examined in his deficiences. It
appears that he has been absent from
town without permission that he has
been at Bath in company with
a recent graduate to play billiards;/
;

Visit College In

March

that when sent for by the President,
[Continued from Page i]
he has not obeyed the summons; and
a member of the newly consti- that his father on request of the Prestuted Flight Selection Board in this' ident had been in town and had been
District.
informed that he could not remain
"It is the intention and desire of longer in his class." But "Seton" rethe Board to visit Bowdoin and other mained and graduated.
accredited colleges and Universities
The Dean, in mentioning this fact,
throughout New England, from time said that he was tempted not to be
to time, in order to acquaint them "even mildly annoyed if
a certain stuwith the requirements for, and the dent needs more than one call to
opportunities offered by, an aviation come to my office." Dean Nixon
cadet appointment in the Naval Re- warned, however, against drawing
serve or Marine Corps Reserve. The the wrong moral from the tale. He
high academfc standing of Bowdoin merely cited the story as an example
College, its age and richness in tra- of how times have changed. "We are
ditions, coupled w,jth the splendid rec- now living in an age of inquiry," he
ord of Bowdoin men in Naval and said. The College is often asked about
Marine Aviation, are well known to graduates. "Present employers, possius here, and we regard the campus ble employers, prospective employers,
at Brunswick as a source of excep- insurance companies,
credit
comtionally well qualified candidates for panies, surety companies, F.B.I. invesflight training in the Naval Reserve tigators" were examples given. The
and Marine Corps Reserve. That be- Dean concluded by saying, "I implore
ing the case, we are pleased indeed for your sake and ours, not to put the
to learn that Bowdoin this year has President and myself in the embara large number of boys who wish. to rassing position of having to answer
get into Naval or Marine Aviation. such questions about any more 'SetWe accept with pleasure your kind ons\"
invitation to visit the College some
time in March, prior to March 28th,
when the spring vacation begins. We taken it in school or college, may do
shall be glad to make a definite ap- so next semester? That course is defpointment for that visit late in Feb- initely a "sine qua nbn" for students
ruary or early in March.
who do not have a degree. We strong"In the meantime, may I, suggest
ly recommend that a man finish his
that you outline to the student body
the requirements for our flight train- college course and get his degree, if
I

am

ing course as set forth in

t>ie infor-

at

all

but

possible,

if

financial

re-

mation circulars which we are send- verses in his family, the Selective
ing to you under separate cover, acService Act. or any other good reacompanied by preliminary application
necessary for him to
blanks? You will note irom the form- sons make it
educational re- leave school before doing so, we shall
quirements are one-half the credits be happy to accept his application,
required for a degree, plus a mathe- provided he is educationally qualified.

er that the

minimum

matical education which* shall have

Report Reveals Work

DEAN NIXON SPEAKS
Stepanian '41 To
IN SATURDAY CHAPEL Give 'Symphony'
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Ask Us For Quotations

—

This committee will be in general excel men in that sort of wisdom
responsible to the central organiza- which comes from experience. To be
tion at Union College. Union has been a woman is in itself a terrible exassured aid from the publicity com- perience"
We'd be very grateful
mittee of its school, and White said if anyone could show us how to study
that he hoped that Bowdoin would be for mid-years without keeping our
willing to provide such backing. In eyes on the movie cards; every exam
order to insure group unity, members period we go through dreadful conwill be sent to central meetings to be flicts, and generally end up going to
held probably in New York City at the show
Tell a man he's worksome future date. White also said ing too hard and he's your friend for
that one of the immediate projects life
It's beginning to look like
of the Bowdoin section would be to small nations in Europe were just
interest other Maine schools in such clerical errors in old treaties
And
a program.
if there's going to be a Sophomore
White desired to make it clear that Hop, why doesn't somebody come out
this Committee has not been organ- and say so?
ized solely for the purpose of sending aid to Great Britain. He said that
it will continue to function regardless
of the outcome of the war, but that
we feel that at present our biggest
Bid to democracy is to help Britain."
White stated that he hoped the Com[ Continued from Page x ]
mittee would play an active part ii> Drei Choralvorspiele
Bach-Kodaly
school life in the future and that the
1.
Ach Was 1st Doch Unser
student body would cooperate fully
Leben
to get it organized as soon as pos2.
Vater Unser in Himmelreich

Yes, We're Interested Jn
|

non-partisan in all issues in the manner that was carried out during the
last election
campaign. This new
group will probably be headed by an
executive committee and will undertake the sponsoring of lecturers in
favor of the plan of a "Committee
for Democracy." White said that he
hoped Mr. Montenegro, the Tallman
professor for the coming semester,
would be willing to help with the desire to further South American rela-

Hop- British Relief Dance.

AID TO BRITAIN

We

got a lot of thinking done over
in the Infirmary these last few days;
what really troubles us though is
why they won't tell us what our temperature is. After all, it is our temperature. And somehow we think
we'd straighten out quicker if we had
some figure to shoot for something
to make us put our heart into this
We see
business of convalescing
that Ingrid Bergman is finally getting a good break; she's playing the
feminine lead in the new production
of "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde," starring Spencer Tracy
From the N.
Y.
Daily News:
THE GREEKS
HAVE A BIRD FOR IT; right now
Mussolini seems to be getting it
Some people have a veneer that
comes off easily with a little alcohol
... We suppose you've all heard
Glenn Miller's "Anvil Chorus." But
have a listen to Alvino Rey's "Tiger
Tommy Dorsey's "Swing
Rag,"
High." and Artie Shaw's "Concerto
for Clarinet," parts one and two.
This last number is a twelve incher,
and good
People are more foolish than anybody except horses, who
go to bed with their shoes on
Some people think that Stalin, who
was to hold the Fuehrer's coat during
the fight, may be trying it on for
size
Incidentally, your chances of
being dealt thirteen cards of one
suit are one in some twenty-seven
trillion
Somewhere we heard that
the American Navy has its whiskey,
the English Navy likes its rum, and
the Italian Navy sticks to port
Said H. L. Menken: "The best friend
a woman can have is the man who
has got over loving her. He would
rather die than compromise her"

t Continued from Page i ]
sponsor a strong program favoring
increased relations with South America. Already the organization has gotten time on the radio over both the
NBC and CBS national programs,
and plans are being made to get on
the Chicago Round Table Discussion.
White announced that an organization meeting will be held in the Assembly Room of the Union tonight,
and he hoped that all who are interested in such a program, especially
with the plan of sending aid to Great
Britain, will attend. An executive
council will be elected at this time
and plans will be tentatively formed
for holding some sort of benefit dance
or concert in the near future. He said
that there might be some possibility
of cooperating with the sophomore
class and holding a joint Sophomore

'

ALL Your

By Parte* Margendahl

\
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DAGGETT URGES

Variety

Any Bowdoin man between the ages

taken the applicant through plane of 20 and 27, who is unmarried and
trigonometry. Would you be so good physically and educationally qualified,
as to stress trigonometry, in order is elegible for consideration for this
that interested students who have not training."

f
DO YOU SMOKE THE CIGARETTE THAT £a&Ml&...ir S THE SMOKERS CIGARETTE

Done At Kents Island

Continued from Page I ]
Continued from Page i ]
and Miss Alice Cooper. The bands but with colored celluloid
the poet will be read by bands according to a scheme develCharles Stepanian. Other parts in the oped by the Co-operative Gull Band"symphony" will be read by Lindo ing Project sponsored by the LinFerrini '42, Philip Litman '42, Wil- nean Society of N*w York. This sysliam Stark '43, Hubert Townsend '44, tem, with various color combinations
Mrs. Herbert Hartman, Mrs. Mildred allotted to the different Gull coloThalheimer, Miss Alice Cooper, Miss nies, has permitted sight recoveries
Eleanor Walsh, and Miss Nancy in the field. Since 1934. 19,692 immaWebb. The announcer will be read by tures and 1,480 adult, Gulls have been
Vincent Skachinske, and an orchestra banded at the station. Of those bandof college students will provide music. ed, 773 returns have been published
The "symphony in sound" is a new and 329 additional returns were pubuse for pure sound as a medium for lished in this year's report. Thus we
artistic presentation. Never before learn that Gull no. 35-551404. which
has this combination of music, sound was banded on August 1, 1937, was
effects, readers, and choruses ever found dead at Ventnor, N. J., on
been attempted in the history of ra- April 17, 1939. In fact the list predio. Another novel feature will be a sents the sad picture of 169 Gulls
renewal of the old practice of anti- found dead, one found dying, four
phonal chorus work which has been found sick, two found frozen to death,
rarely used since ancient days. The and one dropped by an eagle, almusic for the third movement in- though occasionally we have the
cludes some of the foremost modern brighter picture of one caught and
music in the world: "The Funeral of released.
Orestes" by Darius Milhaud, one of
C. E. Rucksluhl, Jr. had very satFrance's foremost musicians; "The isfactory results with a completely
Steel Foundry" by Mossolov. a con- rebuilt radio, station there. VE1IN.
temporary Russian composer; and In 1939 one antenna directed at Eu"Ionization" by Varese.
rope had been constructed and the
Stepanian has been interested for report pointed out that holes have
a year in finding some way whereby been dug for another antenna sendthe message and contemporary as- ing a beam directed toward South
pects of Hart Crane's work could be America. Several tests on sound
presented in a dramatic form which waves were made and weather rewould clarify the poetry and bring to ports were sent twice daily to the
life the emotions and feelings of a Yankee Network Service in Boston
man seeking the meaning of the new where they were broadcast. All radio
forces in the world. According to work has been brought to a close,
Stepanian, Hart Crane should be pre- however, by the outbreak of the war
sented in the theater, through the and consequently no work was done
dance, as was "The Bridge," Crane's in the summer of 1940. Without the
epic of America, produced by Ben- radio to send for help, the station
nington College in 1939 by Arch Lau- needs a small boat for emergencies
terer. However, the facilities of Bow- and supplies, and has requested one
doin College do not permit this, so a for this summer.
.means which employs the possibiliTide observations and the meteorties of sound by radio has been found. ological work were reported by RobThe most unusual feature of this new ert M. Cunningham of M. I. T. The
production is that it is being done at highest tide range was 20.1 feet, the
Bowdoin College. Experiments like highest temperature was 78 degrees
this one are usually tried out at pro- (in fact on only seven days during
gressive schools such as Bennington the summer did the temperature rise
and colleges in the West. Bowdoin above 70), and during the winter
shows that it is keeping up with the wind velocities of 47 and 48 m.p.h.
times and the newer colleges and uni- were recorded.
versities in America by this experiBruce Rundlette '38 investigated
ment.
the effect of estrogen, the female
sex hormone, in the post-breeding
Herring Gull. This study sought to
thus explain the seasonal changes in
the gross anatomy, color, plumage,
'68
bill, and sexual characteristics of the
[

[

Mars

'43,

role of

,

DEAN NIXON NAMES
PRIZE SPEAKERS

Gull. Its most important result was
summarized into the first paragraph.

[ Continued from Page I ]
Dickson, who comes from Portland
is a State of Maine scholar. He has
been on the Dean's list during his
whole college career and he has been
active on the track squad and the
ORIENT staff. A member of the band
and the Classical Club, he has participated in several speaking contests

He

also studied the bird as a psychological subject, and, although one
of the two birds used died before it
could give ai.y new information to
science, the other learned a quadruple-choice problem in eight days
after about 160 trials. This displayed
intelligent behavior of a low order.
Another of the studies was that
at Bowdoin. Hanscom has been a
Dean's list man for the last two years carried on by Frederick Sargent. M.
and belongs to the Glee Club and the I. T. and Thomas Ippolito, M.D.,
Metropolitan Hospital, New York,
Classical Club.
member of the Glee Club and the which was based upon the importance
Math Club, Leydon has been a var- of changes in barometric pressure as
sity swimmer. He has taken part in the underlying stimulus in initiating
two Alexander Prize Speaking con- a series of responses.
James Blunt worked on the "Gland
tests. Mergendahl has written several plays for the Masque and Gown, Fluctuation through the Seasons." By
and he was the winner of the One- taking weights and measurements of
Act Play Contest in 1939. The author the thyroid glands of the Herring
of "Variety," he edits both the Quill Gull he sought to determine if there
was any fluctuation in their size in
and the Growler.
At present Taylor manages the accordance with the change of seaGlee Club. He has been on the Dean's son. This summer he plans to disList for two years and is a member cover if there is any relation between
of the Math Club. White is another the fluctuations of the supra rena Is
man who is active in the Glee Club, and the migratory instinct of the Gulfr
and he is president of the Political and do considerably more histological
Forum. Knight is connected with the work. He does not feel that his reMasque and Gowit, the Glee Club, suits of last summer were complete
enough to warrant generalizations,
and the B.C.A.
'but hopes to substantiate them this
year.
A census of the Gull population,
Selective Service Is
taken by Frederick H. Crystal '41
[indicated
that there were at least
Officer
30.000 birds on the Island, making It
the largest Gull colony in America.
[ Continued from Page l ]
Quintuplets seem unheard of in the
valid reasons for not serving their Gull world and only two cases of

A

j

I

•

Discussed By

1

time immediately
for varying times.

are

be deferred quadruplets were found in the nests
IncluSedS>in this containing eggs.
j

men

Thomas

J.

Sheehy, Jr.

'41

supple-

mented work done in 1938 upon the
"Marine Invertibrates of Kent Island." He found and tabulated a
great variety of animals including «48
Porifera, 10 Urochorda. 1 Nemathelminthes. and 23 unidentified species
of insecta. He closed his report with
a paragraph summing up his summer
on the island:

"There, far from the noise and dirt
of the city, was an excellent opportunity to observe nature without the
{many
worldly
interruptions • the
younger generation is subject to orsitions.
dinarily. After helping with the duAfter the lecture Major Schwabaties of bachelor quarters, I was free
cher answered questions which those
to spend my entire daylight hours
present asked concerning their own
'looking for the inhabitants of the
personal cases, and discussed informsea."
ally other points of general interest
which came up.
and two undergraduates are now at
work sorting and preparing them for
the Directory.

MADE FOR SMOKERS
LIKE

may

already ih the armed
forces, holders of high elec^M^ ofdependents, those
fices, men with
physically and mentally ^unfit, and
those deferred for occupational reasons. Students are deferred until the
end of their school or the^first of
July, whichever falls first. This defecment must be requested, an4 will
not be granted otherwise. Some discussion was heard concerning-a blanket deferment of all students, seeking
scientific or technical degrees, but
this was considered unwise because
of the uncertainty of their final polist
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COLLEGE DIRECTORY
TO BE ISSUED SOON

way

. .

not

j

In content, the Alumni Directory
for 1941 will be the same as that
published in 1937. It will list, by class,
academic graduates, holders of th-»
;A.M. degree "pro merito;" omissions
by error; graduates of the Medicn
College of Maine, which was abolished in 1921; end honorary graduates.
In addition to graduates former faculty members will be listed who served at least three years; visiting processor? on the Tallman Foundation;
and deaths reported since the publication of the 1937 Directory. All nongraduates of the College in residence
for at least a full term will also be
included. The Directory will contain
both geographical and alphabetical
indexes, and, according to Professor
'Wilder, will appear in cither March

.

strong. Chesterfields

smoke COOLER,

!

Under the direction of Philip S.
'23, Alumni Secretary, prelim-

and every puff gives you that BETTER
TASTE that Chesterfield is famous for.

Ask

Wilder

inary steps are being taken for the
publication of the 1941 Directory Issue of the Bowdoin College Bulletin.
Known as the Alumni Directory .this
issue of the Bulletin is normally published every two years. The last Directory, however, came out in November 1937 and there was a lapse
in its publication between 1930 and
1935. More than 5500 cards have beer
sent out by the Alumni Office requesting up-to-date information on
the addresses and occupations of
alumni of the college. Nearly 2500
of these cards have been returned, or April.
'
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Alpha Talk Omega Win*
Dr. Emrich Gives Climax
Student Council Award
Address Of 10th Annual
The
announced
compeReligious Forum Tonight
Student
Cup

The Sun

W

Rises

By Charles

T. Ireland

recentir
listings
of the standing of the eleven fraternities in the scholarship
tition for the
Council
is as follows. The winning group,
the Thorndike, Club, is ineligible to
hold the cup, which is awarded to

T1HE

benefits of attending a liberal
arts college are doubly apparent

-"-

Conference Included Talks

week. For Bowdoin men nave
opportunity of seeing
What
might be called both ends eg a

On Theme Of "Youth
And Religion«»»

general education in the brief »$>ace
of seven days. We are speaking, of
course,
of the Religious
Forum,
founded a decade ago, and off the

REVEREND GILLETT
SPEAKS IN CHAPEL

this

the

oncoming Sophomore Hop

Alpha Tau Omega.
Thorndike Club
Alpha Tau Omega
Chi Psi
Zeta Psi
*

1

—

Charles P. Edwards

'41

10.966
10.781
9.924
9.482
8.846
8.846
8.761
8.707
8.194
7.698
7.472
7.390

Delta Kappa Epsilon
Beta Theta PI

establish-

ed many years ago and occurring
spasmodically ever since. Whil'o-the
student obviously derives a different
set of values from each of the?*, it
is equally clear that both d«f$*rve
their places on the college act^ity
program the Hop because of ttoj relaxation it offers afte- the arc&ous
examination period, and the Fri-um
because it emphasizes the rehgtaus
side of college life, a side thu* receives only too little attention ^nd
planning.
«

Kappa Sigma
Sigma Nu

Will

Make Chapel Speech

Theta Delta Chi

Tomorrow

Alpha Delta Phi

Psi

Upsilon

Delta Upsilon

The extensive four-day program of
Bowdoin's Tenth Annual Forum of
Religious Thought will come to a

PHI BETA KAPPA

when Rev. Harry R. Scholefleld '««, who
morning
tomorrow
participated in the Religious Forum
Charles P. Edwards '41, president of
and led one of the fraternity discusthe Bowdoin Christian Association, sion groups.
will deliver the final chapel address
j
f
of the session. Opened last Sunday
s - r
'JiHE Religious Forum, starting in afternoon by the Reverend Wallace 50
•* under inauspicious circums'ahces W. Anderson, this year's conference
and under the personal stimi&u* of included addresses, a panel discusclose

r

HOLDS INITIATION

MAJOR WARNINGS

now Reverend Gordon

E. GJllett
'34, has been surprisingly and noticeably successful not only here, but in
the influence it has had in in^tSgating similar programs at Amherst.
Williams, Colgate, and Colby;; *One
exceptional fact about the Bov»doin
Forum has been that since it£ in-

auguration

it

Kollman, Lev don, Pope, And
Stetson Elected At

has always been han-

and intra-fraternity discussions
on the theme of the forum Youth
Thorndike Club Makes Best
and Religion.
The plan of the Forum, as outlined
Showing With Only
by the student committee, included
One Warning
the consideration of two phases of
the general theme. Monday's discussion was to treat the problems of
The Dean's office has announced
Religion and Daily Life. Thus the that there were fifty major warnings
committee aimed at discovering the issued to students after this midyear
connection between religion cmd edu- ranking period, a figure slightly in
sion,

—

dled solely and independently bjf the
student body itself, or rather byfihat
part of the student body actively cation, as well as finding out if the
enrolled in the B. C. A. Visiting Jmin- roseate theories and the frigid "bite'em-back" ethics of business are
isters coming here since the fcirst
forum ten years ago have, bytpre- compatible. The Place of Religion in
arrangement, lectured on such Sub- Our World was sought Tuesday evejects as: "Why Christianity," £The ning. The present status of religion,
Function of the Church in Modern our part in its future advance and
the ever significant question of war
Society," and "How to Find Go^."
This winter with most of the w^>rld were considered.
Sunday afternoon Reverend Anderalready at war and the remainder
beset with cares of impending Com- son, Pastor of the State Street Conplications and attendant fears ;o$ the gregational church in Portland, gave
breakup, of society, it seems jejeep- in chapel the keynote address of the
[Continued on Page 4]
tionally appropriate that the ? rfeligious Forum exists. For, althotjgb its
message of peace and harmony gwith

God may have

difficulty

making

it-

heard over preva'pnt tren<io of
present thought, it will at least, help
bring some composure to nervesf that
have been frayed and to minrisithat
have lost confidence in just whaf. the
V
world is all about. .
self

Then,

too, in addition to

talks

and

houses

—

W

both big and small, among tfee* student body that he was never j*vare
of before. It seems almost as trough
everyone and his fraternity ^rpther
has something on his mind. Perhaps
the Forum will offer some practica;

ble solutions.
*

TURNING

from

-

'

( Ithe serious; to the

ridiculous, as it were, we- find
the Sophomore Hop will offer; Something just a little different mj way
of education, solution to personal
problems, and mental satisfaction.
Ever since psychology becaitHJ every
man's hobby and talk of beir&J "unbecame pre\»lent,
pressure"
der
some kind of social event has,, been
clamored for at this time ttof help
break the strain all suddenly realized they were under in the: period
between Christmas and spring va-

cations. And exaggerated though all
this talking about "pressure?')! may
be. there is a need for a letrjdown
about this time. Bowdoin has a^reputation for "working hard and Splay-

ing hard." In the opinion of SM faculty and of some alumni, the-* boys
have been playing too hard in Recent
years. Perhaps playing a lit tje; more
often will relieve the necefsfey of
going "all out" at ChristmaA and
Ivy, and the faculty may stop* holding its breath during these three-

day

Anderson

parties.

}

Mid- Year Meeting
The election of four members of
the Senior Class to Phi Beta Kappa
in chapel last Saturday by Professor Stanley P. Chase,
the secretary of the Bowdoin Chapter. The men elected at the recent
meeting were Edward Charles Koll-

was announced

man, James Marshall Leydon, Everett Parker Pope, and Chandler Alton
Stetson, Jr. The ceremony of election
one minor warnings were given out. was held in Hubbard Hall at 6.45 and
Best showing of the student groups the dinner in the Moulton Union was
was made by the Thorndike Club, at 7.15. The speaker of the meeting
only one man failing in two courses. was Paul A. Walker '31, Ph.D.. AssistThe largest number of warnings ant Professor pt Zoology in the UniUnder the
in the last ten years is 59, the lowest versity of Cofcnecticut.
32. Following is this year's standing title "Modern Priests of Isis," the adof the fraternities in the order that dress dealt with medical and premedical curricula, past and present.
they followed the Thorndike Club:
Four members of the Class of 1941
Chi Psi
2
Psi Upsilon
2 were elected to Phi Beta Kappa at
Zeta Psi
3 the meeting of the Bowdoin Chapter

Kappa Sigma
Alpha Tau Omega
Beta Theta Pi
Theta Delta Chi

Tells

3
3

„

4
5
5

»

Sigma Nu
Of Human Needs Alpha
Delta Phi

j

'

A

,

|

^
-

IN

L

j

j

JENNINGS TO T^,LK

^

WGAN

SUNDAY CHAPEL

.

pennon

(

Portland Station To Broadcast
"World Dimensional" On Tuesday

WGAN

COMING EVENTS

—

I

Moulton

I

J

1

j

j

INHERE

have been two major ob- jections to allowing a So$himore
Hop. First, there has been & tendency to make the event anj even
more tempestuous one than;;fVy or
Christmas, and, with all low girls'
colleges still in session, the; powers
that be have sometimes looked askance at a few of the guests Mifvited.
Second, the affair has many ttimes
1

.

the red," and nfonths
would pass before a class could assess and, more important, pay f>ff all
debts. In brief the whole affa'r has
finished

"in

[Continued on Pane 4J'

«

\

formers of chamber music, will play
in Memorial Hall on Thursday evening, February 20, at 8:15. The group

years since its organization in 1927,
this quartet has played in more than
200 American cities and in many of
the music capitals of Europe. The
ensemble was selected by the English-Speaking Union as America's
musical representatives to the Silver
Jubilee of the late King George V
of England, and has also given special performances at the home of
Lady Astor, at the American Embassy in London, and at the White

House

in

The

Washington.

j

!

'

—

j

j

America,
Crane's
of
epic
"The sea proves greater. Five experiences
this
movement
Bridge," was presented through the of love comprise
[Coihinued on Page 4]
medium of the dance at Bennington

MMMMMMMitt

fraternity houses.
Many of the houses have planned
for sleigh rides, skating parties, and

other outdoor

meet with Andover.

The Hop Committee, headed by
class president

were fortunate

ident.
j

vs.

—

p.m. Freshman
Deering.

4.00

,

basketball

college, and an article called
outlines the
"do's" and "don'ts" that lead to social success. There will also be the

usual

record
column,
Quidnunc,
Light Verse, and a number of cartoons, as well as an announcement
concerning the Ivy Queen. The cover
has been drawn by Stanley P. James
•41.

garden himself rates near the top
among swing trombonists. He will be
remembered as the number one trombone player of the orchestra world
when he played lead horn with the
great Whiteman aggregation of the
middle thirties. His present band,
though only a bit over two years in
organization, has come along fast during that time, especially in the realm
of sweeter swing renditions. Featured
with the band is female warbler
Lynne Clark and baritone David Allen as well as the newly incorporated
Teagarden Trombone Choir.
[Continued on Page 4]

By

Curtis F. Jones
Note: The ORIENT publishes this interview with Professor Ernesto Montenegro in order
to introduce to the student body
the newest addition to the Bowdoin faculty. Senor Montenegro is
visiting lecturer under the Tallman Foundation for the second se-

in the United States,
a mission which he hopes to fulfill
Tallman course. He wants to
give the people of this country an
accurate background of information
about the South American continent
and its people so that they may later
be able to go and learn to understand their sister nations to the

gro's mission
in the

south. "If I succeed in presenting
mester this year.
South America, not in black and
An interesting part of Professor white
but as a scene," the speaker
Montenegro's comfortable little study
stated, "then I shall be satisfied."
in the newly renovated Mustard
For Dr. Ernesto Montenegro esHouse is the number of pictures covsayist, scholar, lecturer, and econoering the walls. Examining several
mist—is, above all else, a patriot. A
sketches of Chilean houses, we asked
native of Chile, his mustache, high
Senor Montenegro about his interest.
cheekbones, aquiline nose, and inHis answer is significant. To him,
tense eyes make one think of a
art, music, and literature are wonSpanish don stepped from the pages
derful studies, but they are so mainof "Le Cid." As a matter of fact,
ly because the South American peohis ancestors were among the Celts
ple are sueh great lovers of them.
who came to Chile from northern
This love of the fine arts, the ProSpain; so, he added whimsically,
fessor declared, shows that they are
"I'm practically an Irishman."
not savages, as some Americans are
Senor Montenegro accepted the
inclined to think, but a cultured and
Tallman Lectureship, however, as a
intelligent people who can apprecistudent of South America. It is his
ate.
only real fatherland, although he has
The spirit of this statement re- lived in almost every country on the
veals the nature of Senor Montene[Continued on Page

—

4]
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Union Sponsors
Movie Saturday
"The General Died at Dawn" will
be the next picture shown at Memorial Hall this Saturday night under
the sponsorship of the Moulton Union
Board. Single admission' for those
without season passes will be 20 cents
as usual. A couple of reels of swing

William E. Lunt '04 of Haverford
College presided. The Alumni Club
of New York City met on January
31 in the University Club. Joseph C. music featuring some well-known
White '11, retiring president, pre- name band will also be part of the
sided over the meeting at which program.
George Burpee '04 was elected as the
"The General Died at Dawn" is a
new president.
vivid, constantly exciting, melodrama- ..
In Boston, the Alumni Club of that tic study of a Chinese war lord's fatal
city met at the University Club for conflict with an idealistic American
its annua] meeting on February 13. soldier of fortune to whom danger is
The Reverend Raymond Lang '19 of the breath of life. Gary Cooper, MadNewtonville was elected president eleine Carroll, and Akim Tamiroff
for the coming year, and Lawrence play the leading roles and the musical
Dana '35 as secretary. Mr. Louis B. score is handled by Janssen.
In accordance with its policy of
McCarty, former president of the
sponsoring week-end activities, the
club presided over the group of 175 Moulton Union Board will present
a
alumni. Speakers at the assembly program of week-end tournaments
were Professor Thomas C. Van during February and March under
the direction of the games committee;
[ Continued on Page 2 ]
G. D. WinchelT '41, F. J. Driscoll '42.
R. G. Porter *41, and L. V. Vafiades

Professor Ernesto Montenegro
Is Lecturer On South America
Editor's

John A. Wentworth.
obtaining the music

in

of Jack Teagarden, as his outfit is one
of the top bands of the day and Tea-

ISSUE

"A Few Precepts" which

weather

versity, a freshman basketball game
against Oheverus, and a jayvee track

ANNUAL ELECTIONS OF
ALUMNI GROUPS HELD

arts

recreations,

permitting, and the Moulton Union
board will present another in its series of movies in Memorial Hall Saturday evening. Among athletic events
planned for that afternoon are the
varsity hockey game with Boston Uni-

—

photographs taken by Orville B.
Denison Jr. '41, a crossword puzzle
concerning facts and people related
to the town and campus, and an article disclosing the advantages and
disadvantages of the various courses
of study offered at Bowdoin.
Other features of the fourth issue
will be an editorial "Intellectual
Flashback," which attempts to sum
up Bowdoin's powers as a liberal

Orville B. Dennlson, Jr.

events have been scheduled for Saturday afternoon, and the visitors
will be entertained on Saturday evening with informal Vic dances in the

official

1

mmmmmmm

By

Over two hundred girls are expectvisit Bowdoin this week end for
1943's revival of the Sophomore Hop.
The trombone and orchestra of Jack
Teagarden will be the feature attraction of the festivities, playing on Friday evening for dancing in the Sargent Gymnasium. Several athletic
ed to

be assisted at the piano by Professor Frederic Tillotson. During the

TO APPEAR MARCH

Tillotson, competition should be very
keen this year as many of the fra:
ternities have been practicing during

;

Sophomores Revive Custom
Of Dance To Break
Long Winter Lull

O

of
the world's foremost groups of per-

NEW GROWLER

Professor Frederic Tillotson has an-

nounced March 4 as the date of the
Interfraternity Sing and already several of the houses have chosen the
numbers which they will present at
the contest. According to Professor

°^

Evening

The Curtis String Quartet, one

And

the first semester.
The Interfraternity Sing began in
1936 when Mr. Alfred Brinkler donat"master-influence" is the first of
Through a slip up in staff assigned a trophy in memory of Professor
the four human necessities. The RevWass. Since that time the AD's and ments, the usual one week notice
erend Anderson cited the tale of the Zetes
was
not received by all the houses.
have shared the cup, both fra
lizard who, unlike the cat that went
The pictures of the rest of the
ternities winning the cup
P three times,
to see the king lived in the wall of a
houses will be taken tomorrow
The house that wins the t
h tnree
throne-room and yet saw nothing but years
night in the Union.
in succession secures permaflies. So it is always, he said.
Life
nent possession of the cup.
does not exist without a master-influThe contest will be broadcast over
ence^but men dori t always discover
at seven 0>clock
mmy>
Went
ha
T- March 4 Professor Tillotson will anlost sight of the "Supreme Object
nounce
names
jud
d
,
*
which is found only in religion. Seek- tions
some time next week The
Mr. Coleman Jennings of Washinging for this master-influence-seeking iASCA
p has iven Bowdoin Coll
ton, D. C, will speak in chapel next
for anything to depend upon,-they
special
to broadcast any
have been so blinded that they have number which the fraternities may Sunday. Born in Johannesburg, Africa, of American parents, Mr. Jenchoose to sing over WGAN.
selected false ideals.
nings was educated at, Saint Andrews School, England; Pomfret
School, Conn.; Harvard University
and Harvard Law School; and Edinburgh University.
During the World War, he served
in the Aviation Section of the Signal
Corps, and at the Armistice he was
College in 1939 by Arch Lauterer.
By George E. Eberhardt
the Chevalier Legion of
A new experiment in radio tech- Since there are no facilities for the awarded
Honor by France. Since then, he has
nique will be attempted this week at dance at Bowdoin, Stepanian discovlived in Washington, D. C, and has
Bowdoin. Tuesday evening, Feb. 25, ered that sound could be used effecbeen active in connection with
at 8:30 in the Moulton Union "The tively and with the help of Professor
church, charity and youth organizaWorld Dimensional," composed and Stallknecht, he has arranged the poetions.
produced by Charles Stepanian '41, try into a prologue and four movewill
be
broadcast
from station ments.
The prologue of "The World Diespecially for Bowdoin. The
"symphony in sound," as Stepanian mensional" is the voice of Columbus
describes his production, is a new use reliving his experiences at the disof antiphonal chorus work as a me- covery of America which he, ignorTonight 8.15
Union
dium for artistic presentation. Ste- ant of his whereabouts, calls Cathay.
Lounge. The Reverend Richard S.
panian has used this technique to ex- Columbus here is a myth, a timeless
Emrich, Ph.D., speaks on the
press the poetry of Hart Crane. This voice, and throughout the whole
Theme of the Religious Forum
will be the first time in the history "symphony" his prayers are repeat"Youth and Religion."
The first movement, called Friday, Feb. 21—Chapel, Alumni'
of radio that sound has been used in ed.
this form to dramatize such unusual "Things Irreconcilable," presents the
Secretary presiding. The double
harsh experiences of modern life inmaterial.
quartet will sing.
Stepanian conceived the "sym- eluding gossiping suburbs, Harlem
1.30 p.m. Track vs. Bates.
night
strip
clubs,
the
tease; all the
phony in sound" a year ago when he
3.30 p.m. Hockey vs. Northeastern.
was seeking some way to bring to countless stimuli x>f New York City
10.00 p.m. Sophomore Hop in Sarlife
the contemporary aspects of life culminating in the worst horror,
gent Gymnasium.
Hart Crane's poetry. Hart Crane's the subway. This movement depicts
work is unusual because it is what the modern world as a machine rul- Saturday, Feb. 22— Washington's
contemporary critics, for want of a ing man. It shows man maladjusted
Birthday, a holiday.
better word, call impressionistic It to his life, to the environment which
1.45 p.m. J.V. track vs. Andover.
is emotional rather than intellectual, he himself has created.
2.00 p.m. Hockey vs. B. U.
In the second movement, the poet,
presenting man's deep inner reSunday, Feb. 28 5.00 p.m. Chapel
sponses to modern life. It has a qual- endeavoring to escape the chaos of
Coleman Jennings, Esq., of Washity which resembles a dance gesture life, seeks continuity and peace in
ington, D. C.
arising more from feeling than from love but his love encompasses too
Monday, Feb. 24—Chapel, the Presserious thought. As a matter of fact, much and the lure and call of the

?^L£W2£M£

HOUSES PLAN VIC
DANCES SATURDAY

To Accompany The
Group Tomorrow

Tillotson

At

FRATERNITY SING TO
BE HELD MARCH 4th

Bowdoin's tenth Religious Forum, by
emphasizing in his chapel talk the
importance of religion in satisfying
the four chief needs of humanity.
They are the same today as ever, the
Pastor of Portland's State Street
Congregational
declared.
Church
"Traditional institutions may be under fire, but it's the same old world."
The means of this world may change,
he went on to say, but not the ends.
Because we are humans we have desires; and because we are human,
these desires are bound to be satisfied.
The question, then, is not if they will
be satisfied, but how.

Over 200 Girls Are To Be
On Bowdoin Campus
For Week End

CURTIS QUARTET
WILL PLAY HERE

Week

6
8
8

Delta Upsilon

JACK TEAGARDEN AND
HIS BAND WILL PLAY
FOR HOP FRIDAY NIGHT

quartet of the Curtis Institute of
Music, the artists have been provided
by the Institute's president, Mrs.
Mary Louise Curtis Bok, with one of
the finest sets of Cremonese instruments ever assembled masterpieces
of Stradivarius, Amati, and Montagnana.
A feature of the program the ensemble will present at Bowdoin will
be Dvorak's Quintet in A major,
MAESTRO JACK TEAGARDEN,
which has never before been per- whose orchestra has been selected to
formed north of Boston. According
play st the Sophomore Hop, Friday
to Professor Tillotson, appellation of
last June. The men who achieved the the second movement of this quintet, evening in the Sargent Gymnasium.
the dumka, refers to the nostalgic
[Continued on Page 4]
element common in Dvorak's music,
an element of which the Largo in
Final Sittings For Bugle
his great symphony "From the New
World" is probably the best examScheduled For This
ple. Dvorak was an intense patriot
and much of his music is extremely President Gives Addresses
Today and tomorrow in the Unnationalistic. A dumka movement is
ion and in other places according to
Clubs In Boston
found in all his chamber music. Proa schedule now on the bulletin
fessor Tillotson states that this quinPittsburgh
board, the group sittings for the
tet is dazzling in its difficulty for all
1942 Bugle will be taken. As puncinstruments.
tuality is necessary to run this
On January 29, the Bowdoin alumschedule off smoothly it is requestni in Pittsburgh, Pa., met at the Hared that members of groups examine
vard-Yale-Princeton Club for their
the notice on the bulletin board in
annual meeting: The College was
order to ascertain where and when
represented by President Sills who
7 addressed the group. Geoffrey T. Mathey are sitting.
The editorial board of the Bugle
son '23, the convenor and past presialso wishes to explain a slight mixThe fourth issue of the Growler, dent of the club, was reelected.
up in the house pictures that were the College humor magazine, will
At the Poor Richard Club in Philtaken on the night before reading
make its appearance on Friday, adelphia, the Alumni Club of that
period, and to thank the following
March 7th, the date of the Interfra- city met on January 30 for its annual
houses: Beta Theta Pi, Psi Upsilon,
ternity Track Meet. Included in the meeting. President Sills and Philip
Zeta Psi, Theta Delta Chi, and Chi
issue will be an article, "The Growl- S. Wilder, Alumni Secretary, reprePsi, which appeared on schedule.
er Goes to Vic's," accompanied by sented the College, and Professor

excess of the average for the last
few years. One hundred and twenty-

The Reverend Wallace W. Ander- Delta Kappa Epsilon
son last Sunday inaugurated discusthe^gen- sion on Youth and Religion, theme of

held at the fnrtcgrnity
the
formal
cfiape!
speeches, undergraduates hav^ the
opportunity to hold private tifecussions with the ministers ofj Sheir
house. These informal conversations
are. in the writer's opinion, of fcqual
if not greater importance than! formal speeches Or group "buil^ sessions." In them each man mayiseek
comfort and advice for pjnsonal
that
dot not
problems problems
necessarily have to be of a rslijjious
nature but may touch on an^ 'Jield.
Whether it is the added chanc* one
has to be familiar with hisi classmates as he associates witft Ahem
over a period of years, or whether it
is simply a by-product of cjbAtemporary events, the writer doW not
by
know, but he has been impress
the number of "personal" patterns
eral
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BRUNSWICK, MAINE, WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY

Year)
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GYM DANCE TO BE
HELD FRIDAY NIGHT

'42.

Saturday afternoon, March 1, there
an open duplicate bridge tournament. Entries must be in by Friday noon, Feb. 28. Saturday afternoon, March 22, there will be an interfraternity duplicate tournament.
Entries must be in by Friday noon,
March 21. A trophy will go to the
winning fraternity.
An innovation in ping pong tournaments will be tried this year. There
will be an open singles tournament
in the lounge of the Union for students and faculty on Friday evening.
Feb. 27, at 7.30 p.m. There will be
an entry fee of 25 cents and a trophy
will be presented to the winner. Several tables will be used so that the
tournament can be run off in one eve\
wmgt Saturday evening. March 15, at
7 30 pm there will be an interfraternity ping p^g tournament.
will be

1

.

|

;

NOTICE
Editor John P. Koughan '41 issued a call today for material for
the "Quill" which will make its second appearance of the year about
the middle of March. Koughan has
•

already received contributions for
the issue, but Is looking for more
short stories, poems, and essays to
All the literary magazine. Anyone
is

urged to submit material.
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One- Acts Start
ft*>ductioii

Malae

Work

team, beating the varsity's 1209 Tuttle '43, Samuel L. Belknap '43.
by seven points. The varsity was com- Edward Woods '43, William A. Mc-

man

Debaters Chosen For

1

j

\

Bradbury Prize Final

By Rod Whipple

peting against both the University of Lellan '43, and Omer R. McDuff '41.
Indiana and Brown; the freshman For the freshmen: George Sager,
j

match was with the Indiana frosh. Richard Saville, Donald Philbrick,
There was some reaction to the noAt the recent Bradbury Debating
On March 3, the one-act plays peanuts policy which went into effect
Varsity team members were John A. Henry Kendall and Robert Brown.
trials, 'held last Friday, in Hubbard
chosen by the Masque and Gown at the Union
movies last Saturday Hall, the following men were chosen
for this year's contest will be pre- night. Several think
that the peanut for the final contest: affirmative, Josented on the stage in Memorial fights were the
main attraction at the seph S. Cronin '43, Philip H. Litman
Hall. Production of these plays is affairs. One senior
in particular said '42, and Lewis V. Vafiades '42; negnow well under way according to that the pastime can't be condemned
ative, Ward T. Hanscom '41, Robert
their respective authors, who are on the grounds
that it lacks any profnow casting and producing their own itable end, for, the great character- H. Luht '42, and Converse Murdoch
'41.
Frederic M. Blodgett '42 was
works. The plays that were selected istic of war is that men fight for no
chosen as the alternate for the afin the contest by the judges are "My cause at all. We
are far from per- firmative, and W. Robert Levin '44,
Last Duchess," by Charles H. Mer- suaded, however, on both counts.
alternate for the negative. The subgendahl, Jr. '41; "The Bright Boys,"

1871

Kktabli»fa<tfi

CDustard and Cress

;

Editor-fnf-ChJef

E. Harold fjbftle, Jr., *41

John

C.

Evans

'41

Henry A. Showy,

j

Charles T. Ireland. Jr.. '42
Philip H. Litman '43

art. '41

Leonard B. Tennyson,
Robert G. Watt '42

F.J

Jr., '42

ifcifrij

H

Frederick
k
r.jbier '43 Joseph S. CSt.nin '43
Robert L. Edwards '43
Robert 8J. Burton '13
Fowler Du^er, Jr., *43
QirtLs F. Jones '43
Rob?rt O. Shipman *43 Laurence H. Stone '43
i.

BOWDOIN FIBL1«BING COMPANY
Btuinewt Xhuutger
'

Paul H. I&Jliday

_

'41

Aaafetant Btbunfeis Manager*

.

Cnarlea

W. Redman

*42

'>

Wyman

Bourjaily '44.
Mergendahl's
play.
"My Last
Duchess," is adopted from Brown-

the monk who was bothered by
continually dreaming of beautiful
women, To rid himself of the
worldly curse, be dug a hole that
would be kept full of water by a

poem

of the

same

title.

The

'42

'42

W

,v

Morrlfftlons, W.Ou per year In advrnr. WUOJinaua. tt.SO.
Entered aa ettund elrje .natter at thjs poatoClee at Brunswick. Maine.

Managing

Editor; lor
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nearby spring. Each time he dreamed of a woman he would jump up
and throw himself into the water.
As an added punishment be beat his
chest with stones. We just pass it
on to you.

ject of this debate is as follows: Resolved, that the nations of the Western Hemisphere should enter into a
permanent Union. Each of the men
entering the trials presented a four
minute constructive argument and
a two minute rebuttal- Assistant
Professor Albert Rudolph Thayer,
Mr. Eaton Leith, and Mr. Charles
Hamlin Farley acted as judges at
the trials. The final contest will be
held on Monday, March 10, at 8:15
p.m., in the MoultOn Union. The
judges will be Professor Stanley
Perkins Chase. Assistant Professor
Philip Meader. Brown, and Associate
Professor Samuel E. Kamerling. The

"The Bright Boys," by Richard E.
- c.
Bye is an adaptation of Ernest HemThe Meddibempsters are fullingway's short story, "The Killers."
fledged amateurs. Last week they won Bradbury prize, awarded for excelThe play is one of mood, and Bye
a place in the contest finals to be held lence in debating, is the annual inhopes to retain all the tension and
in the Town Hall tomorrow night. come of a fund of $2,000 given by the
No. 21
sophistication of the short story. For There was a time when students Hon. James Ware Bradbury,
LL.D.,
this reason, he has kept many of couldn't get beyond the tracks with- of the class of 1825.
Hemingway's lines. The setting of out a tussle. We're glad to see the
and town pulling together,
the story is in a lunch room and the College
especially
in
sporting competition Several Professors
plot centers on the activities of two
such as this; not, however, such as
gunmen hired to kill a patron of the the peanut fight at the Town Hall a

tab

Wednesday, FrUnraxy
>

^

c

Professor Beam pulls some rare
stories out of bis bag of art tricks.
Last week he told the one about

ing's

Kenneth G. Stone

-

Richard E. Bye '42; "World's
by Jack R. Kinnard '41; and
"Brotherly
Love,"
by Vance N.

Fair,"

author stresses that in following the
theme of the poem, he has "sacrificed academic truth for dramatic
*•*»**•*
thm GJltt* tmx hy the StodenU of Bowdoin College.
IT''*
VHZSLJSSZ.
All
contribution* and •amnMmici'iona ahotUdlbc girtn to tho Uumging Editor
effect." The play has been greatly
by
Sunday
* preceding the date uf publication.
T*e EUltor-in-Chfef U responsible for the odltorial revised since it was chosen for the
th« "»'"««"'«' Editor for v.
, ana oiftki-up.
Ail communications regarding suksrrip"""i.
TSL KPT ^„ •<Mress«*t to tk« :.u.l>Ml Hij r of the Bowdcin PubUahinv Company. contest and the setting is to be modS

Oliver A.

m

by

ioa

f

THE REUGIJ3US FORUM

Meet Alumni Groups

few weeks back.

restaurant.

Jack Kinnard's "World's Fair," is
of the OiuiiKT this evening marks the end of
based on observation of life in New
the tenth annual Religious Fonira'Jat the College and apparently
it York's lower
east side. The setting
is well on the way- toward beooiiiJig a very worthwhile
permanent is a "honkey-tonk hamburger joint
institution of Bowdoin. Chronic! fliult-finders seeking to prophesy on East-Something Street," and the

m

The appearance

-

c

Now

that the Graduate Record
forget
about the persistent first-dayer who
stayed out the time limit of the
first half, then emerged with the

Exams are over we can

[ Continued from Pap,e i ]
Cleve; Charles F. Stanwood, a teacher at Choate School; and President

On Saturday, February 15, the Directors and Class Agents of the
public statement of his failure beof the next generation duetto an attitude of religious indif- story is motivated by a "frame-up."
Alumni Fund met here at the Colcause of two questions on the fine
Vance Bourjailly's "Brotherly Love,"
lege. The members had lunch at the
ference, might well dispell their apjprchensiveness if they viewed the
arts. Personally, we never realised
is also an original play. It is in two
Moulton Union with President Sills
before how long it took to turn
wide interest of the student body df a non-sectarian college in such scenes and is a farce based
and Mr. Glenn R. Mclntire as hosts.
on colblank pages; and the same was true
At
5:30 p.m., President Sills addressdiscussion groups as have been held these past three days. Indicative lege life.
in other cases.
ed the Agents in the Union Lounge,
of this continued interest is that: rather than through any direct
and this was followed by a dinner.
to the problem, there must be some other solution
and this is the In the evening, plans for the Alumni
sponsorship of the College, undergraduate activity has been responFund Campaign were outlined by the
Sophomore Hop.
sible for fostering this forum fori religious discussion inaugurated
chairman of the Directors, John L.
There have been two objections made to the holding of a Baxter '16 arid by Philip S. Wilder,
here a decade ago.
j )
Sophomore Hop; one had to do with financial responsibility and Alumni Secretary.
The Bowdoin Christian Association thoughtfully supplied
the other with the type of party which might result. It seems to us
topics for nightly fraternity houid discussions during the forums.
that the first objection can be and already has been refuted. For, the
well-meant gesture, it seems hardly necessary. When any collegisuccess of the sophomore class in selling enough tickets to pay for
ate group gathers to discuss this: particular subject there are genthe dance in advance is ample evidence that the student body not
Both the varsity and freshman rifle
erally more than enough stimular'rjg topics of conversation created
only wants the dance, but is ready and willing to co-operate. Ad- teams shot their first match of the
by querulous students. In past rejifeioua forums, visiting clergymen
season last week. As both were postal
mittedly, the second objection cannot be so easily met. All we can
have patiently given their time and lent their knowledge to every
matches and scores must be exchangdo is merely to warn the student body that it is up to them whether ed by mail, no result has been ob•ort of student argument and dirajussiori
not with any intent of
the authorities will sanction another such dance next year. On the tained as yet. The freshman team
impressing doctrines upon studeM, but rather in ably leading disassumption that such a dance is, in the final analysis, the only ans- turned in a score of 1216 for its fivecussion and clarifying individual ajid group viewpoints.
They do not find the skeptical attitude of many students de- wer to this big problem which both the College and student body
faces each year, we not only suggest, but urge that moderation and
plorable as do a large number of! $ieir lay associates. Instead they
common sense be used to excess this week end. The success or fail•ee it as an indication of a greater intellectual integrity among colure of this Hop rests in the hands of the undergraduate body and
26 Maine Street
lege students. Twelve years ago V^aker Lippmann wrote "A Prewe fervently hope that the word on Monday will be "Success."
No Waiting
Two Barbers
face to Morals" in which he probed into the problem of the dissolution of the religious faith of modern man.
the

business^

Sills.

reach for the

TELEPHONE

—

RIFLE TEAM OPENS

A

SEASON SHOOTING

—

N.lo

He

found churchmen aware jjof the problem and anxious to
it by seeking a common ^meeting ground for modern man-

graduation, you'll find the telephone a powerful aid.
If you're in the selling end, the telephone will help

vou

summed up mans plight of irrreligjon by saying: 'The modern man

who
it

Whether we
sential that

we

realise the place ajnd

ligions in society

not too important.

If

Bell System service
it

"

L. B.

f-
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A GENTLE JVARNING
first Sophomore Hop
we have watched with
• great deal of interest the effort mjide to hold such a Hop again and
the final decision to hold one. Ar|d we wish to take advantage of

the class wlujch held the

to be held at Bowdoin for a numbed of years,

this opportunity to

tci

applaud the efforts of the presi-

GIVE THE FAMILY A UNO TONIGHT?
LONG DISTANCE RATES TO MOST POINTS ARE
LOWEST AFTER 7 t. M. ANY NIGHT— ALL DAY SUNDAY.

WHY NOT

many colleges and espeBowdoin, that the period- between the mid year examinations and the spring vacation is $A unusually long and trying one.
has long been a recognizee^ fact in

4^

LESS NICOTINE

i^^

than the average of the

with few

if

any opportunities for

selling

tific

YOU

The

for, in their

that

we

we

be iniaunderstood,

we would

hope that they

will be continued. ^However,

out that in as much as they havfc

i

jno£

we would like to

point

K

B
you a smoking plus equal, on the average, to

5 EXTRA

don't need a science degree to

tell

is in

the

SMOKES PER PACK!

Now science confirms another important advantage of
Camel's costlier tobaccos and slower way of burning less
nicotine in the smoke (see above). So light up a Camel— now.
Try Camels. Smoke out the facts for yourself.
Dealers everywhere feature Camels by the carton. For

—

convenience

— for economy
R. J.

like to state

and

'J:

than the average of the 4 other largest-selling brands
tested— slower than any of them— Camels also give

way,

are enthusiastically an favor of both these innovations

itself

you that the
smoke itself!
That's plain common sense But science can tell you — has
—
definitely
it
out
many
times
that
Camels
are
pointed
slower-burning. That means a smoke free from the harsh,
irritating qualities of excess heat — a smoke that is extra
mild, extra cool, and extra flavorful.

BY BURNING 25% SLOWER

they have been decidedly successful and enjoyed by a majority of
the student body. Lett

"••

HHHI

"""^s

College took another step

do not mean to condemn these steps

smoke

!

--

through the Moulton Union by sponsoring student bridge and ping
pong tournaments.

We

s

to independent scien-

tests of the

pleasure you get from a cigarette

113

A

not the real answer to the problem.

largest-

brands tested — less than any of

them— according

EH3ML

social functions,

Bowdoin has many times durujig this period been faced with a
number of problems resulting from this condition. The College has
repeatedly tried to work out some plan or plans whereby the student body might be relieved of some of die boredom and uneasiness
step in the right direction
Which such a period inevitably brings.
was taken with the introduction of College planned and presented
movies in Memorial Hall on Saturday nights. However, it has been
increasingly obvious that such a move was merely a step and was

4 other

-

cially at

it is

so valuable to business because

K

BURNING I

planning of such a party.

Situated as

is

varying needs.

THERE'S

NOTHING LIKE
FLAVORFUL

COOL SMOKING I
THEY'RE SLOWER-

dent of the sophomore class and pis associates for the successful
It

many

TffWG-/

CAMELS FOR EXTRA
MILD, EXTRA

thank the Gijcge authorities for granting such

was necessary and

meets so

importance of organi^d re-

v »day and that ^re evaluate them under the able

As a member of

your work has to do with purchasing, distribution,

production, administration or collections, the telephone
will help you to get things done faster at tow cost.

It is es-

guidance of those clergymen whojhave so generously given their
time to this Bowdoin Religious Fdrum of 1941.

permission as

7W£ SMOKES T#€

ourselves accent the doctrines of any one oris

more prospects more frequently,

EXTRA MILDNESS, EXTRA COOLNESS, EXTRA FLAVOR and

has cease4 to believe withou^ ceasing to be credulous, hangs
were, between heaven and earth, and is at rest no where."

ganised religious group at this tmje

to save time, cover

increase sales and decrease selling costs.

THE SMOKE OF SLOWER - BURNING CAMELS GIVES YOU

cope with

and religion. Although his own ^jjution leads to the acceptance of
an ethical Humanism for those vfho can not embrace theism, he

matter what line of

business you go into after

BRUNSWICK
BARBER SHOP

at

V

Jj

fall

i

get your Camels by the carton.
Rwnoldi TobUM Cobnut. WlMtoB-Btlcm. .forth Cirolln*

THE SLOWER-BURNING
CIGARETTE j^K

proven to be the basic answer
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Trackmen Lose {First Dual
Meet At Dartmouth 76-41

,

men making the
t&ip were Sophomores. This inexperienced team proved to be very weak
ia the field events but powerful in
tfie dashes and middle distances.
Hanlon Breaks Record

»41

One

j

of the

most exciting races of

POLAR BEAR INGS

.

THflEE

BASKET LEAGUE
LED BY CHI PSI

.

Shlptnan

Now

cj the twenty-one

PLACES

i

By Bob

t-f_

Johnny Dickinson Breaks
Track Record In 300
Yard Dash

HULING

i

j

that mid-years are over the various athletic teams should be back
to a normal schedule. The track, swimming and basketball teams have all
seen action during the past week. It still seems to be a major problem to get
all Bowdoin sports going at the same time. Both the hockey and ski teams
were idle last week due to the sudden burst of spring weather. After the
Christmas holidays it had been neatly arranged by the Athletic Office that
the track men should have a meet with Boston College. It was hoped that
by such an arrangement the runners would find the stretch of inactivity be-

THREE EVENTS

As
Led by

And

•',

Johnny
and
Hanlon of Dartmouth respectively.
Ray Huling was high scorer of the

afternoon as he gathered nine points
by winning the low hurdles, getting
second in the highs, and placing third
in the broad jump. Dartmouth's Don
Blount did a creditable job by winning the broad jump and tieing for
first in the high jump. Other runners
scoring more than five points were
Dickinson of Bowdoin, and Craw,
Hunter, and Uptegrove of Dartmouth, each with a total of six.
The Indians ran up the score by
completely sweeping the shot put and
high jump, and by placing first and
second in the 60 yard dash. 600,
mile, two mile, and broad jump. Bill
Stark won the 100 yard run in his
usual steady style, and Stan James
surprised everyone by clearing 12
feet 6 inches in the pole vault, the
best jump that he has ever made
In

competition.

Rather

cjjf

and Harry Twomey
broke the old record in his heat
the race. Dickinson was not pressat all, since the race was run in
32.3 seconds,

ro

individual lanes and two men comin each heat. John started very
fist and continued to draw ahead of
this opponent during the entire dis(tance. He was about ten yards in
of the Dartmouth man at the

peted

I'ffont
finish.

on the other hand, was
: Twomey,
t
•pjushed hard all qf the way. He was
behind his opponent at the start because of the system of staggered
hines and it was not until the final
s| retch that he appeared to have the
advantage. Both runners were sprinting side by side forty yards from the
t^pe, but the pace proved to be too
fast for the Dartmouth runner, and
|
I

he staggered and

fell

a few paces

fj-om the finish line.

Stark Breezes Through 1009
The 1000 yard run looked as if

ironically,

Ray Huling also broad jumped 23
feet 3 inches, his best effort in competition, but he only won a third in

it

would be

fairly close for five laps
big Bill Stark stepped out in
front. During the early laps, two
Dartmouth men tried to box Stark,
but he pushed them too hard and
they were forced to run their own
ujntil

the event since Blount and Hunter
topped the distance. One of the
other particularly spectacular events
of the afternoon was the two mile
run by Sid Bull as he completely r^ces. Lin Martin and Captain Jim
lapped the field in chalking up the ri»oubleday stuck close together, so
that for the first three laps, all of
time of 9:57.2.
In spite of the one-sided score, the entries could have been covered
bV a blanket. Stark drew out front
the White track squad looked fairly
easily, however, on the bell-lap and
strong against the stiff competition, hie continued to lengthen
his lead
and it is interesting to note that nine rjght up to the finish. Lin Martin
}

j
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To

Betas Threaten

Bowdoin

Jitters

And

To FROSH

FISHER SETS

NEW

BACKSTROKE TIME
Relayers Lose Last Event
By Inches To Give

Wesleyan Edge

and third places respectively.
Sharp shooting Jim Dyer of the
Dekes is heading for the individual
scoring title with a total of 109 points
in three games. Close on his heels are
Arnie Eck and Ash White of the Chipsies, with 97 and 82 points respectively. In fourth place is John Stanley,
Thorndike star, with 77 points, and
one behind him is Hank Shorey who
is pacing the T.D. club. Bob Buckley
with 65 and Bruce Haley with 64 follow next. Then come Burnham and
polar bearings
McKay with 50 each; Hamilton with
The annual call for baseball players has gone out and they report this 48; Stephens with 41; Pope with 39;
week for workouts in the Cage. Pitchers and catchers have been out for Abbott with 37; Walker with 34;
several weeks. Linn Wells is again faced with the problem of having a speedy Adams and Cook with 32; and Charlie
with 30 each.
adequate pitching facilities to carry hinv through to a State Eck and Hinkley

By Fowler Dogger
Bowdoin's varsity swimming team
failed to live

up

to its potentialities

and dropped two meets on its trip
to Springfield and Wesleyan last
week end by scores of 49-26 and 4231 respectively. Coach Miller attributed the loss to Springfield to an
attack of "jitters" in mid-season, and
strength of the Springfield
is one of the best in
England. Stan Fisher salvaged
something from the meet when he
shattered the New England record
for the 150 yard backstroke, winning
the event in 1:42.6, and scoring Bowdoin's only first in 'the meet.
The Springfield combination of
Shea, Plncombe, and Lotz attempted to lower the record for the 300
yard relay, but while easily outdistancing the Bowdoin team, finished
one second off the record in 3:02.2.
In the following event, the 220,
to

the

team which

New

unit without

In another game last week the /AlChampionship. Practically half of the pitching staff from last year either has
pha Delts took the measure of the
graduated or left school at this writing. As much as we may ridicule the Kappa Sigs 41-24. Hamilton and Halfencing and rifle teams, they do and prestige to the College. Their road trips ey led the scoring attack for the wintake them to various other colleges throughout the East. Perhaps they may ners while Stephens tallied 12 points
not win a large percentage of their meets, but their representation in con- for the Kappa Sigs. In the Chi Psitests outside of the College is beneficial to Bowdoin's interests. Interfrater- Zete encounter the trio of White.
nity basketball starts up again this week along with the bowling league. Buckley, and A. Eck scored 33 of the
Together they Franzen of the home team was first
Both the gym and the local bowling alleys should be the scene of some hot winner's 34 points.
have countered 244 points during the in 2:23 beating Marston and Keylor.
and furious rivalries in the next few weeks.
Cooper finished third in the 60
season.
The highlight of this week's sched- yard free style for Coach Miller's
surged from the middle of the pack while Ritter came up from behind ule will come tomorrow night when charges as Hatch and Antilla went
second
place.
for
on the last turn and proceeded to to nip Dickinson
the Chipsies meet the Thorndikes. In ahead to win in 30.7. The short pool
In the 60 yard high hurdles, Ray
catch Uptegrove of Dartmouth right
the other game Thursday the Dekes handicapped the sprinters somewhat,
at the tape and cause a tie for second Huling and Bob Edwards ran for will try to keep their slate clean as more turns were involved. In the
place. The time of 2:25.8 was much Bowdoin, while the sole Dartmouth when they meet the Kappa Sigs.
diving Bowdoin did fairly well as
slower than the winning time in last runner, was Dick Craw. Huling and
Croughwell finished second to SnyThe complete standing:
year's race as made by Jim Double- Craw remained neck-to»neck until
Won
Lost der of Springfield, nosing out Seaver
the last hurdle, when Craw pulled Chi Psi
day.
also of the home team. Benoit fol4
The mile run finishing order was ahead slightly to win in the time of Delta Kappa Epsilon
lowed Seaver very closely, finishing
3
decided right after the starting gun. 6.6.
fourth in the point score.
2
Beta Theta Pi
The first heat of the 60 yard low Zeta Psi
Uptegrove took the lead, followed by
In the 100 yard dash the sprint2
1
Edwards
Charlie
won
by
was
hurdles
DoubleDartmouth
and
Trudeau of
Thonjdike Club
2
2 ers showed to better advantage, takday and Burns of Bowdoin in that with Brad Briggs second. In the sec- Alpha Delta Phi
2
2 ing second and third for Bowdoin.
order. Jim stayed with the leaders ond heat, Huling and Craw battled it Delta Upsilon
Milligan of Springfield won in 56.2,
1
1
until the last stretch, but he couldn't out again, with Ray finally winning Psi Upsilon
followed by Carlson and Cooper. In
1
1
quite handily. The final heat of the Theta Delta Chi
find enough kick to catch them.
1
3
the 150 yard backstroke Stan Fisher
In the two mile, it was Sid Bull's race was won by Huling, Charlie Alpha Tau Omega
was pressed for half the distance by
2
DartCraw
of
race all the way. He pulled ahead Edwards second, and
Sigma Nu
2 Shea, but thereafter pulled away to
of the pack after the second lap, mouth third. The time was 7 seconds Kappa Sigma
4
finish in record breaking time. Fenand by the time he finished, he had flat.
ger added another point to Bowdoin's
lapped everyone at least once alField Events Weak
total by taking third place handily.
though his winning time was over a
Jorgenson
contributed
to
the
In the field events, the Big Green
second slower than that made here showed general marked superiority.
Springfield total with a victory over
test year in the same meet. Dana
Jenkisson and Ulin of Bowdoin in.
Lloyd Fishman won the 35 lb. weight
Jones jogged along easily after Har- throw quite handily with a toss of
Linn Wells has issued a call for ;the 200 yard breaststroke, winning
mon of Dartmouth for many laps, 44 feet 4 '4 inches. Frank Sabastean- baseball
candidates, and already has in 2:42.1:
but when the final sprint came, he ski placed second with a distance
Lou Harr made a desperate effort
his batterymen working out in the
could not stay with him and thus
of 39 feet 4>i inches, while Norm cage. The list of varsity pitchers in- to take the 440, but was outclassed
had to be content witn a third place. Gavreau was third with 38 feet 7?i
cludes Ray Huling, John Williams, by Leech who took the event in 5:13;
Sprint Heats Close
inches.
Brad Hunter, Herb Patterson, and Waite finished third for Bowdoin.
Dartmouth swept all three places Charlie Walker. Andy Haldane, Hugh Springfield concluded their victory
In the first heat of the 60 yard
repeated
Nissen
Bob
in
the
shot
put.
dash, Lindley, Mathews, and DickinMunro, and Stan Sumner are the re- march when their relay team defeatson all ran for Bowdoin against his victory in this event again this ceivers. By working out daily these ed Bowdoin by five seconds. Their
Ritter and Carrington of Dartmouth. year with a heave distancing 46 feet batterymen should be in good condi- winning time of 3:41.1 set a new
Dickinson won the heat, while Rit- 6 inches. Rider and Dampier placed tion by April 19. Coach Wells plans to record for the Springfield varsity.
ter nosed out Johnny Mathews for second and third respectively while have his infielders in the cage soon, Though losing, Bowdoin also exceedsecond place. In the second heat, Frank Sabasteanski found that the and later in March he will call for his ed their own record for the event.
Saturday at Middletown, Bowdoin
Brad Briggs and Ray Huling repre- best that he could do was 37 feet 7 outfielders.
Bill Mudge and John Woodcock again failed to come through with a
sented Bowdoin and Bob Liming and inches. Jack Clifford and Norm Gauhead the list of the jayvee pitchers performance equal to their capabiliFritz
ran
Heinbockel
for
Dart- vreau also failed to place.
Another Dartmouth sweep took and Billy Muir is the only catcher ties and were defeated in a meet
mouth. Heinbockel won the heat with
which was decided by the final reHuling second.
place in the high jump as Andrews, who has reported so far.
lay, in which Cooper, swimming anIn the 60 yard finals, Heinbockel Hunter, and Blount tied for first
to get his stride, and thus was elim- chor, was beaten by inches. Bowdoin
went out fast to take first place, place .at 6 feet. Herb Hanson failed inated along with Deane Gray.
was off on the wrong foot when in
Stan James outjumped both Dave the 300 yard relay Fisher misjudged
Warren and Dick Godfrey in the pole the end of the tank. Fenger made up
vault. Last year, he and Godfrey the lost distance to give Bowdoin the
were stopped at twelve feet while victory, but was extended to do so
Jack Marble tied Warren for second. with the result that in later events
Ray Huling appeared to have the he was somewhat weakened.
In the 220 Henrick and Fox finbroad jump sewed up for a while
since none of the Dartmouth jumpers ished one-two, while Marston prewere approaching his mammoth leap vented a sweep by taking third. The
of 23 feet 3 inches. Nevertheless, winning time was 2:25.3. Cooper
both Don Blount and Andy Hunter closed the gap in the score by winoutdistanced this, and the winning ning the 50 yard dash in 25.1. Mook
and Kammer took second and third
jump was 23 feet 11% inches.
for Wesleyan.
|
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COACH WELLS CALLS
BATTERY CANDIDATES

I

With relaxing

music... pause and
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also
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with
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Popular Science
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ice-cold Coca-Cola. Its pleating
taste always leaves a cool,
clean after-sense of complete re-

when you pause
throughout the day, make it
the pauf thaf rtfrtshes with
freshment. So

Published Mi X^ti at $5.00

Now
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News

Four generations have enjoyed
the refreshing goodness of

Selling at 12.00 per copy
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/
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Tuesday

Drink

he, and Benjamin, Bowdoin, pushed
ahead to finish first and second in
Hickey, with no previous experience in weight events, heaved
the 12 lb. shot 41 feet 9 inches to
hand Bowdoin a first in that event.
His third in the dash failed to score

5:28.9.

because of the Second-place tie between Strachan and Springer, Deering.

Pi-i

Ulinis

:

Beat Portland
While the varsity swimming team

was on

its
unsuccessful road trip
week, the junior varsity came
through wifh a decisive 41-23 win
over a strong and confident Portland
High School team, with Pennell,
Eaton and Tom Cooper turning in
good
performances.
Merrigan of
Portland took the opening event, the
50 yard freestyle, in 25.3, but Tom
Cooper and Havens countered by finishing second and third. The Jayvees

last

moved out in front when Eaton won
the 100 yard breaststroke in 1:21.1,
while Sperry finished third. Shellick
won second place for Portland.
Penny followed with a victory in
the 220 yard freestyle, winning in
2:28.9. His best time last year was
2:40 which makes him a prospect
for future varsity competition. Smith
finished

r

5<

Feb. 26

-

.

Billie

Burke

Mary Howard

COCA-COLA BOTTLING PLANTS, INC.
Auburn, Maine

tors.

After the 100 yard freestyle, which

was won by Merrigan of Portland,
Bowdoin led 23-22. Butt took second
in this event for Portland while Rubino finished third for Bowdoin's
The time was 58.2. Montgomery won the diving and Williams
took second to put Bowdoin well
ahead. Roring finished third for
point.

Portland's final point of the evening.

Then Bowdoin clinched the meet by
winning the 150 yard medley relay
in 1:30.9. Pennell, Eaton and Rounseville

swam

tne

for

The meet was ended

junior varsity.
a decisive fa-

in

shion as the 200 yard relay team of
Havens, Rubino, Cooper and Penny
won in 1:43, increasing the margin
of victory to twenty points.

ton came through with the necessary points. Harr won and set a new
college record in doing so. His time
of 5:18.6 eclipsed the old record of
5:19.4 held by Melville Hutchinson.
Fox finished second, but Marston

came in third.
Thus the meet was
tion to be decided

left in a
by the 440

which failed only by inches. Wesleyan won in 3:50.2.

MAINE STREET

BANK

•f Brunswick, Maine
Capital, $175,000

BARBER SHOP
138

posi-

relay.

The Bowdoin team of Carlson, Keylor, Marston, and Cooper was beaten
after a magnificent bid by Cooper

Total Resource* $3,000,000

STUDENT PATRONAGE SOLICITED

Pipes

flOtttM

-

Best Assortment

Cigars for Smokers

Always Top Quality

Magazines and

know!
—you "Seconds"

|1.5#

Chops

Fancy Groceries
Fine Beverages

TONDREAU BROS.

Meats

Act

Groceries

THE NEIGHBORHOOD

MARKET

also

Wpwi

Bowdoin, trailing

ALGERIAN BRIAR

Man Of Borneo
with

The Coca-Cola Company by

for

of Portland.
Pennell
contributed a win in his specialty,
taking the 100 yard backstroke in
1:65. Smith again took third place,
finishing behind Gowan of the visi-

FIRST NATIONAL

Steaks

Wednesday

Wild

third

Fairweather

BRANN'S

Selected Short Subjects

id

Swimmers

V.

«/.

MORTON'S

also

Frank Morgan

88 Second Street

Friday afternoon in the Bowdoin cage, well outscored the combined teams of Deering High and
South Portland High, 59-27. In the
twenty-eight years under the regime
ef Coach Jack Magee, the frosh have
not dropped a single meet to high
school teams. They banked heavily
Friday on the cinder events to make
up for a weakness in the hurdles
and dashes, and captured first in the
300 and all distances above it, including the relay. Ralph Strachan
of Bowdoin was the individual high
scorer of the meet, chalking up firsts
in the 300 and the low hurdles, and
seconds in the high hurdles and the
40-yard dash.
The outstanding time of the afternoon was registered in the 600 by
Al Hi 11m an, Bowdoin mile expert.
Running the distance in 1:15.8, he
was trailed by Joe Carey, Bowdoin,
and Foster, Deering. Hillman also
took the mile with no trouble, running behind Adams of South Portland until near the finish, when both
last

Feb. 25

with
Bonnie Baker
Orin Tucker and Orchestra

eca

ALITY
mntHffitr of

Keeping intact a twenty-eight year
the freshman track team,

record,

You're The One

ice-cold Coca-Cola.

Booted nnitr

time of 2:48.7. Jenkisson
for Bowdoin.

finished third

Feb. 28-24

James Stewart

UZM

Fisher and Fenger helped put
Bowdoin within striking distance of
Wesleyan by finishing first and second ahead of Coe of the opponents.
Fisher won in 1:44.9. Bowdoin then
suffered a setback when Wesleyan
took the first two places in the 200
yard breaststroke. McMullen and
Satterwaithe scored for Wesleyan in
the slow

also

News

peering And South Portland
Combined Teams Lose
By 59-27 Score

The diving was won by Wesleyan
Orchard and Branin won the first
two places. Croughwell took third
for Bowdoin. Cooper and Carlson
With the 440 coming up. Bowdoin
took second and third in the 100 as had to take first and third to keep
Wesleyan's Mook won the event in the meet alive and Harr and Marsas

the slow time of 57.1.

with

Fred Astaire - Pauline Goddard
Burgess Meredith

TRACK SQUAD

BEATS HIGH SCHOOLS

Rivals' Strength

their high-scoring trio of

Wesleyan

Springfield,

Miller Attributes Tallies

Up Scores

Arnie Eck, Ash White and Bob Buckley, the Chi Psi hoop outfit edged the
Zetes 34-33 in an interfraternity
league game last week and put themselves way out in front in the league
race with four victories and no losses.
The game marked the first defeat of
the year for the strong Zete cluster.
The Dekes and the Betas are still undefeated and are occupying second

qjf

j

Of

Swimmers Drop Meets

Individual Stars

Pile

tihe

.

And

Dekes

tween Christmas and the present date an opportunity to test their power in
meet from the spectators' point
Saturday. Again fate stepped in
view was the record breaking 600 preparation for the Dartmouth meet of last
with
the flu, preventing any such meeting between the two schools. It also
yard run by diminutive Paul HanIndians Score Firsts In 9 lon. former Roxbury Latin star. At left the problem of getting all teams going at the same time a very big
the gun, Hanlon went out fast and issue for the Athletic Office.
13 Events
won the pole, never relinquishing his
polar bearings
Sweep 2
{position througnout the race although
Although the Big White trailed by a considerable marbe was hard pressed by Bob Newgin in the Dartmouth Dual Meet last Saturday at Hanover,
house most of the distance. On the
By Bob Edwards
two sophomores scored wins to offset the defeat. John Dickinson again upset the apple cart by smashing the DartThe vanity track team traveled up lost straight away, Hanlon sprinted
fdiead of the field, leaving Nowhou.se
to Hanover last Saturday for its
mouth indoor record in the 300. His time was 32.3 and
and Captain Dick Howard of Dartfirst dual meet of the season, and
Harry Twomey, another Bowdoin sophomore, placed second.
mouth
to fight it out for second
was decisively trounced by the score
Bill Stark outdistanced Lyn Martin and UpLanky-legged
ijlace. Howard came up fast and outof 76 to 41. The Dartmouth Indians
tegrove, Bowdoin and Dartmouth 1000-yard runners, to win
were seeking revenge for their hu- sprinted Bob to the tape by about
quite
handily.
Stan James and Ray Huling placed first in
two yards. Hanlon's time for the race
miliation suffered last year at Bowthe pole vault and the 60-yard low hurdles for Bowdoin's
\>as 1:13, thus beating Charlie Pope's
doin, and they proceeded to win first
vanning time in the same event last
other
wins. The field events prevented the Big White
only
place in nine of the thirteen events.
from holding down any kind of a score. It had more or less
The outstanding events of the meet yjear by 1.9 seconds.
Johnny Dickinson was credited
been conceded that Dartmouth would have the edge in this
were the new records hung up in
With establishing a new track record
department. A big disappointment were the results of the
the 300 yard dash and the 600 yard
i* the 300 yard dash With the time
run by
sprinters and hurdlers.
Paul
Dickinson

IN
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Pago Street
In Book of Beta
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

LENDALL KNHJHT '41
New Officers Elected
By Masque And Gown
IS CHAPEL SPEAKER

—

Val

W. Ringer

president of the

'42 was eidcted
Lendall B. Knight '41, chairman of
Masque and Qown the Tenth Annual Religious Forum, Stepanian's

Thursday evening at the annual
meeting of the Bowdoin dramatic
society which was held in the Moulton Union. Other officers elected to
the governing board were as follows:
secretary, Robert E. Newhouse '42;
senior member-at-large, Lindo Ferrini; business manager, Edward F.
Simonds '43; production manager,
John W. Hoopes Jr. '43; production
adviser, Ben L. Loeb '42; junior
member-at-large, William T. McKeown; publicity manager, Curtis F.

discussed the plans for this year's
forum in chapel on Monday. Knight
asked the students to treat the visiting clergymen hospitably as the success of the forum depended on the
cooperation of the undergraduate
body. '
He stressed particularly that we
should realize our good fortune in
being able to meet and discuss openly whatever we wished, whereas the
youth overseas are denied this valuable opportunity. "The general purpose of the Religious Forum," Knight
Jones '43.
After a motion from the floor 'dur- stated, "is to stimulate student ining the meeting, it was votec that terest in religion. Do not condemn a
the retiring governing board remain minister because you don't receive
in power with voting power to cou- the answer that you want, but reple their experience with the abili- member the fact that each person's
ties of the new officers. Retiring desires are different and merit varipresident Charles H. Mergendahl Jr. able answers."
'41 turned the meeting over to the
new president after the completion
of the election.
Seniors
New members received certificates
of membership during the meeting.
Phi
These new members are the following
undergraduates:
George
W.
[Continued from Page i]
Craigie Jr. '44, Douglas Carmiehael
'44, Clyde W. Crockett '44, George distinction of being named at the end
L. Eberhardt '44, Donald T. Devine of their junior year were Richard
Leigh Chittim, David Watson Daly
'43, Donald S.
Ulin '43, Caleb
Wheeler '43, Morris E. Curiel '42, Dickson, Ward Theodore Hanscom,
Norton R. Leach '43 and Curtis F. and Walter Griffen Taylor.
Of the newly elected men, Kollman
Jones '43.
Reports of the retiring officers is from New York City, where he prewere presented to the assemblage. pared at Stuyvesant High School. A
Director George H. Quinby congra- major in Chemistry, he also serves as
tulated the retiring officers iipon an assistant in the department. In adtheir conduct in office during; the dition, Kollman is a student assistant
past season. Plans for future; club in the library and a member of Ibis.
Leydon is from Waban, Massachuproductions were also outlined.
last

;

j

|

Four

Named

To

Beta Kappa

j

K

:

and is majoring in American
History. Coming to Bowdoin from the
setts

FRESHMEN OBSERVE
ANNUAL RISING DAY

Rivers School, he has been active in
several fields.
He was manager of
both the baseball and freshman basketball teams last year, and was also
business manager of the Masque and
Gown. Leydon was on the Dean's List
his sophomore year, is active in interfraternity athletics, a member of the
Classical Club, and of the Political
Forum. Leydon is a member of Chi
Psi Fraternity.
Pope, a member of Beta Theta Pi,

Monday, February 10, was designated by the Student Council as the day
on which the freshmen were to rise
and throw off the rule of upperclassmen, but none of the usual sanguinary activities were fa evidence. Ac-

cording to Andrew A. Haldane '41,
president of the Student Council, Ris- comes from North Quincy, Massachuing Day this year was quieter than at setts where he prepared at the North
any other time in the history of fresh- Quincy High School. A major in
man hazing. There were no reports of French, he won
the Goodwin French
any fighting between groups of freshmen and upperclassmen at any time. Prize in his freshman year and was a
One privilege which has always been Dean's List man his sophomore year.
sacred to rising freshmen was ignored In athletics Pope is a member of the
when they waited for the upperclass- varsity tennis team, and; also is a
men to leave chapel first, instead of mainstay of the Beta's istrong basketdoing it themselves. Another proof of ball team.
the general apathy is the incident "of
Chandler Stetson, Jr., is from

*

Sound Symphony
To Be Broadcast

a member of the S.C.D.C. enjoying Brunswick and attended Lincoln
himself at one of the town's gather- Academy. He is majoring in chemising places in the company of a large try and has served as assistant in the
group of freshmen on the evening of department for three years. Stetson
Rising Day.
has been a member of the Rifle Club,
Haldane expressed the opinion that the Debating Club, and is active in
this year marks the end of most of the Outing dub. He is a member of
j

the traditional rioting of the occasion.

the Zeta Psi Fraternity.

In

"Symphony In
Sound" Will Be Heard
In The Union

est boy in Bowdoin," and "There'll be
Some Changes Made," played for
"tall,
dark,
and handsome Stan
Continued from Page i ]
which ends with the poet still un- James"; we like to pretend it's roable to find a suitable love. The third mantic, but somehow the whole busmovement finds the weary poet un- iness is a little sordid on the face of it
der the Brooklyn Bridge looking up . . . Baseball scouts are the only men
at the towering structure and the who ever made good beating around
received the
bridge imparts to him a vision of all the bushes
the good forces which he feels under Academy Award for making the best
the chaos of modern life. In the in motion pictures ... If Roosevelt
keeps sending over warships to Engbridge he sees the symbol of Amerland, he'll have to do his fishing from
ica's achievements. He sees the evena rowboat
. We understand Harpo
tual use of the machine as man's
Marx
is starting a swing band, and inother arm instead of his master. He
tends to tour the country
The
listens as "The nasal whine of power
happiest man is a hobo; he isn't marwhips a new universe." He is then
ried or anything
Best in the
.
joined by the future race of men he
record line are Glenn Miller's "Song
anticipates in praise of the Brookof the Volga Boatmen," Johnny
lyn Bridge. In the fourth movement,
Long's "In A Shanty In Old Shanty
the poet is on a liner travelling from
Town," and the All Star band's "One
Mexico to New York experiencing his
O'clock Jump" and "Bugle Call Rag"
calls
across
love
for
the
sea.
He
deep
There are only two kinds of
.
.
.
time to Walt Whitman asking "If
women those who can get any felinfinity be still the same" as in his
low they like, and those who can like
day. His thoughts turn to Melville
any fellow they can get
hope
and his fascination for the sea. you didn't
miss "Land of Liberty" at
Quietly he takes off his coat and
the Cumberland yesterday; it was an
plunges into the water.
opportune chance to catch up on all
The part of the poet will be read the old pictures
Perhaps Kathby Stepanian; that of Columbus, by arine Hepburn would do well to study
Roland Holmes '42. Vincent Skachin- acting under Ruth Hussey, who
outske '42 will be the announcer. In the did her on every side in
"The Philchorus are: Mrs. Herbert Hartman, adelphia Story"
Lack of proper
Mrs. Mildred Thalheimer, Miss Alice nourishment is lack of
proper knowlCooper, Miss Nancy Webb, and Miss edge of what proper nourishment
is
Eleanor Walsh, Mr. Eaton Leith,
Perhaps the success of last SatLindo Ferrini '42, Philip H. Litman urday's movie will spell the death of
'42, Herbert W. Townsend '44, Wilpeanuts in Memorial Hall we hope so
liam I. Stark '43. The musical direc- ... It takes all kinds of people to
tor is Roland Holmes; the production make a blonde . .
You won't go
director, Vincent Skachinske;
and wrong to drop in on Charlie Stepanassistant director, Jack Hoopes '43. lian's symphony in sound, "The World
On the technical crew, Robert Paine Dimensional"; it's a completely new
'43 is handling the sound effects and idea, and
an exciting production; the
Fred Crystal '41 is technical assist- fact that it's made up of Hart Crane's
ant. Professor Herbert Brown is fac- poetry and is dedicated to Professor
ulty advisor.
Kblln is a recommendation in itself;
Technically, some of the poetry concerning Sophomore Hop discrewill be read dramatically and some tion is the safer part of revelry.
in the rhythms of the modern dance.
Jack Kinnard '41 is arranging special lighting in the Union to harmonize with the mood of the produc.
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at

Hall tomorrow night.

IS

lege in general

and the

editorials of

the ORIENT in particular are a
great help in giving us a proper
sense of right and wrong and relative importance. Some of us have
felt we might be doing other bad
things too besides throwing peanuts.
Dorm parties that ended up with
vandalism worried us. It has disturbed us occasionally to throw bottles
down onto the road; beer cans into
the campus snow banks to join the
miscellaneous butts, crackers, bottle
tops and other junk that it was
easier to toss out the window than
in the basket. We were not sure it
wasn't rather childish and immature
to hold our liquor so badly and stag-

$25.00
$37.50

temporary disbandment, and Teagarden shifted to lead trombone with the
king of all long standing bands, that
of Mai Hallett. But he jumped even
higher when he joined Ben Pollack in
twenty-seven, where he remained for
five years. While there Jack was coauthor of the famous "Basin Street
Blues."

er blues numbers the band features
her with.
It was as his own manager and promoter that Dave Allen got his vocal
chair with Teagarden. The "lad with
the velvet voice" came to the bandstand while the orchestra was filling
a date in his hometown, Hartford,
Conn., and asked if he could do a
number at the mike. Maestro Teagarden gave him a personal audition in
his dressing room, wasn't convinced

.... $3.00

50c
$5.50

We

have had long experience in
producing for Bowdoin men:

STATIONERY
POSTERS
TICKETS
ALUMNI LETTERS
FRATERNITY FORMS
And Other

Printing

Ask Us For Quotations

feenxrtJts

The Record Office
— Telephone S —
Paul K. Ntven, Bowdoin 1916

Brunswick

Manager

The Orient

Senor Montenegro has published in
Spanish a book of short stories, a
series of essays on our country, and
a novel entitled "Mi Tio Ventura"
"My Uncle Ventura," he explained,
as he showed us a second edition
copy. He has translated short stories
of many favorite Americans Mark
Twain, Ernest Hemingway, and Sherwood Anderson among them. Conversant with French, Italian, English, Portuguese, and Spanish, he is
the author of innumerable translations. A few magazines taken from
the generous collection on his book-

—

.

Spanish edition of Thoreau, who has
been published in Spanish only via
a French text. The sage of Walden
is popular in South America, and
with Senor Montenegro especially,
because he is a man who acts as he
feels. But, our host reflected, he is
terribly hard to reproduce exactly,
because he has so many ideas packed

Senor Montenegro's familiarity with
the world's great authors is amazing.
told us of a correspondence he
had had with Thornton Wilder, who
wrote the un-Spanish treatise, "The

He

Bridge of San Luis Rey."
It was difficult to interview a man
of so many interests without venturing off into the political problems
which are attracting so much interest today, and which he has studied
so exhaustively. Instead we asked
about his family, and discovered that
two of his sons are now studying at
the University of Florida; his two
younger boys are now in school in
New York. "They're all New Yorkers
now," Dr: Montenegro explained.
The family has been living there for
several years while he has been
teaching at Dartmouth, Radcliffe,

and Bowdoin.
Although it

is

not an easy thing

(

clergy.

A panel discussion by the visiting
ministers on "Religion and Marriage" was conducted in the Union
Tuesday evening by Mr. HeniV G.
Russell of the faculty. Thinking them
an important phase of the theme of
the Forum, the forum committee
suggested two main questions for
consideration
The Importance of
Religion in Selecting a Mate, and
The Extent to Which Religion Enters Into Marital Life.
The Reverend John N. Feaster of
Bangor spoke in chapel this morning. This evening Dr. Richard Stanley Emrich of the Episcopal Theological School in Cambridge, Mass., will
deliver the main address of the
Forum in the lounge of the Moulton Union.

—

Throughout this program, howthe chief aim of the Forum
committee has been the solution of

ever,

the students' personal problems. The
individual talks between student and
minister and the fraternity discussions, then, must be the most significant aspect of the Forum of Religious Thought. On both Monday
and Tuesday, after-supper talks in
the fraternity houses and the Union
uncovered undergraduate bewilderment and discouragement, which the
forum leaders helped to straighten
out.

At Alpha Delta Phi the Reverend
Harry C. Meserve of the First ParChurch, Cohasset, Mass., conducted the discussion. A forum Unitarian leader this year for the second time, he graduated from Haverish

ford

College,

getting his

S.

T.

B.

degree from Harvard Divinity School
in 1938. The Reverend Frederic E.
Charrier, entertained at Theta Delta
Chi, is pastor of the North Parish
Congregational Church in Sanford.
He was chaplain of the Congregational-Christian Conference of Maine
in 1940.

H

The Reverend
Sumner Mitchell,
to write for a living in Chile, Proleader at the Sigma Nu house, has
fessor Montenegro stated, he began
been minister of the Unitarian
directly after high school, when he
church at Sanford since 1931. Like
went to work for a small paper startReverend Meserve and Reverend
ed by his brother. Becoming a forCharrier, he is a Harvard man, and
eign correspondent, he soon found
himself a well known essayist. Thus
he began the hectic life he still seems
to enjoy. Four times he has gone
back and forth between South America and the United States, always,
as he says, writing feature articles
with an eye to getting behind the

has had parishes in Massachusetts,
New Hampshire, and Vermont, as
well as Maine. Dr. Emrich, a close
friend of two close friends of Bowthe Reverend George Cadigan
and Professor Fritz Kolln, is here at

doin,

the Zeta Psi house for the first time.
Born in Turkey, he graduated from
Brown University, and comes to
he was working for the
Bowdoin both as discussion leader
largest newspapers in South Amerand main speaker of the forum. Mr.
ica, he still found time and energy

While

to

learn

five

languages.

Now

that

Feaster.

pastor

of

the

Hammond

Street Congregational Church, was
he has lived so long in America, our
graduated magna cum laude from
language has grown most natural to
Bucknell University in 1930. He is
him. And English is the language to
staying at the Chi Psi house.
know, Senor Montenegro believes,
The Reverend Harry B. Scholebecause it is growing. Today it is
field, leader at Delta Kappa Epsilon.
almost a universal language
and
majored in English at Bowdoin. and
there isn't too much grammar in it,
graduated in 1936. He is now minhe added.
By the time our interview with ister of the first Parish Unitarian
Church in Gloucester. Mr. Anderson
the new professor drew to a close,
we were convinced of the spirited graduated from Amherst College in
1922. This year he stayed at the
enthusiasm behind his work and his
Delta Upsilon House, and this is his
aims in lecturing here. The United
second appearance as initial speaker
States is getting closer to South
of the Forum. The Reverend Archie
America every day, he feels, and in
Crowley graduated from Dartspite of the many things which now

—

H

mouth College* and is now rector of
the Grace Church
in
Lawrence,
tor apart, these differences are gradMass. The Reverend R. Ernest
ually being settled. The union of all
Lynch, Minister of the First Parish
of North and South America, both in
Church in Portland, has been leader
spirit and economic policy, is drawthis year at Beta Theta Pi.
ing nearer, he believes. "It's bound
The Reverend Quitman Francis
to come."
Beckley, O.P., was ordained in 1915.
A chaplain with the A.E.F. during
the World War, he received the
Croix de Guerre. Now Chaplain at
Princeton, his alma mater, he is
ficulties, but of course they are setleader at Alpha Tau Omega. Rev[Continued from Page i ]
tling problems by throwing sensible
proved to be such a calamity to the erend Gillett is well-known at Bowthings.
don't have that excuse
authorities that they have justifiably doin as founder of the Forum, and
in
Mem. Hall. I've known some tried to ban it either directly or in- he has been here four times as a
adults who don't realize that they directly. But could these two evils be discussion leader. This year with Psi
are childish and that the ORIENT corrected there is no reason why the Upsilon, he is Rector of the St.
James Episcopal church in Old Town.
does not approve. They like flowers week end could not become a regular
event and take rank with our two Professor Fritz Kolln and the Revand build gardens and homes just the major
erend George Cadigan will conduct
functions.
way they had planned little ones
John Wentworth, the president of the discussions in the Moulton Union.
The idea of the Religious Forum,
when they were small. They collect the sophomore class, and those workstamps or observations on new plan- ing with him have practically in- which was first sponsored by the
sured against the possibility of any B. C. A. ten years ago, was evolved
ets just the way they used to gather
financial difficulties occurring this by the Reverend Gordon E. Gillett
pebbles on the beach. They enjoy year. Impelled by College ruling to in 1931 three years before he gradusuch simple, harmless pleasures. Ev- sell so many tickets in advance be- ated. Each year since then forum
eryone, naturally, can't read the fore the dance could be sanctioned, topics hajve been announced "as basic
John surprised the faculty and prob- foundations for more spontaneous
ORIENT.
ably himself by more than reaching discussion," and a group of promBut we can. It is only fair that the quota stipulated. If the student inent religious leaders has
been inwe show our appreciation of the body, then, keeps its enthusiasm in
ORIENT staff's knowledge of the check, over this week end and no
keep the countries below the equa-

SUNRISES

We

NOTICE

important
join

the

nuts?
Printer* of

to his apparently endless stock of in*
terests and information.
In twenty-five years of writing,

Monday
[Continued from Page i]
Forum. The following morning a
short talk was given by Lendall B.
Knight '41, who represents the B.
C. A. as Forum Chairman. At 4:00
o'clock Monday afternoon the twelve
visiting
pastors, who came from
Maine, Massachusetts, and New Jersey, met together for the first time
in the Moulton Union.
On Tuesday the Reverend Gordon
E. Gillett '34, founder of the Forum,
spoke in chapel. That afternoon, following a commemorative picture of
the guests and the fraternity chairmen taken at the Moulton Union, the
ministers were entertained at the
home of President and Mrs. Sills.
This tea, an established feature of
every Forum, gave many students an
opportunity to meet the visiting

Dave had haunted him and sung news.

until

—

PRINTING

Fraternities Entertained At
Discussions In Houses

—

After Teagarden had come forward into one sentence.
Professor Montenegro is a great
as a lead man with the Pollack bunch,
Paul Whiteman spotted him and lover of poetry. A student of French
handed him a contract which specified verse, he has come to prefer the
a five-year service. Teagarden signed, English poets. It's probably because,
along with his trumpet playing broth- like Thoreau, they can express lofty
in
such simple, almost
er, Charlie. With Whiteman Teagar- thoughts
den came into his own, rising to the childlike terms, he remarked. Wilfavorite trombone player of them all, liam Blake, creator of "Tiger, tiger,
and being publicly acclaimed the burning bright," is one of his favor"King of the Blues Trombone." While ites. We Spaniards like to feel the
with Whiteman and after leaving man behind the work, he explained.

at two other Connecticut engagements. Then he was signed, and has
since been a great success.
Number seventeen in Down Beat's
1940 poll of drummers, Paul Colling
is fast on the skins, so fast, in fact,
ger, upon occasion, around campus
or the town. The ORIENT doesn't that his own act of "drumantics" is
one of the Teagarden bright spots. On
discuss these things—obviously they
the comedy side of the repetoire,
don't matter
no longer need we "Butch" Stone
handles a few of the
have
bothered
consciences.
The
vocals.
ORIENT points to important mis- lighter
Teagarden's orchestra came out
demeanors.
about fourteenth among the nation's
I don't believe all of us realized
we were not supposed to let off a top swing bands last year, jumping
from the eighteen spot which it held
little steam besides being entertained
in thirty-nine. In the same Down
at these week end movies perhaps
Beat poll it was rated fifteenth among
instead of annoying the community
sweet bands. It is evident that the
as a whole when we do it in shows
band has climbed in the sweeter
down town. We thought the Union bracket,
for thirty-eight was its posimovies were a partial realization tion a
year ago. Leader Teagarden
that this is a rather dismal place on
himself still holds a solo spot among
week ends. It is nice to know our
the first ten trombonists in the counpurpose is wrong when we can substitute such a noble goal as acting try today.
adult for being childish. For "unless
ye become like little children" there ish. Adults of course are wonderful
is obviously no excuse for
throwing things with all sorts of advantages,
peanuts.
but they do get in trouble too, don't
I have sometimes foolishly wonder- they. I understand
some educated
ed what was wrong with being child- grown-ups in Europe
are having dif-

ALL Your

i]

'

—

RIGHT

[Continued from Page

continent. He went on to list the
other places he has visited here and
California, Louisiana, Illiabroad
nois, Mexico, Cuba, Canada, Europe,

FORUM TO

CLOSE THIS EVENING

Many Lands

In

shelves included many of the essays
ter getting his orchestra technique
he has written in the past few years,
perfected in the Mannone band Teasome of them on economics, many of
garden was stopped by one of the
them introductions to well-known
and
bunch
the
Nichols
scouts for
Red
books.
signed on the spot That was in the
"I
translated
'Green Mansions'
late twenties, when the Pennies inwithout changing a word," Professor
cluded Benny Goodman and Gene
Krupa among their number. After a Montenegro said. "It was too beautiful to touch."
Now he is working on a
run with Nichols crew, there was a

will

Yes, We're Interested In

Fidelity Building

San Antonio was where Jack Teagarden got his start, learning several
instruments until finally he stuck
with the slip-horn. Publicity release
has it that he took the trombone at
the order of his father, the leader of
a local band, who was badly in need
of an extra trombone in the unit. Regardless of whether it was paternal
prodding or not that set Teagarden
on the musical track he followed, however, he gradually jumped around the
orchestra world until he gained the
top place among sliding brass men.
Teagarden started with a fourpiece outfit that did the roadhouse
rounds down Texas way until he got
tired and settled with Wingy Mannone and his band in a city spot. Af-

!

$2.50

Dull or Patent Calf Shoes

]

1

$5.50

Bosom Shirts-attached collar

i

GLEE CLUB HOLDS
YARMOUTH CONCERT

Starched Bosom Shirts

Black Silk Hose
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RELIGIOUS

Lecturer Has

and so on indefinitely. All this exploration must be part of the secret

COMMUNICATION

The music

Black or White Waistcoats

Pleated

Guests Will Dance To Music
Of Jack Teagarden
And His Band

Whiteman, Teagarden's Trombone
was heard in three Broadway mube taken from
sicals and in
one motion picture,
To
the
Editor
of
the
Orient:
the works of Milhaud, Mossolov, Va"Thanks A Million."
rese, Scriabin, and Rachmaninoff.
Many have stayed awake nights
In 1939 he left the Whiteman gang
lately worrying about the seeming and went out for his own band. Acdecline in the power of the press. It cording to his releases, he chose the
is now comforting to note that al- band himself, meaning that the unit
though elections and dictators seem is full of real musicians. In the band
to be ignoring the suggestions of the as it is now, there are four tromprinted
page, our own College paper, bones, running much the same stylThe Bowdoin College Glee Club
opened its seventh annual concert the ORIENT, with its invigorating ings as the Bobby Byrne set-up. The
season with a concert at North Yar- words is leading the way trium- black-haired maestro takes the ridelead with the ensemble, and difficult
mouth Academy last Monday eve- phantly forward!
Recently the ORIENT asserted figures give their numbers a pleasing
ning, followed by a dance with music
by the Academy orchestra. A new that we should not throw peanuts and different treatment.
Lynne Clark is a relatively new star
feature of this year's concert pro- during the few minutes before the
grams is a group of songs by the movies in Mem. Hall. Presto! last on the vocal stand, and from the reCollege octet, the Meddiebempsters, Saturday there were no peanuts, and ports of her many engagements to
who competed in the annual ama- decorum was at last fully restored. date is upholding the precedent set
with the band when Marianne chirped
teur show at the Brunswick Town Soon we can invite Emily Post
I do not believe we have been bad with the boys a while back. Lynne is
Hall last Thursday and were chosen
with four other acts out of fifteen to in the past deliberately. It is just a very beautiful girl with a smooth
voice that blends well with the slowtake part in the finals
the Town that we didn't know any better. Coltion.

BENOrFS EVENING WEAR

and Trousers

MGM

.

.

There's no half-way—

Tailcoat

.

.

They're right—or they're wrong

Tuxedos

By Qartea Mergendahl
Heard recently on an all request
record program: "So You're the One,"
played for Bill Bloodgood, "the sweet-

[

Evening Clothes

Single or Double Breasted

Tailman
SOPHOMORES REVIVE
Lived
HOP ON FRIDAY NIGHT

Variety

We

—they,

life. Why not "incidents" occur, the ORIENT will
Saturday, February 22, Is a College
against the pea- regularly have the privilege it now holiday. Thursday and Friday, Febshall have a stalwart ally takes of welcoming another fair ship- ruary 20 and
21, and Monday and

things

in

ORIENT

at last, a

Wm.

worthy
T.

ment

foe.

McKeown

'43

ill

of

campus.

guests

to

our

hospitable Tuesday, February 24 aad 25. wiH be

double-cut days.
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"Symphony In Sound"
1

is

we live in, a new way
be evolved. What the
new world order will be no one dare*
foretell at this time; but imaginative
minds have formulated many plans
the world

of

will

life

upon which to found our new way
of living. Probably the first and forer
most of these is presented in Clarence K. Streits "Union Now." Th£
latter is a proposal for a federal union of the democracies of the North
Atlantic. Feeling that small regional
pacts are futile and that leagues arc
undemocratic, Mr. Streit outlined his
union with all these factors in mind.
The Union as proposed by Mr. Streit
covers five fields: one, a union citizenship; two, a union defense force;
three, a union customs- free economy;,
four, a union money; five, a union
postal and communication service. In
this column I would not want to attempt to analyze and explain each
of the foregoing points as Mr. Streit
does. I believe that they are clear
in themselves.
s - r
IF Mr. Streits plan is never put
* into actual working order, at least
it has
it has accomplished one thing
stimulated many intelligent people
to the realization that out of the
present conflict there must come £
new world order in a different polltical form. Possibly, there will be
three different unions: one, South and
North America; two, Europe; three.
Asia. Such a political division is not
impossible; although admittedly it
would have some very serious drawbacks. It depends for the most part
on whether there are enough men ot
strong moral character and foresight in this world when the World
War II is over. If we are to repeat
the follies of the last peace, there
is no hope for such a plan as "Ui*ion Mow!" But if hate and jealousy
are to motivate the next peace, then
there is no hope for one that is

Professor Stallknecht Aids
In Dramatization Of
Crane's Poetry

Former Prize Winners Enter Competition For The
Second Time

PRODUCTION^ THE

AUTHORS SELECT
COMPLETE CASTS

FIRST OF ITS KIND
Program

Is

Bye, Bourjaily, Mergendahl,

Experiment In

And Kinnard Enter

Interpreting Poetry

Plays

Through Sound

The authors of this year's one-act
play contest on March 3rd recently
announced the casts that they have
selected for the productions. According to the author-producers, the
plays are now in rehearsal and are
progressing well,
Charles H. Mergendahl, Jr. '41,

By Crawford Thayer '44
Combining new technique with
original ideas~ln-^uuattempt to bring

import on the impressionof poet Hart Crane,
Charles Stepanian '41 presented "A
World Dimensional" over the Simpson Sound System last night to a
large audience of Bowdoin undergraduates and friends of the college.
This "symphony in sound" is a new
experiment in radio endeavor which
employs antiphonal chorus work as a

out the
istic

full

style

R

Richard E. Bye '42, Jack
Kinnard
Charles Stepanian, Class of '41, '41
and Vance N. Bourjaily '44 have
whose "World Dimensional" program
written the plays selected by the
Moulton
the
night
in
last
heard
was
judges, and of the four, both MerUnion.
gendahl and Kinnard have been active- in Bowdoin dramatics. Mergendahl was president of the Masque
and Gown while Kinnard served as
a member of the executive committee. In previous contests, Mergendahl has won once, while Kinnard
has placed second. The former's

ANNUAL SING TO
BE HELD MAR. 4

medium

for artistic presentation of
Stepanian's production last
night is believed to be the first time
in radio history that such a method

poetry.

—

has been used to dramatize poetry.
Since Hart Crane's work is emotional rather than intellectual the ra-

Three Judges Chosen For

dio presentation of the program was
received in the Union lounge where

Fraternity Contest

1

absorbing drapes, and three micro- choice. The judges will be Stanley
phones and three separate recording Hyde of Yarmouth Academy; Charles
machines were used in the produc Belanger, director of the Lewiston
phi on Club; and Charles Barbour,
tion. Music adapted to the "sym- Am
phony" was chosen from the works of principal of Freeport schools and solo
Milhaud, Mossolov, Varese, Scriabin, tenor of the Brunswick Choral Soand Rachmaninoff. Roland Holmes ciety. The contest will not be broadeverlasting. Is "faith in mankind" to '42
was the music consultant for the cast as planned. Although permisbe considered as no more than: a
sion was secured from A.S.C.A.P. for
[ Continued on Page 4 ]
mere phrase? I believe that Streft'S
the use of their songs, station WGAN
plan demands a willingness to invest
refused to broadcast the union's
with some faith in "the stock o£
pieces.

Curtis Quartet
Offers Recital

peace."

TIfHAT

• - r
appears to be

[}

a more prao
'" ticable plan would be a union of
South and North America. Of course,
there are certain racial and cultural
drawbacks to such a plan, but with
patience and perseverance they may
be overcome. In fact the events of
the past seven years seem to point

of aid for Britain,

we

must look out for the welfare of this
nation. Of course, that brings out fhe
question of whether our destiny ftes
in North and South America or in
Europe.

view
time.

From a

seems
That is

it

practical

of
to be a problem of
why at present we
point

should support Great Britain.

"We

and

"The

Delta
Zeta

Old

Kappa

Ark's
Epsilon,

a'Moverin';"
undecided;

"Schneider's Band" and
Ye Jolly Fellows;" Theta
Delta Chi, "The Wiffenpoof Song"
Psi,

"Come

all

Brothers
Gather
"Come,
'Round;" Kappa Sigma, "Passing By"

and

and "Brightly Gleams the Star and
Crescent;" Alpha Tau Omega, "All
Through the Night" and "Our Jewels;" Delta Upsilon, "If I had my
Way" and "My Wonderful D. U.
Girl;" Beta Theta Pi, "Romeo and
Juliet" and "The Sons of the Dragon;" Psi Upsilon, "Finlandia" and
"Ever Loving Maiden;" Sigma Nu,
"Ergo Pauper Sum" and "White Star
of Sigma Nu."

WOODCUTS OF MR.
LANKES ON EXHIBIT

vicinity.

;

Last Sunday afternoon the quartet
presented the first concert of the

>

A

fraternities will sing the fol-

Come" and "Wading in the Water;"
Chi Psi. "The Walk around Song"

The Curtis String Quartet, one of
the foremost string ensembles in the
world, appeared in Memorial Hall
last Thursday evening and presented
Dvorak's Quintet in A major before
an audience of students, faculty, and
townspeople. Organized in 1927, the
group is the official quartet of the
Curtis Institute of Music, and is generally considered one of the world's
best. Mrs. Mary Louise Curtis Bok,
president of the Institute, has provided the artists with one of the
finest sets of Cremonese instruments
ever assembled.
Next year will be the tenth time
the Curtis Institute Quartet has
played before a Bowdoin audience,
and in recognition of this anniversary a three-day festival of chamber
music will be presented for music
lovers of Portland and neighboring

toward this. Each Pan - Ameriqan
Conference has been more successful than the preceding one. This signifies a gradual change in the attitude of the Latin American countries
toward the United States. This has
been evidenced by the increased
friendship between this country and
Mexico. Also, relations with the
other nations to the south have materially improved. And, fundamentally, in spite

The

lowing songs: Alpha Delta Phi,

Chamber Music

ijin?-

Festival

in

ion of these two continents should Hall, Portland. Professor Frederic
be planned for the near future, out Tillotson, head of the Bowdoin music
for the piesent we must support toid department, accompanied the group
fight for those things which mean which
played the Caesar Franck
our existence.
Quintet. The following night the
s - r
group, with Professor Tillotson again
¥N spite of the necessity of sip- accompanying, in Portland, played
* porting Great Britain at die the Dvorak Quintet. The third and
present, it is very interesting ;to final concert of the festival was prespeculate on the future in view ,ojf sented last night when the group
the
Brahms Quintet for
either a German or British victory. played
is, what will happen to the conquered nations of Europe and the independent countries of South and
North America ? What have we to
Jook forward to? That, of course'.
brings back again the possibilities! of
"Union Now" and its sister plants.
Whether Great Britain or Germany
wins the war, one can easily envision
a union or federation of Europe. Will
a union be too extreme a step? Decs
federation imply moderation and an

strings

That

The

Frye
,

j

j

j

j

j

j

!

j

1

and piano.
|

Bowdoin

special exhibit at the

Walker

Art Building, which has been on display since Feb. 21 and is to run until
March 3, is an exhibition of woodcut
bookplates by J. J. Lankes, of Hilton
Village, Virginia.
Mr. Lankes has

made

his cuts exclusively for individual authors, his work being featured
books of several leading contemporary authors. Only a few days
remain in which to see Mr. Lankes'
work. This exhibit at Bowdoin represents one of the few times these
woodcuts have been collected and displayed for the public.
in the

was revived

season at

Newton, Mass.
The cast of Mergendahl's "My Last
Duchess," adapted from Browning's

poem
Duke,

of that

as follows: the
'41;
the

title, is

Stepanian

Charles

[Continued on Page 4]

Bye Forced To Withdraw
Unauthorized Production
"The Bright Boys," a one act
play by Richard E. Bye '42, adapted
from Ernest Hemingway's short
story "The Killers" will not appear
in the annual One Act Play Contest, due to a late refusal of Hemingway's New York representatives
to grant permission for this College
production. Since Bye's appeal was
refused, Professor George Quinby
made an added .request to the representatives, but they withheld any
unauthorized recognition. Hemingway himself is in China and the
play cannot be presented at Bowdoin until the author's special permission is obtained.

Scholarship Committee

Tomorrow

night the annual Class
of 1868 Prize Speaking Contest will
take place in Memorial Hall at 8:15.
President Kenneth C. M. Sills will
preside, and the judges are to be
Professor Carroll S. Towle '22 of the
University of New Hampshire, the
Reverend Charles M. Tubbs of Bath,
and Harold D. Oliphant, Editor of
the "Portland Press Herald."
The speakers and their topics are
to be as follows: .Ward Theodore
Hanscom,
"A Greater Defense;"
Theodore C. Leydon, "The Place of
a Liberal Arts College;" Charles H.
Mergendahl, Jr., "So Long as it
Lives;" David W. D. Dickson, "Intellegere Est Credere;" Ash ton Holman White. "The Evolution of a
State;" and Walter Griffen Taylor,
"The Wave of the Present." The alternates will be Robert D. Barton
and Lendall B. Knight.

Announces Awards For

135 Student Applicants
Dean Nixon

As

An open

GAMMON

singles ping-pong tournafor students and faculty and

Of Maine Men

Scholarship awards totaling approximately $24,000, payable immediately to 135 undergraduates, were
announced last week by the Faculty
Committee on Student Aid: The
President, Chairman; Associate Professor Abrahamson, Vice Chairman;
Lancaster, Secretary; the Dean,
Group Will Sing Sunday At Richard L. Chittim '41 who was Mr.
Professors
Cushing,
Livingston,
Emery
selected by the Dean for the
First Parish Church
Hammond, H.
Brown, and Holmes,
award.
the College Physician, Associate ProFor Townsfolk
fessors Helmreich and Kamerling,
Assistant Professor Korgen, and Mr.
The Bowdoin Chapel Choir will DR.
'
Russell.
present its second annual concert in
The results this year are particuthe First Parish Church on Sunday,
larly noteworthy for those 135 reMarch 2, at 7:30 p.m., under the
cipients represent only 22% of the
direction of Professor Frederic TilSpeaker Says Discipline Is student body. The small number of
lotson. Philip E. Curtis '41 is the
awards resulted in the high average
Necessity Of The
cellist,
Robert W. Woodworth *42,
scholarship of $175. The Committee
the organist and further music will
Christian Life
was able to make a number of subbe rendered by the Bowdoin College
stantial awards to men of high acBrass Sextet. The Reverend ThompSpeaking on "Religion and Youth,"
son E. Ashby, D.D., will give the in- the theme of the tenth annual Re- ademic standing who have little or
no financial support outside their
vocation and the benediction.
ligious Forum, at its closing session
"Hie choir will sing the following in the Moulton Union lounge last own individual resources. The larger
individual scholarships were made
selections: "Death, I do not fear Wednesday
evening,
Dr.
Richard
thee" by Bach;
"Thou knowest, Stanley Emrich, Ph.D., told his audi- possible because of fewer applicaLord" by Purcell; "Arise, O Serv- ence that discipline and commitment tions this year and because the Comants of God" by Sweelinck; "Ave were necessary for an ideal under- mittee has been consciously attemptVerum" by Byrd; "Canfate Domino" standing of religion and the Chris- ing to make bigger and fewer grants.
Scholarships were given on a joint
by Hasler; "Christus Factus Est" by tian way of life by students. As the
Anerio; "Hospodi Pomilui" by Lvouv- main speaker for the Forum, Dr. basis of need and scholastic standing,
sky; "Balulalow Cradle Song" ar- Emrich also served as leader of the each individual case being given
careful consideration by the Comranged by Vene; "Jesu, Joy of Man's discussions at the Zeta Psi house.
mittee. No awards are made to men
Desiring" by Bach; "Adoramus te"
In advising the undergraduates
by Palestrina; "Filii et Filiae" by how to get the most out of religion, with less than a C minus graduating
Leisring; "Hark, the Vesper Hymn the speaker said that a certain fun- rank, no matter how great their
needs. In several cases, awards were
[Continued on Page 4]
damental tradition and study of the
influenced by geographical or auriBible and other essential points of
cular preference set up by the donchurch doctrine were necessary. This
ors of these funds. It is interesting
discipline, he stated, comprises the
to note that the greater share of the
first half of the requirements for a
proper understanding of religion in larger scholarships were awarded to
State of Maine boys.

CHOIR PRESENTS

ANNUAIREOTAL

R

EMRICH SPEAKS
ON THEME OF FORUM

-

A

Bowdoin Starts

New

Air Course

the

modern world.

Ideally, he went on, this fundaThe Bowdoin branch of the Civil
mental discipline must be accompanAeronautics Administration began its
ied by a scholarly commitment in

third successive flying school recentthe most religious sort of person.
ly.
before, the Bowdoin student
This deep personal interest is essenreceives his instruction and a five
tial, according to the speaker, who
dollar course for about fifcontinued that religion is a committeen dollars plus daily commuting
ment itself and requires self-study

expenses

To

office

s Older

!

I

i

COMING EVENTS

—

—

|

lege.

This building was constructed the cost
I

oft.

reconstruction, the col-

from $11,000 realized from one of the lege treasury gained $3000 from the
wild land grants given to Bowdoin "catastrophy."
two years earlier by the state of
The second fire had somewhat
crushed beneath its blitzkrieg cakn- Massachusetts under whose jurisdic- more serious consequences, entirely
paign? That is doubtful. Then what tion the College was established. In consuming the north end with conmay we hope for? If while extending those days Bowdoin had a large per- siderably more loss in personal propaid to Britain, we increase our grants centage of virtuous and pious stu- erty. Dr. Adams, the tutor in the
to the South American nations, up dents such a percentage that the end. was caught in his room and.
may be insuring ourselves against ends were soon given the nicknames thinking the staircase was* completedanger from the south. Although it of '"Paradise" and "Zion." Those un- ly destroyed, jumped to the ground
appears that at present totalitarian official names lasted for some time, from his second story window and
infiltration in South America has but when Maine was admitted to the broke one of his legs. The dorm was
been exaggerated and made a weap- Union, the Boards changed the offi- then rebuilt and changed to its preson of alarmists. There is a danger, cial name to Maine Hall. The fire- ent appearance.
but it has been greatly exaggerated. places, with which each room was
The New College or North College.
• - r
equipped for heating, gave this dorm Bowdoin's second dormitory, was
DECAUSE of the great interest a unique distinction in College his- erected in 1822, later renamed Win*-* aroused by this subject, it bas tory. It is the only building on cam- throp Hall in honor of the first govbecome the topic of many debates 'on pus to have had two serious fires. ernor of Massachusetts. Its newer
the radio, in schools and colleges. The first blaze started on the top and neater rooms, with attendant
Here at Bowdoin it has already bqen floor on March 4. 1822. Most of the higher rental charges, attracted the
students were attending classes at
[Continued on Page 4]
[ CorMntud on Page 4 }
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Bursar.
8.15 p.m., Memorial Hall, Class
of 1868 Prize Speaking Contest.
Friday, Feb. 28—Chapel, the President.
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Thomas

A. Brownell

'41,

J.V. Swimming
Little high school.

vs.

soloist.

3.30 p.m.,

Edward
Saturday,
Dean.

March

1.30 p.m.,

1

—Chapel,

Swimming

vs.

the

Am-

herst

Swimming

3.30 p.m., J.V.

vs.

Portland Boys' Club.
Sunday, March 2 5 o'clock Chapel, Rev. Newton C. Fetter, of

—

Boston.

J

i

[Continued on Page 4]

37

Monday,

,

—Chapel,

March S

the

President.
8.15 p.m., Memorial Hall, Eighth

Annual Student-Written OneAct Play Contest of the Masque
and Gown.

UNDERGRADUATES
GET ONDEAN'S LIST
of '41 Has Largest
Representation For

Class

Honorary

List

According to an announcement by
Dean Nixon, thirty-six upperclassmen
have qualified for the Dean's List for
this semester and may cut classes for
the remainder of the year at their

The following Juniors and
Seniors have received the privilege
for having "B" grades or better in
their subjects in February.
1941: R. D. Barton, R. L. Chittim.
J. H. Craig. D. W. D. Dickson; C. P.
Edwards, J. C. Evans. H. G. Fifield,
W. T. Hanscom, P. C. Houston, E. C.
Kollman, M. J. Leydon, E. P. Pope,
T. J. Sheehy, Jr.. C. A. Stetson, W.
G. Taylor, G. R: Thomas, J. E. Woodward, N. A. Workman.
1942: J. L. Baxter. Jr.. D. T. Drummond, Jr.. A.
Eck. F. G. Fisher,
Jr., R. F. Gardner, W. J. Georgitis, S.
M. Giveen, C. T. Ireland, Jr., L. F.
Johnson, Jr.,
W. Key lor, N. O.
Lindley, R. H. Lunt, W. J. Osher, B.
E. Robinson, M. A. Tonon, R. W.

discretion.

R

A

Woodworth.

Orient Holds Interviews With
Teaching Fellows Bass And King

\

j

'43GETS

Several Large Scholarships
Are Given To State

m

Moulton Union

Of The

LARGEST AWARDS

between the College and and discipline.
The commitment of
the airport, the Rock Hill Seaplane
contract bridge tournament will be Base near Bath. The Department of deep personal interest gives one a
sponsored by the Moulton Union in Commerce which has taken over the purpose in life, according to Dr. Emrich. It takes people off their balthe main lounge this Friday and C.
considers these flying conies, giving
A.
A.,
a purpose to those who
Saturday.
courses' in college a part of the naEach match in thj^n ping-pong tional defense program and assumes lead a blind religious life, he said.
tourney is to be decided upon two the entire expenses for each student One must put all his entire efforts
[Continued on Page 4]
out of three sets. Contestants are to beyond the original fifteen dollars
report at 7 p.m. for instructions.
for medical examination and insurNaval
Reserve Station
Play is to start at 7:30. In order to ance. The course includes thirty-five
take part in the tournament entrants to fifty actual flying hours and sevInclude Aviation Training
should sign the book at the Union enty-two hours
of ground school
office or get in touch with the folwork. Upon passing his flying exThe U. S. Naval Reserve Recruitlowing Union Board members: Goramination and that of the ground
ing Station for the first district
don D. Winchell for Sigma Nu, Al- school, the student receives his priwhose headquarters are in Portpha Delta Phi, and Beta Theta Pi; vate pilot's license.
land, has announced that it is now
Robert G. Porter for Delta Kappa
Professor B. W. Bartlett is again
authorized by the government to
Epsilon, Delta Upsilon, and Zeta Psi;
the director of the course. The inmake enlistments in the naval reLewis V. Vafiades for Alpha Tau structors include: Mr. Frank Simpserve aviation training. Applicants
Omega, Chi Psi, and Kappa Sigma; son of Brunswick, the chief flight in- for enlistment in
class V-5 must
and Francis J. Driscoll for Psi Up- structor, his two assistants Talbut
have 20-20 vison in both eyes, and
silon, and Theta Delta Chi. There
and Hersey and Professor M. A. Jep- weigh between 132 and 200 pounds,
will be an entry fee of 25 cents to
with an overweight allowance above
pesen who teaches the ground school
cover the purchase of two suitable work in Meteorlogy and Air Navinormal for height and age of 15%.
trophies and other expenses.
Maximum age at the time of engation. Besides giving flying instrucThose interested in the bridge tion, Mr. Giampetruzzi conducts the listment should not be over
twentytournament are to sign up at the
six years and seven months.
[Continued on Page 4}

ment

Selects Chittim

Recipient

Emery Award

Two Tourneys At
As
Union This Week hundred

Although the
Bowdoin next fall
the same four dormitories that pletely
destroyed,
causing
$1500 gether as much as possible.
freshmen have roomed in for thirty worth of damage to student property,
years.
64 upperclassmen will be Although the College held no fire inrooming in the new Moore Hall.
Isurance covering the damage, PresiIn 1808. no such distinctions were dent McKeen succeeded in collecting
made among the occupants of the over $9000 from various sources to Tonight 8.15, Simpson concert in
dormitories. In fact there was only pay for repairs. As a result of his
the Union.
one dorm on campus, called The Col- efforts, which more than paid for
Thursday, Feb. 27 Chapel, the
to

unwillingness to cooperate to the Extent of giving up certain sovereign
rights which are essential to such a
plan? That is for the future to decide. But let us allow our imagination to drift into the unknown. What
do we see? Will Great Britain be. a
merciful victor? Possibly. Will Germany be moved by pity for those

mm>«« MSSMM

this

by noon on
9
Friday, the preceding day. The tourney is to be held on Saturday afternoon. If a large group enters, it will
be divided in two parts separating
the experienced and inexperienced
freshmen entering the time and the fire was not discov- duplicate players. Winners of past
will still be limited ered until the interior had been com- tournaments are to be placed to-

Dorms Afford
Eventful History Of Past Days

:

last

parties

an intricate lighting system was arTuesday
ranged under the direction of Jack
Kinnard '41.\The actual broadcasting
The interfraternity singing contest
was done from the assembly room upevening, March
Tuesday
will be held
stairs where a special radio station
will sing two
has been constructed by Jack Hoopes 4. Each fraternity
College
one,
or fraternity
songs;
a
'43 and Fred Crystal '41. The broadof their own
casting room was hung with echo- song and the other

The Twig," presentyear at Christmas House-

three-act play,

ed

NO. 22

1941

26,

Be Held Thursday Night

PRESENTED NEXT

Given In Union Lounge MONDAYEVENING

~

Utraan

day, out of the chaos that

8:15

'68 Prize Speaking To

ONE-ACTS TO BE

Is

GIVEN MONDAY AT

By Robert S. Burton
Bowdoin's two new teaching

lowing summer. Since then he has attended Harvard to do graduate work
and get his master's degree in German. Although he had only completed
three of his four semesters there
when invited to join Bowdoin's faculty to replace Professor Ham for the
remainder of the year, he accepted
the appointment and will continue his
work for his master's degree here. He
plans to make teaching his life work.
As a student at Bowdoin, he took
part in Masque and Gown producWe
tions, was captain of the Bowdoin
ski team, sang in the glee club, and
who is now on his Sabbatical Leave. is a member of the Delta Kappa
Here the 25-year-old German teach- Epsilon fraternity. Although he maing fellow lives with his wife whom jored in biology while here, he later
he married last fall on October 11, became interested in the German
while doing graduate work at Har- language and literature, two years of
vard. We noticed a few new touches which he had enjoyed at Bowdoir.,
here and there, however, such as a thus casting aside three of four other
vie in the library and a car with a ski fields of endeavor which he had been
rack on the roof in the drive.
considering but about which he had
Born in Wilton, Maine, Bass at- not become enthusiastic.
tended Wilton Academy during his
He termed teaching a new form of
high school years and then spent a learning, and, although he has onlyyear at Deerfield. He entered Bow- had two weeks' experience from
doin in 1934 and graduated with an which to judge, a thoroughly interestA.B. degree. After a year of "just ing type of learning. He now has two
batting around," he attended the sections of German 1-2 students. In
Middlebury German School the fol[ Continued on Page 2 }
fel-

lows, Willard Streeter Bass, Jr., and
James Stodden King, both of the
class of '38, are an interesting contrast in many respects. But in others,
there is a marked similarity. They
were in the same class neither was a
Phi Bete, but each was particularly
interested in the subject which he
now teaches; and, each is having his
first experience as a teacher instead
of a pupil.
found Bass at 15 Potter Street,
in the home of Professor Hormell,
;

In the class of '43, Alan A. GamPeter M. Rinaldo may cut

mon and

classes at discretion for having received straight "A" in all their courses.
For having obtained half "A's" and
half "B's," the following Sophomores
may take six cuts: W.
Briggs, C. G.
Colburn, J. W. Hoopes, Jr., D. C. Larrabee, J. B. Matthews, Jr., L. Simon.

B

UNION CONCERT TO
BE HELD TONIGHT
Tonight,
selections

at 8:15, the following
will be played on the

Sound System in the
lounge of the Moulton Union, under the direction of Vincent J. SkaSimpson

chinske

'42.

Academic Overture .
Brahms
Gluck
Dance of Spirits
Overture to a Magic Flute
Mozart
Mozart
Concerto in A major
Slaughter on Tenth Avenue
Hart and Rodgers

NOTICE
The
College

Joint

first

and

rehearsal

Auburn

High

$

FFB1P/41

ONE-ACT PLAYS TO BE

ORIENT

BRUNSWICK, MAINE, WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY

(70th Yjwir)

'-BPARY

the
School

of

bands In preparation for their Joint
concert on March 21 will be held in
Memorial Hall tonight at 8:00. All
band members are urged to be present.
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Bass

And King

-Established

Value Of The
By John
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Jr.. *41
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balances, and other apparatus before
finding him behind two radios talking
with two or three students.
stepped into a vacant classroom and
began to fire our questions.

his castle

in

:

;

death

.

.

ious

.

.

.

.
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THREE~COHTE^S^

—

We

m

which

Ve

live:

a need

religion to protect, to guide,

comfort us

and to

-

told

A.,

This

what

is

president of

'41,

undergraduates
chapel

in

Thursday morning and appraised
Forum.

"There are not
any tangible
threads to be brought together this
morning," Edwards said and continued "from the point of view of objective criticism, I can only say that
the small attendance "on the final evening was rather discouraging, but understandable from the point of view
of the many activities centering
about this week. I hope it does not
indicate as Gordon Gillett warned
that the fresh, alive, spontaneous and
original nature of the Forum as a
new and stimulating idea, is coming
to be crystalized into a tradition, a
precedent, followed for its own sake.
The Forum can only perform its function if the student body gives it unmitigated support."
Edwards explained that in his four
years of working in the B.C.A. he has
met a mere handful of students who
cared enough about religion to put it
into' definite and organized action. He
said
that
undergraduates
prided
themselves on their individualism,
liberalism, and tolerance, but warned

apartment in Hubbard

.

world

the value of the tenth annual Relig-

.

.

course."

Edwards

when he addressed them
last

.

.

!

;

spent its
Charles P.
the B. C.

We

.

I

world war. "The result." he

concluded, "has been a tremendous
values,
unrest, a chaotic shake-up of
the
a re-appraisal of ourselves and of

keep our hearts as well as our minds
sane and sympathetic for the duration of this war, and after it has

—

Hall developing most excellent snapshots and portraits ... he also has
a laboratory in the Science building
There are not four vacant square
He was born in Bristol. Maine, in jnches in the Hubbard penthouse
asbacriptions. 12.00 per (ear ia advance. W'.tlj Alumiuia, $3. SO.
Latin and Greek books are
.
1918. He attended Brunswick High
Enured a* aeoood c1«jw matter at the postatTtee at Brunswick. Maine.
School
before
entering
Bowdoin strewn about in wild profusion, but
Managing Editor for this
where he received his B.S. degree. He he can always find what he wants
he knows other languages just
took up commercial work after graduLeonard B. Tennyson, Jr
ation and before accepting his ap- as well as Latin and Greek, too
pointment
fill a vathe
etymology
to
Bowdoin
of the French and
Vol. LXX
to
Wednesday, Fttmiary 99, 1B4J
No. 22
cancy in the Physics Department, he German languages is by no means
MPallUTIO FGrt NAtlONAL
did some electroplating at Bath. He a mystery to him
Robert Burns'
National Advertising Service, inc.
had been coming to help Professor poems in the Scottish dialects are
CaMrx* J»«Mu»srs Rtprettnutim
Little, Commander of the Naval Re- one of his favorite pastimes
but
4SO MADiaON AVC.
New V<MK. N. V.
serve here, once a week since Decem- "the immortal language of the origC ai f «eo
<o»Toa
u» aimiici %tm raaacMca
ber 14 and so had had a recent con- inal" is by far the best thing in the
"»SWSCf
nection with the College.
world ... he maintains stoutly that
He, like Bass, has found that he everything that is best comes directIn the next few days three events will takeiplace which we feel learns more as a teacher than he did ly from the Greek ... his exams
as a student. Just how he could learn are a Bowdoin tradition they have
deserve something more than a meire mention.
refer, of course, much more is somewhat oif
a mystery been known to terrify students in
to the Class of 1868 Prize Speakiiig Contest, the annual One- Act to us because, majoring in physics, he Latin A-B and Greek 1-2 ..
his
Play Contest and the Interfraternity Singing Contest. It has always took every course offered by the de- famous story about what happened
partment 12 semesters' work- ex- one day when no one decided to visit
seemed to us that these events are three of the rjiost important that cept the secondary teaching phase of an advanced course also serves the
7-8. He spends most of his time here same purpose
when he saw no
take place during the college year; and, although they are well sup- helping in the
electricity lab and the smiling, eager faces before him in
ported and appreciated, the importance and value of each cannot be aviation school code drill. In fact, the the room, he proceeded to read from
radio apparatus which was all about the text as fast as he could and covover-emphasized.
him when we arrived was part of the ered several thousand lines surFrom the increasing interest in debating on the Bowdoin equipment needed for code drill that rounded by four bare walls
the
night.
members of that class to say the
caaapus it is evident that the student body realizes the many values
While a student, he spent practical- least learned their lesson!
can
to be gotten from such an organization. And, the Class of 1868 ly all of his time in the physics- lab' be seen about campus in the spring
and even now, although he commutes and fall riding a bicycle at a good
Prize Speaking Contest is ample evidence of this tendency. For, this from
Harpswell, he still continues this clip and dressed in khaki shorts and
presentation of carefully prepared and thoughtful papers by a num- practice. What spare time he has, he a green eyeshade ... It seems that
enjoys by servicing radios for those in
ber of seniors is always well attended and it serves both to instruct, Brunswick and vicinity. As we left he his partner in classics. Professor
we feel, and to please. Freshmen are required to attend this con- returned to the baffling maze of Means, is from Yale, and that is a
wires and began to tap out a message subject for much discussion
the
test, a ruling which has aroused considerable discussion. Although
in code.
two most famous things about him
PublUhad «v«T7 Wedoaadajr *u> iii* the CoOase Year by the StodenU of Bowdein College.
All contributions aid eommunk ttioii nhoi£d be Kiven to the Managing Editor by Sunday
aterht precaalag- the date of publication.
The Editor-in-Chief U responsible for to* editorial
eolunin the Maaaainy Editor for iww» and make-up. Ail communication* resardiag subxeripttons should be addre«aad to the Btffiiesa Manager of the Bowdoia Publishing Company,
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necessary principles. Edwards staled.
and added that we are faced with the
crisis of

!

in every act of life, in marriage, in
business, in sacrifice, and perhaps in
will be to restore, and to keep
alive faith in the latent goodness of
human-kind; will be counsel for us to

.

.

.

Paul H. ffoiliday 41
Assistant Business Managers

Charles

.

.

Leonard B. Tennyson,
Robert G. Watt '42

*42

Forum

"Whatever abiding value the Forum will have for many of us, will be
to show us the importance of religion

Continued from Pagfi 1 ]
Profile: "Time flies, death waits,
his spare time, he audits Professor
KSlln's German Literature course, and hell yawns. Read on, Mr. Brown
we are waiting breathlessly!"
skis, works on photography, and sings
in the Brunswick Choral Society From somewhere deep behind an imwhich meets every Tuesday night. pressive iron-gray moustache these
As for reminiscences of college days, famous and oft-repeated lines come
the lanky teaching fellow answered with a muffled resonant boom to
they
that it would still be some time be- the student of the classics
fore he would begin to reminisce on are always pronounced with the
his undergraduate life, making only same reverence and the same sarthe general observation that it wou'd donic twinkle in the speaker's eye
he wrote a book on Lucretius- probably prove "a little dull."
Teaching in the physics lab every we think we're right there that
morning and afternoon, James Stod- took twelve years in composition,
den King has returned to his alma and has given him his rightful place
mater and the work he most enjoys. as one of the foremost authorities
When we entered Searles to ask for on the subject in the country .
an interview we had to wend our he is an addict on photography and
way through airplane wings, vires, spends the small hours of the night

—

IjCllii

We

forms, disciplines, and universal and

Evans

C.

l

111 hi

that this individualism had gone too
have, cast off traditions,
far.

Edwards Appraises

CDustard and Cress

Are Interviewed
RniMWfck, Maine

E. Harold Pottle.
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we

feel tliat such a ruling is hardly necessary, we do feel that the
College authorities are wise in realizing the importance of such a

contest.

he has certainly done

.

.

that any coach could be expected to do in

all

molding the characters of his pupils.

are 'his statement that you can read
Greek faster than English, and his
middle name. "Barney." which is
used universally to denote Professor
Stanley B. Smith.
Observations at Random: Now we
know how our foreign, ambassadors
carry on their business
Ex-Governor George H. Earle, the pride and
joy of Pennsylvania, runs American
affairs in Bulgaria by playing pinball with King Boris and stopping
.

I

champagne

bottles

—

the
.

.

of

role

.

.

Sophomore "Honk"

.

.

Professor
Kolln has taken at least three times
many courses as the average undergraduate
perhaps some of us
.

.

.

as

Without resorting to supercharged emotionalism or melowould do well to follow his example
There have been numerous praises of the One- Act Play Condramatic pep talks, it is safe to say that he has given something of and sit in on extra courses
and we merely wish tc add oi^r enthusiastic praise to those alspring, beautiful spring, hurry up and
;

.

.

.

spiritual value to

ready given. Bowdoin, as one of the few colleges which hold such
a contest, does,
ao.

.

target at night clubs
Jack Teagarden was one of the best bands
we've heard at Bowdoin
and
we would like to add, in a small
voice, that this houseparty was a
definite improvement over the last

.

test

— in

.

we

for those

acting are obvious.

body

And,

benefits as well

much

a great service to the student body by doing

feel,

The advantages

who have

both writing and

ability in

as a matter of fact, the entire student

from the

contests. For, undoubtedly, there is

By

the time this

will probably

with

every

us,

may

the College;

man under

Orient

have been

float

appears, the Boston College situation

settled. If

this article serve
if

he leaves,

has been, and

it

it

reflect the entire

ment of congratulations and of hope

.

campus
C. T.

Bowdoin's boardwalks!

BRUNSWICK
BARBER SHOP

is still

senti-

26 Maine Street

for future success.

to be gained from an intelligent

and thoughtful criticism and
discussion by the student body of these plays. /We hope that such
contests will always be presented at Bowdoin and we feel certain

Adam

simply as a reminder of his value to

may

.

his care.

Two Barbers

I.

No

Waiting

THE SMOKE OF SLOWER-BURNING CAMELS GIVES YOU
I

that they^will always justify their popularity.

The

Interfraternity Singing Contest

is,

we

Meet

exception of the Interfraternity Track

time during the college year

when

close contact with each other.

Such a contest

spirit of

competition

among

EXTRA MILDNESS, EXTRA COOLNESS, EXTRA FLAVOR

one of the

believe,

best services that the College gives the undergraduates.

With

the

AND

actually the only

it is

the fraternities are brought in

fl

gives rise to a friendly
I

and

the various houses

at the same time

helps to bring about a close spirit of co-operation within the indi-

vidual houses.

The one hundred

per cent attendance of most of the

houses at this contest definitely proves
In conclusion,
give

its

urging

we

its

worth and

its

popularity.

\

strongly urge the entire student body to

wholehearted support to

all

three of these contests.

Such

we feel sure from past experience is quite unnecessary. Howwe pointed out before, the importance of these events can-

ever, as

not be over-emphasized.

:
|

ADAM WALSH
The College awakes after

the most strenuous

week of the win-

ter season to find that almost the entire football set-up in the state
lias

LESS NICOTINE

undergone a change and that further developments are threat-

We refer,

two announcements of the past
week that disclose the transfer of Head Coach Al McCoy of Colby
to Harvard as backfiekl coach, and of Coach Fred Mansfield of
Bates to his old Alma Mater as Ibead coach. These changes, com-

ened.

of course, to the

than the average of the 4 other largest-selling
according
less than any of them

cigarettes tested

—

—

to independent scientific tests of the smoke itself

ing after the retirement of Fred Brice of Maine, apparently leave

Adam Walsh

as the sole veteran in the states coaching ranks for

the brands that most
of the largest-selling cigarettes
you probably smoke right now... were analyzed and compared by tests of the smoke itself. For, after all, it's what you
the smoke's the thing.
get in the smoke that interests you
Over and again the smoke of the slower-burning brandCamel—was found to contain less nicotine.
Dealers everywhere feature Camels by the carton. For convenience—for economy—get your Camels by the carton.

Five

next falls campaign.

.

But even here all may not be safe. The appointment of Frank
Leahy as football coach and athletic director at Notre Dame leaves
a vacancy at Boston College, arul rumor, the news services, and
semi-official statements point

Adam

out that

.

can have the job for

the asking. Should he decide to move, there

no doubt that the

is

College would have difficulty in finding as capable a successor and
in fielding as successful a

opinion and sentiment

is

team as

Adam arid,

his

new

coaches with the same type of mi

Working with few bona

if

un< lertaking.

handicaps to work with can point to the resu
accomplished.

Yet campus
he goes, would

usual, next season.

entirely for

wish him good luck and success in

Few

fide sta

serial

and the same

ts

Adam Walsh

s

he has brought six

has

S.

AT THE ROUNDHOUSE

high up on Sun
Valley's famous Baldy Mountain, Dick Durrancc (above) takes timeout for another Camel.
"That Camd flavor is something special," he
says. "Never wears out its welcome."
And the answer is Camel's costlier tobaccos
in a matchless blend— they're slower-burning!

BY BURNING

campus and has transformed
reputation of Bowdoin from one bf ridicule to one of

successive state championships tq this

the football

«•*«*.
Still,

,

*r**M$*

man himself has made the greater
who have come in contact with him. Accept-

not (us record, but the

impression

on

those

. .

of

ing success with modesty and defeat without

been occasions when an

alibi

alibi

would have been

(and there have

perfectly justified)

Rernoldi Tobacco Company. Wlniton-Salan, North Carolina

Try

the slower-burning cigarette yourself.
Know the supreme pleasure of a smoke free
from the excess heat and irritating qualities of
extra cool, extra mild.
too-fast burning
.

Enjoy every

.

.

flavorful puff with the comfort-

ing assurance of science that in

Camels you're

a^^rT^wav,

,...,

vji».^»^E^W

c*Me^
1

getting less nicotine in the smoke (above, right).

—

than the average of the 4 other largestslower than any of them—Camels also give you a

smoking plu s equal, on the average, to 5

CAMEL
asss*

.
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Mermen Beat

B.IL;

THrtEE
,

. .

Lose

POLAR BEAR INGS

.

To Williams Swimmers
By

To

Wins

.

;

,

<
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SCOWLING COMPETITION
BEGINS THIS WEEK
:

•

,

FROSH TRACK TEAM
BEATS BATES
J. V. Tracksters

Andover Defeats

i

W*

,

I

:

jFENCERS RELEASE

YEAR^SSCHEDULE
.
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i

.

"
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Court Contests

Senior Ray Huling and freshman Ralph Strachan somewhat dominated
Bowdoin's track squads last week as both varsity and frosh trounced Bates
in separate dual meets. Ray displayed old-time form by setting a meet record
in the broad jump and equalling the existing times for the dash and high
hurdles. Strachan, another in a long line of South Portland hurdlers, took
Big White Natators Overwhelm Boston University
firsts in the dash, high hurdles, broad jump, and 300. The frosh won handily,
70-38. taking all but two first places. The varsity overcame a fifteen point
53-22 Score But Succun{b
Williams 47-28;
lead, sweeping three events to come out on top by the score of 65-52.
Bowdoin
9 Events At B. U.
„
, polar bearings
•
*4
Freshman Alan Hillman threatened the cage record in the 1000
Alter paddling easily to a 53-22 2£0-yard breast stroke. 2:35.10, while
victory over Boston University on Pete Jenkisson trailed in third place
as he won easily in 2:18.6, leas than a second slower than the presFriday, Bowdoin's varsity swimmers 'iHie Polar Bears' best performers
ent cage mark. Hi* fall record in crow country and his recent exhifloundered before a strong Williams te*re Marston. who won the 100-yard
bitions indicate that some of the present indoor records are due to
team Saturday afternoon, by a 47-28 fjsee style in 57.2, and Fisher, who
fall before the present season is over. Joe Carey, who has followed
count, to halve the week end's com- finished first in the 150-yard backHillman around in practically every event in which the two have
petition. Williams, racking up excep- $iB"oke event. Bob Fenger was second
been entered, won the 000 and took second in the 1000. Those two
tionally good times in the 220-yard U' this event until he tired during
men should give the A.D. track team sufficient balance to
distance
breast stroke and the 440-yard free aje fifth lap.
walk off with the Interfraternity track crown next month.
style, yielded first place to Bowdoin
^Another fast time chalked up by a
•
polar bearings
in only two events, whereas down at Williams
swimmer was Bacon's
Frank Sabasteanski carried the brunt of the burden in the sadly dethe University Club pool in Boston 3 ?06.8 in the 440-yard free style.
the Polar Bears dropped the same rferr gave Bowdoin third in this pleted weights division. With last year's dependables. Niles Perkins and Carl
number to B. U. Robbed, by illness, <*#ent. Bill Croughwell took a third Boulter, no longer in the competition, Bates picked up 18 \% points before
of their captain and number-one back eih the diving board as Severidge of the running events began. Bill Stark and Jim Doubleday teamed up to finstroker, Jerry Burns. 20 minutes be- V?illiams won with the excellent to- ish one-two in the thousand, and Bunting, Ingalls, and Briggs swept the
fore the meet, the Terriers, in their t|l of 96.6 points. The Polar Bears
pole vault.
seventh straight loss, owed their vie- hpve a full week ahead of them, bepolar bearings
tory in the 300-yard medley relay to ginning Tuesday when they will en
Sharing time with Coach Magee's trackmen in Hyde Cage
Stan Fisher's disqualification tech-:}ecunter M. I. T. On Wednesday they
are Linn Wells' baseball candidates. Battery aspirants have been
nically for illegal use of the scissors;; will take on Dartmouth, and Saturworking out for the past two weeks in an effort to get a line on
kick during the breast stroke event. Idiy will see Amherst in the Bowdoin
the pitching strength for the coming season. The return of itinerant
In addition to the technical deci- Ipj&ol.
sion handed to "Boston's team of
Bead Hunter bolstered the hopes of the White squad, which is lackGiadstin, Keiley. and Karcher, in the
lag in experienced huriers. Jack Keefe, Herb Patterson, and Johnny
medley relay. Bob Wheeler garnered
William* have all been in uniform along with Charlie Walker and
first place for the losers in the 200Ray Huling. The first three saw action last year, but Walker and
yard breast stroke, in the .time of
Huling, both seniors, are newcomers.
Th* annual interfraternity bowl2:80. Pete Jenkisson and Don Ulin.
j
of Bowdoin. placed second and third »«g competition got underway Monthe A.D.'s meeting the
in this event. In the other relav, the V*y w,tn
400-yard free style, Bowdoin's team ?? tes and lhe Kappa Sigs opposing
70-38
of Croughwell. Marston. Key lor. and tfie Betas. Today, the T.D.'s, the de
Jenkisson, beat out B. U. in 4:01.6. finding champions, are meeting the
an <j the s *g™a N "'s are
Art Keylor captured the 220-yard £*"
The freshman track squad won
The Bowdoin Jayvee track team their second consecutive victory of
free style for Bowdoin, with Fenger, bowling the Kappa Sigs. Each of the
Bowdoin, second, and Landers, B. <?*even fraternities and the Thorndike was unable to stop the star-studded the season by overpowering a weak
U., third. The tima. was 2:31. 3. The Cllub has entered a three-man team Andover forces here last Saturday Bates yearling outfit by the score
50-yard free style \|ent to the Polar in the competition for the trophy afternoon, bowing by a score of of 70-38 last Wednesday. Highest
Bears on Marston's first in 25.5, and wjiich is being offered to the winning 63*i to 35 U. Three records went by point winner of the meet was Bowthe boards under the efforts of FishEmerson and Mara, of B. U-. placed outfit.
jdoin's Ralph Strachan as he won
er and Kelsey- of the victors and
j Tomorrow tyie ATO's will bowl the
second and third. Bill Croughwell
firsts in four events, while Alan Hillscored 66.07 points in the low-board JF^i U's and the A.D.'s will face the Hillman of the local forces. Kelsey Iman turned in the best individual
the
On
STj.U.'s.
will
T.D.'s
new
Ffriday
the
40-yard
dash
in
the
stepped
diving to hand Bowdoin an easy vicperformance by breaking the meet
tory In that event, his nearest com- meet the Delies, and the Chi Psis time of 4.5 seconds, and Hillman record in the 1000 yard run by nine
petitors being Dawson and Wahl- **;ill oppose tne Zetes. Two matches lowered the mark in the 1,000 with seconds.
held
the
D.U.
vs.
Miere
yesterday,
seconds.
of
minutes.
20.5
the
time
2
strom, B. U., with 42.3 and 40.3
The sprints and hurdles were cap!/?TO and the Psi U's vs. Dekes.
Fisher, big enough for college compepoints respectively.
ably handled by Strachan as he won
tition, proved to be the outstanding
Ed Cooper finished the 100-yard
the high hurdles, the 40 yard dash
weight man to appear in the Bowfree style dash in 58 seconds, and
and the 300 yard dash. Jerry Hickey
doin cage this year. He led all comwas trailed by Carlson, giving first
helped pile up the score by placing
petitors by winning three events,
and second places to Bowdoin, with
second in the high hurdles and third
pushing the 12- pound shot 50 feet,
Emerson, of B. U., third. Fenger and
in the dash, while Gil Dobie turned
Fisher swam almost a dead heat in \ The following is the schedule of 1% inches for a new record, tossed in good time in the 300 to take secthe 35 pound weight 48 feet, 9*4
the 150-yard backstroke, with the tiie Bowdoin Fencing team:
ond.
inches, and scaled the discus 129 feet.
former just ahead at the finish, and'
M.l.T. at M.I.T., Feb. 28.
Joe Carey and Al Hillman took
Giadstin coming in third. Fenger's ; Wcsleyan, Brown at Brown, March \Vt inches. Headed for Harvard,
care of the distance races easily.
Fisher looks very promising.
time was 1:59.4. Harr and Waite.
Joe won the 600 yard run in 1 mint
finished first and second for BowWith Andover sweeping the 35Boston University, Boston College, pound weight and the pole vault, ute 20.7 seconds although he lost a
doin, in the 440-yard free style, in
shoe with three laps to go; and then
5:27.3, to end the meet. Heymann, |Tufts, at Boston University, March 7. and Kelsey winning his second event,
he doubled in the 1000 yard run to
B. U., was third.
Boston College at Boston College, the 3000-yard run, the prepsters es- take second place. In the mile run,
Bowdoin was no match for the March 14.
tablished a margin that the jayvees
. , _
Hillman stayed behind until the gun
Purple at Williamstown on Saturday,
were unable to overcome. The collap, and then sprinted ahead to win
Amherst at Amherst, March J5.
losing both the relay events, and
lege trackmen won three first places
Bangor Y. M. C. A., at home, in addition to Hillman's record- in 4 minutes 50.4 seconds with Dick
gaining only two firsts and the same
Benjamin following Smith of Bates
number of seconds. Hubbell, of Wil4 March 21.
breaking performance, with Briggs.
for a third. Al came back later In
liams, set a new pool record in the
Boston College, at home, March 22. Cary, and Strachan each winning his the evening to run away with the
specialty.
1000 in the time of 2 minutes 18.6
' "
m
The winners had their power very seconds, thus missing the cage record
well balanced in all events, and pick- set by Bob Porter by only eighted up many very important points tenths of a second.
It's
with second and third places. The
In the field events, Elliott won the
Jayvees made a good showing in
discus, Perkins the 35 pound weight,
their events, but could not match the
Parsons, high jump, and Strachan,
well-spaced power of the prep school
broad jump. For Bates, Shea won
forces.
the shot put and placed second and
J

_.».

.

Win Fmir

.

By Hank Shorey

[

—„ —

game

...to pause and
!

>>*..

Winning its last four games, the
Bowdoin Freshman Basketball team
has so far dropped only two of its
contests, one to undefeated
Little High School of Auburn
the other to Portland High
School. The season started rather
shakily because of the intervention of
Christmas vacation and the following
epidemic of influenza, which brought
about the cancellation of all the
games between Christmas and the
beginning of mid-year examinations.
However, with recent victories over

eight

Edward
and

ster won first place in the discus and
high jump. Sigsbee of Bates picked
up nine points by winning the shot
put, placing second in the discus
the and third in the 40-yard dash.
Drury Sets Meet Record

and Walt Daniels with seven were
the big guns for Bowdoin. Bob
O'Brien and Tom Donovan turned in
fine performances on defense, "and also contributed

share

their

in

scoring.

Last Saturday the freshmen met the
Cheverus High quintet in what turned out to be a even contest for three
periods. However, it was a different
story in the fourth quarter. Tightening its defense and speeding up its offense, Bowdoin held its opponents
scoreless while piling up fifteen points

emerge

to

33-21.

victorious,

Babcock again was top man,
eleven points to his credit.

Eddie
with

In their most recent game, held
last Monday afternoon on the Bowdoin court, the freshmen again took
the measure of Gorham Normal
School, 58-53. Starting out fast in the
first quarter, the frosh dropped fourteen points through the basket before
their opponents could find the range.
At the end of the first half Bowdoin
had a comfortable lead of thirteen
points,
which they increased to
twenty-one at the close of the third
period. Coasting through the final
quarter. Bowdoin scored only one
field goal and a charity throw, while
Gorham erased sixteen points of the
Polar Bears' substantial lead, the
game ending with the frosh out in
front, 58-53. Walt Daniels and Eddie
Babcock shared scoring honors with
twelve points apiece. Close behind
was center Pete Hess with ten points
five field goals.

won

quintet
in

the pole vault. Lee, Hickey, and

Campbell also won points for the

Bowdoin

frosh

in

their

various

events.

CUMBERLAND
Wednesday

Wild

Feb. 26

Man Of Borneo
-

.Vary

Howard

News

Sound Act

Thursday

You drink
af

it

and enjoy an

mJMMM

after-

refreshmen).

So whoa you pause through* jit
the day,

make

it

KU

refreshes with ice-cold

pause

tftjrf

Coca-Colk YOU TASTE ITS QUALITY
fogipmy by
PLANTS, INC.

oi Tibc Coca-Cola

OOCA-CWHjA BOTTLING

The COLLEGE; BOOKSTORE

ssasa

MM
"COME HIND, COME WEATHER"

„
Yes,

chewi.5
<„r real c
tor

** *"*£?,.! Velvet-"***'
POUB^NT dadya*^

W. CHANDLER

MM

laps to go,

and

McLauthlin

your break,

too-

*»°

& SON

138

Bob

Newhouse

edged

Harry

out

Twomey

same

Polar

For

Bears.

and

Lyford,
ran good

Bates,

Sigsbee

races. In the finals. Ray Huling won
with the time of 4.6 and he was fol-

lowed by Johnny Dickinson and Sigsbee.

Ray
in the

showed good performance
broad jump, making a record

also

making leap
Briggs

of 22 feet 7 inches.

placed

and

second

-

Best Assortment

Magazines

and—you know!
"Seconds'

$1.50

feet 6 inches and Briggs "took third
place. Fortunately, Stan James was
not forced to risk his bad ankle in
any of the events.
Webster of Bates jumped 5 feet 10
inches to take first place in the high
jump, while Hanson and Gray tied for
second at 5 feet 8 inches.

Weights Weak
Webster also won the discus with
a throw of 117 feet U inches. Sigsbee
was second and Frank Sabasteanski
placed third. In the shot put. Sigsbee
toss of 42 feet 4 inches,

won with a

and he was followed up by SabasteanBoothby of
ski and Jack Clifford.

won

the

hammer

35-pound

BANK

Maine

Capital, $1*5,000

Total Resources j $3,000,000

STUDENT PATRONAGE SOLICITED

Fine Beverages

Meats

V

Groceries

THE NEIGHBORHOOD
MARKET
17 Page Street
In Back of Beta

Tel. 628

He

THE COLLEGE LAUNDRY

-

Laundry and Dry Cleaning

March

Special Rates

Superior Service

THE

CITIZEN'S LAUNDRY CO., INC.
73 Maine Street, BRUNSWICK, ME.
We mend your clothing, darn socks, sew on buttons,

2-3

at no additional charge

Agent, John Wentworth, Appleton Hall
Sub agents in all houses

Carroll

f*«*

Brad

Charlie

Edwards completed the sweep with
a third. The other field event sweep
was in the pole vault, as Hal Bunting
and Rocky Ingalls tied for first at 9

of Brunswick,

MAINE STREET

ALGERIAN BRIAR

1

Virginia

New»

Lyford also ran the 300-yard dash
in good time, winning his heat in 32.8
seconds. Dickinson tied for second by
beating Thompson in his heat, and

J

MORTON'S
Pipes

d

Made eine

catch them.

Sons

B.C.-Tenn. FootbsJJ Gajme Pictures

„,

p

throw, while Parmenter placed second and Sabasteanski and N<vm
Gauvreau tied for third. The winMcLauthlin sprinted ahead ning throw was 43 feet 2 2 inches.

wMh

Sunday-Me«day

delicious iwu»*-

Two Events

and John Dickinson were unable to

had Bates

BARBER SHOP

March

Ceasar Borneo

Lyford Wins

Fast running was also witnessed in
the 600-yard run as Lyford set a new
meet record with the time of 1 minute 14.4 seconds. The lead was exchanged several times, but with two
laps to go, Lyford and Mabee of
Bates sprinted ahead, Bob Newhouse

BRANN'S

Romance of the Rio
Grande

^

mile run.

FIRST NATIONAL

Short Subjects

Saturday

l

mam

it

Cigars for Smokers

1"11

fifteen

in the fast

out in the mile run with difJim had set a fast pace
from the beginning, but with three

also

News

day

ferent results.

Patricia Morrison

3BJOY

By Daphne Da Maurler

—

Doubleday

Baxter

Ing*tf

satirfa****.
delicious

PULHAM, ESQUIRE"

Kf John P. Msrquiid, author of H»e La*e George Ap»ey,"
Priae Naval of

F.

the spectators point of view,

boxed as Stark attempted to run outside of Jim. The two Bowdoin runners gave a last burst of speed and
finished a mere stride ahead of the
Bates runner.

Feb. 28

Adam Had Four

r.

"H. M.

From

the most exciting race of the afternoon was the 1000-yard run, and the
race was a tribute to Jack Magee's
great coaching ability. At the start,
Jim Doubleday took the lead in an attempt to decoy McLauthlin of Bates
away from strong-striding Bill Stark.
McLauthlin refused to be drawn out,
however, and Doubleday increased his
lead, leaving McLauthlin, Stark, and
Lin Martin about fifteen yards behind
in that order. With two laps to go,
Stark strode out ahead of the chunky
Bates sophomore, and gradually, Bill
gained on Doubleday with McLauthlin hanging right on his heels. On the
last corner. Stark caught up to
Doubleday and for the distance of the
turn, McLauthlin was automatically

Selected Short Subjects

Frlday

lead, winning the race
yards ahead of Doubletime of 4 minutes 35
seconds. The only other entry, Al
Burns, jogged through easily with the
purpose of saving himself for the two

and held the
about

Thompson,

Doubleday Runs Fast 1000

Leslie

treat...

his

pole vaulter.

wit*

swe»
Tilk abort a

charmed yog.

led

a 65-52 victory

over Rates last week.

Matthews, Charlie Edwards, and
Seavey Bowdoin all represented the

The Great Mr. Nobody

never loses Ml* freshness df
Ifcot first

Feb. 27

who

Magee

Jaok

varsity trackmen to

The Bates team was weakened by the
absence of middle-distance stylist
Bob Nickerson and their first-string

fought

also

Coach

at the tape to turn in the
time.
In the two mile, Drury of Bates,
In the distance events, Drury of stepped right out in the beginning
Bates turned in the time of 10 min- in his attempt to chalk up good time.
utes 7.1 seconds in the two mile and Dana Jones stayed with him for
bettered the meet record by more about half the distance, but the pace
than four seconds. McLauthlin of was too hot, and Dinty dropped back
Bates equaled the meet record in the behind Al Burns and Borden of Bates.
mile run. and Bill Stark won the 1000- Dury was not pushed at all in setyard run in the rather slow time of 2 ting the new meet record, and the
minutes 23.5 seconds. Captain Jim crowd got the biggest kick out of the
Doubleday of Bowdoin showed high race when Jim Warren gave his
caliber running by placing second to usual last lap sprint even though he
McLauthlin in a very fast mile, and was two laps behind the winner.
then outsmarting the Bates sophoHilling Sparks Dashes
more in the 1000.
Ray Huling came up to his usual
In general, the Bowdoin team mid-season form to win the forty-five
showed lack of experience and was yard high hurdles in the excellent
greatly handicapped by weakness in time of 5.8 seconds. Sophomores Bob
the weights division. Nevertheless, Edwards and Will Small trailed him
several individual
runners looked in that order well ahead of the sole
promising and it is interesting to note Bates entry.
In the forty-yard dash, Huling,
that exactly half of the Polar Bear
points were made by Sophomores. Brad Briggs, John Dickinson, John

Earlier in the afternoon, Captain

with

.Frank Morgan

appaal

Of

>

encounters Deering High School
the last game of the season.

It

And

WHITE SOPHS
SCORE 32 POINTS

BIG

Of
And

third respectively in the discus and
35 pound weight. Crean of Bates

unique.

Bill Stark,

Doubleday Star
For Polar Bears

Jj}m

Portland and Cheverus High Schools,
the frosh quintet has picked up speed
Bowdoin, Lyford
Huling
and has at last hit its stride.
Bates
Dury
In the first encounter with Gorham Normal the frosh took the lead
Set Records
from the opening whistle and were
never headed, going away to win, 36Inspired by the brilliant running of
23. Eddie Babcock was the high scor- Captain Jim Doubleday, the varsity
er of this game with seventeen points track team came up from behind to
to his credit.
beat Bates 65-52 in the second dual
On Wednesday, February 19, the meet of the season last Friday. The
frosh encountered South Portland meet was featured by upsets in sevHigh in what has proved to have been eral events, and new records were
the most exciting game of the season set in the broad jump, 600 yard run,
up to the present time. South Port- and the two mile run.
Outstanding on the comparatively
land was the -first to score, but at the
end of the first quarter Bowdoin was untried Bowdoin team were Captain
out ahead, 6-5. The second period Doubleday, Ray Huling, Bob Newproved to be South Portland's best, house, Frank Sabasteanski and sophas they outscored the Polar Bears, omores Al Burns. John Dickinson and
15-5, going way out in front at the Bill Stark. Pacing the Bobcats were
McLauthlin, Sigsbee, and
half, 20-11. At this point the game Lyford,
looked as though it might become a Webster.
The Bowdoin runners looked esperepetition of the disastrous Portland
High School contest, but a rejuvenat- cially strong in the dashes and mided freshman team came back in the dle distances,' and they were able to
third quarter to hold their opponents completely sweep the high hurdles,
Bates
to a mere five points while amassing broad jump, and pole vault.
fourteen tallies to climb within two scored heavily in the weight events
points of the lead. Throughout the and showed power in the 600 and the
final period the game was a nip and two mile.
Veteran Ray Huling was high point
tuck affair with neither team able to
sink two baskets in succession until winner as he set a new bread jump
the last fifteen seconds, when Eddie record, and his winning times in the
Babcock dropped a nice short shot high hurdles and the 40-yard dash
through the hoop to put the Frosh equaled the former meet records. Ken
ahead, 39-37, the final score of the Lyford of Bates doubled to win the
game. Eddie Babcock with six field 300-yard dash and to make a new recgoals, Pete Hess with eight points, ord in the 600-yard run, while Web-

Tomorrow the freshman

is

Ray Huling,

Gorham Normal School and South

on

Hare's a drink that

THREE RECORDS FALL
AS WHITE TRACKMEN
BEAT BOBCATS 65-52

Mtfteifurray

Prompt Service

Sou** Act
•

Tel 80
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Dean Paul Nixon has just aehtj a
letter to the members of the dais of
regarding next year's rooms.
Moore Hall will be open first to sophomores, then to juniors land seniors,
if the sophomores do not fill it. The
five dorms will be furnished, and will
rent at the same price. A schedule
of prices was enclosed with the •tet1944,

ter.

R

|

Groups which wish to room year
each other in Moore Hall should
leave their names at the Bursar s
office soon.

j

The present freshmen

will

be

li-

able to "dormitory draft" next ye*r.
will be granted o^ly
financial conditions make it *o
that one must get a chqap, off-cam-

Exemptions

when

pus room, or when one Is needed io
a fraternity. This last condition
that the present sophomores -amd

fill

is

juniors must room in fraternity
houses, except when financial conditions make it impossible.
Freshmen who feel that they <a»>not room either in a dorm or a fraternity house must get exempted by
Don Lancaster no later than Msrcn
10, 1941. These freshmen should fen-

gage off-campus rooms next
by the fortnight.

fall drtly

!,.

DEBATERS SPLrT IN
FIRST DUAlJ DEBATE
!

In the first dual debate of the season Bowdoin defeated the University
of Maine 2-1 before the Bangor, Ki-

wanis Club at noon last Wednesday
and lost 3-0 in the evening at Hubbard Hall. Kendall M.Cole '44, Donald C. Larrabee '43, and Lewis V. Vafiades '42 represented Bowdoin: jat
Bangor, Cole and Larrabee giving- tjhe
ten minute constructive speeches *md
Vafiades presenting the ten minute
rebuttal.

Lacey B.

Smith

'44

and

Joseph S. Cronin '43 presented the
Bowdoin constructive case in Brunswick, and Frederick M. Blodgett! -42
offered the rebuttal.
Herbert Wing and Stanley Redman, as main speakers, and J,ohn
Webster, as rebuttalist, represented
the University of Maine here <hi?n
Bowdoin upheld the affirmative of* the
question "Resolved: That the nations
of the western hemisphere sn*uld
:

form a permanent alliance." At Bangor, Maine upheld the affirmative -and
Bowdoin the negative of the saaie
qeustion.

;

j

David W. D. Dickinson '41, rjaiejsident of the Debating Council, presided at the Hubbard Hall debate,
and the judges were Norman Palfner
of the Colby College department of
history, the Rev. Charles Tubbs; of
the Grace Episcopal Church of Bath,

and

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

BE

UPPERCLASSMEN TO
OCCUPYJOORE HAIi

'

!

George Hutchinson, debating
coach at South Portland High

Many Students
Receive Awards

DORMITORY HISTORIES
RECALL PAST DAYS

Continued from Page i }
The largest award made, which included one of the Walker Scholarships,
made possible by bequests
from Annetta O'Brien Walker of
Portland, was to Alan L. Gammon
'43, who
has received straight
grade since he entered Bowdoin in
the fall of 1939 on a State of Maine
Scholarship.

[Continued from Page i]
wealthier students and soon became
the residence of Bowdoin's aristocracy. Unlike Maine Hall, virtue and
piety found few adherents in the
new building and the ends became
known as "Sodom" and "Gomorrah."
The condition of the north end became so bad by 1850 that efforts
were made to improve it both struc-

[

A

The
went

.

1

second largest scholarship
to Richard L. Chittim '41. This

scholarship the Emery award, from
Mrs. Anne Crosby Emery Allinson,
Litt. D., Bowdoin 1911, provides that
the award be made "to an individual
boy to be selected by the Dean."
The Stanwood Alexander Scholarship "to an outstanding student in
American History" was awarded to
Francis R. Murdy '42 of Clinton,
Massachusetts. Other Walker Scholarships have also been given to Robert E. Colton '44 and David W. D.

and morally. The former
proved the more successful. Although
the repairs proved adequate for a
time, the end had to be closed in
1864, not to be reopened until four
years later.
Appleton, constructed in 1843. has
had a comparatively uneventful history- No fires have started there and
the conduct of its occupants was so
tually

commendable that

it

was referred

"New Jerusalem"

as

years.

The increase

in

body throughout the

to

several
the student
remainder of
for

the nineteenth century w*s accommodated by the erection of chapter
houses. Before the day of these
houses, the members of each fraternity were assigned to separate sections of the dormitories. In 1910
Hyde Hall was added to become
Bowdoin's fourth dorm.
Since 1808 the Boards have proOther
substantial
scholarship vided caretakers for the sleeping
awards were made to the following: quarters. Student comment upon
N. D. Austin '41; C. N. Bacon, Jr. their efficiency is typified by an edi'43, (Includes Dodge Scholarship for torial in one of the publications of
excellence in the classics); G. E. the ORIENT in the year 1875: "We
Brickates '43; R. W. Brown '44, (In- hope the terminus ladies will take a
cludes Smith Awards to students of good, long rest so that they will be
the Rockland area) B. H. Golden '44, able to carry a broom up higher than
(Includes Field and Hastings Awards the first flight." As indicated by the
for students from Bangor or Bethel)
editorial, the policy of the College
J. C. Jaques '43, (Includes Hall-Mer- originally was to hire members of
cer Scholarship for graduates of pub-, the female sex as sweepers. The
lie schools); E. C. Kollman '41, (In- story has since arisen that a precaucludes a Moody Scholarship for pro- tionary question regularly asked by
ficiency in Chemistry); F. E. Mat- one of the presidents upon hiring a
thews '41; R. M. Paine '43; F. F. Sa- bed maker was, "Is she sufficiently
basteanski '41, (Includes 21 Appleton repulsive in appearance?" No eviHall Scholarships established by for- dence has been found in student
mer occupants of that room. Sabas- opinion of the last century to inditeanski is now rooming there as cate that his precautionary measure
proctor of the dormitory.); G. E. ever failed.
Smith, Jr. '42; J. M. Sturtevant, Jr.
'41, (Includes a Hall-Mercer Schol- kins '44 received the 1903 Scholararship for public school graduate); ship and the Fuller Scholarship, esand Mario Tonon '42.
tablished respectively for sons of
Smaller scholarships were also members of that class and for resiawarded as follows: Chandler A. dents of Augusta. The Purinton
Stetson, Jr. '41. a Clara Rundlett Scholarship, for residents of TopsAchorn Scholarship, established with ham and Brunswick, was given to
preference to graduates of Lincoln Robert M. Giveen '41. Franklin B.
Academy at Newcastle. The Charles Comery '41, received the Comery
F. Libby Scholarship established for Scholarship and the 1913 Scholara Portland resident pursuing a Class- ship. The former was established in
ical course, went to Charles T. Ire- memory of his father, who received
his Bowdoin degree in 1913.
land Jr. '42.
The Symonds Scholarship and the
The Hasty Scholarship, with prefDeane Scholarship, given for excel- erence to Portland or Cape Elizalence in English Literature, went to beth boys, went to Richard E. Bye
'41,
George R. Toney Jr.
and Lincoln '42; the Richard Almy Lee ScholarF. Johnson Jr. '42. George W. Per- ship, awarded with preference to
members of Beta Theta Pi, was
given to Robert L. Bell '42. The
Spaulding Scholarship, for a member
of the freshman class, was awarded
to Alan S. Perry. The Newbegin
Scholarship for excellency in Classics, was given to Howard L. Huff '43.

Dickson '41.
The Kling Scholarships, established in 1934 by bequest of Charles Potter Kling of Augusta, have been assigned to E. Seavey Bowdoin '42;
Clyde W. Crockett '44; Paul C. Houston '41; Donald C. Larrabee '43;
Marshall J. Leydon '41; and Walter
G. Taylor '41.

;

The Beverly, Massachusetts Scholarship went to Richard W. Benjamin
'44 of that city. Robert C. Davidson
'42 was awarded the Emerson Scholarship for students preparing for the
Congregational ministry. An award
from the Hastings Scholarship Fund,
for students from Bethel or Bangor,
went to Henry
Hastings, Jr. '41.
Sidney Chason '44 received a Field
Scholarship, given with preference
to Bangor boys. Scholarships from
the Hall-Mercer Fund, established in
1940 for graduates of public high
schools, went to Omer R. McDuff
'41. Millard H. Pattern, Jr. '43, Donald A. Sears '44, and Robert H.

H

Walker '43.
Awards from the Payson Scholarship Fund, given in 1935 by Mrs.
Charles H. Payson of Portland in
memory of her husband, were made
to Crawford B. Thayer '44, Caleb K.
Wheeler '43, and Robert W. Wood-

worth '42.
George M. Muller of Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania,

an Austrian

boy,

is

on a liberal scholarship. He was
forced to flee from his country when
Germany annexed Austria and arrived in the United States in August
1939.
Muller came to Bowdoin
through the International Students,
also

Variety

[Continued from Page t]
end: program.
Hughie Munroe's blind date arrived
The program was organized besomebody's
best
by train, looked like
cause of Stepanian's desire to porfriend horn rimmed glasses, one tray the modern qualities of the
book, last year's hat, no makeup; poet's work. Hart Crane's American
turned out to be a charmer who did epic, "The Bridge," from which many
Wright selections in the program were taken,
it on a bet ... A Curtiss
interceptor can rise one vertical mile was presented through the medium
one minute .... A neutral is a of dance at Bennington College in
fellow between the lines, being shot 1939 by Arch Lauterer. Work on "A
Mickey Roon- World Dimensional" was begun last
at from both sides
ey was selected by English people as August when Stepanian got the idea
favorite movie star of 1940; war that sound as well as dance could be
news was put on second page in or- used efficiently to bring out contemder to give Mickey headlines in the porary aspects of Crane's works. AidSaid Hedy La- ed by Professor Stallknecht, StepanLondon Times
marr: "The only way to be beautiful ian arranged his program into a prologue, three movements, and an epiis to put your makeup on in a hurlogue. Later changes transformed the
ry;" oh, is that all? ... An orator
program into a prologue and four subis a fellow who is always ready to
sequent movements, and it was prelay down your life for his country
sented in this form last night.
F. J. McCormick, human dynaThe prologue of "A World Dimenmo from Syracuse, can light an elec- sional"
contains "Ave Maria" from
tric bulb by holding it in his bare
Crane's epic "The Bridge." The cenhands. Without thinking, he kissed a
tral voice is that of Columbus and it
young girl; she has refused to see
is heard repeatedly throughout the
Richard Wright's "Nahim since
program. In this section, Columbus
tive Son" is being made into a play
relives his experiences in discoverby Paul Green; and Stephen Vincent
ing "Cathay" and Roland Holmes '42
Benet is working on a screen adaptakes the part of the explorer.
tation of his prize-winning story,
"Things Irreconcilable," the first
Webster"
"The Devil and Daniel
movement, brought into full play the
Artie Shaw just put out a recording
vital qualities of Crane's poetry in
of "Smoke Gets In Your Eyes," and
its dealings with the harsh experioutside of that, not much has turned
ences of modern life. Included in the
We opening
up lately in the record line
movement were verse glimpmet scores of homeless couples wan- ses of our modern day: Harlem night
dering about on the campus after clubs, the strip tease, life in gossipstory

the

of

Says That Fellow Men Can
Best Be Served By

—

Citing the passage "to be or not
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many good breaks as bad ones, but
we forget all about the good ones
......

Does anybody remember where

Pat Ryan was the last time he was
seen in "Terry and the Pirates?"
we've lost track of what it's all
about.

FIFTY-FIVE STUDENTS

L

The sophomores included are: G. E.
Altman, Roger W. Bragdon, A. L.

Forum

i

College Receives Bequest
TheT3owdoin Junior Varsity SwimOf $8,500 From Mr. Coff in ming Team beat Lewiston High last
Saturday 41-25. Six Bowdoin men
It was recently announced that won first places: Havens in the fifty

FRATERNITY FORMS
And Other

Printing

Aak Us For Quotations

TheRecord Office
— Telephone 3 —
Paul K. Niven, Bowdoin 1916

Manager
Pria ter» at

Ik* Orient

fc*d*i^hM*tf*^^M*

Findlay

'44.

Following' the One- Act Play contest there will be a 15 minute vaudeville program featuring Thomas A.

The library is now busily engaged
and classifying the collection of books left to it by the late

in sorting

Mrs. Franklin R. Barrett of Portland.
Mr. Gerald Wilder said that this colamounts to approximately 3,Will Give Third
000 volumes, and that it required two
trips with a College truck to transCourse In Flying Here port it from Portland to Brunswick.
This bequest is what remains of the
library of the late Mr. Barrett, who
[ Continued from Page i ]
course on Air Regulations and the in 1909 gave the college several hundred volumes of early French literaTheory of Flight.
ell '41.

CAA

lection

Bowdoin men now enlisted in the
course are: Charles W. Badger '41,
Franklin B. Comery '41, Robert Harrington '41, Robert G. Page '41, Joel
F. Williams '41. Norman H. Beal '42,
Arthur H. Benoit '42, Stephen L.
Frost '42, Deane B. Gray '42, Dougald MacDonald '42, Edward Martin
Jr. '42, Horace K. Sowles Jr. '42, Robert G. Watt '42, Charles M. Boothby '43, William B. Briggs '43, Henry
S. Bunting '43, John V. Craven '43.
John H. Mitchell '43, Stephen T.
Whitney '43 and Julian E. Wood-

ture from his extensive collection. In
1919, some years after Mr. Barrett's
death, Professor Wilder and Professor Livingston were invited by his
widow to inspect the library and take
some more books. The final install-

ment, left by Mrs. Barrett at her
death, includes more than 700 valuable French books, as well as four
or five hundred volumes on New England local history and genealogy. Also
given with the collection is a portrait
of Charles E. Barrett of the Bowdoin
class of 1822. Mr. Barrett's grandfather.

Reading

Room

the diving. Fenwood placed secin the 220 yard freestyle, BurVisited
In
pee in the fifty yard freestyle, and
Montgomery in the diving. Although
recent report from Miss Alta
the Lewiston mermen achieved no
Reed, the assistant in the upper
first in the individual events, they
Reading
won both relays, the 150 yard med- in the Room or "Browsing Room"
College Library, states that
ley and the 200 yard freestyle.
there are now 1371 volumes in the
room, and that in the year 1940
there was an attendance of 3756
readers.

SUNRISES

in

ond

By 3756

four year curriculum completed In three calendar years, by
(Four quarters of eleven weeks each,

means of the quarter plan.
to the school year).

The dental and medical schools are

1940

A

The University of Buffalo
A

sung by Eliot F. Tozer, Jr.
John E. Williams, Jr. '42;
baritone solos by Thomas A. Brownwill be
'43 and

yard freestyle, Eaton in the 100 yard
breast stroke, Rounesville in the 220
worth '43.
yard freestyle, Pennell in the 100
yard backstroke, Van Valkenburg in
the 100 yard freestyle, and Williams Library

School of Dentistry

We

STATIONERY
POSTERS
TICKETS
ALUMNI LETTERS

SWIMMERS
DEFE AT LEWISTON

|

PRINTING
have had long experience in
producing for Bowdoin men:

Emrich Gives Closing

Burns, A. B. Carrington, Jr., C. R.
Religious
Speech
Crimmin, N. B. Dondis, J. F. Jaques,
D. F. Mileson, R. M. Paine, I. Rimer,
[Continued from Page i]
P .Ross, L. H. Stone, H. D. Taylor, R.
B. Thayer, Jr., J. A. Tuttle, R. H. into religion, not just part, Dr. Emrich added; one must know the forms
Walker.
Freshmen include: C. W. BaieVrJr., of religion and use his mind, heart,
and soul in practicing them.
R. W. Brown, G. A. Burpee, D. CarDr. Emrich studied at Phillips Anmichael, K. M. Cole, R. E. Colton, G.
W. Craigie, Jr., S. B. Cressey, C. W. dover Academy, Brown University,
Crockett, T. J. Donovan, G. L. Eber-] Episcopal Theological School at Camhardt, B. H. Golden, S. E. Hayes, J. bridge, Union Theological Seminary,
E. Hess, J. R, Hurley, Jr., E. O. La- and received his Ph.D. degree at the
Casce, Jr., A. S. Long, Jr., G. W. Mul- University of Marburgh, Germany.
ler, H. L. Osher. A. S. Perry, D. R.
Philbrick, E. A. Richards, D. A. Sears, J.V.
I. M. Spear, R. E. Williams.

ALL Your

by Vance Bourjaily,
a cast the following
people: Peggy Hastings, Miss Kay
Scott; Lou Meade, Clyde Crockett '44; Phil Ryan, John "Woodcock
'44;
Third Gear Smollett, Robert
Russell '42; Sour Dean, Crawford B.
Thayer '44; Slippo Hughes, Holden

PARISH CHURCH

—

undergraduates,
who
would receive Dean's List privileges
in many other colleges, have received
honorable mention here for obtaining
ranks of "B" grade or better. Included in the list are six seniors, eight
juniors,
sixteen
sophomores,
and
twenty-five freshmen.
Seniors on the list are: T. A.
Brownell, P. F. Jenkisson, A. B. Lincoln, R. L. McCarty, R. H. Walker,
J. D. Wallace.
Juniors are: E. S. Bowdoin,
B.
Dodson, F. W. Eaton, F. R. Murdy,
W. E. Nelson, H. M. Patterson, R. E.
Pearson, K. G. Stone, Jr.

We're

'43.

"Brotherly Love," an original college-life farce
will have as

AT

CHOIR WILL

ON DEAN'S "B" LIST
Fifty-five

Service.
In addition to the $24,000 awarded the College has just received seby the Committee at this time, the curities amounting to approximateState of Maine Scholarships, amount- ly $8,500 from the estate of the late
ing to $500 each, were awarded last Charles A. Coffin of New York. These
spring to Kendall M. Cole '44, George securities had been set up as a trust
W. Craigie. Jr. "44, Stanley B. Cres- fund for the benefit of Dr. Alice Hanson Luce of Oakland, California, who
sey '44 and Stuart E. Hayes '44.
died October 1, 1940. The fund now
comes to the College without restriction of any kind. It is the fourth gift
made to Bowdoin by Mr. Coffin,
Yes,
Interested In whose total benefactions how amount
to about $30,000.

John Craven

—

.

the fraternities sing

what they please at the Interfraternity Sing?
Most of us get as
.

Jack Kinnard's "World's Fair" will
have as a cast the following people:
Johnny, Lindo Ferrini '42; a guy,
George E. Eberhardt '44; Bill 1.,
John Walker; Bill 2, Roland Holmes
'42;
the Kid. Theodore Saba '42;
Jean, Mrs. Betsy Morss.
Richard Bye's "The Bright Boys,"
taken from Ernest Hemingway's
'The Killers." will feature the following players: Al, William Stark
'43; Max, Richard Bye "42; George.
Robert Newhouse '42; Nick, George
Beal *43; Bernie, Stanley Sumner
'43;
Ole, Frank Sabasteanski '41;
motorman, Norman Beal '42; Sam,

New

in your hand; anybody living
there next year will just have to get
used to it
isn't it decent of

to let

—

[ Continued from Page i }
Duchess, Miss Alice Cooper; Count
of Orino, OrvilJe Denison '41; Pandolfo, Charles Mergendahl '41; first
admirer, Robert McCarty '41; second
admirer, E. Harold Pottle '41.

And

off

ASCAP

to be" from Shakespeare's "Hamlet"
as the most quoted passage in English Literature, Mr. Coleman Jennings of Washington, D. C, paraphrased that quotation "to live
or not to live that is the question"
and thus derived the text for his talk
in chapel Sunday afternoon. "Are
we," he asked, "going to live life with
a small "1" or with a capital 'X?"
Mr. Jennings, now residing in
Washington, D.C., was born in Johannesburg, Africa of American parents. He was educated in the St. Andrews School, Eng., Pomfret School,
Conn.; Harvard University and Harvard Law School; and Edinburgh
University. During the World War
he served in the Aviation Section of
the Signal Corps and at the Armistice he was decorated with the Legion of Honor award by France.
Speaking of people who are prone
to live life with a small "1," Mr. Jennings claimed, "It is tragic to think
that people can die with music in
them." Expressing his dislike of stereotyped or set formulae for living,
the speaker said that "Christianity
is something to be done. It is a life to

TT-

ing suburbs, the roaring subways.
This part was to show the modern
world as a machine ruling world, and
it presented the
maladjustment of

think they all would
have been better off indoors; or is
the whole thing merely a matter of
principle?
The man who gets
along in the world is the one who
looks happy when he isn't ... Of
course the girls at Bowdoin parties
don't drink at night; didn't you ever
notice how thirsty they are in the
morning? ... we haven't been in
the new dorm yet, hut we understand it's well worth the trip; in
fact the floors don't even squeak;
and we hear you can open one of
the doors and the knob won't come
.

Christian Life

..

Authors Present
One-Acts Monday

be lived."
Brownell '41 and John E. Williams
Personal experiences were cited by Jr. '42 as the "Streamline Songsters"
the speaker as examples of how life with songs and dialogue; and an
"can be transformed from a small T animated reading, "The Saga of the
to a capital 'L'." By several exam- North," by Robert M. Kennedy '42.
ples it was shown that "religious Robert E. Chandler '41 and Charles
principles are psychologically sound" E. Hartshorn '41 are in charge of
man and environment.
In the subsequent movement, the and that "as we get into relations arrangements for the vaudeville.
poet,, played by Stepanian, endeav- with other people all our powers are
oring to escape ,the chaos of modern enhanced, increased." The speaker
life, sought the peace of love. Five stated that these two methods of ac- Library
Receives
experiences of love come to the poet, quiring personal benefit through rebut satisfaction escapes him and the ligion might be considered selfish
Microfilms
Books
lure of the sea calls him from his views, but he stated that there were
wide-encompassing love.
other aspects to religion which made
Mr. Gerald Wilder, the College LiIn the third section of the produc- it worthwhile. Telling of experiences
tion, the poet pictures man finally in London, New York, and Edin- brarian, has recently announced that
using machinery for his own ends, in- burgh, Mr. Jennings stated that through the generosity of Mr. Sumstead of serving as the machine mon- many were in need. "They are not ner Pike of the class of 1913 the lister which has civilization in its in need of food, shelter but of hu- brary will soon receive two new sets
grasp. The Brooklyn Bridge repre- man friendship. God must reach his of microfilrm to add to its collection.
sents
the
symbol of American fellow creatures through us," he ad- The first of these sets is entitled
"American Periodicals." To make this
achievements.
ded.
The concluding movement repreThe speaker concluded by stating collection, the University of Michigan
sents the culmination of the sea's call that "we can live life with a capital took microphotographs of approxito the poet's soul. Traveling on an 'L' as we venture out to serve our mately 66,000 pages of eighty-nine
American magazines published before
ocean-going liner from Mexico to fellow men."
New York, the poet calls across time The college choir sang the anthem 1800. The original magazines were
to Walt Whitman. And then his "Give Ear Unto My Prayer" by Ar- found scattered all over the country
thoughts turn to Herman Melville cedelt. The choir was under the di- by the university's researchers, in
whose fascination in the sea was rection of Thomas A. Brownell '41, places where the material in them
also depicted in Crane's work. Ans- in the absence of Professor Frederic could be available only to comparatively few people. By means of these
wering an instinctive urge, the poet Tillotson.
microfilms, the material will be acremoves his coat and ends his life in
cessible to a much wider public. This
this over-powering ocean.
set of films is almost complete, and
In addition to the aforementioned
SING
the library, expects to have its copy
characters, other parts are as folwithin a month or two.
lows: Vincent Skachinske '42, anFIRST
nouncer; chorus Mrs. Herbert HartAnother set of microfilms which
man, Mrs. Mildred Thalheimer, Miss
the University of Michigan is now pre[Continued from Page i]
Alice Cooper, Miss Nancy Webb. Miss is Stealing" arranged by Manney; paring, and which Mr. Pike also plans
Eleanor Walsh, Mr. Eaton Leith, "Balkan Candle Carol" arranged by to give to the library, is the "AmerLindo Ferrini '42, Philip H. Litman Gaul; "Little Jesus Boy" by Mac- ican Culture" series. This contains
'42, Hubert W. Townsend '44, William
Gimsey - Andrews; and "Laudamus" 250 of best books published before
I. Stark '43. The musical supervisor
1800 and also runs to about 66.000
by Protheroe.
is Roland Holmes; production direcThe organ preludes will be "Fugue pages. The source material for this
tor,
Vincent Skachinski; assistant on the 'Kyrie'
" by Couperin and series is widely scattered too, and the
director, Jack Hoopes. The technical
"Jesus Christus Unser Heiland" by films will not be ready for distribution
crew is as follows: Robert Paine '43, Bach and the organ postlude, "Post- for about a year. This set of microsound effects;, Fred Crystal, technical ludio Festivo" by
Karg-Elert. The films is expected to be of particular
adviser.
grass sextet will play Handel's "Lar- interest to those taking the English
Professor Herbert Ross Brown is
go" and the violoncello solo will be and history courses of Professors
faculty advisor.
Schubert's "Ave Maria." Tenor solos Brown and Kirkland respectively.

night;

somehow we

.

il

week

—

.

.

TALKJNCHAPEL

By Paries Mergendahl
Best

1

SOUND SYMPHONY IS
JENNINGS GIVES
PRESENTED IN UNION

closely affiliated, instruction

In the basic medical sciences being under the supervision of the
medical faculty.
Clinical practice of dentistry, In all Its varied
aspects is supervised by the dental division and there Is an intimate
association with the clinics of several hospitals. Periods of internship
In two general and one children's hospital during the senior year,
offering unusual experience in clinical observation, diagnosis and

treatment of dental conditions.

Next regular session will start the first week
For further information address

in July, 1941

School of Dentistry, 25 Goodrich Street,Buff alo, N.Y.

The room was opened in 1926,
through the generosity of
William J. Curtis, of the Class of
1875, a Trustee of the College, who
gave many of its furnishings and
always took an active interest in its
success. In the beginning there were
only 236 volumes and no periodicals.
It has been found that fiction and
poetry are most in demand, with
biography and autobiography also
claiming major places. These books
are placed for convenience in open
cases and in the closed cases are
collections of books by BowOoin men
and special collections like that given
by the late Mrs. Riggs, better known
as Kate Douglas Wiggin. The library hopes still further to extend
the number of portraits, memoralargely

[

Continued from Page

I

]

used as a debate subject. One of the
major debates on this subject will
be the Bradbury Prize debates to be
held on March 10. Before and after
this dale there will also be some contests using this subject. The general
idea of these debates is not a union
of the countries bordering the North
Atlantic as Streit proposes, but the
question proposes a union of the two
American continents. That is a very
vital question at present and provides
many interesting complications and
arguments. In view of world chaos
it sounds reasonable to state that
union with Latin America is our next
logical step. The two continents are
self - sufficient within themselves.
earlier

name "Alumni Room," may

be kept. It is one of the pleasantest parts of the building with its
ample lighting and its deep baywindows, and the comfortable chairs
give the relaxation of body so desirable for the enjoyment of literature. Much of the success of this
Library is due to the interest and
care of Miss Reed who has acted as
bilia and class albums so that the assistant since the beginning.
still
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NERGENDAHL
By Robert

Alpha Delts Win Singing
Contest For 2nd Time

'41

PRODUCES BEST
ONE-ACT PLAY

O.

policy of this eolu.nn has long
been to make proposals for fee

improvement of the educational <fijstem here at Bowdoin, and whether or
not these ideas are considered seriously by the faculty and governing
boards, we continue to ithrow thx>m
out for the consideration of the Student body in general. If they tare
provocative of discussion, they aire
worth the while, and occasionkjly
they will cause enough disturbance
so that reforms are made as a result.
In that way the ORIENT justifies) its

place in the Interfraternity
singing contest last night. Kappa
Sigma won honorable mention.

The winners sang "We Come," and
"Wading In the Water," while the
Kappa Sigs sang "Brightly Beams

Judges Decide Unanimously

the Star and Crescent," and "Passing By."
The contest judges were Mr.
Stanley Hyde, Headmaster of Yarmouth Academy; Mr. Charles Belanger, Director of the Lewiston
Orpheon Club; Mr. Barbour, PrinPublic
Freeport
cipal
of
the
Schools, and Mrs. Lusher.

As Author Wins For
Second Time

VANCE BOURJAILY
AWARDED SECOND

existence. It

is

with this belief fend

hope that we make the suggestion of
a rather radical change in the system of compulsory class! attendance.
•
r
i
student body should be gr*nt•*
ed unlimited, or practically {Unlimited cuts. At present this privilege
is extended only to a selected lew
men on the Dean's List, about jlivj?
per cent of the men in College, foujr
suggestion is to reverse this situation, and permit all but an approximate five per cent or so, those wfcos*?
grades are below the level required
for graduation, to attend classes <o>
not at their own discretion. Such a
system is being tried, and successfully, at many other colleges off- a
type similar to Bowdoin, and it could
work here. There are dangers inj,i*ie
practice, admittedly, but if the College is what it should be, there] Is
nothing to fear.

HHHE

s

rpHE

*

r

-

most obvious argument against

this idea

that too

is

many

Stu-

unaccustomed to their ri^wffreedom, would run aniqek

dents,

found

Richard
Boys"

'

and get themselves flunked out -of
College. Well, anyone who has not
the self-control and self-discipline' to
go to at least enough classes and dm
enough work on his own to stay m
College, he does not belong here,;fd>
two reasons; he is wasting his own
time and that of his professors. And
if the College should lose revenue
the absence of a few "students" of
-

%

this caliber, that too is at

it

should

be. Tuition money was being taken
from them under false pretenses, ;f<$r
there was no chance of their having

gotten anything for

it

but a diplomat

anyhow, and it would be better spent
more usefully. And there is no reason to believe that the number^ <jf
such cases would be large, because
this advocated reform makes a comwith reality, admits jtfiat
are those who would* abuse
their privilege, and provides thfjt
they be brought back into line. TjTJe
present penalty of allowing no cp<s
to students failing in two subjects
would be retained, and whenever; #t
the regular quarterly reviews tarry
student's grades were found to b4 below the minimum of better than ihalf
C's required for a degree, he would
be put back on the old limited-cut
basis. He would then again be So
confined that the College could re-

promise
there

Bye's
Is

"Bright
Forced Out Of

H.

Mergendahl,

Jr.,

CHAPELSERVICE

'41

was awarded the Bowdoin Masque
and Gown "Oscar" last Monday evening in Memorial Hall as winner of Discusses

Bowdoin Men In
American Public Life

student written One-Act
play
Mergendahl's
Contest.
Play
"My Last Duchess" was inspired by
Robert Browning's poem. Second
prize was awarded to Vance N. Bourjaily '44 for his original play, "Brotherly Love."
"My Last Duchess," was played
with an all-senior male cast and with
Miss Alice Cooper of Brunswick. The
author, who also played the part of
Pandolpho, the painter, noted in the
program that his play is not an inpoem,
terpretation of Browning's
"but rather a thing apart, suggested
by what the poem might have
meant." The Duke of Ferrara was
portrayed
by Charles Stepanian.
Playing the Duchess opposite Stepanian, Miss Cooper acted as the
aimiable young wife who ultimately
aroused the wrath of her husband to
her own destruction. Defying her
husband to kill her, the Duchess
forced the "rational thinking man"
into a state of suppressed frenzy. A
moment before smothering his "last
Duchess" with a pillow, the Duke
of Ferrara discussed reasonably with
his wife, the possibility of Desdemona screaming as she was smothered by Othello.
Mergendahl's play opened upon the
Count of Orino, who was looking at
the framed portrait of Ferrara's last
duchess. Ferrara starts to tell Orino,
6ent by his bride-to-be according to
custom, the story of his previous life.
A flash-back transform* the set into
that of the Duke's living room at a
time when the Duchess was living.
Her death is carried out, as suggest[Continued on Page 4]
the

1941

And

Politics

President K. C. M. Sills spoke in
chapel last Wednesday about Bowdoin in public life. He said that the
main object of his talk was to create
a greater interest on the part of the
students in practical politics and to
stimulate their active participation
in the political arena.
"Every now and then," he said, "a
small college occupies in national life
a position out of all proportion to
the number of its graduates." He
pointed out that this was particularly true in the last part of the nineteenth century when Thomas B.
Reed '60 was Speaker of the House;
William P. Frye '50, president pro
tempore of the Senate; Melville W.
Fuller '53, Chief Justice; and Oliver
Otis Howard '50. ranking general of
the Army. The same thing occurred
to Amherst in the days of Calvin
Coolidge, Dwight Morrow, and Harlan Stone. "In the complexity and
competition of American life today,
there will
it
is not probable that
soon be a repetition of such ascendency," President Sills stated.
[Continued on Page 4]

FRESHMAN DEBATERS
TO MEET DARTMOUTH
A

freshman debating team will entertain a freshman team from Dartmouth in the Moulton Union Lounge
tomorrow night in a non-decision debate on the question: "Resolved, that
the powers of the federal government
should be increased." Upholding the
negative for Bowdoin will be Alan
S. Perry '44 and Kendall M. Cole

,

Lary To Visit
Here Next Week

'44.

On Friday a varsity team composed of Charles W. Redman Jr. '42

Dean Nixon has announced that
Stanley C. Lary, Director of the Department of Education and Vocation
of the University Club, will be at
Bowdoin for consultation with seniors who desire advice in methods of
seeking jobs and related information

and Joseph S. Cronin '43 wijl meet
New Hampshire University in a varsity debate at Durham. The question
for discussion will be: "Resolved,
that the nations of the western hemisphere should form a permanent

its

ucation

.<

achievement, especially during tSse
period immediately following tpe
change, but after a semester, tlijis
would level out. The net result, &s
measured by a survey of gradas,
would be seen in a clearer division
between above-average and sub-av<?rage scholarship. But perhaps Its

attempting to determine the individual's abilities in his chosen field. The
Department of Education and Vocation of which Mr. Lary is director
has been subsidized by a group of
New England Colleges, in which
Bowdoin is included. President Sills
serves as a member of the Executive

greatest effect, besides the obviously Committee of this organization.
During his two-day stay on campus,
desirable one of putting each of Us
more on his own, would be on} tfce Mr. Lary will give half hour interfaculty. A rapid decline in class at- views to those interested, and while
tendance would be a biting criticism he does not represent any company,
of the work of any professor. Fir»?t, he is sometimes able to suggest valit would constitute an indication 'of
[ Continued on Pane 2 }
his success at holding the interest fof
his students. That, however, is relatively unimportant. The principal aim
of a college education is not to please

hut to instruct.

The

pleasurability >of

is

<

appeal

I Continued

on Page 3

and

]
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Philip
j

in a radio

Ward

Litman
tive

'42 will

of

12, at

debate over station

Hanscom

T.

the

"41

Pan-American

[

2 }

its efforts,

Griffen

By Choir

White,

And Broad Junto

Taylor, Ashton Holman
Norman Alan Workman.

SABASTEANSKI TO

1

RULE WEIGHTMEN

feel," said

the President, "that

RAY HULING,
who is expected to score heavily
starring
Claudette
"Cleopatra,"
for Psi Upsilon Friday night.
Colbert and Warren Williams, is the
Moulton Union Board movie scheduled to be shown this Saturday in
Memorial Hall at 6.45 p.m. There will
be a peanut fight before the movie,
and the policy of the Student-Faculty
Union Board in the future will be to
announce before every picture wheth- Experiment Will Speed
er or not such a fight will be held. An
Progress Of Student
innovation in the program this week
Aviators
will be the playing of recordings before the movie.
Piece by piece an airplane was
Paramount's two-hour production
depicts the events of the "Ides of moved into the Searles Science BuildMarch" and Mark Antony's expedi- ing last week for use in the Secondtion to Egypt Critics have hailed it ary or Advanced C. A. A. Flying
as a Cecile B. DeMille spectacle of School to be given this semester. The
Roman pomp and Egyptian splendor. primary training course completed
It includes scenes of Cleopatra's se- last semester entitled students to a
cret visit to Julius Caesar in Rome, private license; the new course for
Caesar's assassination by the Sen- which the plane has been imported
ators, the Battle of Actium, and the will entitle students to a commercial
queen and Antony on the Royal Barge license and permit them to go diin the Nile where she commits suicide rectly into advanced Army and Navy
by means of a poisonous asp. The flying training if they choose to do
cast used for the war scenes numbers so.
over 8000 persons.
*
This plane, a Great Lakes trainer
The movie short preceding "Cleo- with a 90 h.p. English Cirrus engine,
patra" will be "Bubbling Over," in is to be used to give the students
which Ethel Waters, as the wife of a practice in dismantling and reaslazy colored janitor, sings several sembling a plane. Two other engines,
songs.
several extra wings, and other duplicate apparatus has also been procured for this purpose. The Great
Fraternity
Lakes trainer had to be completely
Expert
Visit Bowdoin knocked down to get it into the
m
building, but, part by part, it was
The ORIENT has been requested carried up to the second floor by the
to announce the following bulletin 'students and faculty memoers of the
from the Alumni Office:
Physics Department. The other two
To Fraternity Presidents:
engines for the course are an old
On Wednesday, March 12, Mr. naval Pratt and Whitney Wasp nine
Arthur Davenport, who is in cylinder rotary engine and a Curtis
[Continued on Page 4]
charge
of
Fraternity
Business

orites for
ta Kappa
year, Psi
Phi. The
pions, are

Advance Flyers
Work On Plane

it is

point.

Greater

befense," given by
Hanscbm, concerned itself
with the work ojf the Supreme Court
of the United States in connection
with democracy). Hanscom pointed
out that the court has become conservative and then liberal, thus keeping abreast of the times. His theme
was, "A greater defense lies in making democracy Work."
[Continued on Pane 4]
I
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favored to take all these events
ease, but the graduation of
Boulter, Jay Pratt and the
transfer of Niles Perkins to the University of Maine, leaves the T.D.'s,
the A.D.'s and the Dekes without
any sure point winners in this division. It is therefore impossible to
pick place winners in these events.
The Dekes. had Niles Perkins remained in College, would win the
meet hands down. With the 13 points
he contributed to their win 'of a year
ago out of a total of 56 points, by
winning first in the shot and weight
and fifth in the discus, Perkins would
have given the Dekes a handy margin. Lloyd Akeley, a sure point winner for the Dekes, is also gone.
Alpha Delta Phi is an unusual
team to dope. They have lost 41
points from their total of 49% of
last year. Neal Allen, who picked
up 11 poin's. Jay Pratt, who accounted for 13: more. Bob Marchildon. 8,
and Jack Marble, 5, and Nils Hagstrom 3N are all gone.
Psi Upsilon also has suffered likewise but has retained much of its
strength in the events where it was
strong last year. The 14 points won
by Linn Rowe and Phil Whittlesey's
absence in the 2 mile will be sorely
Psi

arship cups when it captured both
trophies this year, according to an
announcement made recently at
the College office. The Peucinian
cup is given each semester to the
freshman delegation with the highest scholastic standing. Peucinian
cup ratings for last semester follow:

Alpha Tau Omega
Zeta Psi
Thorndike Club
Alpha Delta Phi
Kappa Sigma

10.273

Management
To

10.211
9.364
8.891

.....

8.821

7.500

Chi Psi
Psi Upsilon

7.347
7.147

Sigma Nu

6.900

Beta Theta Pi ..........
Delta Upsilon
Theta Delta Chi

6.733
6.658
6.318

NOTICE
The Bowdoin Glee Club

is

now

pre-

Joint concert with that

Rye Beach, N. H.,
on Friday. The combined clubs, with
tatter's school at

sixty-five members each, will present
a program which will feature the

felt.

Management

[

at Amherst College,
Bowdoin for conferences
with our chapter officers and adwill be at
visers.

is

with
Carl

'

Alpha Tau Omega became the
fraternity to win*%oth the Peucinian and Student Council schol-

first

GROWLER TO APPEAR
LAST OF THIS WEEK

His schedule provides for

two meetings.
At three o'clock he

will meet undergraduate chapter presidents and
financial officers in the Moulton
Union Lounge. Please make sure
that these men arrange to be on
hand. Every phase 6f activity in
the chapter which can in any way
be considered as "management"
should be represented.
At six fifteen, in the assembly
room of the Moulton Union, the
College will be host at dinner to
Faculty advisers and alumni financial officers. Please let me have

Friday's competition: DelEpsilon, winner of last
Upsilon and Alpha Delta

Dekes, defending chamslightly weaker than their
two major opponents.
The meet is going to be close this
year very close. The weight events
present a problem for all the houses
but one. Frank Sabasteanski of Zeta

Up

T.

A.T.O. Captures Peucinian
And Student Council Cups

By Robert O. Shipman
Wild speculations are flying around
campus this week as the fraternities
tune up their runners for the 23rd
annual Interfraternity Meet in the
Hyde Cage on Friday night. They all
boil down to the choice of three fav-

This Saturday

Leydon's defense of the liberal
arts college as one which turns out
a "well-rounded" individual struck at
the highly-specialized education of
the trade school, but warned that
there must be a liaison between the
college and outside life. The real educator of today is the college that
can combat the problems of today,

"A

k

t
\

Union Board Movie

it."

Ward

V

Peanuts Will Feature 4th

one of the true traditions of the College, and it is a great privilege and
honor to be allowed to preside over

was Leydon's

And Carey
To Make Concentrated
Bid For Marks

Stark, Hillman,

"CLEOPATRA" TO
BE SHOWN HERE

Theodore C. Leydon last Thursday
night won the annual Class of 1868
Prize Speaking Contest, held at 8:15
in Memorial HalL Leydon, speaking
on "The Place of the Liberal Arts
College," defeated Ward T. Hanscorn,
Charles H. Mergendahl, Jr.,
David W. D. Dickson, Ashton H.
White, and Waiter G. Taylor. Lendall B. Knight was alternate.
President Kenneth C. M. Sills, presiding over the contest, spoke briefly, remarking on the founding of the
contest by the Class of 1868 while
undergraduates, with a $1000 fund
established by them. "We really

of Stoneleigh Junior College at the

Continued on Page

Psi U's Rely On Ray Huling
To Win Dash, Hurdles

Lendall

Quartet

Union paring for a

question.

Intramural Track Meet

David

John Colt Evans,

Edwards,

College Double

9 p.m.

uphold the affirma-

Chittim,

Barton Knight, Theodore Conley
Leydon, Charles Henry Mergendahl,
Jr., Everett Parker Pope, Walter

AT COMPETITION

WGAN

and Philip H.

Leigh

Ward Theodore Hanscom,

M. Brown.

On Wednesday, March
I

ORIENT EDITOR GIVES REVIEW
OF MASQUE AND GOWN PLAYS

Sills

Continued on Page

3 ]

To Attend

College Meeting

In accordance with the "Growler"
policy, the next issue of the College
humor magazine, which will- appear

President Kenneth C. M. Sills will
attend a convention of presidents of
from the
Maine at
the University of Mairte on Friday.
President Hauck of Maine has organized this meetjng 01 the leading
educators in this part of the coun-

this Friday and Saturday, will keep educational
institutions
in tune with the times by featuring Maritime Provinces and
,

the interfraternity and interscholastic track meets. The fourth of five
issues scheduled for 1940-41, editor
Charles H. Mergendahl '41 announced, the track issue, will have an appropriate cover drawn by art editor
Stanley P. James '41.
Intellectual subjects are not to be
at bnce, using^ the enclosed card,
ignored, however. A prominent dethe name and address of the alumpartment in this number of the magnus who should be asked to repazine will be a "Students' Outline,"
resent your fraternity. A copy of which will introduce various signithis letter is being sent to your
ficant items of the Bowdoin curricuFaculty adviser.
lum to puzzled collegiates, and enCordially yours,
deavor to assay their respective merPhilip S. Wilder
its.
Also included will be a crossFor the College.
[ Continued oil Pane 2 ]

Orient Discovers That Most Of
Class Of 1940 Is Well Employed

Coronation scene from Mussorgsky's
"Boris Gudonov." The concert will be
criticism of the merits and faults of followed by a dance. The Glee Club
occupation entered, we
fields
of
By Bob Edwards
the plays as I saw them.
is also scheduled
to give another
After thinking about all the talk thought that we'd startle the world
The judges in making their deconcert at Bath on March 12.
lately on "success after college" and by comparing the major fields of
cision announced that they were
"failure in college doesn't mean fail- these students to their present occuunanimous on their first choice. And
ure in life," we decided to stick our pation. All that seems to be proved
I think that there can be no question
collective nose into the affairs of our is that a Bowdoin liberal arts educabut that Mergendahl's play deserved
former companions, the class of 1940, tion is broadening, for the insurance
the first prize. As a matter of fact,
Thurs., Mar. 6 Chapel, Mr. Blunt.
and see first-hand the results of a salesmen majored in French, history,
was obviously far superior to
it
8:15 p.m., Moulton Union, Freshcollege
education. What we discover- economics, math, physics, and zoolopreplays
other
either of the two
men debaters vs. Dartmouth.
ed was interesting, pointless and al- gy respectively. Those in advertising
sented. It is interesting to compare
Frl., Mar. 7
Chapel, Mr. George
together rather confusing, but at majored in French, government, and
this latest work of Mergendahl's
Dunbar.
least we know where the boys are English. Of those in graduate school,
with his "Standing Room Only"
3:30, J. V. swimming vs. Deerthe predominate major subjects were
now.
which won the contest two years ago.
ing High School.
As far as style is concerned, it was
Of the 113 men who received de- biology, English and chemistry. We
7:30
p.m.. Annual Interfraternnoticed,
too, that of the ten who do
evident from "My Last Duchess"
grees last June, we could find inity Track Meet.
that he had been able in two years
formation about 107. Only four of not have work, three were French
8:15 p.m., Memorial Hall. Achorn
to develop a more artistic and polthese are known to be without some majors, and three majored in ecoBird Lecture.
ished manner of writing and conkind of a job. We're afraid that a lot nomics.
Sat.,, Mar. 8—Chapel, the Dean.
All ofi the 1940 Phi Betes have
struction. However, this latest work
of those 103 who have work are in
2:00 p.m.. Annual Interscholastic
does lack, I feel, the power which
a rut though, for thirty-five are at- been attending graduate schools,
Track Meet.
"Standing Room Only" had. It is too
tending graduate school and six have Neal W. Allen, Matthew W. Bullock,
2:00 p.m., swimming vs. Mass.
bad that he couldn't have combined
gone so far as to become teachers, (and Edward F. Everett are at HarState.
the power of his earlier play with
Twelve men have positions that areivard; Jeffrey J. Carre and Joseph
J. V. Swimming at Hebron.
this finer writing in "My Last Duchleading towards business executive- Tuccio are at Columbia; Francis R
6:45 p.m.. Memorial Hall, Moess."
ships, while, eleven are already in the Bliss is at Yale; Donald W. Bradeen,
tion Picture.
I feel that Mergendahl's predisposarmy. Nine are working as assistants University of Cincinnati; Richard T.
Sun., Mar. 9—3:30 p.m., Student
ing cause was quite sound. However,
in scientific laboratories, eight are Eveleth, University of Chicago; Payrecital in the Moulton Union.
his exciting cause (the Duke kills
connected with insurance companies, son Jacobson, University of Buffalo,
5:00
p.m.,
Chapel,
Rev.
Herbert
the Duchess in a rage brought on by
six are salesmen, four are working on George T. Little, Fletcher School,
Hitchen.
laughter alone) while not weak,
newspapers, four have manual labor and Richard Sanborn is studying
Mon., Mar. 10 Chapel, the Presiwasn't exactly satisfactory and could
jobs, three are in banking, and three law. Damon Scales was studying at
dent.
be improved. In the final analysis
have entered advertising.
Harvard, but in replying to a ques8:00 p.m., Hubbard Hall. BradLast Duchess" is remarkably
I "My
bury
Debate.
After accounting for the various
[Continued on Page 4]
but rather a personal |
£ Confirmed on Page 2 ]

of secondary importance.
The individual professor,
By E. Harold Pottle, Jr.
though, thus mutely criticized, wotjld
From the remarks of Professor
very probably be stimulated to majke
Chase before awarding of the prizes
his presentation of course material
for the One-Act Play Contest, it was
more generally attractive.
apparent that the contest this
most
• - r
was not, unfortunately, all that
rpHE second effect of the njo-<Jut year
it might or should have been. And
•*•
system on the curriculum woild
this was the feeling that this reviewbe the most important. No studont
er also had.
could long cut a course simply beFrankly. I am at a loss to undercause he did not like it without me
stand why this should have been the
result showing plainly in his graje.
case this year. Perhaps the only meThat is, provided the material covdiocre attendance at the contest itered in class work and lectures « r s
self might be offered in way of exnecessary to success in the couije.
planation. Be that as it may. it seems
If in any course students were atle
unfortunate that the undergraduate
to absent themselves regularly fr»m
body does not realize the values to
still
classes and
obtain respectable
be gained both from participating in
examination results, it would pnjve
such a contest and/or by going to
that the work of the professor v*as
see it.
merely an uninteresting hashing o£er
Of course, this is all really beside
of textbook and reading material.
offer it as an
In which case the course might j&st the point and I only
to my criticism of the
explanation
as well be cut, and the burden of
It is undoubtedproof would rest upon the instructor. plays which follows.
Gown
Very possibly this would happen ly true that the Masque and
increasingly active and
rarely or not at all. What then woild has become
the past few years
be the damages done by giving every- more powerful in
see it
one unlimited cuts? None. The ad- and I for one would like to
among student
vantage would lie chiefly in the In- reach (a high position
will
creased sense of responsibility of $ie activities which it undoubtedly
theater can ever be constructed.
individual student and the stimula- if a
criticism, then, is not a
tion of the professor to increase $)«' The following
criticism of the Masque and Gown
of his course.

the process

Lewis V. Vafiades '42, and Joseph S.
Cronin '43 will uphold the affirmative and Converse Murdoch '41, Robert H. Lunt '42, and Ward T. Hanscorn '41 will defend the negative,
'judges will be Professors Stanley P.
Chase, Samuel E. Kamerling, and

Richard
tene

method of cramming an ed- on March 17 and 18.
down his gagging throat..
Mr. Lary has visited the Bowdoin Union."
The same question will be diss - r
campus for the past ten or twelve
¥T must be admitted that the ado$- years giving individual interviews to cussed in the Bradbury Prize de* tion of this system might caused seniors and discussing occupational bates in the Moulton Union on MonMarch 10. Philip H. Litman '42, "Delta Kappa Epsilon
general dropping off in scholastic opportunities, promising fields, and day,

sume

Favorite In 23rd Annual

Watson Daly Dickson, Charles Pas-

SILLS PRESIDES

SILLS SPEAKS IN

Alpha Delta Phi Rules As

petition for commencement day
parts. The four best speeches will
be chosen for the graduation day
parts.

Recommendations For
Modern Writing

'*ic%.

NO. 23

1941

In Chapel last Monday morning,
President K. C. M. Sills announced
that the following seniors have been
selected to write speeches for com-

Charles Mergendahl Gives

Music Furnished

5,

Twelve To Contend For
Commencement Parts

WINS

PRIZE SPEAKING

And

The Field
Charles

'41

CLASS OF 1868

Alpha Delta Phi was awarded

i

>

LEYDON

first

CTHE

*

ORIENT

%

DEKES DEFEND TRACK
TITLE FRIDAY NIGHT

try.

Before an assembly of Maine students, President Carleton Stanley of
Dalhousie, President Norman MacKenzie of the University of New
Brunswick, and President Sills of
Bowdoin will give brief talks concerning the place of colleges in the
world today. The Presidents of St.
Francis Xavier, Acadia University,
Mount Allison University and St. Joseph's College will also be present at
this meeting. The diversity of interests, may be understood when it is
seen that these schools represent the
ideas
of
non-sectarians. Scottish-

—

Catholic,
Baptist,
United Church,
Catholic, and Acadian French student bodies.
The general theme of the conferj

—

|

COMING EVENTS

—

[

Continued on Page 2

]

BLUNT TO SPEAK IN
CHAPEL TOMORROW

i

—

j

!

—

James Blunt,

teaching

fellow

in

Biology, will speak on the Bowdoin
Scientific station on Kent Island, tomorrow morning in chapel.
Kent Island, four miles long and

one mile wide,

lies fifty miles off
East port, Maine, toward Nova Scotia in open water. The station is
equipped with kitchen, dining room,

sleeping quarters, machine shop, and
electric plant which furnishes the is1

land with lights and power. On the
southern end of the island the College owns the resting ground of the
largest colony of sea gulls ever recorded the count actually exceeding
30,000. Navigation to the island is
treacherous by reason of the 16 foot
tide of the Bay of Fundy.

—

For those interested in Kent Island, Mr. Blunt will show movies of
the station in the Union Lounge. Friday evening, March 14. At that time
Mr. Blunt will receive applications
for those who wish to visit the station next summer.
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Seven Artists' Work
From March

A«Mci*fc. Editors

According

really

.Vd, *41

had any place
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Professor Tillotson
preparations are proceeding for the
joint concert of the Bowdoin College
and Auburn High School Bands, to
be given at Auburn High School on
March 18, and to be repeated hen in
Memorial Hall on Friday, March 21,
at 8.15. The first joint rehearsal was
held here Feb. 26, while the next will
be held at Auburn tomorrow night.
The final rehearsal is scheduled to
take place in Memorial Hall on the
evening of March 10, at which occasion all who wish are Invited to attend. With Mr. Russell Jack, director
of music in the Auburn schools as
conductor, the enlarged stage of Memorial Hall will be completely filled
by the more than one hundred performers, approximately twenty-five
belonging to the Bowdoin Band, and
about eighty to the Auburn band, almost half of whom are girls. The
hope was expressed by Professor Tillotson that these joint concerts of the
Bowdoin Band and some other might
to

-

BOWDOIN Pl'BLtSHINO COMPANY

a.

^_

TEE iH^fER^HOLASTiCS

become an annual

Members

of the

A

'

.

™w

much

dent body just as
responsibility of

as

making

this prtjjplem

with the underclassmen.

satisfactorily rests

this case particularly

week Send and

that they go out of their

to play the perfect host to tjUse schoolboys.

Bowdoin College

Consequently, the

We m$e that the entire student body be

their best behavior this

way

work out

with the undergraduates, and in

partially

on

dofcs the College.

it

The

the highest importance this year^n particular, and

make sure

that

impression of

that these sch,4olboys take back with

it is-

it is

feature.

Cinq-Mars '43, R. E. Newhouse '42,
R. P. Sweet '44, D. J. Hamlin 43, J.
S. Turner '44, C. K. Wheeler '43, R.
G. Eaton '44, K. M. Cole '44, P. M.
Rinaldo '43,
H. Bowers '42, A. E.
'43, F. R. Allen '43, R.
Saville '44, H. F. Farrington '44, S.
Hayes "44, G. A. Burpee '44, G.
Sager '44, F. H. Bubier '43, D.
Sears '44, F. A. Smith '42, and A.

on

assailed

sides

all

is

any organization

for spreading

why we are bringing
today we are being
definition^ The answer

—

by both Bctish and Axis propaganda, subtle

and obvious. This presents to ud a very

problem, distinguish-

vital

is

no simple matter because

accomplished propagandists are skilled both in twisting simple
truths and also in outright falsehoods.

We must learn to be discrim-

inating in our listening and reading; this
It is better

to

make up

valuable time in repairing

peace now, and there

is

is

no time

for snap judg-

ou$j minds slowly at first than to

unw^e

decisions. Technically

more time

to think;

if

we

we

waste
are at

enter the present

and that is not beyorupthe realm of reason, time will be
even more valuable and there vtfH be no time for wishful thinking
... if we had only done this; ffvliy didn't we do that. We cannot

conflict,

afford to

make

Every day

that mistake.

we

£

,'

are bombardild with propaganda from

"Peace at any price!" "Aid to Qreat Britain short of war."
ter are merely domestic

matter^

What

all sides.

The lat-

about the outside propa-

ganda to which we are subjects Great Britain and Germany are
spending huge sums in this country for the purpose of influencing
public opinion. Germany dispenses "facts" through the German
Library of Information, while Gfeat Britain's agency

is

Morris

J.

'42.

the British liars and minimizing ill statements that

The

British attack the

ly British; they write

'The Health of

War

come from Eng-

Hooke Wins Trophy In

about sudv things as "The Party System,"

two

i]
,

the University of Pennsylvania,
Columbia, and Swarthmore. In the
Pein debate they upheld the affirmative of the question: "Resolved that
this country should aid in providing

Dick Hooke won the Bowdoin ping
pong championship last Friday night,
February 28, when he defeated Don
Stearns in the finals. The scores were

nament

is

The

tour-

sponsored annually by the

\

'

j

j

1

;

fond for the people of the countries
of continental Europe which have
been defeated by the Axis Powers." Growler Dedicated
In the other two debates Bowdoin
defended the affirmative of the quesIntramural
tion: "Resolved that there are too
many colleges in the United States."
[ Conii:\ued from Page t ]
The Columbia contest was broadcast
over station
and the Swarth- word puzzle,. For Bowdoin Men Only.
The editorial will be entitled "Intelmore debate over station WDAS.
lectual Flashback."
sor Herbert Ross Brown beat Bob
The "Growler" will continue its
Johnson in four sets, and Line Men- series of pictorial visits to points of
ard finally edged out John Kuster in general, mterest in Brunswick with
five games.
a feature called "The Growler Goes
Stearns
overpowered
Professor To Vic's." There will be an article
Brown 20-22, 14-21. 21-17. 21-16, 21- on the choice of the Ivy houseparty
14, in one of the best matches of the queen in this week's issue, as well
evening. After losing the first two as the regular departments, "Quid
games to Brown, Stearns, with ter- Nunc," and "On The Record." The
rific forehand drives, finally took the final noveltr to be revealed to the
last three games. Playing a very- public March 7 is "A Few Precepts,"
steady game, Hooke let Menard a psychological treatise containing
carry the offensive, and won the first, hints for boys and girls in getting
third, and fifth games.
along together.

To

Track Meet

WNYC

Moulton Union.
Neither Hooke nor Stearns encountered any difficulty in disposing
of their opponents until the quarterfinals.

i

i

Hooke met Walt Donahue

in

the quarter-final matches and after
losing the first and third games, he
outsteadied his opponent in the last
two games to take the match 18-21,
21-16. 17-21, 24-22, 21-16. Stearns,
playing a driving game, subdued
Thurston 23-21, 21-11, 21-17. Profes-

*

!

i

1

I

the development of his plot.
Ferrini carried away the acting
honors of the play, although he was
undoubtedly hampered by the material he had to work with. Walker,
as Bill One, seemed to me to have
just the right accent and mannerism

»

i

'

for a

we

al score of the

match was 21^

to

2Vfe.

However, the match was not as onesided as it appeared as many of the
bouts were decided by one point. This
was the first match of the season, and
the lack of competition proved to be
a serious handicap for the White
fencers. Captain Tom Sheehy made
the best showing for the team winning one foils match and tying Captain Krieger of Tech in an epee bout.
Link Johnson scored the only other
Bowdoin point in defeating Colsman
of M. I. T. in a foils match.
This coming week-end the team
will
travel
to Boston
University
where it will take part in a quadrangular match with Tufts, Boston College and Boston University. Although
Boston College and B.U. have strong
teams, the White fencers should fare
better in the coming match. The experience of one match should prove to
be of great help to the new men on
the team. The present set-up of the
team is, foils: Chandler. Sheehy and
Johnson; epee: Barton, Litman and
Sheehy; sabre: Chandler and Brag-

[Continued from Page

ence will be cooperation

i]

among our

colleges and universities, and the obligations of the universities and colleges of the United States and Can-

ada toward democracy and toward
general international understanding.
These topics will be discussed at a
meeting of the school heads on Friday afternoon.

tell

we
we

We

»

kf»e**aiej«*eA^if*s^*aBtaejeai

when he wrote

"What's

PRESIDENT ATTENDS
MAINE CONVOCATION

statements together and add to them

we

• i •

don.

similar subjects.

the natural sympathies of the tldited States; the answer will

v

I

[Continued from Page

The featured issues include the paintings of Michelangelo, tho works of
the impressionists, and the sculptures
of Michelangelo. Some of the paintings are in colors and two of the
sculptured works are busts.
The mythological note is rendered
by paintings of "The Bath of Diana"
and "The Three Graces." There is a
portrait of Jacopo Strada as well as a
self-portrait. Among other pictures is
"The Death of Holofernes." The sea
angle is conveyed by two detailed
sketches of ships.
A booklet outside the showcase explains the work of the Phaidon Press
and gives more information about the
exhibit and the works of the artists.

piece.

They
They will also exchange ideas on
are frankly a nation of senti- such subjects as adult education, ex-

Workers^ and other

last

Ping Pong Tournament

21-14, 15-21, 18-21, 21-15.

;

Debates Are Chosen

John F. Jaques '43 and Robert H.
Lunt '42 returned this week from a
six day trip on which they debated

\
in the library

Drop Opening

tension service, military training in
college, a shorter term for the training of engineers, special consideration for those returning to college
you which nation has been mo6§ successful in its propaganda. But after military service, the relation
real- of appropriations given to education
that is not the important point. The important thing is that
and those given at the present time
do not for armaments and social service,
are being swamped waith propaganda and that
ize that
and the place of colleges and univervital
as
that
decision
as
feel
a
flood.
the
lose our heads in
sities in the preservation of democracy.

Put the

Judges For Bradbury

exhibit

good policeman and he handled
the part well. Eberhardt was also
noteworthy and did much to create
are faced today should not be decided by
the opin- the necessary atmosphere for the

^

problem in a different manner, typical-

are frankly looking for sympathy:
mentalists.

The current

showcase presents a display of the
works of the greatest painters and
sculptors of. all times and all countries. There iare nine gray-bound volumes published by the Phaidon Press.

done on the ba-

at

^^^^^^^^^- ^

In

a Name?"

of Avon was right about the rose— its name
is unimportant. But if he'd had anything to do with
naming telephone exchanges, he'd have learned a lot!

The Bard

the British

The twquse opposite techniques. Germany
quotes facts about the conquered nations showing how humane
die conquerors are, and this buriau also uses much space in calling
Library of Information.

land.

is

—

EXHIBITED IN LIBRARY
al-

leys at the specified time or forfeit
the match to its opponents. Each
match consists of three strings per
player or a total of nine strings per

Match; Sheehy Stars

system, fjbu might ask

ing between truth and untruth J? That

ments.

team members.
Each team must appear on the

L.

E.
F.
A.

World famous musldom can
now bo your quash for th«

o/oa*it m myrio without
mjising any original fono eol-

evaninq. Tho modorofo prico

orin§ or oxprossion.

of

mo now

muse makes

tiopohorWPanait

possible for

ovory music lovor to hoor tho
Illustrated

'«

tho

You wlB

bo amaxtd St tho porfact •*•»
formancO of tho Capohortr*onomiuo rocord.chonfOf.

j

l^^iHShortt^ot$2l9.l^otnormodoll

from $149.50 to $2*9.50.

CflPfiHrWr

.

GREAT PAINTINGS ARE

to

C

Sullivan

.

.

Friday the fencing team traveled to Boston where they were defeated by a strong if! I. T. team. The fin-

PROPApAHDA
to your attention this

GETS UNDERWAY

On

that propaganj|a
"or

BOWLING LEAGUE

by reading newspapers, books and magazines; by lis- play. I feel that Kinnard's play deserved more praise than it got and
tening to radio commentators; but by a
judicious mixture of the that if it was rewritten, it would be
latter with facts and what you feel is
right. Do not forget that it is a good one-act. For the mood is
our generation that will have to fate the problems
that this war has powerful and if developed more carefully would make a most dramatic
given rise to; the problems that it will leave!
P. H. L.

a good and repressive one.

a particular doctrine

we

•*•
important event in the College's
advertising program. The Annual Interscholastic Track Meet, as well as
providing a perennially interesting
athletic contest, brings to the campus a large number of high and preparatory school students who may
possibly come "to Bowdoin in the
Fall." The visitors are given the opportunity to see the College at work
and at play.' They are guests at the
fraternity houses, to the mutual advantage of each, if there are any
prospective students in the lot. For
The annual bowling competition rushing purposes, the fraternities get
got underway last week and will con- the chance to see them, and they the
Is
league
tinue through April 12. The
fraternities. Bowdoin, in a word, is
under the direction of the White Key on inspection. Verbum sat.
and the rules require that each competing fraternity have a team of
three men. No house may use substitutes except in the case of injury

ions of others;

them is of Fencers
up to us to

4Webster says

with which

an

Continued from Page i ]
contacts for future employment. There is also the possibility
that Mr. Lary will return later in
the spring to give later information
and assist in final decisions as to
employment matters.

Bowdoin Band who team. The scoring

And

We

i]

will bring

uable

will take part include: J. Q. Sanborn sis of one point for each string won
'42, F. M. Blodgett '42, R. N. Means and one point for team pinfall. In
'44, W. L. Grindle '42, J. R. Hurley, the case of a tie string, the teams
Jr., '44, D. W. D. Dickson 41, R. J. will split the point.

We

strongly that in the final analysis this problem concerns the stu-

Page

rXTHE coming week end
[

third to fifteenth, the

it is

necessary and if it actually this exhibit is a set of twelve etchings
in the play at all. I of Yale University by Samuel Chamreminded, of course, of the fam- berlain. These were presented to the
Charles T. Ireland, Jr.,
B. Tennyson, Jr., '42
ous "Knocking at the gate" scene in Museum from Yale in the memory of
'42
Philip H. Lltmtn '42
Robert
G.
Watt
[
"Macbeth." This scene has aroused Charles A. Coffin.
much discussion as to its artistic
8ot>3M(tors
The other prints in the exhibition
Frederick H. Buhier '43 Joseph S. pronin '43
Robert L. Edwards '43 place in Shakespeare's play and, al- are selected from the collection given
though as far as I know, no definite by Mr. Coffin in 1923, and dedicated
Robert S. Bun on *43
Fowler XXugger, Jr., "43 Curtis F. Jones '43
conclusion has been reached, there by him to Bowdoin students.
The
Robert O. Shlpman $3 Laurence H. Stone '43
are some who think it was super- work of the following American arfluous. Perhaps this judgment could tists is included in the exhibit: Frank
•
Buxlneaa Manager
be used against Mergendahl's scene. Benson, H. Kerr Eby, Eugene Higgins,
Paul HTItolliday '41
His was effective and enjoyable, but Joseph Pennell, F. Hopkinson Smtih,
Asafaitaet BuMne** Managers
Charles W. Redman '42
Kenneth G. Stone '43
I am not sure that it was necessary and James McNeill Whistler.
Oliver AJ Wyman '42
to the play.
Mr. Edwards commented upon the
As far as the acting of "My Last exhibit, "It is appropriate and timely
PubUaHad every Wtdneeday during the CfcBege Yew by til* StweVntf ef aVwOaUl College.
All contribution! end communications should b* given t» the Mana*4n«- Editor by Senday
Duchess" is concerned, I feel that to devote this exhibit to the memory
aJcht p reeding the date ef ptiMleaUoa. Tke Kditor-in-Chlef it reapeeuUWe fer the editorial
Stepanian gave an excellent perform- of Mr. Coffin, by whose generosity
eeinron the Manarinr Kdltor for new» and rfeakf-up. All rommonlraltom recmrdlhc MbarriptteM ahowM he addreaeM to the Buaine*a Ma^acer o/ the Bowdoia PuMUhin K Ownpany. ance, perhaps the best he has ever and interest Bowdoin has greatly benM frr le4.knaa, |2.M per year in advmcr. W>h Alumnus. $3 SO.
given at Bowdoin. The transition efitted."
Entered aa aeeond
matter a{ the postonVe at Bninaw'.rt. Maine.
made the part a difficult one and
_
.
j_
Stepanian is certainly to be comThe acting in "Brotherly Love"
Managing Editor for this
mended for his able and expert hand- was generally good, although he did
Charles T. Ireland. Jr.
ling of it. I would like also to offer not make the most of his opportunimy praise of Miss Alice Cooper who ties for stage business, particularly
Vol. LXX
Wednesday, March 5, lt41
NO. 28 in my opinion is the
finest young in the first scene. I thought that
actress I have yet seen on the Bow- Findlay was particularly good as
CMTtD PCM NATIONAL At
doin stage.
Slippo Hughes and Thayer as Sour
National Advertising Service, Inc.
In conclusion I would like to point Dean. Bourjaily certainly deserves
tMUft PmUi-Uri Ret
420 madwon Ave.
New voem. M. V.
out that Mergendahl's play was me- praise for attempting a college play
ctKMi MMraa ujrMiuii
chanically good and his set was un- which is a most difficult thing to do
questionably the best of the three and, although he hasn't succeeded in
plays. His play was obviously the writing a good one, it was a worthy
This Saturday the College ^ill be host to a number of boys best rehearsed and I feel that he effort and the play does have life.
should be praised for his able diI
enjoyed
Kinnard's
"World's
from many high schools and pre^i schools in the East as the annual rection.
Fair." The main weakness in the
I am at somewhat of a loss to play lies, I think, in the fact that
Interscholastic Track Meet gets Under way.
have long believed know how to criticize
Bourjaily's the play was very spotty. Parts of it
that this meet is one of the highlights of this period of the college play. I found a number of faults were excellent and parts of it were
with it and yet, as a whole, I did not good at all. In the first place, I
year.
this year more than evir we feel that a great deal of stress
enjoy it. It seems to me that Bour- felt that Kinnard was wavering beshould be laid on the meet. As F&aident Sills pointed out in his talk jaily is somewhat confused as to tween melodrama and drama which
just what farce-comedy really is. As made for confusion. Psychologically,
in last Monday's chapel, the student body should a/id must realize
I understand it, farce-comedy should it seemed to me that the plot was
the importance of this year's njret. For, according to President be played close to the audience, that unconvincing. I hardly believe that
is, downstage. And I am afraid that
two policemen would have engineerSills, with the intense competitioji that is necessarily going to arise
most of the action in "Brotherly ed such a frame up. The play, as I
between the colleges for next year's freshman class, it is of the ut- Love" was pretty far ,up-stage. The understand it, ought to have hinged
final effect of Bourjaily's play is, I on Johnny. But, the way it was premost importance that the Bowdjin undergraduates in realization of think, that the
audience feels that sented it laid the stress on the two
this do all that they possibly can|p interest as many boys as possible it is vaudeville more than anything policemen. My entire adverse critielse. Structurally it is, for it is built cism could be neatly summed up in
in coming to Bowdoin next fall.
on joke after joke. However, it could the statement that the play as a
The Interscholastic Track Meet undoubtedly has in the past be farce-comedy if his jokes depend- whole was much too mechanical and
ed on the plot of the play rather by being so mechanical lost its powproved to be worthwhile and interesting both for the College and than standing apart.
er. Probably the main reason why
As far as the plot goes, I feel that the play was so mechanical is not
for the participants. The College obviously benefits by the opporto be found in the play itself, but
tunity of being able to show off ijowdoin to a number of boys who Bourjaily has made the mistake of rather in the fact that
the play obgetting too close to Bowdoin itself
viously needed more rehearsing.
are or might be interested in coming here. As far as the participants
at times and too far away at others.
I thought that Kinnard had sevare concerned, whose interest is, of course, predominantly in the I think he should have tried to
keep eral good effects in his production.
meet itself, they unquestionably benefit greatly by being able to it one way or the other. Unfortunate- I thought that his background music was particularly effective. Dressly, the ending of the play has
no ing the
see Bowdoin at first hand as guests of the College.
number of
two policeman
alike calling
caning
*
connection with the whole plot. The
* ne ,u
~_ andJ Bill' Two
D „ One
them Bill
them unquestionably do come td Bowdoin in the fall as a result of entire
and then
..
„*««. such
„.._,_
»„:>„ story,
as it is, concerns
varying
their
"»*"
characters was an excnaraciers
i»«»j"»b
j.,
a girl
crini and
a«^ boy
k^„ and
„„.* *u
this visit.
a
the ending w th -oii«,«« t-^a. tceuent touch. The olav
a moves
« *_i
».
.
v
fast
™si»" y
In these unsettled and criticpl times next year's freshman class a joke by a minor character is hardly, u.,t
„f
u
u
but after
he
has set his mood, and
good technique.
is one of the biggest problems tiat is facing the College.
very well at that, he loses it with
feel

Henry A. Shorey,

i

Managing Editors
'42
Leonard

[ContrBiteJ from
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For Job Interviews

Joint Concerts

motivated by Walker Art Building will show as a
character and not by chance is well Special Exhibition a group of prints
written and presented.
by American artists, according to ah
I question somewhat Mergendahl's announcement made recently by Mr.
scene involving two admirers. I can't George R. Edwards, Assistant curator
help but wonder if the scene was of the art museum. The nucleus of

E. Harold tattle, Jr., '41
'41

SUNRISES

Mr. Lary Will Be Here

I ]

1871
subtle and in that

Band Plans Two

Art Exhibit Features

REVIEW OF ONE-ACTS

John C. Even*

'

lofora you buy,

listen

to tho
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AUTOMATIC PHINSGRAPM RADIO

CRE9SEY & ALLEN
Portland

Names must be easy to pronounce and transmit— must
not look or sound like other exchange names— must
not use the same dial finger spaces.
Take MTIR and OTIS, for example. Fine!— except
they dial alike! For the first two letters of each appear
in the same finger spaces en the dial.
Often hundreds of names are listed, studied, discarded
before one is found that meets all requirements. Such
care in every phase of Bell System work helps to nuke
your telephone service the world's finest.

Why not telephone home often ? Lono>0istonca rotes to most points ere lowest amy
night after 7 P. M. end all day Sunday.
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THE BOWDOIN

*Football Candidates To
Report In Cage Monday

INTERSCHOUSTIC

Spring football practice will be«in next Mbnday afternoon at 3:45
in the cage. Captain Robert Bell
'42 recently announced. Candidates
should get their equipment not
hater than Thursday, March 13.
High School The hour for practice was selected
Compete In
especially so as not to conflict with
? any other activities, it was stated.
Cage

And
Stan To
Hyde

1

IJoast of several

12

record breakers. It

doubtful
PREP SCHOOLS
any one Maine school
carry off individual honors. DeerWILL PARTICIPATE will
ing High School appears to have the
if

is

strongest relay outfit. Cony High
School has not sent in an entry as
yet and if it does Deering may find
dome pressing competition from that
Honors
team. Brunswick, Skowhegan, and
Lincoln Academy are out of the runThe College will play host to more ning this year. South Portland and
than 350 schoolboy stars, represent-, Portland are apparently in the midst
ing some 35 to 40 schools this Satur- of a rebuilding program and have
day afternoon as the 28th annual shown no indications of strong teams.
Bowdoin
Indoor
Ihterscholastic
Too little is known about some of
Track Meet gets underway in the fjhe schools represented in the InterHyde Cage. Maine, Massachusetts^. scholastics this year. Apparently the
New Hampshire, Rhode Island. an<f one club that really boasts of a
New Jersey will all be represented strong outfit is Seton Hall which is
by either high schools or preijfr visually a well balanced team. Emery
it plourde
schools.
of Caribou, who last year
Under the auspices of the Colleg^ shattered the high school mark for
Athletic Office, the schoolboy mee|. the mile, will run for Seton.
has become intensely popular in th$
past few years. This has been esj.
penally so because of the record* J.V. Natators Suffer
that fall each year. The meet is di«
vided into two divisions with the
Loss
Initial
high schools competing for sectional
honors while the prep schools batt laThe Junior Varsity Swimming team
out among each other.
The prep school division promised jjarticipated in two meets during the
to be particularly strong this yean nast week. The first was with Edward
The presence of Seton Hall of South' Little High School, Auburn, on FriOrange, N. J., Phillips Exeter Acadi day, and the second took place Saturemy, Worcester Academy and Hunt^ day evening with the Portland Boys'
ington School gives a strong indica- Club.
In the Edwprd Little meet, the J.V.
tion of close matches in almost every
event. Among the other prep school*; team swept to an easy victory with a
listed to participate are: Bridgton •^inal score of 38 to 28. The Bowdoin
Academy. Browne and .Nichols, Co* Swimmers placed first in five events
burn Academy, Dean Academy, Her' whereas the high school swimmers
bron Academy, LaSalle Academy of claimed only three. First places were
Providence, R. I., Roxbury Latin and 4von by: Cooper, 50-yard freestyle;
Rounseville, 220-yard freestyle; PenKimball Union Academy.
hell, 100-yard backstroke; MontgomAs yet no word has been received
diving; Havens, Cooper, Pennell,
from the Hope Street High School ery,
20°-y ard rel *>
n
of Providence, R, I., winner of last « * f*"?*'
Portland
school title but an
the J.V. swimtry form may be turned in to the
aa -^ 28 defeat the first of the
Athletic Office before closing time P™* J ZL^JZzZZ. „ f r
season. The majority of places were
...
»-•
# _^_ for formal entrance. Arlington, Cam- J
b
h Portland Club, although
6
n
: WeymoutW] «>e Anal outcome of the meet was
llsh Lowell, Rmdge Tech
100-yard freestyle
determined b
of Massachusetts Portland, Deering.
Portland tankmen coph
j
South Portland, Skowhegan, Lincoln ped the two first places. The best
Academy of Damariscotta, Bruns^ij
"^^ wee of the night was the Medley rewick of Maine; Laconia, Dover and: ,
lmLaMm ^_»
u and neck
w all
nU tl
_
was neck
the
*i (ay which
Portsmouth of New Hampshire-;
way, but the J.V.'s were finally
Cranston, R. I., and Mount Pleasant']
won the
t(Juched
of Providence, R. I.— all have beeii yard freestyle, swimming it in 2:27.6,
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definitely included for Saturday's acji his best time this season. The only
other first place won by Bowdoin was
tivlUes.

Meat Of the stiff competition wi$ the 200-yard relay in which Havens,
probably come in the prep schoolsjj Cooper. Rubino, and Rounseville sWan
this year, although the high schooVff. to an easy victory.
-*i

VARSITY MERMEN

Psi U's

Honors In Cage Friday
A.D.'s

AND

FAVORED TO WIN

PSI ITs

[Continued from Page

l]

From any "pre-meet dope on palar Bears showed enough stamina in
the relays and the longer events to per stuff," the A. D.'s appear as if
they had gained the most in new
clinch the meet, but the next day
they were up against something for- material. The acquisition of Allan
midable in Dartmouth who had de- Hillman and Joe Carey, sensational
feated Bowdoin's previous nemesis, frosh runners, and George Perkins,
brothers of Niles. Donahue, and StuSpringfield. When Amherst invaded
art, along with the standbys Edthe Bowdoin tank it was the same
wards, Young, and Small, the A.D.'s
starting
Bears
Polar
the
story, with

strong irr all events, but losing a lot should have a strong fighting outfit.
In the relay alone with Hillman, Caof time on the turns. Keylor alone
was able to handle the Jeffs, getting rey, Young, Edwards, Donahue, and
last event on the program, the pole vault, that decided the meet.
Stuart to choose from the A.D.'s
a tie for first in the 50-yard freepolar bearings
have the favored team.
style and turning a deficit into a
The Psi U's have kept the most
The deciding factors in this year's meet will be the number of events good lead in the 400-yard relay.
that Ray Huling can compete in and the number of third, fourth, and fifth
Down at Tech, Fisher, Jenkisson strength as far as performances of
places that the A.D.'s can pick up during the course of the meet. Huling and Fenger started things off by any one house last year. This is true
22 'i points
scored 22»/2 points last year and can probably garner more. The hurdles, taking the medley relay in the time mainly because of the
that Ray Huling piled up for them
broad jump, and dash should come his way and he is also capable of placing of 3:18.6. Then Marston and Keylor
in winning both hurdles, the dash,
these
all
of
he
enters
If
ahead
vault.
pole
second
and
the
first
possibly
finished
and
in the high jump, discus,
220- second in the broad jump, and a tie
events, he will need little help from his teammates except for a few fourth, Sage, M. I. T., to capture the
Denhard for second in the high jump. This
and fifth places. The performances of individual stars of the weaker house yard freestyle in 2:25.5.
year Huling should be good for firsts
beating
Tech,
for
double win
teams will also aid the Psi U's materially. The Psi U team is almost sure of scored a
in all the events he won last year,
in Bimson, Tech, and Carlson of Bowcertain points and will have to rely on other teams to shut out the AjX's
plus the broad jump and the high
headand
sprint,
50-yard
in
the
doin
other events. The A.D.'s have several men who are expected to place and
Carlson in the jump. No one house can boast of
the ing Ed Cooper and
a strong man for the high jump and
balance may tell the story. The meet will be a contest of Huling and
100-yard freestyle. Bill Croughwell
other houses vs. the A.D.'s.
was not able to click on the low Huling's chances to win are about
as good as anyone else's. Huling also
polar bearings
board, so Howard and Jerome, both
may possibly enter the pole vault
-- Frank Sabasteamki dominates an otherwise weak entry list in
of Tech, scored first and second with
and
the discus where he has a fair
places
other
the
and
firsts
three
win
should
Croughwell
He
leaving
events.
points,
weight
only 79.83
the
chance of placing.
third.
ar* problematical. The features of the meet will come in the runMany problems face the various
and
Dickinson,
first
to
troked
John
backs
Stark,
Fenger
kill
Bob
Doableday,
Jim
with
events
ning
fraternities as far as entering men
place in the 150-yard event, in 1:46.4.
the freshman duo of Carey and Hiltman the outstanding performers.
is
concerned. Competition is only
Stan Fisher gave Bowdoin second
matched as there
It will make little difference how these men are
open to men who are out for track
was
Tech
Horn
of
Van
and
also,
breaking
record
for
is a certainty of a good race and opportunity
who
or
have definite plans for going
very
third. Pete Jenkisson staged a
performances from any combination.
out for spring track. It is difficult
close race with Tech's Loveland in
to dope the meet therefore until
lost
but
stroke,
breast
200-yard
the
[the winners. The up-and-coming D.U.
of Tech Coach Jack Magee has passed eligicluster also took the measure of the out at the finish. McLeod
was bility on such entries as Frankie
Chi Psi's Still
Thorndikes 64-60, to put them in was third and the winner's time
usual Driscoll of Psi Upsilon, a high jumphis
showed
Harr
Lou
front of the idle Zetes in the stand- 2.49.3.
er sure to garner a point Harv McIn Interfraternity League ings.
sticking power in the 440-yard freeGuire and Dave Lovejoy of Delta
With a pair of wins last week, the style grind and won in 5:22.5, with Kappa Epsilon, who were not out for
Bowdoin,.
maintaining a midway po- Howard, Tech, and Waite,
Still lording it over the interfra- A.D.'s are
winter track: Xels Lindley of Chi
third. The Polar Bears
second
and
downed
They
league.
the
in
sition
ternity league are the Chi Psi hoopevent, Psi, a sprinter of some merit as well
and then edged by clinched their lead in the last
sters who added two more victories the A.T.O.'s 42-29,
Keylor, as several other fraternities who
Nu's by a 25-23 count, the relay, when Carlson,
to their string last week. The unde- the Sigma
Marston, and Booker nosed out the doubtless have their favorites who
most
doing
Hamilton
and
Haley
T.D.'siwith
feated Chipsies rolled over the
Tech team in 3:49. The final score of need Magee's ok.
Wednesday night 69-33, as Arnie Eck 'of their scoring. Psi U managed to the meet was 43-32.
But going back to the three popuSig agrang up 29 points, with Ash White hold off a determined Kappa
Bringing down with them a flock lar choices for the championship,
the
took
and
Tuesday,
last
and Bob Buckley scoring 22 and 10, Igregation
stars, the Dartmouth Indians de- each has a strong chance of winning
of
respectively. Then, Saturday after- tilt 57-53.
if all departments can come through
The individual scoring lead has feated only by Yale and Harvard, with a minimum of points. Although
noon, Chi Psi blanketed Psi U 60-31.
tired Bowhands. Registering 42 points proved too much for the
to get an even better grip on the changed
Psi U's will depend heavily on Ray
afternoon
Wednesday
swimmers
doin
in a pair of games, while Jim Dyer
lead, since the threatening Dekes
and scored a 46-29 victory. Dart- Huling to win places in the hurdles,
had been upset by the Beta baske-'jwas comparatively inactive. Arnie mouth swept the diving and the dash, broad jump and high jump,
brought his total to 139 tallies,
teers 49-43. Buckley topped scoring Eck
breaststroke, and grabbed all hut much of their hope of victory will
is second and White third,
in the Chi Psi-Psi U tilt with 17|P>™'
two firsts. The times were compara- fall heavily on the shoulders of Brad
tallies.
tively slow, except for the 150-yard Briggs in the dash, hurdles, pole
At the moment the Betas seem to
SIGS
backstroke where O'Hara of the In- vault and high jump; Bob Newhouse
Although
be the outfit to watch.
dians barely edged Stan Fisher of in the 440 and 880; Ingalls in the
pressed for second place in the league
Bowdoin. Dartmouth's Carney was high jump and pole vault; Driscoll
by the Dekes and D.U.'s, their 46-16
Jack Kinnard and Line Menard an outstanding performer of the af- in the high jump; and Skinner in
victory last week over the Psi U's won the second bridge tournament to ternoon and won the diving with 95.3 the weights.
keeps them undefeated and only two be held in the Union this year with a points, scoring 40 points on one opAlpha Delta Phi will have to count
victories behind the Chi Psi team score of 130 points, nosing out last tional
Croughwell of heavily on placing many men in lots
dive alone.
who have a lot of tough encounters fall's champions Jack Koughan and Bowdoin was third in this event. of events. Allan Hillman is sure to
coming up. Last Wednesday the D. Low Upham who eompiled a total of Dartmouth stepped into the lead in win any two events he may enter
U.'s crushed the Sigma Nu's to the 127 points. Third, with 120 Vs points, the meet by capturing the first event, which probably will be the mile and
tune of 50-14, while a week bctore was the team of Charlie Goodale and the medley relay, and widened the two mile, although he tied Johnny
they scored a 45-34 win over the Lacey Smith, closely followed by the gap until the last two events in Dickinson in the 440 last week in
Kappa Sig's. In both games. Cook! fourth place surprise team of Adam which Lou Harr took the 440-yard the annual Soph-Frosh set to. Joe
and Burnham were the big guns for Walsh and Don Lancaster with 120. freestyle, and the Polar Bear relay Carey also should place in two
team of Carlson, Keylor, Marston, events, probably the 440 and the 880.
The A.D.'s have point winners in
and Cooper was victorious.
Ed Cooper gave Bowdoin a pair of Charlie Edwards in the dash, hurclose seconds, being nosed out in the dles, and broad jump; Will Small
50-yard freestyle by the Indian Soph- in the weights and hurdles; Clark
omore star. Martens, and in the 100- Young in the hurdles, dash, and 440;
yard event by Noble. Marston garn- Clifford and Perkins in the weights.
ered another second place in the The team has no high jumper or pole
220-yard freestyle, losing to Mar- vaulter but the relay outfit is probtens in 24.2, with Keylor handing ably best on campus. Shut out last
Bowdoin third. Harr's winning time year in this event, the A.D.'s should
in the freestyle was 5 min. 27.5 sec, come back strong this year to win.
Johnny Dickinson of the Dekes is
and the relay team traveled the 400
a sure point winner. The big question
yards in 3:52.2.
On Saturday afternoon, the visit- remains is how many events he will
ing Amherst swimmers were never enter. He probably will run the dash,
really threatened, after they won the broad jump and 440, although he
may switch events in the hope of
[Continued on Page 4]
winning extra points for the Dekes.
Stan James is another sure point
winner for the Dekes. Stan is favored in the pole vault and is assured
of place points in the high and broad
jumps. Deane Gray should place in
Wednesday-Thursday
March 5-6 the high jump if not win and has
strong chances of picking up valu-
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The remaining fraternitios have no
chance to win at all. The.T.D.'s have
but two men. Bill Stark and Ralph
Strachan. The former is sure of winning places in the 440 and 880, while
the latter, a freshman of great promise, should capture places in the hurdles, broad jump and possibly 1ho
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of Brunswick,
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save himself for other events.
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Sound Act

Sound Act
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pushed to win but again

Ray may only win
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out saying for the high jump.

with
- Mickey Rooney
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men and women

Fay Holden
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is no danany records tilting in the
weights which also got^s almost with-

ger
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also

J2'£Z day.

Gieat to enjoy packag
several
and buy

9-10

Andy Hardy's

Spmth

"OUT OF THE NaBBr by Jan VaKin

March

Private Secretary
Lewis Stone

uable place points. There

28 Maine Street

•
two yean

A minimum of
of college
work required for admission.
A limited number of scholarships
LL.B.

Auburn, Maine

Street

ity fracas, many of the present records may fall. Stan James may heat
the pole vault mark of 12 feet 7
inches. Allan Hillman can probably
smash the records in the mile and
the shot, weight and discus without
any trouble comparatively speaking,
two mile if he does not decide to
conserve his energy for other events
where he might possibly pick up val-

•

available to college graduates.

Sunday-Monday

ord this season with a leap of 23
feet 1 inch. Only last week in the
Soph-Frosh array. Bill Stark and Joe
Carey smashed the 880 mark by circling the oval track six and a fraction times in 1 minute 58.8 seconds.
With the usual stiff competition
that is presented in the interfratern-

Thre« Years

EVENING PROGRAM

\

sweUto

Law

in

Admits

MOM •atkcrtty ty.Tht Coca-Cob Comma? by
COCA-COLA
NG PLANTS, DfC

of

DAY PROGRAM

Errol Flynn

Footsteps In

'

records in the hurdles and dash.

Northeastern

also

Coco-Cola adds refreshment

now without Pete Babcock. has

Ray Huling can smash the

with
Frederic March
Margaret Sullavan

Toko a minute to r«lax,|j*nd
thing* go smoother. Ice-cold

The D.U.'s are too spread out with
no unity which makes for a championship team. Jrm Doubleday, captain of the track team, is listed for
the 880 and mile. Dinty Jones and
Al Burns in the mile and two mile,
Wheeler in the high jump and broad
jump. Parsons in the high jymp and
Bunting in the pole vault may come
through with place points. Three
sophomores will represent Chi Psi's
efforts. Harry Twomey in the dash
and 440, "Doc" Gauvreau in the
weights, and Herb Hanson in the
high jump, are these three men. Alpha Tau Omega has Goodale in the
weights, Warren and McClelland in
the mile and two mile. Beta Theta
only Johnny Matthews in the dashes.
Sigma Nu has Lyn Martin in the
880 or mile, Phil Burke in the pole
vault/ Bowdoin in the dash. Winchell
and Bowen in the mile and two mile.
Many records are up for rigid tests
by the various would be champions.
Johnny Dickinson last year as a
freshman set a new mark in the 440
with 51 seconds. Ray Huling set a
new college indoor broad jump rec-

.

CUMBERLAND

weight

the

able places in the broad jump and
Three freshmen in the
hurdles.
weights bolster the Dekes' chances
Elliot,
for the championship Bill
Jerry Hickey, and possibly Al Pillsbury.
Frank Sabasteanski is the main
hope of the Zetes. Frank should take
But Bob Ec.'-vards in the hurdles is
the only other point winner. All in
all the Zetes should win fourtii place.

-

KAPPA
COP
UNION TOURNAMENT

dominate

will

events for Zeta Psi Friday.

I

When problems

Belts

Battle For Intra-Miiral

AAU

polar bearings
The Interfraternity Meet is certain to provide some closely contested events with several records in the running events in danger.
Oft paper, there Is little to choose between the teams representing
Pst Upsilon and Alpha Delta Phi. Delta Kappa Epsilon will win
plenty of points but lacks the presence of Niles Perkins and Lloyd
Akeley who were among the main contributors to the Dekes' victory last year. Last year, Stan James* first In the pole vault enabled
56 to 52 2 The year previous,
the Dekes to squeeze by the Psi
the Psl U's lost out to the A.D.'s 49 to 47 5/6 and again It was the

And Alpha

WIN CLOSE MEET
Edge Tech
And
To Dartmouth Team
And Amherst

Top

,

.

43-32
Lose
day. The interfraternity meet has existed as the high point in track interest
for some years and the schoolboy divisions have provided outstanding exhibitions. Three years ago Marshall of Mt. Pleasant High provided the chief
thrills as he defeated a speedy field to cop the 600 in the record-breaking
In the past week, the Bowdoin
time of 1:14 3/5. In 1939, it was Pescosolido of Newton High who set new
meet records in the broad jump and high jump, his height of 6 feet 3% inches vassity mermen, after edging M.I.T.
breaking the cage record for the high jump. This year, Seton Hall is sending at Cambridge on Tuesday 43-32,
inefficiently against Darta potential record breaker in Plourde. a miler. Already the holder of the splashed
prep school mouth and Amherst, to win only once
meet record in the high school division, Plourde. National
Against Tech the Postarts.
three
in
champion in the mile, will be out to eclipse the old time of 4:33.2.

Plourde, Seton Hall
Star, May Carry Off

^"

.

Track holds the spotlight in the field of sport this week with the annual
Interfraternity Meet on Friday evening and the Interscholastics on Satur-

Emery

u^^'n'V^T

POLAR BEARINGS

•

By Hank Shorey

TRACK MEET IS
HERE SATURDAY*
3^0 Prep

•
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[Continued from Page

Mergendahl '41
Putnam Talks In THEODORE C. LEYDON
PRIZE
Wins One-Acts
Sunday Service WINS SPEAKING
[Continued from Page i]
"So Long as it Breathes,"

i

i]

[ Continued from Page i ]
Challenger six cylinder rotary Ened by Browning's poem, and then angine. All the ground work for *he
other black-out brings the audience
course will be taught by the Phy^cs
back to the Duke and the Count of
Department.
Frank Simpson, who has had *p\- Orino for the conclusion of the story.
In addition to the Duke and Ducheral thousand hours flying expfriess of Ferrara, other parts were cast
ence, will continue as instructor 4or
as follows: Count of Orino, Orville
the advanced course on the frjfmg
Denison; Pandolpho, Charles H. Merfield. The plane to be used here is a
gendahl, Jr.; First Admirer, Robert
220 h.p. Waco army trainer wi 1 1 a
McCarty; Second Admirer, Harold
cruising speed of 150 m.p.h. The StuPottle.
dents will be required to do advanced
"Brotherly Love," a comedy farce
stunt flying including snap rolls, $mof college life, is a cross section shot

The Reverend Raymond G. Putnam, Bowdoin '22, minister of the
Center Congregational church of
Bath, Maine, spoke last Sunday afternoon at the weekly chapel service. "Did you ever have a word or a
group of words leap at you from a

m

T«

1,

PLANE MOVED INTO
SEARLES FOR FLYERS

NATATORS WIN ONE
Class Of '40 Is
MEET AND LOSE TWO
Found At Work

Variety
By

Charles Margendahl

The Pastime

by

& new high last

hit

town turned out
Jr., was a week when half the
quiet discussion of literature to see Boris Karloff in "The Ape;"
and its troubles. Mergendahl held we've never seen worse photography
And, incidentally, that Herbert
that literature today is too sociolog- .
ical, and recommended that we try Rawlinson, who has a small part in
to regain the "wonderful, childish, the Pastime serial, "King of the
page, and enter into you to become whimsical" quality of writing as por- Royal Mounted," was one of Amera part of you?" the Reverend Put- trayed especially bvWilliam Saroy- ica's favorite actors way back in the
Experience is a great
.
nam quoted from a poem of Edwin an. "People are Trying to think teens
Markham from which the words ". . through things that weren't meant teacher, >but none ever had a more
From a
out of some held, out of some valley for it," said Mergendahl, and as a re- stupid bunch of pupils
advertising circular: "Although
the bugles are. calling" jumped to sult of the constant demand for pracbecome a part of him. The bugles tical logic, we are losing all that Albert Dekker, who now weighs 235
mermans. inside and outside lojtps. of fraternity life at Achilles College. are calling fqr England, he stated, literature should be.
pounds, scaled less than 180 when
and outside tailspins. They shall Also The plot deals with the desperate at- but added "for us too. the bugles are
David W. D. Dickson, in "Intelle- he attended Bowdoin College, he still
fly a five place cabin plane with Adtempts of fraternity brothers to keep calling. Today is a battle for De- gere est Credere," which was ren- was heavy enough and agile enough
justable pitch propeller, retractable
one of their members, the star hock- mocracy. I hate war," he went on, dered into English as "To understand to play varsity tackle for three
landing gear, and wing flaps.
f
ey player, from leaving school to get "but there is something I hate more. man is to believe in man," deplored straight years, and twice won AllThe students in the course h^ve married. In their attempt to sour That something is what we call To- the rampant pessimism and the nar- Maine recognition"
Vaughn Monbeen chosen on the basis of worgi in "Slippo" Hughes in his matrimonial talitarianism. I see in it the anti- row, specialized education of today. roe will introduce a new radio quiz
the primary course, and, provided endeavors, the boys shift
He pointed out that, although the game during the airings of his band
a negligee thesis of Christianity."
they pass the required physical Ex- for
The speaker said that "for men as concrete examples of past men and from Boston's Hotel Statler
a pair of red flannels. The red
amination will include D. J. Beal J41, flannels are finally given
Hampton's latest is "Bogo Jo"
to Peggy Americans and as Christians ... in ideals remains today, and that these Lionel
P. D. Stafford "42, S. P. James {41,
Hastings by "Slippo" as a gift, and this battle of Democracy the bugles are the true heritage of man. He with the Hampton Rhythm Girls;
R. G. Porter '41, A. W. Keylor P42, when "Slippo" decides to remain in are calling." He stated that in addi- warned that the liberal arts college the words don't make sense, but you
S. E. Fisher '41, E. W. Zwickerfal.
And the
won't mind in the least
school to play and coach hockey, the tion to our required opposition to mustn't give in.
O. R. McDuff '41, W. D. Bloodfixvl fraternity brothers have to reshift totalitarianism, and what it stands
"The New Freedom," by Ashton Four King Sisters just made "Watch
'42, and P. P. Stephens '41. In lase
Regrets"
the flannels for the negligee. The for, there is a second battle field. H. White told of the past struggle Know Joe," and "Miss Otis
any of these students should faifto take-off on college life produced "This second battle front is still fqr freedom, and of tbe present state.
Personally we don't read many
pass the physical exam, the frst
many laughs, the play being the only something elusive. Someday the is- He showed that freedom has grown modern novels, but we understand
three alternates arc R. E. Hugjhes
comedy in Monday night's series of sue will be taken. That battle field up along with economic policy, and "Courage" is one of the best on the
'42, R. E. Stanley '41 and R. W.«McSaid
is the
battle for real and lasting that the state has become very ac- Library's seven-day shelf
one-act productions.
Niven '41.
The cast of "Brotherly Love" was peace all over the world. Does that tive in the field. He added that the Director Clarence Brown: "Sex apas follows: Lou Meade, Clyde Crock- not sound like a paradox: a battle future points to the fact that the peal, unlike the leopard skin that
effectiveness,
ett '44; "Third Gear" Smollett, Ro- for Peace?" he asked. The Reverend state will be even more powerful, was a vital part of its
Recital
i
bert Russell '42; Phil Ryan, John Putnam went on to explain that it rather 'than the individual: this is has changed its spots. In the old days
we dressed sex-appeal up in black
Woodcock '44; "Slippo" Hughes, Hol- was a battle' of ideas involved, and the trend of democracy.
den Findlay '44; "Sour" Dean, Craw- he wstrned that "it is a battle that
Walter G. Taylor's "The Wave of satin and bedecked it with jewels.
i
________
ford B. Thayer '44; Peggy Hastings, our generation will have to face and the Present," deploring the intoler- It's glamour now, and far from bestudent recital will be presented Miss Kay Scott.
work out."
ance of the Americans, mentioned ra- ing a stationary thing, it romps all
in the Moulton Union Lounge at*) -.30
Warning his undergraduate audi- cial and religious intolerance, and over the screen;" "romp" is not quite
"World's Fair" by .Jack Kinnard
this Sunday afternoon. One hat of '41 was an impressionistic play based ence not to consider such problems the dangers of our new "super-pa- the word
Take in the Simpson
the program will be broadcast ih all on the theme iterated by George as "old stuff," the speaker exclaimed, triotism," which threatens to do Concerts when you can; ultra modof New England over the "New Eng- Eberhardt '44, "a guy," "if you give "It is a real battle. It is not easy to more harm than good.
ern swing arrangements are played
land Schools on the Air" prog**im, a guy a gun, he'll shoot it." The ponder." The question of world peace
RoAfter selections by the Chapel at the end of every program
and will be heard locally on station play was set in a fourth-rate ham- can not be answered by him, the Choir and the Meddiebempsters, the bert Montgomery is finally getting
WCSH.
burg joint on the lower East Side speaker stated, but that the work of judges' decision was given by the another chance to show his superb
|
Those taking part will be Hqface of New York City.
experts would be required. He men- President. The judges were Harold acting; he's playing in "Rage In
K. Sowles "42, John E. Williams* Jr.
The cast of "World's Fair" was tioned such plans of peace as those D. Oliphant, Editor of the Portland Heaven" v/ith Ingrid Bergman
'42, Eliot F. Tozer 43, Paul C. H*uscomposed of the following: Johnny, now in the forefront, and spoke par- Press Herald, Professor Carroll S. At present, the entire contents of a
ton '41, Thomas A. Brownell £'41, Lindo Ferrini '42; "a guy," George
ticularly of Clarence Streit's "Un- Towle, of the University of New rattlesnake's venom glands is worth
Charles H. Bowers '42. and Phil.. E. Eberhardt '44; Bill One, John Walk- ion Now." "After Hitler is defeated, Hampshire,
Reverend about 20 cents; probably something
the
and
Curtis '41. The Meddiebempsters&nd er '44; Bill Two, Roland Holmes '42;
"Ziegfeld
and as I stand here, and as there is Charles M. Tubbs, of Grace Church, to do with the war
the Brass Sextet will also offer Sev- "The Kid," Theodore Saba '42; and
concluded
by Girl" is supposed to contain the
President
Bath.
The
will
defeated,
this
matGod,
he
be
a
eral selections.
s
"Jean," Mrs. Betsy Morss.
ter will have to be worked out," the thanking and congratulating the con- corniest vaudeville act ever seen or
The members of the Meddieb^hipProfessor George H. Quinby an- Reverend Putnam exclaimed.
testants, the judges, the coach, Pro- heard; it will have to go some to
sters are John E. Williams Jr.^'42, nounced that manuscripts
Said
for the
can not fessor Thayer and Professor Emeri- be worse than its container
"What is the answer?
Eliot Tozer '43, Roger C. Boyd 1*41
fourth student-written full length know," he went on, pointing out that tus Mitchell, who has presided over L. P. Smith: "Those who set out to
T. L. Harrocks '44, Ashton H. Vytiite play, Mergendahl's "Me and Harry,'*
serve both God and Mammon, soon
the words "education" and "religion" so many previous '68's.
'41. Thomas A. Brownell '41, and^Rodiscover that there is no God"
.
may be read in the College library. were omitted from the Versailles
land Holmes '41. The Brass Sejctet Try-outs for the production will be
notice the Dekes have been pushNOTICE
Treaty. Considering the peace of nais composed of Frederic M. Bffedgheld in the Masque and Gown office tions which would have to be worked
Try-outs for the Masque and Gown ing spring along; they've taken up
ett '42, John R. Hurley '44, G_Arge next
Tuesday evening at seven out after the present war, the speak- spring play, ".Me And Harry," by marbles in the back yard and for
F. Sager '44, Jon G. Sanborn '42,lAr- o'clock. The play will be presented
"keepsies" too.
er concluded by repeating the poem Charles H. .Mergendahl '41, which is
thur E.- Sullivan "43 and Hugfc F. in Memorial Hall at 8:15 p.m., on
of Edwin Markham. and by saying to be presented on May 1 and 2, will
Farrington '44.
May 1 and 2. On March 20 Moliere's that "in some way we have got to be held in' the Masque and Gown
—
*
"Tartuffe," with a faculty cast, will find those qualities that come up room, in the Moulton
Union on
be presented in Memorial Hall.
through relationship with a living "Thursday, March 13, from 8 to 10
It was also announced that archi- God."
o'clock.
I
tectural plans for the proposed college theater building have been comSpeaking in Chapel last Saturday
pleted, and may be seen at the
on the subject, "Getting On With
'--.;.

Charles H. Mergendahl,
light,
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[ Continued from Page 1 ]
medley in comfortable fashion and
swept the second event, the 220-yard tionnaire sent out by the Alumni offreestyle. Harr and Marston were fice, he wrote. "I won't be a student
•

long.

out in front in the latter event unfinish, when the best
til near the
they could manage was a third by
Marston. The 50-yard sprint was a
hot race all the way. Cooper and
Keylor of the Polar Bears swam even
with Chapman to bring the crowd to
its feet, and Keylor tied the Lord
Jeff in the time of 26 seconds flat.
The diving decision went to Conger
of Amherst with 82.4 points, Croughwell getting third.
Marston and Cooper swept the 100-

.

.

.

.

ing in Washburn, Wisconsin, for the

E. I. Du Pont DeNemours Company.
Dick Sullivan, past editor of the
yard freestyle for Bowdoin, in 57.6, ORIENT, is a journalist" in Portland.
but then Goelitz, Amherst backPicking several at random, we nostroke star, grabbed an easy first,
tice that Bill Mitchell, winner of the
over Fenger and Fisher, to widen the ping-pong tournament last year
and
visitors' lead. In the breaststroke,
member of the executive committee
Pete Jenkisson's early lead suffered of the Bowdoin
Yacht Club is now
on the turns and he finished behind
in the Naval Reserve. Fred Lovell,
Stebbins and Connell of Amherst.
member of the varsity rifle team, is
Reid of Amherst nosed out Harr in now attending
Harvard Divinity
the 440-yard freestyle after a close
school.
battle all the way, and then the PoWe
pick
as
the
black sheep of the
lar Bears put on a good show in the
class, Dave Brown. After majoring in
final event, the 400-yard relay. KeyModern European History and being
lor, second man for Bowdoin, found
himself about 2 seconds behind, but very active in College activities, he
made up the time and gave Marston is now covering South Portland for
a good lead to work on. Bowdoin the "Portland Press Herald"—withwon in 3:48.8., but the meet went out the benefit of experience on the

ORIENT. We note in passing that
State, the three other graduates now in
afternoon in the home newspaper work, Tukey, Sullivan and
pool, in the final meet of the season. Doyle, all were members of the
to

Amherst 45-30.
Bowdoin will take on Mass.

Saturday

ORIENT staff.
We also wonder how
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FRIENDLINESS URGED

>

BRANN'S

BY NIXON

IN

,

CHAPEL

BARBER SHOP
1SS

MAINE STREET

i

Masque and Gown

office.

Your Elders," Dean Paul Nixon
stressed the need for many students
to avail themselves of the excellent
opportunities offered by a small college such as Bowdoin to overcome
their shyness in the presence of older

Benoit's

ANNOUNCES

ESSLEY
WHITE SHIRTS

people.

effort for

it is

often difficult for the

know

older generation to

TRUBENIZED
COLLAR
A New "Woman -Wise"
Now

Shirts in white with

soft-finish

were fundamentally very kind and
courteous, and that many were both
graceful and gracious in their man-

PRINTING
We

have had long experience in
producing for Bowdoin men:

STATIONERY

POSTERS
ALUMNI LETTERS
FRATERNITY FORMS

TICKETS
the well-known virtues of the cool,

softer,

more

comfort

flexible version!

— in

And Other

a

Printing

Ask Us For Quotations

Added

— no sacrifice of smartness!

Wise"

Shirts today!

The Record Office
Paul K. Niven, Bowdoin 1916

Manager
Printers of

** US. Pi

1

1
1

<j

2
Members of 1940 in the army at
5 the present time are Edward
Dun6 lap, Joseph H. Griffith, Norman E.
6 Hayes, Philip M. Johnson, Charles
2 Kinsey, Thomas U. Lineham, Brooks
Webster, Herbert G. Gatterer, and
2 Frank R. Andrews.

A

2

The following are connected with
science concerns: Charles H. Mason,
Charles H. Pope, John P. Winchell,
Wellington Yaple, Jay
Pratt, Paul
L. Wheeler. Those working for in48
surance companies are: Walter M.
Pts
Bush. Harland H. Carter, David G.
4
Doughty, Robert M. Pennell. Alan O.
2

1

C

23

2

G

FG

2

.

.

.

5

1

11

2
5

3

4
13

2
1
1

4

Bennett W. McGregor, and
Amos W. Shepard.
Those who are now teaching are:
Watts,

Ernest F. Andrews. Paul R. Keeler.
4 Philip C. Young, Edward W. Hill.
1 Payson W. Tucker. Men in advertis9 ing businesses are: Philip E. Requa,

James C. Richdale, Arthur W. Wang.
6
46 The following are in banking: Harry
Houston, Francis A. Roque and Horsmallpox, not through any feeling of ace A. Thomas. These men
are workanimosity, but simply through a feel- ing as. salesmen: Foster T. Baccus,
ing of awkwardness," he urged such Guy H. Hunt, Harold
L. Oshry, Eda Bowdoin student to make the most
ward C. Palmer and Kirby R.
of the value of the College to enable
one to deal with people of all sorts. Thwing.
The Dean mentioned by way of a
reminder that it is older persons who
will employ you, and older persons
Totals

20

ARMY AND NAVY MEN
MAKE CAMPUS VISITS

Continued from Page

1

J

"And yet," he continued to point
out, "in the state of Maine the of-

The Traveling Examining Board of
the Army Air Corps spent the afternoon at Bowdoin today for the purpose of examining candidates for the
Air Corps. The Naval Air Corps has
announced that it will send its representatives here this Friday to interview those men interested in Na-

of Chief Justice, Attorney Genand Speaker of the House are
held by Bowdoin alumni, while three
of the judges of the Superior Court val Aviation.
are also Bowdoin men. In national
Several students, including those
affairs Bowdoin has in the person of who plan to take
the advanced C.A.A.
John A. Peters '85, a Federal Judge
flying course this year, signed up in
of the District of Maine; Sumner
Pike '13, member of the Security the Union this afternoon in preparaand Exchange Commission. In the tion for physical inspections in the
Senate Wallace H. White "99, Ralph Infirmary throughout the day.
fices

eral,

The Naval officers plan to show
'09, and Harold H. Burtheir film, "Eyes of the Navy," in the
are Bowdoin graduates. In
James C. Oliver '17 rep- Union after their Interviews. They
have also sent word that the Navy
resents our First Congressional DisDepartment has eliminated the mathtrict."
ematics requirements previously de"It is interesting," President Sills
manded for the Naval training. In a
said, "to point out that in the presletter to the students, Dean Nixon
ent Senate there is only one other
particularly urged all those who had
institution that has more than Bowindicated their interest in the plan
doin's three the University of Alato speak with the Naval representabama with four, and only one other
O. Brewster

ton

'09

The Orient

Of.

—

that has as

I

1

the House,

— Telephone S —
Ask for the new Essley "Woman-

V. Eppler.

l

2
3
3

Arena

ALL Your

Newell E. Gillett, Calvin
A. Hill. Arthur H. Loomis, Frederick
A. Lovell, Gordon H. MacDonald, Edward J. Platz, Charles H. Pope,
George I. Raybin. Edwin A. Rislcy.
Bernard F. Shattuck, Lawrence P.
Spingarn, and Ross L. Wilson.
F. Everett,

Those in business administration
positions are Robert W. Armstrong,
Wesley E. Bevins, Anthony P. Calabro, Augustus H. Fenn, George P.
Halekas, James A. Hales, Walter C.
game.
Eddie Babcock took top scoring Loeman, Eugene T. Redmond. Euhonors with 21 points on ten field gene D. Sexton, Wellington Yaple.
Lloyd T. Akeley, John T. Creiger,
goals and one charity throw.
Clyde J. Holmes, Edmund S. LaThe lineup:
Bowdoin Frosh (48)
G FG Pts mont. Boyd C. Legate, Robert H.
Babcock, If
10
1
21 Woods, Robert F. Berry, and John

ner with elder persons. Addressing who will be your superiors.
"who melt into the wallpaper
when strangers of another genera- Sills Urges Students
tion appear at your fraternity houses,
who shun all faculty members like
Into Political

Feature

a new

defin-

season last TTiursday after-

who did the scoring. At the final
whistle the score was tied at 41 all.
In the five minute overtime period
Pullen on two fouls and a field goal
and Speirs with one foul scored for
Deering, while Eddie Babcock and
Walt Daniels accounted for Bowdoin's points and tied the count again
at 46 up. After two minutes of the
"sudden death" period had passed,
Babcock came through with a nice
long shot from the side and ended the

[

Trubenized* Collar. All

porous Trubenized Collar

its

Kirby Thwing

happened to take up sales promotion
after majoring in zoology. Another
peculiar change is seen in Herb Gatterer"s job in the medical corps at
Camp Edwards after having majored
in Economics while at Bowdoin. Gene
Redmond must have continued his
fast sprint work, for he didn't stop
until he got to San Francisco and
the California Packing Company.

noon by nosing out Deering High
School, 48-46, in one overtime and a
"sudden death" period.
The following men are now in
At the end of the first quarter graduate schools: Neal W. Allen,
Bowdoin was out in front, 12-8, but Stanley P. Baron, Robert N. Bass.
with the close of the first half this Francis R. Bliss, Donald W. Bradecn,
margin had been decreased to 24-22. Jeffrey E. Brickates, Matthew W.
Pushing ahead in the third period, the Bullock, Jr., Milford G. Chandler.
Polar Bears outscored their opponents Richard
T- Eveleth, Payson B. Jacobby nine points and took a command- son, George T. Little, John
C. Maring lead, 40-27. During the last quar- ble, Richard
B. Sanborn, Joseph Tucter, however, this procedure was recio, Kenneth J. Welch, Richard N.
versed, and this time it was Deering
Abbott, Albert A. Clarke. Edward

those

Yes, We're Interested In

you can buy Essley "Woman-

Wise"

students.

In conclusion Dean Nixon stated
that he felt that Bowdoin students

SOFT-FINISH

With seven victories and two
the Bowdoin Frpsh quintet

feats,

ished

To illustrate his point, the Dean Simpson, If
told of an experience with Leopold Woodcock, If
Seyffert who visited Bowdoin several Daniels, rf
years ago to paint the portrait of Muir, rf
President Sills. On the second day Hess, c
of his stay here, he mentioned that Griffith, c
the football squad, also staying at Crosley, c
the Union, were extremely snobbish. Donovon, lg
Unwilling to attribute the action of Elliot, lg
the football men to snobbishness, the Chason, lg
Dean spoke to the squad, telling O'Brien, rg
something of Mr. Seyffert, and ask- Higgins, rg
ing about their attitude toward the
painter. The friendly actions of the
Totals
squad soon convinced Mr. Seyffert Deering (46)
that he had misjudged them and he Iott, If
told this to the Dean.
Winslow, If
The Dean went on to say that such Orr, rf
a mistake was often made by visitors Richardson, rf
on campus, and that he himself oc- Pullen, c
casionally met students, who, in their Feehan, c
shyness, greeted him with stony Andrews, lg
glances. Urging those who suffered Speirs
from this uneasiness to use the op- Batty, rg
portunities
Bowdoin presented to
meet alumni and faculty, the Dean
said that they would appreciate the

WITH

Frosh Hoopsters
Top Deering High

.

.

."
j,

found that most of the former
"big men" on campus are busy this
year. John Marble, president of the
class of 1940, is a law student. Lin
Rowe is attending Cornell Medical
school, and Walt Loeman is working
for the William Penn Public Service
Company. Charlie Pope, former president of the Student Council, is work-
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with three."
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ORIENT

(70th Tear)

The Sun
B.

POSSIBLE EFFECT

••

Mr. George Burpee, newly elected president of the New York Bowdoin Alumni Association, recently
announced that this association is
now backing an organization in
behalf of a debut concert appearance of the Bowdoin Glee Club at"
Town Hall in New York. The concert is expected l< be held during
the spring vacation in 1942.
A
ticket sale amounting to $300.00
has already been made. Another
$500.00 must be taken in in order
to reach the necessary balance of

OF DRAFT HERE

Tennyson

semblance of progressive

At
Town Hall Club In 1942

Glee Club Will Sing

SILLS DISCUSSES

1.

Head Reveals Two
Tentative Plans For
Shortened Year

College

legislation in the State of Ma)n.
likely to remain a Utopian vi$on

for many more years before a sufficient degree of enlightenment brfygs
about a change of heart among M^sne
lawmakers. Last week a group ofc up
spent an afternoon in the State Hduse
at Augusta in hopes of getting sdme
insight into Maine's labor problem
during a four-hour hearing before fche President
Committee on Labor. Of the thirteen
Attitude of
bills introduced, the only one to csftiso
considerable debate as industrial %nd
Students
utility
representatives launched^ a
President Sills recently announced
heavy attack against it, was a bill* to
establish Maine wage-hour boards'for that the faculty committee of the
investigation of complaints in indus- curriculum has been discussing possiSponsored by Senator C$iii ble changes in the College courses
try.
Laughlin, the bill provided for ,'tfie in order to adjust school activity to
commissioner of labor to set u$ a the conscription program. He said
wage-hour board whenever a c^n- that while nothing definite has been
plaint was made by a represent a$ve done, several important changes may
group of workers in any industryiior take place if the war continues for
else by a group of ten disinterested any great length of time.
people, that wages in a particular inOne of the plans discussed in the
dustry were insufficient for the main- committee is the policy of changing
tenance of the health, safety (fid the present two semester courses to
well-being of the employees or tj|at one semester in order to allow stuhours were excessive.
dents who might be called in Novem£
ber to obtain deferment until FebI - r
TjX>R a little over ten years now irv- ruary and thus not break up their
•*
nual efforts have been made^to college course too radically. Anothestablish some sort of labor relations er change in this same direction
board for a State that can claim Kit would be to allow seniors Who might
one labor law (a 54-hour maximum get deferment until February to
week for women and minors) and Jan take their major exams at that time.
average yearly income among Ms President Sills said that there is a
workers of a little more than 650 ^pi- possibility of putting the College on
lars. Certainly the state legislators a quarter semester system and exmust be aware of the comparativfli' tending classes through the summer
low place in which Maine stands. in if the emergency continues very long.
relation to labor policy of other stages According to the President, several
in the country. Maine may wellfoe faculty members have been called to
able to boast of its fine educational the draft board, but have arranged
institutions, early New England $a~ deferment until July.

DRAFT MAY CALL
PART OF FACULTY

$800.00.

Remarks On The
Changed

On War

Professors And Wives To
Present 17th Century

I

[

Continued on Page 2

The play will be presented in a
manner which will resemble as closely as possible the production

which

traditionally ^presented by the theater which traces its origin back to
the great days of Moliere. Professor
Beam has designed a setting which in
all essentials follows the plan and
mood of that used in Paris.

"Tartuffe" caused a scandal

was

it

first

produced

when

because

the

]

.

LAor;!^
1

Band To

I

Concert With Auburn

I

instances for the national adminis$a- stroyed during the French RevoluConant has been known protion has. for the most part, put ;an tion
"adequate floor under wages and a fessionally as one of the foremost
ceiling over hours of labor." The >-e- Medievalists in tht> world, and his
cent Augusta hearing served to tpn- work in the restoration of Cluny
phasize this argument for a continQod has brought him international recogBut according to Professor
laissez faire state policy and spokes- nition.
Beam of the Bowdoin Art Departmen for Maine industries spared
efforts in bringing the issue to 'the ment, the whole range of architecture is his province, and it often has
foreground.
!
been said that his brilliance as a
1
lecturer, his wit, and his human aprpHE chief criticism to be advanced proach
to architecture has done more
*• against state efforts to introdnee
than anything else to arouse enthusilabor legislation seems to be manner
asm and understanding for a much
in which various bills are drawnihp.
misunderstood subject.
In most instances they are inadequate
Thanks to the vision of Professor
in their scope, or else they infringe
Conant, the Harvard Architectural
upon industries whose employees lare School
today shares only with Cranalready well protected by Congresbrook and the studio of Frank Lloyd
sional laws. Such a bill as sponsored
Wright the distinction of being the
by Senator Laughlin is a progressive
most progressive advocate of modern
step in the right direction, yet sOme
design in the United States and probof its broader aspects leave it open
ably in the world. Like Dean Hudto considerable amount of valid c?iti
nut and Professor Gropius of that
..
T.
j ofr after-'
mL
cism. It
does indicate the need
_.
7,
department. Professor Conant has
manent state labor relations boarf to
long sought to stimulate the public
deal effectively with the numerou^ into demand an architecture which
dustrial problems concerned withjinwould preserve the best principles of
tra-state commerce.
\
the past and utilize the unprecedent.
ed technical advances of modern sci/"|NCE again as Spring vacation ence.
draws near, seniors begin to #orry about prospects of getting fobs
when they graduate and once again
we revive the old cry fpr a voca
al adviser for the College. Dean
on has carried on admirably in
position for a long time, contacting
By Curtis Jones
business men, arranging interviews
Some people can't see much glamor
for students with prospective employin either old paintings or dead laners and placing many graduate! in
guages, but Professor Stanley Barvarious positions. However, his d
ney Smith is a very lively person
as College Dean and the
who has learned to get a great deal
and one administrative duties
of enjoyment from both.
Everyone
are assigned to his office hardly 1
* now
* ""
f
him tune to devote as much effort to
fnend of the old Romans and hls
helping graduates as he should
fame as a cameraman is widespread.
to do. True, the addition of a luHLast week, however, we had occadirector
vocational
-

I

^

!

i

|w

~

'

.

'

1

a-r
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On Friday

evening, March 21, Mr.
Russell Jack, Director of Music of the
public schools of Auburn, Maine, and
Director of the Edward Little High
School Band of Auburn, will bring his
musicians to, Brunswick for a joint
concert with the Bowdoin College
Band in Memorial Hall. The concert
will begin at 8.15.
Mr. Russell Jack was born in Topsham and moved to Lisbon Falls at the
age of six where he attended the public schools. He then went to the University of Michigan where he was a
major in Public School Music. He received his degree, Bachelor of Musical
Education, at Michigan. Since graduation he has been school music director in the towns of Falmouth and
Pittsfield, Maine. He is now in his
eighth year of teaching music and organizing and directing bands at Auburn.
His present Edward Little Band of
eighty pieces includes four sousaphones, six baritones, one fugelhorne,
six snare drums, two bass, fourteen
trumpets, ten trombones, clarinets,
flutes, oboes, piccolos, French horns,
and Tympanni. It has won many New
England High School Band Competi-

tions.

Professor Smith Makes Twelve
Prints Of Art Museum Paintings

%e

2?L?2PC

j
«

53T2!
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time placement

or
sion to visit him and found him up
adviser to the staff of the College
in his Hubbard Hall Olympus being
would considerably affect the budget,
very busily entertained with both.
it would certainly provide a desirable
Surreptitiously while we were there
and worthwhile addition. Other kjolwe discovered he had been proofleges with no greater financial > rvreading an apparently numberless
sources than Bowdoin's do include snea f Q
f g a u evs from a Latin transsuch an office for the benefit of tfleur lation. These have to be corrected
students. Last year at this time there several times, we later learned, and
was some serious talk of obtaining an Professor Smith will have been the
have e - read this set
fi th
!°
experienced man for such a posijon,
f
f
*
found several errors,
already
.
jT
he
but no further mention has $een added with a malicious twinkle in
i

1

I

1

.7™

.

made

of

it.

men were

Council, the following
named to positions:

Man— Robert

Most Popular
Newhouse

Professor Means Appointed

As Chairman Of District
Relief Campaign

E.

President— Robert L. Bell
Vice-President

—Charles T. Ireland,

Psi U. and Zeta Psi Finish
In Second And Third
'
Positions

Jr.

— Paul V. Hazelton
ALL LOCAL GREEKS
—James E. Dyer
—John P. Stowe
GIVE AIDTO DRIVE Marshal
Orator— Richard N. Bye
Secretary
Treasurer

RAY HULING WINS

Odist— Robert W. Woodworth
Poet—Robert G. Watt
Dance Committee Francis J. Driscoll, Jr., chairman; Dougald MacDonald; Edward Martin, Jr.;
William J. Murphy.
Ivy Day Committee E. Seavey
Bowdoin and John L. Baxter, Jr.,

HIGH SCORER CUP

—

On Committee
By Robert

William Stark Receives The
Elmer L. Hutchinson

Memorial Award

—

S. Burton
With Professor Thomas Means as
chairman for Brunswick and the surrounding area, the Greek War Relief
Association has announced its staff

Our mission, however, concerned
Several weeks ago,
Professor Smith told us, Paul Doug-

another subject.

prominent Bowdoin alumnus and

las,

go

[

is

CONANT TO DISCUSS
ARCHITECTURE HERE

^

ALPHA DELTS SCORE
79 POINTS TO TAKE
ANNUAL TRACK MEET

co-chairmen; Charles
man, Jr.; Daniel T.

By Robert

O. Sniptnan
Alpha Delta Phi won the interfraternity track meet last Friday
night in the Hyde cage with a total
of 79 points, one of the highest scores
ever tallied in the history of such
meets at Bowdoin College. Psi Up-

W. RedDrummond,

Jr.

»»

principal figure seemed so closely allied to the most powerful religious
element in France. It was possible
in the state against organized lafibr.
to give a public presentation only afThe jailing of strikers upon the slimiter the play had been revised.
est provocation, wholesale arrests jjjnd
Moliere was the greatest of an outthe calling out of the state mi&ia
standing group of writers and artists
Tomorrow evening at 8:15, Dr.
which served only to widen the breach
in the court of Louis XIV, and his play
between strikers and employees, h a Kenneth John Conant, Professor of deals with a French bourgeois famreminder that Maine hardly deseifres Architecture at Harvard University, ily of that day, the second half of the
a gold star for its efforts toward En- will deliver an illustrated lecture en- 17th century. The head of the family
couraging mediation between lapor titled "The Architectural Revolution" is M. Orgon who has taken into his
and industry. The fact that manj? of in the lounge of the Moulton Union. household Tartuffe, who describes
Public j" invited to hear this himself as a saintly man of God, but
Maine's industries" "come'"under'lte
jurisdiction of the National Labor fee- lecture which, in effect, will trace is actually using Orgon for anything
development
of the so-called
lations Board and the Fair
[ Continued on Page a ]
Standards Act as subject to infcr- Modernist movement in architecture
state commerce laws is enough! to from lts beginning, 150 years ago, to
the
Present
day.
College
Give
bring the opposition howling d<|vn
Since the tune when he wrot e a
upon any attempts of the state* to
establish further labor legislatfbn. doctoral thesis on the great monaster
at
clun
wh
was
>'
»ch
dey
Criticism is well grounded in m«,nyj
|
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In the Junior Class elections
held last Monday evening under
the supervision of the Student

LOCALLEADERS

to help in the national drive for
$10,000,000 for Greek aid.
To date
the State of Maine has contributed
Play, "Tartuffe
over $20,000 and the vicinity of
The first faculty play since 1937 Brunswick over $500. Although this
will be given here this month when work has been carried on for some
the Masque and Gown presents "Tar- time, it is only since February 10
otherwise known as "The that Brunswick has had its present
tuffe,"
Hypocrite," in Memorial Hall on organization.
Thursday, March 20, at 8.15 p.m. The
According to Professor Means, allast faculty production was "Emperor though Greece may fall under HitJones" by Eugene O'Neill and was ler's heel shortly, the money will
given here in November of 1937. Ac- still be collected in the belief that
cording to Professor George H. Quin- she will not long be held in subjecby. the Masque and Gown is fortu- tion.
Greece was under foreign connate that Professor Gilligan is a trol from 146 b. c. to 1821 a. d., but
Moliere scholar and has witnessed the she has been independent for over
greatest of all of Moliere's comedies 100 years.
It is the firm belief of
at the Comedie Francaise so often the committee that she will not althat the production here can be au- low herself to be permanently subthentic in the best traditions of the jected again. The money will, thereFrench stage.
to the Greeks regardless of
fore,

i

I^HE Lewiston mill strikes of a fe?w
•*•
years ago are still a harsh Reminder of the opposition that exjfefcs

ORGANIZED BY

Brickates, Kaknes, Vafiades

FACULTY GIVES
PLAY MARCH 20

12,

Robert Bell Is Elected
Junior Class President

AID TO GREECE

Represent Students

The President commented that one
and picturesque summer Jresorts for the socially elite of the Etst of the differences in the student atbut it has to take a seat in the b&ck titude towards this war and that of
row when the talk turns to rights Rid 1917 is that while there seems to be
the same hatred of Hitler as was
privileges of labor.
I
held towards the Kaiser, there does
dit ions

THE DEAN SPEAKS ON
PLACEMENT SATURDAY

at present an alderman of Chicago,
wrote to ask if Professor Smith could
send him two large prints of the
Stuart portraits of James Madison
and Thomas Jefferson. Mr. Douglas
wanted to add these two pictures to
the portraits of Lincoln, Washing-

and other great Americans which
already hang in his Chicago office.
ton,

Now in the Walker Art Building,
these two paintings were done by
Gilbert Stuart about 1805. Included
in the collection of Governor James

Five

Continued on Page 4

New

]

Scholarships

Founded For Freshmen
The establishment

of

five

new

scholarships for students of secondary schools outside the State of
Maine has been announced by the
College. Each of the new awards
will be in amount of $425, the
equivalent of tuition and room rental for one year. Successful applicants who will be chosen by a special committee comprising of Dean

Paul Nixon, Edward

S.

COFFIN NOVEL TO

APPEAR

Of the two, the Madison pormore impressive because of
more brilliant coloring, he added.

1811.
trait
its

is

Among

his eye.
[

the

many

landscapes, por-

Continued on Page

2 }

silon

book, "Thomaa-Thomas-AncH- Memorial Trophy.
The A. D.'s were well favored on
Thomas," to be published soon.
campus at the opening of the weight
events on Friday afternoon and when

fin's

CONVERSE MURDOCH
WINS DEBATE PRIZE

Professor Robert Peter Tristram
Coffin has announced the publication
of his third novel "Thomas-Thomas-

which

appear

will

Negative Side Composed Of

published by MacMillan ComMurdoch, Lunt,
latest novel is the development of an idea of the author's
which he first expressed in the final
chapter of an earlier novel of Maine's
Last Monday night in the debating
early inhabitants, "John Dawn." As room of the library, a negative team
the last Dawn dies, he remembers composed of Robert H. Lunt '42, Connot only the events of his life, but verse Murdoch '41, and Ward T.
those of his illustrious forefathers.
Hanscom '41 defeated the affirmative
Professor Coffin has given a great made up of Joseph F. Cronin '43,
deal of thought to the concept that Philip H. Litman '42, and Lewis V.
when a man's memory functions atlvafiades '42, on the question: Reits best, it is in reality the memory solved,
that the countries of the
of several men.
If this idea is pur- Western Hemisphere should form a
sued far enough, he added, it follows permanent union. Alternate for the
that one does nothing original, but' affirmative was Frederick M. Blodfollows a
well-traced pattern of gett '42 and for the negative, Robevents.
Thus in "Thomas-Thomas- ert Levin '44. The judges were ProAncil-Thomas" Professor Coffin has fessors Stanley P. Chase, Samuel E.
removed the element of time, but not Kamerling, and Philip M. Brown.
that of space. Through a series of Professor Albert R. Thayer was
April
pany.

8,

And

The

Hanscom Wins

I

|

i

Hammond,

chairman.
The debate was given in the form
of three main speeches for each side,
then a rebuttal by each member.
Cronin, first speaker for the affirmative, argued that everyone is agreed
that in such chaotic conditions as
exist today some sort of union is inmornSpeaking in chapel Monday
dispensable. Lunt, opening the negaing. President Kenneth C. M. Sills tive argument, held that union, comtold of the meeting of presidents of plete and ideal, is impossible because
colleges and universities of the Mari- of existing linguistic, cultural, social,
time Provinces and Maine that was racial, and political and economic difheld in Orono last Friday and Satur- ferences between the two continents.^
day. He said that the general theme
The second negative speaker, Litof this convocation was a discussion man, treated the lack of integration
of the place of educational institu- in the present plan voiced by Lunt,
tions in relation to the present world
[

Director of Admissions, and Professor Thomas C. Van Cleve, will be
eligible for additional scholarship
aid following their first year in College, in accordance with their financial needs and their academic success as freshmen.
The purpose of the scholarships
is v to aid young men of exceptional
promise to come to Bowdoin College, even though they may not
have sufficient funds." Special emphasis will be placed on scholastic
ability and attainment as revealed
in fhe school record, and on character and qualities of leadership as
shown by extra-curricular activities
both in and outside school. All candidates must satisfy the entrance
requirements of Bowdoin College
and all must take a scholastic ap-

Continued on Page 4

]

Speaks At
Chapel Service

Sills

[

crisis.

Continued on Pa£c 2

Clark Young sensationally won the
discus on his last throw to beat
Frank Sabasteanski of Zeta Psi, the
A. D.'s recorded their first points of
the meet and were never headed after that. It was the tremendous total
of 30 points in the weight events that
ran up the huge score for the A. D.'s.
The two A. D. freshman distance
men Al Hillman and Joe Carey swept
all opposition out of their path to win
the mile, half mile and two mile. In
the half mile, which, according to
the track authorities who witnessed
the meet, was the best event of the
evening, Joe Carey stumped all presupposed strategy to set a new meet
record in 1 minute 59 and 4/10 seconds. Two events earlier Carey had
placed second behind teammate Hillman in the mile. Jim Doubleday of
Delta Upsilon had dropped out of
the mile after three laps purposely to
be ready for the half mile. Bill Stark
had jogged the 440 for an easy 4th
place with the idea of saving himself
for the half mile. Carey grabbed the
pole at the corner of the'first lap and
held the lead throughout the race.
Stark threatened in the very early
stages of the race, then dropped back
[ Continued on Page 3 ]

GLEE CLUB TO SING

AT MOUNT HOLYOKE
This evening the Bowdoin College
Glee Club will go to Bath Iwhere it
will perform in the Central Congregational Church.
The program will
be similar to that presented at Yarmouth a few weeks ago.
On Saturday, March 15. the Glee
Club will journey to South Hadley,
Mass.. where a joint recital will be
held by the combined Bowdoin and

]

This conference was sponsored by
the Carnegie Foundation, and it was
attended by the four Maine school Hitchen Talks
heads as well as by several leaders of
titude test.
B.C.A.
Canadian colleges. Brief addresses
were presented by the school presidents during the conference.
Reverend Herbert Hitchen,
The
remarked that
Sills
President
pastor of the First Unitarian Church
President Norman MacKenzie of the
Massachusetts,
Newton,
Under the chairmanship of Robert University of New Brunswick gave a of West
pointed out some of the faults of
H. Lunt '42, a non-decision freshman particularly fine talk. The latter said
democracy in the United States in an
debate with Dartmouth was held in that he had experienced the horror of
informal discussion before the Bowthe lounge of the Moulton Union last the first World War, and that the reaChristian Association in the
Thursday evening, on the question son that he backed Canada's position doin
Moulton Union Lounge last Sunday
of whether or not the powers of the in this present conflict was because it
evening.
federal government should be in- seemed to be the only way of preThe great need in this country' is
creased. John Byrd and Larry Far- serving the modern life. The presinot for equal position but for equal
ley upheld the affirmative of this dent of Carnegie spoke for the colopportunities, the Reverend Hitchen
question for Dartmouth, while Alan leges of the United States in saying
said. He went on to say that the presS. Perry '44 and Kendall M. Cole '44 that all of our schools whole-heartedent-day lack of moral indignation at
supported the negative for Bowdoin. ly back Canada's action.
social injustice creates pity, but no
President Sills went on to say that
action. He felt that a personalizathe primary concern of this meeting
tion of contact in charity is needed
inof
transfer
for
the
was to arrange
unless it wishes to defeat its own
structors and students between Canends. The Reverend Hitchen concludThursday, Mar. 18 Chapel, Charles
ada and the United States. Plans ed his remarks by saying that cooperwere made to carry out experiments
P. Edwards '41 presiding: George
ation is the solution, cooperation in
cooperatively and thus work toward
E. Morrison '44 speaks on "The
the community and among the denomWorld Student Christian Federa- unity in the educational system of inations of the church.
the two countries.
tion."
8:15
Moulton Union
Lecture
by Professor Kenneth J.. Conant
of Harvard. Subject: "The Architectural Revolution" or "The
'Story of Modern Architecture."
Public invited.
Corps and how interested they really
Since the main topic of conversa14
Friday,
Mar.
Chapel,
The
are in aviation. Then, the men taktion among students of draft age
President presiding: The soloist
ing the examination are given numseems to be concerned with "what
will be Paul C. Houston '41.
bers and sent on to an examiner who
7:30— Moulton Union. Mr. Blunt part of the service shall I enter," the takes their blood pressure, pulse rate,
Orient decided to interview one of
presents
motion
pictures
of
tests them for color blindness.
and
the applicants who took the physical
Kents Island. Public invited.
Two different blood pressures are
Swimming at Boston (New Eng- examination for the Army Aviation t
Qne whUe reclining and the
the MoulCorps which wa!
land Meet).
Qther after standing for a short
ton Union last week.
Saturday, Mar. 15— Chapel—The
while. Also two pulse rates are takThe physical standard for flying en, one reclining and the other after
Dean discusses "Senior Placement II." All seniors expecting training is higher than that for en- a short period of exercise which concollege aid in placement should
listment in the regular army and the sists in getting on and off a chair

With

On Democracy

Mount Holyoke

singers.
Both clubs
sing as the opening number,
"May ,No Rash Intruder," by Handel.
Bowdoin will then sing "Death. I Do
Not Fear Thee," by Bach. "Balulalow" (Cradle Song), and "Psalm
150," by Cesar Frank featuring tenor

will

FRESHMEN DEBATE
WITH DARTMOUTH

doin

I

—

—

Army And Navy

Eliot Tozer '43.
The BowGlee Club will also render
"Sweet Little Jesus Boy," by MacGimsey- Andrews, and "Waters Ripple and Flow," by Deems Taylor,
both of which arrangemerts will feature baritone soloist, Tom Brownell
and tenor soloist, Johnny Williams.
Bowdoin will also sing "Casey
£»**•*> Lawton, All Through the
N«ht by Brewster and "The Wild
Rlde '»' Daniels. To finish the program, the two glee clubs will combine in singing the Coronation Scene
from "Boris Godounof." by Moussorgsky. A dance will be held after

soloist,

COMINGJSVENTS

—

Give Students

Examinations For Flying Service

-

the recital.

\

|

be present.
examination itself is somewhat, dif10:00—Walker
Art
Building ferent, particular attention being givopening of exhibit of watercolors en to those factors and functions" of
by Mrs. Harold Lee Berry of igreatest importance in flying.
Of
Portland.
course, all defects which would disGlee Club at Mt. Holyoke.
qualify an applicant for regular serv-

Swimming

at Boston.

Sunday, >lar. 16

—

Professor Julius
Seelye Bixler, 'Ph.D. of Harvard
•
Divinity School.

Monday.

.Mar.

17—Chapel— The

President.
Band at Auburn.
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the

choir

will sing in

Koughan Announces
Date Of Next
John

Koughan

Quill

editor of the
"Quill," announced recently that the
next issue of the College literary
magazine will appear shortly before
the spring vacation.
This is to be
r
the third issue this year.
One of the features is to be a re^
print of the speech given by Professor
Emeritus Wilmot B. Mitchell at the fiftieth reunion of his
class here at Bowdoin.
Charles H.
P.

'41,

Any person failing Mergendahl '41 has contributed a
several times.
of these tests automatically short story, and Edward C. Kol^drops out and is not allowed to con« mann '41 wrote an essay entitled
"The New Consciousness."
tinue the examination.
Professor Philip C. Beam has conNext the boys are taken into another room where an Army eye ex- tributed a criticism of "The World '
ice would also disqualify him for aminer keeps them for over an hour. Dimensional," the radio interpretaflying service.
Probably more im- First a distance perception is taken tion of Hart Crane's poetry that was
portance is stressed on excellent eye- which consists of reading letters on presented recently by Charles Step-sight than on anything else.
According to Koughan,
a card twenty feet away. In order to anian '41.
First, the applicants are given a qualify the observer must have twen- there will also be several additional
short interview in order to determine ty-twenty vision in both eyes, which short stories and poems to complete
their purpose in Entering the Air
the issue.
[ Continued on Page 4 ]
one
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On Sunday

journeV to Beverly where they
the Evening Service of
the First Baptist Church.

will

—

|

points, with

(Courtesy of Portland Sunday Telegram)

Maine Novelist

Ancil-Thomas"

was second with 54

individual honors going to Ray Huling of Psi U., while William I. Stark,
New portrait by Herbert Ives of Jr. of Thelta
Delta Chi was the 1941
Robert P. T. Coffin, which will appear as the frontispiece to Mr. Cof- recipient, of the Elmer L. Hutchinson

APRIL

Book, "Thomas-Thomas- AncU-Thomas," Is Third By

j

Bowdoin, these "details of the head"

—the historical term. Dr. Smith stated—were given to the College in
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
1

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

We print the following communication in the hope
that some of the student body will
[Continued from Pane i]
be interested enough to express their
opinion for publication in the ORI- traits, 'architectural shots, and other
ENT. All such communications for pictures that Professor Smith has
i
ea * ,"*">' oi h*
h
publication must be in our hands by l^kf".
}
has
he £*f
been f_^
included.
fact,
In
Sunday night.)
snapped about 200 of them in the
To the Editor of the Orient:
past four months. Thus, bis task of
May I inquire at this time, as an making 5 by 7 negatives of the poralumnus, whether your editorial col- trait
was not a novel experiment.
umns are open and have been open Glare had to be carefully controlled.
to a discussion of the present conhowever, and two floodli its were
troversial bill now before the Conused. There were several other techgress of the United States— the Lendnical details that we can pass on to
Lease Bill, or aid to Great Britain? the camera fans, even if we don't
I raise this question because I feel
quite understand their significance ;
that our future leaders of democracy, the exposure
was f. 32. the time of
such as well may be recruited from exposure 22 seconds. Thus, the sevan institution like Bowdoin, ought to en-hour job was started, but the
be thinking of what American for- hardest part remained to be done.
eign policy should be in a world soIn developing the pictures. Prociety, made physically smaller each
fessor Smith stated, he was greatly
year by technological advances.
helped by Mr. Clifton Smith of
The questions, therefore, which I Brunswick. Together in the develwould like to raise and then to see oping laboratory in the science buildanswered, apropos the lend-lease bill, ing they made six sets of two prints
are pertinent to the formulation of each, twelve in
Instead of the
ail.
our foreign policy. Is it not true usual 8 by 10 print, every one is 16
that as a nation we have actually inches by 20 inches. This size made
been a world power since the turn of the task^ven more difficult.
the century?
Did not Theodore
Developing a picture is a very highRoosevelt realize that as demonstratly technical process, Professor Smith
ed by his participation in the Algeinstructed us patiently, and you have
ciras conference?
Was not Presito be careful not to get your "hands
dent Wilson's perception even keencrossed."
"You see," he said, "the
er, with respect to our position in
one hand
world politics, as' revealed by his experienced developer saves
for the solution, for example, and the
advocacy of the League of Nations?
other for a second duty: and never
Should we not assume part of the
blame for the present unfortunate the twain shall cross, or calamity results."
Dr. Smith, bolstered by thircondition in the world because of our
his colpost-war provincialism as shown by ty years' experience, and
league maneuvered their four hands
our economic nationalism? Is it not
so successfully that none of the
true now even more than in 1917 that
we must assume some responsibility, twelve prints were injured, however.
After that it was a comparatively
if we wish a decent, free world soeasy process to frame the pictures
ciety? Is it not a fact that physicalwhich required very little retouching,
ly because of advances in communand' the finished products look for
ications that the world for practical
all the world like oil paintings.
purposes
smaller
is
than ever?
Now that he has completed his
Therefore, ought we not follow the
President under the bill and aid latest, biggest, and most successful
Britain to the limit ? Further, ought set of portrait prints, Professor Smith
we not, if our aid assists Britain to looks forward to photographing "Man
win, participate freely in a peace set- With a Rose," by Franz Hals, greattlement, the objective of which in a est painting in 1he Bowdoin museum.
large part would be a removal of In this way he is continually adding
such detriments to world stability to the stacks of pictures clustered
(Editor's note:
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HOW AS0UT
Dean •

subject of the
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V.
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talk in chapel last

Saturday was
"Placement" and, according to the announcement on the College
all seniors and juniors who desired or expected
help from
the College in finding a job were expected to be present.
At 8:20
on Saturday morning there was «t mere handful of seniors present
and a few juniors.
calendar,

Vaguely remembering some such occurrence last year we went
to our files and discovered an editorial which we wrote in the
April
17th issue of 1940 on this same subject. It seems that last year there
were fourteen seniors present when the Dean spoke on "Placement" and we quoted the Dean as saying, "Evidently, the other

men

!

PRESIDENT BEVEALS
Smith, Develops
DRAFT PLANS HERE
Painting Prints

C0MMUNICATI0.N

songs as there was twenty-five years
a He said that another difference

ago
,a
«
i

is

noticeable

the

in

we

think that such an attitude in these times is quite impossible. But, we would like to know just what is wrong with the

and what- is to

seniors', attitude

made

ije'done about

p|ea for a vocational director.

However, in the light of t£e interest
we wonder it such a plea is justifiable.

el

long as the senior class

^

>

th * t0 thp increased use of the radio

nd movm g Pictures to bring
|Eu™Pean
conflict right before

!

the
our
that
hat
he
**"*&*.
\*F*
j
were less mterthe students
ested because they didn t realize what
participation meant, whereas today
everyone has some ideas of the horror of warfare.

"« Mld

* ?'

insists

past

two

years, the College

We

We

it

elected

of-

V

ficers of the sophomore class last
night at a meeting held under the
supervision of the student council:
President John A. Wentworth, Jr.
Vice-President— William' K. Simon-

—

ton
Secretary

- Treasurer
Hutchings

— George

Bradbury Pebate

W.

Won

By Negative Team,
[Continued from
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and a half or two
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name of the

feel that

put

both

is

it

has had for the

Hanscom, speaking

or

all

the swede's

a^out

:aJn g *eequ.r»«

last

(j,,.

It's

many

CAMELS
MAKE SMOKING
SO MUCH MORE

of th$ courses on a semester basis next\
is no doubt that the enrollment
two passes will be considerably smaller,

offset thisldecline the

College hopes to get a

facilities

here or visibly lowering scholastic standards.

by this means alone to compensate for the numbers of present sophomores and juniors who will

mater»l.»

a

auttiboU 6

^nation.

no

sure economic benefits would accrue
fjfom

the

union.

He doubted

binding force of that union.
buttal,

carried on

by

all

The

the

the
re-

mem-

bers in the debate, concerned itself

with clarifications of doubtful points

on both

it

sides.

past
member of the Political
Forum and Executive Committeeman
was chosen to receive the

a

Western Electric

last year,

award of individThe Bradbury prize

twenty-five dollar

year's up-

ual excellence.

was divided

W.

two-thirds, one-third to

.

back of your

is

.

lt*>ll

Tplephorw service

\

the winners and losers, respectively.

it

will be impossible

in the near future.

Ahput

those

who

will be called, noth-

me m/M&f
/

f,

FUN. THEY'RE
SO FLAVORFULEXTRA COOL AND

LESS NICOTINE
than the average of the

EXTRA MILD

not return next year because of Actual selection for the draft or for

selling

but a year. Much, however,
to start on a

new

be done about those

cart

who

hesitate

year with the threat of enforced military training

tific

Hm

you

the fact that the draft did not

gef

students will

W<£.

know before starting

on

of their being called before thtfy are able to

work

the probability

finish.

than the average of the 4 other largest-selling brands

This attitude

tested— slower than any of

and the granting of

them— Camels

also give

you a smoking plus equal, on the average, to

of the government ii inevitable. College students should

neither desire nor expect special consideration,

light

Bowdom,

therefore,

must

xk> all

it

can to prevent any more

to return to college.

Mast of discourses in the catalogue can be easas* many of them already are. In the

separated into semesters,

scien-

itself

logic:

it.

H&&
Szii

Now science confirms another important advantage of
slower burning
extra free/Urn from nicotine in the smoke!
And the smoke's the thing!
Your dealer is featuring Camels at an attractive carton

—

price.

For convenience, for

economy— buy by

the carton.

5 EXTRA SMOKES PER PACK!
R.

any "privilege" to thera would grouse a great deal of public resent-

students than are actually inducted to active training from failing

smoke

ness, extra coolness, extra flavor.

BY BURNING 28% SLOWER

the theory that college

their year's

tests of the

—

Ifpei,

into effect until after the academic

year had begun. Hereafter they? will go

other largest-

You get nothing from a cigarette until
For the qualities you enjoy are in the smoke
itself. The smoke's the thing.
And those qualities depend considerably upon the way
your cigarette burns.
Camels burn slower definitely. That's a well-established
scientific finding. That means Camels give you extra mildIT'S simple

hanging over their heads.
It seems fairly certain that the Selective Service Board in
Washington will not see fit to (rontmue its present blanket deferment until July of students whpse numbers are called while they
are in college. The only reason tor such a concession this year was

4

brands tested — less than any of

them — according to independent

awWBfe

ing can be done except hope thaf their term of active service will be

ily

*

l«t»db»? i«e
n

uuty»£'»

sw

some of the
up to you."

tried to utilize

'41?

it

and wise. The^e

fair

Nevertheless,

on the part

jespooM-

re9,ein

EXTRA MILDNESS, EXTRA COOLNESS, EXTRA FLAVOR and

the President's recent statement that the Col-

an attempt to

it

Sj*e nl
«,e Bell

•

for the affirmative, pointed out that

for the negative, maintained that

^

needed.

THE SMOKE OF SLOWER - BURNING CAMELS GIVES YOU

We quote from our last year's

$at we

large freshman class, the largest Jhat can be obtained without over-

fear of

wb ere

™r

nAt giving the right training or out-

College.

How

for next year in the upper

taxing the

m

^a«

SEMESTER COURSES

in

members of next

R. G.

feel that

opportunities before us.

and

hesitant

don't wish to criticize the senior class unduly. Never-

jeopardizing the

is

more

«le Pbo«

b rT-;Lr«nt Hem.

onjhaving this disinterested and care-

editorial. "It is long since time

year

years,

'

e
oliIntf*

Page

only permanent integrated union can

without losing a year

left off,

:

should.

we do

lege will

they can, and

iF'

:

.jf'$tfi>:'

and advocated stimulation of South
American trade and communications.
Murdoch, defending the negative,
asked questions occasioned by the affirmative arguments.
He answered
them unfavorably, showing that the
proposed union would be controlled
by small groups, and that no one
nation would agree to predominate
control by any other. Vafiades, next

per dasaes will be induced to return for as long as possible.

error that they are

We

If

*"

NOTICE
The following were

curriculum sufficiently so that they will

be able to step back in where they

the seniors should be made aware of the
making an<| made to realize that in doing so
they are not only making their own future more difficult, but are
theless,

its

seems to us that as

It

However, w< strongly doubt that the College is
at fault. After all, the College ojn merely be an incentive and help,
and the initiative is up to the individual.
look that

not they will be able to finish a semester's work.

W

,*'""

j

have registered will be able to judge whether or

in last Saturday's chap-

regard for the problem of Ending a job as

less

who

I

war '**? du ™*
I****
*£j
J**
W°rld
War « nd he attributed

it.

have long believed that Bowdotn was sorely in need of such an
office.

students

the College rearranges

In the Sun Rises column o\ this paper today will be found a
reiteration of the often

fall,

to-

wise to combine military and college
1
He also pointed out that
^j," "]^
students today seem to take more

|

The judges announced that the
unanimous decision went to the negative and that Converse Murdoch '41.

Frankly,

Bowdoin-Dartmouth debate

of a

un-

is

it

the general attitude of the seniors

one of utter complacency?

^^

among

feeling

prominent educators that

they have this year too.

is

radi<)

WGAN.

Owtinued from Page i 1
not seem to be any unreasoning attitude towards German literature and

save us now.

in the senior dasjs already have jobs." Evidently,

;

[

and peace as economic nationalism around his desk, among which a
and useless political frontiers? Is it magnificent skyline photograph of
not fair to state that the present rNew York and two charming shots
True, circumstances this year may have made job-hunting world upheaval and social revolution. of Ethel and Florence caught our
Right now however, he has
of
which Hitlerism is so tragically eye.
for a number of the seniors unnecessary. But, we feel that there
symbolic, can be traced to our fail- buried himself in another activity,
are more than the meagre handful of seniors who showed up for
and. as we left. Professor Smith sat
ure to realize our world position?
down again to his recently abanlast Saturday's chapel who willjbe looking for jobs after graduaSincerely,
doned proofs with the air of a man
tion. Is the trouble the same as^e thought it was last year, that
Lewis A. Stone
who faces a Thanksgiving dinner.

ninety-six

Professor Thayer announced that the night at 9 0>clock oyer
same question would be the subject

CAMEL

J.

Rrrnold* TobtreoCoapuv. Winstnn-H»lem.
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Offee Releases
Baseball Schedule lor '41 #

Atfcjatfc Office has reJeaaed
the following *chaauW tor ibe lUi
baseball aeaapai:

BY!

—

Mm

H

England's

CEOVGUW^IL

JUy 3— Maine borne
May 5—Bate* borne
May 7 Colby away
May 9 Bales away
May 14—Colby borne
May I6i Maine sway
May £0—Maine borne
May 23 Colby kaaae
May 27—Bates boans

\

—

WINS IN IMVINO
Bif White Underdogs Wif
Belays, Badkstroke,

220

I

FOUR RECORDS FALL
IN SCHOOLBOY MEET

Bears 61 to 24. Victors over Wesley*
who had defeated Bowdoin ear}

an,

And Seton Hall
Win Sectional Honors
By Wide Margins

Rindge Tech

the season, the visitors mej
first surprise in the open*
when the medley rekqj
team of Fisher, Jenkisson, and CarT
son ploughed to a one- foot victorji
over their rivals in' three minutes and
eleven seconds.
The Big White continued to ignor^
the fact that their opponents inciudi
lier In

with their

Jng event,

ed,

among

othei-s,

'

each piling up a total of 31- points,
captured the titles in their respective divisions of Bowdoin's 29th annual Indoor Inter scholastic Track
Meet held here Saturday afternoon.
Rindge Tech scored more than twice
the number of points garnered by
their nearest rival in the high school
division, and winner of last year's
meet. Hope Street High of Providence, R. I., as they took firsts in the
40-yard dash, the high jump, the
broad jump, the 600-yard run, and the
40-yard high hurdles. It was the same
story in the prep school division, Exeter, last year's champions, trailing
Seton Hall by 13 points to nose cut
St. John's for second place. Seton
Hall won the mile, the 1000-yard run,
the shot put, the high jump, and the
600-yard run.

Jodka and Primah;

polar bearings
was hoped to add six men to these veterans to form a full
team that could eater three men in eAch of the three events:
sabre, apse, sad foil. But lack of funds and experienced men has
UUnKad tbe team to eaght men. #oe Siegal '42 has proved to be the
sensation of law season thus far. After only a week's practice on tbe
sabre, be swept bis three events at B.C., a truly remarkable and anpreceaented performance. Other valuable men are Link Johnaen,
Phil Lttman, Roger Bragdon, and Bob LunL Tbe prospects far a
successful schedule next season look bright with the addition of Colt
Butler '44 who has had the benefit of good prep school coaching and

the
derstanding and
oversight
ORIENT neglected to carry a story
on Bowdoin's participation in the
I.C.4A Meet at the Madison Square
Garden in New York, Saturday,
March 1. The ORIENT wishes to
extend its apology to those track
men who participated in the meet,
to Coach Magee and to the College
as a whole for this error. We print
the following pertinent and welljustified communication in the hope
that it may atone somewhat for
our carelessness.)
To the Editor of the ORIENT:
In last week's ORIENT there was
no mention of what Bowdoin's track
entrants in the I.C.4A Meet accomplished or failed to accomplish. It so

*

in the cage for the past few weeks and last Monday called for his infiejders.
All of which means that the team will soon be readying itself at full speed for
action on April 18, an exhibition game with Colby. With eight men
returning from last year's campaign, the chances for a strong team should
be fairly good. Last year was definitely what the experts call a building
year, and the experience gained from it may well spell the difference be-

up everyone

Harr and

CHI PSI^, BETAS TOP

Bill

la this

Croughwell.

members of the relay
also compete in their awn
specialties 'as well. Miller stated, but
nothing definite has been decided.
the

»"

'

I

JJULJL

'
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I

BASKETBALL LEAGUE
The

Basketball
Interfraternity
heading into
the
home
League,
stretch, begins to shape up as a battle between the rangy Chi Psi leaders and the smaller and also undefeated Beta team of sharpshooters.
With their scheduled game of last
week postponed "to a later date."
and barring a last minute upset at
the hands of any of the other contenders, the eventual meeting of the
two clubs looms as a definite climax

And Carey Star As
Win Mile And

A.D.'s

"Little Jump''

I

{

in those positions.
The keen comMile
petition of the race was found in the
Deke- Psi U. battle. Crosby, Gray,
[Continued from Page 1]
[Continued on Page 4]
to third as Jim Doubleday moved up
Carey brilto threaten the lead.
liantly staved off Doubleday's three
attempts in the last four laps and
then went ahead to win by several
IN
yards.
Huling scored the most individual
points of the meet. Triumphs in the Captain Sheehy Stars
happened that the freshman relay 40 yard dash, 45 low hurdles, the
Foil; Seigal
team finished a very creditable third broad jump, the high jump, and a
Scores In Sabre
in the medley, although they were er- second in the 45 yard high hurdles
roneously placed fifth by meet offi- accounted for 28 points. In the high
Fresh fro» i taking second place in
cials when Fordham and Yale mile- hurdles Bobby Edwards of the Zetes
anchors apparently finished ahead of came from behind to nip Huling at a four-college tournament at Boston
Bowdoin's Hillman, when actually the tape in what might be called a University last Saturday, the Bowdoin fencing team is now grooming
they had another lap to run. Hillman mild upset.
for two more meets this coming
ran his leg in 4:23. the fastest indoor
Bill Stark of the class of '43 was
mile ever recorded for a Bowdoin awarded the Elmer L. Hutchinson week-end. one with Boston College «
man. Also Huling was just edged for Memorial Trophy after the running in Boston Friday evening, and one
with Amherst Saturday afternoon at
fifth in the broad jump, while Stark
of the two mile.
The presentation
2:30.
The four-college tournament,
failed to qualify by a stride in the
was made by John J. Magee, track
held between B. U., B. C, Bowdoin,
1000.
coach of Bowdoin
College.
The
The point of mentioning these de- Hutchinson award is made each year and Tufts, is a new feature on the
Bowdoin fencing schedule; and it is
velopments, the relay in particular, is
in memory of Elmer L. Hutchinson
hoped that it can be made an annual
that for once the ORIENT had a
of the class of 1935 by Alpha Eta of
event, possibly to be held at Bowchance to present fresher news than
Chi Psi. Its purpose is to give recogdoin next year. As regards fencing,
is usually possible. Bowdoin was nevnition to Bowdoin men who approach
all these colleges are in the same
er officially awarded third - all logic
the high standards of character and
class, as none of them has a regular
justified such a claim
even to the fact
sportsmanship that were his.
coach and their men simply have to
that no mention of the error was pubThe meet began promptly at sevenlished in the New York papers. The
pick up 'heir knowledge of the art
thirty as the trials of the 40 yard
fact that they ignored the, incident,
from more experienced students.
dash were run off. The finals finand from the action of meet officiaLs
In Saturday's tournament Bowished with: Huling. Psi U.; Mathews,
in warning Jerry Nason of the "Bosdoin, with nine points, placed second
Beta; C. Edwards, A. D.; and Briggs,
ton Globe," the chief squawker, not
to B. C.'s eleven.
B. U. took third
Psi U. in that order.
It might be
to say anything about it, it would
place with four points, while Tufts
seem that something and somebody added that John Dickinson of D. K. came in fourth with three. OutE.. who had been conceded a sure
was being covered up. It would seem
standing on the Bowdoin team was
second in the dash ended up in fifth
reasonable to suppose the New York
the work o." Captain Tom Sheehy '41,
papers would have recognized the per- place.
who won four epee and two foil
The
finals of the 440 found Bob
formance of a local boy, if everything
bouts, tied another with the epee.
had been on the up and up. Nason did Newhouse, Psi U. and John Dickin- and lost only one, that in the foil
squawk in the "Globe." A protest was json, Deke, battling it out for first division: and also the work of Joe
perfectly justified as Bowdoin was an- and second place, while Hillman and Seigal '42, who, using a sabre for the
nounced during the mile leg as run- Stark, chose to jog the course. New- first time in a match, won all three
ning third; also the Harvard coach house grabbed the pole position at of his bouts with that weapon, an
timed the Yale miler in 4:15, phenom- the first corner and held off frequent achievement little short of sensationenal and fifteen seconds faster than threats of Dickinson to pass him. al.
The individual point scores of
he had ever run, which would seem |Newhouse's time was 51.9. Hillman the members of the Bowdoin team is
to indicate he had another lap to go. and Stark finished in that order. as follows: Sheehy, 6'j; Seigal, 3;
Carey
in
Wednesday's
time
trials
was
Usually the ORIENT can only reBarton, 2 1 >; Litman, 2; Johnson, 2;'
hash old news that everyone knows (fifth.
Chandler, 2: and Bragdon, 1.
Hillman and Carey placed first and
about, but here was a great chance to
present a new angle such chances second in the mile run, finding little
are few and it seems a shame to pass opposition from Martin, Sigma Nu;
them up. The case could have been Burns. D. U.. and McClelland; A. T,
presented in factual manner with the O. Both finished well ahead of the
error attributed to an understandable field in 4:48.3. Martin in third place
He did yeoman
mistake on the part of the officials looked very well.
Coach Dinny Shea has characterin counting the laps in a complicated service Friday night by running in ized the past freshman basketball
relay race, but their indisposition to the half mile, mile, and two mile. season as "satisfactory."
Winning
investigate the case in face of certain Jim Doubleday withdrew after run- seven out of nine games, the squad
evidence would seem vulnerable. The ning three laps in order to save him- did as well as could be expected.
In the finals Some excellent individual play was
affair Ls unpleasant history' now, and self for the half mile.
my only practical point in writing is, of the 45 yard high hurdles. Bobby seen in a few members of the team,
the hope that the staff will be made Edwards came from behind to nip and teamwork began to shape up as
aware of an undeniable oversight, and Ray Huling at the tape. Will Small. the season progressed. Since the
A. D., Ralph Strachan. T. D, and season was the first time the boys
whatever attendant lesson.
Clark Young, A. D. finished in that had worked together, naturally team
"Ex-Staff Member"
order.
Edwards' time was six sec- play took a while to develop.
week, however, by beating the D.»U. onds flat. Huling equalled the meet
The team showed up well against
outfit 46-40.
Bob Burnham got 22 record in the 45 yard low hurdles the high schools of the vicinity. It
points to lead the individual scorers twice, once in his heat and in the whipped Deering High, South Portfor the night while John Ablx>tt got finals. Time was 5.4 seconds. Charlie land, Gorham Normal and Portland
18 for the winning cause.
Edwards was second with Briggs. Junior College twice each, and ChevBy registering 71 points in his two Bob Edwards, and Clark Young fin- erus, last year's high school chamgames Jim Dyer turned the tables ishing in that order.
pions; and lost only to the very
on idle Arnie Eck and took the lead
In the 880 yard run, Carey, stav- strong Portland and Edward Little
in the individual scoring honors.
ing off threats from
Stark and teams.
ni
11
1
Doubleday. set a new meet record
Coach Shea states that there is the
in this event in the fast time of nucleus of a good squad for the fu1 :59.4.
Doubleday ran a strong sec- ture in case that basketball is adoptond with Stark, Newhouse, and Mar- ed as a varsity sport here at Bowtin trailing close behind.
In the two doin, as is the rumor!
When the
mile run, Al Hillman had no trouble squad becomes more experienced in
26 Maine Street
in winning in the slow time of 10:51.3. playing together, they should prove
Two Barbers
No Waiting
formidable.
The three high scorers of the season were Ed Babcock, Walt Daniels,
and Pete Hess. Other men who saw
action in
the nine games were
Chason, Crosley, Muir, Bourjaily,
Woodcock, Qriffith, O'Brien, Elliott,
Wednesday-Thursday March 12-13
of

Two

Runs

FENCING SQUAD 2ND
4 COLLEGE

With

1

i

I

!

j

The Dekes gave notice that they
have recovered from their defeat by
the Betas by scoring two victories,
beating the ATO five 66-27 and t/ie
Sigma Nu's 71-33. Jim Dyer led the
scoring for both games, collecting 36
and 35 points respectively. Despite
this return to form, the Dekes' only
chance to win the race is to have the
leaders drop at least one game

—

apiece.

The Thorndikes beat the T. D.'s
51-45 with John Stanley and George
Altman pacing the winners, while
Hank Shorey led the T. D.'s. The
latter kept their average for the

—

m

FROSH H0QPMEN WIN
MAJORITY OF GAMES
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-
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- Marjerie Weaver
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with
Robert Montgomery

Meats
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MARKET
17 Page Street
la Back of Beta

Trl. 628

Laundry ana Dry Cleaning
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Superior Service

THE CITIZEN'S LAUNDRY CO., INC.
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Agent, John Weatwortfa, Appteton Hall
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-
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Cartoon

March 18
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Fine Beverages

TBE COLLEGE LAUNDRY
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by Hermann Rauschning

MAINE STREET
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also

Murder Among Friends

THE REDEMPTION 6f DEMOCRACY-$3.00

Total Resource* 08,000,000

STUDENT PATRONAGE SOLICITBD

Back Street
Tuesday

l

Capital, 9175,000

in

^

Best Assortment

-

Cigars for Smokers

Degree conferred

Admits

Cartoon

Saturday

Pipes
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News

e
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two years
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also

V

Simpson, and Donovan.

Three Years

News
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Law
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good way to flat the moat out
pf {anything is to pause now and
mrtn and refresh yourself ...with

set the pace,

dropped back to third as Hillman
and Dinty Jones moved up to first
land second. Warren gave the large
crowd the biggest thrill of the evening as he sprinted the last two
and a half laps to almost catch Jones
at the tape. Gordon Winchell. Sigma
Nu. and Al Burns placed fourth and
fifth.
The A. D.'s swept the relay
with no trouble at all with Edwards,
Stuart, Young, and Hillman running

—

Bob Burnham

division was in the relay in which St.
John's racing against a strong Seton
Hall outfit, finished only three yards

event
would

'

so.

the high school divi- who got 23 points, the winners split
sion turned out to be as interesting their scoring honors pretty evenly,
[Continued on Pdge 4]
with Tom Steele leading his teammates with 18 points.

Hillman

Warren

Title

t

its first

except

EDWARDS SCORES
UfrSET IN HURDLES

1

Epee And

polar bearings^
With the indoor track season disposed of by last Friday's activity, the
next sport to move into the spotlight is the national pastime, or to the uninitiated, baseball. Coach Linn Wells has had his battery men working out

jump but failed.
The mile run in

79 Poinfa

To Win 1941 Track

Belay Team Victim Of Mistake As I.C.4A Official
Carey (Smashes Meet Record
Miscounts Laps
In 880 Run As Huling
(Editor's note: Due to a misunTies Hurdle Mark

tween a good season and a mediocre season. Concerning that rumor that
Andy Haldane may decide to forego the game this season, we hope it isn't
Andy is not only a better than average backstopper, but from this angle
replacements for the position do not look too numerous. The pitching department has Herb Patterson back for the only letterman, but the addition
of Brad Hunter, Sandy Moran, and Johnny Williams makes the mound squad
impressive. It will be made even more impressive if Ray Huling decides to
join them. The infield looks good, very good, with Captain Hank Bonzagni
Heading the string of four new heading a list made up of Coombs. Harding. Stephens, Dolan. Jealous, and
meet records set Saturday in the Small. The question here will probably be to find the right combination, for
Hyde cage was a leap of 21 feet, 10% all of the candidates are top-flight ball players. Jim Dyer, Ted Bubier, Bob
inches in the broad jump by Bob Dag- Beil, Ed Martin, Brad Briggs, and Stan Sumner make up the outfielders.
gett, of Cohurn Classical Institute, Facing a 16-game schedule the squad looks deep enough in capable ball playwho bested his brother Johnny's mark ers to make a very strong bid for the state title.
by three-quarters of an inch. Daggett's win gave Coburn their only ahead in 2 minutes, 4.4 seconds to to a hard fought season.
points and enabled them to finish in crack their own record. Sparrow of
The Betas took advantage of a
seventh place, topping the other Browne and Nichols equalled the 45- week's idleness of the Chi Psi's and
Maine schools in the division, Hebron yard high hurdle mark of 6 seconds crept close with a win over the D. U.
and Bridgton. Luciano, of Seton Hall fiat, and Hibbits of Seton Hall tried five by a score of 54-41. Using their
broke the meet record in the 1000 to erase Pescosolido's record high usual close zone defense that bottled
with a 2:20.5, time, while the other
mark shattered in the prep school

Meet

A, D.'s

LOSE IN GARDEN

on the basis of his performances this year bids fair to develop into
one of the best fencers in New England. The financial prospects for
a better sen ton binge on a favorable recognition from tbe blanket
tax committee. Despite their slender means, the fencers will have
made three trips and have equipped twenty-five freshmen with foils
by the end of this year.

Rindge Tech of Boston and Seton
Hall of South Orange, New Jersey,

holders of the pool records in rh*
breast-stroke and backstroke and
maintained
a
substantial
lead
throughout the meet.
Taking advantage of the enemy's lack of bal:
ance, Bob Fenger. distance man pro
tern, and Lou Harr piled up thirteen
points in the 220 and J440, while
Fenger placed a close second to Stan
Fisher in the 150 yard backstroke.
In the breaststroke Pete Jenkisson
pushed Jodka to a new pool record
ill the fast time of 2:31.
Polar Bear
Frank Allen, a steadily improving
swimmer, placed third. Mass. State
scored heaviest in the sp ints, however, as Avery and Hall collected 11
points in their specialties.
J
BUI Croughwell featured his win in
the dive by pulling out of his ba$
of stunts a selection known in th*
vernacular as a half-twisting one-and-one-half somersault (position A),
while Art Benoit, first-year diver;
was a close third to Schiller of Mass.
State.
A fast 400 yard relay team*
of Carlson. Keylor, Marston, and
Cooper was no longer in adding sev
en more points to Bowdoin's mount?
ing total than was the team i#
throwing Coach Bob Miller and as£
sorted managers into the pool aftef
the final event in accordance witfe,
'£
last-meet tradition.
Bob soon regained enough of hif
aplomb, however, to state that th<
tentative plan of the athletic depart*
meat is to send a team of nine men
to the New Englands.
This delega*'
tion would include the seven men otf
the two relay teams, as well as Lot

FROSH RUNNERS

.

It

—

And 440

Coach Joe Rodgers of Maasachu*
sett* State brought a favored swim;
ming team to Bowdoin last Sat urdayf
but only to be swamped by the Polar

.

While the rest of the College was enthusing over the interfratemity and
interscholastic track meets, the fencing team journeyed to Boston last week
end and made a surprisingly strong showing at the four-cornered meet held
at B-U. They finished a strong second in a meet with B.U., B.C., and Tufts.
Such a strong second, in fact, that another win in an individual match would
have returned the Black and White a winner. A minor sport, with scant support from the College financially and coached by students, such a showing
is certainly worthy of a greater interest for the team. and the sport as a
whole among the student body. Captain Tom Sheehy, completing his third
year on the team, is considered one of the best epee men in New England. In
all the matches thus far Tom has led his teammates in the scoring. Beginning
this year, he was one of the three lettermen returning, the other two being
Bob Barton and Bob Chandler.

April 18—Colby away
April 19 Bate* bone
April 22— Start road trip
April 2S— Anoberst aw**
April 24— Ambers* away
April 25— ealeya* away
April 2$— Ta/U ap/ay
State Series

Coach Bob Miller To Sewj
Squad Of Nine

•

By Larry Stone

The

SCORE OF 51-24
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Alpha Delta Phi Wins
Interf raternity

\\

Meet

[ Continued from Pa* t 3 ]
Hickey, and Dickinson ran for the
Dekes, while Piper, Brown, Hastiijg*.
and Newhouse represented the M&i
Us. Dickinson' and Newhouse continirad their duel of the 440 by running anchor for their respective
Dickinson outpaced Nekhouses.
house by a scant stride throughout
the race. Delta Upsilon jogged their
four-man team of Doubleday, Jongs,
Burns, and Wheeler for fourth plaice.
In the trials held Thursday afternoon, Sigma Nu's team of Winchjell,
Bowen, Martin, and Bowdoin placed

fifth.

[

In the field events held Friday afternoon considerable surprise w*s
noted as Frank Sabasteanski fafted
to win a first place.
In the disdus,
Clark Young's throw of 117 feet l}: a
inches

was

sufficient to win.

Sabjas-

teanski, Small. Elliott, Deke. and
James, Deke finished in that order.
In the other afternoon events Jack
Clifford's first throw of 39 feetf 3
inches was the winning throw in the
35 pound weight. Clifford was kidded
by the various contestants because
of a doubt of the actual weight- of
his hammer.
Many thought he was
using a 28-pound weight. The matter was cleared up, however, to the

satisfaction

of

all

when

Clifford

weighed the hammer. Perkins, A. %).,
was second with Sabasteanski, No$*m
Gauvreau of Chi Psi, and James
third, fourth, and fifth respectively.

Yachting Group
Presents Films

White Directs Circulation
KITCHEN GIVES TALK
Of Aid-Bill Petitions Here
IN SUNDAY CHAPEL

The Bowdoin College Yacht Club

Calling an essay of Robert Louis
Stevenson to the attention of Bowdoin undergraduates and friends last
Sunday afternoon the Reverend Herbert Hitchen, pastor of the First Unitarian Church, West Newton, Massachusetts, speaking on a text taken
from the book of Matthew quoted
"the essence of bliss is to walk by
yourself in the black night
and
all the while down deep in your heart
to know that on your belt you have a
light." The speaker, in offering the
quotation from Stevenson, told of a
child's game where each contestant
roamed about in the dark, but with a

presented

several

reels

of

sailing

movies which were taken in Portland
waters last summer last Thursday
evening in the Debating Room of the
Library. The films, which were in color, were shown by newly-elected Commodore Smithwick of the Portland
Centerboard Club and by Mr. Goddard, an officer of the same club. Ben

Thompson

'43 was instrumental in
getting the movies at Bowdoin, which
were shown to members of the Yacht
Club and to the students in general
as a means of keeping awake winter

interest in sailing.
The films showed starts, finishes,
and exciting moments in last summer's racing of many different classes
of small sailboats, and included shots
of the annual Mere Point inter-club
regatta.
Commodore Smithwick ac-

companied the movies with an informal talk and extended a cordial invitation to Bowdoin sailors to take part
in the Centerboard Club's races in the
latter part of the spring, and also to
attend some films of long-distance
cruising races to be shown by Alfred
F. Loomis, well-known yachting writer, Friday night in Portland. Yacht
Club members had dinner at the Alpha Delta Phi House preceding the
movies.

Recital Broadcast

In

On

the evening field events, PJhil
College
'A. D., a comparative newcomer to the weight events, thijew
The last half of Bowdoin's Fifthe 16-pound shot 39 feet, five inches
teenth Student Recital arranged by
for first place.
Frank Sabasteanski
Professor Tillotson was broadcasted
was second, while Clifford, Youihg,
last Sunday afternoon over station
and Hickey followed in that order.
from the lounge of the MoulRay Huling jumped 22 feet, 1 i»ch ton Union. The broadcast was part of
for the best measurement in £he
the current N.B.C. "Maine Colleges
running broad jump.
Charlie Edon the Air" series.
wards surprised the field by grabbing
The Meddiebempsters opened the
second place, as Brad Briggs, Raljph
program. Horace K. Sowles '42 sang
Strachan, and Will Smad were cl$se
"Aria From Rinaldo" by Handel.
behind.
Ray Huling grabbed anoth- Next Charles Bowers '42 played the
er first place, this time in the run- third movement from Brahm's Clarining high jump. Huling's best effort net Sonata, after which Paul Houston
was five feet eight inches. Gray, '41 sang "Last Night." The Bowdoin
Wheeler, Frankie Driscoll of Psi'U. Brass Sextet then played "Memories
tied for second place, while Parsons. of Stephen Foster" by G. E. Holmes.
Lee, and Stowe, D. U», Zete a«id Thomas A. Brownell '41 ended fhe
Deke, tied for fifth place.
In the first half of the program singing "My
final event of the evening Frajbk
Journey's End" bVfay Foster.
Sabasteanski surprised the few reAfter a shortimermission the Medmaining spectators by tying Hal diebempsters opened the New EngBunting, D. U., in the pole vault. land BroadcastXwj t h the "WhiffenThe marked rested at 10 feet flat. poof Song* and "Talk About JerusaBriggs, Ingalls, and Parsons tied fpr lem Morning." Elliot Tozer sang
third place.
"Morgen" by Strauss followed by
The 1941 Interfraternity Track Bowers who played "Airs from II
Meet showed the following final Puritani for Clarinet" by Lazarus.
scores for each house: Alpha DeUa Tom Brownell sang "To Anthea" by
Phi. 79; Psi U.. 24 1/3; Delta Upsilon. Henry Lawes and the Brass Sextet
23 1/3; Delta Kappa Epsilon, 17 1/3; played "The Wayfarer" by HolmesTheta Delta Chi. 9; Sigma Nu, '7; Smith. John Williams sang "Come to
Alpha Tau Omega and Beta Theia the Fair" by Easthope Martin and the
Pi. 4; and the Chi Psi
Lodge, :2 Meddiebempsters closed the program
points.
by singing "Bowdoin Beata."
\

Radio Program

Curtis,

-

WGAN

Under the direction of Ashton H.
White '41 225 Bowdoin undergraduates signed a petition to Senators
Ralph O. Brewster and Wallace H.
White of Maine urging them to support the Lend-Lease

Con-

in

bill

gress.

White explained that the

petition
request of

was

circulated at the
Senator White to whom a similar
petition was addressed by 42 members of the faculty. The Student
Council for Democracy sponsored

.

the petition. This group will hold an
tomorrow
organization
meeting
night at 8.15 in the assembly room
of the Moulton Union. White said.

light hidden

under

.

.

his coat.

The Reverend Hitchen stated that

Means Directs Greek

we may seem

working

in a dark
night during these present days, but
even now it is possible for us to sing
because we know that in our breasts
we bear a light that cannot fail. Al£ Continued from Page 1 ]
though such companies as the Genervictory or defeat.
All names and other unspecified al Electric have worked for the benesources of contributions will be pub- fit of people today, it was stated also
lished from time to time, and every that we cannot banish darkness from
cent received is to be officially our world by the mere use of electric
acknowledged on a strictly business light bulbs alone, for they are too
method of accounting. The plan of superficial. The speaker said that only
the committee is to elicit funds the light of the Spirit can banish the
through universal publicity and not present day darkness.
The speaker showed that in spite of
to force contributions through pressure and other methods. It is felt world conditions there are still exthat this method will provide the ternal lights that do survive. He cited
greatest return.
The local commit- America as an example. In the Christee has no specific quota to reach, tian's battle to free the world from
but is seeking as large a total as darkness, the speaker warned that
possible.
Every Greek in the town "we cannot transform the world
and College, as well as every com- without accomplishing that individual
mittee member, has already contri- transformation which religion at-

to be

Aid Committee Here

I

tempts."

buted.
is

Saw- to rekindle their lights at the altar
The of life. Thus, he said, "we will take
committee hopes soon ,to have repre- our places among the indispensable
sentatives from Brunswick's service lantern bearers ... of the world."
clubs, the Lions and Rotary,
and
of the faculty; and Maxwell D.
yer, American Legion member.

geographical

representation

from Faculty Entertained

Harpswell and Topsham. The undergraduates authorized to handle funds
from the student body are: K. M.
Cole '44, Alpha Delta Phi; R. E. Newhouse '42, Psi Upsilon; ^E. F. Simonds
'43, Chi Psi; R. W. Hyde '43, Delta
Kappa Epsilon; D. A. Stearns '43,
Theta Delta Chi; D. A. James '43,
Delta Upsilon; R. C. Johnstone '44,
Zeta Psi; Putnam Cole '42, Kappa
Sigma; G. B. Kaknes '42, Beta Theta
Pi; G. E. Brickates '43, Sigma Nu;
L. V. Vafiades '42, Alpha Tau Omega;
and P. H. Litman '42, Thorndike.

For Supper By D.U.'s

Tuesday evening members of the
Bowdoin faculty and their wives were
entertained at an informal buffet supper at the Delta Upsilon House. Inquiry at a recent provincial conference revealed that this has been a
custom on various campuses throughout New England. While this is more
or less an innovation at Bowdoin. according to the D.U.'s. it is hoped that
sqch an affair will be emulated by
other Houses here.
At the informal gathering Professor Tillotson played a few selections
on the piano. No special program was
arranged, but, as the president of
Delta Upsilon suggested, the idea of
[ Continued from Page 3 ]
as it had been doped to be. Plourde, the supper was to make greater use'
formerly of Caribou and the only de- of the opportunity afforded by a small
fending champion to return this year, college such as Bowdoin "for frequent
was representing Seton Hall on Sat- and close contact between faculty and
urday. But while he was lowering his students.
own time of 4:38.4, his old high school
mark fell before O'Hara of Hope with 8 points garnered from a first
place in the 600 in 1:15.9, and a secStreet High. O'Hara's time was 4:36.8
and Plourde failed to approach the ond in the 300. Medley, erstwhile
sprint champion from Lawrence High
record in the prep school division.
has seen his share of prizes,
Wood of Newton High, "the boy who who
was not up to form, and emerged
ran home from school," finished third
with only one place, a third in the
behind O'Hara.
The Maine high schools scored little broad jump. Rindge Tech. whose 31
points this year far outdid Hope
against the experts from MassachuStreet's winning total of 21 points last
setts. The best Brunswick could manage was a fourth in the third heat of year, was awarded a shield for winning the high school division, and
the 600 by Cross, a fourth in the
South Portland High won the Portfourth heat of the 300 by Norton, and
land Evening Express Cup for maka second in their heat of the relay by
ing the fastest time of any Maine rePaquette, Schreiter. Cross and Norlay team, which was chalked up 'by
ton. LeClair of Cony, and Foster of
Mills, Dillon. Lydon and Wallace.
Deering took second and third in the
The cup for high scoring honors in
high hurdles. Becker of Deering finthe prep school division went to
ished fourth in the 600. LeClair tied
Buchsbaum
of Kimball Union who
for fourth in the high jump at 5 feet,
registered 7 points on a second place
7 inches. The Maine prep schools' only
in the 40-yard dash and a tie for first
bright spot was Daggett's new meet
in the 300 with Lynch of Exeter. Runrecord in the broad jump.
ner up was Ted Sparrow of Browne
Lewis, Rindge Tech negro star, was
and Nichols with a record-equalling
the only double winner of either diviwin in the high hurdles and a tie for
sion in a meet that boasted few inthird place in the high jump. By grabdividual high point scorers due to the
bing five firsts, a second, a third, and
stiff competition. Lewis won the high
a fourth, Seton Hall walked away
jump at 5 feet, 7 inches, and the high
wjth the division- winner cup.
hurdles in 6.2 second* He also won
Point scores:
with 10 points the Bowdoin Track DePrep school division— Seton Hall 31,
partment Cup for individual high
Exeter 18, St. John's 14 £, Kimball
scoring honors. His teammate, KenUnion 11, Browne & Nichols 6, Wornedy, trailed him in second place
cester 6, Coburn 5, Roxbury Latin 3.
Bridgton 4, Hebron hi.
High school division Rindge Tech
j
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Lowell

lish 5,
4.

9,

Lynn EngCony 3 £, Newton

Cranston

Lawrence

4,

9,

l

Mount Pleasant 3^. LaSalle

3.

Ar-

lington 3. Deering 3. Dedham 3, Cambridge 1, Portsmouth 1. Weymouth 1.

DENTISTRY

Paul K. Nh/en, Bowdoin 1916

Copyright 1<M1,

Professor Alfred A. Allen, head of
the Ornithology Department of Cor-

v

The field of dentistry offers to
college students an attractive career.

It

provides a worthy intel-

lectual challenge, a life of professional service with satisfactory income, and an opportunity for re-

search and teaching in this division of medical science and art.
The University of Pennsylvania
has prepared more than six thousand graduates who are occupying
positions of importance in the profession throughout the world. Its
course of instruction is of the highest order.

Anyone interested in this profession as a life work is invited to apply for further information to
The Dean of the School of Dentistry
University of Pennsylvania
40th ft Spruce Streets
Philadelphia, Pa.

Men Are Tested

Variety
By

For Air Service

Charles Mergendahl

None too good, "So Ends Our
Night" was the best show we've seen

[

.
.
for a couple of weeks anyway
spoke in Memorial From TIME MAGAZINE: "Women
Hall last Friday evening concerning have another advantage, according to
birds, and showed colored moving Dr. Hardy, which enables them to
pictures of a 20,000 mile bird-hunting stand cold better than men 'a thickexpedition which was sponsored un- er insulating layer of superficial tisder the supervision of Cornell Uni- sue.' This natural protection enables
versity.
The expedition throughout a naked woman to feel no colder in a
the United States covering 20,000 cool room than a man with a light
Marriage is a
miles
carried
ornithologists suit of clothes on"
the
through the states of Florida, Lou- game of give and take; when you
During the
isiana,
Texas, Arizona, California, don't give she takes
past year Lana Turner has autoand Oregon.
Due to patent restrictions covering graphed more miscellaneous objects
the use of sound tracks on colored than any other woman in America,
film,
the sounds of birds singing or man either for that matter; percould not be given along with the sonally, we're still going to start our
moving pictures of the birds. The collection with Bernard Shaw's
regular film was stopped several Which reminds us, we saw in CLICK
times during the evening, at which or LOOK or someplace that Hollytime slide pictures of common Unit- wood's got a new sweater girl; she
ed States birds were shown. With even wears a sweater to bed, so help
the slide pictures being projected, us! But it still seems rather an antiGlenn Miller's newest
records of the many different bird climax
calls were heard over the loud speak- are "I Dream't I dwelt in Harlem"

nell

.

.

.

.

.

'

.

.

ing system.
Among the many birds shown Friday was the California Condor, the
largest bird of flight in the United
States. It has a wing spread of tea
feet tip to tip, and, as Professor Allen stated is the second rarest bird
in this country.
In contrast with the
California Condor was shown the Allen's Humming Bird,
one of the
smallest
birds
in
this
country.
Among the more colorful birds
shown were the Cardinal, wild turkey, the Tanager, the Red-winged
Blackbird.
Another interesting bird
was the Scissor-tailed Fly Catcher,
a bird found generally in Texas.
Included in the numerous common
birds shown were the following which
were photographed in central New
York state, but are common to all
of New England: Robin, Bobofink,
Red-winged Blackbird. Chipping sparrow, Field sparrow, Vesper sparrow,
and the song sparrow. Recordings of
the mocking bird's song were played
as the bird imitated several different
birds.

BLUNT WILL PRESENT
KENT ISLAND FILMS
James W. Blunt, Jr., "40, teaching
fellow in Biology, will show moving
pictures of the College scientific station at Kent Island Friday night at
7:30 o'clock in the Moulton Union.
The films will depict the building of
the station and the life of the students at work on their projects.
Blunt explains that these movies,
taken in 1936 when 35 men visited
the island, are not typical of the
life there today.
This year there will
be an opportunity for ten men to do
independent research at the station.
Two men from M. I. T. will do work
in Meteorology.
From the eight boys
to go from Bowdoin,
two future
chemists will work on a problem on
the oils in herring fish.
Up to this
time not much work has been done
in this field, and it is the hope of
the science department that practical uses for these oils can be found.
Three men will work on the histology
of the herring gull, a hitherto virgin
field
in
this country. Charles H.
Bowers '42, who has already signed
up for the summer, will make a
study of plant life of the island. The

.

The student then takes a different depth perception test which is
the cause of many failures, and finally the examiner put drops of Bella
Donna fluid in the eyes and leaves
them there for over an hour. After
this time the doctor examines the
applicant's eyes carefully for any defects which the other test would not
discover.
Before leaving this room,
the men take a hearing test which
consists of hearing different words
whispered at twenty feet. The final
part of the test is an examination
and
for any defects in the body such as
.

line.

.

and "When that Man is Dead
Gone"; and Artie Shaw's Gramercy

"When the Quail rupture or heart murmur. An interesting fact is that the students take
San Quentin," which is
anyway
And Lana part of this test with their eyes shut.

Five has put out

Come Back
a good

title

to

.

.

.

Before the actual examination

Turner is cast in "Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
Hyde," which explains his dual personality rather neatly

.

.

From

.

having any form of asthma or hay
is disqualified; a history of a
moonshine every day"
Myrna mastoidectomy which was not just
Loy and William Powell will make a simple drainage will also cause
another, "Love Crazy"; maybe not failure. The men then strip and are
is

.

.

.

"crazy," but a little foolish at their subjected to rigid inspection of the

ages
Said H. L. Mencken: "The body. Posture is of high importance
one breathless passion of every wom- and any serious curvature of the
an is to get someone married. If she's spine, fiat feet, or subnormal chest
.

.

.

expansion may cause failure. Finally
a doctor inspects the teeth for any
bad cavities or infections which
would lead to medical treatment.
According to Professor Bartlett,
the Bowdoin students who were accepted by the Army Corps and who

it's herself. If she's married,
the woman her husband would
probably marry if she died tomorrow"
Incidentally, don't go over to the
Union and order chocolate ice cream
in one of those "South Sea" drinks;
we tried it and spent a quiet afternoon lying down ... In the balcony
last Saturday night, one of the janitors looked down
at
the peanutthrowing, then turned to us and said,
"I used to do that in the fifth grade";
we blushed for all the happy children
Said L. P. Smith: "It is the mis.
ery of young people that they have
to read each others books"
We
have nothing to say on the weather.

single,
it's

.

.

.

.

signed up to join are the following:
D. L. Beal '41, O. R. McDuff '41.

'41,

.

will probably be inducted into
the service some time subsequent to
July 1, depending on available room.

Beal, James, Bloodgood, and Zwicker
have all taken the CAA primary
course and are enrolled in the advanced course this semester.
The
Army Air Corps officers interviewed
23 men and, of these, seven were
turned down for failure to pass the
physical requirements and of the remainder, eight decided against the
severe agreement which it would
have been necessary for them to sign
in order to join.
This agreement
obliges the accepted men to serve
three years training and if rejected
for flying, to enter some other branch
of the service for three years.

.

NEW

COFFIN NOVEL
TO APPEAR IN APRIL

[Continued from Page 1]
events
each Thomas
experiences
hunger, fear, love, friendship with
the result that the last of the family
realizes that he is in reality all of

—

his predecessors.
Started in one of the English professor's composition classes when the

Naval

were studying the fundamentals of the composition of the
a year ago. Professor Coffin
finished the work this September, a
total of four weeks writing time. In
keeping with his preference to write
rapidly, the entire proof for the 350
pages of "Thomas - Thomas - AncilThomas" was corrected in one day
by the poet-novelist.

students

Shortly
his

officers

following the publication
Professor Coffin will

novel,

spending about ten is intended to create the impression
of actual classroom lectures, and is
weeks in their research work.
the result of a number of years
thought on the part of the author.
One feature of the forthcoming
novel will be a frontispiece portrait
of Professor Coffin by Herbert E.
Ives, famous New Jersey physicist of
Upper Montclair. Mr. Ives is well[Continued from Page 1]
known for his work with the Bell
he can get out of him. Orgon's son Telephone Laboratories and particiand daughter by his first wife, his pation in the development of telesecond wife and her brother, together vision. The noted physicist was
with the maid-companion of his awarded Optical Society's medal for
daughter all recognize Tartuffe as a distinguished optics, and is now presihypocrite. Orgon, infuriated at their dent of that society.
attack upon his idol, breaks off his
Internationally famous, Mr. Ives
daughter's engagement with a young does his portrait work the four days
man and attempts to force her mar- he relaxes from his regular work,
riage to Tartuffe. Deeding his prop- hut does not accept any remuneraerty to his son-in-law to be and dis- tion.
A membership in the Salowning his own son, Orgon comes to magundi Club of New York City teshis senses only when he is forced to tifies as to his ability in the field of
recognize that Tartuffe is making painting.
The portrait which is to
proposals to his wife. Tartuffe threat- appear as a preface to the new novel
ens to dispossess him and accuses him is a reproduction of the original
of treachery to the king, but the play which now hangs in the home of the
ends on a happy note when the king author, and is the outcome of a
pardons Orgon for a political indis- friendship begun with a meeting of
cretion and has the hyprocite impris- the two men in Montclair.

daughter will be played

by Mrs. Campaigne, his mother-inlaw by Mrs. Bartlett, the maid-companion by Mrs. Daggett, another
maid-servant by Miss Patricia Means,
Orgon's son by Mr. Blunt, his brother-in-law by Dr. Taylor, the daughter's fiance by Dr. Campaigne. a court
bailiff by Mr. Leith. and a police officer by Mr. Lancaster.
The costumes have been ordered
from New York and will be cared for
by Dr. Roger Edwards and Mrs. Jeppesen. Professors Little and Jeppesen
are in charge of lighting. A large crew
of faculty

members are

stage manager,

Mr.
with the scenery.

Speaking in chapel Saturday mornDean Paul Nixon told Bowdoin
undergraduates that the ability to
get on with one's elders "should develop into the ability to convince a
possible employer, one of your elders,
that you're no longer a pleasant,
shy and inarticulate college boy, but
a college man of some maturity,
ready of speech and alert in bearing,
somewhat acquainted with business
in general, and somewhat informed
about his own business, eager to
know more, keen to make the plunge
ing,

assisting the
from campus interests
Streeter Bass, al interests."

The Dean bpened

officers

whom

also

they did

want to accept now because they
wanted them to finish college. The
following

men

will

be

acceptable

when

they have completed their
studies: J. L. Warren '43, P. D. Stafford '42, J. B. Waite '42, J. H. Mitchell '43, J. J. Murphy '43, and J. E.

Woodlock '43.
The Navy requires that when a

man

finally enlists he does so for
four years, but unlike the Army, if
he is found to have no capacity for
flying, he is discharged.
Navy training entails about eight months cadet
study at the completion of which the
pilot becomes an ensign in the Naval
Reserve and is assigned to active
duty in the Navy for the four year
period agreed to. He is fhen eligible
to be appointed a Lieutenant Junior
Grade. The Navy pays a salary of
$75 plus board and uniforms during
the training period as an ensign; the
pilot receives $245 a month plus $40
a month for quarters if these arc not
furnished by the government.
The
Army works on somewhat the same

MOLIERE'S "TARTUFFE"

wife. Orgon's

gave a pre-

not

FACULTY TO PRESENT

DEAN NIXON SPEAKS
IN SATURDAY CHAPEL

The

examined some men

fall,

oned.
Professor Kolln will play Tartuffe
in the March 20 production here. Professor Philip Wilder will play Orgon
and Mrs. Cushing will play Orgon's

also

liminary physical examination.
Of
the 24 men interviewed by the Navy
Board the following men have been
accepted for further examination and
will be inducted into the service
sometime in the summer if the examination is passed: R. G. Porter '41,
W. N. Walker '41, J. F. Williams '41.
J. E. Woodward '41, L. B. Tennyson,
Jr. '42, G. W. Beal '43. C. E. Woodward, Jr. '42, R. C. Boyd '41, Q. Maver '43, and M. J. Coyle, Jr. '42.
C. E. Woodward was not interviewed
at this time.
He has already been
accepted and has left College.
Of
the men accepted. Porter, Williams,
and Boyd took the CAA primary
course and Porter is enrolled in the

novel

of

.

men

.

.

James '41, E. H. Lewis '41,
Hamilton '41, E. W. Zwicker
and W. D. Bloodgood '42. These

P.
F.

S.
J.

and May. The lectures are made
possible by the Patten Foundation
The students leave for Kent Island which last year brought Harold Laski
just after Commencement Day in the to the Indiana campus. The material
spring and return soon after Labor for the textbook, written last week,
the

tak-

Brewery Gulch Gazettes "The sun
fever
shines 330 days in the year but there

ty-five dollars as tuition to the College and fifty dollars to pay for food.

in

is

en, a doctor questions each student
about his medical history. Anyone

the

have a book of lectures entitled "The
Substance That Is Poetry" published
by Harpers. The textbook will contain the thoughts and lectures reremaining two men will interest sulting from the Professor's twenty
years of teaching experience and will
themselves in the bird life.
The cost to make the trip to the be used at Indiana University where
advance course.
station is seventy-five dollars, twen- Professor Coffin is to lecture in April

Day

1 ]

that each eye must be able
to read a "size 20" letter twenty
feet away.
Then lens frames with
a hair line in them similar to those
used by a doctor testing for glasses
are held over the eyes. The applicant
has to look at small light through
this frame and by a set screw, adjust
the vertical hair line so it passes
directly through the light. Another
test is taken with a horizontal hair

.

.

Continued from Page

means

.

University,

—

As one illustration in his chapel
headed
by Harold S. Vanderbilt, honorary talk the Reverend Hitchen read "This
chairman, and that of the state by is my Country," a poem by Robert
President Kenneth C. M. Sills. Sec- Peter Tristram Coffin. Recalling the
rectary of the local committee head- statement made before the first
ed by Professor Means is G. B. World War that the lamps are going
Kaknes, and treasurer, C. C. Photi- out in Europe and we shall not see
ades. The entire committee includes them lit again in our day, the speakG. Jarvis, E. Koukoulis, and C. C. er declared that lights need not go
Photiades, Greeks of Brunswick; G. out in these dark days if we do not
E. Brickates '43, G. B.. Kaknes '42, allow the sacred flames within our
and L. V. Vafiades '43, of the stu- breasts to be quenched.
Inidosing the speaker urged his lis- other
dent body; G. R. Edwards, Professor
T. Means, and Professor S. B. Smith, teners to guard their flames well, and
The national committee

SETON HALL SWEEPS

GLENN

Arthur A. Allen
Gives Bird Talk

basis.

welcoming the members of the various high school and prep school track
teams who were guests' of the College over the weekend. He went on
to say that this development in the
art of meeting and talking with older
people is not entirely God-given, that
he had known many Bowdoin freshmen who entered college shy and
poor but who ended college developed
and mature to such a degree that
they impressed employers far more
than other seniors.
The Dean made a number of suggestions about courses and study for
1

I

men who

will go into business life
after college, pertaining to research,
purchasing, distribution, finance, personnel, management, and production.
He also recommended for reading a
number of the books on the vocational shelf in the library.
In closing,

the

Dean

said that the

campus

in-

terviews with business managers were

and suggested
into vocationthat undergraduates "profit by them

his address

mostly

for

practice

by for the real thing."

s
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Rises
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By Charles

T. Ireland, Jr.

By Mergendahl
To Be Repeated For

aroused last week when the new
code of house rules was issued by the
Dean's Office to the respective fra

Production

Sub-Freshmen

The rule causing'
the most comment was of courstf
number three which specifies that a£
ternity presidents.

RUSSELL TO BE
STAGE MANAGER

be out of the houses bj
nine o'clock on every night except
Saturday. Caustic remarks ranging
from "What is this a prep school ?'|
to "Why do they ease up Saturday
night? That's when all the troublestarts" were heard, and an air of gengirls should

—

eral unrest

was

obvious.

Is Moron Pretending
Murder To Gain Fame

Hero

By Disapproval

t

Co-operation

Houses Jointly Pay Expense

consisting almost entirely of
fair,
questions and answers.
President Sills introduced Mr. Davenport, who briefly sketched the system at Amherst. He said that the
system dates back to 1920 when a
committee consisting of house presidents and the college president was
nothing much was
But,
created.
done until 1933 when the alumni appointed a committee to study the
At
eating system at the houses.
that time, five houses established
dining rooms ther*»'hre still eight
houses that don't have them. The
alumni appointed another committee
and spent $3,000 investigating conditions and found them in poor shape.
The first Fraternity Business Manager was appointed June 1, 1937. In
1938 was appointed a steward's comSince 1937, the committee
mittee.
has taken over virtually every activity.
Thei Business Manager is hired
by all the houses and is directly responsible to the houses, in cooperaSince the establishment of
tion.

New

1

H

•41.

Theta Delta Chi: President, Charles
T. Ireland, Jr., '42; recording secretary, Robert G. Watt '42; corresponding secretary, George A. Laubenstein
'42; herald. Norman H. Beal '42; reporter, Oliver A. Wyman, Jr., '42;
treasurer, Kenneth G. Stone, Jr., '42;
alumni secretary, John F. Jaques '43;
librarian, Ross Williams '44.
Delta Upallon: President. Robert L.
McCarty '41; vice president, Ward D.

In Seven Cities Soon

pranks of these few.
* " r~ ,
L-i
that we mean to '">ply *uL
thJi
most of the school is Puritanical
and the rest the exact opposite. But,
we do mean that the greater percenfago of students manages to maintain
a mature mean between debauchery'
and the life pure and simple. If t$e
groups of "all out" boys would sUJyi
in bounds, the whole College could Hfe
treated as men eligible for conscrif
tion and war should be treated.
After the first uproar over the n<*v
legislation dies down we think the r£-*ion of the general student bo|y
wi\l be something like this: obedience
if the rules are universally enforced:
spasmodic outbursts if one or mo|e
houses persist in stepping out of liige
as it were and if such irregularities
become fairly common knowledge. Bycause it is extremely annoying to *Zt
the least, to obey all the rules diy
gently over a week end and then fitfd
out that in some other quarters a terrific party has been raging for a couple of days. The Dean, in a very d#»
icate situation, deserves whole-hearted cooperation. Let's hope he gets

.—
OT

N

Coach Adam Walsh will leave Bowdoin next Monday on a two-week
tour during which he will address

'

...

1

j

alumni in seven cities
throughout the East and Mid-West.
As a representative of the College,
he will talk to the Alumni about Jones
such things as student aid, admis• 001 ^, and the effect of the Draft on
J
order
be ab le
the
<*"*&

Bowdoin

*

.

*

steward,

f

*

i

£

d<? "

ture, to be held

!

I

been spea£ Academy just north of Chicago,
The second week of the tour will
ing of lately, i.e., making a good irtir
pression and interesting prospect ijw be devoted to taking in spring footcollege men in coming to BowdoJfc ball practice at some of the Big Ten
These two groups are the Glee Cli* Universities. Coach Walsh will atand the varsity tennis team. The fori) tempt to include Michigan, Northmen will give concerts in many of tfle western, Purdue, Minnesota, and
principal cities along the Atlantic seSr I° w * "» his trip, and a high spot will
board including Boston, New Y01&. be a visit to his old alma mater,
and Philadelphia, while the latter %,\ '"Notre Dame.
pursuance of a policy inaugurated

be host for the

will

first

sider

time to the state of Maine oratorical contest when it entertains one
representative from each of the
Maine colleges here on April 10.
Preliminaries to determine the Bowdoin representative in the final contest will be held on March 20. Manuscripts are not to exceed 1700 words
and speeches will be judged on the
for
"their
effectiveness
basis
of
Peace."
Prizes of fifty, thirty, and twenty
dollars will be awarded at the finals.
Professor Albert R. Thayer is in
charge of the preliminaries here and
will be available for consultation regarding the regulations for the com-

mond.
Coach Walsh will arrive in Albany
in time to s Peak at an Alumni dmner at Alban y Academy Monday eve«*« From Alban y he wU1 Proceed
to Rochester and thence to Buffalo.
On Wednesday evening he will speak
to Cleveland Alumni at the University School, and on Thursday he will
be at the Cranbrook School near Detroit.
That same evening he will
H speak to Detroit Alumni at the Hotel
From there be will travel
Bclcrest.
s
V
r
rpwO College groups will have o§- to Chicago for a speech at noon on
* portunities in the coming vaca- Friday, and he will spend the aftertion to do some of the pk>neerii|| noon and evening at Lake Forest
!

The four manuscripts

j

conducting a course in the
history, government, and economics
America, Professor MontLatin
of

h

h
y
?hey rrc S-!
pected to be ambassadors of good w3Jl
for the College and to conduct theftselves accordingly. It is not unlikely
to suppose that on the impression
made bythese two clubs as many 3wi
50 men might be persuaded to cow?
to or stay away from "Bowdoin In
the fall." By making a good impi"e#sion we do not mean that they should
be spectacular singers or brilliant
tennis players (although we trujrt
both will perform creditably) but th*y
should Live up meticulously to tfje
standards of character and condtyt
established by former Bowdoin men
and acquit themselves as gentlem? n
';
in every way.

portunity

Born

ture writer for the greatest news-

papers in South America. He has
spent the last fifteen or twenty
years In America, however, and has
written
in

„^
.

'

I

;
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Courses

R

.

.

Z?™

^

_

*

?
4
10
6

'

English 27
>
English 29
, . r
the time of year for m^fct j French 11

campus
and

elections. ClassjM..
fraternity groujjs

;

j

almost without exception choose nfliw
their heads for the coming year. 1$*ej
Student Council deserves a bit of i*.p
plause for the manner in which it Has
run off the elections of the longer
:

i

:

and

for its strict suppressing
of the so-called combine. One of die
more important elections will tarke

French 15

7
17
.'.'.'.

'.

2
9
g

• •

^f""*
Government

11

Greek

2 28.6
2 28.6

7

1 14.3

1 50

'!

5

3 60

stijk-

Latin 3

4

1

ior class will name its life time officers. With several excellent candi-

Math 5
Math 9

9
7
10
4

week when the

dates to choose from the class of
will

41 Music

1

probably elect a group well $r- Music 3
•

[

Continued on Page

3 }

I
i

:

%B C
1 25

5 50
3 50
2 28.6
2 28.6
2 28.6

1 50

*

J
1

2 50
3 30
2 33.3

2 22.2
2 25
2 66.7

_

_

17

A_ %A
_..

Italian

place this coming

articles

both English and Spanish dur-

COMING EVENTS

^

7

German 5
German 7
German 9
Qofn^n 13

s

classes

t^

Grades

j

giving selections, and Eliot F. Tozer

j

j

I

Thomas A. Brownell

'43,

'41,

Allegri
Miserere Mei Deus
Bach
Death, I Do Not Fear Thee
Bowdoin Glee Club
Two Antiphonal Choruses:
Palestrom
1.
Improperia
Filii and Filiae
2.
Lesring

Byrd
of

STAGE MANAGER
Quinby And Gilligan Direct
Faculty Production
With Cast Of 12
Tomorrow evening at 8.15 in Memorial Hall the Masque and Gown
will present Moliere's "Tartuffe," a
faculty production under the direction of Professors George H. Quinby
and Arthur C. Gilligan, and starring
Professor Koelln in the role of Tartuffe and Professor Philip Wilder as
Orgon. The faculty production, the
first since 1937, will feature simple
stage settings with elaborate costumes ordered especially from a New
York concern and will closely parallel
traditional productions of th.
PROFESSOR FRITZ A. KOELLN, the
French" theater.
as he will appear in Memorial Hall
Professor Quinby stated that the
tomorrow night in the title role of simplicity of scenery and lighting enthe all-faculty production of "Tar- able the play to be handled adequately on the Memorial Hall stage which
tuffe."
Professor Beam has arranged to resemble the stage used for modern
Moliere productions in France. The
DR.
costumes are the most elaborate feature of the faculty play and carry
very elaborate materials and designs
since the plot largely involves court
'

C0NANT PRESENTS
ILLUSTRATED LECTURE

Traces Development Of The figures. The colors and accessories
for the men's costumes in "Tartuffe"
Modernist Movement
are rather quiet and unpretentious.
and
Women's hairdresses were very simIn Architecture

lows:

Ave Verum
Arise, O Ye Servants

MR. BASS TO BE

God

C.

men wore

the stage.
[ Continued on Page 4

]

'

ATTEND
WASHINGTON MEETING

SILLS WILt

Beam.

Sweelinck
Dr. Conant traced the development
The College Choir
of the Modernist movement in archiBalulalow Cradle Song
tecture starting with the classic re14th Century Air vival under Thomas Jefferson, who
Franck planned the layout of Washington,
Psalm 150
Greig D. C, to the very modern functional
Brothers. Sing On
Lost Galleons, from "The Sea"
and structural architecture of Frank
Bornschein Lloyd Wright.
. .

now employed, but all
long curled periwigs of
varying colors. With the setting and
properties as simplified as they are,
the costumes are very prominent on

ilar to those

Dr. Kenneth John Conant, Professor of Architecture at Harvard University, delivered an illustrated lecture entitled 'The Architectural Revolution" in the Lounge of the Moulton Union last Thursday evening.
The lecture was under the sponsorship of the Art Department and under the direction of Professor Philip

1

'

—

.

.

.

To Be Present As Member
At Council Of Foreign
Relations

.

MacGimsey
Little Jesus Boy
Tchaikowsky
Christ in His Garden
Casey Jones .... Edward B. Lawton
Sweet

Jefferson was the product of a
revolution that swept America in the
18th century. His work in architecture reflected his sound and practical reasoning and intelligence in the
writing of the Declaration of Independence and the Constitution. Unfortunately Jefferson sought to return to the classical while such men
as Richard Upjohn, architect of the
Bowdoin College Chapel, sought to
place a new interpretation on architecture in this country.
Professor Conant continued by asserting that the "fire room" of the
early New England one-room home
led to the "space block" technique
in the American home late in the
17th and early 18th centucies. From
this beginning the space block unit

.

.

Through the Night
Welsh Folksong
Mabel Daniels
The Wild Ride
Bowdoin Glee Club

All

Art Building To Show

Works Of Mrs. Berry
Watercolors by Mrs. Harold Lee
Berry will be the special exhibit at
the Walker Art Building until March
31.
Loaned by the artist, the pieces
displayed in the exhibition are twenty-eight in number, presenting great

Philip Wilder, Alumni Secretary of
the College, announced that
the

Washington Alumni Association will
hold its annual meeting at Wesley
Hall,
day.

1703

K

N.

St.,

W.

this

Tues-

President Sills will represent
the College at the meeting. Among
[distinguished alumni expected to be
'present are Senators Harold H. Burton 09, Ralph O. Brewster '09, and
Wallace H. White" '99; Representative
James C. Oliver '17 and Rear Admiral and member of the Navy General Board, Arthur P. Fairfield '99.
Professors Hormell and Sibley, in

]

I

Washington

on government work,
attend the meeting.
The
in charge of the
Secretary of that Association, Hubertwill "also

arrangements arc
S.

Shaw

'36 of St.

Albans School.

was later developed by James Watt
Prof. Wilder also announced that
in England with the growth of fac- Adam Walsh is to visit Alumni Assotories.
The Watt technique spread ciations in Albany, Buffalo, Cleveto America where it found popular land, Detroit, and Chicago during the
success.
week of- March 24th.
In America the development of
On Wednesday evening, March 26,

NOTICE

First Semester

•

_

j

night at 8.15 they will sing in the
Damariscotta Baptist Church sponsored by the Women's Club, and next
Monday they will give the fifth annual Campus Concert which will be
held in Memorial Hall.
The program for both performances
will be the same with choir and octet

8.15 Is

architecture found advocates in the President Sills will attend a dinner
Mrs. Berry's work has a particular building of both the home and the to be given by the. Council of Foreign Relations for Lord Halifax, BritBowdoin in that her hus- many factories and office buildings,
ish Ambassador to the United States
band is a member of the class of The Harper's office building in New This meeting will be a closed dinner,
1901, and is a member of the Board York City is an example of this type and only members of the Council will
attend.
of Trustees' of the College.
[ Continued on Page 4 ]
President Sills will then attend a

Bermuda.

.

Chemistry 9

[

of the

many books and

ing that time.

in the finals

The Deans office has released the recently completed survey of grades
f
first
su
of this
* is divided into two sections>
_
.
L.
t
J
ten men
tho8e courses Wlth less than ten men and those Wlth more
and shows that the smaller courses were awarded more than twice as many
honor grades as the larger ones. The survey shows that of marks awarded at
the. close of the first semester of this year 9.4% were A's, 23.5% were B's,
35.1% were C's, 23.4% were D's and 8.5% were E's.
GRADES IN COURSES FIRST SEMESTER 1940-41
Courses with 10 Men or Less
Total

^

The Bowdoin College Glee Club
two concerts before leaving
on their annual trip next week. Towill give

Tomorrow At

First Since 1937

a national contest

i

,

To Present

Recital Monday Night
In Memorial Hall

Production In Memorial Hall

TARTUFFE

study that country.

to

Chile, he was for' twenty
war correspondent and fea-

in

years

which two awards of one hundred

Of Grades For

°ve7Mo^

College Singers

Moliere's "Tartuffe"

enegro has had an outstanding op-

^sSSUESj^dCUfcgs Office Releases Survey

activity clubs

"What Latin America Thinks

=

j

GIVEJCONCERTS

Role In Faculty Play

variety in effects and technical approach. Mrs. Berry's subjects, chiefly landscapes, range from the Maine
There is to be a slight change In scacoast and the familiar New Engand sixty dollars respectively will be
given. Last year, George T. Little, the commencement program as It land rural scenes to views of metroBowdoin representative, won second was originally announced. The bac- politan Boston and New York, and
place in the state contest at Bates calureate address will be given on to the brilliant sea and foliage of
Sunddy afternoon, June 15.
college.
for

j

is

con-

petition.

will be entered in

I

HTHIS

14, will

Now

I

,

,

May

of the United States."

:

moreu.?n

Montenegro,

on South America this spring. On
April SO Mr. Montenegro will speak
on "The March of Civilization in
America." The following
Latin
week, on May 7, he Mill discuss
"Some Masterpieces of French LitThe final Tallman lecerature."

Robert Hughes

Sills,

Sills'has

Ernesto

Professor

lecturer under the Tallman Foundation plans to give three lectures

[Continued on Page 4]

Bowdoin

GLEE CLUB TO

John E. Williams, Jr. '42 acting as
soloists.
The program will be as fol-

]

Montenegro Will Deliver
Three Tallman Lectures

t

Nixon, Director of Athletics Morrell,
Mr. Lancaster, and Professor Ham-

Continued on Page 4

[
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Dean
Partments by President

j

work President

'41;.

establishment in 1915.

—
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Adam Walsh To Speak

Of Single Business
Manager

The unique fraternity system at
Amherst College was recently explained to representatives from Bowdoin's houses by Mr. Davenport of
Amherst. The meeting held in the
Moulton Union Lounge from 3 to 5
last Wednesday was an informal af-

On

ironical that it is just these same lit-?
tie hellions who will always yell firsj^i
at some disciplinary action necessj^
tated by their own cute cut-ups. T7£
majority is forced to suffer for iWs

freshman group from the Academy
Includes
George A. Burpee of
Bronxville, N. Y., Richard C. Glngras of Turners Falls, Mass., and
John 3. Turner of Skowhegan.
Other schools represented by
three or more freshmen are recorded In the following order: Deermg
High School, Portland, Bangor
High School, Portland High School,
Governor Dummer Academy, Phillips An dover Academy, and Belmont High School, Belmont, Mass.
Last year the cup was won by
Boston Latin School with Deerfleld
Academy in second place. Deerlng
High School, runner up this year,
has won the cup five times since Its

AMHERST COLLEGE
FIRST TRIED PLAN

HOUSE OFFICERS
ARE ANNOUNCED

:

recently announced by
the College Office that the Abraxas Cup, awarded at the dose of
the first semester of each College
year to a preparatory school whose
representatives In the freshman
class attain the highest scholastic
average for the period, has been'
won by Deerfleld Academy. The

Fraternity, Faculty

.

Koelln Will Play Title

was

It

Amherst Speaker Outlines

However, under the circumstance^
there can be no doubt that the' Col'"
According to an announcement
leges move is a wise one. Alumni an* made by professor George H. Quinby,
townspeople have been clamoring director ofv^he Masque and Gown,
"excesses'
the
for some time about
a provisional cast has been chosen
of the student body, and both groups for Charles H. Mergendahl's threeare important ones to keep contented] act play, "Me and Harry," which will
con;
While it is true that what they
be presented for the sub-freshmen on
sider excess and what the undergrade May 3, and maybe during Ivy houseuate does may be two different thing& parties.
it is equally true that certain cam>
The setting of this play is a photo- Ten Fraternities Vote
pus groups have been far beyond th? grapher's studio in Boston, managed
Officials For
point where they can expect any lent
by a frustrated intellectual about
iency or broadmindedness on the pari. fifty years old. Working in this stuComing Year
of College authorities. It impresses u?
salesman,
a
dio are Mr. Small, a
that certain elements have been mor*
young hostess, and a sixteen-year-old
Ten of the campus fraternities held
than usual in a state of restlessnesf
boy from Vermont named Jamie, who their annual mid-year elections reand a desire to "cut loose" this yea£ has a job driving a car for Small.
cently and have announced the re- r
In reality Jamie is nothing more than sults. Chi Psi will elect its new offiBUT, although the necessity and inV an insignificant moron, and Small cials in May. The other results follow:
evitableness of the Dean's actions
constantly reminds him of this fact.
Alpha Delta Phi: President, Theoopinion
is easily seen, we share the
In order to make his associates be- dore C. Leydon '41; vice president,
of those who feel it is unfortunate,
lieve that he is somebody of im- Bruce T. Haley '41; recording secrethat we have to be handled as irraj
portance, Jamie pretends that he tary, George M. Lord '43.
sponsible high school kids. It is doubkilled a man named Harry when he'
Psi Cpsilon. President, Hugh Munly unfortunate when one stops to core
was back in Vermont. Harry really ro, Jr., '41; vice president, Robert A.
sider how easily such handling coul$
fell out of a canoe while on a fish- Inman '41; secretary, John H. Craig
It
be avoided.
ing trip, but Jamie says that he '41.
Most of us here have grown up. fid
Delta Kappa Epsilon: President,
pushed him out in a fit of anger.
is only the element which persists if)
Jamie
is shown here as that type of Robert G. Porter '41; vice president.
playing the 1929 conception of thje
moron who seeks to gam promi nence Robert Martin '41; secretary, George
college boy-the beer, babes, and tb?
Heywood, Jr., '43; alumni secrerather than approval.
Joe Bowdoin group-that makes sucf i*>y disapproval
tary, James E. Woodlock '43; corre[Continued on Page 4}
adolescent rules necessary. It seem*
sponding secretary, John P. Sibley
.

Academy Is
Awarded Abraxas Cup

HEAR DAVENPORT
ON FRATERNITIES

Professor Edward S. Hammond,
Director of Admissions, recently
announced that over 200 applications have been received from prospective Bowdoin freshmen to date
this year.
He stated that this
number is about the same as has
been the case during the past two
years, and that It appears now that
the enrollment next fall will be
normal.
Professor Hammond said that, as
usual, most of the applicants are
from New England, although there
is a small group who have had part
of their education in some foreign
country. He went on to say that
the College would appreciate any
help that the undergraduates would
give towards interesting sub-freshmen in the College.
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Freshman Applications

minor proportion wa|.

furor of

A

Hammond Receives 200

MASQUERS WORK
ON SPRING PLAY
«ME A1W HARRF

Th« Sun

ORIENT

BRUNSWICK, MAINE. WEDNESDAY, MARCH

(70th Y«Sgr)

GLEE CLUB CONCERT
TO BE GIVEN MONDAY

25

1 11.1

VcC

1 33.3
2 28.6

1 50
2 40
3 75
2 22.2

2 28.6 1 143
1 10
6 60
2 50
1 25
[Continued on Page 4]
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Chase
p.m. Memorial Hall, The
Masque and Gown presents "Tar-

8.15
!

:

E %E

tuffe,"

by Moliere with a faculty

cast

1 14.3

3 42.8
2 28.6

1 14.3

1 14.3'

—

Mar. 21 Chapel, Professor
Kamerling presiding: The Double
Quartet will sing
7.30 p.m. Fencing vs. Bangor
Y.M.C.A.
8.15 p.m. Memorial Hall, joint
concert by the Bands of Bowdoin

Frt.

College
School

1 16.7
3 42.8

and Edward

Little

High

Sat. Mar. 22—Chapel, the Dean
1.15 p.m. Moulton Union. Annual
Interfraternity Bridge Tourna-

ment
6.45 p.m.

1 12.5

2 22.2
2 25

1 14.3

3 42.8

Memorial Hall. "Fare-

well to Arms"
7.30 p.m. Annual Olympic

50

3 33.3

—
—

Wed., .Mar. 19 8.15 Moulton Union,
Simpson Concert
Thu. Mar. 20 Chapel, Professor

j

'

2 40
1 25
2 20

1

2 22.2
3 38.5

D

_

interest for

Swim-

ming Carnival
Sun. Mar. 2S 5 o'clock Chapel, the
President of the College. The
Choir will sing "Adoramus Te"

—

by Palestrina
Mon. Mar. 24—Chapel, the President
4 44.5
3 42.8
1 10

2 22.2

8.15 p.m.

1 14.3

2 20
1

25

Memorial

Hall.

Annual

Glee Club Campus Concert
Tue. Mar. 25 Chapel, Dr. Ashby
Wed. Mar. 26—Chapel, Professor H.
R. Brown

—

;

Orient Interviews Dave Smith,
Manager Of Athletic Equipment
Dave said that he started this work
years ago June when the athletic
Phi Betes, class presidents, record- council decided to replace the student
breaking athletes, and varsity debat- stock-room manager by a full-time
ers, so we thought that it was about paid worker. He told us that he had
time that somebody else got a break been working on the grounds crew beand was given a chance to tell the fore that time, and that except for a

By Robert

We've heard a

L.

Edwards

lot recently

<

about

world of his success. We chose for
our example, one of the best known
unsung heroes around school, Dave
Smith. In case you don't recognize
Dave by his name, he is the fellow in
charge of the can-I-borrow-a-towel
business over at the athletic stockroom in the gym.
We thought that the best time to
catch Dave at leisure would be when
his athletes were over at Adams being exposed to the ideas of Mr. Plato
and the boys, so we dropped in to see
him one morning. He was busy darning stockings when we came in, and
there was already a large pile of

five

help with his new job during
the first few months, he has handled
alone almost all of the athletic equip-

auspices of the Hazen Foundation. It
be an informal gathering, and

will

will include the Presidents of Brown,
Yale,
Cornell,
Union,
Dartmouth.

Wesleyan, Oberlin, and the Deans of
Harvard and Columbia, as well as
representatives

of

ment

We

of the school.

asked him

if

he were living

ture.)

[Continued on Page 4]

The Annual

Interfraternity Dupli-

Contract Bridge Tournament
be held in the lounge of the
Moulton Union on Saturday after-

cate
will

noon starting at

1.15.

The tournament, under the
tion

Don

direc-

is
open to
one team of two men from each fraternity and the Thorndjke Club. Mr.
Lancaster asks that each house send

of

Lancaster,

in the names of the men representing their respective fraternities before Friday noon.
The team winning the tournament will receive a
set of duplicate bridge boards.

U

I

^M^MaMMMaMMMMMiia^

other

HOUSES TO ENTER
UNION TOURNAMENT

i

mmmm

several

schools.

little

near the College and found that he
has a house on Spring Street where
he lives with his wife and two children. Dave said that his parents moved up here from Texas when he was
only a year old, and that he spent his
childhood on a farm outside of Brunswick. He said that he hasn't had
much of a formal education, since he
only went to high school for one term
and then started working around
mended socks in front of him. Dave town. (At this point, one of those •soimmediately explained that all this cial parasites, towelarum-borrowae,
was merely part of his job of keeping came in to impose on Dave's good nathe equipment in good shape.

meeting at Lake Mohonk, New Vork
on Friday, Saturday, and Sunday,
March 28-30. This conference is to
concern the place of religion in colleges and is to be held under the

iAAMMaMA*AflHHaa>MMaM*M*MM^^^MMAM<

^u«a«

^mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
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Mar Bern Feature
Bad,

Larger
Hf ii wwh r, ifxJne

FMaMI*n*d

1871

A

C Evans

'41

41

3rd.

.

.

.

j

Frederick H. Bobier *43
Robert S. Burton '43

Robert O. Shipman *43

•

Robert L. Edwards

Joseph S. bronin "43
Fowler dfugger Jr..

*43

Curtis F. Jones '43

*43

Laurence H. Stone

'43

OWDOIN PIBLJHH1NO COMPANY
WmkfA Msasjgar
Paul H. jHoIliday '41
Btaslaass

Assistant

W. Redman

Charles

'42

Ma—sjf

Wyman

'42

42

.
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although that feehng of unceri&nty

And

this

is still

present to a certain ex-

has been somewhat stj^planted by a

new viewpoint

^e

has,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

:

we were as^ed H we felt that that feeling of
which we expressed in this column as being prevalent

on the campus last October was still present or ii the attitude
of the student body had changed at this time. Frankly, we are not
qptte certain as to what to sar* However, it does seem to us that

k

.

.

Just recently

tent,

.

.

.

"

"TO BE OR AjOT TO BE ...
uncertainty

feel,

fatalistic

viewpoint.

brought a number of clear-

apparent changes in the cofege life.
Perhaps, we are being a pit rash in assigning the following
changes to the development <$$ a fatalistic viewpoint. However,
ly

.

.

.

.

..

.

.

.

.

as these changes h^ve taken place and, unfortunately,

we

changes which

change of attitude in

you

worse/we have used this recent
an attempt to explain them. Use what word

feel are forHihe

October, eVen since the college year of 1939-

will, since last

1940, there have been change^ in college

life

and attitude which

deserve mention and which wr< feel need to be corrected.

the question of the

power of sue h a body

As

been raised at Bowdotn.

is

debatable and has often

stated in the Bugle, one of the

it. is

.

.

SUN

Undoubtedly, every coikjj£ needs and has a Student Council.
Consequently, we need not develop an argument in favor of
such a body, for advantages of $uch a group are obvious. However,

.

.

it

ad

infinitum.

But

lest

any mistakes

be made every member of the class
should keep just fact in mind: that
those picked will be fife-time officers

.

.

—

.

.

.

.

"Senior Placement," discussing the
reeent campus employment interviews, the aid which the alumni can
and
efforts,
College's
offer,
the
methods which the seniors can use
to find employment.
Ip' discussing the employment interviews given on campus recently,
the Dean pointed out that the results
were not binding, as one senior was
termed "colorless" by one representative, only to be selected as one of
the most promising by another employment manager. Deaa Nixon said
that some twenty-five jobs had been
offered as a result of this series of
interviews, and that the Class of
1941 had beea paid a fine compliment by one representative, a Yale
man, who considered the Bowdoin
group better than any he had interviewed, including Yale.
With the "practice period" of interviews over, the Dean suggested
that seniors contact friends-of-thefamily with the understanding that
positions be awarded on a merit
basis., He urged those seeking employment to secure a copy of the
Alumni Directory with names of men
who may be of assistance in their
particular field, and added that a
letter of thanks for any help or in
formation, is not only courteous, but
the favorable impression thus creat<*, may often bring unexpected assistance or advancement.
On the subject of letters to business offices) the Dean stated that
only an exceptional one had much
chance of success, and referred the
seniors to the book, "The Strategy
of Job Finding." Letters should inelude inexpensive photographs and a
form with routine information, which
can be obtained in the office, he add-

.

j

!

'

'

\

ed.

Dean Nixon advised against
to

New

trips

j

York during the Spring vaca-

I

tion because of the expense involved,
alid also because of the fact that
jobs beginning
June or July are
seldom offered in April. For those
interested in employment in New
York, the Dean suggested the Office
lists of the New York Placement

m

Committee.

Much

j

j

j

preliminary work

freshmen

an exemplary manner.

in

We

demands have been made by
campus for the Student Coun-

regret to say that although refjeated
this
cil

paper and by individuals

to assume

more power

orji

the

andjresponsibility, the Council has not

only made no attempt to gather more power, but has
deal of the

The

power which

it

lost

a good

of

fall.

Final

|

the

telephones

|

TITS

month at Bell Telephone Laboratories U
new telephone to one of its final tests. Over

electrical

putting a

can repeat these odd sentences without the slightfundamental so unds that contribute to the loudness of sound in our speech. This mouth can
also make tests with simple tones of known pitch and intensity.
At the same time other telephones are being steamed, baked,

ami over,
,

it

est variation. They contain all the

I

;

l

.

•

Exam for

J

ift

frozen, lifted

|

and dropped into their cradle*

try

tireless

ma-

i

chines. All this

!

is

part of a carefully planned curriculum

that makes every piece of telephone equipment prove it is capable of giving you the be&t

j

'

future ested in the class' welfare.

He ought

possible

sen ice— under any and all condition*.

THE SMOKE OF SLOWER-BURNING CAMELS GIVES YOU"

class elections, which were notpnly considered by the College, but
were adopted by it. It also monl than capably handled such student
affairs as the discipline of

'

.

-

that most

class business will

During the College year |958-1939 we believe that the Student Council was at its best an*} did a great deal for the College and
the student body. It was oftenkalled on for advice from the College and it made a number of ^suggestions, such as the control of

j

We can if they had any manual and technical
to think of two or three men off-hand aptitude by canvassing the industrial
As another possibility the
be a person of writing ability, of a who could answer this description. plants.
town or city fairly close to the Col- The class would be wise to choose one Dean said that he would shortly contact one -hundred private schools for
leaje. and one who is genuinely inter- of them.
shoulders

,

in the Serv-

I

German s or z
.to one of the Mentioning other possibilities which
primary purposes of the StudeHt Council at Bowdoin is to promote
and should be the best men in the most polite, most thoroughgoing and the College pould offer, the Dean said
the exchange of ideas between the faculty and students. Its powers
that Du Pont had sent application
class. Particular care should be taken sincere men on the faculty, Thomas
forms for chemistry and physics maare definitely limited, perhaps tpo limited, but it should act as the in the election erf the SecretaryC. Van Cleve, we bow.
jors.
The Dean also suggested that
governor of student affairs and £hc connecting link between the stu- Treasurer, for it is upon this man's
seniors might .obtain well paying jobs
dents and college authorities.

men

mind, and would be ready to

i

THE

.

ice in

.

.

.

Dean

.

|

job-finding could be done in Boston this vacation, he added, and lists
of Boston alumni are available. The
inal sources in his extensive research- Dean also mentioned that hsts were
available
for
those interested in
ing for
FACTS ... his meti- journalism
or advertising, but stated
culously correct pronouncination of that twenty seniors had signed
up as
foreign words is what we remember interested in advertising, a badly
.
loves to blast away at a overcrowded field.
most
.

{Continued from Page i]
serving of the honor of representing

.

.

.

.

much

in as

.

.

.

.

Robert G. Watt

LXX

.

.

.

Kenneth G. Stone

M

Oliver

.

.

Jr., '42

Leonard B. Tennyson,
Robert G. Watt '42

{

.

.

.

Charles T. Ireland, Jr., '42
Philip H. Utman '42

the

Dean Nixon speaking in Chapel last
Saturday gave his second talk on

.

.

is
when you visit him in his offifteen appearances in Maine. New fice he
bows and nods with utmost
Hampshire, and Massachusetts. The politeness
exudes courtesy and
headline performance of the Polar good will
during the first Word
Bears' spring circuit so far, however, War he was
in the Intelligence Servtook place last Saturday evening at ice, but nobody knows much about it,
the Eastern Sieves Inn at Conway for reasons which are undoubtedly
This establishment is backed by Har- good ones ... at the present time
vey D. Gibson, prominent Bowdoin he is writing a book on King Frederalumnus, and is one of the principal ick II of Sicily, the Holy Roman Emski resorts in the East.
peror, whom he considers the first
The Bowdoin orchestra played modern man ... his lectures are
there for the carnival which is held famous on the campus because of his
annually at the end of the skiing clear-cut and precise delivery
season, and 450 people were present each lecture is a small, complete esfor an event which was mentioned say in itself ,
often repeats for
in the "Saturday Evening Post."
emphasis, and it is your own fault if
band
are: you don't get each and every fact
Members
of
the
trumpets, John R. Hurley '44, White his sketches of kings and statesmen
Plains. N. Y.; John E. Hess '44, Houl- are particularly notable because they
ton; Arthur W. Keytar '42, Belmont, are so well drawn
Catherine the
Mass.; and Richard
Means '44, Great and Frederick of Prussia come
Newton Center; trombones, Russell to life and stand beside him on. the
P. Sweet '44, Medford, Mass.; and rostrum
his facts" dre never
George A. Burpee '44, Bronxville, Isolated, but are a part of long range
N. Y.; saxophones, Robert Cinq- developments neatly tied together by
Mars '43, Dexter; Frederic H. Bubier his probing intellect
drives a tan
'43. Swampscott, Mass.; and Charles
Ford Coupe
was head of the
J. Crosby '43, Dexter; rhythm secdrafting at Bowdoin
one of the
tion, bass viol, Wallace F. Moore '43
first things you notice about him is
Deep River, Conn.; drums, Frederick that he is always relaxed and at ease
J. Wilson, Jr. '43, Bronxville, N. Y.,
except when someone makes the
piano, Roland W. Holmes '42, Plym- great mistake of going to steep during
outh, Mass.
a lecture
then, in a few wellWilliam W. Pierce 3rd '43 is vocal- chosen words, he can turn the culist for the band, and he has also
prit into a worm
doesn't take
been alternating with arranger-man- attendance in advanced conference
ager Bob Cinq-Mars as leader. Lloyd courses, because he feels that the inRafnell, prominent dance band lead- terest of the students should make
er, is now acting as engagement them attend regularly
when
manager, thus relieving Cinq-Mars someone falls by the wayside in atof duties which would interfere with tendance, he is hurt and insulted
the band's policy of using more and and rightfully so, we think
Hismore specially arranged pieces. An- tory 1-2 was the hardest course we
other new figure in the Polar Bears' ever struggled through in Bowdoin
personnel is Paul Sweet, brother of College, yet what we learned there
Russ, who bolsters the weaker sax has stuck a long, long time
his
section.
His assistance makes up favorite course is History 14 Politfor a chronic deficiency of saxophone ical Theory
his advanced stuplayers at Bowdoin and helps to bal- dents have
to be on their tees, for he
ance that department with the brass
is prone to present knotty statements
section, the strongest point of the
of logic and then dig down deep into
orchestra.
them
has been abroad a tot doing research in England and Germany
RISKS
speaks and reads four or five
languages, for he likes to use the orig.

Henry A. Shorey,
Ifamipig Editors

.

.

.

talk,

he realized that many help them in finding jobs or making
plans and hopes had been smashed by readjustments in college <it the end
the Selective Service Act, but that 'of thetr year's service.

stated that

On Seawr Placement

Evas*
week we Must try ta

Jofc» C.

assume a new dignity, in keeping with
our subject ... He will be 53 years
old on May 1, and was born in Maiden, Missouri
Looks stern, bat
he isn't
looks courteous, and he

—

Jr., '41

HMI

Associate

John

ay

Protie: This

he would have the

teaching.

la concluding his

\

-—j

Vocalist

m

ines? interested

Dm Talks h Chapti

and Crete

CTXistard

large? band, a new trailer, a
professional booker, and a more extensive schedule features this year's
edition of the Polar Bears, Bowdoin's
ottfy ta
band. In fact this spring's
engagements promise to total ten or

Editor-in-chief

B. Harold JPottte,

Vol.

.

.
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EXTRA MILDNESS, EXTRA COOLNESS, EXTRA FLAVOR
AND

onfce had.

recent posting of a sff of rules for the fraternities and the

discussion

which

it

aroused brought this matter of the power of

campus opinion seemed
were put upon the students unfairly since

the Student Council to the front. General

to be that these rules

they weren't

first

presented

cc«

the undergraduates for discussion

and comment before being posted. Obviously,

this recourse

should

have been made to the Student Council, our representatives.

Whether

the College

deemed such

not know. However,

we

have been taken and

ii

functioning as

it

a discussion unnecessary,

feel certain that

the Student Council had been alert and

should have been,

for such an opportunity andt

it

at least could have asked

aome of the

dissatisfaction

which

arose over the rules might have been avoided.

Besides this recent occurrence the enforcing of freshman rules

and Rising Day

in particular *as

been open to considerable discus-

The reappearance of a sightly modified form of the old Phi
Chi was notably apparent on the campus this fall, whereas two
years ago a well-run S.C.D.C took care of the behavior of the
freshmen. The early Rising Day not so long ago successfully undermined a Bowdoin tradition wfech was greatly thought of by undergraduates. Certainly, a powerful Student Council which Bowdoin

sion.

needs and wants should not have allowed these things to take place.

As we

stated earlier in this editorial, perhaps this

reflection of this

is

merely a

new attitude which has been forced on Bowdoin
If t£ is, we must deplore it. We would

by the present conditions.

much

LESS

we do

such an action should

prefer that feehng of uncertainty to any "let

come what may"

and ignore the presents© as not to see the future. The Student Council must be somethfrtg more than a group of the twelve
most popular men in College Theirs is an important position and
no circumstances should senx to minimize this importance. The

NICOTINE
than the average of the 4 other largest-selling
any of them — according
to independent scientific testa of the smoke itself,

cigarettes tested —less than

THE SMOKE'S THE THING!
when you smoke

YES,

, • Camel . .
modern laboratory science

the slower-burning cigarette

yon have the pleasing assurance

of

that you're getting less nicotine in the smokt.

Not only

extra freedom from nicotine— but other important extras

as well— extra mildness, extra coolness, and extra flavor, too, for Camei's

slower

way

and the

of burning

means freedom from

flavor-duffing excess heat

irritating qualities of too-fast burning.

There's

economy in Camels, too—extra smoking per pact

And by

the carton.

(see

Mow).

Camels are even more economical.

NsnaCaiullaa

attitude

THERE ARE NO "RETAKES
Every night

is first

1

in television.

night "That's the

thrill of it,"

appreciate the freedom from the irritating qualities of excess

heat ... the extra mildness and

:

Student Council

is

the voice of the

campus and both die under-

must

We ask the Stu-

graduates and the council

rtsrij

realise that.

dent Council for more activity and for
its

name

signifies.

it

show the prestige which
Bowdoin this representa-

to

In a college ju small as

tive body must be alert and ntust continually strive to increase Hi
power and to strengthen the contacts between the undergraduates

and the College.

says Miss Road.

me is

"And

the thrilling thing about

Camels

to

I don't

get tired of smoking Camels.

realty are so

(hat they always taste so good.

much

cooler

And

they

and milder."

The more you smoke Camels,

die

more you 11

extra coolness of Camel's slower-horning costlier

tobaccos.

And

you'll enjoy

flavor all the more,

Camel's

knowing— by

the

independent tests— that you're getting
tine in the

CAMEL

smoke

full,

rich

word of
less nico-

(sec above, left).
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Bowdoin Swimmers Get

By

(ft
j

COLLEGE MERMEN jl
TOTAL 18 POIN18
Fisher, Jenkisson, Marstoft,
I
Keyler, And Carlson

The Dekes provided the upset of
the week by defeating the previously undefeated Chi Psi team 66-44. The
defeat drops the Chi Pat's into a sec-

Also Place

A

lruprovinK

uteadtty

swimming team climaxed
season by placing

Bowde^n
1940«1

in the Nfh
Cham>>ionsh|i*s

-

fifth

Swimming

England

it*

Polar Bcj&s
placed in four events, including lx£h
relay*, to gain eighteen points and
a fifth-place rating behind Williams,
last

Saturday

Eight

Brown, Amherat. and Springfield.
Deposing a favored team from Brovrh.
which had wan the New Engbtifis
far the past eight years, the SpriifcSekt mermen carried off this yeapa
championship laurels.
t]

As was expected, Bowdoin

did >**t
in
the ISO-yard backstroke. B*ib
Kenger was infinitesimal l> edged rttn
of victory in this, event, though bdVh
he- and the winner were timed on
Stan Ftoher was fourth,
\:4UM.
While in the 440-yard free-style Vic
redoubtable Lou Harr also captur^-d
fourth place honors. The winner -of
this race

:

was Sam Bacon, Williams

swimmer, who broke the meet recurd
with a time of 5:01.6.
Stan Fisher, Pete Jenkisson, afid
Cobe Marston, who scored an unexpected triumph over the Mass. State
medley relay team last week, agfin
outdid themselves Saturday to yfin
fourth place in that department. *|n
the last event of Saturday's nw^rt,
the 440-yard free-style relay, a Bcf*'doin crew of Steve Carlson, Art K*ylor, Cobe Marston, and Ed Coopt-r
were headed only by Amherst a5rid
Springfield to take third place.
Those who made the trip weve:
Steve Carlson '41, Ed Cooper "ife,
Stan Fisher '41. Lou Harr '41, Pote
Jenkisson
'41,
Bob Fenger $B,

Cobum Marston
and

Bill

Art Keylor

'42.

Croughwell

——

'«T2,

'43.

•&»

BRUNSWICK
BARBER SHOP
I
I

26 Maine Street

V

No U aitfng

i

end place tie with the Dekes. beaten
only by the Beta's, and unless the Chi
Psi's can turn the trick with the
Beta's in their coming game, the
Beta's will finish an undefeated season to take this year's tKle. Dyer
scored 33 points in the Chi Psi game,
while MacKay tossed in 15 toward
the Deke victory. White was high
man for the Chipsies with 18, followed by Araie Eck with 14 and Buckley
with 10.
In other games last week the Chi
Psi's made up for their defeat by
trouncing the D.U.'s 89-5t. Arnie Eck
scored 21 points and Buckley S, while
for the D.U.'s Burnham made 31 and
Cook 10. In their third game of the
week the Chi Psi quintet took the
Thorndikes into camp, 57»48. Arnie
Eck continued as the Chi Psi's pig
gi
by scoring 24 points, with Pratt
and Buckley making 14 and 12 points
respectively. Altman was high man
for the Thorndikes with 18 points,
but Stanley had scored 14 before going out on fouls with about half of
the game played.
-

i

!

The Sigma Nu team played twice
week, but was defeated by close
The A.T.O.'s
- UtXlU-lLM, f
last
'

'

--

! —

Bowdoin

The

fencing

College

team was

beaten by Bates College 20 to 7 in a
match in Boston last Friday evening.
In the foil. Tom Sheehy scored two
In
points and Bob Chandler three.
the epee match, Sheehy scored one
point.
In the saber, a point apiece
was scored by Chandler, Roger Bragdon, and Joe Seigal.
The Amherst team beat the BowCharlie Redman '42 with 100, Line
Menard '42 with 98, and Lew Vafia- doin fencers 17 »2 to •% at Amherst
Sheehy
Saturday afternoon.
des '42 and Bob Johnson '43 with 95 last
•scored two and a half points, Litman
each.
Other leaders in the individual two and Barton one, thus winning
In
scoring. race to date are: Joe Sewell 'the epee portion of the match.
'43 with 94. Mario Tonon '42 with the saber, Bragdon and Seigal scored
apiece.
point
a
'43
with
Brad
Cook
92,
83, .Norm
Hunter '43 with 91; Bob Hinckley
'41 and Fred Hall '42 and Phil Bag'41
Colby D.U. Hoopsters
iey
with 90 apiece.
The ATO*s, who have won 14
strings and lost 2, have a narrow
Chapter
lead over the Kappa Sigs who have
won 10 end lost 2. The Psi U's are
Last Saturday night the Colby
in third place and Tommy Anton's
Sigma Nu's are next. The complete chapter of Delta U psi Ion came down
to meet the Bowdoin D. U.'s in a
standing:.
gymThe Sifijna Nu's have the highest basketball game in the College
nasium.
Overcoming a two-point
average team pinfall with 94.77 followed by the Kappa Sigs with 94.63, deficit at the half, the Colby team
scoring spree to win by a
the ATO's with 91.83. the Psi U's iput on a
With 90.7. and the A. D.'s with 90.18 score of 79-59. A surprisingly large
crowd saw Phil Camilli of Colby ring
narrowly defeated them 42-40. Tonon up 42 points to dwarf the efforts of
was high scorer in this contest, sink- Bob Burnham, Norm Cook, and Hal
ing 28 points for the winning A.T.O. Bunting who paced the Bowdoin outteam. Muir and Paige paced the los- fit with 19, 14, and 12 points reers with 16 apiece. The Kappa Sig's spectively. Though the home D. U.'s
i

!

i
!
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As the tennis team goes into its
week and; a half of practice on
the newly improvised court on the
hard dirt floor of the Hyde cage in

Weakened By Loss
Of Veterans

last

P^"™ J«J*J™**™

«J"

£ "*»

week

to
training program.

,

P^er

Academy,

known

rationally
But three of the
* **
°
veterans of former for h *
tenn ' s crowns
He
answer
the
didn't
call.
days
1:33.6 to 1:29.8. Bill Glynn of Hebron,
nationThe loss of Niles Perkins, Bob .including mtercollegiate and
national 220 champ, bettered his meet
al *">& *nd doubles c.ampmnships.
record mark of the afternoon trials Marchildon, and Pete Babcock has
fc»_£yy%
*?- Wlfl
of 2:32 to 2:29.4 in the finals. Harold left some very thin spots in Big ft
that Hill has imade his best record.
Thalheimer of Brunswick gave Roland White ranks. The shot put and thirBrother of Cal Hill '40, who played
Gorman a bitter fight in the 150-yard ty-five pound weight departments, on
the varsity here last spring, Mai
individual medley swim only to lose dominated last year by Jay Pratt,
has shown a great deal of interest
by the closest of margins. Gorman Carl Boulter, and Perkins, are now
toward tenn,s nel"e j* 1 * he P>"ege.
advent
open.
The
shotputter
wide
of
his
own
meet
recable
better
was
to
,
ihl1 wn0 Sen "
Mal
ll
ord of 1:53 to 1:49.4. The Portland re- Phil Curtis is a bright side of the sit- *£* ***
u
'erously devoted his time and energy
lay team of Fairweather, Butt, Spear uation, and Jack Clifford and Frank
to coaching the squad that toured
been
improving
Sabasteanski
have
and Cook. clipped a mere fraction of
the South during the Spring Vacaa second off the meet record in the steadily in shot and weight, but it
unusual
Brunswick High will take both some time to rival tion. I fill can boast of an
200-yard
relay.
feat.
In a match" last summer with
School lost the state championship in the performances of their distinthe world's professional champion,
By guished predecessors.
this event by a disqualification.
Coach Magee has high hopes for Don Budge, the carrot topped chamfinishing even in fifth place Brunswick
would have been assured of a tie, and sophomore weightmen Doc Gauvreau, pion from California had to fight all
if they had finished any better they Ted Robb, and Bib Skinner.
And the the way. It was only after Hill had
would have retained the state cham- discus prospects aren't too gloomy. held Budge at bay at match point
that the latter could crash through
pionship. The previously held record Rang Clark Young and rugged Frank
in the 200-yard freestyle relay be- Sabasteanski
will
continue
their to win.
The annual trip will be made by a
longed to a Portland High School re- friendly
little
contest
in
which
lay team.
Young's 117-foot toss during the in- team of six players under Coach "DinIn the final event of the evening, terfraternity meet gave him a tem- ny" Shay during the Easter vacation,
Brunswick's freshman relay team, porary advantage.
The sophomore the team traveling as far south as
closely pursued by Deering High hurdler-quarter- miler- shotputter has North Carolina. The team hopes to
School, the only other entrant, set a thrown the platter ever farther, play five matches although only two,'
new meet record for freshmen in the though, and should be very capable one at Wake Forest, N. C, and the
ether at Hamden City, Va., have been
200-yard fresh relay in the good time in that line before long.
of 2:7.8.
The presence of Dinty Jones and definitely scheduled. Those chosen to
'41,
much-improved Al Burns salves some- make the trip are: Everett Pope
'42, Don Steams '43,
what the loss of state two-mile king Chiek Ireland
Johnny Abbott '43, Johnny Plimpton
Fete
Babcock,
but
neither
can
hope '43,
hehi In the
In various dee Wo
Lew Harr '41. Ed Cooper '42 or
to scare MacLaughlin, the Bates auHank Shorey '41.
past few weeks the following men
tomaton, or Maine's array of dishave been named captain* of their tance men. Now that Jim DoubleThe team will, see its first active
respective athletic teams:
day seems to be hitting his old stride,
service April 26th at Bates. Beaten
Robert K. Newhouse '42, ( ro**- however, and Bill Stark is a full- by 12 points when the Bobcats
fledged member of that select group,
Coustry
stalked the Big White this winter,
the 1:59 club, the half-mile appears
they will be an even greater threat
Mftylnnd Herbert Morse, Jr., '42,
to be a good race for Bowdoin men.
now that temporarily incapacitated
Heekey
to watch.
Joseph F. Carey '4S, Freshman
The 440, too, should be a profitable Butcher, a pole-vaulter, and Nickerson, star half-miler, are again availevent
for
the
Polar Bears this spring.
Track
No one has shown more improvement able. The Garnet is blessed with the
strength in the weights that Bowin a year than the Gardiner man of
doin has lost, and this situation will
VISIT
granite. Bob Newhouse, who is tbe
impair the White's chances seriously.
living proof of the value of a season
M.I.T.
On May 3rd Bowdoin confronts the
spent at cross-country. Ever dangerHoly
Cross team on Whittier field
ous is Johnny Dickinson, who fell
Both the varsity and freshman rifle somewhat behind Newhouse's 51.9 and a victory is not to be hoped for,
teams will be away this Saturday quarter in the interfraternity con- states Coach Magee. The Crusaders
when they engage M. I. T. in test, mainly, perhaps, because of sur- are New England champions; Bowmatches. Members of the varsity prise at the burst of speed Bob turn- doin has a once formidable smallschool team that has lost all the
team who will make the trip include ed on at the start of the race.
Woods, Tut tie, McClelland, Custer,
Bowdoin should be strong as ever balance it ever hoped to possess.
On May 17 is scheduled the high
and Wentworth. Freshmen who will in hurdles, jumps, and sprints. Ray
meet tbe M. I. T. yearlings are Sa- Huling, Bob Edwards, Charley Ed- point of the spring season, the state
meet. Winner of the past two years,
Philbrick. wards, a notably better
ville.
Kendall,
Brown,
performer outKnott, and Sager.
The match will doors- Clark Young, and Will Small Bowdoin will be lucky to best Bates,
let alone Maine, the favorites. Coach
start at 7.30 p. m.
leave nothing to bo desired in the
Magee believes that the Polar Bear
Last Saturday the team defeated first of these divisions.
Dickinson,
freshman medley relay team has at
the Brunswick rifle and pistol team Huling,
Charley Edwards. Harry
least an equal chance for victory,
802-597, and on March 14 lost to the Twomey, and Johnny Matthews wiil though.
The composite mile run will
run the 100 and 220 yard dashes,
Lincoln County Rifle Club 802-779,
consist of two 220 yard laps, a 440,
and Huling and Edwards again will
and a half mile, to be run by the
while the freshmen trounced the take care
of the broad jump.
same four who ran at New York,
Brown yearlings.
Pole-vaulter Stan James should be
with the possible substitution of Gil
Professor Ernest Campaigns, who in championship shape soon. Coach
Magee forecasts, and he will be Dobie. On that trip Bob Stewart
is serving as the Bowdoin coach, is
groomed to break the state record. and Ralph Strachan ran the 220 legs,
considering plans to offer a trophy
Sophomores Hal Bunting and Rocky Joe Carey tlv 410. and Al Hillman
and a watch fob to the highest in- Ingalls. who placed second and fourth finished with a 4:23 mile, the best
time ever turned in for the distance
dividual varsity and freshman scor- in the intra-mural. should break into
by a Bowdoin man.
the eleven-foot class with enough
ers respectively.
Bowdoin could well have finished
practice.
Herb Hansen, a highfirst, but for Joe Carey's bad luck.
jumper who, like James, had ankle
Badly jostled by his twelve competitrouble during the winter season, will
tors, he ran a 2:14 half.
Since then
probably be back in harness, a wel- Captain Joe has twice completed the
come bulwark to the efforts of Jack distance within two minutes. Even
Stowe, Warren Wheeler, and Nellie at that the Polar cubs, awarded a
March 19
Weawe aeay

battle-scarred

is
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RIFLEMEN TO

THIS

.

also proved too strong for the luck- held a 34-32 lead at one point, they
less Sigma Nu team, winning out 69- !could not compete with the superior

^

Stevens and Williams were high
.»
, ..
.
reserve str
th of their opponents
for the Kappa Sig quintet with
respectively, while Muir and the outcome of the game was
for the losing team.
virtually clinched in the third period.

29 and 27
threw 28 in

Weight Division Especially

w

f

men

8tey WiU Take Team
Trip South During
Vacation

NOTICE

Top Bowdoin

64.

On

*f

i

Men

SOPHOMORES MAY
BOLSTER VARSITY

*

I

for

EXHIBITION IN TENNIS
Coaeli

|

!

CO-EDiquette

1

-

[

a,

^SB

With the spring track season only
South in its second annual Spring
a month away now, Bowdoin seems
Vacation tour, it will sponsor an exdoomed to field one of the weakest
.-hihition in tennu next Tuesday afterteams in a decade against a schedule
b M«» .»«. «e «1 New
Last Monday
just as stiff as ever.
f
professional
outstanding
Coach Jack Magee called his cohorts England s
tenB1* * tars
events. back from their week's leave of ab"ul, the present tennis coach at
begin a three-day a
sence

points respectively.

A.T.0. Holds Lead FENCING TEAM LOSES
TO BOSTON COLLEGE
In Bowling Race

defeated A.T.O.'s.
Crowded into a
very active week of league basketball
was the Zete-D.U. game which the
Zetes took 83-60. Knowlton and
Adams each ran up 30 points for the
Zetes, while Burnham again nosed out
Cook for the D.U. honors, scoring 19
to Cook's 17.

scores in both games.

between a tie and a defeat.
Brunswick, defending champion,
one paint behind the Portland team,
undefeated in dual meets for nine
years, was seven points ahead of Edward Little High School of Auburn.
Deering High School of Portland was
third with 28 paints while Hebron
Academy and Lewiston High School
finished in that order with 22 and 13

and Bates, and the state intercollegiate tourney.

The second week of the interfraternity -bowling season wound up last
week and on the basis of the scores
turned into the athletic office, Alpha
Tau Omega held the team lead and
Tommy Anton '43 was leading the
race for individual scoring honors.
Anton, with an average pinfall of
105, was being closely pressed by

And Holy Ooss T»'||AL HILL TO PRESENT

Bates

Portland High School nipped Brunswick High School by one point last
Friday to win the State Interseholastic Swimming Meet at the Bowdoin
College pool, 39-38. A disqualification
for the local mermen in the 200-yard
freestyle relay spelled the difference

only letterman
will be. playing baseball this spring and Griffith who was runner-up, is a
freshman. Jack Baxter and Joe McKay are left from last year's team while
the remaining positions will probably be filled by Bob Hinckley, Bob Fenger,
Larry Stone, and Jack Hoopes. The schedule includes matches with Amherst,
Williams, Wesleyan r and Tufts plus the usual matches with Colby, Maine,

The league-leading Beta's rang up
two more victories. The Thorndikes
bowed 15 to 30, as Harrington and
Steele contributed 14 and 8 points to
the win. Saturday night they defeated the A.D.'s 35-13. Beckler was high
man for the Betas with 20 points, and
was followed by Steele who tossed in
10. Hamilton scored 8 for the losers.
The D.U.'s ran away With their game
with the A.T.O.'s, winning 96-44 as
Burnham nosed out Cook for scoring
honors with 28 to Cooks 28 points.
Tonon also scored 28 points for the

By One Point To Gain
State Crown

Trade Team

To Face Hard Schedule

X ips Brunswick

Meet records fell in many
Hank Shorey, sad Bob Burnham.
Edward Little's medley relay team of
polar bearings
Ed
Lambert, Taylor, and G. Anderson
Johnny
-Robbins
the
as
The golf situation finds Freddy Matthews and
lowered the mark in that event from
in college. Dick Harding, winner of the college tournament,

.

;

High Schssl

stronger team for the early matches.
polar bearings
Last year's varsity net team of Shattuck, Akeley, Ireland, Pope.
Harr, and Hill won one out of three matches on the southern trip
taken during spring vacation, winning from Hampton-Sydney and
luting to Washington and Lee and Virginia Military Institute. This
year's schedule includes definite matches with Hampton-Sydney and
Wake Forest. Arrangement* are also being made to meet North
Carolina, Catholic University, University of Virginia, and Richmond. Veterans from last year's team are Captain Ev Pope, Chick
Ireland, and Lu liarr. Don Stearns, runner-up in last fall's tournament, seems sure of a place on the team and other contenders include Johnny Abbott, Johnny Plimpton, Maurice Curiel. Hal CinHo,

Drop To Second As
Dyer Scores 33

3

PORTLAND WINS Unbalanced
SWIMMING TITLE

.

Stoorey

A

Bow To Dekes And

Chipsies

.

""

Hyde Cage is the scene of continuous activity these days as baseball,
spring football, and tennis share the space. Tennis, which has hitherto been
forced to await the drying out of the Pickard Field courts, is receiving the
attention of newly appointed Coach Dinny Shay and is actually going to
send a team which has had the benefit of practice on the southern trip this
year.
regulation court has been lined off for the use of varsity netmen and
it is a possibility that a match will be played indoors this week. Last years
team which made a southern trip during vacation had scarcely swung a racquet. This has always been true of the squad making the New England circuit While this winter's training may not make any appreciable difference in
the number of victories on the two spring trips, it should at least provide a

BETAS TAKE LEAD
IN BASKET LEAGUE

Inches

POL AR BEAR INGS

.

By Hank

Fifth In Intercollegiates
bob Fenger Drops First
ISO- Yard Backstroke
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Sound Act
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he can find the competition,
run a 4:12 mile.

if

may some day

John Garfield
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FINLAND
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man,

Four Years
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have

EVENING PROGRAM

LL.B.

The Sea Wolf
Edward G. Rehmeaa - Ma

Lav

work required for admission.
A limited number of scholarship*

Cartoon
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Sunday-Monday

Brunswick
i

Command

of

Included in his article on the subwas the prediction that Al Hill-

Three Years

A minimum
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School
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unmerited

a fiasco that aroused the
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FOUR
HOUSES HOLD THEIR

MD-YEAR

i

ELECTION!

Greeks Convey

Thanks For Aid

MASQUE AND GOWN TO
PRESENT PLAY MAY

of Connecticut will
Music 7
third Friday

asked

to declare the
McCarty, Saba, And Ferrini be
in September as Indian Day
Which reminds us that as far
Will Play Leads In

;

.

as

.

.

we

know the American Indians are still
in a state of war with Germany, since

"Me And Harry"

they never signed a peace treaty after World War I; perhaps their insight was better than ours, and they
just wanted to save the trouble of deHarry
claring war all over again
James is coming to the fore again

[Continued from Page i]
While working in the studio Jamie
falls in love with the hostess, the
only person who knows that his
story of the killing is a lie. He won't
admit that it is, because, if he does, with a record, "Music Makers" and
he knows that he will be exactly "Montevideo," the best we've heard
Newspaper
what Small thinks he is. Meanwhile for a week or so .
Mr. Small relentlessly chides him on item, 1890: "Golf growing in favor.
his unimportance and stupidity, and Young or old can play it. Little apparatus required except sticks"; And
finally, in order to keep his standing
and because he can no longer stand in 1881: "Latest Slang. 'Catouchi'
means nice, pleasant. When a girl is
murders
Jamie
tormenting,
this
Hanson '42.
'Fency* she is knowing, if she is
\\
tude.
Small. The hostess offers to tell the
Sigma Nu: President, Arthur j$.
"We are in the midst of a war police that Harry really died acci- 'Flick' it is the reverse of knowing.
Reynolds '42; vjce president, Orrin y. which we have done our best to avoid
'Johnny Boy' is a new variety of
dentally, and thereby release Jamie
Pillsbury '43; secretary, Leonard /*». but which we have
resolved to fight from one murder charge, but he re- genius who knows how to dance,
Tennyson, Jr., '42; chaplain. Burtrfh with unrelenting determination
to the fuses to let her do this. The police wears good clothes, and is an idiot in
E. Robinson *42; treasurer, Alfred f>. last man because we believe that we
Count
hunt him down and kill him. every other respect"
Shea '42; marshal, John R, Charlt««n are right. Just as our fathers died to finally
He dies still thinking that he has Schulenburg of Germany was so
'44; sentinel, George W. Ewing
preserve for the world the ideals of made an impression as an important stingy that on his death bed when
'4f;
reporter, Robert O. Shipman '43.
|i
told the cost of his funeral, he imbeauty, justice and freedom, so have
because of his record as a killer.
Alpha Tau Omega: President, PhL we felt that it is our duty now to be man
mediately got up and lived forty-five
The scene of this play never changes,
ip L. Bagley '41; vice president, Rob- loyal to this heritage
Drop down to the
and to carry on and all the action is devoted to the years longer
ert R. Netlson '42; recording secrj*- the strife against the forces of evil.
Cumberland tonight and see "Rage in
portrayal of Jamie as a weak chartary, Lewis V. Vafiades '42; treasufj"This is not merely a struggle to acter who would rather die than ad- Heaven"; if it isn't good we'll pay
er. Lincoln F. Johnson, Jr., '42; ct^5- preserve
for your ticket; but how can we go
our national independence,
responding secretary, Frank K. Mfi- our honor and our human right to mit he was nobody.
wrong with Robert Montgomery and
The cast now chosen is as follows: Ingrid Bergman?
Clelland '43; guard, Horace B. Tayl^f- live freely. It is a world-wide crusade
Edward G.
McCarty
Mr. Macaulay, Robert L.
'43; reporter, George L. Eberharjft
Robinson will have forty-two fights
against the dark practices of intol'44.
« erance and oppression. In this su- '4i; Mr. Small Theodore R. Saba '42; in "The Sea Wolf," and there are four
Nick, John M. Walker '44; Tim,
fellow in Conpreme effort in defence of the values Crawford B. Thayer '44; Jamie, Lin- others to boot ...
necticut is going to cross a possum
of the spirit we need your help. You
'42;
Corey, Stanley with
a torn turk and see what hapt of the academic world are the ones do Ferrini '42; Blair
Inspector, Orville B. pens;
E. Herrick
de don't know what a torn turk
who are best qualified to enlighten Denison,
Jr. '42; Man of the street, is, but still
we're against it
The
public opinion in the United States of
IN
F. Russell '42; Man of the street, secret of long life is work, and here
America and guide it to a full un'41.
Read- vanishes many a fond hope
Charles H. Mergendahl, Jr.
If
derstanding of the righteousness and
The College has posted a list fef the vital significance of this struggle. ings are to begin immediately. Rob- they bring another Boris Karloff film
ert F. Russell '42 is to act as stage into Brunswick before June we're
those men likely to be in the ami?,
go"Greece is a small and poor counmanager of the production.
navy, or air force next year. Any fuing to burn the whole town down,
try which is fighting successfully
rors or omissions are requested to £e
Armory and all; and if you've never
against an adversary who is vastly
corrected at the office.
seen the Brunswick Armory you've
superior in numbers and in war equip- Union
Present
The following is a list of those wUo ment. Every man and woman in
missed a fine study in Pilgrim archihave filled out draft questionnaire:
Saturday Night tecture
Note William Saroyan's
Greece is at this moment doing his or
R. E. Chandler, D. B. Conant, F. S. her share but we know
letter to LIFE last week; perhaps
that the strugComery. P- Cole, Jr., D. VV. D. Dicktheatre
the
hasn't
spoken this seagle will be long and hard and that
Moult
on
will
The
Union Board
son, J. H. Dorsey, J. A. Doubleday, £>.
son, but Saroyan has ... At present,
the drain upon our human and ma- present its last movie of the seaW. Douglas, F. J. Driscoll, S. E. Ft*
the only satisfactory substitute for
ferial resources will be enormous beson in Memorial Hall on Saturday
er, P. E. Gardent, E. L. Giles, G.
brains is silence ... If the C.A.A.
fore final victory is won. This war evening, "A Farewell To Arms."
Good, N. A. Hagstrom, A. A. Haldafly, is not
boys can look at that contraption of
ours alone. It is a war in which
W. B. Hall, B. T. Haley, J. F. Hamp- every thinking man and woman who This film, based on the novel of the cheese cloth and wire over in the
same
name
by Ernest Hemingway,
ton, R. R. Harding, H. H. Hasting,
wants to live freely and decently in- features the acting of Gary Coop- Science Building, and still have faith,
Jr., P. Hazelton. R. G. Huling. 3W,
we give them our blessing; from now
evitably has a share. If we all help er, Helen Hayes, and Adolphe MenS. H. Hussey, Jr., W. D. Jones, T. «£.
effectively now, we and our children
jou.
The story deals with life In on we're staying close to the ground.
Leydon. A. B. Lincoln. A. A. Liifjjc,
may at the end be justly proud of our
M. B. Littlefield, E. S. Luther, H. &. contribution to the common victory." Italy during the first World War.
Donovan D. Lancaster, in charge
McGuire. H. L. Martin, R. Martin, fl.
of the program, has announced
S. Miller, S. HT S. Peck, F. M. Pier**, Good, B. T. Haley. J. E. Hamilton,
that
there will be no peanut fight
R. S. Porter, T. Saba, H. A. Shores, H. L. McLellan, R. T. Marchildon, O.
G. E. Smith, Jr., H. K. Sowles, J. R. McDuff, Q. Maver, R. G. Porter, J. before the movies.
Spear, L .B. Tennyson, Jr., J. D. Wal- Reardon, R. Stanley, P. D. Stafford,
lace, C. E. Woodward, and S. jg. P. P. Stephens, J. B. Waite, S. K.
[ Continued from Pane i ]
Woodward.
Warren, S. F. Williams. S. E. WoodStudents
this system, there has been great
The men concerned with aviati-fn lock, E. Woods, and E. Zwicker.
improvement in conditions at Amare: A. Anderson, D. I. Beal, W. jb.
The men on the Naval Reserve list
Nice
herst.
Bloodgood,.
V. Bonzagni, R. fe. are the following: C. E. Hartshorn,
The meeting was then open to
[ Continued from Page l ]
Boyd, W. B. Briggs, H. S. Buntiik, Jr.. H. W. Hultgren, Jr., L. B. Knight,
questions by the fraternity representus
that
he
got
He
told
his
first
job
E. L. Coombs. S. E. Fisher, C. X. E. H. Pottle, Jr., and G. D. Winchell.
In the course of the period
in the Pejepscot Paper Mill, and then atives.
worked on the highway department these points were made. The aim of
for a while. He was a grocery clerk the system is to be a purchasing
before he became employed by the agency for the houses buying comCollege. We found that his daughter pletely certain articles needed. Since
is in Junior High School now, and the system was inaugurated, uncolthat his boy is a freshman in Bruns- lected accounts and unpaid bills have
wick High. Dave said that his son dropped tremendously. The duties of
wanted to be an aviator and that he the Business Manager are to be a
might come to Bowdoin for a year. sort of clearing house, a buying and
(Rushing Chairmen for the class of selling counter for the houses and
merchants. The Manager is at the
1948, please note.)
We asked Dave to explain of what head of a committee of 26 men, 13 of
his stock-room work consisted.
He whom are fraternity men and the
said that he has to keep account of other 13 interested alumni who adall athletic equipment, make minor vise, but have no active part in the
repairs on shoes, sew on buttons, and administration.
Relations
between
do some darning. He estimated that the fraternities and the college,
he handles about $18,000 worth of which were very bad when the sysequipment a year, and that football tem started, have improved, Mr.
uniforms account for a good part of Davenport said.
that total. Track takes up more time
In September each fraternity gives
than any other sport since it is in ac- him their expected budget for the
tion for three seasons, although some year and pays for it.
Then any
of the other sports involve more amount over and under the amount
equipment.
planned on is made up at the end
Dave explained that he comes to of the year. He emphasized that he
work at quarter of nine in the morn- holds no social rule over the fratering, takes an hour and a half for ities, but that he passes along suglunch, and then doesn't leave the gym gestions of the Dean, which has
until six-thirty or seven at night. He worked out surprisingly well.
He
said that he likes his job in spite of keeps a record of the fraternities'
the long hours. We asked him what correspondence with alumni.
Stuhe thought of the college, students,
dent auditors, trained by him, go
and he said that he thought they were
"a nice bunch of fellows." He thought over the books of the different houses
that the managers of the different each month.
sports do not receive enough recognition for all the work that they do
during the year.
Dave confessed that he doesn't very
often get a chance to attend College
.
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Davenport Talks

To House Heads

Smith Says

Here "A

H

Bunch"

UNION SPONSORS
SIMPSON CONCERT

functions, although likes to hear of

Another program in the current
what the boys are doing. In keeping series of the Simpson
Memorial Sound
with Bowdoin custom, Dave said that System
concerts will be held in the
he always makes it a point to say
Lounge of the Moulton Union tonigHt
hello to those he meets on campus.
at 8.15.

The program

as follows:

is

Toccata and Fugue

Yes, We're Interested In

ALL Your

We

have had long experience
producing for Bowdoin men:

Printing

Paul K. Niven, Bowdoin 1916

Manager

The

Bach
Franck

J. S.

Stravinsky
Saint-Saens
.

.

Benny Goodman

of dentistry offers to
college students an attractive career. It provides a worthy intellectual challenge, a life of professional service with satisfactory income, and an opportunity for research and teaching in this division of medical science and art.
The University of Pennsylvania
has prepared more than six thousand graduates who are occupying
positions of importance in the profession throughout the world. Its
course of instruction is of the highest order.
Anyone interested in this profession as a life work is invited to apply for further information to
The Dean of the School of Dentistry
University of Pennsylvania
40th * Spruce Streets
Philadelphia, Pa.
field

The Orient

^MMMAMMMM _MMM Ma MMMM*I

|flM

in D,

Minor

.

TheRecordOffice
— Telephone S —

_____

D

DENTISTRY
in

Ask Us For Quotations

Printers of

in

Sing, Sing, Sing,

STATIONERY
POSTERS
TICKETS
ALUMNI LETTERS
FRATERNITY FORMS
And Other

Symphony

Rite of Spring

Danse Macabre

PRINTING

-

Dramatists Will
Give "Tartuffe"

[Continued from Page l]

The governor
Confirmed from P*fe I ]
£|
The Alumni Association of Robert
David A. James '43. f • College in Greece has sent the folZete PM: President, John H. w|J lowing letter to Bowdoin and to other
son '41 vice president, John R. Banl(| American colleges in appreciation of
'42; secretary, Franklin B. Comefy
the work which they are doing for
'41; executive committee, Murray £.
the Greek Aid program.
Chism, Jr.. '42, James R. Bell, J-"
"Public opinion in Greece is deeply
'41, Bradford Jealous '41.
£ touched by the sympathy aroused
Kappa Sigma: President. Frederk2c among the American people for our
W. Hall '42; vice president, Rolaigl country at this momentous hour in
W. Holmes '42; ritualist, Robert fe. her long history. The generous supRussell '42; secretary, Peter P. Carfe port which is being given for our
gan '42; treasurer, Robert C. David- cause is concrete evidence of Amerson '42; guards, Charles H. Bower% ican concern for our struggle. To us,
'42, Douglas P. MacVane '42.
\\
the Greek alumni of Robert College,
Beta Tbeta PI: President, Geori* that great American educational inE. Smith, Jr.. '42; vice president, Pall stitution of the Near East, this pracV. Hazel ton '42; secretary, Richard K tical expression of interest in our
Gardner '42; treasurer, Richard y. lives is still another reason for grati[

'42; secretary,

SURVEY OF GRADES

VarietyBy Chart— MTgendahl

3

K

m

MMMaaflaai
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Philosophy 5
Philosophy 7
Physics 7
Physics 9
Physics 5
Physics 11
Psychology 3
Psychology 5
Sociology 3
Spanish 3
Spanish 1

Chemistry 1
Chemistry 3
Chemistry 5
Chemistry 7
Chemistry 11
Econoimcs 1
Economics 3
Economics 7
Economics 11
Economics 13
Education 3
1
7
4
11
13
15
25

French 1
French 3
French 5
French 7
.,

Government
Government
Government
Government
Greek 1
Greek 3
History
History
History
History
History
History

1
3
7
9

1
7
9
11

15
17

Hygiene
Latin A
Latin 1
Literature 1

Mathematics A
Mathematics 1
Mathematics 2R
Mathemtaics 3
Mathematics 11
Philosophy 1
Physics 1
Physics 3
Psychology
Religion 1
Religion 3
Sociology 1
Zoology 1
Zoology 3

2 28.6

[Continued from Page

3 33.3
1 14.3

120

240

120

8
6
9
9
6

3

25

2 25

2 22.2

2
2
6
4

/....."

6 66.7

2 22.2

1 11.1

1 16.7

3 50

2 33.3

1 12.5
1 16.7

3 33.3

37.5

3 56

powerful religious element in France,
"Tartuffe" caused
a considerable
scandal and was produced only after

much

revision.
The greatest of the
writers and artists of Louis XIV's
court, Moliere takes a French bourgeois family of the second half of
the 17th century as the subject or
his play.
The head of the family
is M. Orgon who has taken into his

33.3

3 33.3

66.7
44.4

6100

9
6

Courses with more than 10 men
75 2 2.7 17 22.7 27
21 5 23.8 11 52.4 5
35 2 5.7 3 8.6 13
;
18 3 16.7 7 38.9 6
97 8 8.3 16 16.5 33
53 5 9.4 15 28.2 20
.
14 1 7.2 4 28.6 6
33 2 6.1 9 27.3 12
21 3 143 7 33.3 6
117 8 6.9 16 13.7 46
21 1 4.8 3 14.3 8
16 3 18.7 1 6.3 1
26 1 3.8 9 34.6 7
12
31 1 3.2 13 42
4 26.7 8
15
127 8 4.7 2112.4 53
10 45.5 12
22
173 12 6.9 36 20.8 73
33 8 24.3 7 21.2 11
29 1 3.4 10 34.6 9
19 2 10.5 6 31.6 8
44 5 11.4 9 '20.4 18
5 20
10
25 2 8
148 5 3.4 29 19.6 44
79 12 15.2 23 29.2 22
....
16 1 9.3 9 56.2 5
175 24 13.7 32 18.3 62
:
27 3 11.1 9 33.3 7
53 4 7.5 7 13.2 19
23 2 8.7 7 30.2 14
17 1 5.9 7 41.2 8
7 29.9 14
24
14 1 7.1 2 14.3 2
1
8.3 4
12.
23
74 3 4.1 20 27
31
62 4 6.5 13 21
39 5 12.8 9 23.1 11
29 3 r».4 517.3 14
28 8 28.6 9 32.1 5
32 4 12.5 5 15.6 17
...'.
175 11 6.3 31 17.7 56
2 18.2 1
11
28 6 21.4 5 17.9 10
81 4 4.9 3138.2 44
70 5 7.1 20 28.6 21
77 10 13.0 19 24.6 22
2 5.5 4
36
11
59 6 10.2 13 22
16 3 18.7 3 18.7 5
43 9 20.9 14 32.6 14
....76 7 9.2 15 19.7 27
26 6 23.1 6 23.1 6
94 2 2.1 25 26.6 39
40 3 7.5 9 22.5 16
4 16
15
25 3 12
27 1 3.7 5 18.5 15
54 4 7.4 21 39.1 18
43 5 11.6 20 46.5 12
'

47 23.5

25 33.3

4

5.3

37.2 16 45.6
33.3 p. 11.1

1

2.9

23.8

34

26 26.8 14 14.4

37.8 11 20.8
3 21.4

2

3.8

42.8

5 15.2
5 23.8

36.3

5 15.2

28.6
39.3 37 31.6 10

6
8
7
38.7 3
53.3 3
31.2 70
38.1

6.3

27

8.5

3 14.3
3 18.7

28.6

50
27
9.7

2
2

7.6
6.4

20*

41

2941 248

6
2
8
40
4
29.7 37
27.8 19
31.1

20.7

40.2
40.9

10.5
18.2

31.2
35.4 38 21.7

4 14.8

25.9

35.9 16 30.2

61
47

1

58.3

3 11.8

5.2

14.3

5 35.8
4 33.3

4 28.5

30.1 19 25.6

13 21

1

1.6

2

5.1

48.2

1

3.4

5 45.4 3
5 17.9 2
2 2.5
8 11.4 16
18 23.4 8
10 52.8 10

27.2

9.1

35.7
54.4

30
28.6
13.9

20.7

6 23.1

41.5 21 22.4

55.5

7.1

22.8
10.4

27.8

10 25
3 12
4 14.8

33.3

5

9.3

27.9

4

9.3

3 18.7
8 10.5
2 7.7
7 7.4
2 5

BAND CONCERT
TO BE GIVEN FRIDAY

The combined Bowdoin and Ed-

ward Little High School bands will
play a concert here on Friday evening, March 21, at 8.: 15 p. m. This
is the first time that the Bowdoin
band has attempted a concert here,
and has been directed in recent practice by Mr. Russell Jack, who will
conduct.
The program will be as follows:
God Bless America
Berlin
Two Chorals
Bach
Lustspeil Overture
Kiler Bila
Flute Solo
Barbara Curtis
Hungarian Fantasy

Victor's

Isle

8.9

MEN

9.4 741 23.5 1102 35.1 737 23.4

266

March

Illustrating his talk with colored
motion pictures, Mr. James W. Blunt
'40 spoke on Kent Island last Friday
evening
in
the
Moulton
Union
Lounge.
Following the lecture, he
spoke individually with those of the

audience interested

in

CONANT DELIVERS
ARCHITECTURE TALK

i

i

I

doing research

work on the island this summer.
Kent Island, owned by Bowdoin
College, is a rocky island in the Atlantic about 25 miles from Nova
Scotia.
Its shore line is five miles
long, and the waters surrounding the
island are extremely dangerous to

navigate.
Around rip tide, a boat's
compass spins in all directions and
has caused many ships to flounder
on the rocks in the past.
It was first inhabited by John McKent, his wife, and a small family as

early as the seventeenth century. Although his sons lived there with their
families, their descendants left the
island upon the death of their parents.
In 1928 John Sterling Rockefeller bought the island to help preserve the Eider Duck, six pair of
which were then nesting there the
number has now grown to 600 pair.
Mr. Rockefeller, after talking ynih
Dr. Gross whom he had asked to
study the island in 1933, permitted
Bill Gross,
the son of Bowdoin's
Biology Professor, to spend the next
summer there with four other Bowdoin boys. In 1935, he presented the
island to the college for a Bowdoin
Scientific Observatory. Bowdoin sent
expeditions in 1936, 37, and 38, but
none in 1939.
M. I. T. took advantage of the facilities of the island
in that year to carry on meteorological work for the United States

—

Tide Survey and to broadcast weather reports to the Yankee Network
News Service. Last year, Crystal
'41, Sheehan '41, and Mr. Blunt '40
worked on the island studying the
herring gull, of which, there are more
than 30,000, and marine life there,
v
Expenses for the summer have
been cut from the $200 fee originally charged to $75—$25 to the college, and the remainder for food, with
a rebate at the end of the summer.
The motion pictures showed the
first expedition as it approached the
rocky island, and the ensuing construction of the first buildings. The
island now has a guest house, a dorm-

m

[Continued from Paze i]
of building with a long, many-windowed front. Finally this space
block unit, further increased by a
development of fireproof vaulting and
balloon structure, found its culmination of expression in the skyscraper.
Here the series of space blocks are
set off by an indentation on each
succeeding story of the building.
Frank Lloyd Wright, the great
modern American architect, claimed
Professor Conant, turned his attention from the vertical line of the

skyscraper technique and placed the
emphasis of his architectural skill of
a practical, functional space block
building on a horizontal line that
would both be beautiful and useful
to the inhabitant.

JOHNSTONE NAMED
PRESIDENT OF

'44

In the freshman class elections
held last Thursday evening the following men were named as officers
for the current year, 1941-42: President, Richard Carlton Johnstone;
vice-president. William Henry Elliot;
and secretary-treasurer,
Francis, Jr.

Thayer

Student Council President Andrew
H. Haldane '41 also announced last
week that Student Council elections
will be held after the Spring vacation.

As

for senior class elections,

they will probably be held some time
the week before vacation, according
to the senior class president,

Haven

G. Fifield.

a garage, a laboratory, a dark
room,' and a radio station. There is
a large field for work in entomology,
some of which was done in 1935. The
film also showed M. L T. students
surveying the island in preparation
for a map of it which they charted
in the same year.
Showing the audience a typical day at the station,
the pictures followed the boys from
7:00 in the morning to 11:00 at night.
They showed Elsie, the cow, furnishing the morning's milk; the beards
which are traditionally grown during the summer; swimming in water
which rarely rises above 45 degrees
itory,

Elbel

Fame
Aladdin's Lamp
Sons of

Zamecnik

In A Persian Market
Victor Herbert Favorites
Xylophone Solo

8.5

DR.

Work

Lake

Intermission

28 14.0

O'Neil
Ketilbey

Herbert

..

Harland Spiller
Bad'ner Mad'lin

On Kent

air.

2 7.4 Schubert Melodies
arr. Hildreth
6 11.1 Celebrated Minuett
Boccherini
2 4.7 Bowdoin College Brass Sextet

8.4 678 23.1 1043 35.4 709 24.1 263

Blunt Gives Lecture

Doctor Campaignc,

JOINT

18.7

2 12.5
6 13.9

15
60

will handle the lighting.
Assisting
the stage manager, Mr. Streeter Bass,
are Mr. Mclntire, Professors Daggett, Kamerling, and Philip Brown,

44

35.6 19 25
23.1

(

21.4

18.7 16 27.1 13 22

31.3
32.6

Tartuffe.
sors Koelln

Doctor Taylor.
3 25
and Mr. Blunt.
9 12.2

28.1 12 20.8

6
17.9 6
53.2 6
32
77

Louis,

Those who are supporting Profesand Wilder are Mrs. Cushing, Mrs. Campaignc, Mrs. Bartlett,
Mrs. Daggett, Miss Patricia Means,
Mr. Blunt, Dr. Taylor, Dr. Cam1 6.3 paignc, Mr. Leith, and Mr. Lancaster.
19 10.9
Dr. Roger Edwards and Mrs. Jcp4 14.8 pesen are in charge of the costuming,
7 13.2 while Professors Little and Jeppesen

5.9

33.3

50

1

4 9.1
4 16
25 33 22.3
24.1 3 3.8

16

TOTALS OF ALL COURSES
3141 295

owning his own son, Orgon comes to
his senses when he realizes that Tartuffe is making proposals to his wife.

Tartuffe threatens to dispossess him
him of treachery to
who gives the play a happy
ending by pardoning Orgon for a po3 10.3 litical indiscretion and imprisoning
9.3

1.5

10

riage to Tartuffe. Deeding his property to his son-in-law to be and dis-

and accuses

42.2 36 20.8 16
33.3 7 21.2

3

COURSES WITH MORE THAN

tack upon his idol, breaks off his
daughter's engagement with a young
attempts to force her mar-

man and

18 10.6

54.5

59 29.5

63 31.5

Tartuffe, a person who
describes himself as a saintly man
of God. but who actually is using
Orgon for anything' he can get out of
his patron.
Orgon's son and daughter by his first wife, his second wife
and her brother, together with the
maid-companion of his daughter all
recognize Tartuffe as the hypocrite
he is. Orgon, infuriated at this at-

household

36

TOTALS
COURSES WITH 10 MEN OR FEWER
200

i]

Inasmuch as the principal figure
seemed very closely allied to the most

4 44.4
2 28.6

2 22.2
2 28.6

5120

7

Astronomy 1
Biology 9

German 1
German 3

150
343

3
'

Art 1
Art 7

English
English
English
English
English
English
English

1 50
1 100

457

2
1
7

'.

Music 9

(Girls

of Badin)

Komzak
De Rose

Deep Purple
Stars and Stripes
National

'.

.

.

.

Sousa

Anthem

Bixler Speaks In
Sunday Service
Calling for increased attention tc
simplicity and faith in one's life, Professor Julius Seelye Bixler addressed
the students in chapel last Sunday.
Holder of a Ph.D. and a member of
the faculty of Harvard Divinity
School, he brought in the idea that
the three levels of history should be
emphasized in relation to this general topic.
Professor Bixler quoted the Twenty-fourth Psalm from the Bible in
which Jehovah is worshipped as a
God of power, of philosophy and
speculation, and of simplicity. Thus,
he remarked, it can be seen that history moves on different levels simultaneously the level of power and
politics, of speculation, and of emotional faith in truth or simplicity.
He termed the third level as the
most universal and the one from
which Christianity has gained its
greatest strength.
In the modern scene, he continued,
history is developing on these same
three planes. He stressed the fact
that the emotional currents within
one must not be forgotten. However, the creative and productive
forces which man has must be bolstered by a growing concept of faith
and truth. He added that it is simplicity which really lasts through
the centuries and not political power
and similar accomplishments.
The
transient things of today may be the
enduring things of history.
As an illustration of the lasting
qualities of history. Professor Bixler
showed the immense importance of
the discovery in Egypt of the tomb
of Tutankhamen and his predecessor.

—

He

then concluded with a quotation
John Hall Wheelock's poem
"Affirmation"
which stated that
courage and faith may bring God
nearer to one than he knows.

from

in

temperature; seal hunting; find-

life in the seaweed at low
working in the dark room;
banding sea gulls; and taking weath-

ing marine
tide;

er reports.
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By

Philip H.

i

Litman

purpose of this column is not
to condemn the Student Council
for being a worthless body nor is it our
purpose to cover that group with any
false praise. Rather, we intend to give
a factual evaluation of its workings
insofar as they affect the students
here at Bowdoin. First of all, let me
say that the Student Council is officially recognized by the College as

Announces Plans

For "Honors Day"

$tudents Need Not Be On
Dean's List At Time
Of Exercises
\

FRANK TO TALK
ON SEEING EYE

^

and due warning was given. This
,
warning was not heeded, and one new B?° ved for a tr,al **"<»* of two
yjars, the holding of an annual Conrule was put into effect recentlyt afvocation
for the purpose of honoring
ter a meeting of the Dean and the
'

<

.

-

The annual Glee Club Spring Vacation Tour has commenced, a bus
appear with his dog Bud- and four cars, bearing 57 men havto speak on the Seeing Eye ing left the school at 1 p. m. today.
Society and illustrate his lecture The Polar Bears will accompany the
with motion pictures showing the Club and will play for many dances
work of this famous organization for after concerts by the CWB.
Mr. Frank was
helping the blind.
Tonight,
following a
rehearsal,
the first man in this country to own
there will be a combined concert with
a Seeing Eye dog. A native of Nash- the Salem Teachers' College.
The
ville, Tenn., he was blinded by a boxPolar Bears will play for a dance
ing accident in preparatory school.
afterwards. The next
there
day
In 1928 he happened to have read to there will be a concert
at the Boshim a magazine article by Mrs. Har- ton Public Latin School in the afterin
Switzrison Eustis, who was then
noon and at the Town Hall, Neederland conducting experiments on the
ham, in the evening. The Polar
intelligence of the higher animals,
Bears will play for a dance following
describing the work of dogs in Gerthis concert also.
many used as guides for over 5,000
March 28 will be a free day in
Mr. Frank was
blind war veterans.

I

COLLEGE BAND GIVES

"

JOINT CONCERT HERE

-

<

of strengthening
the Student Council as representative
body of the students. But that brings
to the fore another very important
question. Is the Student Council truly representative of the student body ?
Frankly, there is very little to indicate that they are; at present they
are no more than a group of the

tome distinguished man.

There

may

i

[

Continued on Page
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Club Holds
Campus Concert

(,i ee

Presenting their Fifth Annual Camtwelve most popular men in Bowdoin. jius Concert, the Bowdoin Glee Club
Being a popular man certainly does \jang in Memorial Hall last Monday
not indicate that they are the men Evening. The choir and octet gave
most capable of handling the rela- Special selections and Eliot F. Tozer
tions between the students and the ^3, Thomas A. Brownell '41. and John
College authorities. But there is a
Williams, Jr., '42 acted as soloists.
way or a choice of ways in which to « The program included the first New
handle the problem of making the England performance of "The Wild
Student Council a more representa- ftide" by the American composer,
The first would be to ifabel Daniels. Lawton's "Casey
tive body.
have each house and the non-frater- tones another feature, was brought
nity group represented by a member |u t last year by the Harvard Glee
on the council. Unfortunately, thisj//lub, and Bornschein's "Lost Galplan would not satisfy the desire of -leons" was first given by the New
the Bowdoin student to say that so- york University Glee Club,
and-so is a swell athlete and a mem- ! The sixty men participating in. the
ber of our Student Council. The latter jboncert attended a reception at Promight sound a little unfair, but sad to fessor Tillotson's home following the
relate it is true.
program.
I
» - r
The complete program was as folHHHE second and that which1 we be-pfr>ws:
«•
Allegri
lieve to be the most effective Miserere Mei Deus
Bach
change in the present form of the Death, I Do Not Fear Thee
Bowdoin Glee Club
Student Council would be to have the
usual election of the twelve most pop- Two Antiphonal Choruses:
Palestrom
ular men in College, but then to aug- T. 1. Improperia
Lesring
ment this group by having the Fra- g] 2. Filii and Filiae
Byrd
ternity presidents plus a representa- jjjAve Verum
tive of the non- fraternity group au- ^Arise. O Ye Servaants of God,
Sweelinck
tomatically become members. In this r
The College Choir
way every group on campus would be
represented;
the Student Council Balulalow - Cradle Song
14th Century Air
would gain in power; and in the p ;
Franck
course of events would be a more ac- f psalm 150
Greig
tive body. Before continuing let us \ Brothers, Sing On
state that there is a precedent for|P>st Galleons, from "The Sea,"
Bornschein
proposing such a plan as the latter. I
When a problem arises that concerns J Sweet Little Jesus Boy, MacGimsey
Tchaikowsky
the majority of the students, the Col- J'Christ in His Garden
Edward B. Lawton
lege does not consult the Student "Casey Jones
Council alone. The latter together All Through the Night,
Welsh Folksong
with the fraternity and Thorndike
Mabel Daniels
presidents are called together and the f; The Wild Ride
problem is presented to this group as
a whole. Any grievances or suggestions are discussed by the entire
group. Why not make this one cohesive unit that may act as a whole,
and which will be a truly representative group of students? The presReviewed by
ent organization known as the StuMr. Robert Craven
dent Council certainly is not repreAmong the satellites- of the Sun
sentative when one considers that not King, we are probably most familiar
all
fraternity
and non-fraternity With author-actor-producer Jean-Bapgroups are represented. That fact in kiste Poquelin, known to us as
itself is one of the major weaknesses Moliere.
His feeling for our more
of the present set-up. That the Col- ridiculous foibles and his deft blend
lege itself recognizes this is shown bf farce and subtlety will make him
by the fact that it discusses student known to many generations besides
problems not with the Student Coun- bur own. The peculiar brand of comcil alone, but with that group plus
edy that pervades his work makes
the fraternity presidents. That very'£him a unique figure in literature,
thing weakens the power of the Coun "
despite some assertions that Shakecil before it even attempts any ln-jijpeare
English Moliere. In Le
b
tercourse with the authorities.
espe.mu.uiiuiiu^
Misanthrope «..va
and «-rt
Le Tartuffe
* w,- www
.-wf~
j
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Band
Edward
High Under Direction
Of RusseU Jack

The Bowdoin College Band joined
with the Edward Little High School
Band of Auburn, Maine, to present
the College's first Band Concert, under the direction of Mr. Russell Jack
last Friday evening in Memorial Hall.
The concert was undertaken to stimulate interest and raise the standards in the band.
The program opened with the Edward Little Alma Mater and the
Bowdoin Beata. Other special numbers were two Bach chorals, not usually offered in a band concert, and
the Army Band arrangement of Peter
de Rose's "Deep Purple." The Bow-

j

Brass Sextet presented C. L.
Barnhouse's fantasia, "On the Mountain Top" and G. E. Holmes' bolero,
doin

1

1

j

[.

.

|j

.

jj

.

"Castilia."
Barbara Curtis, of Auburn, offered a flute solo. Featuring
piccolos and trombones, the band
played Sousa's "Stars and Stripes" to
conclude the program. Several other
marches were played as encores.
Although the program was intended to be the first of a series of annual Bowdoin band concerts, Professor Tillotson of the Music Department remarked after the concert that
the plan may be discontinued because of the slight amount of student interest displayed in the concert.
He added that he did not see
how the Music Department could
continue to spend so much time in
the preparation of such a concert in
an attempt to answer the criticisms
of alumni and the general public unless more students took an interest

Boston.
On the 29th, the big concert of the tour will be given at the
Hartford Club, Hartford, Conn., under the chairmanship of Dr. John
A. Wentworth, father of John Wentworth '43.
After this concert the
Polar Bears will play.
The next day will be a free day
in

New York

Then on March

City.

31 a concert will be presented at the
Ardmore Junior High School, Philadelphia.

On April 1 in the morning the
choir will sing at Girard College,
Philadelphia, following which the day
will again be free. The next day. the
last
concert, at Edgewood Park.
Briarcliff

New

Manor,

York, will be

presented.

be composed of
the same program as the Campus
Concert, which the exception of the
Salem and the Girard appearances.
These concerts w.Ul feature, respectively, a joint concert
minus the
choir, and an entire choir concert.
All concerts

will

NOTICE
Mr. Edward F. HoMen of the
class of 1883 has recently sent to
the College a fine lens four inches
In diameter,

made by him and the

late Professor Hutchins for observation of the transit of Venus In

1882 and used by them for that
purpose.
The lens is now in the
Physics Department where it will
not only be used, but Hill also be
on exhibition as a memorial to
these two classmates.

TALKS ON
CHANGED WORLD

many known

SILLS

Chides "Turtle Attitude" Of
College Men Toward
Conditions Today
chapel last Sunday on
Christian attitude toward the

Speaking
the

in

changed world which he believes

C

President Kenneth
M. Sills charged
that some people want to live solely
in the present without preparing for
the new order which will come. He
chided this turtle attitude as not
worthy of college men.
The President stated that men of
prominence are already concerning
themselves with the world which
must evolve from the European war.
He said that a council was called last
summer in Geneva to discuss these
very problems.
The Archbishop of
Canterbury, with the aid of the
Anglican, Roman Catholic, and the
free churches, drew up "Ten Proposals for a Lasting Peace" which
the President read to the undergraduates. He went on to say that some
people think that lack of proper
preparation lead to the failures after the first World War.
For this
reason President Sills issued the call
for consideration of future plans now.
"It is so important," he said, "for
us as Americans not only to follow
hut to share" these peace plans.
The President told of the Melbern
Conference, held in England under
the supervision of the archbishop of
[ Continued on Page 2 ]
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Human

of

Geogra-

authorities

who

will

give the main lectures and conduct
the round table discussion groups. All

Mr.

Vihjalmur

Stefansson,

noted

arctic explorer and writer, who will
lecture here April 17 on "The Northward Course of Empire."

YALE TO HOLD CIVIL
SERVICE CONFERENCE

will

certainly be a reality after the war.

Institute

phy, the tenth in the Bowdoin Institute series, will be presented between
April 14 and 25 here at the College.
Under the leadership of Professor
Noel C. Little, the faculty committee on the Institute has selected

Several Bowdoin

Men

Plan

To Attend Conference

On April 18,

19

has been announced by Everett
P. Pope '41, who will lead a Bowdoin
delegation, that at least a half dozen
Bowdoin students will probably attend a conference on careers in government service to be held at Yale
University on April 18 and 19. The
aim of this conference is to acquaint
students of New England and Middle
Atlantic colleges with the opportunities for careers in government work,
and to that end many persons prominent in various fields of public servIt

have been invited to speak and
discuss these fields.
The keynote speaker at the opening meeting, to be held Friday evening, April 18, will probably be either
Mayor Fiorello LaGuardia of New

ice

of the public lectures will be' held in
Memorial Hall at 8.15 p.m., while the
conferences for students will be held
by each speaker on the morning after each lecture.

The purpose of this Institute has
been expressed as an attempt to consider "both broadly and specifically
man's relation to the planet upon
which he lives ... If we are to keep
a sense of balance and perspective,
and forestall confusion, it is necessary for us occasionally to view the
world in its wholeness through the
eyes of people of broad vision."
President Sills selected the Faculty
Committee on the Institute and appointed Professor Noel C. Little as
chairman.
The committee includes
Professor Thomas Means, Associate
Professors Morgan B. Cushing, Elbridge Sibley, William C. Root, Assistant Professors Philip S. Wilder,
Reinhard L. Korgen, and Philip C.

Beam. The committee members have
been meeting regularly since last
spring, and during that time have organized the program.

The Institute speakers and their
topics are to be as follows: Monday,
April 14, Henry N. Russell, "The
Birth of Our Planet"; Tuesday, April
15. John J. Lynch, "Our Trembling
Earth"; Thursday, April 17, Vihjal-

York or Hugh Wilson, former Am- mur

Stefansson, "The Northward
Course or Empire"; Friday. April 18,

[Continued on Pane 4]
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Root Attends Union
Science

Symposium

SCHOOL TO BE HOST
TO BANKERS APRIL 4

Watt And Abbott
Win Bridge Crown

6m

i,

j

Support Of Plan To Feed Small
Democracies Sought By Petition
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COMING EVENTS
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The

April 16.
The rules also specify
that the speeches must not exceed
1,500 words in length and there
is to be no preliminary speaking.

MEANS ANNOUNCES
RESULTS^OF DRIVE
According to Professor Thomas
Means, chairman of the Brunswick
Greek War Relief Fund, 994.00 has
already been collected in the College and around the town. He announced that this campaign has
merely begun, and that it is hoped
that a great deal more will be col1

lected from Brunswick before the
national quota is reached.

Professor Means and the committee members wish to thank
of the individual fraternity rep-

all

resentatives for their cooperation,
since they have collected 946.50
during the last few weeks.
The
two town representatives, Mrs.

Dorothy

Vlahos and Mr. Mike
Koukoules, have obtained 947.50
during their individual campaigns
in the town.

:

.

.

to
[ Continued on Page 4]

Chairman Of
Committee For 10th
Annual Forum

Prof. Little Is

and all those who desire to
compete must submit their names
to Professor Thayer not later than

Professor Root represented #Bowdoin at a symposium on "Science
Views Man" which was held last
week at Union College under the supervision of some of the leading scientists in the country. The principal
speakers were Dr. Kirtley. F. Mather.
The first Maine Bankers Study Professor Harlow Shapley, Dr. WarConference will be held here at Bow- ren S: McCuUoch. and Dr. Willis R.
doin April 4 and 5, sponsored by the Whitney.
Maine Bankers Association, the SavDr. Mather, professor of geology
ings Banks Association of Maine, and at Harvard, who has done some imRobert G. Watt '42, and John C.
the Maine League of Loan and Build- portant work in Quaternary geology
Abbott '43 of the Theta Delta Chi
ing Associations.
Prominent speak- of Colorado, read a paper last Saturhouse paired together last Saturday
ers from New England and New York day afternoon on "Man's Physical
night in the Moulton Union to win
will attempt to 'give a "broad view Environment and Man's Behavior."
the Interfraternity Bridge championof the solution of problems common Professor
Shapley concluded the
ship from the Sigma .Nu players by
to all bankers."
symposium Saturday night with a paone-half a point.
With a total acOn Friday Leon A. Dodge of Dam- per on "Man's Place in the Universe."
cumulated score of
points, the
in its activities.
winning combination came out on top ariscotta will make the first address. Dr. Shapley is a Paine professor of
The complete program was as fol- of one of the closest tournaments Other speakers will be Andrew J. astronomy at Harvard and has adlows
seen in the Moulton Union in recent Beck, State Bank Commissioner; vanced the world's knowledge of the
Edward Little Alma Mater
competition.
Representing the Sig- Hulbert S. Aldrich, Assistant Treas- limits of the universe, the variable
Bowdoin Beata
ma Nu delegation were John B. Rod- urer of the New York Trust Com- stars of the Cepheid type and charpany; Morton Bod fish, executive vice acter and movements of the distant
God Bless America
Berlin gers and Ben L. Loeb.
nebulae.
Two Chorals
Bach
[
The Thorndike club, represented by president of the United States SavProfessors at Skidmore. Albany
ings* and Loan League; Robert M.
Flute Solo
Harold L. Pines '41, and Max WeinMcGraw. president of the Hampden Medical College, R. P. I., and Wil[Continued on Page 4!
shel '41, were nosed out of fourth
Savings Bank, Springfield, Mass., and liams College assisted Union College
place by Roger W. Eckfeldt; Jr. '43.
chairman of the insurance commis- in arranging the symposium.
The
and William M. Roberts '43, of Alpha
sion of the National Association of proceedings were published in book
Delta Phi.
'form and distributed to the members.
[ Continued on Page 2 ]
The results of the competition were,
as follows:
1.
Theta Delta Chi— Abbott and
There was considerable surprise,
Watt—61 Vi.
even pessimism, when the choice of
2.
Sigma Nu Rodgers and Loeb
the "vehicle" was announced.
How
—61.
excellent a choice it was, we all saw
3. Zeta Psi— Banks and Jealous—
mark, and the occupied territory of
By Leonard B. Tennynon
and heard beyond a doubt in the
58.
France. To lose the faith of these na(Editor's note: The writer of this
generous response of a well-satisfied
4.
Alpha Delta Phi— Eckfeldt and
tions by allowing hundreds of thousarticle is the College representative
audience as the curtains swung toRoberts—54 's.
ands to starve without making every
gether.
Not only a tribute to the 5. Thorndike Pines and Weinshel for the Student National Commit- human
effort to feed them would not
tee on Food for the Smaller Decast, it was appreciation to Messrs.
—54.
make a pretty report card for Engmocracies. )
Quinby and Gilligan for some fine
6.
Beta Theta Pi— Koughan and
land and America to carry home afone
of
the
urgent
Perhaps
most
directing and technicalia; to Streeter
Upham 53.
ter the last shot is fired.
Bass and the others under "Produc7.
Alpha Tau Omega— Morris and and clear cut issues of today, the plan
The most frequent objection raised
to feed the conquered nations of Eution," for the necessary groundwork
L. Smith—52^2.
is that Germany will directly or inis before the American people
rope,
of staging, lighting and costuming.
8.
Delta Kappa Epsilon— Martin
directly profit from the introduction
and yet a surprising amount of opThe play starts with a slow first
and Fifield—51.
of food under the proposed plan. Proagainst the program is eviact replete with Moliere's exposition
9.
Delta
Upsilon Edwards
and position
visions have been made in the" plan
manifest
attitudes
Typical
dent.
and propaganda. Well-dominated by
McKay 49.
that the administrating commission
the palsied cacklings of a superbly 10. Psi Upsilon Inman and Frese themselves in such phrases as "It's cut off supplies
immediately should
."
too bad they are starving, but
made-up Mrs. Bartlett, as Mme. Per45
Germany attempt to confiscate the
or "This relief would injure the Britnelle,
the expository
dullness
is
food. It has also been planned that
ish blockade and weaken the British
brightened by the glint and glitter
not only the food introduced from
position," or "Let them be starved
of the costumes.
There is also a
overseas, but also the home products
into revolt."
glimpse of things to come in the
of these countries should be protected
sauciness of Mrs. Daggett, who played
These attitudes are all stupidly nar- from seizure by Germany. Any violaThursday, March 27 Chapel, ProDorine, Moliere's traditional sharpfessor Helmreich. 8.15 p. m. Merow. Where is that Christian human- tion of this provision would result in
morial Hall.
Illustrated Lecture
tongued servant. Mr. Campaigne,
we value so highly? We immediate cessation of the relief
1 aria n ism
on "The Seeing Eye" by Morris can hardly afford to be blinded by an work
made up almost to prettiness as
planned. Direct administration
S. Frank, who will be accomValere, sustained honorably a most
irrational, one-sided view at
this of food supplies would be under the
panied by his dog. Public invited.
routine part. Mrs. Campaigne, easily
time, for the welfare of Europe is not supervision of the commission and
Friday, March 28 Chapel, The Dithe belle of them all, wrung our very
alone tied up in the fate of England, would be distributed through soup
rector of Admissions. 4.30 p. m.
hearts as the innocent victim of a
but to a great extent in these small kitchens rather than to individuals.
College closes for the spring reconquered democracies; Belgium, The
villain's base cupidity.
cess, to reconvene at 8.20 a. m. on
During the World War Herbert
Netherlands, Norway, Poland, DenContinued
Tuesday,
April 8.
on Page 2 ]
[
[ Continued on Page 3

cially we have excellent examples of
f
crux of the whole situation L.
,s
unusual spirit. The latter, a so* the attitude of the studentspl'this
cia] and period drama, has all the
themselves. Until something really Necessary humanistic qualities to
strikes home, they pay no attention j^^y,^
Written
self-perpetuation.
to the Council. From all outward ap-ff^^ a figUfe rather unusual
pearances they don't care. They elect f| literature the religious hypocrite, it
the members of the Council; theyj :served Mo i iere
an efficient grindhave a right to complain if its actions*^,. for his ^p. yet given sympathetic
do not satisfy them. But what do they*^,^,, the
^ still excellent
do when they have a complaint— en ttrtainment. The proof of this is
nothing. Oh, there are a few mutter-| the flne alUround
Dy a hardings heir and there, out it gets no !work
facum and facultae who
farther than the confines of abull-; made thfa
iece de circonslance the
session. The students have a right toy
.
»-«.»»"«.,*.
piece ** distance of the M. & G
the Student Council
complain

rpHE

NOTED SCHOLARS TO
SPEAK DURING WEEK

Juniors,

Faculty Production, "Tartuffe,"
Reviewed By Mr. Robert Craven

.

Study Man's Place In
The Universe

According to Assistant Professor
Albert R. Thayer, the annual Stanley Plummer Prize Speaking Contest will be held on Tuesday evening. May 6. The contest will take
place In the Moulton Union Lounge
at 8.15 p. m.
This contest Is open only to

will

those undergraduates who have disFraternity advisors. We are not continguished themselves in scholarship.
cerned with the justification of this
More than this, it is hoped to make
rule, but only with presenting both
the occasion one which will be of
sides of the case. The Student Coun-nuine interest to the entire student
g
an
accil here is neither a strong nor
4dy.
tive body in its present capacity. The
I
The plan, which is still in a tentafault lies not with the College, but
with the Council itself and the stu- tive stage, calls for the setting aside
dent body. The student body elects of one day in October as Honors Day
the Council; it has the right to put! 'some more distinctive title for it greatly impressed by this article and
on that group any man that it so de-jmay be found later). The exercises, wrote to Mrs. Eustis asking what he
.sires; any man that it believes will Which will be held in the late forecould do to help himself and other
represent them capably in all inter- jifoon and will be open only to the
[Continued on Page 4]
course between the College and them- College community, will be preceded
6y an academic procession from Hubselves.
tajrd Hall to Memorial Hall, and will
s - r
i"|NE of the major purposes of the include brief introductory remarks
Council is, of course, to present By the President, the reading of the
the grievances or suggestions of the names of undergraduates designated
|pr recognition, a five-minute restudents to the College. Unless the
Little
Joins
students bring these to the Council 4P° nse bv one of them sin g' n e. and.
s th * ma,n feature, an address by
this naturally cannot be done. There-,

Forum Was Originated To

Prize Oratory Contest

College lecture series will be
ed tomorrow night at. 8.15 in Memorial Hall, when Mr. Morris S.

Frank
dy II

HUMAN

Date Set For Plummer

Speaker Will Lecture Here
Tomorrow Evening On
Hartford And Philadelphia
Under
Aid To Blind
Concerts Highlights Of
To
The next program of the regular
Season Trip
present-

QUALIFY STUDENT

tion

Tomorrow

NO. 26

GEOGRAPHY TO OPEN
AT BOWDOIN APRIL 14

Glee Club To Perforin In
Salem Tonight And Boston

POLAR BEARS TO
PLAY FOfc DANCES

26, 1941

INSTITUTE OF

ON SPRING TOUR
In Fall THIS AFTERNOON

€LASS RANKING TO

Work Out

method

SINGERS LEAVE

i

I
the accredited representative of the
student body. The College will listen faculty Committee
to any complaints or recommendations
Professor Chase
that the Council has to offer; in fact,
this group has in the past been called [
Plans
in by the Dean on matters concerning
the students as a whole. In respect to * (Editor's Note: This information
this, it is interesting to note that
v$as released for the Orient by Prolast year the Student Council, the fessor Stanley P. Chase following the
House presidents and the White Key Announcement made by President
met with the College on the matter of
, on Monday mo rning.)
in Cha
rules. The College presented its posiJ At its , ast meeting the facult
ap_

In lies one

ORIENT

BRUNSWICK, MAINE, WEDNESDAY, MARCH

(70th Yea*)

SEEING EYE LECTURE
TO BE GIVEN TOMORROW

:
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[season.
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Dean Speaks In
Saturday Chapel
Dean Paul Nixon gave as a talk in
Chapel last Saturday morning a

"Up From College."
stated at the beginning that he
this towards those fellows in college who "for one reason
or another do not hit their stride in
college" as far as campus honors
and scholastic ranks were concerned.

speech entitled

He

was directing

Dean Nixon went on to say that
even ten years ago. employment managers wanted only "outstanding seniors," while the men who were to
become the outstanding men of their
class after graduation were overlooked at time of the school activity.
He then mentioned several men
who he knew had started from
scratch from college and now are
very important executives and influential business leaders.

He

said that these examples should
in college need not
too much, since we still may
mature a great deal, "mentally, socially, morally, and spiritually."
He
then gave several groups of statistics
to show that even those who fail in
the psychology tests or who are the
sons of alumni do not mean much in
the long run.

prove that failure

mean

Concluding, the Dean remarked
that "it is just as well that we can
not predict too closely."
He said
that he did not mean to encourage
loafers,
but merely to encourage
those who have never done much in
college.

i
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
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THE BOWOOIN ORIENT
1871

Established

MfcMlf

Play Reviewed
By Mr. Craven
C Continued from P»f e I ]
Mr. Leith, Mr. Lancaster, and Miss
Means all did yoeman's service in

their bits.

Edl£>r-ln-Chlef

Haroft

E.

John C. Evans

Editor*

Henry A. Shorey,

'41

3rd, *41

Mr. Taylor, starting awkwardly,

Joseph

&

COMPANY
BOWDOIN PUBLISHING
Boatams >humfer

A most subtle clown was Phil
Wilder, gag man and stooge.
He
displayed a wonderful ability to get
red in the face at thee proper moments and carried a difficult part in

,

'41

Paul IE Holliday

Assistant flfcwtneas Managers

Charles

W. Redman

B

'42

Kenneth G. Stone

Wyman

Oliver a.

fin-

the best style.
He cut a
handsome figure in regal purple and
gold.
Mrs. Cushing, despite an unconvincing come-hithering
in
the
fourth act, played with a professional
sureness.
ished in

S*b-E41tor»
Robert L. Edwards "43
Cronin '43
FowleifTXigger, Jr., '43 Curtis F. Jones '43
Robert O. ShipmaiJ" '43 Laurence H. Stone '43
,

Frederick H. Bubier '43
Robert S. Burton '43

'42

'42

.

;

LXX

Vol.

r for this Issue

Tennyson,

YVednesda>, March

Jr.

26, 194!

T

ence into bursts of applause. His inspired ogling and leering made one
forget that many lines were missed,

VOLUME LXX
The

last issue

VolumeiXX

of

Considered As
Experimental

Still

The following arwritten by a member of the
ORIENT stall" as a summary of
prudent opinion and campus reaction to the recent Carnegie Graduate Record Examinations given
(Editor's Note:

ticle is

here.

By Curtis Jo»ea
Several weeks ago Bowdoin's senreturned with varying degrees
of distaste to eight hours of examinations upon almost every subject they
had ever heard of, and an inconveniors

number

ient

of

new

ones.

A

still

more

disagreeable aspect of the situation
was the fact that the harried scholars couldn't quite understand the significance of their having to pull the
formula for something like bicarbonate of sodium tetrachloride out of a
few pages, general reading in chem-

workmanlike fashion. However, Oscars and orchids go undoubtedly to
Fritz Koelln and Mrs. Daggett. The
two of them together in the famed
"Bosom Scene" shook the rafters. istry.
Everywhere Mrs. Daggett displayed a
It would be difficult even for those
supreme histrionic cunning. She ran who created the exams to justify
a very close second to the villain him- their existence right now. It's still a
self.
Fritz, beginning like a hilarious very embryonic scheme, and years of
combination of Charles Laughton and experimentation alone will prove the
Na. 26 Lew Lehr, swept a delighted audi- \ aiuo oP'tHev Graduate Record Exam-

PubUnbad every Wednesday during the fcollaw Year by the Students of Bawdoia G*Ue«e.
All rantrifautians and conununirationa Jkould be siren to the Managing Editor by S-jaday
a!fht preceding the date of publication.
Editor-in-Chief is responsible far the editorial
'rfb<>
column tha Managing Editor for news and* nNska-up. All rommunications regarding subserip•ioms should be addrexsad to the Busin**< Manager elf the Bowdoin Publishing Company.
rrietkina, 12. 0« per year in advance.
St in Alumnus. J3.50.
Entered aa second cl»as matter^t the postoffiee at Brunsw.ck. Maine.

Managing
Leonard

Graduate Examinations Are

was the

treat

way through. The serene spokesman of Moliere's aureas mediocritas,

Jr., '42

Leonard B. Tennyson,
Robert G. Watt 42

special

the

Manijthig Editors
Charles T. Ireland, Jr., '42
Philip H. Litman '42

A

wig wagging of Jim Blunt, storming and fuming, threatening mayhem
on every hand, most effectively all

Pottle. Jr., '41

Aw$»t<>

*

Sills Speaks On
CARNEGIE TESTS ARE
REVIEWED BY ORIENT World Conditions

goes to press and

we

inations.

As the name indicates, these tests
were first conceived to weigh a sen-

find our- and

even were it pantomime he ior's information about the more imwould have been most compelling. portant fields of study. The founders
His punch lines were excellently done hope to perfect the test as an accuras this last issue goes to p|ess we find ourselves faced with the and the long speeches were carried ate cross-section of a man's educain an unforgettable manner.
He tional status. Automatically the colproblem of writing an editorial, an editorial in which custom says off
was even funny when the long arm lege senior would discover the subwe are to make a summary of |he Orient's achievements, failures of the law caught up with him. Al- ject he was best versed in. This submost every sinister
ject would he the logical one to emand policies which have characterized Volume LXX. Last year's tuffe was dispersed, element in Tar- phasize in his graduate study
and the play was
and
editor called his volume "Tge Fighting Sixty-Ninth/' but we the comedy it started out to be. And even in his life work.
By this approach the general makehardly feel that such a phrase |an or could be used to describe any when the leopard had tc show his
up of the exam was determined. Eight
volume of this paper. For suenjis not the function of the Orient. snots, no better bit of cape-twirling sciences comprise .the list— mathemaand tense action ever came out of the tics, chemistry, physics, biological
The Orient is not put out wi* any crusading spirit in mind. It is play.
science,

The Bowdoin

end of four yearo* service on

selves at the

Orient.

And

not out to take a defihite sWnd|on any one subject.

h

jective in its columns] at least,

body for consideration and
suggests and does

not!,

primary ob-

Its

to present problems to the student

di|cussion. In other words,

as last jtear's phrase

we

that

it is

make any

are not $>ing to

merely

er the third act where Moliere had
to suggest, once finished the play was covered
as well as could be expected. Seldom

would seem

take a fighting stand; on any i$ue.

So

it

We all owe many thanks to everyone concerned for some very good
entertainment. The obvious gap aft-

attempts' whatso-

Volume LXX has
Orient or any campus

ever to record any definite acl^evements which

did

the

audience

where

laugh

it

shouldn't have and seldom, too. did

one catch that voice-lifting and pause
made. Frankly, we cfcn't beheVe that the
at the end of the lines, which overorganization can make a clannjto any one achievement. It may, of emphasized the versification.

[Continued from Page

way

In

summary we \liould like to point out that the edOrient thss year has been somewhat different
ones in that we ha^-e attempted to get off the campus
of

itorial policy

from past

of the

in our editorials. That is, we hajve attempted to raise discussion on
contemporary world issues by Offering a personal opinion of them.
Just how well we have succeeded we don't know. However, we do
feel that

writing as

we have beejh in

—times which have made
graduate — we have chosen

these extremely unsettled times,

difficult crises for

[

.

.

.

lie

Held Next

Continued from Page
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Week
]

Mutual Savings Banks; and
the
James E. Baum. deputy manager or
the American Bankers Association.
After a dinner. Leonard F. Timberlake, executive vice-president of the

j

.

Casco Bank and Trust Company and
President of the Maine Bankers As-

.

!

introduce President
will
William S. Newell, president of
the Bath Iron Works, and J. Stanley
Brown, personnel director of the

sociation,

!

Sills.

Chemical Bank and Trust Company,

New York

City.

Speakers on Saturday will be
Louis Munro, vice-president of Doremus and Company. Boston; Walter
P. Deering, assistant treasurer of the
National Bank of Commerce in Portfrom a letter received recently from
The meml>ers of the three upper
an English professor at Oxford who classes designated to receive this land; Professor Morgan B. Cushing,
was a Tallman lecturer at Bowdoin recognition of scholarly achievement professor 01 banking at Bowdoin;
three years ago. The letter stated will be selected primarily on the bas- John B. Paddi, assistant treasurer ot
the Manufacturer's Trust Company
;
that some people have asked the use is
of rank from the beginning of their of New York City; and John K.
of planning for a future world.
college course to date, and will in- Magee, state manager of the FHA at
from
men
fifteen
clude approximately
Bangor.
questions. For, although never very each class. The list will not coincide
The committee for the Bankers
difficult,
theyire. so inclusive that exactly with the Dean's list, since
they're bound to reach some dusty a student might have failed to make Study Conference ,is as follows: Philip
corner of the subject that the stu- the latter at the last grading period I. Milliken, Portland; A. F. Maxwell,
.Webber, Augusta;
dent hasn't ever explored.
and still have attained the requisite Biddeford; Ralph
To get a more, accurate graph of average on all his college work to Fred F. Lawrence, Portland; Eugene
Lewiston;
Raymond W.
Cronin.
the student's major field, however, the date. To the number selected on the
Percy It. Winslow,
Carnegie Institute contrived a more basis of rank alone will be added a Davis, Guilford;
Sewall
Brown,
Isle:
C.
Presque
inclusive test of about four hours, and certain number of seniors who have
Bangor; and Harry M. Nelson and
this task entertained Bowdoin's sen- excelled in the work, both in courses
Shesong, both of Portland.
iors and the handful of interested jun- and in major assignments of junior Leo G.
Leon A. Dodge of Damariscotta is
iors the second day. The results of year, of their respective departments.
this department of tho test aren't It is estimated that the total num- chairman.
.

.

.

ber named will be from ten to twelve
per cent of the combined membership of the three upper classes.
For some time, the President and
members of the Faculty have felt
that it would be appropriate to give
"A Farewell to Arms," the last in the
to the promising scholars of the uncurrent series of Moulton Union Studergraduate body some public recogBoard movies. Was
dent-Faculty
nition comparable with that received
shown in Memorial Hall Saturday
by prominent athletes, and to do so
night to an audience of undergraduat a time when all the undergradates and faculty members.
For the
uates are here in Brunswick. As
second time this year there was no
things are. a man may go through
peanut fight before the show.
his four years, doing his scholastic
Gary Cooper and Helen Hayes
work with high ability, and yet may
hardly be known for his scholarly played the leading roles in the proqualities outside a small circle of duction Saturday which portrayed
intimates and co-workers. At Com- the struggles of an American ambulmencement, of course, such students ance driver in the Italian army in the
Miss Hayes was
do receive deserved honors, but to first World War.
many that must seem a long time to icast as a young American nurse with
wait. Though it is generally admitted whom Gary Cooper fell in love and
that the rewards of the scholarly life whom the latter wooed away from
are chiefly intrinsic, nevertheless the Adolphe Mcnjou. an Italian doctor.
promising scholars among the unAmong the pictures shown here
dergraduates deserve contemporary during this past winter were "Carnirecognition in the eyes of their fel- val in Fland(>rs" with French dialows no less than the football and logue and English captions, Cecil B.
track men deserve their athletic DeMille's
"Cieopatra."
and "The
prestige.
It is hoped also that the General Died At Dawn" in which
opportunity to see and listen to some Gary Cooper again starred, this time
man of national distinction may be with Madeleine Carroll. In the first
welcomed by the student body anJ
film in the current series. "Death
that the exercises may have seme influence in promoting the ends of true Takes A Holiday," Frederick March
was
in the. featured player.
scholarship.

Whatever its significance, the student will have reason to growl or
gloat, as the case may be, over his
standing in each test by comparing
the contours of the line running
through his various, scores to the
other two lines, or to a hundred lines
that could be enumerated.
let's have more of the constructive kind in the realization that the
Well, you say, and very justifiably,
Orient is the voice of the student body. The Orient should not so what ? For here is the weak link in
the chain. Professors and students
and must not reflect only the opinion or the few. Yes, as far as news
The Faculty committee in charge
alike are prone to scoff at these reis concerned it is merely a "college history." But as such it does sults. A good score is a fluke, they of arrangements for the day consists
of
Professors
Stanley
P.
Chase
How
say.
else
can
we
explain
it
when
have a great deal of value. However, it should be something more
(chairman), Samuel EL KamerlingJ'
a literature major beats the average Charles H. Livingston, Newton P.
and it is up to you to make it that.
cannot do it alone.
Stallknecht. and Burton W. Taylor.
C Continued on Pane 4 ]
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"A FAREWELL TO ARMS"

ENDS UNION SERIES

j

!

1

The annual series of pictures, arranged to provide entertainment on
Saturday nights, is presented by the
Moulton Union Student-Faculty Governing Board.

wisest and most beneficial policy.

th)t

The

SMOKE

of Slower- Burning Camels gives you

have not aroused the discission that we had hoped that they
would. But this is neither here rior there. The fact remains that we
ters

new

1]

J

.

graphed. Instead the subject's score
is compared with the scores of the
thousands of other seniors throughout the country who have taken the
same test in past years. If all but a
few are below his standing, the student is in group one, the highest. The
average student in each major field
will find himself regimented in group
four, five, or six.
Deciphering the complicated elementary test graph is not so diffisocial science, literature, fine
cult as one might think. The scores
arts and verbal factor. Each sub-diviare based on a scale of 700. Somesion is composed of one hundred or
where midway on that scale is the
so questions which run from the easy
average of the seniors who majored
to the hard, and from the general to
in that field. There is also an averthe specific.
age compiled for every one who has
Thus, in the mathematics exam, taken the test. The line denoting this
one senior who had never come in con- average, incidentally, slopes down
tact with an algebra problem got no from mathematics to verbal
factor,
farther than the first page. His graph and seems to indicate that the quesin that study looked like a 1929 bustions in science are easier, or that
iness chart. And even if a man had
those subjects are more widely studspent years on a subject, he would be ied.
a phenomenon if he answered all the

9=

To

almost every under-

We must admit, however, that $ur editorials on contemporary matmake

[Continued from Page

i]

Bankers Conference

York. This conference, consisting of be also a presentation of fine books.
both clergy and laity, proposed a in special binding and appropriately
of
platform which the President advised inscribed, to that smaller group
men who have made a straight A
the students to investigate.
record in the preceding year's work.
Advising that "Christian leaders
After the exercises in Memorial, the
fulare like
watchmen
entire group of "honors men" will
filling their responsibility to warn of
be entertained at luncheon at the
the consequences of turning aside
Moulton Union, with representatives
and away from God." President Sills
of the Faculty and the Governing
continued that "there is going to be
Boards and any special guests of the
a new world and it is going to be
College.
strained. It will not be easy for the
In working out plans for the occaprivileged to realize that they must
sion, the Faculty committee was afclgive up in order that others may
ed by two representatives of the
have.
It will not be easy for labor
Student Council, Edward W. Cooper
not to be too arrogant."
and Thomas E. Steele, Jr.. of the
In closing the President quoted senior class.
*

some conclusion or action which it was instru- been, generally speaking, important ones and problems worthy of
mental in, bringing about, but it cannot with any degree of certain- discussion. We have done our best to arouse active interest in this
ty point-to any material end \*jhich it has attained. And we don't paper and we feel that to a certain extent we have been successful.
intend to be the ones to try ar*jl do that.
The adverse criticism of Thursday mornings attests to that. But
course, point to

"Honors Day' 'To
Be In October

EXTRA MILDNESS, EXTRA COOLNESS, EXTRA FLAVOR
\

which we sincerely hope
will be carried on and developed more fully by Volume LXXI.
And, if we are any judge of tfee present situation, we feel certain
did

use of a

policy,! a policy

that the continuance of such a

may be

portant and

more

may became

jj>olicy

increasingly im-

necessarily^ as a voice of the

campus, much

coming jyolume.
As for our editorials on cttmpus affairs, all we have to say is
simply this. For some reason or jpther the undergraduate body seems
to have forgotten that The Bo^oin Orient is their paper and one
of

successful in the

primary objectives

its

is

to jbresent student opinion.

the staff cannot do that alone.

However,

needs the help and has asked

Ill

many

times for the help of the studfent body through communications

which were sorely lacking
to understand

why

the

individuals, professors

we

thisjyear. Frankly,

Orient

and

are quite unable

repeatedly attacked by certain

is

stuiients, for its

viewpoint on various

matters Thursday mornings, but these would-be criticizers haven't
the courage or the interest to Express their opinions publicly in a

signed letter to the paper in the next issue.

must

this criticism

We've

tive kind?

And why, we

ask,

why

be of a destructive kind and not of a construc-

spent four years trying to find the answer to this

question and unfortunately wit must admit

we have

been quite

unsuccessful.

Perhaps the answer to
editorials

we

writer put

it,

have not

would

like

sort of

an answer

have not

this;

have not taken a

question

discufesed

felt

that

is
it

concerned

was our

we only wish to arouse

the fact that in our

far as the

^e would

one letter
which some

or, as

certain matters

As

to have had discussfed.

lies in

enough stand

jfirm

first

part of this

merely point out that

we

position to take too firm a stand. Since

discussion,

it is

hardly fitting that

we should

come out with some kind of a vehement stand. To the writer of the
communication referred to above, we would point out two things.
In the

first

place,

who would

we

cannot be expected to read the minds of those

have us discuss

sorftething.

acquainted with -occultism. In

jthe

Unfortunately,

College organization and as such must always
interests of the College ih sight.

we

are not

second place, the Orient

Added

work with

is

a

the best

to that the discussion of

some seven hundred alumand a number of prospective Sub-freshmen would hardly be tactful. Satis Dictum.

NICOTINE
than the average of the 4 other largest-setting
brands tested— less than any of them— according
to independent scientific tests of the smoke itself
assi ——— —^_^__ _^_b_b
need high
YOU
you enjoy
your
don't

a

in

I.Q. to figure out that the qualities

cigarette are in the

the smoke's the thing!
It's quite likely, too, that

if you

smoke

are not already a

itself

Camel "fan"

you smoke one of the other four brands tested. That's why the
scientific findings of the smoke test are of real importance to you.
Science has already pointed out that Camels
by burning
slower— give you extra mildness, extra coolness, and extra

—

flavor.

Now

science confirms another important advantage

of slower burning

dom from nicotine
Your dealer is
price.

— of Camel's costlier tobaccos — extra free-

in the smoke!

And

the smoke's the thing!

featuring Camels at an attractive carton
For convenience, for economy buy by the carton.

—

BY BURNING 25% SLOWER
than the average of the 4 other largest-selling brands
tested— slower than any of them— Camels also give

you a smoking plus equal, on the average, to

5 EXTRA SMOKES PER PACK!

I^J.RfrnoldsTobtcroCoaiDsnj.Wtnjton-Sslem.NorUiCarsllna

certain matters in a paper which! reaches
ni

We sincerely
interest in

ume.

hope that the undergraduates will take a more

Volume LXXJJ than

they have in the present vol

THE SLOWER-BURNING
CIGARETTE

We honestly feel that the problems which we have raised have

i
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
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SHORTAGE OF MANAGERS
DISCUSSED WITH COACHES
By

of

difficulties

ORIENT

to

clearing

up

situation,

this

recently interviewed

;

cured
least,

enough men.
hut Coach Magee

that there

is little spirit

still

feels

in the

ranks

of the managers.

The remedy for this ailment in
Bowdoin's athletic organ will be an
elusive one. To obtain five times as

many managers with five times as
much spirit in almost every sport
will take time, at least.

Coach Bob

Miller may have sounded the keynote to a feasible solution, when he
suggested that the fraternities on
campus were neither co-operating or
paying much attention to the problem.
As Jack Magee also declared,
the incoming freshmen 'don't seem to
know what there is in the managerships for them, and the heads of the
various houses should be instrumental in explaining the whole thing to
them at the beginning of the year.
The tentative consensus, then,
seems to be that the attitude of the
toward the managers
fraternities
system should be a great deal more
House presidents should
objective.
see that a reasonable quota of other-

;the
ft'he

jttfr-e

men who have to cope 'M*\ h
problem Coaches Linn Wd!s.
Jack Magee. and Bob Miller, ^bo

of the
this

The recent

job slide.

What's the matter with the ^jthletic manager system at Bowdoin?
There are 600 men lwre. many; of
them apperently unoccupied a idfrze
Almost everyone
part of the time.
devotes several hours each weeleito
watching athletic contests. An3 wet
the coaches seem to agree that ttollecting a complete, sizeable, cap^jble
managerial staff is, all too 'ffljen,
worse than molding a football *ekm
out of a small-town grammar scfhool.

With an eye

let the whole
drive has setemporarily at

had no competition and

Curtis Jones

'

results obtained seen to indicate* mat
something must be done, but just
is still a hard question to [answer.
Asked about the seriousiiess
of the track managerial situation.
Coach Magee stated that he's fairly

what

provided with assistants this,
year, but only by virtue of a drjive,
well

.

POL AR BEAR INGS

.

.

The tennis team, benefited by two weeks' practice in the cage, begins
the season Saturday morning, when six men leave on a tour which will
carry them as far south as North Carolina. Much credit should be given to Pope, Ireland,
Stearns
Mai Morrell and Dinny Shay for the program which they have arranged for
Will Pace
the varsity netmen so far this spring. Already activities have begun with a
Spring Trip
match with the Rumford Tennis Club, and an exhibition presented yesterday afternoon by Mai Hill, prominent New England professional. This adCoach Dinny Shay and a six-man
ditional practice has given the players ample time to prepare for their postvacation season which should be successful. Ireland and Stearns will prob- tennis team will open the annual
ably be favored to win the State doubles title, and both will be ranked high southern road trip this Monday when
they meet the Demon Deacons of
the singles.
Wake Forest at Wake Forest, North
polar bearings
Carolina. Bowdoin's team will enter
the matches at a disadvantage with
Unfortunately the outlook on the golf season is not bright.
virtually all the colleges due to the
The Bowdoin golf team will be far from what it was In the golden
lack of outdoor practice which the
days of Harry Hood and Shorty Clark, when a high spot in New
southern teams have benefitted from
England ranking was an expected thing. Also, the fact that the two
However, this
for almost a month.
heat golfers in College will not play does not help the situation
year's team starts on the trip with
any. However, Fred .Matthews and John Bobbins are back, and
some actual practice on dirt surfaces
these veterans will bolster the rest of the team. The competition
as a court has been improvised in the
for the other varsity spots will be keen, and this fact should keep
Cage.
A match with the Rumford
every man playing his best golf.
Tennis Club has also given the team
the benefit of competitive play, a
polar bearings

Netmen On

are definite boons to

SHAY DIRECTS SQUAD
Houses Vie For
Bowling Crofon
IN WALSH'S ABSENCE
tournament as the season's competition comes to the three-quarter mark.
The Psi U's and the A. T. O.'s are
deadlocked in first place while the
Kappa Sigs lead the Sigma Nus by
a scant margin for third and fourth
places respectively.
High individual
honors for the current season so far
go to Tom Anton of Sigma Nu with
Link Menard of Kappa Sig one point

Students steer clear of a sport
which promises a lot of mid-winter
shoveling, Coach Wells explains,' although, as a matter of fact, if a sufficient number of managers were' Obtained, the work each man would
have to do would be almost negligiIt's an important consideration.
ble.
he added, that the more work 'there
is to be done in a sport, the njore behind.
positions there are open for n^imWith the season well nigh the end
agers
ithe remaining matches of the four
Thus point suggests the several! ad- 'clubs will count heavily in the final
vantages to be gained from manag- standings. Three teams qualify for
ing.
Of course it is a standard ytay jthe playoffs after the spring vacafor working off m§jor requirements. tion and the battle of the four leadBut students shouldn't forget the ing clubs at this time, especially the
practical administrative experie .e Kappa Sig-Sigma Nu affair should
to be obtained, as well as letjters be a thriller.
and numerals.
Further, men to- ho
Individual scores stand as follows:
like sports but aren't able to partici- jT. Anton, Sigma Nu, 101; L. Menard,
pate should welcome a chance t<i,.be Kappa Sig, 100; Knowlton, Zete, 96;
practically a member of the sqjiud. and five tied for fourth place with
As Linn expressed it, "Not e|ory 95.
man can be a pitcher^ or a fullback.
The team standings show as foleveryone
lack.

I

1

j

j

i

,

but

likes sports."

lows:

At any rate, a flaw now exists in
our managing system. Years a£o,
Jack Magee said, the track department had no trouble at all in isetting more than enough candidates
for managerships.
More "and njore
activities have sprung up around iihe
College, however, and the result $as
that the managers-to-be saw tbey

first

Psi U and A. T. O. tied at
place with 24-8 and 15-5.
In

third place. Kappa Sigma 14^-5! 2
fourth place, Sigma Nu, 20-8; fifth
place, Zeke 14ft-17&; and the Zetes
with 7-9, the A. D.'s with 11-17, the
T. D.'s, with 8-12. the Betas with
9-19. the D. U.'s with 9-23. and the
Chi PsVs with 4-16 follow in that
order.
;

I

Meet Held Here
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HOWARD OF MAT.

WINS DIVING EVENT
Keylor, Cooper,

And Penny

Polar Bears Sweep
Three Distances

Win As

Curiel.

Wake

After the

Up

Some sixty gridiron aspirants comtheir third week of spring
football practice this afternoon when
pleted

rivals,

Team Shapes

Baseball

is

still

cov-

the entire squad worked out in Hyde ered with snow, baseball training got
Cage under the direction of Assist- underway enthusiastically in the cage

ant Coach Shnny Shay who has been on March 10 with 44
in charge of >£he team this week.
Adam Walsh left last week end ing for practice under
for a two-week visit to western col- pervision.
leges where he will View spring trainVeterans who are
who are expected to
ing sessions in that region.

Coach

The team will continue. practice for the team's
at least one more week
College
dane '41;
reopens April 8 after spring' vacation.
There is a possibility that practice Martin '42;

ma

players report-

returning and
supply most of

clay

.

base

of

last

Student Group Seeks

year's
firsc

Support Of Food Plan
[Continued from Pajjf

i]

Hoover successfully administered the
complete satisfaction and praise of
food distribution to Belgium to the
the Allied countries. Military and national leaders on both sides praised
the efficiency and fairness in which
the entire program was carried out.
As a result, when the Armistice came,
the 10,000,000 Belgian and French
people came through the war with

an unbroken morale and

in

a good

condition of public health, in contrast
to the loss of hundreds of thousands
of lives in Poland and Germany.
must look ahead and realiz£
the consequences if legislation is not
soon forthcoming to permit these conquered nations to release th p ii" frozen

—
—
—

We

—
7— Bates — away.
9 — Maine— here.'
13-14 — N. E. Intercollegiates

ple handicap ol ter; wcondi V>eat Bob
Fenger of Bowdoin in the 100 yard interests in this country and buy up
backstroke handicap while McKensie food with which to feed their peoples.
of Brunswick placed third. The time The National Committee on Food for
at Amherst.
May 16 Colby-place undecided. was 1 minute and 8 seconds. Garsoe the Five Small Democracies is fightMay 19-20- -Maine State Tourna- of Portland won the 100 yard breast- ing for a purpose as important as allperstroke handicap for men when Tony out aid to Britian. A recent editorial
ment at Bates.

'41;

May
May
May

|

—

recting the mistakes and faults made Weils is counting on capable
by the freshmen on the squad. Coach- formances by new recruits in the line
es Walsh and Shay have been teach- of pitchWs and infielders.
The regular season is scheduled to
ing the newcomers some of the fundamental points of their system, em- open at Watcrville on April 18, but
phasizing shifts, spins, spacing, and inasmuch as the, Colby diamond has a
plays.

one

—

power include Andy HalHank Bonzagni '41; Ed
Jim Dyer '42; Ed Coombs

'42;

month.

Thus far the -work has consisead

to

Hampden-Sydney on the

j

Linn Wells' su-

Bobby Bell '42; Page Stephens
Herb Patterson '42; and Dick
'41.
In addition to the supHarding
mainly of smoothing out the playing
of the returning veterans and cor- port of these returning players. Coach
will continue longer next

go

in that

In Cage Practice

Although the ground

ficulty.

Forest games, the

In the first event of the evening.
Keylor, Marston, and Carlson finished
order in the 50 yard freestyle
Tentatively scheduled for
of April.
Keylor's time was
for men.
April 2 is a match with the powerful open
Grant of
North Carolina tennis team. From 25 and 2/5 seconds. Peter
edged out Jackie
Auburn
"Y"
the
Chapel Hill, the team will go to
Ralph Hughes of BrunsCharlottesville to meet the Virginia Hopkins and
team.
Heading north the Bowdoin wick ir/ the 50 yard freestyle for
In the
team will wind up their series witn Junior High School boys.
handiCatholic University as their oppo- finals of the 50 yard freestyle
for girls Jane Smith of Portland,
cap
nent on April 4.
Also announced at this time was Janet Friget, and Sally White also
finished
the schedule of the tennis team fot of the Portland Boys' Club
Rachel Knowies
the New England trip and the games one. two, three, after
with the Maine schools. The sched- and Jean Ring of Portland and
Brunswick respectively were eliminule is as follows:
ated in the trial heats. I5oth swam
April 23 Amherst- away.
from scratch and failed to qualify for
April 24 —Williams away
the finals by the narrowest of marApril 25--Wesleyan away.
gins.
April 26— -Boston U. away.
Ed Cooper of Bowdoin with an amMay 3 Open.

netmen

Four teams arc raging a close
battle in the interfraternity bowling

I

Of

.

Judging from the. play in the interfraternity basketball league this
season, varsity basketball, if it is inaugurated here next year, will be very
successful. There are certainly enough capable ball players on campus to

tjhnt

franj ithis

Team

Will Receive Proceeds

The College played host to the Annual Olympic Swimming Carnival in
the Bowdoin Pool last Saturday night
under the auspices of the National
A. A. U. Highlight of the evening was
Swimming Coach Bob Miller, who
the running off of the National A. A. directed last Saturday's swimming
U. Junior Board Diving Champion- tar Rival for the benefit of the A. A.
match which Bowdoin swept 6-0.
ship won by Dave Howard of the U. Olympic Fund.
At present, Coach Shay has select- Massachusetts Institute of Technoland is a well known American swimed five of the six players to partici- ogy.
His repetoire included such
mer.
In the
pate in the southern trip.
Howard found five men slated for stunts as The Baby Swan." "The
order of their present ranking they
the diving beside himself: Henry Mc- Coach Bob Miller Special" and also
are: Number one, Chick Ireland;
Namara of the Boston Y. M. C. A., imitations of all types of s%vim
two, Don Stearns; three. Captain Ev
Floyd Jones of Auburn, Johnny Pis- strokes such as "The Deaf and Dumb
Pope; four, John Plimpton; five, John
copo of the Portland Boys' Club, Ross Man," "Swimming Against the Tide."
Abbott. The number six man will be
Williams and Bill Croughwell of "In the Androscoggin." and many
chosen this week from a group comBowdoin. The M. I. T. diver led all others.
posed of Ciullo, Shorey, Harr, Burnthe way and won without any dif-

s*port

more or less of a rarity.
Hockey especially suffers

Olympic

American

m

form a unit which could hold its own in a league of Bates, Maine, Colby,
and Bowdoin. Financially, there should be no trouble if the attendance at
the other Maine college games is any indication. Basketball in most colleges
is the main source of support for the other sports, paying better than footThe lazy, warmth of the swimrrjjng field. In this -way. perhaps, will the ball does. Of course, there is the question of a proper floor and seating capool and the easy domestic dutie|! of question be answered and a serious pacity. One court could be easily made in place of the two and folding
squeezing oranges and carrying Aut hitch ironed out of our athletic pro- bleachers put in along the sides. Bowdoin students have waited a long time
ham, and
bright-colored flags for Bob Millar's gram.
for varsity basketball and will certainly appreciate it if it comes next year.

and a swimming managership
is usually welcome to those men tjent
on taking care of their major .reEven \\er0
quirement in athletics.
more candidates would be welcolme.
however,
and freshman baseball,
football, and hockey managers tare

Out At Olympic Carnival

And

which was conducted to cheek ithe
steady decrease in. the number? of
freshmen managers during the hist
wise uncrcupied men should enter
few years.
j.
Bowdoin's now wide-open managerial

mermen

Bowdoin Swimmers Stand

NETMEN START
SEASONJUONDAY

.

By Ted Bubier

it

is

questionable

as

Eaton of Bowdoin was disqualified

to

in

for leaving ahead of his assigned
handicap. Don Ulin of Bowdoin was
second and Johnny Thalheimer of
Brunswick was third. The time was
Bowdoin defeated the Rumford 1 minute 21 and 4 5 seconds. In the
Tennis Club 6-0 last Friday in the finals of the 100 yard breaststroke
first indoor match to be held in the handicap for girls. Prudence Casey of
Bowdoin cage. 'Dae scores were: Brunswick, Ann Hersey. and Betty
Charles Ireland 6. Alfred Bujuld 3; Curvan of Portland finished one. two.

Net Team Blanks Rumford
In Initial Indoor Match

;

The team has received a few plays
and this week received eight more
which were run through this afternoon. The coaches have been limiting
practice to certain groups on certain
days and having the entire squad out
together at least once a week. Centers and backs have been reporting
on one day while tackles guards reported on other days and occasionally
some of the groups have been com-

whether the playing field will be in
shape at that early cLvte. The Polar
Bears also are scheduled to play

bined.

stone at

|

:

|

'

Donald Stearns 6, Lin wood Batherson 2; Everett Pope 6. Kenneth Phillips 2; John Plimpton 6, Mathew Mc23rd.
Carthy 3. In 'the doubles: John AbOutstanding among the candidates bott and Harold Ciullo 6. Phillips and
Batherson 3; Pope and Plimpton 6,
for the freshman team are Bill Muir
McCarthy and Bujuld 2.
and Dick Gingras. catchers; Bill
The Bowdoin tennis team will start
Mudge and John Woodcock, pitchers; on its Southern tour this Saturday.
and Holden Findlay and Dick John- The. team has not been definitely
Bates at home before opening the annual road trip at Amherst" -.on the

|

|

.

The winning time was

1

Lou Harr and Bob Fenger found
the 20 seconds handicap in the 110
yard freestyle swim too big to overcome and they had to be 'content to
finish in fourth and fifth places, behind Alex Penny, Art Keylor, and
Corburn Marston. The five Bowdoin
swimmers trailed back and forth
through the pool as Penny set the
pace and kept the lead throughout
the quarter mile melee. Alex's time
was five minutes thirty-one and four-

HEADQUARTERS for TROUSERS

York Times

said:

"It

portant to the British war efforts to
keep that spirit high and strong." It
Is all too apparent that the issue of
feeding the occupied. territories is not
an imrrjediate political, but rather a

min-

ute 38 and 2 5 seconds.

picked, but it will probably include
those men who played in last Friday's mate,h. The schedule of matches
for the tour is incomplete but Bowdoin will probably play, among oth- fifths seconds.

base.

first

three.

New

the

a bitter awakening for
Great Britian if, after all rfer sacrifices, she were to win the war and
discover that the democratic peoples
of the continent have been alienated.
The spirit of the small democracies
has not yet been broken, even under
the iron heel of the Nazis. It is im-

would be

I

|

|

humanitarian issue, that Germany
cannot :gain anything by it and that
England cannot lose anything by it.
Democracy deserves a kick in the
pants if such German propaganda as
was issued last fall becomes a reality. Here is a specimen. "If you have
to eat dry' bread in insufficient quantities, then Frenchmen, always re-

member

that

owe

you-

this

to

the

British and nobody else."
On the
climaxed the
Hampton Sidney, evening's program with an excellent other hand, should Germany violate
the terms of the plan proposed by the
the University of Richmond and Cath- exhibition of clown diving. McNamara committee, and cause the starvation
olic University.
has traveled throughout the world of these people, the complete responsibility of their starvation would be
thBown upon herself in the eyes of
these people who are suffering.
If you have been more or less blissfully unconcerned about this situation, get excited about it now. sign a
petition acknowledging your sympathy which will be sent to Washington as an expression of the national
interest and concern with this plan.
If you are still opposed to it, at least
try to see both viewpoints on the siters.

Wake

Henry

Forest.

McNamara
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Wednesday

wvsv

.

March

'26

Road Show
with
Adolphe Mertjou - John Hubbard
Carole Landis

e«M

also
•

»

t

*

*-» *

News

»

Cartoon

?»*>*>
Thursday

.March

'21

Victory
*
*-*--*-

costs
Tastes good...

At

to
and s*ell fun
that's
The Importance of Sm£rt Slacks
at

Is

GUM is
events,

chw-

**^r£SrS

,«eete» your
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MINT GUM

Betty Field

Sound Act

March »-£•

Tobacco Road
with
Charley Grapewin - Gene Tierney
Marjorie flambeau - William Tracy
also

News

Sound Act

teal-mint

A

little

minute

is

for

a big

n

an

ice-cold boltio of Coca-Cola.

too-

It

rest

when you

drink

cca

brings a feeling of complete

refreshment

. . .

completely satis-

So when you pause
throughout tbo day, make it

fying.

the pause that refreshes

today.

Drink

long enough

en j OT ing

T

m

RAL'fc

in

Strawberry Blonde
also

MARK.

News

Delicious and

Community Sing

Keirt'sliirif*

5'

Tuesday

Flight
QUALITY

ice-cold Coca-Cola.

Brunswick

March 30-31
Sunday- Monday
lames Cagney - Olivia DeHavilland

with

April 1st

From

Destiny

with
Geraldine Fitzgerald

•

-

Thomas
Bottled under authority of The Coca-Cola

Company by

COCA-COLA BOTTLING PLANTS,
SB Second Street
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Not Overlooked

BENOirS—Well S^iow You A Variety That Will

Surely Satisfy.
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POUE
CARNEGIE TESTS ARE

.

SUNiS
RISES

J

SURVEY

IN

/row Pajc 3]

in the math exam, or a German professor gets a low score in his own subK

ject? And if they do show that a majn
has studied a lot. what of it? He must
have known that pretty conclusively
before he took the test
The proponents of this exam
treading dangerous ground here
fact, they themselves aren't sure wh
the test may some day indicate,
the first place it's a difficult thing

compare knowledge

in literature wi
ability in math.
The verbal fact
test is still more rebellious. Psyd

ogists tell us thai vocabulary is %n
accurate indication of intelligence,

and reading capacity even more

The

word

p

«

so.
{

then\ with its
questions, and iSs
section devoted to paragraph comprehension, is nothing but a simp!
fled intelligence test. And yet, obviously, a person's age and school i
will govern the extent of his voca
lary in a large degree. You see, we
number of questions that the Carmgie Record tests might answer jis
test,

synonym-antonym

t

real pleasure for me' to.congratulate J^ . "
The President. "Mister Blank, will
you be so Icind as to translate for

—

.

us?"

—Professor yam. "What are you

doing in the library with your hat
G. Wilder. "How reconcile
these two factors: behaviour and emotion?"—Professor Burnett. "Ah—
ahem! that meaning, is incorrect"—
Professor
Brojwn.
"You
Frederic
ought to see my annelid wrorms! "—
Professor Copeland. "I'm sorry, but
I guess I'l) have to put you on, but
Til give you until the end of the-week
to write home first." Dean Nixon.
"I was - yep - up to - yep - Augusta
- yep the other day." Professor
Hormell. "Now, up at the island. .
Professor Gross. "I am afraid I
shall nave to, demand more regular
attendance from those of you who
have become delinquent." Professor

on?"—Q.

-

—

—

.

—

—

Van

Cleve..

for

instance."

"Take

—

this piece of chalk,

Professor Little.
is crazy .'"-^Professor Means.
don't you step over to the of-

"Smith

"Why

Mrs, Osa Johnson Will Be
Among The Forum.
Speakers
1

£

Continued from Page

1
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fice? I

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

.

.

—

—

—

BRANN'S

delicious privilege

— the

vides

133

MAINE STREET

I

—

leading meteorologists as Assistant
no other exam pro- smile?" Professor Helmreich. "PosiChief of the United States Weather
tively no smoking in this library!"
and say, "I
Mr. Boyer. "If you'll just come over Bureau of the Department of Com-

right to sniff

don't believe

here to my desk, I'll try to find it for
you." P. S. Wilder.
"This is very
complicated. Sometimes I don't understand it myself." Professor Kolln.
"We need a new theatre building."
Professor Quinby.
("No offense meant to anyone, and
blessings upon those who had to be
left out
for lack of space and
knowledge." The Author.)

it."

—

—

THE COLLEGE LAUNDRY
Laundry Kid Dry Cleaning
Special Rates

Superior Service

—

We mend your clothing,

darn socks, sew on buttons,
at no additional charge

Agent, John Weatworth, Appleton Hall
Sub agents in all houses

Tel. 80

.

By Charies Mergeadahl

merce.

The Society

of

Bowdoin

Women

is

sponsoring the appearance of the noted woman explorer, Mrs. Osa Johnson. She has done a great deal to unravel the mysteries of jungle life and
to bring them before the public on
both the lecturer's stage and in her
recent best seller "I Married Adventure." She has takon one trip to Borneo and five to Africa, during which
times she photographed head hunters,

Robert

to

[

blind

Germany.

pendent in life through the use of
dogs. Mrs. Eustis told him to come
to Switzerland, where he obtained
and learned to employ Buddy I, who
acted as his guide until her death in
1938. At that time many persons in
America doubted the ability of dogs
to guide the blind through the complex traffic of this country, but Mr.
Frank and Buddy convinced even the

—

...

On the island of
dramatist
Cyprus, the people say "Goodbye"
when they mean "Hello" because of
a printing error in the first English
textbook introduced to the island
Slowly now, we're beginning
.
.
to hate Carmen Miranda, with all
.
her fruit and imitation jewelry
We hear somebody has invented a
candle for birthday cakes that breaks
open after burning a short time, unfurling a banner with "Happy Birthday" on it; which isn't a very hapwhich the British seem to have found
is the Greek Army
The University of Kentucky is offering courses
.

.

.

.

most skeptic.
Soon after this great

.

Eye SoThis organization charges a moderate fee to
all blind persons who receive its dogs
and a month's training in learning
to use them, but for its principal
support it depends upon the persons
who buy membership in it. In many
instances a Seeing-Eye dog has altered a blind man's entire attitude
and situation in life by giving him
a hitherto unknown degree ©f independence. Mr. Frank, in his lecture,
will describe the organization and
the training of the dogs, the masters,
and the instructors for both.
ciety in Morristown, N. J.

bait-

The Marx Brothers are
a new picture in which
they're private detectives in a department store ... In making "I'd
ing

.

.

.

making

Rather
Dance,"
Eleanor
Powell
wore out five pairs of stockings a
day; she's supposed to be doing the
fastest tap dance ever put into the
movies
From an 1881 paper:
.

.

.

"No

train robberies in Missouri for

the

past

week.

Edward

somewhat

Being

success, Mrs.

Eustis founded the Seeing

.

and fly-casting and

in billiards

Continued from Page 1 ]
persons become more inde-

Sherwood's next play.

E.

Saturday AN AMERICAN CRUSADER, will
morning the delegates will have their be produced soon by the Free Comchoice of round table discussions on pany which doesn't interest us in
We think Sherwood a
.the opportunities in government serv- the least.
ice for lawyers, interns, public wel- strangely successful and incompetent
bassador

Little Joins

Bowdoin

takes the boys some time
In Concert
to count the money"; and in 1889:
"John L. Sullivan wrecks Kilrain in
[ Continued from Page 1 }
Seventy-Fifth Round. Both slip out Lustspeil Overture
Kiler Bila
of Mississippi a jump ahead of the
Barbara Curtis rSheriff."
Worry is interest paid Hungarian Fantasy
arr. Lake
on trouble before it falls due
Schubert Melodies
arr. Hildreth
Boccherini
And incidentally, the suicide rate in Celebrated Minuett
America is dropping lower and low- Bowdoin College Brass Sextet
Victor's March
Elbel
er every year
We've seen Helen Sons of Fame
Zamecnik
Hayes twice on the stage and once Aladdin's Lamp
O'Neill
in the movies now, and are convinced In A Persian Market
Ketilbey
i
Herbert
her earlier days were as bad as Ethel Victor Herbert Favorites
The Coronation March
Myerbeer
Barrymore's later ones
Vaughn 'Bad'ner Mad'lin (Girls of Badin)..
Monroe has put out a really good reKomzak
cording of "Dardanella" and "There'll Deep Purple
De Rose
illiterate it

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

j

\

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

!

symbol of the new philosophic geography for which the author is noted.
According to Professor Philip Wilder, students will be able to sign up
for their choice of round table conBe Some Changes Made"; and if you
ferences in the library after vacation.
Names will be selected according to like fancy trumpet playing, get hold
of Harry James' "Flight of the Bumclass seniority.
Since their inauguration in 1923, ble Bee" and "The Carnival of
the Bowdoin Institutes have been Venice"; they're both
a little oververy popular with the student bodies,
whelming
The crocuses are out
according to editorials and accounts
by
Mass.
Hall.
written in past issues of the ORIENT.
The custom of inviting well-known
There were also many famous
speakers to the platform was started
personages
at the Institute of Modin 1923 when the Honorable Henry
ern Literature in 1925. Among them
Morganthau spoke at the Institute of
were Robert Frost, Edna St. VinModern History. President Warren G.

.

.

.

.

.

cent Millay, Carl Sandburg, Henry
Seidel Canby, Willa Cather, and
Christopher Morley.

The Institute of Art in 1927 gave
rise to one of the first concentrated
demands for a Little Theatre here at

;

;

Stars and Stripes

Sousa

National

Anthem

Chase, Whiting Williams,
Clarence C. Little.

and Dr.

In the 1931 Institute of Natural
Sciences, Dr. Harlow Shapley, and
Kirkley F. Mather were among the
speakers. In the second Modern Literature program in 1933, Theodore
Dreiser, Marc Connelly, Elmer Rice,
Dorothy Canfield Fisher, and Carl
Van Doren were presented. A great
deal of comment was aroused by the
talk given by Henry A. Wallace when
he spoke here as Secretary of Agriculture during the Institute of Politics in 1935. On the same program

were Frances Perkins, Fiorello LaBowdoin. In 1929, among those speakGuardia, Ogden L. Mills, and Harold
ing for Social Science, were Stuart
Laski.
Prominent among the lecturers at
the 1937 Philosophy Institute were
Pipes - Best Assortment
Rexford rugwell and Dr. Alexander
Cigars for Smokers
Meiklejohn. At the last Institute, Pro-

MORTON'S

DRAPEAU'S SHOE STORE
-

?

]

Harding was asked to attend, but although he was unable to come, he
wrote in a letter to President Sills
commending the Institute, "The Business of living and of making a living
so largely consumes the energies of
"Colt" Imported, Finest Grade, Eng- cannibals, and Ravage tribes.
With most people that they find it all too
lish-Made, Brown Willow Calf, Avia- aeroplane and camera she has pro- easy to close the volumes which ought
tion Boots, Siae 9, Bargain Price. duced many pictures of wild life, and to be kept open to them."

the cmzEN's Laundry co., inc.
73 Maine Street* BRUNSWICK, ME.

Prompt Service

1

relations,

—

j

Continued from Page

housing, public planning,
The first of these speakers, Profes- the diplomatic service, and actual
The conference will close
sor Henry N. Russell, teaches Astron- politics.
omy at Princeton University and is late Saturday afternoon with a tea
considered one of the foremost scien- and informal discussion.
tists in the United States. He is the
lately headed the 20th Century-Fox
inventor of an instrument called the
expedition into East Africa during
Russell Diagram, and has written
and' Livingmany articles for "The Scientific the filming of "Stanley
stone."
American."
President Wallace W. Atwood of
Father John J. Lynch of Fordham
Clark University has stated his interUniversity is the director of the obests in such books as "The United
servatory at that school. He has been
States Among the Nations" and "The
very active in the branch of science
Nations." Under his diknown as seismology, the observa- Growth of
rection, the Department of Geogration and analysis of earth disturbphy at Clark has risen to a position
ances, and has recently written a
world prominence.
Trembling of
book
entitled
"Our
Arthur Morgan, former chairman
Earth."
of the Tennessee Valley Authority, is
Professor Korgen was largely in- well known in the field of conservastrumental in getting Vihjalmur Stef- tion. He was President of Antioch
ansson as a speaker. Mr. Stefansson College from 1932-36, and has long
has been an arctic explorer for many been an expert on flood control, havyears, and he has written of his ex- ing planned and superintended sevenperiences in "The Northward Course ty-five water control projects and
of Empire" and "The Friendly Arc- helped six states draft drainage legistic." He has been an adviser of the lation.
northern operations of the PanThe last speaker of the Institute,
American Airways for eight years, Roderick Peattie, is Professor of
and more recently has been affiliated Geography at Ohio State University.
with the United States Army and His most recent book, "Geography in
their program of defending Alaska.
Human Destiny," is considered as a
tiny."

—

BARBER SHOP

[

C. Warren Thornthwaite, "Climate fare workers, and scientists, as well
and Conservation"; Monday, April 21, as on the special opportunities proOsa Johnson, "Sub-civilized Society"; vided by city governments. At lunchTuesday." April 22. Wallace A. At- eon on Saturday the entire conferwood, "The Geography of New Eng- ence will be addressed by Arthur S.
land"; Thursday, April 24, Arthur Fleming of the United States Civil
Morgan, "The Grass. Roots of So- Service Commission, while in the aftciety"; and Friday, April 25, Roderick ernoon there will be further round
Peattie, "Geography in fluman Des- table discussions on careers in labor

have two Sub- Freshmen from
Lewiston
here." Professor
Hamseniors ?
ing? Suppose scholars agree that the
mond. "Extensions of time are not orsors? Can they teach? Is the Bait- "grammar-schoolish" objective tesjt is
dinarily granted, and late reports are
doin scholastic system efficient ? He w as valuable as the essay type of exam not accepted." Professor Chase.
what then? Plato once pictured a "That periodical with the greatest
do other so-called high-ranking a 1leges compare with Bowdoin? Doe<4a civilization whose leaders were chos- circulation The Reader's Digest
man learn more in high school th m en for their intelligence as determin- ugh!" Professor Herbert Brown.
"I would suggest that your preparain college? Do we learn more frt m ed by birth and by examinations. It is
tion be extensive, for Moliere is one
reading than from a college coursi ? conceivable that men may some day of my Dets." Professor Gilligan.
But we'd better continue the list be allotted their life-work on the "Have you heard this one yet?" Dr.
Johnson. "In the golden language of
next week, for it's a long one, aktd basis of some such test.
There are more practical observa- the original." Professor Smith.
you have some idea of the many
"Haw, haw, haw!" Professor Kirktions to be made at present, howpotheses the Carnegie Institute m
land. "Did you see the moon reflected
ever. Bowdoin professors have al- on the new snow at three o'clock this
prove. The principal law in scienti
ready foreseen the possibility that the morning?" Professor Coffin, "Let's
investigation is to let only one sit
exams may decide the go over it once more lightly." Protion vary at a time. In a study io Carnegie
fessor Tillotson. "A-a-a-a-n-n-n-n-dah
graduate scholarships. ..."
general, it is impossible to do this, &o awards of
Mr. C. Warren Thornthwaite was*
Professor Kendrick. "The fact
'Whatever the outcome, Bowdoin sen- remains
"
the experimenters must grope in
.
Professor Hartman. at one time a geographer on the faciors
must resign themselves once a "It is inside of the window pane culty of the University of Oklahoma,
dark for some time to come.
and then was connected with the
year to a guinea pig's fate. Men will which consciousness surveys." ProWhat if the exams are finally
fessor Stallknecht. "And tomorrow I Rockefeller Foundation. He was for
feel eccentric if they're knowledge
proved and put on a nation-wide f<
want to be there to see Bowdoin tear some time Chief of the Climatic and
graph is a weird zig-zag, and proud
that Colby mule apart!" Professor Physiographic Division of Soil Conif their graph is high. And if their Daggett. "What's
the matter with servation of the Department of Agrigraph is low, there is always that you, Mr. Evans; why don't you ever culture. At present he is one of the
staggering:

Variety

*

Celt Evans

Summary: ."iris a very

—

How smart are Bowdoin's
How smart are their profes-

By John

FRANK TO TALK HERE
ON SEEING EYE PLAN

'

CAREER CONFERENCE
< IS PLANNED AT YALE
OPEN IN TWO WEEKS
>
-

10TH INSTITUTE WILL

CDustard and Cress

**
'{Continued from Page 1]
and if they wish to bring the matter
to the attention of the College as a
whole or even the alumni, the columns of the ORIENT are open to their
use. The,! ORIENT is willing to print
all communications on student affairs if they are sincerely written.
But it is only on rare occasions that
a student avails himself of this opportunity. The ORIENT is a 'studentwritten paper and is' willing. to prinj
all ideas and suggestions that nonstaff members may have. It is up to
the students themselves.*
• - r
fT*HAT is the whole story. The next
* step rests with the student body."
They alone can change the present
system. It is foolish to condemn the
Student Council as being worthless.
After vacation, elections will take
place; but there is still time for action. A workable plan has been presented to you. There is only one more
thing to be said until the student
body realizes that the Student Council is the major line of communication
between itself and the College, it can
hope for no change in the present system.

*

{ Continued
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Magazines and—you know!
"Seconds"

was instrumental in
outstanding muChardon, the Curtis
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sicians.

String Quartet,

and the Wellesley

College Choir under the direction of
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Nadia Boulanger participated
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positions of importance in the profession throughout the world. Its
course of instruction is of the highest order.
Anyone interested in this profession as a life work is invited to apply for further information to
The Dean of the School of Dentistry
University of Pennsylvania

of college

available to college graduates.
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